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PREFACE

The need for a building Code related to specific conditions which
prevail in the Caribbean has long been recognised. A start is now
being made to meet this need with the release of Part I, Part 2
(except Section 5), and Part t, of the Caribbean Uniform Building
CoOe (CUAIC). It is planned to publish Parts 4 and 5 of the Code at
a later stage. The Code has emerged from the implementation of a
major project, involving inter alia, a process of comprehensive and
wide ranging consultation among Caribbean experts, acting as
consultants and resource persons, and as representatives of
governments of Member States of the Caribbean Community, as well as
of the full range of non-governmental interests concerned with
building standards in the Caribbean.

While relevant concerns and standards of similar Codes in existence
elsewhere have been incorporated into the exercise, the Code is
uniquely Caribbean in that it speaks directly to the particular
requirements of the Caribbean environment, taking special account,
for example, of the Regionrs susceptibility to hurricanes and
earthquakes.

Minimum standards for safety of'buildings are proposed, and detailed
suggestions set out on what should comprise the respecLive
responsibilties of building owners, contractors, and administrative
authorities. In order that we in the Caribbean might satisfy these
standards and discharge these responsibilities, the Code sets out
suggested design criteria, administrative and enforcement
requirements relating to materials, and requirements relating to
construction practice, occupancy levels, fire safety, and public
health.

The Code reflects current knowledge and state of the art. It can
thus be anticipated that revisions will periodically be required, as
technology changes, and as the results of research efforts become
available. It will be a continuing challenge to our commitment to
regional cooperation in this fieId, in the Caribbean, to keep
abreast of such developments in future years.

The Code has emerged from concerted collaborative efforts over a
number of years among Caribbean experts in the field of building
standards, belonging to such organisations as the council of
Caribbean Engineering 0rganisations, the University of the West
Indies, the Caribbean l4eteorologicl Institute, and the Caribbean
Development Bank. Dr. Myron Chin of the University of the West
Indies has, as Project Manager, ably directed the exercise to this
successful conclusion.

The Project from which this Code
by the Caribbean Development Bank
International Development. The
grateful for this support.

is the outcome was funded jointly
and the United States Agency for

Caribbean Community is extremely



0n beha1fl of the Caribbean Community, I acknowledge the contribu-a tions and services of all organisations and individuals whosea resoupces and expertise have combined to give us a Caribbean Uniform
Building Code.

Member States of CARICOM now have the benefit of this invaluable
tool on which they can draw in formulating or revising their

a respective national system, as they continue to pursue the goal of
improving the standards of environtmental care for the people of the

: Community.

: /%,--/-/A 
RODERICK RAINFORD
SECRETARY-GENERAL
CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY SECRETARIAT

April 22, L9B6
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FOREI{ORD

The purpose of Building Codes is to set out minimum requirements for
safety in buildings. The successful implementation of the Codes
depends on the acceptance of and the compliance with the require-
ments and the establishment of suitable machinery for admj-nistration
and enforcement. Part I of the Caribbean Uniform Building Code
deals with the administration and enforcement of the requirements of
the Code.

Most Commonwealth Caribbean countries have administering and
enforcing systems for planning laws in force, and it is not antici-
pated that the provisions of this part of the Code will be in
conflict with any of those systems. Included in this part of the
Code are the general application of the Code, the limited applica-
tion situations and prohibitions, and the identification of the
responsibilities of building owners, constructors, and administering
authorities. The powers of .the administering authorities are
stated, and the procedures to provide for the smooth processing of
applications have been set out.

Unlike other parts of the Code which will be influenced by the
advancement of technology, revisions to this part would depend on
the need of the Governments to exercise control of the development
process. However, the refinement of administration and enforcement
should be examined continuously since it is a significant aspect in
the implementation of the National Building Code.



NUMBERING SY5TEH

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

in the second number indicates the Section in the Part, the second
and third digits in the second number indicate the Subsection in the
Section, and the third number indicates the Article in the Subsec-
tion. These are illustrated as follows:

2 - Part2
2.5OO - Part 2, Section 5
2.506 - Part 2, Section 5, Subsection 6
2.506.t - Part 2, Section 5, Subsection 5, Article )
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PART I

ADMINISTRATION AND ENFORCEMENT

Scope

APPLICATION These requirements apply to the desiqn'
construction and occupancy of new buildings, and the
alteration, reconstruction, demolition, removal,
relocation, maintenance and occupancy of existing
buildings except as such matters are otherwise provided
for in other written laws or in the rules and regulations
for promulgation under the provisions of this Code.

The requirements of the Caribbean Uniform Building Code
shall apply to all work falling within the jurisdiction
of these regulations.

LIMITED APPLICATI0N T0 EXISTING BUILDINGS ttlhere a
building or any part thereof is altered, these require-
ments apply to the parts of the building that are
altered.

These requirements apply where the whole or any part of a
building is relocated either within or into the state.

I,,lhen the whole or any part of a building is demolishedt
these requirements apply to the work involved in the
demolition and to work required to any parts remaining
after demolition to the extent that deficiencies remain-
ing after demolition are corrected.

When a building is damaged by fire, earthquake or other
cause, the requirements and the appropriate regulations
in the Fire Prevention Bylaw or, in the absence of a Fire
Prevention Bylaw, the Building Code apply to the work
necessary to reconstruct damaged portions of the
building.

When an unsafe condition exists in or about a building,
these requirements and the appropriate regulations in the
Fire Prevention ByIaw otr in the absence of a Fire
Prevention Bylaw, the Building Code apply to the work
necessary to correct the unsafe condition.

Where the use of a building ot any part thereof is
changed, these requirements apply to aIl parts of the
building affected by the change.

(a) public works located on a street or on a public
transit right of way,

l.lOL.9 EXEMPTIONS - These requirements do not apply to
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(b) public utitity towers and poIes, television and
radio op other communciation aerials and towers,
except for Ioads resulting from those located on or
attached to buildings,

(c) flood control and hydroelectric dams and structures,

(d) mechanical or other equipment and appliances not
specifically regulated in these requiremenLs,

(e) accessory buildings not greater than I0 square
metres in building area provided they do not ereate
a hazard,

(f) farm buildings of 9t square metres or less other
than those used as residences, and

(g) special development projects.

MATTERS NOT PR0VIDED FOR - Any requirement essential for
structural, fire or sanitary safety of any existing or
proposed building or structurer ot essential for the
safety of its occupants thereof, and of which is not
specifically covered by this Code shall be determined by
the authority having jurisdiction.

Prohibitions

Any person who fails to comply with any order or notice
issued by an authority having jurisdiction, or who allows
a violation of this Code to continue, contravenes the
provisions of this Code.

No person shall work or authorize or allow work to
proceed on a project for which a permit is required
unless a valid permit exists for the work to be done.

No person shall deviate from the approved plans and
specifications forming a part of the building permit, or
omit or faiL to complete, prior to occupancy, work
required by the said approved plans and specifications,
without first having obtained in writing the approval of
the authority having jurisdiction to do so.

No person shall occupy or allow the occupancy of any
building, or part thereof, unless the owner has obtained
an occupancy certificate from the authority having
jurisdiction.

No person having authority in the construction, recon-
struction, demolition, alteration, removal, relocation or
occupancy of a building shall cause, allow or maintain
any unsafe condition.

A

1.I02.5
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No person shall excavate op undertake work oor over or
under public property, or erect or place any construction
or work or store any materials thereon without approval
having first been obtained in writing from the appropri-
ate Government Authority.

No person shall allow the property boundaries of a
building lot to be so changed as to place a building or
part thereof in contravention of this Code.

No person shall knowingly submit false or misleading
informaLion.

Responsibilities of the Owners

Every owner sha1l aIlow the authority havinq jurisdiction
to enter any building or premises at any reasonable time
for the purpose of administering and enforcing this Code.

Every owner shall obtain aII permits or approvals
required in connection with proposed work, prior to com-
mencing or continuing the work to which they relate.

Every owner shall ensure that the plans and specifica-
tions on which the issuance of the building permit was
based are continuously available at the site of the work
for inspection during work hours, by the authority having
jurisdietion, and the permit, or true copy thereof, is
posted conspicuously on the site during the entire exe-
cution of the work.

Every owner shall give notice to the authority having
jurisdiction of the date on which the owner intends to
begin work, not less than two working days prior to
commencing work on the building site.

Every owner shall give notice in writing to the authority
having jurisdiction, listing
(a) prior to eommeneing the work, the name, address and

telephone number of

(i) the constructor or other person in charge of
the work,

(ii) the engineer oF architect reviewing the work,
and

(iii) any inspection or testing agency engaged to
monitor the work, and

(b) any change in or termination of employment of such
persons during the coupse of the construction
immediately that such change or termination occurs.
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Every ownep shall give notice to the authority having
jurisdiction

(a) of intent to do work that has been ordered inspected
during construction,

(b) of intent to cover work that has been ordered to be
inspected prior to covering, and

(c) when work has been completed so that a final inspec-
tion can be made.

Every owner shall give notice in writing to the authority
having jurisdiction

(a) immediately that any change in ownership of ehange
in the address of the owner occuls prior to the
issuance of an occupancy permit, and

(b) prior to occupying any portion of the building if it
is to be occupied in stages.

Every ownep shall give such other notice to the authority
having jurisdiction as may be required by the provisions
of this Code.

Every owner shall make or have made at the ownerr s
expense tests or inspecLion as necessary to prove compli-
ance with this Code and shal-I promptly file a copy of all
such tests or inspection reports with the authority
having jurisdiction.

Every owner shall provide an up-to-date survey of the
building site when and as required by the authority
having jurisdiction.

When required by the authority having jurisdiction, every
ownet shall uncover and replace at the ownerrs expense
any work that has been covered contrary to an order
issued by the authority having jurisdiction.

Every owner is responsible for the cost of repair of any
damage to public pnoperty or work located thereon that
may occur as a result of undertakinq work for whieh a
permit is required.

No owner shall deviate from this Code or flrom the condi-
tions of the permit to omit work required by this Code or
the conditions of the permit without first obtaining from
the authority having jurisdiction permission in writing
to do so.

Every owner shall obtain an occupancy certificate from
the authority having jurisdiction prior to any

-a

:

1.I01.14
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(a) occupancy of a building or part thereof after
construction, partial demolition or alteration of
the building, oF

(b) change in the occupancy of any building or part
thereof.

Every ownep shall ensure that no unsafe condition exists
or will exist because of the work being undertaken or not
completed should occupancy occur prior to the completion
of any work being undertaken that requires a permit.

When required by the authority having jurisdiction' every
owner shall provide a letter to certify compliance with
this Code and of any permits required.

The granting of a permit, the approval of the plans and
specifications or inspections carried out by the author-
ity having jurisdiction shall not in any way relieve the
owner of a building from full responsibility for carrying
out the work or having the work carried out in accordance
with this Code, including ensuring that the oceupancy of
the building, or any part thereof, is in accordance with
the terms of the occupancy certificate, and including
compliance with any special conditions made under the
provisions of 1.105.5.

When a buildinq or part thereof is in an unsafe condi-
tion, the owner shali forthwith take alI necessary action
to put the building in a safe condition.

Responsibilities of the Constructor

Every constructor shall ensure that all construction
safety requirements of this Code are complied with.

Every constructor is responsible for ensuring that no

excavation or other work is undertaken on public
property, and that no building is erected or materials
stored in whole or in part thereon without approval first
having been obtained in writing from the appropriate
government authority.

Every constructor is responsible jointly and severally
with the owners for any wonk actually undentaken.

Responsibilities of the Authority having Jurisdiction

The authority having jurisdiction is responsible for the
administration and enforcement of this Code.

The authority having jurisdiction shall keep copies of
aIl applications received, permits and orders issued,
inspections and tests made and of aIl papers and docu-
ments connected with the administration of this Code flor
such time as other regulations require.
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The authority having jurisdiction shalI accept any
construction or condition that lawfuIIy existed within
the area of jurisdietion prior to the effective date of
this Code provided that such eonstruction or condition
does not constitute an unsafe condition.

The authority having jurisdietion shall issue in writing
such notices op orders as may be necessary to inform the
owner where a contravention of this Code has been
observed.

The authority having jurisdiction shall answer such rele-
vant questions as may be reasonable with respect to the
provisions of this Code when requested to do so but,
except for standard design aids, shall refrain from
assisting in the laying out of any work and from acting
in the capacity of a consultant.

The authority having jurisdiction shall issue a permit to
the owner when, to the best of his knowledge, the appli-
cable conditions as set forth in this Code have been met.

Powers of the Authority having Jurisdiction

The authority having jurisdiction may enter any buitding
ot premises at any reasonable time for the purpose of
administering or enforcing this Code.

The authority having jurisdiction is empowered to order

(a) a person who contravenes this Code to comply with it
within the period speeified,

(O) work to stop on the building or any part thereoF if
such work is proceeding in contravention of this
Code, op if there is deemed to be an unsafe
condition,

(c) the removal of any unauthorized encroachment on
public property,

(d) the removal of any building or part thereof
constructed in contravention of this Code,

(e) the cessation of any occupancy in eontravention of
this Code,

( f) the cessation of any occupancy if any unsafe
condition exists because of work beinq undertaken or
not completed, and

(g) the correction of any unsafe condition.

a,
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Tlu authority having jurisdiction may direct that testsof materiars, equipment, deviees, construction methods,structural assemblies op foundation conditions be maoejor sufficient evidence oF proof be submitted at theexpense of the owner, where such evidence or proof isnecessary to determine whether the materiar, equipment,device, construction or foundation condition satisfiesthis Code.

Ih" authority having jurisdiction may require any ownerto submit an up-to-OJte plan or survey prepared by aregistered land surveyor which shalr 
"ont"in sufficientinformation regarding the site and the rocation of anybuilding

(a) to estabrish before construction begins that arl therequirements of this code in rerati6n [o this infor-mation will be complied with, and

(b) to verify upon compretion of the work that all suchrequirements of this Code have been 
"orffi"O with.

When site condi.tions, size or complexity of the workwarrant, the authority having jurisdiction may requirethat.alr plans. and speciricat-iois o"-""y fr"t therof becertified, and the construction or "ii"l"ii"n of anybuilding or part thereof u" -gun"""r1i'i"Ji"*". 
duringconstruction, by a professionaily qu.iirilo lrcnitect orengineer.

The authority having jurisdiction may, subject to condi-tions, issue a permil *n"n in his opinion it is warrantedwith respect to a building or occupancy in which existing
E::::"r"rt"" 

is nor in -complete' 
c#prlane"- *itn thi;

I,h" authority having jurisdiction may issue a permit atthe risk of the ownerr with conditions if nu"u"*""y toensure compliance with this code ano any J^"" appricableregulations, to excavate or to construct a portion of abuilding before 
, 
th.e entire plans of the whole projecthave been submitted o" aceupt!0.

The authority having jurisdiction may issue a permit forthe entire project 
"onoition"L-upon the submission, priorto :g*rgncing work. thereon, oi additionar inFormation notavailabLe at the time of issuance, if such data are of

":::ld?il importance and are of such nature that thewithholding of the permit untir its "u"iiJirity wourdunreasonably delay the work.

1'105'9 
J!:rfttn"ritv 

having jurisdiction may refuse to issue any
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(a) whenever information submitted
determine compliance with the
Code,

is inadequate to
provisions oF this

(b) whenever incorrect information is submitted,
(c) that wourd authorize any building work or occupancythat would not be permitted by this Code, or
(d) that would be prohibited by any other reguration.

The authority having jurisdiction may revoke a permit if
(a) there is a contravention of any condition under

which the permit was issued,

(b) the permit was issued in error, or

(c) the permit was issued on the basis of incorrect
information.

The authority having jurisdiction may issue a temporary
occupancy certificate, subject to compliance with provi-
si-ons to safeguard persons in or about the premises, to
alrow the occupancy of a buirding or a part thereof forthe aceepted use, prior to commencement or completion of
the eonstruction or demolition work.

when any buirding, construction or excavation or part
thereof is in an unsafe condition as a result of being
open of unguarded, or because of danger from fire or riskof accident because of its ruinous or dilapidated state,faulty construction, abandonment or otherwise, and whendue notice to correct such condition has not been
complied with, the authority having jurisdiction may

(a) demolishr pemove or make safe such buirding,construction, excavation or part thereof at the
expense of the ownep and may recovef such expense inlike mannep as municipal taxes, and

(u) take such other measures as it may eonsider
necessary to protect the public.

when immediate measures must be taken to avoid an immin-ent danger of fire or risk of accident, the authority
having jurisdiction may take such action as is appropri-
ate, without notice, and at the expense of the owner.

Before issuing an occupancy permit, the authority havingjurisdiction may require the owner to provide retters tocertify that the requirements of this and the necessary
permits have been met.

A!
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The authority having jurisdiction shall issue the owner
an order or notice in writing to correct any unsafe
condition observed in any building.

The authority having jurisdiction shall provide in writ-
ing, when requested to do so, all reasons for refusal to
grant a permit.

(a) the name and address of the owner ofl the building'

(b) the address or location of the building involved in
' the failure,

(c) the name and address of the constructor, and

(d) the nature of the failure.

Permits and Permit Fees

PERMITS - A permit is required whenever work regulated by
this Code is to be undertaken.

Permits, in addition to the permits required in I.107.1
with respect to buitding components and services, may be
required by the authority having jurisdiction.

An occupancy certificate is required

(a) to allow the occupancy of a building or part
thereof, or

(b) when the occupancy of a building or part thereof is
changed.

Where any failure occurs which
tial to cause injury or Ioss
having jurisdiction may require
submit a report stating

APPLICATION FOR A PERMIT - TO

shall file an application in
form.

Except as otherwise allowed
jurisdiction, every application

causes ot has the poten-
of life, the authority
the owner or oceupier to

obtain a permit the ownet
writing on a prescribed

by the authority having
shall

(a) identify and describe in detail the work and occu-
pancy to be covered by the permit for which
application is made,

(U) describe the land on which the work is to be done by
a description that wilI readily identify and locate
the building lot,
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(c) include plans and specifications, unless otherwise
accepted by the authority having jurisdiction, and
show the occupancy of all parts of the building,

(d) be accompanied by the required fee, and

(e) state the names, addresses and telephone numbers ofl
the owner, architect, engineer or other designer and
constructor.

An application for a permit may be deemed to have been
abandoned 6 months after the date of filing, unless such
application is being actively pursued by the applicant.

APPROVAL IN PART - Where in order to expedite work,
approval of a portion of the buitding is desired prior to
the issuance of a permit for the whole project, applica-
tion shall be made for the complete project, and detailed
plans and specifications covering the portion of the work
for which immediate approval is desired shall be filed
with the authority having jurisdiction.

Should a permit be issued for part oF a building, the
holder of such permit may proceed without assurance that
the permit for the entire building wiII be granted.

After issuance of the permit, application may be made for
revision of the permit, and such application shall be
made in the same manner as for the original permit.

A permit shall expire and the right of an owner under the
permit shall terminate if
(a) the work authorized by the permit is not commenced

within 24 months from the date of issuance of the
permit and actively carried out thereafter, or

(U) work is suspended for a period of 24 months.

Permit fees and all procedures and conditions applicable
thereto shall be as established by the authority having
jurisdiction.

PERMIT FOR A TEMPORARY BUILDING - Notwithstanding
anything contained elsewhere in this Code, a permit for a
temporary building may be issued by the authority havingjurisdiction, authorizing for a limited time only the
erection and existence of a building or part thereof for
an occupancy which because of its nature will exist for a
short time under circumstances which warrant only selec-
tive compliance with the requirements.
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A permit for a temporary building shall state the date
after which and the conditions under which the permit is
no longer valid.

A permit for a temporary building may be extended
provided permission in writing is granted by the author-
ity having jurisdiction.

A permit for a temporary building shall be posted on the
building.

TENTS AND AIR-SUPPORTED STRUCTURES - Except where permit-
ted by the authority having jurisdiction, a tent or air-
supported structure shall not be erected unLess a

certificate of occupancy has been obtained.

The authority having jurisdiction shall issue a certifi-
cate of occupancy when it is satisfied that a tent or
air-supported structure complies with the Caribbean
Uniform Building Code.

The certiflicate of occupancy for a tent or ain-supported
structure is renewable every 12 months provided the tent
or air-supported structure complies with aIl laws and
regulations in effect at the time of request for renewal.

Inspection

The designer shall make copies of all inspection and
review reports available to the authority having juris-
diction upon request.

The person responsible for foundation review shall pre-
pare and sign a report of each review and send the report
as soon as practical to the authority having jurisdic-
tion.

The authority having jurisdiction shall be notified and
given an opportunity to inspeet the site before excava-
iion, before a foundation is placed and before a super-
structure is placed on a foundation.

Environmental Factors

The environmental factors which are to be taken into
eonsideration in the design of buildings are stated in
Part 2 of the Code - trstructural Design Requirements".

Board of Appeal

UnIess legislation provides for a Board of Appeal, the
aulhority having jurisdiction may create such a board,
and if created the Board shall have the following
establishment and terms of reference.
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The Board of Appeal shall consist of at least 7 members,
including a Chairman and Vice-Chaipman, who are quatified
by experience and training to consider matters pertaining
to building design and construction.

The members of the Board of Appeal shall be appointed for
such periods as may be deemed appropriate.

In the absence of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman at any
meeting, the members shall eleet a Chairman from among
those present to preside.

A Secretary without voting privileges shall be appointed
and be responsible for maintaining records, correspon-
dence and keeping minutes of the Board meetings.

Three members of the Board constitute a quorum.

The Board shall hear appeals from decisions oF the desig-
nated official pertaining to this Code and shall confirm,
alter or reject sueh decisions in accordance with the
int,ent of this Code.

An appeal against a decision of the designated official
may be submitted to the Board of Appeal by a person who

(a) has applied under the provisions of this Code for a
permit which has not been granted,

(b) has had a permit revoked, or

(c) feels himself adversely affected by a decision of
the designated official.

The appellant shall fil-e with the Secretary of the Boand
of Appeal a statement in writing in such detail as will
enable the Board properly to consider the appeal,
addressed to the Board of Appeal and setting out

(a) the nature and subject matter of the appeal,

(b) the address of the building afFected by the appeal,
and

(c) the sections of these requirements applicable to the
appeal.

The Board shall meet as often as it deems neeessapy to
conduct work of the Board in an expeditious manner.

The Board shall consider any appeal filed with the
Secretary within 15 calendar days after a decision of the
designated official and need not consider any appeal
filed thereafter.
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The Board shall meet to hear an appeal within 45 calendar
days after the appeal has been filed, or such lesser time
as may be designated in the notice creating the Board'

The Board shall communicate its decision in writing to
the person making the appeal within 5 working days after
the decision has been reached and shall form part of the
public records.

The appellant and the designated official or their
respective representatives may attend the meeting of the
Board and may make representations concerning the matter
under appeal.

The Board in making its decisions may inform itself in
any manner it deems appropriate and which it considers
necessaly to arrive at a decision.

The Board shall inform the appellant and designated
official of any additional information eonsidered and

shall provide an opportunity for either party to respond.

The decisions of a majority of the members of the Board
present at a hearing shall be the decision of the Boardt
whose decision shall not be subject to further appeal.

A person who appeals in aecordance with the provisions of
this section shrall not be relieved of complying with the
requirements pending a decision on the appeal, nor shall
the authority having jurisdiction be preeluded from
enforcing the provisions of the requinements during such
period.

Effective Date

These requirements shall come into elfect when proclaimed
by the authority having jurisdiction.

Any person who carries out work under terms ol these
requirements after its adoption but beFore its effective
daLe may do so, but alt such work shall comply entirely
with this Code.

The requirements of this code or any amendments shall not
affect the rights of an owner under a permit issued prior
to the effective date ofl this code or such amendment

provided the owner has commenced work within 24 months of
the date of issuance of the permit and has actively
carried out work thereafter.

,,,, 
-t* 

.z
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FORE}{ORD

The unit weights of basic materials vary from territory to territory
in the Commonwealth Caribbean and therefore when they are used in
calculating dead loads they must be properly substantiated. Ranges
of unit weights for aggregate timber and concrete are provided in
Part 2 Sections 6 and 8 of this Code and these should be carefully
noted.

In cases where unit weights of materials cannot be adequately
substantiated this section stipulates that the latest edition of
British standard 548, 'rSchedule of weights of building Mateiials" or
other equivalent authoritative standard be used.

The appropriate loads for different uses of parts of a building or
structure are fully detailed in this section. All conceivable uses
have been listed but recommendations have been made for consi-
deration to be given in the design where crowded conditions are
likely to occur such as in living rooms during Caribbean-style
parties, and structures adjacent to sports grounds where there is
access to the roof.



NUMBERING SYSTEM

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

the second number indicates the Section in the Part, the second anda third digits in the second number indicate the sub-section in the
: Section, and the third number indicates the Article in the

sub-section. These are illustrated as follows:
A 2 -Patt2
A 2.5OO - Part 2, Section 5

2.506 - Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6
2.506.3 - Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6, Article l
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PART 2

SECTION 1

DEAD LOAD AND GRAVITY LIVE LOAD

Scope

This section of the Caribbean Uniform Code gives
recommended minimum dead and gravity live loads for the
design of buildings.

Special cases of loading due to vibration, moving
equipment or temporary construction loading are not dealt
with in this section.

This section does not inelude recommendations for wind
Ioad, and earthquake loads, which are dealt with in Part
2, Sections 2 and f.

Definitions

For the purpose of this section the following definitions
shall apply:

Dead Load means the weight of aIl waIls, partitions,
floors, roofs and finishes including all other permanent
construction.

Gravity Live Load means al-l loads other than dead loads,
wind loads and earthquake loads.

Mass means the quantity of matter contained in a body.

The Newton is the 5I unit of force. The weight of a body
of mass m kg is m x 9.80 Ngwtons, taking the acceleration
due to gravity as 9.80 m/s'.

l,leight means the force due to gravity acting on or
through any part of a building.

Dead Loads

The unit weights of basic materials used in the
calculation of dead loads shall preferably be based on
properly substantiated information. Where this is not
available, the values given in the latest edition of
British Standard 648, "Schedule of Weights of Building
Materials", or an equivalent authoritative standard shall
be used.

In the case of aggregate, concrete and timber, the unit
weights of which are known to vary between different
territories in the Caribbean, special note shall be taken
of the range of unit weight of these building materials
as given in Part 2 Sections 6 and B.

2.LOl .2
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The unit weight of reinforced concrete wiII vary from
that of plain concrete depending on percentage of
reinforcing steel

Where partitions are shown on the plans, their actual
weights shall be included in the dead load. To provided
partitions where their positions are not shown on the
plans, the beams and floor slabs where these are capable
of effective lateral distribution of the load, shall be
designed to carry in addition to other loads, distributed
load pep square metre not Iess than one-third of the
weight per metre run of the, finished partitions and for
offices not Iess than I kN/m'.

The weight ofl tanks and other receptacles, and their
contents, shall be considered as dead loadl aecount shall
be taken of the load conditions when a tank or receptacle
is full and when it is empty

Imposed Floor Loads

TabIe 2.I04.I gives the loads appropriate for the
different uses to which the parts of a building or
st.ructure may be put. The distributed loads ape the
equivalent uniformly distributed static loads per square
metre of plan area and provide for the normal effects of
impact and acceleration, but not for any special
concentrated loads

All floor slabs shall be designed to carry the
appropriate distributed or concentrated imposed load as
given in Table 2.104.1 whichever produces the greater
stresses given in the part of the floor slab under
consideration.

In the design of floor slabs, coneentrated loads shall be
considered to be applied in the positions which produce
the maximum stresses, and where deflection is the design
criterion, in the positions which produce maximum
deflections. The concentrated imposed load need not be
considered where the floor slabs are capabl-e of effective
lateral distribution of this load.

Note L - Consideration should be given in the design of
living rooms where crowded conditions are Iikely
to occur during Caribbean-type fetes or parties.

Consideration should be given in the design of
structures adjacent to sports grounds for crowd
loads where there is a possible access to the
roof.

Note I - The designer should consider higher access
corridor loading than specified in Table 2.IO4.L
where deemed necessary.

Note 2 -
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TABLE 2.I04.1
USES AND LOADS

Use to which building
or structure is to be out

Intensity of
distributed load

Concentrated Ioad
to be applied over
any square with a
f00 mm side, unless
otherwise stated

kN/n2 KN

1-1 ART GALLERY
(See Museum Floors)

I-2 ASSEMBLY BUILDINGS
such as public halIs and theatres,
but excluding driII halls, places
of worship, public lounges,
schools and toilet room:
with fixed seating
without fixed seating* t.6

L-3 BALC0NIES Same as the rooms 1.5 per metre run
(See also Residential Buildings) to which they give coneentrated at the

access edge
I-4 BANKING HALLS
1.5 BEDROOMS:

Domestic buildings (see also Resi-
dential Buitdings)
Hotels and motels
Institutional buildings

]-5 BILLIARD ROOMS

]-7 BOILER ROOMS

1-B BOOKSTORES

1-9 BROADCASTING STUDIOS:
Corridors
(See Corridors)
Dressing Pooms
Fly galleries

Grids
Stages
Studios
Toilet rooms

]..I0 BUNGALOWS

1.IT CATWALKS

]-I2 CHAPELS AND CHURCHES

1-I] CINTMAS
(See Assembly Buildings and
Broadcasting Studios)

4.0
5.0

1.0

1.5

2.O
r.5
2.O
7.5

2.4 for each metre
of storage height

2.O
4.5 kN per metre run
uniformly distributed
over the width

2.5
7.5
4.0
2.O
r.5

Concentrated loads 1.0 at
only

1.0

1.4

1.8
l.B
2.7
4.5
7.O

1.8

4.5

1.4
1.0 m centres

2.7

* Fixed seating
space for other

N0TE - Load/n2
1 pascal

implies that the removal of the seating and the
purposes is improbable.

a

= florce/m' unit of which is pascal
(pa) = I N/m'

use of the
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TABLE 2.104.1 (Continued)

Use to which building
or structure is to be put

Intensity of
distributed loed

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a
100 mm side, unless
otherwise stated

un/n2 KN

l-14 CLASS-R00M5
Where elass-rooms may be used as
places of assembly the values
shown under Colleges shalI be used

I-15 CLUBS
Assembly aDeas with fixed seating*
Assembly areas without
fixed seating
Bedrooms
Billiard Rooms
Corridors
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms
Kitchens

Lounges
Laundries
Toilet rooms

1.15 COLD STORAGE

1.I7 COLLEGES:
Assembly areas with
fixed seating*
Assembly areas without
fixed seating*
Bedrooms
Class-rooms
Corridors
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms
Dormitories
Gymnasia
Kitchens

Laboratories
including equipment
Stages
Toil-et rooms

2.O
to be determined, but
not less than 1.0

2.O
1.0
2.O
5.0

for each metre of
storage height with
a minimum of 15.0

4.0

5.0
1.5
1.0

2.O
1.5
5.0

to be determined, but
not Iess than 1.0
to be determined, but
not less than 1.0

5.0
2.0

1.0 2.7

5.6

1.8
2.7

2.7

4.5
2.7
4.5

9.0

3.6
1.8
2.7

2.7
I.B
t.6

4.5

4.5
t_.6

4.0
5.0

1.5
2.O

* Fixed seating
space for other

implies
puPposes

lhat the removal of the seating and the use of the
is improbable.
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TABLE 2.I04.1 (Continued)

Use to which building

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a

Intensity of 100 mm side, unless
or structure is to be put distributed load otherwise stated

uN/n2

I-18 CORRID0RS, HALLWAYS,
PAsSAGEWAYS, AISLES,
PUBLIC SPACES AND

FOOTBRIDGES BETWEEN

BU ILDINGS :
Buildings subject to
crowd loading, except
grandstands; 4.0 4.5
Buildings subject to loads to be determined, to be determined,
greater than from crowds but not less than but not less than
including wheeled vehicles 5.0 4.5
trolleys and the like

: AII other buildings Same as the rooms Same as the rooms
to which they give to which they give
access aecess

1-19 DANCE HALLS 5.0 
'.6I.2O DEPARTMENTAL STORES

Ship floors for the
display and sale of
merchandise 4.0 t.6

1-2I DORMITORIES I.5 I.B
1-22 DRILL R00MS AND DRILL 5.0 to be determined,

HALLS but not less than
9.0

1-2J DRIVEWAYS AND VEHICLE to be determined, to be determined,
RAMPS but not less than but not less than
0ther than in garages 5.0 9.0
for the parking onl-y of
passenger vehicles and Iight
vans not exceeding 2 L/2 tonnes
(2,500 kg) gross weight

1-24 DV{ILLINGS 1.5 1.4
1.25 FACTORIES AND SIMILAR 5.0 4.5

: BUILDINGS 7.5 or 6.7
10.0 9.0

as appropriate
l-26 FILE R00MS IN OFFICES to be determined, to be deLermined

but not less than

^ 5.0
I-27 FLATS ].5 I.4
1-28 F00TPATHS, TERRACES AND

PLAZAS leading from
ground level:
No obstruction to
vehicular traffic 5.0 9.0
Used only for
pedestrian traffic 4.0 4.5

KN
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TABLE 2.104.I (Continued)

Use to which building
or structure is to be out

Intensity of
distributed load

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any squale with a
f00 mm side, unless
otherwise stated

kn/n2 KN

]-29 FOUNDRIES

]-.fO GARAGES:
Car parking only, for
passenger vehicles and
Iight vans not
exceeding 2 I/2 tonnes
(ZTSOO t<9) gross weight,
including driveways and ramps
All repair workshops for
all types of vehicles
and parking for vehicles
exceeding 2 I/2 tonnes,
( Z , SO0 t<g ) gross wei gh t ,
including driveways and ramps

I-]] GRANDSTANDS:
Assembly areas with
fixed seating*
Assembly areas without
fixed seating
Corridors and
passageways
Toilet rooms

]-]2 GYMNASIA
I-ll HALLS I

Corridors, Hallways and
Passageways
(See Corridors)
Dressing rooms
FIy galleries

Grids
Projection rooms
Stages
Toilet rooms

I.]4 HOSPITALS:
Bedrooms and wards
Corridors, Hallways and
Passageways
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms
K i tchens

to be determined, but
not less than 20.0

2.5

5.0

4.0

5.0

5.0
2.O
5.0

2.O
4.5 kN

per metre run
uniformly distributed
over the width

2.5
5.0
5.0
2.O

2.O

2.O
to be determined, but
not less than 1.0

9.0

t.6

4.5

t.6

4.5

t.B

t.,

l.B

2.7

* Fixed seating
space lor other

implies
purposes

that the removal of the seating and the use of the
is improbable.
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TABLE 2.104.1 (Continued)

Use to which building
or structure is to be

Intensity of
out distributed load

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a
100 mm side, unless
othervise stated

ml/m2 KN

HOSPITALS (continued)
Laundries
Toilet rooms
Utility rooms
X-ray rooms and operating
theatres

I-]5 HOTELS AND MOTELS:
Bars and vestibules
Bedrooms
Corridors, Hallways and
Passageways
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms
Kitchens

Laundries
Lounges
Toilet rooms

1-]5 HOUSES
1-]7 INDOOR SPORTING

FACILITIES:
Areas for equipment

Assembly aPeas with fixed
seating*
Assembly areas without
fixed seating
Corridors
(5ee Corridors)
Dressing rooms
Gymnasia
Toilet rooms

1-]B INSTITUTIONALS BUILDINGS
Bedrooms
Communal Kitchens

Corridors, Hallways
and Passageways
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms
Dormitories

3.O
2.O
2.O

2.O

5.0
2.O

2.O
to be determined,
not less than 1.0

1.0
2.O
2.O
r.5

to be determined,
not less than 2.0

4.0

5.0

2.O
5.0
2.0

1.5
to be determined,
not less than 1.0

but

4.5

4.5

4.5

1.8

2.7

4.5
4.'
2.7

1.4

3.6

1.8
t_.6

1.8

4.5

but

2.O
r.5

2.7
t.B

* Fixed seating implies that the removal of the seating and the use of the
space for other purposes is improbable.
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TABLE 2.I04.I (Continued)

Use to which building Intensity of
or structure is to be out distributed load otherwise stated

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a
f00 mm side, unless

uN/n2

INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS
( continued)
Laundries
Lounges
Toilet rooms

I-]9 KITCHENS
0ther than in domestie
buildings including
normal equipment

1-40 LABORATORIEs
including equipment

1-41 LANDINGS*

I-42 LAUNDRIES
0ther than in domestic
buildings excluding
equipment

1-4] LIBRARIES:
Reading rooms without
book storage
Rooms with book storage
(".g. public lending
libraries)
Stack rooms

Dense mobile stacking
on mobile trueks

Corridors
ToiIet rooms

I.44 MACHINERY HALLS
Circulation spaces therein

I-45 MAISONETTES
1-45 MOSQUES

(See places of worship)

1.0
2.O
2.O

to be determined, but
not less than

t.o

1.0
Same as the floor Same as the floor
to which they give to which they give
access access

4.5
2.7

4.5

4.5

to be determined, but
not less than 1.0

2.5

4.0
2.4 for each metre
of stack height with
a minimum of 6.5

4.8 for each metre
of stack height with
a minimum of 9.6

4.0
2.O

4.0
1.5

4.5

4.5

4.5
7.O

7.O

4.5

4.5
1.4
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TABLE 2.104.I (Continued)

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a

Use to which building Intensity of f00 mm side, unless
or structure is to be out distributed load otherwise stated

ml/m2

1-47 M0T0R R00M5, FAN R00MS
and the like, including to be determined, but
weight of machinery

I-48 MUSEUM FLOORS AND ART
GALLERIES
for exhibition
purposes

1-49 OFFICES:
Corridors and public
spaces
(bee Corridors)
Filing and storage spaces
0ffices for general use
0ffices with computing, data
processing and similar
equipment
Toilet rooms

^ 1-50 PAVEMENT LIGHTS

1.51 PLACES OF WORSHIP
Without fixed seating*
with fixed seating

1.52 PRINTING PLANTS:
Paper storage

Type storage and
other aleas

1-5] PUBLIC HALLS
(See Halls)

1-54 PUBLIC LOUNGES
1-55 RTSIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Such as apartment houses,
boarding houses, guest houses,
hostels, lodging houses and
residential elubs, but
excluding hotels and motels:
Bedrooms

^ 
Communal kitchens

to be determined, L L/2 times the
but not less than wheel load but not

5.0 less than 9.0

not less than 7.5

to be determined, but
not less than 4.0

5.0
2.5

t.5
2.O

4.0
1.0

to be determinedrbut
not Less than 4.0
for each metre of
storage height
to be determined, but
not less than 12.5

2.O

t.5
to be determined, but
not l-ess than f .0

4.5

4.5
2.7

4.5

2.7

9.0

9.0

2.7

l.B

4.5

* Fixed seating implies that the removal of the seating and the use of the
space for other pupposes is improbable.
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TABLE 2.104.1 (Continued)

Use to which building
or structure is to be out

Intensity of
distributed load

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a
f00 mm side, unless
otherwise stated

kn/m2 KN

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
( continued)
Corridors, hallways and
Passageways
(See Corridors)
Dining rooms and
public rooms
Dormitories
Laundries
Toilet rooms
In all spaces normally used
for entertainment

I-56 5CH00LS
(See Colleges)

I-57 SHOP FLOORS
For the display and
sale of merchandise

1-58 STAIRS:
Dwellings not over
3-storey
AII other buildings

I.59 STATIONERY sTORES

1-60 STORAGE
(0tner than types listed
separately under book
stores, cold storage,
departmental stores, file
rooms, stock rooms)

1-51 TELEVISION STUDIOS
(See Broadcasting Studios)

I-52 TEMPLE
(5ee Places of Worship)

1-6] THEATRES
(See Assembly Building and
Broadcasting Studios)

4.0

1.5
same as the floors
to which they give
access but not
less than 1.0 and
not more than 5.0

4.0 flor each metre
of storage height

to be determined but
not less than 2.4
for each metre of
storage height

2.O
1.5
1.0
2.O

4.0

2.7
1.8
4.5

same as
to which
access

t.6

1.8
the floors
they give

9.0

7.O
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TABLE 2.LO4.I (Continued)

Concentrated load
to be applied over
any square with a

Use to which building Intensity of 'f00 mm side, unless
or structure is to be put distributed load otherwise stated

tkN/m' kN

I-64 UNIVERSITIES
(See Colleges and Libraries)

I-65 WAREH0USES (See Storage)
1-66 W0RKR00MS, LIGHT

without storage
I-67 V{ORKSHOPS

(See Factories)

2.5 1.8
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2.105.1

L2

Reduction in Total Imposed Floor Loads

Except as provided for in clauses 2.105.1 and 2.L05.2 the
reduetions in assumed total imposed floor loads given in
Table 2.IO5 may be taken in designing columns, piers,
walls, their supports and foundations. For the purposes
of clauses 2.105.1 to 2.L05.), a roof may be regarded a5
floor. For factories and workshops designed for 5 kN/n'
or more, the reductions shown in Table 2.L05 may be taken
provided that the loading assumed is not less than it
would have been if all floors had been designed for 5
kN,/m' with no reductions.

TABLE 2.TO5

REDUCTION IN TOTAL DISTRIBUTED IMPOSED FLOOR LOADS

Number of floors
ineluding the roof
carried by member
under consideration

Reduction in total
distributed imposed
load on all floors
carried by the member
under consideration

% (Percentage)
0
10
20
to
40
50

10
10

1
2
t
4
5to
0ver

2.ro5.2

2.IO5 .t

2.106

2.106 .r

In the design of a beam or girder, where a single span of
the beam or girder supports not less than 46 m' of floor
at one general level, tbe imposed load may be reduced by
5 percent for each 46 m' supported, subject to a maximum
reduction of 25 percent. This reduction or that given in
Table 2.L05, whichever is greaterr may be taken into
account in the design of columns or other types of
members supporting such beams.

No reduction shall be made for any plant or machinery
which is specifically allowed for, oD for buildings for
storage purposes, warehouses, gaDages and those office
areas which are used for storage and filing purposes.

Imposed Roof Loads Other Than Wind Loads

INTERPRETATI0N - In clauses ?.106.2 to 2.105.11
inclusive, aII roof slopes are measured from the



2.LO6.2

2.LO6 .3

2.LO6.4

2.106 .5

?.LO6.6

2.LO6.7

1]

horizontal, aII loads are applied
mm or J00 mm squares are measured

vertically and the I25
on the roof slope.

FLAT R00FS - 0n flat roofs and roofs not more than 10
degrees, where access is provided to the roof (other than
for cleaning or repairs) and for all concrete roofs (with
or without accest) allowance shall be made for imposed
Ioad of I.5 kN/m'measured on plan or a load of l.B kN
concentrated on a square with 100 mm side.

0n flat roofs and roofs not more than I0 degrees and of
light weight construction where no access is provided to
the roof (other than for cleaning and repairs)r"allowance
shall be made for an imposed load of 0.75 kN/m'measured
on plan, or a load of 0.9 kN concentrated on a square
with a f00 mm side whichever produces the greater stress.

SLOPING R00F5 - 0n roofs with slope greater than I0
degrees where no access is provided (except lor cleaning
and repair) the following imposed loads shall be allowed:

(a) f or a roof-slope of l0 degrees or less, O.75 kN/m2
measured on plan or a vertical load of 0.9 kN
concentrated on a square with a 100 mm sidet
whichever produces the greater stressl

(u) for a roof-slope of 75 degrees or more, no allow-
ances are necessary;

(c) for roof-slopes between J0 degrees and 75 degrees,
the imposed load to be allowed for may bq obtained
by linear imterpolation between 0.75 kt116' for a J0
degree roof-slope and zero imposed load for a 75
degree roof-slope.

CURVED R00FS - The imposed load on a curved roof shall be
calculated by dividing the roof into not less than five
equal segments and then calculating the load on each,
appropriate to its mean slope, in accordance with 2.106.2
to 2.I05.4.

SPECIAL PURPOSI ROOFS AND ROOFS PROVIDING VANTAGE POiNTS
FOR CROWDS

When used
likely to

incidental promenade purposesr ot when
used as a vantage point (for example,

for
be

adjacent to sports grounds and processional routes) rgofs
shall be designed for a minimum live load of 1.0 kN/m'.

2.L45 .B When designed flor roof-garlen or assembly uses minimum
live load shall be 5.0 kN/m'.



2.106.9

2.106.I0

2.105.11

2.LO7

2.IO7.I

2.LO7.2

l4

Roofs to be used for other special purposes shall be
designed for appropriate loads as directed or approved by
the Building Official or competent authority.

LOAD REDUCTI0N 0N R00FS - Imposed, loads on members with
tributary areas exceeding 46 m' may be reduced in
accordance with clause 2.1O5.2.

R00F COVERINGS To provide for Ioads incidental to
maintenance, all coverings (other than glazing) at a
slope of Iess than 45 degrees shall be capable of
carrying a load of 0.9 kN concentrated on any square with
a I25 mm side.

Dynamic Loading

Where loads arising from machinery, runways, cranes,
fork-lift trucks and other plants producing dynamic
effects are supported by or communicated to the
framework, allowance shall be made for these dynamic
effects, including impact, by increasing the dead weight
values by an adequate amount. In order to ensure due
economy in design, the appropriate dynamic increase for
aIl members affected shall be ascertained as accurately
as possible.

For crane gantry girders, the following allowances shall
be deemed to cover all forces set up by vibration, shock
from slipping of slings, kinetic action of acceleration
and retardation and impact of wheel loads:

(a) For loads acting vertically, the maximum static
wheel loads shall be increased by:
(I) 25% for an electric overhead crane; or
(2) 10% for a hand-operated crane.

(b) The horizontal force actinq transvense to the rails
shall be taken as the following percentage of the
combined weight of the cab and the load lifted:
(1) l0% for an electric overhead cranel or
Q) 5% for a hand-operated crane.
This force shall be taken into account when
considering the lateral rigidity of the rails and
their fastenings.

(c) Horizontal forces acting along the rails shall be
taken as 5 per cent of the static wheel loads which
can occur on the rails, for overhead cpanes whether
electric or hand-operated.

The forces specified in either clause 2.IO7.2(b) or
2.IO7.2(c) shall be considered as acting at the rail
Ievel and being appropriately transmitted to the
supporting systems.

2.IO7.3



2.LO7 .4

2.I07 .5

2.108

2.r08.1

2.LOB.2

I5

Gantry girders and their vertical supports shall be
designed on the assumption that either of the horizontal
forces in clause 2.IO7.2(b) ot 2.LA7.2(c) may act at the
same time as the vertical load.

2.L07.2 applies only to single crane operation and to
simple lorms of crane gantry construction. For heavy
cranes, high-speed operation cfanes, or multiple cranes
on a single-gantry, special arrangements shall be made.

Parapets, Balustrades and 0rnamental Projections

PARAPETS AND BALUSTRADES - Parapets and balustrades shall
be designed for the minimum loads given in Table 2.108.
These are expressed as horizontal forces acting at
handrail or coping leve1.

0RNAMENTAL PR0JECTIONS - 0rnamental projections shall be
designed for a minimum load of 0.10 t<t't/m. See Table
2.108 which is expressed as a vertical force acting at
the extremity of such projections.

TABLE 2.I08

LOADS ON PARAPETS, BALUSTRADES AND ORNAMENTAL PROJECTIONS

Use
Intensity of
Horizontal Loads

Intensity of
Vertical Loads

Light access stairs, gangways and the
like, more than 500 mm wide, stairways,
landings and balconies, private and domestic 0.150

AII other stairways, landings and balconies,
and all paraptets and handrails to roof O.74O

Light access stairs, gangways and
the like not more than 600 mm wide

Panic barriers

0rnamenLal projections

kN/m run

o.220

0.10

kN,/m

0 .10

2.LO9

2.LO9 .L

Vehicle Barriers flor Car Park

Where a barrier to withstand
required for a car park,
accordance with the following

the force
it shall
clauses:

a vehicle
designed

IS
IN

of
be
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The barrier shall withstand a force F

distributed over any length of I'5 m where

(t/z 
^uz)F = kN;

l-

(c+b)

m = mass of vehicle in kg;

v = velocitY in m/s;
c = deflexion of the vehicle in mm; and

b = deflexion of the barrier in mm'

uniformlY

2.LO9 .2

2.LO9.t

2.LO9 .4

2.LOg.5

z.LO9.6

2.LO9 .7

Where the car park has been designed -on 
tl? basis that

vehicres using it wirr not """"J 
z>oo kq the following

values shall u" 
-*uJ to determine the force F:

m = 1500 kg*
V = 4.47 n/s; and

c = 100 ,nt unt""" better evidence is available'

For a rigid barrier the force appropriate to vehicles up

'tJ-zioo i9 shall be taken as 150 kN'

Where the car park h"?- been designed -lo" vehicles

exceedinq 2500 kg the foflowini value-s shall be used to

determine the force F:

m = the actual mass of the vehicle for which Lhe car park

is designed in k9;
v = 4.t+7 n/si and

c = I00 *t unf!"" better evidence is available'

The impact force provided . under clauses 2 'LA9 '2 to

2.LO9.4 shall L" 
"on"iOered 

to act at bumper height' In

the case of car parks intenolO for motor cars not

exceeding 2500 
"k; t[i" Ln"rr b; taken as 375 mm above the

floor level.

Barriers to access ramps of-car parks shall be designed

to withstand 
- 

onu-6"1f** of 
--[n" Force determined in

clauses 2.LO9'2 to 2'IO9'4 acting at a height of 610 mm

above the ramP'

Where a straight ramp for downward travel is more than 20

m in length, the barrier opfo"l" the lower end of the

ramp shall Ue designeO to-withstand twice the force

determineo a"-in 
-"r"u"" s z.tdtg.z to 2.109.4 acting at a

n"ignt of 510 mm above the ramp surface'

The recommendations in clauses 2 'LO9'2 to 2'109'4 may be

used to ro"r-tn"-u""i" or oe=ign ejther within or beyond

the usual service ability limits of water'
2 .109 .8
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* The mass of 1500 kg is t'aken as being more represen-
tative of the vehicle population than the extreme value
of 2500 kg.

** The force recommended in elause 2.LO9.6 is only half
of that recommended in clauses 2.LO9.2 to 2.LO9.4 because
although the speed of vehicles may be greater the angle
of impact is likely to be less. At the ends of straight
pamps however, not only is the speed likely to be greater
but the angle of impact will also be greater, so that the
barrier must withsLand a greater force, and the force
recommended in clause 2.IO9.6 is therefore double that
given in clauses 2.109.2 to 2.LO9.4.



FACTORS FOR CONVERTING

LENGTH

feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254+
Mites (mi) x L6O9.J4
Miles (mi) x L.6O9J4
Nautical Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

FeeLZ (rt2) x o.o929olo
Acres"x 40|16.86
Miles' (mi') x 2.58999

VOLUME

Feetl frtll x o.o28lr5e5
Feet/,(ft'1 x 28.51685
yaids/ (yd') x O.764555
Acre feet x L213.48
Gallons (gaf) x 0.00454509
Gallons (gaf) x 4.54609

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ftls) x 0.1048*
Miles per hour (mi/hr) x 0.44704*
Miles per hour (milhr) x L.6O934
Knots x 0.514444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

Feetl per secona (rJ/{ x 0.02811685
Millions of gallons per day (mgd)

x O.0526L67
Acre-feet per day x A.OI42764
Gallons per minute (gal,/min)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Pounds (lb) x 0.453592
Pounds (lb) x 45).592
Pounds (lb) x 4.448?2
Tons x 0.907185

IMPERIAL UNITS TO SI UNITS

Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Meters (m)
Kilometers (t<m)

Meters (m)
Meters (m)

ueters] (m])
Meterst (mot) n
Kilometers'(km')

MetersJ (r1)
Liters** -
Meters, (m')
Metersi (tni)
l,leters' (m')
Liters**

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per secona (m/s)
Kilometers per nour (km/hr)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (km/hr)

MetersJ

Neters]
Meters-

Metersl

per seconu (ml/s)

per secono (m]/s)
per second (m'/s)

per secono (ml/s)

Kilogyrams force (kqf)
Grams (g)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**



PRESSURE

Pounds per foot] ilrb/rl?) x 47.8801
Pounds per footz (n/f() x 4.88243

Pounds per incnl (lblin3) x 6894.76
Pounds per inch' (Ib/in')

0.00589475 x 10

Pounds per inch2 (tu/tnz) x 701.070

Millibars (mb) x I00.0*

= Newtons per meterz tN/^z)"
= Kilogrgms force per meter-

(usr /n')
= Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

= Newtops per milliteter2
(tt,/mm.)

= Megapascal (t'tPa) .)

= Killog.gams force per meter-
(ugr /n')

= Newtons per meterz (r't/^z)

Newtons per meterl {ru/rl).
Kilogrqms fonce per meter-
(ugr /n')
Grams per centimeterJ (g/.^1)

UNIT TIEIGHT

Pounds per footl lb/fl:)
Pounds per Foot/ (Lb/fL')

Pounds per flootf (Iblft')

X

x
I57.0876
16.0185

0.0160185

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x L4.5911
Slugs per footr x 5L5.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-s/rt2) or
slugs per fool second x 47.8801

Feet? per secona (r*/i x o.o9z9o3

Kilograms (kg)
Kirograms per metert 0rg/n3)

Newtogs seconds p"" t"t""2
( N"/t'1**
M;t;;"2 per secono (m2ls)

*
ttlt

Exact values
Liters x 1000.0 = eemtipeters
Litersx0.00I=meters/
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 1001000.0 = dyqes
Newton seconds per meter' x 0.1 = poises



SI PREFIXES AND I,IEANINGS

Prefix
( abbreviation)

Mega-
Kilo-
Hecto-
Deka-
Deci-
Centi-
Milli-
Micro-

(N)
(r<)
(h)

( oa)
(d)
(c)
(m)

Meaning

I,000,000.
I,000.

I00.
10.
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.000001
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FORETIORD

Natural disasters such as earthquakes and hurricanes cause considerable
damage in the West Indies each year. Recognizing this, in L969 a seismic
code committee of the Association of Professional Engineers of Trinidad and
Tobago (npeff) was formed to develop a suitable code of practice for earth-
quake resistant design of structures and in February 1970 a preliminary
report was published for comment. Subsequent work of the committee resul-ted in the conclusion that the entire Caribbean region stretching from
Trinidad and Tobago in the south to Jamaica in the nortn and including all
the other Eastern Caribbean Islands all corresponded and in terms of fre-
quency of events per century.of MM intensity equal or greater than VI, to
the highest risk zone (Zone f) of California, U.S.A.

In their final draft code
Committee recommended that t
should be based on the rl

tary" of the Seismology Commi
California 1968 (known as

At about the same time pract
giving much attention to the
code for use within the vari
regional symposia sponsored
zations (CCfO) were held i
objective of finalizing sueh
was made towards this goal
the CCE0 for regional use
by APETT in July L972. It

practice therefore the then Seismic Code
design of all buildings in the Caribbean

Lateral Force Requirements and Commen-
tee of the Structural Engineers Association,
i Code).

sing engineers in the Caribbean region were
development of a regional unified building
West Indian islands. Towards this end, two

the Council of Caribbean Engineering 0rgani-
L97t and L974 in Jamaica with the main
code. At the L973 synposium, some progress

certain codes of practice h,ere adopted by
t which was the draft seismic code prepared
intended that these codes of practice would

to the proposed regional Caribbean Uniform
grant agreement between USAID and CARICOM

eventually be incorporated i
Building Code (CUBiC) under
Secretariat.

changes culminating in the
changes in the base shear fo
are the I and 5 coefficients

However, since the 1958 edit of the the SEA0C code, there have been many
975 edition which included sevenal major
Ia V = ZIKCSW. The two main coefficients

ich take into account the importance of the
structure and the site struc resonance respectively. The implicationsof these changes, in general were to produce increases in the requiredIateral forces with a t increase in the construction cost ofbuildings. In view of these , practising engineers in the Caribbeanfelt it was opportune to r ne the whole question of seismic design in
the West Indies and in this c tion, the first Caribbean Conference on
Earthquake Engineering was he from January 9-l2th 1978 in Trinidad withthe main objectives of obtai
forces should be used in the
hence of producing a revised
design.

ing a consensus of what levels of lateral
of structures in the West Indies and

code of practice for earthquake resistant

One of the main recommendati
Seismic Code Drafting Committ

out of the Conference was that a
formed to review the main points

arising
should be
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of the Conference and to undertake the task of finalizing the revision ofthe draft seismic code. Such a committee was formed shortly after the
conference and at their first meeting held in Barbados on June 10,1978, it
was recommended that the I'Recommended Lateral Force Requirements and
Commentarytr of the Structural Engineers Association of Californi a L975
Edition (sgRoc 1975) should be adopted in principle to form the basis of
the revised West Indian Seismic Code and values of the Zonal coefficient Zin the base shear formula V = ZIKCSW weDe given for various West Indian
islands.

A follow-up seminar was held in February 1981 and a review of the Z values
was undertaken in the light of more recent seismic data.

In November l98f, the Short Term Consultant Principia Mechanica of London,
England, reviewed these zonal coefficients and also reviewed the seismic
codes of various countries in order to develop appropriate clauses for
CUBiC. It was concluded that some sections of 5EA0C, UBC, ATC and New
Zealand codes wepe relevant and appropriate to cuBic. Accordingly, the
seismic code provisions of CUBiC are based essentially on SEAOC but with
appropriate sections from UBC, ATC, and New Zealand Codes.

It must be stressed that the reeommendations given herein are based oncurrent knowledge of the seismicity in the Caribbean and that the clauses
should be continually reviewed in the light of any further research in thisfield.
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NUMBERING SYSTEM

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

The first number indicates the Part of the Code, the first digit in the
second number indicates the Section in the Part, the second and thirddigits in the second number indicate the sub-section in the Section, andthe third number indicates the Article in the sub-section. These ere
illustrated as follows:

2
2.500
2.506
2,506.t

Part 2
Part 2, Section 5
Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6
Patt 2, Section 5, sub-section 5, Article 3
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ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

PART I ADI,IINISTRATION OF THE CODE^
: 

PART 2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENT5

^ Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
a Section 2 Wind Load

A Section I Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry

: 3::ti:t: [:ilf:::::"""5T:":::H:::] con*ere
a Section 7 Structural Steel
a Section B Structural Timber
. 

PART J OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIc HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
-
a Section I Occupancy and Construction Classification
^ Section 2 General Building Limitations
a Section 1 Special Use and Occupancy Requirements

^ 
Section 4 Light, Ventilation and Sound Transmission

Controls
^ Section 5 Means of Egress
^ Section 5 Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
- Section 7 Fire Protection Systems
a Section 8 Safety Requirements During Building

- 
Construction and Signs

- PART 4 sERvIcEs, EQUIPMENT AND sysrEMS (not included)

â Section I Chimneys, Flues and Vent pipes

- Section 2 Electrical Wiring and Equipment

a Section I Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and
Conveyor Equipment (Installation and

- Maintenance)
-' Section 4 Plumbing and Drainage Systems

- Section 5 Energy Conservation

^ PART 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRICATED CONSTRUCTI0N (not
^ included)
-,
.. Section I Small Buildings (Single and 2 storey)
,. Section 2 Pre-fabricated Construction

-
-
-
-

:
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PART 2

sECTION

EARTHQUAKE LOAD

Scope

This Code contains Seismic Design provisions recommended
for use in the Design and Construction of buildings in
the West Indies. These provisions establish requirements
for the Design and Construction of new buildings to
resist the effects of earthquake motions.

These provisions do not cover requirements for Design and
Construetion of special structures including, but not
Iimited to, bridges, transmission towers, industrial
towers and equipment, piers and wharves, hydraulic
structures, off-shore structures and nuclear reactors.
These special structures require special consideration of
their response characteristics and environment whieh is
.beyond the scope of these provisions.

Definitions

Base is the level at which the earthquake motions are
considered to be imparted to the structure or the levelat which the structure as a dynamic vibrator is
supported

Box System is a structural system without a completevertical load carrying space frame. In this system, therequired rateral forces are resisted by shear walls or
braced frames as hereinafter defined.

Braced Frame is a truss system or its equivalent which is
provided to resist laterar forces in the frame system andin which the members ape subjected primariry to axiar
sttesses.

Ductire Moment Resisting space Frame is a momentresisting space frame complying with the requirements
given in clauses 2.JO7.4 and 2.tO7.6.

Essential Facirities are those structures which must be
functional for emergency post earthquake operations.

Lateral Force Resisting System is that part of thestructural system assigned to resist the lateral forces
prescribed in clause 2.jO5.3.

Moment Resisting Space Frame is a verticar load carrying
space frame in which the members and joints 

"r" ""plbl6of resisting forces primarily by flexurl.
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Shear Wall is a wall designed to resist lateral forces
parallel to the plane of the wall.

Space Frame is a three dimensional structural system,
without bearing walls, composed oF interconnected members
IateraIIy supported as to function as a complete
self-contained unit with or without the aid of horizontal
diaphragms or floor bracing systems

Vertical Load Carrying Space Frame is a space frame
designed to carry all vertical loads.

Symbols and Notations

(-
a

Â

The following symbols and notations apply
provisions of this Section:

Numerical coefficient
Section 2.tO1 .9

to the

as specified in

C_ Numerical coefficient as specified inp Section 2.tO5.I5 and as set forth in Table
2.305 .t

The dimension of the buildinq in feet, in a
direction parallel to the applied Forces

DeFlections at levels i and n respectively,
relative to the base, due to applied lateral
forces.

6, d^

FitFntFr.

F
p

F
XM

Ft

I

hi t hnt h"

I

K

Lateral force applied to level irn, or xt
respectively.

Lateral forces on a part of the structure
and in the direction under consideration.

The portion of the seismic base shear, V,
induced at level x.

That portion of V considered concentrated at
the top of the structure in addition to Fn.

Acceleration due to gravity.

Height in feet above the base to level irn,
or x respectively.

0ccupancy importance coefficient as set
forth in Section 2.1O5.6.

Numerical coefficient as set forth in Table
2.305.2.

A

A
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Level i

Level n

Level x

Tm

l,l

w..wI'X

T"

V

t

Level of the structure referred to by the
subscript i. i = I designates the first
level above the base.

That level which is uppermost in the main
portion of the structure.

That level which is under design consider-
ation. X = I designates the first level
above the base.

The total number of stories above the base
to level n.

Numerical coefficient for site-structure
resonance.

Fundamental elastic period of vibration of
the structure in seconds in the direction
under consideration.

The modal period of vibration of thu rth
mode of the building.

Characteristic site period.

The total Iateral force op shear at the
base.

The total dead load and applicable portions
of other loads.

That portion ofl W which is located at or is
assighed to level i or x respectively.

2.504

2.to4.I

"o* The weight of the diaphragm and the elementsr- tributary thereto at level x, including 25
percent of the floor live load in storage
and warehouse occupancies.

W- The weight of a portion of a structure.p

Z Numerical coefficient related to the
seismieity of a region as set forth in Table
2.ro5 .I.

Methods of Analysis

Buildings shall be analysed by the equivalent static
force method specified in sub-section 2.305 or by dynamic
analysis, specified in sub-section Z.jO6.

Buildings which have highty irregular shapes, Iarge
differences in rateral resistance or stiffness between

2.304.2
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adjacent storeys, oF other unusual features shall be
analysed by dynamic methods. In particular, buildings
classified in Importance Groups I and II (refer to clause
5.2O5.5) shalI be analysed by dynamic methods when:

(a) the seismic force resisting system does not have the
same configuration in all storeys and in all floors.

(b) The floor masses differ by more than l0% in adjacent
floors.

A

A

^

to
of

^I"=m

(c) The cross-seetional areas and moments
structural members differ by more
adjacent stories.

Nothing in these recommendations shall
prohibit the submission of properly
technical data For establishing the lateral
and distribution by dynamic analysis.

Equivalent Static Force Analysis

of inertia of
than iO% in

be deemed to
substantiated
design forees

2.304.'

2.505

2.ta5.1

2.to5.2

2.to5.t

2.3A5 .4

2.to5.5

GENERAL - The horizontel seismic forces specified in this
section shall be applied simultaneously at each floor and
roof level.

For buildings symmetrical about at Ieast one axis and for
buildings with seismic resistance elements located along
two perpendicular directions, the specified force may be
assumed to act separately along each of these two
horizontal directions. For other buildings, different
directions of application of the specified forces shall
be considered so as to produce the most unfavourable
effect in any structural element.

EQUIVALENT STATIC F0RCES - Except as provided in clauses
2,304.2 and 2.504.3, any structure shall be designed and
constructed to resist minimum total lateral seismic
forces assumed
the main axis
formula:

act nonconcurrently in the direction of
the structure in aecordance with the

V = ZCIKSW (1)

The value of the zonal coefficient, Z, shall be given in
Table 2.tO5 .L .

The value of C shall be'determined in accordance with the
formula:

where C need not exceed 0.12.

Q)
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The period T

properties and
elements in a
formula:

:=-ir"'d
l=27( (l)

- 0.05h
t-

where: L : the overall length (in feet) of the
building at the base in the direction
under consideration.

The importance Factor, I, shall be determined as follows:

Class I Buildings: I = 1.5

These are essential facilities required for use in the
aftermath of a major earthquake, e.g. hospitals, fire
stations, communication centres etc.

Class II Buildings: I = I.Z

These are public buildings and buildings which
accommodate large numbers of' people, e.g. cinemas,
theatres, schools, defence establishments etc.

5

shall be established using the structural
deformational characteristics of resisting

properly substantiated analysis such as the

where the values of f. represent the Iateral force
distribution in accordan6e with clause Z.iO5.LI. In the
absence of a period determination as indicated above, the
value of T for buildings may be determined by one of the
following formulae:

For moment resisting structures where the frames are not
enclosed or adjoined by more rigid components tending to
prevent the frames from deflecting when subjected to
seismic forces:

T = C-h 3/4
ln (4)

'i"4
i=l

where: C, = 0.f5 for steel frames
Cr = 0.025 for concrete frames
' h^ = the height in feet above the base to

the highest level of the buildinq.

For all other buildings:

2.t85 .6
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Class III Buildings: I = 1.0

All other buildings not included in Class I or Class II
above.

The structural behaviour factor shall not be less than
that given in TabIe 2.3O5.2

The value of the soil factor, S, shall be determined by
the following formulae but shall not be less than I.0:

For T = 1.0 or less, S - I.0 + T - 0.5 T 2 (d)
T" T" T"

For T greater than 1.0,
T"

S=I.2+O.6T-O.t I2
T" T"

T shall be established by
analysis but T shall not be
seeonds.

(7)

a properly substantiated
taken as less than 0.1

The range of values of T_ may be established from
properly substantiated geotSgical data, except that To
shall not be taken as less than 0.5 seconds nor more thafi
2.5 seconds. T^ shall be that value within the range of
site periods as Eetermined above, that is nearest to T.

Where T has been established by a properly substantiated
analysis and exceeds 2.5 seeonds, the value of S may be
determined by assuming a value of 2.5 seconds for T".

W is the total gravity load of the buildings. W shall be
taken equal to the total weight of the structure and
applicable portions of other eomponents, including but
not limited to, the following:

(a) Partitions and permanent equipment including
operating contents.

(U) For storage and warehouse structures, a minimum of
25va of the floor live load.

The product CS need not exceed 0.14.

VERTICAL DISTRIBUTI0N 0F LATERAL FORCES - The lateral
seismic shear foree, F_, induced at any Ievel, shall be
determined in accordaneb with the following formula:

F =C VXVX

A

A

A

(B)
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where C =VX

k is an exponent
follows:

7

kwhXX
n

fk
)/ .w,h,

i=IJJ

related to

tj'

nj'

For buildings having a period of 0.5 seconds or less,
k=1
For buildings having a period of 2.5 seconds or more,
k=2
For buildings have a period between 0.5 and 2.5
seconds,
kmaybe2

wx = the portion of W located at or assigned to level
J or x.

hx = the height above the base at level j or x.

0VERTURNING MOMENTS - The se-ismic overturning moments
shall be derived from the distribution of the horizontal
seismic forces according to clause 2.tO5.II without
reduction

DISTRIBUTI0N 0F HORIZ0NTAL SHEAR - Total shear in any
horizontal plane shall be distributed to the various
elements of the lateral force resisting system in
proportion to their rigidities, considering the rigidity
of the horizontal bracing system op diaphragm. Rigid
elements that are assumed not to be part of the lateral
force-resisting system may be incorporated into buildings
provided that their efflect on the action of the system is
considered and provided for in the design.

H0RIZONTAL T0RSI0NAL MOMENT - Provisions shall be made
for the increase in shear resulting from the horizontal
torsion due to an eccentricity between the centre of mass
and the centre of rigidity. Negative torsional shears
shal1 be neglected. Where the vertical resistinq
elements depend on diaphragm action for shear distri-
bution at any level, the shear resisting elements shall
be capable of resisting a torsional moment assumed to be
equivalent to the storey shear acting with an eccentri-
city of not less than five percent of the maximum
dimension at that level.

LATERAL F0RCE 0N ELEMENTS 0F STRUCTURES Parts or
portions of structures and their anchorage to the main
structural system shall be designed for lateral forces in
accordance with the Formula:

the building period as

2,1o5 .L2

2.305.r3

2.305 .I4

F =ZICWp pp
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The values of Cp are set forth in Table 2.tO5.2. The
value of the I coefficient shall be the value used for
the building; except when considering life safety systems
in which case I shall be taken as 1.5.

DRIFT PROVISIONS - Lateral deflections or drift of a
storey relative to its adjacent stories shall not exceed
0.005 times the storey height unless it can be
demonstrated that greater drift can be tolerated. The
displacement calculated from the application of the
required lateral forces shall be multiplied by I.O/K to
obtain the drift. The ratio I.O/K shall not be less than
r.0.

Dynamic Analysis

GENERAL - Dynamic analysis shall be performed for
buildings which do not satisfy the conditions for the
application oF equivalent static methods (refer to
sub-section 2.104).

Dynamic analysis may be any standard procedure including
modal. analysis and direct integration.

When direct integration methods are used, special
attention shall be given to'the selection oF the time-
step of integration in accordance with recommendations
given in standard textbooks.

When modal response spectrum analysis is used, the
recommendations given in clauses 2.tO6.5 to 2.tO6.Lt
shall be followed.

MODAL ANALYSIS PR0CEDURE - The building may be modelled
as a system of masses lumped at the floor levels, with
each mass having one degree of freedom, that of lateral
displacement in the direction under consideration.

The analysis shall include, for eaeh of two mutually
perpendicular axes, at least the lowest three modes of
vibration with periods greater than 0.4 seconds,
whichever is greater, except that for structures less
than three stories in height, the number of modes shall
equal the number of stories.

The required period and mode shapes of the building in
the direction under consideration shall be calculated by
established methods of mechanics for the fixed base
condition using the masses and elastic stiffness of the
seismie resist.ing system.
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2.tO6.B The portion of the base shear contributed by the rth
mode, V_, shall be determined in accordance with the
f ormula:m'

V = ZC KISWmmm
where C* = I

-
15ITvm

F =C Vxm vxm m

(tr)

(rz)

the subscript, m, refers to the rth mode. T- shall be
computed in accordance with clause 2.306.7. \- is the
effective modal gravity load determined in ac'bondance
with the following formula:

nrw.v.LJrmj=I
W= ( 11)

s- w .v.
LJlmj=l

where yi,n : the. displacement amplitude at the ith
tiget of the building when vibrating in its
m-" mode.

The product C,nS need not exceed 0.14.

: 2'3o6'e 
ll""J:"ti.:;"Jxr;tril"?""tfi,lii; 

F*', shalr be determined

^

 
,l

A

âl

A

-
-
-

âl

A

-
-

(14)

(15)*x u**
where C = n-vxm \-., w.v.1lml=I

2.3o6.Lo The modal drift in each storey shalr be determined lrom
the modal displacement u"*r which shall be given by:

qTzr
xm

(16)
tt -'xm - 4Tl2 W

x

2.to6.rr The shear forces and overturning moments in walls and
braced frames at each lever shalr be determined using
linear static methods with the seismic forces and
displacements as determined from clauses Z.jO6.9 and
2.306 .LO.
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The design value for base shear, each of the storey
shear, moment and drift quantities and the deflection at
each level shall be determined by combining their modal
values. The combination shall be carried out by taking
the square root of the sum of the squares of each of the
modal values. If two or more modal periods are within
I0% of each other, these modes shall be summed absolutely
and the resultant added to the other modes using the
square root of the sum of the square procedure.

The base shear computed from the modal combination
procedure shall not be less than 75% of the vaLue
computed by the equivalent static method.

Design Principles

SYMMETRY - The main elements of a building that resist
seismie forces shall, as nearly as is practicable, be
Iocated symmetrically about the centre of mass of the
bui Iding.

DUCTILITY - The building as a whole, and all of its
elements that resist seismic forces or moments, or that
in case of failure are a risk to life, shall be designed
to possess ductility.

StructuraI systems intended to dissipate seismic energy
by ductile flexural yielding shall have aII primary
elements resisting seismic forces detailed in accordance
with special requirements for ductile detailing in the
appropriate material code.

In 5eismic Zones No. 2, No. J and No. 4, aII concrete
space frames required by design to be part of the lateral
force-resisting system and aIl concrete frames located in
the perimeter line of vertical support shall be ductile
moment resisting space frames.

EXCEPTION: Frames in the perimeter line of the vertical
support ol the buildings designed with shear
walls taking 100 percent of the design
lateral forces need only conform with clause
2.t07 .5 .

In Seismic Zones No. 2, No. f and No. 4, aII framing
elements not required by design to be part of the lateral
force-resisting system shalI be investigated and shown to
be adequate for vertical load-carrying capacity and
induced moment due to l/K times the distortions resulting
from the code-required lateral Forces. The rigidity of
other elements shall be considered in accordance with
clause 2.tO5 .I3 .
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Moment-resisting space frames and ductile moment-
resisting space frames may be enclosed by or adjoined by
more rigid elements which would tend to prevent the space
frame from resisting lateral forces where it ean be shown
that the action or failure of the mope rigid elements
wilI not impair the vertical and lateral load resisting
ability of the space frame.

Buildings designed for flexural ductile yielding, or for
yielding in diagonal braces, shall be the subject of
capacity design. In the capacity design of earthquake
resistant structures, energy dissipating elements or
mechanisms are chosen and suitably designed and detailed,
and all other structural elements are then provided with
sufficient reserve strength capacity to ensure that the
chosen energy-dissipating mechanisms are maintained
throughout the deformations that may occur.

Columns or walIs, including their joints and foundations,
which are part of a two-way horizontal force resisting
system, shall be designed for the concurrent effects
resulting from the simultaneous yielding of all beams or
dia3onal braces framing into the column or wall from all
directions at the level under consideration and as
appropriate at other levels.

Ductile frames shaIl be capable of dissipating seismic
energy in a flexural mode at a significant number of beam
hinges, except that dissipation of seismic energy in
column hinges is permitted for buildings which comply
with clauses 2 .tO7 .I3 and 2 .3O7 .L4.

Non-ductile failure in beams shall be avoided. The yeild
capacities of beams shal1 be assessed for the actual
material quantities in the beam and any adjacent portions
of slabs that are likely to be strained simultaneously.

Failure of beam-coLumn junction zones and the formation
of plastic hinges in beam-column junction zones shall be
avoided.

Non-ductile failure of eolumns shall be avoided. Columns
shall be designed to have adequate over-capacity to avoid
the lormation of hinges and column hinge mechanisms,
except as permitted by clauses 2.tO7.It and 2.5O7.L4.
Column capacities shall be sufficient to allow for the
following:

(a) Inelastic effects leading to a distribution
of beam capacity moments into columns
different From the distribution derived from
elastic analysis;
Column axial loads appropriate to the
simultaneous formation of beam hinges in
several storeys.

(b)
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In radeguately redundantr structures the formation of a
column hinge because of bending moment and axial tension,
or bending moment and low axial compression, is
permissible proided the sear capacity of the column is
maintained. For the purposes of this clause a structure
may be considered radequately redundant' if for every
eolumn with a potential plastic hinge at Ieast three
other columns of the main horizontal load resisting
system, interconnected by a rigid diaphragm and within
the same storey height, can be shown to remain elastic
under the capacity design horizontal load.

In single or two-storey structures and in the top storey
of a multi-storey building, column hinge mechanisms are
permi tted.

For ductile coupled shear waIls, the requirements for
clause 2.tO7.I7, regarding height to width ratio and
minimum width may be departed from provided the vertical
members are detailed as required for the eolumns of
ductile frames.

For ductile complex shear walls, the design shall be such
that the coupling beams yield before the walls do, and
the coupling beams shall be so proportioned as to
dissipate a significant proportion of seismic energy.

Ductile eantilever shear walls shall be suitably designed
and detailed to ensure that energy dissipation will be by
ductile flexural yielding and that the wall will not fail
prematurely in a non-duetile manner. The height to width
ratio shall not be less than Z, and the width shall no be
Iess than 5 feet, and any openings shall be such as not
to have a significant effect on the behaviour of the wall
under earthquake attack.

Shear walls not designed for ductile flexural yielding
but having the ability to dissipate a signifcant amount
of seismic energy shall be suitably detailed to ensure:

(a) Adequate confinement of concrete at potential hinges
to provide Iimited ductile flexural yielding, and

(U) That in walls, with height to width ratio less than
or equal to 2, under earthquake attack a distributed
system of eraeking of controlled width will form so
as to preclude premature shear failure.

REINF0RCED MAS0NRY AND CONCRETE - Alt elements within
structures located in Seismic Zones No. 2, No. J and No.
4 which are of masonry or concrete shall be reinforced so
as to qualify as reinforced masonry or conerete.
Principal reinforcement in masonry shall be spaced 2 feet
maximum on centre in buildings using a moment-resisting
space frame.
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ANCH0RAGE 0F CONCRETE 0R MASONRY WALLS - Concrete or
masonry walls shall be anchored to all floors and roofs
which provide lateral support for the wall. Such
anchorage shall provide a positive direct connection
capable of resisting the horizontal forces specified in"
this chapter or a minimum force of 200 pounds per lineal
foot of waIl, whichever is greater. Walls shall be
designed to resist bending between anehors where the
anchor spacing exceeds 4 feet. Required anchors in
masonry walls of hollow units op cavity walls shalI be
embedded in a reinforced grouted structural element of
the wall.

WOOD DIAPHRAGMING PROVIDING LATERAL SUPPORT FOR CONCRETE
AND MAS0NRY WALLS - Where wood diaphragms are used to
laterally support concrete or masonry walls, the
anchorage shall conform to clause 2.rO7.2O. In Zones No.
2, No. I and No. 4, anchorage shall not be accomplished
by the use of toenails or nails subjected to withdrawals,
nor shall wood framing be used in cross-grain bending or
cross-grain tension.

2.tO7.22 PILE CAPS AND CAI550NS - Individual pile caps and
caissons of every building shall be interconnected by
ties, each of which can carry by tension and compression
a minimum horizontal force equal to I0 percent of the
larger pile cap or caisson loading, unless it can be
demonstrated that equivalent restraint can be provided by
other approved methods.

2.3O7.23 EXTERIOR ELEMENTS - Precast or prefabricated nonbearing,
non-seap wall panels or similar elements which are
attached to or enclose the exterior shall be designed to
resist the forces determined from Formula 10 in clause
2.iO5.15 and shall accomodate movements of the structure
resulting from lateral forces or temperature changes.
The concrete panels or other similar elements shall be
supported by means of cast-in-place concrete or
mechanical connections and fasteners in accordance with
the following provisions:

Connections and panel joints shall allow for a
relative movenient between storeys of not less than
two times storey driFt caused by wind or (3.O/K)
times the ealculated elastic storey displacement
caused by required seismic forces, of I/? inch,
whichever is greater. Connections to permit
movement in the plane of the panel for storey drift
shall be properly designed sliding connections using
slotted or oversized holes or may be connections
which permit movement by bending of steel or other
connections providing equivalent sliding and
ductility capacity.



l4

Bodies of connectors shall have sufficient ductility
and rotation capacity so as to preclude fracture of
the conerete of brittle failures at or near welds.
The body of the connector shatl be desgined for
one-and-one-third times the force determined by
Formula 10 in clause 2.3O5.Lr. Fasteners attaching
the connector to the panel or the structure such as
bolts, inserts, welds, dowels etc., shall be
designed to insure ductile behaviour of the
connector or shall be designed for four times the
load determined from Formula 10.

Fasteners embedded in concrete shall be attached to
or hooked around reinforcing steel or otherwise
terminated so as to effectively transfer forees to
the reinforcing steel.

The value of the coefficient I shall be 1.0 for the
entire connector assembly in Formula I0.
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TABLE 2.'05.L
Z VALUES

Territorv

Jamaica
Antigua
5t. Kitts-Nevis
Montserrat
Dominica
St. Lucia
St. Vincent
Grenada
Barbados
NW Tninidad
Rest of Trinidad
Tobago
Guyana Essequibo
Rest of Guyana
Belize - areas within 100 km of

southern border i.e.
ineluding San Antonio
and Punta Gorda but
excluding Middlesex,
Pomona and Stann Crecil

- Rest of Belize

Z Value

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.75

.50

.50

.175

.75

.50

.50

.25

.00

.75

.50
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TABLE 2.'O5.2
RECOMHENDED K FACTOR

A. VALVES FOR STEEL AND CONCRETE

Item Descriotion K*

Ductile frames with an ade-
quate number of possible
plastic beam hinges

Ductile frames with an inade-
quate number of possible
plastic beam hinges

Ductile coupled shear walls

Two or more parallel and
approximately symmetrically
arranged cantilever shear walIs

Single ductile cantilever shear
walls

Shear walls not designed for
ductile flexural yielding but
having the ability to dissipate
a significant amount of seismic
energy

Buildings with diagonal bracing
capable of plastic deformation
in tension only

a) Single storey
b) Two or three storeys

c) More than three storeys

a) Buildings in which part of
the horizontal load. is
resisted by item 7 bracing
and part by an item I or
item 2 frame

b) Buildings with diagonal
bracing capable of plastic
deformation in both tension
and compression

Small tanks on the ground

1.6 or
by special study

2.O

by
by

0.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

r.z

I.5

2.0
2.5 or
special
special

1.6 or
special

study
study

studyby

For steel
For prestressed concrete
For reinforced masonry

these values
these values
these values

multiplied by 0.8
multiplied by 1.2
multiplied by 1.2

A

A

to be
to be
to be
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TABLE 2.505.2 (continued)

B. VALUES FOR TIMBER

Descriotion

B1

82

Shear walls or diaphragm

(a) Ductile
(b) Ductile and stiffened

with elastomeric adhesive
(c) timited ductility fixed

with elastomeric adhesive

Moment resisting frames

(a) Ductile with an adequate
number oF possible plastic
beam hinges

(b) Ductile with an inadequate
number of possible plastic
beam hinges

(c) Rs for item B2(a) but with 1.5
connections of limited
ductility

(d) As for item B2(b) but with L.7
connections of limited
ductility

(e) Non-ductile 2.4

Diagonally braced with timber
members capable of acting as
struts or ties:

(a) Witn ductile end connections I.7
(n) Witfr end connections having Z.O

limited ductility

1.0
1.0

L.2

r.2

r.5

-
A

B'
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^
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TABLE 2.'O5.'
H0RIZoNTAL FoRCE FACToR ',Cp" FoR ELEMENTS 0F STRUCTURES

Part or Portion of Buildings

Horizontal
Direction of

Force
Value ofc (r)

p

Cantilevered Elements
a. Parapets

b. Chimneys of stacks

AII other walls, partitions and
similar elements

Exterior and interior ornamentations
and appendages

When connected to, part of, or
housed within a building:
a. Penthouses, anchorage and supports

for tcnks including contents,
chimneys and stacks

b. Storage racks plus contents
c. Suspended ceilings (1)
d. AII equipment or machinery

Connections for prefabricated
structural elements other than
waLls, with force applied at
center of gravity of assembly

Normal to
flat sunfaces

Any direction

Any direction

Any direction

Any direction

Any direction

.B

.3(2) Q)

.l(4)

.B

.t

(f) Cp for elements laterally self supported only at ground level
may be 2/3 of the value shown.

(Z) for flexible and flexibly mounted equipment and machinery, the
appropriate vaLues of Cp shall be determined with consideration
given to both the dynamic properties of the equipment and
machinery and to the buirding or structure in which it is praced
but shall not be less Lhan the listed values. The design of the
equipment and machinery and their anchorage is an integral part
of the design and specification of such equipment and machinery.

For Essential Facilities and Iife safety systems, the design and
detailing of equipment which must remain in place and be
functional following a major earthquake shall consider the
effect of drift.

(J) Ceifing weight shall include all tight fixtures and other
equipment or partitions which are Iaterally supported by the
ceiling. For purposes of determining the lateral force, a
ceiling weight of not less than 4 pounds pep square foot shall
be used.

(4) The lorce shalt be resisted by positive anchorage and not by
friction.

A
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^ This Code refers to the following publications:

- 1. rrRecommended Lateral Force Requirements and Commentarytt of
^ the Structural Engineers Association of California. Latest
^ Edition (SenOC).

: 2. Uniform Building Code. Latest Edition.

A ,. Tentative Provisions flor the Development of Seismic

^ Regulations for Buildings. Applied Technology Council(nfC) Publications ATC]-05 NBS-SP-510.

A 4' Code of Practice for the Design of Concrete Structures.

: ij!ll""o" 
Association of New Zearand NZS 1101. part 1,

5. NZS 4201 t 1976 - Code of Practice for general Structural: Design and Design roadings for buildings. standards.. Association of l\ew Zea1and.
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO 5I UNITs

LENGTH

Feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x o.a254*
Miles (mi) x L6O9.54
Miles (mi) x. I.60914
Nautical Hiles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

Feerz (ftz) x o.o929olo
Acresox 40*6.86
Miles' (mi') x 2.58999

VOLUME

reetl (rtl) x o.o2811685
Feet),(rt'1 x ZB.11685
Yards' (yo') x o.7645i5
Acre Feet x L233.48
Gallons (gal) x 0.00454509
Gallons (9a1) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.1048*
Miles per hour (milhr) x O.447O4*
Miles per hour (mi/nr) x L.6O9)4
Knots x O.5L4444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

i?
Feet' per secona (f (/s) x 0.02811685
Millions of gallons per day (mgd)

x O.O5?6L67
Acre-feet per day x O.OL42764
Gallons per minute (gal,/min)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Pounds (fU) x O.45t592
Pounds (fu) x 455.592
Pounds (fu) x 4.44BZz
Tons x 0.907185

Meters (m)

Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Kilometecs (km)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Netersl (m1)
Metersa (mi)
Kilometer"t (krt)

Metersl (ml)
Liters** ,
Meters- (m')
Netersi (mi)
l'leters., (m-,)
Liters**

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (t<m/nr)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (t<m/nr)

MetersJ per secona (ml/s)

ueters] per secono (m]/s)
Meters' per second (m'/s)

MetersJ per secono (ml/s)

Kilogyrams Force (kqf)
Grams (9)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**
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PRESSURE

Pounds per footl
Pounds per foot4

Pounds per inchl
Pounds per inch-

0.00689475 x I0

Pounds per inch2

Millibars (mb) x

(ro/rt7)
(rb/rt")

( rblin? )
Qb/inz)

( Lblin2)

100.0*

roor] (ruZrtll
Foot' (Lb/f()

FootS (rblftl)

UNIT I{EIGHT

Pounds per
Pounds per

Pounds per

MASS AND DENSITY

SIugs
Slugs

Newtons per meterz tn/rz),
Kilogrgms Force per meter-
(ugr/n')
Newtons per meterz (N/*2)

Newtops per millir"ten2
(tt,/mmt)
Megapascal (MPa) 

zKillogSams force per meter-
(usr/n')
Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

Newtons per meterl {ru/rl).
Kilogrgms force per meter-
(ugr /n')
Grams per centimeterJ (g/"^1)

x
x

47.8805
4.8824t

6894.76

x 7O3.O7O

x
x

L57.0876
16.0185

0.0160185

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-s/rt2) or
slugs per foot second x 47.8801

Feet? per secona (r*/il x o.o9}9o5

= Kilograms (t<g)

= Kilolrar" p"i meterJ (*g/nt)

Newtogs seconds per meter
( Ns,/m'1**
llu[L""z per secona G2/s)

x 14.5951
per foot/ x 5L5.379

* Exact values** Liters x 1000.0 = cemtip"t""sJ
Litersx0.00I=meters'
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms force
Kilograms Force x 9.80665 = newtons'
Newtons x 1001000.0 = dy6res
Newton seconds per metera x O.1 = poises
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FOREWORD

In developing this Section 4 on "Requirements for Masonry Building
Design and Constructiont', a decision was made that earlier
contributions by Caribbean engineers towards the development of
CUBiC would be improved and incorporated.

"Tentative Recommendations for Design and Construction oF Load
Bearing Concrete Blockworkrr, 1975, produced by the Jamaica
Institution of Engineers for the Council of Caribbean Engineering
0rganisations, was used as the basis of Section 4A. This Section
deals with concrete blockwork subjected to moderate to heavy working
stresses in areas of moderate to low seismicity. However, although
it is proposed for use with Part 2 Section J - 'tEarthquake Loads't
for earthquake resistant design, it does not i-nclude recommendations
for construction standards to cover other ranges of seismicities.

"Tentative Provisions for the Development of Seismic Regulations for
Buildings: (RtC-:) published by Applied Technology Council, U.S.A.,
was used as the basis for Section 48, which provides a rational
method of varying earthquake resistant provisions in buildings, in
accordance with the varying seismicities of different countries in
the region. This latter document represents the latest code
recommendations on the subject in the U.5.A. and it has thereflore
not yet gained universal acceptance in that country. I ts
methodology was selected for section 4 because it proved to be
uniquely appropriate for masonry design in the scattered islands oF
the Caribbean.

The results of rrshaking tabretr studies done at the university of
California, and Guidelines for One Storey Masonry Houses in Seismic
Tone 2 by ATC have encouraged the appeal by the region's engineers
and housing officials, to reduce the minimum percentages of
reinforcement recommended by Codes. Section 4C has used this work,
along with subsequent Caribbean adaptations, to present recommenda-
tions for single storey reinforced masonry buildings, with light
roofs and for other buildings in areas of low seismicity. Variuous
other types of traditional construction, parLicularry those using
indigenous materials, are dealt with in Appendix I which permits the
user to bypass the more complex sections, 44 and 48 entirely, for
appropriate categories of buildings. Model Regulations for Small
Buildings in Earthquake and Hurricane areas by the Buitding Research
Station, UK have been used as a basis for this aspect.

Acknowledgement is made of many other reference soupces which ape
listed in Appendix l.
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SCOPE AND GUIDE TO USE OF SECTION 4

are divided intoThese provisions for the Design of Concnete Masonry
the following:

Section 4A
Section 48
Section 4C
Appendix I

The various sections are used for different seismic performance
categories* of buildings as follows:

SECTI0N 4A - provides basic design requirements which are considered
appropriate for masonry subjected to moderate to heavy working
stresses in areas of low to moderate seismicity. It is specifically
recommended for use in designing buildings:

(a) Over I0.5 m high in Seismie Performance category A.
(b) In category Br provided that the special material and

construction limitations in sub-section 2.426 Section
48 are eonsidered.

The Section is appropriate for design for allowable stresses,
assuming elastic behaviour, and using seismic forces derived from
the recommendations of Part 2 Section J for earthquake considera-
tions.

Alternatively,
Part 2, Seetion
Design Methods,
48.

/ factors are given for strength design
based an 2.5 times the allowable stresses

SECTI0N 4C - gives requirements for:

where ultimate loads are considered (e.g. factored
I loads or Ioads derived from Section 48), Strength
may be used, with / factors as set out in Section

SEOTI0N 48 provides additional requirements for buildings in
seismic categories B, C and D over and above those of Section 48.

and material strengths are
set out in Section 4A.

(a) single storey buildings with light roofs in all
territories (i.e. seismic performances categories A

to C) except for the case of essential facilities.
(U) Uuildings up to 10.6 m high in seismic perFormance

category A (i.e. areas of low seismicity).

TABLE 2.4.r - Illustrates the applicability of the Seetions afLer
the initial determinations of seismic perfonmance categories.

* For derivation see sub-section 2.424 Section 48
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APPENDIX l - gives
masonry e.g. brick,

brief guidance
stone.

for walls other than hollow unit

TABLE 2.4.L
5ECTIONS OF THIS MA5ONRY CODE TO BE USED FOR DE5IGN

OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES OF BUILDINGS

5eismic
Performance
Category A

Seismic
Performance

Seismic
Performance
Cateqory CCategory B

A11 Bldgs* Bldgs*
under over
I0.54m 10.54m

Hollow Units:

StructuraI 4C
N on-Struc-

tural 4C

0ther Masonry

* Note that the Sections named provide the
each case but that especially in the case
referencing is inevitable.

0ther
BIdgs+

Single under
Storey 10.54m

main basis for design in
ofl 44 and 48 some cross

BIdgs
over
I0.54m

4B4B4A

4A4C4C

4C

4C

0 ther
Bldgs* BIdgs

Single under over
Storey 10.54m I0.54

4A

4C

APPENDIX I
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NUMBERING SYSTEM

: For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

-' The first number indicates the Part of the Code, the first digit in
- the seeond number indicates the Section in the Part, the second and

-, third digits in the second number indicate the sub-section in the

.., Section, and the third number indicates the Article in the
sub-section. These are illustrated as follows:

2 Part 2
2.500 Part 2, Section 5

2.506 Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6

2.506.1 Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6, Article l
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ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section I Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (not included)
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-/') -

Section 6 Reinforced and Pre-stressed Concrete i '

Section 7 Structural Steel
Section B Structural Timber
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PART J OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

Section 1 0ccupancy and Construction Classification I
Section 2 General Building Limitations
Section ) Special Use and Occupancy Requirements
Section 4 Light, Ventilation and Sound Transmission 

.

Controls
Section 5 Means of Egress
Section 5 Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
Section 7 Fire Protection Systems
Section B 5afety Requirements During Building

Construction and Signs

PART 4 SERVICES, EQUIPMENT AND sysTEMs (not included)

Section I Chimneys, Flues and Vent pipes
Section 2 ELectrical Wiring and Equipment '/
Section f Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and

Conveyor Equipment (Instaltation and
Maintenance)

Section 4 Plumbing and Drainage Systems ./
Section 5 Energy Conservation

- PART 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRICATED CONSTRUCTI0N (not
i nc Iuded)

Section l- Small Buildings (Single and 2 storey)
Section 2 Pre-fabricated Construction
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DEFINITIONS

The following definitions provide the meaning of terms used in this
Section 4.

Area, Gross Cross-sectional - The total area face-to face of masonry
including cerls or cavities of a section perpendicular to the
vertical direction of loading.

Area, Net Bedded - The actua.l area of masonry units that bear on
the mortar bed with deductions for rakes end similar joint
treatments. In grouted construction the continuous vertical filled
grout cores or grout spaces are included.

Area, Net cross-sectional of Holrow unit - The gross cross-section
area of a section minus the average area of ungrouted cores op
cellular and other spaces.

Area, Net Vertical Shear - The minimum gross cposs-sectional area ofl
a plane of hollow units less their ungrouted cores or the mortar
contact areas at head joints, whichever is less.

Brocks (Hortow) - A block with cavities passing through the block so
that the remaining solid material is between 5o'^ and 75% of the
total volume of the blocks based on overall dimensions. Blocks for
use in load-bearing walls shall have a proportion of solid material
between 50% and 60%.

Bond, Running - when in a wythe, at least 75% of the units in any
transverse vertical plane lap the ends of the units above and below
a distance not less than 40 mm or one-half the height of the units.
whichever is greater; the wythe, for the purpose of this document,
shall be considered to be laid in running bond. (Note that for the
purpose of this definition center bond op half bond is not
necessarily required to obtain running bond). Where corners andwall intersections are constructed in a similar fashion, they shal1
be considered to be laid in running bond.

Bondr stacked - All conditions ol head joints not qualifying as
running bond and all continous vertical joints (excepting truejoints such as expansion and contraction joints) shall be'cons'idered
to be stacked bond construction.

Dimensions - Overarl dimensions for masonry units and walrs are
nominal; actual dimensions of unit masonry may not be decreased by
more than 40 mm from the nominal dimensions of grout s'paces,
clearances and cover given are actual.

Effective Eccentricity - The actual eccentricity of the appliedvertical load including that caused by member defrections and
thermal- or other movements of connected members plus the additional
eccentricity which would produce a moment equal in magnitude to that
produced by lateral loads.
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Effective Peak Acceleration (n-) - A value related to anticipated
ground motion a

Importance Factor - A factor which depends on the essential nature
of the facility for post earthquake fecovery, or the likely number
or relative mobility of its occupants.

Joint Bed - The horizontal layer or mortar on or in which a masonry
unit is laid.

Joint Head The vertical mortar joint between ends of masonry
units.

Joint Shoved - Produced by placing a masonry unit on a mortar bed
and then immediately shoving it a fraction to effect solidr tight
joints.

Load Bearing - Synonymous with Structural.

Masonry Unit - Block conforming to the requirement specified in this
Section.

Non-load Bearing - Synonymous with Non-structural.

Non-structural - This term refers to components or systems which do
not serve in providing resistance to loads or forces other than
induced by their own weight. WaIIs that enclose a building or
structurets interior are structural components.

Partially Reinforced Masonry - Masonry construction conforming to
Seetion 4C and other applicable provisions of this Section.

Reinforced Masonry - Grouted masonry construction conforming to
Section 48 of these requirements.

Reinforcement Ratio - This is the ratio of the areas of reinForce-
ment to the gross cross-sectional area ol the masonry perpendicular
to the reinForcement.

Seismic Performance Category - Categories ascribed to building by
use of the Ietters ArBrC, and D and derived from the importance
factor assigned to the buitding and the effective Peak Acceleration
assigned to the ground on which the building is sited.

Shear WalI - Is a vertical component resisting lateral forces by
in-lane shear and flexure. NominaIIy all load bearing walls in
masonpy buildings shall also be checked flor the eflect oF induced
lateral loads.

Structural - This term refers to a system or component which serves
in providing resistance to loads or forces other than induced by the
weight of the element itself. Atl portions of the seismic resisting
system are structural, but not all structural components need be
part of the seismic resisting system. Bracing components, bracing
systems, and all walls that enclose a building or structure's
exterior are sLructural elements.
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effective peak acceleration
area of concrete in compression

coefficient representing effective peak velocity-
related acceleration
width or thickness of waLl

deflection amplification factor
seismic design coefficient
depth or length of wall
storey distance in feet
eccentricity
applied axial compressive stress
allowable compressive stress
applied flexural stress
aLlowable flexural stress
combined maximum compressive stress due to axial
load and bending

ultimate compressive strength value

seismic force
permissible tensile stress in steel
Iateral seismic shear force
height
importance factor
coefficient
kilogram

overall length of building
metre (square metre, cubic metre)

millilitre
millimetre (square millimetre)
Newton

load

total deflection
response modification factor
site coeFficient
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spacing of stirrups
fundamental period of building
thickness of wall
capacity reduction factor
stability coefficient
shear load

seismic shear force
shear stress
total gravity load

zone factor
design storey drift
allowable storey drift
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PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

5ECTION 44
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR BLOCK MASONRY
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2.40L.5

2.402

2.402.I
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PART 2
SECTION 4A

BLOCK MASONRY - GENERAL

Baekground to Seetion 4A

Section 4A is the basic Section around which the provi-
sions for hollow unit masonry are developed.

It is appropriate for blockwork subjected to moderate to
heavy workinq stresses or in areas of low to moderate
seismicity, e.g. low buildings in Seismic Performance
Category C, or multi-storey construction for buildings in
Seismic Performance Category A.

It represents typical construction practices in the
region and is largely based on work done by the Jamaica
Institution of Engineers in L974, ratified by the Council
of Caribbean Engineering Organisation in 1975, for
incrusion in the then proposed caribbean Uniform Buirding
Code.

Areas not covered in that document were:

(a) Detailed provisions for seismic design. Reference
was made to the SEA0C Code* which makes no provision
for varying construction quality with seismicity or
performance category.

(U) Special reduced provisions for tightly stressed
walls (".g. single-storey masonpy OuitOings), which
afe widely used in the .region for low cost
residential construction.

Section 4A provides for general requirements formaterials and for designs for gravity loads whereas
Sections 48 and 4C deal with items (a) and (b) above
respectively.

Scope

These requirements in section 4A cover the use of horrow
concrete blocks from Portland cement, water and natural
aggregates and used in loadbearing walls. ReFerence must
be made to Section 48 for additional seismic requirements
f9" seismic performance category B-D and buildings over
10.5 metres high in seismic performance Category A.

Sections 4A and 4B may be by-passed comptetely for
buildings or elements falling in the categories assigned
to Section 4C as indicated in Table 2.4.I

SEAOC Code - Recommended Lateral
Structural Engineers Association of

Force Requirements by
CaIi forni a.

2.402.2
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Block Units

DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
standard nominal sizes 400

Standard nominal thickness
mm. Tolerances shall be +

ASTM Cl40 - Method
Units. (American
Materials) .

BS 2OZB, I362zL96B
Concrete Blocks.

Concrete blocks shall be
mm long x 200 mm high.

shall be 100 mm, I50 mm or 200
J mm.

of Test for Concrete Masonry
Society for Testing and

British Standard for Precast

0ther sizes of blocks may be used provided that they
conform with one of the standards listed in this clause.

CAVITIES - Blocks shall be 2 hole pattern and shall have
a net cross-sectionsl area not less than 50 percent and
not greater than 60 percent of the gross section.
Minimum face shell and web thickness shall be 25 mm.

Where open-ended units are used, minimum web thickness
shall be f5 mm.

MANUFACTURE AND PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS - blocks used for
construction in accordance with this section shall be
hollow conerete blocks. 5izes, manufacture and physical
requirements of hollow concrete blocks shall be in
accordance with one of the following Standards:

a) J5.15 2L975 Jamaican Standard Specification for
Standard Hollow Concrete Blocks - Jamaica Bureau of
Standards.

b) ASTM C90 Hollow Load Bearing Concrete Masonry
Units.

c)

d)

e) The corresponding local standard For the relevant
Caribbean country.

The manufacturer shall state the standard to which blocks
are supplied, but in any case, special requirements
stated in this section shall take precedence over the
above listed standards

ABSORPTI0ll - Maximum absorption of water shall not exceed
208 kg/nt oF normal weight concrete for Grade A blocks
when tested in accordance with ASTM C140.

DRYING SHRINKAGE Concrete masonry units used for
structural purposes shaII have a maximum Iinear shrinkage
of 0.065 percent from the saturated to the oven-dry
condit ion.

2.401 .9
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C0MPRE55I0N TEST - Test for compression strength of
blocks shall be made with cells vetical and shall be made
at 28 days in accordance with teh eorresponding standard
listed at clause 2,4Ot.LI. Stress at failure is based on
gross area of section of the speeimen. For consignments
of over 101000 blocks, a test shall be earried out for
every I0r000 blocks or part thereof. The size of sample
for each test shall conform with the applicablil material
standard but shall in no ease be less than 10 randomly
selected blocks. For consignments ofl less than 10r000
blocks, a test shal1 be carried out for each 51000 blocks
or part thereof. In this latter case, each test shall
consist of 5 blocks.

Listed below in Table 2.4Ot.l are some suggested
designations and required strengths for hollow load-
bearing concrete masonry units.

TABLE 2.4O'.I
SUGGESTED STRENGTHS FOR HOLLOI{

CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS

Minimum Compressive Strengths
on Gross Cross Sectional Area-N/mm2

Designation* Average of Lowest Individual
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BlockI0 Blocks

A (I4)

A (r0.5)

A (7)

B (5)

14

10.5

7

4.9

11

8.4

5.6

4.2

* Grade A - For general use exterior and interior load
non-load-bearing purposes.

bearing and

only.Grade B

2.4At.I2

2.404

2.404.r

- For general use non-Ioad-bearing purposes

M0ISTURE CONTENT 0N DELIVERY - Moisture content of blocks
on delivery to site sharr not exceed t5 pereent of the
maximum absorption specified in this clause.

Mortar

MIXES AND STRENGTHS Mortar for block joints sharl be
proportioned with parts by volume of cement:lime:sand, as
follows.
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TABLE 2.404.I
MORTAR MIXES

Block Type Mortar Mix

Minimum Compressive
Strength on 50 mm

CubeS at 28 Days
N/mm'

A

A

A

B

I4
10.5

7

1:0:]
LzO-L/223
LzO-I/2:4
Izo-L/226

22.4
16.8
II.2

In each case, the lime fraction is optional. Where ordinary cement
with a plasticiser is used, the lime fraetion of the mix shall be
omitted. Mortar shall otherwise be in accordance with ASTM475.

2.404.2 MATERIAL STANDARD F0R M0RTAR AND IN-FILL - Material
standards for cement, lime end fine aggregate for mortar
and concrete in-fill shall be from the following clauses
as applicable.

Concrete In-fill Cavities2.405

2.405.L N0RMAL CONCRETE IN-FILL - Concrete for filling block
cavities shall be a nominal mix oF parts by volume of
cement: fine aggregate: coapse aggregate or of
compressive strength as shown in Table 2.4O5.I.

Block Type

TABLE 2.405.I
PROPERTIES OF COIICRETE IN-FILL

Minimum Compressive Concrete
Strength on 150 mm Mix for
CubeB at 28 Days Cavity
N/mmz In-fill

A

A

A

(7)
(ro.>)
(14)

15 .8
2L
ZL

Lzj z6+
Iz2z4*
Iz2z4*

2.405.2 Maximum aggregate size shall be 19 mm but in rio case
greater than one-quarter times the minimum dimension of
the cavity.

Water cement ratio may exceed conventional ratios for
normal conerete provided that slumps specified in clause
2.4O5.9 are not exceeded.

Where in-fill height exceeds 500 rnr coarse grout shall
be used.

2.405 .3
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Material standards shall be as listed in this sub-
section. Alternative in-fill concrete may be propor-
tioned in aecordance with the rules in Part 2 Section 5
for normal reinforced concrete provided that the required
strengths are achieved.

COARSE GROUT - When aggregates are selected in accordance
with ASTM C404 the following shall govern:

For in-fill coarse grout, to be used where, the filled
cavity is not less than 76 mm in width and 70 sq. em. in
afea.

For grout space between multi-wythe construction, the
minimum space must be 50 mm between wythes.

Coarse grout in-fill shall be composed by volume of one
part, to which may be added not more than I/IO part
hydrated lime, two to three parts sand and one to two
parts gravel. Larger proportions of gravel may be used
in larger grout spaces.

Grout shall have a consisteney to fill all spaces
considering the method of consoridation but slumps sharr
be between Il5 mm and 2f0 mm.

Reinforcing Steel

Reinforcing steer shall be steel to any of the forrowing
standards.

American Standard
American Standard
American Standard
American Standard
British Standards
Jamaica Bureau of

Water

for Testing
for Testing
lor Testing
for Testing
I nstitution
Standards

and Materials
and Materials
and Materials
and Materials

ASTM A515
ASTM A515
ASTM A5I7
ASTM A7O5
B5 4449
Js23t/L974

water for mixing concrete or mortar shalr be from themains and otherwise shall be clean and free From
injurious amounts of oil, acid, alkali, organic matter or
other harmful substances.

Storage and Proteetion

STAOKING 0F BLOOKS - Blocks shall be stacked and storedin a dry place whieh is not in contact with dirt.
Exposed stacks shall be covered from rain by protective
material to prevent increase in moisture conLent.
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ST0RAGE 0F 0THER MATERIALS - Cement and lime shall be
stored at least 150 mm above ground in a dry place and
under cover at all times. Aggregate shall be piled on a
clean, hard surface.

Construction

LAYING AND BOND - Blocks shall be laid with mortar across
a1l webs and face shells and in vertical joints. Blocks
shall generally be laid in stretcher or running bond.

In special cases where stack bond is used in load-bearing
walls special horizontal reinforcement is required as
defined in clause 2.416.9 . AII defined load-bearing
walls shall intersect and end on poured reinforced
concrete stiffeners except as indicated below. Stiffener
columns at the intersection and ends of load-bearing
walls may be omitted for the conditions set out in
sub-section 2.4L3.

Inclusive of the provision at ends and intersections,
wall panels shaU be provided with concrete stiffener
columns and belt beams as specified in sub-sections 2.411
and 2.4L4 Section 4A of these recommendations with
exceptions as stated.

Half-blocks shalI be provided at junctions with stiff-
eners to complete bond courses.

Alternatively, blocks shalI be cut to a neat vertical
line such as that made by a mechanical saw. Where blocks
are cut, at least two webs shall be left intact.

RATE 0F CONSTRUCTION - Units shall be placed while mortar
is still soft and plastic. Mortar shall be discarded if
not used before lapse of the following times.

Where cement:lime ratio is 2.0 or less - 2 hrs.
Where cement:lime ratio is greater than 2.O - I hr.

The minimum period which shall elapse before loads other
than own-weight loads are applied to a newly constructed
blockwall shall be determined from the design loadinq
conditions. This shall in no case be less than four
days.

INSERTION 0F REINF0RCING BARS - Blocks shall be 'strung
over verical reinforcing bars in place, or bars shall be
inserted into the cavities of blocks ensuring adequate
lap. Alternatively, where precast open-ended blocks are
used or where end webs are provided with "knock-out"
recesses, head joints shall be fully grouted.
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SEALING UNFILLED CAVITIES - Precautions shall be taken to
seal specified unfilled cavities to prevent loss of
concrete from belt beams during casting.

CASTING STIFFENER COLUMNS AND BELT BEAMS - Stiffener
columns and belt beams shall be cast after adjacent
blockwalls have been built up to beam level. Stiffener
columns shall be poured and vibrated in lifts not
exceeding 1.8 m. If necessary, openings shal1 be
provided in full height forms to facilitate this.

The concreLe in belt beams shall be placed to bond to the
masonry units and shall not be separated there from by
wood, felt or any other material which may ppevent bond.

RTINFORCEMENT - Reinforcement shall be established in
accordance with Section 48 - Design. Laps and anchorage
to bars shall be in accordance with sub-section ?.4I2
Section 44.

Bars shall be continous throughr or fully anchored inbelt beams and stiffener eolumns where they intersect
with these members. Bars shall be free of rust, grease,
dirt, hardened grout and other deleterious substances
prior to casting.

CASTING 0F F0UNDATI0N C0NCRETE - Atl walts shall be
provided with foundations and starter bars shall be
embedded therein. Size and depth of foundations shall be
as designed to restrict ground pressures to safe values
and to restrict settlement to acceptable limits.
Top of foundations shall be kept clean and free of loose
concrete and deleterious substances prior to eommencement
of erection of blockwalls.

Top of foundation concrete shalr be finished with at
least ) mm amplitude to provide bond with first course.

c0NcRETiNG CAVITIIS - concreting of block cavities shall
proceed at intervals not exceeding 500 mm heightr or
three courses, whichever is greater. concrete poured in
these cavities shall be thoroughly rammed and consoli-
dated using a 15 mm diameter rod or simirar device. Eachrift shall- be terminated at least l-2 mm below the top of
the block to ensure a lateral key. where 'coarse grout"
as def ined by sub-secLion 2.404 is used 'rlsr^r-1i;;"grouting to a maximum heighL of I.3 m is acceptable.I'High-lift" grouti.ng exceeding the above heights may be
used in accordance with ATc-l*, provided that concrete
mix proportions and aggregate size are varied accordinglyto the approval of the Regulatory Authority.

Applied Technorogy council ATC-1.06 - seismic Regulationsfor Buildings.
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MORTAR J0INTS Mortar joint thickness shall be l0 mm.
Tolerance shall be J mm subject to a minimum thickness
equal to the diameter of any horizontal reinforcement.

MINIMUM LINTEL SEATING Lintel seating in blockwalls
shall be a minimum of 200 mm.

REINF0RCEMENT AROUND 0PENINGS - Where no reinForced
concrete stiffeners are adjacent to openings, block
cavities adjoining these openings shall be provided with
a vertical bar of I2 mm minimum diameter and the cavities
shaII be filled with concrete.

A minimum of 12 mm diameter horizontal bar or equivalent
area of smaller bars shall be provided in the mortar
joint adjacent to the sill for alI openings and shall
extend not less than 600 mm beyond the edge of the
opening. L2 mm diameter bar shall be permitted where
bond beams are used or where the bed surface of webs are
provided with an appropriate recess.

TEMP0RARY BRACING T0 HIGH WALLS Under high wind
conditions, concrete block walls shall be adequately
braced against overturning.

Under normal conditions up to wind speeds of say 50
kilometres per hour, the unbraced heights of walls
exposed to wind pressupe during construction shall not
exceed the following:

For 200 mm walls - 4 m

For I50 mm walls - 2.5 n
For 100 mm walls - I m

EMBEDDED PIPES AND C0NDUIT - For the quality of
blockwalls covered by these recommendations, no
horizontal or diagonal chases for pipes and conduits
shall be permitted without the approval of the Engineer.

Any vertical pipes or conduits to be inserted, shall
preferably be installed within the waII during
construction, thus avoiding any cutting or damage to wall
material.

In unavoidable circumstances, vertical chases may be cut
for pipes or conduits not exceeding 12 rnm in diametert
provided that:

a) The maximum dimension of the chase does not exceed
40 mm.

b) Minimum concrete covef to pipes or conduit is 12 mm.
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Where a chase is cut into
unfilled cavity, the pipe
inserted into the cavity and
concrete.

the face shell of an
or conduit shall be
the cavity filled with
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Field Testing

FIELD TEST FOR CONCRETE IN.FILL
compressive strength of concrete
out as follows:

T0 CAVITIES - Tests for
in-filI shall be carried

Each test sample shalI consist of three 150 mm cubes
taken from a representative batch of the in-fi11
concrete. Sampling and testing of these cubes shall be
in accordance with BS 1881. At least one test shall be
made for each 450 sq. m. or wall or part thereof or for
each sLorey height.

For each test, the avepage compressive strength of the
three cubes shall not be less than the average
compressive strengths specified in sub-section 2.4O5
Section 4A, of these recommendations.

In addition, the lowest individual strength result shall
not be more than 20% below the average value.

FIELD TEST FOR MORTAR - Tests for compressive strength of
mortar shall be carried out as follows:

Each test sample sharl consist of three 50 mm cubes taken
from a representative batch of the mortar.

Sampling and testing of the mortar shalr be in accordance
with Tentative specifications for Mortar for unit Masonry
ASTM C27O. At least one test shal] be made for each 450
sq. m of waII or part thereof or for each storey height.

For each test, the average compressive strength of thethree cubes shall not be less than the minimum
compressive strengths speeified in sub-section 2.484
Section 4A of these recommendations. In addition, the
rowest individual strength result shalr not be more than
20% below the average value.

PRISM TEST

a) Number of Specimens:

Testing shaIl include
operations and at least
tion for each 450 sq. m

shall consist of at least

tests in advance of beginning
one field test during construc-
of wall area. Each prism test
three specimens.
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b) Size of Specimen:

The thickness of a specimen shall be the same as the
thickness of the wall in the structure. The length of a
specimen shall be equal to or greater than the thickness.
The height of a speciment shall be at least twice the
thickness of the speeimen and a minimum of lB0 mm. (See
Fig. 2.410.1). Prisms shall preferably be ) units high
with two mortar joints but shall in any case be a minimum
of two units high.

FIGURE 2.410.1
PRISM TEST SPECIMEN

c) Construction of Specimen:

Each test specimen shall be built by the masonry
contractor using the materials and workmanship to be used
in the structure. The workmanship to be used in the
structure for the mortar bedding, the thickness and
tooling of joints, the grouting, the condition of the
units and the bonding arrangement shall be included in
the specimen.

Where walls are to be single wythe using units 250 mm or
more in length, the speeimen shall be built in stacked
bond.

Where specimens are made during construction, they shall
be built at the job site by the masons in a place where
they will not be disturbed for 48 hours and subjected to
air conditions similar to that in the masonry structure.

d) Handling and Curing Conditions:

After 48 hours, each specimen built at the job site shall
have a 2O mm plywood board the same size as the specimen
placed top and bottom and tightly wrapped with 2 wire
ties to keep the joints from being distrubed and then be
transported under the direction of the testing Iaboratory
to the curing room.
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e) Capping and Testing:

Each specimen shall be capped and tested in compressi.on
in accordance with the applicable procedure set forth in
ASTM CI4O.

f) Calculating Test Results:

The value of f_t shall be the average of all specimens
tested but sha'Il not be more than IZ5 percent of the
value of the lowest individuar test specimen. The varue
g.f frr.shall be computed by dividing the ultimate load bythe net cross-sectional area of the specimen. The netarea in this case shall include concrete in-fill
portions, onry where the specimen is grouted to represent
cases where all cavities in the finished walr are to besolidly grouted.

Prism correction factors for height of prism shall be as
follows:

Ratio of h/d
Correction Factor

Loads

2.O 3.O 4.O 5.0
I .00 I.?o I .10 I.37

r.5
0 .86

2.0LL

2.41I.I

2.4L2

2.4I2.r

structures shalr be designed for the most severe
combination of dead, live and wind or earthquake loads.

a) Dead and Live Loads:

Dead and live roads shall be determined in accordance
with Part 2 Section I of this Code.

b) Wind Loads:

wind loads shall be determined in accordance with: part
2 Section 2 of this Code.

c) Earthquake Loads:

Earthquake loads shalr be determined in accordance with:
Section 48 sub-sections 2.4ir through z.4iB of this code.

Minimum WalI Thicknesses and Reinforcement

walls sharl be designed to meet the stress restrictionsset out hereafter but in any case shall meet thefollowing additional requirements.

MINIMUM wALL THIcKNESS - Exterior walls and fire wallsshall be a minimum of 150 mm nominal thickness.
2.4I2.2
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Interior non-Ioad bearing walls shall be a minimum of 100
mm nominal thickness subject to requirements for grouted
and reinforced joints and cavities.

The ratio of height between effective restraints to
thickness shall not exceed 25 for any wall.

For the special case of single storey warehouse walls,
these values may be exceeded where the compression stress
from vertical design loads does not exceed 0.04 f-t and
where ultimate design analysis, utilising prBperly
substantiated slender-wall design procedures are
submitted and approved by the Regulatory Agency.

MINIMUM REINFORCEMENT - The minimum area of reinforcement
in both the horizontal and vertical directions shall be
0.07 percent of the gross cross-sectional aPea of the
wall, and the sum of gross in both directions shall be at
least 0.2 percent. The maximum spacing for reinforcing
bars shall be I.2 n. Minimum bar size shall be l0 mm-

Provisions for Stiffener Columns

SPACING 0F STIFFENER COLUMNS - Spacing of stifFener
columns shall be required in walls of unit masonry as
follows:

a) The maximum area of wal-l panels of 150 mm or 200 mm

thick unit masonry, as measuted between the concrete
members which frame the panels, such as the beams

and stiffener columns shall not exceed 23 sq. m.

b) At intervals not exceeding 5 m between columns.

c) AL corners and junctions of load-bearing walls.

d) At the end of load-bearing walls.

Z.4It.2 The foregoing requirements (a) and (d) above may be
omitted for the following conditions:

a) WaIIs for single storey buildings with light roofs
in all seismie performance categories. (See Section
4C for provisions for such buildings).

B) Single and two-family residential buildings ofl two
storeys designed and constructed in accordance with
all other requirements oF this section and provided
with vertical reinforcing, Iinks and concrete in-
fill to cavities at atl intersections as described
for single-storey units in Section 4C.

e) AIt buildings in seismic performance Category A.
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Concrete stiffener columns shall also be required
adjacent to any eopner opening or any opening if the
omission of the columns would result in stresses in the
blockwork greater than that permitted under sub-section
2.416.

Structurarly designed columns may be substituted for the
stiffener columns herein required.

In any section of a masonry waII where openings are
atranged, to leave a load bearing section of wall less
than 400 mm wide, such section shall be of steel op
reinforced concrete.

SIZE 0F STTFFENER COLUMNS stiffener columns sharr benot less than 100 mm in width and ol a minimum thickness
not less than that of the wall.

REINFORCEMENT 0F STIFFENER c0LUMNs stiffener columns
shall be reinforced with a minimum of 4 No bars of
minimum rz mm diameter mild steel op of area not less
than 0.010 times the gross cposs-sectionar apea of theconcrete, tied with 5 mm minimum diameter links spaced
not more than f mm apart.

The spacing of rinks less than 450 mm distant from or t/6cleal space between beams intersecting with the columns,shall be reduced to 150 mm.

Ends of stirrup bars shall bend rJ5o around longitudinal
bars and extend 100 mm beyond.

Vertieal reinForcement sharl be anchored to the footingand splices shall be lapped tO bar diameters, foi
deformed bars and 40 diameters for plain bars.

The covep to the vertical reinforcement shall be 25 mm
minimum.

Provisions for Belt Beams

SPACING 0F BELT BEAMS - Belt beams of reinfo4ced concreteshalr be placed in all warrs of unit masonry, at eachfloor or roof level and at sueh intermediats levels asmay be required to limit the verticar height of the
masonpy panel to 5 m.

Bond beams may be used in rieu of poured eoncrete bert
beams.

SIZE AND REINF0ROEMENT 0F BELT BEAMS - A belt beam shalrbe not less in dimension or reinforcement than requiredfor the conditions of loading nor ress than the following
minimums.
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SIZE AND REINF0RCEMENT 0F BELT BEAMS The width of a
belt beam shall be not less than the thickness of the
wall supporting it. The depth of such a beam shall be
not less than 200 mm. It shall be reinforced with not
less than 4 No 12 mm diameter mild steel reinforcing bars
placed two at the top and two at the bottom of the beam,
or as otherwise required for the condition of loading.

Stirrups shall be not less than 6 mm diameter mild steel
bars at 100 mm centres or the depth of fihe beam whichever
is less. Stirrup bars shall have Il5- bend and 100 mm

extension.

WaIl bars shall be continous through or be fully anchored
within the belt beam.

C0NTINUITY 0F BELT BEAMS - The belt beem shall be
continous. Continuity of the reinforcement in straight
runs shall be provided by lapped splices not less than l0
diameters long for deformed bars or 40 diameters for
plain mild steel bars. Continuity at columns shall be
ensured at wall ends and corners by providing positive
anchorage to the main reinforcement.

Continuity at columns shall be provided by horizontal
reinforcement into the columns a distance of t0
diameters. Any change in level of a belt beam shall be
made at a column. A belt beam may follow the rake of a

gable or shed end.

Ultimate Compression Strength

VALUES 0F f-r - The value of f-'shall be either as
established fn accordance with the Prism Test (elause
2.4L0.9 Section 4A) or as set out in Table 2.4I5.I
hereunder.

a) Walls with filled cavities where no prism test made.

Table 2.4L5.I expresses recommended values of f,.,,'
based on the least compressive strength oF bIoCk
units, in-filI concrete and mortar proposed in
sub-section 2.401, 2.4O4 and 2.405 respectively.

For this consideration recommended crushing
strengths of blocks from sub-section 2 -4Ot are
adjusted From gross to net values by use of a'factor
L.57.

f-r is taken equal to O.7 times the least oF the
tHree strenqth values mentioned above.
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TABLE 2.4L5.L
ULTIMATE C0MPRESSIVE STRENGTHS VALUES 0F fml

Minimum Compressive
Strength of BIock
Units Based on Gross
Cross-sectional Area

Assumed Compressive
Strength f-' on Net
Area,, oF MaiHonry
N/mm'

A

^

A

..1

.̂afl

-
-

i

:

^
A

7.0 N/mm? (nz)
r0 .5 N,/mml ( nro . s )
14.0 N,/mmt (Rr+)

7.O
10.5
14.0

b) WalIs with some cavities unfilled or where adequate
supervision is not avaiLabLe.

For walls with some cavities unfilled, assumed net
compFessive strength of masonry f_t shall be taken
to be the lesser of ' m

0.7 x mortar strength
or
0.7 x the net compressive strength of the block

units.

where cavities are filred, but adequate supervision- is not available, walls shall be designed as if^ cavities were unflilled.
-A 2.416 Allorable Stresses

A 2'4I6.L MAS0NRY STRESSES - GENERAL - The allowable stresses shall
a not exceed the weakest of the eombination of units and

mortars, unless f_f is determined by tests.-m
^
^
A,

at

^
-
^
-,
A.

-
-
^-
al

A

-
-

-



TABLE
ALLOWABLE STRESSES

I6

2.4L6.I
IN REINFORCED MASONRY

Type of
Stress

Where "Special Inspection
Procedures Requiredfr as
Appendix 2

Related to
fl

m
Maximum

"Special Inspection
Procedurestt not
required

COMPRESSIVE

AXIAL
See Clause 2.416.3 One-half of the

values permitted
under CL. 2.4L6.t

FLEXURAL o.ff fml 7.0 ru,/mm2

0.156 f_r but ngt
exceed 3.5 r,l,/mm.

SHEAR*

Masonry takes
shear:

FIexuraI
Members

Shear Walls
t4/ud > r

t4/Yd = 0.25*

Reinforcement
taking entire
shear:

Flexural
l"lembers

Shear WaIls
t\/ud >/ r

M,/VO = O.25*

0 . ]5 N/nun2

0.28 t't/mm2

0.15 tt,/mm2

r.o6 ttlmm2

o .51 ttlmm2

0. 84 t't,/mm2

0.17 H/mm2

o .1+ t'tlmm2

0.17 \t/mm2

0.l5 t't,/mm2

O.24 r'l/nn2

O.qZ f,l/nnz

1.r

0.9

2

,fJ

'fiJ

,tr

r vGJ

r.25 [-VM

2 {,



TABLE

0.25 fm'

T7

2.4L6.I (continued)

t N/nn?BEARING 0.125 fm' br!
not to exceed
2.8 N/nnt

MODULUS OF

ELAST I CI TY

500 f,
m

14000 N/,nr2 500 f ' but
not tE exceed
I0 r 500 N/mz

* The allowable stress sharl be the stress related to f ' but not
to exceed the maximum stress listed here. m

Interpolate by straight line for M/vd varues between o.z5 and r.
M is the Maximum bending moment occurring simultaneously with
the shear load V at the sLction under "onsider"tion.

2.4r5.t F0RMULA FOR ALLOWABLE AXIAL STRESSES - The allowable
compressive stress for axial roads based on the net
horizontal cross section of the wall shall be:

F" = o.2o','[' (#)'] Eqn 2.4r6.i.r

A

^
-

^
:
^
A

^
-
-
-
-
^
A

-
:

,̂.
A

^
^,
-
A

-,
A

al

^
A

A

A

ÂI

-

/̂^

-
A

 
-

âl

.l

A

A

afl

-
AI

^,
-

-\
.-,

^

^

MODULUS OF

RIG IDI TY
240 fl

m
55oo 1t/mm2 200 f I but

not tE exqeed
42OO N/nn'

and

area) as
F I shall

m

Where:

h = Effective or unsupported height of the wall

t = Nominal thickness of wall

frt = Masonry compressive strength (on net
determined by sub-4ection 2.4I5. The value of
not exceed 2I N/mm'.

Where rrSpecial Inspection Procedures[ as Appendix Z are
not required, f_tshall be taken as half the value
obtained from Eqn'l' 2.416.3.I

OOMBINtD sTRESSES - where members are subject to combined
axiar and flexural stresses, the condition sharr be deart
with as follows:

2.416.4



IB

a) Where the eccentricity e is less than +, the
effects of eccentricity may be ignored tt

b) where e is less than or equal to t ,
6f" * fr shall not exceed l-rFam

f" = Applied axial eompressive stress
F" = Allowable compressive stress
fn. = APPIied flexural stress
F, = Allowable flexural stress

c) Where e, is between t and t
6t

rto't t"'l* + +l< t

L" 'J
Where f-_ = the combined maximum compDessive stress due
to axia?mload and bending.

f-_ shall be calculated using the assumption that no.amtE'iision is permitted in the material and using the
reduced bearing surface resulting.

fr* shall be calculated as follows:

If P = load/mm run of wall and acts as indicated in
Figure 2.4L6.I

f=2Por2P
3x tlL -e\\z )

FIGURE 2.416.L
TYPICAL LOADING FOR AXIAL AND FLEXURAL STRESSES
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d) Where the vertical eccentricity exceeds l/1, op a
value whieh would ppoduce tension in the reinforce-
ment, the allowable load shall be determined on the
basis of a transformed section and linear stness
distribution. Reinforcement in compression shall be
neglected. The compressive sLress in the waII shall
not exceed the flexural compressive stress fr.
Consideration shaIl be given to placing tension
steel near to the tension face of the wall.

e) In the case where the virtual eccentricity exceeds
L/t or a value which would produce tension in the
reinforcement, but where the actual compression
stress f^, does not exceed 0.1 x the allowable axial

r-dstress F- or 0.I flexural compressive stress.f*r !h"section amay be designed for bending only, rgnoprng
the effect of axial compression.

For this case, tension steel shall be positioned as
close to the tension face of the wall as possible.

REINFORCEMENT STRESSES - The stresses in steel
reinforcement used in masonry where bending predominates
as defined in clause 2.416.4 (a) and (e) should not
exceed the following limits:
(a) MiId steel (or ASTM Grade 40) Bars IrO N/mm2(b) High Yietd steel (nsrN Grade 60) - r5B N,/mm

STREssEs DUE T0 WIND AND EARTHQUAKE F0RCES - wat-r panels
sharl be designed to resist alr forces due to the effectsof wind and earthquake. For stresses due to wind or
earthquake forces combined with dead and live loads, the
arlowabre stresses may be increased by tt L/t percent,
provided that the strength resulting is not less than
that required for combined dead and tive loads.

An exception is in the case of High yield sleer to 854449
which should not be stressed above Z5Z N/nnL

where earthquake or wind forces are expressed as urtimate
loads for design, strength design methods shall be used,
assuming strength reduction factors as set out in
sub-section 2.4tO and load factors as set out in
sub-section 2.438.
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EFFECTS 0F STIFFENER C0LUMNS 0N WALL STRENGTH - Stiffener
columns shall be provided as speciFied in sub-section
2.4L3. The presence of poured concrete stiffener columns
shall be dealt with as follows:

(a) Where the spacing of stiffener columns is less than
or equal to 24 t, the contribution of the masonry
wall and the stiffener columns shall be calculated
separately using the expression,

Safe Load = F" t A..

Where F- = Allowable axial compressive stress Fromt T"bl e 2.4L6 .L

A_- = Area of concrete in compression.cc

For concrete in the stiffener columns, f-' shall be
taken to be 0.7 x Z}-day cube strength.

(b) Where the spacing br stiffener columns is greater
than 24t, the strength of the wall panel shall be
based on the assumption that the wall is constructed
of masonry only.

Shear Bond and Anchorage

SHEAR STRESS - The nominal shear stress as a measure oF
diagonal tension in reinforced concrete masonry members
shal-l be computed by:

shear force
width or thickness of wall
depth or length of wall.

For design, the maximum shear shall be considered as that
at the section a distance rdt from the face of the
support, except in the case of short cantilevers and
brackets which shall be given special consideration.

Where applicable, effects oF torsion shall be added and
effects of inclined flexural compression in variable
depth members shall be included. For beam with an I or T

secti.on, bt shall be be substituted for b.

is flange width
is web thickness

REQUIRED VIEB REINF0RCEMENT - Web reinforcement shall be
provided to carry the entire shear in any oF the
following conditions:

v=l-
bd

Where V =
b=
d=

b
bl

2.4L7.4
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(a) Where the computed shearing stress exceeds that
allowed for masonry with no shear reinforcement.

(U) Where the compression member is subjeeted to
reversal of stresses.

(c) For the case of masonry frbondrr beams, in the portion
of the length of a member where negative reinforce-
ment is required and for minimum distance of L/I6
clear span beyond inflection point.

(d) In flexural members, where longitudinal reinForce-
ment is designed to act in compression.

TYPES 0F WEB REINFORCEMENT - Web reinforeement may
consist of:

(a) Bars or stirrups perpendicular to the longitudinal
reinforcement.

(b) Bars or stirrups welded or otherwise rigidly
attached to the lopgitudinal reinforeement and
making an angle of 45' or more thereto.

(c) Combination of (a) and (b).

STIRRUPS DESIGN - The area of steel required in stirrups
placed perpendicular to the longitudinal reinforcement,
shall be computed by:

Av = Vs,/fud

fu = permissible tensile stress in steel,

s = spaeing of stirrups

SPACING 0F wEB REINFORCEMENT - where web reinforcement isrequired, it shall be spaeed so that every 45o line(representing a potential crack) extendinq towards thereaction from mid-depth (d/Z) of the member to thelongitudinal tension bars shourd be crossed by at least
one line of web reinforcement.

where web reinforcement is required, its area shourd not
be less than 0.10 percent of the area rbsr computed asthe product of the width of the wall and the spacing of
the web reinforcement along the longitudinar axis'of the
member.

STRESS RESTRIcTI0NS - web reinforcement stresses, bondstress and masonry shear stress, shall not exceed those
set forth in Table Z.4IG.I

2.4r7.8
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Shear stresses shall be zero at a control joint and at
continuous vertical joints in stacked bond unless
specific elements are designed to transmit shear acFoss
the joint.

C0MPUTATION 0F B0ND STRESS - In flexural member in which
the tension reinforcement is parallel to the compression
face, the flexural bond stress at any cross-section
should be computed by:

u=

where
bars.

= Sum of perimeters of tensile reinforcing

Lateral Stability

Where load-bearing block walls are used as a lateral
Ioad-resisting system to resist wind and earthquake
loads, care shall be taken to provide adequate resistance
along both major axes of the building.

For example, in the case of cross wall type buildings
where there may be inadequate provision of longitudinal
walls, some other lateral load-bearing system shall be
provided. This might take the form of columns and floor
beams behaving as a reinforced concrete frame in this
di rection.

Full consideration shall also be given to the need for
stability of all buildings against overturning and the
increased masonry stresses that will result from such
overturning.

Shear WaIls

Shear walls shall be those walls selected to resist all
lateral forces on the building. Such walls shall be
designed and reinforced in accordance with all the
foregoing Section 4A.

0ther walIs, not so selected, may be designed for dead
and gravity live loads on1y, and shall be provided with
minimum reinforcement appropriate to 'rNon-Structural"
waIls from the appropriate Section of this Code as
indicated in Table 2.4.L in "Guide to Use oF Sectibn 4".

V
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PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 48
SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR SEISMIC DESIGN OF HOLLOW

UNIT MASONRY BUILDINGS (OTHER THAN SINGLE STOREY MASONRY
BUILDINGS }JITH LIGHT ROOF5)
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PART 2
SECTION 48

Baekground to Section 48

The masonry design and construction procedures given in
this Code are cbnsidered necessary for providing the
performance levels implicit in the selection of factors
used For seismic forces in these provisions.

Single storey buildings with light roofs and certain
other categories of buildings listed in Table 2.4.I in
'rGuide to use of section 4rr have been excepted from these
provisions and are dealt with in Section 4C.

The quarity and testing of masonpy and steel materials
and the design and eonstruction of masonry and reinforced
masonry components which resist seismic forces shall
conform to the requirements of the preceding section 44
and the references listed therin except as modified by
the provisions of this Section.

This Seetion 48 defines the various seismic performance
categories of buildings and presents the special
provisions to be made in design and construction for each
category over and above the provisions stated in section
4A.

Seismic Performance

lo" the purpose ofl these provisions alr buildings shall
be assigned to a Seismic performance Category.

Any method of analysis or type of construction requiredfor a higher seismic Performance category may be used fora lower Seismic Performance Category.

For the purpose of this caribbean Uniform Building code,
Seismic Performance category of any building shlrr be
determined by first considering,

(a) the importance factor, which depends on the
essentiar nature of the facility For post earthquake
recoveryr or the rikery number or relative mobilityof its occupants

(U) its effeetive peak acceleration, A"

Importance factors for Buildings, I

Factors used shalt be r,5, r,2 or 1.0. Exampres for thethree classes of buirdings are listed berow in Table
?.422.r .
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TABLE 2.422.L
II'IPORTANCE FACTORS FOR CLASSES OF BUILDINGS

I = L.2 I = 1.0

Fire suppression facili-
ties.

Police facilities.

Structure housing medical
facilities having surgery
and emergency treatment
areas.

Emergency preparedness
centres.

Power stations or other
utilities required as
emergency baek-up facil-
ities.

Communication facilities.

Public assembly for AII buildings not
100 or more persons. classified herein

as I = 1.5 or
0pen-air stands for | = L.2
21000 or more persons.

Day-care centres.

ColIeges.

Retai] stores with
465 n- floor area
per floor or more
than I0.7 m in height.

Shopping centres with
coveled,,malls, over
2,800 m" per floor.

Hotels over 4 storeys
in height.

Apartment houses over
4 storeys in height.

Emergency vehicle
9ara9es.

Ambulatory health
facilities.

Hospital facilities
other than those
assigned | = 1.5.

Wholesale stores over
4 storeys in height.

Printing plants over 4
storeys in height.

Hazardous occupancies
consisting of flam-
mable or toxic liquids
including storage fa-
cilities for same.
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I = 1.5 is assigned to buildings having essential
facilities which are necessary for post-earthquake
recovery. Sueh buildings shall be designed with accesses
protected from adjacent structures or falling hazards
during and after earthquakes.

I = I.2 is assigned to buildings having a large number of
occupants or buildings in which the occupants movements
are restricted or their mobility impaired.

Effective Peak Aeceleration, A"

The following values have been proposed for A_. Value A-
is relateO to tfre anticipated ground motion. a a

TABLE 2.42'.I
EFFECTIVE PEAK ACCELERATION AA FOR THE CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES

Territory
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Jamaica
Antigua
St. Kitts, Nevis
Montsemat
Dominica
North West Trinidad
5t. Lucia
5t.. Vincent
Grenada
Rest of Trinidad and Tobago
Barbados
Guyana
BeIize

o.5
0.J
0.1
o.t
0.1
0.1
0.1
o.2
o.2
o.2
0 .15
0.r
N.A.

2.424

2.424.r

2.424.2

Seismic Performance Categories

Seismic performance categories can be assiged to
buildings in the various caribbean Territories by use oF
Table 2.424.1 below.

These categories are related to the importance factor of
the buirding and the effective peak acceleration assigned
to the territory and may be either Category ArBrCr'or D.
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TABLE 2.424.L
SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES

A . Effective Peak
ABceleration

I, Importance
I=1.5 l=I.2

Factor
I = 1.0

0.1
o.2
0.15
0.1
0 .05

D

D

c
B

A

c
C

c
B

A

c
c
B

B

A

2.424.1 As an approximate conversion from the zone factor format
of Part 2 Section I to A values for use in Table
2.424.2, the following valuesa can be used:

TABLE 2.424.2
APPRoXIMATE EQUMLENTS FoR ZoNE FACToR AND Aa

Z Factor Approximate A" Equivalent

2.425

2.425.L

2.425

2.426.r

o.2,
0.t7,
0.5
o.75
1.0

roofs.

Construction and Material
Performance Category B

0.1
0.15
o.2
o.3
0.4

Limitations for Seismic

The following describes the requirements oF the various
seismic performance categories A to D.

Construction and Material Limitations for Seismic
Performance Category A

Buildings assigned to Category A may be of any
construction permitted in Section 4A for general load
bearing masonry construction.

Exception: The reinforcement provisions of Section 4A
need not apply to walls lalling in the
category designated in Section 4C; that is,
walls for single storey buildings with light

Buildings assigned to Category B shall eonform to aII
requirements for Category A and to the additional
requirements and Iimitations of this Section.
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Exception: The reinforcement provisions of Section 4A
need not apply to walls falling in the
category designated in Section 4C; that is,
walls for single storey buildings with light
roofs.

CONSTRUCTION LIMITATIONS CATEG0RY B - Masonry components
shall be constructed to conform to the limitations ofl
this Section.

(a) Height Limitations:

Components of the seismic resisting system in buildings
under 10.7 m in height shall be reinforced in accordance
with Section 4A of this document.

Components of the seismic resisting system in buildings
ovet I0.7 m in height shall be reinforced masonry in
accordance with Section 4A, along with the additional
requirements for Category B set out in this Section 48.

(u) Ties:

In addition to the requirements of Section 4A, additional
ties shall be provided around anchor bolts which are set
in the top of a column or pilaster. Such ties shall be
located within the top 100 mm of the member and shall
consist of not less than two 12 mm dia or three l0 mm.

(c) Shear Walls:

shear walls shall conform to the general requirements of
Ioad bearing walls in Section 4A.

(d) Non-structural Components:

Non-structural walls, partitions, components shall be
designed to support themselves and to resist seismic
florces induced by their own weight. Holes and openings
shall be suitably stiffened and strengthened.

Non-structural walls and partitions shall be in
accordance with the requirements of Section 4C.

Materiar Limitations category B - The following materiars
shalr not be used unreinforced for any structural masonry
in category Br apart from exceptions described in Section
4C.

Unburned clay masonry (u.g. oil stabilised clay)

Structural Clay Load-bearing Tile
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Construction and Material Limitations for Seismic
Perforrnance Category C

Buildings assigned to Category C shall conform to all the
requirements for Category B and to the additional
requirements and limitations of this Section.

Exception: See Section 4C for requirements for single
storey buildings.

Construction Limitations Category C - Masonry components
shall be eonstructed to conform to the limitations of
this Section.

(a) Reinforcement:

All masonry shall be reinforced in accordance with
Section 4A.

(u) Tie Anchorages:

In addition to the requirements of Clause 2.426.2 (U) for
Category B a minimum of 1f5 degrees plus an extension of
at least 5 tie diameters but not less than 100 mm at the
tie shall be provided.

Such ties shall be located within the top 100 mm of the
member and shall consist of not less than 12 mm diameter
or three l0 mm ties.

(c) Reinforced Columns:

I n addition to the requirements of Section 4A,
sub-section 2.4I3 for stiffener columns or reinforced
masonpy columnsr Do longitudinal bar shall be farther
than L50 mm from a laterally supported bar.

Except at corner bars, ties providing lateral support may
be in the form of eross-ties engaging bars at opposite
sides of the column.

The tie spacing shall be not greater than 15 bar
diameters or 200 mm for the full height of masonry shear
wall boundary columns and all other columns stressed by
tensile or compressive axial over-turning forces due to
seismic effects and for the tops and bottoms oF all other
columns for a distance of L/6 of clear height tiut not
less than 450 mm nor the maximum column dimension. The
spacing For the remaining column height shall be not
greater than L6 bar diametersr 48 tie diameters or the
least column dimension, but not more than 450 mm.
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(d) Shear Walls and Shear WalI Boundary Elements:

Shear walls and boundary elements shall- eonform to the
requirments of sub-section 2.429.

As applicable, boundary members shall also conform to one
of the following:

t. Part 2 Seetions 6 ot 7 .

When of reinforced concrete or structural steel.

2. Part 2 Section 4A sub-section 2.4Lt,

When of masonpy.

(e) Joint Reinforcement (Special Masonry Type)

Longitudinal masonry joint reinforcement may be used in
reinforced grouted masonry and reinforced hollow unit
masonry only to fulfill minimum reinforcement rations but
shall not be considered in the determination of the
strength of the member.

(f) Stacked Bond Construction:

The minimum ratio of horizontal reinforcement shall be
0.0015 for structural walls of stacked bond construction.

Units shall have at least one end open and shall be fully
grouted at the head joint.

Except for cases falling under Section 4C, the maximum
spacing of horizontal reinforeing shall not exceed 600
mm. Where reinforced hollow uni_t construction forms part
of the seismic resisting system, the construction shall
be grouted solid and aIl head joints shall be made
through the use of open-end units.

(g) Non-structural Components:

Non-structunal walls, partitions and components shalI be
designed to support themselves and to resist seismic
forces induced by their own weight.

Holes and openings shall be suitably stiffened and
strengthened. Non-structural walls and partitions shallbe anehored in accordanee with the requirements of
Section 4A.

MATERIALS LIMITATI0NS - The forlowing materials shall not
be used unreinforced for any non-structural purpose apart
from the exceptions proposed in Section 4C or part 5 of
this Code.

2.427 .t
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The following materials shall not be used unreinforced
for any structural purpose apart from the exceptions
shown in Section 4C and Part 5.

MATERIALS

(Unreinforced)
Unburned clay masonry
(".g. stabilised soil)

(Unreinforced)
Structural clay
Load-bearing wall
Tile

MATERIALS

Hollow load-bearing
concrete masonry
units or with mortar
of compressive streggth
Iess than 12.6 N/mm'

Building brick and
hollow brick made from
clay or shale of Grade NW

STANDARD DESIGNATION

(Uniform Building Code USA
Standard 24-L5)

ASTM Cl4, C2I2.

STANDARD DESIGNATION

ASTM C9O

ASTM C62, C2L6, C652

Construction and Material Limitations for Seismic
Performance Category D

Buildings assigned to Category D shall conform to all of
the requirements for Category C and to the additional
requirements and limitations of this Section.

CONSTRUCTI0N LIMITATIONS CATEG0RY D - Materials for
mortar and grout for structural masonry shall be measured
in suitable calibrated devices. Shovel measurements are
not acceptable. Where considerable shrinkage is
anticipated an approved admixture of a type that reduces
early water loss and produces a net expansion action
shall be used for grout for structural masonry. The
thickness of the grout between masonry units and
reinForeing shall be a minimum of L2 mm lor structural
rnasonry.

(a) Reinforced Hollow Unit Masonry:

Structural reinforced hollow unit masonfy shall conform
to requirements below:

l. Wythes and elements shall be at least 200 mm in
nominal thickness with clear, unobstructed
continuous vertical ceIIs, without offsets, large
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(u)

'L
enough to enclose a circle of at least 9f mm in
diameter and with a minimum area of 91700 mm'.

All grout shall be coapse grout. Consolidation
shall be by mechanical vibrat.ion only. AII grout
shall be reconsolidated after excess moisLure has
been absorbed but before work-ability has been lost.

NOTE: Concrete of minimum crushing strengtn t> lt,/mmz
is acceptable with conventional water cement ratios,
(".g. 0.50 - 0.5) and compacted manually, provided
that cavities are filled at intervals not exceeding
500 mm in height.

Vertical reinforcement shall be securely held in
position at tops, bottoms, splices, and at intervals
not exceeding LIz bar diameters. Horizontal wall
reinforcement shall be securely tied to the vertical
reinforcement or held in place during grouting by
equivalent means.

Minimum nominal column dimension shall be 100 mm.

Stack Bond Construction:

2.429.t

2.428 .4

2.429

2.429 .r

2.429 .2

Horizontal reinforcement shall be 0.0015 of wall
cposs-sectional area for non-structural and 0.0025
for structural masonry. Maximum spacing of bars
shall be 500 mm and 400 mm respectively.

MATERIAL LIMITATI0NS - The following materials shall not
be used for any structural or non-struetural masonry
apart from those exceptions set out in Section 4C:

(i) AII materials listed in this Section for
Categories B AND C.(ii) Hollow non-load-bearing concrete masonry units to
ASTM C129 shall not be used.(iii) Sand-lime building brick to ASTM C7l shalt not be
used for any structural masonry.

SPECIAL INSPECTI0N - Special inspection in accordance
with Appendix 2 shall be provided for all structural
masonry.

Shear Wall Requirements

Shear walls shall comply with the requirements of this
Section.

REINF0RCEMENT - The minimum ratio of reinforcement For
shear walls shall- be 0.0015 in each direction. The
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maximum spacing of reinforcement in each direction shall
be the smaller of the following dimensions: one-third of
the length and height of the element but not more than
800 mm. The aDea and spacing of reinforcement
perpendicular to the shear reinforcement shall be at
least equal to that of the required shear reinforcement.
The portion of the reinforcement required to resist shear
shall be uniformly spaced.

Exception: For shear walIs constructed using running
bond, the ratio of reinflorcement may be
decreased to 0.0007 provided that all shear
is resisted by the reinforcement. The sum
of the ratios oF horizontal and vertical
reinforcement shall not be less than 0.002.

BOUNDARY MEMBERS - Where cross walls or boundary members
form a part of the shear wall system, the intersections
shall be constructed as required flor the walls
themselves. Connections to concrete shall eonform to
Section 4A.

Where boundary members are of structural steel, the shear
transfer between the walls and the boundary member shall
be developed by fully encasing the element in grout,
dowels, bo1ts, or shear lugs, or by similar approved
methods.

When the structural systemr 8s described in Part 2
Section I of this Code is a Building Frame System or a
DuaI System, (i.e. involving both frames and walls)
boundary members shall be provided at each end oF the
wa1l. In such cases members shall be of the same
construction as the frame columns.

Where the frame is a ductile moment resisting frame,
those columns shall conform to the requirements for such
members in Part 2 Section J and 5 or 7 of this Code as
applicable.

Shear walls in buildings with a bearing wall system
having design compressive stresses in excess of 0.2 f^',
as ealculated, for any load combination including
earthquake effects, shall have vertical boundary members
along the wall edges as described in Part 2 Section l.

The required vertical boundary members and sucfi other
similar vertical elements as may be required shall be
designed to carry all the vertical Forces resulting from
the wall loads, the tributary dead and live loads, and
the seismic forces prescribed in these provisions.
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Horizontal reinforcing in the walls shall be anchored to
the vertical elements. Where the boundary element is
structural steel this shall be accomplished by welding or
by extension, with bends if required, into grout fully
surrounding the column.

COMPRESSIVE 5TRE55ES - For loading combinations including
in-pIane seismic forces, allowable compression stresses
at any point shall not exceed those allowed for axial
compression. The allowabIe working stress values for
reinforced masonry shall be the allowable working
stresses given in Table 2.4L6.1 and applicable reductions
for slenderness effects shall apply. The minimum
horizontal distance between lateral supports may be
considered for walls as well as the minimum vertical
distance.

Exception: For pier type wall elements that do not
extend from Floor to floor compression
stresses under combined loading at any point
may be limited to those allowed for flexural
compression provided that Formula in clause
2.416.4 is also satisfied.

H0RIZ0NTAL COMPONENTS When shear reinforcing is
required for loads that include seismic effects and
diagonal bars are not provided, reinforcernent approxi-
mately perpendicular to the required shear reinforcement
shall be provided equar in amount and spaced not further
apart than is required for shear reinforcing, Horizontal
reinforcing shall anchor into or be continous through thepier elements. Horizontal components may be sepirated
from the shear walr system by means of true joints. Thejoints shall provide for building movement determined in
accordance with Part 2 section 3. The horizontar
components shall be anchored to the building and
designed as otherwise required by these provisions.

Strength of Members and Connections

The strength of members and connections subjected to
seismic forces acting alone or in combination with other
prescnibed Ioads shalr be determined using a capacityreduction factor f,, and material strength -or z.s timesthe allowable working stresses of Tabre z.416.r in
Section 44. The value of f shall be as follows:

fi=r.o When considering axial or flexural
compression and bearing stresses in the
masonry.

For reinforcement stresses except when
eonsidering shear.

fi = o.a
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When eonsidering shear carried by shear
reinforcement and blocks.

fi=

il=

o.6

0.6

2.45I

2.4r2

2.4t2.t

?.412.2

2.451

2.4t3.L

2.433 .2

fi = 0.4

When considering masonpy tension parallel to
the bed joints i.e. horizontally in normal
construction.

When considering shear carried by the
masonty.

When considering masonry tension perpendi-
cular to the bed joints, i.e. normal
construction.

6 = Tero

Structural Design Requirements

Design Basis

The requirements for sub-sections 2-4tL through 2.4t8
shall control the selection of the seismic analysis
procedures to be used in the design of buildings and

tneir components. The design seismic forces, and their
distribution over the height of the buiIding, shall be

established in accordance with the procedures in
sub-section 2.419 or an approved alternate procedure'
The internal forces in the members of the building shall
be determined using a linearly elastic model. Individual
members shall be sized for the shears, axial forces, and
moments determined in accordance with these provisionst
and connections shall develop the strength of the
connected members or the forces indicated above. The

deformation of the building shall not exceed the
prescribed limits when the building is subjected to the
design seismic forces.

A continous load path, ot paths with adequate strength
and stiffness, shall be provided, which will transfer aII
forces from the point of application to the final point
of resistance. The foundation shall be designed to
accommodate the forces developed or the movements
imparted to the building by the design ground motions'
In the determination of the foundation design criteria,
special recognition shall be given to the dynamic nature
of the forces, the expected ground motions, and design
basis for strength and ductility of the structure.

Site Effects

Soil types and site coefficient, 5' are given in this
sub-secti on.

s0IL PRoFILE TYPES The effects of sile conditions on

building response shall be established based on soil
profile types defined as follows:
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(a) Soil Profile S, - is a profile with:

Rock of any characteristic, either shale-like or
crystalline in nature. Such material may be
characterized by a shear wave velocity greater than
760 metres/second or other approved means of
classification, or

Still soil conditions where the soil depth is less
than 50 metres and the soil types overlying rock are
stable deposits of sands, gravels, or stiff clays.

(b) Soil Profile Type 52 - is a profile with:

Deep cohesionless or stiff clay conditions,
including sites where the soil depth exceeds 60m and
the soil types overlying rock are stable deposits of
sands, gravels, or stifl clays.

(c) SoiI Profile Type 5, - is a profile with:

Soft-to-medium-stiff clays and sands, characterized
by 9m or more of soft-to-medium-stiff clays without
intervening layers of sand or other cohesionless
soi Is.

In locations where the soil properties are not known
in sufficient detail to determine the soil profile
type or where the profile does not fit any of the
three types, Soil Profile 5, shall be used.

SITE COEFFICiENT - 5 is a coefficient for the effects of
the site conditions on building response and is given in
Table 2.4tB.L

Framing Systems

Three types of general framing systems utilising masonary
walls are recognized lor pupposes of these provisions as
shown in Table 2.4t8.2. Each type is subdivided by the
types of vertical elements used to resist lateral seismic
forces. Special framing requirements are given in
sub-section 2.417 and in Section 48 for buildings
assigned to the various seismic preformance categories.

CLASSIFICATI0N 0F FRAMING SYSTEMS - Each building, ot
portion thereof, shall be classified as one of the three
general framing system - types of Table 2.418.2 utilising
masonry walIs. The pesponse modiflication factor, R, and
the deflection amplification factor, C;, are given in
Table 2.438.2 and are used in determinin! the base shear
and the design storey drift.
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COMBINATI0NS 0F FRAMING SYSTEMS - blhere combinations of
framing systems are incorporated into the same building
the following requirements shall be fulfilled:
(a) R Value: The value of R in the direction under

eonsideration at any level shall not exceed the
lowest value of R obtained from Table 2.4t8.2 for
the seismic resisting system in the same direction
considered above that level.

Exception: This requirement need not apply to supported
systems with a weight equal to or less than
I0 percent of the weight of the building.

(b) Detailing Requirements:

For components common to
values, the detailing
required by the higher R

systems having different R

requirements which are
value shall be used.

FRAMING SYSTEMS FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A

AND B - Any type of building framing system permitted in
these provisions may be used for buildings assigned to
Categories A and B.

FRAMING SYSTEMS FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C -
Buildings assigned to Category C shall conForm to the
framing system requirements for Category B and to the
additional requirements and limitations of this Section.

(a) Seismic Resisting Systems for Performance Category
C: Seismic resisting systems in building over 49m
in height shall be one of the following :

I. Moment resisting system with Special Moment Frames.

2. A Dual System

3. A system with structural steel or cast-in-place
concrete braced frames or shear walls so arranged
that braced frames or walls in any plane resist no
more than tt percent of the seismic design force
including torsional effects; this system is limited
to buildings not over 7Jm in height.

(b) InteractionEffects:

Moment resisting space frames which are enclosed by,
or adjoined by, more rigid elements not considered
to be part of the seismic resisting system shall be
designed so that the action op failure of those
elements will not impair the vertical load and
seismic-force-resisting capability of the space
frame. The design shall consider and provide for
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the effect of these rigid elements on the structural
system at building deformations corresponding to the
design storey drift A "" determined by sub-section
2.444.

(e) DeformaLion CompaLibility:

All structural elements not considered in the design
to be part of the seismic resisting system shall be
investigated and shown to be adequate for the verti-
caI load-carrying capacity and the induced moqents
resulting from the design storey drift A as
determined in accordance with sub-section 2.444.

(d) Special Moment Frames:

A SpeciaI Moment Frame which is used, but not
required by these provisions, may be discontinued
and supported by a more rigid system with a lower R

value subject to the requirements in sub-section
2.417 .

A 5pecial Moment Frame which is required
provisions shall be continued down
Foundation.

these
the

2.4t4.6

2.4t5

2.435.r

2.435 .?

FRAMING SYSTEMS FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY D - The
framing systems of buildings assigned to Category D shall
conform to the requirements and limitations of this
5ection.

The height limitations of clause 2.414.5 shall be reduced
from 49m to lOm and for braced frame or shear wall
systems the maximum height shall be reduced from 7lm to
49m.

Building Configuration

For purposes of seismic design, buildings shall be
classified as regular or irregular as specified in this
Section. Both plan and vertical configurations of a
building shall be considered when determining whether a
building is to be classified as regular or irregular.

Buildings which have an approximately symmetrical
geometric configuration and which have the building mass
and seismic resisting system nearly coincident shall be
classified as regular.

2.4'5.3 PLAN CONFIGURATION - For purposes of determining
diaphragm component forces and distribution of seismic
forces to vertical components of the seismic resisting
system, a building shall be classified as irregular when
any of the following occurs:
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(a) The building does not have an approximately
symmetrical geometric configuration or has
re-entrant corners with significant dimensions.

(U) There is the potential for large torsional moments
because thene is significant eccentricity between
the seismic resisting system and the mass tributary
to any level.

(c) The diaphragm at any single level has significant
changes in strength or stiffness.

VERTICAL CONFIGURATI0N -For purposes ol selecting an
analysis procedure for determining seismic forces and the
distribution of these forces, a building shall be
classified as irregular when any of the following occurs:

(a) The building does not have an approximately
symmetrical geometric configuration about the
vertical axes or has horizontal offsets with
significant dimensions.

(b) The mass-stiffness ratios between adjacent stories
varies significantly.

Analysis Procedures

This sub-section prescribes the minimum analysis
procedure to be followed. A more rigorous generally
accepted procedure may be used in lieu of the minimum
applicable procedure. In no case shall the alternate
procedure use fundamental building periods greater than
permitted in sub-sections 2.4J9 through 2.44O.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR SEISt4IC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY
Regular or irregular buildings assigned to Category A
need not be analyzed for seismic forces for the buitding
as a whole. The provisions of sub-section 2.4j7 shall
apply to the components indieated therein.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY B -
Regular op irregular buildings assigned to Category B
shall be as a minimum analyzed in sub-sections 2.4i9
through 2.444.

Exception: In buildings assigned to Category' B the
design seismic forces may be applied
separately in each of the two orthogonal
di rections.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY C

AND D - Buildings classified as regular and assigned to
2.4t6 .4
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Category C or D shall, as a minimum, be analyzed in
accordance with the procedures given in sub-sections
2.419 through 2.444. Buildings classified as irregular,
should be avoided, if at aII possible. Where unavoidable
they shall be analyzed with special consideration for the
dynamic characteristics of the building.

Design and Detailing Requirements

The design and detailing of comoponents of the seismie
resisting system and of other structural and
nonstructural components shall be as speciflied in this
sub-section.

DESIGN AND DETAILING REQUIREMENTs FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
CATEG0RY A - Buildings assigned to Category A may be
constructed using any material permitted in Section 48.
These buildings need only comply with the minimum seismic
force requirements of clauses 2.418.6 through 2.458.9
requiring adequate ties, continuity and anchorage for all
portions of the building. They shall also comply with
Part 2 Section 5 - Foundations.

DESIGN AND DETAILING REQUIREMENTS FOR SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
CATEGORY B - Buildings assigned to Category B shall
conflorm to the requirements and limitations.

(a) Components: Components of the seismic and other
structural components shall conform to the
requirements of sub-section 2.418 (except clause
2.438.I1) eoncerning ties, continuity and anchorage
and to Part 2 Section 5 Concerning Foundation
Requirements.

(b) Materials: The materials, and the systems composed
of those materials, shall conform to the
requirements and limitations in sub-section 2.426
for Category B.

(c) 0penings: Where openings occur in shear walls or
diaphragms or other plate-like elements, chords
shall be provided at the edges of the openings to
resist the local stress created by the opening.
These chords shall extend into the body of the wall
or diaphragm a distance sufficient to develop and
distribute the stress of the chord member.

DESIGN AND DETAILING REQUIREMENTS FOR SEISMIC PERFOR.
MANCE CATEGORY C - Buildings assigned to Category C shall
conform to the requirements for Category B and to the
following requirements and limitations.
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(a) Components: Components of the seismic resisting
system and other structural components shall also
conform to the requirements of Clause 2.4t8.15 Part
2 Section 5 regarding Foundations.

(b) Materials: The materials and systems composed of
these materials, shall conform to the requirements
and limitations in sub-sections 2.42I through 2.43O
for Category C.

DESIGN AND DETAILING REQUIREMENTS FOR SEIS}4IC PERFORI4ANCE
CATEGORY D - Buildings assigned to Category D shall
conform to the following requirements and limitations.

The materials, and the systems composed of those
materials, shall conform to the requirements and
limitations of Part 2 Section 5 concerning Foundations
and sub-sections 2.42I through 2.4tO concerning
construction and materials for Category D.

Structural Component Load Effects

All building components shall be provided with strengths
sufficient to resist the effects of the seismic forces
prescribed herein and the effects of gravity loadings
from dead and live loads. The direction of application
of seismic forces used in design shall be that which will
produce the most critical load effect in each component.
The second orden effects shall be included where
applicable.

COMBINATI0N 0F L0AD EFFECTS - The effects on the building
and its components due to gravity Ioads and seismic
forces shall be combined in accordance with Formula
2 .438.2 . I or, as applicable , 2 .4tB .2.2 or 2.4t8 .2 .t .
Combination of load effects =

t.t QO + 1.0 Q,- + 1.0 Qr

Combination of load effects :

O.AQL + 1.0 Q,

2.4t8 .2.1

2.4)B .2.2

For partial penetration welded steel col_umn splices or
for unreinForced masonry and other brittle materials,
systems, and connections:

Combination of load effects =

0.5 QD + I.0 Q, 2.438.2.3

0RTHOG0NAL EFFECTS - The critical load effect due to
direction of application of seismic forees on the
building may be assumed to be satisfied if components and

2.4t8.3
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their foundations are desgined for the following
eombination of prescribed Ioads: 100 percent of the
forces for one direction plus tO percent of the forces
for the perpendicular direction. The combination
requiring the maximum component strength shall be used.

DISCONTINUITIES IN STRENGTH OF VERTICAL RESISTING SYSTEM

- The design of a building shall consider the potentially
adverse effect when the ratio of the strength provided in
any storey to the strength required is significantly less
than that ratio for the sborey immediately above and the
strengths shall be adjusted to compensate for this
effeet.

NON-REDUNDANT SYSTEMS - The design of a building shall
consider the potentially adverse effect that the failure
ol a single member, connection, or component would have
on the stability of the building and appropriate design
modifications shall be made to mitigate this elfect.

TIES AND C0NTINUITY - AII parts of the building shall be
interconnected and the connections shall be capable of
transmitting the seismic force F^ induced by the parts
being conneeted. As a minimum, tany smaller portion of
the building shalI be tied to the remainder of the
building with elements having at least a strength to
resist A.,/3* times the weigth of the smaller portion but
not less'than 5 percent of the portion's weight.

As a minimum a positive connection for resisting a
horizontal force shall be provided for each beam, girder,
op truss to its support which shall have a minumum
strength acting along the span of the member equal to 5
percent of the dead and live load reaction.

CONCRETE 0R MASONRY WALL ANCH0RAGE - Concrete and masonpy
walls shall be anehored to the roof and all floors which
provide Iateral support for the wall. The anchorage
shall provide a direet connection between the walls and
the roof or floor construction. The connections shall be
capable of resisting a seismic lateral foree, F ^, induced
by the wall but not Iess than a force of I,460 N/m ofl
wall. Walls shall be designed to resist bending between
anchors where the anchor spacing exceeds 1.2 m.

ANCHORAGE 0F N0N-STRUCTURAL SYSTIMS - When required by
Part 2 Section ] all portions or components bf the
bui.Iding shall be anchored, for the seismic force,
prescribed therein.

For the purpose of this Section, Au can be taken equal to
A" from Table 2.424.I.
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C0LLECT0R ELEMENTS - Collector elements shall be provided
which are capable of transferring the seismic forces
originating in other portions of the building to the
element providing the resistance to those forces.

2-438 -LL DIAPHRAGMS - The deflection in the plane of the
diaphragm, as determined by engineering analysis, shall
not exceed the permissible deflection of the attached
e I ements. Permissible deflection shall be that

2.4t8 .I2

deflection which will permit the attached element to
maintain its structural integrity under the individual
loading and continue to support the prescribed loads
without endangering the occupants of the building.

Floor and roof diaphragms shall be designed to resist the
seismic forces deLermined as follows:

A minimum force equal to 0.5 A., + times the weight of the
diaphragm and other elements'of the building attached
thereto plus the portion of the V_ required to be trans-
ferred to the components oF ^the vertical seismic
resisting system because of offsets or changes in stiff-
ness of the vertical components above and below the
diaphragm.

Bearing Walls - Exterior and interior walls and their
anchorage shall be designed for a Force * A., W^ normal to
the flat surface with a minimum of 0.I W". Y u

Interconnection of dependent wall elements and conneet-
ions Lo supporting framing systems shall have sufficient
ductility or rotational capacity, op have sufficient
strength to resist shrinkage, thermal changes, and
differential foundation settlement when combined with
seismic forces.

INVERTED PENDULUM-TYPE STRUCTURES - Inverted pendulum-
type structures where the seismic resisting system acts
essentially as an isolated cantilever(s). Supporting
columns or piers of inverted pendulum-type structures
shall be designed for the bending moment calculated at
the base determined using the procedures given in Sub-
section 2.440 and varying uniformly to a moment at the
top equal to one half the calculated bending moment at
the base.

2.438.t'

2.4t8.r4

For the purpose of this Section A.. ean be taken equal to
A" from Table 2.424.L. v
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VERTICAL SEISMIC MOTIONS FOR BUILDINGS ASSIGNED TO

CATEGORIES C AND D - The vertical component of earthquake
motion shaIl be considered in the design of horizontal
cantilever and horizontal prestressed components. For
horizontal cantilever components, these effects may be
satisf ied by designing for a net upward force of 0.2Q,.,,.
For other horizontal components employing prestressiHg
these effects may be satisfied by Formula 2.438.2.3

DEFLECTI0N AND DRIFT LIMITS - All portions of the
building shall be designed and constructed to act as an
integral unit in resisting seismic forces unless sepa-
rated structurally by a distance sufficient to avoid
damaging contact under total deflection, a- (as deter-
mined in sub-section 2.444), corresponding t6 tne seismic
design forces.

2.4t8.L7 The design
2.444 shall
obtained

SoiI Profile Type:

Soil Profile coefficient (5):

Type of Structural
System

A
storey drift, A , as determined in sub-segLion
not exceed the allowable storey drift,f\^ ,

from Table 2.438.3 for any storEy.

TABLE 2.4'8.L
SOIL PROFILE COEFFICIENT

TABLE 2.4'8.2
RESPoNSE MoDrFrCAIroN

COEFFICIENTS

Vertical Seismic
Resisting System

Coefficients

P 'f)
Bearing WalI System:
A structural system with
bearing walls providing
support for all, or major
portions ol, the vertical
loads.

Seismic force resistance
is provided by shear
walls or braced frames.

Liqht framed walls
with shear panels

Shear Walls:
Reinforced concrete
Reinforced masonry
Braced frames
Unreinforced and
pantially reinforce{
masonPy shear walls-

6 r/2

r/24
3
4

4
3
3 r/2

I T/4 I I/4



Dual System:
A structural system with
an essentially complete
space frame providing
support for vertieal loads

A special moment frame
shall be provided which
shall be capable of resist-
ing at least 25 percent
of the prescribed seismic
forces

The total seismic
force resistance is
proveded by the combi-
nation of the Special
Moment Frame and shear
walls or braced frames
in proportion to their
relative rigidities

44

Shear Walls:
Reinforced concrete

Reinforced masonry

Wood sheathed shear
panels

Braced

B

6 L/2

r/2

L/2

1. These values are based on the Draft ATC t. They are the best
data avairabre at the time of writing but wirt need to be
reviewed periodically.

2. Unreinforced masonry is not permitted for portions of buildings
assigned to Category B. UnreinForced op partially reinforced
masonry is not permitted for buildings assigned to categories C

and D; see Section 48, sub-sections 2.425 through 2.43O.
Exceptions to these rules are as set out in Section 4C for
single storey buildings.

5. R is coefficient for use in Formula 2.44O.2 and 2.44O.3
sub-section 2.44O.

4. CO is coefficient for use in Formula 2.444.L

Importance Factors:

A",
L.?

0.015 hsx

1:0

0.015 hsx

TABLE 2.4t8 .t n
ALLOWABLE STOREY DRIFT AA

IMPORTANCE FACTORS

1.5

0.010 hsx

Where there aDe no brittle-type Finishes in buildings
three storeys or less in height, these limits may be
increased one-third.
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Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure

GENERAL - The requirements of sub-sections 2.439 through
2.444 shall control the seismic analysis of buildings
prescribed in sub-sections 2.4tI through 2.438.

Seismic Base Shear

The building, considered to be fixed at the base, shall
be designed to resist the lateral seismic base shear, V,
in the direction being analysed as determine.d in accord-
ance with the following formula:

V =CW 2.440.Is

where: Cs = the seismic design coefficient.

W = the total gravity load of the building. W shall be
taken equal to the total weight of the structure
and applicable portions of other components
including, but not limited to, the following:

(a) Partitions end permanent equipment including
operating contents.

(b) For storage and warehouse structures, a minimum
of 25 percent of the floor live load.

The value of Co may be determined in accordance with
Formula 2.440.2'or 2.44O.1. Formula 2.44O.2 requires
caleulation of the fundamental period of the building as
specified in CI. 2.440.6. Ifl the period of the building
is not calculated, Cs shall be determined using Formula
2.440.J or 2.44O.4 as appropriate.

CALCULATIdN 0F SEISMIC C0EFFICIENT - When the period of
the- -building is computed, the seismic coefficient Cs
shall be determined with the following formula:

C" = I.2A'S

RT 2/3

where:

2.440.2

A= the coefficient representing effective peak
velocity related acceleration. For the
purposes of this Section, A., can be Laken
equal to the values For A, in'Table 2.424.2,

the coefficient for the soil profile
characteristics of the siLe as given in
Table 2.438.I.

e-
J.



R=

T=
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the response modification factor as given
Table 2.438 .2

the fundamental pepiod of the buildign
determined in Clause 2.44O.6.

1n

2.440.4

2.440.5

2.440.6

2.440.7

C^ need not be taken as greater than the value given by
FSrmula 2.440.1 and 2.44O.4.

For the design of a building where the period is not
calculated the value of C^ shall be determined in
accordance with the followingoformula:

t-^ _
J

where:
A- = the seismic coefficient representing thea ^_- effecitive peak acceleration as indicated in

Table 2.424.2.

Exception: For soil profile type S. in areas where A- =
0 .l0, C- shall be dete'rmined in accordarlce
with the" following formula:

C^ = 2 P,^/R
Dd

2.440 .4

PERI0D DETERMINATI0N The fundamental period of the
building, T, in Formula ?.44O.2 may be determined based
on the properties of the seismic resisting system in the
direction being analysed and the use of established
methods of mechanics assuming the base of the building to
be fixed but shall not exceed 1.2 T^. Alternatively the
value of T may be taken equal " to the approximate
fundamental period of the building, T-, used to establish
a minimum seismic base shear for' the building and
determined in accordance with one of the following
formulas.

For moment-resisting structures where the frames are not
enclosed or adjoined by more rigid components tending to
prevent the frames from defleeting when subjected to
seismic forces:

2.5 A /R
a

T : c-h '/4, a lnwnePe
trT -

I

2.440.t

?.440 .5

0.015 for steel frames

O.O25 for concrete frames

h_ = the height in feet above the base to then highest level of the building.

For all other buildings: e. g. masonry buildings as
covered by this Section:

2.440 .B
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0.05h
n

2.440.6

where L = the ovgrall length of the building at the
base in the direction under consideration.

Vertical Distribution of Seismic Forces

The lateral seismic shear force , F -, induced at any
Ievel, shall be determined in acdordance with the
flollowing formula:

2.44L

2.44L.I

2.442

2.442.r

L-t-
X

where

CVvx 2.44r.r

2.44L.?

2.442.r

.k
^ whL = XX

VX

nk
I w.n..ur, I I

1=L

k is a coefficient related to the building period as
follows:

For buildings having a period of 0.5 seconds or less, k:
r.

For buildings having a period of 2.5 seconds or more,
k=2.

For buildings having a period between '0.5 and 2.5
seconds, k may be taken as ? or may be determined by
linear interpolation between L and 2.

*i., *" : .the portion of w located at or assigned to level
I Or X.

hi,h, = the height above the base level i or x.

Horizontal Shear Distribution and Torsion

The seismic shear lorce at any leveI, V_, shall be
determined in accordance with the following f^ormula:

n
V = Ir.X.IJI

1=X

The force, V_, and the associated torsional forces shall
be distribut6d to the various vertical components of the
seismic resisting system in the storey below level x with
due consideration given to the relative stiffnesses of
the vertical components and the diaphragm.

2.442..2
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2.443 .t

2.444

2.444.L
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The design shall provide for the torsional moment l{.'
resulting lrom the location of the building masses plub
the torsional moments M._ caused by assumed displacement
of the mass each ,r"y ts"or its actual location by a
distance equal to 5 percent of the dimension of the
building perpendicular to the direction ol the applied
forces.

0verturning

Every building shall be designed to resist overturning
effects caused by the seismic forces. At any level, the
increment of overturning moment in the storey under
consideration shall be distributed to the various walls
or frames in the same proportion as the distribution of
the horizontal shears to those walls or frames.

The overturning moments shall be determined by the
application of the prescribed forces as follows:

n

"={f 
Fi(hi-hr)

1=X
2.441 .r

where:

K = 1.0 for the top I0 stories

K = 0.8 for the 20th storey from the top and below.

K = a value between 1.0 and 0.8 determined by a straight
line interpolation for stories between the 20th and
lOth stories below the top.

The foundations of buildings, except inverted pendulum
structures, may be designed for the foundation ovep-
turning design moments Me, at the Foundation-soil
interface determined usinq Formula ?.44t.5 with K = O.75
for all building heights. The resultant seismic forces
and vertical Ioads at the foundation-soil interface shall
not fall out.side the middle one-half oF the base of the
component(s) resisting the overturning.

Drift Determination And P-Delta Effects

Storey drifts and, where required, member Forces and
moments due to P-delta effects shall be determined in
accordance with this sub-section.

tY DRIFT DETERMINATI0N - The design storey drift,
, shall be computed as the difference of the

TOR

A
2.444.2
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the top and bottom
The deflections,

with the following

of the storev
d - shall b;
fofmula:

2.444.I

2.444.t

2.444.4

2.444.5

C-, = the deflection amplification factor as given ino T"br" z.41}.z
(\
O 

"u = the deflections determined by an elastic analysis.
The elastic analysis of the seismic resisting
system shall be made using the prescribed seismic
design Forces (See sub-section 2.44I) and
considering the building fixed at the base.

For determining compliance with the storey drift
limitation of clause 2.418.I7, the deflections may be
calculated as above, but the seismic resisting system and
the design forces corresponding to the fundamental period
of the building, T, calculated without the limit specifi-
ed in cl-auses 2.440.6 to 2.440.8.

Where applicable A shall be increased by the incremental
factor relating to the P-delta effects as determined in
clauses 2.444.5 and 2.444.5 below.

P - DELTA EFFECTS - P-DeIta eFfects on storey shears and
moments, the resulting member forces and moments, and the
storey drifts induced by these effects need not be con-
sidered when the stability coefficient, I, as determined
in accordance with Formula 2.444.2, is equal to or less
than 0.I0.

t*A
v h c.XSXCI ?.444.2

where

A = the design storey drift.

!.. = the seismic shear force acting between level x
X

and x - L.

the storey height below level x.

n
tP = L*r-

i=x
total gravity load at and above level x



2.444.6
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I'lhen I is greater than 0 .10, the incremental Factor
related to P-deIta effects, 8rr shall be determined by
rational analysis. The design'storey drift determined in
clause 2.444.2 shall be multiplied by the factor (t+ar)
to obtain the storey drift including P-delta effectE.
The increase in storey shears and moments resulting from
the increase in storey drift shall be added to the cop-
responding quantities determined without consideration of
the P-delta effect.
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PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 4C
MINII'IUM PROVISIONS FOR SINGLE STOREY

HOLLO}{ UNIT }.IASONRY BUILDINGS }IITH
LIGHT ROOFS (NNO TON OTHER BUILDINGS
OF SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATEGORY A)

1
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Background To Section 4C

Economic pressures in the Commonwealth Caribbean have
caused frequent questioning of minimum reinforcement
provisions, i.e. reinforcement provided where calculated
sttesses indicate that no steel is neeessqry.

Previous Caribbean Code efforts have followed 5EAOC
methods which require substantial minimum reinforcing.

However, these requirements were challenged for the
following Peasons:-

(a) 5EA0C appeaps not to contemplate very lightly loaded
walIs.

(b) A few areas in the Caribbean were felt to have very
low seismic Categories as defined in Seetion 4A.

(c) Requirements in various international codes vary
considerably but research work in the United States
of America suggests that minimum reinforcement
requirements can be reduced.

(d) The great need for low cost housing in the Caribbean
has elicited requests from policy makers that
priority be placed on safety against collapse, in
preference to the prevention op reduction of
cracking. Section 4C is a response to the above.

Basis

Recommendations in this Section for Seismic Performance
Categories A and B are largely based on Guidelines for
One-Storey Masonry Houses in Seismic Zone 2 by Applied
Technology Council-3 and US Department Housing and Urban
Development.

Recommendations for Seismic Category C are derived from
Draft Report of the Caribbean Seismic Code Committee 197
by rrCaribbean Council of Engineering 0rganizationsf', and
"Recommendations for Minimum Reinforcement for Single
Storey Reinforced Concrete Block Walls Supporting Light
Roofs'r: Jamaica Institution of Engineers, L97.

Scope And Applicability 0f Section 4C

This section sets out recommendations for minimum
reinforcement provisions for:

(a) Single storey single-family, residential, hollow
concrete block or clay masonry buildings with light
roo fs.



2.447.2

2.447 .t

2.447.4

2.447 .5

2.447 .6

2.448

2.448,r

2.448 .2
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(U) Single and two storey, single family residential
buildings in hollow concrete block or clay masonry
construction for Buildings in Seismic Category Type
A (with respect to wall construetion only).

(c) Buildings other than residential to a maximum height
of 10.54 m in hollow concrete block or clay nasonry
construetion for Buildings in Seismic Performance
Category A (with respect to wall construction).

Reduced requirements for belt beams and stiffener columns
are also described.

In a1l other respects not speeifieally mentionedr r€-
quirements shall be set out in Section 44.

These minimum provisions will apply only where caleulated
reinforcement from a structural design in accordance with
Subsections 2.411 through 2.4t8 produces even less steel.

IL is expected that for walls fitting the deseription
above such reinforcement can be provided without the need
for structural ealculations and Sections 44 and 48 can be
by-passed.

It can be expected that these provisions will provide
protection from structural failure but not from cracks
and other damage and it should be noted that the walls
will be mofe susceptible to eracks from shrinkage and
minor foundation movement, than would be the case with
walls designed in accordance with Section 4A and 48.

Other Requirements For Applicability

The Section is applicable only to nominal dimension I50
mm wide, masonFy units and to houses that are "regular"
in plan and meet the following requirements.

0ther limitations of this section are:

(a) The qrea under the roof must not be greater than
23o n/.

(U) The total weight of the roofing, ceiling,
insulation, and other materials supported directJy
by the trusses or rafters must not exceed 1.0, kN,/m".

(c) All masonry walls must be constructed with a
concrete op masonry stem wall on a concrete
foundation.

(d) The unsupported height of any wall above the floor
must be not greater than 2.5 n and the height of any
parapet above the roof must be no qreater than I m.
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(e) The roof must be adequately braced or sarked to
resist lateral Forces without undue distortion and
must be nailed or otherwise firmly fixed to the wood
framing members (trusses or rafters).

(f) Roof trusses bearing on top of the masonry vtalls
must not have a clear span gpeater 9.7 m.

(g) Roof rafters or trusses supported by a ledger bolted
to the face of the masonry wall must not have a
clear span greater than 5 m.

(h) Where sloping rafters are not supported by internal
walls, horizontal thrust at eaves shall be resisted
by ceiling ties or by other means such as belt-beams
restrained by abutting interior walls.

Seismic Performance Categorles

Seismic Performance Categories are defined in Section 48
sub-sectian 2.42I.

Shear Panels

A Shear Panel is a portion or section of an exterior wall
that performs the funetion of resisting lateral
earthquakes or wind forces. At least one shear panel, a
minimum of 1.8 m long and with no openings or penetrat-
ions, must be provided on each exterior wall of every
house. AII projecting gapages or projecting wings must
also have at least one shear panel on each exterior wall.

An unreinforced shear panel has no vertical reinforcing
requirements.

A reinforced shear panel must have a 12 mm vertical bar
in a solid grouted cell at each end of the panel. A 12mm

straight dowel must be provided from the grouted cell
into the stem wall at each end, and 12 mm hooked dowel
must be provided from the stem wall into the foundation.
Fig. 2.449.I illustrates shear panels in a typical
building.

Minimum Requirements Single Storey Buildings For
Seismic Performance Category A

Houses with total roof weights ( including rilofing,
ceiling, insulaton and other materials suppoqted by the
trusses) less than or. equal to 0.5 kN,/m' may use
reinforced shear panels on each elevation.

Houses with total roof weights^greater than 0.5 ktt/m2 but
less than or equal to 1.0 kN/nL must use .reinforced shear
panels on each elevation.

2.45r.2
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Excepb for verticals and dowels at jambs of large
openings and reinForces shear panels, no vertical wall
reinforcement is required. In lieu of reinforced belt
beams, continuous horizontal joint reinforcement, No. 9
gauge wire, truss or ladder type, may be provided at the
top two courses of all walls.

Figures 2.45L.I end 2.45I.2 illustrate typical example
plans and elevations and waII details in SPC 'A'.
These plans are illustrative only. T.hey are intended to
display the concept of shear panel size and layout.

Minimum Requirements - Single Storey Buildings in Seismic
Performance Category B

Reinforced shear panels must be used on each elevation ofl
every house.

Except for verticals and dowels at jambs of large
openings and reinforced shear panels, no vertical wall
reinforcement is required. In lieu of reinforced belt
beams continuous horizontal joint reinformeeement, No. 9
gauge wire truss or ladder type, may be provided at the
top two courses of all walls.

Figures 2.452.I and 2.452.2 illustrate typical example
plans and elevations and wall details in SPC 'B'.
These plans are illustrative only. They are intended to
display the concept of shear panel size and layout.

Minimum Requirements - Single Storey Buildings - Seismic
Performance Category C

For Single storey hollow concrete or clay bloek masonry
walls with light roofs of dead loading less than 1.OKN/m(".g. timber framed roofs with clear roof spans not
exceeding say 5 m or with trussed roofs not exceeding 10
m and with no horizontal thrust exerted from the rooF to
the walls) tne Following minimum provisions shall be met:

Shear Panels

Vertical Steel

Horizontal Steel

- 3 .O m or 2 No 2.0m long to each
exterior wall.

12 mm at 800 mm crs minimum.

Omitted if wall does not exceed
2.7 m height between loundations
and eaves, otherwise, l0 mm at
800 mm.

-12mm
jambs

bar
and

in end cavities to
si I ls.

Openings and ends
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Top and bottom longitudinal
reinforcement minimum 2-12 mm

diameter pfm 2-10 mm dia top.

If properly bonded, 5-12 mm

diameter bars in corner cavities
linked with 6 mm diameter bars at
400 mm crs. 0therwise provide
stiffener - column in accordance
with Section 44.

- Minimum 200 mm deep poured
concrete or bond-beam 4 No
12 mm dia bars - I0 mm links at
200 mm crs.

2.454

2.454.r

Hurricane Resistance

Where high winds are a consideration, separate attention
must be given to lateral wind pressure and shear on walls
and uplift on roofs for buildings in hurricane prone
areas. Vertical dowel reinforcement from roof to
foundation shall be not less than one 12 mm diameter bar
fully grouted at I.2 m centres, not withstanding any
minimum provisions stated in the foregoing. Roofs shall
be tied to the top of walls by a minimum 12 mm diameter
mild steel bolts at no greater than 1.2 m centres.
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PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 4
BLOCK MASONRY

APPENDIX I
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MASONRY

OTHER THAN HOLLOW UNIT MASONRY
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Masonry other than hollow unit masonpy shall be designed
generally in accordance with all the foregoing Sections
4A,48 and 4C except for the special requirements set out
in this Appendix.

For the special case of small one and two-storey
buildings in SPC 'A' or small one-storey buildings in
other SPCrs this Appendix may be used without refelence
to other sections. A future Part 5 will be added to this
Code to deal in greater detail with this category of
buildings.

A].OI.O MATERIALS

a A10l.l Reference Documents

.A

A

The following standards apply to masonry materials and to
the test,ing thereof:

MATERIALS AND DESIGN STANDARD DESIGNATION

Buildinq and Facinq Brick

Clay and Shale ASTM C62, CZL6, C65Z
Sand-Lime ASTM C7l
Method of Test ASMT C57

Concrete Masonrv Units

Hollow Load-Eearing ASTM C90
Solid Load-Bearing ASTM Ct45
Hollow Non-Load-Bearing ASTM Cl29
Brick ASTM C55
l4ethod of Test ASTM Cl40

Structural CIav TiIe

For Walls - Load-Bearing ASTM Cl4, CZLT
For Walls - Non-Bearing ASTM C5d
For Floors ASTM C57

Cast Stone ACI 704

Unburned CIav Uniform Building Code
USA Standard 24-15

Cement

Blended Hydraulic Cement *ASTM C595
Portland Cement and
Air-Entraining Portland
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Cement
Masonry Cement
Portland Cement
(0rdinary or Rapid Hardening)
Portland Blast furnace
Jamaican Standard Specification
for Portland Cement

Lime

Quicklime
Aggregates for Mortar
Aggregates for Grout
Hydrated Lime for Masonry Purposes

Aqqreoates

Aggregates for Mortar
Aggregates for Grout
Aggregates from Natural Sources
for Concrete

Mortar

0ther than Gypsum
Aggregates for Mortar
Field Tests for Mortar

Grout

Aggregates for Grout
Field Tests for Grout

ASTM CI5O
ASTM C91

*BS 12
B5 146

JStz/r974

ASTM C5
ASTM C144
ASTM C404
ASTM C207

ASTM C144
ASTM C404

BS BB2

ASTM C270
ASTM C144

ASTM C4O4

ASTM - American Society for Testing and Materials
BS - British Standards
JS - Jamaican Standard - Jamaica Bureau of Standards

For local equivalent reFer to local Bureau of
Standards
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Criteria for Masonry Units

Masonry units shall be of a type, quality, and grade
consistent with the applicable provisions and intent of
the referenced documents considering:

(i) The intended usage such as structural or
non-structural.

(ii) ffre surrounding environment, such as the presence of
water, contact with the ground, exposure to the
weather and/on enclosure within a building.

Type, quality, grade and any similar additional special
requirements of this Appendix or Section 4A for masonry
units, aI1 as applicable, shall be indicated on the
design documents.

Initial Rate of Absorption

At the time of laying, burned clay units and sandlime
units shall have a rate of absorption not exceeding 0.J.2
ml per square centimeter during a period of one minute.
Test procedures shall be in accordance with ASTM C67-71.
In the absorption test the surface of the unit shall be
held J mm below the surface oF the water. Water content
shall be that of the units to be laid, i.e., the units
shall not be dried.

Brick Masonry Unit Surfaces for Grouted Masonry

Masonry units for reinforced and unreinforced grouted
masonpy shall have all surfaces to which grout is to be
applied eapable of adhering to grout with suFf,icient
tenacity to resist a shearing stress of 0.7 N/mm' after
euring 28 days. Tests, when required, shall conform to
Section 4A.

Re-use of Masonry Units

Masonry units may be re-used when clean, whole, and in
conformance with the requirements of this Section and
those of the applicabre reference documents. conformance
must be established by tests of representative samples.

Cast Stone

Every cast stone
shall eonform to
44.

Natural Stone

unit more than 450 mm in any dimension
the requirements for concrete in SecLion

Natural stone shall be
with other provisions of

sound, clean and in conformity
the Section 4.

4101.7
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Shrinkage of Concrete Units

Concrete masonry untis used for structural purposes shall
have a maximum linear shrinkage of 0.055 percent from the
saturated to the oven-dry condition.

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

The types of masonry construction described in CIause
AI02.1 may be used for structural op non-structural
purposes and the type of masonry construction in A102.2
may be used for non-structural purposes subject to
requirements of Section 4A and 48.

Unburned Clay l'lasonry

Unburned clay masonry is that form of construction with
unburned clay stabilized with emulsified asphalt. Such
units shall not be used in any building more than one
storey in height. All footing walls which support
masonpy of unburned clay units shall extend to an
elevation not less than 150 mm above the adjacent ground
at aII points.

Stone Masonry

5tone masonry is that form of construction made with
natural or cast stone with all joints thoroughly filled.
In ashlar masonDy, bond stones uniformly distibuted shall
be provided to the extent of not less than l0 percent of
the area exposed faces.

Rubble stone masonry 600 mm or less in thickness shall
have bond stones with a maximum spacing of 1 m vertically
and I m horizontally, and if the masonry is of greater
thickqess than 600 mm, shall have one bond stone for each
0.5 m' of waII surface on both sides.

Solid Masonry

SoIid masonry shall be solid concrete or clay masonry
units laid contiguously in mortar. The bonding of
adjacent wythes in bearing and non-bearing walls shall
conform to one of the following methods:

Headers:

The facing and backing shall be bonded so that not less
than 4 pereent of the exposed face area is composed of
solid headers extending not less than 75 mm into the
backing. The distance between adjacent full length
headers shall not exceed 500 mm vertically or horizon-
tally. Where backing consists of two or more wythes, the

A
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headers shall extend not Iess than 75 mm into the most
distant wythe or the backing wytes shall be bonded
together with separate headers whose area and spacing
conform to this clause.

Metal Ties:

The facing and backing shal1 be bonded with corrosion-
resistant unit metal ties or cross wires or approved
joint reinforcement for cavity walls. Unit ties shall be
of sufficient length to engage all wythes, with ends
embedded not less than 25 mm in mortar, or shall consist
of two lengths, the inner embedded ends of which are
hooked and lapped not less than 50 mm.

Where the space between metal tied wythes is solidly
filled with mortar the allowable stresses and other
provisions for masonry bonded walls shall apply.

Grouted Masonry - Multi-wythe Walls

Grouted masonry is that form of construction made with
brick or solid conerete units in which interior joints oF
masonry are filled by pouring grout therein as the work
progpesses. 0nly Type M or Type 5 mortar shall be used.
When reinforced in accordance with Section 4A, masonpy
shall be classified as reinflorced grouted masonry.

Grouting procedures for the space between wythes shall
conform to the requirements given in sub-section 2.4O9.
Coarse grout may be used in grout spaces 50 mm or more in
width. Coarse grout shall be used where the least
dimension of the grout space exceeds 125 mm.
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Ar02-l
TO THICKNESS AND MINIruM
MASONRY WALLS

Maximum ratio of Minimum
unsupported height nominal
or length to thickness
thickness (f) , (6) (mm) (l)

STRUCTURAL WALLS:
Unburned Clay Masonry

Stone Masonry

HoIIow Unit Masonry

(See Section 44)

Solid Masonry

Grouted Masonry

Reinforced Grouted Masonry

(See Section 4A)

Reinforced HoIIow Unit
l,lasonry (See Section 4A)

N0N-STRUCTURAL AND PARTITIONS: (4)

IO

14

20

20

20 (2)

25 Q)

25 Q)
l0

400

400

200

200

150

150

150

100

(1) For cantilever walls, the actual height or lengthr 8s
applicable, used to compute the actual thickness ratio shall be
doubled.

(Z) fne minimum thickness requirements of Clause A102.0 shall also
be satisfied.

(l) fne thickness oF plaster coatings may be considered in
satisfying thickness ratios and minimum thickness requirements
but shall not be used to take stresses.

(4) fne maximum ratio of height or length may be increased and the
minimum thickness may be decreased when justified by substan-
tiating data.

(f) ruominal 100 mm loadbearing reinforced hollow clay unit masonry
walls with a maximum unsupported height or length to thickness
of 27 may,, be permitted provided net area unit strength exceeds
5.5 N/mm', units are laid in running bond, bar sizes do not
exceed L2 mm with no more than two bars or one splice in a cell
and joints are flushed cut, concave or a protruding v-section.
Minimum bar covering where exposed to weather may be 40 mm.

(5) These thicknesses may be reduced to 150 mm for grouted walls and
200 mm for solid masonry walls in one-storey buildings when the
wall is not over ?.75 m in total height, provided that when
gable construction is used an additional 1.8 m in height is
permitted to the peak of the gable.

^
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TABLE AIO2-2
ALLOW BLE lORKltG STRESSES lN UNREINFORCED lli{SOt'lRY

.2
N/rm

l4ortar Type

MorS

Materlal (6) Compress i on Compress I on

Shear or
Tenslon ln Tenslon
Flexure (2,5) Flexure

ln
(5,4,8) Compresslon

Shear or
Tenslon ln

(l) Ffexural (2,3,8)A

A

-
^

Speclal Inspection
requ i red

Sol id Concrete Masonry
Grade N

Grade S
 

No

1 .75

1.22
0.87

1.22
0.87

2.4'
1.92
1 .r7

t.l9

0.98
0.70
0.50

2.80
0.98

No

1 .57
1.12
0.80

1.12
0.80

1 .92
I .50

1.22

I .05

0.9r
0.61
0.42

2.52
0.84

0.21

Yes No

0.1 4 0.07
0.14 0.07
0.14 0.07

0.08 0.04
0.08 0.04

0.1 7 0.09
0.1 7 0.09
0.1 7 0.09

0.08 0.04

Yes No

0.28 0.1 4

0.28 0.1 4
0.28 0.'14

0.1 7 0.08
0 .l 7 0.08

0.55 0.1 7
0.35 0.17
0.t5 0.1 7

0.1 7 0.08

Yes No

0.10 0.05
0 .10 0 .05

0.10 0.05

0.08 0.04
0.08 0.04

0.07 0.03

0.07 0.01
0.07 0.01
0.07 0.0J

0.06 0.0J
0.06 0.01

No

1 .40
0.98
0.70

0.98

0.77
0.56
0.t5

2.24
0.70

(7)
(7)
(7)

^ 
Unburned Clay Masonry 0.21

0.08 0.04
0.08 0.04
0.08 0.04

0.06 0.01
0.06 0.05

0.06 0.01

0 .21 0.10
0.21 0.10
0.21 0. r 0

- Sol ld Brlck Maso4ry
a > 51.6 N/mm' (7)

- 17.6 - 51., HZmm] tzl

^ lO.5 - 17.5 N/nnz (i)

I e.out"o Masonry .
A ) 51.6 N/mml

17 .6 - 51 .5 N/nnz
A)

10.5 - 17.5 N,/mm'

^ Hol low Unit Masonry (5)

r Cavlty Wal I Masonry

- Sol ld Unlts {5)
) 17.5 N,/nm'^ lO.5 - 17.5 N/nnz

a Hollow Unlts

a Stone Masonry
a Cast Stone

^ Natura I Stone

^ 1 Allowable axial or flexural compresslve stresses In N./mm2 on gross cross-sectlonal area (excepf asa noted)' The allowable worklng stresses In bearlng dlrectly under concentrated loads may be 50 percentA greater than these values. Allowable axlal stresses are only appltcable lf the maxlmum thlckness
- ratios of Table Al02-l are not exceeded. Reduce these values by 20 percent when designlng columns.

^2 This value of tenslon ls based on tension across a bed Jolnt, 1.e., vertically in the normal masonry
work.

^ 3 No tension al lowed In sfacked bond across head jolnts.
^ 4 The values shown here are for tenslon ln.masonry ln the directlon of the bond, l.e. horlzontallya between supports.
aJ

^7

5

Nef bedded area or net cross-sectional area, whlchever Is rnore critlcal.
Strengths I lsted ln this column are those of masonry unltg.
when the requlred strengths of the unifs exceed 17.5 N/mml, compresslon tests of the unlts conformingto the applicable reference documents shall be made. Thls shall not be requlred tf certlflcation
acceptable to the Regulatory Agency accompany the unl*s.
Allowable shear and tenslon stresses where llghtweight concrete unlts are used are limlted to g5
percent of the iabulated values.
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TABLE A1O2-]
ASSUMED COHPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF I'IASONRY

ftt

Type of Unit

Compressive
Strength of.
Units, N/mm'
or Grade

(ru/rr2)

Type N

Mortar
Type S Type M

Mortar l'lortar

Solid Clay

and Net Area

of HoIIow Clay

Solid Concrete

and Net Areas

of Hollow

Concrete

98.0 N/mm2 g"o"" I
84.0 N/mm2

70.0 N,/mm2

55.0 ttlmm2

42.o N/nn?

2g.O ttlmm2

14.0 ttlrlmm2

42.0 N/nnZ

28.0 lttr/mm2

17.5 ll,/mm2

tO.5 N,/mm2

7.0 ttrlmm2

tgross

g"o"" r
tgross

g"o"" r
1gPoss

g"o"" 1

9ross

9ross
gross

gross

9ross

lo.r2 15

26.62,5

zi .L2 15

18.92'5

L5.45

11.2

7.7

9.5

B.B

7.7

6.L

4.9

t7 .r2 15

tz.z2 15

28.o2,5

zi .r2 15

18.25

Lt.5
8.4

16.8

14.0

I0.9
8.1

6.3

44.L2'5

38.5?'5

tz.z2 15

26.62,5

2L.O5

15.4'
9.I

15 .8

t 4.0

10.9

8.1

6.t

When., the required strength of the units exceeds 21.0
N/mm' compnession tests of the units conforming to the
application reference documents shall be made.

When the assumed f'- exceeds IB.2 n/nn? prism tests
conforming to clause"'2.4Lo.9 shall be provided during
construction. Certification oF the units is not
acceptable in lieu of tests

Intermediate values may be interpolated.

Where grouted construction is used, the value 'of f'-
shaII not exceed the compnessive sLrength of the g"out
unless prism tests are provided during construction.

t^

A
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MINIMUM REQUIREMENT5 FOR WALLS OF BRICK OR STONE MASONRY

The following provisions are largely based on work by the
Tropieal Divsion of the Building Research Station U.K.

Lateral Supports - Slenderness - 0penings

(a) Every wall shall be supportd at right angles to the
wall face by means of other walls, piers or
buttresses.

(b) The distances between such lateral supports for
walls shall not exceed:

(i) for loadbearing walls - 20 times the walls
thickness for bricks, 14 times for stone.(ii) for non-loadbearing walls - ]0 times the wall
thickness.

For the purposes of this clause At0r.1 the wall
thiekness shall be taken to be the thickness of the
wall excluding any surface finish or rendering.

(c) In any unframed building other than a garage:

(i) the total width of openings in any wall shall
not exceed one half the length of that wall(ii-) the total width of openings in the external
walls of any storey shall not exceed one-
third of the length of the external walls of
that storey(iii) the horizontal distance between openings in a
wall shall be not less than:

(a) twice the thickness of that wall or

(b) one third the width of the wider
opening or

(c) 5oomm

whichever is the greaber

(iv) The horizontal distance bean opening in a
load bearing wall and any corner of a wall orwall intersection shall not be less than :

(a) Twice the thickness of the wall or

(u) 5oomm

whichever is the greater.
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Walls in Minor Seismic Areas With Average To Good Ground
(0r Seismic Performance Category A)

(n) General Requicements

Sinjle Storey Walls:

External walls and other load bearing walls not more than
]m high measured to the underside of the belt-beam
required in Clause A101.5 shall be constructed of either:

Stone:

(i) Masonry set in mortar, and not less than 400 mm

thick or

(ii) Burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less than
210mm thick; or

Two Storey Walls:

External walls and other load bearinq walls two storeys
hiqh shall have the upper storey constructed to comply
with requirements for walls not exceeding 2.75n high as
set out above. The lower storey walls shall be construc-
ted of:

(i) Masonry set in mortar and not less than 450 mm

thick; or

(ii) gurnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less than
210mm thick.

(g) Construction Details - Stone Masonrv

(i) The part of the building on which the wall stands is
roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond;

(ii) The stones are set in mortar not weaker than mix l:4
cement to sand.

(iii)Afl joints are completely filled with mortar and all
mortar is used within 25 minutes of water beinq
added to dry mix;

(iv) TnerB is not less than one through stone to every
O.6nL of wall;

(v) AII stones ate wetled before being laid;

(vi) AfI walls are plumb and all walls, piersr corners
and intersections are correctly bonded;

^
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Construction Details - Brick Walls

The bricks are well burnt, sound, square edged and
correct to shape and size within a tolerance of +
5mm

(ii) rne brocks or bricks ape set in mortar not weaker
than mix and all joints are completely filled with
mortar; the mortar is used within 25 minutes of
water being added to the dry mix

(iii)fxpanded metal or purpose made reinforcement
extending the whole width of the waII less 25mm
cover on each side

(iv) rs tied or othervise seeurely fixed to the vertical
reinforcement at each end.

A10l.l

(v) Has an overlap of not less than f00

Walls In Moderate Seismic Areas !r{ith
Ground (0r Seismie Performance Category

(n) Genera.l- Requirements

External walls and other load bearing wallsf m high measured to the underside of the

mm at laps.

Average To Good
B)

not more than
belt-beam in

Iess stone than

in mortar and not less

Section 4A sub-section 2.4I4.
(i) Be of masonry set in mortar and not

400 mm thick or

(ii) ee of burnt clay bricks set
than 2I0 mm thick or

(iii)Have every walr at every eornep or warl intersectionsuitable verticar reinforcement connecting the
ring-beam wiLh the foundation or solid floor; and

(iv; ;1"uu suitabre horizontal reinforcement in coursesnot more than 450 mm apart: this reinforcementshall tie the walling to the verticar reinforcement
provided to comply with sub_clause (iii) above

(s)

(i) The part of the building on which the wall stands is
roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond;

(ii) rne stones are set in mortar not weaken than r:4
cement : sand
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(iii)AII joints ale eompletely filled with mortar and alI
mortar is used within 25 minutes of water being
added to the dry mix;

(iv) tnerg is not less than one through stone to every
0.5m' of waII;

(v) All stones are wetted before being laid;

(vi) Rff walls are plumb and intersections are correctly
bonded;

(vii)The horizontal reinforcement for a load bearing
wall:

(a) Consists of three bars each 5 mm diameter set
one in the middle of the wall and one about 50

mm in from each side of the wall; or

(b) Expanded metal op purpose made reinforcement
extending the whole of the wall less 25 mm

cover on each side.

(c) In sny case is tied or otherwise securely
fixed to the vertical reinforcement at each
end; and

(O) Has an overlap of not less than f00 mm

The horizontal reinforcement for a wall which carries no

load other than its own weight complies with B (vii) of
these clauses except that only one bar is required set in
the middle of the wall.

(C) Construction DelarIs - Etick WaIls

(1) The bricks are well burnt, sound, square edged and

correct to shape and size within a tolerance of 5 mm

Q) The bricks are set in mortar not weaker than mix l:4
cement and sand and all joints are completely filled
with mortar; the mortar is used within 25 minutes of
water being added to the drY mix.

(l) The part of the building on which the wall stands is
roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond and all
blocks and bricks are wetted before beinq laid;

(4) All walls are plumb and alI walls, piersr corners
and intersections are correctly bonded.

(5) The vertical reinforcement at each corner or wall
intersection consists oF two bars each at least L2

mm diameter and bent through a right angle at top
and bottom and welded or tied to:

A

^
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(a) The reinforcement in the belt-beam and

(U) The reinfolcement in the foundation

(6) The horizontal reinForcement

(a) Consists of two bars each 6 mm diameter each
set 25 mm in form a side of the wall; or

(b) Expanded metal or purpose made reinforcement
extending the whole width of the wall lgss 25
mm cover on each side.

(c) Has an overlap of not less than 100 mm at
1aps.

lalrs In Major Seismic Areas with Average To Good Ground(Seismic Performance Category C)

(n) General Requirements

External walls and other load bearing walrs not more
than I m hiqh measured to the underside of the
beam-belt required in Clause 4101.6 shall:

(i) Be of burnt clay bricks set in mortar and not less
than 210 mm thick.

(g) Construction Details - Brick WaIIs

(i) The bricks are well burnt, sound, square edged and
correct to shape and size within a tolerance of 6
mm.

(ii) rne btocks
than mix
completely
within 25
mix.

or bricks are set in mortar not weaker
1:4 cement to sand and aIl joints are
filled with mortar: the mortar is used

minutes of water being added to the dry

(iii)The part of the building on which the walr stands is
roughened and cleaned to provide a good bond and al1
blocks and bricks are wetted before being laid.

(i-v) ntr walls are prumb and all walls, piers, corners
and intersections are correctly bonded.

(v) The verticar reinflorcement at corners, warrintersections and the sides of doors or windowsconsists of two bars each at reast rz mm diameter
and bent through a right angle at top and bottom and
welded or tied to:
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(a) The reinforcement in the belt-beam, and

(u) The reinforcement in the lintel, and

(c) The reinforcement in the foundation

(vi) tne horizontal reinforcement -

(a) Consists of two bars each 5 mm diameter each
set 25 mm in from a side of the wall or

(U) Expanded metal or purpose made reinforcement
extending the whole width of the wall less 25

mm cover on each side.

(e) Is tied ot otherwise securely fixed to the
vertical reinforcement at each end.

(d) Has an overlap of not less than 100 mm at
j oints.

Belt Beams

(n) General Requirements

(i) This Regulation shall apply to all walls constructed
of stone masonry or bricks other than infilling walls or
curtain walls in framed buildings.

(ii) tnere shall be a suitable continuously reinforced
concrete belt-beam on top of each wall'

(iii)There shall be another belt-beam at the level of
each floor which is suspended above ground IeveI;
provided that where the floor is of reinforced
concrete the belt-beam may be designed as part of
the floor.

(iv) Eacn belt-beam shall be suitably connected to the
walls or any other parts of the building on which it
rests or which rests on it.

(v) Each belt-beam shall extend over the full width of
the wall.

t-

t^

^

(B) Be ms in Mino icA With Av

round (SPC "A"

(i) The beam is at least 150 mm deeP.

(ii) I t is reinforced with four bars each
diameter held togelher with stirrups not
lB0 mm apart.

I2 mm in
more than
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(iii)facn beam is fixed to any part of
which it rests or whieh rests on it
dowels penetrate at least 100 mm

the start of the bend 210 mm into
the building, and are made of 12 mm

the building on
by dowels; these

into the beam to
the other part of
diameter bars.

(c)

(i) The beam is at least 200 mm deep

(ii) it is reinforced with four bars each 12 mm diameter
held together with stirrups not more than Z5O mm

apart.

(iii)facn beam is fixed to any part of the building on
which it rests or which rests on it by dowels: these
dowels penetrate at least 100 mm into the beam to
the start of the bend 210 mm into the other part of
the building, and are made of 12 mm diameter bar set
not more than 1.3 m apart measured along the walls.

(O) Eelt -Beams In Ma.ioq Seismic Areas With Averaqe To
Good Ground

(i) The beam is at least 200 mm deep

(ii) It is reinforced with four bars each ]d mm diameter
held together with stirrups not more than Z5O mm
apart.

(iii)racn beam is fixed to any part oF the building on
which it rests or which rests on it by dowels: these
dowels penetrate at least I00 mm into the beam tothe point where the bar bends and ZjO mm into the
other part of the building, and are made of IZ mm
diameter bars set not more than r.) m apart measured
along the walls.
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SPECIAL INSPECTIONS AND TESTS

The following special inspections and tests are required
to qualify for higher allowable stresses Iisted in
Section 4A Table 2.416.I and for buildings in seismic
performance category D.

(A) Special Inspection

Special inspection shall be provided as follows:

For the examination of materials and/or certification of
materials for compliance.

For the observation of measurement and mixing of field-
mixed mortar and grout including checks on consistency.

For the determination of the moisture conditions of the
masonry units at the time of laying.

For periodic observations of the laying of masonry units
with special attention to joints including preparations
prior to buttering, portions to be filled, shoving, etc.

For observation of the bonding of units in the walrs
between wythes and at corneps and intersections.

Fol. the proper placement of reinforcement incruding
splices, clearances, and support.

For observation of the construction of chases, recesses,
and the praeement of pipes, conduits, and other weakening
elements.

For inspection of grout spaces immediately prior togrouting including the removar of mortar fins asrequired, removal of dirt and debris, and the conditionsat the bottom of the grout space. For high rift workthis shall be done prior to the closing of cieanouts andshall also include the proper sealing o? cleanouts.

For preparation, or supervision of preparation, ofrequired samples such as mortar, grout, and prisms.

For the observation of grout pracement wiLh speciarattention to procedures to obtain filling or requiredspaces, the avoidance of segregation, and 'ppoper
eonsolidiation and reconsolidation.

(A) -I-e€ts and/or Certifications

Tests and/or certifications sharr be performed and/orsupplied as follows:
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For mortar, grout, and prisms. 0ne prism test series
shall be made for each 460 squape metres of wall.
Alternatively, a series of both mortar and grout tests
shall be made on the first three consecutive days of the
week and on each third day thereafter.

In a{dition, when f-' is equal to oP greater than I8.2
N/mm' or when f -' "'is to be established by tests, a

minimum of three $rism test series shall be made during
the progress of the work. When f-' is to be established
by tests there shall be an ini$.al prism test series
prior to the start of construction.

The requirements for numbers of test series spply
separately for each variation of type of masonry
construction except for the total number for a building.

For masonry units. When shipments of masonry units are
not identified and accompanied by certification, one
series of tests for strength, absorption, saturation,
moisture content, shrinkage, and modulus of rupture shall
be made for each 460 square metres of wall or equivalent.
when the reference document or standard for the units has
no acceptance or rejection limits for a test, the tests
need not be made.

Grouted masonry, seismic performance Category D. 0ne
series of core tests for shear bond shall be made for
each 480 square metres of wall or equivalent.

For cement used for mortar and grout, certification
acceptable to the Regulatory Agency shall accompany !!g
cement when the required volume of cement exceeds 500

sacks.

For reinforcement. one tensile and bend test shall be

made for each 2 I/2 tons of fraction thereof oF each size
of reinforcing. Testing is not required if the
reinforcement is identified by heat number and is
accompanied with a certified report oF the miII analysis'

For other tests, performance shall be as indicated in
Section 44 and the relevant material standards.

where the number of tests series is not defined, one test
or test series, as applicable, shall be made for each 480

square metres of wall or equivalent.

Load Tests

when a load test i.s required the member or portion of the
structure under consideration shall be subject to a

superimposed load equal to twice the specified live load

-

)
^
^
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plus L/? of the dead load. This load shall be left in
position lor a period of 24 hours before removal. If,
during the test or upon removal of the load, the member
op portion of the structure shows evidence of failure,
such changes op modifications as are necessaDy to make
the structure adequate for the rated capaeity shall be
made; or where lawful, a lower rating shall be
established. A flexural member shall be considered to
have passed the test if the maximum deflection frD" at the
end of 24 hours period neither exceeds:

D=

D= L2nor
4000 t

and the beams and slabs show a recovery of at least 75
percent of the observed deflection within 24 hours after
removal oF the load where:

L = span oF the member in feet
t = thickness oF depth of the member in feet.

Test Criteria

Masonry prisms, mortar and grout samples, and masonry
cores shall be prepared and tested in accordance with the
procedures in this Seetion 4.
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO 5I UNITS

LENGTH

Feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254*
l'f i les (mi ) x L6O9 .34
Mi.les (mi) x I.60914
Nautical Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

Feet2 (rt2) x a.o929oio
Acres^x 4046.86
Milesz (miz) x 2.58999

VOLUME

reetl (Fr:) x o.o2alr5g5
Feet',(rt'1 x ?B.tr6l5
Yards' (yo') x o.764555
Acre feet x L2J3.4B
Gallons (gal) x 0.00454609
Gallons (gaf) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x
l-liles per hour (mi/hr) x
Miles per hour (milhr) x
Knots x 0.514444
Knots x I.852*

DISCHARGE

Feetl per secono (rtlls)
Millions of gallons per

x O.O526167

Meters (m)

Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Kilomebers (km)
Meters (m)

Meters (m)

uerersl t'31
Meters" (m,rt) .,
Kilometers' (km")

MetersJ (rl)
Liters** ,
Meters, (m')
Metersj (tnj)
l.leters' (m')
L i ters*+

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per nour (t<m/nr)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers peP hour (km/hr)

0.1048*
0.44704*
L.6A9t4

x 0.02811585
day (mgd)

Acre-feet per day x O.O142764
Gallons per minute (gal,/min)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Metersl per secono (ml/s)

Neters] per secono (m]/s)
Meters' per second (m',/s)

Metersl per secono (ml/s)

Pounds
P ounds
P ounds
Tons x

Ib) x O.453592
lb) x 453.592
fb) x 4.44822
.907185

Kilogyrams force (t<.qf)
Grams (g)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**



PRESSURE

Pounds per Footl
Pounds per Footz

Pounds per inch]
Pounds per inch'

0.00689475 x 10

Lb/f t?)
Lb/ f ()

tulin? )
to/ inL)

47 . BB0l
4.8824'

6894.76

6/^2),
meter-

( t't/r2 )

x
X

Newtons per t"terz
Kilogrgms Force per
(usr /n')
Newtons per meterz

Pounds per inch? (tt/in?) x 70J.070

Millibars (mb) x 100.0*

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per Footl
Pounds per foot'

Pounds per footl

(rblrrl) x r57.o876
Qb/ft' ) x t5.o1B5

(rulrtl) " o.oreore:

= Newtons per millit"te12
( tt,/mma )
Megapascal (MPa) ,
Killog5ams Force per meter-
(ugr /n")
Newtons per meterz (N/^2)

= Newtons per meterl {nt/rl).
= Kilogrqms lorce per meter-

(*sr /n')
= Grams per centir"terJ (g/.^1)

= Kilograms (t<g)

= Kilogra*" p"" meterJ (kg/nt)

= Newtogs seconds per mute12
( N"/t'1**

= M;a;;"2 per secona (m2ls)

MASS AND DENSITT

Slugs x 14.5931
Slugs per foot' x 5I5.379

VIsCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-s/rt2) or
slugs per foot second x 47.BB0l

Feet? per secono (rt2ls) x o.o9z9oj

* Exact values** Liters x 1000.0 = cemtiqetersl
Litersx0.00I=meters-
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms force
Kilograms Force x 9.8O665 = newtons.
Newtons x1001000.0 = dygres
Newton seconds per metert x 0.1 = poises



SI PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

P refix
( abbreviat ion )

l,lega- (N)
ri.Io- (k)
Hecto- (n)
Deka- (da)
Deci- (d)
Centi- (c)
NiIIi- (m)
Micro- (f0

Meaning

I ,000 ,000.
r,000.

r00.
I0.
0.1
0.0r
0.001
0.00000r
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FOREWORD

The objective of drafting this section 2.600 of the Caribbean
Uniform Building Code is to provide the minimum requirements for the
design construction and material properties of reinforced and
prestressed concrete.

ACI-118-M (1981) was chosen as the I'Base Code" for section 2.500 of
the Caribbean Uniform Building Code. The main reasons for the
selection of ACI-llB were as follows:

( i) The provision of reeommendations of the design of
earthquake resistant structures (outlined in
Appendix A of ACI-IIB) was the most significant
factor influencing the choiee of ACI-l1B as the
Base Code.
While BS CPll0-1972 is used today in conjunction
with the "5EA0C[ Code it is generally Felt that
the compatibility of this combination is

(ii)

qu estionable. Ihe "5EA0C" Code is cross-
referenced to ACI-llB.

The "Base codel ACI-]IB has been augmented to include the flollowing
provisions in section 2.600.

(i)

(ii)

fllrl

Servicibility requirements For the calculation of
long-term deflections and calculation of crack-
widths section, 9 .5/9 .6.
General provision of cantilevered shear walls and
coupled shear walls, Appendix A section A.I0
(gnsro 0N NZS 1101 and NZs 4201).
Detailing recommendations for Fire-Resistance to
RC/Pre-stressed Beams, Floors, 51abs, Columns and
Walls have been included in Appendix E. These
recommendations are based on BS CPIIO-I97Z.

In addition, recommendations for the use of structural concrete
( tnat is provisions regarding the use of aggregates in the caricom
Countries of Barbados, Dominica, Grenada, Guyanar st. Lucia, St.
Vincent and Trinidad and Tobago have been included in Appendix F.
Recommendations regarding the use of aggregates in other Caricom
Countries not mentioned here will be included as data becomes
available.

Finally arl reinforcement used in section 2.600 sharl be in
accordance with any of the following standards Bs 4449, BS 44dl or
ASTM 705.



NUMBERING SY5TEM

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as
follows:

The number and digit corresponding to the Part and
Section in the Part (Z.d) have been omitted. The numbers that
remain correspond to the sub-sections and articles. Therefore, the
number J.2 corresponds to Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 1, Article
2 Q.503.2) .



PART 1

PART 2

PART ]

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CODE

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section I Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (Not included)
Section 5 ReinForced and Pre-stressed Concrete
Section 7 Structural Steel
Section B Structural Timber

OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

PART 4 SERVIOES, EQUIPMENT AND sysTEMs (Not included)

Section I
Section 2
Section l
Section 4

Section 5
Section 6
Section 7
Section B

Section 1
Section 2
Section l

Section 4
Section 5

0ccupancy and Construction Classification
General Building Limitations
Special Use and Occupancy Requirements
Light, Ventilation and Sound Transmission
Controls
Means of Egress
Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
Fire Protection Systems
Safety Requirements During Building
Construction and Signs

Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes
Electrical l,liring and Equipment
Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and
Conveyor Equipment (InstalLation and
Maintenance)
Plumbing and Drainage Systems
Energy Conservation

PART 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRICATED CONSTRUCTION
(Not included)

Section I Small Buildings (Single and Z storey)
Section 2 Pre-fabricated Construction
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PART 2

SECTION 5

I - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Scope

This Code provides minimum requirements for the design
and construction of reinforced concrete structural
elements of any structure erected under the requirements
of the General Building Code of which this Code forms a
part.

This Code supplements the General Building Code and shall
govern in all matters pertaining to design and
construction wherever this Code is in conflict with
requirements in the General Building Code.

This Code shall govern in all matters pertaining to
design, construction and material properties whenever
this Code is in conflict with requirements contained in
other specifications referenced in this Code.

For special structures, such as arches, tanks,
reservoirs, bins and silos, blast-resistant structures,
and chimneys, provisions of this Code shall govern where
applicable.

This Code does not govern the design and installation of
portions of concrete piles and drilled piers embedded in
ground.

Use of plain concrete for structural members shall be in
accordance with ACI standard 'rBuilding Code Requirements
for Structural Plain Concrete (nCf ffg.lM)"

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR EARTHQUAKE RTSISTANCE

In regions of low seismic risk, provisions of Appendix A
shall not apply.

In regions of moderate or high seismic risk, provisions
of Appendix A shall be satisfied. See Article A.2.1.

The seismic risk level of a region shall be regulated by
the general Building Code of which this Code Forms a
part, or determined by Local Authority.

Permits and Drawings

Copies of design drawings, typical details, and
specifications for all reinforced concrete eonstructions



(o)

(c)

2

shall bear the seal of a registered engineer or architect
and shall be filed with the Building Department as a
pepmanent record before a permit to construct such work
will be issued. These drawings, details, and specifi-
eations shaLl show:

(a) Name and date of issue of Code and supplement to
which design conforms

Live load and other loads used in design

Speeified compressive strength of concrete at stated
ages or stages of construetion for which each part
oF structure is designed

Specified strength or grade of reinforcement

Size and location of all structural elements and
reinforcement

( f) Provision for dimensional changes resulting from
creep, shrinkage, and temperatune

(g) Magnitude and location of pre-stressing forces

(h) Type and location of splices of reinforcement

Calculations pertinent to design shall be filed with the
drawings when required by the Building 0fficial. When
automatic data processing is used, design assumptions and
identified input and output data may be submitted in lieu
of calculations. Calculations may be supplemented by
model analysis.

Building Official means the officer or other designated
authority charged with the administration and enforcement
of this Code, or his duly authorized representative.

Inspection

Concret.e construction shall be inspected throughout the
various work stages by a competent engineer or architect,
or by a competent representative responsible to that
engineer or architect.

The Inspector shall require compliance with design
drawings and specifications and keep a record that shall
cover:

(a) Quality and proportions of concrete materials
(b) Construction and removal of forms, re-shoring
(c) Placing of reinforcement
(O) Mixing, placing and curing of concrete

(d)

(e)

r.2.2

r.2.t

L.t

l.l.I

1.t.2



t
(e) Sequence of erection

members
and connection of precast

(f) Tensioning of pre-stressing tendons
(g) Any significant construction loading on completed

floors, members, or walls
(n) General progress of work.

When the ambient temperature falls below 5oC or rises
above t5oc, a complete record shall be kept of concrete
temperatures and of protection given to conerete during
placement and curing.

Records of inspection required in Articles I.t ,2 and
I.3 .t shall be kept available to the Building 0fficial
during progress of work and for 2 years after completion
of the project and shall be preserved by inspecting
engineer or architect for that purpose.

Approval of Special Systems of Design or Construction

Sponsors of any system of design or construciton within
the seope of this Code, the adequacy of whieh has been
shown by successful use or by analysis or test, but which
does not conform to or is not covered by this Code, shall
have the right to present the data so submitted, to
require tests, and to formulate rules governing design
and construetion of such systems to meet the intent of
this Code. When approved by the Building Official and
promulgated (these rules) shall be of the same force and
effect as the provisions of this Code.

sUB-SECTION 2 - DEFINITIONS

2.r The following terms are defined for general use in this
Code. Specialized definitions appear in individual
chapters.

Admixture Material other than water, aggregater op
hydraulic cement, used as an ingredient of
eoncrete and added to concrete before or during
its mixing to modify its properties.

GranuLar material, such as sand, gravel crushed
stone, and iron blast-furnace slag, used with a
cementing medium to form a hydraulic-eement
concrete or mortar.

Aggregate with a dry, loose weight of tI00 kg/^3
or less.

In post-tensioning, a device used to anchor
tendon to concrete memberl in pre-tensioning, a
device used to anchor tendon during hardening of
concrete.

AggregaLe

L.t.3

t r.t.4

r.4

Aggregate,
J.ow-density

Anchorage



Bonded tendon

Building 0fficial

Column

Composite concrete
flexural members

Concrete

Concrete, speci-
ified compressive
strength of, (f'")

Concrete, struc-
tural low-density

Curvature friction

Deflormed rein-
forcement

Development length

Effective depth
of section (d)

Effective pre-
stress
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Pre-stressing tendon that is bonded to concrete
either directly or through grouting.

See Artic Le I .2 .3

Member with a ratio of height-to-least-Iateral
dimension of J or greater used primarily to
support axial compressive load.

Concrete flexural members of precast and/or
cast-in-pIace concrete elements constructed in
separate placements but so interconnected that
all elements respond to loads as a unit.

Mixture of portland cement or any other hydraulic
cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate and
water, with or without admixtures.

Compressive strength of concrete used in design
and evaluated in accordance with provisions of
Sub-section 4, expressed in megapascals (Upa).
Whenever the quantity f'^ is under a radical
sign, square root of numErical value only is
intended, and result has units of megapascals
(upa).

Concrete containing low-density aqgregate that
conforms to Article 5.3 and has an air-dry unit
mass as determined by "Test Method for Unit
Weight of Structural Lightweigh{ Concrete" (nSfU
C 567), not exceeding 1900 kg/n-. In this Code,
a low-density concrete without natural sand is
termed "all-Iow-density concrete" and low-density
concrete in which alI of the fine aggregate
consists of normal density sand is termed
"sand-Iow density concretett.

Friction resulting from bends or curves in the
specified pre-stressing tendon profile.

Deformed reinforcing bars, bar mats, deformed
wire, welded smooth wire fabric, and welded
deformed wire fabric conforming to Article 3.5.3

Length of embedded reinforcement required to
develop the design strength of reinforcement at a
critical section. 5ee ArticLe 9 .3.3

Distance measured from extreme compDession fiber
to centroid of tension reinforcement.

Stress remaining in pre-stressing tendons after
aIl losses have occurred, excluding effects of
dead load and superimposed load.

^*-



Embedment length

Jacking foree

Load, dead

Load, factored

Load, live

Load, service

Modulus of
of elasticity

Pedestal

PIain concrete

Plain rein-
forcement

Post-tensioning

Precast concrete

Pre-stressed con-
crete

P retensioning

Reinforced
concrete

5

Length of embedded reinflorcement provided beyond
a critical section.

In pre-stressed concrete, temporary force exerted
by deviee that introduces tension into pre-
stressing tendons.

Dead weight supported by a member, as defined by
General Building Code of which this Code forms a
part (without load factors).

Load, multiplied by appropriate load factors,
used to proportion members by the strength design
method of this Code. See Articles 8.1.1 and 9.2.

Live load specified by General Building Code of
which this Code forms a part (without load
factors) .

Load specified by General Building Code of which
this Code forms a part (without load factors).

Ratio of normal stress to corresponding strain
for tensile or compressive stresses below
proportional limit of material. 5ee Article 8.5

Upright compression member with a ratio of
unsupported height to average least leteral
dimension of less than f.

Concrete that does not conform to definition of
reinforced concrete.

Reinforcement that does not conflorm to definition
of deformed reinflorcement. See Article 3.5.4

Method of pre-stressing in which tendons are
tensioned after concrete has hardened.

Plain or reinforced eoncrete element cast
elsewhere than its final position in the
structure.

Reinforced concrete in which internal stresses
have been introduced to reduce potential tensile
stresses in concrete resulting from loads.

Method of pre-stressing in which tendons are
tensioned before concrete is placed.

Concrete reinforced with no less than the minimum
amount required by this Code, pre-stressed or
non-pre-stressed, and designed on the assumption
that the two materials act together in resisting
forces.



Reinforcement

Span length

Spiral rein-
forcement

SpIitting tensile

Stirrup

Strength, design

Strength, nominal

Strength, required

Stress

Tendon

Tie

Transfer

6

Material that conforms to Article ).5, excluding
pre-stressing tendons unless specifically
included.

See Article 8.7

Continuously wound reinforcement in the form of a
cylindrical helix.

Tensile strength of concrete detemined in
strength (f^*) accordance with "SpeciFication for
Lightweight'Iggregates for Struetural Concrete"
(nsru c ll0). see Article 4.I.4.

Reinforcement used to resist shear and torsion
stresses in a structural memberl typically bars,
wires, or welded wore fabric (smooth or deformed)
either single leg or bent into L, U, op
rectangular shapes and Iocated perpendicular to
or at an angle to longitudinal reinforcement.
( tne term "stirrups" is usually applied to
lateral reinforcement in flexural members and the
term "ties" to those in eompression members).
See also Tie.

Nominal strength, multiplied by a
reduction factor p. See ArticLe 9.5.

strength

Strength of a member or cposs-section calculated
in accordance with provisions and assumptions oF
the strength design method of this Code before
application of any strength reduction factors.
5ee Article 9.1.1.

Strength of a member or cross-section required to
resist factored loads or related internal moments
and forces in such combinations as are stipulated
in this Code. See Article 9.1.1.

Intensity of force per unit area.

SteeI element such as wire, cabIe, bar, rod, or
strand, or a bundLe of such elements, used to
impart prestress to concrete.

Loop ol reinforcing bar or wire enclosing
longitudinal reinforcement. See also "stirrup".

Act of transferring stress in pre-stressing
tendons from jacks or pretensioning bed to
concrete member.

Member, usually vertical, used to enclose or
separate spaces.

WaIl



Wobble friction

Yield strength

7

In pre-stressed concrete, friction caused by
unintended deviation of pre-stressing sheath or
duct from its specified profile.

Specified minimum yield strength or yield point
of reinforcement in megapascals. Yield strength
or yield point shall be determined in tension
according to applicable ASTM specifications as
modified by Article 3.5 oF this Code.



PART 2

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 68

REINFORCED AND PRE-sTREssED CONCRETE

STANDARDS FOR TESTS AND MATERIALS



SUB-SECTION
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3.2.2

,.5
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PART 2
SECTION 5 B

, - MATERIALS

Tests of Materials

Building 0fficial shall have the right to order testing
of any materials used in concrete eonstruction to
determine if materials are of quality specified.

Tests of materials and of concrete shall be made in
accordance with standards of the American Society for
Testing and Materials, listed in Article 1.8.1.

A complete record of tests of materials and of concrete
shall be available for inspection during progress of work
and for 2 years after completion of the project, and
shall be preserved by inspecting engineer or architect
for that purpose.

Cements

Cement shall conform to one of the following specifi-
cations for portland cement:

(a) "specification for Portland Cement" (nSfu C 150).

(n) "Specification for Blended Hydraulic Cements" (nSfU
C 595) , excluding Types 5 and 5A which ape not
intended as principal cementing constituents of
structural concrete.

Cement used in the work shall correspond Lo that on which
selection of concrete proportions was based. see Article
4.2.

Aggregates

concrete aggregates shall conform to one of the forlowing
speci fications:

(") "Specification fon Concrete Aggregates" (nSfM C 73)(U) "Specification for Lightweigh[-Aggregates for
Structural Concrete'r (nSfU C 3iO)



t.t.2

3.5.3

5.4

3.4.r

t .4.2

3 .4.1

3.4.t.L

t .4.3 .2
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Aggregates failing to meet the specifieations listed in
Article t.3.I, but which have been shown by special test
op actual service to produce concrete of adequate
strength and durability may be used where authorized by
the Building 0fficial.

Nominal maximum size of coarse aggregate shall be not
larger than:

(a) L/5 the narrowest dimension between sides of forms,
nor

(b) I/t the depth of slabs, nor
(c) t/4 the minimum clear spacing between individual

reinforcing bars or wires, bundles of bars, oD
pre-stressing tendons or ducts.

These Iimitations may be waived iF, in the judgment of
the Engineer, workability and methods of eonsolidation
are such that concrete can be placed without honeycomb or
voids.

Water

Water used in mixing concrete shall be clean and free
fron injurious amounts of oils, acids, alkalis, salts,
organic materialsr or other substances that may be
deleterious to concrete on reinforcement.

Mixing water for pre-stressed concrete or for concrete
that will contain aluminum embedments, including that
portion of mixing water contributed in the form of free
moisture on aggregates, shall not contain deleterious
amounts of chloride ion. See Article 4.5.4.

Non-potable water shall not be used in concrete unless
the following are satisfied:

Selection of concrete proportions shall be based on
concrete mixes using water from the same source.

Mortar test cubes made with non-potable mixing water
shall have 7-day and Z9-day strengths equal to at least
90 percent of strengths oF similar specimens made with
potable water. Strength tesl comparison shall be made on
mortars, identical except for the mixing water, prepared
and tested in accordance with "Test Method for
Compressive Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using
2-inch or 50-mm Cube Specimens)" (ASTM C 109).
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Metal Reinforcement

Reinforcement shall be deformed reinforcement, except
that plain reinforcement may be used for spirals or
tendons; and reinforcement consisting of structural
steeI, steel piper op steel tubing may be used as
specified in this Code.

Reinforcing bars to be welded shall be indicated on the
drawings and welding procedure to be used shall be
specified. ASTM reinforcing bar specifications, except
for ASTM A706, shall be supplemented to require a report
oF material properties necessary to conform to welding
procedures specified in "Structural Welding Code
Reinforcing Steel'r (nWS DI.4) of the American Welding
Society.

DEFORMED REINFORCEMENT

Deformed reinforcing bars shall conform to the following
specifications:

"Specification for Low-AlIoy 5teel Deformed Bars flor
Concrete Reinforeement" (nSfU A 705).

Deformed reinforcing bars with a specified yield strength
f, exceeding 400 MPa may be used, provided f, shall be
the stress 6orresponding'to a strain of 0.15 /ercent and
the bars otherwise conform to one of the ASTM specifi-
cations listed in Article J.5.1.I. See ArticLe 9.4

Bar mats for concrete reinforcement shall conform to
"Specification for Fabrieated Deformed Steel Bar MaLs for
Concrete Reinforcementt' (nSfU A IB4). Reinforcing bars
used in bar mats shall conform to one of the specifi-
cations listed in Article 1.5.3.L

Deformed wire for concrete reinforcement shall conform to
"Specification for Deformed 5teel llire for Concrete
Reinforcement" (nSfU A 496), except that wire shall not
be smaller than size D4 and for wire with a specified
yield strength f., exceeding 400 Mpa, F.. shall be the
stress correspond/ng to a strain of 0.35 y'ercent.



5.5.t.5

1.5.3.6

3.5.3.7

1.5.4

3.5.4.L

3.5 .4.2

t.5.5

t.5.5.I
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Welded smooth wire fabric for concrete reinForcement
shall conform to "Specification for Welded Steel Wire
Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement'r (RSTU A lB5), except
that for wire with a specified yield strength fl
exceeding 400 MPa, f., shall be the stress correspondin{
to a strain of 0.15 y'ercent. Welded interseciions shall
not be spaced farther apart than 110 mm in direction of
caLculated stress, except for wire fabrie used as
stirrups in accordance with Article 12.I3.2.

Welded deformed wire fabric to concrete reinforcement
shall conform to f'Specification for Welded Deformed Steel
Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement" (nSfU A 497),
except that for wire with a specified yield strength f..
exceeding 400 MPa, f., shall be the stress correspondin{
to a strain of 0.)5 /ercent. Welded intersections shall
not be spaeed farther apart than 400 mm in direction of
calculated stress, except for wire fabric used as
stirrups in accordance with Article L2.I3.2.

Reinforcing bars may be galvanized or epoxy coated in
accordance with t'Specification for Zinc Coated
(Galvanized) Steel Bars for Concrete Reinforcementr' (nSfU
A 767) or "Specification for Epoxy Coated Reinforcing
Steel Bars'r (nSfU A 775). Zinc or epoxy-coated
reinforcing bars shall conform to one of the specifi-
cations listed in Article 3.5.1.1.

PLAIN REINFORCEMENT

Plain bars for spiral reinForcement shall conform to the
speeification listed in Article t.5.t.L (a), (U) or (c).

Smooth wire for spiral reinforcement shall conform to
"Specification for Cold-Drawn SteeI Wire for Concrete
Reinforcement" (nSfN A 82), except that for wire with a

specified yield strength f., exceeding 400 MPa, f., shaII
be the stress correspondinqtto a strain of 0.35 pehcent.

PRE-STRESSING TENDONS

Tendons for pre-stressed reinlorcement shall conform to
one of the following specifications:

(a) Wire conforming to "Specifications for Uncoated
Stress-ReIieved SteeI Wire for Pre-stressed Concrete"
(nsru A 4zr).



1.5.5.2

1.5.5

3.5.6.I

3 .5.6.2

T3

(U) Low-relaxation wire conforming to "Specification for
Uncoated Stress-Relieved SLeel Wire for Pre-stressed
ConcreteI including Supplement "Low-Relaxation Wireil
(nstpr A 421).

(c) Strand conforming to "Specification for Uncoated
Seven-Wire Stress-Relieved Steel Strand for Pre-stressed
Concrete" (ASTM A 4f5).

(d) Low-relaxation strand conforming to "Specification
for Uncoated Seven-Wire Stress-Relieved Steel Strand for
Pre-stressed Concrete'r including Supplement'rLow-Relaxa-
tion Strands" (nSfu A 4f5).

(e) 8ar conforming to "Specification lor Uncoated
High-Strength Steel Bar for Pre-stressed Concrete" (nSfU
A 722).

Wire, strands, and bars not specifieally listed in ASTM A
42I, A 4L6, ot A 722 may be used provided they conform to
minimum requirements of these specifications and do not
have properties that make them less satisfactory than
those listed in ASTM A 42I, A 416, or A 722.

STRUCTURAL STEEL, STEEL pIpE, 0R TUEING.

Structural steel used with reinforcing bars in composite
compression members meeting requirements of Article
10.14.7 or 10.14.8 shall conform to one of the following
specifications:

(a) trspecification for Structural Steel" (nSfU A 36).(U)'tspecification for High-Strength Low-Alloy
Structural 5teel" (nSfN A 242).(c) r'Specification for High-Strength Low-AIloy
Structural l4anganese Vanadium Steelr' (ASTM A 44I).(O) "Specification for High-strength Low-Alloy
Columbium-Vanadium Steels of Structural Quality"(nsru A 572).

(e) "Specification for High-Strength Low-Alloy
Structural Steel with 50r000 psi Minimum YieId Point
to 4 in. Thick" (nsru A 5BB).

SteeI pipe or tubing for composite compression members
composed of a steel encased concrete core meeting
requirements of Article 10.14.6 shall conform to one of
the following specifications:

(a) Grade B of 'lSpecification for Pipe, Steel, Black and
Hot-Dipped, Zinc-Coated Welded and Seamless', (nSfU A 5l).
(b) I'specification for CoId-Formed Welded and Seamless
Carbon SteeI Structural Tubing in Rounds and ShapesI
(nsru A 5oo).
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(c) "Specification for
Carbon Steel Structural

Admixtures

Hot-Formed Welded and Seamless
Tubing" (nsru A 501).

Admixtures to be used in concrete shall be subject to
prior approval by the Engineer.

An admixture shall be shown capable of maintaining
essentially the same composition and performance
throughout the work as the product used in establishing
concrete proportions in accordance with Article 4.2.

Calcium chloride op admixtures containing chloride from
impurities other than from admixture ingredients shall
not be used in pre-stressed concrete, in concrete
containing embedded aluminum, or in concrete cast against
stay-in-place gaJ.vanized metal forms. See Articles
4 .5 .3.I and 4 .5 .4.

Air-entraining admixtures shall conform to f'Specification
for Air-Entraining Admixtures for Concrete" (nStU C 260).

Water-reducing admixtures, retarding admixtures,
accelerating admixtures, water-reducing and accelerating
admixtures shall conform to "Specification for FIy Ash
and Raw or Calcined Natural Pozzolan for Use as a Mineral
Admixture in Portland Cement Concrete" (ASTM C 5IB).

Storage of materials.

Cement and aggregates shall be stored in such manner as
to prevent deterioration or intrusion of foreign matter.

Any material that has deteriorated or has been
contaminated shall not be used for concrete.

Standards cited in this Code.

Standards fo the American Society for Testing and
Materials referred to in this Code are listed below with
their serial designations, including year of adoption of
revision, and are declared to be part of this Code as if
fully set forth herein:

Al5-Bl-a

A53-82

ABz-79

AIB4-79

Standard Specification for Structural Steel

Standard Specification For Pipe, 5teel,
Black and Hot-Dipped, Zinc-Coated Welded and
5eamless

Standard Specification for Cold-Drawn Steel
Wire for Concrete Reinformcement

Standard Specification for Fabricated
Deformed Steel Bar Mats for Concrete
Reinforcement



ALBS-79

A242.BI

A415-80

4421-80

A44t-Bl

A496-78

A497-79

A500-B2a

A501-81

A572-82

A5BB-82

A515M-82
( sl)

A616-82a

A617.B?A

E

Standard Specification for Welded Steel Wire
Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement

Standard Specifieation for High-Strength
Low-AIIoy Structural 5tee1

Standard Specification for Uncoated
Seven-Wire Stress-Relieved Steel Strand for
Pre-stressed Concrete

Standard Specification for Uncoated
Stress-Relieved Steel Wire for Pre-stressed
Concrete

Standard Specification for High-Strength
Low-A11oy Structural Manganese Vanadium
SteeI

Standard Speeification for WeIded Deformed
Steel Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement

Standard Specification for WeIded Deformed
Steel Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement

Standard Specification for CoId-Formed
Welded and Seamless Carbon Steel Structural
Tubing in Rounds and Shapes

Standard Specification for Hot-Formed Welded
and Seamless Carbon Steel Structural Tubing

Standard Specification for High-Strength
Low-Alloy Columbium-Vanadium Steels of
Structural Quality

Standard Specidication for High-Strength
Low-A1loy Structural Steel with 50,000 psi
Minimum Yield Point to 4 in. Thick

Standard Specification for Deformed and
Plain BiIlet-Steet Bars for Concrete
Reinforcement (ptetrie) including Supplemen-
tary Requirements (Sl)

Standard Specification flor Rail-Steel
Deformed and P1ain Bars For Concrete
Reinflorcement

5 tandard Specification for Axle-Steel
Deformed and Plain Bars for Concrete
Reinforcement

Standard Specification for Low-AIloy Steel
DeFormed Bans for Concrete Reinforcement

A7O6-82a



A722-75
( re8l )

A767-79

A775-BI

c3L-69
( reso )

ctt-82

cl9-81

c42-77

c94-8t

cl09-80

cl44-81

cl50-81

cL72-82

c192-81

c260-77

cll0-80

c494-8I

c496-7L
(reTe)

c557-80

r6

Standard Specification for Uncoated High-
Strength Steel Bar for Pre-stressing
Concrete

Standard Specification for Zinc-Coated
(Galvanized) Steel Bars for Concrete
Reinforcement

Standard Specification for Epoxy-Coated
Reinforcing Steel Bars

Standard Method of Making and Curing
Concrete Test Specimens in the Field

Standard Specification for Concrete
Aggregates

Standard Test Method for Compressive
Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

Standard Method of 0btaining and Testing
Drilled Cores and Sawed Beams oF Concrete

Standard Specification for Ready-Mixed
Concrete

Standard Test Method for Compressive
Strength of Hydraulic Cement Mortars (Using
2-inch or 500 mm Cube Specimens)

Standard Specification For Aggregate for
Masonry Mortar

Standard Specification for Portland Cement

Standard Method of Sampling Freshly Mixed
Concrete

Standard Method of Making and Curing
Concrete Test Specimens in the Laboratory

Standard Specification for Air-Entraining
Admixtures for Concrete

Standard Specification for Lightweight
Aggregates for Structural Concrete

Standard Specification for Chemical
Admixtures for Concrete

Standard Test Method for Splitting Tensile
5trength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens

Standard Test MeLhod for Unit Weight of
Structural Lightweight Concrete



,L7j 
C59r-Bz Standard Specification for Blended Hydraurica Cements

: c6r'-80 
::"t1"r:tr":8""-tli""xT"i":xl J^ttrf\#0"i":
Mineral Admixture in Portland Cement
Concrete

: 
C5B5-81 Standard Specification for Concrete made by

Volumetric Batching and Continuous Mixing

3.8.2 "Structural Welding Code - Reinforcing Steel'r (nWS

: Bl'l;li'"r"tn*"rlll"ll"?r*;"'ii;n":;"i;"'J, i""J1:1"""0 
to

: ''B'' 
lFi:iil::!i3i*,ji:s?A"f?'$T::i"'",",x't';J0""""::
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PART 2
SECTION 6C

SUB-SECTION 4 - CONCRETE QUALITY

4.1

4.1.1

Generel

Concrete shall be proportioned to provide an average
compressive strength as prescribed in Article 4.t.2.
Concrete shall be produced to minimize frequency of
strengths below f r" as prescribed in Article 4.7.2.3.

Requirements for fr- shall be based on tests of cylinders
made and tested "" fi"""""ibed in Article 4.7.2.

Unless otherwise specified, ft^ shall be based on 28-day
tests. If other than 28 daysr- test age for f'^ shall be
as indicated in design drawings or specificatiohs.

Where design criteria in Articles 9 .5 .2.t , IL.2 and
L2.2.3.1 provide for use of a splitting tensile strength
value of concreter laboratory tests shall be made in
accordanee with "Specification for Light weight
Aggregates for Structural Concrete'r (nSfu Cll0) to
establish value of f-. corresponding to specified value
of ft 

". 

ct

Splitting tensile strength tests shall not be used as a
basis for field acceptance of concrete.

Selection of Concrete Proportions

4.I.2

4.7.1

4.I.4

4.I.5

4.2

4.2.r

4.2.2

Proportions of materials For
established to provide:

eoncrete shall be

(a) Workability and consistency to permit concrete to be
worked readily into forms and around reinforcement under
conditions of placement to be employed, without
segregation or excessive bleeding.

(b) Resistance to special exposures as required by
Article 4.5.

(c) Conformance with strength
Article 4.7.

test requi-rements of

Where different materials are to be used for diflferent
portions of proposed work, each combination shal-l be
evaluated.

Concrete proportions, including water-cement ratio,
shall be established on the basis of field experience
and/or tnial mixtures with materials to be employed
(Article 4.3), except as permitted in Article 4.4 or
required by Article 4.5.

4.2.3



4.t

4.3.L

4.f .I .1

4.5.L,2
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Proportioning on the Basis of Fietd Experience and/or
Trial Mixtures

STANDARD DEVIATION

Where a concrete production facility has test records, a
standard deviation shall be established. Test records
from which a standard deviation is calculated:

(a) shall represent materials, quality control
procedures, and eonditions similar to those expected, and
changes in materials and proportions within the test
records shall not have been moDe restricted than those
for proposed work.

(b) shall represent concrete produced to meet a
specified strength or 

. 
strengths f'" within 7 MPa of that

specified for proposed work.

(c) shall consist of at Ieast 30 consecutive tests or
two groups of consecutive tests totalling at least tO
tests as defined in Article 4.7.1.4, except as provided
in Articl e 4 .5 .L .2.

Where a concrete production facilty does not have test
records meeting requirements of Article 4.1.1.1, but does
have a record based on 15 to 29 consecutive tests, a
standard deviation may be established as the product of
the calculated standard deviation and modification factor
of Table 4.t.I.2. To be acceptable, the test record must
meet requirements (a) and (U) of Article 4.1.I.1, and
represent only a single record of consecutive tests that
span a period of not less than 45 calendar days.

TABLE 4.'.L.2

MODIFICATION FACTOR FOR STANDARD DEVIATION WHEN LESS THAN ]O TESTS
ARE AVAILABLE

Modification factor for
No. of tests* standard deviation**

less than Use table 4.3 .2.2
r .16
r.08
1.01
1.00

15
r5
20
25
J0 or more

*
J(Jf

Interpolate for intermediate numbers of tests
Modified standard deviation to be used to determine required
average strength fr"" from Article 4.3.2.I



4.r.2

4.t .2.r
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REQUIRED AVERAGE STRENGTH

Required average compressive strength f'^- used as the
basis for selection of concrete propositioh's shall be the
larger of Eq. (4-f) op (4-2) using a standard deviation
calculated in accordance with Article 4.1.1.1 or Article
4.1 .I.2.

4.t.2.2 When a concrete production facility does not have field
strength test records for calculation of standard
deviation meeting requirements of Article 4.1.1.1 or
Article 4.1.1.1, required average strength Fr^_ shalJ- be
determined from Table 4.t.2.2 and documeHtation of
avelage strength shall be in accordance with requirements
of Article 4.3 .3.

TABLE 4.'.2.2

REQUIRED AVERAGE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH WTIEN DATA ARE NOT AVAILABLE TO

ESTABLISH A STANDARD DEVIATION

fr =fr +I.f4scrc
fr = fr +2.33s-t.5crc

(a-r)

(4-1 )

Required average
compressive strength

Ft MPa'cr

Specified compressive
strength
f'" MPa

Less than 20 MPa
20-t5
0ver f5

f '^ + 7.0
f r" + 8.5
f '! + 10.0

4.3.1

4.t.J.r

DOCUMENTATION OF AVERAGE STRENGTH

Documentation that proposed concrete proportions will
produce an average compressive strength equal to or
greater than required average compressive strength
(Article 4.J.2) may consist of a field strength test
record, several strength test records, or trial mixtures.

l,lhen tesL records are used to demonstrate that proposed
concrete proportions wiII produce the required average
strength f'^- (Article 4.3.2) , such records shall

.urrepresent mat-erials and conditions similar to those
expected. Changes in materials, conditions, and
proportions within the test records shall not have been
mope restricted than those for proposed work. For the
purpose of documenting average strength potential, test
records consisting of less than l0 but not less than 10



4.1.3.2

4.4

4.4.1
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eonsecutive tests may be used provided test records
encompass a period of time not less than 45 days.
Required concrete proportions may be established by
interpolation between the strengths and proportions of
two or more test records each of which meets other
requirements of this section.

When an acceptable recond of field test results is not
available, concrete proportions may be established based
on trial mixtures meeting the following restrictions.
(a) Combination of materials shall be those for proposed
work.

(U) Trial mixtures having proportions and consistencies
required for proposed work shall be made using at least
three different water-cement ratios or cement contents
that will produce a range of strengths encompassing the
required average strength F'"".

(c) Trial mixtures shall be designed to produce a slump
within + 20 mm of maximum permitted, and flor air-en-
trained concrete, within ! 0.5 percent of maximum
allowable air content.

(O) For each water-cement ratio or cement content, at
least three test cylinders for each test age shall be
made and cured in accordance with "Method of Making and
Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Laboratory" (nSfU C

L92). Cylinders shall be tested aL 28 days or at test
age designated For determination of fr".
(e) From results of cylinder tests a curve shall be
plotted showing relationship between water-cement ratio
or cement content and compressive strength at designated
test age.

(f) Maximum water-cement ratio or minimum cement content
for concrete to be used in proposed work shall be that
shown by the curve to produce the average strength
required by Article 4.t.2, unless a Iower waLer-cement
ratio of higher strength is required by Article 4.5.

Proportioning by water-cement ratio

If data required by Article 4.3 are not available,
permission may be granted to base concrete proportions on
water-cement ratio limits in Table 4.4.



MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE
DATA FROM FIELD

Specified
compressive
strength
fr MPa*

U

Non-air-entrained
concrete

Air-entrained
concrete
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TABLE 4.4

WATER-CEMENT RATIO5 FOR CONCRETE WHEN STRENGTH
EXPERIENCE OR TRIAL MIXTURES ARE NOT AVAILABLE

Absolute water-cement ratio by mass

L7
20
?5
to
t5

o.66
0.50
0 .50
0.40

**

o.54
0.49
0.39

*tt
**

4.4.2

4.4.3

4.5

4.5.1

28-day strength. With most materials, water-cement ratios
shown wiII provide average strengths greater than indicated
in Article 4.J.2 as being required.

For strengths above l0 MPa (non-air-entrained concrete) and
55 l4Pa (air-entrained concrete), concrete proportions shall
be established by methods of Article 4.1.

Table 4.4 shall be used only for concrete to be made with
cements meeting strength requirements for Types I, IA,
II, IIA, III, IIIA, or V of "Speculation for Portland
Cement'r (nSfu C 150) r or Types IS, IS-A, IS(MS),
IS-A(MS), I(sM), I(sM)-A, Ip, Ip-A, I(pM), I(pM)-A,
IP(MS), IP-A(MS), or P of "Speculation for Blended
Hydraulic Cements" (nSfU C 595), and shall not be applied
to concrete containing low-density aggregates or
admixtures other than those for entraining air.

Concrete proportioned according to water-cement ratio
limits prescribed in Table 4.4 shall also conform to the
special exposure requinements of Article 4.5 and to the
compressive strength test criteria of Article 4.7.

Special exposure requirements

NormaI density and low-density concrete exposed to
freezing and thawing or de-icer chemicals shall be air
entrained with air content indicated in Table 4.5 .I.
Tolerance on air content as deLivered shall be + 1.5
percent. For specified compressive strength F'^ greater
than )5 MPa, air content indicated in Table 4.5:I may be
reduced 1 percent.
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TABLE 4.5.I

TOTAL AIR CONTENT FOR FROST-RESISTANT CONCRETE

Air content, percent
Nominal maximum
aggregate size

mm*
Severe

exposuPe
Moderate
exposure

9.5
L2.5
19 .0
25.O
17.5
50**
75x*

L/2

L/2

r/2

r/2
r/2

r/2

7
7
6
6
5
5
4

L/2 6
5
5
4
4
4
3

5ee ASTM C tt for tolerances on oversize for various
nominal maximum size designations.

These air contents apply to
preceding aggregate sizes. When
however, aggregate Iarger than
handpicking or sieving and air
the minus t7.5 mm fraction of
content as delivered applies to
of total mix is eomputed from
minus 17.5 mm fraction.

total mix, as for the
testing these concretes,
17.5 mm is removed by

content is determined on
mix. (Tolerance on air

this value). Air content
value determined on the



^
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: TABLE 4.5.2

^ REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL EXPOSURE CONDITIONS

Maximum
water-cement Minimum fl
ratio, normal low-densitfi
density aggre- aggregate

: Exposure condition oate concrete concrete. Mpa

Concrete intended to be water-
a tight:
A (a) Concrete exposed to fresh

water 0.50
a (U) Conerete exposed to brackish

water or seawater O.45

25

30

Concrete exposed to freezing

: and thawing in a moist condition:

(a) Curbs, gutters, guardrails
or thin sections O.45(b) 0ther elements 0.50(c) In presence of de-icing
chemicals 0.45

ta
25

30

For corrosion protection for
reinforced conerete exposed to

A de-icing salts, brackish water,
seawater or spray from these
soupces 0.40*

* If minimum concreLe cover required by Article 7.7 is increased\ by 10 mm, water-cement ratio may be inereased to 0.45 for
a normal- density concrete, or Fr^ reduced to l0 MPa for low-density
a concrete. c

: 4'5 '2 
t;:;",,"r'r", 'fr'";"r":?t?:t?1"::rff x;i"iff?ln "i" ":"ffii:;A condition shall conform to requirements of Table 4.5.2.

: 4 '5 '3 
:;:ii"t""""Fl"-l"r""Xo"ii,"ro"J:"#t"1:t""o"iiti]lilno""oot:';:::
with a cement that provides sulfate resistance and used
in concrete with maximum water-cement ratio op minimum
compressive strength from TabIe 4.5.3.

I 4 '5 '3 'r ::l:i:i" "ni;"'8: x""J*":o'i:":"":$" oi"'" j"", 
,""""x"i:

A sulfate-containing solutions, as defined in Table 4.5.3

:

33
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TABLE 4.5 .'
REQUIREMENTS FOR CONCRETE EXPOSED TO SULFATE-CONTAINING SOLUTIONS

Water
soluble
sulfate
(so^)in
soit percent
by mass

Sulfate
(soo) in Cement
water, ppm type

Normal density
aggregate
concrete

Low density
aggregate
concrete

Sulfate
exposure

Maximum Minimum
water-cement compressive

ratio, by mass* fl'" MPa*

Negli.

Mod. **

Severe

Very
sevePe

0.00-0.10

0 .10-0 .20

0.20-2.00

0ver 2.00

0-150

150-1500 II,IP(MS) ,
I5(MS)

1500-10000 v

0ver 10000 V plus
pozzolan*+*

0.50

o.45

o.45

25

to

to

* A lower water-cement ratio of higher strength may be required for
watertightness or for protection against eorrosion of embedded items or
f reezing and thawing (Table 4.5.2)J+* Seawater**j+ Pozzolan that has been determined by test or service record to improve
sulfate resistance when used in concrete containing Type V cement.

4.5 .4 For corrosion protection, maximum water soluble chloride
ion concentrations in hardened concrete at an age of 28
days contributed from the ingredients including water,
aggregates, cementitious materials and admixtures shall
not exceed limits of Table 4.5.4.

TABLE 4.5 .4
MAXIMUM CHLORIDE ION CONTENT FOR CORROSION PROTECTION

Type of member

Maximum water soluble
chloride ion (C1-) in
concrete, percent by

mass of cement

Pre-stressed concrete
ReinForced concrete exposed to

chloride in service
Reinforced concrete that wiII be dry

or protected from moisture in service
0ther reiniorced concrete construction

0 .05

0.15

r .00
0 .10



4.5 .5

4.6

4.7

4.7 .I

4.7.1 .t_

4.7.I.2

4.7,I.3

4.7 .I.4
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When reinforced concrete will be exposed to de-icing
salts, brackish water, seawater, or spray from these
souFces, requirements of Table 4.5.2 for water-cement
ratio or concrete strength and minimum eoncrete cover
requirements of Article 7.7 shall be satisfied.

Average strength reduction

As data become available during construction, amount by
which value of fr"". must exceed specified value of ft"
may be reduced, prdiided:

(a) tO or more test results are available and the
aveDage of test results exceeds that required by Article
4.3.2.I using a standard deviation calculated in
accordance with Article 4.1.1.1, or

(b) 15 to 29 test resuls are available and the average
of test results exceeds that required by Article 4.t.2.I
using a standard deviation calculated in accordance with
Article 4 .t .L .2, and

(c) the special exposure requirements oF Article 4.5 are
me t.

Evaluation and acceptance of concrete

FREQUENCY OF TESTING

5amples for strength tests of each class of concrete
placed each day shall be taken no{ less that once a day,
nor less than once for eaph I2O m- oF concrete, nor less
than once for each 500 m' oF surface area for slabs op
waIIs.

0n a given project, if total volume of concrete is such
that frequency of testing required by Article 4.7.I.I
would provide less than five strength tests for a given
class of concrete, tests shall be made from at least five
randomly selected batches or from each batch if fewer
than five batches are used.

When the total quantity oF a qiven class of concrete is
less than 40 fr' , strength tests may be waived by the
Building 0fiicial, if in his judgment evidence ofl
satisfactory strength is provided.

A strength test shall be the average of the strengths of
two cylinders made from the same sample of concrete and
tested at 28 days or at a test age designated for
determination of f'".



4.7 .2

4.7.2.L

4.7.2.2

4.7.2.1

4.7.2.4

4.7 .t
4.7 .t.I

4.7 .3 .2

4.7.5.3

4.7 .t.4
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LABORATORY-CURED SPECIMENS

Samples for strength tests shall be taken in accoldance
with "Method of Sampling Freshly Mixed Concrete" (ASTM C

L7?) .

Cylinders for strength tests shall be moulded and
laboratory-cured in accordance with "Method of Making and
Curing Concrete Test Specimens in the Field" (ASTM C 11)
and tested in accordance with "Test Method for
Compressive Strength of Cylindrical Concrete Specimens"
(nsru c le).

Strength level of an individual class of concrete shall
be considered satisfactory if both of the following
requirements are met:

(a) Average of all sets of three consecutive strength
tests equal or exceed f'".
(b) No individual strength test (average of two
cylinders) falls below f'" by more than 1.5 MPa.

If either of the requirements of Article 4.7.2.t are not
met, steps shall be taken to increase the average of
subsequent strength test results. Requirements of
Article 4.7.4 shall be observed if requirement of Article
4 .7 .2.1 ( b ) is not met.

FIELD-CURED SPECIMENS

The Building 0fficial may require strength tests of
eylinders cured under field conditions to check adequacy
of curing and protection of concrete in the structure.

Field-cured cylinders shall be cured under field
conditions in accordance with Article 7.4 of "Method of
Making and Curing Conerete Test Specimens in the Field"
(nsrN c ,r).
Field-cured test cylinders shall be moulded at the same
time and from the same samples as laboratory-cured test
cy linders.

Procedures for the protecting and curing concrete shall
be improved when strength of field-cured cylinders at
test age designated for determination of Fr- is less than
85 percent of that of companion laSoratory-cured
cylinders. The 85 percent may be waived if field-cured
strength exceeds f'" by more than 1.5 MPa.

INVESTIGATION OF LOW-STRENGTH TEST RESULTS4.7 .4



4.7.4.I

4.7 .4.2

4.7 .4.3

4.7.4.4

4.7.4.5

SUB-SECTION

5.r

5.r.1
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If any strength test (Rrticle 4.7.I.4) of laboratory-
cured cylinders falIs below specified value of f'^ by
more than t.5 MPa (Article 4.7 .2.1(n) ) or if testb of
field-cured cylinders indicate deficiencies in protection
and curing (Article 4.7.3.4), steps shall be taken to
assure that load'carrying capacity of the structure is
not jeopardized.

If the likelihood of low-strength concrete is conflirmed
and computations indicate that load-carrying capacity may
have been significantly reduced, tests of cores drilled
from the area in question may be required in accordance
with "Method of 0btaining and Testing Drilled Cores and
Sawed Beams of Concrete" (ASTM C 42). In such case,
three cores shall be taken for each strength test more
than f.5 MPa below specified value of fr".
If concrete in the structure will be dry under service
conditons, cores shall be air dried (temperture 15 to l0
C, relative humidity less than 60 percent) for 7 days
before test and shall be tested dry. If concrete in the
structure will be more than superficially wet under
service conditions, cores shall be immersed in water for
at least 40 hr and be tested wet.

Concrete in an area represented by core tests shall be
considered structurally adequate if the average of three
cores is equal to at least 85 percent of F'^ and if no
single core is less than 75 percent oF ft^." To check
tes[ing aceuracy, locations represented by cerratic core
strengths may be retested.

If criteria of Article 4.7.4.4 are not met, and if
structural adequacy remains in doubt, the responsible
authority may order load tests as outlined in sub-section
20 for the questionable portion of the structure, or take
other appropriate action.

MIXING AND PLACING CONCRETE

Preparation of equipment and place of deposit

Preparation beFore concrete placement shaII include the
ioll owing:

(a) All equipment for mixing and transporting concrete
shall be clean.
(U) Atl debris and ice shall be removed from spaces to
be occupied by concrete.
(c) Forms shall be properly coated.
(d) Masonry filler units that will be in contact with
concrete shall be well drenched.
(e) ReinForcement shall be thoroughly clean of ice or
other deleterious coatings.
(f) Water shall be removed from place of deposit before
concrete is placed unless a tremie is to be used or
unless otherwise permitted by the Building 0fficia1.



5.2

5 .2.r

5 .2.2

5.2.3

5.3

5.i.r

to

(q) AII laitance and other unsound material shall be
removed before additonal concrete is placed against
hardened concrete.

Mixing

AII concrete shall be mixed until there is a uniform
distribution of materials and shall be discharged
completely before mixer is recharged.

Ready-mixed concrete shall be mixed and delivered in
accordance with requirements of ttSpecification for
Ready-Mixed Concretetr (nSfU C 94) or "specification for
Concrete Made by Volumetric Batching and Continuous
Mixing" (nsrN c 585).

Job-mixed concrete shall be mixed in accordance with the
following:

(a) Mixing shall be done in a batch mixer of approved
type.

(U) Mixer shall be rotated at a speed recommended by the
manufacturer.

(c) Mixing shall be continued for at Ieast 1.5 min
after aIl materials are in the drum, unless a shorter
time is shown to be satisfactory by the mixing uniformity
tests of "Specification For Ready-l4ixed Concrete" (ASTM C

e4).

(d) Materials handling, batching, and mixing shall
conform to applicable provisions of "Specification for
Ready-Mixed Concreterr (nSfU C 94).

(e) A detailed reeord shall be kep to identify:

(I) number of batches produced;
(2) proportions of materials used;
(l) approximate location of final deposit in

structure;
(+) time and date of mixing and placing.

Conveying

Concrete shall be conveyed from mixer to place of final
deposit by methods that will prevent separation or loss
of materials.

,.3.2 Conveying equipment shall be capable of providing a
supply of concrete at site of placement without
separation of ingredients and without interruptions
sufficient to permit loss of plasticity between
successive increments.



5.4

5.4.1

5.4.2

5.4.3

5.4.4

5 .4.5

5 .4.6

5.4.7

5.4.8

5.5

5.5.r

5.5.2

5.5 .3

5.5.t.r

'I
Depositing

ConcreLe shall be deposited as nearly as practicable in
its final position to avoid segregation due to rehandling
or flowing.

Concreting shall be carried on at such a rate that
concrete is at all times plastic and flows readily into
spaces between reinforcement.

Concrete that has partially hardened or been contaminated
by foreign materials shall not be deposited in the
strueture.

Re-tempered concrete or concrete that has been remixed
after initial set shall not be used unless approved by
the Engineer.

After concreting is started, it shall be carried on as a
continuous operation until placing of a panel or section,
as defined by its boundaries or predetermined joints, is
completed except as permitted or prohibited by Article
6.4.

Top surfaces of vertically formed lifts shall be
generally Ievel.

When construction joints are required, joints shall be
made in accordance with Article 6.4.

AlL concrete shall be thoroughly consolidated by suitable
means during placement and shall be thoroughly worked
around reinforcement and embedded fixtures and into
corners oF forms.

Curing

Concrete (other than high-early-strength) shall be
maintained above I0 C and in a moist condition for at
Ieast the first 7 days after placement, except when cured
in accordance with Article 5.5.3.

High-early-strength concrete shall be maintained above 10
C and in a moist condition For at least the flirst ) days,
except when cured in accordance with Article 5 .5.3.

ACCELERATED CURING

Curing by high pressure steam, steam at atmospheric
pressure, heat and moisture, or other accepted processes,
may be employed to accelerate strength gain and reduce
time of curing.
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Accelerated curing shall provide a compressive strength
of the concrete at the load stage considered at least
equal to required design strength at that load stage.

Curing process shall be such as to produce concrete with
a durability at Ieast equivalent to the curing method of
Article 5 .5 .L ot 5 .5 .2.

Supplementary strength tests in accordance with Article
4.7 .t may be required to assure that curing is
satisfactory.

Cold Weathen Requirements

Adequate equipment shall be provided for heating concrete
materials and protecting concrete during freezing or
near-f reezing weather.

AII concrete materials and aII reinforcement, forms,
fiIlers, and ground with which concrete is to come in
contact shall be free from frost.

Frozen materials or materials containing ice shal-l not be
used.

Hot weather requirements

During hot weather, proper attention shall be given to
ingredients, production methods, handling, placing,
protection, and curing to prevent excessive concrete
temperatures of water evaporation that may impair
required strength or serviceability of the member or
structure.

6 - FoRMl{oRK, EMBEDDED PIPEs, AND C0NSTRUCTIoN JoINTS

Design of formwork

Forms shall result in a final sLructure that conforms to
shapes, lines and dimensions of the members as required
by the design drawings and specifications.

Forms shalI be substantial and sufficiently tight to
prevent leakage of mortar.

Forms shall be propenly braced or tied together to
maintain position and shape.

Forms and their supports shall be designed so as not to
maintain position and shape

Design of formwork shall include consideration of the
following factors:
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(a) Rate and method of placing concrete

(b) Construction loads, including vertical, horizontal,
and impact loads

(c) Special form requirements for construction of
shellg, folded plates, domes, architectural concrete, or
similar types of elements.

Forms for pre-stressed concrete members shall be designed
and constructed to permit movement of the member without
damage during application of pre-stressing force.

Removal of forms and shores

No construetion loads shall be supported of,r nor any
shoring removed from, any part of the structure under
construction except when that portion of the structure in
combination with remaining forming and shoring system has
sufficient strength to safely support its weight and
Ioads placed thereon.

sufficient strength sharl be demonstrated by strucLurar
analysis considering proposed loads, strength of forming
and shoring system, and concrete strength data. concretestrength data may be based on tests of field-cured
cylinders or, when approved by the Building 0fficial, onother procedures to evaluate concrete strength.
Structural analysis and concrete strength test data sharl
be furnished to the Building Official when so required.

No construction loads exceeding the combination of
superimposed dead road plus specified rive load shall be
supported on any unshored portion of the structure under
construction, unress analysis indicates adequate strengthto support such additional loads.

Forms sharl be removed in such manner as not to impair
safety and serviceability of the structure. Arl concreteto be exposed by form removar shall have sufficient
strength not be to damaged thereby.

Form supports for pre-stressed concrete members may be
removed when sufficient pre-stressing has been appried to
enabre pre-stressed members to carry their dead load and
anticipated construction loads.

Conduits and Pipes Embedded in Concrete

conduits, pipes and sleeves of any materiar not harmfurto concrete and within rimitations of Article 5.3 may be
embedded in concrete with approval of the Engineer,
provided they are not considered to replace struclurarry
the displaced concrete.

6.t

6.3 .I
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Conduits and pipes of aluminum shall not be embedded in
structural concrete unless effectively coated or covered
to prevent aluminum-concrete reaction or electrolytic
action between aluminum and steel.

Conduits, pipes and sleeves passing through a slab, wall
op beam shall not significantly impair the strength of
the construction.

Conduits and pipes, with their fittings, embedded within
a column shall not displace more than 4 percent of the
area of cross-section on which strength is calculated or
which is required for fire protection.

Except when plans for conduits and pipes are approved by
the Structural Engineer, conduits and pipes embedded
within a slab, wall or beam (other than those merely
passng through) shalI satisfy the following:

They shall not be larger in outside dimension that I/t
the overall thickness of slab, wall or beam in which they
are embedded.

They shall not be spaced closer than J diameters or
widths on center.

They shall not significantly impair the strength of the
construction.

Conduits, pipes, and sleeves may be considered as
structurally replacing in compression the displaced
concrete provided:

They are not exposed to rusting or other deterioration.

They are of uncoated or galvanized iron or steel not
thinner than standard Schedule 40 steel pipe.

They have a nominal inside diameter not over 50 mm and
are spaced not less than I diameters on eenters.

In addition to other requirements of Article 6.3, pipes
that contain liquid, gas oP vapor may be embedded in
structural concrete under the following conditions:

Pipes and fittings shal-I be designated to resist effects
of the material, pressure, and temperature to which they
will be subjected.

Temperature of Iiquidr gasr or vapor shall not exceed
7oo'c.

Maximum pressure to which any piping or fittings shall be

subjected shall not exceed 1.5 MPa above atmospheric
pfessuPe.
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A11 pipings and littings except as provided in Artiele
6.t .7 .5 shall be tested as a unit for leaks before
concrete placement. Testing ppessure above atmopspheric
pressure shall be 50 percent in excess of pressure to
which pipings and fittings may be subjected, but minimum
testing ppessure shall not be less than I MPa above
atmospheric pressure. Pressure test shall be held for 4
hr with no drop in pressure except that which may be
cuased by air temperature.

Drain pipes and other piping designed for ppessures of
not more than 10 kPa above atmospheric pressure need not
be tested as required in Article 6.1.7.4.

Pipes carrying liquid, gasr op vapor that is explosive or
injurious to health shall be tested again as specified in
Article 6.1.7.4 after concrete has hardened.

No liquidr gasr or vapor except water not exceeding 30 C

nor 0.1 MPa pressure, shall be placed in the pipes until
the concrete has attained its design strength.

In solid slabs, piping, unless it is for radiant heating
or snow melting, shall be placed between top and bottom
reinforcement.

Concrete cover for pipes and fittings shall not be less
than 40 mm for concrete exposed to earth or weather, or
20 mm for concrete not exposed to weather or in contact
with ground.

Reinforcement with an area not less than 0.002 times area
of concrete section shall be provided normal to piping.

Piping and fittings shall be assembled by welding,
brazing, solden-sweating, or other equally satisfactory
method. Screw connections shalI not be permitted.
Piping shall be so fabricated and installed that cutting,
bending, or displacement of reinforcement from its proper
loeation wiII not be required.

Construction Joints

Surface of concrete constructions joints shall be cleaned
and laitance removed.

Immediately before new
eonstruction joints sha1l
removed.

concrete is placed, all
be wetted and standinq water
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Constructions joints shall be so made and located as not
to impair the strength of the structure. Provision shall
be made for transfer of shear and other forces through
construction joints. See Article 11 .7 .9.

Construction joints in floors shall be located within the
middle third of spans of slabs, beams, and girders.
Joints in girders shall be ofFset a minimum distance of
two times the width of intersecting beams

Beams, girders, or slabs supported by columns or walls
shall not be cast op erected until concrete in the
vertiel support members in no longer plastic.

Beams, girders, haunches, drop panels and capitals shall
be placed momolithically as part of a slab system unless
otherwise shown in design drawings or specifications.

7 - DETAILS OF REINFORCEMENT

Standard Hooks

The term "Standard hook'r is used in this Code shall mean
one of the following:

I80-deg bend plus 4d. extension, but not less than 50 mm

at free end of bar. D

90-deg bend plus l2d' extension, at free end of ber.

For stirrup and tie hooks*

(a) fS bar and smallerrg0-deg bend
free end of bar, or

(b) 20 and 25 bar 90-deg bend plus
end of bar, or

plus 6dO extension at

I2dO extension at free

(c) 25 bar and smaller, 135-deg bend plus 5dO extension
Free end of bar.

* For closed ties defined as hoops in Appendix A, a
1)5-deg bend plus an extension of at least 10db (see
section A.f. ) .

A,

7.I.I
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7 .L.5
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Bar Size

Minimum bend diameters

Diameter of bend measured on the inside of the bar, other
than for stirrups and ties in sizes 10 through 15, shall
not be less than the values in Table 7.2.

Inside diameter of bend for stirrups and ties shall not
be less thn 4d. for 15 bar and sma1ler, For bar larger
than L5, diame?er of bend shall be in accordance with
T able 7 .2.

Inside diameter of bend in welded wire fabric (smooth or
deformed) for stirrups and ties sha1l not be less than
4d, for deformed wire larger than D6 and 2d- for all
otRer wires. Bends with inside diameter of tes3 than Bd-
shall not be less than 4dU from nearest welde
intersection.

TABLE 7.2
MINIMUM DIAMETERS OF BEND

Minimum Diameter

No.

No.

No.

IO

l0
45

through No. 25

and No. f5
and No. 55

6d.
b

Bdu

10d.
b

Bending

All reinforcement shall be bent cold, unless otherwise
permitted by the Engineer.

Reinforcement partially embedded in concrete shaIl not be
field bent, except as shown on the design drawings or
permitted by the Engineer.

Surface conditions of reinforcement

At the time concrete is placed, metal reinforcement
shall be free from mud, oi1, or other non-metalic
coatings that adversely effecL bonding capacity.

Metal reinforcement, except pre-stressing tendons, with
rust, mill scale, or a combination of both sha11 be
eonidered satisfatory, provided the minimum dimensions
(including height of deformations) and weight of a
hand-wire-brushed test specimen are not less than
applicable ATSM specification requirements.

Pre-stressing tendons shall be clean and free of oil,
dirt, scale, pitting and excessive rust. A liqht oxide
is permissible.

7 .4.3
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Placing reinforeement

Reinforcement, pre-stressing tendons, and ducts shall be
accurately placed and adequately supported before
concrete is placed, and shall be secured against
displacement within tolerances permitted in Article
7 .5 .2.

Unless otherwise specified by the Engineer, reinforce-
ment, pre-stressing tendons, and pre-stressing ducts
shall be placed ithin the following tolerances:

Tolerance for depth d, and minimum concrete cover in
flexural membets, walls and compression members shall be
as follows:

Tolerance on
d

Tolerance on
minimum

concrete cover

d(200mm
d)200mm

+10 mm

tI2 mm
-10 mm

-12 mm

7 .5 .2.2

7 .5.1

7 .5.4

7.6

7.6.I

7.6.2

Except that tolerance for the clear distance to formed
soffits shall be minus 5 mm and tolerance for cover shall
not exceed minus l/l the minimum concrete cover required
in the design drawings or specifications.

Tolerance for longitudinal location of bends and ends of
reinforcement shall be + 50 mm except at discontinuous
ends of members where tolerance shall be t 12 mm.

Welded wire fabric (with wire size not greater that W5 or
D5) used in slabs not exceeding 3 m in span may be curved
from a point near the top of slab at midspan, provided
such reinforcement is either continuous over, or securely
anchored at support.

Welding of crossing bars shaII not be permitted for
assembJ-y of reinforcement unless authorized by the
Engineer.

Spacing limits for reinforcement

Clear distance between parallel bars in a layer shall be
not less than dO nor 25 mm. See also Article t.t.3.
Where parallel reinForcement is placed in two or more
Iayers, bars in the upper layers shall be placed directly
above bars in the bottom layer with clear distance
between layers not less than 25 mm.
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In spirally reinforced or tied
members, clear distance between
be not less than 1.5d0 nor 40
5.t.3.

reinforced compression
longitudinal bars shall
mm. See also Article

CIear distance limitation between bars shall apply also
to the clear distance between a contact lap splice and
adjacent splices or bars.

In walls and slabs other than concrete joist construc-
tion, primary flexural reinforcement shall be spaced not
farther apart than three times the wall or slab
thickness, nor 500 mm.

BUNDLED BARS

Groups of parallel reinforcing bars bundled in contact to
act as a unit shall be limited to four in any one bundle.

Bundled bars shall be enclosed within stirrups op ties.

Bars larger than 15 shall not be bundled in beams.

Individual bars within a bundle terminated within the
span of flexural members shall terminate at different
points with at least 40 db stagger.

Where spacing limitations and minimum concrete cover are
based on bar diameter d^r a unit of bundled bars shall be
treated as a single bai of a diameter derived fnom the
equivalent area.

PRE-STRESSING TENDONS AND DUCTS

Clear distance between pretensioning tendons at each end
of a member shall be not less than 4d^ for wire, nor )dn
for strands. See also Article 1.3.3: Closer vertical
spacing and bundling to tendons may be permitted in the
middle portion of the span.

Post-tendoning ducts may be bundled if shown that
concrete can be satisfactorily placed and if provision is
made to prevent the tendons, when tensioned, from
breaking through the duct.
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Concrete protection for reinforcement

CAST-IN.PLACE CONCRETE (NON-PRE-STRE55ED)

The following minimum concrete cover shall be provided
for reinforcement:

Minimum
cover, mm

Concrete cast against and
permanently exposed to
earth. 70

Concrete exposed to
earth or weather:

No. 20 through No. 55 bars 50
No. 15 bar, W31 or Dll wire,
and smaller 40

Concrete not exposed to
weather or in contact with
ground:

5labs, walIs, joists:
No. 45 and No. 55
No. f5 bar or smaller

Beams, columns:
Primary reinforcement, ties
stirrups, spirals

Shells, folded plate members:
No. 20 bar and larger
No. 15 bar, Wll or D31 wire,
and smaller

PRECAST CONCRETE (MNNUTACTURED UNDER PLANT CONTROL
CONDITIONS )

The following minimum concrete cover shall be provided
for reinforcement:

Minimum
coveP, mm

(a) Concrete exposed to earth or
weather:
Wall panels:
No. 45 and No. 55 bars 40

(c)

40
20

40

20

15
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No. f5 bar and smaller

Other members:
No. 45 and No. 55 bars
No. 20 through No. f5 bars
No. 15 bar, W31 or Dll wire,
and smaller

(b) Concrete not exposed to
weather or in contact with
ground:
5labs, walls, joists:
No. 45 and No. 55 bars
No. 15 bar and smaller

Beams, columns:
Primary reinforcement

Ties, stirrups, spirals

20

50
40

to

30
l5

d. but not lesso th"n 15 and
need not
exceed 40

l0

7.7.t

7 .7 .t.I

Shells, folded plate
members:
No. 20 bar and larger 15
No. 15 bar, W}I or Dll wire,
and smaller 10

PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE

The following minimum concrete cover shall be provided
for pre-stressed and non-pre-stressed reinforcement,
ducts, and end fittings, except as provided in Articles
7 .7 .t.2 and 7 .7 .3.3;

Minimum
Cover, mm

(a) Concrete cast against
and permanently exposed to
earth

(U) Concrete exposed to earth
or weather:
WalI panels, slabs, joists
0ther members

(c) Concrete not exposed to
weather or in contact
with ground:
5labs, walls, joists
Beams, columns:
Primary reinforcement
Ties, stirrups, spirals

70

30
40

40
20

20
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Shells, folded plate members:
15 bar, WfI or Dll wire,
and smaller t0
0ther reinforcement d,

but not leBs
than 20

For pre-stressed concrete members exposed to earth,
weather, or corrosive environments, and in which
permissable tensile stress of Article 18.4.2(b) is
exceeded, minimum cover shall be increased 50 percent.

For pre-stressed concrete members manufactured under
plant control conditions, minimum concrete cover for
non-ppe-stressed reinforcement shall be as required in
Article 7 .7 .2.

BUNDLED BARS

For bundled bars, minimum concrete cover shall be equal
to the equivalent diameter of the bundle, but need not be
greater than 50 mm; except For concrete cast against and
permanently exposed to earth, minimum cover shall be 70
mm.

CORROSIVE ENV IRONMENTS

In corrosive environments or other severe exposure
conditions, the amount of concrete protection shall be
suitably increased, and denseness and non-porosity of
protecting concrete shal be considered, or other
protection shall be provided.

FUTURE EXTENSIONS

Exposed reinforcement, inserts, and plates intended for
bonding with future extensions shall be protected flrom
corros ion.

7 .7 .7 FIRE PROTECTION

When the General Building Code (of which this Code forms
part) requires a thickness of cover for fire protection
greater than the minimum eoncrete cover specified in
Article 7.7, such greater Lhicknesses shall be used.
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Special reinforcing details for columns

OFFSET BARS

Offset bent longitudinal bars shall conflorm to the
following:

Slope of inclined portion of an offset bar with axis of
column shall not exceed I in 6.

Horizontal support at offset bends shall be provided by
lateral ties, spirals, or parts oF the floor construc-
tion. Horizontal support provided shall be designed to
resist I-L/Z times the horizontal component ofl the
computed force in the inclined portion of an offlset bar.
Lateral ties or spirals, if used, shall be placed not
more than L50 mm from points of bend.

Portions of bar above and below an offset shaIl be
parallel to axis of column.

Offsel bers shall be bent before placement in the forms
See ArticLe 7 .3.

Where a column face is offset 80 mm or greater,
longitudinal bars shall not be ofFset bent. Separate
dowels, lap spliced with bhe longitudinal bars adjacent
to the oflfset column faces, shall be provided, Lap
splices shall conForm to Article I2,L7,

STEEL CORES

Load transfer in structural steel copes of composite
compression members shall be provided by the following:

Ends of structurar steel cores sharl be accurately
finished to bear at end bearing splices, with positive
provision for alignment of one core above the other in
concentric contact.

At end bearing splices, bearing shalI be considered
effective to transfer not more than 50 percent oF thetotal compressive stress in the steel core.

Transfer of stress between column base and footing shall
be designed in accordance with Article 15.8.

Base of structural steel section sharl be designed to
transfer the Lotal load from the entire compositJ memberto the footing; oDr the base may be designed to transferthe load From the steel core only, provided ample
concrete section is available For transfer of the portion
of the total load carried by the reinforced concrete
section to the footing by compression in the concrete and
by reinForcement.
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Connections

At connections of principal framing elements (such as
beams and columns) enclosure shall be provided For
splices of continuing reinforcement and for anchorage of
reinforcement terminating in such connections.

Enclosure at connections may consist of external- concrete
or internal elosed ties, spirals, or stirrups.

Lateral reinforcement for compression chambers.

Lateral reinforcement For compression members shall
conform to the provisions of Artieles 7.10.4 and 7.10.5
and, here shear or torsion reinforcement in required,
shall also conform to provisions of Sub-section 11.

Lateral reinforeement requirements for composite
compression members shall conform to Article 10.14.
Lateral reinforcement requirements for pre-stressing
tendons shall conform to Article 18.1I.

Lateral reinforcement requirements of Articles 7 .IO,
10.14, and IB.Il may be waived where tests and structural
analysis show adequate strength and feasability of
construct ion.

5P IRALS

Spiral reinforcement for compression members shall
conform to Article I0.9.J and to the following:

Spirals shall consist of evenly spaced continuous bar or
wire of such size and so assembled to permit handling and
placing without distortion from designed dimensions.

For cast-in-place construction, size of spirals shall not
be less than L0 mm diameter.

Clear spacing between spirals shall not exceed B0 mm nor
be less than 25 mm. See also Article 3.t.t.

Anchorage of spiral reinforcement shall be pnovided by
I-I/2 extra turns of spiral bar or wire at each end of a

spiral unit

Splices i.n spiral reinforcement shall be Iap splices of
4BdO but not less than )00 mm, or welded.

Spirals sha1l extend from top of footing or slab in
story to Ievel of lowest horizontal reinforcement
members supported above.

any
in
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Where beams or brackets do not frame into all
column, ties shall extend above termination of
bottom of slab or drop panel.

In columns with capitals, spirals shall extend
at which the diameter or width of capital is
that of the column.

Spirals shall be held firmly in place and true
vertical spacers.

sides of a
spiral to

to a level
two times

to line by7 .IO.4.9

7 .10 .4 .10 For spiral bar oP wire
minimum of two spacers
than 500 mm in diameter,
or less in diameten, and
than 800 mm in diameter.

7.10.4.11 For spiral bar or wire
minimum of three spaceps
or less in diameter, and
than 600 mm in diameter.

7 .1_0 .5

7 .10 .5 .1

7 .IO.5.2

7 .IO.5 .3

7 .IA.5 .4

smaller than 16 mm diameter, a
shall be used for spirals less
three spacers for spirals 500 mm

four spacers for spirals greater

L6 mm diameter or larger, a
shall be used for spirals 500 mm

four spacers for spirals greater

T IE5

Tie reinforcement for compression members shall conform
to the following:

AII non-pre-stressed bars shall be enclosed by lateral
ties, at least 10 in size. Deformed wire or welded wire
fabric of equivalent area may be used.

Vertical spacing of ties shall not exceed 16 longitudinal
bar diametersr 48 tie bar or wire diameters, or least
dimension of the compression member.

Ties shall be arranged such that every corner and
alternate longitudinal bar shall have lateral support
provided by the corner of a tie with an included angle of
not more than 115 deg and no bar shall be farther than
I50 mm clear on eaeh side along the tie from such a
laterally supported bar. Where longitudinal bars are
located around the perimeter of a cirele, a complete
circular tie may be used.

Ties shall be located vertically not more than I/2 a tie
spacing above the top of footing or slab in any story,
and shall be spaced as provided herein to not more than
I/2 a tie spacing below the lowest horizontal reinforce-
ment in slab or drop panel above.
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Where beams or brackets frame from four directions into a
column, ties may be terminated not more than 80 mm below
lowest reinforcement in shallowest of such beams or
brackets.

Lateral reinforcement for flexural members

Compression reinforcement in beams shall be enclosed by
ties op stirrups satisfying the size and spacing
limitations in Article 7.10.5 or by welded wire fabric of
equivalent area. Such ties or stirrups shall be provided
throughout the distance where compression reinforcement
is required.

Lateral reinforcement for flexural framing members
subject to stress reversals or to torsion at supports
shall consist of closed ties, closed stirrups, or spirals
extending around the flexural reinforcement.

Closed ties or stirrups may be formed in one piece by
overlapping standard stirrup or tie end hooks around a
longitudinal bar, op formed in one or two pieces lap
spliced with a Class C splice (Iap of I.7 1..{), or anchord
in accordance with Article 12.It

Shrinkage and temperature reinforcement

Reinforcement for shrinkage and temperature stresses
normal to flexural reinforcement shall be provided in
structural slabs where the flexural reinforcement extends
in one direction only.

Shrinkage and temperature reinforcement shall be provided
in accordance with Article 7.L2.1 or 7.I2.t.

Deformed reinforeement conforming to Article 1.5.3 used
for shrinkage and temperature reinforcement shall be
provided in accordance with the following:

Area oF shrinkage and temperature reinforcement shall
provi.de at least the following ratios of reinforcement
area to gross concrete area, but not less than 0.0014:

(a) Slabs where Grade 100
deformed bars are used 0.0020

Slabs where Grade 400
deformed bars or welded
wire fabric (smooth or
deformed) are used

(u)

0.0018
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(c) Slabs where reinforcement
with yield stress exceeding
400 MPa measured at a
yield strain of 0.15
percent is used 0.0018 X 400

v

Shrinkage and temperature reinforcements shall be spaced
not farther apart than five times the slab thickness, nor
500 mm.

7.I2.2.2

7.r2.2.1

7.L2.t

7.r2.t.I

7.I2.3.2

7 .I2.3 .t

At aIl sections where required, reinforcement for
shrinkage and temperature stresses shall develop the
specified yield strenqth f in tension in accordance wi.th
Sub-section 12 Y

Pre-stressing tendons conforming to Article 1.5.5 used
for shrinkage and temperature reinforcement shall be
provided in accordance with the following:

Tendons shall be proportioned to provide a minimum
average compressive stress of 1.0 MPa on gross concrete
area using effective prestress, aFter losses, in
accordance with Article 18.5.

Spacing of tendons shall not exceed 2 m.

When spacing of tendons exceeds 1.4 m, additional bonded
shrinkage and temperature reinforcement conforming to
Article 7,1,2.2 shall be provided between the tendons at
slab edges extending from the slab edge for a distance
equal to the tendon spacing.
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PART 2
SECTION 6 D

SUB-SECTION 8 - ANALYSIS AND DESIGN - GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

8.r

B.l.t

8.1.2

8.2

8.2.1

8 .2.2

8.2.t

8.2.4

8.J

8.1.1

Design methods

In design of reinforced concrete structures, members
shall be proportioned for adequate strength in accordance
with provision of this Code, using load factors and
strength reduction factors p specilied in Sub-section 9.

Alternatively, non-pre-stressed reinforced concrete
members may be designed using service loads stresses in
accordance with provisions of Appendix B - Alternate
Design Method.

Loading*

Design provisions of this Code are based on the
assumption that structures shall be designed to resist
all applicable loads.

Service loads shall be in accordance with the General
Building Code of which this Code forms a part, with such
live load reductions as afe permitted in the General
Building Code.

In design for wind and earthquake loads, integral
structural parts shaLl be designed to resist the total
lateral loads.**

Consideration shall be given to eFfects of forces due to
pre-stressing, cpane loads, vibration, impact, shrinkage,
temperature changes, creep, and unequal settlement of
supports.

iProvisions in this Code are suitable for live, wind, and
earthquake Ioads, such as those recommended in "Minimum
Design Loads in Building and 0ther Structures." ANSI
A-58.1 of the American National Standards Institute.
**Special provisions for seismic design are given in
Appendix A.

Methods of analysis

Al-l- members of frames or continuous construction shall be
designed for the maximum effects of factored loads as
determined by the theory of elastic analysis, except as
modi-Fied according to Article 8.4. SimpI i fy ing
assumptions of Article 8.5 throuqh 8.9 may be used.
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Except for pre-stressed concrete, approximate methods of
frame analysis may be used for buildings of usual types
of construction, spans and story heights.

In lieu of a more accurate method of frame analysis, the
following approximate moments and shears may be used in
design of continuous beams and one-way slabs (slabs
reinforced to resist flexural stresses in only one
direction), provided:

(a) There are two or more spans,(b) Spans are approximtely equal, with the larger of two
adjacent spans not greater than the shorter by more
than 20 percent.

(c) Loads are uniformly distributed.
(d) Unit live load does not exeeed three times unit dead

load, and
(e) Members are prismatic.

Positive Moment

End Spans
Discontinuous end
unrestrained
Discontinued end integral
with support

Interior spans

w t 2/tt
UN

w t Z/tt+
UN

vtuLnz/16

Negative moment at exterior face
of first interior support

Two spans

More than two spans

! uLnz/9

w t Z/to
UN

Negative moment at other faces of
interior supports wuln2/11

Negative moment at face of all
supports for:

Slabs with spans not
exceeding ) m; and
Beams where ratio of
sum of column stiff-
nesses to beam stiff-
ness exceeds eight at
each end of the span w t Z/tz

UN
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Negative moment at interior face
of exterior support for mem-
bers build integrally with
supports

Where support is a spandrel
beam

Where support is a column

w r 2/24
UN

w t ?/rc
UN

Shear in end members at Face of
first interior support r.r5 l.i-uLn/z

Shear at face of all other
supports |'yi,L/2un

8.4

8.4.1

B .4.2

8.4.t

8.5

8.5.1

8.5 .2

8.5.3

Redistribution of negative moments in continuous
non-pre-stressed flexural memberst

Except where approximate values for moments are used,
negative moment.s calculated by elastic theory at supports
of continuous flexural members for any assumed loading
arrangement may each be increased or decreased by not
more than

/ o- o'\20[1- | percent
\Po/

The modified negative moments shall be used
calculating moments at sections within the spans.

Redistribution of negative moments shall be made only
when the section at which moment is reduced is so
designed that p o, p - p, is not greater than 0.5Opb,
where

,r-'"Y
Modulus of elasticity

be taken as
W betweencconcrete, Lc

Modulus of elasticity E^ for non-pre-stressed reinforce-
ment may be taken as 20fl000 Mpa.

Modulus of elasticity E^ for pre-stressing tendons shall
be determined by tests of supplied by the manufacturer.

+ For criteria cn rrlment cedistribution for
pre-st,ressed concrete me;rbers, see Art.icle lB.I0.4

Mo{u{us of elasticity E^ for concrete may
w,,''- o.04lJf ' ^ (dn uFa) f or values of
1500 and 2500 k\/n-. For normal density
may be taken as +ioovr

for

600

600+t
(B-1)
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Stiffness

Any reasonable assumptions may be adopted for eomputing
relative flexural and torsional stiffnesses of columns,
walls, floors, and roof systems. Assumptions shall be
consistent throughout analysis.

Effect of haunehes shall be considered both in
determining moments and in design of members.

Span length

Span length of members not built integrally with supports
shall be considered the clear span plus depth of member
but need not exceed distance between centers oF supports.

In analysis of frames or continuous construction for
determination of moments, spsn length shall be taken as
the distanee eenter-to-center of supports.

For beams built integrally with supports, moments at
faces of support may be used for design.

SoIid or ribbed slabs built integrally with supports,
with clear spans not more than I m, may be analysed as
continuous slabs on knife edge supports with spans equal
to the clear spans of the slab and width of beams
otherwise negleeted.

Columns

Columns shall be designed to resist the axial forces from
factored loads on all floors or roof and the maximum
moment from factored loads on a single adjacent span of
the floor or roof under consideration. Loading condition
giving the maximum ratio of moment to axial load shall
also be considered.

In frames or continuous construction, consideration shall
be given to the effect of unbalanced floor or roof loads
on both exterior and interior columns and of eccentric
loading due to other causes.

In computing moments in columns due to gravity loading,
far ends of columns built integrally with the structure
may be considered fixed.

Resistance to moments at any floor or roof level shall be
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8.9.1

8.9.2

8.I0

B.r0.1

B .10 .2

8 .10 .1

8.10.4

5t

provided by distributing the moment between columns
immediatey above and below the given floor in proportion
to the relative column stiffnesses and conditions of
restraint.

Amangement of live load

Live load may be considered to be applied only to the
floor or roof under consideration, and Far ends of
columns built integrally with the structure may be
considered fixed.

Arrangement of live load may be limited to combinations
of:

(a) Factored dead load on all spans with full factored
live load on two adjacent spans, and

(b) Factored dead load on all spans with futl factored
Iive load on alternate spans.

T-beam construction

In T-beam construction, the flange and web shall be built
integrally or otherwise effectively bonded together.

Width of slab effective as a T-beam flange shall not
exceed one-quarter the span length of the beam, and the
effective overhanging flange width on each side of the
web shall not exceed:

(a) eight times the slab thickness, nor

(U) one-half the clear distanee to the next web.

For beams with a slab on one side only, the eFFective
overhanging flange width shall not exeeed:

(a) one-twelfth the span length of the beam,

(U) six times the slab thickness, nop

(c) one-hal-f the clear distance to the next web.

Isolated beams, in which the T-shape is used to provide a
flange for additional compresssion area, shall have a
flange thickness not less than one-half the width of the
web and an effective flange width not more than four
times the width of the web.

Where primary flexural reinforcement in a slab that is
considered as a T-beam flange (excluding joist
construction) is parallel to the beam, reinForcement

B .10 .5
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perpendicular to the beam shall be provided in
the slab in accordanee with the following:

Transverse reinForcement shalI be designed to
factored load on the overhanging slab width,
act as a cantil-iver. For isolated beams, the
of overhanging flange shall be considered.
T-beams, only the effeetive overhanging slab
be considered.

the top of

carry the
assumes to
full width
For other

width need

Transverse reinfolcement shalI be spaced not farther
apart than five times the slab thickness, nor 500 mm.

Joist construction

Joist eonstruction consists of a monolithic combination
of reguarly spaced ribs and a top slab arranged to span
in one direction or two orthogonal directions.

Ribs shall be not less than 100 mm in width; and shall
have a depth of not more than t-L/z times the minimum
width of rib.

Clear spacing between the ribs shall not exceed 800 mm.

Joist construction not meeting the limitations oF
Articles B.tI.l through 8.11.1 shall be designed as slabs
and beams.

When permanent burned clay or concrete tile Fillers of
material having a unit compressive strength at Ieast
equal to that of the specified strength of concrete in
the joists are used:

Vertical shells of fillers in contact with the ribs may
be included in strength computations for shear and
negative moment. Other portions of fillers shall not be
included in strength computations.

SIab thickness ovep permanent fillers shall not be less
than one-twelfth the clear distance between ribs, nor
less than 40 mm.

In one-way joists, reinforcement normal to the ribs sha1l
be provided in the slab as required by Article 7.L?.

When removable forms or Fillers not complying with
Article 8.11.5 are used:

51ab thickness shall not be less Lhan one-twelfth the
clear distance between ribs, nor less than 50 mm.

Reinforcement normal to the ribs shall be provided in the
slab as required For flexure, considering load
concentrations, if anyr but not less than required by
Article 7 .12.
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Where conduits or pipes as permitted by Article 6.3 ape
embedded within the slab, slab thickness shall be at
Ieast 25 mm greater than the total overall depth of the
conduits or pipes at any point. Conduits or pipes shall
not impair significantly the strength of the construc-
tion.

Shear strength provided by eoncrete V- for the ribs may
be taken as I0 percent greater than pcrovided in Chapter
11. Shear strength may be increased by use of shear
reinforcement or by widening the ends of the ribs.

Separate floor finish

A floor finish shall not be included as part of a
structural member unless placed monolithically with the
floor slab or designed in accordance with requirements of
Chapter 17.

A11 concrete floor finishes may be eonsidered as part of
the required cover or total thickness for non-structural
considerations.

SUB-SECTION 9 - STRENGTH AND SERVICEABILITY REQUIREMENTS

8.11.7

B.Ll.8

8.12

I.12.r

B .L7.2

g.l

9.1.1

9 .I.2

9.2

9 .2.L

9 .2.2

General

Structures and structural members shall be designed to
have design strengths at all sections at least equal to
the required strengths calculated for the faetored loads
and forces in such combinations as are stipulated in this
Code.

Members also sha1l meet all other requirements of this
Code to insure adequate performance at service load
levels

Required strength

Required strength U to resist dead load D and live load L
shall be at least equal to

U=1.4D+1.71 (e-1)

If resistance to structural efllects of a specified wind
load w are included in design, the forlowing combinations
of D, L, and W shall be investigated to determine the
greatest required strength U

U = 0.75(I.4D + t.7L + I.7W) (e-2)

where load combinations shall include both furl value and
zero value of L to determine the more severe condition,
and



U=0.9D+1.1W

but for any combination
U shall not be less that

(e-t)

of DrL, and W, required strength
Eq. (e-l).
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9.2.3

9 .2.4

9 .2.'

9 .2.6

9 .2.7

9.t

9.t.L

If resistance to specified earthquake loads or forces E

are included in design, load combinations of Article
9.2.2 shall apply, except that I.IE shall be substituted
for W.

If resistance to earth pressure H is included in design,
required strength U shall be at least equal to

U=1.4D+1.7L+1.7H ( e-4)

except that where D op L reduce the effect of H, 0.9D
shall be substituted for I.4D and zero value of L shall
be used to determine Lhe greatest required strength U.
For any combination of D, L and H, required strength U

shall not be less than Eq. (g-f).

If resistance to loadings due to weight and pressure of
fluids with well-defined densities and controlled maximum
heights F is included in design, such loading shall have
a load factor of 1.4 and be added to alI loading
combinations that include live load.

If resistance to impact efFects is taken into account in
design, such effects shal-l be included with live load L.

Where structural effects of T or differential settlement,
creep, shrinkage, op temperature change may be
significant in design, required strength U shall be at
least equal to

U = 0.75(I.4D + 1.4T + 1.71)

but required strength U shall not be less than

U=I.+(O+f)

(g->)

(e-5)

Estimations of differential settlementr creePr shrinkaget
or temperature change shall be based on a realistic
assessment of such effects occurring in service.

Design strength

Design strength provided by a member, its connections to
other members, and its cross-sections, in terms of
flexure, axial load, shear and torsion, shall be taken as
the nominal strength calculated in accordance with
requirements and assumptions, of this Code, multiplied by
a strength reduction factor 0.
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Strength reduction factor / shafl be as follows:

Flexure, without axial load . .0.90

Axial load, and axial load with flexure. (For axial load
with flexure, both axial load and moment, nominal
strength shall be multiplied by appropriate single value
of fl ).
(a) Axial tension, and axial tension with

flexure . .0.90

(b) Axial compression, and axial compression with
flexure:
Members with spiral reinforcement
conforming to Article 10.9.1 .0.75
Other reinforced members .0.70

except that for low values of axial compression may be
increased in accordance with the following:

For members in which f does not exceed 400 MPa with
symmetric reinforcement,y and with (h - d'- d^)/h not less
than 0.7O, il may be increased linearly to 0.90 as dpn de-
creases from 0.10fr"Ag to zero.

For other reinforced members, 6 ^^y be increased
Iinearly to 0.90 as dp_ decreases from 0.10f' A or
OPO whiehever is smallerrn to zero. c g

Shear and torsion ..0.85

Bearing on concrete
(See also Article tB.lJ) ... ..0.70

Development lengths specified in Chapter IZ do not
require a 0 factor.

Design strength for reinforcement

Designs shal-1 not be based on a yield strength of
reinforcement f.. in excess of 55O MPa, except for
pre-stressing tenUons.

Control of deflections

Reinforced concrete members subject to flexure sharr be
designed to have adequate stiffness to limit deflections
or any deformations that may adversely afFect strength or
serviceability of a structure at service loads.

One-way construction (non-pre-stressed)

Minimum thickness stipulated in Table 9.5(a) shall apply
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for one-way construction not supporting or attached to
partitions or other construction likely to be damaged by
large deflections, unless computation of deflection
indicates a lesser thickness may be used without adverse
effects.

Where deflections are to be computed, deflections that
occur immediately on application of load shall be
computed by usual methods op formulas for elastic
deflections, considering effects of cracking and
reinforcement on member stiffness.

,"=(H) r" ['-(ff)'],.,

9 .5 .2.2

14ember

Solid one-
way slabs

Beams or
ribbed one-
way slabs

SimpIy
Supported

0ne-end
coft-
tinuous

TABLE 9.5(A)
MINIMUM THICKNESS OF NON-PRE-STREssED BEAMS OR ONE-WAY SLABS

UNLESS DEFLECTIONS ARE COMPUTED*

Minimum thickness
Both-ends
con- Canti-
tinuous lever

*Span length I is in millimeters.

Values given shall be use! directly for members with normal density
concrete (w^ = 25OO kg/nt) and Grade 400 reinforcement. For other
conditionsr"the values shall be modified as follows:
(a) For structuqal low-density concrete having masses in the range
1500 - 2000 kg/n', the values shall be multiplied by (f.e> i 0.005
w^) but not less than I.09, where w^ is the unit mass in kg/n'.
(b) For f other than 400 MPa th"e values shalI be multiplied by
(0.+ + r /76il.'v
9 .5.2.J Unfess stifFness values ate obtained by a more

comprehensive analysis, immediate deflection shall be

computed with the modulus of elasticity E^ for concrete
as specified in Article 8.5.1. (normal density or low
density concrete) and with the effective moment of
inertia as follows, but not greater than In.

Members not supporting or attached to
partitions or other construction Iikely to be
damaged by large deflections.

L/20 L/24 L/28 L/LO

L/16 r/L8.5 L/2I L/B

(e-7)
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f,lg

ft

wheDe

Mo=

and for normal- density concrete

f,= o'7tff'"

l-
1 +50p,

where p' shall be the
continrjous span, and
Time-dependent factor fequal to

5 years or more
12 months
5 months
J months

Deflection computed in
through 9 .5 .2.5 shall
Table 9.5(b).

o-e)

( e-to )

value at midspan for simple and
at support for cantilevers.

for sustained loads may be taken

2.A
1.4
L.2
1.0

accordance with Articles 9 .5.2.2
not exceed limits stipulat.ed in

(g-e )

9 .5.2.4

9 .5 .2.5

When low-ddnsity aggregate concrete is used, one of the
following modifications shall apply:

(a) When fl^* is specified and concrete is proportioned
in accordande" with Article 4.2, f- shall be modified by
substituting l.8f^l for ,./F-^'Uuf the value of I.8f_.
sharr not exceed &. 

Y c ct

(b) When f^* is not specified, f_ shall be multiptied by
O .75 for 9Fall-Iow-density" 'coficrete, and 0.85 forItsand-low densitytt concrete. Linear interpolation may be
used when partial sand replacement is used.

For continuous members, effectve moment oF inertia may be
taken as the average of values obtained from Eq. (g-l)
for the critical positive and negative moment sections.
For prismatie members, effective moment of inertia may be
taken as the value obtained from Eq. 0-l) at mid-span
for simple and continuous spans, and at support for
cantil-evers.

Unless values are obtained by a more comprehensive
analysis, additional long-time deflection resulting from
creep and shrinkage of flexural members (normal density
or Iow-density concrete) shall be detenmined by
multiplying the immediate deflection caused by the
sustained load eonsidered, by the factor

9.5.2.6
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TWO-I{AY CONSTRUCTION (NON-PRE-STRESSED)

Minimum thickness of slabs or other two-way construction
designed in aceordance with provisions of Chapter lf, and
having a ratio of long to short span not exceeding 2,
shall be governed by Eq. (f-tt), (g-tZ) and (g-ff) and
the other provisions of Article 9 .5.t.
A_ f"(900 + fr/1.5)
,r -

( e-lr )

36,000+5000p(1 +ps)

and need not be more than

,-_f,(800+fr/1.5)
36,000

however, the thickness shall
following values:

(a) Slabs without beams or
drop panels.

(b) Slabs without beams,
but with drop panels
conforming to
Article 9.5.3.2,

(c) Slabs with beams,
on all four edges
with a value ofOL
at least equal to"'
2.O.

(e-L2)

but not less than

A_ f,(800+fr/1.5)

(e-11 )

not be less than the

120 mm

100 mm

90 mm
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TABLE 9.5(B)
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE COMPUTED DEFLECTIONS

Type of member

Flat roofs not supporting
or attached to nonstructural
elements likely to be
damaged by large
deflections

Floors not supported or
attached to nonstructural
elements likely to be
damaged by large
defleetions.

Roof or floor construction
supporting or attached to
nonstructural elements
Iikely to be damaged by
large deflections

Roof or floor construction
supporting or attached
to nonstructural elements
not likely to be damaged by
large deflections.

Deflection to be
considered

Deflection
limitation

*Jt**
I
240

JI
1

IB0

+ Limit not intended to safeguard against ponding. ponding
should be checked by suitable calculations of deflection,
including added deflections due to ponded water, and
considering Iong-time effects of aIl sustained Ioads,
construction tolerances and reliabirity of provisions for
drainage.

*r( Limit may be exceeded if adequate measures are taken to
prevent damage to supported or attached elements.

Jr** Long-time deflection shalr be determined in accordance
wi th Article 9 .5 .2.5 or 9 .5 .4 .2 but may be reduced by
amount of deflection caLculated to occur before
attachment of nonstructural elements. This amount sharr
be determined on basis of accepted engineering data
relating to time-deflection characteristics of members
similar to those being considered.

**r(Je But not greater than tolerance provided for nonstructural
erements. Limit may be exceeded if camber is provided so
that totar defrection minus camber does not exceed limit.

Immediate deflection due
to live load L

Immediate deflection due
to live load L.

That part of the total
deflection occurring after
attachment of nonstructural
elements (sum of the long-
time deflection due to
all sustained loads and
the immediate deFlection
due to any additional Iive
load. ) ***
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For slabs without beams, but with drop panels extending
in each direction From centreline of support a distance
of not less than one-sixth the span length in that
direction measured centre-to-centre of supports, and a
projection below the slab at least one-quarter the slab
thickness beyond the drop, thickness required by
Eq.(g-ff), e-Lz) or (g-11) may be reduced by l0 percent.

At discontinuous edges, an edge beam shall be provided
with stiffness ratio not less than 0.80; or the
minimum thickness required by Eq.(l-t1), O-12), (g-tf)
oF Article 9.5.t.2 shall be increased by at least t0
percent in the panel with a discontinuous edge.

Slab thickness less than the minimum thickness required
by Articles 9.5.7.I, 9.5.1.2, snd 9.5.r.5 may be used if
sirown by computation that deftection will not exceed ine
limits stipulated in Table 9.5(b). Deflections shall be
computed taking into account size and shape of paneI,
conditions of support, and nature oF restraints at panel
edges. For deflection computations, modulus of
elasticity E^ for concrete shall be as specified in
Article 8.5.I." Effective moment of inertia shall be that
given by Eq. e-7); other values may be used if computed
deflection is in reasonabe agreement with results oF
comprehensive tests. Additional long-time deflection
shall be computed in accordance with Article 9.5.2.t.

PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

For flexural members designed in accordance with
provision of Chapter 18, immediate deflection shall be
computed by usual methods or Formulas for elastic
deflections, and the moment of inertia of the gross
concrete section may be used for uncracked seetions.

Additional long-time deflection of pre-stressed concrete
members shall be computed taking into account stresses in
concrete and steel under sustained load and including
effects of creep and shrinkage oF eoncrete and relaxation
of steel.

Deflection computed in accordence with Articles 9.5,4.I
and 9 .5.4.2 shall not exceed limits stipulated in Table
e.5(b).

9.5.4

9.r.4.I

9.5.4.2

9 .5 .4.t
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COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION

Shored construction

I f composite flexural members are supported during
construction so that, after removal of temporary
supports, deal load is resisted by the fu11 composite
section, the composite member may be considered
equivalent to a monolithically east member for
computation of deflection. For non-pre-stressed members,
the portion of the member in compression shall determine
whether values in Table 9.5(a) for normal density or
low-density concrete shall appIy. If deflection is
computed, account should be taken of curvatures resulting
from differential shrinkage of precast and cast-in-place
components, and of axial creep eFfects in a pre-stressed
conerete member.

If the thiekness of a non-pre-stressed precast flexural
member rneets the requirements of Table 9.5(a), deflection
oceurring after the member becomes composite need not be
computed, but the Iong-time deflection of the precast
member should be investigated for magnitude and duration
of load prior to beginning of effective composite action.

Deflection computed in accordance with Articles 9.5.5.I
and 9.5.5.2 shall not exceed limits stipulated in Table
e.5(b).

LONG-TERM DEFLECTIONS

Deflections are calculated from curvature of sections
under appropriate moments The deflection a, at any point
on a mgmber is calculated by the equation
a = Kl'1 l,/r' where

I = effective span of the member

-1Pb

K=

= curvature of the member at mid-span or for
cantilevers at the support section

constant which depends on the shape of the
bending moment diagram.
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for various B.M. diagrams are tabulated
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Calculation of curvatures

The total long term curvature of a section can be
assessed as follows:

(a) Calculate the instantaneous curvature under the
total load and under permanent load.
(U) Calculate the long term curvature under permanent
1oad.
(c) Add to the long term curvature under permanent load
the difference between the instantaneous curvature under
the total and permanent load.
(d) Add to this curvature the shrinkage curvature.

Calculation of curvatures

The curvature of any section may be calculated by
employing whichever of the following sets of assumptions(n) or (g) gives the larger value.- (n) corresponds to
the case where the section is cracked under the loading
considered, (g) applies to an uncracked section.

(n) (f) Strains are calculated on the assumption that
plane sections remain plane.

(2) The reinforcement, whether in tension or in
compression, is assumed to be elasfie. Its modulus of
elasticity may be taken as 200 kN/mm'.

( I ) The concrete in compression is assumed to be
elastic. Under short term loading, the modulus of
elasticity may be taken as that given in 8.5.1. Under
Iong term loading, .an effective modulus may be taken
having a value of L/(L +(O ) times the short Lerm modulus
where Qit the appropriat'e creep coefficient.

(4) Stresses in the concrete in tension may be
carculated on the assumption the stress distribution is
triangular, having a value of zeto at the neutral axis
and a yalue at the centroid of the tension steel oFf N/mm' instantaneously, reducing to 0.55 N/nnz in the
long term.

(g) The concrete and the steel are both considered to befully elastie in tension and in compression. Tl-r9 erastic
modulus of the steel may be taken as 200 kN/mmt and theelastic modulus of the concrete is as specified in (l)
above both in compression and in tension.
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10056
Age at loading

71428

000
.39 .r3 .27

I.92 I.65 I.37
l.0B 2.64 2.?O
t .85 5 .tO 2.75

00
.23 .19

r.37 1.17
1.87 I.54
2.t4 r.93

Pseudo-cracked
tensile stresg

f K ( t't/mm')c

t .00
.95
.96
.64
.55

9 .5 .5 .2.2 Shrinkage curvature

The shrinkage curvature is caleulated from the formula

the shrinkage curvature
strain in the assessment
the shape of the section

and € -- in the free shrinkage
of whidh allowance is made for

as follows:

= 100 x 10-5
_A

=25OxI0"

Sections less than 250 mm thick €
CS

Sections thicker than 250 mm €
CS

Values of Po for calculation of shrinkage curvatures

Creep coefficientpand stress in concrete at tensile
steel level:

Duration of
load days

0
IO
r00
1000

values of e/values of

e 0.00 0.2s 0. 50 0. 75 I .00 I .25 i .50 1.75 2.00

0 .25

0 .50

0 .75

1.00

1. 50

2.00

?.50

3.00

3. 50

4.00

0.44

0 .56

0.64

0 .70

0 .80

0.88

0.95

1. 00

1. 00

1.00

0.31

0.31

0 .45

0 .55

0.59

0.79

0 .87

0.94

1.00

1.00

0. 20

0 .20

0. 20

0 .20

0.32

0.49

0.62

0.72

0. 80

0.87

0.?6 0.?2

0.?6 0.22

0.26 0.22

0.39 0 .22

o .62 o .4s

0.69 0.60

0.79 0.70

0 .86 0. 79

0.93 0.87

1.00 0.93

0.18 0.17

0. 18 0.17

0. 18 0.17

0.18 0.17

0.18 0. 17

0.3^9 0.28

0.53 0.44

0 .64 0 .57

0.74 0.57

0.61 0,75

0.16 0.15

0. 16 0. i5
0.16 0.15

0.16 0. i5
0.16 0.15

0. i6 0.15

0. 35 0 .25

0.49 0.40

0. 60 0 .52

0.69 0.6?

Percentage shrj nkage

Age Cays 10

!10

0ccurrl ng up

?8 100

30 50

to a given age:

365 1000 FD

70 80 100
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Crackwidths

The widths of flexural cracks at a particular point on
the surface of a member depends primarily on three (l)
faetors:

(a) the proximity to the point considered of the
reinforcing bar perpendicular to the cracks;
(b) the proximity of the neutral axis to the point
considered;
(c) the average strain at the point eonsidered.

Crackwidth evaluation

0ne simplification based on a structural study of test
datas of several investigators is the

wr"" = o.orto 6r" 5-1 d.n

where Wmax = crackwidth in units of 0.001 mm

P = (n-c) /(a^ -c) = depth factor average value = 1.20,e

6^ = thickness of cover to the centre of the First
" layer of bars (mm) .)

f_ = maximum stress in N/mm' in the steel at service
" b"d" with 0.6 f. to be used if no computations

are available Y

A = area of congrete in tension divided by the number
of bars (mm'; = by/b^ where b^ is defined as
the number of bar5."8 tn" ten8ion side.

PERMISSIBLE CRACKWIDTHS

The maximum crackwidth that a structural element should
be permitted to develop depends on the particular
function of the element and the environmental conditions
to which the structure is liable to be subjected. ACI
Committee 224 reconrnends the following:

Permissible Crackwidths

Exposure Conditions Tolerable crackwidths

Dry air or protective
membrane

Humidity, moist air,
soil

0.41 mm

0.10 mm



Seawater, and
seawater sprsy
Wetting and drying

Water-retaining
structures
(excluding non-pressupe
pipes)

sUB-SECTION 10 - FLEXURE AND AXIAL LOADS

I0.l Scope

,r

5B

0.15 mm

0.10 mm

L0.2

r0 .2 .1

r0.2.2

LO.2.t

r0.2.4

L0.2.5

LO .2.6

Provisions of Chapter l0
members subject to flexure
flexure and axial loads.

shall apply for design of
or axial loads or to combined

Design assumptions

Strength design of members for flexure and axial loads
shall be based on assumptions given in Articles IO.2.2
through LO.2.7 and on satisfaction of applicable
conditions of equilibrium and compatibility of strains.

Strain in reinforcement and concrete shall be assumed
directly proportional to the distance from the neutral
axis, except for deep flexural members with overall depth
to clear span ratios greater than 2/5 for continuous
spans and 4/5 for simple spans, a non-Iinear distribution
of strain shall be considered. See Article 10.7.

Maximum usable strain at extreme concrete compression
fibre shall be assumed equal to 0.001.

Stress in reinforced below specified yield strength f,,
for grade oF reinforcement used shall be taken as E'.
times steel strain. For strains greater than thaE
correspondig to f.,r stress in reinForcement shall be
considered independent of strain and equal to fr.

Tensile strength of concrete shall be neglected in
flexural calculations of reinforced concrete, except when
meeting requirements of Article 18.4.

Relationship between concrete compressive stress
distribution and concrete strain may be assumed to be
rectangular, trapezoidal, parabolic, or any other shape
that results in prediction of strength in substantial
agreement with results of comprehensive tests.

Requirements of Article IO.2.6 may be considered
satisfied by an equivalent rectangular concrete stress
distribution defined by the following:

L0 .2.7
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Concrete stress of 0.85ft^ shall be assumed uniformly
distributed over an equivalent compression zone bounded
by edges of the cposs section and a straight linp located
plraliel to the neutral axis at a distanc" " =pr" from
the fibre of maximum compressive strain.

Distance c from fibre of maximum strain to the neutral
axis shall be measured in a direction perpendicular to
that axis.

factorp.' shall be taken as 0.85 for concrete strengths
f'^ W t^o and including l0 MPa. For strengths above )0
MPErgl shall be reduced continuously at a rate of 0.008
for Ea6n I l4Pa of strength in excess of l0 MPa, Uutp,
shall not be taken less than 0.65.

General priniciples and requirements

Design of cross section subject to flexure or axial loads
or to combined flexure and axial loads shall be based on
stress and strain compatibility using assumptions in
Article I0.2.

Balanced strain conditions exist at a cross-section when
tension reinforcement reaches the strain corpesponding to
its specified yield strength f., iust as concrete in
compression leaches its assumed uPtimate strain of 0.001.

For flexural members, and for members subject to combined
flexure and eompressive axial load when the design axial
load. strength fP. is Iess than the smaller of 0.I0f'^A^
or pP., the ratio' of reinForcement O provided shall hoE
e*cu.d 0.75 oF the ratio p,- that wbuld produce balanced
strain conditions for th6 Bection under flexure without
axial load. For members with compression reinforcement,
the portion of P 5 equalized by compression reinforcement
need not be reduced by the 0.75 factor.

Compression reinforcement in conjunction with additional
tension reinforcement may be used to increase the
strength of flexural members.

Design axial load strength ilp" of compression members
shall not be taken greater than the following:

For non-pre-stressed members with spiral reinforcement
conforming to Article 7.10.4 or composite members
conlorming to Article 10.14.

<bP-,^u,= 0.85d[0.85f ',(Aq - Ar,\ ' frAr,] ( ro-r )

For non-ppe-stressed members with tie reinforcement
conforming to Article 7.10.5:

LO.t.5.?

oP.,-u,= 0.80d[0.85f ;(As - A,,1 - frA,,) (t0-2)
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1
in T-beams and
ratiop shall be
web.

7A

For pre-stressed members, design axial load strength
0p^ shall not be taken greater than 0.85 (for members
with spiral reinforcement) or 0.80 (for members with tie
reinforcement) of the design axial load strength at zero
eccentricitv dP

o

Members subject to compressive axial load shal be
designed for the maximum moment that can accompany the
axial load. The factored axial load P at given
eccentricity shall not exceed that givenuin ArCicle
10.1.5. The maximun factored moment M shall be
magnified for slenderness effects in """#"d"n"e with
Article 10.10.

Distance between lateral supports of flexural members

Spacing of lateral supports for a beam shall not exceed
50 times the least width b of compression flange or face.

Effects of lateral eccentricity of Ioad shall be taken
into account in determining spacing of lateral supports.

Minimum reinforcement of flexural members

At any seetion oF a flexural member, except as provided
in Articles LO.5.2 and LO.5.t, where positive
reinforcement is required by analysis, the ratio p
provided shall not be less than that given by

( ro-r )

joists where the web is in tension, the
computed for this purpose using width of

Alternatively, the area of reinforcement provided at
every section, positive or negative, shall be at least
one-third greater that that required by analysis.

For structural slabs of uniform thickness, the minimum
area and maximum spacing of reinforcement in the
direction oF the span shall be as required for shrinkage
and temperature according to Article 7.I2.

Distribution of flexural reinforcement in beams and
one-way slabs

This section prescribes rules For distribution oF
flexural reinforcement to control flexural cracking in
beams and in one-way slabs (slabs reinforee to resist
flexural stresses in only one direction).
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Distribution of flexural reinforcement shall be well
distributed within maximum flexural tension zones of a
member cross-section as required by Article 10.5.4.

Flexural tension reinforcement shall be well distributed
within maxi-mum fllexural tension zones of a member eross-
section as required by Article I0.5.4.

When design yield strength f., for tension reinforcement
exceeds J00 MPa, cross sectidns of maximum positive and
negative moment shall be so proportioned that the
quantity given by

z= f,f/d"A (10-4)

does not exceed l0 MN/m for interior exposure and 20 MN,/m
for exterior exposure. Calculated stress in reinforce-
ment at service load fo (Upa) shall be computed as the
moment divided by the p"roduct of steel area and internal
moment apm. In lieu of such computations, f- may be
taken as 60 percent of specified yield strength lr.
Provisions of Article 10.6.4 may not be sufficient for
structures subject to very aggressive exposure or
designed to be watertight. For such structures special
investigations and precautions are required.

Where flanges of T-beam construction are in tension, part
of the flexural tension reinforcement shall be
distributed over an effective flange width as defined in
Article 8.I0, op a width equal to L/IO the span,
whichever is smaller, if the effective Flange width
exceeds r/ro the span, some longitudinal reinforcement
shall be provided in the outer portions of the flange.

If the depth of a web exceeds 900 ffiflr longitudinal
reinforcement having a total area equal to at least l0
percent of the area of the frexural tension reinforcement
shall be placed near the side faces of the web and
distributed in the zone of flexural tension with a
spacing not mope than the web widthrnor 100 mm. Such
reinforcement may be included in strength computations
only if a strain compatibility analysis is made to
determine stresses in the individual bars or wires.

Deep flexural members

Flexurar members with overall depth to clear span ratios
greater Lhan 2/5 for continuous spans, or 4/5 for simple
spans, shal1 be designed as deep flexural members taking
into account non-Iinear distribution of strain anJ
lateral buckling. (See also Article f2.10.d).
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Shear strength of deep flexural members shall be in
accordanee with Article 11.8.

Minimum flexural tension reinforcement shall conform to
Article 10.5.

Minimum horizontal and vertical reinforcement in the side
faces of deep flexural members shall be the greater of
the requirements of Articles I1.8.8 and 11.8.9 or
Articles 14.5.2 and 14 .3.1.

Design dimensions for compression members

Isolated compression member with compression members

0uter limits of the effective cross-section of a
compression member with two or more interlocking spirals
shall be taken at a distance outside the extreme limits
of the spirals equal to the minimum concrete cover
required by Article 7.7.

COMPRESSION MEMBER BUILT MONOLITHICALLY WITH WALL

0uter limits of the effective cross-section of a spirally
reinforced or tied reinforced compression member built
monolithically with a concnete wall or pier shall be
taken not greater than 40 mm outside the spiral or tie
reinforcement

EQUIVALENT CIRCULAR COMPRESSION MEMBER

In lieu of using fulI gross area for designr a

eompression member with a square octagonalr or other
shaped cross-section may be eonsidered as a circular
section with a diameter equal to the least lateral
dimension of the actual shape. Gross area considered,
required pereentage of reinforcement and design strength
shall be based on that circular section.

LIMITS OF SECTiON

For a compression member with a larger cross-section than
required by considerations of loading, a reduced
effective area A not less than one-hal-f the total area
may be used to d&ermine minimum reinForcement and design
strength.

Limits for reinforcement of compression members

Area of longitudinal reinforcement for non-composite
compression members shall be not less than 0.01 nor more
than 0.08 times gross area A- of section.
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Minimum number of longitudinal
members shall be 4 for bars
circuLar ties, I for bars within
for bars enclosed by spirals
10.9 .f.

Ratio of spiral reinforcement
the value given by

bars in compression
within rectangular or
triangular ties, and 6
conforming to Article

shall be not less than

( 1o-5 )

where f.. is the specified yield strength of spiral
reinforcJment but not more than 400 MPa.

Slenderness effects in compression members

Design of compression members shall be based on forces
and moments determined from analysis of the structure.
Such analysis shall take into account influenee of axial
loads and variable moment of inertia on member stiFfness
and fixed-end moments, effect of deflections on moments
and forces, and the effects of duration of loads.

In lieu of the procedure described in Article I0.10.1,
slenderness effects in compression members may be
evaluated in accordance with the approximate procedune
presented in Article 10.11.

The detailed requirements of Article l0.l need not be
applied if slenderness effects in compression members are
evaluated in accordance with Article 10.10.1.

Approximate evaluation of slenderness effects

UNSUPPORTED LENGTH OF COMPRESSION MEMBERS

Unsupported length lu of a compression member shall be
taken as the clear distance between floor slabs, beams,
or other members, capable of providing lateral support
for that eompressi.on member.

Where column capitals op haunches are present,
unsupported length shall be measured to the lower
extremity of capital or haunch in the plane considered.

EFFECTIVE LENGTH OF COMPRESSION MEMBERS

For compression members braced against sidesway,
effective length factor k shall be taken as 1.0 unless
analysis shows that a lower value may be used.

p"

/t , r'
o.=0.45{=-rl-:

\A" I fY



LO.IL.2.2 For compression members not braced against sidesway,
effective length factor k shall be determined with due
consideration of effects of cracking and reinforcement on
relative stiffness, and shall be greater than 1.0.

10.1I.] RADIUS OF GYRATION

Radius of gyration r may be taken equal to 0.10 times the
overall dimension in the direction stability is being
considered for rectangular compression members, and 0.25
times the diameter for circular compression members. For
other shapes, r may be computed for the gross concrete
section.

IO.]1.4 CONSIDERATION OF SLENDERNESS EFFECTS

74

10.1I.4.1 For compression members braced
of slenderness may be neglected
t4-L2t4Ib/t42b.

10.1I.4.2 For compression members not
effects of slenderness may be
less than 22.

M"= 66M26* isMz,

where

against sidesway, efFects
when klu,/r is less than

braced against sidesway,
neglected when kLu/r is

( 10-6 )

( 10-7)

10.1I.4.1 For all compression members with kI../r greater than 100,
an analysis as defined in Articte 1d.10.1 shall be made.

IO.I1.5 MOMENT MAGNIFICATION

I0.I1.5.1 Compression members shall be designed using the Factored
axial load P.. from a conventional frame analysis and a
magnified factored moment M" defined by

C-5o=-j, >1.0

6P"

16"=-SE->1.0
Lt ,.1- "
62P"

( ro-e )
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8nd

Lt -
(E"ls/5) + F,/,,

1*Bo

or conservatively
E-t^/2.s

El = "''
t'lJo

10.II.5.] In Eq. (I0-7) for members braced
without transverse loads between
taken as

( ro-g )

( ro-ro )

( 10-Lr )

against sidesway and
supports, C, may be

( ro-rz )

taken as 1.0.

o _ trzEl
(k( 

")'

rf-
LP,, and lP. are the summations for all columns in a
s^tor-y. ^For Trames not braced against sidesway, both
& "nO $- ^shall 

be computed. For frames braced against
sideswayif- shall be taken as 1.0 in calculation of P-r
k shall be c6mputed according to Article I0.11.2.1 for|"'
and according to Article 10.1I.2.2 for$".

10.I1.5.2 In lieu of a more accurate calculation circulationr EI in
Eq (10-9) may be taken either as

c-=0.6 ' o.AYl
Mro

but not less than 0.4.

For all other cases, C, may be

10.1I.5.4 If computations show that there is no moment at both ends
of a braced compression member op that computed end
eccentricities are less than (tS + 0.01h) ffinr Mr,. in Eq.
(fO-g) shall be based on a minimum eccentricity'Hf (15 +
0.01h) mm about each principal axis separately. Ratio
YfU/IZU. in. tq. (fO-fZ) shall be determined by either of
tne tollowrng:

(a) When computed end eccentricities are less than
(ff + 0.03h)mm, computed end moments may be used to
evaluate Mru/Mzu in Eq. (10-12)

(U) If computations show that there is essentially no
moment at both ends of a compression member, the ratio
MfU/MZU shall be taken equal to one.
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If computations show that there is no moment
of a compression member not braced against
that computed end eccentricities aDe
(rr + 0.01h)mm, M?o in Eq. (ro-e) shall be
minimum eccentricr-Ey of (ff + 0.01h)mm
prineipal axis separately.

MOMENT MAGNIFICATION FOR FLEXURAL MEMBERS

at both ends
sidesway or
less than
based on a
about each

In frames not braced against sidesway, flexural members
shall be designated for the total magnified end moments
of the compression members of the joint.

MOMENT MAGNIFIER 6 
'O* 

BI-AXIAL BENDING

For compression members subject to bending about both
pripcipal axis, moment about each axis shall be magnified
by O,computed From corresponding conditions of restraint
about that axis.

Axially loaded members supporting slab system

Axially loaded members supporting a slab system included
within the scope of Article ll.1 shall be designed as
provided in Chapter 10 and in accordance with the
additional requirements of Chapter ll.

Transmission of column loads through floor system

When the specified compressive strength of concrete in a
column is greater than 1.4 times that specified for a
floor system, transmission of load through the floor
system shall be provided by one of the following:

Concrete of strength specified for the column shall be
placed in the floor at the column loeation. Top surface
of the column concrete shall extend 500 mm into the slab
from face to column. Column concrete shall be well
integrated with floor concrete, and shall be placed in
accordance with Articles 6.4.5 and 5 ,4.6,

Strength oF a column through a floor system shall be
based on the lower value of concrete strength with
vertical- dowels and spirals as required.

For columns laterally supported on four sides by beams of
approximately equal depth op by slabs, strength of the
co.l-umn may be based on an assumed concrete strength in
the column joint equal Lo 75 pereent of column concrete
strength plus 15 percent of foor concrete strength.
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Composite compression members

Composite compressi.on members shall include al1 such
members reinforced longitudinally with structural steel
shapes, piperor tubing with or without longitudinal bars.

Strength of a composite member shall be computed for the
same limiting conditions applicable to ordinary
reinlorced concrete members.

Any axial load strength assigned to concrete of
composite member shall be developed by direct connection
to the struetural steel shape, pipe, or tube.

All axial Ioad strength not assigned to concrete of a
composite member shall be developed by direct connection
to the structural steel shape, pipe, or tube.

For evaluation of slendepness effects, radius of gyration
of a composite section shall be not greater than the
value given by

'= \./
(E"ln/5) + E,lr

(E"An/5) + EA, ( ro-rl )

accurate calculation EI in Eq (10-9)
as Eq. (10-11) or

in lieu of a more
may be taken either

(E"ts/5)

1+Fa
Et- + E"lt

( r0-14)

IO.]-4.5 STRUCTURAL STEEL ENCASED CONCRETE CORE

10.14.5.1 For a composite member with concrete core enclosed by
structural steel, thickness of the steel encasement shall
be not less than

,]l, , for each face of width b

nor
r-

,Vte , for circular sections of diamter h
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Longitudinal bars located within the encased concrete
core may be considered in computing A, and I,.

SPIRAL REINFORCEMENT AROUND STRUCTURAL STEEL CORE

A composite member with spirally reinforced concrete
around a structural steel core shaIl conForm to the
following.

Specified compressive strength of concrete f'_ shall be
not less than 17 MPa. - c

Design yield strength of structural steel core shall be
the specified minimum yield strength for grade of
structural steel used but not to exceed 150 MPa.

Spiral reinforcement shaII conform to Article 10.9.1.

Longitudinal bars located within the spiral shall be not
less than 0.01 nor mope than 0.08 times net area of
concrete section.

Longitudinal bars located within the spiral may be
considered in computing A, and Ir.
TIE REINFORCEMENT AROUND STRUCTURAL STEEL CORE

A composite member with laterally tied concrete around a
structural steel core shal1 conform to the Following.

Specified compressive strength of concrete f'^ shall be
not less than'l7 MPa. c

Design yield strength of structural steel core shall be
the specified minimum yield strength for grade of
structural steel used but not to exceed 150 MPa.

Lateral ties shall extend completely around the
structural steel core.
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Lateral ties shall have a diameter not less than I/5O
times the greatest side dimension of composite member,
except that ties shall not be smaller than no. I0 and
need not be larger than no. 15. Welded wire fabric of
equivalent area may be used.

Vertical spaeing of lateral ties shall not exceed 16
longitudinal bar diameters, 48 tie bar diameters, or I/2
times the least side dimension of the composite member.

Longitudinal bars located within the ties shall be not
Iess than 0.01 nor more than 0.08 times net area of
concrete section.

A longitudinal bar shall be located at every corner of a
rectangular cross-section, with other longitudinal bars
spaced not farther apart than one-half the least side
dimension of the composite member.

Longitudinal bars located within the ties may be
considered in computing A* for strength but not in
computing I, for evaluation oT slenderness effects.

Bearing strength

Design bearing strength on concrete shall not exceed
ilQ.aSr'"A1), except as folLows.

When
the
area

the supporting surface is wider on all sides than
loaded area, desiqn beerinq strength on the loaded
may be multiplie d by .\fql, but not more than 2.

10.I5.I.2 When the supporting surface is sloped or stepped, A, may
be taken as the area of the lower base of the la-rgest
frustum of a right pyramid or cone contained wholly
within the support and having for its upper base the
loaded area, and having side slopes of I vertical to 2
horizontal.

t0 .15 .2 Article 10.15
anchorages.

does not apply to post-tensioning
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SUB-SECTION 1I SHEAR AND TORSION

Shear strength

Design of cross-sections subject to
on

11.J.

l1.t.l

u.1.1.1

11.1.r.2

II.t .2

lr .1 .2 .1

rr.L.2.2

V <dVu-'n

shear shall be based

( r1-1 )

where
and V

n

is factored shear force at section considered
nominal shear strength computed by

V +Vcs
( 11-2 )

where V.. is nominal shear strength provided by concrete
in accor%ance with Article ll.l or lI.4 and V is nominal
shear strength provided by shear reinf&cement in
accordance with Article 11.5.5.

determining shear strenqth V^, effect of any openings
members shall be considered. "

In determining shear strength V^r whenever applicable,
effects of axial tension due to"creep and shrinkage in
restrained members shall be considered and effects of
inclined flexural compression in variable-depth members
may be included.

Maximum factored shear Force V,, at supports may be
computed in accordance with Articl-e 11.1.2.1 or 11 .I.2.2
when both of the following conditions are satisfied:

(a) Support reaction in correction of apptied shear,
introduces eompression into the end regions of member,
and

(U) No concentrated load occurs between face oF support
and Iocation of critieal section defined in Article
11 .I .2 .l- or Il, .I .2 .2

For non-pre-stressed members, sections locaLed less than
distance d from face of support may be designed for the
same shear V.. as that computed at a distance d.

U

For pre-stressed members, sections located less than a
distance h/2 fron face of support may be designed for the
same shear V.. as that computed at a distance n/2.

U

V
.U
1S

V=n

In
in



I1.t .l

LT.2

1r.2.1

11.2.1.r

Lr.2.L.2

ll.f

r1.l.r

1r.l.t.I

\.t .I.2

BI

For deep flexural members, brackets and corbels, walls
and slabs and footings, the special provisions of Article
l1.B through 11.11 shall apply.

Low density concrete

Provisions for shear strength v- and torsional moment
strength T^ apply to no"til deBsity concrete. When
Iow-density " aggregate concrete is used, one of the
following modifications shall apply:

When f^, is specfied and concrete is prportioned is
accordah8e with Section 4.2, provisions for V---grd T^
shall be modified by substituting 1.8 f'^-for \fr'", but
the value of l.Bf", shall not exceed af%t,.__
When f^* is not specified, all values of {f . affecting
V^, l:, and M^- shall be multiplied by'0.75 for "all
lbw-dens"ity" con"irete, and 0.85 for "sand-Iow-density"
concrete. Linear interpolation may be used when partial
sand replacement is used.

Shear strength provided by concrete for non-pre-stressed
members

Shear strength, V- shaIl be computed by provisions of
Article 11.1.I.1. ?f'rough 11 .t.L.4 unl-ess a more detailed
calculation is made in accordance with Article II.3.2.

For members subject to shear and flexure only,

v"= 1{T;1Ap*d (1r_l)
For members subject to axial compression,

/ N'\ _
% = (, . #,) $,rrL/6)b,,P

( rr-a)
Quantity Nu/Ag shall be expressed in l4Pa.
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For members subject to significant axial tension, shear
reinforcement shall be designed to carry total shear.

At sections where factored torsional moment Tu exceeds

Shear strength V^ may
calculation of Article

For members subject to

v"=l(vn. noe,WM)
L\

f, qfT"tzot ,2v

V"=

v" = o.g{f Lb*d

({tL/qo*a

shall be exoressed in(I1-7) is negative, v

be computed by the mope
II.5 .2.I through II.t .2.t

shear and Flexure only,

- tlo-a

1+ ,r+)

A

(u-5)

detailed

but not greater than 0 .l.f-l d ouantitv V d/M shall not
be taken greater than l.'0 in*computing' V^u bv utq. (rf-g)
where M.. is factored moment occurring simu'ltaneously with
V at sBction considered.

u

For members subject to
be used to compute V_
Vud,/Mu not then'limite8

M.= M,- rr'on;o'

However, V" shall not be

(u-5)

axial compression, Eq. (ff-e) may
with M substituted for M and
to 1.0 $h""" u

( 11-7 )

taken greater than

0uantitv N /A
computeb uV 18.
by Eq. (Ir-e)

( rr-B )

MPa. When M as

" 
shall be cEmputed

0.3&
As



but V^, need not be taken less than 6f f a/l)A*a, where

M,= (t/y)t({f L/2) + fo.- fal

( rr-rz )

and value" of Mr"* and Vr. shall be computed from
combination caUsing maiimum momenL to occur
section.

8l

For members subject to significant axial tension,LL,t.2.3

11.4

11.4.1

LL.4.2

Lr.4.2.I

rr"=(r *
V),n/6)b,d

where N,, is negative for tension. Quantity
be exprEssed in l'lPa.

Shear strength provided by concrete for
members

For members with effective pre-stress force not less than
40 percent of the tensile strength of flexural
reinforcement, unless a more detailed caleulation is made
in accordance with Article IL.4.2,

( u-g)

Nu/Ag shall

pre-stressed

accordance with
V shall be thec

(rr-u)

'"=(**sff)o-a
( r1-ro )

but V^ need not be taken less thar1l \l7^r, n..O nor
shalI'V^ be taken greater than 0.4.,1f ^b..d r\'or thd value
given inc Article II.4.l or 1l .4.4.V Th""wquantity v..dh"i..
snall not be taken greater than 1.0 where'M. is 'f""to""H
moment occurring simultaneously with V,,u at seetion
considered. When applying Eq. (1I-I0), E in the term
V.,d/]4.. shall be the distance from extreme compression
fYUre to centroid of pre-stressed reinforcement.

Shear strength V^ may be computed in
Artieles II.4.2.1- and IL.4 .2.2, where
lesser of V", or V"*.

Shear strength V". shall be computed by

vo: $[-rL/zo)b*d + vo + Wr,,*

the load
at the



Lr.4.2.2

LL.4.2.t

11 .4 .1

11 .4.4

Shear strength V"* shall be computed by

vn=03({tL+ fo,)b*d+ ve

( 11-11 )

Alternatively, V^.. may be computed as the shear force
correspondin'g'to ?ead ioad plus']ii" load that results in
a principal tensile stress of 

^l 
f' -/3 at centroidal axis

of member, or at intersectiod of, flange and web when
centroidal axis is in the flange and web when centroidal
axis is in the flange. In composite members, principal
tensile stress shall be computed using the cross-section
that resists live load.

In Eq. (lr-ff) and (U-11) d shall be the distance from
extreme compression fibre to centroid of pre-stressed
reinforcement or 0.08h, whichever is greater.

In I pre-stressed member in which the section at a
distance h/2 from face of support is closer to end of
member than the transfer length of the pre-stressing
tendons, the reduced pre-stress shall be considered when
computing V^.^,. This value of V^.., shall also be taken as
the maximum"f.imit for Eq. (tt-td)". Pre-stress force may
be assumed to vary linearly from zero at end of tendon to
a maximum at a distance from end of tendon equal to the
transfer length, assuming to be 50 diameters for strand
and 100 diameters for single wire.

In a pretensioned member where bonding of some tendons
does not extend to end of member, a reduced pre-stress
shall be eonsidered when computing V^ in accordance with
Articles 11.4.1 or ll .4.2. Value of Y^ . calculated using
the reduced pre-stress shall also be t8f,en as the maximum
limit for Eq. (ff-fO). Pre-stress force due to tendons
for which bonding does not extend to end of member, may
be assumed to vary linearly from zero at the point at
which bonding commences to a maximum at a distance from
this point equal to the transfer length, assumed to be 50
diameters For strand and 100 diameters for single wire.

B4
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Shear strength provided by shear reinforcement

TYPES OF SHEAR REINFORCEMENT

Shear reinforcement may consist of:

(a) Stirrups perpendicular to axis of member
(U) Welded wine fabric with wires located

perpendicular to axis of member.

For non-pre-stressed members, shear reinforcement may
also consist of:

(a) Stirrups making an angle of 45 deg or more with
longitudinal tension reinforcement

(b) Longitudinal reinforcement with bent portion
making an angle of l0 deg or more with the
longitudinal tension reinforcement

(c) Combinations of stirrups and bent longitudinal
reinforcement

(d) Spirals

Design yield strength of shear reinforcement shall not
exceed 400 MPa.

Stirrups and other bars or wires used as shear
reinforcement shall extend to a distance d from extreme
compression fibre and shall be anchored at both ends
according to Article L2,It to develop the design yield
strength of reinforcement.

SPACING LIMITS FOR SHEAR REINFORCEMENT

Spacing of shear reinforeement placed perpendicular Lo
axis of member shall not exceed d/2 in non-pre-stressed
members and (3/4)h in pre-stressed members, nor 500 mm.

Inclined stirrups and bent longitudinal reinfoncement
shall be so spaced that every 45 deg line, extending
toward the reaction from mid-depth of member d/Z to
Iongitudinal tension reinforcement, shall be crossed by
at least one line of shear reinforcement.

When V^ exceeds (tf i ^tra.,a, maximum spacings given in
Article% I1.5.4.1 ' an8 ]-:-l> ,4.2 shall be reduced by
one-haIf.

MINIMUM SHEAR RTINFORCEMENT

A minimum area of shear reinforcement shall be provided
in all reinforced concrete Flexural members (pre-stressed
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and non-pre-stressed) where factored shear force V

exceeds one-half the shear strength provided by concretH
dv", except:

(a) 51abs and iootings

(b) Concrete joist construction defined by Article 8.II
(c) Beams with total depth not greater than 250 ffiffir 2
L/2 times thickness of flange, or L/? the width of web,
whichever is the greatest.

Minimum shear reinforcement requirements of Artiele
11.5.5.1 may be waived if shown by tests that required
nominal flexural and shear strengths can be developed
when shear reinforcement is omitted. Such tests shall
simulate effects of differential settlement, creep,
shrinkage and temperature change, based on a realistic
assessment of such effects occurring in service.

Where shear reinforcement is required by Article 11.5.5.I
oD by analysis, and where faqtored torsional moment T.
does not """""i f,lrfT./zo f tzv)-, minimum area of sheeH
reinforcement for 'preYstreFsed (except as provided in
Article l1.5.5.4) and non-ppe-stressed members shall be
computed by

rr.5.5.2

Lr.5.5 .t

n.5 .5 .4

11.5.5.5

A,:wgf,
( rr-r+)

For pre-stressed members with effective pre-stress force
not Iess than 40 percent of the tensile strength of
flexural reinforcement, minimum area of shear reinforce-
ment may be computed by Eq. (II-14) or (11-15).

A"=

( rr-r5 )

Ap" fpu t ft
8oT; \ t

Where factored torsional moment T exceeds
fi {r-c/zo)f"tv , and where web rBinforcement is required
by Article-I1 .5 .5 .l or by analysis, minimum area ofl
closed stirrups shall be computed by

A,. + 2A,: b's
3f,

( 11-15 )
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DESIGN OF SHEAR REINFORCEMENT

Where factored shear strength force V exceeds shear
strength 0V^, shear reinforcement shallu be provided to
satisfy Eq.'(11-1) and (ff-Z) where shear strength V^
shall be computed in accordance with Articles II.5.6.2
through 11.5.5.8.

When shear reinforeement perpendicular to axis of member
is used,

,, - A'trd
f s - 

-

s

When inclined stirrups are

,, _Arfr(sina*cosa)d
,5--

s

( rr-u )

used as shear reinforcement,

When shear reinforcement eonsists of
single group of parallel bars, all
distance from the support,

( 11-rB )

a single bar or a
bent up at the same

V" = A,frsina
( rr-rq )

but not greater than ( \F c/4)bwd.
When shear reinforcement consists of a series of parallel
bent-up bars or groups of parallel bent-up bars at
different distances from the support, shear strength Vs
shall be computed by Eq. (11-IB)

0nly the centre three-fourths of the inclined portion of
any longitudinal bent bar shall be considered effective
for shear reinforcement.

Where more than one type of shear reinlorcement is used
to reinforce the same portion of a member, shear strength
Vo shall be computed as the sum of the V^ values computed
fBr the vanious types. s

Shear strenqth V_ shall not be taken greater than(z{Ve/3)n*i. s ----

combined shear and torsion strength for non-pre-stressed
members with rectangular or flanged sections

Torsion effects shall be incruded with shear and frexure
where f,actonp{ torsional moment T exceeds
0)\{I/?9) f "'v] . otherwise, torsion eFfBcts may be
neglected.
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11.5.4
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For members with rectangular or flanged sections, the sum
shall be taken for the component rectangles of the

section, but the overhanging flange width used in design
shall not exceed I times the flange thickness.

A rectangular box section may be taken as a solid section
provided wall thickness h is at least x/4. A box section
with wall thickness less than x/4, but greater than x/IQ,
may also be taken as a solid section except that x'y
shall be multiplied by 4h/x. When h is less than x/LO,
stiffness of wall shall be considered. Fillets shall be
provided at interior corners ol all box sections.

If the factored torsional moment T in a member is
required to maintain equilibrium, th8 member shall be
designed to caFry that torsional moment in accordance
with Articles lL.5.4 through II .6.9.

In a statically indeterminate structure where reduction
of torsional moment in a member can occur due to
distribution of internal forces, maximum factored
to-rsisnql momgnt,, T.. may be reduced to
p [(\n/ilL,'y/i]. u

In such a case the correspondingly adjusted moments and
shears in adjoining membens shall be used in design.

In Iieu of more exact analysis, torsional loading from a

slab shall be taken as uniformly distributed along a

member.

Articles Iocated less than a distance d from face of
support may be designed for the same torsional moment T,
as that computed at a distance d.

TORSIONAL MOMENT STRENGTH

Design of cross
based on

T < dT
n

sections subject to torsion shall be

where T is factored torsional moment at section
consideret and T- is nominal torsional moment strength
eomputed by n

T:T +Tncs

(11-20 )

( rr-zr )

where T^ is nominal torsional moment strength provided by
concretE in accordance with Article 11.6.5, and T- is
nominal torsional moment strength provided by tofsion
reinforcement in accordance with Article Ll,.5.9.
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TORSIONAL MOMENT STRENGTH PROVIDED BY CONCRETE

Torsional ml-ent strength T" shall be computed

$,,-f L/1s)Lf y
T"=

( u-22 )

For menrbers subject to significant axial Iension, torsion
reinforcement shall be designed to carry the total
torsional moment, unless a more detailed calculation is
made in which T^ given by Eq. (JL-ZZ) and V^ given by Eq.
(II-5) shall be'multiptied by (t + O.lN ./A_), where N is
negative for tension. u q u

TORSION REINFORCEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Torsion reinforcement, where required, shall be provided
in addition to reinforcement required to resist shear,
flexure and axial forces.

Reinforcement required for torsion may be combined with
that required For other forces, provided the area
furnished is the sum of individually required areas and
the most restrictive requirements For spacing and
placement are met.

Torsion reinforcemnt shall consist of closed stirrups,
closed ties, or spirals, combined with longitudinal bars.

Design yield strength of torsion reinforcement shall not
exceed 400 MPs.

Stirrups and other bars and wires used for torsion
reinforcement shall extend to a distance d from extreme
compression fibre and shall be anchored according to
Article 12.I4 to develop the design yield strength of
reinforcement.

Torsion reinforcement shal1 be provided at least a
distance ( b* + d) beyond the point theoretically
required. L

SPACING LIMITS FOR TORSION REINFOREMENT

Spacing of closed stirrups shall not exceed the smaller
of (x, + yr)/4, or J00 mm.

Spacing of longitudinal bars, not less than no. l0
distributed around the perimeter of the closed stirrups,
shall not exceed 100 mm. At least one longitudinal bar
shall be placed in each corner of the closed stirrups.

by

Lr.6.6

1I.5.5.1

IL.6 .5.2

r1.6.7

11.5.7.r

I1,.6 .7 .2

II.6.7 .t

rr.6.7 .4

II.6 .7 .5

IL.6 .7 .6

I1.5.8

11 .5 .8 .1

11 .5 .8 .2
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r1.5.9.t_

II.6.9 .2

rL.6.9 .t

rr.6 ,9 .4

lL.7

11 .7 .I

Required area
the perimeter
by

A-A1 -

or by

At=

90

DESIGN OF TORSION REINFOREMENT

Where factored torsional moment T exceeds torsional
moment strength 0T^, torsion reiAtorcement shall be
provided to satisfy Eq. (ff-ZO) and (U-zI) where
torsional moment strength T" shall be computed by

A,a,4Yrf,
,r = 

-

s ( 11-21 )

where A+ is the area of one leg of a closed stirrup
resisting" torsion within a distance s, and
dr=(z * v1/x-t)/l but not more than 1.50. Longitudinal
bais distributed around the perimeter of the closed
stirrups A* shall be provided in accordance with Article
rl.6.g .3. L

A minimum area of closed stirrups shall be provided in
accordance with Article II.5.5.5.

T,

of longitudinal bars A., distributed around
of the closed stirrups A, shall be computed

*,(t?)

whichever is greater.
(U-25) need not exceed

Value ol I,
that obtained'by

( 1r-24)

(lt -25)

computed by Eq.
substituting

Ir( r -Vu'u 3C,)--l(=")

Y tor zn,
3f,

Torsional moment strength T"

Shear friction

shall not exceed 4T

Provisions of Article I1.7 are to be applied where it is
appropriate to consider shear transfer across a given
pIane, such as: an existing or potential crackran
interface between dissimilar materials, or an interface
between two concretes cast at diFferent times.
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Design of cross-sections subject to shear transfer as
described in Article II.7.1 shall be based on Eq. (ll-f),
where V- is calculated in accordance with provisions of
Article tf . Z . J or 1I .7 .4 .

A crack shall be assumed to occup along the shear plane
considered. Required afea of shear-friction reinforce-
ment Arrr across the shear plane may be desinged using
either A-nticle 11.7.4 or any other shear transfer design
methods that result in prediction of strength in
substantial agreement with results of comprehensive
tests.

Provisions of Articles 11.7.5 through 1I.7.10 shall apply
for all calculations of shear transfer strength.

SHEAR-FRICTION DESIGN METHOD

f,'/hen shear-f riction reinf orcement is perpendicular to
shear plane, shear strength Vn shall be computed by

Vn = AafrF ( rr-26 )

where # i" coefficient of friction in accordance with
Article II .7 .4.1 .

when shear-friction reinforcement is inclined to shear
p1ane, such that the shear force produces tension inshear-friction reinforcement, shear strenqth V_ shall be
computed by n - --

V. = A6fr0t sin a1 * cos ay)

0r-27)
where q., is angle between shear-friction reinforcement
and shear'plane.

coefficient of friction p! in Ea. Quze) and Eq. (Lr-27)
shall be

Concrete placed monolithically

Concrete placed against hardened concrete
with surface intentionally roughened as
specified in Article 11.7.9

Concrete placed against hardened concrete
not intentionally roughened

Concrete anchored to as-rolled structural
steel.by headed studs or by reinforcing
bars ( see Article l-l .7 .I0 )

1.4).

1.0).

0.5 \

0.7).
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where X = 1.0 for normal density concrete, 0.85 for
"sand-Ioijdensity" concrete and O.75 for "a11-
Iow-densityt' concrete. Linear interpolation may be
applied when partial sand replacement is used.

Shear strength V- shall not be taken greater than
0.2ft^A^ nop 5.51^ in newtons, where A^ is area of
concrete"section res"isting shear transfer.

Design yield strength of shear-friction reinforcement
shall not exceed 400 MPa.

Net tension across shear plane shaII be resisted by
additional reinforcement. Permanent net compression
aeross shear plane may be taken as additive to the force
in the shear-friction reinforcement Autfy, when

calculating required Aur.

Shear-friction reinforcement shall be appropriately
placed along the shear plane and shall be anchored to
develop the specified yield strength on both sides by

embedment, hooks, or welding to special devices.

For the purpose of Article 11.7, when concrete is placed
against previously hardened concrete, the interface For
shear transfer shall be clean and free of laitance. If
f.[is assumed equal to 1.0 \, interface shall be roughened
to a full amplitude of apiroximately 5 mm.

when shear is transFerred between as-rolled steel and

concrete using headed studs or welded reinforcing bars,
steel shall be clean and free of paint.

Special Provisions for Deep Flexural Members

Provisions of Article lI.B shall apply for members with
L /d less than 5 and loaded at top or compression face.
SBe also Article 12.10.5.

Design of deep flexural members For shear shall be based

on Eq. (II-1) and (I1-2), where shear strength V" shall
be in'accordance with Article 1I.8.5 or 11.8.5, ant shear
strength V" shall be in accordance with Article 11'B'7'

Shear strength V^ for deep flexural members shall not be

taken grealer th?n Q ff./l)b,^,d when L^/d is less than
2. wh6n In/d is betweeh 2"and 9, ''

2/ r^\
v.= 

d(10 -;/
( 1r-28 )

\ f ',b,,d
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Critical section for shear measured from face of support
shall be taken at a distance 0.15 1^ for uniformly loaded
beams and 0.50a for beams with coficentrated toads, but
not greater than d.

Unless a more detailed calculation is made in accordance
with Article Il.B.6,

u= (ss -roHf(-r.

shall not exceed 2.5, and V^ shall not be taken greater
than t{r'-tz)b,.,d. 'M,, iscfactored moment occurring
simultaneoubly witn V. d't tne critical section defined in
Article 11.8.4. u

Where factored shear force V exceeds shear strength il
Y.., shear reinflorcement shall%e provided to satisfy Eq'.(If-f) and (tt-Z), where shear strength V" shall be
computed by

. [t(+) -,,(+)] ,,

v" = ({lL/qb,a

Shear strength V" may be computed by

Area of shear reinforcement A shall not
0.0015 b*s, and s shall not excEed d/5, nor

Area of shear reinforcement A . shall not
0.0025 b*"2, and s, shal not e>I&ed d/3, nor

- tlo*a

' (rr-lo)

( 11-2e )

be less than
500 mm.

be less than
500 mm.

except that the term

(r.u-2sY!\
\ v,,dl

( rr-rr )

where A.. is area of shear reinforcement perpendicular to
flexuraY- tension reinfoncement within a'distance s, and
Auh is apea of shear reinforcement parallel to flexural
rei-nForcement within a distance s2.

lI.9

1l_ .9 .1

shear reinforcement required at the critical section
defined in Article 11.8.4 shall be used throughout the
span.

Special Provisions for Brackets and Corbels

Provisions of Article 11.9 shall apply to brackets and
corbels with a shear span-to-depth ratio a/d noL greater
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than unity, and subject to a horizontal
not larger than V... Distance d shall be
of supp6rt. u

tensile force N

measured at ra88

Ir.9 .2

r1 .9 .1

It.9.l.r

Lr.9 .1.2

LL.9 .t.2.I

1I .9 .1 .2.2

rr.9.3.3

rL.9 .t .4

rr.9 .3 .5

11.9.4

II.9.5

11.9.5

Depth at outside edge of bearing area shall not be less
than 0.5d.

Article at face of support shall be designed to resist
simultaneously a shear V,,, a moment (V,,a + N,,^ (n - O))t
and a horizontal tensile force Nr". u uu

In aII design calculations in accordance with Article
11.9, strength reduction factor p shall be taken equal to
0.85.

Design of shear-friction reinforcement A.,$ to resist
sneai Vu shall be in aecordance with ArticlJlr.z.

For normal density concrete, shear strength V. shall not
be taken greater lnan 0.2 f'" b"d nor 5.5 bwd !-n Newtons.

For rrall-low-densitytt oE Itsand-Iow-densitytt conctete,
shear strength V^ shall not be taken greater than (O.Z -
0.07 a/d) f'cbwd"nor (5.5 - I.9 a/d)b*d in Newtons.

Reinforcement A, Lo resist moment (V..a + N,,^ (n - d)
shalr be compufed-1"-;;;;;d;;;; *ifn u,qrti"i88 ro.2 and
t0.1.

Reinforcement A to resist tensile force N - shall be
determined f rom 

rr\

be taken less tr,"'t|o.i 0,,Y ,nle"" speciar pr$fisions are
made to avoid tensile fordes. Tensile force N - shall be
regarded as a live load even when tension 

"AL%tt" 
from

creep, shrinkage, or temperature change.

Area of primary tension reinForcemen-t Ao-shaIl be made

equal to tne greater of (A, + An) or (znuil} + An).

closed stirrups or ties parallel to A.r with a total area
A, not less than 0.5 (n- - A-) s*traII be unif ormly
dlstributed within two-thrsrd" & the eFFective deptir
adjacent to A".

Ratio p = As/bd shall not be less than 0.04(f'c/fy).

At front face oF bracket ot corbel, primary tension
reinforcement A- shall be anchored by one of the
following: (a) bsy a structural weld to a transvelse bar
of at least equal size; weld to be designed to develop
specified yield strength f., of Ao bars; (U) by bending
primary tension bars A- baCk to f"orm a horizontal loop,
or (c) by some other t"San" of positive anchorage.
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Beaning area of load on bracket or corbel shall not
project beyond straight portion of primary tension bars
A^, nor project beyond interior face of transverse anchor
bEr (if one is provided).

Special Provisions for Walls

Design for shear forces perpendicular to face of wall
shall be in accordance with ppovisions for slabs in
Article 11.11. Design for horizontal shear forces in
plane of waIl shall be in accordance with Articles
ll.t0.2 through 11.10.8.

Design of horizontal section for shear in plane of wall
shall be based on Eq. (ff-f) and (ff-Z), where shear
strength V^ shall be in accordance with Article 1I.10.5
or I1.10.6"and shear strength V^ shall be in accordance
with Article 11.10.9 s

Shear strength V^ at any horizontal section flor shear in
plane of wall " shall not be taken greater than'( 

5 ,fr c/5)hd.
For design for horizontal shear forces in plane of wall,
d shall be taken equal to 0.8 l,r. A larger.value of d,
equal to the distance from extrdme compression fibre to
centre of force of all reinforcement in tension, may be
used when determined by a strain compatibility analysis.

Unless a more detailed calculation is made in accordance
with Article 1I.10.5, shear strength V^ shall not be
taken greater than ( Jf, ^/6) hd for wall"s subject to N..
in compression, or V,. snalt not be taken greater than thB
value given in Artic-Ie II.3.2.3 f or walls sub ject to N,
in Lension.

5hear strength
(lr-ll), where
( rr-ll ) .

be
be

V

VCc

may
shall

computed by Eq. (11-12) and
the lesser of Eq. (11-12) or

( rr-rz )

i 11-tl )

or

=.^l,"1

(ur/v

,-(n".rh)

{F,,
V,: h,c

Mu 
-(,vr2

where N is neqative
negativE, Eq. (rr-rr)

for tension. When
shall not apply.

-r/?)is

v"=(\/V"/4)hd+y
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closer to wall base than a distance L /2
wall height, whichever is less, ,n"y*bu
same V^ as that computed at a distance
the hei"qht.

When factored shear force V.. is less than U ^/2,reinforcement shall be provided in accordance fiitn
Article 1I.10.9 or in accordance with Chapter 14. When

V,, exceeds 0U ^/2, wall reinforcement for resisting shear
sHall be provided in accordance with Article II.10.9.

DESIGN FOR SHEAR REINFORCEMENT FOR WALLS

Where factored shear force V,, exceeds shear strength /V^,
horizontal shear reinforcerilent shall be provided Eo

sat-i.-sfy Eq. (l1-l) and (11-2), where shear strength V"
shall be computed by

,, - 
A'frd

vs - 

-
52

where A is area of horizontal shear reinforcement within.va distance s" and distance d is in accordance with
Article II.10:4. Vertical shear reinforcement shalI be
provided in accordance with Article IL.I0.9.4.

I1.I0.9.2 RatioO, or horizontal shear reinforcement area

"on""6t8 area of vertical section shall not be
0.0025 .

( rr-t4)

to gross
Iess than

( 11-r5 )

than the required

Spacing of horizontal shear reinforcement tZ shaIl not
exceed Iw/5, Jh nor 500 mm.

Ratio - of vertical shear reinforcement area to gross
conctetett area of horizontal section shall not be less
than

p" = o oo25 + o.s(z.s -Z)*^- o oo25)

nor 0.0025, but need not be greater
horizontal shear reinforcement.

Spacing of vertical shear reinforcement sl shall not
exceed Iw/3, Jh nor 500 mm.

Special Provisions for Slabs and Footings

Shear strength of sJ-abs and footings in the vicinity of
concentrated loads or reacLions is governed by the more
seveFe of two conditions:
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Beam action for slab or footing, with a critical section
extending in a plane acposs the entire width and located
at a distance d from face of concentrated Ioad op
reaction area. For this condition, the slab op footing
shall be designed in accordance with Articles 11.1
through I1.5.

Two-way action for slab oD footing, with a critical
section perpendicular to plane of slab and located so
that its perimeter b^ is a minimum, but need not approaeh
closer than d/2 too perimeter of concentrated load op
reaction area. For this condition, the slab or footing
shall be designed in accordance with Articles II.11.2
through I1.11.4.

Design of slab or footing for two-way action shall be
based on Eq. (11-I), where shear strength V^ shall not be
taken greater than shear strength V^ " computed in
accordance with Article 11.11.2.1 or If.IL.Z.Z unless
shear reinforcement is provided in accordance with
Article 11.11.J or 11.11.4.

For non-pre-stressed slabs and footings:

v"= (1 + 2/8")(rt/6)bd ( rr-15 )

but not greater than ( r'^r/3)b^d. B^ is the ratio of
long side to short side Ef corYceritfateO. Load or
reaction area and b^ is perimeter of criticar section
defined in Article If.II.l.2.

rl.lr.2.2 At columns of two-way pre-stressed slabs and footings
that meet requirements of Article 18.9.1:

v,= o3$ffL+ fw)bod + vp ( 1r-17 )

where b^ is perimeter of critieal section defined in
ArticIe"fl.lI.I.?, f_^ is averaqe value of f for the
two directions, 

"ndtV^ 
is ver-ticaI 

"orpon8rft 
of aI1

efFective pre-stress PForces crossing the critical
section. If shear strength is computed by Eq. (Il-17),
the following shall be satisifed; otherwise, Eq. (ff-:g)
shall apply:

(a) no portion of columns cross-section shalL be closen
to a discontinuous edge than 4 times the slab
thickness, and

(U) f '^ in Eq. (11-17) sha1l not be taken greater than
15cMPa, and

(c) f^^ in each direction shall not be less than 0.9
Mp8, nor be taken greater than 1.5 Mpa.
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Shear reinforcement consisting of bars or wires may
used in s.Labs and footings in accordance with
following:

be
the

I1.I1.l.I Shear strength V,., shall be computed by Eq. (11-2) , where
shear strength V^ shall be in accordance with Article
II.I}.3.4, and sH'ear strength V. shall be in accordance
with Article 1I.11.1.5.

I1.lt.l.2 Shear strenqth V^ shall not be taken greater than
qfT./z)u^or- wnerB b,..' is perimeter of critical section
def in-ed in- Article lI .'LI .3 .t .

11.ll.l.l Shear strength shall be investigated at the critical
section defined in Article 11.11.I.2 and at successive
sections more distant from the support.

11.I1.1.4 Shear strength V^ at any section shall not be taken
greater than (1lr.-/S)b^d, where b^ is perimeter of
critical section 'deFined i"n Article 11ill .3.t.

11.I1.1.5 V'lhere factored shear force V,, exceeds shear strength /V^
as given in Article lI.lI .t.4", required area A.. and sheal
strength V- of shear reinforcement shall be caYculated in
accordance" with Article 1I.5 and anchored in accordance
with Article 12.11.

1l.II.4 5hear reinForcement consisting of steel I- or channel-
shaped sections (shearheads) may be used in slabs.
Provisions of Articles 11.I1.4.1 through 11.11.4.9 shall
apply where shear due to gravity load is transferred at
interior column supports. Where moment is transferred to
columns, Artiele 11.12.2.5 shall apply.

11.11.4.I Each shearhead shall consist of steel shapes fabricated
by welding with a full penetration weld into identical
arms at right angles. Shearhead arms shall not be
interrupted within the column section.

11.11.4.2 Shearhead shall not be deeper than 7O times the web
thickness of the steel shape.

11.11.4.1 Ends of each shearhead arm may be cut at angles not less
than 30 deg with the horizontal, provided the plastic
moment strength of the remaining tapered section is
adequale to resist the shear force attributed to that arm
of the shearhead.

IL.1I.4.4 All compression flanges of steel shapes shall be located
within 0.ld of compression surFace of slab.

1I.11.4.5 Ratiod between the stiffness For each shearhead arm and
that f& surrounding composite cracked slab sectj.on of
width (c^ + d) shall not be less than 0.15.
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1I.11.4.5 Plastic moment strength M^ required for each arm ofl the
shearhead shall be computdO Uy

o, (,"6Mo =

where f is strength reduction factor for fllexure, is
number of arms, and 1.. is minimum length of each
shearhead arm rLquired tb comply with requirements of
Articles 11.11.4.7 and 11.11.4.8.

II.11.4.7 Critical slab section for shear sha1l be perpendicular to
plane of slab and shall cross each shearhead arm
three-quarters of the distance ffu - (c,/Z)1 from
corumn face to end of shearhead "r,i. criticfar srection
shall be located so that its perimeter b^ is a minimum,
but need not approach eloser than d/2 8o perimeter of
column seetion.

1r.11.4.8 Shear strength v^ sha1l not be taken greater than
f l-f'^tl)u^Ol on t?re critical section defined in Article
11'.fl:4.7." When shearhead reinforcement is provided,
shear strength V^ shall not be taken greater than
O.g r/Ft^b^d on thb critical section defined in Articleu.rI.r.2.o

1r.11.4.9 A shearhead may be assumed to contribute a moment
resistanee Mu to each slab column strip computed by

,.=ry?.-2)

( rr-l8 )

(u-le)

where f is tne strength reduction factor for flexure,fl is
the number of arms, and I., is the Iength of eirch
shearhead arm aetuarly providbd. However, Mv shall not
be taken larger than the smaller of:

(a) l0 percent of total factored moment required for
each sl-ab column strip,

(b) change in coLumn strip moment over length Iu,

(c) value of MO computed by tq. (1I-lB).

11.1I.4.r0 when unbalanced moments are considered, shearhead must
have adequate anchorage to transmit Mp to column.
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OPENINGS IN SLABS

When openings in slabs are located at a distance less
than I0 times the slab thickness from a concentrated load
or reaction area, or when openings in flat slabs are
located within column strips as defined in Chapter 13,
the critical slab section for shear defined in Articles
tI.lI.I.2 and 11.11.4.7 shall be modified as follows:

For slabs without shearheads, that part of the perimeter
of the critical section that is enclosed by straight
lines projecting from the centroid of the load or
reaction area and tangent to the boundaries of the
openings shall be considered ineffective.

For slabs with shearheads, the ineffective portion of the
perimeter shall be one-half of that defined i-n Article
11.11.5.r.

Transfer of Moments to Columns

GENERAL

When gravity load, wind earthquake, or othen lateral
forces cause transfer of moment between slab and columns,
a fraction of the unbalanced moment shall be transferred
by eccentricity oF shear in accordance with Articles
LL.L2,2.3 throuqh 11 .12 .2.5 .

Fraction oF unbalanced moment not transferred
eccentricity oF shear shall be transferred by flexure
accordance with Article It.t.3,

A fraction oF the unbalanced moment given by

lu= 1-
( 11-40 )

by
in

i ^)tt-, - u
1 + 2/3. /-' \ q* d
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shall be considered transferred by eccentricity of shear
about centroid of a critical section perpendicular to
plane of slab and located so that its perimeter is a
minimum, but need not approach closer than d/2 to
perimeter of column.

II.I2.2.4 Shear stresses resulting from moment transfer by
eccentricity of shear shall be assumed to vary linearly
about centroid of critical section defined in Article
11.12.2.3. Maximum shear stress due to factored shear
forces and moments shall not exceed v^ computed in
accordance with Article 11.12 .2.4.I or ll .I2.2.4.2.

11.12 .2.4.I For non-pre-stressed slabs:

v"= 6(1 + 2/p"){-f L/6 (u-4r )

but not greater than / {.n.
At columns of two-way
requirements of Article

v"= g(0.3t/71+ 0.3fu + Ve/b"d) ( u-42 )

where b^ is perimeter of critical section defined in
Artiele'LI.I2.2.3 and V^ is vertical component of
all effective pre-strSss forces crossing the
critical section. If permissible shear stress is
computed by Eq. (tL-42), the following shall be
satisified; otherwise, Eq. (ff-Al) shall appIy.

(a) no portion of column cposs section shall be
closer to a discontinuous edge than four times
the slab thickness, and

(b) f'^ in
th5n 15

(c) f-- in each direction shall not be less than
O?9 Uea, nor be taken greater than 1.5 MPa.
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When shear reinforcement consisting of steel I- or
channel-shaped sections (shearheads) is provided, the sum
of shear stresses due to vertical load acting on the
critical section defined by Article 1I.11.4.7 and moment
transferred by eccentricity of shear about centroid of
the critical section defined in Article 11.11.1.2 shall
not exceea f,fatt.
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L2 DEVELOPMENT AND SPLICES OF REINFORCEMENT

Development of Reinflorcement - General

Calculated tension or compression in reinforcement at
each section of reinforced concrete members shalI be
developed on each side of that section by embedment
Iength, hook or mechanical device, or a combination
therof. Hooks may be used in developing bars in tension
only.

Development of deformed bars and deformed wire in tension

Development length L^, in millimeters, for deformed bars
and deformed wire iH tension shall be computed as the
product of the basic development lenqth 1,, of Article
L2.2.2 and the applicable modification- factof;r or Factors
of Articles L2.2.3 and 12 .2.4, but I, shall not be less
than that specified in Articte 12.2.5i

Basic development Iength IOO shall be:

No. 55 bar and smaller O.OZAbf y/fF'"-
0.06 dbfy**

?5f / -f,*xxYYc
t5 ry/:rfTc***

odbr y/B).F"
Basic development Iength Ir,. shall be multiplied by
applicable factor or factors Fdr:

Top reinflorcements***Jt . 1.4

Yield strength

Reinforcement with f oreater
than 400 MPa Y -

but not less than

No. 45 bar

No. 55 bar

Deformed wire

The constant carries the unit of
The constant carries the unit of
The constant carries the unit of
Top reinforcement is horizontal
that more than 100 mm of fresh
member below the reinforcement

one/mm
rrz/N
mm

reinForcement so placed
concrete is cast in the

o 400
f

v

*
**
J+*J(

*J+ JTJ+
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Low-density aggregate concrete

When f^r is specified and concrete is proportioned in
accorda?r"ce with Article 4.2-,[f 'e/l.8fct but not less than
1.0 v I

When f^" is not specified:ttaII-l8fi-density" concrete .......... ...I.tt
rrsand-low-densityrt concrete ... ....1.18
Linear interpolation may be
applied when partial sand
replacement is used.

Basic development length 1r. is modified by appropriate
factors of Article L2.2.7 nii be multiplied by applicable
facLor or factors for:

Bar spacing

Reinforcement being developed
in length under consideration
and spaced Iaterally at Ieast
150 mm on centre with at least
70 mm clear fnom face of member
to edge bar, measured in
direction of spacing. ............ 0.8

Excess reinforcement

Where anchorage or development
for f.. is not specifically

.vrequifed, reinforcement in
flexural member in excess
of that required by analysis

(A" required)/(A" provided)

Spirals

Reinforcement enclosed within
spiral reinforcement not less
than 5 mm diameter and not
more than 100 mm pitch ..... .0.75

Development length l, shall not be Iess than 100 mm

except in computation o'f lap splices by Article L2.15 and
development oF web reinfoncement by Article 12.I3.

Development of deformed bars in compression

Development length 1., in millimeters, for deformed bars
in compression shall" be computed as the product of the
basic development Iengin lr,. oF lrticle I2.t.2 and
applicable modiFcation flactori"of Article 12.3.1 but Id
shall not be less than 200 mm.
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Basic development length
I,. shall be... ..... (d-f /q flu38 not less than..... .. o?oXoor,

Basic development length I^,, may be multiplied by
applicable factors for: LrL

Excess reinforcement

Reinforcement in excess of that
required by analysis..........(0" required)/(As provided)

SpiraIs

Reinforcement enclosed within spiral
reinforcement not less than 5 mm

diameter and not more than 100 pitch . , . . O.75

Development of bundled bars

Development length of individual bars within a bundle, in
tension or compression, shal1 be that for the individual
bar, increased 20 percent for three-bar bundle, and tt
percent for four-bar bundle.

Development oF standard hooks in tension

Development lenqth Ir^ in millimeters, for deformed bars
in tension terminati?ii in a standard hook (Article 7.I)
shall be computed as the product of the basic development
length l^^ of Article L2.5.2 and the applicable
modiFicatiiin factor or Factors of Article L2.5.3 but I,.
shall not be less than BdU or 150 ffiffir whichever ftd
greater.

Basic development

ffi:*:fl"?i"o!'ll.lr
Ienoth l., for a
eq,1al tBD4oo

roodb/ y'f,"**

Basic development length l** shall be multiplied by
applicable factor or fac-tors Fo'r:

Bar yield strength

Bars with f other than 400 MPa ......... f /4OOyy'
12.5 .t .2 Concrete cover

For no.f5 bar and smaller, side cover
(normal to plane of hook) not less
than 60 mm and for 90 deg hook,
cover on bar extension beyond hook
not less than 50 mm

* The constant carri.es lhe unit of nnz/ry** The constant carries the unit of N/mm'

0.7
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Ties or stirrups

For No. 15 bar or smaller, hook en-
closed vertically or horizontally
within ties or stirrup ties
spaced along the full development
Iength 1..* not greater than )d*,
where do''is diameter oF hooked'bar. .....0.8

Excess reinforcement
Where enchorage or development
for f is not specifically

.Vrequifed, reinforcement in
excess of that required by
analysis (A" requited)/ (A" Rrovided)

Low density aggregate concrete ..... I.l

For bars being developed by a standard hook at
discontinuous ends of members with both side cover and
top (or bottom) covep over hook less than 50 mm, hooked
bar shal-I be enclosed within ties or stirrup ties spaced
along the full development length lr* not greater than
Jd. where d. is diameter of hooked b"db. For this case,
fa8tor of Rrticle 12.5.1.1 shall not apply.

Hooks shall not be considered effective in developing
bars in compression.

Mechanical storage

Any mechanical device capable of developing the strength
of reinforcement without damage to concrete may be used
as anchorage.

Test results showing adequacy of such mechanical devices
shalI be presented to the Building Official.

Development of reinforcement may consist of a combination
of mechanical anchorage plus additional embedment
strength of reinforcement between the point of maximum
bar stress and the mechanical anchorage.

Development of welded deformed wire fabric in tension

Development length Ir. in millimeters, of welded deformed
wire fabric measureE from point of critical section to
end of wire shall be computed as the product oF the basic
development length 1,. of Article 12.7.2 or 12.7.1 and
applicable modificatf8n Factor or factors of Articles
I2.2.J and 12.2.4; but l, shall not be less than 200 mm

except in computation of fap splices by Article I?.18 and
development of web reinforcement by Article 12.11.
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Basic development length Irn of welded deformed wire
fabric, with at least oHE cross wire within the
development length not less than 50 mm from point of
critical section, shall be

l3dify - 140)/81\/-f:

but not less than

n.A. fv
g!v

s.vfL

Basic development length ]OU of welded deformed wire
fabric, with no cross wirr€s within the development
length, shall be determined as for deformed wire.

Development of welded smooth wire fabric in tension

Yield strength of welded smooth wire fabric shall be
considered developed by embedment of two cross wires with
the closer cposs wire not less Lhan 50 mm from point of
critical section. However, basic development length lan
measured flrom point of critical section to outermo5E
cPoss wire shall not be less than

Af
n n,,fl 

,y
J.g

s* \/ fL

modified by (A. required)/(As provided) for reinforcement
in excess of that required by analysis and by Factor of
Article 12.?.J for low-density aggregate concrete, but I^
shall not be less than 150 mm except in computation oF
lap splices by Article 12.L9.

Development of pre-stressing strand

Three-or seven-wire pre-tensioning strand shal1 be bonded
beyond the critical section for a development length, in
millimeters, not less than

( r,.

where d. is strand diameter in millimeters, and f__ and
-- o-.. -r :^ -^^^-^-^^1 ^ PSf=. 

""u 
-expressed in megapascals.

Investigation may be limited to cross sections nearest
each end of the member that are required to develop full
design strength under speciFied Factored loads.

Where bonding of a strand does not extend to end of
member, and design includes tension at service load in
pre-compressed tensile zone as permitted by Arti-c1e
I8.4.2, development length specified in Article 12.9,I
shall be doubled.

L2.9 .3
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Development of flexural reinforcement - General

Tension reinlorcement may be developed by bending across
the web to be anchored or made continuous with
reinforement on the opposite face of the member.

Critical sections for development of reinforcement in
flexural members are at points of maximum stress and at
points within the span where adjacent reinforcement
terminates, or is bent. Provisions of Article 12.IL.t
must be satisfied.

Reinforcement shall extend beyond the point at which it
is no longer required to resist flexure For a distance
equal to the effective depth of member or 12d*, whichever
is greater, except at supports of simple spans and at
free end of cantilevers.

Continuing reinforcement shall have an embedment length
not less than the development length I, beyond the point
where bent op terminated tension rer'nforcement is no
longer required to resist flexure.

Flexural reinforcement shall not be terminated in a
tension zone unless one of the following conditions is
satisfied:

Shear at the cut-off point does not exceed two-thirds
that permitted, including shear strength of shear
reinforement provided.

Stirrup area in excess of that required for shear and
torsion is provided along each terminated bar or wire
over a distance from the termination point equal to
three-fourths the effective depth of member. Excess
stirrup apea A.. shall not be less ttran 0.4b s/f
Spacing s shallvnot exceed d/8& where B^ i" thewratlo
of area oF reinForcement cut ofF"to total a"rea oF tension
reinforcement at the section.

For No. 35 bar and smaller, continuing reinforcment
provides double the area required for flexure at the cut
off point and shear does not exceed three-fourths that
permitted.

Adequate anchorage shall be provided for tension
reinforcement in flexural members where reinforcement
stress is not directly proportional to moment, such as:
sloped, steppedr or tapered footings; brackets, deep
flexural members, or members in which tension reinForce-
ment is not parallel to compression face.
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Development of positive moment reinforcement

At least one-third the positive moment reinforcement in
simple members and one-fourth the positive moment
reinforcement in continuous members shall extend along
the same face of member in the support. In beams, sueh
reinforcement shall extend into the support at least I50
mm.

When a flexural member is part of a primary lateral load
resisting system, positive moment reinforcement required
to be extended into the support by Article 12.1l.l shall
be anchored to develop the specified yield stenqth f.. in
tension at the face oi support - Y

At simple supports and at points of inflection, positive
moment tension reinforcement shall be limited to a

diameter such that I.{ computed f or f., by Article 12.2
satisfies Eq. (rz-f)'; except Eq. (r2-f) need not be
satisfied for reinforcement terminating beyond centre-
line of simple supports by a standard hook, or a
mechanical anchorage at Ieast equivalent to a standard
hook.

.Mnt <----t
, ' va

vu

where,

( 12-1 )

M_ is nominal moment strength assuming all reinforcement

"8 the section can be stressed to the specified yield
strenoth f .-v
V is factored shear force at the section.

u

I^ at a suppopt shall be the embedment length beyond
cEntre of support.

I at a point of infleetion shall be limited to the
e?Fective depth of member of 12 d6r whichever is greater.

Value of M^/V.. may be increased l0 percent when the ends
of reinforSemeunt are confined by a compressive reaction.

Development of negative moment reinforcement

Negative moment reinforcement in a continuoust
restrained, or cantilever member, or in any member of a
rigid fname, shall be anchored in or through the
supporting member by embedment length, hooks or
mechanical anchorage.

Negative moment reinforcement shall have an embedment
Iength into the span as nequired by Articles L2.L and
12.ro .3 .

12.I2.2
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At least one-third the total tension reinforcement
provided for negative moment at a support shall have an
embedment length beyond the point of inflections, not
Iess than effective depth of member 12d*, or one-six-
teenth the clear span, whichever is greateY.

Development of web reinforement

Web reinforcement shall be carried as close to
eompression and tension surfaces of member as cover
requirements and proximity of other reinforcements will
permit.

Ends of single leg, simple U-, or multiple U-stirrups
shall be anchored by one oF the following means:

A standard hook plus an embedment oF 0.5 1,. The 0.5 I,
embedment of stirrup leg shall be taken 

""o 
th" distanc8

between mid-depth of member d/2 and the start of hook
(point of tangency).

Embedment 2/d above or below middepth on the compression
side of the member for a full development length 1,.{ but
not less than 24dbi or for deformed bars or def"ormed
wire,100 mm.

For no.l5 bar and Dll wire, and smaller, bending around
longitudinal reinforcement through at least L35 deg plus,
for stirrups with design stress exceeding 100 MPa, an
embedment of 0.33 IA. The O.33 IA embedment of a stirrup
Ieg shall be taken"as the distan"ce between mid-depth oF
member d/2 and start of hook (point oF tangency).

For each leg of welded smooth wire fabric forming simple
U-stirrups, either:

(a) Two longitudinal wires spaced at 50 mm spacing along
the member at the top of the U.

(U) One longitudinal wire located not more than d/4
from the compression face and a second wire
closer to the compression face and spaced not less
than 50 mm from the first wire. The second wire may
be located on the stirrup 1eg beyond a bend, or on a
bend with an inside diameter oi bend not less than
Bdu'

Lz.ri.2.5 For each leg of a single leg stirrup of werded smooth of
deformed wire fabric, two longitudinal wi.res at a minimum
spacing of 50 mm and with the inner wire at least the
greater of d/4 or 50 mm from mid-depth of member d/2.
0uter longitudinal wire at tension face shal1 not be
farther from the face than the portion of primary
flexural reinforcement cl_osest to the face.
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Between anchored ends each bend in the continuous portion
of a simple U-stirrup or multiple U-stirrup shal1 enclose
a longitudinal bar.

Longitudinal bars bent to act as shear reinforcement, if
extended into a region of tension, shaIl be continuous
with longitudinal reinforcement and, if extended into a
region of compression, shaII be anchored beyond mid-depth
d/2 as specified for development length in Article L2.2
for that part ol f, reguired to satisfly Eq. (ff-fg).

Pairs of U-stirrups or ties so placed as to form a closed
unit shall be considered properly spliced when length of
Iaps are 1.7 In. In members at least 500 mm deep, such
splices with n"*f., not more than 40 kN per leg may be
considered addqdate if stirrup Iegs extend the fuII
available depth of member.

Splices of reinforcement - General

Splices of reinforcement shall be made only as required
or permitted on design drawings, or in specifications, or
as authorized by the Engineer.

LAP SPLICES

Lap splices shall- not be used for bars larger than 35
except as provided in Articles 12.16.2 and L5.8.?.4.

Lap splices of bundled bars shall be based on the lap
splice length required for individual bars within a
bundle, increased 20 percent for a three-bar bundle and
53 percent for a Four-bar bundle. Individual bar splices
within a bundle shall not overlap.

Bars spliced by non-contact lap splices in flexural
members shall not be spaced transversely farther apart
than one-fifth the required lap splice length, or 150 mm.

WELDED SPLICES AND MECHANICAL CONNECTIONS

WeIded splices and other mechanical connections may be
used.

a1I welding shall
Reinforcing Steel",

I2.L4.t.2 Except as provided in this Code,
conform to "Structural Welding Code -
(nws or.+)

12.I4.t.t A fulI welded splice shall have bars butted and welded to
develop in tension at least I25 percent of specified
yield strength fl, oF the bar.
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L2.I4.t.4 A full mechanical connection shall develop in tension or
compression, as required, at least I25 percent of
specified yield strenqth f of the bar.'v

12.r4.1.5 welded splices and mechanical connections not meeting
requirements of Article L2.I4.3.t op 12.I4.3.4 may be
used in accordance with Article 12.I5.4.

of

of
by
OP

L2.L5

12.I5.1

L2.I5.2

Splices of deformed bars and deformed wire in tension

Minimum length of lap for tension lap splices shall be
required for Class A, B or C splice, but not less than
300 mm, where:

Class A splice 1.0 ld

ClassBsplice.... l.ltd
Class C splice 1.7 Id

where I.r is the tensile development length for the
specified yietd strenqth f in accordance with Article
L2.2. v

Lap splices of deformed bars and deformed wire in tension
shall conform to Table L2.I5.

TABLE L2.T5
TENSION LAP SPLICE5

A orovided*i:;;qffr

Maximum percent of A^
spliced within requiFed

lap length
7'

Equal to or
greater than 2

Less than 2

Class A Class A

Class B Class C

Class

Class

B

c

* Ratio of area of reinforcement provided to area
reinforcement required by analysis at splice location

L2.I5.t Welded splices or mechanical connections used where area
reinforcement provided is less than twice that required
analysis sha1l meet requirements of Article 12.I4.3.3
12.I4 .3 .4.

L2.I5.4 Welded splices or mechanical connections used where area of
reinforcement provided is at least twice that required by
analysis shalI meet the following:

L2.I5.4.I Splices shall be staggered at least 600 mm and in such
manner as to develop at every section at least twice the
calculated tensile lorce at that section but not less than
140 MPa for total area oF reinforcement provided.
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In computing tensile force developed at each section,
spliced reinforcement may be rated at the speciflied splice
strength. Unspliced reinforcement shall be rated at that
fraction of f defined by the ratio of the shorter actual
development lUngth of lO required to develop the specified
yield strength fr.

Splices in 'rtension tie membersrr shall be made with a full
welded splice or full mechanical connection in accordance
with Article 12.I4.t.l or L2.L4.f.4 and splices in adjacent
bars shall be staggered at least 800 mm.

Spliees of deformed bars in compression

Minimum length of 1ap for compression Iap splices shall be
the development length in compression computed in
accordance with Article l.l. but not less than 0.07 f d..
nor (O.fff.. - 24)d^ for f.. greater than 400 MPa, foryfBO
mm. For fl'^ Iessothan 2b 

-ue", length of lap shall be
increased by -one-third.

When bars of different size are lap spliced in compression,
splice Iength shall be the larger of development length of
larger bar, or splice length of smaller bar. Bar sizes No.
45 and No. 55 may be lap spliced to No. 35 and smaller
bars.

In tied reinforced compression members, where ties
throughout the lap splice length have an effective area not
less than 0.0015 hs, lap splice length may be multiplied by
0.81, but lap length shall not be less than f00 mm. Tie
legs perpendicular to dimension h shall be used in
determining effective area.

In spirally reinforced compression members, Iap splice
length of bars within a spiral may be multiplied by O.75,
but lap length shall not be less than 100 mm.

Welded splices or mechanical connections used in
compression shall meet requirements of Article 12.I4.J.i or
L2.I4 .3 .4.

END BEARING SPLICES

In bars required for compression onJ.y, compressive stress
may be transmitted by bearing of square ends held in
concentric contact by a suitable device.

Bar ends shall terminate in flat surfaces within I-I/2 deg
of a right angle to the axis of the bars and shall be
fitted within 3 deg of full bearing after assembly.

L2.16.6.2
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End bearing splices shall be used only in members
containing closed ties, closed stirrups, or spirals.

Special splice requirements for columns

Where factored load stress in longitudinal bars in a
column, calculated for various loading combinations, varies
from f., in compression to I/Zf or less in tension, lap
spIiceJ, butt welded splices, techanical connectionsr op
end bearing splices may be used. Total tensile strength
provided in each face of the column by splices alone or by
splices in combinations with continuing unspliced bars at
specified yield strenqth f., shall be at least twice the
calculated tension in that face of the column but not less
than required by Article L2.I7.t.

Where factored load stress in longitudinal bars in a
column, calculated for any loading conbination, exceeds
I/Tf. in tension, lap splices designated to develop the
speelfied yield strenqth f.. in tension, or full welded
splices or full mechanical /connections in accordance with
Article I2.L4.l.f or L2.I4.1.4 shall be used.

At horizontal cross-sections of columns where splices are
Iocated, a minimum tensile strength in each face of the
column equal to one-quarter the area of vertical
reinforcement in that face multiplied by f.. shall be
provided. Y

Splices of welded deformed wire fabric in tension

Minimum length of lap for lap splices of welded deformed
wire fabric measured between the ends of each fabric sheet
shall be less not than I.7 l, nor 200 mm and the overlap
measured between outermost crots-wires of each Fabric sheet
shall be not less than 50 mm. 1, shall be the development
length for the speciFied yield ustrength f, in accordance
with ArticLe I2.7 . l

Lap splices of welded deformed wire fabric, with
cross-wires within the lap splice length, shall
determined as For deformed wire.

Splices of welded smooth wire fabric in tension

Minimum length of lap for lap splices of welded smooLh wire
fabric shall be in accordance with the following:

When area of reinforcement provided is Iess than twice that
required by analysis at splice location, length of overlap
measured between outermost cross-wires of each

no
be

12 .19 .1
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fabric sheet shall be not less than one spacing of cross-
wires plus 50 ffiffir not less than L5 I", nor 150 mm. l.i
shall be the development length for t'fre specified yield
strength f.,, in accordance with Article 12.8.

T

When area of reinforcement provided is at least twice that
required by analysis at splice location, length of overlap
measured between outermost cross-wires of each fabric sheet
shall not be Iess than 1.5 1r, op 50 mm. l, shall be the
development length for the sp"ecified yield Etrenqth f in
accordance with Article L2.8. Y
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PART 7
SECTION 6E

SUB-SECTION 5 Tl,lO-ll{AY SLAB SYSTEMS
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Scope

Provisions of Chapter Lt shall apply for design of slab
systems reinforced for flexure in more than one direction
with or without beams between supports.

A slab system may be supported on columns or walls. If
supported by columns, no portion of a column capital or
bracket sha11 be considered for structural purposes that
lies outside the largest right circular cone, right
pyramid, or tapered wedge whose planes ape oriented no
greater than 45 deg to the column.

Solid slabs and slabs with recesses oD pockets made by
permanent or removable fillers between ribs op joists in
two direetions are included within the scope of Chapter ll.

Minimum thickness of slabs designed in accordance with
Chapter 1l shall be as required by Article 9.5.3.

Definitions

corumn strip is a design strip with a width on each side of
a column centerline equal ,to O.25 L) or 0.25 lt whichever
is less. Column strip includes beams', if any.

Middle strip is a design strip bounded by two column
strips.

A panel is bounded by column, beam or wall centerlines on
all sides.

For monolithic or fully composite construction, a beam
includes that portion of srab on each side of !n" beam,
extending a distance equar to the projection of the beam
above or below the slab, whichever is greater, but not
greater than four times the slab thickness.

Design procedures

A srab system may be designed by any procedure satisfying
eonditions of equilibrium and geometric compatibirity iF
shown that the design strength at every section i.s at ieast
lQual to the required strength considering Articles 9.2 and9.3 and that all serviceability conditions, including
specified limits on deflections are met.

For gravity loads, a sl_ab system, including the slab and
beams lif any) between supports and support-ing corumns or
wa1ls forming orthogonal framesr may be design"o oy either
the Direct Design Method of Articre rl.5 or the Equivalent
Frame Method of, Arti.cle 13.7.

t1 .1 .1 .1
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For lateral loads, analysis of unbraced
into account effects of cracking and
stiffness of frame members.

Results of the gravity load analysis may
results of the lateral load analysis.

frames shall take
reinForcement on

be combined with

The slab and beams (if any) between supports shall be
proportioned For factored moments prevailing at evepy
section.

When gravity load, wind, earthquake, or other lateral
forces cause transfer ol moment between slab and column, a
fraction of the unbalanced moment shall be transferred by
flexure in accordance with Articles It.t.t.2 and Lt.t.t.5.

Fraction of unbalanced moment not transferred by flexure
shall be transferred by eccentricity of shear in accordance
with Article 1I .L2.2.

A fraction of the unbalanced moment given by

1

|t=

( 13-1 )

shall be considered transferred by flexure over an
effective slab width between lines that ate one and
one-half slab or drop panel thickness (1.5h) outside
opposite faces of the column or capital.

Concentration of reinforcement over the column by closer
spacing or additional reinforeement may be used to resist
moment on the eFfective slab width defined in Article
I5 .3 .t .2.

Design for transfer oF load from slab to supporting columns
or walls through shear and torsion shall be in accordance
with Chapter 11.

51ab reinforcement

Areas of reinForcement in each direction for two-way slab
systems shall be determined from moments at critical
sections but shall not be less than required by Article
7,L2.

Spacing of reinforcement at critical sections shall not
exceed two times the slab thickness, except for portions oF

slab area that may be of cellular or ribbed construction.
In the slab over cellular spaces, reinforcement
construction shall be provided as required by Article 7.I2.
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Positive moment reinforcement perpendicular to a
discontinuous edge shall extend to the edge of slab and
have embedment, straight or hooked, at least 150 mm in
spandrel beams, columns or walls.

Negative moment reinforcement perpendicular to a
discontinuous edge shall be bent, hooked, or otherwise
anchored, in spandrel beams, columns, or walls, to be
developed at face of support according to provisions of
Chapter 12.

Where a slab is not supported by a spandrel beam or wall at
a diseontinuous edge, or where a slab cantilevers beyond
the support, anchorage of reinforcement may be within the
slab.

In slabs with beams between supports with a value of
greater than 1.0, special top and bottom slab reinforcement
shall be provided at exterior corneps in accordance with
the following:

The special reinforcement in both top and bottom of slab
shall be sufficient to resist a moment equal to the maximum
positive moment (per meter of widtn) in the slab.

Direction of moment shall be assumed parallel to the
diagonal from the corner in the top of the slab and
perpendicular to the diagonal in the bottom of the slab.

The special reinforcement shall be provided for a distanee
in each direction from the corner equal to one-fifth the
longer span.

In either the top or bottom of the sIab, the special
reinforcement may be placed in a single band in the
direction of the moment or in two bands parallel to the
sides of the slab.

Where a drop panel is used to reduce amount of negative
moment reinforcement over the column of a flat slab, size
of drop panel shall be in accordance with the following:

Drop panel shall extend in each direction from centreline
of support a distance not less than one-sixth the span
length measured from centre-to-centre of supports in that
direction.

Projection of drop panel below the slab shall be at least
one-quarter the slab thickness beyond the drop.

In computing required slab reinforcement, thiekness of drop
panel below the slab sha11 not be assumed greater than
one-quarter the distance from edge of drop panel to edge of
column of column capital
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DETAILS OF REINFORCEMENT IN SLABS !{ITHOUT BEAMS

In addition to the other requirements of Article Lt.4,
reinforcement in slabs without beams shall havb minium bend
point Iocations and extensions for reinforcement as
prescribed in Fig. 1r.4.8.

Where adjacent spans are unequal, extension oF negative
reinForcement beyond the face of support as prescribed in
Fig. 13.4.8 shall be based on requirements of longer span.

Bent bars may be used only when depth-span ratio permits
use of bends 45 deg or less.

For slabs in frames not braced against sidesway and for
slabs resisting lateral loads, lengths of reinforcement
shall be determined by anslysis but shall not be less then
those prescribed in Fig. I1.4.8.

Openings in slab systems

0penings of any size may be provided in slab systems if
shown by analysis that the design strength is at Ieast
equal to the required strength considering Articles 9.2 and
9.t and that all serviceability conditions, including the
specified limits on deflections, are met.

In lieu of special analysis as required by Article I1.5.1,
openings may be provided in slab systems without beams only
in accordance with the following:

Openings of any size may be located in the area common to
intersecting middle strips, provided the total amount of
reinforcement required for the panel without the opening is
maintained.

In the area common to intersecting eolumn strips, not more
than one-eighth the width of column strip in either span
shall be interrupted by openings. An amount of
reinforcement equivalent to that interrupted by an opening
shall be added on the sides of the opening.

In the apea common to one column strip and one middle
strip, not moFe than one-quarter the reinforcement in
either strip shall be interrupted by openings. An amount
of reinforcement equivalent to that interrupted by an
opening shall be added on the sides oF the opening.

Shear requirements oF Article 11.11.5 shall be satisfied.
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Direct design method

L IMI TATIONS

51ab systems within the following limitations may be
designed by the Direct Design Method.

There shall be a minimum of three continuous spans in each
direction.

Panels shall be rectangular with a ratio of longer to
shorter span centre-to-cenre of supports within a panel not
greater than 2.

Successive span lengths centre-to-centre of supports in
each direction shall not differ by more than one-third the
longer span.

Columns may be offset a maximum of 10 percent of the span
( in direction of offset) from either axis between
centrelines of successive columns.

Atl loads shall be due to gravity only and uniformly
distributed over an entire panel. Live load shall not
exceed three times dead load.

For a panel with beams between supports on all sides, the
relative stiffness of beams in two perpendicular directions

a,(zz

ar(,' Ql-Z)

shall not be less than 0.2 nor greater than 5.0.

Moment redistribution as permitted by Article 8.4 sharl not
be appried for slab systems designed by the Direct Design
Method. See Article 13.6.7

Variations from the limitations oF Articre rl.5.r may be
eonsidered acceptable if demonstrated by analysis that
requirements of Article Ii.i.l are satisfied.

TOTAL FACTORED STATIC MOMENT FOR A SPAN

Total factored static moment for a span shall be determined
in a strip bounded raterally by centerline of panel on each
side of centerline of supports.
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average negative factored
not be less than

Mo = 
w'(:(n2

6 ( r3-3)

Where the Lransverse span oF panels on either side of the
centerline of supports varies, L., in Eq. (ff-f) shall be
taken as the average of adjaeent fransverse spans.

When the span adjacent and parallel to an edge is being
considered, the distance from the edge to panel centerline
shall be substituted for I, in Eq. (ff-f).

Clear span shall extend from face to face of columns,
qapitals, brackets, or walls. Value of used in Eq.(ff-f) shall not be less than 0.6511, Circular op regular
polygon shaped supports shall be trei-ted as square supports
with the same area.

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE FACIORED MOMENTS

Negative factored moments shall be Iocated at Face of
rectangular supports. Circular or regular polygon shaped
supports shall be treated as square supports with the same
area.

In an interior span, total static moment M- shall be
distributed as foliows: o

Negative factored moment. . . 0.65

Positive factored moment. . . 0.i5

In an end span, total factored static moment Mo shalt be
distributed as Follows: I
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* See article 13 ,6.5 .6

Negative moment sections shall be designed to resist the
larger of the two interior negative factored moments
determined for spans framing into a common support unLess
an analysis is made to distribute the unbalanced moment in
accordance with stiffnesses of adjoining elements.

Edge beams or edges of slab shall be proportioned to resist
in torsion their share of exterior negative factored
moments.

For moment transfer between slab and an edge eolumn in
accordance with Article 13 .J.i .I, column strip nominal
moment strength provi.ded sha11 be used as the transfer
moment for gravity Ioad.

063 | 057
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Column strips shall
portions in percent
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COLUMN STRIPS

be proportioned to resist the
of interior negative factored

0.5 1.0 2.O

following
moments:

(a

(a

tlz/Ll = 0

rl}/rr > 1.0

Linear interpolations

Column strips shall
following portions
factored moments.

L2/rr

75 75

90 75

75

45

shall be made between values shown.

be proportioned to resist the
in percent of exterior negative

0.5 r.0 2.O

(a1r2l11) = 0 0 I00

2.5 75

Br=

Bt)

r00

75

100

75

(arrrlr1) > 1.0 Br=0 100

BI > 2.5 90

100

75

100

45

Linear interpolations shalI be made between values shown.

Where supports consist of columns or walls extendinq for
a distance equal to or greater than three-quarters the
span length I, used to compute M^, negative moments shall
be considered'to be uniformly diEtributed across 12.

Co1umn strips shall be proportioned to resist the
following portions in percent of positive Factored
moments:

L?/Lr 0.5 I.0 2.0

(a1lt,/fr) = 0 50 50

GrLr/r, > t.o eo 75

Linear interpolations shall be made between

For sLabs with beams between supports, the
of column strips shall be proportioned to
portion of column strip moments not resisted

50

45

values shown.

slab portion
resist that
by beams.
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L3.6.8.2 Beams with @ L.)/Lt) less than I.0 may be proportioned to
resist shear -ob'tained by linear interpolation, assuming
beams carry no load at CY = 0.
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FACTORED MOMENTS IN BEAMS

Beams between supports shall be proportioned to resist 85
percent of column _strip moments if (qLZ/Ll is equal to
or greater than I.0.

0r values of q I.'/Ij) between 1.0 and zeto, proportion
of column stri'p m'omdnts resisted by beams shall be
obtained by Iinear interpolation between B5 and zero
pereent.

In addition to moments calculated for uniform Ioads
according to Articles lf .6.2.2. , 13.6.5.1, and I3.6,5.2,
beams shall be proportioned to resist all moments caused
by concentrated op Iinear loads applied directly to
beams, including weight or projeeting beam stem above or
below the slab.

FACTORED MOMENTS IN MIDDLE STRIPS

That portion of negative and positive factored moments
not resisted by column strips shall be proportionally
assigned to corresponding half middle strips.

Each middle strip shall be proportioned to resist the sum
of the moments assigned to its two half middle strips.

A middle strip adjacent to and parallel with an edge
supported by a wall shall be proportioned to resist twice
the moment assigned to the half middle strip correspond-
ing to the first row oF interior support.

MODIFICATION OF FACTORED MOMENTS

Negative and positive factored moments may be modified by
10 percent provided the total static moment for a panel
in the directions considered is not Iess than that
required by Eq. (11-l).

FACTORED SHEAR IN SLAB SYSTEMS WITH BEAMS

Beams with q I.)/Ll) equal to or greater than I.0 shall
be proportionet t-o fesist shear caused by Factored loads
on tributary areas bounded by 45 deg lines drawn from the
corners of the panels and the centerlines of the adjacent
panels pacallel to the long sides.
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In addition to shears calculated according to Articles
11.5.8.1 and L3.6.8.2, beams shall be proportioned to
resist shears caused by factored loads applied directly
on beams.

Slab shear strength may be computed on the assumption
that load is distributed to supporting beams in
aceordance with Article L3.6.8.1 or It.6.B.?. Resistance
to total shear oceurring on a panel shall be provided.

Shear strength shall satisfy requirements oF Sub-section
11.

FACTORED MOMENTS IN COLUMNS AND WALLS

Columns and walls built integrally with a slab system
shall resist moments caused by factored loads on the slab
system.

At an interior support, suporting elements above and
below the slab shall resist the moment specified by Eq.(1r-4) in direct proportion to their stiffness unless a
general analysis is made.

M = 0.07\(wa + 0.5q)(r(".- wotr(t'^)'z1

where wt6, Ir, and Irn refer to shorter span.

PROVISION FOR EFFECTS OF PATTERN LOADINGS

Where ratio ^ of dead load to live load is less than 2,
one of the following conditions must be satisfied:
(a) The sum oF flexural stiffnessess oF the columns
above and below the slab shall be such that is not less
than -.- specified in Table I1.5.10.mrn

(b) If ^ for the columns above and below the slab is
less thanc -jr, specified in Table 11.5.I0, positive
factored ror"fltS' in' panels supported by "u"f, columns
shall be multiplied by the coefficient determi.ned from
Eq. (rl-5).

( 1l-4)
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TAELE lr.5.l0
VALUES OF mIn

Aspect ratio
L2/Lr

Relative beam stiffness,

0.5 1.0 2.O 4.0

z.o o.5 - 2.O

r.0 0.5
0.8
1.0
r.25
2.O

0.5 0
o.7 0
0.7 0.t
0.8 0.4
I.2 0.5 o.2 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0.5 0.5
0.8
1.0
L.25
2.O

t.l 0.1
1.5 0.5
I.6 0 .6
1.9 1.0
4.9 1.6

00
0.2 0
o.2 0
0.5 0
0.8 0.1

0
0
0
0
0

a.t3 0.5
0.8
1.0
r.25
2.O

0.1
o.3
0.4
0.8
I.2

I.8 0.5
2.O 0.9
2.3 0.9
2.8 1.5

Ll.0 2.6

00
00
00
o.2 0
0.5 0.l

where I is ratio of dead load to live
area (ih Bach case without load factors).

( rl-5 )
load, per unit

6"=1-2-P"(r-:t
4 + 9" \ o-,,
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Equivalent frame method

Design of slab systems by the Equivalent Frame Method
shall be based on assumptions given in Articles It.7.2
through 13.7 ,6, and all sections of slabs and supporting
members shall be proportioned for moments and shears thus
obtained.

Where metal column capitls are used, account may be taken
of their contributions to stiffness and resistnce to
moment and to shear.

Change in length of columns and slabs due to direct
stress, and deflections due to shear, may be neglected.

EQUIVALENT FRAME

The structure shall be considered to be made up of
equivalent frames on column lines taken longitudinally
and transversely through the building.

Each frame shall consist of a row of columns and supports
and slab-beam strips, bounded laterally by the centerline
of panel on each side of the centerline of eolumns or
supports.

Columns or supports shall be assumed to be attached to
slab-beam strips by torsional members (Article Lj.7 .5)
transverse to the direction of the span for which moments
are being determined and extending to bounding Iateral
panel centerlines on each side of a column.

Frames adjacent and parallel to an edge shall be bounded
by that edge and the eenterline of adjacent panel.

Each equivalent frame may be analyzed in its entirety, or
for gravity loading, each Floor and the roof (slab-beams)
may be analyzed separately with far ends of columns
considered fixed.

Where slab-beams afe analyzed separately, it may be
assumed in determining moment at a given support that the
slab-beam is fi.xed at any support two panels distant
therefrom, provided the slab continues beyond that point.

SLAB-BEAM5

Moment of inertia of slab-beams at any cross-section
oulside of joints ol column capitals may be based on the
gross area of concrete.
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Variation in moment oF inertia along axis of slab-beams
shall be taken into aceount.

Moment of inertia of slab-beams from centre of column to
face of column, bracket or eapital shall be assumed equal
to the moment of inertia of the slab-beam at face of
column, brgcket or capital divided by the quantity
(f - cr/L.r)t where c, and I, are measured transverse to
the dr-rection of the' span ?or which moments are being
determined.

COLUMNS

Moment of intertia of columns at any cross-section
outside of joints or column capitals may be based on the
gross area of concrete.

Variation in moment of inertia along axis of columns
shall be taken into account.

Moment of inertia of columns from top to bottom of the
slab-beam at a joint shall be assumed infinite.

TORSIONAL MEMBERS

Torsional members (Article 13.7.2.t) shall be assumed to
have constant cross-section throughout their length
consisting of the Iarger of

(a) A portion of slab having a width equal to that of
the column, bracket, or capital in the direction of the
span for which moments are being determined.

(U) For monolithic or fully composite construction, the
portion of slab specified in (a) plus that part of the
transverse beam above and below the slab.

(c) Transverse beam as defined in Article 11.2.4.

L3.7 .3.2

rt.7 .3.3

rr.7 .4

L5 .7 .4.L

Lt.7.4.?

Lt .7 .4.t

13.7 .5

Lt.7 .5.I

13.7 .5.2 Stiffness K. oF the torsional members shall be calculated
by the follSwing expression:

x,=Z ?,,", ,
t.{r-a)

' tzj

where c) and L1 relate to the
side of-column.-

The constant C in Eq. Ql-A) may be evaluated for the
cross-section by dividing it into separate rectangular
rarF,s and carlv:.-rg ou: the following summation:

( rl-5 )

transverse spans on each

s / X,.(j,c= \ I1-0.63-l
3-l

13.7 .5.3

(r3-7)
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Where beams frame into columns in the direction of the
span for which moments are being determined, value of K,
as computed by Eq. (13-6) shall be multiplied by thb
ratio of moment of inertia of slab with such beam to
moment of inertia of slab without such beam.

ARRANGEMENT OF LIVE LOAD

When loading pattern is known, the equivalent frame shaIl
be analyzed for that load.

When live load is variable but does not exceed
three-quarters of the dead load, or the nature of live
load is such that all panels witl be loaded simultane-
ously, maximum Factored moments may be assumed to occur
at all sections with full factored live load on entire
slab system.

For loading conditions other than those defined in
Articles I1.7.6.2, maximum positive factored moment near
midspan of a panel may be assumed to occur with
three-quarters of the full factored live load on the
panel and on alternate panels; and maximum negative
fectored moment in the slab at a support may be assumed
to occur with three-quarters of the full live load on
adjacent panels only.

Factored moments shall be taken not less than those
occurring with full faetored live load on all panels.

FACTORED MOMENTS

At interior supports, criticsl section for negative
faetored moment (in botn column and middle strips) shall
be taken at face of rectilinear supports, but not greater
than 0.175 11 from centre of a column.

At exterior supports provided with brackets or capitals,
critical section for negative factored moment in the span
perpendicular to an edge shall be taken at a distance
from face of supporting element not greater than one-half
the projection of bracket or capital beyond face of
supporting element.

Circular or regular polygon shaped supports shall be
treated as square supporls with the same area for
location of critical section for negative design moment.

Slab systems within limitations of Article L3.6.1 when
analyzed by the Equivalent Frame Methodr mdy have
resulting computed moments reduced j.n such proportion
that the absolute sum of the positive and average
negative moments used in design need not exceed the value
obtained from Eq. (tl-l).
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I1.7.7.5 Moments at critical sections across the slab-beam strip
of each frame may be distributed to column strips, beams
and middle strips as provided in Articles L3.6.4, LJ.6.5,
and It.6,6 if the requirement of Article 13.6.I.5 is
sat isfied.

SUB-SECTION 14 - WALLS

14.1

14 .1 .1

14.L,2

L4.2

L4.2.I

14.2.2

14.2.3

L4.2,4

14.2.5

14.2.6

L4.2.7

14.2.8

Scope

Provisions of Chapter 14 shall apply for design of walls
subjected to axial load with or without flexure.

Cantilever reLaining walls are designed according to
flexural design provisions of Chapter 10 with minimum
horizontal reinforcement according to Article L4.1.3.

General

Walls shall be designed for eccentric loads and any
tensile lateral or other loads to which they are
subjected.

Walls subject to axial loads shall be designed in
accordance with Articles 14.2, L4.3 and either 14.4 or
L4.5.

Design for shear shall be in accordance with Article
11 .10 .

Unless demonstnated by a detailed analysis, horizontal
length of wall to be considered as effective flor each
coneentrated load sha11 not exceed centre-to-centre
distance between loads, nor width of bearing plus four
times the wall thickness.

Compression members built integrally with walls shaII
conform to Article 10.8.2.

Walls shall be anchored to intersecting elements such as
floors, poofs, ot to columns, pilasters, buttresses and
intersecting walls, and footings.

Quant,ity of reinforcement and limits of thickness
required by Articles L4.3 and 14.5 may be waived where
structural analysis shows adequate strength and
stabi lity .

Transfer of force to footing at base of wall shall be in
accordance with Article 15.8.
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Minimum reinforcement

Minimum vertical and horizontal reinforcement shall be in
accordance with Artiele 14.3.? and 14.3.3 unless a
greater amount is required for shear by Articles 1I.l0.B
and 1I.10.9.

Minimum ratio of vertical reinforcement area to gross
eoncrete area shall be:

(a) 0.0012 for deformed bars not larger than No. 15 with
a specified yield strength not less than 400 MPa, or(b) 0.0015 for other deformed bars, or

(c) 0.0012 for welded wire fabric (smooth or deformed)
not larger than Wll or DlI.

Minimum ratio of horizontal reinforcement area to gross
concrete area shall be:

(a) 0.0020 for deformed bars not larger than No. 15 with
a specified yield strength not less than 400 MPa, or(U) 0.0025 for other deformed bars, or(c) 0.0020 for welded wire fabric (smooth or deformed)
not larger than Wll_ or DlI.

WalIs mope than 25O mm thick, except basement wa11s,
shall have reinforcement for each direction placed in two
layers parallel with faces of wall in accordance with the
following:

(a) One layer consisting of not less than one-half and
not mope than two-thirds oF total reinfocement required
for each direction shall be placed not less than 50 mm or
more than one-third the thickness of waII from exterior
surface.

(b) The other layer, consisting of the balance of
required reinforcement in that direction, shall be placed
not less than 20 mm nor more than one-third the thickness
of wall from interior suface.

Vertical and horizontal reinForcement shall not be spaced
further apart than three times the wall thickness, nor
500 mm.

Vertical reinforcement need not be enclosed by lateral
ties if vertical reinforcement area is not greater than
0.01 times gross conerete apea, or where vertical rein-
forcement is not required as compression reinforcement.

In addition to the minimum reinforcement required by
Articles I4.3.I and 14.i.2, not less than two No. 15 bars

14.3.7
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shall be provided around all window and door openings.
Such bars shall be extended to develop the bar beyond the
corners of the openings but not less than 500 mm.

Walls designed as compression members

Except as provided in Article L4.5, walls subject to
axial load or combined flexure and axial load shall be
designed as compression members in accordance with
provisions of Articles 10.2, 10.1, 10.10, l0.ll, 10.12,
10.I5, and Articles 14.2 and I4.1.

Empirical design method

Walls of solid rectangular cross-section may be designed
by the empirical provisions of Article 14.5 if resultant
of all factored loads is located within the middle-third
of the overall thickness of wall and all limits of
Articles 14.2, 14.t, and 14.5 are satisf ied.

Design axial load strength of a wall satisfying
limitations of Article 14.5.1 shall be computed by Eq.
(f+-f) unless designated in accordance with Article 14.4.

(*,,)'l

where 0 = 0.70 and efFective length

:;:,::i'i"?:::io,l:l"i:i,::':il 
q, :(a) restrained against rotation at

one oP both ends (top and/or
bottom) .... 0.8

(U) unrestrained against rotation
at boLh ends . ... 1.0

For walls not braced against
lateral translation .. ..... 2.0

MINIMUM THICKNESS OF WALLS DESIGNED BY EMPIRICAL DESIGN
METHOD

6Pn* =0.55 d t nrlt -

I

( 14-1 )

factor k shall be:

Thickness of bearing wa1ls shalI not be
the supported length oF height, whichever
less than 100 mm.

Thickness of exterior basement walls and
shall not be less than 190 mm.

less than I/25
is shorter, nor

foundation wallsL4.5.3.2
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Nonbearing walls

Thickness of nonbearing walls shall not be less than I00
fiffir nor Iess than 1,/10 the least distance between members
that provide lateral support.

Walls as grade beams

Walls designed as grade beams shall have top and bottom
reinforcement as required for moment in accordance with
provisions of Articles IO.2 through 10.7. Design for
shear shall be in accordance with provisions of Chapter
1r.

Portions of grade beam walls exposed above grade shall
also meet requirements of Article 14.3.

15 - FOOTINGS

Scope

Provisions of Chapter 15 shall apply for design of
isolated Footings and where applicable, to combined
footings and mats.

Additional requirements for design of combined footings
and mats are given in Article 15.I0.

Loads and reactions

Footings shall be proportioned to resist the factored
loads and induced reactions, in accordance with the
appropriate design requirements of this Code and as
provided in Chapter 15.

Base area of footing or number and arrangement of piles
shall be determined from unfactored forces and moments
transmitted by footing to soil or piles and permissible
soil pressure or permissible pile capacity selected
through principles of soil mechanics.

For footings on piles, computations for moments and
shears may be based on the assumption that the reaction
from any pile is concentrated at pile center.

Footings supporting circular or regular polygon shaped
columns or pedestals

Circular or regular polygon shaped concrete columns or
pedestals may be treated as square members with the same
area for location of critical sections for moment, shear,
and development of reinforcement in footings.
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Moment in footings

External moment on any section of a footing shall be
determined by passing a vertical plane through the
footing, and computing the moment of the forces acting
over entipe area of footing on one side of that vertical
plane.

Maximum factored moment for an isolated footing shall be
computed as prescribed in Article 15.4.1 at critical
sections located as follows:

(a) At face of eolumn, pedestal or walI, for footings
supporting a concrete column, pedestal or wall,
(b) Halfway between middle and edge of waII, for
footings supporting a masonry wall.
(c) Halfway between Face of column and edge of steel
base plate, for footings supported a column with steel
base plate.

In one-way footings, and two-way square footings,
reinforcement shall be distributed uniformly actoss
entire width of footing.

In two-way rectangular footings, reinforcement shall- be
distributed as follows:

Reinforcement in long direction shall be distributed
uniformly across entire width of footing.

For reinforeement in short direction, a portion of the
total reinforcement given by Eq. (15-1) shall be
distributed uniformly over a band width (centered on
centerline of column or pedestal) equal. to the Iength of
short side of footing. Remainder of reinforcement
required in short direction shall be distributed
uniformly outside centre band width of footing.

Reinforcement in
band width =

( 15-1 )
Total reinforcement in (/3 + L)

short direction

Shear in footings

Shear strength of Footings shall be in accordance with
Article II.11.

Location of critical section for shear in accordance with
Chapter 11 shall be measured from face of column,
pedestal, or wal1, for footings supporting a column or

,l/
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pedestal with steel base plates, the critical section
shall be measured from location defined in Article
L5 ,4.?. (c) .

Computation of shear on any section through a footing
supported on piles shall be in accordance with the
following:

Entire reaction from any pile whose centre is located
d^/2 or more outside the section shall be considered as
pFoducing shear on that section.

Reaction from any pile whose centre is located d^/2 op
more inside the section shall be considered as prdducinq
no shear on that section.

For intermediate positions of pile centre, the portion of
the pile reaction to be considered as producing shear on
the section shall be based on straight-line interpolation
between full value at d_/2 outside the section and zelo
value at d /2 inside thePsection.

P

Development of reinforcement in footings

Development of reinforcement in footings shall be in
accordance with Chapter 12.

Calculated tension or compression in reinforcement at
each section shall be developed on each side of that
section by embedment length, hook (tension only) or
mechanical device, or a combination thereof.

criticar sections for development of reinforeement shalr
be assumed at the same locations as defined in Article
15.4.2 for maximum factored moment, and at all other
vertical planes where changes oF section or reinforcement
occur. See also Article IZ.IO.6.

Minimum footing depth

Depth of footing above bottom reinforcement shall not be
less than 150 mm for footings on soil, nor less than 100
mm for footings on piles.

Transfer of force at base of column, wall or reinforced
pedestal

Forces and moments at base of column, waII or pedestal
shall be bransferred to supporting pedestal or footing by
bearing on concrete and by reinforcement, dowels, and
mechanical connectors.
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Bearing on concrete at contact surface between supported
and supporting member shall not exceed concrete bearing
strength for either surface as given by Article 10.15.

Reinforcement, dowels or mechanical connecLors between
supported and suporting members shall be adequate to
transfer:

(a) A11 compressive force that exceeds concrete bearing
strength of either member,

(b) Any computed tensile force across interface.

In addition, reinforcement, dowels, or mechanical connec-
tors shall satisfy Article L5.8.2 or 15.B.l.

If calculated moments are transferred to supporting
pedestal or footing, reinforcement, dowels or mechanical
connectors shall be adequate to satisfy Article 12.I7.

Lateral forces shall be transferred to supporting
pedestal op footing in accordance with shear-friction
provisions of Article 11.7 or by other appropriate means.

In cast-in-place construction, reinforcement required to
satisfy Article 15.8.1 shall be provided either by
extending longitudinal bars into supporting pedestal or
footing, or by dowels.

For cast-in-place columns and pedestalsr area of
reinforcement across interface shall be not Iess than
0.005 times gross area of supported member.

For cast-in-place waIls, area of reinforcement across
interface shall not be less than minimum vertical
reinlorcement given in Article 14.5.2.

Diameter of dowels, if used, shall not exceed diameter of
longitudinal bars by more than 5 mm.

At footings, No.45 and No.55 longitudinal bars in
compression only, may be lap spliced with dowels to
provide reinforcement required to satisfy Article 15.8.1.
Dowels shall not be Iarger than No.l5 bar and shall
extend into supported member a distance not less than the
development length of No.45 or No.55 bars, or the splice
length of the dowels, whichever is greater, and into the
footing a distance not less than the development length
of the dowels.

I f a pinned or rocker connection is provided in
cast-in-place construction, connection shall conform to
Article 15.8.1 and 15.8.1.

47
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In precast construction, reinforcement required to
satisfy Article 15.8.1 may be provided by anchor bolts or
suitable mechanical connectors.

Connection between preeast columns or pedestals and
supporting member shall have a tensile strength not less

ii"l"i;] 
An in Newtons, where An is cross-sectional area

Connection between precast wal1 and supporting member
shall have a tensile strength not less than A^/3 in
Newtons, where An is 

""o""-"u6tional area of wall.9

Anchor bolts and mechanical connectors shall be designed
to reach their design strength prior to anchorage failure
or failure of surrounding concrete.

Sloped or stepped flootings

In sloped or stepped footings, angle of slope or depth
and location of steps shall be such that design
requirements are satisfied at every section. (See also
Article 12.10.6)

Sloped or stepped footings designed as a unit shall be
constructed to assure action as a unit.

Combined footings and mats

Footings supporting more than one column, pedestal or
wall (combined footings or mats) shall be proportioned to
resist the factored loads and induced reactions, in
accordance with appropriate design requirements of this
Code.

The Direct Design Method of Chapter l) shall not be used
for design of combined footinqs and mats.

Distribution of soil pressure under combined lootings and
mats shall be consistent with properties of the soil and
the structure and with established principles of soil
mechanics.

T6 - PRE-CAST CONCRETE

Scope

Provision of Chapter 16 shalI apply for design of
pre-cast concrete members defined as concrete el_ements
cast eLsewhere than their final position in the
st ructure.
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Atl provisions of this Code not specifically excluded,
and not in conflict with provisions of Chapter 15 shall
apply to pre-cast concrete.

Design

Design of pre-cast members shall consider all loading and
restraint conditions from initial fabrication to
completion of the structure, including form removal,
storage, transportation, and erection.

In pre-cast construction that does not behave monolith-
ically, effects at all interconnected and adjoining
details shall be considered to assure proper performance
of the structural system.

Effects of initial and long-time deflections shall be
considered, including effects on interconnected elements.

Design of joints and bearings shall include effects of
all forces to be transmitted, including shrinkage, ereep,
temperature, elastic deformation, wind and earthquake.

AII details shaII be designed to provide For manufac-
turing and erection tolerances and temporary erection
stressed.

Pre-cast wall panels

Pre-cast bearing and nonbearing walls shall be designed
in accordance with provisions of Chapter 14.

Where pre-cast panels are designed to span horizontally
to columns or isolated footings, the ratio of height to
thickness shall not be Iimited, provided the efFect of
deep beam action, lateral buckling, and deflections are
provided for i.n the design. See Article 10.7.

Details

ALI details of reinforcement connections, bearing seats,
inserts, anchors, concrete cover, openings, lifting
devices, fabrication and erection tolerances shaIl be
shown on the shop drawi.nqs.

,
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16.4.2 When approved by the Engineer, embedded items (such as
dowels, or inserts) that either protrude from concrete or
remain exposed for inspection may be embedded while
concrete is in a plastic state provided.

L6.4.2.I Embedded items shall not be required to be hooked or tied
to reinforeement within plastic concrete.

16.4.2.2 Embedded items shalI be maintained in correct position
while concrete remains plastic.

16.4.?.3 Embedded items shall be pcoperly anchored to develop
required factored loads.

6.5 Identification and marking

16.5.1 Each pre-cast member or element shall be marked to
indicate location in the structure, top surface, and date
of fabrication.

16.5.2 Identification marks sharl correspond to the placing
plans.

L6.6 Transportation, storage, and erection

15.5.1 During euring, for removal, storage, transportation, and
erection, pre-cast members shaII not be over-stressed,
warped or otherwise damaged or have camber adversely
affected.

16.2.2 Pre-cast members shalr be adequately braced and supported
during erection to insure proper alignment and structural
integrity until permanent connections are completed.

SUB-SECTION 17 - COMPOSITE CONCRETE FLEXURAL MEMBERS

l7.l Scope

17.1.1 Provisions of Chapter I7 shall apply for design of
composite concrete flexural members defined as pre-cast
and/or cast-in-place concrete elements construeted in
separate placements but so interconnected that aIl
elements respond to loads as a unit.

17.r.2 All provisions of this code shall- appry to composite
conerete flexural members, except as specificalJ_y
modified in Chapter 17.

L7.2 General

r7.2.r An entire composite member op portions thereof may be
used in resisting shear and moment.
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Individual elements shall be investiated for aLl critical
states of loading.

If the specified strength, unit mass, or other properties
of the various elements are different, properties of the
individual element or the most critical values, shall be
used in design.

In strength computations of composite membersr f,o
distinction shall be made between shored and unshored
members.

AI1 elements shall be designed to support aI1 loads
introduced prior to full development of design strength
of composite members.

Reinforcement shall be provided as required to eontrol
cracking and to prevent separation of individual elements
of composite members.

Composite members shall meet requirements for control of
deflections in accordance with Article 9.5.5.

Shoring

When used, shoring shall not be removed until supported
elements have developed design properties required to
support all Loads and limit deflecLions and cracking at
time of shoring removal.

Vertical shear strength

When an entire composite member is assumed to resist
vertical shear, design shall be in aceordance with
requirements of Chapter Il as for a monolithically cast
member of the same cross-sectional shape.

Shear reinforcement shall be fully anchored into
interconnected elements in accordance with Article L2.I3.

Extended and anchored shear reinforcement may be included
as ties for horizontal shear.

Horizontal shear strength

In a composite member, full transfer of horizontal shear
florces shall be assured at contact surfaces of
interconnected elements.

Unless calculated in accordance with
design of eross-sections subject to
shall be based on

V <dV
nh

Article \7 .5 .3 ,

horizontal shear

( 17-1 )

L7 .5.2
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Where V is factored shear force at section considered
and V^J is nominal horizontal shear strength in
accordd){]ce with the following:

When contact surfaces are clean, free of laitance, and
intentionally roughened, shear strength V,.'^ shall not be
taken greater than 0.6bvd in Newtons.

When minimum ties are provided in accordance with Article
L7.6, and contact surfaces are clean, free of laitance
but not intentionally roughened, shear strength V_. shall
not be taken greater than 0.6bva in newtons. nh

When minimum ties are provided in accordance with Article
L7 .6, and contact surfaces are clean, free of laitance,
not intentionally roughened to a full amplitude of
approximately 5 mm, shear strength V^. shall not be taken
greater than 2.5bva in newtons. 

- nn

When factored shear force V at section considered
exceeds 6Q.>A,,a) design for ho$izontal shear shall be in
accordance with Article 11.7.

Horizontal shear may be investigated by computing the
actual change in compressive or tensile force in an
segment, and provisions made to transFer that force as
horiontal shear to the supporting element. The factored
horizontal shear force shall not exceed horizontal shear
strength V^u. as given in Articles 77 .5.2.I through
L7 .5 .2.4 lih'ere area of contact surlace A shaIl be
substituted for bud. c

When tension exists across any contact surface between
interconnected elements, shear transFer by contact may be
assumed only when minimum ties are provided in accordance
with Article 17.5.

Ties for horizontal shear

When ties are provided to transfer horizontal shear, the
area shall not be less than that required by Article
11.5.5.1 and tie spacing shall not exceed four times the
least dimension of supported element, nor 500 mm.

Ties for horizontal shear may consist of single bars or
wire, multiple leg stirrups, or vertical legs or welded
wire fabric (smooth or deformed).

Atl ties shall be fully anchored into interconnected
eLements in aceordance with Article f2.I3.
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18 - PRE-sTRESsED CONCRETE

Scope

Provisions of 5ub-Section lB shall appty to members
pre-stressed with wire, strands, or bars conforming to
provisions for pre-stressing tendons in Article t.5.5.

AIt provisions of this Code not specifically excluded,
and not in conflict with provisions of Chapter 18, shall
apply to pre-stressed concrete.

The following provisions of this Code shall not apply to
pre-stressed concrete, except as specifically noted;
Articles 8.4, 8.10.2, 8.10.J, 8.10.4, 8.11, f0 .3.2,
10.l.l, I0.5, 10.5, L0.9.1, IO.9.2, Sub-Section 13 and
Articles L4.3, I4.5, and 14.5.

General

Pre-stressed members shall meet the strength requirements
specified in this Code.

Design of pre-stressed members shall be based on strength
and on behaviour at service conditions at all load stages
that may be critical during the Iife of the structure
from the time pre-stress is first applied.

Stress concentrations due to pre-stressing shall be
considered in design.

Provisions shall be made for effects on adjoining
construction of elastie and plastic deformations,
deflections, changes in length and rotations due to
pre-stressing. Effects of termperature and shrinkage
shall also be included.

Possibility of buckling in a member between points where
concrete and pre-stressing tendons are in contact and of
buckling in thin webs and flanges shall be considered.

In computing section properties prior to bonding of
pre-stressing tendons, effect of loss of area due to open
ducts shall be considered.

Design assumptions

Strength design of pre-stressed members for flexure and
axial loads shall be based on assumptions given in

-/
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Article IO.2, except Article IO.2,4 shall apply only to
reinforcement conforming to Article 3.5.3.

For investigation of stresses at transfer of pre-stress,
at service loads, and at cracking loads, straight-line
theory may be used with the following assumptions:

Strains vary linearly with depth through entire load
range.

At cracked sections, eoncrete resists no tension.

Permissible stresses in concrete - Flexural members

Stresses in concrete immediately after pre-stress
transfer (before time-dependent pre-stress losses) shall
not exceed the following:

(a) Extreme fibre stress in compression ..0.50 frc.
(b) Extreme fibre stress in tension

except as permitted in (c) .O.Z5f c.
(c) Extreme fibre stress in tension at

ends of simply supported members .....0.5 ,/f '"i
Where computed tensile stresses exceed these values,
bonded auxiliary reinForcement (non-pre-stressed or
pre-stressed) shall be provided in the tensile zone to
resist the total tensile force in concrete computed with
the assumption of an uncracked section.

stresses in concrete at service Loads (after allowance
for all pre-stress losses) shall not exceed the
following:

(a) Extreme fibre stress in compression

(U) Extreme fibre stress in tension in

..0.45 fl
c

t,,vcprecomppessed tensile zone . .. . ..0.5
(c) Extreme fibre stress in tension in pre-

eompressed tensile zone of members (ex-
cept two-way slab systems) where analysis
based on lransformed cracked sections
and on bilinear moment-deflection
relationships show that immediate and
J-ong-time deflections comply with
requirements of Article 9.5.4, and where
cover requirements comply with Article
7.7.3.2.
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Permissible stresses in concrete of Article 18.4.1 and
L8.4.2 may be exceeded is shown by test or analysis that
performance will not be impaired.

Pertnissible stresses in pre-stressing tendons

Tensile stress in pre-stressing tendons shall not exceed
the following:

(a) Due to tendon jacking force .0.94fpy

but
by

(b)

not greater than 0.85f^.. or maximum value recommended
manuficturer of pre-strBHsing tendons or anchorages.

Immediately after pre-stress transfer ......0.82fpy

but not greater than 0.74fpu.

(c) Post-tensioning tendons, at anchorages
and couplers, immediately after tendon
anchorage 0.70f pu

Loss of pre-stress

To determine effective pre-stress Foo, allowance for the
folowing sources of loss of p"r"e-stress shall be
considered:

(a) Anchorage seating loss
(b) Elastic shortening of concrete
(c) Creep of concrete
(d) Shrinkage of concrete
(e) Relaxation of tendon stress
(f) Frietion Ioss due to intended or unintended

curvature in post-tensioning tendons.

FRICTION LOSS IN POST-TENSIONING TENDONS

fffect ofl friction loss in post-tensioning tendons shall
be computed by

P, = P,fKt't tol ( r8-r )

When (KI- + ) is not greater than 0.3, efFect of
friction loss may be computed by

P, = P,(1 + l((, + pa) ( 18-2 )

Friction loss shall be based on experimentally determined
wobble K and curvature friction coefficients, and
shall be verified during tendon stressing operations.
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Values of wobble and curvature friction coefficients used
in design shall be shown on design drawings.

Where loss of pre-stress in a member may occur due to
connection of member to adjoining construction, such loss
of pre-stress shall be allowed for in design.

Flexural stength

Design moment strength of flexural members shall be
computed by the strength design methods of this Code.
For pre-stressing tendons, f^^ shall be substituted for
f.. in strenqth computations. Pov-
In lieu of a more accurate determination of f based
strain compatibility, the Following approximafesvalues
fO" shall be used if fse is not less than 0.5fpu.

For

'Ps
( 1B-l )

I f any compression reinforcement is taken into account
when calculating fo" by Ee. (Ig-l), the term

fr*dl
L"r* 4" - '')l

shall be taken not less than 0.17 and dr shalL be no
greater than 0.I5dp.

(b) For members with unbonded pre-stressing tendons and
with a span-to-depth ratio of 15 or less:

f*=f".*7g*.4- (18-4)
100p,

but .f.,," in Eq. (18-4) shall not e taken greater than f_
nor (f"i * 400). - PY

(c) For members with unbonded prestressing tendons andwith a span-to-ratio depth greater than J5:

f*=fu*ro* 'L (18-5)
300po

!u t f .,* i.n Eq . ( f B-5 ) shall not be taken grea ter thanF-.., fi'o"r (f + 200).py' se

Non-pre-stressed reinforcement conforming to Article3.5.3 iF used with pre-stressing tendons may be
considered to contribute to the tensire force and may be

on
of

members with bonded pre-stressing

,*(, - tlr,u,. i,", - ,',])

(a) tendons:

IB.7 .3
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included in monent strength computations at a stress
equal to the specified yield strength f.,. 0ther
non-pre-stressed reinforcement may be irlcluded in
strength eomputations only if a strain comptibility

IB.B

lB.B.1

18.8.2

IB.B.]

lB.9

tB.9 .1

IB.9 .2

rB .9 .2.r

rB.9 .2.2

18.9.1

analysis is made
reinforcement.

to determine stresses in such

( rB-5 )

Limits for reinforcement of flexural members

Ratio of pre-stressed and non-pre-stressed reinforcement
used for comutation ol moment strength of a member,
except as provided in Article 18.8.2, shall be sufh that

'ir;Jiy".i("ogt";Hpr.o" [o pn * d/d;(d * - "'* )] is not

When a reinforcement ratio in excess of that specified in
Article 18.8.1 is provided, design moment strength shalI
not exceed the moment strength based on the compression
portion of the moment couple.

Total amount of pre-stressed and non-pre-stressed
reinforcement shall be adequate to develop factored load
at Ieast L.2 times the cracking load computed on the
basis of the modulus of rupture f-r specified in Article
9.5.2.t. except for flexural mbmbers with shear and
flexural strength at least twice that required by Article
9.2.

Minimum bonded reinforcement

A minimum area of bonded reinforcement shall be provided
in alI flexural members with unbonded pre-stressing
tendons as required by Articles 18.9.2 and lB -9.3.

Except as provided in Artiele 18.9.1 minimum area of
bonded reinforcement shall be computed by:

A = 0.004A
s

Bonded reinforcement required by Eq. (18-5) shall be
uniformly distributed over pre-compressed tensile zone as
close as practicable to extreme tension fibre.

Bonded reinforcement shall be required regardless of
service load stress conditions.

For two-way flat plates, defined as solid slabs of
uniform thickness, minimum area and distribution oF

bonded reinforcement shall be as follows:

Bonded reinforcement shal not be required in positive
moment areas where computed tensile stress in concrete at
service load (after allowance for a1l pre-stress losses)
does not exceed Yr 

"/s.

r8.9.1.1
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In positive moment apeas where computed tensile stress in
concrete at service load exceeds f'^/6, minimum area of
bonded reinforeement shall be computeb by:

N^A.-' 0.5fy

where design yield strength f., shall not exceed 400 MPa.
Bonded reinforeement shaLf bd uniformly distributed over
pre-comppessed tensile zone as close as practicable to
extreme tensile fibre.

In negative moment areas
of bonded reinforcement
computed by:

A,= 0.00075h(

( rB-7)

at column supports, minimum area
in each direction shall be

( rB-8 )

where I is length of span in direction parallel to that
of the reinForcement being determined. Bonded reinforce-
ment required by Eq. (fe-e) shall be distributed within
a slab width between lines that are I.5h outside opposite
faces of the column support. At least four bars or wires
shall be provided in each direction. Spacing of bonded
reinforeement shall not exceed J00 mm.

Minimum length of bonded reinforcement required by
Articles L8.9.2 and 18.9.1 shall be as follows.

In positive moment areas, minimum length of bonded
reinforcement shalI be one-third the clear span length
and centered in positive moment area.

In negative moment areas, bonded reinforcement shall
extend one-sixth the clear span on each side of support.

Where bonded reinforcement is provided for design moment
strength in accordance with Article IB.7.3r or for
tensile stress conditions in accordance with Article
18.9.1.2, minimum length also shall conform to provisions
of Sub-section 12.

Statically Indeterminate Structures

Frames and continuous construction of pre-stressed
concrete shall be designed for satisFactory performance
at service load conditions and for adequate strength.

Performance at service load conditions shall be
determined by elastic analysis, considering reactions,
moments, shears and axial forces produced by pre-stres-
sing, creep, shrinkage, temperature change, axial
deformation, restrai.nt of attached structural elements,
and foundation settlement.

I8.10.2
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Moments to be used to compute required strength shall be
the sum of the moments due to reactions induced by
prestressing (with a load factor of I.0) and the moments
due to factored loads including redistribution as
permitted in Article 18.10.4.

REDISTRIBUTION OF NEGATIVE MOMENTS DUE TO GRAVITY LOADS
IN CONTINUOUS PRE-STREssED FLEXURAL MEMBERS

Where bonded reinForcement is provided at supports in
accordance with Article L8.9.2, negative moments
calculated by elastic theory for any assumed loading
arrangement may be increased or decreased by not more
than

fal
| ,o+;(<o-@') |I o^ 

-l6ssss61
2oL1 - 0368,- l'
The modified negative moments shall be used for
calculating moments at sections within spans for the same
loading arrangement.

Redistibution of negative moments shall be made only when
the section at which moment is reduced is so desiqned
thato,l^rlr^ * d/d^ (t^r- ar'I , o" [r^l + d/d (r, - du,t)]
whichfvtrpi" apptBcable, i3 not fr"BU"" tna8 o.z+ t.
Compression members - Combined flexure and axial loads

Pre-stressed concrete members subject to combined flexure
and axial load, with or without non-pre-stressed
reinforcement, shall be proportioned by the strength
design methods of this Code for members without
pre-stressing. Effects or pre-stress, creep, shinkage,
and temperature change shalI be included.

LIMITS FOR REINFORCEMENT OF PRE-5TRESsED COMPRESSION
MEMBERS

Members with average pre-stress f^^ less than 1.5 MPa

shal1 have a minimum reinforcer"tff in accordance with
Articles 7.10, 10.9.1, and IO.9.2 for columns of Article
14.l for walls.

Exeept for walls, members with average pre-stress, f^^
equal to or greater than I.5 MPa shall have all
pre-stressing tendons enclosed by spirals or Iateral ties
in accordance with the followinq:

(a) Spirals shall conform to Article 7.I0.4.
(b) Lateral ties shall be at least No. l0 in size or
welded wire fabric of equivalent area, and spaced
verticall-y not to exceed 48 tie bar or wire diameters, or
least dimension of compression member.
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(c) Ties shall- be located vertically not more than half
a tie spacing above top of footing or slab in any story,
and shall be spaced as provided herein to not more than
half a tie spacing below lowest horizontal reinforcement
in members, supported above.
(d) Where beams oF brackets frame into all sides of a
column, ties may be terminated not more than B0 mm below
lowest reinforcement in such beams or brackets.

For walls with average pre-stress f^^ equal to or greater
than 1,5 MPa, a minimum reinforcemeHE required by Article
14.t may be waived where structural analysis shows
adequate strength and stability.

Slab systems

Factored moments and shears in prestressed slab systems
reinforced for flexure in more than one direction sha]l
be determined in accordance with provisions of Article
13.7 (excluding Articles 13.7 .7 .4 and Lt.7 .7 .5) or by
more detailed design procedures.

Moment strength of pre-stressed slabs at every section
shall be at least equal to the required strength
eonsidering Articles 9 .2 , 9 ,3 , 18 .10 . I and IB .10 .4 .
Shear strength oF pre-stressed slabs at eolumns shall be
at Ieast equal to the required strength considering
Articles 9.2, 9.1, 11.I, 11 .II.2, and 11.12.2.4.

At service load conditions, all serviceability
limitations, including specified limits on deflections,
shalL be met, with appropriate consideration of the
factors listed in Article 18.10.2.

For normal live loads and loads uniformly distributed,
spacing of pre-stressing tendons or gpoups of tendons in
one direction shall not exceed 8 times the slab
thickness, nor 1.5 m. Spacing of tendons shall also
provide a minimum avepage pre-stress (aFter allowance for
a1I pre-stress losses) of 0.9 MPa on the slab section
tributary to the tendon to tendon group. A minimum of
two tendons shaLl be provided in each direction throuqh
the critical shear section over columns. Special
consideration of tendon spacing shall be provided for
slabs with concentrated loads.

In slabs with unbonded pre-stressing tendons, bonded
reinforcement shall be provided in accordance with
Articles 18.9 .l and 18 .9 .4.

Tendon anchorage zones

Reinforcement shall be provided where required in tendon
anchorage zones to resist bursting, splitting, and
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spalling forces induced by tendon anchorages. Regions of
abrupt change in section shall be adequately reinforced.

End blocks shall be provided where required for support
bearing or for distribution of coneentrated pre-stressing
forces.

Post-tensioning anchorages and supporting concrete shall
be designed to resist maxirnum jacking force for strength
of concrete at time of pre-stressing.

Post-tensioning anchorage zones shall be designed to
develop the guaranteed ultimate tensile strength of
p.re-stressing tendons using a strength reduction factor
fl of O.90 for concrete.

Corrosion protection for unbonded pre-stressing tendons

Unbonded tendons shall be completely coated with suitable
material to ensure corrosion protection.

Tendon wrapping shall be continuous over entire length to
be unbonded, and shall prevent intrusion of cement paste
or loss of coating materials during concrete placement.

Post-tensioning ducts

Ducts for grouted or unbonded tendons shal1 be mortar-
tight and non-reactive with concrete, tendons, or filler
material.

Ducts for grouted single wire, strand or bar tendons
sha1l have an inside diameter at least 5 mm larger than
tendon diameter.

Ducts for grouted multiple wire, strand, or bar tendons
shall have an inside cross-sectional area at least
two-times area of tendons.

Ducts shall be maintained free of water if members to be
grouted are exposed to temperatures below freezing prior
to grouting.

Grout for bonded pre-stressing tendons

Grout shall consist of Portland cement and waterl or
Portland cement, sand and water.

Materials for grout shall conform to the following:

Portland cement shall conform to Article 3.2.
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5and, if used, shall conform to "5tandard Specificaiton
for Aggregate for Masonry Mortar'r (nSfU C 144) except
that graduation may be modified as necessary to obtain
satisfactory workability.

Admixtures conforming to Article 1.6 and known to have no
injurious effects on grout, steel, or concrete may be
used. Calcium chloride shall not be used.

SELECTION OF GROUT PROPORTIONS

Proportions of materials for grout shall be based on
either of the following:

(a) Results of tests on fresh and hardened grout prior
to beginning grouting operations, or
(U) Prior documented experience with similar materials
and equipment and under comparable field eonditions.

Cement used in the work shall correspond to that on which
selection of grout proportions was based.

Water eontent shall be minimum necessaDy for pDoper
pumping of grout: however, water-cement ratio shall not
exceed 0.45 by weight.

Water shall not be added to increase grout flowbility
that has been decreased by delayed use of grout.

MIXING AND PUMPING GROUT

Grout shall be mixed in equipment capable of continuous
mechanical mixing and agitation that will produce uniform
distribution of materials, passed through screens, and
pumped in a manner that wiIl completely fill tendon
ducts.

Temperature of members at time of qroutinq shall be above
2oC and shall be maintained above- zoc unlit field-cured
50 mm cubes of grout reach a minimum compressive strength
of 5 MPa.

Grout temperatures shall not be above l0 C during mixing
and pumping.

Protection of pre-stressing tendons

Burning or welding operations in vicinity of pre-stres-
sing tendons shal be carefuly performed, so that tendons
are not subject to excessive temperatures, welding
sparks, or ground currents.
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Application and measurement of pre-stressing force

Pre-stressing force shall be determined by both of the
foJ.lowing methods:

(a) Measurement of tendon elongation, Required
elongation shall be determined from average load-elonga-
tion on cupves for pre-stressing tendons.(U) 0bservation oF jacking force on a calibrated gauge,

or load call, or by use of a calibrated dynamometer.

Cause of any difference in Fore determination between (a)
and (b) that exceeds 5 percent shall be ascertained and
corrected.

Where transfer of force from bulkheads of pre-tensioning
bed to concrete is accomplished by flame cutting pre-
stressing tendons, cutting points and cutting sequence
shall be predetermined to avoid undesired temporary
s tresses.

Long lengths of exposed pre-tensioned strand shall be cut
near the member of minimize shock to concrete.

Total loss of pre-stress due to unreplaced broken tendons
shall not exceed 2 percent of total pre-stress.

Post-tensioning anchorages and couplers

Anchorages for unbonded pre-stressing tendons and
couplers shall develop the specified ultimate strength ofl
the tendons without exceeding anticipated set.

Anchorages for bonded pre-stressing tendons shal develop
at least 90 percent of the specified ultimate strength of
the tendons, when tested in an unbonded condition,
without exceeding anticipated set. However, I00 percent
of the specified ultimate strength of the tendons shall
be developed after tendons are bonded in member.

Couplers shall be placed in areas approved by the
Engineer and enclosed in housing long enough to permit
necessary movements.

In bonded construction subject to repetitive loads,
special attention shall be given to the possibility of
fatigue in anchorages in couplers.

Anchorage and end fittings shall be permanently protected
against corrosion.
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19 - sHELLs AND FOLDED PLATE MEMBERS

Scope and definitions

Provisions of Sub-section L9 shape apply to thin-shelI
and folded plate concrete structures, including ribs and
edge members.

All provisions of this Code not specifically excluded,
and not in conflict with provisions of Chapter 19 shall
apply to thin-shell structures.

THIN SHELLS - three dimensional spatial structures made
up of one or more curved slabs or folded plates, whose
thicknesses are small eompared to their other dimensions.
Thin shells are characterized by their three-dimensional
load-carrying behaviour which is determined by the
geometry of their forms, by the manner in which they are
supported, and by the nature of the applied load.

F0LDED PLATES - a special class of shell structures
formed by joining flat, thin slabs along Lheir edges so
as to create a three-dimensional spatial structure.

RIBBED SHELLS - Spatial structures with material placed
primarily along certain preferred rib lines, with the
apea between the ribs filled with thin slabs or left
open.

AUXILIARY MEMBERS - Ribs or edge beams which serve to
strengthen, stiffen, and/or support the shell: usually,
auxilliary members act jointly with the shell.

ELASTIC ANALYSIS - An analysis of deformations and
internal forces based on equilibrium, compatibility of
strains, and assumed elastic behaviour, and representing
to suitable approximation the three-dimensional action of
the shell together with its auxiliary members.

INELASTIC ANALYSIS - An analysis of deformations and
internal forces based on equilibrium, nonlinear
stress-strain relations for concrete and reinforcement,
consideration of cracking and time dependent effects, and
compatibility of strains. The analysis shall represent
to suitable approximation the three-dimensional action of
the shell together with its auxiliary members.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS - An analysis procedure based on
the measurement of deformations and/or strains of the
structure as its model, experimental analysis may be
based on either elastic or inelastie behaviour.
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Analysis and design

Elastie behaviour shall be an accepted basis For
determining internal lorces, and displacements, of thin
shells. This behaviour may be established by computa-
tions based on an analysis of the uncracked concrete
structure in which the material is assumed linearly
elastic, homogenous and isotropic. Poissonts ratio of
concrete may be assumed equal to zero.

Inelastic analysis may be used where it can be shown that
such methods provide a safe basis for design.

Equilibrium checks oF internal resistances and external
loads shall be made to ensure consistency of results.

Experimental or numerical analysis procedures may be used
where it can be shown that such procedures provide a safe
basis for design.

Approximate methods of analysis not satisfying
compatibility of strains either within the sheIl or
between the shell and auxiliary members may be used where
it can be shown that such methods provide a safe basis
for design.

In pre-stressed shelIs, the analysis must also consider
behaviour under loads induced during pre-stressing, at
cracking load, and at factored load. Where pre-stressing
tendons are draped within a shell, design shall take into
account foree components on the shell resulting from
tendon profile not lying in one plane.

The thickness h of a thin shell, and its reinforcement,
shaIl be proportioned for the required strength and
serviceability. AlL elements shall be proportioned by
the same method, using either the strength design method
oi Article 8.1.1 or the afternate design method of
Article 8.1.2.

Shell design shall investigate and preclude the
possibility of general or local instability.

Auxi.liary members shall be designed according to the
applicable provisions of this Code. The design method
selected for shell elements under Article L9.2.7 shall
also be used for auxiliary members. A portion of the
shell equal to the flange width specified in Article B.I0
may be assumed to act with the auxiliary member. In such
portions of the shell, the reinforcement perpendicular to
the auxiliary member shall- be at least equal to that
required for the flange of a T-beam by Article 8.10.5.
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Design strength of materials

Specified compressive strength of concrete fr_ at 28 days
shall not be less than 20 MPa. c

Specified yield strength of non-pre-stressed reinforce-
ment f shall not exceed 400 MPa.

v

ShelI reinforcement

Shell reinforcement shall be provided to resist tensile
stresses from internal membrane forces, to resist bending
and twisting moments, to control shrinkage and
temperature cracking, and as special reinforcement at
shell boundaries, Ioad attachments, and shell openings.

Membrane reinforcement shall be provided in two or more
directions in all parts of the shell.

The area of shell reinforcement at any section as
measured in two orthogonal directions shall not be less
than the slab shrinkage or temperature reinforcement
required by Article 7.I2.

Reinforcement required to resist shell membrane forces
shall be provided so that the design strength in every
direction shall be at least equal to the component of the
principal membtane forces in the same direction due to
factored loads.

The area of shell tension reinforcement shall be limited
so that the reinforcement will yield before crushing of
concrete in compression can take place.

In regions of high tension, membrane reinforcement shall,
if practical, be placed in the general directions of the
principal tensile membrane forces. Where this is not
practical, membrane reinforcement may be placed in two or
more component directions.

If the direction oF reinforcement varies more than 10 deg
from the direction of principal- tensile membrane force,
the amount of reinforcement may have to be increased to
limit the width of possible cracks at service load
Ievels.

Where the magnitude of the principal tensile memblane
stress within the shell varies greatly over the area of
the shell surface, reinforcement resisting the total
tension may be concentrated in the regions of largest
tensile stress where it can be shown that this provides a
safe basis for design. However, the ratio ofl shell_
reinforcement in any portion oF the tensile zone shalL be
not less than 0.0015 based on the overall thickness of
the shell.
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Reinforcement required to resist shell bending mc;nents
shall be proportioned with due regard to the simult;3neous
action of membrane axial forces at the same Iocation.
Where shell reinforcement is required in only one face to
resist bending moments, equal amounts shalI be placed
near both surfaces of the shell even though a rei'ersal of
bending moments is not indicated by the analysis.

Shell reinforcement in any direction shall not be snaced
further apart than 500 mm or five times t;.s srrerl
thickness. Where the principal membrane tensile stress
on ^t& qross concrete area due to factored loads exceeds
6 Jf'n/3 reLnforcement shall not be spaced further aparrt
than Ehree times the shell thickness.

SheII reinforcement at the junction of the shell anLr
supporting members or edge members shall be anehored in
or extended through such members in accordance with the
requirements of Chapter 12, except that the minimum
development length shall be 1.2 1O but not less than 500
mm.

Splice development lengths of shell reinforcement shall
be governed by the provisions of Chaptet L2, except that
the minimum spliee length of tension bars shall be L.2
times the value required by Chapter 12 but not less than
500 mm. The number of splices in prineipal tensile
reinforcement shall be kept to a practical minimum.
Where splices are necessary they shall be staggered at
Ieast 1- with not more than one-third oF the reinforce-
ment spficed at any section.

Construction

When removal of formwork is based on a specific toOiir"
of elasticity of concrete because of stability ot
deflection considerations, the value of the modulus of
elasticity E^ shall be determined from flexuraL tests of
field-cured " beam specimens. The number of test
specimens, the dimensions of test beam specimens, and
test procedures shall be specified by the Engineer.

The Engineer shall speeify the tolerances for the shape
of the she1l. If construction results in deviations from
the shape greater than the specified tolerances, an
analysis of the efFect of the deviations shall be made

and any required remedial actions shal1 be taken to
ensure safe behaviour.
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Strength evaluation - General

If doubt develops concerning the saFety of a structure or
member, the Building 0fficial may order a sLructural
strength investigation by analyses, or by means of loads
tests, or by a combination of analyses and load tests.
(For approval of special systems of design or construc-
tion see Article 1.4).

Analytical investigations - General

If strength evaluation is by analysis, a through field
investigation shall be made of dimensions and details of
members, properties of materials, and other pertinent
conditions of the structure as actually built.

Analyses based on investigation required by Article
20.2.L shall satisfy the Building 0fficial that the load
factors meet requirements and intent of this Code. See
Article 20.5.

Load tests - General

If strength evaluation is by
engineer aeceptable to the
control such tests.

load tests, a qualified
Building 0fficial shall

A load test shall not be made until that portion of the
structure to be subject to load is at least 56 days old.
When the owner of the structure, the Contractor, and all
involved parties mutually agree, the test may be made at
an earlier age.

When only a portion of the structure is to be load
tested, the questionable portion shall be load tested in
such a manner as to adequately Lest the suspected source
of weakness.

Forty-eight hours prior to application of test load, a
load to simulate effect of that portion of the dead loads
not already acting shall be applied and shall remain in
place until all testing has been completed.

Load tests of flexuraL members

When flexural members, including beams and slabs, are
load tested, the additional provisions of Article 20.4
shall apply.

Base readings (datum for deflection measurements) sha1l
be made immediately prior to application of test load.

20.4.2
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That portion of the structure selected for loading shall
be subject to a total load, including dead loads already
acting, equivalent to 0.85(1.4D + 1.7 L). Determination
of L shall include live load reductj.ons as permitted by
the General Building Code of which this Code forms a
part.

Test load shall be applied in not less than four
approximately equal increments without shock to the
structure and in such a manner as to avoid arching of
Ioading materials.

After test load has been in position for 24 hr, initial
deflection readings shall be taken.

Test load shall be removed immediately after initial
deflection readings, and final deflection readings shall
be taken 24 ht after removal of the test load.

If the portion of the structure tested shows visible
evidence of failure, the portion tested shall be
considered to have failed the tesL and no retesting of
the previously tested portion shalI be permitted.

I f the portion of the structure tested shows no visible
evidence of failure, the following criteria shall be
taken as indication of satisfactory behaviour:

(a) If measured maximum dqJfection, a, of a beam, floor
or roof is less than l',/20r000 h.

(b) If measured maximuq deflection, a, of a beam, f1oor,
or roof exceeds L'r/20 r0OO h, deflection pecovery
within 24 hr after r'emoval of the test load shall be
at least 75 percent of the maximum defllection for
non-pre-stressed concrete, or B0 percent for
pre-stressed concrete.

In Articles 20.a.8(a) and (b), lr for cantilevers shall
be taken as two times the distance from support to
cantilever end, and deflection shall be adjusted for any
support movement.

Non-pre-stressed concrete construction failing to show 75
percent pecovery of deflection as required by Article
20.4.8(b) may be retested not earlier than 72 hr after
removal- of the first test load. The portion of the
structure tested shall be considered satisfactory if:

(a) The portion of the structure tested shows no visible
evidence of failure in the retest, and

(b) Deflection recovepy caused by second test load is at
least 80 percent of the maximum deflection in the
second test.
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Pre-stressed concrete construction shall not be retested.

Members other than flexural members

Members other than flexural members preferably shall be
investigated by analysis.

Provisions for lower load rating

If structure under investigation does not satisfy
conditions or criteria of Artieles ?O.2r 20.4.8 or
20.4.10, the Building Official may appDove a lower load
rating for that structure based on results of the load
test or analysis.

Safety

Load test shall be conducted in such a manner as to
provide for safety of life and structure during the test.

No safety measures shall interfere with load test
procedures or affect results.
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APPENDIX A - SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR SEISMIC DESIGN

NOTATION - sEE APPENDIX C

Definitions

BASE 0F STRUCTURE - Level at which earthquake motions are
assumed to be imparted to a building. This level does
not necessarily coincide with the ground leve1.

B0UNDARY MEMBERS - Portions along waII and diaphragm
edges strengthened by longitudinal and transverse
reinforcement. Boundary members do not necessarily
require an increase in the thickness of the wall or
diaphragm. Edges of openings within walls and diaphragms
may also have to be provided with boundary members.

COLLECTOR ELEMENTS - Elements that serve to transmit the
inertial forces within the diaphragms to members oF the
lateral-force resisti.ng systems.

CR0SS-TIE - A continuous bar having a I)5 deg hook with
at least a ten-diameter extension at one end and a 90 deg
hook with at Ieast a six-diameter extension at the other
end. The hooks shall engage peripheral longitudinal
bars.

DESIGN L0AD COMBINATI0NS - Combinations of factored loads
and forces specified in Article 9.2.

DEVELOPMENT LENGTH FOR A BAR WITH A STANDARD HOOK . The
shortest distance between the critical section (where the
strength of the bar is to be developed) and a tangent to
the outer edge of the 90 deg hook.

FACT0RED LOADS AND F0RCES - Specified loads and forces
modified by the factors in Article 9.2.

H00P - A closed tie or eontinuously wound tie the ends of
which have r35 deg hooks with ten-diameter extensions,
that encloses the longitudinal reinForeement.

LATERAL-F0RCE RESISTING SYSTEM - That portion of thestructure composed of members proportioned to resist
forces related to earthquake effects.

LOW-DENSITY-AGGREGATE CONCRtTE - "AL1-1ow-density" orrrsanded-Iow-density" aggregate made with 1ow-dlnsity
aggregates conforming to Article l.l.

SHELL C0NCRETE - Conerete outside the transverse
reinforcement eonfining the concnete
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SPECIFIED LATERAL F0RCES - Lateral forces corresponding
to the appropriate distribution of the desi.gn base shear
force preseribed by the governing code for earthquake
resistant design.

STRUCTURAL DIAPHRAGMS - Structural members, such as floor
and roof slabs, which transmit inertial forces to
lateral-force resisLing members.

STRUCTURAL TRUSSES - Assemblages of reinforced concrete
members subjected primarily to axial forces.

STRUCTURAL WALLS - Walls proportioned to resist
combinations of sheats, moments, and axial forces induced
by earthquake motions.

STRUT - An element of a structural diaphragm used to
provide continuity around an opening in the diaphragm.

TIE ELEMENTS - Elements which serve to transmit inertia
forces and prevent separation of such building components
as footings and walls.

General requirements

SCOPE

Appendix A contaj.ns special requirements for design and
construction of reinforced concrete members of a
structure for which the desiqn forces, related to
earthquake motions, have been determined on the basis of
energy dissipation in the nonlinear range of response.

The provisions of Chapters J. through lB shal1 apply
except as modified by the provisions of this Appendix.

In regions of moderate seismic risk, reinforced concrete
Frames resisting forces induced by earthquake motions
shall be proportioned to satisfy only Article A.9 of
Appendix A in addition to the requirements of Chapters I
through 18.

In regions of high seismic risk, all structural
reinforced concrete members shaIl satisfy Articles 4.2
through A.B of Appendix A in addition to the requirements
of Chapters I through 17.

A reinforced concrete structural system not satisfying
the requirements of this Appendix may be used if it is
demonstrated by experimental evidence and analysis thal
the proposed system wiLl have strength and toughness
equal to or exceeding those provided by a comparable
monolithic reinforced concrete structure satisfying this
Appendix.
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ANALYSIS AND PROPORTIONING OF STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The interaction of alI structural and nonstructural
members which materially afFect the linear and nonlinear
response of the structure to earthquake motions shall be
considered in the analysis.

Rigid members assumed not to be a part of the lateral
force resisting system may be used provided their effect
on the response of the system is considered and
accommodated in the structural design. Consequences of
failure of structural and nonstructural members which are
not a part of the lateral-force resisting system shall
also be considered.

Structural members below base of structure required to
transmit to the foundation forces resulting from
earthquake effeets shall also comply with the require-
ments of Appendix A.

AII structural members assumed not
lateral florce resisting system shall
A.8 .

STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTORS

Strength reduction factors shall be
9.3 except for the following:

to be part of the
conform to Article

as given in Article

Except for determining the strength of joints, the shear
strength reduetion factor shall be 0.5 for any structural
member if its nominal shear strength is less than the
shear corresponding to development of its nominal
flexural strength for the Factored-1oad combinations
including earthquake effect. Shear strength reduction
factor for joints shall be 0.85.

The strength reduction factor For axial compression and
flexure shall be 0.5 lor all frame members with factored
axial compressive forces exceedinq (n^f, ^/tO) if the
transverse reinforcement does not conPonH to Article
A.4.4.

CONCRTTE IN MEMBERS RESiSTING EARTHQUAKE.INDUCED FORCES

Compressive strength f'" of the concrete shall be not
Iess than 20 MPa.

Compressive strength ol low-density-agqreqate concrete
used in design shall not exceed l0 Mpa. Low-density-
aggregate concrete with higher design compressive
strength may be used if demonstrated by experimental
evidence that structural members made with that
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Iow-density-aggregate concrete provide strength and
toughness equal to or exceeding those of comparable
members made with normal density-aggregate concrete of
the same strength.

REINFORCEMENT IN MEMBERS RESISTING EARTHQUAKE INDUCED
FORCEs

Reinforcement resisting earthquake-induced flexural and
axial forces in frame members and in wall boundary
members shall comply with ASTM A 706. Reinforcement
required by design load combinations which include
earthquake effect shall not be welded except as specified
in Articles A .I .2 .4 and A.4 .t .2 .

Flexural members of frames

SCOPE

Requirements of Article A.l apply to frame members (a)
resisting earthquake-induced forces (b) proportioned
primarily to resist flexure, and (c) satisfying the
following conditions:

Factored axial compressive force on the member shall not
exceed (nnil e/ro).
Clear span for the member shall not be less than four
times its effective depth.

The width-to-depth ratio shall not be less than 0.J.

The width shall not be less than (a) ZSO mm and (b) more
than the width of the supporting member (measured on a

plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
flexural member) plus distances on each side of the
supporting member not exceeding three-fourths of the
depth of the flexural member.

LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT

At any section of a flexural member and for the top as
well as for the bottom reinforcement the amount of
reinforcement shall not be less than (f.+u d/f ) and the
reinForcement ratio 0 shalt not exceed o.dbf. Y qt least
two bars shall be 'provided continuously both top and
bottom.
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Positive moment-strength at joint faee shall be not less
than one-half of the negative moment strength provided at
that face of the joint. Neither the negative - nor the
positive - moment strength at any section along member
length shall be less than one-fourth the maximum moment
strength provided at face of either joint.

Lap splices of flexural reinforcement shall be permitted
only if hoop or spiral reinforcement is provided over the
Iap length. Maximum spacing of the transverse
reinforcement enelosing the lapped bars shall not exceed
d/4 ot I00 mm. Lap splices shall not be used (a) within
the joints, (U) within a distance of twice the member
depth from the face of the joint, and (c) at locations
where analysis indicates flexural yielding caused by
inelastic lateral displacements of the frame.

Welded splices and mechanical connections conforming to
Articles 12.I4,3.I through I2.I4.3.4 may be used for
splicing provided not more than alternate bars in each
Iayer of Iongitudinal reinforcement are spliced at a
section and the centre-to-centre distance between splices
of adjacent bars is 500 mm or more measured along the
Ionqitudinal axis of the frame member.

TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT

Hoops shall be provided in the
members:

following regions of frame

(1) 0ver a length equal to twice the member depth
measured from the face of the supporting member toward
mid-span, at both ends of the flexural member.(2) 0ver lengths equal to twice the member depth on both
sides of a section where flexural yielding may occur in
connection with inelastic lateral displacements of the
frame.

The first hoop shall be located not more than 50 mm from
the face of a supporting member. Maximum spacing of the
hoops shall not exceed (a) d/4, (U) eight times the
diameter of the smallest longitudinal bars, (c) 24 times
the diameter of the hoop bars, and (d) 100 mm.

Where hoops are required, longitudinal bars on the
perimeter shall have lateral support conforming to
Article 7 .IO.5.3.

Where hoops are not required, stirrups shal1 be spaeed at
no more than d/2 throughout the length of the member.

Hoops in flexural- members may be made up of two pieces of
reinflorcement, a stirrup having I1l deg hooks wi.th
ten-diameter extensions anchored in the confined core and
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a cross-tie to make a closed hoop. Consecutive cross-
ties shall have their 90 deg hooks at opposite sides of
the flexural member. If the longitudinal reinforcing
bars secured by the cross-ties are confined by a slab
only on one side of the flexural frame member, the 90 deg
hooks of the cross-ties shall all be placed on that side.

Frame members subjected to bending and axial load

SCOPE

The requirements of this seetion apply to frame members
(a) resisting earthquake-induced forces, (U) having a
factored axial eompressive force exceeding (A^f'^/LO) and
(c) satisfying the following conditions: - 9 c

The shortest cross-sectional dimension, measured on a
straight Iine passing through the geometric centroid,
shall not be less than J00 mm.

The ratio of the shortest cross-sectional dimension to
the perpendicular dimension shall not be less than 0.4.

MINIMUM FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF COLUMNS

Flexural strength of any column proportioned to resist a
factored axial compressive force exceeding (A^f' ./IO)shall satisfy Article A.4.2.2 or A.4.2.t.

Lateral strength and stiffness oF columns not satisfying
Article A.4.2.2. shall be ignored in determining the
calculated strength and stiffness of the structure but
shall conform to Article A.8.

The flexural strengths of the columns shall satisfy Eq.
(n-r)

fu >(e/>)IN (n-r)u e- u g

It. = sum of moments, at the centre of the joint,
corrEsponding to the design fLexural strength oF the
columns framing into that joint. Column flexural
strength shall be caLculated for the factored axial
force, consistent with the direction of the lateral
forces considered, resulting in the lowest flexural
strength.

L M^ = sum of moments, at the centre of the jointt
corrEsponding to the design flexural strengths of the
girders framing into that joint.
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Flexural strengths shall be summed such that the column
moments oppose the beam moments. Eq. (n-f) shall be
satisfied for beam moments acting in both directions in
the vertical plane of the frame considered.

If Article A.4.2.2 is not satisfied at a joint, columns
supporting reactions from that joint shall be provided
with transverse reinforcement as specified in Article
4.4.4 over their fuII height.

LONGITUDINAL REINFORCTMENT

The reinforcement ratio, , shall not be less than 0.01
and shall not exceed 0.06.

Lap splices are permitted only within the centre half oF
the member length and shall be proportioned as tension
splices. Welded splices and mechanical connections
conforming to Articles 12.I4.3.1 through 12.14.3.4 may be
used for splicing the reinforcement at any section
provided not mope than alternate lonqitudinar bars are
spliced at a section and the distance -between splices is600 mm or more along the longitudinal axis of the
reinforcement.

TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT

Transverse reinforement as specified below shall beprovided unl-ess a larger amount is required by Article
A.7.

(1) The volumetric ratio of spirar or circurar hoop
reinforcement p^, shall not be less than that indicated
by Eq. (A-2) ' s

P " 
= 0.12f' ./f yh (n-z)

and shall not be less than that required by Eq. (I0-5)

(2) The total cross-sectional area of rectangular hoop
reinforcement shall not be less than that given by Eq.(n-l) and (A-4).

Ash = 0.J (sh"f'

Ash = 0.12sh"f, ./f yh

(r) Transverse reinforcement may be provided by singreor overlapping hoops. Cross-ties of the same b"" "iz"and spacing as the hoops may be used. Each end of the
cross- ties shall engage a peripheral longitudinal
reinForcing bar. Consecutive cross-ties Jhat1 bealternated end For end along the longitudinal
reinforcement.

(A-l)

(n-+)
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(4) If the design strength of member core satisfies the
requirement of the specified Ioading combinations
including earthquake effect, Eq. (A-l) and (10-5) need
not be satisfied.

Transverse reinforcement shall be spaced at distances not
exceeding (a) one-quarter of the minimum member dimension
and (b) loo mm.

Cross-ties or legs of overlapping hoops sha1l not be
spaced more than t5O mm on centre in the direction
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the structural
member.

Transverse reinforcement in amount specified in Articles
A.4.4.1 through A.4.4.5 shall be provided over a lenqth
I- from each joint face and on both sides of any section
nHere flexural yietding may occur in connection with
inelastic lateral displacements of the frame. The length
l^ shalL not be less than (a) the depth of the member at
t8e joint face or at the section where flexural yielding
may occur, (U) one-sixth of the clear span of the membert
and (c) 500 mm.

Columns supporting reactions from discontinued stiff
members, such as walls, shall be provided with transverse
reinforcement as specified in Articles A.4.4.1 throuqh
A.4.4.J over their full height beneath the level at which
the discontinuily occuts iF the factored axial
compressive force in these members, related to earthquake
efFect, exceeds (Rnilc/IO).

Structural walls, diaphragms, and trusses

SCOPE

The requirements of this article apply to structural
walls and trusses serving as parts of the earthquake
force resisting systems as well as to diaphragms, struts,
ties, chords and collector members which transmit Forces
induced by earthquake.

RtI NFORCEMENT

The reinforcement ratio, p.,, for structural walls shall
not be less Lhan 0.0025 hlong the longitudinal and
transverse axes. Reinforcement spacing each way shall
not exceed 500 mm. Reinforcement provided for shear
strength shall be continuous and shall be distributed
across the shear plane.

At l-east lwo curtains of reinforcement shall be used in a

wall if the in-plaqe-flactored shear force assigned to the
wall exceeds A"' {T 

"/e 
.

A.5

A.5.I

A.5 .2.

A.5.2.L

A.5.2.2
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Structural-truss members, struts, ties, and collector
members with compressive stresses exceeding 0.2ft- shall
have special transverse reinforcement, as- specified in
Article A.4.4, over the total length of the member. The
special transverse reinforcement may be discontinued at a
section whee the calculated compressive stress is less
than 0.15ff^. Stresses shall be calculated for the
factored for"ces using a linearly elastic model and
gposs-section properties of the members considered.

A1l eontinuous reinforcement in structural waIls,
diaphragms, trusses, struts, ties, chords, and collector
members shalr be anchored or spliced in accordance with
the provisions For reinforcement in tension as specified
in Articl e A.6 .4 .

BOUNDARY MEMBERS FOR STRUCTURAL WALLS AND DIAPHRAGMS

Boundary members sharr be provided at boundaries sadn
edges around openings of structural walls and diaphragms
for which the maximum extreme-fiber stress, corresponding
to factored forces including earthquake effect, exceeds
0.2fra unless the entire wall or diaphragm member is
reinfbrced to satisfy Articles A.4.4.I ' 

thr6ugh A.4 .4.j.The boundary member may be discontinued where the
calculated compressive stress is less than 0.15f' .
Stresses shall be calculated for the factored forcBs
using a linerly elastic model and cross-section
properties.

Boundary members, where required, shall have transverse
reinforcement as specified in Articles A.4.4.r through
4,4.4.3 .

Boundary members of structural walls shall be ppopor_
tioned to carry all factored gravity loads on the wa1l,
including tributary loads and self-weight, as well as theverticar force required to resist overturninq moment
calcurated from factored forces related to earthquake
effeet.

Boundary members of structural diaphragms sha11 beproportioned to resist the sum of the compressive forceacting in the plane of the diaphragm and the force
obtained from dividing the factored moment at the sectionby the distance between the edges ofl the diaphragm atthat section.

Transverse reinforcement in walls, with boundary memberssharl be anchored within the confined core of the
boundary member to deverop the yierd stress in tension ofthe transverse reinforcement.
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CONSTRUCTION JOINTS

AII construction joints in walls and diaphragms shal1
conform to Article 6.4 and contact surfaces shalI be
roughened as specified in Article 11.7.9.

Joints of frames

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

Forces in longitudinal beam reinforcement at the joint
face shall be determined by assuming that the stress in
the flexural tensile reinforcement is l.25fr.

Strength of the joint shall be governed by the
appropriate strength reduction factors speeified in
Article 9.1.

Beam longitudinal reinforcement terminated in a column
shall be extended to the far face of the confined column
core and anchored in tension according to Article A.5.4
and in compression according to Chapter 12.

TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMENT

Transverse hoop reinforcement, as specified in Article
A.4.4 shall be provided within the joint, unless the
joint is confined by structural members as specified in
Article A.6.2.2.

Within the depth of the shallowest framing member,

transverse reinforcement equal to at least one-half the
amount required by Article A.4.4.1 shalI be provided
where members frame into all four sides of the joint and
where each member width is at least three-fourths the
columns width.

Transverse reinforement as required by Article A.4.4
shall be provided through the joint to provide
confinement for longitudinal beam reinforcement outside
the column cote if such confinement is not provided by a

beam framing into the joint.

SHEAR STRENGTH

The nominal shear strength of the joint shall be assumed
not to exceed the forces specified below for normal
density-aggregate concrete.

For confined joint
For others ilW;i3
where A., is the minimum cross-sectional area of the joint
in a pLane parallel to the axis of the reinforcement
generating the shear force.
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A joint is considered to be confined if members frame
into all vertical faces of the joint and if at least
three-quarters of each face of the joint is covered by
the framing member.

For Iow-density-aggregate concrete, the nominal shear
strength of the joint shall not exceed three-quarters of
the limits given in Article A.5.1.1.

DEVELOPMENT LENGTH OF BARS IN TENSION

The development length, I-., for a bar with a standard
90-deg hook in normal Oen'6'ity-aggregate concrete shall
not be ress than Bdor J.50 mmr and the rength required by
Eq. (A-5).

I dh = fydb/5.+ 14 (n-s)

for bar sizes through number 10 and number J5.

lo" low-density-aggregate conerete, the development
length for a bar with a standard 90-deg hook shall not be
less than 10 d., 190 mm, and l_.25 times that required by
Eq. (A-5)

The 90-deg hook shall be rocated within the confined core
of a column or of a boundary member.

For bar sizes no. 10 through no. j5, the development
Iength, L^, for a straight bar shall not be less than(a) two-antf-a-half (Z.S) times the length required byArticle A.6.4.I if the depth of the concrete cast in onelift beneath the bar does not exceed 100 mm and (b)
three-and-a-half (1.5) times the length required byArticle A.5.4.1 if the depth of the concrete cast in onelifL beneath the bar exceeds 100 mm.

Straight bars terminated at a joint sharl pass through
the confined cope of a column or of a boundary member.
Any portion of the straight embedment length not within
the conFined core shall be increased by a flctor of I.5.
Shear-strength requirements

DESIGN FORCES

Frame members subjected primarily to bending

The design shear force, V^, shall be determined from
consideration of the sLatiEal forces on the portion oFthe member between faces of the joints. It shall be
assumed that moments of opposite sign corresponding to
probable strength act at the joint faces and that the
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member is loaded with the factored tributary gravity load
along its span. The moments corresponding to probable
strength shall be calculated using the properties of the
member at the joint faces without strength reduction
factors and assuming that the stress in the tensile
reinforeement is equal to at least I.25f y.

Frame members subjected to eombined bending and axial
load

The design shear force, Vor shall be determined from
consideration of the Forc"es on the member, with the
nominal moment strengths calculated for the factored
axial compressive force resulting in the largest moment,
acting at the faces of the joints.

Structural walls, diaphragms and trusses

The design shear force, V,,, shall be obtained from the
lateral load analysis in "accordance with the Factored
Ioads and combinations specified in Article 9.2.

TRANSVERSE REINFORCEMINT IN FRAME MEMBERS

For determining the required transverse reinforcement in
frame members in which the earthquake-induced shear force
calculated in accordance with Article A.7.1.1 represent
one-half or more of total design shear, the quantity V,.
shalt be assumed to be zero of the factored axial
compressive force including earthquake eFlects is less
than (A f' /2o).qc
Stirrups or ties required to resist shear shall be hoops
over lengths of members as specified in Articles A.3.3,
A.4.4 and A.6.2.

SHEAR STRENGTH OF STRUCTURAL WALLS AND DIAPHRAGMS

Nominal shear strength of structural walls and diaphragms
shall be determined using either Article A.7 .t.2 ot
A.7 .3.3.

Nominal shear strenqth, V^, of structural walls and
diaphragms shall be assumed i-iot to exceed the shear force
calculated from

Vn = A"u k.,li .r,.Atrl (n-e)

For walls (diaphragms) and wall (diaphragm) segments
having a ratio of (n../f..) less than 2.O, nominal shear
strengtfr of wall (aiJprrJaqm) may be determined from Eq.
(n-z).

Vn = A"u(q.tr" * Pnr y)
(A-7)
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A.7 .t.4

A.7 .3.5

4.7 .3.6

4.7 ,1.7

A.B

A.8.1

A.8.2

A.8.2 .1

4.8.2.2

where the coefficient A^ varies linearly from I/4 for
(hwlrw) = 1.5 to L/6 ror Trrn /rur) = 2.0

In Article A.7.1.3, value of ratio (h./f ,) used for
determining V. for segments of a waII o" ti"Bn"agm shall
be the largdr of the ratios for the entire wall
(diaphragm) and the segment of wall (diaphragm)
considered.

Walls (diaphragms) shall have distributed shear
reinForcement providing resistance in two orthogonal
directions in the plane of the wall (diaphragm). If the
ratio (h,^,/r,.,) does not exceed 2.0, reinforcement ratio,

p shall ntt Ue less than reinforcement ratio Pn.

Nominal shear strength of all wall piers sharing a clomon
Iateral force shall not be assumed to exceed 2A tlf tl
where A^., is the total cross-sectional 

"""""u"nd €h"
nominar Ehear strength of any one of the individuar warl
piers shall not be assumed to exceed 5l^rt ^/5 where A^^represents the cross-sectional arehP' of the piEH
considered.

Nominal shear strength of horizontar wall segments sharl
not be assumed to exceed 5A^^ \F^/6 whete R^^ represents
the cross-sectional area oF"H horizontal walYPsegment.

Frame members not proportioned to resist forces induced
by earthquake motions

Alr frame members assumed not to be part of the lateral
force resisting system shall be investigated and shown to
be adequate for verticar load carrying capacity with thestructure assumed to have deformed laterarly twice that
calculated for the factored lateral forces. such member
shall, satisfy the minimum-reinforcement requirements
specif ied in Articles A.J .Z.I and A.5 .Z.I as well as
those speeified in Chapter 7, 10 and ll.
Alr frame members with factored axial compressive forces
exceeding ( A,..,f ' ./ LO) shall satisf y the f ollowing special
requirementB uhless they eomply with Article A.[.4.

Ties shalr have 135-deg hooks with extensions not lessthan six tie-bar diameters or d0 mm. Cross-ties, as
defined in this Appendix, may be used.

The maximum tie spacing shal_1 be s^ over a lenqth I
measured flrom the joint face. The Spacinq s sr,iif ;8not more than (a) eight diameters' of "theo 

smal_lest
longitudinaL bar enclosed, (U) 24 tie-bar diameters, and(c) one-ha1f the least ."o"t-s"ctional dimension of the
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column. The Iength I^ shall not be Iess than (a)
one-sixth of the clear'height of the column, (b) the
maximum eross-sectional dimension of the column, and (c)
500 mm.

A.B.2.l

A.8 .2.4

A.9

A.9 .1

A.9.2

A.9 .3

A.9 .4

A.9 .4.1

The first shall be within
the face of the joint.

The tie spacing shall not
column.

a distance equal to 0.5so from

exceed 2s^ in any part of the
o

Requiranents for frames in regions of moderate seismic
risk.

In regions of moderate seismic risk, structural frames
proportioned to resist forces induced by earthquake
motions shall satisfy the requirements of Article A.9 in
addition to those of Chapter I through 18.

Reinforcement details in a frame member shall satisfy
Article A.9.4 if the factored compressive axial load for
the member does not exceed (A f' /lO). If the Factored
compressive axial load is f&ge%, frame reinForeement
details shal1 satisfy Article A.9.5 unless the member has
spiral reinforcement according to Eq. (10-5). If a

two-way slab system without beams is treated as part of a

frame resisting earthquake effect, reinforcement details
in any span resisting moments caused by lateral force
shall satisfy Artiele A.9.6.

Design shear strength of beams, columns, and two-way
slabs resisting earthquake effect shall- not be Less than
either (a) the sum of the shear associated with
development of nominal moment strengths oi the member at
each restrained end of the clear span and the shear
calculated for factored gravity loads or (b) the maximum
shear obtained from design l-oad combinations which
include earthquake effect E, wi.th E assumed to be twice
that prescribed by the governing code for earthquake-
resistant design.

BEAMS

The positive-moment strength at the face of the joint
shall be not less than one-third the negative moment
strength provided at that face of the joint. Neither the
negative- nor the positive-moment strength at any section
along the length of the member shalI be less than
one-fifth the maximum moment strength provided at the
face of either joint.
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4.9 .6.2
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At both ends of the member, stirrups shall be provided
over lengths equal to twice the member depth measured
from the face of the supporting member toward mid-span.
The first stirrup shall be located at not more than 500
mm from the face of the supporting member. Maximum
stirrup spacing shall not exceed (a)d/4, (U) eight times
the diameter of the smallest longitudinar bar enclosed,
G) Z4 times the diameter of the slirrup bar, ana (O) fOO
mm.

stirrups sharl be placed at not more than d/2 throughout
the length of the member.

COLUMNS

Maximum tie spacing shall not exceed s^ over a renoth r
measured from the joint face. spacing f shall not 

-u""""8
(a) eight times. the diameter of tne Jma?rest longitudinal
bar enerosed, ib) 24 times the diameter of the tie bar,(c) one-half oF the smallest cross-sectionar dimension oi
the frame member, and (d) IOO mm. Lenqth I^ shall not beless than (a) one-sixth of the clear 

"p"n & the member,(u) maximum cross-sectionar dimension of the member, and(c) 5oo mm.

The first tie shall be located at not more than so/2 from
the joint face.

Joint reinforcement sharr conform to Articre rr.12.r.z.
Tie spacing shall not exceed twoce the spacing so.

TWO-WAY SLABS l.llTHOUT BEAMS

Factored slab moment at support related to earthquakeeffect sha1l be determined for load combinations deFinedby Eq. (9-2) and (9-l). Ar1 reinforcement jrovided to
:::i"l M"l ll".portion of slab moment balanced by support
momentr -shalr be placed within the column strif definedin Articl e L3 .2.I.

Ihu fraction, defined by Eq. (11-l), or moment M shallbe ..resisted by reinforcement praced within tn" "r?""li"uwidth specified in Article Ij.3.t.Z.
Not less than one-harf of the reinforcement in the cor.umnstrip at support shall be placed within the eFfectiveslab width specified in Article Ij.j.j.Z.
Not ress than one-quarter of the top reinforcement at thesupport in the co.Lumn strip shall be continuousthroughout the span.

4.9 .6.4
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Continuous bottom reinforcement in the columns strip
shall be not less than one-third of the top reinforcement
at the support in the column strip.

Not less than one-half of aIl bottom reinforcement at
mid-span shall be continous and shall develop its yield
strength at face of support as deFined in Article
13 .6.2.5.

At discontinous edges of the slab aII top and bottom
reinforcement at support shall be developed at the face
of support as defined in Article L3.6.2.5.

Cantilevered and coupled shear walls

In ductile struetures where lateral earthquake laods are
resisted by a system oF cantileveF or coupled shear walls
alLowance shall be made for the dynamic magnification of
shear forces. (See Reference).

AIso, the energy dissipation of all types of shear walls
will be mainly through flexural yielding. "Squat" Shear
walls should be detailed to behave as ductile resisting
system.

Ref. NZS 42Ot - Shear Wall Structures

AII walls to which lateral earthquake load is assigned
shall be designed to be capable of dissipating seismic
energy by flexunal yielding.

Appropriately modified capacity design procedures shall
be used to ensure that the ideal shear strength of walls
is in excess of the shear force when flexural over-
strength is reached.

when two or more cantilever walls ape interconnected in
the same plane at intervals by substantial ductile beams,
part of the seismic energy to be dissipated shall be
assigned to the coupling system. Capacity design
ppocedures shall be used to ensure that the energy
dissipation in the coupling system can be maintained at
its flexural overstrength.
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- ALTERNATE DESIGN METHOD

Notation

Some notation definitions are modified from that in the
main body of the Code for specific use in the applieation
of Appendix B.

A- gross area of section, mmz9-
A1 loaded area

A2 maximum area of the portion of the supporting- surface that is geometrically similar to and
concentric with the loaded area

Au area of shear reinforeement within a dist"n"" 
", rrn2

b width of compression face of membel, mm

bo perimeter of critical section for slabs and
footlngs, mm

E c

web width, or diameter of circular section, mm

distance from extreme compression fibre to centroid
of tension reinflorcement

modulus of elasticity of concrete, Mpa. See Article
8.5.1

modulus of elasticity of reinforcement, Mpa.
Article 8.5.2

b
w

d

E
S

fl

See

specified compressive
See Chapter 4

strength of concrete, MPa.

.,F"

M

n

f

f

square root of specified compressive strength of
concrete, MPa

fct average. splitting tensile strength of Iightweight
aggpegate concrete, l4pa. See Article 4.1.4

s permissible tensile stress in reinforcement, Mpa

u ?p9?ified yield strength of reinforcement, Mpa. See' Article 3.5.J

design moment

modular ratio of elasticity
Es'lEc

design axial road normar to cross-section occurring
simultaneously with V; to be taken as positive for



p.

LBz

compression, negative for tension, and to include
effects of tension due to creep and shrinkage

s spacing ol shear reinforcement in direction parallel
to longitudinal reinforcement, mm

v design shear stress

u" permissible shear stress earried by concrete, MPa

vh permissible horizontal shear stress, MPa

V design shear force at section

q, angle between inclined stirrups and longitudinal
axis of member

ratio of long side to short side of concentrated
Ioad or reaction area

ratio of tension reinforcement
A /bd

5

strength reduction factor. See Article 8.2.1

p

il

ScopeB.1

B.I.I

8.1 .2

8.1 .l

8.I.4

8.2

8.2.1

Non-pre-stressed reinforced concrete
designed using service loads (without
permissible service Ioad stresses in

members may be
load factors) and

accordance with
provisions of Appendix B.

For design of members not covered by Appendix B t
appropriate provisions of this Code shall apply.

AII applicable provisions of this Code for non-pre-
stressed concrete, except Article 8.4, shall apply to
members designed by the Alternate Design Method.

FIexural members shal1 meet requirements for deflection
control in Article 9.5, and requirements of Articles 10.4
through 10.7 of this Code.

General

Load factors and strength reduction factors f shall be
taken as unity for members designed by the Alternate
Design Method.

Members may be proportioned for 75 percent of capacities
required by other parts of Appendix B when considerinq
wind or earthquake forces combined with other Ioads,
provided the resulting section is not less than that
required for the combination of dead and live load.

8.2.2



8.2.J

B.'

B.l.l

lBl

When dead load reduces efFeets of other loads, members
shall be designed flor 85 percent of dead load in
combination with the other Ioads.

Permissible service load stresses

Stresses in concrete shall not exceed the following:

(a) Flexure
Extreme fibre stress

in compression. .....0.45 frc
(u) shear*

Beams and one-way slabs
and footings:
Shear carried by concrete, v^ .. ..f, ^/IIMaximum shear carried by u L

concrete plus shear
reinforcement . v" + ) f'c/B

Joists**
Shear carried by concrete,

v^ ..
Two-wa! slabs and footings:

Shear carried by concrete,., ***tc

c

greater than f'

f'c/ro

I + 2 f'c/I2

but not

(c) Bearing on loaded area****

/6
c'

0.lfr
c

l+

**
***

**J(Jt

For more detailed calculation of shear stress earried by
conerete v and shear values for low-density aggregate
concrete, &e Article B .7 .4
Designed in accordance with Article g.1l of this code.If shear reinforcement is provide see Article 8.7 .7.4 and
8.7 .7.5
when the supporting surface is wider on arr sides than
the loaded area, permissible becxlng stress on the loadedarea may be multiplied by VA'/A., but not more than 2.
When the supporting surface is'sldped or stepped, A. maybe taken as the area of the rower base or'lne'raig""lfrustum of a right pyramid or cone contained wfrJttywithin the support and having for its upper base the
loaded area, and having side slopes of I vertical to zhorizontal.
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8.3.2 Tensile stress in reinforcement f shall not exceed the
following, =

(a) Grade 100
reinforcement. 140 MPa

(b) Grade 400
reinforcement or greater and
welded wire fabric (smooth or
deformed) .I70 MPa

(c) For flexural reinforcement,
10 mm or less in diameter, in
one-way slabs of not more than
4 m span,

but not greater than

Development and splices of reinforcement8.4

8.4.I

8.4.2

8.5

8.5 .1

9.5.2

8.5 .3

8.5 .4

0.50 fv

200 MPa

Development and splices of reinForcement shall be as
required in Chapter 12 of this Code.

In satisfying requirements oF Article L2.Il.3t M^ shall
be take as computed moment capacity assuming aLI ptsitive
moment tension reinforcement at the section to be
stressed to the permissible tensile stre.ss.. f .r ".n.d 

Vu

shall be taken as unfactored shear force at the"section."

Flexure

For investigation of stresses at service loads, straight
Iine theory ( for flexure) shall be used with the
following assumptions.

Strains vary linearly as the distance from the neutral
axis, except, for deep flexural members with overall
depth-span ratios greater Lhan 2/5 for continuous spans
and 4/5 for simple spansr a nonlinear distribution of
strain shalI be considered. See Article 10.7 of this
Code.

Stress-strain relationship of concrete is a straight Iine
under service loads within permissible service load
stresses.

In reinforced concrete members, concrete resists no

tension.

Modular ratio, n = E^/E^, may be taken as the nearest
whole number (uut flotc' less than 5). Except in
ealculations for deflections, vaLue of n for low-density
concrete shall be assumed to be the same as for normal
density concrete of the same strength.
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9.7 .3

8.7 .4

8.7 .4.I

IB5

In doubly reinforced flexural members, an effective
modular ratio of 2t^/E^ shaIl be used to transform
compression reinforcEment for stress computations.
Compressive stress in such reinforcement shall not exceed
permissible tensile stress.

Compression members with or without flexure

Combined flexure and axial load capacity of compression
members shall be taken as 40 percent of that computed in
aceordance with provisions in Chapter 10 of this Code.

SIenderness effects shall be included according to
requirements of Article 10.10 and I0.ll. In Eq. (10-7)
and (10-g) tne term P.. shall be replaeed by 2.5 times the
design axial load, 

"nH / shall be taken eqlal to 1.0.

Walls shall be designed in accordance with Chapter 14 of
this code with flexure and axial load capacities taken as
40 percent of that computed using Chapter 14. In Eq.(f+-f), p shall be taken equal to 1.0.

Shear and torsion

Design shear stress v shall be computed by

(a-r)v= V

bd
w

where V is design shear fonce at seetion considered.

When the reaction, in direction of applied shear,
introduces compression into the end regions of a member,
sections located ress than a distancL d from face of
support may be designed for the same shear v as that
computed at a distance d.

Whenever applicable, effects of torsion, in accordancewith provisions of Chapter ll of this Code, shalL beadded. shear and torsional moment strengths irovided by
concrete and limiting maximum strengths for torsion shall
be taken as 55 percent of the valuei given in chapter rr.
SHEAR STRESS CARRIED BY CONCRETE

For members subject to shear and flexure only, shearstress carried by concrete v- shall not exceed i.r,F-
unress a more detailed catcutEtion is made in 

"ecordln"Swith Article 8.7 .4.4.



8.7 .4.2

8.7.4.3

8.7.4.4

8.7.4.5

8.7.4.6

8.7 .4.7

For members subject to axial compressioqr_ shear stress
carried by concrete v^ shall not exceed Vf' ^/II unless a
more details calcul"ation is made in acco"rdance with
Artiele 8.7 .4.5.

For members subject to significant axial tension, shear
reinforcement shall be designed to carry total shear,
unless a more detailed calculation is made using

v-= 1+0.5N f,/II (a-z)c-r-c

lB6

I
where N is negative for tension. Quantity N/An
expressed in MPa.

For members subject to shear and flexure only,
computed by

shalI be

v mav be

but v^ shall not exceea lT ^tl. QuantiLy vd/|1 shall not
be ta?en greater than 1.0i where M is design moment
occurring simultaneously with V at section considered.

For members subject to axial compression, u" may be
computed by

v.= ( ftc/Lz)

I+
c

+9 Vd* -il-

f, /ttc

(a-r)

(s-+)
I0Ag

Quantity N/A^ sfrall be expressed in MPa.
I

Shear stresses carried by concrete V^ apply to normal
densiLy concrete. When low-density agg"regate concrete is
used, one of the following modifications shall apply:

(a) When f^, is specified and concrete is proportioned
in acc'obdance wil[ArticLe 4.2, 1.Bf^,- shall be
substituted for Vf',., but the value of IlSf shallct
not exceed Vf'c.

(b) When f^, is not specified, the value of F^ shall
;;-r"i&bried by 0.75 for i'"ll-lo*-density" cBncrete
and by 0.85 for "sand-low-density" concrete. Linear
interpolation may be applied when partial sand
replacement is used.

In determining shear stress carried by concret€ V"r
whenever applicable, effects of axial tension due to
creep and shrinkage in restrained members shaIl be

considered and effects of inclined flexural compression
in variable-depth members may be included.
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SHEAR 5TRE55 CARRIED BY SHEAR REINFORCEMENT

Types of shear reinforeement

Shear reinforcement may consist of:

(a) Stirrups perpendieular to axis of member

(b) Welded wire fabric with wires Iocated perpendicular
to axis of member making an angle of 45 deg or more
with longitudinal tension reinforcement

(c) Longitudinal reinFormcement with bent portion making
an angle of l0 deg or more with longitudinal tension
reinforcement

(d) Combinations of stirrups
reinforcement

and bent longitudinal

(e) Spirals

Design yield strength of shear reinforcement shall not
exceed 400 MPa.

Stirrups and other bars op wires used as shear
reinforcement shall extend to a distance d from extreme
compression fibre and shall be anchored at both ends
according to Article L2.I3 of this Code to develop designyield strength of reinflorcement.

Spacing limits for shear reinForcement

spacing of shear reinforcement praced perpendicular toaxis of member shall not exeeed d/2, nor 50ti mm.

Inclined stirrups and bent longitudinar reinforcement
shall be so spaced that every 45-deg line, extending
toward the reaction From mid-depth of member (d/z) t6
rongitudinal tension reinforcement shall be crossed by atleast one line of shear reinforcement.

Yh:l .(u -_ u-)_ exceeds Vi ./e, maximum spacing given in
A rticles 8.7.5 .4 .I and B.f .5 .4 .Z shall be rLOlceO by
one-haIf.

Mi.nimum shear reinforcement

A minimum area of shear reinforcement shall be providedin arI reinforced concrete flexural members where design
shear stress v is greater than one-half the permissible
shear stress v" carried by concrete, except:

(a) Slabs and footings



IBB

(U) Concrete joist construetion defined by Article 8.1I
of this Code.

(c) Beams with total depth not greater than 250 mm,
2-L/2 times thickness of flange, or one-ha1f the
width of web, whichever is greatest.

Minimum shear reinforcement requirements of Article
8.7.5.5.I may be waived if shown by test that required
ultimate flexural and shear strength can be developed
when shear reinforcement is omitted.

Where shear reinforcement is required by Article
8.7.5.5.1 or by analysis, minimum area of shear
reinforcement shall be computed by

8.7 .5.5.?

8.7 .5 .5 .3

8.7 .5.6

8.7 .5 .6.r

8.7 .5.6.2

. bsA=wv 3f
v

where b and s are in millimetres.
w

Design of shear reinlorcement

A (v - v )b du 
-;-in-lr,-

(B-5)

Where design shear stress v exceeds shear stress carried
by concrete v^, shear reinforcement shall be provided in
accordance with Articles 8.7 .5.6.2 through B .7 .5.6,8.

When shear reinforcement perpendicular to axis of member
is used,

(v - v )b s
A-cw
..

,S

8.7.5.5.3 When inclined stirrups are used as shear reinforcement,

(v - v )b s
A = c'w (a-z)u rein *cos )'s-

8.7.5.6.4 When shear reinforcement consists of a sinqle bar or a

single group of parallel bars, all bent up at the same

distance from the support,

(s-e)

(s-e)

where (v - v") shall not exceed \Fc/8.
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When shear reinforcement consists of a series of parallel
bent-up bars or groups of parallel bent-up bars at
different distances from the support, required area shall
be computed by Eq. (g-Z).

Only the centre three-quarters of the inclined portion of
any rongitudinar bent bar shall be considered effective
for shear reinforcement.

when more than one type of shear reinforcement is used to
reinForce the same portion of a member, required aDea
shall be computed as the sum of the various types
separately. In such computations, v" shall be included
only once.

Value of (v - u") shall not exceed 3 tl.' c/8.
SHEAR-FR ICTION

where it is appropriate to consider shear transfer acrossa given plane such as an existing oF potential crack, aninterface between dissimilar materials, or an interface
between two concretes cast at different times, shear-friction provisions of Artiele ll.7 of this code may beappried, with rimiting maximum stress for shear taken as55 percent of that given in Articre rr .7 .5. permissible
stress in shear-friction reinforcement shalr be thatgiven in Article B.j.Z.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR SLABS AND FOOTINGS

Shear capacity of srabs and footings in the vicinity ofconcentrated loads or reactions is governed by the more
severe of two conditions:

Beam action for srab or footing, with a criticar sectionextending in a prane acfoss thJ entire width and Locatedat a distance d from face of concentrated load orreaction area. For this eondition, the slab or footingshall be designed in accordance with Articles B.7.1through 8.7 .5 .

Two-way action for slab or footing, with a criticalsection perpendicular to pJ-ane of slab and located sothat its perimeter is a minimum, but need not approachcloser than d/2 to perimeter of concentrated 1oad orreaction area. For this condition, the sLab or footing
:hgl] be designed in accordance with Articles 8.7.7.2 and8.7 .7.3.

Design shear stress v shall be computed by
8.7.7.2

(B-e)



where V and b shall be taken at the critical section
def ined in Artfcle 8.7 .7.I.2.

8.7 .7 .3 Design shear stress
(B-10) unless shear

2
Bc
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v shall not
reinforcement

ft c/r2

exceed v^ given bY Eq.
is provibed.

v = 1+c
( e-ro )

8.7.7.4

8.7.7,5

8.7 .8

8.7.9

but v^ shall not exceea rl7 
^/e 

. B^ is the ratio c,f long
side Eo short side of concenErated foad or reaction area.
When low-density aggregate concrete is used, the
modifications of Article 8.7.4.5 shall appIy.

If shear reinforcement consisting of bars or wires is
provided in accordance ry.lth Article 11.11.3 of this Codet
v- shall not exceed ,,lF 

"/tZ, 
and v shall not exeeed

W. /o'

I f shear reinforcement eonsisting of steel l-or
channel-shaped sections (shearheads) is provided in
accotdance with Article 11.11.4 of this Code, v on the
critical secl,ion def ined in Article 8.7 '7 'I'2 shall not
exceed 0.lVf'^, and v on the critical section defined in
A"ll;; ri.rr".rr.z sharl not exceed ttT./e' In Eq'
(If-18) and (11-r9), design shear ForcE v shall be

multiplied by ? and substituted for Vu'

SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR OTHER MEMBERS

For design oF deep flexuraL members, brackets and

corbels, ind wa1ts, the special provisions of Sub-Section
tI of Ini" Code "n"tt 

be used, with shear strengths
provided by concrete and limiting maximum strengths f9*
shear taken as 55 percenb of the values given 

- 
il

Sub-Section II. In hrticle 1].10.5, the design -"Ii?l
Ioad shall be multiplied by 1.2 iF compression and 2'0 if
tension, and substituted for Nu.

COMPO5ITE CONCRETE FLEXURAL MEMBERS

For design of composite concrete flexural membelst

permissible horizontal shear stress vn shalI not exceed
'SS percent of th" horizontal shear dtrengths given in
Article 17.5.2 of this Code.
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NOTATION

depth of equivalent rectangular stress block as
defined in Article IO.2.7. Sub-section l0 and
12.

shear span, distanee between concentrated load
and face of support. Sub-section ll.

maximum deflection under test Ioad of member
relative to a line joining the ends of the span,
or of the free end of a cantilever relative to
its support, mm. Sub-section 20.

deflection at x. Sub-section 9.

effective tension area of concrete surrounding
the flexural tension reinforcement and having the
same centroid as that reinflorcemen&, divided by
the number of bars op wires, ffifr'. When the
flexural reinforcement consists oF different bar
or wire sizes the numbers of bars or wires shall
be computed as the total area of reinforcement
divided by the area of the largest bar or wire
used. Sub-section I0.

area of that part of cross-section between
flexural tension face and center of gravity ofl
gross- section, mm-. Sub-section IB

area of individual bar, mm2. Sub-section 12

area of core of spirally reinforced compression
megber_ measured to outside diameter of spiral,
mm-. Sub-section I0

area ofl concrete section resisti.ng shear
transfer. Sub-section ll

area of contact sucface being investigated for
horizontal shear, m*'. Suu-seition 17

ar2a of. concrete at cross-section considered,
mm-. Sub-section 18

cross-sectional ara of a structural member
megsured out-to-out of transverse reinForcement,
mm-. Appendix A
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area of concrete section, resisting shear, of 4nindividual pier or horizontal wall segment, mm'.
Appendix A

net area of conerrete section bounded by web
thickness and length of section in the direction
of shear force considered, mm'. Appendix A

aFea of reinforcement in bracket or corbel
resistinq factored moment. (V + N _(H - d)) .
mmz sub-section lI ua uc

gross atea of section, ,nr2. Sub-sections 9, I0,
ll, 14, and Appendixes A and B

area of shear reinforcemq;rt parallel to flexural
tension reinforcement, mm'. Sub-section 11

minimum eross-sectional area within a joint in a
plane parallel to the axis of the reinforeement
generating the shear in the joint. Where a
girder frames into a support of larger width,
effective width of the joint shall be assumed not
to exceed"the width plus the overall depth of the
joint, nffi-. Appendix A.

area of reinforcement in bnacket or corbel
resisting tensile force Nu", mmz. Sub-section ll

total area of l4ngitudinal reinforcement to
resist torsion, mm'. Sub-section l1

area of., pre-stressed reinforcement in tension
L^.zone, mm-. Sub-sections 1l and 18

arBa of non-pre-stressed tension reinforcement,
mm'. Sub-sections 8, 9, 10, 1f, 12, and 18

total cross-sectional area of transverse
reinforcement (including cross-ties) within
spacing s and perpendicular to dimension hc.
Appendix A

total area of longitudinal reinforcement, (bars
or steel shapes), fifi2. Sub-section 10

area of structural steel phape, pipe, or tubing
in a eomposite section, mmz. Sub-section l0
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apea of one leg of closed sJ.irrup resisting
torsion within a distance s, mm'. Sub-section 11

area of shear reinforcement within a distance s,
or area of shear reinforcement perpendicular to
flexural tension reinforcement within a distance
s for deep flexural members, rr'. Sub-sections
11, 12, and Appendix B.

total closs-sectional area of shear reinforcement
within spacing, s, and perpendiculgr to longitu-
dinal axis of structural member, mm'. Appendix A

reinforcement, m2.area of shear-friction
Sub-section ll

b

b

b
o

bt

b

b
w

area of shear reinforcement parallel to flexurgl
tension reinforcement within a distance s2, mm'.
Sub-section Il

atea of an, individual wire to be developed or
spliced, mm'. Sub-section 12

loaded area. Sub-section l0 and Appendix B

maximum area of the portion of the supporting
surface that is geometrically similar to and
centric with the loaded area. Sub-section I0 and
Appendix B

width of compression face of member, rnm.
Sub-sections B rgrIOrllrlB and Appendix B

effective compressive flange width of a
structural member, mm. Appendix A

effective width of the section. Sub-section 9

perimeter of critical section for slabs and
footingsr ffiffi. Sub-section ll and Appendix B

width of that part of cross-section containing
the closed stirrups resisting torsion.
Sub-section 11

width of cross-section at contact surface beino
investigated for horizontal shear. Sub-sectioi
L7

web width, or diameter of circular section, mm.
Sub-sections ll, L2, and Appendix B
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distance from extreme compression fibre to
neutral axis, mm. Sub-section l0

size of rectangular or equivalent rectangular
column, captial, or bracket measured in the
direction of the span for which moments are being
determined, mm. Sub-sections 1l and lf

size of rectangular or equivalent rectangular
column, captial, or bracket measured transverse
to the direction of the span for which moments
are being deteminedr fir. Sub-sections ll and lf

cross-section constant to define torsional
properties. See Eq. (fl-7) Sub-section lf

a factor relating actual moment diagram to an
equivalent uniform moment diagram. Sub-section
l0

factor relating shear and
properties. Sub-section Il
bd

w

torsional stress

trzr-x y

distance from extreme compression fibre to
centroid of tension reinforcement, mm.

Sub-section 7, B, 10, 12, lf and Appendix B

distance from extreme compression fiber to
centroid of non-ppe-stressed tension
reinforcement, mm. Sub-section 18.

distance from extreme compression fibre to
centroid of Iongitudinal tension reinforcement,
but need not be less than 0.80h for pre-stressed
members, mm. (For circular sections, d need not
be less than the distance from extreme
compression fibre to centroid of tension
reinforcement in opposi-te half of member).
Sub-section II

distance from extreme compression fibre to
centroid of tension reinforcement For entire
composite section, mm. Sub-section 17

effective depth ofl section. Appendix A

distance from extreme compression fibre to
centroid of compression reinforcement, mm.

Sub-sections 9 and lB

dr
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du
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nominal diameter of bar, wire, oF pre-stressing
strand, mm. Sub-sections 7 and L2

nominal diameter of bar, mm.Sub-section J and
Appendix A

thickness of concrete cover measured from extreme
tension fibre to centre of bar oF wire located
closest thereto, mm. Sub-section l0

thickness of cover to the centre of the first
layer of bar in mm. Sub-section 9

diameter of pile at footing base. Sub-section 15

distance from extreme compression fibre to
centroid of pre-stressed reinforcement.
Sub-section 18

distance from extreme tension fibre to centroid
of tension reinforcement, mm. Sub-section 9

dead loadsr op related internal moments and
forces. Sub-sections 9, 18, and 20

base of Napierian logarithms. Sub-section l8

Ioad effects of earthquake, or related internal
moments and forces. Sub-section 9 and Appendix A

modulus of elasticity of concrete, MPa. See
Article 8.5.I. Sub-sections Br 9r 10, and 19 and
Appendix B

modulus of elasticity of conerete. Sub-section 9

modulus of elasticity of beam concrete.
Sub-section lf

modulus of elasticity of eolumn concrete.
Sub-section Il

modulus of elasticity of slab concrete.
Sub-section ll

flexural stiffness of compression member. See
Eq. (10-10) and (10-11). Sub-section t0

modulus of elasticity of reinforcement, MPa. See
Article 8.5.2 or 8.5.1. Sub-sections B, l0 and
Appendix B

Modulus of elasticity of steel. Sub-section 9

specifi-ed compressive strength of eoncrete, MPa.
Sub-sections 41 8, 9r 10, ll, 12, 14,18, 19 and
Appendixes A and B
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required average compressive strength of eoncrete
used as the basis for selection of concrete
proportions, MPa. Sub-section 4

square root of specified compressive strength of
concrete, MPa. Sub-sections 9, 11, 12, 15, 18,
19 and Appendix B

compressive strength of concrete at time of
initial pre-stress, MPa. Sub-section l8

square root of compressive strength of concrete
at time of initial pre-stress, MPa. Sub-section
18

average splitting tensile strength of lightweight
aggregate concrete, MPa. Sub-sections 4, 9, 11,
12, and Appendix B

stress due to unfactored dead load, at extreme
fibre of section where tensile stress is caused
by externally applied 1oads, MPa. Sub-section I1

compressive stress in conerete (after allowance
for all pre-stress losses) at centroid of cross-
section resisting externally applied loads or at
junction of web and flange when the centroid lies
within the flange, MPa. (In a composite member,
f_^ is resultant compressive stress at centroid
oF" "o*po"ite section, or at junction of web and
flange when the centroid lies within the flange,
due to both pre-stress and moments resisted by
pre-cast member acting alone). Sub-section lI

fpc

averaqe compressive stress in concrete due Lopc effect-ive pre-stress force only (after allowance
for all pre-stress lossesr) t,tpa. Sub-section 18

pe compressive stress in concrete due to effective
pre-stress forces only (after allowance for all
pre-stress losses) at extreme fibre of section
where tensile stress is caused by externally
applied Ioads, MPa. Sub-section II

stress j.n pre-stressed reinforcement at nominalps strength. See text for units. Sub-sections 12
and 18
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specified tensile strength
tendons, MPa. Sub-sections lI

specified yield strength
tendons, MPa. Sub-section l8

modulus of rupture of
Sub-sections 9 and 18

pre-stressing
t8

pre-stressing

S

fs

f
SE

f
v

fvn

F

concrete, MPa.

calcualted stress in reinforcement at service
loadsl MPa. Sub-section I0

permissible tensile stress in reinforcement, MPa.
Appendix B

serviee stress. Sub-section 9

effective stress in pre-stressed reinforcement
(after allowance for all pre-stress losses). See
text for units. Sub-sections 12 and lB

specified yield strength of non-pre-stressed
renforeement, MPa. Sub-sections l, 7, 8, 9, 10,
1I, 12, 18, 19, and Appendixes A and B

specified yeild strength of transverse
reinforcement, MPa. Appendix A

loads due to weight and pressures of fluids with
well-defined densities and controllable maximum
heights, or related internal moments and forces.
Sub-section 9

overall thickness of member, mm. Sub-sections 9,
I0, ll, 12, It, 14, fB, 20 and Appendix A

thickness of
Sub-section 19

shell or folded plate, mm.

cross-sectional dimension of column core measured
centre-to-centre of confining reinforcement
Appendix A

total depth of shearhead cross-section, mm.
Sub-section Il

total height of wall from base to top, mm.
Sub-section II

height of entire walI (diaphragm) op of the
segment of wall (diaphragm) considered. Appendix
A
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loads due to height and pressure of soil, water
in soil, or to other materialsr or related
internal moments and forces. Sub-section 9

moment of inertia of section resisting externally
applied factored loads. Sub-seetion ll

moment of inertia about eentroidal axis of gross
section of beam as defined in Secti.on 13.2.4
Sub-section If

moment of inertia of gross section of column.
Sub-section Ii

moment of inertia of cracked section transferred
to concrete. Sub-section 9

effective moment of inertia for computation of
defleetion. Sub-section 9.

moment of inertia of gross concrete section about
centoridal axis, neglecting reiniorcement.
Sub-sections 9 and l0

moment of inertia about centoridal axis of gross
section of slab

?
h'/12 times width of slab defined in notations
and Sub-section 1l

moment of inertia of reinforcement about
centroidal axis of member eross-seetion.
Sub-section I0

moment of inertia of structural steel shape,
pipe, or tubing about centroidal axis of
composite member cross-section. Sub-section I0

effective length factor. Sub-section 14

wobble friction coefficient per meter of
pre-stressing tendon. Sub-section 18

fLexural stiffness of beaml moment per unit
rotation. Sub-section l-J

constant depending on shape of bending moment
diagram. Sub-section 9

flexural stiffness of beaml moment per unit
rotation. Sub-section ll

flexural stiffness of eolumn; moment per unit
rotation. Sub-section Il
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flexural stiffness of slab; moment per unit
rotation. Sub-section lf

torsional stiFfness of torsional memberl moment
per unit rotation. Sub-section lf

span length oF beam or one-way slab, as defined
in section 8.7; clear projection of cantilever,
mm. Sub-section 9

length of span of two-way fLat plates in
direction parallel to that of the reinforcement
being determined, mm. See Eq. (fg-g). Sub-section
1B

additional embedment length at support or at
point of inflection, mm. Sub-section 12

vertical distance between supports, mm.
Sub-section 14

development lengthr ffif,.
Appendix A

Sub-sections 7, 12 and

development length of standard hook in tension,
measured from critical section to outside end of
hook (straight embedment length between critical
section and start of hook (point of tangency)
plus redius of bend and one bar diameter), mm

I,.^ x applicable
SU6-section L2

modification factors.

development length for a bar with a standard hook
as defined in Eq. (n-f). Appendix A

basic development length of standard hook in
tension, mm. Sub-section 12

clear span for positive moment or shear and
average of adjaeent clear spans for negative
moment. Sub-section 8

clear span measured face-to-face of supports
Sub-section 11

Iength of clear span in Iong direction of two-way
construction, measured face-to-face of supports
in slabs without beams and faee-to-face of beams
or other supports in other cases. Sub-section 9
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length of clear span in direction that moments
are being determined, measured face-to-face of
supports. Sub-section 1l

minimum length, measured from joint face along
axis of structural member, over which transverse
reinforcement must be provided, mm. Appendix A

span ol member under load test (shorter span of
flat slabs and of slabs supported on four sides).
Span of member, except as provided in Article
2O.4.9, is distance between centres of supports
or clear distance between supports plus depth of
member, whichever is smaller, mm. Sub-section 20

unsupported length
Sub-section I0

of compression member.

length shearhead arm from centroid of
concentrated load op reaction, mm. Sub-section
II

horizontal length of wall, mm. Sub-section 11

length of entire wall (diaphragm) op a segment of
wall (diaphragm) considered in direction of shear
force. Appendix A

Iength of pre-stressing tendon element from
jacking end to any point x, m. 5ee Eq. (18-1)
ano (t8-2). Sub-section l8

length of span in direction that moments are
being determined, measured center-to-center of
supports. Sub-section Il

length of span transverse to 1.,, measured
centre-to-centre of supports. See also Articles
Lt .6 .2. f and 13 .6 .2.4 . Sub-section ll

live loads, or related internal moments and
forces. Sub-sections 9, lB and 20

design moment. Appendix B

maximum moment in member at stage deflection is
computed. Sub-section 9

factored moment to be used for design of
compression member. Sub-section I0

r1

Lz
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cracking moment. See ArticLe 9.5.2.1.
Sub-section 9

moment causing flexural cracking at section due
to externally applied loads. See Article
11.4.2.1. Sub-section ll

modified moment. Sub-section 1l

maximum factored moment at section due to
externally applied loads. Sub-section I1

total factored static moment. Sub-section If

nominal moment strength at
Sub-section 12

section, Nm.

M

Asfy(d - a/2)

required plastic moment strength of
cross-seetion. Sub-section 11

portion of slab moment balanced by
moment. Appendix A

factored moment at section. Sub-section

moment resistance contributed by
reinforcement. Sub-section l1

shearhead

support

1t

shearhead

value of smaller factored end moment on
compression member due to the loads that resuLt
in no appreciable sidesway, calculated by
eonventional elastic frame analysis, positive if
member is bent in single curvature, negative if
bent in double curvature. Sub-section I0

value of larger factored end moment on
compression member due to Ioads that result in
appreciable sidesway calculated by conventional
elastic frame analysis. Sub-section l0

value of larger factored end moment on
compression member due to loads that result in
appreciable sidesway calculated by conventional
elastic frame analysis. Chapter l0

modular ratio of elasticity. Appendix B.
E/E

SC

design axial load normal to cross-section
occurring simultaneously with V; to be taken aspositive for compression, negative for tension,
and to include effects oF tension due to creep
and shrinkage. Appendix B
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tensile force in concrete due to unfactored dead
Ioad plus live load (O + t-). Sub-section 18

factored axial load normal to cross-section
occurring simultaneously with V..; to be taken as
positive for compression, negatruve for tensionra
dn to include effects of tension due to creep and
shrinkage. Sub-section 11

factored tensile force applied at Lop of bracket
or corbel acting simultaneously with V,,, to be
taken as positive for tension. Sub-section 1l

nominal axial load strength at balanced strain
conditions. See Article I0.t.2. Sub-sections 9
and 10

critieal load. See Eq. (10-9). Sub-section 10

nominal axial load strength at given
eccentricity. Sub-sections 9 and l0

nominal axial load strength at zero eccentricity.
Sub-section 10

coefficient which depends on the percentages oF
tension and compression steel. Sub-section 9

pre-stressing tendon foree at
Sub-section IB

jacking end.

factored axial load at given eccentricity < gP^
Sub-sections 9 and I0 n

nominal axial load strength of wall designed by
Article 14.4. Sub-section 14

pre-stressing tendon force at any point x.
Sub-section l8

radius of gyration of cross-section of a

compression member. Sub-section I0

Curvature at midspan, for cantilevers at the
support return. Sub-section 9

Shrinkage curvature. Sub-section 9

Curvature at x. Sub-section 9

curvature at z. Sub-section 9

standard deviation, MPa. Sub-section 4
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spacing of shear or torsion reinForcement in
direction parallel to longitudinal reiforcement,
mm. Sub-section ll

spacing of stirrups or ties, mm. Sub-section 12

spacing of transverse reinforcement measured
along the longitudinal axis of the structural
member, mm. Appendix A

spacing of shear reinforcement in direction
parallel to longitudinal reinforcement, mm.
Appendix B

maximum spacing of transverse reinforcementr flffi.
Appendix A

spacing of wire to be developed or spliced, mm.
Sub-section 12

spacing oF vertical reinforcement in wall, mm.
Sub-section lI

spacing of shear op torsion reinforcement in
direction perpendicular to longitudinal
reinforcement - or spaeing of horizontal
reinforcement in wall, mm. Sub-section ll
cumulative effects of temperatures, creep,
shrinkage, and differential settlement.
Sub-section 9

nominal torsional moment strength provided by
concrete. Sub-section ll

nominal torsional moment strength. Sub-section
lI

nominal torsional moment strength provided by
torsion reinforcement. See Rrticle ll.5.B.l.
Sub-section ll
factored torsional moment at section.
Sub-section II

required strength to resist factored loads or
related internal moments and lorces. Sub-section
9

redesign shear stress. Appendix B

permissible shear stress carried by concrete,
IlPa. Sub-section lI and Appendix B
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permissible horizontal shear stress, MPa.
Appendix B

design shear force at section. Appendix B

nominal shear strength provided by concrete.
Sub-sections 8, Il and Appendix A

nominal shear strength provided by concrete when
diagonal cracking results from combined shear and
moment. Sub-section I1

nominal shear strength provided by eoncrete when
diagonal cracking results from excessive
principal tensile stress in web. Sub-section 1l

shear force at section due to unfactored dead
load. Sub-section ll

design shear force determined from Article
A.7.1.I or A.7.I.2. Appendix A

factored shear force at section due to externally
applied loads occurring simultaneously with M--...
Sub-section II max

nominal shear strength. Sub-section l1 and
Appendix A

nominal horizonLal shear strength. Sub-section
L7

vertical component of effective pre-stress force
at section. Sub-section l1

nominal shear strength provided by
reinforcement. Sub-section 1l

shear

factored shear force at section. Sub-sections
Il, 12, and 17, and Appendix A

mass of concrete, kq/^3. Sub-sections B and 9

factored dead load per unit atea. Sub-section 1l

factored live load per unit area. Sub-section IJ

factored load per unit length of beam or per unit
area of slab. Sub-section I

factored load per unit area. Sub-section 1l

wind load, or related internal moments and
forces. Sub-section 9
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shorter overall dimension of rectangular part
cross-section. Sub-sections Il and lf

shorter eentre-to-centre dimension of closed
rectangular stirrup. Sub-section 11

longer overall dimension of rectangular part of
cross-section. Sub-sections l1 and ll

distance from centroidal axis of gross section,
neglecting reinforcement, to extreme fibre in
tension. Sub-sections 9 and Il

of

longer centre-to-centre dimension
rectangular stirrup. Sub-section tl

ol closed

quantity limiting distribution of flexural
reinforcenent. See Article 10.5 Subsection 10.

angle between inclined stirrups and longitudinal
axis of member. Sub-section 11 and Appendix B.

total angular change of pre-stressing tendon
profile in radians from tendon jacking end to any
point x. Sub-section 18

ratio of flexural stiffness of beam section to
flexural stiffness of a width of slab bounded
laterally by centerlines of adjacent panels (if
any) on each side of the beam. Sub-sections 9
and If
E"oI u
EIcss
ratio of flexural stiflfness f columns above and
below the slab to eombined flexural stiffness of
the slabs and beams at a joint taken in the
direction of the span for which moments are being
determined. Sub-section ll.

coefficient defining the relative contribution of
concrete strength to wall strength. See Eq. (n-Z)
Appendix A

angle between shear-friction reinforcement and
shear plane. Sub-section 11

average value of A flor all beams on edges of a
panel. Sub-section 9

I*"
Itr +K.)aso

q
c

q^
I



Cf min

dt

C[v

aI
a2

B'(beta)

p

B
B^

to6

minimum Ol ^ to satisfy Article I1.5.10(a).
Sub-section 19

coeFf icient as a function of y.,,/x, . See Article
11.5.10.I Sub-section 1l 'L I

ratio of stiffness of shearhead arm to
surrounding composite slab section. See Article
I1.11 .4.5. Sub-section lL

in direction of la. Sub-section lJ

in direction of lr. Sub-section If

ratio of clear spans in long to short direetion
of two-way slabs. Sub-section 9

ratio of long side to short side of footing.
Sub-section 15

depth factor

ratio of dead load per unit area to live load per
unit area (in each case without load factors).
Sub-section lJ

ratio of area of reinforcement cut ofF to total
area of Lension reinforcement at section.
Sub-section 12

ratio of long side to short side of concentrated
load or reaction area. Sutssection 11 and Appendix
B

absolute value of ratio of maximum factored dead
load moment to maxim..m faetored total load mornent,
always positive. Sub-section I0

ratio of length of continuous edges total perimeter
of a slab panel. Sub-section 9

ratio of torsional stiffness of edge beam section
to flexural stiffness of a width of slab equal to
span length of beam, centre-to-centre of supports.
Sub-section IJ
F.c-cDz{rCSS

factor defined in Articles I0.2.7.t. Sub-sections
8 and 10

f actor def i.ned in Article IO.2.7 .I SuFsection 18

Bo

p.

Bo

6"

B,

B,

B'l_
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^ rf ii:::i:'":'"i:3:::ffi: ::ffi::,Hl::'"il3ooll,","
(gamma) L3.3.3.2 Sub-sections ll and ll

^Y-

^ 
rp 

iffi:::"r,. "',"r.r,r0" or pre-stressins tendon.

0.40 for f /f not less than 0.85py- pu

0.28 for f /f not less than 0.90py' pu

^ T, fraction of unbalanced moment transferred by. eccentricity of shear at slab-column connections.
See Article Il .I2.2.t Sub-section ll

r -y-tf
u, 

1.,, ", :i#i. [ruT:fili#"":F*:h :ffi "'":;:" "Sub-section l0
^c O^ moment magnification factor for frames not braced

." i;,:iiiu: **n,";x";;;T"".;' **;;t ;:iii:
0- factor defined by Eq. (11-5). See Article 11.6.10.

Sub-section lf
o: ?",", ;;;;=;";i",:::,:":'""."':: :,:::":
\ multiplier for additional long-tine deflection as
(lambda) defined in Article 9.5.2.5. Sub-section 9

^ 
\ 

:H:::i::"r"1""""'""ion"i'r"'uo 
to unit mass or

U eoefficient of friction. See Article I1 .7.4.1^ (mu) Sub-section Ll

^ 
j curvature frietion coefflicient. Sub-section 18

(xi) Artiele 9.5.2.5 Sub-section 9

^ rfn"r 
;:[il]'#XS:**,1Tl"J"i;]lTJ:il1",:"""T"1"0 ,

6lP ratio of non-pre-stressed compression
reinforcement. Sub-section B

A' /Aa
S

^



p'

p'

Pa

2AB

reinforcement ratio for non-pre-stnessed
compression reinforcement, A's/bd. Sub-section 9

ratio of cunpression reinforcernent. SuFsection 18
Al /oa

S

reinforcement ratio producing balanced strain
conditions. See Article 10.1.2 Sub-sections B

and 10

ratio ol total reinforcement area to
cross-sectional area of column. Appendix A

ratio of horizontal shear reinforcement area to
gross concrete area of vertical section.
Sub-section lI

ratio of vertical shear reinforcement alea to gross
conerete area of horizontal section. Sub-section
II

ratio of distrihtted shear reinforcement on a plane
perpendicular to plane of A.u. Appendix A

ratio of pre-stressed reinforcement. Sub-section
l8
A /bdps

ratio of volume of spiral reinforcement to total
volume of core (out-to-out spirals) of a spirally
reinforced compression member. Sub-section l0

ratio of volune of spiral reinforcement to the core
volume confined by the spiral reinforcement
(measured out-to-out) Appendix A

A /A : where A is the oroiection on A of area
oPu offiributed tuh""" reinf o'rcement ""f"u"ing the
plane of A_... Appendix A'cv
A /b d Sub-section 11s'w
strength reduction factor. See Section 9.1.
Sub-sections 8,9, 10, 11, 14,15, L7r lB, 19 and
Appendix A.

strength reduction factor. See Article 8.2.I
Appendix B

creep coefficient

Sub-section lB

Sub-section IB

Sub-section LB
c

pf r/f' "
o'f /f I'vc
P f /f,pps

ps

p^

pn

pn

p,

p,

p,

p,

p*

g
(phi)

/

u
( omega )

(")t

up
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0, d.,, 6J!., reinforcsnent indices for flanged seetions connputed" r" " as for tJ 1 6)^r and u)t except that b shall be the web
width, andH reinforcement area shall be that

, required to develop compressive strength of web
only. Sub-section lB

Lr', torsional section properties. See Article 11.5.1.1
and 1l .5 .L.2. Sub-section 11
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APPENDIX D - METAL REINFORCEMENT INFORMATION

As an aid to users oF the Building Code, information on
sizes, areas, and weights of various metal reinforcement is
presented.

ASTM STANDARD PRESTRESSING STRANDS

ASTM STANDARD REINFORCING BARS

Bar size

Nominal
diameter,

mm

Nominal
atea,
mm2

Nominal
mass,
k9/m

#10
15
20
25
30
35
45
55

11.3
16.0
19.5
25.2
29.9
35.7
43.7
55.4

100
200
300
500
700

1000
1 500
2500

0.785
1.570
2.355
3.925
5.495
7.850

11.775
19.625

Type'

Nominal
diameter,

mm

Nominal
area,
mm2

Nominal
mass,
kg/m

Seven-wire
strand

(Grade 250)

Seven-wire
strand

(Grade 270)

Prestressing
wlre

Prestressing
bars

(smooth)

Prestressing
bars

(deformed)

6.35
7.94
9.53

11.11
12.70
15.24

9.53
11.1 1

't2.70
15.24

4.88
4.98
6.35
7.01

19
22
25
29
32
35

15
20
26
32
36

23.22
37.42
51.61
69.58
92.90

139.35

54.84
74.19
98.71

140.00

18.7
19.4
32
39

284
387
s03
639
794
955

181
27'l
548
806

1019

0.1 82
0.294
0.405
0.548
0.730
1.094

0.432
0.582
0.775
1.102

0.1 46
0.1 49
0.253
0.298

2.23
3.04
3.97
5.03
6.21
7.52

1.46
2.22
4.48
6.54
8.28

'Avarlabrlity ot somg tendon stzes should b6 rnveslgated In advanc€
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ASTM STANDARD WIRE REINFORCEMENT

ACI COMMITTEE 
'IBStandard Building Code

Chester P. Siess
Chairman

Gerald B. Neville
Secretary

Claude J. Baker
William C. Blaek
Eugene H. Boeke, Jr.
Kenneth B. Bondy
John E. Breen
James R. Cagley
T.Z. Chastain
W. Gene Corely
William D. Cromartie
NoeI J. Everard
Phil M. Ferguson
James G. MacGregor

Edward Cohen

David Allen
Jesus H. Arango
Aibin Bao
Cutberto Diaz-Gomez

Richard D. Gaynor
Jacob Grossman
C. Raymond Hays
Edward S. Hoffman
Eugene P. Holland
William W. Hotaling,Jr.
Francis J. Jacques
Daniel P. Jenny
Ib Falk Jorgensen
Fritz Kramrisch
James Lefter
Loring A. WyIlie, Jr.
Alan H. Mattoek

Consulting Members

Liaison Members

Carlos E. Duvoy
Cesar Hernandez
Peter Lenkei

Edward 0. Pfrang
Clarkson W. Pinkham
Stanley PrilI
Richard A. Ramsey
Paul F. Rice
Francisco Robles
Charles G. Salmon
Mete A. Sozen
Harry Stavrides
J .D. 5ykes, J r.
George Winter
Clifford L. Freyermuth

William V. Wagner, Jr.

R.J.W. Milne
Hajime 0kamura
Yves Saillard
Mark D. Turner

W&D size Nominal
diameter,

mm

Nominal
atea)
mm'

Nominal
mass,
k9/mSmooth Deformed

w31
w30
w28
w26
w24
w22
w20
wl8
w16
wl4
w12

w10

w8
W7
w6
w5.5
w5
w4.5
w4
w3.5
W3
w2.5
w2

D31
030
D28
D26
D24
o22
020
D18
016
014
o12
011
010
D9
D8
D7
D6

D5

D4

15.95
15.70
15.16
14.60
14.05
13.44
12.80
12.14
11.46
10.72
9.91
9.50
9.04
8.58
8.10
7.57
7.O1
6.71
6.40
6.10
5.72
5.36
4.95
4.52
4.04

200
194
181
168
155
142
129
116
103
90
T7
71
64
58
52
45
39
36
32
29
26
23
19.4
16.1
12.9

1.569
1 .518
1.417
1.390
1.214
1.1 13
1 .012
0.911
0.810
0.708
0.607
0.557
0.506
0.455
0.405
0.354
0.304
0,278
0.253
0.228
0.202
0.177
0.1 52
0.127
0.101
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APPENDIX E: FIRE-RESISTANCE

E.0 General

A concrete element of eonstruction when subjected to fire
undergoes a gradual reduction in strength and ridgidity.
There are three conditions to be considered:

retention of structural strength
resistance to penetration of flames
resistance to heat transmission

The first criterion is applicable to all elements of
construction, while walls and floors whieh perform a
separating function are also judged on the other two
criteria.

Factors that inFluence the fire-resistance of conerete
structures are given below. Some of these cannot at this
time be taken into account quantitatively.

ii;: :i'":m::,:' the erement

Iype of reinforcement
Protective conerete cover provided to reinforcement

or tendons
Ihe load supported
Ihe conditions of restraint

Concretes made with siliceous aggregates have a tendency
to spall when exposed to high temperatures but this can
be reduced by the ineorporation of supplementary
reinforcement in the concrete eover. Spalling does not
generally occur with either calcareous or lightweight
aggregates. Concretes made with lightweight aggregate
possess a superior insulation in comparison with
siliceous and calcareous aggregate concretes.

concrete pre-stressing tendons and reinforcement show a
reduction j-n strength at hiqh temperatures. Evidence
from investigation has shown that in the region of 400oc
tendons are likery to retain about 5o% of their strength
at ambient tempertures and that for reinforcement a
similar reduction in strength occurs at about 550oC.

The fire-resistance of structural elements is generally
determined when the specimen is supporting its service
road, taken as the sum of al-l the characteristic dead and
imposed roads. The tables which follow show the mini.mum
sizes for various elements when supporting these loads;
any reduction in load would be reflected by an increase
in fire-resistance but sufficient data are not available
to define the relationship.
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E.l Beams

The fire-resistance of a reinforced or pre-stressed
concrete beam depends on the amount of protective eover,
consisting oF concrete with or without an insulating
encasement, provided to the reinforcement of tendons. It
is also necessary for the beam to have a minimum width to
avoid failure of the concrete before the reinforcement or
tendons reach the critical temperature.

Typical performances are given in Table E-I for
reinforced concrete beams and in Table E-2 for
pre-stressed concrete beams, both for siliceous aggregate
concrete and for lightweight aggregate concrete.

TABLE E-l
FIRE-RESISTANCE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS

Description

Dimension of concrete to give
a fire resistance in hours
4 3 2 1.5 I 0.5

mm mm mm mm mm

(1) Siliceous aggregate concrete:
a.average concrete cover to

main reinforcement
b. beam width

(2) As (1) witrr cement or qupsum
plaster 15 mm thick on J.ight
mesh reinforcement:
a. average concrete cover to

main reinforcement
b. beam width

(l) As(1) with vermiculite/gypsum
plaster+ or sprayed asbestos**
l5mm thick:
a. average concrete cover to

main reinforcement
b. beam width

(4) t-igntweight aggregate concrete:
a. average concrete cover to

main reinforcement
b. beam width

65x 55* 45* 35 25 15

280 240 180 140 110 B0

50* 40 l0 ?o 15 15
250 2IO I70 1I0 85 70

25 15 15 L5 15 15

L70 r45 I25 85 60 60

50 45 35 50 20 15
250 200 160 rl0 100 B0

*Supplementary reinforeement, to hold the concrete cover in
position, may be necessary.
+ Vermiculite/qypsum plaster should have a mix ratio in the range of
1.5: I by volume.** Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS 3590.
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For I-section beams the average concrete cover to the
reinforcement in the lower flange should be increased in
the ratio

bb
wror

bl
w

where b is the breadth of lower flange,

b is the thickness of web
w

Where b_<b/t the tabulated data do not apply and
additiondl protection may be required for the web a n d
flange. Where large scale produetion of a section is
intended, a fire test is highly desirable in the
interests of economy as well as safety.
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TABLE E-2
PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE BEAMSFIRE-RESISTANCE OF

Dimension
to give a
in hours

4t
mm mm

(I) Siliceous aggregate concrete:
A. average concrete cover to tendons 100* 85*
b. beam width 280 24O

Q) As (I) with vermiculite eoncrete
slabsr 15 mm thick, used as
permanent shuttering:
a. average concrete cover to

tendons
b. beam width

Description

(a) As (r) witn 15 mm thick gypsum
plaster with light mesh rein-
forcement:
a. average concrete cover to

tendons
b. beam width

(5) Rs (1) with vermiculit"/9yp"ut
plaster+, oP sprayed asbestos**,
15 mm thick:
a. average concrete cover to

tendons
b. beam width

(5) As (5) but with 25 mm thick
coating:
do averaqe concrete cover to

tendons
b. beam width

65x 50* 40 ?5
rB0 r40 110 B0

75x 60 45 t5 ?5 15
2ro 170 r25 r00 70 70

90* 75 50 40 J0 15
250 zLO 170 110 85 70

of concrete
fire resistance

2 L.5
mm mm

1 0.5
mm mm

(l) As (2) but with 25 mm thick slabs
a. average concrete cover to 65 50 35 25 L5

tendons 180 140 100 70 60
b. beam width

l5
60

25 15
50 60

30 25 15 15
85 70 50 50

75x 50
I70 I45

50 45
140 L25

45 l0
r25 85

(7) t-igntweight aggregate concrete:
a. average conerete cover to B0 65 50 40 tO 20

tendons 25O 2OO 150 ll0 100 B0

b. beam width

*Supplementary reinforcement, to hold the concrete cover in positionr may

be necessary.
+ Vermiculite/gypsum plaster should have a mix ratio in the range of I.5:
by volume.** Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS 3590.
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Floors

The fire-resistance of a floor is dependent upon the
minimum thickness of the concrete section and the average
concrete cover to the reinforcement in the tensile zone.
The performance of some typical reinforced concrete and
pre-stressed concrete floors is given below.

In estimating the thickness of concrete, non-combustible
screeds or floor finishes may be taken into account.

The average concrete cover is determined by summing the
product of the cross-sectional area of each bar or tendon
and the distance from the surface of the bar to the
nearest relevant exposed face and dividing it by the
total area of these bars or tendons. 0nly those bars or
tendons provided For the purpose of resisting tension due
to ultimate loads should be considered in this
calculation.

The tables give the average concrete cover required to
provide the stated fire-resistance but in no case should
the nominar concrete cover to any bar or tendon be less
than half this value nor ress than the value qiven forthe half hour period appropriate to that form of
construction.

In addition, for certain types of floor made withsiriceous aggregate concrete it wilr be necessary to
consider the provision of supprementary reinforcement to
hold the concrete eover in position.

supplementary reinforcement wilt be requried in casesindicated in the tabre when no ceiling protection isprovided (f.Z.f) and the cover to all barl and tendons is
more than 40 mm.

When used, supplementary reinforcement should consist of
gxp,agde! metal lath or a wire Fabric not J.ighter than 0.5kg/n' (z mm diameter wires at not more than r00 mmcentres) or a continuous arrangmeent of links at not more
than 200 mm centres incorporated in the concrete cover ata distance not exceeding 20 mm from the face.

In the absence of adequate test data on rightweight
concrete floors, these should be treated as dense
concrete floors even though their Fire-resistance might
be expected to be somewhat superior.
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E.2.I ADDITIONAL PROTECTION TO FLOORS

The fire-resistance of any given form of floor
construction may be improved by the provisions of an
insulating finish on the soffit op by a suitable
suspended ceiling, some examples of which are given in
Table E-5.

TABLE E-5
EFFECT OF CEILING TREATMENT

Ceiling finish

(I) Vermiculite,/gypsum plaster* or
sprayed asbestos+ applied to the soffit
of floor Types IrZ ot 3

(2) vermiculite,/gypsum plaster* or
sprayed asbestos+ on expanded metal
as a suspended ceiling to floor Types
4or5

()) Cypsum/sand or cement/sand on
expanded metal as a suspended ceiling
to any floor type

*Vermiculite,/gypsum plaster should have
I.5-2: I by volume.
+Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS

Thickness of finish to
give an inerease in fire
resistance in hours
t 2 r.5 1 0.5

ratio in the Pange of

25

a mix

3590.

IO

IO

IO

IO

l0

IO

15

10

l5

15

t0

20

25

I5
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Columns

The minimum dimension of a column is a determining factor
in the fire-resistance it can provide. The dimensions
given in the table below relate to columns whieh may be
exposed to fire on all faces when subjeeted to service
loads. The use of Iimestone or other calcareous
aggregates will as indicated reduce spalling and allow a
reduction in the size of the section. Where siliceous
aggregates are used, the concrete cover to the main bars
should not exceed 40 mm without the use of supplementary
reinforcement.

Supplementary reinforcement should conqist of either a
wire fabric not lighter than 0.5 kg/nt (Z mm diameter
wires at not more than 100 mm eentres) oF a continuous
arrangement of links at not more than 200 mm centres
incorporated in the concrete cover at a distance not
exceeding 20 mm from the faee.

When supplementary reinforcement is used under (2) in
Table 5 to obtain a reduced size of column it should be
placed at mid-cover but not more than 20 mm from the face
and should be in the shape of a rectangular or circular
ca9e.
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TABLE E-5

coNcRETE coLUMNs (Rtt rRces Exposeo)

Type of construction

(1) sificeous aggregate concrete:
a. without additional protection
b. with cement or gypsum plaster 15mm

thick on light mesh reinforcement
c. with vermiculite/gypsum plaster*

or sprayed asbestos** 15 mm thick

(2) timestone aggregate concrete of
siliceous aggregate concrete with
supplementary reinforcement in
concrete cover

(l) t-iqntweight aggregate concrete

Dimension of concrete to give
fire-resistance in hours

3 2 I.5 I

450 400 100 250 200

100 275 ?25 150 r50

275 225 200 150 r20

0.5

mm

150

r50

r20

100 275 225

100 275 225

200 190 150

200 150 150

65

4
mm

Vermiculite,/gypsum plast,er should have a mix ratio in the ranqe of
L.5 - 2z I by volume.
Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS t59O.

Columns which are built into fire-resistance wa1ls to
their full height are likely to be exposed to fire on one
face only. Data given in the table below spply to the
situation where the face of the column is flush with the
wall or that part embedded in the wall is structurally
adequate to support the load, provided that any opening
in the wall is not nearer to the column than the minimum
dimension specified in the table for that column.

TABLE E.7

FIRE-RESISTANCE OF CONCRETE COLUMNS (ONE FACE EXPOSED)

Dimension of concrete to give
a fire-resistance in hours

Type of construction

Siliceous aggregate concrete:
a. without additional protection
b. with vermieulite,/gypsum plaster*

or sprayed asbestos** 15 mm

thick on exposed faces

J 2 1.5 r 0.5
mm mm mm mm mm

lB0 r50 100 100 75 75

L25 100 75 75 65

Vermiculite/gypsum plaster should have a mix ratj-o in the range of
I.5-2zIbyvolume.
Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS J59O.
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|{alls

CONCRETE WALLS CONTAINING AT LEAST I.O% OF VERTICAL
REINFORCEMENT.

The fire-resistances of such walls are given in the table
below. The minimum thicknesses shown are for siliceous
aggregate concrete. When using lightweight aggregate
concrete a reduction in thickness is possible when
confirmed by a test. Concrete cover to the reinforcement
should be not less than L5 mm for fire-resistance up to
one hour and not less than 25 mm for higher periods.
WaIls containing vertical reinforcement Iess than 1.0%
are considered as plain concrete for fire-resistance
purposes unless shown otherwise by a test (see E .4.2).

Dimension of concrete to give
a fire-resistanee in hours

TABLE E-B

FIRE-RESISTANCE OF SILICEOUS AGGREGATE CONCRETE WALLS
CONTAINING AT LEAST 1.0% OF VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AND EXPOSED TO

FIRE ON ONE FACE ONLY

Type of construction

None
Vermiculite/gypsum plaster* or
sprayed asbestos** L5 mm

thick on exposed faces

4121.5
mm mm mm mm

180 150 100 100

t
mm

75

L25 100 75 75 65 65

Vermiculite/gypsum plaster should have a mix ralio in the range of
1.5-2zIbyvolume.Jt* Sprayed asbestos should conform to BS

Walls exposed to fire on more
regarded as columns (see E.l).

E.4.2 PLAIN CONCRETE WALLS

From the limited data available, the fire-resistance of
plain siliceous aggregate concrete walls can be taken as
follows:

cP II0-1972.
than one face should be

concrete I50 mm thick:
concrete 175 mm thick:

t hour
I-I/2 hours
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RECOMENDATIONS FOR THE USE OF STRUCTURAL REINFORCED
CONCRETE PROVISIONS REGARDING THE UsE OF AGGREGATES

Foreword

This Appendix provides basie guidelines on the use of
aggregates for normal structural concrete (i.e. without
admixtures) in the territories to which the Code is
related. It is intended to ensure avoidance of major
errols which have been identified by regional practice
and a general knowledge of concrete technology. Cautions
of interest to particular territories will also be
briefly set forth.

I t assumes that the design and construction of such
concrete works has been directed by competent profes-
sional designers.

General Provisions

Aggregates shall in general satisfy ASTM C33 (to which
the attention of readers is drawn) or BSBB2 or similar
established standard specifieations for aggregates, in
particular as regards grading (particle-size distri-
bution) and allowable limits of deleterious substances.
They shall be hard, clean (tfrat is, free from either
excessive silt or clay), and shall be from sources proven
to provide strong and durable concrete in the 1ocal
context. New or unproven aggregates shall not be used in
major works without substantiation of the fitness of
these proposed aggregates for their intended purpose in
the works. There shall not be an abundance of shaly or
slatey (ffat) and/or elongated particles in aggregates
intended for reinforeed or pre-stressed concrete, and the
gradings shall in particular not exhibit substantial
deviation from those in the standards reFerred to above,
except justified by local performance to the satisfaction
of the Building 0fficial.

Aggregates, in particular coapse aggregates, shall be
free from adherent coatings of mud, silt, op clay, and
from contamination by organic materials, in particular
decaying plant or animal matter; in the case of petroleum
producing areas, they shall additionally be substantially
free or oi1, coal, peat and other similar hydrocarbon
contamination.

CHLORIDES IN AGGREGATES

Aggregates, particularly fine aggregates, shall in
general be from land and not From marine sources.

F.1.1
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I t is nonetheless recognized that aggregates from marine
sources may continue to be used, partieularly where their
use is not prevented on environmental considerations
(such as beach erosion prevention). In such cases, and
particularly when fine aggregates are obtained from zones
between high and low tides, they shall be washed to
ensure that they enable the resulting concrete to satisfy
the following provisions:

The total chloride content of the concrete mix arising
from the aggregate, together with that from any
admixtures and any other soupces should not in any
cireumstances exceed the following limits:

TYPE OR USE OF

CONCRETE

MAXIMUM TOTAL CHLORIDE
CONTENT EXPRESSED AS

PERCENTAGE OF CHLORIDE
ION BY WFIGHT OF EFMFNT

Pre-stressed concrete

Structural concrete that
is steam cured

Concrete for any use
made with sulphate-
resisting Portland Cement
complying with ASTM Ct5O-Bl
Type V cement or BS 4027

0 .05

Reinforced concrete
(or concrete contain-
ing embedded metal)
made with cement
complying with ASTM C150-BI
Type I or BS 12.

0.15 for 95% of test
results with no result
greater than 0.50.

Note: % chloride ion x 1.548
% chloride ion x 1.555

F .I.2 CEMENT

% equivalent sodium chloride
% equivalent calcium chloride

Cement shall be Ordinary Portland op Sulphate-Resisting
Portland Cement (nSfU Type I and V or BS 12 and BS 4O272
I9B0 respectiveJ-y) and shall be from a source from which
cement of satisfactory local performence has been
obtained in the past.

Whenever it is necessary to change the cement EITHER to a
type not complying with the above specifications 0R to
cement from an unproven source, during the course of
construction trial mixes shall be made to check whether,
notwithstanding alleged compliance with the specifica-
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tions, variations oF practical construction significanee
are exhibited by the new cement. In particular, setting
times and early rates of strength gain shall be checked,
since these may affect, respectively, the timing of
finishing operations and the stripping of formwork, as
well as 7-day to Z9-day strength ratios (see Clause
F.1.7( b) )

PROCESSES

In the manufacture of concrete: batching, mixing,
transportation, placing, compaction, finishing, and
curing shall be so executed as to ensure the achievement
and maintenance of homogeneity of the fresh concrete, and
a virtual absence of segregation.

COARSE AGGREGATE (NgOVr 5 MM)

coarse aggregates for use in normal structurar concrete(i.e. where no special requirements such as concrete for
exposed architectural uses, marine works, water-retaining
or water excluding works, concrete to be subjected t;
severe abrasion, concrete eontaining admixtures, etc. )shall not contain mope than 5% by weight of clay lumps

"ng friable particles in coalse eggregates, nop I% by
weight of material finer than 75f,/m (ruo. ZOO ASTM sieve)
nor 5% by weight finer than 150!in (ruo. tOO ASTM sieve).

The shape of partieres of the coarse aggregate or coarsefraction of the total aggregate (i.e.--particles largerthan l-0-mm approx.) shall be predominantly angulJr,
sub-angular, sub-rounded or rounded, and shall not
eontain more than 15% by weight of frakey or elongatedparticles or of shell or shell fragments.

FINE AGGREGATE

Fine aggregate shall contain no more than 7% by weight ofparticles passing the t50l.lm (nSfu No. 100)-sievl, nomore than 3% by weight' of clay lumps and friableparticles, no more than l% of material Finer than the
75^lJ^ (nSfN No. 200) sieve, nor more than 0.5% by weightof' coal and ]ignite. (For crushed-stone or othermanufactured sand, if the material finer than 150 mconsists essentialry of dust of Fracture, the rimit ofmaterial finer than I50 m is increased to l5%).

Notwithstanding these allowable limits, it must be
recognised that aggregate containing high levels of finermaterial wirl exhibit considerably increased demand for
mixing water to attain sufficient workability, which wirlhave adverse effects on the achievement of- economical
concrete of adequate strength and durability.
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RECOMMENDED METHOD OF TESTING AGGREGATE FROM NEW OR

UNPROVEN SOURCES FOR SUITABILITY FOR USE IN STRUCTURAL
CONCRETE:

Testing for mechanical strength

Since no simpLe relationship exists between the results
of direct tests on an aggregate and the upper limit(s) of
strength of concrete made with the same aggregate, the
following procedure is recommended:

Concrete of a range of strength from low (say 15 MPa) to
high (say 70 MPa) is made, and compressive strengths are
tested to failure at some predetermined age. The extent
of failure of the larger aggregate particles (as
contrasted with bond failure at the aggregate/cement-
paste interface) at any particular strength leveI will
indicate whether or not the aggregate represented by the
sample possesses suffieient strength for use in concrete
at the strength level.

Tests for other characteristics

Petrology: If the aggregate intended for use is derived
from apparent rock type for which a satisfactory record
of local usage does not exist, or of a type prone to
adverse reactions with the typical constituents of
cement, samples of the aggregate shall be checked by
competent personnel and/or laboratories for IikeIy
unsuitability or otherwise due to inherent petrological
or chemical character. Such risk of unsuitability may

include: aggregate reactivity with alkalis of cementl
poor weathering behaviour; high drying shringage; etc.

CRITERIA FOR THE ACCEPTANCE OF CONCRETE BASED ON

DESTRUCTIVE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH TESTING.

The criteria of:

(a) strength level,
(U) acceptable variability

testing t

of results of strength

for concrete compressive strength speeimens sampled from
concrete for structural purposes for any major works
shall be determined by the Structural Designer, in
consultation with a Materials Consultant, recognised
laboratory and/or other institution(s) or individual(s),
as appropriate to the particualr case. Such strength
requirements shall take into account, inter alia the
following:

(c) Structural desiqn assumptions concerning the
behaviour of concrete under stressl
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(d) Possible conflicts between contractual, and engine-
ering criteria or considerations for the definition
of 'racceptable?r concrete. These may, For example,
result from different maturities ("ages") at which
the eoncrete is tested for approval, and unverified
assumptions concerning strength developrnent of such
concrete(s) between sueh ages. such conflict is
known to exist in at least one oF the major CARICOM
territories.

(e) The competence and reliability of testing services
available to the project.

(f) Prevailing levels of capability of:

- concrete manufacture
- eonsolidation (compaction),
- workmanship and supervision in conerete

construction,

which are expected to be available to the project,
since these considerably influence what IeveIs oi
in-place concrete quality can be achieved in
practice.

(g) The consequence of the failure of the concrete toattain the specified strength.

METHODS OF TESTiNG HARDENED CONCRETE FOR STRENGTH

General

ACI 118 is related to a system of concrete quality
monitoring in which cylinders moulded from concrete
sampled from that being put into a strueture aretested compressively to destruction. (Wnite it isrecognized that non-destructive, partially
destructive, and combined methods have been used forthe assessment of concrete strength in structures,these methods have not reclived widespread
acceptance, partry due to insufficient experimentardata, and are not proposed for general and/ot
routine usage at this stage oF their development).

ACI JIB makes no provisions for measurement ofeoncrete strength by cubesl it is nonetheless
recognized by the Code that cubes as well as
cylinders ane in use in the CARIC0M territories, and
are likely to be used for some time.

The following cautions shalr be observed in thedestructive testing of concrete For compressive strength,
using moulded speeimens.
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Testing Equipment

Cylinders ape more tolerant of variations in machine
behaviour than are cubes, though it is essential
that their ends be properly prepared, by capping
grinding, or other suitable methods. Equipment
designed only for the testing of cylinders
(typically North American equipment of inadequate
lateral riqidity and symmetry under load for cube
testing) snlff not be used for the testing of cubes
for control or acceptance purposes for major works.
Even when such equipment is used for lesser wotks,
it should be regularly referenced against equipment
of a more robust nature, designed for cube testing.
Equipment designed for cube testing may be used for
testing both cylinders and cubes, so that routine
checks may be made on the value(s) of correction
factors which should be applied for particular
concretes.

Types of Specimens

Either cylinders or cubes,
used on any projectr or
thereof. If cube strengths
cylinder strengths or vice
factors for concrete of the:

but not both, shall be
major, discrete part
are to be converted to
versa, the conversion

(1) aggregate type and grading
(Z) mix proportions
(l) cement type
(4) strength range(s)

proposed to be used should be verified experimen-
talty. In the absence of such information, the
relationship:

150 mm diameter cylinder strength
= 0.8 x cube strength (tOO mm or 150 mm cube,
sggregate particle size 25 nn) (which has been
OJriveO from Iimited experimental verification in
the region) shall be used as a guide until more
reliable data specific to the particular concretes
is available. It must be clearly understood that
there is no universally applicable factor which can

be used to convert eube strengths to cylinder
strengths, but that factor such as concrete
strengths and proportions, among other things'
affect the relationshiP.
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Sizes of Specimens

Specimens shall generally be of the following
dimensions:

Cylinders: J00 mm or I foot long, I50 mm or 5 inch
diameter.

Cubes: 150 mm (or 5 inch) side.

Where the maximum aggregate size does not exceed
25 ffirr the specimen sizes may be reduced to the
following:

Cylinders: 100 mm diameter, 200 mm long
Cubes: 100 mm side.

Care shall be taken to ensure that metric and
Imperial sizes of Specimens are not confusingly used
together.

Competence of Laboratory Staff

Technical staff in testing organisations shalr beproperly qualified For the execution of tests in
aecordance with standard procedures, and shall
maintain records of calibration and othe" checking
and servicing of equipment, which records shall beavailable for inspection.

The foregoing assumes that standard practices suchas the capping of cyrinders with standard materiarsagainst plane machined surfaces, and the otherprocedures relative to good concrete testingpractice are also consistently carried out.

RATE OF GAIN OF CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH WITH TIME

The-rrnormar'r ages _of testing for standard water-cured,
moulded specimens For compreisive strength testing sharibe 7 and 28 days.

!o single generalry-applicabre relationship exists for
!h" rate of gain of concrete strength between 7 and Zgdays; the relationship is dependeni, in any particularcase, on the following and other factors: cement type,water-cement ratio, aggregate-cement ratio, fineaggregate content, temperature, etc.

Rerationships for rates of gain of concrete strength withtime identified in temperafe climates shall not be usedfor the prediction of strength at one age from data atanother. fstimates of the amount of eonciete compressive
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strength increase after 28 days, developed in non-
tropical climates, shall not be used directly to estimate
additional structural capacity which will be developed
before design loads are applied for structures built
under this Code. (tnis eaution shall be observed with
particular stringency where members of small cross-
section and/or exposed to uncertain curing provisions are
concerned).

Records of actual results of strength gain overtime,
established over substantial numbers of samples, for
concrete of similar porportions and cured under similar
conditions, shall be used as the basis for such strength
predictions.

In the absence of local data, the following data derived
in the Southern Caribbean under controlled conditonsr may

be used as a guide only:

For the normal ranges of structural conerete (i.e. water-
cement ratio by weigth 0.5 to 0.5, aggregate-cement ratio
by weight 5.0 to 6.0) the ratio 7-day strength - 28-day
strength = 0.5 to 0.7.

For concretes of strengths below 20 MPa 2B-day cube
strength or above 35 MPa 28-day cube strength, and of
aggregate-cement ratio moPe than 6 or less than 5,
experimental verification of strenqth gain is necessaryt
particularly if more precise estimation of this
relationship (for the range of coneretes being used) is
important for reasons of structural safety or because of
contractual provisions. Particular care shall be

exercised in estimating and interpreting such relation-
ships in borderline cases where the acceptance or
rejection of a structure depends on such strength
es[imation(s). In general, richer eoncretes (i.e. of
higher cement contenl per unit volume) and higher ambient
temperatures lead to more rapid early gains of strengtht
with smaller gains at later aqes.

CURING OF SPECIMENS, CURING OF MEMBERS IN THE FIELD

Moulded Compression specimens shall be kept thoroughly
moist in the shade (or in a room of 95% minimum relative
humidity) and free from vibration or rough handling for
the first 24 hours; thereafter they shall be kept in
clean standing water in the shade until the time of test,
and shall be tested damp (after capping, in the case of
cylinders), but free of surface water, grit, fine, ete.

Since moulded specimens cured in water represent
potential strength of the concrete sampled, which
poter, tial may not be realised in the field due to
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inadequate curing, small structural members (Ieast linear
dimension less than 100 mm) and/or those subjected to
sunlight and/ot wind, particularly if their structural
adequacy is important to the saFety of the structure,
shall be protected from excessive early moisture Loss for
at least the first seven(7) days after casting, by
covering any concrete faces not protected by formwork by
one of the Following:

(a) Cover by damp sacking, sealed with taped and
securely fastened plastic sheet;

(O) sealed with plastic sheet(as above)only;
(e) coated with a proprietary curing compound in

accordance with the manufacturers instructions.

Wrapping (eolumns and beams) or covering (slabs and other
flatwork) with damp sacking only (i.e. not covered by a
waterproof membrane) which is wetted intermittently by
site personnel or otherwise shall NOT be accepted as a
satisfactory method of curing.

Care shall be taken to ensure the flatwork (particularly
when of shallow depth, and more so when moisture can be
lost from both sides, such as in filler-block composite
floor slab construction of suspended floors where
relatively thin concrete toppings are used) shalI be
similarly protected from such moisture loss. It is known
that the ponding of slabs is an ideal curing procesure,
but it is equally recognized that this is impracticable
on many sites.

Water for Washing Aggregate (particularly Fine Aggregate)
and for Mixing Concrete

Such water shall in general be non-saline, clear and free
from odour, taste, or visible sediment. In particular
water which may contain organic matter such as from peat,
humus, swamp vegetation, detritus or waste from meat or
fish or other food processing plant, and chicken or other
animal waste, shall be avoided. Sueh water may have
adverse effects on, op may entirely prevent the hardening
of, concrete. Water which may contain deleterious waste
from industrial effluent shall similarly be avoided.

TE5T5 ON WATIR QUALITY WHERE DOUBT EXI5T5

water shall be tested for the presence of contaminants by
a recognised laboratory and/or in accordance with
procedures relevant to the J.ikely eontaminant(s) and
risk(s) involved in the particular case. In the
assessment of effects on strength, sample concrete may be
compared against a control made using potable mains
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water, rain water or distilled water, particularly in
territories such as Antigua where the lower levels of
rain experienced and the genepal absence of surface
watercourses can result in higher-than-usual levels of
dissolved salts etc. in local waters.

Cautions pertaining to particular Territories

BARBADOS

Most of the island is covered with coral limestone, of
which there are very substantial resepves. This is
crushed and screened to provide the coarse aggregate,
whereas the sand typically used in concrete is largely
siliceous and is from the Scotland District. No problems
have been reported with its use.

The eoral is not of very high mechanical strength, though
records indicate that cube compressive strengths
exceeding 44 MPa have been achieved, which is adequate
for most normal purposes.

Excessively Iong mixing times, particularly with semi-dry
mixes, should be avoided, to avoid mechanieal breaking
down of the aggregate particles.

The mechanical properties exhibit eonsiderable
uniformity, with one notable exception: aggregate from
Mangrove, St. Phillip has recorded Aggregate Crushing
Values Gt to 45) which indicate a rock signiflicantly
weaker than the Barbados avepage of 32 to 15. The higher
water absorption (7n^ to B%) compared with the range of
other coral limestone (t+X + 0.5% typical, one location at
2.2'^) also indicates increased risk of corrosion of
reinForcement and pre-stressing strand, and aggregate
from this source should be avoided, particularly for
marine splash-zone concrete.

The values of absorption typical of Barbados coral
limestone are higher than is the case For many

aggregates. In addition, problems of reinforcement
corrosion have emerged on certain engineered buildings
near the sea within relatively short periods after
eonstruction. These together indicate that some concern
regarding durability ol sea-side structures in Barbados
is appropriate, and bhe recommendations - (adequate or
increased cover to well lixed reinforcement working at
moderate tensile stresses, low watet-cement ratior tight
formwork, thorough compaction and euring) for durability
for marine works should be observed with particular care
in such constructions.
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The relatively high absorptive capacity of the coral
coapse aggregate should be considered in the manufacture
of concrete when it is apparent that a supply of
aggregate is not in a saturated and surface-dry conditon.
Such aggregates wiII absorb water from the mix, with a
resulting loss of workability. Depending on the rate of
absorption, some unexpected increase of hardened
compressive strength may be observed due to an effective
internal reduction of the water-cement ratio after
placement and compaction. There is as yet insufficient
data available For this aggregate to propose quantitative
factors for attempting to take cautious advantage of this
mechani.sm in mix design.

DOMINICA

No deleterious or adverse reports have been reported for
aggregates for the folrowing sources, which represent the
main sources in use in 1984.

Roseau Riverr gravel deposit extracted from river-bed.
concrete compressi.ve strengths exeeed 45 Mpa (specimen
type not specified).

Belfast River, basaltic river gravel deposits.

Government Stock Farm, pumice deposit, high absorption,
used in the manufacture of concrete masonry units.

Canefield (new quauy - data not yet available).

Ravine Gabriel, colihaut, grey fractured rock deposit ofthe basalt group. Drilled, blasted, crushed andscreened. Concrete strengths exeeed 45 Mpa.

Pointe Ronde, sand deposit.

Melvirle Halr River, dark basartic river gravel deposits.

No particular cautions are therefore appropriate.

GUYANA

Coarse Aggregate

_(i) The major traditional sources are centered aroundBartica and are. either granites, dolerites or gneisses.
The quarries active in l9-g5 were:

5t. Maryrs - dolerite, very hard, very good quality

- massive granite, elongation and flakiness
indices usually slightly above normally
allowable limits

Teperu
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- massive coarse-grained muscovite granite of
adequate quality, flakiness not as severe as
Teperu.

Cautions:

(i) with the granites, Flakiness Index values (gS gtz:
Part I:I975) as high as 60 have been obtained, and this
is excessive; clearIy, careful selection is necessaPy.
"The presence of elongated or flaky particles in excess
of I0 to 15 percent of the weight of the coatse aggregate
is generally considered undesirable, but no recognized
Iimits are Iaid down" (n.U. NeIville, Properties of
Concrete, )rd Ed., pg. 126). The Ministry of Works in
Guyana was a maximum allowable Flakiness Index of 55.

(ii) Since 19Bl-84, lateritic aravels (".g. circa 1.0)
from small lateritic gravel deposits have been used in
the Rupununi, the North-West District, Mabura (Central
Essequibo), and the Eberoabo Savannahs. Washing and
screening is necessary; concrete strengths have exceeded
2L MPa (cube). Not much used' use likely to be greatly
increased in future.

Fine Aggregate

Timehri White Sand covers approximately 3O% of the total
land space. More than 99% pure silica, no strength or
durability problem, but typical gradinq is deficient in
particles between 5 mm and I.18 ffiffir so care may be

necessary in obtaining workable overall gradings with
coarse aggregates.

5T. LUCIA

The following quarries are in operation:

(a) Ferrands Quarry
(u) Quarry Products
(c) Giraudy Quarry
(d) Northrock Ltd.
(e) Monrose Quarry
(f) Hess (oil co.) Quarry

Sources:

(a) massive rock
(brcrd)fractured rock
(e) boulders
(f) not stated

AII pacent rock types are
range of sizes available at

suitable for concretel wide
most quarries; no data from
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laboratory testing of mechanical or chemical eharacter-
istics available. Pumice is also used as fine aggregate
with all of the above aggregates for reinforced concrete
of over 24.5 MPa 28-day compressive strength (specimen
type not specified). All aggregates (a) to (f) are
therefore sufficiently strong for such concrete, with
concrete strengths of over tI MPa possible by both (a)
and (e). Concrete strengths of ovep 28 MPa have been
achieved by (c).

Cautions:

All aggregates are unwashed; some traces of silt
therefore exist on purchased aggregates. Cauti.on is
necessary regarding the risk of one-size-tendency coarse
aggregate used with some beach-sand-type fine aggregates,
leading to grading gaps in the combined aqgregate.
Particularly with angular crushed aggregates, tf,iJ may
Iead to concrete of low cohesion, i.e. prone to
segregation and likeIy to exhibit large and relatively
sudden changes oF workability with small changes in water
content.

Northrock Limited

Most commonly used in north of the island. Excellent
aggregate for all purposes, but size variations as high
as 20% from specified size have been noted.

Quarry Produets

Particles can sometimes be fraky and frat instead of
angular. Selectiveness is necessary.

Giraudy Quarry

Uses same quarry site as Quarry products, but size
variation from specified size is high - over 20%

Ferrands Quarry and Hess Quarry

Both extract from a rock outcrop within a r.5 Km radius.
Very littre variation exists in the aggregates produced.
Special precaution is necessary with',3716 inch dust"
because of its high silt conent.

Monrose Quarry

No additional cautions reportedly necessary.
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ST. VINCENT (inctuding the Grenadines of St. Vincent)

Few tests on local aggregates have been done; data on
properties is scarce. All coarse aggregates are crushed
and screened from volcanie parent rock. 0btaining
sufficient fine aggregate (usually beach sand) can be
difficult; major projects should arrange adequate
supplies beforehand. Coarse aggregates can contain
undesirable levels and sizes oF oversize particles.
Careful screening is necessary to ensupe compliance with
workable specifications and to prevent problems regarding
reinforced concrete monolithicity and integrity of cover.
Aggregate strength is adequate; 7-day compressive
strengths exceeding 31 Mpa are readily obtainable.

In the Grenadines, reinforcement corrosion risk is
increased by the brackish mixing water typically
available. The use of rain or transported Fresh water is
strongly recommended, particularly for concrete in damp
or underground locations.

The aggregate supply situation on the main island is
expected to improve with the introduction oF better
crushing plant and the completion of a Quarry Development
survey, expected to identify inter alia suitable fine
aggregate sand sources in the Soufriere region.

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

Trinidad

The main aggregate types used for engineered structural
concrete are

Guanapo, and
Melajo quartzitic gravels
Northern Range Limestone (crushed rock)

These aggregates are strong, of low porosity, durable,
and relatively inert. No limitations of a directly
petrologic origin have emerged in their use. There is
need to monitor the flakiness of some Northern Range
crushed limestone which in some instances attain visibly
undesirable levels.

Few tests results exist for agqregates (or concrete made

therefrom) from sources south of the Caroni River.
H0WEVER, Guaracara Limestone (so-called "yel1ow"
limestone) has been used as a crushed aggregate for
eoncrete for residential and langer buildings for some

years, with fair results. No records exist of its
successful use in heavy civil works; laboratory research
regarding aggregate properties is in progress, and some

results afe eneouraging.
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5an Fernanado Hill "gravel,' (argillite) has been used inlargely minor works for many years; its use is now
i 1legal.

Porcellanite has been used as a concrete aggregate for
domestic and minor construetion in the extreme south ofthe island, but

- low meehanical properties,
- variable properties,
- high permeability, and
- poop weathering performance

make this material unsuitabre for engineered
concrete.

Electric-arc furnaee 
. g1"g frorn steel smelting hasrecently become availabre and may be a potential futureaggregate. Little if any data on 

"rperi"n"e oF its usein engineered concrete exists to date, 
"no- 

th. codecannot now make any responsible recommendations
concerning its use.

Tobago

No cautions have been reported for aggregate used inTobago. users are however recommended to established
ag_gregate production facilities (at the p".""nt time1984 - those at Godsborough an{ Green Hiffl *h""u betterconformity to predictable gradings is likely.
Tobago coral limestone eovers approximately zo% of theland area in the south west of the island. Its use isnot recomrnended for structural concrete, particularlysince lts performance is not proven, and the insularcharacter of Tobago makes corrosion of reinforcement innear sea eoncrete a substantial risk over much of theisland.

GRENADA

The isrand is composed mainry of massive discrete lava
f1ow.s. "!d pyroclastic rocks, with some Oevetopment oflocalized fossiriferous stratirieo sedimenta"y-L"0" arsoevident. 5ubsta.ntial disintegration and weail_rering isevident in some deposits.

There are three(J) principal quarries in Grenada:

(f) Queenrs Park (St. Georgers) Est. reserves5.0 M tonnes red gravei
1.9 M tonnes black gravel

red and black cinder deposits or'rgravel,r(scoriaceousbasaltic cinders), excavated bv bulidozer; no clusher,sieving only, approx. 28 tonne"ln".

F .3.6.2

F .3.7
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(2) Telescope Point (north) Est. resepves t.9 14 tpnnes

massive basalt; blasted, sledged, and handpicked and fed
to crusher (rsted lot/hr, approx. 5t/ht produced).

(l) Mount Hartmann (St. George's) Est. reserves +2.0 M

tonnes

fractured besalt, fed to jaw crusher for both primary and
secondary crushing; rated 50t,/hr., achieved 11t/ht
average.

No details available on typical gradings.

Main uses:

Crushed stone - airport runway and parking, wearing
eourses for roads.

Red and black gravels - reinforced concrete, and
blockwork.

While petrographically the red gravels are similar to the
basalts, both red and black gravels exhibit high
absorption (5.4n^) r and though there are no adverse
effects reported, caution is recommended in the use of
these aggregates in reinforced concretes intended for
marine use (particularly in the splash zone) or in other
aggressive service environments. Comparison of other
properties with the Mt. Hartmann basalt also suggests
aggregates which are not of prime quality. Experienced
local contractors report better concrete cube strength
results if the red gravel for use is wetted the day
before.

Cube compressive strengths of t7.5 MPa O45A psi) and
45.2 t4Pa (5560 psi) respectively have been obtained usinq
red gravel and Mt. Hartmann, material, but based on past
test results an experienced local consultant specifies
20.g MPa ( fOOO psi) cube strength where better
("Barbadiant') standards of control are expected. Where

lower standards are likely, the consultant stilI
specifies 20.9 MPa (}OOO psi) cube strength mixes, but
uses 15.5 Mpa (2400 psi) cube strength in design.

I t seems clear that use of the red and black gravel is
not advisable where concrete of the highest quality is
required, particularly where durability under seveFe
conditions of exposure is intended. The usual cautions
concerning grading, quantity of mixing water, and curing
etc. still apply.
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General Cautions

CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION PRACTICES

The importance of adequately supervised good practices in
the attainment of durable concrete cannot be oveD-
emphasized; practicable designsi careful placement and
compaction, rounded corners, leak-free smooth-faced
formwork and proper curing all contribute to increaseddurability. In extreme conditions, protective or
isorating membranes or special surfce treatments may also
be required.

MINIMUM CEMENT CONTENTS
AGGRESSIVE LOCATIONS

TN CONCRETE INTENDED FOR

F .4.1

F .4.4

F .4.5

AcI lr8-41 does not prescribe minimum allowable cement
content-s for aggressive locations. This limitation mayadversely affect concrete durability, and users arereferred to CPIIO: part IzI972 Tables 

-49, 
49 (pp 9gr99)

?nd Building Research Estabrishment Dige"t zso ,concrete
in surphate-bearing soils and ground-witers" for furtherguidance regarding the attainr"i''rt of adequate durabirity.
MAXIMUM SIZE OF AGGREGATE PARTICLES

clause 3-3.3 (c) ofl ACr rl8-gl shall only be waived underexceptional circumstances when the Engineer is satisfiedthat sufficient aggregate particres i"" present in theconcrete mix which are small enough to pass into and fillthe space between, and cover to, reinforcement. Thiscaution shall be enforced. This particular stringency inconcrete intended for marine service, especiatty
splash-zone concrete.

HAND-BROKEN COARSE AGGREGATE

Hand-broken aggregate (produced in some of the smallerislands) is in general not suitable for eoncretemanufacture, as it is largely one size-range, and isunlikely to possess a suitable'grading.

AGGREGATES NOT COMPLYING WITH SPECIFICATIONS

Particurar attention is drawn to clauses 5.i.2 of AcI
?tB-.8.1, which may be particularly relevant in certainrocatl-0ns.



FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO 5I UNITS

LENGTH

Feet (Ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254*
l'files (mi) x L6O9.34
Miles (mi) x L.6O9t4
Nautical 14iles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

FeeL? (rt2) x o.o929olo
Acres^x 401l.6.86
Miresz (miz) x 2.58999

VOLUME

reer] (Fr:) x o.o28l1685
Feet),(rt)1 x zB.tr6l5
Yards' (yat) x 0.764555
Acre feet x I?33.48
Gallons (gaf) x 0.00454609
Gallons (9a1) x 4.545O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.1048*
Miles per hour (milhr) x O.447O4*
ffiles per hour (mi/hr) x I.6O9J4
Knots x O.514444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

Feetl per secono (rtl/s) x
Millions of gallons per day

Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Kilometers (km)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Neters] (m])
Meters'(m^')
Kilometer"t (krt)

Metersl (ml)
Liters** -
Meters- (m')
Netersi (mi)
l4eters' (m/ )
Liters**

x O.O526167
Acre-Feet per day
Gallons per minute

x 0.000075i680

FORCE

x O.O142764
( ga l,/mi n )

0.02811585
(msd)

Meters per
Meters per
Kilometers
Meters per
Kilometers

MetersJ per

t',teters] per
Metersr per

Metecsl per

second (m/s)
second (m/s)
per hour (t<m76";
second (m/s)
per hour (t<m71-,"1

second (^7 /=)

second trlZ"l
second (n'/s)

second (rl,z=)

Pounds (fb) x O.45t592
Pounds (fb) x 45i.592
Pounds (lb) x 4.44822
Tons x O.9O7I85

Kilogyrams force (tgf)
Grams (9)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**



PRESSURE

Pounds per Foot] (n/rt?) x 47.BBol
Pounds per footz (Lb/ftz) x 4.BBZ4t

Newtons per meberz tn/^2),,
Kiloqrgms florce per meter-
(*gr /n')
Newtons per meterz (u/^2)

Newtops per millir"t"r2
(t't/mmt)
Megapascaf (MPa)
Killog4ams force per met"r2
(usr/n')
Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

Newtons per metecl (tt/rl),
Kilogrqms Foree per meter'
(u,gr /n')
Grams per centimeterJ (g/"^3)

Pounds pec incn] (Iblin3) x 6894,76
Pounds per incha (Ib,/inz)

0.00589476 x L0

Pounds per inch2

Millibars (mb) x

(Lb/inz) x 7o'.o7o

100.0*

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per
Pounds per

Pounds per

footJ Ob/rt?)
foot) (Lb/ftt)

roorl (rulrtl)

x
X

I57.O876
15.0185

0.0150185

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x L4.5911
Slugs pen Foot/ x 515.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foob2 (tu-",zrt2) o"
slugs per foot second x 47.BB0l

Feet2 pep second G*/{ x o.o9z9e,

Kilograms (kg)
Kiloirams pei meterS (un/^t)

Newtogs seconds per meterz
( Ns/m'1 **
Metersz per secona (n2/s)

* Exact valuesIt* Liters x 1000.0 = cemtiqetersJ
Litersx0.00l=meters'
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 100,000.0 = dynes
Newton seconds per meterz x 0.I = poises



5I PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

P refix
( abbreviation ) Meaning

1,000,000.
r,000.

100.
10.
0.1
0.01
0.00I
0.000001

Mega-
Kilo-
Hecto-
Deka-
Deci-
Cent i-
Mi ll i-
Micro-

(u)
(r<)
(h)

(oa)
(o)
(c)
(m)
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FOREWORD

This Section is divided into three parts:

Section 7A - Limit States Design
Section 78 - Working Stress Design
Section 7C - Commentary

The work on this Section was carried out by Messrs. Adams,
Kennedy and Kurak of the Department of civil Engineering, University
of Alberta, under a contract with the Caribbean Community. It is
suggested that comments on the alternative design methods, or on any
of the design detdils recommended, be sent to the authors.



NUMBERING SYSTEM

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

Each of the Seetions 7A, Limit States Design; 78, Working Stress
Design; and 7C, Commentary have been numbered individually so as to
provide continuity between sections. The number and digit copres-
ponding to the Part and Section in the Part (2.7) have been omitted.
The numbers that remain correspond to the sub-sections and articles.



PART

PART

PART ]

PART 5

Section I
Section 2
Section f
Section 4

Section 5
Section 5
Section 7
Section B

Section L
Seclion 2
Section l

Section 4
Section 5

Section l
Section 2

ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CODE

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section I Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (not included)
Section 5 ReinForced and Pre-stressed Concrete
Section 7 Structural SteeI
Section 8 Structural Timber

OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

PART 4 SERVICES, EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS (not included)

Occupancy and Construction Classification
General Building Limitations
Special Use and 0ceupancy Requirements
Liqht, Ventilation and Sound Transmission
Controls
Means of Egress
Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
Fire Protection Systems
5afety Requirements During Building
Construction and Signs

Small Buildings (Singte and 2 storey)
Pre-fabricated Construction

Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes
Electrical Wiring and Equipment
Elevabors, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and
Conveyor Equipment (Installation and
Maintenance)
Plumbing and Drainage Systems
Energy Conservation

a

SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRICATED C0NSTRUCTI0N (not
included)



CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 7A

STRUCTURAL STEEL

LIMIT STATES DESIGN

A

^

A
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Disclaimer

The authors of this publication, Messrs. Adams, Kennedy andKu1ak, do not warrant the concents and the suitability of-thismateriar for general or particurar use, nor is there anyimplication that there is freedom from infringement of patents.The design of structures is within the scope of expertfse of acompetent licensed professional. Such user of tnis Standard
assumes all tiability arising from its use.
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Preface

This is the first edition of the Standard, "structural Steel for
Buildings"r. Part 2.7A Limit States Design developed for the
Caribbean Uniform Building Code. A first edition of a parallel
Standard Steel Structures for Buildings Part 2.78 Working
Stress Design has also been produced for the Caribbean Uniform
Building Code. The t.hird document in this sequence is Steel
Structures for Buildings Part 2.7C - Cornmentary.

The Standard is based on the limit states design philosophy. In
limit states design .the designer compares the effect of factored
loads to the minimum likely developable resistance. Limit states
define the various types of collapse and unserviceability that
are to be avoided and the object of design is to keep the
probability of a limit state being reached below a certain value
previously established. This is achieved by applying load
factors to the specified loads and resistance factors to the
specified resistances. By the use of d ifferent factors for
different loads and resistances a more uniform level of safety is
obta ined .

The clauses relating to fabrication and erection should serve to
remind designers that design and construction are part of the
same seguence. The review of construction by competent engineers
is of equal importance to the design.

I{hen designing structures under this Standard no use shall be
made of the companion Standard, Steel Structures for Buildings
Working Stress Design. The Commentary clarifies the intent of
various provisions of this Standard. The publications Iisted as
references provide the extensive background used for the
development of the Standard and its technical requirements.

This Standard sets out minimum requirements for steel structures
as outlined in the Scope, and it is expected that it will only be
used by engineers competent in the field. Although the intended
primary application of the Standard is stated in the Scope
clause, it is important to note that it remains the
responsibility of the user of the Standard to
suitability for his particular purpose.

judge its

The Standard is based in Iarge measure on CSA Standard CAN3-
515.1-M84 Steel Structures for Buitdings Limit States Design
and on an October 1983 draft of CSA Standard CAN3-S135-M84 Cold
Formed SteeI Structural Members and reflects the latest research
on steel building structures. The Canadian Standards Association
assumes no responsibility for its content.

Although every effort has been made in writing and proofreading
this Standard to ensure that all information is accurate and that
arl numericar values are correct some errors may have been
overlooked. Users are requested to bring any such errors found
to the attention of the authors.
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Reference Publications

This Standard refers to the following pubtications. The years
shown indicate the latest issues available at the time of
printing.

CSA Standards
CAN3-A23 .I-t47'7 ,
Concrete Materials and Methods of Concrete Construction;

CAN3-A23.3-M84 ,
Code for .the Design of Concrete Structures for Buildings

895-L962 |
Surface Texture (Roughness, Waviness, and Lay)t

c28-1 958 ,
Carbon-Steel Castings for General Application;
c38-1953,
Heavy Steel Shaft Forgings;

cAN3-c40 .20-M8 I ,
General Requirements for RoIled or Welded Structural- Quality
Steel;

cAN3-c40 .21-M81 ,
Structural Quality Steels;

cl89-1966,
Sprayed Metal Coatings for Atmospheric Corrosion Protection;

s37-MI981,
Antenna Towers and Antenna Supporting Structures i

st35-M1984,
Cold Formed Steel Structural Membersi

w41 .l-1973,
Certification of Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel
Structures i

w48. t-Ml980,
Mild Steel Covered Arc-Welding Electrodes i

w48 .3-L916 ,
Low-Alloy Steel Arc-Welding Electrodes;

w48.4-t"11980,
SoIid Mild Steel Electrodes for Gas Metal-Arc Welding;

w48.5-1970,
Mild Steel Electrodes for FIux Cored Arc Welding;
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w48 . 5-M1 980 ,
: Bare Mild Sieel Electrodes and Fluxes for Submerged-Arc Welding;

: H33;3;13!3'werdinq ouatiricarion code ror Fabricarors or
a Structural Members Used in Buildings;
A w59-r 977 ,a Welded Steel Construction (Metal-Arc Welding);

a ANSr/ASTI,II Standards
A A27-80 |

l"lild- to Medium-Strength Carbon-Stee1 Castings for General

: Application;

A35-77 a,
Structural Steel;

a 
AroB-79,

: Steel Bars, Carbon, Cold-Finished, Standard Quality;
a A148-90,
a High Strength Steel Castings for Structural Purposes;
  Az42-gr,

: 
High Strength Low-Alloy Structural Steel;

a A283-81,
A Low and Intermediate Tensile Strength Carbon Steel Plates of
a Structural Quality;

A307-80,
a Carbon Steel Externally and Internally Threaded Standard
a Fasteners i

A325-82,

I High-Strength Bo1ts for Structural Steel Jointsi
A A325 t4-82,
a High-Strength Bolts for Structural Steel Joints (Metric);
  A44r-1g,
: High-Strength low-Alloy Structural Manganese Vanadium Steel;
A A446-76,
A Steel Sheet, Zinc Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip process,

Structural (PhysicaI) 9uality (Grades A, B, C, D and f);
A A48 6-7 4 ( Reapproved 19'80 ) ,A Steel Castings for Highway Bridges i

A4g0-92,
Heat-Treated Steel Structural Bolts,150 ksi Minimum Tensile

: 

strensth;

A
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A4 90 t4-82 ,
High-Strength Steel Bolts, Classes 10.9 and 10.9.3 for Structural
Steel Joints (Metric);

A5L4-77 ,
High-Yield-Strength, guenched and Tempered Alloy Steel plate,
Suitable for Welding;

A521-76,
Steel, Closed-Impression Die Forgings for General Industrial Use;

A525-79,
Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip Process,
General Requirementsi

A570-79,
Hot-Rorled carbon steel sheet and strip, structural ouality;
A572-8Ia,
High-Strength low A11oy Columbium-Vanadium Steels of Structural
Quality;

A588-80a,
High-strength Low-Al1oy Structural Steel with 345 uPa Minimum
Yield Point to 100 rtrn Thick;

A505-75,
SteeI Sheet and Strip, Hot-RoIled and Cold-RoIled, High Strength,
Low-A1loy, with Improved Corrosion Resistancei

A607-75,
Steel Sheet and Strip, Hot-Ro11ed and CoId-Rol1ed, High-Strength,
Low-Alloy Columbium and/or Vanadium;

ASLL-7 2 ,
Steel, CoId-RoIled Sheet, Carbon, Structural (Grades A, B, C and
D)t

A658-79a,
Steel Forgings, Carbon and Alloy, for General Industrial Usei.

A7l5-81,
Sheet Steel and Strip, Hot-Rolled, High-Strength tow-Alloy, with
Improved Formabitity;

CGSB+ Standards
l-GP-l4M-1979,
Primer, Red Lead in Oi1;

1-cP-40M-I979 |
Primer, Structural Steel, Oil Alkyd Type;

1-GP-8IM-L978,
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Primer, Alkyd, Air Drying and Baking, for Vehicles and Equipment;
: r-cP-laoM-rgzs,
a Primer, Red Lead, Iron Oxide, Oi1 Alkyd Type;

1-GP-166t4-L979,
: Primer, Basic Lead Silico-Chromate, Oil Alkyd Type;
a CISC/CPI.|AS Standards

1-73a,
a A Quick-Drying One-Coat Paint For Use On Structural Steel;
A 

2-75,
: A Quick-Drying Primer For Use on Structural Steel;

a Canadian Institute of Steel Construction
a Code of Standard Practice for Structural Steel;
a cssBltt standardsA 101 [,1-78,
^ Zinc Coated Structural Quality Steel Sheet for Roof and Floor
a Deck;

National Building Code of Canada, 1980;

^ lletric Values for Use with the National Building Code, 1980;

a SSPC** Specifications
^ PS 12.00-69T,
A Guide to Zinc-Rich Coating Systems;

PT 3-64,
a Basic Zinc Chromate - Vinyl Butyral Washcoat;

sP 2-63,

^ 
Hand Tool Cleaning;

sP 3-53,
a Power Tool Cleaning;

sP 4-63,
: Flame Cleaning of New Steel;

sP 5-63,
a White Metal Blast Cleaning;

sP 6-63,
: Commercial Blast Cleaning;

A SP 7-63,
a Brush-Off Blast Cleaning;

sP 1o-53T,

: Near-White Blast Cleaning;

i
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Structural Stability Research Council
Guide to Stabitity Design Criteria for Metal
* Arnerican National Standards Institute.
t American Society for Testing and Materials.
* Canadian General Standards Board.
S Canadian Institute of Steel Construct
l'lanufacturers' Association.

"tt Canadian Sheet Steel Building Institute** Steel Structures Painting Council.

Structures.

ion/Canadian Paint
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Structural Steel - Limit States Design

Where reference in this Standard is made to National Standards of
Canada, National Standards of other countries may be used when
approved by the Regulatory Authority.

1.

1.1

Scope

This Standard provides rules and requirements for
the design, fabrication, and erection of steel
structures for buildings where the design is based
on limit states. The term "steel structures"
relates to structural members and frames which
consist primarily of structural steel components,
including the detail parts, welds, boltsr oE other
fasteners required in fabrication and erection.
Composite construction, defined as construction
which depends upon the participation of structural
elements of steel and other materials in resisting
loads and forces jointly with structural steel
members, is permitted under this Standard. Clause
14 applies to the design of structural members cold
formed to shape from carbon or low aIloy steel
sheet 7 strip or plate up to 25 nm in thickness and
intended for load carrying purposes in buildings.

Where reference is made to other publications, such
reference shall be considered to refer to the lat,est
edition or any revision thereto approved by the
organization issuing that publication.

When designing structures under this Standard, no
use shall be made of the companion standard, Steel
Structures for Buildings - Working Stress Design.

L.2

r.3

2.

2.r

2.2

Appl ication
This Standard applies unconditionally
structures for nullOings except as noted
2.2.

to
in

stee I
Clause

Supplementary rules or requirements may be necessary
for:
(a) Unusual types

(b) Mixed systems

(c) Steel structures
( i)
(ii)

construct ion

construction; and

which

Have great height or

Are required. to be
dismantled;

spans i

movable or be readily
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( iii ) Are exposed to severe environmental
conditions t ot possible severe loads such
as those resulting from vehicle impact or
chemical explosion;

(iv) Are required to satisfy aesthetic,
architectural, or other requirements of a
non-structural nature;

(v) Employ materials or products not listed in
Clause 5;

(vi ) Have other special features that could
affect design, fabricationr or erection.

A rational design based on theory, analysis, and
engineering practice, acceptable to the Regulatory
Authority, may be used in lieu of the formulae
provided in this Standard. In such cases the design
shall provide nominal margins (or factors) of safety
at least equal to those intended in the provisions
of this Standard (see Appendix E).

Definitions and Svnbols

Definitions
The following definitions apply to.this Standard:

General

Approved means approved by the Regulatory Authority;

Regulatory Authority means a government Ministr!r
Department, Board, Agencyr oE Commission that has
responsibility for regulating, by statute, the use
of products, materialsr of services;

Limit states means those conditions of a structure
in which the structure ceases to fulfil the function
f or which it 'rras designed. Those states concerning
safety are called the ultimate limit states and
include exceeding of load-carrying capacity,
overturning, sliding, fracture and fatigue. Those
states which restrict the intended use and occupancy
of the structure are caIled serviceability limit
states and include deflection, vibration and
permanent def ormat ion.

Ioads

Gravity load (newtons) is equal to the mass of the
object (kilograms) being supported multiplied by the
acceleration due to gravity, g (9,8f m/sz)i
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Specified loads (D, L) O and T) means those loads
prescribed by the Regulatory Aut.hority (see Clause
7.1);

Factored load means the product of a specified load
and its load factor.

Factors

Ioad factor, a, means a factorr given in Clause 7.2,
applied to a specified load for the limit states
under consideration to take into account the
variability of the loads and load patterns and
analysis of their effects;
Load combination factor, Q , means a factor r given in
Clause 7.2, applied to the factored loads other than
dead load to take into account the reduced
probabitity of a number of loads from different
sources acting simultaneously;

Irnportance factor, y , means a factor t given in
Clause 7.2, applied to factored loads to take into
account the consequences of collapse as related to
the use and occupancy of the structure i

Resistance factor, Q, means a factor, given in the
appropriate clauses of this Standard, applied to a
specified material property or the resistance of a
member, connection or structure, which, .for the
Iimit state under consideration, takes into account
the variability of material properties, dimensions,
workmanship, type of failure, and uncertainty in
prediction of member resistance. To maintain
simplicity of design formulae in this Standard, the
type of failure and uncertainty in prediction of
member resistance have been incorporated in the
expressions of member resistance. ( See Appendix E
for a more detailed discussion. )

Resistance

Resistance, R, of a member,
is calculated in accordance
on the specified material
d imens ions ;

connection or structure
hrith this Standard based
properties and nominal

Factored resistance, 0R, means
resistance and the appropriate

Tolerances

the product of the
resistance factor.

Camber means the deviation from straightness of a
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member or any portion of a member with respect toits major axis. Frequently camber is specified and
produced in a member to compensate for deflections
that will occur in the member when loaded. (See
CIause 5.2.2.\ Unspecified camber is sometimes
referred :" as bow;

Sreep means the deviation from straightness of a
member or any portion of a member with respect to
its minor axis;

l{ill tolerances means variations allowed from the
nominal dimensions and geometry with respect to
cross-sectional area, non-parallelism of flanges and
out-of-straightness such as sweep or camber in the
product as manufactured and are given in CSA
Standard G40.20-M, General Requirements for Rolled
or Welded Structural Quality Steel;

Fabrication tolerances means tolerances allowed from
the nominal dimensions and geomeLry such as"the
cutting to length, finishing of ends, cutting of
bevel anglesr dnd for fabricated members, out-of-
straightness such as shreep and camber (see Clause
25) i

Erection tolerances means tolerances related to the
plumbness, alignment, level, of the piece as awhole. The deviations are determined by considering
the locations of the ends of the piece 'rrith respect
to the positions stipulated on the drawings.

Note: Additional definitions are found in the
Standard particularly in Clauses L4, 17 and 18.

Synbols
The following symbols are used throughout this
Standard. Deviations from them, and additional
nomenclature, are noted where they appear.
Dimensions in mm and forces in nevrtons are assumed
unless otherwise noted.

A

Ab

Af

Ag

Area

Cross-sectional area
nominal diameter

Flange area

Gross area

Area of fusion face

Critical net area

of one bolt based

Am

An
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As

Asc

A,"

a
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Area of reinforcing steel

Area of steel section including cover plates;
area of bottom (tension) chord of steel joist;
area.of stiffener or pair of stiffeners
Area of steel shear connector

Web areai shear areat effective throat area of
weld

Centre-to-centre distance between transverse
web stiffeners; depth of concrete compression
zone

Length of cover plate termination

Aspect ratio, ratio of distance between
stiffeners to web depth

Bearing force in a member or component under
specified load

Bearing force in a member or component under
factored load

Factored bearing resistance .of a member or
component

Width of stiffened or unstiffened compression
elements; design effective width for a concrete
slab of a composite beam

Compressive force in a member or component
under specified load; axial load

Euler buckling strength = 1 970 000A/ (KL/r)2,
( newtons )

Compressive force in a member or component
under factored load; factored axial load

Factored compressive resistance of a member or
component; factored compressive resistance of
steel acting at the centroid of that part of
the steel area in compression

Compressive resistance of concrete acting atthe centroid of the concrete area in
compress ion

Warping torsional constant

at

a/h

B

Bf

Br

b

c

ce

cf

cr

^aur

ctr
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C., Axial compressive load at yield stress
v

D Outside diameter of circular sections; diameter
of rocker or roller; also stiffener factor

d Depthi overall depth of a section; diameter of
bolt or stud

db Depth of beam

E Elastic modulus of steel (20.0 000 t'lPa assumed)

Ec Elastic modulus of concrete

e End distance; lever arm between the compressive
resistance, Cr, and tensile resistance, Tr

e' Lever arm between lhe compressive resistance'
Cl, of concrete and tensile resistance, Tr, of
steeI

F Strength or stress (MPa unless noted )

F... Critical plate buckling stress

Fs Ultimate shear strength

F". Allowable range of stress in fatigue

Fst Factored axial force in the stiffener

Fu Specified minimum tensile strength

F,, Specified minimum yield stress, yield point ort yield strength

Fy, Specified yield strength of reinforcing steel

f.: Specified compressive strength of concrete at
" 28 days

G Shear modulus of steeL (77 000 MPa assumed)

g Transverse spacing between fastener gauge lines
(gauge^ distance); acceleration due to gravity
(m/ sec')

h Clear depth of web between flangest height of
stud

hd Depth of cellular steel deck

I l,lome nt of i ne rt i a
I Effective moment of inertiae
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Ig Moment of inertia of cover-plated section

Is Moment of inertia of the steel section

It Moment of inertia of the transformed composite
sect ion

J St. Venant's torsion constant

K Effective length factor

KL Effective length

k Distance from outer face of flange to web toe
of fillet of I-type sections

k6 Buckling coefficient
kv Shear buckling coefficient
L Length

L" Length of channel shear connector

Lcr Maximum unbraced length adjacent to a plastic
hinge

M Bending moment in a member or component under
specified load

Mf Bending moment in a member or component under
factored load

Mft Smaller factored end moment of a beam-columni
fac.tored bending moment at a point of
concentrated load

MtZ Larger factored end moment of a beam-column

Mp Plastic moment = ZFy

Mr Factored moment resistance of a member or
component

Mrc Factored moment resistance of composite beam

Mu Moment resistance of a member subject to
lateral buckling

My Yield moment = SFy

m Number of faying surfaces or shear planes in a
bolted joint, equal to 1 for bolts in single
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Non-dimensional slenderness ratio used in
column formula

Coefficient related to the slip resistance of a
bolted joint

Mass density of water, kg/m3 i Constant which
depends upon Poisson's ratio for steel and
concrete

Empirical coefficient used to account for
additional strength from a triaxial stress
state developed in a concrete filled column

Empirical coefficient used to account for
additional strength from a triaxial stress
stated developed in a concrete f i lled co'lumn

Resistance factor ( see definition under
Factors, in Clause 3.1 )

Resistance factor for welds

Load combination factor

0

0 t^r

a

u) Coef f ic ient used to
uniform bending effect

Drawings

determine equivalent
in beams or beam-columns

4.

t"1
4.1 .1

1.L.2

Design Drawings

Design drawings shall be drawn to a scale adequate
to convey the required information. The drawings
shall show a complete design of the structure with
members suitably designated and located, including
such dimensions and detailed description as
necessary to permit the preparation of shop details
and erection diagrams. Floor levels, column
centresr and offsets shall be dinensioned.

Design drawings shall designate the design standards
used, show clearly the type or types of construction
as defined in Clause 8 to be employedr dnd shall
designate the material or product Standards
applicable to the members and details depicted (see
Clause 5). Drawings shall be supplemented by data
concerning the governing loads, shears, moments, and
axial forces to be resisted by all members and their
connections when needed for the preparation of shop
details. (See also Clause 20.L.2.1

Where high-strength bolted joints are required to
resist shear between connected parts, the design

4.1 .3
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drawings shaIl indicate the type of joint, slip-
resistant (friction) or bearing, to be provided (see
Clause 231.

If required, camber of beams, girdersr and trusses
shall be ca.lled for on the design drawings.

Shop Details
Shop details giving complete information necessary
for the fabrication of Ehe various members and
components of the structure, including the required
material and product. standards and the location,
type and size of all mechanical fasteners and welds,
shall be prepared in advance of fabrication, and
submitted for approval when so specified. Shop
details shall distinguish clearly between mechanical
fasteners and welds required for shop fabrication
and those required in the field.

llaterial: Standards and Identification
Standards

General
Acceptable material and product standards and
specifications (Iatest editions) for use under this
Standard are listed in Clauses 5.1. 2 to 5. 1.8
inclusive. Materials and products other than those
listed may also be used if approved. Approval shall
be based on published specifications which establish
the properties, characteristics, and suitability of
the material or product to the extent and in the
manner of those standards which are listed.
Structural Steel
csA G40. 2I-t4,
Structural Quality Steels

Sheet Steel
ASTM A570,
Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheet and Strip, Structural
Qua I i ty.
Other standards for structural sheet ar'e listed in
Clause I4. OnIy structural quality sheet standards

4.3 Erection Diagrams
Erection diagrams shaIl show the princi'pal
dimensions of the structure, piece marks and sizes
of the members where necessary for approval,
elevation of the column bases, all necessary
dimensions and details for setting anchor bolts and
aII other information necessary for the assembly of
the structure. ( See also Clause 20 .1.3. )

5.

5.1

5.1.1

5.1 .2

5.1.3
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which specify chemical composition and mechanical
properties will be acceptable for use in the other
clauses of this Standard. Mill test certificates
which list the chemical composition and the
mechanical properties shall be available, upon
request, in accordance with Clause 5.2. I (a) .

Cast Steel
csA G28,
Carbon-SteeI Castings for General Application;
ASTM A27 I
Mild- to Medium-Strength Carbon-Steel Castings for
General Application;

ASTM AI48,
High-strength Steel
Purposes;

ASTM A486,

Castings for Structural

Steel Castings for Highway Bridges.

Forged Steel
CSA G38,
Heavy Steel Shaft Forgings;

ASTM A52I,
Steel, Closed-Impression Die Forgings for General
Industrial Use;

ASTM A558,
Steel Forgingsr Carbon and AlIoy, for General
Industrial Use.

solts

ASTM A307,
Carbon SteeI Externally and Internally
Standard Fasteners i

Threaded

ASTM A325,
High-Strength BoLts for Structural Steel Joints;

A3 25M,
High-Strength Bolts for Structural Steel Joints
(Metric);

A490,
Heat-Treated Steel Structural Bo1ts, 150 ksi Minimurn
Tensile Strength

A4 90M ,
High-Strength Steel Bolts, Classes 10.9 and 10.9.3
for Structural Steel Joints (Metric).
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Note: Before specifying metric bolts, the designer
should check on their current availabil.ity in the
quantities required

Ifelding Electrodes
csA w48 .l
t'lild Steel Covered Arc-WeIding Electrodes;

csA w48.3 ,
Low-Alloy Steel Arc-Welding Electrodes;

csA w48 .4,
SoI id lvli 1d Steel Electrodes f or Gas Metal-Arc
Welding;

csA w48 .5,
MiId Steel Electrodes for FIux Cored Arc Welding;

csA w48.5,
Bare tt'tild Steel Electrodes and F1uxes for Submerged-
Arc WeIding.

Studs
ASTM A108,
Steel Bars, Carbon, CoId-Finished, Standard QuaIity,
Grades 1015 and 1018.

Identification
llethods
The materials and products used shall be identified
as to specification, including type or grade, if
applicable, by one of the following means, except as
provided in Clauses 5 .2.2 and 5 .2.3:
(a) Mi11 Test Certificates or Producerrs
Certificates satisfacLorily correlated to the
materials or products to which they pertain;
(b) Legible markings on. the material or product made
by its Producer in accordance with the applicable
material or product standard.

Unidentified Structural Steel
Unidentified structural steel shall not be used,
unless approved by the building designer. If the
use of unident,ified steel is authorized, Fr shall be
taken as 2L0 MPa and Fu shall be taken as 3gO Mpa.

Tests to Establish Identification
Unidentified structural steel may be tested to
establish identification when permitted by the
building designer. Testing shall be done by an

5.2.3
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approved testing agency in accordance with CSA
Standard G40.20-t4, General Requirements for Rolled
or Welded Structural Quality SteeI. The t.es t
results, taking into account both mechanical
properties and chemical composition, shall form the
basis for classifying the steel as to specification.

Affidavit
The fabricator , if requested, shaIl provide an
affidavit stating that the materials and products
which he has used in fabrication conform to the
applicable material or product standards cal1ed for
by the design drawings or specifications.

Design Requirernents

General
As set out in this Standard, steel structures for
buildings shall be designed to be serviceable during
the useful life of the structure and safe from
collapse during construction and during the useful
life of the structure. Linit states define the
various types of collapse and unserviceability that
are to be avoided; those concerning safety are
ca11ed the ultimate limit states (strength'
overturning, sliding, fatigue) and those concerning
unserviceability are called the serviceability limit
states ( de f lect ions , vi brat ion , permanent
deformation ) . The object of limit state design
calculations is to keep the probability of a limit
state being reached below a certain value previously
established for the given type of structure. This
is achieved in this Standard by the use of load
factors, applied to the specified loads (see Clause
7l and resistance factors applied to the specified
resistances (e.g., C1ause f3). These factors
replace the single safety factors used in other
design standards. The various Iimit states are set
out in this Clause. Some of these relate to the
specified loads and others to Ehe factored loads.
Camberr proVisions for expansion and contraction and
corrosion protection are further design requirements
related to serviceability and durability. Atl limit
states shall be considered in the design.

Requirements Under Specified Loads

General
Steel members and frames shal1 be proportioned so
that the serviceability limit state requirements
computed on the basis of specified material
properties and nominal dimensions are not exceeded
by the actions of the specified loads.
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Deflections

Steel members and frames shall be proportioned so
that deflections are within acceptable limits for
the nature of the materials to be supported and the
intended use and occuPancY.

In the absence of a more detailed evaluation see
Appendix H for recommended values for deflections.

Roofs shall be designed
likely to occur as a result

Rain Loads

to withstand any
of ponding.

loads

Any roof which can accumulate water sha1l be
de-signed for the load that can result from a-24 hour
rainfa1l, or such greater load prescribed by the
Regulatory Authority, on the horizontal projected
area of the roof whether or not the surface is
provided with drainage, such as rain water
leaders. This applies particularly to Iarge flat
roofs in areas of heavy rainfall.

The distribution of rain load shalI be determined
taking into account the shape of the roof, including
camber, with or without creep deflection due to dead
load in the case of composite structures' and any
loads likely to occur as a result of ponding.

The amplification of deflections due to ponding
shatt be considered. This amplification need not be
considered provided that the roof stiffness meets
the criterion:
( a) For one-way system of roof beams or

simply supported on rigid supports
decking

tll n
EIn ) 2 pstn(-r,.

(b) For two-way system of roof joists on girder

=1 
r5.1 

n*'o?tnrbt n<l
-TT: \;:,' - EI- \;-_,

lg

where

E = modulus of Elasticity
I = moment of inertia of the beam, joist, girder

or unit width of decking as applicable
[ = span of the beam, joist or girder as
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appl icable
s = spacing of the beam, joist, girder or unit

width of decking as applicaQle
p = mass density of water, kg/m'

6.2.4

6.2.4.L

6.2.4.2

6.2.5

6.2.5.L

6 "2.5 .2

5.2.5.3

6.2.6

5.2.7

6.2.7 .L

Camber

Camber of beams, trusses or girders, if required,
shall be called for on the design drawings.
Generally trusses and crane girders of 25 000 mm or
greater span should be cambered for approximately
the dead-pIus-hatf-Iive-Ioad deflection ( see also
Clause 17 for requirements for open-web joists ).

Any special camber reguirements necessary to bring q
toaOeO member into proper relation with the work of
other trades shal1 be stipulated on the design
drawings.

Dynamic Effects

Suitable provision shall be made in the design for
the effect of live load which induces impact or
vibration, or both. In severe cases, such as
structural supports for heavy machinery which causes
substantial impact or vibration when in operation'
the possibility of harmonic resonance' fatiguer ot
unacceptable vibration sha11 be investigated.

Special consideration shall be given to floor
systems susceptible to vibration, such as large open
floor areas free of partitions, to ensure that such
vibration is acceptable for the intended use and
occupancy. (e guide on floor vibrations is
contained in Appendix F of this Standard.)

Unusually flexible structures (generally those whose
ratio of height to effectively resisting width
exceeds 4:1 ) shaIl be investigated for lateral
vibrations under dynamic wind load. Lateral
accelerations of the structure shall be checked to
ensure that such accelerations are acceptable for
the intended use and occupancy. ( Information on
lateral accelerations under dynamic wind loads can
be found in Appendix G.)

Resistance to Fatigue
Structural steelwo.rk shall be designed to resist the
effects of fatigue under the specified loads in
accordance with Clause 15.

Prevention of Permanent Deformation

For composite beams unshored during construction,
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the stresses in the tension flange of the steel beam
due to the loads applied before the concrete
strength reaches 0.75f: plus the stresses at the
same location due to tEe remaining specified loads
considered to act on the composite section shall not
exceed 0'.90F-..v

Slip-resistant ( friction ) joints, in which the
design load is assumed to be transferred by the slip
resistance of the clamped faying surfaces, shall be
proportioned, using the provisions of Clause L3.12,
to resist without slipping, the moments and forces
induced by the specified loads (see Clause 23).

Requirements Under Factored Loads

Strength
Structural steelwork sha11 be proportioned to resist
moments and forces resulting from application of the
factored loads acting in the most critical
combination, taking into account the importance of
the building, as specif ied in Clause 7 and taki.ng
into account the resistance factors as specified in
the appropriate clauses of this Standard.

Overturning
The building or structure shal1 be designed to
resist overturning resulting from application of the
factored loads acting in the most critical
combination, taking into account the importance of
the building as specified in Clause 7, and taking
into account the resistance factors as specified in
the appropriate clauses of this Standard (see Clause
7).

Resistance to Earthquakes

In areas of known seismic activity buildings sha11
be designed to resist moderate earthquakes without
significant damage and resist major earthquakes
without collapse. Collapse is defi'ned as the state
which exists when exit of the occupants from the
building has become impossible because of failure of
the primary structure. The intent is to provide
buildings with resistance to earthquake ground
motion but not to slides, subsidence or active
faulting in the immediate vicinity of the structure.

Unusual structures, highly irregular buildings and
special-purpose industrial structures such as
nuclear reactorsr pow€E plants and stacks should be
treated as special problems with special design
criteria in each instance, including possibly a
dynamic analysis.

6.3.3.2
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Structures designed to be resistant to earthquakes
shalL meet the requirements for structures analysed
plastically as given in Clause 8.5 and in addition:
(a) the total drift per storey'under the most severe
design earthquake shaIl not exceed 0.03 of the
storey height;

(b) beam webs yielding under cyclic loading, sha1l
be designed so that local buckling does not occur.

In determining the lateral forces to be used in the
design against earthquakes the type of construction,
damping, ductility, and energy absorptive capacity
of the structure shall be taken into consideration.*
* Inforrnation on numerical coefficients reflecting
this behaviour is available in the National Building
Code of Canada 1985.

Other Requirements

Expansion and Contraction
Suitable provision shall be made for expansion and
contraction commensurate with the service .and
erection conditions of the structure.

Corrosion Protection

Steelwork shall have sufficient corrosion protection
to minimize any corrosion Iikely to occur in the
service environment.

Corrosion protection shaIl be provided by means of
suitable alloying elements in the steel, by
protective coatings or by other effective means'
either singly or in combination.

Localized corrosion likely to occur from entrapped
water, excessive condensation, oF from other factors
shall be minimized by suitable design and detail.
Where necessary, positive means of drainage shall be
provided.

If the corrosion protection specified for steelwork
exposed to the weather r ot to other environments in
which progressive corrosion can occur, is likeIy to
require maintenance or renewal during the service
life of the structure, the steelwork so protected
(exclusive of fill plates and shims) shall have a
minimum thickness of 4.5 mm.

The minimum required thickness of steelwork situated6.4 .2.5
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in a non-corrosive environment and therefore not
requiring corrosion proLection is governed by the
provisions of Clause 11.

Interiors of buildings conditioned for human comfort
may be generally assumed to be non-corrosive
environmentsi however, the need for corrosion
protection shall be assessed and protection shall be
furnished in those where it is deemed to be
necessary.

Corrosion protection of the inside surfaces of
enclosed spaces permanently sealed from any external
source of oxygen is unnecessarY.

Loads and Safety Criterion

Specified Loads

Except as provided for in Clauses 7 .I.2 and 7 .L.3,
the following loads and influences as specified by
the Regulatoiy Authority shall be considered in the
design of a building and its structural steelwork:

D - Dead 1oads, including the mass of steelwork and
all permanent materials of construction 'partitions and stationary equipment multiplied
by the acceLeration due to gravity to convert
mass to force, and the forces due to
prestressing;

L - Live loads, including loads due to intended use
and occupancy of the building, movable
equipment, rain, soil or hydrostatic pressure'
impact, and any other.live loads stipulated by
the applicable building by-Iaw or the Regulatory
Authori ty;

0 - Wind or earthquake loads;

T -Influences resulting from temperature changes,
shrinkage or creep of component materials r oF
f rom dif f erential set,tlement.

Where a building or a structural member can be
expected to be subjected to loads, forces or other
effects not I isted in Clause 7. 1 . 1 such effects
shall be taken into account in the design based on
the most appropriate information available.

If it can be shown by engineering principlesr or if
it is known from experience, that neglect of some or
all of the effects due to temperature changes,
shrinkage or creep of componenet materials or from

7.
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differential settlement does not affect the
structural safety or serviceability' they need not
be considered in the calculations.

Suitable provision shall be made for loads imposed
on the steel structure during its erection. During
subseguent construction of the building, suitable
provision sha1l be made to support the construction
loads on the steel structure with an adequate margin
of safety.

Safety Criterion and Effect of Factored Loads

Safety Criterion
A building and its structural steelwork shall be
designed to have sufficient strength or stability'
or both, such that:
Factored Resistance > Effect of Factored Loads

where Factored Resistance is determined in
accordance with other clauses of this Standard and
Effect of Factored Load is determined in accordance
with Clauses 7 .2.2 through 7 .2.5. In cases of
overturning, uplift and stress reversalr Do positive
anchorage is required if the stabilizing effect of
dead load multiplied by a load factor less than one
given in Clause 7.2.3 is greater than the effect of
Ioads tending to cause overturning, uplift and
stress reversal multiplied by load factors greater
than one given in Clause 7.2.3.

Effect of factored loads, in force units ' is the
structural effect due to the specified loads
multiplied by load factors c defined in Clause
7.2.3, a load combination factor 4, defined in Clause
7.2.4, and an importance factor 1 defined in CIause
7.2.5. The factored load combinations shall be
taken as follows:

oDD+VO(olL+cOQ+crT)

Load factors, c, shall be taken as follows:

d v overturning, uplift, or
effect, cn = 0.85.

oL = 1.50; oe = 1.50; oT

The load combination factor, 4,,
follows:

dead load resists
reversal of load

= 1.25.

shall be taken as7.2.4

(a) When only one of L' O and T act, <! = 1.00;
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(b) When two of L, O and T act' q, = 0.70;

r| = 0.50.(c) When all of Lt A and T act'

The most unfavourable effect sha1l be determined by
considering L, Q and T acting alone with 0 = 1.00 or
in combination with 0 = 0.70 or 0.60.

The Importange Factor r '^{ r shall be not less than
1.00 for all buildings, except that for buildings
where it can be shown that collapse is not 1ikely to
cause injury or other serious consequences, it shall
be not less than 0.8.

Analysis of Structure

General

In proportioning the structure to meeL the various
design requirements of Clause 5, the methods of
analysis given in this Clause shaLl be used. The
distribution of internal forces and bending moments
shall be deuermined, both under the specified loads
to satisfy the requirements of serviceability and
fatigue in CLause 6 and under the factored loads as
required to satisfy strength and overturning
requirements in Clause 7.

Two basic types of construction and associated
design assumptions, designated "Continuous" and
"Simple" are permitted for a1I or part of a

struLture under this Standard. The distribution of
internal forces and bending moments throughout the
structure wiIl depend on the type or types of
construction chosen and the forces to be resisted.

Simple Construction

Simple construction assumes that the ends of beams'
girders and trusses are free to rotate under load in
the plane of loading. Resistance to lateral Ioads'
including sway effects, shalI be ensured by a
suitable system of bracing or shear walls or by the
design of part of the structure as continuous
construction, except as provided in Clause 8.3.2.

8.

8.1

8.1.1

8.1.2

8.3

8.3.1

8.2 Continuous Construction
In continuous construction, the beamsr girders and
trusses are rigidly framedr or are conLinuous over
supports. Connections are generally designed to
r:esist the bending moments and internal forces
computed by assuming that the original angles
between intersecting members remain unchanged as the
structure is loaded.
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A building frame designed to support gravity loads
on the basis of simple construction may be
proportioned to resist lateral loads due to wind or
earthquake by distributing the moments resulting
from such loading among selected joints of a frame
by a recognized empirical method provided that:

( a) The connection and connected members are
proportioned to resist the moments and forces caused
by lateral loads;

(b) The connected members have solid websi

(c) The beam or girder can support the full
load when assumed to act as a simple beami

(d) The connection has adequate capac
inelastic rotation when subjected to full
and Iateral loads;

g ravi ty

ity for
gravi ty

( e ) The mechanical fasteners or welds of the
connection are proportioned to resist 1.5 times the
moments and forces produced by the factored gravity
and Iateral loads; and

(f) In assessing the stability of the structure, the
flexibility of the connection is considered.

Elastic Analysis
Under a particular loading combination, the forces
ahd moments throughout all or part of the structure
may be deterrnined by an analysis which assumes that
individual members behave eIasticaIly.

Plastic Analysis
Under a particular loading combination, the forces
and moments throughout all or part of the structure
may be determined by a plastic analysis provided
that:
(a) The steel used has. Fu ( 0.80Fu and exhibits the
Ioad-strain characteristLcs neceBsary to achieve
moment redistribution ;

(b) The width-t.hickness ratios meet the requirements
of Class I sections as given in Clause IL.2i
(c) The members are braced laterally in accordance
with the requirements of Clause L3.7i

(d) Web stiffeners are supplied on a member at a
point of load application or where a plastic hinge
would form;
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(e) Splices in beams or columns are designed to
transmit 1.1 times the maximum computed moment under
factored Ioads at the splice location or 0.25Mp,
whichever is greater.

(f) Members are not subject to repeated heavy impact
or fatigue;
(g) The j.nfluence of inelastic deformation on the
strength of the structure shall be taken into
account. ( See also Clause 8.5 . )

Stability Effects

The analyses referred to in Clauses 8.4 and 8.5
sha11 include the sway effects produced by the
vertical loads acting on the structure in its
displaced configuration, unless the structure is
designed in accordance with the provisions of C1ause
8.5.3.

For certain types of structures where t.he vertical
loads are smalI, where the structure is relatively
stiff and where the Iateral load resisting el-ements
are well distributed, the sway effects may not have
a significant influence on the design of the
structure (see Clause 9.3.2(b)).

For structures in which the sway effects have been
included in the analysis to determine the design
moments and forces (see Appendix I) the effective
length factors for members sha1l be based on the
side-sway prevented condition ( see Clause 9.3.2 ( a ) )

and,

(a) Where a loading combination produces significant
relative lateral displacements of the col-umn ends'
the svray effects sha1l include the effect of the
vertical loads acting on the displaced structure;

(b) However, in no case shall the sway effects be
taken as less than those calculated by assuming that
the vertical loads act on the structure assumed to
be displaced by an amount equal to the maximum out-
of-plumbness consistent with the erection tolerances
specif ied in Clause 29.7.Li

(c) A deflected configuration in which the erection
tolerances are opposite in sense in adjacent
storeys, mdy produce sway effects which govern the
design of beam-to-column connections' diaphragms and
other elements.
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For structures in which the sway effects have not
been included'in the analysis, the use of effective
length factors greater than 1.0 (side-sway permitted
case ) for the design of columns r provides an
approximate method of accounting for the svray
effects in moment resisting frames ( see Clause
9.3.3). This provision shall not be used for
structures analysed in accordance with Clause 8.5.

Design Lengths of tttembers

Simple Span Flexural llembers
Beams, girders, and trusses may be designed on the
basis of simple spans whose length may be taken as
the distance between centres of gravity of
supporting members. Alternatively, the span,. length
of beams and girders may be taken as the actual
length of such members measured centre-to-centre of
end connections. The Iength of trusses designed as
simple spans may be taken as the distance between
the extreme working points of the system of
triangulation employed. In a1l cases the design of
co-1umns or other support ing members shal1 provide
for the effect of any significant moment or
eccentricity arising from the manner in which a
beam, girder r ot truss may actually be connected or
supported.

Continuous Span Flexural l,tembers
Beams, girdersr oF trusses having fu11 or partial
end restraint due to continuity or cantilever
action, shall be proportioned to carry aIl moments,
shears, and other forces at any section assuming the
span, in general, to be the distance between centres
of gravity of supporting members. Support ing
members shall be proportioned to carry all moments,
shears, and other forces induced by the continuity
of the supported beam, girder, or truss.

Compression l.{embers

Compression members shall be designed on the basis
of their effective length ( KL) , the product of
effective length factor (K), and unbraced length
(L). Unless otherwise specified in this Standard
the unbraced length (L) shall be taken as the length
of the compression member centre-to-centre of
restraining members. The unbraced length may differ
for different cross-sectional axes of the
compression members. At the bottom storey of a
multistorey structure, or for a single-storey
structure, (L) shall be taken as the }ength from the
top of the base plate to the centre of restraining
members at the next higher level.
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The effective length factor (K) shalr be taken as
1.0 for compression members of frames:

(a) In which sway effects (see Clause 8.6.2) have
been included in the analysis used to determine the
design moments and forcesi or

(b) In which the sway effects in addition to the
lateral loads are resisted by bracing or shear
wa l1s ,

unless the degree of rotational restraint afforded
at the ends of the unbraced lengths shows that a

value of K less than 1.0 is applicable. ( For
recommended values of K and a method of compu-ting K'
based on rotational restraint, see Appendices B and
C respectively, side-sway prevented case.)

For structures with moment resisting frames in which
sway effects have not been included in the analysis
used to determine the design moments and forces ( see
Clause 8.6.3), the effective length factor shalI be
determined from the degree of rotational and
translational restraint afforded at the ends of the
unbraced length, but shall be not less than l. (For
recommended values of K and a method of computing K'
see Appendices B and C respectively, side-sway
permitted case. )

Compression llembers in Trusses
Unless otherwise specified in this Standard or
unless analysis shows that a smaller value is
applicable, the effecLive length factor (K) shall be
taken as 1.0 for compression members in trusses.

Slenderness Ratios

General
The slenderness ratio of a compression member shall
be taken as the ratio of effective lengLh (KL) to
the corresponding radius of gyration ( r) . The
slenderness ratio of a tension member shall be taken
as the ratio of unbraced length ( L) to the
corresponding radius of gyration.

lla::irnum Slenderness Ratio

The slenderness ratio of a compression member shall
not exceed 200.

The slenderness ratio of a tension member shall not
exceed 300. This limit may be waived if other means
are provided to control flexibilityr sag, vibration'

r0.2.1

LO.2.2
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and slack in a manner commensurate with the service
conditions of the structure, or if it can be shown
that such factors are not detrimental to the
performance of the structure or of the assembly of
which the menber is a part.

Width-Thickness Ratios: Cqnpression Elements

Classification of Sections

For the purposes of this Standard, structural
sections shall be designated as Class 1,2r 3 or 4

depending on the maximum width-thickness ratios of
their elements subject to compression, and as
otherwise specified in CIause t1 .1.3.

Class I sect ions ( plast ic des ign sect ions) wi I t
permit attainment of the plastic moment and
subsequent redistribution of bending moment.

Class 2 sections ( compact sections ) wiII permit
attainment of the plastic moment but need not allow
for suh'sequent moment redistribution.
Class 3 sections (non-compact sections) will permit
attainment of the yietd moment.

Class 4 sections will generally have local buckling
of elements in compression as the limit state of
structural capacity.

Class I sections shall, when subject to fLexure 'have an axis of symmetry in the plane of loading and
sha11, when subject to axial cornpression, be doubly
symmetric. Class 2 sections shall' when subject to
flexure, have an axis of symmetry in the plane of
Ioading unless the effects of asymmetry of the
section are included in the analysis.

Width and Thickness

For elements supported along one edge only' parallel
to the direction of compressive forcer the width
shall be taken as follows:

the distance from
fasteners or line

( a ) For plates, the width
the free edge to the first
of welds;

(b) For legs of angles,
zees, and stems of tees,
nominal dimension;

(b)
row

flanges of
Ehe width (b)

channels and
is the full

is
of

( c ) For flanges of beams and tees, the width (b) is
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one-haIf the fu11 nominal dimension.

For elements supported along two edges parallel to
the direction of compressive force the width shall
be taken as follows:

( a) For flange or diaphragm plates in built-up
sections the width (b) is the distance between
adjacent lines of fasteners or lines of welds;

(b) For flanges of rectangular hollow structural
sections the width (b) is the clear distance between
webs less the inside corner radius on each side;

(c) For webs of built-up sections the width (h) is
the distance between adjacent lines of fastgners or
the clear distance between flanges when welds are
used;

(d) For webs of hot rol1ed sections the width (h) is
the clear distance between flanges.

The thickness of elements is the nominal
thickness. For tapered flanges of rolled sections,
the thickness is the nominal thickness halfway
between a free edge and the corresponding face of
the web.

llaximum Yfidth-Thickness Ratios of Elements Subject
to Compression
The width-thickness ratio of elements subject to
compression sha11 not exceed the limits given in
Table 1 for the specified section classification.

Gross and Net Areas

Application
In general, tension members shall be proportioned on
the basis of net area and compression members on the
basis"of gross area. (For beams and girders see
Clause I6. )

Gross Area
Gross area sha1l be cornputed by summing the products
of the thickness and gross width of each elementr dS
measured normal to the axis of the member.

Net Area

Net area shall be computed by sumrning the products
of the thickness and the net width of each element,
as measured normal to the axis of the member. Net
width and area of parts containing holes shall be

LL.2.2

11.2.3

L2.3

12.3.1

t1 .3

A 12.

12.L
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computed in accordance with Clause 12.3.3.

Dinensions of Holes
In computing net area the width of the bolt holes
normal to the axis of the member shall be assumed
2 mm larger than the hole dimension specified.

For a series of holes extending across a part of any
diagonal or zigzag line, the net width of the part
shall be computed by deducting from the gross width
the sum of all hole widths in the series and adding
for each gauge distancd ( g ) in the series the
quant i ty:
.2
Ts

where

s = longitudinal spacing (pitcn) in millimetres of
any two successive holes

g = transverse spacing (gauge) in nillimetres of the
same two holes

The critical net area of the part is obtained from
that series of holes which gives the least net
width; however, the net area through one or more
hoLes shall .not be taken as greater than the
following limits:
(a) 0.85Ag when Fy/Eu < 0.75

( b) 0.90Ag when 0.75 . trrt, < 0.85

(c) 0.95Ag when 0.85 < Fr/vu

For angles the gross 'rridth shal l be the sum of the
widths of the legs minus the thickness. The gauge
for holes in opposite legs shall be the sum of the
gauges from the heel of the angle minus the
thickness.

In computing the net area across plug or slot welds
the weld metal shall not be taken as adding to the
net area.

Pin-Connected Tension llembers

In pin-connected tension members ' the net area
across the pin hole ' normal to the axis of the
member, shal1 be at least 1.33 times the cross-
sectional area of the body of the member. The net
area of any section on'either side of the axis of
the member measured at an angle of 45" or less to
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the axis of the member, sha11 not be less than 0.9
times the cross-sectionaL area of the body of the
member.

L2.4.2

12.4.3

13.

13.1

L3.2

13.3

13.3.1

The distance from the edge
edge of the member, measured
of the member, shall not
thickness of the material at

of the pin hole to the
transverse to the axis
exceed 4 times the

the pin hole.

The diameter of a pin hole shall be not more than
I run larger t,han the diameter of the pin.

llember and Connection Resistance

General
To meet the strength requirements of this Standard,
all factored res istances r dS determined in this
Clause, sha1l be greater than or equal to the effect
of factored loads determined in accordance with
Clause 7 .2 and 0 shall be taken as 0.90 unless
otherwise specified.
Axial Tension
The factored tensile resistance, Tr, developed by a
member subjected to an axial tensi-on force shall be
taken as:

(a) The lesser of

(i) T = 6A F when A /A > F /Fr ny n'g Y'u
A

= o(ru f)g
( ii ) T, = 0.85QA.F.,

(b) On net area at pin connections

T = 0.756A Fr ny
Axial Compression*

The factored axial compressive resistance for W

shapes and for hollow structural sections
manufactured according to CSA Standard CAN3-G40.20-
M, Class c (cold formed non-stress relieved) and
conforming to the requirements of Clause lt of this
Standard for Class 1, 2 or 3 sections, shall be
taken as*:

A whenA/A <F/Fnn'gy'u

6AF'v
omv(r.o3s - o.2o2r - o .222 x2)

(a)0<[<0.I5, Cr=
(b) 0.15 < r < 1.0, c, =
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(c) 1.0 < l, < 2.0, C, = qAFr(-O.fff + 0.535 r.-1+ 0.087

(d) 2.0 < l, < 3.6, C, = oAFr(o.oos + o.ezz l,-2)

(e) 3.6 < 1., C, = oAF, l-2 = *O tffifft
KL l''-where^=f 1#;
tT F..

Va lues of 
{# 

ano } to compute l. and x2

respectively are given in Table 2.

^-2)

*These expressions are applicable to W shapes up to
610 mm deep and can be assumed to be valid for other
doubly symmetric CIass l, 2 or 3 sections, except
for solid round non-stress relieved cold
straightened bars greater than 50 mm diameter (refer
to CSA Standard S37-M, AnLenna Towers and Antenna
Supporting Structures ). Welded H-shapes should have
flange edges flame cut. Singly symmetric,
asymmetric or cruciform sections should be checked
as to whether torsional-flexural buckling is
critical. Curves similar to those described by the
equations in Clause 13.3.1 but taking into account
differences in residual stress patterns, shapes,
etc., for fully stress rel"ieved sections, hollow
structural sections and jumbo sections are given in
"Guide to Stabitity Design Criteria for Metal
Compression Members", 3rd Edition, published by the
Structural Stability Research Council.

Table 2

Values of
la^y
*28

and
F

Y

*2n

"y €

F
v

n2E

230
260
300
350
380
400
480
700

0.0108
0.0r15
0 .01 23
0.0133
0.0r39
0.0142
0 . 0I55
0.0188

0.000 116
0.000 132
0.000 L52
0.000 r77
0.000 t92
0.000 203
0.000 243
0.000 3ss
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For unstiffened webs, a/h = @ and r = 1, n = 0,
kv = 5. 34.

The values given in Table 3 may be used. The gross
area of a web shall be taken as the product of the
web depth (h) and the web thickness (w), except that
for rolled shapes the overall depth ( d ) may be
substituted for h.

Plastic Analysis
In structures designed on the basis of a plastic
analysis, as defined in CLause 8.5 the factored
shear resistance, V.,., developed by the web of a
flexural member subjected to shear shall be taken
AS:

V, = 0.550wdF,

Table 3
Coefficients for Shear Formulae

a/h kv

0.25
0. 33
0. s0
0 .67
0.75
1.00
L.25
1.50
I " 75
2.00
2.25
2 .50
2.7s
3. 00

Inf inity

0.150
0 . 178
0.225
0.280
0.307
0 " 388
0.459
0.520
0.570
0.513
0.548
0. 578
0.704
0.726
1.000

0.48 5
0.475
0 .447
0.415
0.400
0. 354
0.312
0.277
0.248
o.224
0.203
0.185
0.171
0.158
0

89.4
52 .2
25 .4
15.0
13. s

9 .34
7.90
7 .I2
5.55
5.34
6.13
s.98
5.87
5.78
5. 34

13 .4 .3 llaximun Slenderness
The slenderness ratio
exceed:

83 000/F..
v

where

(h/w) of web shall not
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F., = specified minumum yield point of the
' compression flange steel (see Clause 15.3).

This limit may be waived if analysis indicates that
compression flange buckling into the web wilI not
occur at factored load.

Gusset Plates
The total factored shear resistance of the gross
area of gusset plates shall be taken as:

V, = 0.500Ogay

Pins
The total factored shear resistance of the nominal-
area of pins shal1 be taken as:

V, = 0.550AFy

Combined Shear and lloment in Girders
Transversely stiffened girders depending on
tension-fieId action to carry shear' with
h/w > /k,J\ , shal-I be proportioned in such a way
that the "following limits are observed:
v.
=+ < l.o
r

M

#. r.o
r

0.727 0.455 1.0

whe re

V- is established according to Clause 13.4 and Mr is
eitablished according to Clause 13.5.1 and Clause
13.5.2 as applicable.

V.t-
-{r
V r

Bending

Laterally Supported llembers
The factbred moment resistance, Mr, developed by a

member subjected to bending - moments, where
continuous lateral support is provided to the
compression flange shall be taken as:

(a) For CLass I and Class 2 sections:

M, = OZFy

For Class

= orp

3 sections:(b)

M =6SF =dM-r y y
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(c) For Class 4 sections:
(i)when both the web and the compression flange

fa11 within Class 4 of Table l, the value M,
shall be determined in accordance with Clause
14. The calculated value, Fr, appl icable to
cold formed members, shaII 6e determined by
using only the values for F,,, and F,, that are
specified in the relevant 'structutal steel
material standard;

( ii ) For beams or girders whose flanges meet the
requirements of Class 3 and whose webs exceed
the limits for Class 3, see CLause 16;

( iii ) For beams or girders whose webs meet the
requirements of Class 3 and whose flanges
exceed the limits for Class 3;

M,. = OSFcr

where

F", = the critical stress
local buckling of
elements determined
Clause 14.

the moment

corresponding to
the compression

in accordance with

resistance may beAlternatively,
calculated as

M, = 0SeFy

where

13.5.2

Se = th: effective section modul-us determined
using an effective flange width of
670L//8,, for flanges supported along two
edges ptrrallel to the direction of stress
or an effective width of 2OOt//{ for
flanges supported along one edge par5llel
to the direction of stress. fn no case,
for flanges suppo.rted along one edge,
shalL b/L exceed 50.

taterally Unsupported llembers
Where continuous lateral support is not provided to
the compression flange of a member subjected to
bending, the factored moment resistance, Mr, m6y be
taken as:

(a) For Doubly Symmet,ric Class and Class
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Sections:

(i) when lvl
u

M = 1.150Mr
than 01"1 p

(ii) When M, .

2
3

p

1"1 p

Ir

EI GJ
v

M =6Mru
where

M -7tuoL
For I-shaped members
Mu, may be taken as:

M _s
uc0

0.28M
J nut

u

^2+ f g) r crL,yw

bent about the

not greater

maJor axls,

?,Jp

140 000
d="1 Ld/A-'t

I 700 000_---------_
' (t/r r)z\iIne f e

o = 0.5 + 0.4Mf t/Mt, for
curvature

0J=0.50.4I"1f.t/Me"formembersbentindouble
curvature,-6ut-frot less than 0.4

L = unsupported length of compression flange in
millimetres in which Msr is the smaller and
M." the Iarger bendin!'moment at the ends
ot'th" unsupported length, taken about the
strong axis of the member

0r = 1.0 when the bending moment aL any point
within the unsupported tength is larger
than Mro or when there is no effective
lateralt'support for the compression flange
at one of the ends of the unsupported
Iength

C* = 0 f5r hollow structural sections'

Symmetric Class 3 and Class 4

Chlnnels Prevented f rom Twi.sting:

, 3"v
0.28M

M. = r.lsoMy (r - -T-I)
u

members bent in single

(b) For Doubly
Sections and for

(i) When Mu
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but not
and 0SFcr

greater than 0 M,, f or
for Class 4 sections:

Class 3 sect ions

For
taken

M,-, =

where

13.5 Lateral Bracing for llembers in Structures Analysed
Plastically
Members in structures or portions of structures in
which the distributions of moments and forces have
been determined by a plastic analysis shall be
braced to resist lateral and torsional displacement
at all hinge locations. The 1atera1ly unsupported
distance, Ln., from such braced hinge locations to
the nearest-'adjacent point on the frame similarly
braced sha1l not exceed:

Mr.,
L", = 550rr//F, tor fi > 0.5

Msr
L", = e9lrr//F, tor g;; < 0.s

( ii) when Mu , Ztrv

M, = QMu

where

Mu=#
I-shaped members and channels Mu may be

AS:

S
(r)

d1 and 62 are as defined in Clause 13.5.2(a)

62 = 0 for channels

(c) For unsynmetric shapes a rational method of
analysis such as given in the Structural Stability
Research CounciI's "Guide to Stabi1ity Design
Criteria for Metal Structures" should be used.

where

Mtl

6 
is equal to the ratio of the small-er moment to

the larger moment at opposite ends of the unbraced
length, in the plane of bending considered; positive
when the member is bent in single curvature and
negative when bent in double curvature and
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M.,
l.o . rt' ( l.o"f2

Both bracing requirements should .be checked and the
more severe shall govern the location of the braced
point. Bracing is not required at the location of
the last hinge to form in the failure mechanism
assumed as the basis for proportioning the
structure. Except for the regions specified above'
the maximum unsupported length of members in
structures analysed plastically need be not less
than that which would be permitted for the same
members in structures analysed elastically.

Axial Compression and Bending*

llember Strength and Stability Class I and ,C1ass 2
Sections
I"lembers required to resist bending moments and an
axial compressive force shall be proportioned so
that:
( a ) In a state of complete yielding ( partly in
tens ion, partly in compress ion ) the sect ion is
capable of holding in equilibriun the factored
moments and axial load. Conservatively, this
requirement is satisfied if the section meets the
reguirements of Clause 13.8.3(a);

ol"1 -xtx o M-YTY < 1.0
t--

(b) i +
r ct 

1

-l

cJex

M. M.
(a) Mg + # . 1.0

rx ry

I\,1

whe re

M-- is def ined in Clause 13 .5.2 ( a )
O6?ineO in Clause 13.5.1 ( a ) .

* More detailed methods of
resistance of columns subject to
given in Appendix L.

llenber Strength and Stability
Sections of I-Shaped llembers
Members required to resist bend
axial compressive force shall
that:

and try is

determining the
biaxial bending are

Class I and Class 2

ing moments and an
be proportioned so

where
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Mr is defined in Clause 13. 5.1 ( a )

0.50M-Iy
-7.-ry

< r.0(b)
ct
c r

where

C, = OAFy

Mr is defined in Clause 13"5.1(a)

0.85M-tx* 
-t,t 

*
rx

o M-x tx

13 .7 .3

where

Cr is defined in Clause 13.3.1
M:- is defined in CIause 13.5.2(a\
M;; is def ined in Clause 13 .5.1 ( a )

llember Strength and Stability Class 3 and C1ass 4
Sections
Members required to resist bending moments and an
axial compressive force sha11 be proportioned so
that:

c- M- M-(a) 6l +mg+#.1.0
rrxry

where

Cr = 0AFy

Mr is defined in Clause 13.5.1(b) or 13.5.f(c)(i)
anO (c)(iii)

c-f(c) - +
r c-

Mr* [r - clrex

C- trl M-rxtxrDr c - 
-

r Mr* [r - dJr

(, M-
, y ty < l.f' c-

M.,, [r - #f'ey

trt M-, yty
--.i.w

Mr,, [r - #t'eywhere ex

C- is defined in Clause 13.3
M;- is defined in Clause 13.5.2(b)
Ft; is def ined in Clause 13.5.I ( b) or 13.5.1(c ) ( i )

and (c) (iii)

Values of ro

Unl-ess otherwise determined by analysis,
f ollowing values shall be used f or rrr:

13.7 .4
the
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( a) Members not subjected
between supports:

to transverse loads

or

( i ) For members of frames analysed in
accordance with Clause 8,6.2,
(, = 0.5 + O.4l"1f l./Mt, for members bent in
single curvature
o = 0.5 0.4MF'r /Ms" fot members bent in
double curvature-,' bu'tl not less than 0.4

where

14., /N7.n = ratio of the smaller moment to
tfr8 r'a?ger moment at oppos i te ends of the
unbraced tength, in the plane of bending
considered; -

( ii ) For members of frames analysed in
accordance with C1ause 8.5.3'

o = 0.85 for members bent in double
curvature or subject to moment at one end.
o = 1.0 for members bent in single
curvature due to moments at both ends

(b) Members subjected to distributed load or series
of point loads between supports: trl = 1.0

(c) Members subjected to a comcentrated load
moment between supports: rrr = 0.85.

l3 .8

For the purpose of design, members subjected to
concentrated load ( or moment) between supports
(e.g., crane columns) may be considered to be
divided into two segments at the point of load (or
moment ) application. Each segment shall then be
treated as a member which depends on its own
flexural stiffness to prevent side-sway in the plane
of bending considered and o shall be taken as
0.85. In computing the slenderness ratio KL/t, fot
use in Clause 13.7, the total length of the member
shall be used.

Axial Tension and Bending
t'lembers required to resist both bending moments and
an axial Lensile force shal1 be proportioned so
that:

T. M.(a) ++#.1.0rr
where

M- = OM^ for Class I and Class 2 sections
M; = 0M; for Class 3 and Class 4 sections



M. T.Z
(b) # - ,\ . 1.0 for Class I and Class 2

rt
sect ions

or

M- T.Str

" 
- m.a . 1.0 for Class 3 and Class 4

rr
sect ions

where

I''1r is defined

Load Bearing
The factored bearing
member or portion of
shall be taken as:

61

in Clause 13 . 5. I ( c ) or 13 .5.2

t3 .9
resistance, B-, develoPed bY a
a member, sublected to bearing

(a) On the contact area of machined' accurately sawn
or fitted parts B, = 1.500FyA

(b) On expansion rollers or rockers

Br = 0.000 130DLFy2

where

Br is in newtons

0 is taken as 0.90

D and L are the diameter and length respectively of
ro1ler or rocker

Fv is the specified minimum yield point of the
w6aker part in contact

(c) fn bearing-type connections

B, = Q tne F,, < 30 tdnF.,

where

0 is taken as 0.67

Fu is the tensile strength of the plate

The ratio of end distance to bolt diameter shalI
meet the requirements of Clause 22.8
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Bolts in Bearing-Type Connections

General
For bolts in bearing-type connections 0 shall be
taken as 0.57 to ensure that the connection will not
fail before the member.

Bolts in Shear
The factored resistance developed by
subjected to shear shall be taken as

(a) The factored bearing resistance
Clause 13.9(c); or

(b) The factored shear resistance of
as3

V, = 0.500nmA5Fu*

a bolted joint
the lesser of:

, Br, given in

the bolts taken

When the bolt threads are intercepted by any shear
planer the factored shear resistance of any joint
shall be taken as 70 per cent of Vr.

For joints longer than I300 mm the shearing
resistance sha1l be taken as 80 per cent of the
above values.
* For A325M bolts F,, is 830 MPa and for A490M bolts
F,, is 1040 MPa. Fdr A325 bolts I inch or less in
diameter F,, is 825 MPa and for A325 bolts greater
than 1 incJr in diameter Fu is 125 MPa. For A490
bolts, Fu is I035MPa.

ASTM Standards A325 and A490 are written in Imperial
Units. Accordingly, bolt diameters are shown in the
Imperial System.

Bolts in Tension
The factored tensile resistance developed by a
bolted joint, Tr, subjected to tension, Tf, shal1 be
taken as:

Tr = 0.7SO.nAOF,

Bolts in Combined Shear and Tension
A bolt is a joint required to develop resistance to
both tension and shear shail be proportioned so that
the following relationship is satisfied:
v-2
+ - gr! < o. s6o2g(AbFu)2

m

where
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13. ll .3

13.12

r3.12. I

F . I.e
S

where

#- < 1.0
ou
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p = an interaction factor derived. from test results
= 0.59 for A325 bolts, shear plane through shank
= 0.41 for A325 bolts, shear plane through threads
= 0.56 for A490 bolts, shear plane through shank
= 0"30 for A490 bolts, shear plane through threads

Except that Vf shall not exceed V,. given in Clause
13.10.2

Bolts in Slip-Resistant (Friction-T1pe) Connections

General
The requirement for a slip-resistant connection is
that under the forces and moments produced by
specified loads, slip of the assembly sh411 not
occur. fn addition the effect of factored loads
shal1 not exceed the resistances of the connection
as given in Clause 13.10.

Shear Connections
The slip resistance, V. , of a bolted joint,
subjected to shear, V, shaIl be taken as:

t= = O.26pmnAOFu

where V t a function of slip probability, is
expressed as a function of bolt type and condition
of the faying surfaces of the parts. Representative
values corresponding to a 5 per cent probability of
slip are given in Table 4.

Connections in Combined Shear and Tension
Bolts in a joint required to develop resistance to
both tension and shear shall be proportioned so that
the following relationship is satisfied for the
spec i f ied loads :

V= = slip resistance as defined in Clause 13.11.2.

Welds

The factored resistance of
dependent upon the strength of
Conditions wherein the electrode
base metal are given in Table 5(

welded joints is
the electrode used.
is "matched" to the

a).

The factored resistance of welded joints for the
weld metal and base metal shall be as shown in Table
s(b).

L3.L2.2
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Table 4
Values of tr

Category Steels Steel Srrface 1lreahent* Bolts

csA Asn{
G40.21{'l

A325I.{ A490}l
A325 A490

I Carbon and low-alloy Tight clean rnill scale
steels except quenched
and tempered

2 300w, A35 Vinyl wash primer
30owr

3 300w, A35' A441 Blast-cleaned, organic zinc
300m rich paint

Blast-cleaned

0.59 0.51

Blast-cleaned, inorganic 0.99 0.87
zinc rich paint

Blast-cleaned, retallized

A5l4 Blast-cleaned 0.59 0.60

8 300w, A36, A441 Hot-dipped galvanized 0.31 0.27
30owr

Hot-dipped galvanized then 0.75 0.55
wire-brushed or. blasted

* See Clause 23.3.4 for steel surface treatrrent requirements.
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The factored compressive resistance of joints
utilizing partial joint penetration groove welds
shall be based on the effective throat area of the
weLds plus the area of the base metal f itted in
contact bearing.

Note: Compression joints that depend upon contact
bearing, when assembled during fabrication, shall
have at least 75t of the entire contact area in full
bearing and the separation at the edges of the joint
shall not exceed 0.50 nxm unless otherwise stipulated
by the Engineer.

The vector sum of factored longitudinal and
transverse shear loads shall not exceed the factored
resistances given in Table 5(b)' unless an -gltimatestrength analysis is used that is acceptable to the
Eng i. neer.

Plug hnd slot welds shall be considered only to
provide shear resistance in the plane of the
connected parts.

Ta.b1e 5(a)
Base Metal and llatchingr Electrode Ultimate Strengths

lfatching ELectrode2
Ultimate Strengths

luea)

c40.2111 Grades

260 300 3s0 380 400 480 700

X
xx4
XX x3

410
480
550
520
820

X
X

Notes:

(f) For matching condition of ASTM steels see Table 11-1 or Table
I2-I of CSA Standard w59.

(2) Ultimate strengths have been determined from electrode
classif ication numbers.

(3) For unpainted applications
deposited weld metal shall
resistance and/or similar
metalr the requirements of
Standard W59 shall appIy.

(4) For HSS only.

us i ng uA' or "AT'1 stee 1s whe re the
have similar atmospheric corrosion
colour characteristics to the base
Clause 5.2.I.4 and 5.2.1.5 of CSA
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Cold Formed Steel Structural liembers

Scope

Clause 14 shaII apply to the design of structural
members, cold formed to shape from carbon or low-
a1loy, sheet or strip steels, used for load-carrying
purposes in bu i 1d i'ngs .

Where the provisions of Clause I4 differ from the
provisions of other clauses of this Standard the
provisons of Clause 14 shall govern for cold formed
steel structural members.

oefinitions and Synbols

Definitions
The following definitions apply to Clause 14.

CoId forming means the shaping of flat rolled steel
at ambient temperature to form a structural section;

Effective width ratio means the ratio of the
effective width ( b) to the thickness ( t ) of the
element. Effective width ratio shalI be determined
in accordance with requirements of Clause 14.4.4.2;

Flange of a section in bending means the flat width
including any intermediate stiffeners plus the
adjoining cornersi

Plat width ratio means the ratio of the flat width
(w) to the thickness (t) of the elementi

llultiple stiffened elenent means an elernent that is
adequately stiffened at both edges according to
CIause 14.4.5.2 and also stiffened by means of
intermediate stiffeners which are paralleI to the
direction of stress and which conform to the
requirements of Clause 14.4.5.3;

Partially-effective elenent means an element for
which the effective width is less than the flat
width;

Point' syurmetric section means a section symmetric
about its centroid;

Stiffened element means a flat element of which both
edges parallel to the direction of stress are
supported by stiffening means conforming to the
requirements of Clause L4.4.4.2;

Sub-element of a multiple-stiffened elenent means
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the portion of such an element between adjacent
stiffeners or between a web and intermediate
stiffener or between an edge and intermediate
stiffener i

Unstiffened element means a flat element with one
longitudinal free edge;

Virgin steel means steel in the
cold forming (e.9., coiled or cut

Web of a section in bending means
joints two flanges. It is taken
measured in the plane of the
corners.

condition prior to
to length ) ;

thaL portion which
as the flat length
web excluding the

14.2.2 symbols
The following symbols apply to Clause I4. Other
symbols found in Clause 14 have previously been
defined in Clause 5.

Ae Effective cross-sectional area

a Distance between web
between attachments

centerlines t distance

B Force in bracing; stud spacing

BL

Br

Limiting value of B

Factored resistance to web crippling of the
webs of flexure members

Factor used in calculating shear strain in
sheathing of wall studs

Allowable amount of curling; distance from
the centroid of a member to its extreme
compressive fibre

b Effective design width; distance between
flange centerlines; width of largest leg of
an angle

Lrl-

D Ratio of mean diameter to thickness of hollow
circular section

D.A Number of 90" corners in the flange of a
section in bending or in the entire cross-
section of a compression or tension member.
If angles other than 90o are used, DA is the
sum of the bend angles divided by 90o

d Clear distance between flanges
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about the shear center

Compressive section rnodulus of entire section
about the major axis

Spac i ng

Strength of connection in tension

Thickness of thinnest connected sheet

Equivalent thickness

Effective throat thickness of a fillet weld
based on minimum leg size

Ratio of the centerline length of the flange
of a member in bending or of the entire
section of a tension or compression member to
the thickness

!,lidth of an element excl-usive of fillets;
flat width

Projection of flange from inside face of web
of a channel or half the distance between
webs for box or U-tYPe sections

Width of flange projection beyond the web for
I-beam and similar sections or half the
distance between webs for box or U-type
sections i for flanges of I-beams and similar
sections stiffened by lips at the outer
edges, w' shalI be taken as the sum of the
flange projection beyond the web plus the
depth of the lip.
Distance from shear center to centroid of
sect ion

Shear strain in sheathing

Limit shear strain in sheathing under
factored load

Yield strain

Poisson's ratio ( 0.33 assumed )

Angle between web and Plane of
surface

Limit stress related to shear strain
studs

bearing

in wa1l

-\

)
A

w'

Xo

Y

Y

p

e
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14.3

O Post buckling factor

0c Resistance factor for connections

0o Resistance factor for web crippling in beams- having other than a single unreinforced web

Ou Resistance factor for web crippling in beams- with a single unreinforced web

t{aterial Standards

14.3.1 General
Acceptable material and product standards and
specifications for use under this clause are Iisted
in Clauses 14 .3.2 and 14.3.3.

14.3.2 Structural Steel

csA G40 ,2L-t4,
Structural Quality Steels;

ASTM A36,
Structural SteeI;

ASTM A242 |
High Strength Low-Alloy Structural Steel;

ASTM A283,
Low and Intermediate Tensile Strength Carbon SteeI
Plates of Structural Quality;

ASTM A572,
High-Strength Low-Al1oy Columbium-Vanadium Steels
Structural Ouality;

ASTM A588,
High-Strength Low-AIloy Structural Steel with
345 MPa Minimum Yield Point to 100 nun Thick;

ASTM A446M,
Steel Sheet, Zinc Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip
Process, Structural (Physical) Quality (Grades A, B,
c, D, r);
ASTM A570,
Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheet and Strip, Structural
Quality;

ASTM A506,
Sheet SteeI and Strip, Hot-Rol1ed and Cold-Rol1ed,
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High-Strength, Low-Al1oy with Improved Corrosion
Resistance;

ASTM A507,
Steel Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled and CoId-RoIled'
High-Strength, Low-A1loy Columbium and/or Vanadium;

ASTM A611 ,
Steel, CoId-Rolled Sheet, Carbon, Structural (Grades
A, B, C & D)t

ASTM A7I5,
Sheet Steel and Strip, Hot-RoIled, High-Strength
Low-Alloy, with Improved Formability;

ASTM A8I5M, .

Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated
(Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip Process, High Strength
Low-A1 Ioy ;

CSSBI 101-M,
Zinc Coated Structural Quality SteeI Sheet for Roof
and Floor Deck.

Physical Properties
Tha physical properties used for design purposes in
Clause 14 shall be taken as3

Young's modulus E 20
Shear modulus G 7

Poisson's rat io ( p )

l'lass dens i ty 7

Coefficient of linear 11.7
thermal expansion

General Design Considerations

Cold tfork of Forning

General
Utilization of cold work of forming is optional and
if used shall be in accordance with Clause 14.4 'I'2,
and only applied to the following additi.onal clauses
of this Standard:

(a) Clause 14.5.3, Flexural Members- Single Web;'

(b) clause 14.5.5, Concentrically Loaded compression
Members i

(c) clause 14.5.5, Members Subject to combined Axial
Load and. Bending;

(d) Clause I4.5.8, WalI Studs.

3 00 0 l"1Pa

I 000 MPa
0.33

8 50 ks/m3
x lo-o,/oc
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Axially Loaded Tension llembers; Tension Flanges of
Beans; Fully Effective AxiaI Compression Menbers;
Fully Effective Compression Flanges of Beams
The yield strength (F'u,) of (a) axially
tension members, (b) the tension flanges of
members, (c) fully effective axially
compression members and (d) the compression
of flexural members whose stiffened elements
subject to a reduction in effective area as
by Clause 14.4.4.2, shall be determined by
the following methods:

( a ) Fu ll sect ion
Clause 14 .8.3.1;

tensile tests as specif ied

(b) F'y = Fy * 5De (F, - Fy)/w*

Axial Compression llembers and Compression Flanges
which are not Fully Effective
The yield strength - ( qi) of axially loaded
compression members and tHe compression flanges of
flexural members not conforming to Clause 14.4.I.2
shaIl be taken as the tensile yield strength of the
virgin steeJ- specified by the relevant specification
of Clause 5.

llaximum Allowable FIat width Ratios for Compression
Elements

loaded
flexura I

loaded
flanges
are not

requ i red' one of

1n

Maximum allowable overall
disregarding intermediate
t, the actual thickness
otherwise specified shall

flat width ratios w/L,
stiffeners and taking as
of the element, unless

be as follows:

at right angles to
. . . . . . . . . .60;

( a ) Stiffened compress ion element having one
longitudinal edge connected to a web or flange
element, the other stiffened by:

(i) SimpIe fip bent
the element

(ii) A more effective kind of stiffener . .90;

(b) Stiffened compression element with
both longitudinal edges connected to
a web or flange eLement (U-type or
box-type sections).... .500;

(c) Unstiffened compression element ....50.
Note: 1. Unstiffened compression elements ( see
Clause 14.4.2 ( c ) ) that have flat width ratios
exceeding approximately 30 and stiffened compression
elements (see Clause L4.4.2(b)) that have flat width
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ratios exceeding approximately 250 are tikely to
develop noticeable deformations under specified
loads without detriment to the load-carrying
abi I ity.

2. Additional specific limits may be given in
certain clauses.

t{aximum AIIowabIe tfeb Depths
The web slenderness ratio, h/L, of the webs of
flexural members shall not exceed the following
I imi tat ions :

(a) For unreinforced websz h/L < 200i

(b) For webs which are provided with transverse
stiffeners satisfying the requirements of - Clause
14.5.4

( i ) When using bearing stiffeners
only z h/t < 250 i

(ii) When using bearing stiffeners
and intermediate stiffenersz h/L < 300;

Where a web consists
ratio, h/L, shall be
sheets.

Properties of Sections

General
Properties of sections such as cross sectional area'
moment of inertia, section modulus and radius of
gyration, sha1l be determined in accordance with
ionventional methods of structural design

Effective Width E
when w/t exceeds 290{?, w/L shall be replaced by an

effective width ratio, b/Lr ES given in Clause
L4.6.2.L. For stiffened compression elements' that
portion of the total width which is considered
removed to arrive at the effective width shall be
located symmetrically about Lhe centroid of the
element. For unstiffened compression elements, the
portion of the total width which is considered-removed to arrive at the effective width shall be
located at the unstiffened edge of the element.

Compression Elements and Sub-elenents of lttultiple-
Stiffened Elements
The effective width ratio of compression elements'
for strength determinations at the factored load
Ievel and for deflection or vibratibn determination
at the specified toad level, shall be taken as:

of two or more sheets ' the
computed for the individual

14 .4 .4

14 .4.4.1

14.4.4.2.L
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b_
t 428

srhere

4.0 for stiffened compression elements'
0.5 for unstiffened compression elements,
stress in compression element computed on the
basis of the effective width.

Ris given by:

Q = 0.1 (w/t) 6 when (w/t >50)
P=0when (w/L < 50)

When the element or sub-element is stiffened -at each
edge by means of a web or flange, R may be taken as
zero for all values of w/8.

Effective Area of Stiffeners
For computing the effective structural properties of
a member having compression sub-elements or elements
subject to the correction factor R of Clause
14 .4 .4.2. I in effective width, the area of
stiffeners ( edge stiffener or intermediate
stiffeners ) shall be considered reduced to an
effective area A. as follows:

For 50 < w/t < 90

A. = (g 2(b/w) + (b/E\ /30 (w/L) /zo) n

For w/t > 90

A" = (b/w) n

Where Ao and A refer to the stiffener and w and b
refer to" the member.

Unusually Short Spans Supporting Concentrated Loads
Where the span of a flexural member is less than30w', and the member carries one concentrated load,or several loads spaced farther apart than 2 wr, theeffective width of any flange, whether in tension or
compression, shall be limited by the ratio given in
Table 6.

r. 94tl (w/tl JFt R

[=
k=
L-

(i)
( ii )

L4 .4 .4 .2 .2

14.4.1.2.3
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Table 6
Wide Flanges
Ratio of Effective Width

l0L2I416l8202530L/tt'

Rat io
b/w I .00 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.78 0.73 o "67 0.55

where L

w'=

14-4.5

14.4.5.1

L4.4.5.2

full span for simple spans i or the distance between
infteciion points for Continuous beamsi or tqice the
Iength of cantilever beams.

,ridth of f lange pro ject ion beyond the web f or I-beam
and similar Jec€ions or half the distance between
webs f or box or u-type sect ions. For f langes of -I-
beams and similar s6itions stiffened by lips at the
outer edges; w' shal1 be taken as the sum of the
i1"ng. piojection beyond the web plus the depth of
the 1ip.

Stiffeners for Compression Elenents

General
Thecentroidofthestiffeneristobeconsidered
located at the centroid of the f.9fl area of the
stiffener,andthemomentof.inertiaofthe
stiffeneraboutitsowncentroidalaxisshallbe
thatofthefullsectionofthestiffener.See
Clausel4.4.4.2.2foreffectiveareaofstiffener.
Edge Stiffeners
In order that a ftat compression element may be

considered a stiffened co*piession-element, it shalI
be stiffened "i"ng 

one lonfitudinal edge paralleI to
the direction of stress -nV a web' 3ttd along the
other edge bt a web, lip or other stiffener with a

.o*.nt oi ine'rtia equal io the greater of

t = 9t4 '; = ()wttt - rr) ta

the stiffener consists of a simple lip bent at
anqfes to the stiffened element' the required

11 deptn of the tiP shall be taken as

t(24 w/t\ - LsilL/3 but not less than 4'8t'

( i)
(ii)

Where
right
overa

dl=

A simple tip shall not be used as an edge stiffener
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for any element having a flat width ratio greater
than 60.

Intemediate Stif feners for llultiple-Stif fened
Elements
In order that a flat compression element may be
considered to be a multiple-stiffened element, it
shal I be st i f f ened between webs r or tjetween a web
and a stiffened edge, by means of intermediate
stiffeners parallel to the direction of stress.
Each such intermediate stiffener shall have a moment
of inertia equal to twice that specified for edge
stiffeners in Clause L4.4.5.2. Furthermore,

(a) If the spacing of stiffeners between two webs is
such that the flat width ratio (w/t) of any_. of the
sub-elements between stiffeners is larger than b/t
only two intermediate stiffeners ( those nearest each
web) sha11 be considered effective;
(b) If the spacing of stiffeners between a web and
an edge stiffener is such that the flat width ratio,
w/L, of any of the sub-elements between stiffeners
is larger than b/L, only the intermediate stiffener
nearest the web shall be considered effective; and

( c ) If intermedfiate stiffeners are spaced so
closely that the flat width ratio, w/L between
stiffeners does not exceed b/L, all the stiffeners
may be considered effective. For this case, the
flat 'rridth ratio and effective width ratio of the
entire multiple-stiffened element, shall be
determined using a width equal to the total width
between webs or from web to edge stiffener, and a
thickness equal to

Curling of Flanges
Where a flange of a flexural member is unusually
wide and it is desired to Iimit the maximum amount
of curling or movement of the flange towards the
neutral axis, the gross width w/t of the flange
shall be as follows:
(a) For tension
flanges and ful1y
flanges:

vr/L < 450 
f *l 

L/4

/\ t'

flanges, unstiffened compression
effective stiffened compression

(b) For stiffened compression flanges that are not
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fully effective:

w/t

where w is the gross width of flange projecting
beyond the web or half the distance between webs for
box or U-type beams.

Note: The allowable amount of curling wiIl vary
with different kinds of sections ahd must be
established by the designer. (Rn amount of curling
in the order of 5 per cent of the depth of the
section is usually not considered excessive.)

llember Resistance

General
To meet the strength requirements of this clause all
factored resistances shalt be greater than or equal
to aII factored resistances of cold formed steel
members as determined in clause 7.2 and 0 shall be
taken as

,22s E'r1{

A

14 .5

14.5.1

t4.5.2

L4.5.2.1

14.5 .2.2

14.5.3

14.5.3.1

(a)

(b)

Tension, compression and shear...... O = 0'90

crippling in beams:
Sinqfe unreinforced web. 0,, = 9'75oth6r webs ..... . 0; = 0'57

(c) Connections..... ..... 0c = 0'67

Axial Tension

The factored tensile resistance, Tr, developed by a

member subjected to an axial tensile force shall be

as given in Clause 13.2 ( a ) .

For angles connected by bolts in one leg the net
section shall be reduced by 0.?0 of the area of the
outstanding leg. For channels connected by bolts in
the web the net section shall be reduced by the area
of the outstanding flanges.

Flexural

General
The factored moment resistance, Mr,
flexural members shall be taken as:

of stra ight

M, = .0SFc

Where continuous lateral support is provided, Fc =

F--. Where continuous lateral support is not
pfoviAeO; F" shall be computed in accordance with

Web
(i)
( ii)
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: Clause L4.5.3.2or 14.5.3.3.

14.5.3.2 Single-Yleb ttlembers (I, Z, or Channel Shaped lttembers)

: 
14's'3'2'L 

*i:t*,=:i;i*t.*ii?;:"*',:-*"*"?':'"':,',*ru:
( a ) when 0.83f( Fn" + t.) > 0.5F '

ll =,;=,,1ffi',::,""' 

srea'Le*han FY

^ c ""-r ^ b€ '7)
where

, Tt2 ro t /al-Z syc' xc
Fr - o.333cAr2/ras-^'xc

^ ,' 
=="" 

.t]r=: r3.7 .4

^ 
14.5.3.2.2 For point-symmetrical Z-shaped sections bent about

the centroidal axis perpendicular to the web:

: ,"'=.::"',::::;;*F],: ;,.. n., srea,e*han Fv

(b) when 0.83f( Fu" + r.) < 0.5F'

: F" = 0.833 ( o. sro. + o. sn.)

  14.5.3.2.3 For channels and Z-shaped members with unstiffened

: 
flanges, F. shall be taken as:

A F" = ,^-.-o'tn'..8 - -u but not greater than F-12(1 ,t1'1w7t)t ' -Y
a 14.5.3.3 Closed Box Flexural llenbers

t ::':^5*:*''::: 

the major axis or the section'

xc
where

:
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2( ab)2J = St. Venant torsion constant, = ( a/t,) + (b/L 2\
where

a = distance between web centrelines
b = distance between flange centrelines
tt = thickness of flanges
L, = thickness of webs

Bending in Webs
The maximum bending stress shaII not exceed Fv in
tension or compression and in addition the mat'imum
bending stress in compression shall not exceed:

F" = @Fb"

where
183 000k-----(h/tl"

= oI o2o3o 4 > 1.0

= 0.017(h/t) - 0.79
f

= 0.462 lJl + 0.s38tt

beams with stiffened compression flanges

= t. rG 0. 15 (w/t ) a 1 when lw/L) < 2.25
2eo/w;

when (w/L) > 2.zs
2eolTry

29O{ r/F y

Fb*

o

o1

o2

For

o3

For

o3

o4

k

fr

^

beams with unstiffened compression flanges

= o.84 o.otn (w/L\

F - 290/ k/F.,
=(ak) +o't? 3 

Y 
r-

= 4+2(r + tt'tl + 2(r + ldl)
-CC

maximum tens.ile bending stress in web

maximum compressive bending stress in webt=tc

Shear in t|ebs
The factored shear resistance V.
web of a flexural member subjected
taken as:

V =6AFtws

developed by the
to shear shall be



where F,,

(a) F= =

(b) (i)

(ii)

84

is the Iesser

F //1
v'
For h/L < 518

For h/L > 518

rlv1q
ir

{{

of:

and

14 . 5.3 .5

where

Aw = ht as defined in Clause 13.4.1

Where the web consists of two or more sheets, each
sheet sha11 be considered to carry its share of the
shear.

Combined Bending and Shear Resistance in Webs
For webs subject to both bending and shear stresses,
the member shall be proportioned such that the
following limits are observed:
M.

#.1r
v.
f .I
r
M- 2r f r

l. ll J +
t

v-2(f) < 1.0
r

observed:
M.

#.1r
V.
#.1r
0.6 r}l + rFl < 1.3 when

rr

F"

183 000 k
5=' 's (h/L)z

M.

#, 0.5
r
> 0.7

For beam webs with transverse sti.ffeners satisfying
the requirements of Clause 14.5.4 the member may beproportioned such that the following limits are

Vf
Vr
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Web Crippling
Bearing stiffeners shall be provided when h/L > 200
and when the factored concentrated load or reaction
exceeds the factored compressive resistance of the
webs as given in Tables 7,8, and 9 where B,. is the
resistance offered by one solid web. The bearing
resistance of two or more sheets is the sum of the
individual resistances.

For built-up I-members, or similar sections, the
distance between the connector and member flange
shall be kept as small as practicable

Reactions or loads are classified as single flange
Ioading when the clear distance measured
longitudinally between the bearing edges of adjacent
loads on opposite flanges exceeds 1.5h and as
opposite flange loading when this distance is equal
to or less than 1.5h.

Reactions or l0ads are classified as end reactions
when the distance from the edge of the bearing to
the end of the member is equal to or less than 1.5h
and as interior reactions when this distance exceeds
I.5h.

The bearing resistance of two channels connected
back to back and for simitar sections which provide
a high degree of restraint against rotation of the
web, such as I-sections made by wetding two angles
to a channel shall be taken as given in Table 7 '

Combined tfeb Crippling and Bending
Unreinforced f1;a webs of shapes subjected to a

combinationofbendingandwebcripptingshallbe
designed to meet the following requirements:

Pf/Br + l4f/t"lr < 1.3

This interaction equation
multi-web deck sections.

IS not applicable to
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Table 7

I-Beams

Flange Reactlon Bearlng Resfgtance, Br
Ioading or toad

Sing1e End B, = ooc2( 10 + 1.25/fi;T') .2t
Y

rnrerior B, = 0oct( o. ae + 0.06st) ( rs + 3 .25/F7T) .2t,
Y

Opposite End B, = QoC4( o. ea + 0.15t) ( to + t.2s/N7T) .2.y

rnrerior B, = 0oc3(0.82 + 0.07et)(rs + 3.2s/fi78)t2ty

The above formulas apply wnen f < 4, | . 2OO and N,/h < t
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Table
Shapes Eaving

8
Single r{ebs

Flange
Loading

Reaction
or Load

Bearing Resistance, Br

End

Stiffened Flanges

B, = 10Ou(1.33 0.33k)(

(r + o.01(N/r))(l
1.15 0. rs (r/r))

o.oo18(h/tl)t2n..vSingle

Unstiffened Flanges

Br = u. sou( r.:r - 0.33k) (

(r + o.01(N/r))* (t
1.Is 0.1s(r/t))

o. oo 13 h/t ) ) t2r,

Interior Br = 160u(t.zz - 0.22k) (

(r + o.oo7(N/t))**( r
1.05 0.06 (r/t))

o.oo r4(h/Ll)t2r,

Oppos i te End Br = t.aou(r.rr - 0.33k)(

(r + o.01(N/t))(1

1.1s 0.Is(r/t))
o.oo 23(Yr/tl)t2n..

v

Interior B, = 15ou( r.22 0.22k) (

(r + o.01(N/t))(r

1.06 o.o5 (r/rl)
o.oo2s(h/Ll)t2r,

A

**

The

When(o.rr
When
(o.zs

abov

N/t > 50, tbe factor ( t +
+ 0.015N/tJ .

N/t > 50, tf,. factor (t +

+ 0.01lN/tJ.

e formulas aPPIY when r/L

0.01N/t) may be increased to

0.00?N/t) ^uY 
be increased to

( 4, N/t < 200 and N/h < 1.
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Table 9
Deck Sections

Flange Reactlon Bearing Resistance, Br
Loading or Load

: 
Single End B, = t4 0u(sin 0) (1 0.1k) (1 O.tlr/Ll

(1 + 0.00s(N,/r)) (1 o.oo2h/L)t2n,

Interior B, = 17 Qu(sin 0 ) (1 g.lk)

( 1 0.07 sl E/L) (I + 0. o0s ( N/r t)
(1 0.00Ih/t)t2r

v

opposite End B = 11 4r(sin 0) (t 0.1k) (1 O.VVTLI
(1 + 0.0I(N,/r)) (t 0.002(h/L))t2ro

Interior B, = 18 0u(sin e) (l 0.2k)

(1 O.O3/r/t',) (r + 0.01(N,/r))

= (1 0.0015(h/r))t2r,

^ 
The above formulas apply to decks when r/L < r0 and N/t < 200.

lfote: For hat sections both legs must be fastened to prevent

^ 

sPreadins' 

:; 
rabres 

,'r'.nl:':.;r-, > 0.6

A c2 = r . ,+(3, < 1.2

: :: =i,:1": wJ: :." h,,>55s
A c4 = o. e8 - (y*/6? /k

k - Fy/230

: 0 = ::31:"3.i';;: Bii":"":"::o.f,:: tl?". of bearins

:
A
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14 . 5.4

14.5.4.1

14.5 .4.2

14.5 .4.2.L

Transverse Stiffeners for Bean l{ebs

Bearing Stiffeners
Bearing stiffeners shall bear against the flanges or
flange through which they receive their loads.
Stifieners Jhall be designed as columns in
accordance with clause I6.5.1 assuming the cOlumn
section to ccmrprise the pair of stiffeners and a

centrically loCated strip of the web less than or
equal to 6ignte"n times its thickness at interior
stiffenersr or. strip not equal to more than 10 times
its thickness when ihe stiffeners are located at the
end of the web. The effective column length KL

shalI be taken as not Iess than 3/4 the Iength of
thestiffeners.Bearingstiffenersshallbe
connected to the web in acCordance with clau-se 14.6
so as to develop the fu11 force required to be

cirrieO by the stiffener into the web or vice versa.

The flat width ratio, w/t, of the .s-tiffened and

unstiffened "i"tn.nt= 
of tranSverSe stiffeners shall

not exceed 780//F, and 228//r' respectively'

Intermediate Stif feners

Intermediate transverse stiffeners when used sha1l
be spaced t" 

-"uit the shear resistance determined
from the formula given in Clause 14'5'3'5 and the
maximumdistance-betweenstiffenersshallbeaS
given in Clause 16 -6.2.

Intermediate transverse stiffeners may be furnished
;i;;it or in p.ii=. lh"- moment of inertia of the
stiffener or pli, of stiffeners if so furnished must

be at least equal to the greater of

(i) { = (h/sO)4

( ii) f = shr3ln/^ 0.7(a/h)]

taken about an ax is in the pla1-e of the
gi;=t area of intermediate stiffeners ' oE

itiffeners if so furnished, shalI be taken

l"r+ttt- ^\ ;,t7zl cvo

(a/h) + (r + 1a.1:n)")

where

a = distance centre to centre of
stiffeners ( i.e. Panel length)

3 t0 000k--
C = I - ---j but not less than 0 ' 10

F (h/r)-
v

web. The
pairs of

AS

ad j acent
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=ratio of specified minimum yield point of web
steel to specif ied minimum yield point of
stiffener steel

= stiffener factor
= 1.0 for stiffeners furnished in pairs
= 1.8 for single angle stiffeners
= 2.4 for single plate stiffeners
= shear buckling coefficient (see Clause 13.4.1)
= specified minimum yield point of web steel

14.5.5

14. s.5.1

14 .5.5 .2

14. 5.5.3

14.5.5.3.1

C =0AFreo
(a) For ap > Fr/2

(b) For .p < Fr/2

where ap is defined

The factored resistance of stamped or rolled-in
transverse stiffeners shaIl be determined by tests
in accordance with Clause 14.8.

AxiaIIy Ioaded Compression llembers

General
The requirements of Clause 14.5.5 apply only to
material of 4.5 nm or less in thickness. Members
formed from thicker material sha11 be designed in
accordance with the requirements of Clause 13.3.
Compressive resistances of singly-symrnetric shapes
are given in Clause 14.5.5.3; holtow structural
sections are given in Clause 14.5.5.4; built-up
members are given in Clause 14.5.5.6 and axially
loaded wal1 studs are given in Clause 14.5.8.
Except as given in Clause 14.5.5.5 in which
w/t < 150 for stiffen'eO compression elements and
w/E < 35 for unstiffened compression elements Cr
shall be taken as:

F2
Ea=P-Y'o 'y 4Fp
F=Er'o ^p

in Clauses 14.5 "5.2 to 14.5.5.3.
sections not subject to Torsionar-Flexural BucklingFor I-shapesr closed cross section shapes, and anyother shapes which can be shown not to be subject totorsional-flexural buckling, Fp shall be taken as:

ap = o.83zrc2n/Bt/r)2

Singly-Symnetric Shapes

Fof _singly-symmetric open sections, such as plainald Iipped channels and single or double plain andlipped angles which may be subject to tbrsional-flexural buckling, Fp shalt be taken as the Iesserof:
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(a) ap as defined in C1ause 14.5.5.2

(b)r;=+{F.+Ft 
r

where:

F" = 0 .8 3 Zn2n/ 1xtlr ,)2

F.==lcs.!\l
' oro' (xL)'

p-
,o'
KL

x0

J-

\=

xt/r

I - (*o/ts)2

=12+r2+*^2XYU

= effective length with respect to torsion

= distance from shear centre to centroid along x-
ax 1s

t I r t33'
middle line length of member segments

= maximum slenderness ratio with respect to the

14.5.5.3.2

14 . 5.5.3 .3

x or y axls

Fs = radius of gyration about the axis of symmetry

Forchannel,ZshapeandsingleangleSectionswith
unstiffened flangei shall be designed in accordance
with Clauses I4.-5.5.I and t4 ' 5 ' 5 ' 3, except th?! the
fictored resistance shall be timited additionally as

follows:

c =6A76409Lr - v,. 
T;EV

This additional limit shall be waived if the channel
is fulIy restrained with respect ^to torsion and

flexurat- nucfling about the asymmetric axis'

Point-Syrmnetric Shapes Which ltay be Subject to
Torsional Buckling

Point-symmetric open shapes such .as cruciform
section-s which are not brac-ed against twisting shall
meet the requirements of Clause 14'5'5'I taking tp
as the lesser of:

(a) Fp as defined in L4.5'5'2

(b) Fp = Fa where Ft is defined in 14'5'5'3't'
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HoIlow Structural Sections
The design of hollow structural section compression
members that comply with the reguirements of CSA
Standard G40.20, General Requirem'ents f or Rolled or
Welded Structural Quality SteeI, shal1 meet the
requirements of Clause 13.3.2.

Other Sections
For non-symmetric shapes whose cross-sections do not
have any symmetry, €ither about an axis or a point,
and for sections formed with any stiffened element
whose flat width ratio exceeds 150 or any unstiffen-
ed elements whose flat width ratio exceeds 35, the
factored compressive resistance shall be determined
by rational analysis. Alternatively, compression
members composed of such shapes may be tested in
accordance with Clause 14.8.

Built-up ltembers

For compression members composed of two or more
elements connected together at discrete points, such
as double angles and battened channels, subjected to
buckling about the composite axis, F., shall be taken
AS

Fp = 0.833 [ n2E

(rcr/r)z * (a7r)z
where

KL/r =overal1 slenderness ratio of the complete
section about the composite axis,

a/rz = slenderness ratio of the individual elements
between points of connection, about an axis
parallel to the composite axis.

Each discrete connection must be capable of
transmitting a longitudinal shear force between the
bars of 5 per cent of the force in one element.

For torsional-flexural buckling of singly symmetric
sections Fn shalI be taken as given in Clause
14.5.5.3.1 frith F= replaced by tp as given in Clause
14.5.5.5.1.

Courbined Axial Load and .Bending

Axial Compression and Bending
Members required to resist bending moments and an
axial compressive force shall be proportioned so
that:

c- M-
(a) .rl * O- .

M.

#.1.0ty
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or* and t^ly may be assumed to be equal

Axial Tension and Bending
Members required to resist both bending moments and
an axial tensile force shall be proportioned in
accordance with 13.8. The rnoment resistance, Mr,
shall be based on the net section.

Single Angles Loaded Through One Leg
For singft angles loaded at each end through the
same reg ny uotts or welds, the factored compressive
resistance shall be as given in clause I4.5.5.1
where

P = 0.833 {p
+(

n2e

where t = minimum radius of gyration
b = leg width
K = 0.8 for single bolt connections and

= 0.7 for two bolt connections or welds

l{all Studs
The factored compressive resistance of a stud may be

computed on the basis that wa11 materials or
stre-atning ( attached to one or both sides of the
stud) firnishes adequate Iateral and rotational
support to the stud in the plane of the wall 'pro.rio.o the stud, wall material, and attachments
iomply with the following requirements'

(a)Bothendsofthestudshallbebracedagainst
rotations about the longitudinal stud axis and
translations perpendiculir to the stud axis i
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however, the ends may or may not be free to rotate
about both axes perpendicular to the stud axis.

(b) The cladding shaII be connected to the top and
bottom members of the wall assembly to enhance the
restraint provided to the stud and stabilize the
overall assembl.y.

Studs in Compression

For studs having identical sheathing material with
design shear rigidity, eB, attached to both flanges,
and neglecting any rotational restraint provided by
the sheathing material the compression resistance
shall be taken as:

Cr = OA"F.

where Fo is the least of:
(a) Fo as given in Clause 14.5.6.1 with KL equal to

two times the distance between fasteners
FZ

(b) Fo = t, - # when tp > Fy/2..p
Fo = ap when Fp . Fy/2

(c) Fo = 0.833o, where o is determined to satisfy
the reguirement that the shear strain, \ t in the
sheathing corresponding to the stress, o, shaIl
not exceed_the allowable shear strain of the
sheathing, ygiven in Table 10.

7>lt.r+Eltl
where F^ is given in Clause 14 .5.8 .1 .2 and C.,
and E., vare given in Clause 14.5.8. 1.3. Td
initiat.e the iterative calculations required to
establish the strain compatibility of y an<l
,( t o should. ililia1ly be taken as Fo as computedin Clause 14.5.8.1.1(b).

(a) For singly symmetric channel and C sections F^shill be taken aJ the lesser of: P

(i) tp = 0.833[

(ii) tp = Lff. t

(b)For Z-sections tp
of:

t"y . l$l t

( t"**'.o) -
shall be taken as the lesser

.,

+ 9Bo )lt 4Ar 2"
(i) tp = 0.833[F
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(ii) .p = ry [(F.* + ..y + t$l)

{(r.* * ..y - t$l) - a(n.*n"y * F"*(P, - ..-' )

( c) For doubly symmetric I-sections Fp shal1 be
taken as the lesser of:

(i) ,p = 0.83g( Fey . Sl
( ii ) Fp = 0.833F.*

In the above formulas
n2EF"y ar}
Tto E

'ex 
1q, *)2
n2 Er

F'=xY
^ exY AL2 )

F, = + lc.l * " lt']tAtz-L'
o)

Fts = Ft + (#l
where 

lAro-

shear rigidity per mm of stud spacing based on

sheathing on both sides for two wallboards per
mrn of stud given in Table 10
stud spacing
cross sectignal area of stud

lt;.lXe{'C;,n shear center to centroid alons
principal x-axis
;;i;; 

-radius of gyration of cross-section about
shear center

values for Cl and El shall be taken as follows:

For Single Symmetric Channel and C Sections
oC o

q=

B=
A=
R=t/

xo=
=to

L4.5.8.1.3 The

(a)

tr

Et=

F ey
o[ (

-6+0- cl

F"* o)(rlno *ooo) -'@
(F"* - o) t2 (Fto - o) ( o*o) 2
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(b)

ct=

El =

(c) For I Sections
oco

For Z Sections

[r 6'ey
oE o

%-"

olco(r"* - o) DoF.*yl

ct =
t.y 6 *Q"

E1 =o

Table 10
Sheathing Parameters( I)

wall eoard(2) a (3)
-o

N,/nm

7

m/run

9.5 to 15.9 run thick gypsum
Lignocellulosic board
Fiberboard (regular or impregnated)
Fiberboard (heavy impregnated)

'525
263
1s8
31s

0.008
0.009
0.007
0.0010

Notes:
(f) The values given were established from small-sca1e tests and

are subject to the following important rimitations: A1rvalues are for wal1 boards on both sides of the wallassembly. A11 fasteners are No. G, type S-l2r s€lf-drilling
drywall- screws with pan or bugle headr oF equivalent, dt r50to 300 mm spacing.

(2') A11 wall boards are 12.i nm thick, except as noted.(3)E=E^(z-sl300)
where"s = the fastener spacing

For other typeg of sheathings, g^ and y may be determinedconservatively from representative " smalI-sp6cimen tests as
described by plblished documented methods. wa11 board parameter
values q,. and 1, determined from representative full-scile testsdescribed by published documented- methods, may also be used
instead of the smarl-scale test values given in Table r0.
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14.5.8.I.4

L4.5.8.2

where

c^r E^r and D6 are initial column imperfections
wXich inatt be issumed to be at least

Co = L/350 in a direction parallel to wall

Do = L/7OO in a direction parallel to waLl

E^ = L/(d x 10 O0O), rad., a measure of the initial(J twist of the stud from the initial, ideal,
unbuckled location

In case o > 0.5Fy, then in the definitions fo-r F.y,

Fex, F.*y, and Fte, the parameters E and G are to be

replaced in Clause 14.5.8.1. f ( ii ) by E I and G' '
respectively, given as:

E, = 4Eo( F, o) /(tr)2

Gr = G(Et,/E)

Studs with sheathing on one side only; or with
unidentical sheathingt' or when the rotational
restraint is not neglected; or any combination of
the above shall be designed in accordance with the
same basic principles oi analysis_ used in deriving
the provisions in Clause 14'5'8'1'1'

Studs in Axial Compression and Bending
The design,ir.ngin of studs subject to combined
axial compression and bending shall be taken as:

cf - "f* 
- 

< r.oe- - ---c-r f r - 
-f 1 MCr r "rx
rx

C.
when # t 0.15, the following formula may be used in

r
lieu of the above:

C. Mr

4. o;' r'o

where

c = comoression reSiStance under concentric-r 
toa'O i ng accord ing to Clause 14 ' 5 ' 5



M.* = bending resistance where
(Clauses L4.5.2 and 14.5.

ci.* = oA.Ir2n7(qt*)2)
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General
An allowance shall be made for
on the mechanical properties
effect shall be determined by
specimens which contain the
gauge length.

Arc Welds

(c)t<0.70mm
Fusion welds made on steel
have no structural value.

Butt Welds
The resistance of butt
compression shall be taken
base metal joined. The
penetration.

bending only exists
3),

the effect of welding
of the member. This
tests on fu11 section
weldment within the

shall be considered to

welds in tension or
as the lower strength of
weld shalI have full

14.5

14.5.1

14.6.2

14.6.2. r

Ll.6.2.2
14.6.2.2.1

14.6 .2.2.2'

Connections

Fastening Devices
Any suitable mechanical fastener, special- device, or
other means may be used to join component parts
provided that the type of fastening device is
compatible with the service conditions.

Welded Connections

General Requirements
Arc welds shalI meet the following requirements
depending on the minimum thickness, t, of the
connected parts.

(a) t > 3.5 mm

Fusion welds on steel shal1 conform to the
requirements of CSA Standard w59, "Welded Steel
Construction (lvletal-Arc Welding) u.

(b) 0.70 mm < t < 3.5 mm

Fusion welds on steel shall conform to the
requiremenLs contained herein, and in a1l cases the
welding shall be performed in accordance with CSA
Standard W59.

Arc-Spot $elds (Puddle welds)
Arc spot welds shall be used only for the welding in
the flat position of sheet steel to a supporting
member. Type E41OXX or E480XX electrodes shall be

l4 .6 .2.2.3
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used to melt through the sheet steel to fuse with
the plate. The weld shall be round in shape with a
visible nominal diameter of 20 nm. The thickness of
the structural supporting member shaII be at least
2.5 times the steel sheet thickness. The minimum
edge distance measuring from the centreline of the
weld to the end or boundary of the connected member
shal1 not be less than 25 mm. The steel sheet shall
be of weldable type and shall have a tensile yield
strength of 230 MPa or greater. The resistance per
weld shal1 be taken as:

(a) For shear
2vr = Io'oc(2ot 5)

(b) For tension
2Tr = lo'Oc(5.5t t)

Note: The factored resistances apply only to sheet
thicknesses f rom 0.70 rnm to I .52 nm.

14.5.2.2.4

I'f .6 .2.2.5

Fillet t{elds
Fillet welds may be made in
factored shear resistance of f
taken as:

any position. The
illet welds shaIl be

(a) For welds parallel to the

when L/t < 25 V, = O"(1 - 0.01

When L/L > 25 V, = 0c0.75tlFu
( b) For welds perpendicular
load i ng

direction of Ioad i ng

tLF
u

to the direction of

Lr
-lt)

V, = OctI.Fu

Flare Groove Welds
Flare groove welds may be made in any welding
position. Sheet to sheet connections may be made
with flare-V and flare-bevel groove welds and sheet
to thicker steel member connections may be made with
flare-bevel groove welds. The factored shear
resistance of welds shall be governed by the
thickness, t, of the sheet steel adjacent to the
welds. The factored shear resistance shall be taken
AS:

(a) For loads applied perpendicular to the axis of
the weld
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( i ) Flare-beve1 groove welds

V, = 0.80ctlFu

( ii ) FIare-V groove welds

Loads applied perpendicular to the axis of
weld have not been consi.dered.

(b) For loads applied parallel to the axis of
weld

whent<tuo<2tordl<L
V, = 0.750ctlFu

whentrr2tordl>L
V, = t.50ctlFu
where tru is the lesser of the two throats shown
i.'rgu re t .

the

the

1n

I4.5.2.3

14.6.3

14 .6 .3 .1

14 .6.3.I .I

14 .6 .3. t .2

Figure l.
Resistance Welds
The factored shear resistance per spot werd forsheets joined by spot welding snait be iaten as:
V, = 4oooo"al'5

This equat ion appl ies to wel-ds in sheets between0.40 mm and G mm thick.
Connections llade by Bo1ts, Rivets and Screws

Shear Resistance

The shear resistance for bo1ts, v., shalr be takenas given in Clauses 13.lO and 13.ff.
For screws and special fasteners, for which Clause14.5.3. I. I cannot be applied, th; .facrored
resistance shal1 be .taken as 0^ times themanuf acturer's certif ied ultimate sh&r resistance



L4.5.3.2

14.6 .3.2.r

14.6 .3.2.2

14.6.3.2.3

14 .6 .3 .3

14 .6 .3 .3 .1

L4.5.3.3.2

(i) For Fu,/Fy > 1.15

(ii) For Fu/Ey < I.15

B, = 3.750"FuA

Br = 3.370"F,rA
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in the condition specified.

Bearing Resistance of Bolted Connections"

For bolted connections with washers under both bolt
head and nut the bearing load on the area, dt, shall
not exceed the bearing resistance as follows:

(a) For an inside sheet of double shear connection

(b) For single shear, and outside sheets of double
shear connection

Br = 3.3750cFyA

Forboltedconnectionswithoutwashersunderboth
bolt head and nut, or with only one washer where

0.91 < t < 4.76 the bearing load on the area' dt'
shalI nol exceed the bearing resistance as follows:

(a) For an inside sheet of double shear connection

For F,r/Fy > I.15 Br = 3.370"FuA

(b) For single shear, and outside sheets.of double
shear connection

For Fr/Fy > 1.15 Br = 2.50 FuA

When t > 4.16 mm Clause 13'10 shalt be used' For

conditions not defined in Clauses 14 ' 6 '3 '2 ' 1 and

14.6 .3.2.2 strlsses shall be determined on the basis
of test data ;;i;g a resistance factor of o'67"

Tension Resistance of Net Section
Thenetcrosssectionmaybeconsideredtobefully
effectivein_tensiorrforsymmetricallyapplied
forces.

clause 14.5.3.3 shall onl_y apply- -when .t < 4'75 run'

w[.. t > 4-'76 
-mm 

Clause f g'f 0 sha]1 apply'

The tension resistancer T77 oll the net cross section
of a bolted J""n-n"e-Jitn ,rftn washers under both head

u"o nut shali not exceed oFyAn nor shall it exceed

the following:

(a) For double shear connection Tr shall be taken as

the lesser of
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I4 .6 .3.3.3

14.6.3.4

14.6.4

14.6 .4 . I

14.6 .4.2

14.6.4.3

(i) Tr = (1.0 0.9r + 3rd/s)1.20"FuA

(ii) T, = L.25q"FuA

(b) For single shear connection Tr shall be taken as
the lesser of

(i) Tr = (1.0 0.9r + 3rd/s)1.120"F.rA

( ii ) Tr = I. t20"FuA

The tension resistance, T-, on the net cross section
of a bolted connection liitnout washers under bolt
head and nut, or with only one washer shall not
exceed 0FyAn nor shall it.exceed the following:

(i) T, = (1.0 4 + 2.5rd/s)1.f2O"FuA

(ii) Tr = 1.120"F,.,A

where r = the force transmitted by the bolt or bolts
at the section considered, divided by the
tension force in the member at that
section. If r is less than 0.2, it may be
taken equal to zero.

Hinimum Edge Distance and Spacing
The distance from the centre of a fastener to the
edge shaIl not be less than 1.5d. The distance
between fasteners, centre-to-centre, shall not be
less than 2,5d.

Connections in Built-up llenbers

The number of fasteners joining elements together to
form a beam or column shall be sufficient to
transfer the shear forces developed. The spacing of
fasteners shalI be such that buckling of the
elements between fasteners is prevented.

The compressive resistance of built-up members shall
be determined in accordance with Clause 14.5.5.6.

Fasteners in beams, €rt the point of application of
concentrated loads shall be capable of transferring
any such load applied to one element only.

The connection at points of application of
concentrated loads of double channel beams shall be
capable of resisting a force, T., tending to
separate the flanges and shall be taken as:

P-mr
^r _ 

2g
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For double channel beams subject to a
distributed load, Pg'shaI1 be taken as:

Pf = 3sgf

un i f ormly

Maximum fastener spacing for beams sha1l not exceed
L/ 4.

Spacing of Connections in Compression Elenents
The spacing, s' in line of stress, of welds, rivets,
or bolts connecting a compression cover plate or
sheet to a non-integral stiffener or other element
shall not exceed

( a ) the spacing required to transmit the shear
between the connected parts based on coqnection
strength

(b) s = 58OL//E

where f is the Iimit stress in the cover plate or
sheet

(c) s = 3w, or sTTt//r, whichever is greater

where

w = flat width of the narrowest unstiffened
compression element in the portion of the cover
plale or sheet which is tributary to the
connect ions.

In the case of intermittent fillet welds paraIIel to
the direction of stress, the spacing shall be taken
as the clear distance between welds plus 13 mm. In
all other cases the spacing shal1 be taken as the
centre-to-centre distance between connections'

The requirements of Clause 14.5.5 do not apply.to
cover Jheets which act only as sheathing material
and are not considered as load-carrying elements.

Bracing.

General

General requirements for the bracing of compression
members and compression flanges of beams and
-ompression chordi of trusses are given in Clause
20.

The provisions of clause L4.7.2 apply to compression
memblrs and flexural members of symmetric section in
which the applied loading does not induce twist'

L4.7 .I.2
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The provisions of Clause L4.7.3 apply to flexural
members, such as channel and Z sections, in which
Ioad applied in the plane of the web induces twist.

Sections tfhich are Symetric Relative to the Plane
of Loading

Discrete Braces
The factored resistance of a brace shall be at least
2.0 percent of the factored compressive force in the
member at the braced location.

Bracing by Deck, Slab or Sheathing
The requirements of Clause 20.3.2 shall be met.

Channels and Z-sections Used in Flexure

Bracing shall be provided to resist twisting of
channel and Z sections loaded in flexure in the
plane of the web.

Bracing when Both Flanges are Braced by Deck or
Sheathing llaterial
The factored resistance of the attachment shall meet
the requirements of Clause 20.3.2.

Bracing Yfhen One Flange is Braced by Deck or
Sheathing Flaterial

The factored resistance of the attachment shall meet
the requirements of Clause 20.3.2.

Discrete braces shall be provided to restrain the
flange which is not braced by the deck slab or
sheath i ng .

The spacing of discrete braces shall be in
accordance with Clauses 14.7.3.4.1 and L4.7.3.4.2.
Bracing Wtren Neither Flange is Braced by Deck or
Sheathing llaterial
The following provisions for the spacing and design
of discrete braces shall apply.

Spacing of Braces
Braces shall be attached both to the top and bottom
flanges of the sections at the ends and at intervals
not greater than one-quarter of the span length in
such a manner as to prevent tipping at the ends and
lateral deflection of either flange in either
direction at intermediate braces, unless it can be
shown by rational analysis or testing, taking into
account both the effects of lateral and torsional
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displacements, that fewer braces can be used. If
one-third or more of the total load on the beams is
concentrated over a length of one-twelfth or less of
the spanr €lD additional brace shall be placed at or
near the center of this loaded length.

Design of F1ange Braces
Each intermediate brace, dt the top and bottom
flange, shalI be designed to resist a lateral force'
a function of the braced length, a' as follows:

(a) For a uniformly loaded beam

g = 1 .5K'aq

(b) For concentrated loads when

L1.7 .3.4.2

14 .7 .3 .5

14.7 .4

14 .8

14.8.1

0 < x < 0.3a

0.3 < x < 1.0a

where

P = K'P

P = t.43(1 - f) x'e

x = distance from concentrated load P to brace
Kf = m/d f or channels
Kf = Try/T* for Z-sections

Braces shall be designed to avoid local crippling at
the points of attachment to the member'

End braces shall be designed for one-half the above
forces.

lloment Resistance
The moment resistance of channels and z-beams braced
at intermediate points according to the requirements
of Clauses t[ .l .Z .Z and 14 .7 .2 '3 , shal l be

determined in accordance with clause 14.5.5' using'
dt as the unbraced length.

LaterallY Unbraced Box Beams
For closed box-type sections used as beams subject
to bending about-1he major axis, the ratio of the
lateraIly unsupported Iength to the distance between
the webs of thi'section shall not exceed 17000/Ey.

Testing

General
Testing facilities shall be suitable for the type of
test.Testsmaybemadeatamanufacturer.Soran
independent tesi.ing facility. Test results and

r"ports for type B Lnd C tests shall be ce'rtif ied by
a -protessiona'i engineer. The provisions of this
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section do not apply to steel deck diaphragms and to
composite steel comoponents or composite steel
assembl ies .

Types of Tests
Tests are classified as follows.

lYpe A - Cold Pomed Steel Properties
Fu11 section tests to determine the modified
mechanical properties of steel after cold working or
cold forming for the utilization of the change in
strength as permitted in Clause 14.4.I.2.
Type B - Performance Tests
Structural performance tests to establish the limit
states of structural elements or assemblies for
which the composition or configuration are such that
cal-culation of the load resistance or deformation
cannot be made in accordance with the provisions of
this Standard.

lYpe C - Confirmatory Tests
Confirmatory tests to verify the Iimit states of
structural elements or assemblies designed in
accordance with the provisions of this Standard. In
no case shall the resistance established by these
tests be taken Lo be greater than that computed in
accordance with the provisions of this Standard.

Test Procedures

Type A

Tensile testing procedures shall be performed in
accordance with Standard Methods and Definitions for
Mechanical Testing of Steel Products, ASTM A370.

Comprehensive yield strength determinations shall bemade by means of compression tests of short
specimens of the section. The compressive yieldstrength shall be'taken as the smal_1er valu-e ofeither the maximum compressive strength of thesections divided by the cross-section area or the
strength defined by one of the following methods:

( i ) for sharp yielding steel the yield strength
sha11 be determined by the autographic diagram
method or by the total strain under load
method. When the total strain under load
method is used, there shalI be evidence that
the yield strength so determined agrees within
5 percent with the yield point which would be
determined by the O.2 percent offset method.
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14.8.3.1.3

14.8.3.r.4

14.8.3.r.5

14.8 .3.2

14.8.3.2.L

14.8.3.2.2

(ii) for gradual yielding steel the yield strength
shall be determined by the strain under load
method or by the 0.2 percent offset method.
When the total strain under load method is
used, there shall be evidence that the yield
strength so determined agrees within 5 percent
with the yield strength which would be
determined by the 0.2 percent offset method.

Where the.principal effect of the loading to which
the member will be subjected in service will be to
produce bending stresses, the yietd strength shall
ne determined for the flanges only. In determining
such yield strengths, tests shall be made on
specimens cut from the section. Each such specimen
shaII consist of one complete flange plus a -portion
of the web such that the specimen is fully
ef fect i ve .

For acceptance and control purposes, two ful1
section tLsts shalt be made from each lot of not
more than 50 tonnes nor less than 30 tonnes of each
section. For this purpose, lot may be defined as
that tonnage of one section that is formed in a

single production run of material from one heat or
blow.

At the option of the manufacturer, either tension or
compression tests may be used for routine acceptance
and control purposes I Provided the manufacturer
demonstrates thaC such tests reliably indicate the
yield strength of the section when subjected to the
typ. of strJss under which the member is to be used.

Type B

Testing procedures shall be subject to the approval
of th; Regulatory Authority. Due 

- 
consideration

shall be girren to the duration of load and boundary
conditionJ in service of the elements and
assembl ies.

The Resistance, R, shall be taken as 0'850Q where O

is the test vaiue for the limit state as established
in this c.lause and 0 is the appropriate Resistance
Factor as given in clause 14.5.1. If the critical
pt"p".tV (yield strength, ultimate tensile strength'
modulus of elasticityl etc.) of the steel from which
the test sections lre formed is larger than the
specified value, the test results shaII be adjusted
l-" tn. specified minimum value of this property for
the steel which the manufacturer intends to use.
when the critical property is less than the minimum
specified no suCn adjustment shaIl be made '
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Variations between the tested and specified values
of the geometric properties shall also'be taken into
account.

The test value for the limit state, Q, shall be
established based on the mean values resulting from
tests of .not fewer than three identical specimens,
provided the deviation of any individual test result
from the mean value obtained from all tests does not
exceed t 10 percent. If such deviation from the
mean exceeds 10 percent, dt least three more tests
of the same kind shall be made. The average of the
three lowest values of all tests made sha}l then be
regarded as the test value for the limit state, Q.

Type C

Confirmatory tests shall be performed and analyzed
as for type B tests and shall meet the following
criteria:

(a) the factored resistance, QR shall be greater
than or equal to the effect of factored loads

(b) the specified deformation limit shall be greater
than or equal to that due to specified loads.

Fabrication

Forming, Cutting, Punching and Drilling
Members shall be formed at ambient temperature by a
method which does not result in work hardening to anextent that would limit the intended service and,
where applicable, which does not result in damage toprotective coatings which have been applied to the
unformed material. Components may be cut byslitting, shearing, sawing, or flame cutting. Hotesfor fasteners may be punched or drilled.
Fastenings
Steel components may be assembled by means ofwelding or by the use of mechanical fasteners suchas bo1ts, rivets or screw.s. where dissimilar metars
are . fastened together attention shaII be paid toelectrical separation and the selection of Juitabrefasteners, recognizing the possibility of galvanic
corros ion .

Fastenings such as metal stitching, clinching andstructural adhesives also may be used wheresuitable. The strength of ftstenings shall beestablished by test in accordance with Clause14.8.3.2, unless values are specified elsewhere inthis Standard.
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Profiles and Distortion
CoId formed steel members shall be made to the full
dimensions claimed by the manufacturer. Care shaIl
be taken not to stretch, bend or otherwise distort
parts of cold formed members except as a necessary
feature of the cold forming operation.

Protection

Protection During Assembly, Storage, and Erection
Cold formed members shaII be adequately protected
from corrosion and deformation during assembly,
storage and erection.

Uncoated Stock
AIl uncoated steel stock shal1 be stored in a dry
place before processing and, except for weathering-grades, shalI be prolected by a rust inhibitive
coating immediately after processing.

Coatings
Cold iormed members other than those made of
weathering grades of steel, shall be protected
against c6rrosion by means of paint, zinc, aluminum,
p6rc.lain enamel, or other effective means, either
singly or in combination.

Preparation of Surfaces for Coatings
eef-ore applying a protective coating, steel surf ace
sha1l be -diy,- clean, and free from dirt, grease,
loose or heavy scale and rust. When preparing
welded assemblies for painting, the area at or near
welds shall be thoroughly cleaned. After surfaces
have been cleaned I a protective coating shal1 be

applied as soon as praciicable and before noticeable
oxidation of clean surfaces occurs.

Adequate Adhesion of Protective Coatings
Car6ful consideration shall be given to the
selection of a protective coating system to ensure
that aIl procedures are compatib_te. and will be such
as to ensure adequate adhesibn of the coating film.
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Fatigue

General

In addition to meeting the requirements of Clause 15
for fatiguer any member or connection shall also
meet the requirements for the static load conditions
using the factored loads.

Members and connections subject to fatigue loading
shall be designed, detailed and fabricated so as to
minimize stress concentrations and abrupt changes in
cross-sect ion .

Specified Loads for the design of members or
connect ions shalI be used f or a1l _.f at igue
calculations.

A specified load less than the maximum specified
load but acting with a greater number of cycles maygovern and shall be considered.

Plate girders with h/w > 3t5T//{y shall not be usedunder fatigue conditions.

Slotted holes shal1 not be used in
connections in members subject to fatigue.
Life
For guidance in determining the number of cycles thelife of the building should be assumed t-o be notless than 50 years unless otherwise stated.

bolted

10 000 Clcles of Load
When a load is expected to be
10 000 times during the Iife
special considerations beyond
need apply.

.nnrr"O not more than
of the structure, no

those in Clause 15.1 .2

Over 10 000 Cycles of Load
When a load is expected to be applied more than10 000 times in the life of the - structure, theloaded members, connections, bolts, and welds shallbe proportioned so that the probability of fatiguefailure is acceptably sma1r. rn such cases thedesign should be blsed on the best availableinformation as to the fatigue characteristics of thematerials and components to be used. rn the absenceof.more specific information, clause 15.5 providesguidance in proportioning members and parts.Fatigue resistance sharr be provided only for thoseloads considered . to be repetitive and hencecontributing to fatigue. often the magnitude of arepeated load is ress than the maximum static road
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which the member or part would
sustain.

be designed to

Allowable Range of Stress in Fatigue
When this Clause is used as the basis for design,
the members, connections, bolts and welds shall be
proportioned so that the computed range of stress
does not exceed the allowable range of stress Fsr
given in Table ll(a) for the appropriate type and
location of material shown in Table 1f ( b) . The
range of stress is defined as the algebraic
difference between the maximum stress and the
minimum stress. Tension stress is considered to
have the opposite algebraic sign from compression
stress. Members subject to a range of stress
involving only compression need not be designed for
fatigue. The information in Tables 11(a) and 1f(b)
is shown diagramatically in Appendix J.

Table 1l(a)
Allowable Ranges of Stress in Fatigue

F=r ( ttPa )

CategorY
(see Table ll(b)
and Figure J2)

For
100 000
Cycles

For
500 000
Cycles

For
2 000 000

Cycles

Over
2 000 000

Cycles

A
B
c
D
E

F
w

415
310
220
18s
145
110
r15

250
190
130
t10
85
55
85

I55
125
90
70
55
40
55

165
1r0
70*
48
32
18
4B

* Except for transverse stiffener welds
flanges, where 83 MPa maY be used.

on girder webs or

l5 .6 SecondarY Effects
Secondary stresses, stresses due to deformations'
and stresses due to out-of-plane movements are
fotential sources of fatigue cracks ' Caution is
tner.fore advised in detailing structures which are
subjected to repetitive loads and in which these
sources of stresses may be present'
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Tab1e 11(b)
Iescripticr of Design Csrditians for Variqrs Joint Classifications

General S-tib.
Oonditiqt

Escription Stness Illustratirrc
Category E<aple

(see (see
lbble ll(a) ) Figure .I2)

Plain Sl Base neLal with rolled or cleaned A
Material surfaces. Flane cut edges with a

surface roughness not exceeding
1000 (25 pm) as defined by CSA

Standard B95.

I, 2

Members
Built-up 32 Base retal and rteld netal in B 3,4,5

F

Built-up I'tembers continued . ..

nrembers without attaclrnents,
built-up of plates or shapes
connected b1z continuous ccnplete
or partial penetration groove
welds or by crcntinuous fillet
welds, 1nrallel to the direction
of applied stress.

53 Base netal and raeld netal along B

the length of horizontal stiffen-
ers and crcver plates connected b1z

continuous ccnplete or partial
penetration groove r"elds or by
continuous fillet welds parallel
to the direction of applied
stress.

54 Base netal at te of transverse C

stiffener welds on girder webs or
flanges subjected to calculated
flexural stress.

S5 Base netal at end of longitudinal E

stiffeners.

56 Base retal at end of partial
length welded cover plates
narro\rer ttran the flange, having
squar€ or tapered ends, with or
without rrelds across the ends.

Flange thickness < 20 nm

Flange thickness ) 20 rrn
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Table lf(b) qrtinr.ed

GerEra]-
ffiition

S-{ilc. Escripticr Stress Illustrative
Category E<apte

(see (see
Table ll(a) ) Figure J2)

Built-up
l"lembers

S7 Base netal at end of partial
length cover plates wider than
the flange having square ends
with welds across the ends.

Flange thickness ( 20 nm

FJ.ange thickness ) 20 nm

Ccnplete SB

Joint
Penetration
Grooves

sl0

S9

Base netal and veId netal at B

ccnrplete penetration groove
welded splices of rrolled and
rvelded sections havirg similar
profiles '*hen relds are ground
flush ard weld soundness
established by non-destructive
examination.*

Base netal and rreld netal in or B

adjacent to ccnplete Penetration
groove velded splices at
transitions in width or
thickness, with r"elds ground to
provide slopes no steePer than 4

in 10, with grinding in the
direction of applied stress' and
weld soundness established bY

non-destructive exanination.* A
500 rm orrved radius transition
shall be used for CAI{3-G40.21M-
700Q and 7009I steel

Base retal and r.eld retal in or C

adjacent to ccnplete penetration
groove 'relded splices, involving
equal widths and/or thicknesses
of rnaterial, or involving
transitions havirq sloPes no
greater than 4 in I0 r.'tten, in
either case' reinforcernent is not
rernoved and when rreld soundness
is established by non-destmctive
examination. *

8, l0

11, 12

g,r0r11rl2

Corplete Joint Penetration Grooves crcntinued . ..
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Table 11(b) contintred

Cereral
Oondition

S-No. Escriptict Stress
Category

(see
Table 11(a))

Illust-r:ative
E<4rle

(see
Figurc J2)

Conplete
Joint
Penetration
Grooves

S1l For base retal at details
attached to flanges or webs bY
groove rrelds subjected to trans-
verse or longitudinal loading

- regardless of detail length
except for conditions as
covered by llcte (1) in
tabulation for Exarple 13

the stress range categories shall
be as shown in Fig. J2 in the
tabulation for the sample
exanple. Besides being dependent
on transition radius, the stress
range categories, in the case of
flange connections subject to
transverse loading, are also a
function of relative thickness of
material and whether or not
groove r.eld reinforcement is
removed.

See
Tabulation
in D<. 13
Fig. J2

13

Fillet
htelded
Connections

S12 Base netal at intermittent fillet
welds

S13 Base retal adjacent to fillet
welded attaclrnents where length L
of the attaclrnent in direction of'stress is less than 50 nm.

S14 Base netal at details attached by
fillet roelds subjected to longi-
tudinal loading only wtren the
detail length, L in direetion of
stress is between 50 nm and 12
times the plate thickness, but
Iess than 100 nm and the tran-
sition radius R is less than
50 nm.

6rl4rl5,l5c

15

Fillet l.letded Connections continued
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Table ll(b) qttinued

@neral
Oonditiqt

s.+b. Escriptict Stress Illustratine
Category E<4tle

(see (see
Table lf(a)) Figurc J2)

Fillet
I€lded
Connections

S15 For base netaLs at details
attached to webs by fillet welds
subjected to transverse and/or
longitudinal loadirg regardless
of detail length tfre stress range
categories shall be as shown in
Figure J2 in the tabulation for
the sample Exanple.

Shear stress on the throat of
fillet r^relds shall be governed
by stress range category "W".

516 Except for cover plates (S5, 57)
and details attached to webs
(S15) base netal at end of
details 100 nm or longer attached
Uy fiffet rrelds where the length
of weld is in the direction of
stress.

See
Tabulation
in Ex. 13
Fig. J2

t3

L7

Fillet !€lds S17 Shear stress on
welds.

throat of fillet L7w

Stud T\pe
Shear
Connections

SI8 Shear stress on the ncrninal area
of stud shear connectors.

w

Mechanically S19
Fastened
Connections

Base retal at gross section of
high-strength bolted sliP-
resistant connections, excePt
axially loaded joints which
induc.e cut-of-plane bending in
connected material.

Base retal at net section of
high-strength bolted bearing-type
connections and other nechanic-
aIIy fastened joints.

Base netal at net sect.ion of
bolted connections other than
high-strength bearing-t1Pe.

s20

Ds21
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Single Load Path Structures
Structures in which the failure of a single element
could result in collapse or catastrophic failure
require special attention when fatigue cracking is a
poJsibiliLy. When Clauses 15.1 to 15.5 are followed in
the design, the structure shall be subject to periodic
inspection and maintenance. Alternatively, the
permissible stress ranges shall be Iimited to 0.80
times those given in Table 11(a).

Beams and Girders

Proportioning
Beams and girders consisting of rolled shapes (witn or
\,rithout cover plates), hollow structural sectionsr or
fabricated sections sha1l be proportioned on-. the basis
of the properties of the gross section or the rnodified
gross section as noted below. No deduction shall be
made for fastener holes in webs or flanges unless the
reduction of flange area by such holes exceeds 15
percent of the gross flange area, in which case the
excess shal1 be deducted. The effect of openings other
than holes for fasteners shal1 be considered in
accordance with Clause 15.10.

Rotational Restraint at Points of Support
Beams and girders shall be restrained against rotation
about their longitudinal axes at points of support.

Reduced Floment Resistance of Girders With Thin hlebs
When the web slenderness ratio, h/w, exceeds
ISIO//W/T the flarige must meet the width-thickness
ratios 'of Class 3 sections of Clause 11 and the
factored moment resistance of the beam or girder, M'r,
shall be determined by:

- 18 ro //ETa s) )

where
Mr = factored moment res- 13.5 or 13.5 but not

Flanges

Flanges of welded girders preferably shall consist of a
single plate or a series of plates joined end-to-end by
complete penetration groove we1ds.

Flanges of bolted girders shall be proportioned so that
the total cross-sectional area of cover plates does not
exceed 70 per cent of the total flange area.

Fasteners or welds connecting flanges to webs shall be
proportioned to resist horizontal shear forces due to

A--M, =M ir.o o.ooosltflr r f 'w

istance determined by Clause
to exceed 0My.

16.tl.3
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bending combined with any loads which are transmitted
from the flange to the web other than by direct
bearing. Spacing of fasteners or intermittent welds in
general shall be in proportion to the intensity of the
shear force and shall not exceed the maximum for
compression or tension members as applicable, in
accordance with Clause 18.

Partial length flange cover plates shaIl be extended
beyond the theoretical cut-off point and the extended
portion shall be connected with sufficient fasteners or
welds to develop a force in the cover plate at the
Lheoretical cut-off point not less than:

AM+^Y
!v

^I
g

where

P = required force to be developed in cover plate
A = area of cover plate
I'ls^ = moment due to factored loads at point of!v theoretical cut-off
y = distance f:om centroid of cover plate to neutral

axis of cover-plated section
T^ = moment of inertia of cover-plated section

9

Additionally, for welded cover plates, the welds
connecting the cover plate termination to the beam or
girder shall be designed to develop the force P defined
above within a length a' measured from the actual end
of the cover plate, determined as follows:

( a ) a' = the width of
continuous weld
fourths of the
the end of the
the length a'

(c) a' = 2 times the width
no weld across
continuous welds
length a'

cover plate when there is a
equal t.o or larger than three-
cover plate thickness across
plate and along both edges in

of cover plate when there is
the end of the Plate but
along both edges in the

(b) a'= 1.5 times the width of cover plate when there
is a continuous weld smaller than three-
fourths of the cover plate thickness across
the end of the plate and along both edges in
the length a'

Bearing Stiffeners
Pairs of bearing stiffeners on the webs of single-web
beams and gird-ers shall be required at points of
concentrated loads and reactions wherever the bearing
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resistance on the web is exceeded (see Clause I5.8).
Bearing stiffeners shal1 be required also at unframed
ends of single-web girdgrs having web slenderness
ratios greater than LL00//F,, . Box girders may employ
diaphra{ms designed to act Js bearing stiffeners.

Bearing stiffeners shall bear against the flange or
flanges through which they receive their loads, and
shall extend approximately to the edge of the flange
plates or flange angles. They sha1l be designed as
columns in accordance with Clause 13.3r dssuming the
column section to comprise the pair of stiffeners and a
centrally located strip of the web equal to not more
than 25 times its thickness at interior stiffenersr oE
a strip equal to not more than 12 times its thickness
when the stiffeners are Iocated at the end of the
web. The effective column length, KL, shaIl be taken
as not less than three-fourths of the length of the
stiffeners in computing the ratio KL/r. Only that
portion of the stiffeners outside of the angle fi1let
or the flange-to-web welds shall be considered
effective in bearing. Angle bearing stiffeners shal1
not be crimped. Bearing stiffeners shal1 be connected
to the web so as to develop the full force required to
be carried by the stiffener into the web or vice versa.

Intermediate Transverse Stiffeners
Intermediate transverse stiffeners when used sha11 be
spaced to suit the shear resistance determined from the
formula given in Clause 13.4; except that at girder end
panels or at panels containing large openings, the
smaller panel dimension, a or h, shall not exceed
l150w//v1/( A, where Vf is the largest shear in the
paner.

The maximum distance between stiffeners, when
stiffeners are required, shall not exceed the values
shown in Table 12. Closer spacing may be required in
accordance with Clause 16.5.1.

Intermediate transverse stiffeners may be furnished
singly or in pairs. Width-thickness ratios shall
conform to Clause 11. The moment of inertia of the
stiffener, or pair of'sfiffgners if so furnished, shaLl
be not less than (h/50)'t mmq taken about an axis in the
plane of the web. The gross area of intermediate
stiffeners, or pairs of stiffeners if so furnished,
shall be given by the expression

A= ' y lr a/h I cvo
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Table L2
Maximum lntermediate Transverse Stiffener Spacing

Web
Slenderness
Rat io (h/w)

Maximum Distance Between
Stiffeners (a) in Terms
of Clear Web Depth (h)

Up to 150 3h

Over 150
67 500h
(h/w12

\^l =
h=

where

distance centre-to-centre of adjacent
stiffeners (i.e. panel length)
web thickness
web depth

15 .6 .4

310 000k
c = r - ----t/ but not less than 0. to

F (h/w) z
Y = ratioYof specified minimum yield point of web

steel to specified minimum yield point of
stiffener steel

D = stiffener factor
= 1.0 for stiffeners furnished in pairs

= 2.4 for single plate stiffeners
k., = shear buckling coefficient (see Clause 13'4'I)
aO = specified minimum yield point of web steel'

When the greatest shear, Vf, in an adjacent panel is
Iess than that permitted- by Clause 13.4.1' this
gross area requirement may be reduced in Iike
froportion by mu:.tiplying by the ratio vf/vr'

Intermediate transverse stiffeners shaIl be
connected to the web for a shear transfer per pair
of stiffeners ( or per single stiffener when so
furnished), in newtons per. mi\ti4netre of web depth
(h), not less than I x 10-qhF.rrzzi except that when
the largest computed shear V6 tn the adjacent panels
is less than V- computed by dtause 13.4.1 this shear
transfer may be reduced in the same proportion.
However the lotal shear transfer shall in no case be
less than the value of any concentrated load or
reaction required to be transmitted to the web
through the sLiffener. Fasteners connectrng
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intermediate transverse stiffeners to the web shall
be spaced not more than 300 mm on centre. If
intermittent fitlet welds are used, .the clear
distance between welds shall not exceed 15 times the
web thickness or 4 times the weld length.

When intermediate stiffeners are used on only one
side of the web, the stiffeners shall be attached to
the compression flange. Intermediate stiffeners
used in pairs shall have at least a snug fit against
the compression flange. When stiffeners are cut
short of the tension flange the distance cut short
shall be equal to or greater than 4 times but not
greater than 6 times the girder web thickness.
Stiffeners preferably shall be clipped to clear
girder flange-to-web welds.

Lateral Forces
The flanges of beams and girders supporting cranes
or other moving loads sha1l be proportioned to
resist any lateral forces produced by such loads.

Web Crippling
Bearing stiffeners sha1l be provided where the
factored concentrated load or reactions exceed the
factored compressive resistances of webs of rolled
beams and welded plate girders at the web toe of the
flange-to-web fillets computed as foLlows:

( a ) For interior, loads

Br = 1.250w (ll + 2k)Fy

(b) For end reactions

Br. = 1.250w (ll + k)Fy

where

= web thicknessrt
N

[=

length of bearing (N shall be not
for end reactions)
distance from outer face of flange
flange-to-web fillet

Less than k

to web toe of

directly t ot through a
supported by bearing

Stability of Thin Webs
The sum of all loads on the compression edge of the
web plate .resulting from concentrated and
distributed loads bearing
flange plate r End not
stiffeners, shall not exceed the factored
resistances as calculated below:

(a) When the flange is restrained against rotation



T2T

B r

(b)

B r

= o lrs ooo [s.s + -{] a
(h/w )' ( a/h)'

When the flange is not
rotat ion

t trs oog [z n 
--1-1 

e
(h/w\ ' ( a/h)'

restrained against

16.10

16.10. I

16.10.2

where for dist,ributed loads A is equal to the panel
length times the web thickness and for concentrated
loads and loads distributed over partial length of a
pane1, A equals the web thickness times the lesser
panel dimension, a or h.

Openings

Except as provided in Clause 15.1, the effect of all
openings in beams and girders shall be considered in
the design. At aII points where the factored shear
or moments at the net section would exceed the
capacity of the member at that point adequate
reinforcement shall be added to the member to
provide the required strength and stability.

Unreinforced circular openings may be located in the
web of unstiffened prismatic compact beams or
girders without considering net section properties
provided that i ,

(a) The specified design load for the member is
uniformly distributed ;

(b) The sectj.on has an axis of symmetry in the plane
of bending;

(c) The openings
of the depth and
member;

are located within the middle third
the middle half of the sPan of the

( d ) The spacing between the centres of any two
adjacent openings, measured parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the member, is a minimum of 2.5
times the diameter of the larger opening;

(e) The factored maximum shear at the support does
not exceed 50 per cent of the shear resistance of
the section.

If the forces at openings are determined by an
elastic analysis, the procedure adopted shall be in
accordance with published, recognized principles.
The forces determined by such elastic analysis shall

16"10.3
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not exceed those given
applicable, Clause 15.

in Cl-ause I3 ' and, i f

The strength and stability of the member in the
vicinity of openings may be determined on the basis
of assumed locations of plastic hinges, such that
the resulting force distributioris satisfy
equilibrium, provided that the analysis is carried
out in accordance with Clause 8.5 ( a) , ( b) and
(f). However, for I-type members the width-
thickness ratio of the flanges may meet the
requirements of Class 2 sections, provided the webs
meet the width-thickness limit of Class I sections.

Torsion

Beams and girders subjected to torsion shaIl have
sufficient strength and rigidity to resist the
torsional moment and forces in addition to other
moment or forces. The connections and bracing of
such members shalL be adequate to transfer the
reactions to the suPPorts.

Members subjected to torsional deformations required
to maintain compatability of the structure need not
be designed to resist the associated torsional
moments provided that the structure satisfies the
requirements of equilibrium.

For aII members subjected to loads causing torsion,
the torsional deformations under specified loads
shalI be limited in accordance with the reguirements
of Clause 6.2.1.1 .

Open-Web Steel Joists

Scope
Clause L7 provides reguirements for the design 'manufacture, transport and erection of open-web
steel joists used in construction of buildings.
Joists intended to act compositely with the deck
shaII be designed using the requirements of CIause
18 in conjunction with the requirements of this
CIause. This Clause shall not be used for the
design of joists not having an axis of symmetry in
the plane of the joist.

Definitions
The following definitions apply to Clause L7 z

L22

Open-web joists or joists
steel trusses of relatively
or slightly pitched chords
systems proportioned to span

means simply supported
low mass with paralleI
and triangulated web

between masonry wa11s,
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or structural supporting members I ot both, and
provide direct support for floor or roof deck.

Open-web steel joists are flexural ..*n"t= whose
design is governed by the loading given in Clause
17.5. l. The definition does not include primary
trusses supporting joists' other secondary members,
and special joists.

steel joists orSpecial open-web
means:

(a) Joists subjected
Clause I7 .5.2; and

to the loads

special joists

stipulated in

17"3

L7.4

17.4.1

(b) Cantilever joists, continuous joists and-- joists
having special support conditions; and

(c) Joists having other special requirements.

In general open-web steel joists and special open-
web steel joists are manufactured on a production-
Iine basis employing jigsr certain details of the
members being standardized by the individual
manufacturer.

Deck or decking means the structural floor or roof
element spanning between adjacent joists and
directly supported therebY. The terms deck and
decking include cast-in-place or precast concrete
slabsr prefiled metal deck, wood plank or plywood
and other relatively rigid elements suitable for
floor or roof construction;

Tie joist means a joist which has at least one end
connected to a column to facilitate erection and is
designed to resist gravity loads only unless
otherwise specified;

Span of an open-web steel joists means the distance
centre-to-centre of joists bearings.

Haterials
SteeI for joists shall be of a structural quality,
suitabLe for weldingr meeting the requiremeints of
Clause 5.1.1. YieId leveIs reported on mill test
certificates shall not be used as the basis for
des ign

Drawings

Building Design Drawings
The bullOing design drawings prepared by the
building designer shaII show:
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( a) The uniformly distributed specified Iive and
dead gravity loads, the unbalanced loading condition
and the concentrated load conditions given in Clause
17.5.1 or L7.5.2 and any special loading conditions
such as horizontal loads, end moments, net uplift'
and allowances for mechanical equipment;

( b) Maximum joist spacing and where necessary
camber, maximum joist depth and shoe depth;

(c) Where joists are not supported on steel members,
maximum bearing pressures or sizes of bearing
plates;

( d ) Anchorage requirements in excess
requirements of Clause 17.5.13;

of the

(e) Bracing as may be required by Clause 17.8.1.

Note: It is recommended that the building design
drawings include a note warning that attachments for
mechanical, electrical and other services sha1l be
made by using approved clamping devices or u-bolt
type connectors and Lhat no drilling or cutting
shall be done unless approved by the building
des igner .

Joist Design Drawings
Joist desi.gn drawings prepared by the joist
manufacturer shall showr dt Ieast, specified
Ioading, factored member loads r rrdterialspecification, member sizes, dimensions, spacers,
welds, shoes, anchorages, bearings, field splices,bridging locations and camber.

Design

Loading for Open-Web Steel Joists
Unless otherwise specified by the building designer
( in accordance with Clause 17 .5.2\ , the factored
moment and shear resistances of an open-web steeljoist at every section shalI be not less than the
moment and shear due to the following factored loadconditions, considered separately:
(a) A uniformly distributed load equal to the total
dead and live load;

(b) An unbalanced load with IO0 per cent of thetotal dead and live road on any continuous portionof the joist and 25 per cent of total dead ano liveloads on the remainder to produce the most criticaleffect on any component i
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( c ) A concentrated factored load applied at any
panel point of 13.5 kN for floor joists for office
or similar occupancy or 2 kN for roof joists.

Loading for Special Open-tteb Steel Joists
The factored moment and shear resistances of special
open-web steel joists at every section shall be not
less than the moment and shear due to the loading
conditions specified by the building designer in
Clause 17.4.1(a) nor due to the factored dead load
plus the following factored live load conditions
(a), or (b) considered separatelY:

( a ) For floor joists r Eo unbalanced live load
applied on any continuous portion of the j-qist to
produce the most critical effect on any component;

( b) The appropriate factored concentrated load
specified by the Regulatory Authority; applied at
any one panel point to produce the most critical
effect on any component.

Design Assumptions
Open-web steel joists shall be designed for loads
alting in the plane of the joist applied to the
compression chord which is assumed to be prevented
from lateral buckling bY the deck.

For the purpose of determining axial forces in alI
members the loads may be replaced by statically
equivalent loads applied at the panel points'

Verification of Joist Manufacturer's Design
when the adequacy of the design of a joist cannot be
readily demonstrlted by a rational analysis based on
accepted theory and engineering practi.ce' the joist
manufacturer *"y elecl to verify the design by
test.Thetestshallbecarriedouttothe
satisfaction of the building designer. The test
loading shall be 1.10/0.9 times the factored loads
used in the design.

lrlenber and Connection Resistance
Member and connection resiStance shall be calculated
in accordance with the requirements of clause 13

except as otherwise specified in Clause 17 '

width-Thickness Ratios

General
width-thickness ratios of compression elements of
hot formed sections shalt be governed by clause
11. Width thickness ratios of compression elements
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of cold formed sections shall be governed by Clause
L4.

Compression Eleurents Supported Along One Edge
For purposes of determining the appropriate width-
thickness ratio, any stiffening effect of the deck
or the joist web shall be neglected.

Tension Chord
The tension chord shall be continuous and may be
designed as an axially loaded tension member unless
subject to eccentricities in excess of those
permitted under Clause 17.5.11.4 or to applied load
between panel points. The governing radius of
gyration of the tension chord or any component
thereof shall be not less than L/240 -of the
corresponding unsupported Iength. For joists with
the web in the y-plane the unsupported length of
chord for computing L*/r* sha-',I be taken as the
panel length centre-to-ceiitre of panel points and
the unsupported length of chord for computing Lr/ru
shalI be taken as the distance between bridQinQ
lines connected to the tension chord. Joist shoes,
when anchoredr mdy be assumed to be equivalent to
bridging Iines. When net uplift is specified, the
tension chord shall be designed for the resulting
load reversal. Where shown on the drawings, botLom
chords of joists shall be designed for end moments.
Moments due to concentrated loads shall be included
in the design.

Compression Chord

The compression chord shall be continuous and may be
designed for axial compressive force alone when the
panel length does not exceed 610 IIUR, when
concentrated loads are not applied between the panel
points, and when not subjected to eccentricities in
excess of those permitted under Clause 17.5.11.4.
When the panel length exceeds 510 mm the compression
chord shall be designed as a continuous member
subject to combined axial and bending forces.

The slenderness ratio (KL/r ) of the compression
chordr oF of its components, shall not exceed 90 for
interior panels nor 120 for end panels where the
governing (KL/r ) shall be the maximum value
determined by the following:
( a ) For x-x ( horizontal ) axis, L* shall be the
distance centre-to-centre of panel p6ints. K = 0.9;

(b)For y'y (vertical) axis, Lv shall be the distance
centre-to-centre of the attAchments of the deck.
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The spacing of attachments shall be not more than
the design slenderness ratio of the top chord times
the radius of gyration of the top chord about its
vertical axis nor more than 1000 mm. K = 1.0;

(c) For z-z (skew) axis of individual components, Lo
sha1l be the distance centre-Lo-centre of panel
points or spacersr oF both. Decking sha11 not be
considered to futfil the function of batten plates
or spacers for top chords consisting of two
separated components. K = 0.9.

where

r = the appropriate radius of gyration.

Compression chords of joists in panel lengths
exceeding 510 nm shall be proportioned such that:

M.
+ o: < t'o

r

where

Mr is given in Clause 13.5 and Cr is given in Clause

13.3..

At the panel point Cr may be taken as 0AFv and
Clause 13.5(a) may be -used to determine Mr prdvided
that the chord meets the requirements of -a Class 2

section and MflMp < 0 "25.
The chord shall be assumed to be pinned at the joist
supports.

Webs

Webs shall be designed in accordance with the
requirements of Clause 13 to iesist the shear at any
point due to the factored loads given in Clause
17.5.1 or L7 .5.2. Particular attention shall be
paid to possible reversals of shear.

The length of a web member shall be taken as the
distance between the intersections of the axes of
the web and the chords. For buckling in the plane
of the web the effective length factor shall be
taken as 0.9 if the web consists of individual
members. For all other cases the effective length
factor shall be taken as 1.0.

lleb ltenbers in Tension

^

17.5.9.3
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The slenderness ratio of a web member
need not be limited.

in tension

Web llembers in Compression
The slenderness ratio of a web member in compression
shall not exceed 200.

Spacers and Battens
Compression members, consisting of two or more
sections, sha1l be interconnected so that the
slenderness ratio of each section computed using its
least radius of gyration is less than or equal to
the design slenderness ratio of the built-up
member. Spacers or battens shall be an integral
part of the joist.

Connections and Splices

Component members of joists shal1 be connected by
welding, bolting or other approved means.

Connections and splices sha1l develop the factored
loads required by this Standard without exceeding
the factored member resistances given in Clause
I'7 . Groove-welded splices sha1l develop the
factored tensile resistance, Tr of the member.

Splices may occur at any point in chord or web
members.

Eccentricity Limits
Members connected at a joint preferably shall have
their gravity axes meet at a point. Where this is
impractical and eccentricities are introduced such
eccentricities may be neglected if they do not
exceed:

(a) For continuous web members The greater of the
two distances measured from the neutral axis of the
chord member to the extreme fibres of the chord
member

(b) For non-continuous web members The distance
measured from the neutral axis to the back (outside
face) of the chord member.

When the eccentricity exceeds these
provision shaII be made for the effects
eccentricity.
Eccentricities assumed in design shall be
maximum fabrication tolerances which shall
on the shop drawings.

Iimits,
of total

those at
be stated
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Bearings

Bearings at ends of joists shalI be proportioned so
that the factored bearing resistance of the
supporting material is not exceeded.

Where a joist bears, with or without a bearing plate
on solid masonry or concrete support, the end of the
bearing shall extend at least 90 mm beyond the face
of support.

Where a joist bears on a member of the structural
stee] frame, the end of the bearing shall extend at
least 55 nm beyond the face of the support except
that when the available bearing area is restricted,
this distance may be reduced provided tbet the
bearing is adequately anchored to the support and
the factored bearing resistance is not exceeded.

The bearing detail and the end panels of the joist
shall be proportioned to include the effect of the
eccentricity between the centre of bearing and the
intersection of the axes of the chord and the end
d iagonal .

Anchorage

Joist ends shall be properly
the effect of factored loads:

anchored to withstand

(a) In no case
less than:

shall the anchorage to masonry be

( i ) For floor joists, a 10 mm diameter rod at
least 300 mm long embedded horizontally;

( i i ) For roof joists , a 20 ntm diameter anchor
bolt 300 nrm long embedded vertically with a
50 mm - 90o hook;

( b)The anchorage to steel sha11 be a connection
capable of withstanding a horizontal load not less
than 10 percent of the end reaction of the joist but
not less than one 20 nrn diameter bolt or a pair of
fillet weLds satisfying the minimum size and length
requirements of CSA Standard I'159, Welded Steel
Construction (MetaI-Arc Welding) .

Tie Joists
Tie joists may have their top and bottom chords
connected to a column. Unless otherwise specified,
tie joists sha1l have top and bottom chord
connections each at least equivalent to those
required by Clause 17.5.13. f. Either top or bottom

17.5.13.2
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connection sha1l
fastener.

Frame
Where
joist
carry
loads

by means of mechanicalbe

Action
joists are used as a part of a frame ' the
to column connection sha11 be designed to
the moments and forces due to the factored

( see Clause 7 .2) .

Deflection

General
Steel joists shall be proportioned so that
defl-ection due to specified loads is within
acceptable limits for the nature of the materials to
be supported and the intended use and occupancy.
Such deflection limits shall be as given in CIause
6.2 unless otherwise specified by the building
des igner .

Def lect ion Calculations
The deflection may be established by test or may be
computed assuming a moment of inertia equal to the
grois moment of inertia of the chords about the
centroidal axis of the joist and multiplying the
calculated deflection derived on this basis by 1.10.

Camber
unless otherwise specified by the building designer
the nominal camber in nillimetres shal1 be equal to
0.07 times the square of the span expressed in
metres. For tolerances see Clause 17 .10.9.

Vibration
The building designer shall give sPecial
consideration to floor systems where unacceptable
vibration may occur. The joist manufacturer when
requested snitt supply joist properti.es and details
to the building designer. (See Appendix F.)

Itelding

Arc Welding
Arc welding design and practice shall conform to csA
standard w59, welded steel construction (Metal-Arc
grleIding ) .

Resistance llelding
The resistance of resistance welded joints shall
taken as established in CSA Standard w55
Resistance Welding Qualification Code
Fabricators of Structural Members Used in Bui
and the related welding practice shall
conformance with welding standards approved

be
.3,
for

ldings,
be in
by the

L7 .5.r7 .2
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Canadian Welding Bureau under the same CSA Standard.

Fabricator and Erector Qualification
Fabricators and erectors of welded construction
covered by this Standard shall be certified by the
Canadian Welding ,Bureau in Division I or 2.I to the
requirements of CSA Standard W47 .L, Certification of
Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel Structures, or
CSA Standard W55.3, Resistance Welding Qualification
Code for Fabricators of Structural Members Used in
Buildingsr or both, as applicable.

A

The factored resistances of
given in Table 5(b).

Field Welding

welds shall be those

field welding
to be welded

welds.

joist chords
the joist in
construct ion.

span of joists may be
ts of Clause L7.5 and
ratio reguirements for

be considered "bracing"
1.

To achieve an adequate weldment when
joists to supporting members, surfaces
shall be free of detrimental coatings.

Removal of Flux and SIag
Flux and slag shall be removed from all
Stability During Construction
Means shal1 be provided to support
against lateral movement and to hold
the vertical or specified plane during

Bridging

General
Bridging transverse to the
used to meet the requiremen
also to meet the slenderness
chords. Bridging is not to
as defined under Clause 20.3.

Installation
A11 bridging and bridging anchors sha1l be
completely installed before any construction loads
are placed on the joists except for the weight of
the workmen necessary to install the bridging.

Types
Unless otherwise specified or approved by the
building designer the joist manufacturer shalI
supply bridging which may be either the diagonal or
horizontal type.

Diagonal Bridging
Diagonal bridging consisting of crossed members
running from top chord to bottom chord of adjacentjoists shall have a slenderness ratio (L/r) of not
more than 200 where x Lrr is the length of the

17.7.4
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diagonal bridging memberr oE one-half this length
when crossed members are connected at their point of
intersection, and rrrrr is the least radius of
gyration. AII diagonal bridging shall be connested
adequately to the joists by bolts or we1ds.

Horizontal Bridging
A line of horizontal bridging shall consist of a
continuous member attached to eithei the top chord
or the bottom chord. Horizontal bridging members
shal1 have a slenderness ratio of not rnore than 300.

L7 .7.5

L7 "7.6

17 .7.7

L7.7 .8

L7.7.9

Attachment of Bridging
Attachment of diagonal
joist chords shall be by
capable of resisting an
in the attached bridging
meet the minimum length
CSA Standard W59, Welded
Arc Welding).

and horizontal bridging to
welding or mechanical means
axial load of at lea-st 3 kN
member. These welds should
requirements stipulated in
Steel Construction (Metal-

Anchorage of Bridging
Each Iine of bridging sha11 be adequately anchored
at each end to sturdy walls or to main components of
the structural frame' if practicable. If not
practicable, diagonal and horizontal bridging shall
be provided in combination between adjacent joists
near the ends of bridging lines.

The ends of joists designed to bear on their bottom
chords sha1l be held adequately in position by
attachments to the walls or to Lhe slructural frame
or by lines of bridging located at the ends except
where such ends are built into masonry or concrete
wal 1s .

Bridging Systems
Bridging systems, including sizes of bridging
members, and all necessary details, shal1 be shown
on the erection diagrams. If a specific bridging
system is required by the design, the design
drawings shall show aII informaLion necessary for
the preparation of shop details and erection
d iagrams

Spacing of Bridging
Diagonal and horizontal bridging, whichever is
furnished, shall be spaced so that the unsupported
length of the chord between bridging lines r oE
between laterally supported ends of the joist and
adjacent bridging lines, does not exceed:

(a) For compression chordst L70ri
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(b) For tension chords, 240ri

where

r = the applicabLe chord radius of gyration about
its axis in the plane of the web

Ends of joists anchored to supports may be assumed
to be equivalent to bridging lines. If not so
anchored before installing deck, the distance from
the face of the support to the nearest bridging
member in the plane of the bottom chord shall not
exceed 120r. In no case shall there be less than
one line of horizonlal or diagonal bridging attached
to each joist spanning 4000 mm or more. If only a
single line of bridging is required, it shal1 be
placed at the centre of the joist span. If bridging
is not used on joists less than 4000 nm in span, the
ends of such joists shall be anchored to the
supports so as to prevent overturning of the joist
during placement of the deck.

Decking

Decking to Provide Lateral Support
Decking shall bear directly on the top chord of the
joist and shaIl be sufficiently rigid to provide
Iateral support to the compression chord of the
joist. In special cases where the decking is
incapable of furnishing the required lateral
supportr the compression chord of the joist shaIl be
braced laterally in accordance with the requirements
of Clause 20.3.

Attachments of decking considered to provide lateral
support shall be capable of staying the top chords
Iaterally. Attachments shall be deemed to fuIfil
this requirement when Ehe attachments as a whole are
adequate to resist a force in the plane of the
decking of not less than 5 per cent of the maximum
force in the top chord and assumed to be uniformly
distributed along the length of the top chord. The
spacing of attachments shall be not more than the
design slenderness ratio of the top chord times the
radius of gyration of the top chord about its
vertical axis nor more than 1000 nm.

Diaphragm Action
Where decking is used in combination with joists to
form a diaphragm for the purpose of transferring
Iateral applied loads to vertical bracing systems,
special attachment requirements sha1l be fully
specified on the building design drawings.

^
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Cast-in-place slabs used as decking shal1 have a
minimum thickness of 50 mm. Forms for cast-in-place
slabs shall not cause lateral displacement of the
top chords of joists during installation of the
forms or the placing of the concrete. Non-removable
forms shall be positively attached to top chords by
means of cIips, ties, wedges, fasteners, or other
suitable means at intervals not exceeding 1000 nm;
however, there shall be at least two attachments in
the width of each form at each joist. Forms and
their method of attachment shall be such that the
cast-in-place sIab, after hardening, is capable of
furnishing lateral support to the joist chords.

Shop Painting
Joists shall have one shop coat of protectiv_e paint
of a type standard with the manufacturer unless
otherwise specified.
llanuf acturing Tolerances

The tolerance on the specified depth of
manufactured joist sha1l be t 7 mm

the

The maximum deviation from the design location of apanel point measured along the length of a chordsharl be 13 mm. rn joists in which an individualend diagonal is attached to the bottom chord or inwhich the end diagonal is a continuation of anupturned bottom chord the gravity axes of the
members in such a joint should meet at a point.(See C]ause 17.5.11.4. )

The maximum deviation from the design location of apanel point measured perpendicular to therongitudinal axis of the chord and in the plane ofthe joist shall be 7 mm.

The connections of web members to chords shall notdeviate laterally more than 3 mm from that assumedin the design.

The maximum s$reep of a joist or any port ion of thelength of the joist upon completion or manufactureshall be r/500 ot the length on which the sweep is
measured.

The maximum tilt of bearing shoes shalr be I in 50measured from a plane perpendicular to the plane of
!n: web and pararrer to the longitudinal axii of thejoist.

The tolerance on the specified shoe depth sha11 be+ 3 mm.
17.10-7
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The toleranbe on the specified Iength of the joist
shall be t 7 mm. The connection holes in a joist
shall not vary from the detailed location by more
than 2 mm for members 10 000 r,un or less in length or
by more than 3 mm for members over 10 000 nm in
length.

The tolerance on the nominal or specified camber
shall be

t (e run +

The resulting actual minimum camber in a joist is to
be +3 mrn except that the maximum range in camber for
joists of the same span shall be limited to Z0 nm'

Inspection and QuaIitY Control

Inspection
Material and workmanship at all times shal1 be

accessibte for inspection by qualified inspectors
i"pt"""ncing the buifding designer ' Random in-
pi-o"""= inipection shal1 be carried out by the
manufacturer .nO all joists shall be thoroughly
in=f."t.O by the manufaCturer before shipping '

Identification and Control of Steel
Steel used in the manufacture of joists shall at a1I
ii*"", in the manufacturers' plant be marked to
io"ntlry its "p".ification 

(and grade' where

applicable ) . t'nis shall be done by suitable
markings or by recogn ized colour coding ^or by any

;;.t;;'devi="0- ny tha manufacturer that will ensure
to the sati"i."iion of the building designer that
the correct material is being used'

Quality Control
Upon request of the building designer the
manufacturer shall provide evidence of having
suitable qualit contrtl measures to ensure that the
joists meet "fI requirements specified' When

testing is part of the manufacturei's normal quality
control ptoqi"^, - tnt loading criteri.on shall be

I.O/0.9 times the factored toads for the materials
used in the joists.

For resistance welding and quality control
procedures -"utlined i; CSA Standard w55'3'
Resistance 

-w"iai'ng Oualification Code for
Fabricators of struciural llembers used in Buildings,
shall be met. For arc-welding quality control' the
reguirements of CSA Standar-d w59 ' Welded Steel
Coistruction (MetaI-Arc Welding), shall be met'
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Ilandling and Erection

General
Care shall

( b) Composite columns consisting
structural sections completely fil

be exercised to avoid damage duri.ng
strapping, transport, unloading,' site storage and
piling, and erection. Dropping of joists shall not
be permitted. Special precautions shaIl be taken
when erecting long, slender joists and preferably
hoisting cables shall not be released until the
member is stayed Iatera1ly by at least one Iine of
bridging. Joists shall have all bridging 'attached
and be permanently fastened into place before the
application of any loads. Heavy construction loads
shalI be adequately distributed so as not to exceed
the capacity of any joist. Field welding sha11 not
cause damage to joists, bridging, deck and
supporting steel members.

Erection Tolerances

The maximum sweep of a joist or a portion of the
Iength of a joist upon completion of erection shall
not exceed the requirements of Clause 17.10.5, and
shalI be in accordance with the general requirements
of Clause 29.

A11 members shaIl be free from twists, sharp kinks
and bends.

Location of Joist
When joists are finally fastened in position in Lhe
field, the maximum deviation from the location shown
on the erection drawings shall be 15 nm.

The deviation, normal to the specified plane of the
web of a joist, shall not exceed L/50 of the depth
of the joist.

Composite Beams and Columns

Application

The provisions of Clause 18 apply to:
(a) Composite beams consisting of steel sections,
trusses or joists interconnected with either a
reinforced concrete slab or a steel deck with
concrete cover slab;

of steel hollow
led with concrete.

in Clause 18 the18.1.2 For any requirement not covered
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design sha11 conform to the provisions of this
Standard.

Definitions
The following definitions apply to Clause 18.

Steel deck means a load-carrying steel deck
consisting of either:
(a) A single fluted element (non-ce1luIar deck) ; or

( b) A two element section comprising a fluted
element in conjunction with a flat sheet (ce11u1ar
deck ) .

The maximum depth of the deck shall be 80 mm -and the
average width of the minimum flute shall- be 50 nm.
Steel deck may be of a type intended to act
compositely with the cover slab in supporting
applied load;

Flute means that portion of
forms a valley.

the steel deck which

Concrete means Portland cement concrete in
accordance with CSA Standard CAN3-A23. l, Concrete
Materials and Methods of Concrete Construction;

Rib means that portion of the concrete slab which is
formed by the steel deck flute.

SIab means a reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab
at least 65 mm in effective thickness. The area
equal ro the design effective width times effective
slab thickness shalt be free of voids or hollows
except for those specifically permitted in the
definition of effective slab thickness;

Cover slab means the concrete above the flutes of
steel deck. A11 flutes shall be fi1led with
concrete so as to form a rib slab;

Effective c-over slab thickness, t, means the minimum
thickness of concrete measured from the top of the
cover slab to the top of the steel deck. This
thickness shall be not less than 55 mm unless the
adequacy of a lesser thickness has been established
by appropriate tests;

Effective slab thickness, t, means the overall slab
thickness, provided that;
(a) The slab is cast with a flat underside; or

),
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cast on corrugated steel forms
corrugation not greater than 0.25

slab thickness; or

18.3

18.3.1

18.3.1.r

(c) The slab is cast on fluted steel forms whose
profile meets the following requirements. The
minimum concrete rib width shaIl be L25 mmi the
maxirnum rib height shall be 40 nm but not more than
0.4 times the overall slab thickness; the average
width between ribs shall not exceed 0.25 times the
overall slab thickness nor 0.2 times the minimum
width of concrete.

In all other cases, €ffective slab thickness means
the overall slab thickness minus the height of form
flute or corrugation;

Steel joist means an open web steel joist suitable
for composite design;

Steel section means a steel structural section with
a solid web, or webs, suitable for composite
design. Web openings are permissible only on
condition that their effects are ful1y investigated
and accounted for in the design.

Conposite Beams

General

Calculation of deflections shall take into account
the effects of creep of concrete, shrinkage of
concrete, and increased flexibility resulting from
partial shear connection and from interfacial
slip. These effects shall be established by test or
analysis, where practicable. Consideration shall
also be given to effects of fu11 or partial
continuity in the steel beams and concrete slabs in
reducing calculated deflections.

In lieu of tests or analysis the effects of partial-
shear connection, interfacial slip' creep, and
shrinkage may be assessed as follows:
( a) increased flexibility resulting from partial
shear connection and interfacial slip: calculate the
elastic deflections using an effective moment of
inertia,
Ie = Is + 0.85 p (It I")
where

I= = moment of inertia of the steel section
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-t
p=

moment of inertia of the transformed composite
sect ion
fraction of fu11 shear connection expressed as
a decimal

(b) creep: increase elastic deflections due to dead
loads and long-term live loads as computed in (a),
by 158.

( c) shrinkage of concrete: calculate deflections
using a selected shrinkage strain assuming the
composite beam is bent in single curvature by a
constant moment. The shrinkage strain is affected
by such factors as age of concrete, ratio of slab
volume to surface area, concrete properties
(waLer/cement ratio, p€r cent fines, entrained air,
and cement content ) , and the restraint provided by
steel beam and deck. See Appendix K for methods of
computing deflections due to shrinkage strains.
The web area of steel sections or web system of
steel trusses and joists shall be proportioned to
carry the total vertical shear Vg.

End connections of steel sections, trusses and
joists shal1 be proportioned to transmit the total
end reaction of the composite beam.

Ilesign Effective Width of Concrete

Slabs or cover slabs extending on both sides of the
steel section or joist shall be deemed to have a
design effective width, b, equal to the least of:
(a) 0.25 times the composite beam spant

( b) 16 times t.he overall slab thickness ( thickness
of cover slab plus steel deck depth), plus the width
of the top flange of the steel section or top chord
of the steel truss or joist;
(c) The average distance from the centre of the
steel section, truss or joist to the centres of
adjacent parallel supports.

Slabs or cover slabs extending on one side only of
the supporting section or joist shaII be deemed to
have a design effective width, b, not greater than
the width of top flange of the steel section' or top
chord of the steeL joist, plus the least of:
(a) 0.I times the composite beam spant

(b) 5 times the overall slab thickness (thickness of
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(a) A minimum of 50 nm of concrete
portions of the steel section or joist

cover slab plus steel deck depth);

(c) 0.5 times the clear distance between Lhe steel
section or joist. and the adjacent parallel support.

Slab Reinforcenent
Slabs shal1 be adequately reinforced to support alI
specified Ioads and to control cracking both
plrallel and transverse to the composite beam
span. Reinforcement paralle1 to the span of the
beam in regions of negative bending moment of the
composite beam sha11 be anchored by embedment in
concrete which is in compression. The reinforcement
of slabs which are to be continuous over the end
support of steel sections or joists fitted with
flexible end connections sha1l be given -special
attent ion.

The possibility of longitudinal cracking due to
composite action, directly over the steel section or
joist, shall be controlled by the provision of
additional transverse reinforcement or other
effective means unless it is known from experience
that cracking due to composite action is unlikely.
Such additional reinforcement shall be placed in the
lower part of the slab and anchored so as to develop
the yield strength of the reinforcement. The area
of such reinforcement shall be not less than 0.005
times the concrete area in the longitudinal
direction of the beam and shall be uniformly spaced
along the composite beam span.

Composite Action With Steel Deck
Cover slabs intended to act compositely with steeL
deck shall have reinforcement transverse to the span
of the composite beam as required. Reinforcement
shall be not less than that required by the
specified fire resistance design of the assembly.

Interconnection

Except as permitted by Clauses 18 .3.5.2 and 18 .3.5.4
interconnection between steel sections' trusses or
joists and slabs or cellular steel deck with cover
slabs shall be attained by the use of shea'r
connectors as prescribed in Clause 18.3.6.

Unpainted steel sections, trusses
supporting slabs and totally encased in
not require interconnection by means
connectors provided that:

or joists
concrete do

of shear

covers all
, except as
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noted in Item (c);

(b) The cover in Item (a)
spalling; and

is reinforced to Prevent

A

A

18.3. s.3

18.3.5.4

18.3.5.5

18.3.5

( c ) The top of the steel section or joist is at
least 40 mm below the lop and 50 mm above the bottom
of the s1ab.

studs may be welded through a maximum of two steel
sheets i; contact, each not more than 1.7I mm in
overall thickness including coatings ( 1.52 mm in
nominal base steel thicknesp plus zinc coating not
greater than nominal 275 g/mz). Otherwise holes for
ptacing studs shall be made through the sheets as
necessiry. Wetded studs shall meet the requi-rements
of CSA Standard w59, Welded Steel Construction
(Metal-Arc Welding).

other methods of interconnection which have been
adequately demonstrated by t_est ald verified by
anaiysi.s may be used to effect the transfer of
forces between the steel section, truss or joist and
the slab or sLeel deck with cover sIab. In such
cases the design of the composite member shall
conform to the design of a similar member employing
shear connectors' insofar as practicable'

The diameter of a welded stud shaIl not exceed 2.5
times the thicknbss of the part to which it is
welded, uhless test data satisfactory to th9
designer is provided to establish the capacity of
the stud as a shear connector.

Shear Connectors
The factored shear resistance 9r, of a shear
connector shall be established by fests acceptable
to the designer, except that the following values
shaII be acceptable wiihout further verification and
where 0 o^ r the resistance factor for shear
connectort", is taken as 0.80:

(a) End welded studs, headed or hooked with h/d > 4

qr = 0.5 o".o="/EE . o."tJo=" (newtons)

* Fu f or commonly availabre studs is 415 l"lPa '

This value is limited to designs incorporating a

solid concrete slabi or designs incorporating_ 3
ribbed slab formed by casting a concrete cover slab
on a.fluted steel cleck in which the rib average
$ridth is at least twice the height of the formed
concrete rib and the projection of the stud, based
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on its length prior to welding, is
diameters above the top surface of

at least two stud
the steel deck;

(b) End welded studs, headed, in selected cases
TabIe I3 gives values of q. for selected cases of
composite beams incorporatin! steel deck not covered
by ttem (a). Cover slabs"shaIl consist of normal
density concrete (2300 kg/mt ) with f'" > 20 MPa.

Table 13
Stpar Capcities of Studs for Selected Cases

Ireight of
Cellular

Steel Fck
(m)

Average
Rib

width,
t{inimrn

(mr)

Fpttr of
Cover
Slab
(mt)

Sttrd Size
dxh

(m x un)

No. of
Studs

per Fib

Shear
Capacity*

C, (newtons)

38/43
38/43

38/43

50
50

50

55
55

90

14x75
20x75

20 x 100

I
I
2
1

2

24 0000sc
50 0000.^

75 000Qsc pe? pair
79 000Q.^

1I3 0000=" p6i pair

* Shear capacities given
influence of rib gecrnetry

r8.3.7

18.4

18.4.1

Table 13 are derived frcm test and reflect the
stiffness on the useful capacity of the studs.

in
and

(c) Channel connectors

e, = 36.5 0=" (tf + 0.5t!r)Lclf i (newtons)

This formuLa is limited to designs incorporating a
soli{ concrete slab of normal density concrete (2300
kg/m' ) witn f '" t 20 MPa.

Ties
Mechanical ties shall be provided between the steel
section, truss or joist and the slab or steel deck
to prevent separation. Shear connectors may serve
as mechanical ties if suitably proportioned. The
maximum spacing of ties shall not exceed 1000 mm and
the average spacing in a span should not exceed 600
mm nor be greater than that required to achieve any
specified fire resistance rating of the composite
assembly.

Design of Composite Beans With Shear Connectors

The composite beam shall consist of steel section,
truss or joist, shear connectors' ties, and slab or
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18.4.2

L8.4.3

steel deck with cover slab.

The properties of the composite section shall be
computed neglecting any concrete area in tension
within the maximum effective area equal to effective
width times effective thickness. If a steel truss
or joist is used the area of its top chord shall be
neglected in determining the properties of composite
section and only Clause I8.4.3(a) is applicable.

The factored moment resistance, Mr. , of the
composite section with the slab or c6ier slab in
compression shall be computed as follows, where
Q = 0.90 and 0c, the resistance factor for
concrete = 0.50:

(a) Case 1 - Full shear connection and ptastic
neutral axis is in the slab that is Qr, OA=Fy and

6A F < 0.850 btf'where Or equals the sum of the'sy c c

factored resistances of alI shear connectors between
points of maximum and zero moment.

Mrc = Tr"' = OA"Fre I

where e' = the lever arm and is computed using

6AF'sy
0.850.bf'.

(b) Case 2 -Fu11 shear connection and
neutral axis in the steel section that is
Qr r 0.B50cbtf'c and 0.850cbtf'c < QAsFy

Mr" = Cra + C'r"

C', = 0.850cbtfrc

6A F - C,
-=sYr-r2

(c) Case 3 Partial shear connection
0.850btfrc and <0AsFy

Mr"=Cra+C're'
C',. = 0"Q,

plast ic

that is 0r

_ oAsFy - C'! r
2
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where er = the lever arm and is computed using
cl rn - ilT56-5Er-'c c

No composite action shall be assumed in computing
flexural strength when Q- is less than 0.5 times the
lesser of 0.850btf'c and-gO"ty. No composite action

shall be assumed in computing deflections when Qr is
Iess than 0.25 times the lesser of 0.850cbtf'"-and
oAsFy.

For fu11 shear connection, the total horizontal
shear, Vh, Et the junction of the steel section or
joist and the concrete slab or steel deck r-. to be
resisted by shear connectors distributed between the
point of maximum bending moment and each adjacent
point of zero moment, shal-l be:

V, =6AFn sy
for Case I and

Vh = 0.850cbtfrc

for Case 2 as defined in Clause 18.4.3(a
where 8r t Vh.

For partial shear connection, the total
shear as defined in Clause 18 .4.3 ( c ) sha11

) and (b),

horizontal
be:

Vh=Qr

Composite beams employing steel- sections and
concrete slabs may be designed as continuous
members. The factored moment resistance of the
composite section, with the concrete slab in the
tension area of the composite section shall be the
factored moment resistance of the steel section
alone except that when sufficient'shear connectors
are placed in the negative moment regionr suitably
anchored concrete slab reinforcement parallel to the
steeL sections and within the design effective width
of the concrete slab may be included in computing
the properties of the composite section. The total
horizontal shear, Vh, to be resisted by shear
connectors between the point of maximum negative
bending moment and the adjacent point of zero moment
shall be taken as:

Vh = oArFyr

The number of shear connectors to be located each18.4.9
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side of the point of maximum bending moment
(positive or negative, as applicable ) and
distributed between that point and the adjacent
point of zero moment shall be not less than:

vh
n=- qr
Shear connectors may be spaced uniformly except that
in a region of positive bendingr the number of shear
connectors required between any concentrated load
applied in that region and the nearest point of zero
moment shall be not less than n"

M., t"1-
n" = "(##)tr
where

Mtt =

Mr=
l'lf =

positive bending moment at concentrated load
point
moment resistance of the steel section alone
maximum positive bending moment

18.5

18.5.1

18 .5 .2

18.5.3

l8 .5

Design of composite Beams without shear connectors

Unpainted steet sections or joists. supporting
co-ncrete slabs and encased in concrete in accordance
with Clause 18.3.5.2 may be proportioned on the
basis that the composite section supports the total
Ioad.

The properties of the composite . section for
deterniinition of load-carrying capacity sha1l be
computed by ultimate strength methods, It€91ecting
any area of concrete in tension.

As an alternative method of design, encased simple
span steel sections or joists may be proportioned on

t-he basis that the steel section or joist along
supports 0.90 times the total load.

Unshored Beans
For composite beams, unshored during construction'
the stresses in the tension flange of the steel
section or joist, due to the loads applied before
the concrete strength reaches 0 .75f; plus . !h'
stresses at the Same location, due to the remaining
spec i f ied loads cons j.dered to act on the compos ite
section shall not exceed 0.90Fy.

Beams During Construction
The steel section or joist alone shal-l be
proportioned to support atI factored loads applied
prior to hardening & the concrete without exceeding
its calculated Capacity under the conditions of

18 .7
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lateral support or shoring, or both, to be furnished
during construction.

MftMt
Design of Composite Columns (Concrete-Filled Hollow
Structural Sections)

Hollow structural sections designated as Class I, 2

or 3 sections which are completely filled with
concrete may be assumed to carry compressive load as
composite columns.' Class 4 hollow structural
sections complbtely filled with concrete may also be
designated as composite columns providing the width-
thickness ratios of the walls of rectangular
sect ions do not exceed I35O // L. , and the -outs ide
diameter to thickness ratio of tircular sections do
not exceed 28 O00/Fy.

The proportion of the axial load assumed to be
carried by the concrete sha1I be applied by direct
bearing on the concrete ot r alternatively, other
methods of load application to the concrete may be
employed if their adequacy has been demonstrated by
test.
The factored compressive resistance of a composite
column shall be taken as:

C = tC + TrCl-rc --r - -r
where

ct = 0 .8 50 t'a r.-2 |.ECCC
-t.0.5L 'l

U

i-T
in which tr = KL l:9-c t.1 n'""
rc = radius of gyration of the concrete area, Ac,

E^ = initial elastic modulus for concrete in MPa," considering the effects of long term loading.
For normal weight concrete, with f: expressed
in l'lPa, this may be taken as:

(1 + s/r) 25oo lf L

where S is the short term load and T is the
total load on the column.

For a11 rectangular hollow structural sections, and
for circular hol1ow structural sections with height
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Otherwise a =
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of 25 or greater,
1

a = "c' = 1.0

^

and

where

.c, =1+ 1ffi1 (+rq)
I +p *p2

p = 0.02(25 L/D)

18 .8 .4
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19.1

19.1.1

19 .r.2

Where bending as well as axial compression is to be
resisted, the bending shall be assumed to be
resisted by the steel section alone. The steel
section sha11 be proportioned as a beam-column to
carry the total bending, plus axial comp.ression
equal to the difference between the total axial
compression and that portion which can be sustained
by the concrete so that:

M.
(a) f . 1.0

r
C- r'Clrr trl l'1 -f < 1.0(b)

a cr ru |,1

when Cf > "'C;

C- - T'C'r t r'\ I\ c ))
e

General Reguirements for Built-Up llembers

General Requirements for Cmpression llenbers

A11 components of built-up compression members and
the transverse spacing of Lheir lines of connecting
bolts or welds shall meet the requirements of Clause
I0 and 11.

All component parts in contact with one another at
the ends of built-up compression members sha11 be
connected by bolts spaced longitudinally not more
than four diameters apart for a distance equal to
1.5 times the width of the membert ot by continuous
welds having a length not less than the width of the
member.

UnIess closer spacing is required for transfer of
Ioad r oE for seal ing inaccess ible surfaces ' the
longitudinal spacing, in line, between intermediate
bolts or clear longitudinal spacing between
intermittent welds in built-up compression members
shall not exceed the following, as applicable:

l9.r.3



(c) 525t1/{ nut not
outside comlonent of
plate when the bolts
staggered on adjacent
outside p1ate.
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(a) For compression members composed of two or more
rolled shapes in contact or separated from one
another by intermittent fillers, the slenderness
ratio of any shape between points of interconnection
shall not exceed the slenderness ratio of the built-
up member. The least radius of gyration of each
component part shaII be used in computing th9
slenderness ratio of that part between points of
interconnection with other component partst

(b) 330t//F- but not more than 300 mm for the
outside com$onent of the section consisting of a

plate when the bolts on all gauge lines or
intermittent welds along the component edges are not
staggered, where t - thickness of outside plate;

more than 450 nm for the
the section consisting of a

or intermittent welds are
lines, where | = thickness of

The spacing requirements of Clauses 19. I.3, 19.2.3
and 19.2.4 will not always provide a continuous
tight fit between components in contact. When the
environment is such that corrosion could be a
serious problem, the spacing of bolts or welds may
need to be less than the specified maximum.

Open sides of compression members built up from
plates or shapes shall be connected to each other by
lacing, batten platesr or perforated cover plates.

Lacing shall provide a complete triangulated shear
system and may consist of bars, rods or shapes. The
spacing of connections of lacing to a main component
sha11 be such that the slenderness ratio of a main
component between these points of connection does
not exceed the governing slenderness ratio of the
member as a whole. Lacing shall be proportioned to
resist a shear, normal to the longitudinal axis of
the member, of not less than 2.5 per cent of the
total axial load on the member plus the shear from
transverse loads, if any.

The slenderness ratio of lacing members shall not
exceed 140. The effective length for single lacing
shaIl be the distance between connections to the
main components; for double lacing connected at the
intersectionsr the effective length shall be 10 per
cent of that distance.

Lacing members shall preferably be inclined to the
longitudinal axis of the built-up member at an angle

19.1.4

19.1 . s

19.1.5

l9-I.7

19.1.8
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of not less than 45o.

Lacing systems shaIl have diaphragms
the lacing and as near the ends as

in the plane of
practicable and

lacing is
be plates ( tie

at
interrupted.

i ntermed i ate points where
Such diaphragms may

plates) or shapes.

End tie plates used as diaphragms shall have a
length not less than the distance between the lines
of bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components of the member. Intermediate tie plates
shall have a length not less than one-half that
prescribed for end tie plates. The thickness of tie
plates sha1l be at least L/60 of the width between
Iines of bolts or welds connecting'them to lhe main
components, and the longitudinal spacing of the
bolts or clear longitudinal spacing between welds
shall not exceed 150 ntm. At least three bolts shall
connect the tie plate to each main component, orr
alternatively, a total length of weld not less than
one-third the length of tie plate shall be used.

Shapes used as diaphragms shal1 be proportioned and
connected to transmit from one main component to the
other a longitudinal shear equal to 5 per cent of
the axial compression in the member.

Perforated cover plates may be used in Iieu of
lacing and tie plates on open sides of built-up
compression members. The net width of such plates
at -access holes shall be assumed available to resist
axial load provided that:
(a) The width-thickness ratio conforms to Clause 11;

(b) The length of the access hole does not exceed
twice its width;

(c) The clear distance between access holes in the
direction of load is not less than the transverse
distance betrreen lines of bolts or welds connect ing
the perforated plate to the main components of the
built-up memberi

(d) The periphery of the access hole at all points
has a minimum radius of 40 nm.

Battens consisting of plates or shapes may be used
on open sides of builtlup compression members which
do not carry primary bending in addition to axial
load. Battens shall be provided at the ends of the
member, dt locations where the member is laterally
supported along its length and efsewhere as

 

l9.l.l3
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determined by the following spacing requirements:

( a ) When the slenderness ratio of the built-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is equal to or less than B0 per cent of the
slenderness ratio with respect to the axis parallel
to the battens, the spacing between battens shal1 be
such that the slenderness ratio of a main component
between ends of adjacent batten plates sha11 not
exceed 50, nor shall it exceed 70 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of the built-up member with
respect to the axis parallel to the battens;

( b) When the slenderness ratio of the built-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is more than 80 per cent of the slen-derness
ratio with respect to the axis parallel to the
battens, the spacing between battens shall be such
that the slenderness ratio of a main component
between ends of adjacent batten plates shall not
exceed 40, nor shaIl it exceed 60 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of the built-up member with
respect to the axis perpendicular to the battens.

Battens shall have a length not less than the
distance between lines of bolts or welds connecting
them to the main components of the member and a
thickness not less than I/60 of this distance if the
batten consists of a flat plate. Battens and their
connections shall be proportioned to resist
simul.taneously a longitudinal shear force, Vf, and a
moment, Mf.

where

v- - 
o'025cfd 

(Newrons)"f na

0 .025c -drMf = --7;-- (N.mm)

d = Iongitudinal distance centre-to-centre of
battens (mm)

a = distance between lines of bolts or welds
connecting the batten to each main component
(mm)

n = number of parallel planes of battens

General Requirements for Tension llembers

Tension members composed of two or more shapes,
plates or bars separated from one another by
iritermittent fillers shall have the components
interconnected at fillers spaced so that the
slenderness ratio of any component between points of
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interconnection shaIl not exceed 300.

Tension members composed of two plate components in
contact or a shape and a plate component in contact
shall have the components interconnected so that the
spacing between connecting bolts or clear spacing
between welds does not exceed 36 times the thickness
of the thinner plate nor 450 mm (see Clause f9.f.3).

Tension members composed of two or more shapes in
contact shalI have the components interconnected so
that the spacing between connecting bolts or the
clear spacing between welds does not exceed 600 rurlr
except where it can be determined that a greater
spacing would not affect the satisfactory
perf ormance of the member ( see Clause 19.1.3I'.

Tension members composed of two separated main
components may have either perforated cover plates
or tie plates on the open sides of the built-up
member. Tie plates including end tie plates shall
have a length not less than two-thirds of the
transverse distance between bolts or welds
connecting them to the main components of the member
and shalt be spaced so that the slenderness ratio of
any component between the tie plates does not exceed
300. The thickness of tie plates shall be at least
I/60 of the transverse distance between the bolts or
welds connecting them to the main components and the
Iongitudinal spacing of the bolts or welds sha1l not
exceed 150 nm. Perforated cover plates shall comply
with the requirements of Clause 19.1.11(b) ' (c), and
(d).

General Requirements for Open Box-Type Beams and
GriIIages
where two or more rolled beams or channels are used
side-by-side to form a flexural member, they shall
be connected together at intervals of not more than
I50O nm. through bolts and separators may be used,
provided that in beams having a depth of 300 mm or
*or"r rro fewer than two bolts shall be used at each
separator }ocation. when concentrated loads are
carried from one beam to the otherr oE distributed
between the beams, diaphragms having suff icient
stiffness to distribute the 10ad shall be bolted or
welded between the beams. Tne design of members
shall provide for torsion resulting from any unequal
distri-bution of loads. Where beams are exposed 'they shall be sealed against corrosion of interior
suriacesr oE spaced sufficiently far apart to permit
cleaning and painting.
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Stabilitv of Structures and Individual Members

General

In the design of a steel structure care shall be
taken to ensure that the structural system is
adequate to resist the forces caused by the factored
Ioads and to ensure that a complete structural
system is provided to transfer the factored loads to
the foundations, particularly when there is a

dependence on walls, floors, or roofs acting as
shear resisting elements or diaphragms.
Clause 8.5. )

( See also

Note: The structure should also
ensure that adequate resistance
deformations has been provided.

be checked to
to torsional

Design drawings shall indicate all load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the completed
structure and sha11 show details necessary to ensure
the effectiveness of the load resisting system.
Design drawings shall also indicate the requirements
for roofs and floors used as diaphragms.

Erection diagrams shall indicate aIl load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the conpleted
structure. Permanent and temporary load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the partially
completed structure shall be clearly specified on
the erection diagrams.

Where the portion of the structure under
consideration does not provide adequate resistance
to lateral forces r provision shall be made for
transferring the forces to adjacent lateral' load
resisting elements"

Stability of Colunns
Beam-to-column connections sha11 have adequate
strength to transfer the lateral forces produced by
possible out-of-plumbness as specified in Clause
29.9.L. These forces shall be computed for the
loading cases of Clause 7.2.3 using the appropriate
load combination factors'.

Stability of Beams, Girders and Trusses

Bracing members assumed to provide Iateral support
to the compression flange of beams and g.irders, or
to the compression chord of trusses, and the
connections of such bracing members, shall be
proportioned to resist a force equal to I per cent
of the force in the compression flange or chord at
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the point of support.

When bracing of the compression flange or chord is
effected by a slab or deck, the slab or deck and the
means by which the computed bracing forces are
transmitted between the flange or chord and the slab
or deck shall be adequate to resist a force in the
plane of the slab or deck. This force shall be
Lonsidered to be uniformly distributed along the
length of the compression flange or chord, and sha1l
be taken as at least 5 per cent of the maximum force
in the flange or chord, unless a lesser amount can
be justified by analYsis.

Consideration shall be given to the probable
accumulation of forces when a bracing memb,er must
transfer forces from one braced member to another.

Members restraining beams and girders designed to
resist loads causing torsion shal1 be proportioned
according to the requirements of Clause 15 ' 11 '
Special consideration shall be given to the
cbnnections of asymrnetric section such as channels'
angles and zees.

2L. Connections  
2l.L Alignnent of llembers . ^

axiif fy loaded rnembers meeting at a joint shall have '\
their 'gravity axes intersect at a conmon point if ^practic-aUte; otherwise the results of bending due to ^tn. joint eccentricity shall be provided for' 

^
Unrestrained llembers
Except as otherwise indicated on the design A
drawings, dll connections of beamsr girders' and ^trussel shaII be designed and detailed as flexible
and ordinarily may be proportioned for the reaction
shears only. ite*infe beam connections shall ^
accommodate end rotations of unrestrained (simple) ^
beams. To accomplish this, inelastic action at the
specified load levels in the connection is
permi tted

Restrained llembers
when beams, girdersr oE trusses are subject to both ^
reaction shear and end moment due to full or partial
end restraint or to continuous or czrntilever
construction, their connections shaIl be designed
for the combined effect of 

-snear, bending, and aiiat
Ioad. when beams are rigidly framed to the flange
of an H-type column, stiffeners shall be provided on

the column web as follows i -

2L.2
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(a) opposite the compression flange of beam when

B = 6w (t. * "'-r y!.c .-b . sk)Fyc . U;
except that for members with Class 3 or 4 webs,

B_ = tqu%*"(rb + 5k )t (h"/w 
")2

(b) Opposite the tension flange of beam when

r =d7t2p .5rcycob
where

2L.4

w^ = thickness of column web
t[ = thickness of beam fJ.ange
k - distance from outer face of column flange to

web toe of fillet r ot to web toe of flange-to-
web weld in a welded column

F*r. = specified yield point of column
d; = depth of beam
h^ = cLear depth of column web
t; = thickness of column flange

The stiffener or pair of stiffeners opposite either
beam flange must develop a force equal to:

M.
F'=r-P-st dn "r
Stiffeners shall also be provided on the web of
columns, beams or girders if V- computed from Clause
13.4.2 is exceeded, in which -case the stif f ener or
stiffeners must transfer a shear force equal to:
Vst = Vf 0.550wdF,

In aII cases the stiffeners shaIl be connected so
that the force in the stiffener is transferred
through the stiffener connection. When beams frame
to one face of the column only, the stiffeners neednot be longer than one-half the depth of the column.

Connections of Tension or Citupression Members
The connections at ends of tension members or
compression members not finished to bear shalt
develop the force due to the factored 1oads.
However the connection sha1l be designed for not
less than 50 per cent of the resistance of themember based on the condition ( tension or
compression) that governs the selection of the
member.
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2L.5

21.5.1

2L.5.2

2L.6

2L.7

Bearing Joints in Compression llembers

Where columns bear
finished to bear
sufficient fasteners
securely in pJ.ace.

on bearing plates, oE are
at splices, there shall be

or welds to hold a1l Parts

Where other compression memb'ers are finished to
bear, the splice material and connecting fasteners
or welds shall be arranged to hold all parts in
place and shall be proportioned for 50 per cent of
the computed Load.

Lamellar Tearing
corner or rrTrr joint detaits of rolled structural
membersr o1. plites involving transfer of -tensile
forces in the through-thickness direction resulting
from shrinkage due to welding executed under
conditions oi restraint, shaIl be avoided where
possible. If this type of connection cannot be-avoided, measures shall be taken to minimize the
possibility of lamelIar tearing.

Placement of Fasteners and Welds
eicept in members subjected to repeated loads ( as
defined in Clause 15). disposition of fillet welds
to balance the forces about the neutral axis or axes
for end-connections of single angIe, double angle'
or similar types of axially loaded members is not
required. nccentricity between the gravity axes of

"ucn members and the gauge Iines of bolted end-
connections also may Ue neglected ' In axially
loaded members subjected to repeated loads ' the
fasteners or welds - in end connections shall have
their centre of gravity on the gravity axis of the
member unless pr6vision is made for the effect of
the resulting eccentricitY.

FiIlers
Whenload-carryingfastenerSpassthroughfillers
with a total thlckness greater than 6 mm in bearing-
type shear connections, the fillers sha11 be

eilendeO beyond Lhe splice material. and the filler
extension shall be secured by sufficient fasteners
t; distribute the total force in the member

uniformly over the combined section of the member
and the fiIler r oE alternatively an equivalent
number of fasteners shall be included in the
connect ion .

In welded construction, dDY fiIler vtith a total
thickness greater than 5 mm shall extend beyond the
edges of tlie splice plate and shall be welded to the

2L.8

21.8.1

2r.8.2
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part on which it is fitted with sufficient weld to
transmit the splice plate load ' applied at the
surface of the fillerr ds an eccentric load. WeIds
connecting the splice plate to the fiIler shall be
sufficient to transmit the splice plate load and
shall be long enough to avoid overloading thg filler
dlong the toe of the we1d. Any filler 6 mm or less
in thickness shal1 have its edges made flush with
the edges of the splice plate and the required weld
size shal1 be equal to the thickness of the filler
plate plus the size necessary to transmit the splice
plate 1oad.

Welds in Combination
If two or more of the general types of weld (groove,
fi11et, plug r or slot ) are combined in a- single
connection, the effective resistance of each shalI
be separately computed with reference to the axis of
the group in order to determine the factored
resistance of the combination.

Fasteners and Welds in Combination

When approved by the designer, high-strength bolts
in slip-resistant connections may be considered as
sharing the specified load with welds in the same
shear plane in new work. In this case, the factored
resistance of the connection, taken as the Iarger of
the individual capacities ( high-strength bolts or
welds ) , must also be equal to or greater than the
effect of the factored loads.

In making alterations to structures, existing rivets
and high-strength bolts may be utilized to carry
forces resulting from existing dead 1oads, and
welding may be proportioned to carry all additional
loads.

Bigh-Strength Bolts (in Slip-Resistant Joints) and
Rivets, in Combination
In naking alterations, rLvets and high-strength
bolts in slip-resistant joints may be considered as
sharing forces due to dead and live loads.

Connections Requiring High-Strength Bolts or Welds

High-strength bolts or welds shalI be used for the
following connections :

( a) Connections of
which the bracing of
column splices, in
height;

beams, girders, and trusses on
the structure is dependent, and
structures over 30 000 mm in
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21.r2.2

2r.L2.3

21. l3

22.

22.1

22.2

22.3

22.4

(b) Roof truss splices, connections of trusses to
columns, column splices, column bracing ' knee
braces, and crane supports in a1l structures
carrying cranes over 50 kN capacity;

(c) Connections for supports of running machinery'
or of other live loads which produce impact or
cyclic ]oad;

(d ) Any other connections
design drawings.

so stipulated on the

In aLl cases except those listed in clause 2I.12.l
connections may be made with A307 bolts'

For the purposes of Clause 2L.12, the height of a

tier structure is the distance from curb level to
the top of the roof beams in flat roofs or curb
level io top of roof beams at mean gable height in
the case of sloping roofs. Penthouses may be

excluded in determining the height. of a structure.

Special Fasteners
Fisteners of special types may be used when approved
by the designer.

Bolting Details

High-Strength Bolts
A325M, A4901'1, A325 and A490
their usage shall conform to

A307 Bolts
NutsonA30Tbolts"shallbetightenedtoanamount
corresponding to the full effort of a man using a

spud irench.- When so specif ied ' nuts shall be

pl"""nt.o from working . Iobse by the use of lock
iashers, Iock nuts, JdR nuts, thread burring '
welding, or other method! approved by the designer'

Effective Bearing Area
The effective bSaring area of bolts shall be the
nominal diametei *,iftiplied by the length in
bearing. For countersunk bolts half the depth of
the co-untersink shall be deducted from the bearing
length.

Long GriPs
;loi bolts which carry calculated loads, and with a

grip exceeding five diameters, shall have their
number increasld by 0.5 per cent for each additional
I mm in the grip.

Dtinimum Pitch

high-strength bolts and
Clause 23.

22.5
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The minimum distance between centres of bolt holes
preferably shal1 be not less than 3 bolt diameters
and in no case less than 2 2/3 diameters.

l,tinimum Edge Distance
The minimum distance from the centre of a bolt hole
to any edge shall be that given in Table 14.

Maximum Edge Distance
The maximum dist,ance
the nearest edge of
times the thickness
with a maximum of 150

from the centre of any bolt to
parts in contact shall be L2
of the outside connected part
mm.

llinimum Edge
Table L4

Distance for Bolt lloles

Inchesi llill imetres

Bolt Diarneter At Sheared Edge

Millimetres

At Rolled, Sawn or
Gas Cut Edget
lli ll imetres

'1,
t(n

'l'
1

t 1ta

L r/4
Over 1. L/4

t5

20

,,
24

27

;
35

Over 35

28
28
32
34
38+
38
42
44+
48
5l
52
57
54

L 3/4 x Diameter

22
22
25
25
28
28
30
32
34
38
3B
41
46

L L/4 x Diameter

* ASTM Standards A325 and A490
Accordingly, bolt diameters are
these bolts only.
t Gas cut edges shal1 be smooth and free from notches. Edge
distance in this column may be decreased 3 mm when hole is at a
point where computed stress is not more than 0.3 of the yield
stress.
+ At ends of beam framing angles this distance may be 32 nm.

are written in Imperial Units.
shown in the Imperial System for
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Itinimum End Distance
In the connection of tension members having more
than two bolts in a line paraIlel to the direction
of load, the minimum end distance ( from centre of
end fastener to nearest end of connected part ) shall
be governed by the edge distance values given in
Table 14. In members having either one or two bolts
in the line of load, the end distance shall be not
Iess than 1.5 bolt diameters.

Slotted Holes
l'laximum and minimum edge distance for bolts in
slotted or oversize holes (as permitted in Clause
23.3.2) shall conform to the requirements given in
Clauses 22.5, 22.7 , and 22.8 assuming that the
fastener can be placed at any extremity of t'he slot
or hoLe.

Structural Joints Usinq ASTItt A325I'l' A490!t' A325 9r
AZ

General

Clause 23 deals with the design ' assembly' and
inspection of structural joints using ASTM A325M'
A490M, A325 or A490 boltsr oF equivalent fasteners'
tightened to a specific minimum tension. A3251"1'
A400M, A325 and A490 bolts are used in hoLes
slightly larger than the nominal bolt size.

Joints required to resist shear between connected
parts shall be designated on design drawings and
!nop details as either bearing-type or slip-
res istant.

Slip-resistant shear joints, in which specified load
is lssumeci to be transferred by the slip resistance
of the clamped faying surfaces, shall be required
where slippage into bearing cannot be tolerated.
Such situations may arise in structures subject to
fatigue, frequent load reversal, or sensitive to
deflection.
In bearing-type shear joints due recognition of the
presence or absence of threads in the shear planes
of the joint shall be made. Where an outside part
adjacenC to a nut is less than t0 nm thick, threads
snltf be considered to be present unless special
precautions are taken.

Applied Tension
eolts required to support load by direct tension
shaIl be proportioned so t'hat the tensile load on
the bolt area, independent of initial tightening

23.1.5
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force, shall not exceed the factored tensile
resistance as given in Clause 13.1O.2. The appli.ed
load shall be taken as the sum of the external load
plus any tensiori caused by prying action due to
deformation of the connected parts. If the
connection is subject to repeated loading r prying
forces must be avoided.

23.L.6

23.2

23.2.L

23 .2.2

23.2.3

23.2.4

Joints subject
proportioned in

Bolts, Nuts and

to repeated loads shall
accordance with Clause I5.

Washers*

Except as provided in Clause 23.2.4, bolts, nuts,
and washers shall conform to ASTM Standards: A325M,
High-Strength BoILs for Structural Stee1 - Joints
(Metric); A490M, High-Strength Steel Bolts' Classes
I0 .9 and 10 .9.3 for Structural SteeI Joints
( Metric ) ; A325, High-Strength Bolts for Structural
Steel Joints; A490, Heat-Treated SteeI Structural
Bolts, 150 ksi Minimum Tensile Strength.
*Note: Bef ore specif ying met.ric bolts,
should check on their current availabi
quantities required.

The length of bolts shall be such that
the bolt will be flush with, or outside
the nut when completely installed.

the designer
Iity in the

the point of
the face of,

If required, A325M and A325 bolts, nuts, and washers
may be galvanized in accordance with the
requirements of ASTM Standards A325M and A325. When
installed on a galvanized bolt in a solid steel
connection and with three to five threads in the
grip, they shall be capable of producing a tensile-
type fracture of the bolt and of rotating one full
turn from snug before failure.
Other fasteners which meet the chemical composition
reguirements of ASTlvt Standards A325M, A490M, A325,
or A490 and which meet the mechanical requirements
of the same Standard in full-size tests and which
have body diameter and bearing areas under the head
and nut, or their equivalent, not less than those
provided by a bolt and nut of the same nominal
dimensions prescribed by Clause 23.2.I may be used.
Such alternative fasteners may differ in other
dimensions from the prescribed bolt and nut
dimensions. When such fasteners are proposed as an
alternative to A325M, A490M, A325 or A490 standard
bolts their use shal1 be subject to the approval of
the designer.
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If necessary, washers may be clipped on one side to
a point not closer than 7 /8 of the bolt diameter
from the centre of the washer hole.

Design drawings shall indicate
bolt which may be used. ShoP
diagrams shall show the tYPe of

the type or tyPes of
details and erection
bolt to be used.

Bolted Parts

Bolted parts shal1 fit together solidly when
assembLed and shall not be separated by gaskets or
any other interposed compressible material.

Holes may be punched, sub-punched or sub-dri1led and
reamed, oE dliIleO, as permitted by Clause 27.5.
The nominal diameter of a hole shaII be not more
than 2 mm greater than the nominal bolt size, except
that, wheie shown in the design drawings and at
other locations approved by the designer, enlarged
or slotted holes may be used with high-strength
bolts 15 nm in dfameter and Iarger. Joints
utilizing enlarged or slotted holes shal1 be
proportioned in iccordance with the requirements of
ttause 23 and Clauses 13.11 and 13.12 and shall meet
the following conditions :

(a) Oversize holes are 4 mm larger than bolts 22 mm

and less in diameter, 5 mm larger than bolts 24 mm

in diameter, and 8 mm larger than bolts 27 nm and
greater in diameter. oversLzed holes shall not be
iseO in bearing-type connections but may be used in
any or alI pfiel- of slip-resistant connections.
ttaidened washers shall be used under the head and
the nut;

(b) short slotted holes are 2 mm wider than the bolt
diameter and have a length which does not exceed the
oversize diameter provisions of Item (a) by more
than 2 rnm. They may be used in any or all plies of
slip-resistant or bearing-type connections ' The
slols may be used without regard to direction of
Ioading in slip-resistant connections but shaIl be
normal to the direction of the load in bearing-type
connections. Hardened washers shall be used under
the head and the nuti

(c) Long slotted holes are 2 mm wider than the bolt
diametei and have a length more than allowed in Item
(b) but not more than 2.5 times the bolt diameter
.and may be used;

( i ) In slip-resistant connections without
regardtodirectionofloading.one.thirdmore
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bolts shall be provided than would be needed to
satisfy the requirements of Clause 13.12i

(ii) In bearing-type connections with the long
diameter of the slot normal to the direction of
loading. No increase in the number of bolts
over those necessary in Clause 13.11 is
required;

23.3.3

23;3.4

(iii) In only
either a s
connection at

( c) For category
defined in SSPC PS

one of the connected parts of
1ip-resistant or bearing-type
an individual faying surfacei

3 and' 5, zinc-rich paints as
Guide 12.00, Guide for selecting

( iv) Provided that structural plate washers or
a continuous bar not less than 8 mm in
thickness cover long slots that are - in the
outer plies of joints. These washers or bars
shaIl have a size sufficient to cover
completely the slot after installation.

(d) The above requirement for the nominal diameter
of hole may be waived to permit the use of Lhe
following bolt diameters and hole combinations in
bearing-type of slip-resistant connections:

( i ) Either 3/4-inch diameter bolt or an 1420
bolt in a 22 mm hole;

(ii) Either 7/8-inch diameter bolt or an t422
bolt in a 24 mm hole i

(iii) Either 1-inch diameter bolt or an t424
bolt in a 27 mm hole.

When assembled, all joint surfaces including those
adjacent to bolt heads, nuts, and washers shaII be
free of scale (tight mi11 scale excepted), burrs,
dirt, and foreign material which would prevent solid
seating of the parts.

Faying surfaces within slip-resistant joints shaI1,
for the categories given in Tab1e 4, be as follows:

(a) For categories 1r 4 and 7, free of oil, paint,
lacquerr oF other coatings;

(b) For category 2, vinyl wash treatment applied in
accordance with SSPC Paint 27, Basic Zinc Chromate
Vinyl Butyral Wash Primer, to blast-cleaned
surfaces i
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Zinc-Rich Painting Systems, covering zinc-rich
paints with organit and inorganic vehicles applied
to blast-cleaned surfacesi

(d) For category 6, sprayed metal coatings applied
in accordance witn CSA Standard GI89, Sprayed Metal
Coatings for Atmospheric Corrosion Protection;

(e) For category. 9, hot-diP
that faying surfaces are wire
blast-cleaned after galvan
assembly.

Faying surfaces within slip-resistant joints a19o
mai Ue coated by other materials and methods
pr-ovided that these have been suf f iciently tested to
establish the performance of full-size similarly
coated joints to ttre satisfaction of the designer.

Installation

Each bolt shall be tightened
bolts in the joint are tight,
bolt tension given in Table 15
of bolt used.

galvanizing, Provided
brushed or "brush-off"
izing and Prior to

to provide, when all
at least the minimum
for the size and tYPe

23.4

23 "4.I

23.4.2

23.4.3

23.4.4

Threaded bolts shal1 be tightened in accordance with
clause 23.5 or 23.6. If necessdf!r tightening may
be done by turning the bolt while holding the nut
against rotation.

A325M and A325 bolts may be installed without a

hardened washer except as required by Clause
23.3.2(a), (b), or (;) for oversize or slotted
holes, or by clause 23.1.4 (when inspection involves
the use of an inspection wrench). A4901'1 and A490
bolts shall be iristalled with a hardened washer.
For A325M, A49OI'{, A325 and A490 bolts, the hardened
washer when used shall be under the element (nut or
bolt head) turned in tightening. when A490M or A490
bolts are used with steel having a specified minimum
yield point of less than 280 MPa a hardened washer
ifraf f -Oe ptaced under the bolt head and under the
nut.

Bevelled washers shall be used to compensate for
lack of parallelism where, in the case of A325t'4 and
A325 bo1lsr d'1 outer face of bolted parts has more
than a 5 per cent slope with respect to a plane
normal to tne bolt axis. In the case of A490lvl and
A490 bolts, bevelled washers shall be used to
compensate for any lack of parallelism due to slope
of outer faces
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iTurn-of-Nut' Tightening

After aligning the holes in a joint, sufficient
bolts shall be placed and brought to a "snug-tight"
condition to ensure that the parts of the joint are
brought into ful1 contact with each other. "Snug-
tight" is the tightness attained by a few impacts of
an impact wrench or the ful'l ef fort of a man using a
spud wrench

FoIlowing the initial snugging operation ' bolts
shall be placed in any remaining open holes and
brought to "snug-tightness". Re-snugging may be
necessary in large joints.

When all bolts are "snug-tight" each bolt-.in the
joint then shal1 be tightened additionally by the
applicable amounl of nut rotation given in Table L6,
with tight,ening progressing systematically from the
most rigid part of the joint to its free edges.
During this operation there shall be no rotation of
the part not turned by the wrench unless the bolt
and nut are match-marked to enable the amount'- of
relative rotation to be determined.

Tightening by Use of a Direct Tension Indicator
Tightening by this means is permitted, provided that
it can be demonstrated by an accurate direct
measurement procedure that the bolt has been
tightened in accordance with Table 15.

Inspecticin

The inspector shall determine that the requirements
of Clauses 23.2, 23.3, 23.4 and 23.5 are met.
Installation of bolts shall be observed to ascertain
that a proper tightening procedure is employed. The
turned element. of all bolts sha1l be visually
examined for evidence that they have been
t ightened . For bearing-type connections with no
bolts subject to tensile or combined shear and
tensile Ioads this inspection is all that is
requ i red .

Bolts installed by the "turn-of-nut" method may have
tensions exceeding those given in Table l5 but this
sha1l not be cause for rejection.
When bolts are installed in accordance with Clause
23.6 the verification that the bolt has been
properly tightened is determined by the direct
tension indicator.

23.7 .4 For bolts in s1 ip-resistant connections and for
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bolts subject to tensile or combined shear and
tension loads, when there is disagreement concerning
the results of inspection of bolt tension in the
turn-of-nut method, the following arbitration
inspection procedure shal1 be used unless a
different procedure has been specified:
(a) The inspector shall use an inspection wrench
which shall be a manual or power torque wrench
capable of indicating a selected torque valuei

(b) Three bolts of the same grade and diameter as
those under inspection, and representative of the
lengths and condition of those in the structure,
shall be placed individually in a calibration device
capable of indicating bolt tension. The surface
under the part to be turned in tightening each bolt
shall be similar to that under the corresponding
part in the structure, i.e., there shall be a washer
under the part turned if washers are so used in the
structure or, if no washer is used, the material
abutting the part turned sha11 be of the same
specification as that in the structurei
(c) When the inspection wrench is a manual wrench'
each bolt specified in Item (b) shall be tightened
in the calibration device by any convenient means
first to an initial tension apprdximately 15 per
cent of the required fastener tension and then to
the minimum tension specified for its size in Table
15. Tightening beyond the initial condition must
not produce greater nut rotation than that permitted
in Table 16. The inspection wrench then shall be
applied to the tightened bolt and the torque
necessary to turn the nut or head 5o in the
tightening direction shall be determined - The
average torque measured in the Lests of three bolts
shal1 be taken as the job inspection torque to be
used in the manner specified in Item (e). The job
inspection torque shall be established at least once
every working dayt

(d) When the inspection wrench is a power wrench it
shall first be applied to produce an initial tension
approximately l5 per cent of the required fastener
tension and then adjusted so that it will tighten
each bolt specified in Item (b) to a tension at
least 5 but not more than 10 per cent greater than
the minimum tension specified for its size in Table
15. This setting of wrench shall be taken as the
job inspection torque to be used in the manner
specified in Item (e ) . Tightening beyond the
initial condition must not produce greater nut
rotation than that permitted in Tab1e 15. The job
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inspection torgue sha11 be established at least once
each working d"y;

(e) Bolts represented by the sample prescribed in
Item (b) which have been tightened in the structure
shall be inspected by applying, in the tightening
direction, the inspecting wrench and its job
inspecting torque to I0 per cent of the bolts but
not less than two boltsr s€lected at random in each
connection. If no nut or bolt head is turned by
this application. of the job inspecting torque, the
connection shal1 be accepted as properly
tightened. If any nut or bolt head is turned by the
application of the job inspecting torque, this
torque shall be applied to all bolts in the
connection, and all bolts whose nut or bead is
turned by the job inspecting torque shaIl be
tightened and reinspected. Alternatively, the
fabricator or erector at his option may retighten
a1l of the bolts in the connection and then resubmit
the connection for the specified inspection.

Table 15
Bolt Tension

BoIt Diameter llinimum Bolt Tensioni (kN)

Inches ltillimeters A325ll
A325

A490!l
A490

r/2
ult
tln
, /_t

1

tirc
L r/4
L 3/8

L I/2

;
20

,,
24

27

'-'
35

53
85
91
L25
L42
174
L76
205
227
267
249
326
316
378
475
458

67
t07
114
Ls7
178
218
220
257
285
334
356
408
454
s38
595
558

i Equal to
given in the
appropri ate

70 per cent of specified minimum tensile strength
appropriate ASTM specification, soft converted where

and rounded to nearest kilonewton.
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Table 16
Nut Rotationf From Snug-Tight Condition

Disposition of Outer Faces
of Bolted Parts

Bolt
Length *

Turn

Up To and
Including 4
Diameters

r/3

Both faces normal
or one face norma
other face sloped
washer not used ) t

to bolt axis
I to axis and
1:20 ( bevel

Over 4 Diameters
and Not Exceed-
ing 8 Diameters
or 200 mm

r/2

Exceeding 8
Diameters or
200 mm

2/3

Both faces sloped I
from normal to bolt
(bevel washers not

220
ax is

used ) t

For AIl Lengths
of Bolts 3/4

* Nut rotation is rotation relative to bolt regardless of the
element (nut or bolt) being turned" Tolerance on rotation: 30o
over or under. For coarse thread heavy hex structural bolts of
all sizes and length and heavy hex semi-finished nuts.
t Bevel washers are necessary when A490lq or A490 bolts are used.
+ Bolt length is measured fiom underside of head to extreme end
of point.
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Welding

Arc tfelding
Arc wetding design and
Standard w59 ' Welded
Welding ) .

Resistance Welding

practice sha1l conform to CSA
Steel Construction (l'leta1-Arc

Resistance welding practice and design
to the applicable requirements of
w55.2, Resistance Welding Practice.
of resistance welded joints sha11

shall conform
CSA Standard

The resistance
be taken as

established in CSA Standard w55.3 ' Resistance
Welding Qualification Code for Fabricators of
Structural I'lembers Used in Bui ldings , and the
related welding practice shall be in conformance
r.rith wetding standards approved by the Canadian
Welding Bureau under the same CSA Standard.

Fabricator and Erector Oualification
Fabricators and erectors eligible to assume fuIl
responsibility for welded construction covered by
this Standard sha11 be those certified by the
Canadian Welding Bureau to the requirements of CSA
Standard W47.1, Certification of Companies for
Fusion Welding of Steel Structures, for Division I
or Division 2.I or CSA Standard w55.3' Resistance
Welding Qualification Code for Fabricators of
Structural Members Used in Building, or bothr dS
applicable. t'or fusion welded structures' part of
the work may be sublet to a Division 3 fabricator or
erector; however, fuIl responsibility sha1l remain
with the Division I or Division 2.L fabricator or
erector.

Column Bases

Loads
Suitable provision shalI be made to transfer column
loads and moments to footings and foundations.

Resistance

Conpressive Resistance of Concrete
The compressive resistance of concrete sha1l be
determined in accordance with Clause 10.15 of CSA
Standard CAN3-A23.3. lrlhen compression exists over
the entire base plate area the bearing pressure 'on
the concrete may be assumed to be uniform over an
area equal to the width of the base plate multiplied
by a depth equal to d-2e where e is the eccentricity
of the column load

Resistance to Pull-Out25 .2.2
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Anchor bolts subject to tensile forces shal1 be
anchored to the foundation unit in such a manner
that the requ ired factored tensi le force can be
developed. Fu11 anchorage is obtained when the
factored pu11-out resistance of the concrete is
equal to or larger than the factored tens i 1e
resistance of the bolts. The requirements of CSA
Standard CAN3-A23.3 for the transfer of tensile
forces from the anchors to the concrete shall be
met.

Resistance to Transverse Loads

Shear resistance may be developed by friction
between the base plate and the foundation unit or by
bearing of the anchor bolts or shear lugs -.against
the concrete. When shear acts toward a free edge 'the requirements of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3 shall be
met.

25.2.3

25.2.3.L

25.2.3.2

25.2.3.3

25.2.3.4

25.2.4

When loads
requirements
met.

are transferred by friction ' the
of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3 sha1l be

When shear is transmitted by bearing of the anchor
bolts on the concrete 'the factored bearing
resistance shall be taken as:

B, = 1.400"nAfi

where

0c = 0.50
n = number of anchor bolts in shear
A = bearing area, to be taken as the product of the

bolt diameter, 'd, and an assumed depth of 5d.

When shear is transmitted by bearing of shear lugs
on the concrete the requirements of CSA Standard
CAN3-A23.3 shall be met.

lloment Resistance
Moment resistance shall be taken as the couple
formed by the tensile resistance of the anchor bolts
determined in accordance with Clause 26.2.L or
26.2.3 as applicable, and by the concrete
compressive resistance determined in accordance with
Clause 10.15 of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3.

Finishing
Column bases siratl be finished in accordance with
the following requirements:

25.3

( a ) Steel-to-steel contact bearing surfaces of
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2b.

26.r

25.2

26.2.L
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rol1ed steel bearing plates shal1 be finished in
such a manner that the requirements of Clauses 27 .8,
27.9.7 and 29.7.3 are satisfied. fn general, ro1led
steel bearing plates 50 mm or less in thickness may
be used without planing provided a satisfactory
contact bearing is obtained; rolled steel bearing
plates over 50 mm but not over 100 mm in thickness
may be straightened by pressing or by planing on all
bearing surfaces, to obtain a satisfactory contact
bearing; rolled steel bearing plates, over 100 nm in
thickness, shall be planed on a11 bearing surfaces
except as noted in Clause 25.2(c\ i
( b ) Column bases other than rolled steeL bearing
plates shall be planed on all bearing surfaces
except as noted in Clause 25.2(c)i

(c) The bottom surfaces of bearing plates and column
bases which rest on masonry or concrete foundations
and are grouted to ensure fuIl bearing need not be
planed.

Anchor Bolts

General

Anchor bolts sha11 be designed to resist the effect
of factored uplift forces, bending moments and
shears deLermined in accordance with Clause 7 .2.
The anchorage of the anchor bolts in the foundation
unit shal1 be such that the required load capacity
can be developed. Forces present during
construction as well as those present in the
finished struiture sha11 be resisted.

BoIt Resistance

Tension

The factored tensile resistance of an anchor bolt
shall be taken as:

T = 6.A FilD n u

where An = the tens

0

ile stress area of the bolt

. s7p)2

ob = o'57
p = the pitch of thread in mm

Shear
The factored shear resistance of the anchor bolts
shall be taken as:

25.2.2
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27.t

27.2

27.3
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V, = 0.600bnAbFu

but not greater than
given in Cl,ause 25.2.

When the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear
plane the factored shear resistance shall be taken
as 70 percent of Vr.

Shear and Tension
An anchor bolt reguired to develop resistance to
both tension and shear shal1 be proportioned so that

v- 2 T. 2(f) +(Tr) <1
rt

where Vr is the portion of
transmitted by bearing of
concrete. seJ Clause 25.2.

Tension and Bending
An anchor bolt required to develop resistance to
both tension and bending shall be proportioned to
meet the requirements of Clause 13.8 ( a ) . The
tensile and moment resistances Tr and Mrr. shaIl be
based on the properties of the cfoss sec-tion at the
critical section, l'1r shall be taken as 0bSFy.

Fabrication

General
Unless otherwise specified, workmanship sha1l be in
accordance with prevailing practice and the
provisions of Clause 27 shall apply to both shop and
field fabrication.

Straightness of ltaterial
Prior to layout of fabrication, ro1Ied material
shall be straight within established rolling mi11
tolerances. Straightening or flattening shaIl be
done by means that will not injure the material and
protective coatings, if present. Sharp kinks and
bends shall be cause for rejection.

Gas Cutting
Gas cutting shal1 be done by machine where
practicable. Gas cut edges shall conform to csA
Standard w59, Welded SteeI Construction (Metal-Arc
welding). Re-entrant corners shall- be free from
notchei and shal1 have the largest practical radii,
with a minimum radius of 14 nm.

Sheared or Gas Cut Edge Finish

the lateral bearing resistance
3.3.

the total shear per bolt
the anchor bolts on the

3.3.

27.4
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27 .4.3

27 .4.4

27.5

27 .5.L

27.5.2

27.5.3

27.6

2'l .6.L
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Ptaning or finishing of sheared or gas cut edges of
plates or shapes shal1 not be required unless
specifically noted on the drawings or included in a
stipulated edge preparation for welding.

The use of sheared edges in the tension area shall
be avoided in locations subject to plastic hinge
rotation at factored loading. If usedr such edges
shall be finished smooth by grinding' chipping, or
planing.

Burrs shal1 be removed as required in Clause 23.3.3,
and when required for proper fit-up for welding, and
when burr creates a hazard during or after
construct ion

The requirements of Clause 27.4.2 shall be noted on
design and shop drawings when appticable.

Holes for Bolts or Other ltechanical Fasteners

Unless otherwise shown on design drawings or as
specified in Clause 23.3.2, holes shall be made 2 mm

larger than the nominal diameter of the fastener.
Holes may be punched when the thickness of material
is not greater than the nominal fastener diameter
plus 4 mm. For greater thicknesses holes shall be
drilled from the solid or either sub-punched or sub-
drilled and reamed. The die for alI sub-punched
holes or the drill for a11 sub-drilled holes shal1
be at least 4 mm smaller than the required diameter
of the finished hole. Holes in CSA Standard G40.21-
M (Type 700Q) or ASTI{ Standard A514 steels over 13
nm in thickness shall be drilled.
In locations subject to plastic hinge rotation at
factored loading, fastener holes in the tension area
shall be sub-punched and reamed or drilled fu11
size.

The requirements of Clause 27.5.2 shall be noted on
design and shop drawings where applicable.

Bolted Construction

Drifting necessary during assembly to align holes
shall not distort the metal nor enlarge the holes.
Holes in adjacent parts shall match sufficiently
well to permit easy €ntry of bo1ts. If necessdr!r
holes, except oversize or slotted ho1es, mdy be
enlarged to admit bolts by a moderate amount of
reaming; however, gross mismatch of holes sha11 be
cause for rejection.
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Assembly of high-strength bolted joints shall be in
accordance with Clause 23.

Welded Construction
Workmanship and technique in arc-welded fabrication.
sha11 conform to those prescribed by CSA Standard
w59 , We I ded Stee 1 Construction ( Metal-Arc
Welding). The welding practice in resistance welded
fabrication shall conform to that required by CSA
Standard w55.3, Resistance Wetding Qualification
Code for Fabricators of Structural Members Used in
Bui ldings, and approved by the Canadian Welding
Bureau.

Finishing of Bearing Surfaces
Compression joints which depend on contact bearing
shall have the bearing surfaces prepared to a conrmon
plane by milling, sawingr ot other suitable means.-Surf ace roughness sha11 have a roughness he ight
rating not exceeding 500 (12.5 pm) as defined in CSA
Standard 895, Surface Texture (Roughnessr Waviness,
and Lay), unless otherwise specified.

Tolerances

Structural members consisting primarily of a single
rolled shape shalI be straight within the tolerances
allowed by CSA Standard G40 - 20-M' General
Requirementi for RoIled or Welded Structural Quality
SteeIr except as specified in Clause 27.9.4.

Built-up bolted structural members shall be straight
within the tolerances allowed for ro1led wide-flange
shapes by CSA Standard G40.20-M, General
nequirements for RoIled or Welded Structural Quality
SteeI, except as specified in Clause 27.9'4'

Dimensional tolerances of welded structural members
shall be those prescribed by CSA Standard W59,
lVelded Steel Construction (Metal-Arc Welding ) ,
unless otherwise specified.

Fabricated compression members shall not have a

deviation from ltraightness more than one-thousandth
of the axial length between points which are to be
laterally supported.

Beams with bow within straightness tolerances sha1l
be fabricated so that after erection the bow due to
rolling or fabrication sha1l be upward.

AIl completed members sha1l be free from twists,
bends, ind open joints. Sharp kinks or bends shall27 .9.6
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be cause for rejection.
Compression joints which depend upon contact
bearing, when assembled during fabrication, sha1l
have at least 75 per cent of the entire contact area
in full bearing and the separation of any remaining
portion shall not exceed 0.25 mm except adjacenL to
toes of flanges where a localized separation not
exceeding 0.50 mm is permissible.

A variation of 1 mm is permissible in the overall
length of members with both ends finished for
contact bearing.

Members without ends finished for contact bearing,
which are to be framed to other steel parts-. of the
structure, may have a variation from the detailed
length not greater than 2 mm for members 10 000 nrm

or less in tength and not greater than 4 mm for
members over 10 000 mm in length.

Cleaning, Surface Preparation and Priming

General Requirements

AII steelwork, except as exempted by Clauses 28|I.2,
28.1.3, and 28.2 or unless otherwise noted on design
drawings or in the job specifications ' shall be
given one coat 'of primer or one-coat paint (see
Clause 28.5) applied in the shop. The primer or
one-coat paint shal1 be applied thoroughly and
evenly to dry clean surfaces by suitable means.

Steelwork to be subsequently concealed by interior
building finish need not be given a coat of primer
unless otherwise specified (see Clause 5.4.2).

Steelwork to be encased in concrete need not be
given a coat of primer. Steelwork designed to act
compositely with reinforced concrete and depending
on natural bond for interconnection shalL not be
given a coat 'of primer.

Steelwork to be shop-primed shall be cleaned of all
loose miIl scaIe, loose rust, weld slag' and flux
deposit, dirt, and other foreign matter and
excessive weld spatter prior to application of the
prlmer. Oi1 and grease shall be removed by
solvent. The fabricator shall be free to use any
satisfactory method to clean the steel and prepare
the surface for painting unless a ipecific melfroO of
surface preparation is calIed for.
Primer shall be dry before loading primed steelwork28.1.5
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for shipment.

Steelwork not to be shop-primed after fabrication
shal1 be cleaned of oiI and grease by solvent
cleaners and shal1 be cleaned of dirt and other
foreign matter.

Requirements for Special Surfaces

Surfaces inaccessible after assembly shaIl be
cleaned r or cleaned and primed r ds required by
Clause 28.I, prior to assembly. Inside surfaces of
enclosed spaces entirely sealed off from any
external source of oxygen need not be primed.

In compression members, surf aces f inished -to bear
and asiembled during fabrication shall be cleaned
before assembly but shall not be primed unLess
otherwise specified.

Surfaces finished to bear and not assembled during
fabrication shall be protected by a corrosion
inhibiting coating. The coatirg sha1l be of a type
that can be readily removed prior to assembly or
shall be of a type that makes such removal
unnecessary.

Faying surfaces of high-strength bolted slip-
relistant joints shall not be primed_ or otherwise
coated except as permitted by Clause 23.

Joints to be field welded and surfaces to which
shear connections are to be welded shall be kept
free of primer and any other coating which could be
detrimental to achieving a sound weldment' except
that sheet steel decks may be welded to clean primed
steelwork.

Surface Preparation
Unless otherwise specified r ot approved, surface
preparation shall be in conformance with one of the-foliowing applicabte specifications of the Steel
Structures Painting Council:

SP2
Hand Tool Cleaning;

SP 3,
Power Tool Cleaning;

SP 4,
Flame Cleaning of New Steel

SP 5,
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White Metal B1ast Cleaning;

SP 6,
Commercial Blast Cleaning;

SP'7,
Brush-Off Blast Cleaning;

sP 10,
Near-White Blast Cleaning.

Primer
Unless otherwise specified, or approved, shop primer
shall conform to one of the following standards of
the Canadian General Standards Board:

I-GP-14e,
Primer: Red Lead in OiI;

1-cP-40d,
Primer: Structural Steel , Oi.1 Alkyd Type t

1-GP-8 1e ,
Primer, Alkyd, Air Drying and Baking, for Vehicles
and Equipment;

1-GP-140c,
Primer: Red Lead, Iron Oxide, Oil Alkyd Type;

1-GP-165a,
Primer: Basic Lead Silico-Chromate, Oil Alkyd Typet

crsc/cPMA 2-75,
A Quick-Drying Primer For Use On Structural Steel.
One-Coat Paint
Unless otherwise specifiedr ot approved, one-coatpaint intended to withstand exposure to essentially
non-corrosive atmosphere for a period of time nolexceeding 6 months shal1 conform to CISC/CPMA
Standard 1-73a, A Quick-Drying One-Coat paint For
Use On Structural Steel.

Erection

General
The steel framework shall be erected true and plumb
tltlrin .the specified tolerances. Temporary bricing
shaIl be employed wherever necessary to witnstand
a1l loads to which the structure may be subject
during erection and subsequent construction,
including loads due to windr €euipment and operation
of same. Temporary bracing shall be left in place
undisturbed as long as required for Ehe safety and
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integrity of the structure ( see also Clause 26) .

The erector shall ensure dur'ing erection that an
adequate margin of safety exists in the uncompleted
structure and members using the factored member
resistances computed in accordance with Clause I3
( see also Clause 20. 1 .3 ) .

llarking of t{ernbers
Erection marks or other suitable means shall be used
to identify components. Erection marks which are
injurious to the material or to finished surfaces
exposed to view shall be avoided.

Handling
Adequate care shall be taken to avoid damage during
handling, especially for long slender nembers'
Injury Lo proiective coatings sha1l be avoided.

Tenporary Loads
Wherever-piles of material, erection equipment, or
other loads are carried during erection, suitable
provision shall be made to ensure that the loads can
ue safely sustained during their duration and
without permanent deformation or other damage to any
member bt the steel frame and other building
components suPPorted therebY.

Adequacy of Temporary Connections
As et."1ion progresses, the work sha1l be securely
bolted or welded to take care of all dead 10ad,
wind, and erection loads, and to assist in providing
structural integritY.

Alignment
No -permanent welding or bolting shall be done until
as much of the structure as will be stiffened
thereby has been suitably aligned.

Surface Preparation for Field lfelding
The portion! of surfaces that are to receive welds
shali ne thoroughly cleaned of all foreign matter,
including paint film.

Field Painting
Unless othefwise specified, the cleaning of
steelwork in preparation'for field painting, touch-
up of shop primei, spot-painting of field fasteners'

"nO 
g.n.rll- field pJinting, sha1l not be considered

to be a part of the erection work.

Erection Tolerances

unless otherwise specified, members of the steel
framework shal1 be considered plumb, level ' and
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aligned if the misalignment
following tolerances:

does not exceed the

29.9.2

29.9.3

29.9.4

30.

30.1

(a) Exterior columns of multi-storey buildings I
eo 1000; but not more than 25 tnm towards nor 50 nm
away from the building line in the first 20 storeys
plus 2 mm for each additional storey up to a maximum
of 50 mm towards or 75 firm away f rom the bui Idi-ng
line over the full height of the buildingi
(b) Columns adjacent to elevator shafts I to 1000;
but not more than 25 mm in the first. 20 storeys plus
I mm for each additional storey up to a maximum of
50 mm over the fuI1 height of the elevator shaft;

(c) Spandrel beams 1 to 1000i -.

(d) A11 other pieces 1 to 500.

Shelf angles, sash angles, and lintels specified to
be provided with adjustable connections shall be
cons idered within tolerances when each piece is
leve1 within a tolerance of I to 1000, when
adjoining ends of these members are aligned
vertically within 2 mm and when the locations of
these members vertically and horizontally is within
10 nm of the location established by the dimensions
on the drawings.

Column splices and other compression joints which
depend upon contact bearing shall, after alignment,
have at least 55 per cent of the entire contact area
in fu1l bearing and the separations of any remaining
portions shall not exceed 0.5 nm except locally at
toes of flanges, where a separation of 0.75 nrm is
permissible; otherwise corrective measures shaLl be
taken.

The fit-up of joints to be field welded shall be
within the tol.erances shown on the fietd assembly
drawings before welding is begun.

Inspection

General
Material and workmanship at all times shal1 be
subject to inspection by qualif ied inspectors
representing and responsible to the designer. The
inspection shaIl cover shop work and field erection
work to ensure compliance with this Standard.

Co-operation
A11 inspection insofar as possible shall be made in
the fabricator's shop and the fabricator shall co-

30.2
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30.3

30.4

30.5

30.6

operate with the inspector, permitting access for
inspection to aIl places where work is being done.
The inspector shall co-operate in avoiding undue
delay in the fabrication or erection of the
steelwork.

Rejection
uaLerial or workmanship not conforming to the
provisions of this Standard may be rejected at any
time during the progress of work when non-
conformance to these provisions is established.

Inspection of tligh-Strength Bolted Joints
The inspection of high-strength bolted joints shall
be performed in accordance with the procedures
prescribed in Clause 24.

Inspection of Welding
The inspection of welding shal1 be in accordance
with the applicable clause in CSA Standard w59,
Welded SteeI Construction (t'1eta1-Arc Welding ) .

Identification of Steel by ltarking
In the fabricator's plant, steel used for main
components shalI at all times be marked to identify
its specification (and grade, if applicable)' This
shall be done by suitable markings or by recognized
colour coding except that cu! pieces identified by
piece mark ano contract number need not continue to
c"rry specification identification marking when it
has -been satisfactorily established that such cut
p r.eces conform to the required material
specifications.
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Appendix A

Standard Practice for Structural Steel for Buildings

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Matters concerning standard practice not covered by
the Standard but pertinent to the fabrication and
erection of structural steel, such as a definition
of structural steel items, the computation of
weights, etc., should be clearly specified in the
plans and specifications issued to the bidders t ot
in accordance with a specification like the "Code of
Standard Practice for Structural Stee1" published by
the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction,.
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Appendix B

Effective Lengths of Compression llembers in Frarnes

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Bl. The slenderness ratio of a compression member is
defined as the ratio of the effective length to the
applicable radius of gyration. The effective length
KL nay be thought of as the actual unbraced length L
multiplied by a factor K such that the product KL is
egual to the length of a pin-ended compression
member of equal capacity to the actual member. The
effective length factor K of a column of finite
unbraced length is therefore dependent upgn the
conditions of restraint afforded to the column at
its braced locations and theoretically may vary from
0.5 to infinity. In practical building applica-
tions, K would be somewhat greater than 0.5 in the
most favourable situation and in all probability
would not exceed 5 in the most unfavourable
situation.

A variation in K between 0.55 and 2.0 would apply to
the majority of cases Iikely to be encountered in
actual structures.

83. When proportioning columns on the basis of effective
lengths the designer is presented with two basic
situations which have a pionounced effect upon the
strength of axially loaded columns.

(a) For structures in which the sway effects have
been included in the analysis to determine the
des ign moments and forces, the effect ive length
factor is determined frorn the degree of rotational
restraint afforded at the ends of the unbraced
length and K will be equal to or less than 1.0. In
Appendix C this case is identified as the side-sway

. prevented case;

(b) For structures in which the sway effects have
not been included in the analysis to determine the
design moments and forces, the effect ive length
factor is determined from the degree of rotational
and translational restraint afforded at the ends of
the unbraced length and K will be equal to or
greater than I .0. In Appendix C this case is
identi f ied as the side-s',tay permitted case.

Figure Bl illustrates six idealized cases in which
joint rotation and translation are either fu1ly
realized or non-existent.

B2.

84.
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For a frame with columns pinned at their bases,
Figure 82 shows diagrammatically the difference in
effective column length when the sway effect is and
is not included in the analysis to determine the
design moments and forces. In the former case, the
effect of the . loads acting at the displacement A 

^has been included in the analysis and the effectivE
Iength, KrL is based on the sway prevented condition
(KaL < L) which accounts only for the effect of the
displacement A^ on column stability. In the latter
case, the effettive length KnL is based on the sway
permitted condition ( fOf, > L) in an attempt to
include the influence of the displacement A O on
col-umn stability.

The use of the sway permitted case is uppro*imate
only as the moments and forces due to the sway
effects are not taken into account in the design of
the girders. In frames that depend on means other
than frame action to achieve stability, such as
bracing, the bracing shall be designed to resist the
cornbined effects of the superinposed Icads plus the
loads due to the shray effects

In Figure 92 the column bases are shown to be pinned
and Gr would theoreticalJ-y be inf inity. f n
pract ic-al s ituat ions, however, the restra ining
effect of the normal flat-ended column base detail
exerts a beneficial influence on the true effective
length of the column, even where the footing is
designed only for verticaL load. Thus in most cases
Gr can be taken as 10 (or less where justified) in
th'e computation of K.
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Appendix C

Criteria for Estimating Effective Column lengths in
Continuous Frames

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

cl .

c2.

c3.

c4.

Two cases influencing the design
continuous frames are considered:

of columns in

( a ) Sway effects included
sway prevented;

in the analysis side-

(b) Sway effects.not included in the analysi,s
side-sway permitted

Figure Cl is a nomograph appl icable to cases in
which the equivalent I/L of adjacent girders which
are rigidty attached to the columns are known, and
is based on the assumption that al1 columns in the
portion of the framework considered reach their
individual critical loads simultaneously.

In the usual bui ld ing f rame not all col_umns would be
loaded so as to simultaneously reach their buckting
loads, and thus some conservatism is introduced in
the interest of simplification.

The equations upon which these nomographs are based
are:

(a) Side-sway prevented:

T1 k/K)2 * ("u l"'r (r - #-"A
(b) Side-sway permitted:

GuG r(r /K)2 3G
__ rE /K

Lan t/K

Lan x /2K+/_= n/K

ol cu .rJ

Subscripts U and L refer to the joints at the two
ends of the col-umn section being considered. G is
defined as

r r /t
^UUt- = 

-

X I /Lg's
in which X indicates a summation for a1I members
rigidly connected to that joint and lying in the
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plane in which buckling of the column is being
considered, Ic is the moment of inertia and L. the
unsupported lEngth of a column section, and i^ is
the moment of inertia and Lo the unsupported le=ngth
of a girder or other restrafning member. I^ and f.I
are taken about axes perpendicular to the [lane of
buckling being considered.

For column ends supported by, but not rigidly
connected to, a footing or foundation, rrc'r may be
taken as 10 for practical designs. If the column
end is rigidly attached to a properly designed
footing, rrGrr may be taken as 1.0. Smaller values
may be used if justified by analysis.

Refinements in girder Tn/L^ may be made when
conditions at the far endYof'"ny particular girder
are known definitely or when a conservative estimate
can be made. For the case with no side-sway,
multiply girder stiffnesses by the following
factors:

I.5 for far und of girder hinged;
2.0 for far end of girder fixed against rotation;
( i.e. , rigidly attached to a support \rhich is itself
relatively rigid).

For the case with
girder stiffnesses
hinged.

side-sway permitted, multiply
by 0.5 for far end of girder

Having determined GU and GL for a column section,
the effective lengEh facto"r K is determined by
constructing a straight Iine between the appropriate
points on the scales for GU and GL.
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Figure CI

Alignrnent Chart for Effective tength
of Colurnns in Continuous Frames
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Appendix D

Graph Shoving Unit
Slenderness Ratio

Note: This Appendix
Standard.
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Appendix E

Margins of Safety

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard

El. An advantage of limit states design is that the
probability of failure for oifferent loading
conditions is made more consistent, by the use of
distinct load factors for the different ]oads to
which the structure is subject, than is the case inworking stress design where a single factor of
safety is used. Furthermore different resistance
factors can, in a para11e1 manner, be applied to
determine member resistances with a -uniform
reliabitity. The combination of the load factor and
the inverse of the resistance factor gives a number
comparable to the traditional factor of safety. Inthis Standard a resistance factor of 0.90 isgenerally used.

For live loads the load factor of 1.50 multiplied bythe inverse of the resistance factor I/O.gO equals
I.67, comparable to the working stress design
standard. By using a load factor of I.25 for dead
load, probabilistic studies indicate that consistent
probabil it ies of failure are determined over all
ranges of dead to live load ratios. The sameprobabilistic studies also show that load
combination factors of 0.70 and 0.60, (depending on
the number of loads taken in combination) applied
only to 1ive, wind or earthquake and temperature,
and a factor of 0.85 applied to dead load when it is
counteractive to live Ioads, also resul_t in a
consistent probability of failure.

83 - The resistance factor, see clause 3. f , generally
allows for underrun in the member or connectionresistance as compared to that predicted. The
underrun may arise from variability in mater'ial
properties, dimensions and workmanship as well as
f rom simpl if i.cations in the mathematical derivation
of the resistance equation.

For simpl icity in some cases in this Standarduncertainty in the formulation of the theoretical
member resistance has been incorporated directly inthe expression for member resistance rather lnanusing a lower value for the resistance factor. Thisis the. case for the corumn curve where the curvepredicting the urtimaLe strengths as a function of
slenderness ratio has been derived statistically
taking into account residual stresses and initial
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out-of-straightness.
For bolts a resistance factor of 0.67 is used to
ensure that connector failures i\ti1I not occur before
general failure of the member as a whole. For long
bolted joints and for the case where shear planes
intersect the threads, reduction factors are applied
to the resistance formulations. As for bolts, a
resistance factor of 0.51 is desirable for welds.
The expressions for resistance for welds are based
on CSA Standard w59, Welded Steel Construction
( lvletal-Arc welding ) , and therefore maintain the
margins of safety of that Standard.
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Appendix F

Guide for Floor Vibrations

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Recent developments of floors of lighter
construction, longer spans and l_ess inherent damping
have sometimes resulted in problems of objectionable
floor vibrations during normal human activity.Fatigue or overloading of floor structures due tovibration is not covered in the Appendix. Someguidance on this is given in Reference 1 for
assembly occupancies.

Two types of vibration problems arise i; floorconstruction. Continuous vibrations arise due tothe periodic forces of machinery, vehicles orcertain human activities such as dancing. Thesevibrations can be considerably amplified when theperiodic forces are synchronized with a floor
frequency - a condition called resonance. Transient
vibrations, which decay as shown in Fig. F1, arise
due to footsteps or other impact.

T!: most important floor characteristics affectingvibration problems are the natural frequency i;hertz ( cycles per second) - usually that
corresponding to the lowest mode of vibration anddamping. The relation between^damping, expressed inper cent of critical dampingz, and decay of freevibration is shown in Figure F2. Othercharacteristics affecting transient vibration
problems are mass, especilffy for heavy long span
f loors, and stif'f ness under point load, espetialtyfor light short span floors.
Thresholds of Annoyance

Generally people do not like floors to vibrate. Forcontinuous sinusoidal vibration lasting more thanabout ten cycles an average threshold of definiteperception is shown in Figure F3 in terms of peak
acceleration; the threshold levels for diffeient
people range from about one-ha1f to twice the levelshown. fn the frequency range 2-8 Hz, where people
are most sensitive. to vibration, the threshold
corresponds to 0.5 per cent g approximately, where g
is the acceleration due to gravity. The threshold
of definite perception shown in Figure F3 can be
used to approximate a design threshold of annoyancefor residentiat, school anO' office occupanciesj the
design level will be lower for sensitive occupancies
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(e.9. operating rooms, special laboratories) and
greater for industrial occupancies.

For transient vibrations, the design threshold in
terms of initial peak acceleration of a decaying
vibration, as shown in Figure Fl, increases with an
increase in damping" This is because people find
continuous vibration much more annoying than
vibration which quickly dies out.

Design thresholds. equivalent to that for continuous
vibration are shown in Figure F3 for transient
vibrations due to footsteps (walking vibrations) for
different levels of damping.3

Continuous Vibrations - Resonance

Continuous vibrations caused by machines can be
reduced by special design proiisions2,4 such as
vibration isolation. Care should be taken at the
planning stage to locate such machinery away from
sensitive occupancies such as offices.

Floor vibrations can also rise from heavy street
traffic on bumpy pavement over soft subgrade. The
annoyance increases considerably when repetitive
vehicles such as buses create ground vibrations
which synchronize with the floor frequency.

Continuous vibrations caused by human activities may
be a problem for light residential floorsr or for
long span floors used for special purposes such as
dancing, concerts or gymnastics. PeopIe al-one or in
union can create periodic forces in the frequency
range 1-4 Hz approximately, and therefore for such
occupancies, natural frequencies l-ess than 5 Hz
should be avoided. To avoid very noticeabLe
vibration for very repetitive activities such as
dancing, it. is recommended that the frequency of
such floors be 8 Hz or more. See Reference I for
more specific guidance on vibrations due to rhythmic
human activities
Transient Vibrations

Objectionable vibration due to footstep impact can
occur in floor systems with Iight damping in
residential, school, office and s imi lar
occupanc ies . Because th is i.s the most common source
of annoyance, the remainder of this guide will be
concerned with this problem. Types of construction
which may give transient vibration problems include
open web steel joists or steel beams with concrete
deck and light wood deck floors using steel joists.
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Performance Test for Floor Vibration

The vibration acceptability of a floor system to
human activity can be evaluated by a performance
test. Partitions, ru9 and furnishings, finishes,
etc., contribute to reduce vibration annoyance and
should therefore be considered in setting up the
test fIoor. A measuring device, which filters out
frequencies greater than approximately 1.5 times the
fundamental frequency, should be located near mid-
span. A person who wi 11 g ive a subject ive
evaluation of the floor should also be sitti.ng close
to the measuring device.

One test is for a person of average wej.ght with
softsoled shoes to rise up on his toes and drop on
his heels near the location of measurement.
Fundamental frequency, dampi.ng from the decay record(see Figure F2) and peak acceleration are ontained
form the measurement and the peak acceleration is
plotted on Figure F3 to see how it compares with the
threshold of annoyance. Another test is to check
floor comfort when different persons walk down the
floor; the average peak acceleration can then be
compared with Lhe annoyance threshold for steady
motion given in Figure F3.

Long Span Steel Floors With Concrete Deck

Transient vibrations may be a problem for open web
steel joists or steel beams with concrete deck,
composite or non-composite, generally of spans 7000-
20 000 mrn and freguencies in the range 4-I5 Hz, For
such floorsr partitions, if properly located,
provide more than enough damping to avoid excessive
vibrations. on the other hand transient vibrations
may be serious for bare floors with very low
inherent damping, as is the case for fully composite
construction. Figure F3 shows that the threshold of
annoyance is roughly 10 times greater for 12 per
cent damping than for 3 per cent damping.

To assess vibration acceptability requires a
knowledge of frequency, damping anC peak
acceleration from heel impact. If design byperformance testing is not feasible, these
parameLers should be estimated by calculation as
fol lows :

Frequency can be estimated by assuming fu1I
composite action, even for non-composite
construction. For a simply-supported one-vray
system, the frequency fI is given by:

(a)
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(r)fI = 156 _4
WL

(b)

where E is the modulus of elasticity of qteel (200
000 t'tpa ) , Ir the moment of inertil (run4 ) of the
transformed -T section (concrete transformed to
steel) assuming a concrete flange of width equal to
the spacing of steel joists or beams, L the span in
millimetres and w the dead load of the T-section in
Nr/mm of span. of ten one-way systems are supported
on steel girdersr'and this can reduce the frequency
calculated for a one-way system.

In this case the frequency can be approximated by:
tlr-'j=j,*:-z (2\
r rl t2

where f2 is the frequency of floor supported on
steel girder perpendicular to joists. A continuous
beam of equal spans on flexible supports should be
treated as simply-supported since adjacent spans
vibrate in opposite directions. For other
conditions of span and restraint the dynamically
equivalent simply-supported span is Iess than the
fu11 span and can be estimated from the fundamental
mode shape.

Damping is generally more difficult to estimate than
frequency. A bare steel and concrete deck floor has
a damping of approxinately 3-4 per bent critical for
non-composite construction, and about 2 per cent for
fuIly composite construction. The addition of
components such as floor finishing r EUg and
furnishings, ceiling, fireproofing and ducts
increases the damping by about 3 per cent or more.
Partitions, either above or below the floor, provide
the most effective damping especially when they are
located in both directions. Even light partitions
which do not extend to the ceiling provide
considerable damping. Partitions along with
supports r oF parallel to the floor joists and
f urther apart than approximately 6000 rultr however,
may not be effective because the nodal lines of
vibration form under the partitions. Human beings
also provide damping but this is less effective for
heavy long span floors than for lighter short span
floors. The following values are suggested for
design calculation:
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Damping in Per Cent
Critical

3
6

Bare floor
Finished floor - ce

ducts, flooring,
Finished floor with

iIing,
furn i ture
partitions I2

(c) Peak acceleration from heel drop for floors greater
than 7000 rtrn span and frequencies less than about 10
Hz, can be estimated by assuming an impulse of 70
N.s suddenly applied to a simple spring and mass
system, whose mass gives the same response as that
of the floor system represented as a simply-
supported beam vibrating in the fundamental mode.
The peak acceleq'ation, a^ in per cent gt can then be
approximated by':
r = (0.9) hrf x impulse - 60f
d ---o equrvalent mass wBL

(3)

the weight of
span and B the
metres.

(4)

where f is the frequency in hertz, w
the floor plus contents in kPa, L the
width of the equivalent beam, both in

For steel joist or beam and concrete deck systems on
stiff supports, L is the joist span and B can be
approximated as 40 t.., where tn is the thickness of
concrete deck determfned from Ene average weight of
concrete, inlcuding ribs. For joists or beams and
conCrete deck supported on flexible girders, where
the girder frequency is much less than joist
frequency and therefore girder vibration
predominates, L is the girder span and B can be
approximated as the width of floor supported by the
girder. For cases where both frequencies are
similar, Eqn. (2) can be used to determined
frequency and BL can be estimated as follows:

BL = (+:) BrLrf ,2
c) . (?)' ,nt,

1

where the subscript I refers to the joist or beam
system on rigid supports and the subscript 2 refers
to the girder systerrn.

For f loor spans less than 7000 rlrrl r the def lect ion
Iimitations give.n in C1ause 6.2.I.2 in this Standard
are recommended, where, for non-composite
construction, stiffness should be based on non-

F8.3
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composite action. In any case, care should be taken
to avoid low damping.

Liqht Wood Deck Floors Using Steel Joists
Transient vibrations may be objectionable for Iight
wood deck floors using steel joists with sma11
rolled or cold formed sectionsr e€n€ra11y with
frequencies in the range L0-25 Hz. Although the
same principles applying to long span floors can be
used for lighter floors with higher frequencies, the
motion can no longer be represented by a simple
impulse applied to the floor system. This is
because the persons involved the one causing and
the one receiving the motion interact with the floor
to danp out the motion of the floor.
Research carried out so far on steel joist floors
with wood deck indicates that, in general, their
characteristics for vibration acceptability are
similar to those for wood joist floors" Evaluation
tests of wood floors indicate that stiffness under
point loading (approximately I rnn maximum deflection
under 1 kN) is the most important parameter
affecting vi.bration comforto. Such a stiffness
requirernent also helps to prevent cabinet swaying,
china rattling, etc. U nt i I re se a rch unde r \day
provides a more suitable criterion, a joist
deflection limitation of L/360 under 2 kPa loading
is reconmended. This criterion applies only when
sufficient lateral stiffness is provided either in
the deck or by cross-bridging.

Floor damping is less important for light floors
than for long span floors since the main source of
damping is provided by the persons on the floor.
Also adding mass does not improve vibration comfort
since an increase in mass corresponds to a decrease
in effective damping. Spans continuous over a
support which is a party wall between housing units
should be avoided, since people are more annoyed by
vibrations originating outside their units than from
within. For cold formed C joists, ceiling boards or
straps should be attached to the bottom flange to
prevent annoying high frequency torsional vibrations
in the joists.

Corrective ltleasures for Unacceptable Floors

Measures for correcting floors with annoying
vibrations will depend on whether the vibrations are
continuous or transient

For transient vibrations usually the most effectiveP10 .2
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measure is to increase the damping. This can be
done by adding partitions or damper posts in the
floor below. If these methods are not suitable,
special devices such as vibration absorbers or
damping materials can be incorporated into the floor
system/r6. For liqht floors a rug is effective in
reducing walking impact as well as in cushioning the
sway of china cabinets.

Corrective measures for continuous vibrations
include vibration isolation, smoothing of road
surface and alteration of floor frequency to reduce
resonance.
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Appendix G

Wind Svray Vibrations

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Wind motion of ta11 buildings or other flexible
structures may create annoyance for human occupants,
unless measures are taken at the design stage. The
main source of annoyance is lateral acceleration,
although noise (grinding and wind howl) and visual
effects can also cause concern.

For a given wind speed and direction, the motion of
a building, which includes vibration paraL-lel and
perpendicular to the wind direction and twist, is
best predicted by a wind tunnel test. Approximate
calculation rules are, however, given in References
1 and 4 of Clause c4.

In cases where wind motion is significant in design,
the following should be considered:

(a) Education of occupants that although high winds
may occasionally cause motion, the building is safe;

( b) l"linimization of noises detailing of building
joints to avoid grinding' design of elevator guides
to avoid scraping due to swayi

(c) Minimization of twist by symmetry of layout,
bracing or outer wal1s ( tube concept ) . Twist
vibration also creates a magnified visual effect of
relative motion of adjacent buildings;
(d) Possible introduction of mechanical damping to
reduce wind vibration.
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Appendix E

Recommended ltaximum Values for Deflections

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.
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* Although ttris Appendix refers specifically to Specified Design t{ind and Live
toads when settirg forth deflection criteria, the designer should consider the
inclusion of Specified Dead toads in scme instances. For example, rrlrF
[Ermanent partitions, which are classified by the National B.rildirg Code as
dead load, should be part of the loadirrg considered under Appendix H if threy
are like1y to be applied to the stnrcture after the ccnrpletion of finishes
susceptible to cracking. bcause sone building materials augrnent ttre rigidity
provided bY the steelr,'ork, the wird load assurned carried Uy Lne steelr^,orl, foi
calculating deflections can be scnrerrftat reduced frcrn thre design wind used in
strergtfr ard stability calculat,ions. The more ccnnpn structural eLernents
contributing co the sLiffness of a br.rilding are masonry walls, certain typesof curtain walls, nesonry partitions and oncrete around steel nenbers. -ine
naximrm sr.ggested anount. of this reduction is 15 per c€nt. In tall and
slender structures (height greater than rl tires the width) it is reccmnerded
that the wird effects be determined by means of dynarnic analysis, or wird
tunnel tests.

t Permissible svay of industrial buildings varies considerably dependirrg on
factors such as waII construction, buildirg height, effect of deflection on
the operation of crane, etc. htrere thre cperation of the crane is sensitive to
the Iateral deflections, a permissible lateral deflection less than I,/400 of
the height rnay be required.
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Appendix I
Guide to Cal.culation of Stability Effects

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

General

This Appendix gives one approach to the calculation
of the additional bending moments and forces
generated by the vertical loads acting through thg
deflected shape of the structure. By this approach
the above moments and forces are incorporated into
the results of the analysis of the structure;
alternatively a second order analysis, which
formulates eguilibrium on the deformed strueture'
may be used to include the stability effects.
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Combined toading Case

Step 1 - Apply the factored load combination to the
structure ( see CIause 7 .2.2) .

Step 2 - Compute the lateral deflections at each
floor level (4. ) by first order elastic
analysis r

Step 3 - Compute the artificial storey shears Vi due
to the sway forces.

where

vi

'D 1

hi

Ai*r, ai

Step 4 -

x P.
L (t

- 

- 

lA'n. . I +
1

= artificial
sway forces

= sum of the

r - ^i)
shear in storey i due to the

and i,

column axial loads in storey i

= height of storey i

= displacements of level i + 1

respect ively

Compute the artifical lateral loads

H:=V: V:r r-1 1

Step 5 - Repeat Step 1 applying the arrificial
lateral loads Hi in addition to the
factored load combination

Step 6 - Repeat Steps 2 through 5 until satisfactory
convergence is achieved. Lack of
convergence within 5 cycles may indicate an
excessively flexible structure.

Vertical Ioads Only

Because vertical loads do not normally produce
significant sr.ray deflections of the structure the
initial sway forces are computed on the basis of the
s$ray displacements in each storey equal to the
erection tolerance permitted by Clause 29.7 .I.Using these deflections the calculations are
commenced at Step 3 of the procedure described in
Clause I2.1.

H!I

13.

13.t
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Appendix J

Fatigue

Note: This Appendix is not a
Standard.

Figure Jl is a plot of the
allowable stress range for
Tables 1l(a) and (b).

Figure J2 gives illustrative
fatigue categories described

mandatory part of ths

design curves for the
categoriesAtoFof

examples of the various
in Table ff(b).
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'Ercept lor lransverse stillener welds on girder webs or llanges
where 83 M Pa should be used-

Figure Jl
Design Curves for the AIIouabIe Stress

Range for Categories A to F
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Appendix K

Deflections
Strain

Note: This
Standard.

K-l

of Composite Beams Due to Shrinkage

Appendix is not a mandatory part of this

Kl .1 During the curing of the concrete cover slab, the
volumetric reduction (shrinkage strain) of the
concrete induces additional flexural deflections in
the composite member when the . concrete slab
contracts but the steel shape does not.

Two models have been suggestedl,2 to estimate the
deflection due to shrinkage. Basically, these

KI.2

models assume a value of shrinkage strain acting on
the effective area of the concrete slab. It is
assumed that the shrinkage strain is equivalent to a
constant moment acting on the composite beam by
selecting an appropriate modulus of elasticity for
concrete and a lever arm of the force taken from the
centre of the slab to the elastic neutral axis of
the composite beam (figure K.1).

K2. The resulting shrinkage deflection is:

A
Sh

e .E A L2sncc

where

t.h = the shrinkage strain
E:" = modulus of elasticity of concrete
A: = effective area of concrete slab
L' = span length of beam
E = modulus of elasticity of steel beam
f = moment of inertia of composite beam as given

in K3 or K4

= distance from elastic neutral axis to assumed
line of action of the shrinkage face.

The first methodl uses the restrained shrinkage
value for € oh r which is lower than the free
shrinkage striin, the normal modulus of elasticity,
Ec, and the transformed moment of inertia' It.
The second method2 t"k"= the shrinkage strain as the
strain appropriate to free shrinkage and reflects
the influence on the free shrinkage of the
following: the time over which shrinkage occurs,
relative humidity, volume-to-surface ratio, slump,
fires, air contact and cement contact of the
concrete mix. An age-adjusted modulus, similar to

8EI 'Ya

yc

K3.

K4.



K5.

K6.

K-2

that used in calculations of concrete creep, is usedfor E" and the effective moment of inertia- I".
For both methods, care should be taken in selectingvalues for the quantities in equation K.t so as toneither over or under estimate deflections
especially when used to determine the serviceab.ility
requirements. Many of the quantities in equation
K.1 will be influenced by site conditions.
References:

( l ) Chien, E. Y. L. ,
published by
Construction ) .

(21 llontgomery, C.J., Kulak, G.L., and Shwartsburd,
G., "Def lection of a Composi.te Floor System',,
Can. J. Civ. Eng., VoL. 10, No. 2, June, 1983.

"Composite Floor Systems', ( to be
Canad ian Inst i tute of Steel
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Appendix L

Columns Subject to Biaxial Bending

Notes:

(f) This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

(21 The precise design of beam-columns to resist
biaxial benciing is extremely complex. More
refined design expressions than those given in
Clause 13 are available but these are shape
dependent.

Cl-ass 1 and 2 wide f lange shapes, inay beproportioned so that:

(a) tprle*
rcx

( b) ('t"r*, ;')

ox

(ffr;e . 1.0
rcy

. 11$-fr1 
! < 1.0

oy

bilerg Mr.*, -Mrcv are the f'actored moment
ot the sect ion ,' reduced for the presence
load, and may be taken as:

c-
Mr.* = 1.18Mrx (r - dL) . "r*.v

"r"y = l.leMry Ir - f *l 
,i. 

".,v

Where Mr* and Mry are defined in Clause 13.5.1(a)
Mox, Mo., = maximum single curvature factored moment-! resistance of the column in the presence

of the axial load but in the absence ofthe other orthogonal moment, which may be
taken as:

Mo* = M,* (r -Fl (r -Fl
rex

Moy=Mry (r-Fl (r-ts)
tey

res i stance
of axial

6 = 1.6

Y'r = 0.4 + ror t > 0.3F-
v

b
a



I:2

ror t < 0.3

where M.* is def ined in Clause 13 .5.2 ( a_) ,_ . Mrv is
def ined 'tn Clause 13 .5.1 ( a ) and Cr is def inbd in
Clause 13.3.1 .

Note: For values of Cs/C., < 0.3, the value of e may
be taken equal to the talde of r.
Class 1 and Class 2 square hollow structural
sections (rolled'or fabricated) may be proportioned
so that: -'

(a) ts. 0.5 lfv < r.o
Ix ry

(b) F. o.as (ts .. 0.s
rrx

where

Mf* = the numerically larger moment

Mr* and Mry are defined in C1ause 13.5.1(a)

Cr = OAFt

r Hot rolled or stress relieved such that residual
stresses do not exceed 0.3Fy.

and

r = 1.0

where v

L-2

t*Mfx

Fl < 1.0
ry

,(--

C.(c) I + v
U r c.

M.* [r - e' )
ex

=@rlrM-+tr,M-xIx yry

'vMfv- < 1.0c-
r.., (l - +)'ey

Cr is defined in Clause 13.3.I

Mr* is defined in Clause 13 .5.2 ( a )

Mry is defined in Clause 13.5.1(a)

Note: Design of Class I and Class 2 sections in
accordance with the above requirements takes



M.
F{.:

L-3

advantages of the redistribution of stress after
initiation of. yielding, under the factored loads.
Consideration should be given to this aspect of
design if yielding under the specified loads would
induce undesirable lateral deformations of a
strdcture.

(*)'* (*)'-'

0.2 0.! 0.. 0.J 0.6 0.? 0.r 0.9

M,
ll._

Figure IJ

the Interaction EquationPlot of



FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO SI UNITS

LENGTH

Feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x O.O?54*
l'liles (mi) x L6O9.t4
Miles (mi) x I.6O9t4
Nautical Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

Feet? (rt2) x o.o929oio
Acresrx 40{16.86
Miles' (mi') x 2.58999

VOLUME

reerJ (rr:) x o.o2811685
Feet'r(rt'1 x ?8.51685
Yards' (yd') x O.764555
Acre Feet x L255.48
Gallons (gaf) x 0.00454609
Gallons (ga1) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.f048*
Miles per hour (milhr) x O.44704x
Miles per hour (milhr) x L.6O934
Knots x O.514444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

Feetl per secono (rtlls) x
Millions of gallons per day

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per.second (m/s)
Kilometers pep hour (t<m,/hr)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (tm/hr)

Meters (m)
Meters (m)

Meters (m)
Kilometers (km)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

uetersl (ml)
Metersa (mi)
Kilometer"t (krt)

Metersl (ml)
Liters** -
Meters- (m')
t'retersi (mi)
l,leters'(m')
Liters**

x O.O526167
Acre-feet per day x
Gallons per minute

x 0.0000757680

MetersJ per second

ueters] per second
Meters- per second

Metersl per secono (rl/s)

Kilogyrams force (tgf)
Grams (g)
Newtons** (N)
Mebric tons**

0.02811585
(msd)

(^3 /")
('Jl=)
(r',/s )0.0142764

(gal,/min)

FORCE

Pounds (fU) x O.45t592
Pounds (fu) x 45t.592
Pounds (fO) x 4.448?2
Tons x 0.907185



PRESSURE

Pounds per Foot] irb/ft?)
Pounds per Footz (Lb/ft1)

Pounds per incnl (irb/inl)
Pounds per inch' (lo/int)

0.00689475 x I0

Pounds per inchz (rulinz)

Millibars (mb) x I00.0*

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per footl (fuZrtll
Pounds per Foot' (Lb/ft')

pounds per FootJ (Iblftl)

Newtons per mete12
Kilogrgms Force per
(kgr /n')
Newtons per meterz

X

X

47 .8801
4.BB24t

6894,76

x 701.070

L57.O876
16.0185

0.0150185

(ru/rz)^
meterz

6/nz)

X

x

= Newtons per millir"te12
( ru,/mmt )

= Megapascal (Mpa) ,
= Killog4ams Force per meter'

(ugr/n')
= Newtons per meterz (t'l/^z)

Newtons per meterl (ru/rl)"
Kilogrqms Force per meter'
(usr /n')
Grims per centimeterJ (g/" 5)

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x 14.5951
Slugs per Foot'J x 5L5.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foob2 (tu-s,/rt2) or
slugs per foot second x 47.g80l

Feetz per secono (rtzls) x 0.o9z9o)

Kitograms (kg)
Kiroframs pei metert (un/^t)

Newtogs seconds p"" rut""2
(Ns/m';**
MetersZ per secona (n?/s)

*
**

Exact values
Liters x 1000.0 = cemtiqetersf
Litersx0.00I=meters'
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kiLograms force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 1001000.0 : dyRes
Newton seconds per meterz x O.l = poises



SI PREFIXES AND HEANINGS

P refix
(abbreviation)

Mega-
Kilo-
Hecto-
Deka-
Deci-
Centi-
Milli-
Micro-

(N)
(r<)
(n)

(da)
(d)
(c)
(m)

Meaning

I ,000,000.
I,000.

100.
10.
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.000001
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FOREWORD

This Section is divided into three parts:

Section 7A - Limit States Design
Section 78 - Working Stress Design
Section 7C - Commentary

The work on this section was carried out by Messrs. Adams,
Kennedy and Kulak of the Department of civil Engineering, universityof Alberta, under a contract with the caribbean community. It is
suggested that comments on the alternative design methods, or on anyof the design details recommended, be sent to the authors.



NUMBERING SYSTEM

For this part oF the code, the numbering system is as follows:

Each of the Sections 74, Limit states Design; 78, working stress
Design; .and 7c, commentary have been numbered individually 

"o "" to
provide continuity between sections. The number and dioit corres-
ponding to the Part and Section in the part (2.7) have be6n omitted.
The numbers that remain correspond to the sub-sections and articles.



PART I

PART 2

PART 
'

ARRANGEHENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

ADMINISTRAIION OF THE CODE

STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section I Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (not included)
Secbion 6 Reinforced and pre-stressed Concrete
Section 7 Structural Steel
Section 8 Structural Timber

OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

0ccupancy and Constructi.on Classification
General Building Limitations
Special Use and Occupancy Requirements
Light, Ventilation and Sound Transmission
Controls
Means of Egress
Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
Fire Protection Systems
Safety Requirements During Building
Construction and Signs

PART 4 sERvIcES, EQUIPMENT AND sysTEMs (not included)

Chimneys, Flues and Vent pipes
Electrical Wiring and Equipment
Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and
Conveyor Equipment (Installation and
Maintenance)
Plumbing and Drainage Systems
Energy Conservation

PART 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRIOATED c0NsTRucTION (not
included)

Section I Smalt Buitdings (Single and 2 storey)
Section 2 Pre-Fabricated Construction

Section I
Section 2
Section f
Section 4

Section 5
Section 6
Section 7
Section 8

Section 1
Section 2
Section f

Section 4
Section 5



CARIBBEAN' UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN RESUIREMENTS

SECTION 78

STRUCTURAL STEEL

a w0RKINc STRESS DESIGN

A
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Disclainer

The authors of t.h is publ i cat ion, Messrs. Adams, Kennedy andKu1ak, do not $rarrant the contents and the suitabirity of t-nismaterial for general or particurar use, nor is there anyimplication that there is freedom from infringement of latents.The design of structures is within the scope or expertise of acompetent ticensed professional. such user of thi; standard
assumes a1I liability arising from its use.
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Preface

This is the first edition of the Standard, 'structural Steel forBuildings", Part 2.78, working stress Design, developed for theCaribbean Uniform Building Code. A first eaition of- a parallelstandard steer structures for Buitdings, part 2.7A, Limit statesDesign has u1s9 P.9tt produced for the Caribbean uniform BuildingCode. The third document in this seguence is SteeI Structuresfor Buildings part 2.7C Commentary.

The standard is based on.th" working stress design philosophy.rn working stress design the designei compares workini 
"tr."3.'=,determined from the effect of specified loads, with allowablestresses set at some portion of the stresses associated with themaximum strength of the member. rn general a singre factor ofsafety equal to the ratio of the "failure stress" t-o the. workingstress is used. For this standard the varue is generalry r.67'.

!his approach does not take into account the variability of thedifferent loads and resistancer ds is the case in Iimit statesdesign. The result therefore, is a greater variation in safetyof the structure and 1ess economy.

The cl-auses relating to fabrication and erection should serve toremind designei:s that design and construction are part of thesame sequence. The review of construction by competeit engineersis of equal importance to the design.

When designing structures under this Standard no use shaIl bemadeofthecompanionstandard,Stee1StructuresforBui1dings
Limit states Design. The commentary clarifies the intent ofvarious provisions of this Standard. The publications listed asreferences provide the extensive backg-round used for thedevelopment of the standard and its techniiar requirements.
This standard sets out minimum requirements for steer structuresas outlined in the Scope, and. it i; expected that it will 

"niy-n.used by engineers competent in the fielo. Although the intendedprimary application of the Standard is stated in the Scopecrause, it is important to note that it remains there?pol?ibitity of rhe user of the standard to judge itssuitability for his particular purpose.

The standard is based in rarge measure on csA standard cAN3-sl6.1-M84 steel structures foi Buildings Limit states Designand on an october 1983 draft of csA stindard cAN3-Sr36-Mg4 coldFormed steel structural Members and reflects the latest researchon steel buirding structures. rt has, however, where appropri-ate' been couched in working stress design format. The Canadianstandards Association assumes no responsi-uifity for its content.

_.Although every effort has been made in writing and proof-reading t'his Standard to ensure that aIl inf ormat ion- is accurateand that all numerical values are correct some errors may havebeen overlooked. users are requested to bring any such errorsfound to the attention of the aulhors.
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Reference Publications

This Standard ref ers to t.he following publications. The years
shown indicate the latest issues available at the time of
printing.

CSA Standards
CAN3-A23 .I-t477 ,
Concrete l'lateria.ls and Methods of Concrete Construction;

CAN3-A23.1-M84,
Code for the Design of Concrete Structures for Buildings;

895-L962,
Surface Texture (Roughness, Waviness, and Lay);

c28-1958,
Carbon-Steel Castings for General Application;

c38-1953,
Heavy Steel Shaft Forgings;

CAN3-G40.20-M81,
General Requirements for Rolled or Welded Structurc.I Ouality
Steel;

CAN3-G40.2l-MB1 ,
Structural OualitY Steels;

cI89-1 966 ,
Sprayed MetaI Coatings for Atmospheric Corrosion Protection;

s37-Ml98l,
Antenna Towers and Antenna Supporting Structures;

sl3 5-r,11 984 ,
CoId Formed Steel Structural Members;

w47 .l-197 3 ,
Certification of Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel
Structures;

w48.1-Fll980,
Mild Steel Covered Arc-welding Electrodes;

w48.3-L976,
Arc-Welding Electrodes ;

Gas MetaI-Arc Welding;

Cored Arc Welding;

Low-A1loy Steel

w48.4-M1980,
SoIid Mitd Steel Electrodes for

w48.5-19?0 ,
MiId Steel Electrodes for FIux
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: w48.6-Mr980,
Bare Mild Steel Electrodes and FLuxes for Submerged-Arc Welding;

ws5 . 3-l 965 ,a Resistance Welding Oualification Code for Fabricators of
^ Structural Members Used in Buildings;

w59-1977,
a Welded Steel Construction (t"tetal-Arc trlelding ) ;
a ANSI/AST|II Standards

A27 -80 ,
a Mild- to Medium-strength Carbon-Stee1 Castings for General

Application;

A36-77 a,
: Stru.ctural Steel;

A108-79,
Steel Bars, Carbon, Cold-Finished, Standard Ouality;
A1 4 B-90 ,

: High strength steel castings for structural purposes;

A A242-8I,
High-Strength Low-Alloy Structural Steel;

A243-gl,
Low and Intermediate Tensile Strength Carbon SteeI plates of

: Structural Oualiry;
A307-80,
Carbon Steel Externally and Internally Threaded Standard

a Fastenersi

A325-82,

: High-Strength Bolts for Structural Steel Joints;
A325 t4-82,
High-Strength Bolts for Structural Steel Joints (Metric);
A441 -79 ,

: High-Strength Low-Alloy Structural Manganese Vanadium Steel;
A A446-76,

Steel Sheet, Zine Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot_Dip process,
A structurar (Physical) ouality (Grades A, B, c, D and ri;

A485-74 (Reapproved I9g0),
: Steel Castings for Highway Bridges;

A490-82,
Heat-Treated Steel Structural Boltsr l50 ksi Minimum Tensile

^ 

Strength;

:
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A4 90 t4-82 ,
High-Strength Steel Bolts, Classes 10.9 and 10.9.3 for Structural
Steel Joints ( Metric ) ;

A5L4-77 ,
High-Yield-Strength, Ouenched and Tempered AIloy Steel Plate,
Suitable for Welding;

A52L-7 6 ,
SteeI' CIosed-fmpression Die Porgings for General Industrial Use;

A525-79,
SteeI Sheet, Zinc-Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip Process,
General Requirements;

A57o-79,
Hot-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheet and Strip, Structural Quality;

A572-81a,
High-Strength Low-Alloy Columbium-Vandium Steel of Structural
Ouality;

A588-80a,
High-Strength Low-AlIoy Structural Steel with 345 MPa Minimum
Yield Point to 100 mm Thick;

A505-75,
Steel Sheet and Strip, Hot-RoIled and CoId-RoIled, High Strength,
Low-Alloy, with Improved Corrosion Resistancei

A607-75,
Steel Sheet and Strip, Hot-Rolled and CoId-RoIled' High-Strength,
Low-Alloy Columbium and/or Vanadium;

A511-72,
SteeI, CoId-Rolled Sheet, Carbon, Structural (Grades A, B, C and
D);

A558-79a,
Stee1 Forgings, Carbon and Alloy, for General Industrial Use;

A7I5-81,
Sheet Steel and Strip, Hot-RoIled, High-Strength Low-AI1oy, !,rith
Improved Formability;

CGSBt Standards
l-cP-l4M-l979,
Primer, Red Lead in Oil;

1-cP-4 0lr{-1 9'l9 ,
Primer, Structural SteeI, Oi1 Alkyd Type;

1-cP-8IM-1 978 ,
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A

Primer, Alkyd, Air Drying and Baking, for Vehicles and Equipment;

I-cP-140M-1 978 ,

: Primer, Red Lead, Iron Oxide, Oil Atkyd Type;

1-cP-156M-L979,
Primer, Basic Lead Silico-ChromaLe, OiI Atkyd Type;

CISC/CPI{AS Standardsa 1-73a,

: 
A Quick-Drying One-Coat Paint For Use On Structural Steel;

A 2-75 'A Quick-Drying Primer For Use On Structural Steel;
Canadian Institute of Steel Construction

: Code of Standard Practice for Structural Stee1;

a CSSBIIt Standards
101 M-79,

_ Zinc Coated Structural euality SteeI Sheet for Roof and Floor
: Deck;

a National Building Code of Canada, l9g0;

l{etric Values for Use with the National Buitding Code, 1980;

I SSpc** Specifications
PS 12 . O0:58T,

: Guide to Zinc-Rich Coating Systems;

PT 3-64,
Basic Zinc Chromate - Vinyl Butyral Washcoat;

sP 2-63,
: Hand Tool Cleaning;

sP 3-63,
Power Tool Cleaning;

sP 4-63,
: Flame Cleaning of New Steel;

sP 5-53,'
a White Metal Blast Cleaning;

A sP 6-63,
Commercial Blast Cleaning;

sP 7-63 |
Brush-Off Blast Cleaning;

sP l0-53T,

: 

Near-White Blast Cleaning,
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Structural Stability Research Council
Guide to Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures.
* American National Standards Institute.
t American Society for Testing and Materials.
* Canadian General Standards Board.
S Canadian Institute of SteeI Construction/Canadian Paint
Ivlanuf acturers' Associat ion.
tt Canadian Sheet Steel Building Institutei* SteeI Structures Painting Council.
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Structural Steel - Working Stress Design

Where reference in this Standard is made to National Standards of
Canada, National Standards of other countries may be used when
approved by the Regulatory Authority.

L.2

r.3

2.

2.1

2.2

Scope

This standard provides rules and requirements forthe design, fabrication, and erection of steelstructures for buildings where the design is basedon working stress procedures. The term ,'steel
structures" rerates to structurar members and frameswhich consist primarily of structural- steelcomponents, including the detail parts r w€lds,boltsr oE other fasteners required in fabricationand erection. composite construction, defined asconstruction which depends upon the participation ofstructural elements of steel and other materials inresisting loads and forces jointly with structurarsteel members, is permitted under this Standard.crause l4 appries to the design of structural
rnembers cord formed to shape from carbon or lowalloy steel sheetr strip or plate up to 25 nm inthickness and intended for load carrying purposes inbuildings.

where reference is made to other publications, suchreference shall be considered to refer to the ratestedition or any revision thereto approved by theorganization issuing that publicat.ion.-

When designing structures under this Standardr house shall be made of the companion Standard, SteelStructures for Buildings Limit States Design.

Application

This standard applies unconditionally to steelstructures for buildings except as noted in crause2.2.

supprementary rul.es or requirements may be necessaryfor:
(a) Unusual types

(b) Mixed systems of

cons'truct ion

construction; and

(c) SteeI structures which

(i) Have great height or spansi

(ii) are required to be movable or be readily

of
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d i smant led ;

( iii ) Are exposed to severe environmental
conditionsr oE possible severe loads such
as those resulting from vehicle impact or
chemical explosion;

( iv) Are required to satisfy aesthetic,
architectural, or other requirements of a
non-structural nature i

(v) Employ
C lause

ma terials or products not Iisted in

(vi ) Have other special features that could
affect design, fabrication, or erection.

A rational design based on theoryr dDdlysis, and
engineering practice, acceptable to the Regulatory
Authority, may be used in Iieu of the formulae
provided in this Standard. In such cases the design
sha1l provide nominal margins (or factors) of safety
at least equal to those intended in the provisions
of this Standard (see Appendrx E).

Definitions and Svmbols

Definitions
The following definitions apply to this Standard:

General

Approved means approved by the Regulatory Authority;

Regulatory Authority means a government Ministry'
Department, Board, Agency, or Commission that has
responsibility for regulating, by statute, the use
of products, materialsr oF services;

Working stress design means that design procedure in
which stresses in members due to the specified loads
are held to allowable values, determined to be a
fraction of t.he limiting stress. The limiting
stress may be based on such conditions as yieldingr
fatigue, buckling or fracture.

Plastic design means that design procedure in which
the behaviour of the structure under the action of
factored loads is determined by taking into aciount
the plastic behaviour of the members and resulting
plastic redistribution of moments and forces in the
structure.
Ioads
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Gravity load (newtonsi i" equal to the mass of the
object (kilograms) being supported multiplied by the
acceleration dqe to gravity, g (9.81 m/s?);

Specified loads (D, Lt O and T) means those loads
prescribed by the Regulatory Authority (see Clause
7.r) i

Factors

Ioad factor, a , means a factorr given in Clause 31,
applied to a specified load for the plastic method
of design to take into account the variability ofthe loads and road patterns and analysis of theireffects;

Load conbination factor, e, means a factorr given inClause 7 .2, applied to the loads to take intoaccount the reduced probability of a number of roads
from different sources acting simultaneously;

Tolerances

camber means the deviation from straightness of a
member . or any portion of a member witir respect toits major axis. Frequently camber is specified andproduced in a member to compensate for defrectionsthat wiIl occur in the member when loaded. ( SeeCIause 6.2.2. ) Unspecified camber is sometimesreferred to as bow;

sweep means the deviation from straightness of a
member or any portion of a member with respect toits minor axis;

llill torerances means variations arlowed from thenominal dimensi.ons and geometry with respect tocross-sectional area, non-pararlerism of flanges andout-of-straightness such as sweep or camber in theproduct as manufactured and are given in CSAStandard G40.20-M, General Requirements for RoIledor Welded Structural euality Steel;
Fabrication torerances means tolerances allowed fromthe nominal dimensions and geometry such as thecutting to length, finishing of ends, cutting ofbevel anglesr dDd for fabricated members, out-of-straightness such as sweep and camber (see clause
27) t

Erection tolerances means tolerances related to theplumbness, alignment, leveI, of the piece as awhole. The deviations are determined by considering
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the locations of the ends of the piece with respect
to the positions stipulated on the drawings.

Note: Additional definitions are found in the
Standard particularly in Clauses 14, L7 and 18.

Slmbols
The following symbols are used throughout this
Standard. Deviations from them, and additional
nomenclature, are noted where they appear.
Dimensions in mm and forces in newtons are assumed
unless otherwise noted.

A Area

Ab

A"

Ag

Af"

Ag

A.

An

At

AS

A="

Aw

ct

Area term used in the calculation of
capacity of bearing stiffeners

Area of concrete; area term used in the
capacity of bearingca Icu 1at ion

st i f feners

FIange area

of

Compression flange area

Gross area

Area of fusion face

Critical net area

Area of reinforcing steel

Area of steel section including cover
platesi area of bottom (tension) chord of
steel joisti area of stiffener or pair of
st i f feners

Area of steel shear connector

Web area; shear area; effective throat area
of weld

Centre-to-centre distance between transverse
web stiffeners; depth of concrete
compression zone

Length of cover plate termination

Aspect ratio, ratio of distance between
stiffeners to web depth

width of stiffened or unstiffened

a'

a/h

b
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compression elements; design effective width
for a concrete slab of a composite beam

C Coefficient in formula for area of
transverse stiffeners

: D outside diameter of circular section;
diameter of rocker or rol1er; also stiffener
factor

d Depthi overall depth of a section; diameter
: 35".r0""-tt"-"".1.,.i"t:1to.l?Snltudinal 

distance

E Elastic modulus of steel ( 200 000 Mpa ksi
assumed )

Ec Elastic modulus of concrete

: 
End disrance

F Al lowable stress ( l,tpa unless noted )

F. Allowable axiaL stress in compression

FA AIlowable axial stress on a short column =
0.50F..

I

F5 Allowable bending stress
Ea.bc Allowable bending stress in compression

Fi" Reduced allowable bending stress in
compress ion

Fbt Allowable bending stress in tension
Erlr6 Euler buckling stress divided by factor ofsafety

: ,p Allowable stress in compression due toa - bearing
Etrsr Allowable range of stress in fatigue

: Ft Allowable axial stress in tension
Fu Specified minimum tensile strength

: Fv Allowable shear stress
rty Specified minimum yield stress, yield pointor yield strength

^

^



Fyb

Er'yc

'yr

F'ys
F1

F2

F3

t

fa

fb

cltg

fs

fv

G

g

h

hc

I

re

rg

rs

rt

K

KL

k
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Specified yield strength of beam steel

Specified yield strength of column steel
Specified yield strength of reinforcing
stee I

Specified yield strength of stiffener steel

AlIowable stress in bending

AlIowable stress in bending

Allowable stress in bending

Computed stress

Computed axial stress in compression

Computed bending stress

Specified compressive strength of concrete
at 28 days

Computed axial stress in tension

Computed shear stress

Shear modulus of steel (7'7 000 MPa assumed)

Transverse spacing between fastener gauge
lines (gauge distance)

Clear depth of web between flangest height
of stud

Clear depth of column web

Moment of inertia

Effective moment of inertia
Moment of inertia of cover plated section

Moment of i.nertia of the steel section

Moment of inertia of the transformed
composite sect,ion

Effective Iength factor

Effective length

Distance from outer face of flange to web
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toe of fillet of I-type sections; buckling
coefficient for slender sections

k5 Buckling coefficient
ky Shear buckting coefficient
L Length

L" Length of channel shear connection

Lcr Maximum unbraced length adjacent to a
plastic hinge

M Specified bending moment

M. Moment of point at theoretical cut off
Mfx Factored moment about x-x axis

"fy Factored moment about y-y axis
Mmax Maximum positive bending moment

M" Moment capacity of the steel section alone

My Yield moment = da,
Ml Smaller end moment of a beam-column

t42 Larger end moment of a beam-column

N Length of bearing of an applied load

n Number of shear connectors required for full
composit.e action

n' Number of shear connectors provided

n" Number of shear connectors required betweenany concentrated load and nearest point ofzero positive bending moment

P Specified axial load; force in cover plate
P. Allowable axial load on a column

pc Allowable axial load on concrete area of
composite column

Pe EuI6r buckling load

Pf Factored axial load in plastic design
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Allowable axial load on steel area of
composite column

Axial load at Yield stress

Fractionoffullshearconnectionexpressed
as a decimal; Pitch

Capacity of a shear connector

End reaction or concentrated transverse Ioad
applied to a flexural member; algebraic
r"iio minimum to maximum stress in fatigue

Radius of gYration

Radius of gyration of a concrete area' Ac

Radius of gyration about its . axis of

"V*tn"ttV 
of ; tee section comprising the

"L.pt."i 
ion f lange ancl L / 6 of the web

( inches )

Elastic section modulus of a steel section;
short term load on a composite column

Centre-to-centre spacing (pitch ) between
successive fastener holes in line of stress

Total load on a comPosite column

Th ibk ness

Thickness of beam flange

Thickness of column flange

Flange thickness

Web thickness of channel shear connection

Statical shear

Statical shear produced by factored load in
plastic design

Horizontatr shear to be resisted by shear
connectors

Web thickness

Web thickness of a column

Subscript relating to strong axis of member

q

R

r

fc

rt

T

t

rb

tc

rf
tw

V

vf

vh

w

wc

x
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Ratio of yield stress of webs to yield
stress of stiffeners
Subscript relating to weak axis of memberi
distance to extreme fibre from neutral axis

Distance from elastic neutral axis to
assumed line of action of the shrinkag'e
force

Plastic section modulus of a steel section

Shrinkage deflection
Value used in bolt interaction equation

Value used in bolt interaction equation

Value used in bolt interaction equation

fmportance Factor; coefficient in shear
formula

Shrinkage strain
Coefficient in shear formula

Non-dimensional slenderness ratio
column formula

n

I

z

A-
sh

&

a
P

QI
P

Y

e sh

Drawinqs

Design Drawings

Coefficient related to the
of a bolted joint

Constant which depends upon
for steel and concrete

used in

slip resistance

Poisson's ratio

",,

Empirical coefficient used to account foradditional strength from a triaxial stressstate developed in a concrete filled column

Empirical coefficient used to account foradditional strength from a triaxial stressstate developed in a concrete filled column

Load combination factor
Coefficient used to determine equivalent
uniform bending effect in beam-columns

0

u)
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4.1 .1

1.L.2

4.I.3

4. r.4

4.2

5.

5.1

Shop Details
Shop details giving complete information necessary
for the fabrication of the various members and
components of the structure, including the required
material and product standards and the location,
type and size of all mechanical fasteners and welds,
shall be prepared in advance of fabrication' and
submitted for approval when so specified. Shop
details shall distinguish clearly between mechanical
fasteners and welds required for shop fabrication
and those required in the field.

4.3 Erection Diagrams

3 F 
: 
rii3 '' "_.'*';::'fJ 

= 

ff : : : 
i I i:, 

" 
*ih fiff 11 . : i : I i

elevation of the column bases, aIl necessary
dimensions and details fcr setting anchor bolts and
aII other information necessary for tle assembly of
the structure. ( See also Clause 20.1.3. )
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Design drawings shall be drawn to a scale adequate
to convey the required information. The drawings
shall show a complete design of the structure with
members suitably designated and located, .including
such dimensions and detailed description as
necessary to permit the preparation of shop details
and erection diagrams. Floor levels, column
centresr and offsets sha1l be dimensioned.

Design drawings sha1I designate the design standards
used, show clearly the type or types of construction
as defined in Clause 8 to be enployed, and shall
designate the material or product Standards
applicable to the members and details depicted (see
CIause 5). Drawings shaIl be supplemented by data
concerning the governing loads, shears, moments, and
axial forces to be resisted by all members and their
connections when needed for the preparation of shop
details. (See also Clause 20.L.2.)

Where high-strength bolted joints are required to
resist shear between connected parts, the design
drawings shall indicate the type of joint, slip-
resistant (friction) or bearing, to be provided (see
Clause 23).

If required, camber of beams, girders, and trusses
shall be called for on the design drawings.

Itaterial:

Standards

Standards and Identification
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5.1.1

5.1.2

5.I.3

5.1.4

5.1 .5

General
Acceptable material and product standards andspecifications (latest editions) for use under thisStandard are listed in Clauses 5.1. 2 Lo 5.1.9inclusive. Materials and products other than thoselisted may also be used if approved. Approval shallbe based on published specifications wniln establishthe properties, characteristics, and suitability ofthe' material or product to the extent and in the
manner of those standards which are listed.
Structural Steel
csA G40 . 2I-t4,
Structural Quality Steels.

Sheet Steel
ASTM A570,
Hot-Rolled carbon steel sheet and strip, structural0uaIity.
other standards for structurar sheet are listed inclause 14. only structural quarity sheet standardswhich specify chemical co*positio-tt and mechanicarproperties will be acceptable for use in the otherclauses of this standaid. Mill test certificateswhich list the chemical composition and themechanical properties shall b6 available, 

"p"nrequest, in accordance with Clause 5.2.1(a).
Cast Steel
CSA G28,
carbon-steel castings for Generar Application;
AST}T A27 ,
Mild- to Medium-strength carbon-steel castings forGeneral Application;
ASTM A148,
High-strength Steel castings for structuralPurposes;

ASTM A496,
Steel Castings for Highway Bridges.

Porged Steel
csA G3g,
Heavy Steel Shaft Forgings;

ASTM A52I,
steel ' closed-rmpression Die Forgings for Generalfndustrial Use i

ASTM A658,
Steel Forgings, Carbon and Alloy, for General



5.1.6

5.1.7

5.1.8

,5.2

5.2.1
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fndustrial Use.

Bolts

ASTlvl A307,
Carbon Steel Externally and Internally Threaded
Standard Fasteners i

ASTM A325 ,
High-Strength BoIts for Structural Steel Jointsi

A3 25M ,
High-Strength Bolts for
( Metric ) ;

Structural Steel Joints

A490,
Heat-Treated Steel Structural Bolts, 150 ksi Minimum
Tensile Strength

A490M,
High-Strength SteeI Bolts, Classes 10.9 and 10 .9.3
for Structural Steel Joints (Metric).

Note: Before specifying metric boIts, the designer
should check on their current availability in the
quantities required.

Welding Electrodes
csA w48.I
t'tiId SteeI Covered Arc-WeIding Electrodes;

csA w48.3,
Low-AlIoy Steel Arc-WeIding Electrodes;

csA w48.4,
Solid Mild Steel Electrodes for Gas MetaI-Arc
Weld ing;

csA w48 .5 ,
Mitd Steel Electrodes for Flux Cored Arc Welding;

csA w48 .6 ,
Bare Mild Steel Electrodes and Fluxes for Submerged-
Arc Welding.

Studs
ASTM A108,
SteeI Bars, Carbon, CoId-Finishedr Standard QuaIity,
Grades 1015 and 1018.

Identification
t{ethods
The materials and products used shall be identified
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5 .2.2

5.2.3

5.2.4

as _to specification, including type or grade, lfapplicable, by one of the following-means, except asprovided in Clauses 5.2.2 and 5.2.12
(a) Milr Test certificates or producer's
certificates satisfactorily correlated to thematerials or products to which they pertain;
(b) Legible markings on the materiar or product madeby its Producer in accordance with th; appricabrenaterial or product standard.

Unidentified Structural Steelunidentified structural steel shall not be used,unless approved by the building designer. If the
use of unidentified steel is authorized, Fy shal1 betaken as ZLO Mpa and Fu-=nufl be taken as 3g0 Mpa.

Tests to EstabLish Identification
unidentified structurar steer may be tested toestablish identification when p6rmitted by thebuilding designer. Testing snait be done by anapproved testing agency in accordance with csAstandard G40.20-M, Generar Requirements for Rorredor WeIded Structural Ouatity Steel. The testresults' taking into account both mechanicalproperties and chemical composition, shaIl form thebasis for classifying the steer as to specification.
Affidavit
The fabricator., if requested, shaIl provide anaffidavit stating that ir,e materiars anlo productswhich he has used in fabrication conform to the
Ppplicabre material or product standards carled forby the design drawings o, specifications.
Design Requirements

General
As set out in this Standard, steel structures forbuild'ings shall be- designed to be serviceable ouringthe useful life of the structure. The requirementsrelated to serviceability such as camber, provisions
lot expansion and coitraction, deflections anddynamic effects are examined at the "l."ified loadleve1. Other design requirementi- relate tocorrosion protection ano du.ra-biJity. The safety;ithe structure is achieved by rimii.ing the stressesin members dug to the specirieo roadJ to arlowabrevalues determined as a fraction of the rimiai;;stress based on such conditions as yieldingifatigue, buckling, or fracture.
Requirements Under Specified toads

6.

6.1

6.2
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Deflections

Steel members and frames shall be proportioned so
that deflections are within acceptable limits for
the nature of the materials to be supported and the
intended use and occupancy.

In the absence of a more detailed evaluation see
Appendix H for recommended values for deflections.
Rain toads

Any roof which can accumulate water shall be
designed for the load thaL can result from a 24 hour
rainfall, or such greater load prescribed by the
Regufatory Authority, on the horizontal projected
area of the roof whether or not the surface is
provided with drainage, such as rain water
leaders. This applies particularly to Iarge flat
roofs in areas of heavy rainfall.

The distribution of rain load shall be determined
taking into account the shape of the roof, including
camber, with or without creep deflection due to dead
load in the case of composite construction' and any
loads likely to occur as a result of ponding.

The amplification of def
shal1 be considered. This
considered provided that
the criterion:

Iections due to ponding
amplification need not be
the roof stiffness meets

(a ) For one-$ray system of roof beams
simply supported on rigid supports

L4
EI. ) 2oaS.fJDD'

or decking

girder t or

appl icable
unit width

( b) For two-way
2ooS. L. 4' - 1( ll
Er. \ -6l

)
where

system of roof joist on girders
2ooS L 4

+9rg)<r
E \--l \

modulus of Elasticity
moment of inertia of the beam, joist,
unit width of decking as applicable
span of the beam, joist or girder as
spacing of the beam, joist, girder or
or decking as applicable

p = mass density of water, kg/m3

6.2.3 Carnber
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6.2.4.1

6.2.4.2

6.2.4.3

6.2.5

6.2.6

6.2.6.1
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Camber of beams, trusses or girders, if required,sha1l be called for on the design drjwings.
Generarly trusses and crane girders of 25 000 mrn orgreater span should be cambered for approximaterythe dead-p1us-haIf -I ive-load def lect ion - ( see aIs-o
Clause 17 for requirements for open-web joists).
Any special camber requirements necessary to bring aloaded member into proper relation with the work ofother trades sha11 be stipulated on the designdrawings.

Dynamic Effects

suitable provision shall be made in the design forthe effect of live load which induces impact orvibration, or both. In severe casesr such asstructural supports for heavy machinery which causessubstantial impact or vibralion when in operation,the possibifity of harmonic resonance, fatigue r otunacceptable vibration shall be investigated.
special consideration sha11 be given to froorsystems susceptible to vibrationr sulh as large openfloor areas free of partitions, to ensure that suchvibration is acceptJble for the intended use andoccupancy. (e guide on floor vibrations iscontained in Appendix F of this Standard.)
UnusualIy flexible structures (generally those whoseratio of heighr to effectivery re"isting wioinexceeds 4:1 ) shaIl be investi!ated for lateralvibrations under dynamic wind road. Lateraraccelerations of the structure shall be checked toensure that such accelerations are acceptable forthe intended use and occupancy. ( Information onlaterar accelerations undef dynamic wind loads canbe found in Appendix c. )

Resistance to Fatigue
structural steerwork sharl.be designed to resist theeffects of fatigue under the "p1"ified roads inaccordance with Clause 15.

Prevention of permanent Deformation

For composite beams unshored during construction,the stresses in the tension frange of tr,. steer beamdue to the loads applied before the concretestrength reaches 0.75f: nlus .the stresses at thesame location due ro the'iJrn'aii'iig ""pJ"if ied loadsconsidered to act on the composite -seciion shall not
exceed 0.90Fy.
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SIip-resistant ( friction) joints, in which the
design load is assumed to be transferred by the slip
resistance of the clamped faying surfaces, shall be
proportioned, using the provisions of Clause 13.12,
to resist witho.ut slipping, the moments and forces
induced by the specified loads (see Clause 23).

Requirements for Strength and Orrerturning

Strength
Structural steelwork shal1 be proportioned to resist
moments and forces resulting from application of the
loads acting in the most critical combination,
taking into account the importance of the building,
as specified in Clause 1.

Overturning
The building or structure shall be designed to
resist overturning resulting from application of the
loads acting in the most critical combination'
taking into account the importance of the building
as specified in Clause 7. See Clause 7.2.8.

Resistance to Earthquakes

In areas of known seismic activity buildings shall
be designed to resist moderate earthquakes without
significant damage and resist major earthquakes
without collapse. Collapse is defined as the state
which exists when exit of the occupants from the
building has become impossible because of failure of
the primary structure. The intent is to provide
buildings with resistance to earthquake ground
motion but not to slides, subs idence or active
faulting in the immediate vicinity of the structure.

Unusual structures, highly irregular buildings and
special-purpose industrial structures such as
nuclear reactorsr pow€E plants and stacks should be
treated as special problems with special design
criteria in each instance, including possibly a

dynamic analysis.

SEructures designed to be resistant Co earthquakes
shall meet the requirements for structures analysed
plastically as given in Clause 8.5 and in addition:

(a) the total drift per storey under the most severe
design earthquake shall not exceed 0.03 of the
storey height;

(b) beam webs yielding under cyclic loading, shall
be designed so that local buckling does not
occur.
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5.3 .3 .4

6.4

6.4.1

5.4.2

6.4.2.L

6.4.2.2

6.4.2.3

6.4.2.4

6.4.2.5

6.4.2.6

rn determining the rateral forces to be used in thedesign against earthquakes the type of construction,damping, ductility, and energy -Jbsorptive capacityof the structure shalr be taken into donsideralion.i
*rnformation on a numerical coefficients reflectingthis behaviour is avairable in the National Buirdini
Code of Canada 1985

Other Requirements

Expansion and Contraction
suitable provision sha11 be made for expansion andcontraction commensurate with the service anderection conditions of the structure.
Corrosion protection

steerwork shalr have sufficient corrosion protectionto minimize any corrosion 1ikely to occur in theservice environment.

corrosion protection sharr be provided by means ofsuitable alloying elements in the !tee1, byprotective coatings or by other effective *".n"',either singly or in combinltion.
Localized corrosion rikely to occur from entrappedwater, excessive condensat-ionr oF rrom other factorssharl be minimized by suitabre'design and detail.where necessary, posiiive means of oriinage shall beprovided.

rf the corrosion protection specified for steerworkexposed to the weatherr oE to other environments i;which progressive corrosion can occur, is 1ik;it l;require maintenance or renewar during the servicelife of the structure, the steelwork so protected(exclusive of fill prates and shims) sharr have aminimum thickness of 4.5 mm.

The minimum required thickness of steelwork situatedin a non-corrosive environment and therefore notrequlring corrosion protection. is governed by theprovisions of Clause ll.
rnteriorq of buirdings conditioned for human comfortmay. be generally assumed to be non-corrosiveenvironments; however, the need for corrosionprotection shall be assessed and protection sharl b;furnished in those where it is deemed to benecessary.

{
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I
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7.1

7.1 .1

7.L-2

7.1.3
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Corrosion protection of the inside surfaces of
enclosed spaces permanently sealed from any external
source of oxygen is unnecessary.

Loads and Safetv Criterion

Specified toads

Except as provided for in Clauses 7 .L.2 and 7 .I.3,
the following specified loads, forces and effects
and influences as specified by the Regulatory
Authority shall be considered in the design of a
building and its structural steelwork:

D - Dead loads, including the mass of steelwork and
all permanent materials of construct ion,
partitions and stationary equipment multiplied
by the acceleration due to gravity to convert
mass to force, and the forces due to
prestressing;

L Live Ioads, including loads due to intended use
and occupancy of the building, movable
equipment, rain, soil or hydrostatic pressure'
impact, and any other live loads stipulated by
the applicable building by-law or the Regulatory
Authorityt

O - Wind or earthquake loads;

T - Influences resulting from temperature changes,
shrinkage or creep of component materialsr or
from differential settlement.

The minimum specif
established by the
sha1l be increased
where applicable.

ied value of these loads as
authority having jurisdiction

to account for dynamic effects

Where a building or a structural member can be
expected to be subjected to loads, .forces or other
effects not listed in Clause 7 .L.1 such effects
shalI be taken into account in the design based on
the most appropriate information available.

If it can be shown by engineering principlesr oE if
it is known from experience, that neglect of some or
all of the effects due to temperature changes,
shrinkage or creep of componenet materials or from
differential settlement does not affect the
structural safety or serviceability, they need not
be considered in the calculations

Suitable provision shall be made for loads imposed7.1.4
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on the steel structure during its erection. Duringsubsequent construction of the building, suitabl5provision shall be made to support the constructionloads on the steer structure with an adequate marginof safety.

Safety Criterion and Effect of Specified toads

Safety Criterion
structural steelwork sharr be proportioned tosustain the specified loads and forces. when theworking stress method of design is used, theallowable stresses given in this standard shalr notbe exceeded. when the plastic method of design isused the load factors given in crause 3r.3 snatt be
employed.

Effect of specified loads shall be taken as the mostunfavorable combination of :

D + Qy (r- + O + T)

where 0 is gi.ven
Clause 7 .2.4 .

The load combina
fol lows :

in Clause 7.2.3 and y is given in

tion factor, Q , shal1 be taken as

A = 1.00;(a) When dne of L, O or T act,
(b) When two of L, O or T act,
(c) When all of L, O and T act,

A = 0.75i

0 = 0.65.

The importance factor t I r shall be not less than 1.0for all building?, except that for buildings,h;;;it can be shown ltrat coliapse is not rikety io ""u""injury or other serious consequences, it shall benot less than 0.9.
when loads other than D counteract D in a structurarmember or joint, special caution shall be exerciseJby the designer to ensure adequate safety forpossible load reversal.
Tension and. compression members and theirconnections, in which a load reversal would o""ui-Uyqpplication of four-rhirds of the live load and ruiidead load shalr be proportioned for the resurtantload. of . opposite sign as well as for other loadcombinations as given in Clause 7.2.3.
Tension and Compression members and their7 .2.7
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8.1
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8.1.2

8.3

I.3.r

8'2 
;;"t"txi1";oi?"="to',1"".tJ,?J.ron, rhe beams, eirders and
trusses are rigidly framedr oF are continuous over
supports. connections are generally designed to
resist the bending mornents and internal forces
computed by assuming that the original angles
between intersecting members remain unchanged as the
structure is loaded.
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connections, in which a load reversal would occur by
application of four-thirds of the specified lateral
loads acting in conjunction with dead load and no
gravity live load shalt be proportioned for the
resultant load of opposite sign as well as for other
combinations as given in Clause 7.2.3.

A building shalI be proportioned to resist an
overturning moment and sliding force of. not less
than twice that due to the loads acting on the
structure when the structure is considered as an
entire unit acting on or anchored to its bearing
stratum or supporting structure. The resistance to
overturning shall be calculated as the sum of the
stabilizing moment of the dead load onlyr plus the
ultimate resistance of any anchoring devices.

Analvsis of Structure

General

In proportioning the structure to meet the various
design requirements of Clause 6, the methods of
analysis given in this Clause shaIl be used. The
distribution of internal forces and bending moments
shalt be determined under the specified loads.

Two basic types of construction and associated
design assumptions, designated "Continuous" and
"Simple" are permitted for all or part of a
structure under this Standard. The distribution of
internal forces and bending moments throughout the
structure wilI depend on the type or types of
construction chosen and the forces to be resisted.

$inple Construction

Simp1e construction assumes that the ends of beams,
girders and trusses are free to rotate under load in
the plane of loading. Resistance to lateral loads'
including sl"ay ef f ects, shaII be ensured by a
suitable system of bracing or shear walls or by the
design of part of the structure as continuous
construction, except as provided in C1ause 8.3.2.

A
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8.3.2

8.4

8.5

A building. fr:ame designed to support gravity loadson the basis of simple condtruction fruy beproportioned to resist lateral loads due to winc orearthquake by distributing the moments resurtingfrom such loading among selected joints of a frameby a recognized empirical method piovided that:
( a ) The connection and connected members areproportioned to resist the moments and forces causedby lateral loads;

(b) The connected members have solid webs;

(c) The beam or girder can support the full gravityload when assumed to act as a simpte beam;

( d ) The connection has adequate capacity forinelastic rotation when subjec[.ed to rurr g'ravityand lateral loads;

(e ) The stresses in the mechanical fasteners orwelds of the connection do not exceed the varuesgiven in clause 13 when the connection is u""u*"d tobe ,carrying the moment at which inerast ic rotationwould occur.

(f) rn assessing the stabirity of the structure, theflexibility of the connection is considered.
Elastic Analysis
Under a particular loading combination, the forcesand moments throughout alf or part of the structuremay be determined by an anarysis which assumes thatindividuar members behave eta-stical1y. The computedstresses shalr not exceed the alr-owabre strissesgiven in Clauses 13 and, if applicable, 15.

Plastic Analysis
Under a particular loading combination, the forcesand moments throughout all or part of the structureproduced by the ipecif ied roabs murripried br -Ii;prescribed road factors may be deteimined -uv- iplastic analysis provided that:
(a) The steel.used has Fv ( 0.goFu and exhibits theload-strain characteiisl'ics necessary to achievemoment redistribution ;

(b) The width-thickness ratios meet the requiremenLsof Class 1 sections as given in C1duse II.ii
(c) The memberq are braced lateralry in accordancewith the requirements of Clause B.i;
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(d) Web stiffeners are supplied on a member at a
point of load application or where a plastic hinge
would form;

( e ) Spl ices in beams
transmit 1.1 times the
factored loads at the
whichever is greater.

or columns are
maximum computed

splice location

designed to
moment under

or 0.25Mp,

heavy impact

8.6

8.6. r

8.6.2

( f ) Members are not subject to repeated
or fatigue;
(g) The influence of inelastic deformation on the
strength of the structure shall be taken into
account. ( See also Clause 8.6. )

Stability Effects

The analyses referred to in Clauses 8.4 and 8.5
shall include the s$ray effects produced by the
vertical loads acting on the structure in its
displaced configuration, unless the structure is
designed in accordance with the provisions of Clause
8.5.3.

For certain types of structures where the vertical
loads are small, where the structure is relatively
stiff and where the lateral load resisting elements
are well distributedr the sway effects may not have
a significant influence on the design of the
structure ( see Clause 9.3.2 ( b) ) .

For structures in which the sway effects have been
included in the analysis to determine the design
moments and forces (see Appendix I) the effective
length factors for members sha1l be based on the
side-sway prevented condition ( see Clause 9.3.2 ( a ) )

and,

(a) where a loading combination produces significant
relative lateral displacements of the column ends,
the sway effects produced by the vertical loads
acting on the displaced structure shall be
multiplied by L.7 to account for non-Iinearity of
the behaviour of the structurei
(b) However, in no case shalI the sr^ray effects be
taken as less than those calculated by assuming that
L.7 times the vertical loads act on the structure
assumed to be displaced by an amount equal to the
maximum out-of-plumbness consistent with the
erection tolerances specified in Clause 29.7 .Ii

(c) A deflected configuration in which the erection
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8.6.3

8.6.4

tolerances are opposite in sense in adjacentstoreysr Rdy produce sway effects which govern thedesign of beam-to-corumn connections, diaphragms andother elements.

For structures in which the sway effects have notbeen included in the anarysis, the use of effectivelength factors greater than 1.0 (side-sway permitted
case ) f or the design of columns, prorrides anapproximate method of ac'counting foi the svray
ef f ects in momen.t resisting f ra-mes ( see claus69.3.3). This provision shall not be used forstructures analysed in accordance with clause g.5.

For structures anarysed plasticarty in accordancewith clause 8.5 in which the svray effects have beenincluded in _the analysis to determine the designmoments and forces, the provisions of clause g.6:2
shall apply except that the sway effects shall bethose produced by the factored toios rather than r.jtimes those produced by specified 1oads.

Design Lengths of lrtembers

Simple SDan Flexural trtembers
Beams' girdersr d.d trusses may be designed on theb3si" 9f simple spans whose re-ngth may be taken asthe distance between centres of gravity ofsupporting members. Alternatively, the span iengthof beams and girders may be ta-ken as €tre actuallength of such members measured centre-to-centre ofend connections. The length of trusses designed assimpre spans may be taken as the distance betweenthe extreme wor:king points of the system oftrianguration emproyed. rn arr cases the'desiln ;icolumns or other supporting members sharr pr6vic-for the effect of any significant moment oreccentricity arising from thJ manner in which ;beam, girderr oF truss may actuarly be connected orsupported.

Continuous Span Flexural llembers
Beams' girdersr oF trusses having fulr or partialend restraint due to continuiiy or cantireveraction, sha11 .be proportioned to c-arry alI moments,shears, and other -forces at any sectio-n assuming thespan, in generar, to be the diltance between centresof gravity of supporting members. Supportingrnembers sharl be proportioned to carry arl mbmentsishears, and other forces induced by tn" continuiiyof the supported beam, girderr oF tfuss.
Compression lrtembers

9.

9.1

9.2

9.3
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l0.I
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Compression members shall be designed on the basis
of their effective Iength (KL) r the product of
effective length factor (K), and unbraced length
( L) . Unless otherwise specified in this Standard
the unbraced length ( L) shall be taken as the length
of the compression member centre-to-centre of
restraining members. The unbraced length may differ
for different cross-sectional axes of the
compression members. At the bottom storey of a
multistorey structure, or for a single-storey
structure, ( L) shall be taken as the length from the
top of the base plate to the centre of restraining
members at the next higher level.

The effective length factor (K) shall be taken as
1.0 for compression members of frames:

( a) In which sway ef f ects ( see CIause 8.6.2') have
been included in the analysis used to determine the
design moments and forcesi or

(b) In which the sway effects in addition to the
Iateral loads are resisted by bracing or shear
waIls,

unless the degree of rotational restraint afforded
at the ends of the unbraced lengths shows that a
value of K less than I .0 is appl icable. ( For
recommended values of K and a method of computing K,
based on rotational restraint, see Appendices B and
C respectivety, side-sway prevented case. )

For structures with moment resisting frames in which
sway effects have not been included in the analysis
used to determine the design moments and forces ( see
CIause 8.5.3), the effective length factor shal1 be
determined from the degree of rotational and
translational restraint afforded at the ends of the
unbraced length, but shall be not less than 1. (for
recommended values of K and a method of computing K'
see Appendices B and C respectivelyT side-sway
permitted case. )

Compression llembers in Trusses
Unless otherwise specified in this Standard
unless analysis shows that a smaller value
appticable, the effective length factor (K) shaII
taken as 1.0 for compression members in trusses.

Slenderness Ratios

or
is
be

General
The slenderness ratio of a
be taken as the ratio of

compression member shall
effective length (KL) to



r).
lbe

to
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the corresponding
slenderness ratio of
as the ratio of
corresponding radius

!l3si6rrm Slenderness

radius of gyration (

a tension member shal
unbraced length ( L)
of gyration.

Ratio

The
taken

the

10.2

l0 .2.1

ro.2.2

lI.

ll .l
lr.l.l

ll .1.2

ll.l.3

The srenderness ratio of a compression member shallnot exceed 200.

The srenderness ratio of a tension member sharl not
exceed 300. This limit may be waived if other meansare provided to control flexibility, sag, vibration,
and slack in a manner conmensurate with the serviceconditions of the structure t ot if it can be shownthat such factors are not detrimentar to theperformance of the structure or of the assembly ofwhich the member is a part.
Width-Thickness Ratios: Compression Elements

Classification of Sections

For the purposes of this Standard, structuralsections shall be designated as Class I, 2, 3 or 4depending on the maximum width-thickness ratios oftheir elements subject to compression, and asotherwise specified in Clause II.t.3.
class I sections (prastic design sections) wilrpermit attainment of the prJstic moment and
subsequent redistribution of benOing moment.

Class 2 sections (compact sections) will permitattainment of the prastic moment but need not arrowfor subsequent moment redistribution.
Class 3 sections (non-compact sections) will permit
attainment of the yield moment.

crass 4 sections wilt generally have local buckringof elements in compression as the rimit state oistructural capacity.

class I sections sharr, when subject to frexure,have an axis of .symmetry in the prane of loading andshall, when subject to axial compression, be d5ublyslnnmetric. Class 2 sections shall, when subject t6flexure, have an axis of symmetry in the pi"n. ;iloading unress the effectl of asymmetry of thesection are included in the analysis.-
Width and Thickness11.2
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For elements supported along one edge only, parallel
to the direction of compressive force, the width
shall be taken as follows:
(a) For plates, the width (b) is the distance from
the free edge to the first row of fasteners or line
of welds;

flanges of channels and
the width (b) is the fu11

and tees, the width (b) is
d imens ion.

lt .2.1

rr .2.2

rr.2.3

11.3

12.

l2.l

( b ) For legs of angles 'zees, and stems of tees,
nominal dimension;

( c ) For flanges of beams
one-haIf the fu11 nominal

For elements supported along
the direction of compressive
be taken as follows:

two edges parallel to
force the width shaIl

( a ) For flange or diaphragm plates in built-up
sect ions the width ( b) is the d istance between
adjacent lines of fasteners or lines of welds;

( b) For flanges of rectangular ho1low structural
sections the width (b) is the clear distance between
webs less the inside corner radius on each side;

(c) For webs of built-up sections the width (h) is
the distance between adjacent lines of fasteners or
the clear distance between flanQes when welds are
used;

(d) For webs of hot rolled sections the width (h) is
the clear distance between flanges.

The thickness of elements is the nominal
thickness. For tapered flanges of rolled sections,
the thickness is the nominal thickness halfway
between a free edge and the corresponding face of
the web.

tlaximun rlidth-Thickness Ratios of Elements Subject
to Compression
The width-thickness ratio of glements subject to
compression shall not exceed the limits given in
Table I for the specified section classification.

Gross and Net Areas

Application
In general, tension members shall be proportioned on
the basis of net area and compression members on the
basis of gross area. (For beams and girders see
CIause 15. )
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(a) 0.85Ag when

(b) 0.90Aq when

(c) 0.95Ag when 0.85 < Fy/Eu

For angles the gross width shall be thewidths of the legs minus the .thickness.
for holes in opposite legs shall be thegauges from the heel of the anglethickness.

L2.2

12.3

12.3.1

12.3.2

12.3.3

12.3.4

12.3.5

46

Gross Area
Gross area shall be computed by summing the products
of the thickness and gross t^ridth of each elementr ds
measured normal to the axis of the member.

Net Area

Net area shall be computed by summing the products
of the thickness and the net vridth of each element,
as measured normal to the axis of the member. Netwidth and area of parts containing holes sha11 be
computed in accordance with Clause 12.3.3.
Dimensions of Holes
fn computing net area the width of the bott holesnormal to the axis of the member shalr be assumed2 mm larger than the hole dimension specified.
For a series of holes extending across a part of anydiagonal or zigzag Iine, the net width 6f the p"rt
shall be computed by deducting from the gross *iotr,the sum of arl hole widths in the series and addingfor each gauge distance (g I in the series th;
quant i ty :

2

where

s = longitudinal spacing (pitch) in millimetres ofany two successive holes

g = transverse spacing (gauge)
same two holes

The critical net area of the
that series of holes which
width; however, the net area
holes shall not be taken
following limits:

in millimetres of the

part is obtained from
gives the least net
through one or more

as greater than the

'Fy/Fu < 0 .75

0.75 < Ey/Fu < 0.85

sum of the
The gauge

sum of the
mi nus t.he



In
the
net
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compuLing the net
weld metal shal1
area.

area across plug or slot welds
not be taken as adding to the

12.3.6

12.4

12.4.1

t2.4.2

12.4.3

13.

13.l

13.l.l

13 . r.2

L3.2

Pin-Connected Tension llembers

In pin-connected tension members, the net area
across the pin hole, normal to the axis of the
member, shall be at least 1.33 times the cross-
sectional area of the body of the member. The net
area of any section on either side of the axis of
the member measured at an angle of 45o or less to
the axis of the member, shall be not less than 0.9
times the cross-sectional area of the body of the
member.

The distance from the edge
edge of the member, measured
of the member, . shall not
thickness of the material at

The diameter of a pin hole shal
I mm larger than the diameter of

of the pin hole to the
transverse to the axis
exceed 4 times the

the pin hoIe.

Allowable Stresses - llembers and

I be not more than
the pin.

Connections

General

Where applicable, the provisions of Clauses 8, 9-
15-18 shall supplement the provisions of Clause 1

Allowable stresses are given i; MPa unless otherwise
stated.

11,
l.

a
be' FL,

tens ton

Axial Tension
The allowable tensile stress
member subjected to an axial
taken as:

(a)The Iesser of

developed by
force shall

(i) Ft = 0.50Fy when An,/Ag , Fy

= 0.50(ru Er) when An/Ag
I

< Fy,/Fu

(ii) Fr = 0.50Fu

(b) On net area at pin connections

Ft = 0.45Fy

(c) On unthreaded body area of threaded parts

Fy/Fu

Ft = 0.40Fy
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13.3

13.3.1

Axial Compression

The allowable axial compressive stress for w shapes
and for hollow structural sections manufactured
according to CSA Standard CAN3-G40.20-M' Class C

(cold formed non-stress relieved) and conforming to
the requirements of Clause 1I of this Standard for
Class 1, 2 or 3 sections, shall be taken as*:

(a) 0 < L < 0.15, Fu = 0.60F,

(If threads are upset, Ft = 0.50Fy on the critical
net area. )

(b) 0.15 < I < 1.0, Fa = 0.60Fy(1.035' O.2O2I - 0.

(c) 1.0 < L < 2.0, Fu = 0.6OFy(-0.111 + 0.636 r-1+

(d) 2.0 < l. < 3.5, Fu = O.50Fy(0.009 + O.AZZ L-2)

(e) 3.G < r., F" = o.6oFy x-2 - iffi#f
KL /F"-whereA=-l---r trn'n

l-r, F._

{m and i to comnute }' and }'2

zzz x2)

-?.0.087 r 'J

Values of

respectively are given in Table 2.

* These expressions defining F. are based on column
strength pied ict ions f or w -=n"$.= up to 510 rnm deep
and can be assumed to be valid for other doubly
symmetric Class 1, 2 or 3 sections, except for solid
round non-stress relieved cold straightened bars
greater than 50 mm diameter ( refer to CSA Standard
S37-M, Antenna Towers and Antenna Supporting
Structures ) . Welded H-shapes should have flange
edges flame cut. Singly symmetric, asymmetric or
cruciform sections should be checked as to whether
torsional-flexural buckling is critical. Curves
similar to those described by the equations in
Clause 13.3.I but taking into account dif f erences i.n
residual stress patterns, shapes, etc. , for fully
stress relieved sections, hollow structural sections
and jumbo sections are given in "Guide to Stability
Design Criteria for Metal Compression MembeES", 3rd
Edition, publ ished by the Structural StabiI ity
Research CounciI.
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Tab1e 2

Vatues of l+ and
Vt"

F
v

o2E

"y
15I""

F
Y

t2e

230
260
300
350
380
400
480
700

(b) 0.15 < r < 1.2, Fa = 0.6(0.990 + o.r22r - 0.367 12)

0 . 0108
0.0I15
0.0r23
0.0133
0.0139
0.0142
0 . 0156
0.0188

0.000 115
0.000 132
0.000 L52
0.000 177
0.000 r92
0.000 203
0.000 243
0.000 355

13.3.2

t.2

1.8

2.8

.KLwhere A = 
-r

The allowable axial compressive stress for hol1ow
structural sections manufactured according to CSA
Standard CAN3-G40.20-t-!, Class H (hot formed or cold
formed stress relieved ) and conforming to the
requirements of Clause 11 of this Standard for Class
1, 2 or 3 sections, shall be taken as:

(a)0<L<0.15, F. = o'50F,

<L<1.8, F"=

< L < 2.8, Fu =

( tr,

Values of and cornpute tr and l' 2

respectively are given in Table 2.

The aIlowable axial compressive stress, Fa,
developed by a member subject tb an axial
compreisive force and designated as a Class 4

section according to Clause I1 shalI be determined

/Flv
!,,rt

(c)

(d)

(e) F = 0.50F-a y

fFIY{;4

o.o5t + o.8or r-2)

0.008 + 0.942 )\-2)

- -2 r I 180 000r
r ----o.l' (r,r./t)'

o.5oFy(

o.5oFy(

F

+to
Tt ti

13.3.3



(a) *. ,r, J+ .....o..................F,, = 0.4oFy

lk r7slF Fszr{#.....Fv = ( ,n#)"
I09 000k

...Fv = ( (h/rFr)"

13.3.4

13.4

13 .4 .1
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as follows:
( a ) For sect ions less or equal to 4 . 5 nm in

thickness and which are not hollow structural
sections, the allowable axial compressive
stress shall be calculated in accordance with
Clause 14.

( b ) For hoIIow structural sections and sections
greater than 4.5 mm in thickness which can be
shown not to be critical in torsional buckling
or not subject to torsional flexural buckling'
the allowable axial compressive stress sha1l be
calculated in accordance with the requirements
of 13.3.1 or L3.3.2, as applicable. The area 'A, shaII be taken as the effective area
determined in accordance with Clause 14. The
slenderness ratio shall be calculated using
gross section properties.

(c) Singly symmetric sections which may be subject
to torsional flexural buckling and channels
with unstiffened flanges shall be designed by
rational analysis.

The allowable axial compressive stress, Fa on the
gross area of a web stiffener shall be taken as:

Fa = 0.60Fy

Shear

Elastic Analysis
Except as noted in Clause L3.4.2 | the allowable
shear stress, F., developed by the web of a flexural
member subjected to shear shall be taken as follows:

(b) 43e#

(c) so2#

(d) 62l1F

where

r75/F k
r=YV

(h/w)<h<
\d

<h<
w

_ h 83 000tFt-F'-
v

+ nF'v

+ nF'v
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aspect ratio ' ratio of
stiffeners to web dePth

Fv

kv

^

allowable shear stress (MPa)

shear buckling coefficient

4 * 5'34n when a/h < I
( a/h)z

i
5. 34 * 

-- 
when a/h > 1

( a/hl-

0.866
t-

I + ( a/h\z
0. s0

a/h = distance between

For unstiffened webs, a/h = @ and t = 1, n = 0, kv =

5. 34 .

The values given in Table 3 may be used. The gross
area of a web shall be taken as the product of the
web depth (h) and the web thickness (w), except that
for rotleO shapes the overall depth ( d ) may be
substituted for h.

Table 3
Coefficients for Shear Formulae

( a/h)2

0.25
0.33
0. 50- 0.67
0.7s
I .00
r.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3 .00

Infinity

0.160
0. r78
0.225
0.280
0.307
0.388
0.459
0.520
0.570
0.513
0.648
0.578
0.704
0.726
I .000

0.485
0.47 5
0 .441
0.415
0.400
0.354
0.312
0.277
0.248
0.224
0.203
0.186
0.171
0. 158
0

89.4
52.2
25 .4
15.0
13. s

9. 34
7 .90
7.L2
5.5s
6. 34
6.13
s.98
5.87
5.78
s. 34
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Plastic Analysis
Unless reinforced by diagonal stiffeners or a
doubler plate, the webs of columns, beams r dnd
girders shall be proportioned so that

Vf < 0.55Frwd

where

V. = shear force from factored loads
*t = web thickness
d = depth of member

Note: This clause is to be used only in conjunction
hrith Clause 31.

llaxinum Slenderness
The slenderness ratio (h/w ) of a web shalI not
exceed:

83 000,/F..
x

where

Fy = specified minimum yield point of the
' compression flange steel (see Clause 16.3).

This limit may be waived if analysis indicates that
compression flange buckling into the web will not
occur at L.67 times the flange design stress.

Gusset P1ates
The average shear stress of
plates shal1 be taken as:

Fv = 0.30Fy

Pins

the gross area of gusset

The average shear stress on nominal area of
shall be taken as:

plns

Fv = 0.40Fy

Cornbined Shear and lloment in Girders
Transversely stiffened girders depending on tension
field action to carry shear, with h/w > 502/k,,/F,,
shall be proportioned in such a way that'thg
following linits are observed.

f
# . t.o

v
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f.J < r.ol.
D

f, 0.455f
0.121 f + -f . r

DV
where

Fv is established according to Clause 13.4.
Fb is established according to Clause 13.5.

Bending
The allowable bending stress, Fb, develdped by a
member subjected to bending moments shall be as
given in this Clause.

I-shaped llenbers and Channels Prevented from
firisting
( a) Tension

Fbt = 0.56Fy for Class I and 2 sections

Fbt = 0.50Fy for Class 3 and 4 sections

(b) Compression; Class 1, 2 and 3 sections

(i) when Ft , 3 to.

F. = r.rsF. rt - 
o'lttot',

^bc 'bt\^ Ft )

but not greater than Fbt

(ii) when Ft . 3 .0.
Fb" = Fl

where

Fr=@
83 800E2 = W\_

F3 = foff for r-shaped members

= 0 for channels

where
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L = unsupported length of compression flange in
millimeters

(c) Compression; Class 4 sections

(i) When both the web and the compression flange
fall within Class 4 of Table 1, the allowable
stress shall be determined in accordance with
CIause 14. The calculated value, Frl, applicable
to cold formed members, shaIl be determined by
using only the values for Fv and Fu that are
specified in the relevant r structriral steel
material standard;

(ii) For beams or girders whose flanges meet the
requirements of Class 3 and whose webs exceed
the limits for Class 3t see Clause t5;
(iii) nor beams or girders whose webs meet the
requirements of Class 3 and whose flanges exceed
the Iimits for Class 3 the critical stress
corresponding to local buckling of compression
elements, F^-, shall be determined in accordance
with ClausE' 14. Alternatively, the yield
stress, F., r rndy be used with an ef f ect ive
section modulus, Se,

where

So = the effective section modulus determinede _-gging an effective flange width of 670t//F,, forflanges supported along two edges parallJI to
the direc;l!on of stress and an effective width
of 200E//1 fof flanges supported along one eclgeparallel Co the direction of stress. fn no
case, for flanges supported. along one edge,
shalL b/t exceed G0.

Eollow Structural Sections

Tension .and Cornpression
Fb = 0.56Fv for Class I and 2 sections
Fb = 0.60Fy for Class 3 sections

For ho1low structural sections the laterally
unsupported length of the portion of a rectangular
section in compression due to bending shall notexceed L7 200/Fv times its width unless anarysis
would show that ra greater unsupported length nai be
used.

Tee Sections with Axis of Symmetry in plane of
Bending

13 .5.3
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-.

-

13.5.4

13.5.5

13.5.6

Tension and Compression

Fb = O.55Fy for Class 1 and 2 sections

Fb = 0.60Fy for Class 3 sections

For the tee sections the laterally unsupported
length of the portion of the tee in .compression dY.
to -bending shaII not exceed 630ru//Fu where r.v i7
the radiuJ of gyration of the tee rabodt the axi3 ot
synmetr!r unless analysis would show that a greater
unsupported length may be used.

sections sithout an Axis of synrrnetry in Plane of
Bending (Except Channels)

Tension and compression when the section is
prevented from Iateral buckling and twisting

Fb = 0.50Fy

Solid Sections

(a) Rounds and Pins
i;'= o.sor, for'tension and compression

(b) Rectangles and bearing-plates
Fb = O.75Fy for tension and compresslon

continuous and Fixed-ended Bearns supporting Gravity
Loads: Plastic Design Sections

continuous or fixed-ended beams, exclusive of
cantilevers, meeting the width-thickness limitations
;;a"ifiect in C1ausi 31 for plastic design.sections
.nO not subject to web sheai stress (f.r) .in exc?:s
of 0.33F,,, *uy be proportioned to support gravlty
Ioads on 'the following basis:

(a)Bendingmomentsshallbedeterminedbyelastic
theory;

( b) within any span the po:itive. bending stress
computed on ine assumption that the span is
fufiy loaded and simply supported shall not
exceed 1.33Fr;

(c) The maximum bending stress considering the
continuity of the slructure shaIl not exceed
0 .75Fr;

(d)Thedistancefromthefaceofthesupporttothe
point of contraflexure shall not exceed
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980r,,//{ when the f lange in compression is
unbrAcedrwithin this distance, nor L535rr//F,

when that flange is braced at a point not more
than 550rO//F, from the face of the support;

(e) The flange in compression between points of
contraflexure, in the region of positive bending
shall be braced at intervals not exceeding
ss}r ,// v ,.

If the negative moment of the beam is resisted by a
column rigidty framed to that beam, the allowable
bending stress in the column resulting from the
assumption that the beam-to-column connection
provides complete fixity under gravity load bending
moment shall not exceed at the connection:

(i) 0.75Fv if the column meets the requirements of
a CIaSs I section.

(ii) 0.66Fv if the column meets the requirements of
a ClaSs 2 section.

(iii) 0.50Fv if the column meets the requirements of
a ClaSs 3 section.

Lateral Bracing for llembers in Structures Analysed
Plastically
Members in structures or portions of structures in
which the distributions of moments and forces have
been determined by a plastic analysis shaIl be
braced to resist lateral and torsional displacement
at aIl hinge locations. The laterally unsupported
distance, Lcr, from such braced hinge locations to
the nearest adjacent point on the frame similarly
braced shall not exceed:

L"' = 550rr//F,

L", = 980rr//F,

ro' F > o.s
p

ro' p < o.s
p

where
M.

L.

M is equal to the ratio of the smaller moment to--p

the larger moment at opposite ends of the unbraced
length, in the plane of bending considered; positive
when the member is bent in single curvature and
negative when bent in double curvature and

Irtr
-1.0 . M: < 1.0

p
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Both bracing requirements should be checked and the
more severe shaIl govern the location of the braced
point. Bracing is not required at the location of
the last hinge to form in the failure mechanism
assumed as the basis for proportioning the
structure. Except for the regions specified above,
the maximum unsupported length of members in
structures analysed plastically need be not less
than that which would be permitted for the same
members in structures analysed elastically.
Axial Compression and Bending

Member Strength and Stability
Members required to resist bending moments and an
axial compressive force shall be proportioned so
that:

f f, f.(a)d#-+#+#<1.0
yDxDy

L3.7

13.7.1

13.7 .2

f tl*fb* f'
(b) FU - -----T- * ft- ( i.o-a 

Fbx(r -+) ror( t -+)
where

Fa is defined in Clause 13.3

Fb* is defined in Clause 13.5
1 180 000

ra

( KLr'\ r,
0x, ty are defined in Clause 13.7.2.

when fa/Fa < 0.15 the value of each of (1 fa/ELx\,

(1 f a/FLy), ox, and tr, maY be assumed equal to 1.

Values of to

Unless otherwise determined by analysis, the
following values sha1l be used for o:

(a ) l'lembers not sub jected to
between supports:

transverse loads

accordance

single

( i ) For members of frames analysed in
with Clause 8.6.2,
o = 0.6 + 0 .4t4L/142 f or members bent in

curvature
o = 0.5 O .4t41/t4) f or members bent in double

curvature,-buE not less than 0.4
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$rhere
N1.r/M.> = ratio of the smaller moment to the

larger moment at opposite ends of the
unbraced length, in the plane of bending
cons idered;

( ii ) For members of frames analysed in
accordance with Clause 8.6.3'
o = 0.85 for members bent in double curvature or

subject to moment at one end
0) = 1.0 for members bent in single curvature due

to moments at both ends

(b) I'tembers sub jected to distributed load or series
of point loads between supports;

o = I.0
(c ) l'lembers sub jected to a concentrated load or
moment between supports: o = 0.85.

For the purpose of design, members subjected to
concentrated load (or moment ) between supports
(e.g., crane columns) may be considered to be
divided into two segments at the point of load (or
moment ) application. Each segment shall then be
treated as a member which depends on its own
flexural stiffness to prevent side-sway in the plane
of bending considered and r,r shall be taken as 0.85.
In computing the slenderness ratio KL/r, for use in
Clause 13.7, the total length of the member shall be
used.

Axial Tension and Bending
Members required to resist both bending moments and
an axial tensile force shall be proportioned so
that:

f . f , .

(a) F:. u-. r.o
cDt

where

Fbt = tensile bending stress permitted
alone hras present

if bending

Ff = axial tensile stress permitted if- tension alone was present
axial

(b) If a net compress
on a portion of the
proportioned so that

ive bending stress is developed
section, the member shall be

Fb", the aIlowable compressive
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bending stress (Clause I3.5) is not exceeded.

Load Bearing
The bearing stress, F.,, developed by a member or
portion of a member' dubjected to bearing shaIl be
taken as:

(a ) On the contact area of machined ' accurat'ely sar.tn
or fitted parts

Fp = 0.90Fy

(b) on expansion rollers or rockers

F^ = 0.00008F,2-P -Y

where

F- is in newtons
P

D and L are the diameter and length respectively of
roller or rocker

Fv is the specified minimum yield point of the
w6aker part in contact

(c) In bearing-type connections

F = 1.5Fpu
where

Fu is the specified tensile strength of the plate

The ratio of end distance to bolt diameter sha1l
meet the requirements of Clause 22.8.

Bolts in Bearing-Type Connections

General

For bolts in bearing-type
ensures that the connection
member.

connections Clause 13. I0
will not fail before the

^
A

Bolts in Shear
Stresses apply to bolt area
bolt diameter.

(a) A307 bolts
(b) A325M and A325 bolts
(c) A490M and A490 bolts

determined from nominal

70 MPa

205 MPa

27 5 t'lPa
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When the bolt threads are intercepted by any shear
plane r the allowable shear stress of any joint shall
be taken as 70 per cent of Fv.

For joints longer than 1300 ntm the shearing
resistance shaII be taken as 80 per cent of the
above values.

Bolts in Tension
Stresses apply to bolt area
bolt diameter.

(a) A307 bolts

determined from nominal
13.10.3

13. r0.4

13.11

13.tr-1

13.11 .2

(b) A325M and A325 bolts
(c) A490M and A490 bolts

Bolts in Combined Shear and Tension
Bolts subject to combined shear and
forces applied to the connected
proportioned so that
.2 .2L! L--

* + j < t.oz _2d.p
where

c = permissible tensile stress
13. r0.3

p - permissible shear stress

140 MPa

300 MPa

370 MPa

tension due to
parts shall be

as given in Clause

as given in Clause

of a bolted joint,
taken as:

13. 10.2

Bolts in Slip-Resistant (Friction-T1pe) Connections

General
The requirement for a slip-resistant connection is
that under the forces and moments produced by
specified loads, slip of the assembly shall not
occur. In addition the allowable shear stresses
determined in Clause 13. ll shall not exceed the
applicable allowable stresses determined in Clause
13.10.2.

Shear Connections
The allowable stress, Fv,
subjected to shear, shalI be

Fv = 0.26pF'

where p r a function of slip probability, is
expressed as a function of bolt type and condition
of the faying surfaces of the parts. Representative
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values corresponding to a
slip are given in Tab1e 4.

5 percent probability of

Table 4
Values of tr

Cateqiory Steels Steel $rrfae TreaEent* Bolts

csA
c40.2U.r

ASIU 43251.{ A490lt
A325 A490

Carbon and low-al1ctrr
steels except qr"renched Tight clean miIl scale
ard tanpered

300w,
30owr

A35 Vinyl wash prirner 0 .59 0.51

300w,
30owr

A35, A441 Blast-:leaned, organic zinc
rich paint

Blast-cleaned

Blast-cleaned, inorganic
zinc rich paint

Blastrleaned, retallized

0.99 0.87

A5l4 BIast-cleaned 0.69 0.60

300w,
30owr

A35, A441 Hot{ipped galvanized 0.3r 0.27

Hot-dip@ galvanized then
wire-brushed or blasted

0.76 0 .66

* See Clause 23.3.4 for steel surface treatrrent reguirements.
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Connections in Cqubined Shear and Tension
Bolts subject to combined shear and tension due
forces applied to the connected parts shall
proportioned so that

fft + J, I n
c p t : r'v

'where

to
be

c = permissible tensile stress
13.10.3

p' = permissible shear stress
13 . 1L .2.

t{elds

as given in Clause

as given in Clause

The resistance of welded joints is dependent upon
the strength of the electrode used. Conditions
wherein the electrode is "matched" to the base metal
are given in Table 5(a).

The permissible stresses for the weld metal and base
metal shall be as shown in Table 5(b).
The compressive resistance of joints utilizing
p_artial joint penetration groove welds sha1I be
based on the effective throat area of the welds plus
the area of the base metal fitteO in contact
bearing.

Note: Compression joints that depend upon contact
bearing, when assembled during fabrication, shaII
have at least 75t of the entire contact area in full
bearing and the separation at the edges of the joint
shall not exceed 0.50 mm unless otherwise stipulated
by the Engineer.

The vect,or sum of longitudinal and transverse shear
loads shall not exceed the stresses given in
TabIe 5(b), unless a strength analysis is used thatis acceptable to the Engineer.

Plug and slot welds shall be considered only toprovide shear resistance in the plane of the
connected parts.
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Table 5(a)

Base lrletal and llatchingl glectrode Ultinate Strengths

llatching Electrode2
Ultimate Strengths

( t{pa )

G40.21ltt Grades

260 300 350 380 400 480 700

410
480
5s0
620
820

x3
X
x

x4
X X

X

Notes:

(1)

(2)

For matching condition of ASTM
L2-L of CSA Standard w59.

steels see Table 1l-I or Table

been determined from electrode

using uA' or uAT" steels where the
have similar atmospheric corrosion
colour characteristics to the base
Clause 5.2.L.4 and 5.2.I.5 of CSA

Ultimate strengths have
classif ication numbers.

(3) For unpainted applications
deposited weld metal shaIl
resistance and/or similar
metalr the requirements of
Standard W59 shall apply.

(4) For HSS only.
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Cold Formed Stee1 Structural ltlembers

Scope

Clause 14 shal1 apply to the design of structural
members, cold formed to shape from carbon or low-
alIoy, sheet or strip steels, used for load-carrying
purposes in buildings

where the provisions of clause 14 differ from the
provisions of other clauses of this Standard the
pronisons of clause t4 shall govern for cold formed
steel structural members.

Definitions and Slmbols

Definitions
The following definitions apply to Clause 14 '

cold foming means the shaping of flat rolled steel
at ambient femperature to forrn a structural section;

Effective width ratio means the ratio of the
eitective width ( b) to the thickness ( t ) of the
element. Effective width ratio shall be determined
in accordance with requirements of clause 14.4.4.2;

Flange of a section in bending means the flat width
inctiOing any intermediate stiffeners plus the
adjoining corners;

FIat ridth ratio means the ratio of the flat width
(w) to the thickness ( t ) of the elernent;

ltultiple stiffened element means an element that is
adequitely stiffened at both edges according to
Clause tq.q.5.2 and also stiffened by means of
intermediate stiffeners which are parallel to the
direction of stress and which conform to the
requirements of C1ause 14.4.5.3;

partially-effective element means an element for
which the effective width is less than the flat
width;

Point synrmetric section means a section symmetric
about its centroid;

stiffened element means a flat element of which both
edges paraltet to the direction of stress are
suiportlo by stiffening means conforrning to the
requirements of C1ause L4.4.4t

sub-element of a multiple-stiffened element means
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the portion of such an element between adjacent
stiffeners or between a web and intermediate
stiffener or between an edge and intermediate
st i ffener i

Unstiffened element means a flat element with one
longitudinal free edge;

Virgin steel means
cold forming (e.9.,

steel in the condition prior to
coiled or cut to length);

Web of a section in bending means that portion whichjoints two flanges. It id taken as the flat length
measured in the plane of the web excluding the
corners.

Symbols
The following symbols apply to Clause I4. Other
symbols found in Clause 14 have previously been
defined in Clause 5.

Ae Effective cross-sectional area

a Distance between web centerlines; distance
between attachments

B Force in bracing; stud spacing

BL

b

Limiting value of B

Effective design width; distance between
flange centerlines; width of largest leg of
an angle

Factor used in calculating shear strain in
sheathing of wa1l studs

AIlowable amount of curlingr distance from
the centroid of a member to its extreme
compressive fibre

cl

c

D Ratio of mean diameter to thickness of hollow
circular section

DA Number of 90o corners in the flange of a
section in bending or in the entire cross-section 9f a compression or tension member.
If angles other than 90o are used, Da is the
sum of the bend angles divided by 90 o"

d Clear distance between flanges

dl Overall depth of lip
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t'lodulus of elasticity for cold formed steel
( 203 000 l'lPa assumed )

Modified Young's modulus used in wall stud
load capacitY equation

Term used in calculating shear strain in
sheathing of wa11 studs

NormaI distance from the hole center to the
edge

Compressive crushing stress

Allowable compressive stress under concentric
load i ng

Buckling stress of a beam

Critical web bending stress

Compressive stress in IateraIly unbraced
single-web beams

Euler elastic buckling stress

Reduced elastic buckling stress

Euler elastic buckling stress about axis of
symmetrY

Torsional-f]'exuralelasticbucklingstress

Torsional elastic buckling stress

Stress used for waI1 stud load capacity
calculat ion

Ultimate tensile strength of virgin steel

Tensile yield strength of virgin.steel

Average tensile yield strength which
incorporates the effects of cold work of
f orming

Tensile Yield strength of flats

Calculated stress in an element

Shear modulus for cold formed sections
( 78 OOO t"lPa assumed)

Modified shear modulus used in walI stud load

Fl

F-d

Fb"

Fb"

Fc

Fe

Fp

FS

^st
Ft

Fto

Fu

ty

Fi

Fyf

f

G

nlu
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m

N

P

PL

PS

p
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capacity equation

Distance of the fastener to the flanges that
are tending to separate

Moment of inertia of the full area of a
multiple stiffened element, including the
intermediate stifteners, about its own
centroidal axis

l'loment of inertia of cross-section of wall
stud about the centroidal axis paralle1 to
the web; moment of inertia of the compression
portion of a section about the centroidal
axis of the entire section parallel to the
web

Moment causing a maximum strain of .y
Distance of shear centre of channel from
midplane of the web

Actual length of bearing

q

q

Force transmitted by bolt
Lateral force used to design bracing

Design load on wall studs

Perimeter length of multiple
element between edge stiffeners
Uniforrnly distributed load on a beam

Shear rigidity per unit length spac
on sheathing on both sides of stud

stiffened

, N/mm

ing based

qo

R

r

Factor used to determine shear rigidity
Term in effective width thickness ratio
equat ion

Inside bend radius; radius of gyration of the
unreduced cross section for cold-formed
sect i ons

Fo

S*"

S

Polar radius of gyration of
about the shear center

cross-sect ion

Compressive section modulus of entire section
about the major axis

Spac i ng



Ts

t

ts

tw

w*

w

wf

7I

Allowable tensile load on connection

Thickness of thinnest connected sheet

Equivalent thickness

Effective throat thickness
based on minimum leg size

of a filIet weld

Ratio of the centerline length of the flange
of a member in bending or of the entire
section of a tension or compression member to
the thickness

Width of an element exclusive of fillets;
flat width

Projection of flange from inside face of web

of a channel or half the distance between
webs for box or U-tYPe sections

widt.h of flange projection beyond th9 y"b for
I-beam and si.ifai sections or half the
distance between webs for box or U-type
sections; for flanges of I-beams and similar
sections stiffened by lips at the outer
edges, w' shalI be taken as the sum of the
flinge projection beyond the web plus the
depth of the IiP.

Distance from shear center
sect ion

Shear strain in sheathing

to centroid of

wt

Xo

Y

Y Al lowable
load

shear strain in sheathing under

o

0c

0o

YieId strain

Poisson's ratio ( 0.33 assumed )

Angle between web and Plane of
surf ace

bearing

AlIowable stress related to shear strain in
wall studs

Post buckling factor

Resistance factor for connections

Resistance factor for web crippling in beams

having other than a single unreinforced web
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0., Resistance factor for web crippling in beams
" with a single unreinforced web

l{aterial Standards

14.3. I General
Acceptable material and product standards and
specifications for use under this clause are Iisted
in Clauses L4.3.2 and 14.3.3.

L4.3.2 Structural Steel

csA G40.2I-t4,
Structural Ouality Steels;

ASTM A36,
Structural Steel;

ASTM A242,
High Strength Low-AIIoy Structural Steel;

AST|'1 A283,
Low and Intermediate Tensile Strength Carbon SteeI
PIates of Structural Quality;

ASTM A572 |
High-Strength Low-A11oy Columbium-Vanadium Steels
Structural Ouality;

ASTM A588,
High-strength Low-Alloy Structural SteeI with
345 MPa Minimum Yield Point to I00 ntrn Thick;

^ 
14.3.3 Sheet Steel

ASTM A44614,
^ Steel Sheet, Zinc Coated (Galvanized) by the Hot-Dip

Process, Structural (Physical) Ouality (Grades A, B,
c, D, F);

: ft3li-lil3; carbon Steer Sheet and strip, structural
QualitY;

ASTM A606,

. liififfi: ;:::;lll,lJ;:llllil:
^
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ASTM A511,
SteeI, CoId-RoIled Sheet, Carbon, Structural (Grades
A, B, C e D);

ASTM A7]5,
Sheet SteeI and Strip, Hot-Rol1ed , High-Strength
Low-Alloy, with Improved Formability;

ASTM A816M,
Specification for Steel Sheet, Zinc-Coated
(-Galvanized ) by the Hot-Dip Process, High Strength
Low-A11oy;

cssBr 101-M,
Zinc Coated Structural Quality Steel SheeL for Roof
and Floor Deck.

Physical Properties
The physical proPerties used for
Clause 14 shall be taken as:

Young's modulus E

Shear modulus G

Poisson's ratio (p )

Mass density
Coefficient of linear

thermal expansion

General Design Considerations

Cold tfork of Forming

General
Utilization of cold work of forming is optional and
if used shaLl be in accordance with clause 14.4.I.2,
and only applied to the following additional clauses
of this Standard:

( a ) Clause 14 .5.3 , FIexural Members SingIe Web;

(b) clause I4.5.5, Concentrically Loaded compression
l'lembers;

(c) CIause 14.5.6, Members Subject to Conbined Axial
Load and Bending;

( d ) Clause l4 . 5.8 , WalI Studs '

Axially Loaded Tension l,tembers; Tension Flanges of
Beams;- Fulty Effective Axial conpression Hembersi
Fully Effective Conpression Flanges of Beams
The yield strength ( F 

"r) 
of ( a) axially loaded

tensibn members, inl the tension flanges of flexural
members, ( c ) fully effective axially loaded

design purposes 1n

203 000 MPa
78 000 t'lPa

0.33
7 B 50 kg/^3

1t .7 x 10-o7og

14

14

t4 .4 .1.2
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compression members and (d) the compression flanges
of flexural members whose stiffened elements are not
subject to a reduction in effective area as required
by Clause L4.4.4.2, shall be determined by one of
the following methods:

( a ) Full section tensile tests as
Clause 14.8.3 .1;

(b ) t'y = Fy + 5De ( F,, ?y) /w*

specified in

Axial Compression llenbers and compression Flanges
which are not Futly Effective
The yield strength ( FJ) of axially- loaded
compreision memberi and ttle compression flanges of
fleiural members not conforming to Clause 14.4.L.2
shalt be taken as the tensile yield strength of the
virgin steel specified by the relevant specification
of Clause 5.

l{aximun Allowable Flat Width Ratios for Compression
Elements
l,laximum aIlowable overall f lat width ratios w/t,
disregarding intermediate stiffeners and taking as
t, the actual thickness of the element, unless
otherwise specified shall be as follows:

(a) Stiffened compression element having one
longitudinal edge connected to a web or flange
element, the other stiffened bY:

(i) Simp1e lip bent at right' angles to
the eIgmgnt............... ...""""50;

( ii ) A more effective kind of stiffener " " " ' 90 ;

(b) Stiffened compression element with
both longitudinal edges connected to a
web or flange element (U-type or box-type
sgctions)..:.................."""".."' 500;

(c) Unstif fened cornpression element......... o....50'

Note: 1. Unstif fened compressi'on elements ( see
Clause 14.4.2(c) ) that have flat width ratios
exceeding approximately 30 and stiffened compression
elements- (see CIause L4.4.2(b) ) that have flat width
ratios exceeding approximately 250 are likely to
develop noticeable deformations under specified
loads .without detriment to the load-carrying
ability.

2. Additional specific limits may be given in
certain clauses
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llaxinum A1lowable l{eb DePths
The web slenderness ratio, h/L, of the webs of
flexural members shall not exceed the following
I imitat ions :

(a) For unreinforced webs: h/t < 200;

(b) For webs which are provided with transverse
sti.ffeners satisfying the requirements of Clause
14.5.4

^

(i) When using bearing stiffeners
only:

(ii) When using bearing stiffeners
and intermediate stiffeners:

h/t < 260i

h/E < 300;

Where a web
ratio, h/L,
sheets.

Properties of

consists of two or more sheetsr the
shaIl be computed for the individual

Sections

General
Properties of sections such as cross sectional area,
moment of inertia, section modulus and radius of
gyration, sha11 be determined in accordance with
conventional methods of structural design

Effective Width E
when w/L exceeds 290{?,.w/t sha1l be replaced by an

effective width ratio, b/Lr ds given in CIause
14.6 .2.L. For stiffened compression elements ' that
portion of the total width which is considered
removed to arrive at the effective width sha1l be
located symmetrically about the centroid of the
element. For unstiffened compression elements' the
portion of the total width which is considered
removed to arrive at the effective width shall be
located at the unstiffened edge of the element.

Compression Elements and Sub-elements of Hultiple-
Stiffened Elements
The ef f ect ive lrridth rat io of compress ion elements 'for strength determinations and for deflection or
vibration determinations shall be taken as:

:= 42s {rr-#.fir R

Where

t1 = 4.0 for stiffened compression elements,
[ = 0.5 for unstiffened compression elements'
f = stress in compression elernent computed on the
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basis of the ef fective Ididth.

R is given by:

(i) R = 0.1 (w/L) - 5 when (w/L >60)
(ii) R - 0 when (w/t < 50

when the element or sub-element is stiffened at each
edge by means of a web or flange ' R may be taken as
zero for all values of w/t.

Effective Area of Stiffeners
For computing the effective structural properties of
a member having compression sub-elements or elements
subject to the correction factor R of Clause
L4.4.4.2.1 in effective width, the area of
stiffeners (edge stiffener or intermediate
stiffeners ) shaIl be considered reduced to an
effective area Ae as follows:

For 60 < w/E < 90

Ae = (g 2(b/w) + (b/t)/30 (w/E)/30)A

For w/t > 90

L4.4.4.2.2

14.4 .4.2.3

A. = (b/w)A

Where Ao and A refer
refer to" the member.

to the stiffener and q/ and b

Unusually Short Spans Supporting Concentrated Loads
Where the span of a flexural member is less than
30w', and the member carries one concentrated load'
or several loads spaced farther apart than 2 w'' the
effective width of any flange, whether in tension or
compression, shall be Iimited by the ratio given in
Tab1e 6.

Table 6
Short Wide Flanges

l{aximun Allorable Ratio of Effective Width

10T2l4I618202530L/v'

Rat io
b/w 1.00 0.96 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.78 0.73 o .67 0.55
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fu11 span for simple spansi or the distance between
inflec€ion points for continuous beams; or twice the
length of cantilever beams.

width of flange projection beyond the web for I-beam
and similar ieclions or half the distance between
webs for box or u-type sections. For flanges of I-
beams and similar sections stiffened by lips at the
outer edgesi hrr shaII be taken as the sum of the
flange piojection beyond the web plus the .depth of
the 1ip.

Stiffeners for Compression Elements

General
The centroid of the stiffener is to be considered
l0cated at the centroid of the fu11 area of the
stiffener, and the moment of inertia of the
stiffener about its ovtn centroidal axis sha1l be
that of the full section of the st.iffener. see
clause I4.4 .4.2.2 for effective area of stiffener.

Edge Stiffeners
In order that a flat compression element may be

considered a stiffened compression element, it shall
be stif f ened along orle longitudinal edge par_a1le1. to
the direction of stress by a web, and along the
other edge by a web, Iip or other stiffener with a

moment of inertia equal to the greater of
A(i) f = ?L- . 4(ii) f = (zlw/tl - tl) t=

ffener consists of a simple Iip bent at
to the stiffened element, the required
of the liP shall be taken as

dr = L(z4fu/L\ - rsol r/3 but not ress than 4 '8t '

A simple lip shall not be used as an edge stiffener
for any element having a flat width ratio greater
than 50.

Intermediate stif f eners for lrtultiple-stif f ened
Elements
In order that a flat compression element may be

considered to be a multiple-stiffened element, it
sha11 be stiffened between websr oE between a web

andastiffenededge,bYmeansofintermediate
stiffeners parallel to the direction of stress.
Each such iniernediate stiffener shall have a moment

of inertia equal to twice that specified for edge
stiffeners in Clause I4.4.5 '2 ' Furthermore I

w' =

L4 .4 .5

14.4.5. r

14.4 .5.2

14.4.5.3

Where the sti
right angles.
overall depth



(a)Ifthespacingofstiffenersbetweentwowebsis
such that the ffit width ratio (w/E) of any of the
sub-elements between stiffeners is larger than n/!
onry two intermediate stiffeners (those nearest each
webj shall be considered effective;

(b) If the spacing of stiffeners between a web and
an'edge stiftlner 1s such that the flat width ratio,
w/E, Lt any of the sub-elements between stiffeners
i; i.rg"'. €nan b/t, only the intermediare stiffener
nearesi the web shall be considered effective; and

( c ) If intermedf iate stiffeners are spaced so
closely that the flat width ratio, w/L between
stiffeners does not exceed b/t, all the stiffeners
;;t-69 considered effective. For this case' the
fflt width ratio and effective width ratio of the
entire multiple-stiffened element, sha-11 . -bg
determined using a width equal to th9 total width
between webs or from web to edge stiffener, and a

78

L/3
thickness equal to

14.4.5

t = t lI- +e 'zp

Curling of Flanges
where a flange of a flexural member is unusually
wide and it is desired to limit the maximum amount
of curling or movement of the flange towards the
neutral axis, the gross width vt/L of the flange
shall be as follows:

( a) For tension flanges, unstiffened compression
flanges and futly effLctive stiffened compression
flanges:

vr/L < 350
/F

v
(b) For stiffened
fully effective:

w/Lr+ €

, dcr L/4
l-)
t-

where w is the gross
beyond the web or half
box or U-tyPe beams.

compression flanges that are not

width of flange Projecting
the distance between webs for

Note: The allowable arnount of curling will vary
with different kinds of sections and must be
established by the designer. (en amount of curling
in the order of 5 per cent of the depth of the
section is usually not considered excessive')
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llember Strength

General
To meet the strength requirements of this
allowable stresses shall be greater than
all applied stresses on cold formed steel
determined in clause 1 .2. The factors
have been taken as follows:

clause aIl
or equal to
members as
of safety

(a)

(b)

Axial Tension

The allowable tensile stress
member subjected to an axial
as given in Clause I3.2 ( a ) .

Single-tfeb ltlembers (

When bending is
perpendicular to
sections or symmetr
is as follows:

for tension, compression and
shear flexure

for web crippling in beams:
(i) Single unreinforced web. .......

( ii) other webs .....

= I.57

2.0
2.5

(c) for connections.......... ...... 3 2.5 i

E|r 'tttens 1.
developed by a

Ie force sha1l be

For angles connected by bolts in one
section shall be reduced by 0.70 of the
outstanding 1eg. For channels connected
the web the net section shall be reduced
of the outstanding flanges.

Flexural

leg the net
area of the
by bolts in
by the area

General
The average compressive stress 'fibres of laterally unsuPPorted
members shall not exceed

Fb = 0.50Fc

Where continuous Iateral support is provided,
F" = ty . where continuous lateral support is not

provided, F^ shall be computed in accordance with
Clause l4.5ig.Z or 14.5.3.3.

f r, r on extreme
stiaight flexural

Tt z. or Channel Shaped Hembers)

about the centroidal axis
the web for either I-shaPed
ical channel-shaped sections, Fc

(a) when 0.83s(Fue + Ft) > 0.5F'
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ff r 0.25(P'\2 .1 
.P =F

^ 
- c L11-ff-F.Tl but not greater than F"

T

(b) when 0.83: (Fne + t.) < 0.5F'

ll"' :::::::,:':::
1

Ft = Q. 333cAt'/udS*.

Fr = 1.11F..

-y t,l see Clause I3.7 .4

14.5 .3.2.2 For point-symmetri.cal Z-shaped sections bent abouL
the centroidal axis perpendicular to the web:

,"'="::"';ffi,';,. nor srearer rhan,y

(b) when 0.83g(Fne + t.) < 0.5F'
^ F" = 0.831( o.sro. + o.sro)

14.5.3.3 Closed Box Flexural ltlembers

::':'-TT*''::: 

themajor axis or the section'

-cts*.Y
where 

,>

^ J = St. Venant torsion constant | = :---ry:DLo vElrcrlIL LeLDJ'\r!r {-(JrrrLatrut - (a/t1l + $/t2\

where

^ i, : :ii:it===',!'i::r::d:':::r::ii'''"

. 
14 s 3'4 

i:l;l- r*ifi+t#+:lir"rti{L'"r'Jf*?1{.ir
t" = ttb*

:



where
_ r83 000k
L'='bw (h/t)2
O = oIo2o3o4 > 1.0

ot = 0.017(h/t) - 0.79

oz = 0.462 lfl + 0.s38
't

For beams with stiffened compression flanges

c- = 1..15 0.16 (wrzt) 1 1 when (w/t) < 2.25t zgufi 2so/k/Fy

q.^ = 0.g when (w/L'l > 2.25t 
2got lr/Fv

For beams with unstiffened compression flanges

290/k/F,o4 = fufrl + o.to Y

f-3f*k =4+2(r+tfl) +2( r+tft)
-CC

ft = maximum tensile bending stress in web

fc = maximum compressive bending stress in web

Shear in Webs
The allowable shear stress F., developed by the web
of a flexural member subjecfed to shear shaIl be
taken as follows:

the lesser of:
(a) Fr, = 0.40Fy

(b) (i) For h/L < 618

8t

(ii) For h/t > 518

where

\ = ht as defined in Clause 13.4'l

Where the web consists of two or more
sheet sha11 be considered to carry its
shear.

Combined Bending and Shear Stresses in

A14.5.3.5

tr*"{5
K

v5

_ 178/kvFy
v (h/t)

107 000 ku

wtf-

sheets, each
share of the

lfebs14.5.3.6
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For webs subject to both bending and shear stresses 'the member shaII be proportioned such that the
following limits are observed:

5.Itb
f
J< 1r v
f.2(#) +

D

82

.f 2
(FY) < l. o

v
For beam webs with transverse stiffeners satisfying
the reguirements of Clause 14.5.4 the member may be
proporCioned such that the following limits are
observed:
fl.
#< I
'b
f
J.1
f v

0.6,*, +,*, < 1.3 when 3, o.s
f.

D

14.5 .3.7

and 0.7

Web Crippling
Bearing stiffeners shaII be provided when h/t > 200
and when the applied concentrated load or reaction
exceeds the aIlowable bearing load for the webs as
given in Tables 7 , 8, and 9 where P is the
resistance offered by one solid web. The bearing
capacity of two or more sheets is the sum of the
individual capacities.

For built-up I-members, or similar sections' the
distance between the connector and member flange
shall be kept as small as practicable

Reactions or loads are classified as single flange
loading when the clear distance measured
longitudinatly between the bearing edges of adjacent
loads on opposite flanges exceeds 1.5h and as
opposite flange loading when this distance is equal
to or less than 1.5h.

Reactions or loads are classified as end reactions
when the distance from the edge of the bearing to
the end of the member is equal to or less than 1.5h
and as interior reactions when'this distance exceeds
1.5h



The bearing resistance of two channels connected
back to back and for similar sections which provide
a high degree of restraint against rotation of the
web, such as I-sections made by welding two angles
to a channel shall be taken as given in Table 7.

In Tables 7, 8 and 9

Ct = (1.49 0.53k) > 0.6

c2 = I + %#- < r.2
'l

Ca =fwhen h/L < 65.5;

ca = (r.r - t?/r?t!4 when h/t > 66.s

c4 = o.ee - (?!6?/k

l< = Fy/230

Q = angle between plane of web and plane of bearing
surface > 45o but no more than 90o

Table 7
I-Beams

^

r-

Flange
Loading

Reaction
or Load

Allowable Load' Pa

Single End

Inter ior

Pu = c2(s + 0.63/N7E) t",

Opposite End Pu = cn(o.ea + 0.16t)(s + 0.63/Nre) .",

rnterior P" = cr(o.az + 0.079t) (7'5 + r'53/m) t",

The above formulas apply when 200 and N/h < Ii . 4, t .
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Table 8
Shapes Having Single l{ebs

Plange
Ioading

React ion
or Load

Allowable Load, P"

End

Stiffened Flanges

Pu = 5(1.33 - 0.33x)(t.ts
(r + o.ot(N/r))(1

0.1s (r/t))
0.0018(h/tl)t2r..

v
Single

Unstiffened Flanges

P. = 3.3(1.33 0.33x) (r.rs
(t + o.01(N,/r))* (t

0.ts (r/rJ)
0.oor3(h/rl)t2r

Interior D=
ct a(t.zz o.zzx) ( r. oo

(r + o.oo7(N/r))**( r

o. o5 (r/t))
o.oor4(h/tl)t2r

v

opposite End Pa = 3.7( 1.33 0.33k) (

(r + o.ot(N/r))(1
1.1s o.1s (r/tl)

o.oo23(h/t))r2F
v

Interior D= B(L.22 - o.z2x)(r.oe
(r + o.ol(N/r))(1

0.05 (r/t))

o.0o 2e(h/Ll ) t2r

* !{h.n N/r > 60, ttre factor ( t +(o.rr + 0.01sN/t) .** When N/t > 60, ttre f actor ( t +
Io.zs + o.ottN/r) .

The above formulas apply when r/L

0.01N/t) may be increased to

0.007N/t) *uy be increased to

1 4, N,/t < 200 and N/h < 1.
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Table 9
Deck Sections

9Lange
Ioading

Reactlon
or Load

Allovable Load, Pa

S ing 1e End 7(sin 0) (1 0.lk)
(1 + o.oos(N/r)) (1

( I 0. r/ r/tl
.)

0.002h/t)r'F v

P='a

Inter ior D='a 8.5(sin 0)

(1 + 0.005

(r 0.075/4)
)0.00rh,/L)t-ro

A

opposite End 5.5(sin 0) (1

(r + o.01(N/t))

o.lk) (I 0. r/ t/tl
( r o . oo2 $/L) )t 2r,

D=
cl

I nter ior D=
cl

The above formulas apply to decks when r/L < 10 and N/t < 200.

Note: For hat sections both legs must be fastened to prevent
spreading.

14.5.3.8 Conbined Web
Unre i nforced
combination
designed to

9(sin e) (1 0.2k)

(r o.B/fr.) (t + o.ot(N/t))
(r o.oors(h/t))t2r,

Crippling and Bending
f 1;€ webs of shaPes sub j ected to a

of bending and web crippling shalI be

meet the following requirements:

^'

14 . 5.4

14.5.4.

P + M < t^iPMaa
This interaction equation is not appticable to
multi-web deck sections.

Transverse Stiffeners for Beam l{ebs

Bearing Stiffeners
Bearini stiffeners shall bear against the flanges or
flange through which they. receive their loads.
Stiffeners JnafI be aeligheA as columns in
accorclance with clause 15.5.1 assuming the column
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section to comprise the pair of stiffeners and a
centrically located strip of the web less than or
equal to eighteen times its thickness at interior
stiffenersr or strip not equal to more than 10 times
its thickness when the stiffeners are located at the
end of the web. The effective column length KL
shall be taken as not less than 3/4 the length of
the stiffeners. Bearing stiffeners shal1 be
connected to the web in accordance with clause 14.5
so as to develop the ful1 force required to be
carried by the stiffener into the web or vice versa.

The flat width ratio, w/8, of the stiffened and
unstiffened elements of transverse stiffeners shaII
not exceed 780//Fy and 228flFy, respectively.

Intermediate Stiffeners
Intermediate transverse stiffeners when used sha1l
be spaced to suit the shear resistance determined
from the formula given in Clause 14.5.3.5 and the
maximurn distance between stiffeners shaIl be as
given in Clause 15.6.2.

Intermediate transverse stiffeners may be furnished
singly or in pairs. The moment of inertia of the
stiffener or pair of stiffeners if so furnished must
be at least equal to the greater of

(i) f = (h/50)4

(ii) r - shr3ln/^ 0.7(a/h)]

taken about
gross area
st i f feners

A r * f rs

where

an axis in the plane of the web. The
of intermediate stiffenersr or pairs of
if so furnished' shall be taken as

- a/h 'l____j cYD

(a/h\ + (t + (a/h)z)

310 000 k
= f - -----# nut not less than 0.lO

F __(h/L\z
=ratio bi'"p."ified minimum yield point of web

steel to specified minimum yield point of

distance centre to centre
stiffeners ( i.e. panel length)

of adjacent

stiffener steel
stiffener factor
1.0 for stiffeners furnished in pairs
1.8 for siingle angle stiffeners
2.4 for single plate stiffeners
shear buckling coefficient ( see Clause 13.4.1 )kv
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ay = sPecified minimum Yield
The allowable load on
transverse stiffeners sha11
in accordance with Clause t4

point of web steel

stamped or rolled-in
be determined by tests

.8.

14.5.5

14.5.5.1

14.5 .5.2

14.5.5.3

Axially Loaded Compression llembers

General
The requirements of Clause 14.5.5 apply only to
material of 4.5 nm or Iess in thickness. Members
formed from thicker rnaterial shall be designed in
accordance with the requirements of Clause 13.3.
A1lowab1e compressive stresses of singly-symmetric
shapes are given in Clause I4.5. 5.3; hol1ow
structural sections are given in CIause 14.5.5.4;
built-up members are given in Clause 14.5.5.6 and
axially loaded wall studs are given in Clause
14.5.8. Except as given in Clause 14.5.5.5 in which
vt/L < 150 for stiffened compression elements and
w/L < 35 for unstiffened compression elements F"
sha1l be taken as:

F, = 0.50Fo

(a) For Fp > Fy/2

(b) For tp < Fy/z

where Fp is defined

Sections not Subject to Torsional-F1exural Buckling
For I-shapes, closed cross section shapes' and any
other shapes which can be shown not to be subject to
torsional-fIexural buckling, Fp shaIl be taken as:

F- = 0.833n2s/(xt/r)2p

Singly-Synrnetric Shapes
For singly-symmetric open sections, such as plain
and lipped channels and single or double plain and
lipped angles which may be subject to torsional-
flexural buckling, Fp shall be taken as the lesser
of:
(a) tp as defined in Clause t4 .5 .5.2

t

where:

F" = o .8 3 zn2e7 1xr/r )2

F2
F.=Er-Y'o 'y 4F p
F'=F''o 'p

in Clauses 14.5 .5.2 to 14.5.5.3.

(b) .n = ]n {F= + Fr
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F- - 0.831 lc,r * 
ntttx]

" oro' (KL ) '
p-1

2-0

KL=

xo=

(- /e 12\^0/ r0/

r2+r2+*^2xyu
effective length with respect to torsion

distance from shear centre to centroid along x-
ax is

14.5 .5.3.2

- lF ^ .3J=lLxE
t" = middle line length of member segments

KL/r = maximum slenderness ratio with respect to the
x or y axis

Fs = radius of gyration about the axis of symmetry

For channel, Z shape and single angle sections with
unstiffened flanges shall be designed in accordance
with Clauses I4.5.5.1 and 14.5.5.3 except that the
allowable stress shall be limited additionally as
follows:

45 700
f - 

3 

---a-
d (w/t)z

This additional limit shall be waived if the channel
is fully restrained with respect to torsion and
flexural buckling about the asymmetric axis.

Hollow Structural Sections
The design of hollow structural section compression
mernbers that comply with the requirements of CSA
Standard G40.20, General Requirements for Ro1led or
Welded Structural Quality Steel, shall meet the
requirements of Clause 13.3.2.

Other Sections
For non-symmeLric shapes whose cross-sections do not
have any symmetry, €ither about an axis or a point,
and for sections formed lrith any stiffened el.ement
whose flat width ratio exceeds 150 or any unstiffen-
ed elements whose flat width ratio exceeds 35, the
compressive strength shall be determined by rational
analys i s . Alternativelyr compression members
composed of such shapes may be tested in accordance
with Clause 14 .8 .

14.5.5.5 Built-up llembers

14.5.5.6.I For compression members composed of two or more

14.5.5.4

14.5.5.5
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14.5.5.6.3

14.5.6

14.5.6.1
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elements connected together at discrete points, such
as double angles and battened channels, subjected to
buckling about the composite axis, F^ shal1 be taken
AS: 

- P

2_
F^ = 0.833 l--+E---o-lY r&l' + rg l'where tr' 'rr'
KL/r = the overall slenderness ratio of the complete

section about the composite axis
a/rz = the slenderness of the individual elements- between points of connection, about an axis

paralleI to the composite axis

Each discrete connection shal1 be capable of
transmitting a longitudinal shear force between the
elements, of 5 per cent of the force in one element.

For torsional-flexural buckling of singly-symmetric
sections F^ shal1 be taken as given in Clause
14.5.5.3.I Fith F= replaced by tp as given in Clause
14 .5.5 .5.1 .

Combined Axial Load and Bending

Axial Compression and Bending
Members required to resist bending moments and an
axial compressive force shall be proportioned so
that:

c E f,ta tbx
(a) f + # * F3 . 1.0

aDxDy

where F"

f
(b) t' +

a

where

= 0. 60F,, and,
T

oF,xDx
---- *
- t- a \!'bxl r - 5rJex

oF,yDy
f

tor( t - q;)
1.0

L3.7 .2
f(r - u?-) , (rex

equal to one.

Erta

Fb

F;

IS

1S

defined in

defined in
1 000 000

CIause 15.5.5

Clause 15.5.3

the value of

assumed to be

,KL.2l'. J

0x, ,y = as defined in Clause

When fa/Fa < 0.15

o and o mav bexY

f al
Fr-/ey
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AxiaI Tension and Bending
Members required to resist both bending moments and
an axial tensile force shall be proportioned in
accordance with Clause 13.8. The bending stress'
Fb, shall be based on the net section.

Single Angles Loaded Through One Leg
For single angles loaded at each end through the
same leg by bolts or welds, the compressive strength
shall be as given in Clause 14.5.5.1 where

,p=0.833t*r
(.) + (#)

where y = minimum radius of gyration
b = Ieg width
K = 0.8 for single bolt connections and

0.7 for two bolt connections or welds

WaIl Studs
The allowable compressive load on a stud may be
computed on the basis that wa11 materials or
sheathing (attached to one or both sides of the
stud ) furnishes adequate lateral and rotational
support to the stud in the plane of the wa11,
provided the stud, wall material, and attachments
comply with the following requirements.

(a) Both ends of the stud sha11 be braced against
rotations about the longitudinal stud axis and
translations perpendicular to the stud axis;
however, the ends may or may not be free to rotate
about both axes perpendicular to the stud axis.
(b) The cladding shall be connected to the top and
bottom members of the wall assembly to enhance the
restraint provided to the stud and stabilize the
overall assembly.

Studs in Compression

For studs having identlcal sheathing material with
design shear rigidity, qB attached to both flanges,
and neglecting any rotational restraint provided by
the sheathing material the compression resistance
shall be taken as:

Fu = 0.60Fo

where Fo is the least of:
(a) F6 as given in Clause 14.5.5.1 with KL equal to

tilo times the distance between fasteners
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F2
(b) Fo = t, - 

4 
when Fp > Fr/2

where tp

E' = E',^o 'p when Fp . Fy/2

(c) F^ = 0.833o, where o is determined to satisfy
the requirement that the shear strain, '(, in the
sheathing corresponding to the stress, 61 shall
not exceed the allowable shear strain of the
sheathing, i given in Table 10.

r"dl
2)

is given in Clause 14 .5.8 . I .2 and Cl

7 > * [.t

14.5.8.1.2

and E.t are given in Clause 14.5.8.1.3. To
initia-te the iterative calculations reguired to
establish the strain compatibility of V and 1 ' o
should initially be taken as Fo as computed in
C1ause 14.5.8.1.f(b).

(a) For singly symmetric channel and C sections Fn
shall be taken aJ the lesser of: Y

F = 0.833f F-p ' ey
.(P) l

I

_l a

(i)
( ii )

(b) For
of:

be taken as the lesser

(i)
( ii )

Fp

tp

i) ap = 0.83:(Fey +

i) ap = 0.833F"*

above formulas
n2E

(*
' nY'

ntE

w'7

o.B3g[r.- * ( Eto;)]

ry [ir.. l^F:, + tSt I

(c) For doubly stymmetric
taken as the lesser of:

I-sections, Fp shall

br
A)

be

(

(i

In the

'ey

F"*

Fp = Wt (."**t.o)
Z-sections Fp shall

,@',
ex'A '
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'exy
n2ETxy

Rr,2

I7o

F. +t

n2Ec
W'l+ 

--l
L.

Ft

Ea.to
where

q=

B=
A=
R=
Y

Xo=

r=

The

(a)

cl =

Ic.l
)

r QBd-r'i;;z'
o

shear rigidity per mm of stud spacing based on
sheathing on both sides for two wallboards per
nrm of stud given in Table 10
stud spacing
cross sectignal area of stud
1 - (xo/ro)'
distance from shear center
principal x-axis
polar radius of gyration of
shear center

values for Cl and El shall be taken as follows

For Single Symmetric Channel and C Sections
oco

6+o-
a.

o\ ( ,2noo x D I - ox (n x E .)loo'o'ooo"

to centroid along

cross-section about

14. s.8.1.3

Ea'ey
of I r'extr="l

(b)

ct=

Et =

(c)

ct=
6+ea

(n^.. o) t2'ex
For Z Sections

oI co( n"* o)

( t.o o) 1 o*o) 2

DoF"tvJ

(Fey o * o.)(F"*
oE o

E--=-?-'to v

For I Sections
oco

-l (a 12v) t.exY/

Er'ey
Er = o

where
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Table 10 ,rr
Sheathing Parametersr ^'

tfall soard(2) Eot 
t'

N/nn

^f

m/nrn

9.5 to 15.9 mm thick gyPsun

Lignocellulosic board

Fiberboard (regular or impregnated)

Fiberboard (heavy irnpregnated)

525

263

158

3r5

0.008

0.009

0.007

0.0010

Notes:

(1) The values given $tere established from small-scale tests and

are subject to the following important limitations: A11

values are for walI boards on both sides of the wall
assembly. All fasteners are No. 6, type S-121 self-drilling
drywall screws with pan or bugle headr of equivalent, at 150

to 300 nm sPacing.
(Z) AII wall boirds ire L2.7 mm thick, except as noted.
( 3) E = A^(2 s,2300)

ihere"s = the fastener sPacing

For other types of ctadclingsl do and -f may . be determined
conservatively" from representative" smalI-specimen tests aS

described by 
-pubfished documented methods. WaII board parameter

;;t;;;-;: .ro'7, determined from representative fulr-scale tests
aE""iInE8 -by 'puOfi!neO documented- methods, may also be used

instead of the small-scale test values given in Table 10'

C^, E^r and D^ are initial column imperfections
*Xicn "shall be issumed to be at least

Co = L/350 in a direction parallel to wall

Do = L/700 in a direction parallel to waII

E^ = L/(d x 10 000), rad., a measure of the initial-o tri"t of the stuci from the initiaf ideal '
unbuckled location

In case o > 0.5Fy, then in the definitions for F.y'
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Fex, F""y, and FtO' the parameters E and G are to be

replaced in Clause 14.5.8.I.I(ii) by El
respectively, given as:

E,=4Eo(Fy-6)/(rr)'
Gr = G(E'/E)

and G',

14.5.8.1.3

14.5 .8.2

14.6

14.6.1

L4.6.2

14.5 .2.r

Studs with sheathing on one side onlyi or
unidentical sheathing; or when the rotational
restraint is not neglected; or any combination of
the above shaII be designed in accordance with the
same basic principles of analysis used in deriving
the provis ions in Clause 14 . 5 .8 . I . I .

Studs in Axial Compression and Bending
The design strength of studs subject to combined
axial compression and bending shaII be determined
by:

t - f -ctlJ

-!----------:-11n
Ffa [r - j.l F.Lr F-r-J .b

fa
when FU. 0.15, the following formula may be used in

a
lieu of the above:
t ^ f -j + *j < 1.0rrAD

where

Fa = compression resistance under concentric loading
according to CIause 14.5.5

Mb = bending resistance where bending only exists
(Clauses 14.5.2 and 14.5.3),

Fl = o.o[t2e/(L/r)2f
Connections

Fastening Devices
Any suitable mechanical fastener, special devicer or
other means may be used to join component parts
provided that the type of fastening device is
compatible with the service conditions.

Welded Connections

General
An allowance shall be made for the effect of welding



r4.6 .2.2

14.6.2.2.L

14.6.2.2.2

14.6 .2.2.3

General Requirenents
Arc welds shall meet the following
depending on the minimum thickness 'connected parts.

(a) t > 3.5 mm

Fusion welds on steel shall conform to the
requirements of CSA Standard w59, "Welded SteeI
Construction (Metal-Arc Welding ) ".

(b) 0.70 mm < t < 3.5 mm

95

on the mechanical properties
effect shall be determined by
specimens which contain the
gauge Iength.

Arc Welds

Fusion welds on steel
requirements contained here
welding shalI be performed
Standard W59.

The resistance of
compression shall be
base metal joined.
penetrat ion.

of the member. This
tests on full section
weldment within the

regu irements
t, of the

(c)t<0.70mm
Fusion welds made on steel shall be considered to
have no structural vaIue.

Butt tiblds

shal1 conform to the
in, and in aIl cases the

in accordance with CSA

butt welds in tension or
taken as the lower strength of

The weld shall have full

Arc-Spot l{elds (Puddle welds)
Arc 

"-pot 
welds shall be used only for the welding in

the rt"t position of sheet steel to a supporting
member. ryp" E4lOXX or E48oXX electrodes shalI be

used to melt through the sheet steel to fuse with
the plate. The wel-d shall be round in shape with ?
visi6le norninal diameter of 20 nm. The thickness of
the structural supporting member shall be at Ieast
2.5 times the steer sheet thickness. The minimum
edge distance measuring from the centerline of the
weto to the end or boundary of the connected member
shall not be less than 25 nm. The steel sheet shall
be of weldable type and shalI have a tensile yield
strength of 230 MPa or greater. The allowable shear
Ioad per weld shall be taken as:

(a) For shear

\,r = 400(20t - 5)

(b) For tension
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T = 400(5.5t 1)

Note: The resistances apply only to sheet thickness
from 0.70 mm to L.52 nm.

Fillet Weldsr4.6 .2.2.4

14.5 .2.2.5

FiIIet welds may be
allowable shear load
AS:

When L/L < 25 V =

When L/L > 25 ! =

made in any position. The
f or f i l Iet welds sh.a11 be taken

to the direction of

(a) For welds parallel to the direction of loading

0.4( 1 o. 01 f) .t.u
0. 3tLFu

( b) For welds perpendicular
load i ng

V = 0.4OtLFu

Flare Groove Welds
Flare groove welds may be made in any welding
position. Sheet to sheet connections may be made
with fla.re-V and flare-bevel groove welds and sheet
to thicker steel member connections may be made with
flare-beveI groove welds. The factored shear
resistance of welds shall be governed by the
thickness, t, of the sheet steel adjacent to the
welds. The allowable shear load shall be taken as:

(a) For loads applied perpendicular to the axis of
the weld

( i ) Flare-beveI groove welds

tl = 0.32tLFu

(ii) Flare-V groove welds

Loads applied perpendicular to the axis of
weld have not been considered.

(b) For loads applied parallel to the axis of
weld

when.t.tw<2tordl<L

! = 0.3OtLFu

whent")2Lordf>L

! = 0.50tLFu

the

the
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is t,he Iesser of the two throats shown inwhere t*
Figure 1.

14.6 .2.3

14.5.3

14.5.3.1

14.5.3.1. r

14.5 .3;L.2

14.6 .3.2

14.5 .3.2.L

Figure

Resistance Welds
The allowabIe shear
sheets joined bY sPot

V, = r6ootl'5

This equation applies to welds in sheets between
0.40 nrm and 6 mm thick.

Connections llade by Bolts, Rivets and Screws

Shear Strength

The shear strength for bolts shal} be taken as given
in Clauses 13.10 and I3.1I. i

For screws and special fasteners for which clause
14.6.3.1.1 cannot be applied, the allowable strength
shall be taken as tne manufacturer's certified
ultimate shear resistance in the condition specified
divided by 2.5.

Bearing Stress in Bolted Connections

For bolted connections with washers under both bolt
head and nut the bearing stress on the area' dt'
shalt not exceed the allowable stress as fo110ws:

(a) For an inside sheet of double shear connection

tp = 1.50Fu

tp = l.35Fu

(b) For a single shear, and outside sheets of double
shear connection

Fp = 1.35Fy

1.

strength Per sPot weld for
welding shall be taken as

(i) For Fu,/Fy > 1.15

(ii) For Fu,/Fy < 1.15
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For bolted connections without washers under both
bolt head and nut, or with only one washer where
0.91 < t < 4.76 the bearing stress on the area, dt'
shall not exceed the allowable stress as follows:

(a) For an inside sheet of double shear connection

For Fu/Fy > 1.15

(b) For single shear,
shear connection

For Fu,/Fy > 1.15

Fp = 1.35Fu

and outside sheets of double

Up = 1.00Fu

When t > 4.76 nm C1ause 13.10 shall be used. For
conditions not defined in Clauses 14.6.3.2.1 and
14.5 .3.2.2 stresses shaIl. be determined on the bas is
of test data using a factor of safety of 2.5.

Tension Stress on Net Section
The net cross section may be considered to be fu1ly
effective in tension for symmetrically applied
forces.

Clause 14.5.3.3 shall only apply when t < 4.76 mm.
When t > 4.75 mm Clause 13.10 shall apply.

The tension stress, F' on the net cross section of
a bolted connection wiih washers under both head and
nut sha1l not exceed 0.60F.. nor shaIl it exceed the
following: Y

(a) For double shear connection Ft shall be taken as
the lesser of

(i) Fr = (f.0 0.9r + 3rd/s)0.50Fu

(ii) Ft = 0.50Fu

(b) For single shear connection Ft shall be taken as
the lesser of

(i) Ft = (r.0 0.9r + 3rd/s)0.45Fu

(ii) Fr = 0.45Fu

The tension stress, F.r on the net cross section of
a bolted connection without washers under bolt head
and nut or with only one washer shaII not exceed
0.50Fy nor shall it exceed the following:

(i) Ft = (1.0 r + 2.Srd/s)0'45Fu

(ii) Fr = 0.45Fu
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where r = the force transmitted by the bolt or bolts
at the section considered, divided by the
tension force in the member at that
section. If r is less than 0.2, it may be
taken equal to zero.

llininurrn Edge Distance and Spacing
The distance from the centre of a fastener to the
edge shal1 not be less than 1 .5d. The distance
between fasteners, centre-to-centre, shal1 not be
less than 2.5d.

Connections in Built-up llenbers

The number of fasteners joining elements together to
form a beam or column 'shal1 be sufficient to
transfer the shear forces developed. The spacing of
fasteners shalt be such that buckling of the
elements between fasteners is prevented.

The
sha
1.4 .

a1
11
5.5

T=P*
zg

lowable compressive stress of built-up members
be determined in accordance with Clause

.6.

Fasteners in beams, dt the point of application of
concentrated loads shaIl be capable of transferring
any such load applied to one element only.

The connection at points of application of
concentrated loads of double channel beams sha1l be
capable of resisting a force, T, tending to separate
the flanges and shall be taken as:

For double channel beams subject to a
distributed load, P shall be taken as:

P=3sq

un i formly

Maximum fastener spacing for beams sha1l not exceed
L/ 4.

Spacing of Connections in Compression Elenents
the spacing, s, in line of stress, of we1ds, Fivets,
or bolts :onnecting a compression cover plate or
sheet to a non-integral stiffener or other element
shall not exceed

( a ) the spacing required to transmit the shear
between the connec.ted parts based on connection
strength
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(b) s = 680L/lT

is the working stress in the cover plate orwhere
sheet

(c) s

where

= 3w, or 500L//Fy, whichever is greater

w = flat width of the narrowest unstiffened
compression element in the portion of the cover
plate or sheet which is tributary to the
connect ions .

In the case of intermittent fillet welds paral1e1 to
the direction of stress, the spacing shaIl be taken
as the clear distance between welds plus 13 nm. In
aI1 other cases the spacing shaII be taken as the
centre-to-centre distance between connections.

Note: The requirements of Clause 14.5.5 do not
apply to cover sheets which act only as sheathing
material and are not considered as load-carrying
e lements .

Bracing

General

General requirements for the bracing of compression
members and compression flanges of beams and
compression chords of trusses are given in CIause
20.
The provisions of Clause 14.7 .2 apply to compression
members and flexural members of symmetric section in
which the applied loading does not induce twist.
The provisions of Clause 14.7.3 apply to flexural
members, such as channel and Z sections, in which
load applied in the plane of the web induces twist.

Sections Wtrich are Symetric Relative to the Plane
of Loading

Discrete Braces
The factored resistance of a brace shall be at least
2.0 per cent of the allowable compressive force in
the member at the braced location.

Bracing by Deck, SIab or Sheathing
The requirements of Clause 20.3.2 shall be met.

L4.7

14.7.1

L4.7.1.1

L4.7 .1.2

14.7.1.3

14.7 .2

t4.7 .2.L

14.7 .2.2

14 .7 .3 Channels and Z-Sections Used in Flexure
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14.7.3.3

14.7.3.3.1

L4.7 .3.3.2

L4.7.3.3.3

14.7.3.4

L4 .7 .3.4 . I

L4.7 .3.4.2
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Bracing shall be provided to resist twisting of
channel and Z sections loaded in flexure in the
plane of the web.

Bracing When Both Flanges are Braced by Deck or
Sheathing lttaterial
The allowable resistance of the attachment sha1l
meet the requirements of Clause 20.3.2.

Bracing When One Flange is Braced by Deck or
Sheathing ttaterial

The allowable resistance of the attachment shall
meet the requirements of Clause 20 -3.2.

.Discrete braces sha11 be provided to restrain the
flange which is not braced by the deck slab or
sheathing.

The spacing of discrete braces shall be in
accordJnce ''rith Clauses 14.1.3.4.I and 14.7.3.4.2.

Bracing When Neither Flange is
Sheathing llaterial
The following provisions for the
of discrete braces sha11 aPPlY.

Braced by Deck or

spacing and design

Spacing of Braces
giaces shall be attached both to the top and bottom
flanges of the sections at the ends and at intervals
not greater than one-quarter of the span length in
such a manner as to prevent tipping at the ends and
Iateral deflection of either flange in either
direction at interrnediate bracesr uoless it can be
shown by rational analysis or testing, taking into
account both the effects of lateral and torsional
displacements, that fewer braces can be used ' If
one-third or more of the total 10ad on the beams is
concentrated over a length of one-twelfth or less of
the spanr drl additional brace shall be placed at or
near the center of this loaded length.

Design of Flange Braces
Each interrnediate brace, dt the top and bottom
flange, shall be designed to resist a lateral force,
a fuiction of the braced length, a, as follows:

(a) For a uniformlY loaded beam

B = 1.5K'aq

(b) For concentrated loads when

0 < x < 0.3a P = KrP
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0.3 < x < 1.0a P = r.43( t - f)x'e
where

x = distance from concentrated load P to brace
Kf = m/d for channels
K' = t*y/tt for Z-sections

Braces shall be designed to avoid local crippling at
the points of attachment to the member.

End braces shall be designed for one-half the above
forces.

Allovable Bending Stresses
The allowable bending stress for channels and
Z-beams braced at intermediate points according to
the requirements of Clauses I4.7 .2.2 and L4.7 .2.3,
shal1 be determined in accordance with Clause
14.5.3, using, a, as the unbraced length.

Laterally Unbraced Box Bearns
For closed box-type sections used as beams subject
to bending about the major axis, the ratio of the
IateraIly unsupported length to the distance between
the webs of the section shall not exceed 17000/t,,.

Testing

General
Test facilities shall be suitable for the type of
test. Tests may be made at a manufacturer's or an
independent testing facility. Test results and
reports for type B and C tests shall be certified by
a professional engineer. The provisions of this
section do not apply to steel deck diaphragms and to
composite steel components of composite steel
assembl ies.

Types of Tests
Tests are classified as follows:

Tlpe A - Cold Formed Steel Properties
Full section tests to determine the modified
mechanical properties of steel after cold working or
cold forming for the utilization of the change in
strength as permitted in Clause L4.4.L.2.

Type B - Perforinance Tests
Structural performance tests to establish the load
carrying capacity of structural elements or
assemblies for which the composition or configura-
tion are such that calculation of the their safe-
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load carrying capacity or deformation cannot be made
in accordance with Lhe provisions of this Standard.

Tlpe C - Confimatory Tests
Confirmatory tests to verify the safety factors of
structural elements or assemblies designed in
accordance with the provisions of this Standard. In
no case shall the safety factors established by
these tests be taken to be greater than that
computed in accordance with the provisions of this
Standard.

Test Procedures

Type A

Tensile testing procedures shaIl be performed in
accordance with Standard Methods and Definitions for
Mechanical Testing of Steel Products' ASTM A370.

Comprehensive yield strength determinations shalI be
rnade by means of compression tests of short
specimens of the section. The compressive yield
strength shall be taken as the smaller value of
either the maximum compressive strength of the
sections divided by the cross-section area or the
strength defined by one of the following methods:

( i ) for sharp yielding steel the yield strength
shaII be determined by the autographic diagram
method or by the total strain under load
method. When the total strain under load
method is used, there shall be evidence that
the yield strength so determined agrees within
5 percent with the yield point which would be
determined by the 0,2 percent offset method.

( ii ) for gradual yielding steel the yield point
shall be determined by the strain under load
method or by the 0.2 percent offset method.
When the total strain under load method is
used, there shalt be evidence that the yield
strength so determined agrees within 5 percent
with the yield strength which would be
determined by the 0.2 percent offset method.

Where the principal effect of the loading to which
the member wiIl be subjected in service will be to
produce bending stresses, the yield strength shall
be determined for the flanges only. In determining
such yield strengths, tests shaII be made on
specirnens cut from the section. Each such'specimen
shall consist of one complete flange plus a portion
of the web such that t.he spec imen i s f u l ly
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effect ive .

For acceptance and control purposes, two full
section tests shall be made from each lot of not
more than 50 tonnes nor less than 30 tonnes of each
section. For this purpose, lot may be defined as
that tonnage of one section that is formed in a
single production run of material from one heat or
blow.

At the option of the manufacturer, either tension or
compression tests may be used for routine acceptance
anci control purposes r provided the manufacLurer
demonstrates that such tests reliably indicate the
yield strength of the section when subjected to the
type of stress under which the member is to be used.

Type B

Testing procedures shall be subject to the approval
of the Regulatory Authority. Due considerations
shall be given to the duration of load and boundary
conditions in service of the elements and
assembl ies.

The allowable stresses shaIl be taken as the stress
at failure divided by the appropriate factor of
safety as given in Clause 14.5.I. If the critical
property (yieId strength, ultimate tensile strength,
modulus of elasticity, etc.) of'the steel from which
the test sections are formed is larger than the
specified value, the test results shall be adjusted
to the specified minimum value of this property for
the steel which the manufacturer intends to use.
When the critical property is less than the minimum
specified no such adjustment shall be made.
Variations between the tested and specified values
of the geometric properties shall also be taken into
account.

The test value shaIl be established based on the
mean values resulting from tests of not fewer than
three identical specimens, provided the deviation of
any individual test result from the mean value
obtained from all tests dobs not exceed t 10
percent. If such deviation from the mean exceeds I0
percent, dt least three more tests of the same kind
shall be made. The average of the three lowest
values of all tests made shal1 then be regarded as
the test value.

Type C

Confirmatory tests shall be performed and analyzed

14.8.3.3
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as for type B tests and shall meet
criteria:
(a) the stress due to the specified

exceed the allowable stresses

the foJ.Iowing

Ioads shall not'

14.9

14.9.1

L4.9.2

14.9.3

14.10

l,l .10 . f

(b) the deformations due to the specified loads
shall not exceed the allowable values

Fabrication

Forming, Cutting, Punching and Drilling
Members shall be formed at ambient temperature by a
method which does not result in work hardening to an
extent that would Iimit the intended service and,
where applicable, which does not result in damage to
protective coatings which have been applied to the
unformed material. Components may be cut by
slitting, shearing, sawing r or flame cutting. HoIes
for fasteners may be punched or drilled.

Fastenings
Steel components may be assembled by means of
welding or by the use of mechanical fasteners such
as bo1ts, rivets or screws. Where dissimilar metals
are fastened together attention shal1 be paid to
electrical separation and the selection of suitable
fasteners, recognizing the possibility of galvanic
corros ion.

Fastenings such as metal stitching 'structural adhesives also may be
suitable. The strength of fasteni

clinching and
used where

ngs shall be
with Clause
elsewhere in

established by test in accordance
14.8.3.2r uDless values are specified
this Standard.

Profiles and Distortion
Cold formed steel rnembers shall be made to the full
dimensions claimed by the manufacturer. Care shall
be taken not to stretch, bend or otherwise distort
parts of cold formed members except as a necessary
feature of the cold forming operation.

Protection

Protection During Assembly, Storage, and Erection
Cold formed members shafl be adequately protected
from corros ion and deformation during assembly,
storage and erection.
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Uncoated Stock
At1 uncoated steel stock shall be stored in a dry
place before processing and, except for weathering
grades, sha1l be protected by a rust inhibitive
coating immediately after processing.

Coatings
Cold iormed members other than those made of
weather.ing grades of steel, shall be protected
against corrosion by means of paint, zinc, aluminum'
porcelain enamelr or other effective means, either
singty or in comb j.nation.

Preparation of Surfaces for Coatings
Before applying a protective coating, steel surface
shall be dryr cIean, and free from dirt' grease'
loose or heavy scale and rust. When preparing
welded assemblies for painting, the area at or near
welds sha1l be thoroughly cleaned. After surfaces
have been cleaned, a protective coating shall be
apptied as soon as practicable and before noticeable
oxidation of clean surfaces occurs.

Adequate Adhesion of Protective Coatings
Careful consideration shall be given to the
selection of a protective coating.system to ensure
that all procedures are compatible and wiII be such
as to'ensure adequate adhesion of the coaLing film.

Fatigue

General

In addition to meeting the requirements of Clause I5
for fatigue, aoy member or connection shall also
meet the requirements for the static load
conditions.

t'lembers and connections subject to fatigue loading
shall be designed, detailed and fabricated so as to
minimize stress concentrations and abrupt changes in
cross-sect ion.

Specified loads for the design of members or
connections shall be used for alI fatigue
calculations.

A specified load Iess than the maximum specified
Ioad but acting with a greater number of cycles may
govern and shall be considered.

Ptate girders with h/w > 3150//\ shal1 not be used
v

15.1.5
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under fatigue conditions.

Slotted holes shall not be used in
connections in members subject to fatigue.

bolted15.r.6

L5.2

15.3

15.4

15.5

Life
For guidance in determining the number of cycles the
fife of the building should be assumed to be not
less than 50 years unless otherwise stated.

10 000 Cycles of Load
When a load is expected to be applied not more than
10 000 times during the life of the structure, no
special considerations beyond those in Clause 15.1.2
need apply.

Over 10 000 C\rcles of load
When a load is expected to be applied more than
10 000 times in the life of the structure ' the
loaded members, connections, bolts, and welds shall
be proportioned so that the probability of fatigue
failure is acceptably sma11. In such cases the
design should be based on the best available
information as to the fatigue characteristics of the
materials and components to be used. In the absence
of more specific information, Clause 15.5 provides
guidance in proportioning members and parts.
Fatigue resistance shaIl be provided only for those
loads considered to be repetitive and hence
contributing to fatigue. Often the magnitude of a

repeated load is less than the maximum static load
which the member or part would be designed to
sustain.

Allowable Range of Stress in Fatigue
When this ClJuse is used as the basis for design'
the members, connections, bolts and welds shall be
proportioned so that the computed range of stress
does not exceed the allowable range of stress Fsr
given in Table 11(a) for the appropriate type and
location of material shown in Table 11 ( b) . The
range of stress is defined as the algebraic
difierence between the maximum stress and the
minimum stresS. Tension stress is considered to
have the opposite algebraic sign from compression
stress . Members sub j e'ct to a range of stress
involving only compression need not be designed for
fatigue. The information in Tables Il(a) and 1I(b)
is shown diagramatically in Appendix J.

Secondary Effects
Secondary stresses ' stresses due to deformations,
and stresses due to out-of-plane movements are
potential sources of fatigue cracks. Caution is

15.6
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Arlowable *""$33t3r 
t l[l]=" in Fatigue

lura)

CategorY
(see Table fl(b)
and Figure J2l

For
100 000
Cycles

For
500 000
Cycles

For
2 000 000

Cycles

Over
2 000 000

CycIes

A
B
c
D

E
F
w

41s
3r0
220
185
I45
110
115

250
190
130
110
85
55
85

r65
125
90
70
55
40
65

165
r10
70*
48
32
18
4B

* Except for transverse stiffener
flanges, where 83 MPa maY be used.

welds on girder webs or

t5.7

15.

l6.l

therefore advised in detailing structures which are
subjected to repetitive loads and in which these
sources of stresses may be present.

Single Load Paths
Strictures in which the failure of a single element
could result in collapse or catastrophic failure
require special attention when fatigue cracking is a

poJsibility. when Clauses 15.1 to 15.6 are followed
in the design, the structure shaII be subject to
periodic inspection and maintenance. Alternatively,
tne permissible stress ranges shall be limited to
0.80 times those given in Table 11(a).

Beams and Girders

Proport ioning
geams and girders consisting of rolled shapes (wit'h
or without cover plates), hollow structural
sections r or fabricatets sections shall be
proportioned on the basis of the properties of the
grols section or the modified gross section as noted
below. No deduction shal1 be made for fastener
holes in webs or flanges unless the reduction of
flange area by such holes exceeds 15 percent of the
gross flange area, in which case the excess shall be
deducted. The effect of openings other than holes
for faste'ners shaIl be considered in accordance with
CIause I 5. I0.
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Table 11(b)
IEscriptiqr of rte-ign Mitiqrs for Variors Joint Classifications

Cereral
Conditiqt

S.-l{o. Escription Stress Illustrative
Category Er4lle

(see (see
llable 11(a)) Figrurc J2)

Plain
Material

51 Base metal with rolled or cleaned
surfaces. Flame cut edges with a

surface roughness not exceeding
1000 (25 pm) as defined by CSA

Standard B95.

A 1, 2

Built-up
Members

s2

S3

S4

Base metal and weld metal in
rT€mbrs without attachrnents,
built-up of plates or shapes
connected by continuous ccmplete
or partial penetration groove
welds or b1r continuous fillet
welds, paral1e1 to the direction
of applied stress.

Base retal and ueld retal along
the Iength of horizontal stiffeners
and cover plates connected bY

continuous ccnplete or Partial
penetration groove 'relds or bY

continuous fillet welds Parallel
to thre direction of applied
stress.

Base nEta1 at te of transverse
stiffener welds on girder webs or
flanges subjected to calculated
flexural stress.

Base retal at end of longitudinal
stiffeners.

Base netal at end of Partial
lengtfr welded cover Plates
narror,'€r than the flange, having
square or tapered ends, with or
without 'relds across the ends.

Flange thickness ( 20 rrn

Flange thickness ) 20 nm

3,4,5

7
F

euilt-up rrembrs' continued

B

S5

S5
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Table lf(b) srtinued

Gerpral
Canditidr

S-No. Descriptict Stress
Category

(see
Table 11(a) )

Illustratine
D(q)te

(see
Figurc J2)

Built-up
Members

57 Base metal at end of Partial
Iength @ver Plates wider than
the flange having square ends
with r,e1ds across the ends.

Flange thickness < 20 nrn

Flange thickness ) 20 rrn

Ccnplete 58
Joint
Penetration
Grooves

s10

Base metal and weld metal at
ccnrplete penetration groove
welded splices of rolled and
welded sections having similar
profiles when welds are ground
flush and weld soundness
established by non-destrrrctive
examination. *

Base netal and neld netal in or
adjacent to complete Penetration
groove '.elded splices at
transition in width or thickness
with r.,elds ground to provide
slopes no steeper than 4 in l0'
with grinding in the direction
of applied stress, and weld'
soundness established by non-
destnrctive exaunination.* A
600 nm c-unred radius transition
shall be used for CAN3-G40.211"1-
7000 and 7009I steel.

Base retal and teld netal in or
adjacent to ccnplete Penetration
gtoove r*elded splices, involving
equal widths and/or thicknesses
of material, or involving
transitions having slopes no
greater than 4 in 10 wfren in either
case reinforcement is not rernoved
and when r,reld soundness is
established by non-destnrctive
examination. *

8, 10

B 11, 12

c 8r10,LI,12

B

S9

Ccnrplete Joint Penetration Groove ontinued ...
* For methods of nondestmctive examination, see CSA Standard !,i59.
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Table 11(b) ontinred

Gerpral
Osrditiqt

S-+Io. Escriptict Stress
Category

(see
Tab1e lf(a))

Ilh.rstratitrc
H<41le

(see
Figure J2)

Ccrnplete Stl
Joint
Penetration
Grooves

For base metal at details
attached to flanges or r,,ebs bY

groove welds subjected to trans-
verse or longitudinal loading

- regardless of detail length
except for conditions as
covered bV N,ote (f ) in
tabulation for RxamPle 13

the stress range categories shall
be as shown in Fig. J2 in the
tabulation for the sample exanple.
Besides being dependent on
transition radius' the stress range
categories, in the case of flange
connections subject to transverse
loading, are also a function of
relative thickness of material and
whether or nor groove neld
reinforcenrent is removed.

See
Tabulation
in Ex. t3
Fig. J2

^

I3

Fillet SI2
hblded
Connections

sI3

sl4

Base metal at intermittent fillet E

welds.

Base netal adjacent to fil1et C

welded attacfrnents where length L
of the attachnrent in direction
of stress is less than 50 rm.

Base retal at details attached bY D

fillet welds subjected to longi-
tudinal loading onlY rrtren the
detail length, L in direction of
stress is between 50 nm and 12

times the plate thckness' but
less than 100 rm and the tran-
sition radius R is less than 50 rrn'

6 ,r4 ,15,16

l5

Fillet !€lded Connections continued ...
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llable lf(b) qrtinued

Gerprat S.+lo.
Oonditiqt

Ibscription Stress llh.r.strative
Category Er4le

(see (see
lbble ll(a) ) Figure J2)

Fillet S15 For base metals at details See

l{elded attached to r,rebs by fillet rtelds Tabulation
Connections subjected to transverse and/or in Ex. 13

longitudinal loading regardless Fig. J2
of detail Iength the stress range
categories shall be as shown in
Figure J2 in the tabulation for
the sarple Example.

Shear stress on the throat of
fillet ',,elds shall be governed
b1l stress range category "W".

516 Rxcept for cover plates (56, 57) e
and details attached to webs (S15)
base netal at end of details 100 nm

or longer attachecl by fillet welds
where the length of rreld is in the
direction of stress.

13

I7

Fillet S17 Shear stress on throat of fillet W

lrlelds trlelds.
l7

Stud T\pe S18 Shear stress on the ncrninal area W

Shear of stud shear connectors.
Connections

Mechanically S19 Base metal at gross section of B

Fastened high-strength bolted slip-

: 
connections 

ix::*;.rHi1i::!lilfiil',"
connected rnaterial.

S20 Base metal at net section of
high-strength bolted bearing-type
connections and other mechanically
fastened joints.

S21 Base retal at net section of
bolted connections other than
high-strength bearing-tlpe .

B

D
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L6.2

16.3

r5.4

15.4.1

16.4.2

16.4.3

16.4.4

Rotational Restraint at Points of Support
Beams and girders shall be restrained against
rotation about their longitudinal axes at points of
support

Reduced Allowable Bending Stress of Girders with Thin
Webs
When the web slenderness ratio, h/w, exceeds
ISIO//T^ the flanQe must meet the width-thickness
rat ios "df .Class 3 sections of Clause 11 and the
allowable bending stress of the beam or girder' F6c,
shall be determined by:

F,r = F. f f .oDC OC'

where

rsro//q;) l

Fx^ = allowable bending stress determined by CIauseve 13.5 but not to exceed F.,.

Flanges

Flanges of welded girders preferably shalI consist of
a single plate or a series of plates joined end-to-
end by complete penetration groove welds.

Flanges of bolted girders shaIl be proportione-d so
that the total cross-sectional area of cover plates
does not exceed 70 per cent of the total flange area.

Fasteners or welds connecting flanges to webs sha1l
be proportioned to resist horizontal shear forces due
to - nenOinq combined with any loads which are
transmitted from the flange to the web other than by
direct bearing. spacing of fasteners or intermittent
welds in getieral shalt be in proportion to the
intensity oi the shear force and sha1l not exceed the
maximum for compression or tension members as
applicable, in accordance with Clause 19.

partial length flange cover plates shall be extended
beyond the theoretiCal cut-off point and the extended
portion shall be connected with sufficient fasteners-or welds to develop a force in the cover plate at the
theoretical cut-off point not less than:

AM^y
v

^I
g

where

p = required force t.o be developed in cover plate
A = area of cover plate
M^ = moment at point of theoretical cut-off
yt = distance fiom centroid of cover plate to neutral
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axis of cover-PIated section
I- = moment of inerLia of cover-plated section
I

Additionall'y, f or welded cover plates, the welds
connecting the cover plate termination to the beam or
girder sha11 be designed to develop the force P

defined above within a length a' measured from the
actual end of the cover plater determined aS follows:

(a) a' = the $ridth of cover plate when there is a
continuous weld equal to or larger than
three-fourths of the cover plate thickness
across the end of the plate and along both
edges in the length a'

(b) a' = 1.5 times the width of cover plate when
there is a continuous weld smaller than
three-fourths of the cover plate thickness
across the end of the plate and along both
edges in the length a'

(c) a'
is no weld across the end of the plate but
continuous welds along both edges in the
length a'

Bearing Stiffeners

Pairs of bearing stiffeners on the webs of single-web
beams and girders shalI be required at points of
concentrated loads and reactions wherever the
allowable bearing stress on the web is exceeded ( see
Clause 15.8). Bearing stiffeners shall be required
also at unframed ends of single-web girders having
web sLenderness ratios greater than 1100//F,, . Box
girders may employ diaphragms designed tor act as
bearing stiffeners.

Bearing stiffeners shall bear against the flange or
flanges through which they receive their loads, and
shall extend approximately to the edge of the flange
plates or'flange angles. They shal1 be designed as
columns in accordance with Clause 13.3, assuming the
column section to comprise the pair of stiffeners and
a centrally located strip of the web equal to not
more than 25 times its thickness at interior
stiffeners, or a strip equal to not more than L2
times its thickness when the stiffeners are located
at the end of the web. The effective column length,
KL, shall be taken as not lesq than three-fourths of
the length of the stiffeners in computing the ratio
KL/r. Only that portion of the stiffeners outside of
the angle fillet or the flange-to-web welds shall be
considered effective in bearing. Angle bearing
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stiffeners shall not be crimped. Bearing stiffeners
shall be connected to Ehe web so as to develop the
full force required to be carried by the stiffener
into the web or vice versa.

Intermediate Transverse Stiffeners

Intermediate transverse stiffeners when used shall be
spaced to suit the allowab1e shear stresses
determined from the formula given in Clause 13.4;
except that at girder end panels or at panels
containing large 'openings, the smalJ.er panel
dimension, a or h, shall not exceed 890w//f' where fv
is the largest average shear stress in the Banel.

The maximum
stiffeners are
shown in Table
accordance with

distance between
required, shall not
L2. Closer spacing
Clause 16 .5.1 .

stif f eners, when
exceed the values

may be required in

Table L2
llaximun Intermediate Transverse Stiffener Spacing

tiaximurn Distance Between
Stiffeners (a) in Terms
of Clear Web Depth (h)

tfeb
Slenderness
Ratio (h/'tl

Up to 150 3h

Over 150
67 500h
(h/w )2

16 .6 .3 Intermediate transverse stiffeners may be furnished
singly or in pairs. width-thickness ratios shall
conform to.Clause 11. The moment of inertia of the
st.iffenerr oF pair of stiffengrs tt so furnished'
shall be not less than ( h/50 ) 

* mm* taken about an
axis in the plane of the web. The gross area of
intermediate stiffeners, or pairs of stiffeners if
so furnished, shall be given by the expression

A- > + f r - a/h I cvo
DL-

{r + ( a/h\z
where

= distance centre-to-centre of adjacent stiffe-



w=
h=

1r5

ners (i.e. panel Iength)
web thickness
web depth

310 000k.,
I - 

-# 
but not less than 0.10

r (h/w) a

ratioYof specified minimum yield point of web
steel to specified minimum yield point of
stiffener steel

D = stiffener'factor
= 1.0 for stiffeners furnished in pairs
= 1.8 for single angle stiffeners
= 2.4 for single plate stiffeners

k,, = shear buckling coefficient ( see Clause 13.4. f )

F; = specified minimum yield point of web steel.

When the greatest stress , fu, in an adjacent panel
is less than that permitted'by Clause 13.4.1, this
gross area requirement may be reduced in like
proportion by multiplying by the ratio fv/Fv.

Intermediate transverse stiffeners shall be
connected to the web for a shear transfer per pair
of stiffeners ( or per single stiffener when so
furnished), in newtons per.mi\fi;netre of web depth
(h), not less than 6 x 1O-rhF,rrlz' except that when
the largest computed shear str€ss fv in the adjacent
panels is less than Fv computed by Clause 13.4.1
this shear transfer may be reduced in the same
proportion. However the total shear transfer shall
in no case be less than the value of any
concentrated load or reaction required to be
transmitted to the web through the stiffener.
Fasteners connect i ng i ntermed i ate t rans ve rse
stiffeners to the web shall be spaced not more than
300 mm on centre. If intermittent fillet welds are
used, the clear distance between welds shall not
exceed 15 times the web thickness or 4 times the
weld length.

l{hen intermediate stiffeners are used on only one
side of the web, the stiffeners sha1l be attached to
the compression flange. Intermediate stiffeners
used in pairs shall have at least a snug fit against
the compression flange. When stiffeners are cut
short of the tension flange the distance cut short
shall be equal to or greater than 4 times but not
greater than 6 times the girder web thickness.
Stiffeners preferably shall be clipped to clear
girder flange-to-web welds.

Lateral Forces
The flanges of beams and girders supporting cranes
or other moving loads shall be proportioned to

15.6.4

15.6.5

16 .7
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that the resulting stress distributions satisfy
equilibrium.

Torsion

Beams and girders subjected to torsion shall have
sufficient strength ind rigidity to resist the
torsional moment and forces in addition to other
moment or forces. The connections and bracing of
such members shall be adequate to transfer the
reactions to the suPPorts.

TorsionaL stresses, including those due to warping'
shal1 be combined with stresses produced by plane
bending and axial forces. The resulting gom9ined
stress6s shal l not exceed thos'e prescribed by

Clauses 13, and, if applicable, Clause 15'

For aIl members subjected to loads causing. t9r?ion'
the torsionai defoimations under specified loads
shall be limited in accordance with the requirements
of Clause 6.2. I .1 .

ooen-Web Steel Joists

Scope
Clause 11 provides reguirements for the design '
manufacture' transport and erection of open-web

=i""1 joists used in construction of buildings '
Joists intended to act compositety with the deck

shalt be oesilneo using the requirements of clause
18 in conjunJtion witt the requirements of this
Clause. This Clause shall noC be used for the
design of:oists not having an axis of symmetry in
the plane of the joist.

Def initions
in" following definitions apply to Clause 17:

Open-web joists or - 
joists means simpl.y. supported

steel trusses or ieritively low mass. with parallel
or slightfy pitched chords and triangulated -y"b
systems p.opor-tioned to span between masonry walls '
or structur;i 

--;;;;orting 
members ' oE both ' and

pr""ide dir.cl supi-ort foi f loor or roof deck'

Open-web steel joists are flexural members whose

design is qo.rertieO by the loading given in CIause
17.5. I. Th; definit-ion does not include primary
trusses =r.rppotJng joists, other secondary members '
and special joists.

Special open-web steel joists or special joists
means:
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( a ) Joists subjected to
Clause 17.5.2i and

the loads stipulated in

directly supported therebY. The terms deck and
decking include cast-in-place or precast concrete
slabsr profiled metal deck, wood plank or plywood
and other relatively rigid elements suitable for
floor or roof construction;

(b) Cantilever joists, continuous joists and joists
having special support conditions; and

(c) Joists having other special requirements.

In general open-web steel joists and specia,l open-
web steel joists are manufactured on a productiol-
line basis employing jigs, certain details of the
members being standard ized by the individual
manufacturer.

Deck or decking means the structural floor or roof
element spanning between adjacent joists and

Tie joist means a joist which
connected to a column to facil
designed to resist gravity
otherwise specified;

has at least one end
itate erection and is

loads only unless

r7. 3

L7.4

L7 .4.L

Span of an open-web steet joists means the distance
centre-to-centre of joists bearings.

ltaterials
Steel for joists shall be of a structural quality'
suitable for welding, meeting the requirements of
CIause 5.1.1. YieId levels reported on milI test
certificates shalI not be used as the basis for
des ign .

Drawings

Building Design Drawings
The building design drawings
building designer shall show:

prepared by the

( a) The uniformly distributed specified live and
dead gravity loadJ, the unbalanced loading condition
and the concentrated load conditions given in Clause
17.5.1 or 17.5.2 and any special loading conditions
such as horizontal loads, end moments, net uplift,
and allowances for mechanical equipment;

( b) Maximum joist spacing and where necessary
camber, maximum joist depth and shoe depth;
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(c) Where joists are not supported on steel members'
maximum bearing pressures or sizes of bearing
plates;

(d ) Anchorage requirements in excess of the
requirements of CIause I7.5. l3;

(e) Bracing as may be required by Clause 17.8.1.

Note: It is recommended that the buitding design
drawings include a note warning that attachments for
mechanical, electrical and other services shall be
made by using approved clamping devices or u-bolt
type cbnnectors - lnd that no drilling or cutting
snlfl be done unless approved by the building
des igner

Joist Design Drawings
Joist deslgn drawings prepared by the joist
manufacturer shal1 show, dt least ' specified
loading, member loads, material specification,
member sizes, dimensions, spacers' welds, shoes'
anchorages, bearings, field splices' bridging
locations and camber.

Design

Loading for Open-tfeb Steel Joists
Unless otherwise specified by the buitding designer
( in accordance with Clause ]-'l .5.2\ , the moment and
shear capacity of an open-web steel joist at every
section 3ftutl be not less than the moment and shear
due to the following load conditions ' considered
separatelY:

(a) A uniformly distributed load equal to the total
dead and live load;

(b) An unbalanced load with I00 per cent of the
total dead and Iive load on any continuous portion

"i 
- tn" joist and 25 per cent of total dead and live

loads on the remainder to produce the most critical
effect on any comPonent;

( c ) A concentrated factored load applied at any
panel point of 9 kN f or f loor jois_ts. f or of f ice or
ii*ifui occupancy or 1.3 kN for roof joists'

Loading for Special Open-tfeb Steel Joists
The moment an-d shear capacities of special open-web
steef joists at every section shall be not less than
the moment and sheai due to the loading conditions
=p..ified by the building designer in clause
tt .d. I ( a) nor due to the dead load plus the

t7 .5.2
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following Iive load
considered separately :

conditions (a), or (b)

( a ) For floor joists r dh unbalanced live load
applied on any cbntinuous portion of the joist to
produce the most critical effect on any component;

(b) The appropriate concentrated load specified by
the' Regulatory Authority; applied at any one panel
point to produce the most critical effect on any
component.

Design Assumptions
Open-web steel joists shaII be designed for loads
acting in the plane of the joist applied to the
compression chord which is assumed to be prevented
from lateral buckling by the deck.

For the purpose of determining axial forces in aIl
members the loads may be replaced by statically
equivalent loads applied at the panel points.

Verification of Joist lrlanufacturerrs llesign
When the adequacy of the design of a joist cannot be
readily demonstrated by a rational analysis based on
accepted theory and engineering practice, the joist
manufacturer may elect to verify the design by
test. The test shall be carried out to the
satisfaction of the building designer. The test
loading sha}l be 1.10 times the applicable factor of
safety Limes the design load.

llember and Connection Capacity
Member and connection capacity shall be calculated
in accordance with the requirements of, Clause 13
except as otherwise specified in Clause L7.

I{idth-Thickness Rat ios

General
width-thickness ratios of compression elements of
hot formed sections sha11 be governed by Clause
1I. width thickness ratios of compression elements
of cold formed sections shall be governed by Clause
14.

Conpression Elements Supported Along One Edge
For purposes of determining the appropriate width-
thickness ratio, dny stiffening effect of the deck
or the joist web shall be neglected.

Tension Chord
The tension chord sha11 be continuous and may be
designed as an axially loaded tension member unless

L7 .5.7
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17.5.8

17.5.8.1

17.5 .8.2

subject to eccentricities in excess of those
peri.ritted under CIause 17.5.11.4 or to applied Ioad
Letween panel points. The governing radius of
gyration - of the tension chord or any component
[lrereof shall be not less than L/240 of the
corresponding unsupported length. For joists with
the wen in the y-plane the unsupported length of
chord for computlng L*/t* shall bt taken as the
panel Iength centre-tolceiitre of panel points 1nd
ine unsupported length of chord for comput ilg .\ultu
shalI be taken as the distance between brldglng
Iines connected to the tension chord. Joist shoes'
when anchored, rndy be assumed to be equivalent to
bridging lines. when net uplift is specified, the
tension- chord shaIl be designed for the resulting
load reversal. where shown on the drawings, bottom
chords of joists sha1l be designed for_end moments.
Mornents due to concentrated 10ads shall be included
in the design.

Compression Chord

The compression chord shall be continuous and may be

designei for axial compressive force alone when the
pun"i length does not exceed 610 rllnr when
-concentrated loads are not applied between the panel
points, and when not subjecieO to eccentricities in
excess of those permitt;d under CIause l7 ' 5 ' 11 ' 4 '
WhenthepanellengthexceedsSlonmthecompression
chord snarl be designed as a continuous member

subject to combined axial and bending forces'

The slenderness ratio (KL/r ) of the compression
chordroEofitscomponents,shallnotexceed90for
interior panels nor 120 for end panels where the
g"""tning - (KL/r) shall be the maximum value
determined bY the following:

(a ) For x-x ( horizont'al ) axis, L* . shall be the
distance centre-t'o-centre of panel p'oints' K = 0'9;

(b) For y-y (vertical ) axis, Ly shall be the
distance.centre-to-centre of the aCtachments of the
deck.Thespacingofattachmentsshallbenotmore
than the design sienderness ratio of the top chord
times the radius of gyration of the top chord- about
its vertical axis nor more than 1000 mm' K = 1'0;

(c) For z-z (skew) axis of individual componentll-l+
inurl be the distance centre-to-centre ot paner
points or spacers , ot both' Decking shall not be

considered to fuIfiI the function of batten plates
or spacers for top chords consisting of two
separited comPonents. K = 0'9'
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vrhe re

r = the appropriate radius of gyration.

Compression chords of joists in panel lengths
exceeding 610 ntm shall be proportioned such that:

(a) At panel points

f- f*cr + u < l.o0.50F F,yD

(b) At nid-panel

ff
t' + F: . 1.0

AD

where

Fa = permissible axial compressive stress (see- Clause 17.5.5 )

Fb = permissible bending stress (see Clause f7.5.5)

At the panel point Fb may be taken . as 0.75Fv
provided that the chord meets the requirements of
plastic design or compact sections of Clause 11.2
and f.b/Eb < O.25.

The chord shall be assumed to be pinned at the joist
supports.

I{ebs t

Webs shal1 be designed in accordance with the
requirements of C1ause 13 to resist the shear at any
point due to the loads given in Clause 17.5.1 or
17 .5.2. Particular attention shall be paid to
possible reversals of shear.

The length of a. web member shall be taken as the
distance between the intersections of the axes of
the web and the chords. For buckling in the plane
of the web the effective length factor shall be
taken as 0.9 if the web consists of individual
members. For aIl other cases the effective length
factor shall be taken as 1.0.

Ifeb l,lembers in Tension
The slenderness ratio of a web member
need not be limited.

17. 5 .9 .3
in tension
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Web Hembers in Compression
The slenderness ratio of a web member in compression
shall not exceed 200.

Spacers and Battens
Compression members, consisting of tv/o or more
sections, shaII be interconnected so that the
slenderness ratio of each section computed using its
least radius of gyration is less than or equal to
the design slenderness ratio of the built-up
member. Spacers or battens sha1l be an integral
part of the joist.

Connections and Splices

Component members of joists shalt be connected by
welding, bolting or other approved means.

Connections and splices shall develop th9 loads
required by this Standard without exceeding the
stiesses given in Clause 17. Groove-welded splices
shall develop the tensile strength of the member.

Splices may occur at any point in chord
members.

or web

Eccentricity Linits
Members connected at a joint preferably shall have
their gravity axes meet at a point. where this is
impraciical lnd eccentricities are introduced such
eclentricities may be neglected if they do not
exceed:

(a) For continuous web members The greater of the
two distances measured from the neutral axis of the
chord member to the extreme fibres of the chord
member.

(b) For non-continuous seb nembers The distance
measured from the neutral axis to the back (outside
face ) of the chord member.

when the eccentricity exceeds these limits,
provision shall be made for' the effects of total
eccentricity.

Eccentricities assumed in design shall be those at
maximum fabrication tolerances which shaII be stated
on the shop drawings.

Bearings

Bearings at ends of joists shall be proportioned so
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that the factored bearing resistance of
supporting material is not exceeded.

Where a joist bears, with or without a bearing plate
on solid-masonry or concrete support, the end of the
bearing shall extend at least 90 nm beyond the face
of support

where a joist bears on a member of the structural
steel frahe, the end of the bearing shall extend at
least 65 nrm beyond the f ace of the support except
that when the JvaiIable bearing area is restricted,
this distance may be reduced provided that the
bearing is adequately anchored to the support and
the bearing capacity is not exceeded.

The bearing detail and the end panels of the joist
shall be proportioned to include the effect of the
eccentricity between the centre of bearing and the
intersection of the axes of the chord and the end
diagonal.

Anchorage

Joist ends shall be properly anchored to withstand
the effect of applied loads:

( a) In no case shall the anchorage to masonry be
less than:

the

floor joists, a 10 nm diameter rod at
nm Iong embedded horizontalli;

roof joists, a 20 nm diameter anchor
mm long embedded vertically with a 50
hook i

(b) The anchorage to steel sha11 be a connection
capable of withstanding a horizontal load not
Iess than l0 percent of the end reaction of the
joist but not less than one 20 nm diameter bolt
or a pair of fillet welds satisfying the minimum
size and tength requirements of CSA Standard
w59, Welded Steel Construction (Metal-Arc
Welding ) .

Tie Joists
Tie joists may have their top and bottom chords
connected to a column. UnIess otherwise specified,
tie joists shall have top and bottom chord
connections each at least equivalent to those
required by Clause L7 .5.13.1. Either top 'or bottom
connection shaII be by means of a mechanical
fastener.
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Frame Action
Where joists are used as a part of a frame, the
joist to column connection shalL be designed to-arry the moments and forces due to the applied
loads ( see Clause 7 .2) .

17.5.13.3

17.5.14

L7 .5.14.1

17.5 .L4.2

17.5. l5

17.5. r6

17.5. l7

17.5.17 .1

17.5.L7.2

Def lect ion

General
Steel joists shall be proportioned so that
deflection due to specified loads is within
acceptable limits for the nature of the materials to
be supported and the intended use and occupancy.
such deflection limits shaII be as given in clause
6.2 unless otherwise specified by the building
des igner.

Ilef lection Calculations
The deflection may be established by test or may be
computed assuming a moment of inertia equal to the
grols moment of inertia of the chords about the
6entroidal axis of the joist and multiplying the
calculated deflection derived on this basis by 1.10.

Carnber
unless otherwise specified by the building designer
the nominal camber in mitlimetres sha1l be equal to
0.07 times the square of the span expressed in
metres. For tolerances see Clause 17.10 ' 9 '

Vibration
The building designer shalt give special
consideration to floor systems where unacceptable
vibration may occur. The joist manufacturer when
requested sniff supply joist propert-i.es and details
to the buitding designer. (See Appendix F')

Welding

Arc t{elding
Arc weldin! design and practice shall conform to CSA

Standard W59, WetOeO SteeI Construction (Meta1-Arc
Welding).

Resistance Welding
Resistance weiding design and practice shall conform
totheapplicablerequirementsofcsAStandard
WSS. i, nei'istance Weldlng Oualif ication Code f or
Fabricators of structural Members use in Buildings'
and the related welding practice shalI be in
conformance with welding ltandards approved by the
canadian wetding Bureau under the same csA standard.
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Fabricator and Erector Oualification
Fabricators and erectors of welded construction
covered by this Standard shall be certified by the
Canadian welding Bureau in Division I or 2.I to the
requirements of CSA Standard W47 .I, Certification of
Companies for Fusion Welding of Steel Structures' or
CSA Standard W55.3, Resistance Welding Qualification
Code for Fabricators of Structural Members Used in
Buildings t ot bothr ds applicable.

The permissible stresses for welds shall be those
given in Table 5(b).

Field Welding
To achieve an adequate weldment when field welding
joists to supporting members, surfaces to be welded
shall be free of detrimental coatings.

Removal of FIux and Slag
FIux and slag shall be removed from all welds.

Stability During Construction
Means shall be provided to support joist chords
against lateral movement and to hold the joist in
the vertical or specified plane during construction.

Bridging

General
Bridging transverse to the span of joists may be
used to meet the requirements of Clause 17.6 and
also to meet the slenderness ratio requirements for
chords. Bridging is not to be considered "bracing"
as defined under Clause 20.3. I.

Installat ion
A11 bridging and bridging anchors shalI be
completely installed before any construction loads
are placed on the joists except for the weight of
the workmen necessary to install the bridging.

Types
Unless otherwise specified or approved by the
building designer the joist manufacturer shall
supply bridging which may be either the diagonal or
horizontal type.

Diagonal Bridging
Diagonal bridging consisting of crossed members
running from top chord to bottom chord of adjacent
joists shaIl have a slenderness ratio (L/r) of not
more than 200 where 'Lu is the length of the
diagonal bridging member t ot one-half this length
when crossed members are connected at their point of
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Horizontal Bridging
A Iine of hori?ontal bridging shall consist of a

continuous member attached to either the top chord
or the bottom chord. Horizontal bridging members
shall have a slenderness ratio of not more than 300.
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intersection, and rrrrl
gyration. Alt diagonal
adequately to the joists

Attachment of Bridging
Attachment of di.agonal
joist chords shall be bY
capable of resisting an
in the attached bridging
meet the minimum length
CSA Standard w59, Welded
Arc Welding ) .

is the least radius of
bridging shall be connected
by bolts or welds.

A

and horizontal bridging to
welding or mechanical means
axial load of at least 2 kN
member. These welds should
requirements stiPulated in
SteeI Construction (Meta1-

Anchorage of Bridging
Each fi-ne of bri69ing sha11 be adequately anchored
at each end to "t,riOy-wa11s 

or to main components of
the structural fralne , lf practicable ' If not
practicable,diagonalandhorizontalbridgingshall
il provided in Jomnination berween adjacent joists
neai the ends of bridging lines'

The ends of joists designed to bear on their bottom
chords shalf U. hetd adequately in position by

attachments to the walls or to the structural frame
orbylinesofbridginglocatedattheendsexcept
where such ends are built into masonry or concrete
walls.

Bridging SYstens
Bridging .y=1"tnt, including sizes . of bridging
memn6rs, and a1I necessary details' shall be shown

on the erection diagrams. If a specific bridging
system is required Py the design ' the design
diawings shall'show all information necessary lot
bhe preparation of shop details and' erection
diagrams.

Spacing of Bridging
Diagonal anO- 

--nor-i zontal bridg ing , whichever is
furiished, shall be spaced so that the unsupported
i..qtn oi ri;- chord berween bridging lines, or
between laterally supported ends of the joist and

"Jji"""t 
bridgin{ rine!, does not exceed:

(a) For comPression chords, l70r;

(b) For tension chords, 240ti
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where

r = the applicable chord radius of gyration about
its axis in the plane of the web

Ends of joists anchored to supports may be assumed
to be equivalent to bridging lines. If not so
anchored before installing deck, the distance from
the face of the support to the nearest bridging
member in the plane of the bottom chord shal1 not
exceed I20r. In no case shall there be less than
one line of horizontal or diagonal bridging attached
to each joist spanning 4000 mm or more. If only a
single Iine of bridging is required, it shall be
placed at the centre of the joist span. If bridging
is not used 'on joists less than 4000 mm in span ' the
ends of such joists shall be anchored to the
supports so as to prevent overturning of the joist
during placement of the deck.

Decking

Decking to Provide Lateral Support
Decking shall bear directly on the top chord of the
joist. and shall be sufficiently rigid to provide
lateral support to the compression chord of the
joist. In special cases where the decking is
incapable of furnishing the required lateral
support, the compression chord of the joist shall be
braced laterally in accordance with the requirements
of CLause 20.3.

Attachments of decking considered to provide lateral
support shall be capable of staying the top chords
lateraIly. Attachments shaIl be deemed to fulfil
this requirement when the attachments as a whole are
adequate to resist a force in the plane of the
decking of not less than 5 per cent of the maximum
force in the top chord and assumed to be uniformly
distributed along the length of the top chord. The
spacing of at.tachments shalI be not more than the
design slenderness ratio of the top chord times the
radius of gyration of the top chord about its
vertical axis nor more than 1000 mm.

Diaphragm Action
Where decking is used in combination with joists to
forrn a diaphragm for the purpose of transferring
lateral applied loads to vertical bracing systems,
special attachment requirements shall be fuIly
specified on the building design drawings.

Cast-in-place slabs used as decking shall have a
minimum thickness of 50 mm. Forms for cast-in-place

17.8.4
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slabs shall not cause Iateral displacement of the
top chords of joists during installation of the
forms or the placing of the concrete. Non-removable
forms sha1l be positively attached to top chords by
means of clips, ties, wedges, fasteners, or other
suitable means at intervals not exceeding 1000 nmi
however, there shall be at least two attachments in
the width of each form at each joist. Forms and
their method of attachment shaII be such that the
cast-in-place sIab, after hardening, is capable of
furnishing lateral support to the joist chords.

L7.9

17. r0

17.10. I

17. r0.2

17.10.3

17. r0 .4

17.10.5

17.10.6

L7 ,L0,-7

17.10.8

The tolerance on the specified depth of
manufactured joist shall be t 7 rnm.

Shop Painting
Joists shall have one shoP
of a type standard with
otherwise specified.

llanuf acturing Tolerances

The connections of web members
deviate Iaterally more than 3

in the design.

coat of protective Paint
the manufacturer unless

the

to chords shal1 not
nm from that assumed

The maximum deviation f-om the design location of a

panel point measured along the length of a chord
lnaff Ue 13 mm. In joists in which an individual
end diagonal. is attached to the bottom chord or in
which the end diagonal is a continuation of an
upturned bottom chord the gravity axes of qhe

mernbers in such a joint should meet at a point '
( See Clause 17.5.11.4. )

The maximum deviation from the design location of a

panel point measured perpendicular to the
iongitudinal axis of the chord and in the plane of
the joist shall be 7 mm.

The maximum svreep of a joist or any portion of the
Iength of the ioist upon cornpletion of manufacture
sna-tt be L/500 of the length on which the sweep is
measured.

The maximum tilt of bearing shoes shall be 1 in 50
measured from a plane perpendicular to the plane of
the web and pararter to the longitudinal axis of the
joist.

The tolerance on the specified shoe depth shall be t
3mm

The tolerance on the specified length of the joist
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shall be t 7 mm. The connection holes in a joist
sha1l not vary from the detailed location by more
than 2 mm for mernbers 10 000 mm or less in length or
by more than 3 mrn f or members over 10 000 ryn in
Iength.

The tolerance on the nominal or specified camber
shall be

t (e nrm . Effi*)
The resulting actual minimum camber in a joist is to
be +3 nm except that the maximum range in camber for
joists of the same span sha1l be limited to 20 mm.

Inspection and Ouality Control

Inspection
Material and workmanship at all times shall be
accessible for inspection by qualified inspectors
representing the building designer. Random in-
process inspection shall be carried out by the
manufacturer and all joists shaII be thoroughly
inspected by the manufacturer before shipping.

Identification and Control of Steel
Steel used in the manufacture of joists shall at all
times, in the manufacturers' plant be marked to
identify its specification ( and grade, where
applicable ) . This shall be done by suitable
markings or by recognized colour coding or by any
system devised by the manufacturer that will ensure
to the satisfaction of the building designer that
the correct material is being used.

Quality Control
Upon request of the building designer the
manufacturer shaII provide evidence of having
suitable quality control measures to ensure that the
joists meet alI requirements specified. When
testing is part of the manufacturer's normal quality
control program, the loading criterion sha1l be I.57
times the design load.

For resistance welding and quality control
procedures outlined in CSA Standard W55.3,
Resistance Welding Oualification. Code for
Fabricators of Structural Members Used in Buildings,
shall be met. For arc-welding quality control, the
requirements of CSA Standard W59, Welded Steel
Construction (Metal-Arc Welding), shall be met.

Handling and ErectionI7.L2
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18.1

18.l.I

General
Care shall
strapping, transport, unloading, site storage and
piling, and erection. Dropping of joists shall not
be permitted. Special precautions shall be taken
when erecting long, slender joists and preferably
hoisting cables shaIl not be released until the
member 1s stayed laterally by at least one line of
bridging. Jolsts shaII have alI bridging attached
and be -permanently fastened into place before the
applicatlon of any loads. Heavy construction loads
si-tifI be adequately distributed so as not to exceed
the capacity of any joist. Field welding shall no!
cause - damJge to joists, bridging, deck and
supporting steel members.

Erection Tolerances

The maximum slrreep of a joist or a portion of the
length of a joisI upon .completion_ of erection shaIl
not exceed t-he requirements of clause 17.10.5, and
shal1 be in accordince with the general requirements
of Clause 29.

AII members sha1l be
and bends.

free from twists, sharP kinks

Location of Joist
when joists are finally fastened ln position in the
field, tne maximum devfation from the location shown
on the erection drawings shall be 15 mm'

The deviation, normal to the specified plane of th9
webofajoist,shallnotexceedL/50ofthedepth
of the joist.

Comoosite Beams and Columns

Application

The provisions of Clause 18 apply to:

(a) Composite beams consisting of steel sections'
trussesorjoistsinterconnectedwitheithera
reinforced c5ncrete slab or a steel deck with
concrete cover slab;

( b) Composite columns cons isting of steel hollow
structural sections completely filled with concrete.

ForanyreguirementnotcoveredinClauselSthe
design 

- snait bonform to the provisions of this
Standard.

18 .l .2
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Definitions
The following definitions apply to C1ause 18 '

steel deck means a load-carrying steel deck
consisting of either:
(a) A single fluted element (non-cellular deck) ; or

(b) A two element section comprising a fluted
element in conjunction with a flat sheet (cellular
deck ) .

The maximum depth of the deck shalt be 80 nm and the
average width of the minimum flute shall be 50 nl1l.
Steel deck may be of a type intended to act
compositely with the cover slab in supporting
applied load;

Flute means that portion of the steel deck which
forms a valley.

Concrete means Portland cement concrete in
accordance with CSA Standard CAN3-A23.1, Concrete
tlaterials and Methods of Concrete Construction;

Rib means that portion of the concrete slab which is
formed by the steel deck flute.

Slab means a reinforced cast-in-place concrete slab
at least 65 mm in effective thickness. The area
equal to the design effective width tirnes ef fective
slab thickness shall be free of voids or hollows
except for those specifically permitted in the
definition of effective slab thickness;

Cover slab means the concrete above the flutes of
steel deck. All flutes shall be filled with
concrete so as to form a rib slab;

Effective cover slab thickness, tr means the minimum
thickness of concrete measured from the top of the
cover slab to the top of the st,eel deck. This
thickness shalI be not less than 65 nrm unless the
adequacy of a lesser thickness has been established
by appropriate tests i

Effective slab thicknessr' t' means the overall slab
thickness, provided that;
(a) The slab is cast with a flat underside; or

(b) The slab is cast on corrugated steel forms
having a height of corrugation not greater than 0.25
times the overall slab thickness; or
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(c) The slab is cast on fluted steel forms whose
profile meets the following requirements. The
minimum concrete rib width shall be L25 nmi the
maximum rib height shall be 40 nm but'not more than
0.4 times the overall slab thickness; the average
width between ribs shall not exceed 0.25 times the
overall slab thickness nor 0.2 times the minimum
width of concrete.

In all other cases, €ffective slab thickness means
the overall slab thickness minus the height of form
flute or corrugation;

steel joist means an open web steel joist su it'able
for composite design;

Steel section means a steel structural section with
a solid web, or webs r suitable for composite
design. Web openings are permi-s-sible only on
condltion that th-eir etfects are fulIy investigated
and accounted for in the design.

Composite Beams

General

calculation of deflections shall take into account
the effects of creep of concrete, shrinkage of
concrete, and increasLd flexibility resulting floT
partial shear connection and from interfacial
ifip. These effects shall be established by test 9f
anaiysis, where practicable. Consideration shall
ii"o' be given io effects of fuII or partial
continuity in the steel beams and concrete slabs in
reducing calculated deflections'

In lieu of tests or analyses the effects of partial
shear connection' inte-rfacial slip' creep and
shrinkage may be assessed as follows:

(a) increased flexibility resulting from partial
shear connection and interfacial slip: calculate
the elastic deflections using an effective
moment of inertia,

re = rs + 0.85 po'25 ( rt t")

where

I" = moment of inertia of the steel section

I- = moment of inertia of the transformed
composite section

p = fraction of fulI shear connection expressed
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as a decimal

(b) creep: increase
loads and long
(a), by 158.

elastic deflections due to dead
term live loadsr ds computed in

18.3 .L.2

18.3.1.3

18.3.2

18.3 -2.r

18.3 .2.2

(c) shrinkage of concrete: calculate deflections
using a selected free shrinkage strain assuming
the beam is bent in single curvature by a
constant moment. The shrinkage strain is
affected by such factors as age of concrete,
ratio of slab volume to surface area, and
concrete properties (water/cement ratio' percent
fines, entrained air, and cement content), and
the restraint provided by steel beam and deck.
See Appendix K for methods of computing
deflections due to shrinkage strains.

The web area of steel sections or web system of
steel trusses and joists shall be proportioned to
carry the total vertical shear V;.

End connections of steel sections, trusses and
joists shalI be proportioned to transmit the total
end reaction of the composite beam.

Design Effective Width of Concrete

Slabs or cover slabs extending on both sides of the
steel section or joist shall be deemed to have a
design effective width, b, equal to the least of:
(a) 0.25 times the composite beam spani

(b) 15 times the overall slab thickness (thickness
of cover slab plus steel deck depth), plus the width
of the top flange of the steel section or top chord
of the steel truss or joist;
(c) The average distance from the centre of the
steel section, truss or joist to the centres of
adjacent paraIlel supports.

Slabs or cover slabs extending on one side only of
the supporting section or joist shall be deemed to
have a design effective width, b, not greater than
the bridth of top flange of the steel section, or top
chord of the steel joist, plus the least of:
(a) 0.1 times the composite beam spant

(b) 5 times the overall slab thickness or (thickness
of cover slab plus steel deck depth ) ;
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0.5 tim.es the clear distance between the steel
ion or joist and the adjacent.parallel support'

18.3.3

18.3.4

18.3.5

18.3.5.1

18.3 .5.2

Slab Reinforcement
slabs shall be adequately reinforced to support "Ilspecified loads ind to control cracking both
plrallel and transverse to the composite beam

ip"n. Reinf orcement ParqlIeI to the span of- tlt'
OEi* in regions of ne-gative bending moment of the
composite bea^ shall be anchored by embedment in
con-crete which is in compression. The reinforcement
of slabs which are to be continuous over the 9n9
support of steel sections or joists fitted with
ff;iibte end connections shall be given special
attent ion.

The possibifity of longitudinal cracking dyt to
co.poiit" actio'n, directly over the steel section or
joist, shall be controiled by the provision . of
additional transverse reinforcement or other
effective .".n.- unless it is known from experience
that cracking due to composite action is unIikely.
Such additioriat reinforcement shall be placed -in !h"
1o*", part of the slab and anchored so as to develop
the yiLro strength of the reinforcement. The area
of si:cn reinfor6ement shall be not less than 0.005
times the concrete area in the longitudinal
direction of the beam and shall be uniformly spaced
along the comPosi'te beam sPan'

Composite Action t{ith Steel Deck
Cover slabs intended to act compositely with steel
deckshallhavereinforcementtransversetothespan
of the composite beam as required' Reinforcement
shall be not less than that required by the

=p."ified fire resistance design of the assembly'

Interconnection

Except as permitted by Clauses 18'3 '5'2 and 18'3'5'4
interconnection between steel sections' trusses or
joists and slabs or cellular steel deck with cover
slabs shall be attained by th9 - Yse of shear
connectors as prescribed in Clause 18'3'5'

trusses or joists
encased in concrete do

by means of shear
Unpainted steel sections,
su-pporting slabs and totallY
noi- require interconnection
connectors Provided that:

(a) A minimum of 50
portions of the steel
noted in Item (c);

nrm of concrete covers aIl
sect.ion or joist, except as
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(b) The cover in
spalling; and

(c) The top of
least 40 nm below
of the slab.

Item (a) is reinforced to Prevent

the steel section or joist is at
the top and 50 mm above the bottom

Studs may be welded through a maximum of two steel
sheets in contact, each not more than 1.71 mm in
overall thickness including coatings ( f.52 nm in
nominal base steel thicknesg plus zinc coating not
greater than nominal 275 g/mz). otherwise holes for
placing studs shall be made through the sheets as
necessary. Wetded studs shall meet the requirements
of CSA Standard w59 ' Welded Steel Construction
(Metal-Arc Welding).

Other methods of interconnection which have been
adequately demonstrated by test and verified by
analysis may be used to effect the transfer of
forces between the steel section, truss or joist and
the slab or steel deck with cover slab. In such
cases the design of the composite member shall
conform to the design of a similar member employing
shear connectors, insofar as practicable.

The diameter of a welded stud shall not exceed 2.5
times the thickness of the part to which it is
welded, unless test data satisfactory to the
designer is provided to establish the capacity of
the stud as a shear connector.

Shear Connectors
The capacity, gt of a shear connector shall be
established by tests acceptable to the designer,
except that the following values shall be acceptable
vrithout further verification:
(a) End velded studs, headed or hooked with h/d > 4

o = 0.5A lfrsccc F * A-_ (newtons)usc
*F,, for commonly available studs is 415 MPa.

This value is linited to designs incorporating a
solid concrete slabi or designs incorporating a
ribbed slab formed by casting a concrete cover slab
on a fluted steel deck in which the rib average
width is at least twice the height of the formed
concrete rib and the projection of the stud, based
on its length prior to welding, is at least two stud
diameters above the top surface of the steel deck;

(b) End welded studs, headed' in selected cases
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TabIe I3 gives values of g'. for selected cases of
composite beams incorporatin! steel deck not covered
by Item (a). Cover sIabs,shall consist of normal
d-ensity concrete (2300 kg/m5 ) with f ; , 20 MPa.

(c) Channel connectors

q = 36.5 (tr + o.stw) 
"./4. 

(newtons)

This formula is Iimited to design incorporating a

soliQ concrete slab of normal density concrete (2300
kg/mt ) with fl > 20 MPa.

Table 13
Shear Calncities of Stud.s for Selecfed Cases

Eeight of
Cellular

Steel Eck
(mn)

Average
Rib

widttr,
1'lininrn

(m)

Epttr of
Oover
Slab
(m)

Stud Size
dxh

(m x mr)

No. of
Studs

lnr Rib

Stpar
Calncity*

q (rewtons)

24 000
s0 000

76 000 per pair
79 000

113 000 per pair

I
I
2
I
2

75
75

14x
20x

20 x 100

65
65

50
50

50

38/43
38/43

38/43 90

* Shear capacities given
influence of rib ged€try

in Table 13 are derived frcm test and reflect the
and stiffness on the useful capacity of the studs'

18.3.7

18.4

18.4.1

Ties
t'techanical ties shalI be provided between the steel
section, truss or joist and the slab or steel deck
to prevent separation. Shear connectors may serve
as -nechanical-ties if suitably proportioned. The
maximum spacing of ties shall not exceed 1000 nm and
the average sp-acing in a span should not exceed 500
mm nor be- greiter ihan that required to achieve any
specified iir" resistance rating of the composite
assembly.

Design of composite Beams with shear connectors

The composite beam shall consist of steel section,
truss oi joist r shear connectors ' ties, and slab or
steel deck with cover slab.

The properties of the composite section shall be18 .4.2
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computed according to elastic theory neglecting any
concrete area in t.ension within the maxirnum
effective area equal to effective width times
effective thickness. If a steel truss or joist is
used the area of its top chord shall be neglected in
determining the properties of composite section.
The effective area of concrete in compression shall
be considered as an equivalent area of steel by
dividing it by the appropriate modular ratio.

The composite section shall be proportioned to
resist the total specified load without exceeding
the aIlowabIe stresses for steel and concrete
respect i ve ly .

If fewer than the number of shear connecto'rs
required for ful1 composite action are to be
provided (see C1ause 18.4.6) the effective area of
concrete in compression to be assumed in design
shall be reduced from that given in Clause 18.2 and
18.3 in proportion to the ratio n'/n.

where

18.4.3

t8 - 4.4

18.4.5

18.4.6

18.4.7

n' = number of shear connectors provided
n =number of shear connectors required

composite action according to Clause

No composite action shall be assumed in
flexural strength when n' ( 0.5n.

No composite action sha1l be assumed in
deflections when n' < 0.25n.

for full
18.4.6.

comput ing

comput i ng

For ful1 shear connection, the total horizontal
shear, Vh, dt the junction of the steel section or
joist and the concrete slab or steel deck, to be
resisted by shear connectors distributed between the
point of maximum bending moment and each adjacent
point of zero moment, shall be the lesser of

Vh = O=tO

vh = o'Bsbtf;

Composite beams employing steel sections and
concrete slabs may be designed as continuous
members. The moment capacity of the composite
section with the concrete slab in the tension area
of the composite section sha1l be the moment
resistance of the steel section alone except that
when sufficient shear connectors are placed in the
negative moment regionr suitably anchored concrete
slab reinforcement parallel to the steel sections
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18 .4 .8

18.5

18.5.1

18 . 5.2

18 .5.3

and within the design effective "tidth of the
concrete slab may be included in computing th9
properties of the composite section' The total-notizontal shear, Vh, to be resisted by shear
connectors between ifie point of maximum negative
bending moment and the adJacent point of zeto moment

shall be taken as:

vh = ortyt

The number of shear connectors to be l0cated each
side of the point of maximum bending moment
(positive or negative, as applicable) anq

Oistributed betweeri that point and the adjacent
point of zeto moment shall be not less than:

vh
n=- q

Shear connectors may be spaced uniformly except that
in a region of positive bending, the number of shear
connectors t"q,iired between any concentrated Ioad
ippfied in thal region and the nearest point of zeEo

mbment shall be nol less than n"
M I't-

rr r'| \Ii.............--li -/--max s
where

Ivl = positive bending moment at concentrated load
Point

Ms = iroment capacity of the steel section alone
*iu* = maximum positive bending moment

Design of Composite Beans tfithout Shear Connectors

Unpainted steel sections or joists supporting
concrete slabs and encased in concrete in accordance
with Clause l8 . 3 .5 .2 may be proportioned on the
basis that th; composite 

-section supports the total
load.

In computing the moment of inertia of the composite
section any concrete area in tension shall be

neglected.

The maximum bending stress in the steel section or
j;;"i -".n.i.f nor exceed rhe allowable bending
stresses grven in CIause t3 ' 5 for the class of
section used and the maximum compressive bending
stress in t'h; concrete shal] not exceed 0 ' 45f ; '

Unshored Bearns
F;; compo6ite beams unshored
the stresses in the tension

during construction 'flange of the steel
18.6
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18.7

18.8

18.8.1

18.8.2

18.8.3

section or joist due to the loads applied before the
concrete strength reaches 0.75f: plus the stresses
at the same loJation, due to the-remaining specified
loads considered to act on the composite section
shall not exceed 0.90Fy.

Beams During Construction
The steel section or joist alone shall be
proportioned to support alI loads applied prior to-naroening of the concrete without exceeding its
calculat6d capacity under the conditions of Iateral
support and shoring, as applicable, to be furnished
during construction.

Design of composite colurnns (concrete-Filled Hollow
Structural Sections)

Hollow structural sections designated as class l, 2

or 3 sections which are completely filled with
concrete may be assumed to carry comp_ressive load as
composite -colunns. class 4 hollow structural
seclions completety filled with concrete may aLso be
designed ai composite columns providing the
wiOt6-tnickness ratios of the waIls of rectangular
sect ions do not exceed L350// E v . , a_nd the outs ide
diameter to thickness ratio of tircular sections do
not exceed 28 000/fy.

The proportion of the axial load assumed to be
carriiC -ny the concrete shall be applied by direct
bearing on the concrete, oF, alternatively, other
methodi of load application to the concrete may be
employed if their -idequacy has been demonstrated by
test.

The allowable axial compressive load of a composite
column shall be taken as:

P"="Ps+"tP"
where

steel section alone

Clause 13.3

concrete area Ac

PS al Iowable

A"F" with

al lowable

0.35 f 'Acc

axial load

Fa defined

axial load

on

tn

Pc

D^c L-2[

in which 
^" 

= ::c
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Fc = radius of gyration of the concrete area, Ac,

E^ = initial elastic modulus for concrete in MPa',- considering the effects of long term
Ioading. for normal weight concrete, with fl
expressed in MPa, this may be taken as:

( 1 + s/r) 25oo /4
where S is the short term load and T is the
total load on the column.

For all rectangular hollow structural sections, and
for circular noltow structural sections with height
to diameter rat i.o of 25 or greater, t = 'c ' = I . 0

otherwise
aI+p+p

u", r Fy 
lr' = 1+ (ffitli \0.85f:,

18.8.4

19.

19.1

19. r.1

and

where

(a)

(b)

where bending as well as axial compression is to be
resisted, the bending sha1l be assumed to be
resisted by the steel section alone. The steel
section shitl be proportioned as a beam-column to
carry the total bending, plus axial compression
equai to the difference between the total axial
c6mpression and that portion which can be sustained
by the concrete so that:

#<r.o
a

P " 
tP"

" 
P= 

t t"t"( r

when P ) t rP"

p = 0.02(25 L/D\

trl l'1 < 1.0
D - r lD

r' " ^c)l
\ P t)

e

General Reguirements for Built-Up ilembers

General Requirements for Cornpression ltlembers

AII components of built-up compression members and
the transverse spacing of their lines of connecting
bolts or welds shall meet the requirements of Clause
I0 and I1.
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A11 component parts in contact with one another at
the ends of built-up compression members shall be
connected by bolts spaced longitudinally not more
than four diameters apart for a distance equal to
1.5 times the width of the memberr or by continuous
welds having a length not less than the width of the
member.

Unless closer spacing is required for transfer of
Ioad r oF for sealing inaccessible surfaces, the
Iongitudinal spacing, in line, between intermediate
bolts or clear longitudinal spacing between
intermittent welds in built-up compression members
shalI not exceed the following' as applicable:

(a) For compression members composed of two or more
rolled shapes in contact or separated from one
another by intermittent fiIlers, the slenderness
ratio of any shape between points of interconnection
shall not exceed the slenderness ratio of the built-
up member. The least radius of gyration of each
component part shall be used in computing the
slenderness ratio of that part between points of
interconnection with other component parts;

(b) 33OL//{ but not more than 300 mm for the
outside com$onent of the section consisting of a
plate when the bolts on all gauge lines or
intermittent welds along the component edges are not
staggered, where | = thickness of outside plate;
( c ) s2st//{, but not
outside comflonent of
plate when the bolts
staggered on adjacent
outside plate.

more than
the section

or intermi
lines, where

450 mm for the
cons ist ing of a
ttent welds are
t - thickness of

The spacing requirements of
and L9.2.4 will not always
tight, fit between components
environment is such that
serious problem, the spacing
need to be less than the spec

Clauses 19 .1 .3, 19.2 .3
provide a continuous
in contact. When the

corrosion could be a
of bolts or welds may

ified maximum.

Open sides of compression members built up from
plates or shapes shall be connected to each other by
lacing, batten platesr or perforated cover plates.

Lacing shaII provide a complete triangulated shear
system and may consist of bars, rods or shapes. The
spacing of connections of lacing to a main component
shaII be such that the slenderness raLio of a main
component between these points of connection does

19.1.6
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not exceed the governing slenderness ratio of the
member as a whole. Lacing shall be proportioned to
resist a shear, normal to the longitudinal axis of
the member, of not less than 2.5 per cent of the
total axial load on the member plus the shear from
transverse loads, if any.

The slenderness ratio of lacing members sha1l not
exceed 140. The effective length for single lacing
shaIl be the distance between connections to the
main components; for double lacing connected at the
intersections, the effective length shall be 70 per
cent of that distance.

Lacing members shaIl preferably be inclined to the
longiiudinal axis of the built-up member at an angle
of not less than 45o.

19.r.7

19.1.8

19. r.9

19.1.10

19.1.11

l9.l.r2

Lacing systems shal1 have diaphragms in the plane of
the llcing and as near the ends as practicable and
at internediate points where lacing is
interrupted. Such diaphragms may be plates (tie
plates ) or shapes.

End tie plates used as diaphragms shall have a

length no€ less than the distance between the lines
of bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components of the member. Intermediate tie plates
shalI have a length not less than one-haIf that
prescribed for end tie plates. The thickness of tie
pt.t.= shall be at least I/60 of the width between
iine. of bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components, and the longitudinal spacing of the
bolls or clear longitudinal spacing between welds
shall not exceed 150 mm. At least three bolts shall
connect the tie plate to each main component' oEr
alternatively, a totat length of weld not less than
one-third tha length of tie plate shall be used'

shapes used as diaphragms shall be proportioned .!d
connected to transilit fron one main comPonent to the
other a longitudinal shear equal to 5 per cent of
the axial compression in the member'

Perforated cover plates may be used in Iieu of
lacing and tie p1-ates on open sides of built-up
compr6ssion members. The net width of such plates
at icc.=s holes shall be assumed available to resist
axial load Provided that:

(a) The vridth-thickness ratio conforms to clause ll;

(b) The length of the access hole does not exceed
twice its width;
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(c) The clear distance between access holes in the
direction of load is not Iess than the transverse
distance between Iines of bolts or welds connecting
the perforated plate to the main components of the
built-up member;

(d) The periphery of the access hole at alI points
has a minimum radius of 40 mm.

Battens consisting of plates or shapes may be uged
on open sides of builtlup compression. members which
do nbt carry primary bending in addition to axial
Ioad. Battens shall be provided at the ends of the
member, dt locations where Lhe member is latera1ly
supported along its length and elsewhere as
determined by the following spacing requirements:

( a ) When the slenderness ratio of the built-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is equal to or less than 80 per cent of the
slenderness ratio with respect to the axis parallel
to the battens, the spacing between battens shall be
such that the slenderness ratio of a main component
between ends of adjacent batten plates shall not
exceed 50, nor shall it exceed 70 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of the built-up member with
respect to the axis parallel to the battens;

( b ) When the slenderness rat io of the bu i It.-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is more than 80 per cent of the slenderness
ratio with respect to the axis parallel to the
battens, the splcing between battens shall be such
that the slenderness ratio of a main component
between ends of adjacent batten plates shall not
exceed 40, nor shall it exceed 60 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of t,he built-up member with
respect to the axis perpendicular to the battens.

Battens shall have a length not }ess than the
distance between lines of bolts or welds connecting
them to the main components of the member and a
thickness not less than L/60 of this distance if the
batten consists of a flat plate. Battens and fheir
connections shall be proportioned to resist
simultaneously a longitudinal shear force, Y, and <1

moment, M.

where
. 0.025PdV = r:.:.:.- t NewtOnS )'na

M _ 0.q25Pd (N.mm)
2n
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d = Iongitudinal
battens (nm )

a = distance between lines
connecting the batten to
(mm )

n = number of parallel planes

General Requirements for Tension Hembers

Tension members composed of two or more shapes,
plates or bars separated from one another by
intermittent fillers shall have the components
interconnected at fillers spaced sb that the
slenderness ratio of any component between points of
interconnection shaIl not exceed 300.

Tension members composed of two plate components in
contact or a shape and a plate component in contact
shall have the components interconnected so that the
spacing between connecting bolts or clear spacing
between welds does not exceed 36 times the thickness
of the thinner plate nor 450 nm (see Clause 19.1.3).

Tension members composed of two or more shapes in
contact shall have the components interconnected so
that the spacing between connecting bolts or the
clear spacing between welds does not exceed 500 ltlm 'except where it can be determined that a. greater
spacing would not affect the satisfactory
performance of the member ( see Clause 19.1.3 ) .

Tension members composed of two separated main
components may have either perforated cover plates
or tie plates on the open sides of the built-up
member. Tie plates, including end tie plates' shall
have a length not less than two-thirds of the
transverse distance between bolts or welds
connecting them to the main components of the
member, and shall be spaced so that the slenderness
ratio of any component between the tie plates do99
not exceed fOO. The thickness of tie plates shalI
be at least L/60 of the transverse distance between
the bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components and the longitudinal spacing of the bolts
or welds shal1 not exceed 150 mm. Perforated cover
plates shall comply with the requirements of CIause
19.t.I2(b), (c), and (d).

General Requirements for Open Box-T1pe Beans and
Grillages
where two or more rolled beams or channels are used
side-by-side to form a flexural member, they shaIl
be connected together at intervals of not more than

distance centre-to-centre of

of bolts or welds
each main component

of battens

t9.2

19 .2.1

L9.2.2

19.2.3

L9 .2.4

19.3
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1500 mm. Through bolts and separators may be used'
provLded that in beams having a depth of 300 nm or
i,or"r Do fewer than two bolts shall be used at each
separator locat ion. when concentrated loads are
carried from one beam to the otherr oE distributed
between the beams , diaphragms hav j.ng suf f icient
stiffness to distribute the load shall be bolted or
welded between the beams. The design of members
shall provide for torsion resulting from any unequal
distribution of loads. Where beams are exposed'
they sha1l be sealed against corrosion of interior
surfacesr or spaced sufficiently far apart to permit
cleaning and painting.

Stabilitv of Structures and Individual Hembers

General

In the design of a steel structure care shal1 be
taken to ensure that the structural system is
adequate to resist the forces caused by the lateral
and vertical loads and to ensure that a complete
structural system is provided to transfer the loads
to the foundations r particularly when there is a
dependence on wa11s, floors r or roofs acting as
shear resisting elements or diaphragms. (See also
Clause 8.6. )

Note: The structure should also be checked to
ensure that adequate resistance to torsional
deformations has been provided.

Design drawings shall indicate all load resisting
elements essential. to the integrity of the completed
structure and sha11 show details necessary to ensure
the effectiveness of the load resisting system.
Design drawings shal1 also indicate the requirements
for roofs and floors used as diaphragms.

Erection diagrams sha11 indicate all load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the completed
structure. Permanent and temporary load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the partially
completed structure shall be clearly specified on
the erection diagrams.

Where the portion of the structure under
consideration does not provide adequate resistance
to lateral forces, provision shall be made for
transferring the forces to adjacent Iateral load
resisting elements.

Stability of Columns
Beam-to-column connections

20.2
shaIl have adequate
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2L.l
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strength to transfer the lateral forces produced by
possible out-of-plumbness as specified in Clause
2g.g.t. These forces shall be computed for the
loading cases of Clause 7.2.3 using the appropriate
load combination factors. The lateral forces
produced by out-of-plumbness shall be computed using
I.7 times the axial force in the coLumn produced by
the specified loads..

Stability of Beams, Girders and Trusses

Bracing members assumed to provide Iateral support
to the compression flange of beams and girders, or
to the compression chord of trusses r dnd the
connections of such bracing members, shall be
proportioned to resist a force equal to 1 per cent
of 1ne force in the cornpression flange or chord at
the point of support.

When bracing of the compression flange or chord is
effected by a slab or deckr the slab or deck and the
means by which the computed bracing forces are
transmitled between the flange or chord and the slab
or deck sha11 be adequate to resist a force in the
plane of the slab or deck. This force shal1 be
Lonsidereci to be uniformly distributed along the
length of the compression flange or chord, and shal1
be Laken as at least 5 per cent of the maximum force
in the flange or chord r urlless a lesser amount can
be justified by'analYsis.

consideration shaIl be given to the probable
accumulation of forces when a bracing member must
transfer forces from one braced member to another.

f"lembers restraining beams and girders des igned to
resist loads causing torsion shalI be proportioned
according to the requirements of clause 16, ll.
Special consideration shal1 be given to the

"tnn."tions 
of asymmetric section such as channels'

angles and zees.

Connect ions

Alignnent of llembers
nxiilly loaded members meeting at a joint shall have
their gravity axes intersect at a common point if
practicaOle; otherwise the results of bending due to
ln. joint eccentricity shal1 be provided for'

Unrestrained l{embers
Except as otherwise indicated on the design
drawiDgs, all connections of beams, girders' -ald
trusses shall be designed and detailed as flexible

2L.2
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and ordinarily may be proportioned for the reaction
shears only. flexi6fe beam connections shall
accommodate end rotations of unrestrained (simple)
beams. To accomplish this, inelastic action at the
sgiecified load levels in the connection is
permitted.

Restrained ltembers
When beams , glrders r oE trusses are subject to b9t!
reaction shear and end moment due to full or partial
end restraint or to continuous or cantilever
constructien, their connections shall be designed
for the combined effect of shear, bending, and axial
load. when beams are rigidly framed to the flange
of an H-type col_umn, stiffeners shall be provided on
the column web as follows:

(a) Opposite the compression flange of beam when

r" ( rb * 5k) ry" . ryb of

except that for members with class 3 or 4 webs, the
specified load taken by the weld in bearing shal1
not be considered to exceed

#*z *" (tn + sk)
lh /w I'c'c'

(b) opposite the tension flange of beam when
.)

7t"-Fyc t tyb or

where

wc
rb
k

F'vb
f,i"
t"

thickness of column web
thickness of beam flange
distance from outer face of column flange to
web toe of fillet t ot to web toe of
f lange-to-web weld in a r'telded column
specified yield point of beam flange
spec i f ied y j.e Id Poi nt of column
clear depth of column web
thickness of column flange

The area of a stiffener or pair of stiffeners (Ast)
opposite either beam flange shall be such that:

Asr ' [Ar # 
w"(to + sk)J #

except that for members with class 3 or 4 webs
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2L.4

2L.5

2l .5.1

21.5.2

2L.6

Where columns bear
finished to bear
sufficient fasteners
securely in p1ace.

provided on the web of
if V- computed from Clause
ich tase the stiffener or
shear force equal to:

on bearing plates r oE are
at splices, there shall be

or welds to hold all Parts

AAsr ' LHf 1{ff *" (to + sk)l fr
where ay= = specified yield point of a stiffener

Stiffeners sha1l also be
columns, beams or girders
I4.4.2 is exceeded, in wh
stiffeners must transfer a

V^- = V, 0.33wdF.,st. E y

In all cases the stiffeners sha1l be connected so
that the force in the stiffener is transferred
through the stiffener connection. When beams frame
to one face of the column onlyr the stiffeners need
not be longer than one-half the depth of the column.

Connections of Tension or Cmpression Hernbers
The connections at ends of tension members or
compression members not finished to bear shalI
develop the force due to the loads. However the
connection shalI be designed for not less than 50
per cent of the capacity of the member based on the
condition (tension or compression) that governs the
selection of the member.

Bearing Joints in Compression llenbers

Where other compression members are finished to
bearr the splice material and connecting fasteners
or welds shaIl be arranged to hold a1l parts in
place and sha1l be proportioned for 50 per cent of
the cornputed load.

Lamellar Tearing
Corner or xTrl joint details of ro1led structural
membersr or plates involving transfer of tensile
forces in the through-thickness direction resulting
from shrinkage due to welding executed under
conditions of restraint, shall be avoided where
possible. If this type of connection cannot be
avoided' measures shalI be taken to minimize the
possibility of lamellar tearing.

Placenent of Fasteners and Welds2L.7
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Except in rnembers subjected to repeated loads ( as
defined in Clause l5). disposition of fillet welds
to balance the forces about the neutral axis or axes
for end-connections of single angIe, double angIe,
or similar types of axially loaded members is not
required. ecCentricity between the gravity axes of
sucn members and the gauge lines of bolted end-
connections also may be neglected. .In axially
loaded members subjected to repeated loads ' the
fasteners or welds in end connections shall have
Lheir centre of gravity on the gravity axis of the
member unless provision is made for the effect of
the resulting eccentricitY.

Fillers

when load-carrying fasteners pass through fillers
with a total thickness greater than 5 mm in bearing-
type shear conne'ctions, the fillers shaII be
eilendeO beyond the splice material and the fi1ler
extension sha1l be secured by sufficient fasteners
to distribute the total force in the member
uniformly over the combined section of the member
and the fillerr of alternatively an equivalent
number of fasteners shall be included in the
connect ion.

In welded construction, any filler with a total
thickness greater than 5 mrn shaIl extend beyond the
'edges of tlie splice plate and shall be welded to the
pait on which it is fitted with sufficient weld to
Lransmit the splice plate Ioad, applied at the
surface of the iitlerr ds an eccentric load. Welds
connecting the splice plate to the filler shall be
sufficien[ to tiansmit the splice plate load and
shall be long enough to avoid overloading the fil1er
along the toe of the weld. Any filIer 5 mm or less
in t-trickness shaIl have its edges made flush with
the edges of the splice plate and the required weld
size sha1l be equal to the thickness of the fiIler
plate plus the size necessary to transmit the splice
plate load

fftff"t3":::"t"3:t;il" seneral rvpes or werd (sroove,
fi11et, plugr oE slot) are combined in a single
connection, ;ne effective capacity of each shall be
separately computed with reference to the axis of
the group in order to determine the capacity of the
combination.

Fasteners and Welds in Combination

When approved by the designer, high-strength bolts
in slip-resistant connections may be considered as
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2r.LO.2

21.11

2T.L2

2l.L2.L

2L.I2 .2

2L.r2.3

sharing the specified load with welds in the same
shear plane in new work. In this case, the
resistance of the connection, as given by the larger
of Lhe individual capbcities (high-strength bolts or
welds ) , must also be equal to or greater than the
effect of the loads.

In naking alterations to structures, existing rivets
and high-strength bolts may be utilized to carry
forces resulting from existing dead loads, and
welding may be proportioned to carry all additional
loads.

Eigh-Strength Bolts (in SIip-Resistant Joints) and
Rivets, in Combination
In naking alterations, rivets and high-strength
bolts in slip-resistant joints may be considered as
sharing forces due to dead and live loads.

Connections Requiring High-Strength Bolts or Welds

High-strength bolts or welds sha11 be used for the
following connections :

(a) Connections of beams' girders, and trusses on
which the bracing of the structure is dependent' and
column splices, in structures over 30 000 mm in
height;

(b) Roof truss splices' connections of trusses to
columns, column spl ices ' column bracing ' knee
braces, and crane supports in all structures
carrying cranes over 50 kN capacity;

(c) Connections for
or of other live
cyclic load;

supports of running machineryr
loads which produce impact or

(d ) Any other connections
design drawings.

so stipulated on the

In all cases except those Iisted in Clause 2I.12.l
connections may be made with A307 bo1ts.

For the purposes of Clause 2I.12, the height of a
tier structure is the distance from curb leveI to
the top of the roof beams in flat roofs or curb
Ievel to top of roof beams at mean gable height. in
the case of sloping roofs. Penthouses may be
excluded in determining the height of a structure.

Special Fasteners
Fasteners of special types may be used when approved
by the designer.

21. l3
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Bolting Details

High-Strength Bolts
A325M, A490M, A325 and A490 high-strength bolts and
their usage shall conform to Clause 23.

A307'Bolts
Nuts on A307 bolts shall be tightened to an amount
corresponding to the futl ef,fort of a man using a

spud wrench. When so specified, nuts shall be
prevented from working loose by the use of lock
washers, lock nuts, jam nuts, thread burring r

welding, or other methods approved by the designer.

Effective Bearing Area
The effective bearing area of bolts shaIl be the
nominal diameter multiplied by the length in
bearing. For countersunk bolts half the depLh of
the countersink shall be deducted from the bearing
length.

Long Grips
A307 bolts which carry calculated loads and with a
grip exceeding five diameters shaIl have their
number increased by 0.6 per cent for each additional
1 mm in the grip.

ltininum Edge Distance
The minimum distance from the centre of a bolt hole
to any edge shall be that given in Table 14.

l,tiniurum Pitch
The minimum distance between
preferably shall be not less
and in no case less than 2 2/3

llaximum Edge Distance
The maximum distance
the nearest edge of
times the thickness
with a maximum of 150

centres of bolt holes
than 3 bolt diameters
diameters.

from the centre of any bolt to
parts in contact shalI be L2
of the outside connected part
nm.

Hinimuur End Distance
In the connection of tension members having more
than two bolts in a line paral1e1 to the direction
of load, the minimum end distance (from centre of
end fastener to nearest end of connected part) shall
be governed by the edge distance values given in
Table 14. In members having either one or two bolts
in the Iine of toad, the end distance shall be not
less than 1.5 bolt diameters.



Minimum Edge

ls5

Table 14
Distance for Bolt Holes

Inchesi Mi lI irnetres

Bolt Diameter At Sheared Edge At

ltillinetres

Rolled, Sawn or
Gas Cut Edget
lli Il imetres

u(,

tln
,1,

1

tve
L I/4

Over L I/4

16

20

,,
24

2'l

;

35
Over 36

28
28
32
34
38+
38
42
44+
48
51
52
57
64

L 3/4 x Diameter

22
22
25
26
28
28
30
32
34
38
38
4L
46

L l/4 x Diameter

* ASTl"t Standards A325 and A490 are written in Imperial Units.
Accordinglyr bolt diameLers are shown in the Imperial System for
these bolts only.
t Gas cut edges sha11 be smooth and free from notches. Edge
distance in thj.s column may be decreased 3 rnrn when hole is at a
point where computed stress is not more than 0.2 of the yield
stress.
+ At ends of beam framing angles this distance may be 32 mm.

22.9

23.

23.L

23.1.1

Slotted Holes
Maximum and minimum edge
slotted or oversize holes
23.3.2\ shall conform to
Clauses 22.6, 22.7 , and
fastener can be placed at
or hole.

distance for bolts in
( as permitted in Clause

[he requirements given in
22.8 assuming that the

any extremity of the slot

Structural Joints Using ASTI'I A325ll' A490ll' A325 or
A490 Bolts

General

Clause 23 deals with the design' assembly, and
inspection of structural joints using ASTM A325M'
A4901'1, A325 or A490 bolts r oE equivalent f asteners 'tightened to a specific minimum tension. A325M'
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A490M, A325 and A490 bolts are used in
slightly larger than the nominal bolt size.

holes

Joints required to resist shear between connected
parts shall be designated on design drawings ?ttd
snop details as either bearing-type or slip-
res istant.

slip-resistant shear joints, in which specified load
is assumed to be transferred by the slip resistance
of the clamped faying surfaces, shal1 be required
where slippige into bearing cannot be tolerated'
Such situations may ari.se in structures subject to
fatigue, frequent load reversal, or sensitive to
def lect ion.

In bearing-type shear joints due recognition of the
presence or absence of threads in the shear planes
of the joint shall be made. Where an outside part
adjacent to a nut is less than t0 mm thick, threads
snltl be considered to be present unless special
precautions are taken.

Applied Tension
eolts required to support load by direct tension
shall be proportioned so that the tensile load on
the bolt -area, independent of initial tightening
stress, shall not exceed the tensile stress as given
in Clause 13.10.2. The applied load shall be taken
as the sum of the external load plus any tension
caused by prying action due to deformation of the
connected parts. If the connection iS subject to
repeated loading, prying forces must be avoided'

Joints subject to repeated loads shall be
proportioned in accordance with Clause 15.

Bolts, Nuts and tfashersi

Except as provided in CIause 23.2.4, bolts, nuts'
and washers shal1 conform to ASTM Standards: A325M'
High-Strength Bolts f,or Structural Steel Joints
(Metric); A490M, High-strength steel Bolts, classes
10 .9 and I0 .9.3 for Structural Steel Joints
(Metric); A325, High-Strength Bolts for Structural
SteeI Joints; A490, Heat-Treated Steel Structural
Bolts, 150 ksi Minimum Tensile Strength.

*Note: Before specifying metric bolts'
should check on their current availabi
quantities required

The length of bolts shall be such that
the bolt will be flush with t ot outside

the designer
lity in the

the point of
the face of,23 .2.2
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the nut when completely installed.

If required, A3251"1 and A325 bolts, nuts, and washers
may be galvanized in accordance with the
requirements of ASTM Standards A325M and A325. When
initalled on a galvanized bolt in a solid steel
connection and with three to five threads in the
grip, they shall be capable of producing a tensilg:
[Vp" fraclure of the bolt and of rotating one fulI
turn from snug before failure.

Other fasteners which. meet the chemical composition
requirements of ASTM Standards A325M, A490M' A325'
or A490 and which meet the mechanical requirements
of the same standard in fu11-size tests and which
have body diameter and bearing areas under the head
and nut, or their equivalent, not less than. those
provided by a bolt and nut of the same nominal-di*.nsions prescribed by Clause 23 .2.L may be used '
such alternative fasteners may differ in other
dimensions from the prescribed bolt and nut
dimensions. when such fasteners are proposed as an
alternative to A325M, A490M, A325 or A490 standard
bolts their use shall be subject to the approval of
the des igner

If necessary, washers may be clipped on one side to
a point no[. closer than 7 /8 of the bolt diameter
from the centre of the washer hole.

Design drawi.ngs shatl indicate the type or types of
bolt which mat be used. Shop details and erection
diagrams shall show the type of bolt to be used'

Bolted Parts

Bolted parts shalt fit together solidly when
assembled and shall not be separated by gaskets or
any other interposed compressible material'

Holes may be punched, sub-punched or sub-drilled and
reamedt oY Orifled, as permitted by Clause 27'5'
The nominal diameter of a hole shalI be not more
than 2 mm greater than the nominal bolt size ' except
that, wheie shown in the design drawings and at
other locations approved by the designer, enlarged
or slotted holes may be used with high-strength
bolts t6 nm in diameter and larger ' Joints
utilizing enlarged or slotted holes shall be
proporti6ned in iccordance with the requirements of
tfause 23 and Clauses 13.11 and 13.12 and shall meet
the following conditions:
(a) oversize holes are 4 mm larger than bolts 22 mm
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and less in diameter, 6 mm larger than bolts 24 mm

in diameter, and 8 mm larger than bolts 27 nrm and
greater in diameter. Oversized holes shalI not be
used in bearing-type connections but may be used in
any or all plies of slip-resistant connections.
Hardened washers shaII be used under the head and
the nuti

(b) Short slotted holes are 2 mm wider than the bolt.
diameter and have a length which does not exceed the
oversize diameter provisions of Item (a) by more
than 2 mm. They may be used in any or all plies of
slip-resistant or bearing-type connections. The
slots may be used without regard to direction of
loading in slip-resistant connections but shall be
normal to the direction of the load in bearing-type
connections. Hardened washers shall be used under
the head and the nuti

( c ) Long slotted holes are 2 mm wider than the bolt
diameter and have a length more than allowed in Item
(b) but not more than 2.5 times the bolt diameter
and may be used;

( i ) In slip-resistant connections without
regard to direction of loading. One-third more
bolts shall be provided than would be needed to
satisfy the requirements of Clause 13.11;

(ii) In bearing-type connections with the long
diameter of the slot normal to the direction of
Ioading. No increase in the number of bolts
over those necessary in Clause 13.10 is
required;

(iii) I'n only one of the connected parts of
either a slip-resistant or bearing-type
connection at an individual faying surfacei

( iv) Provided that structural plate washers or
a continuous bar not less than 8 mm in
thickness cover long slots that are in the
outer plies of joints. These washers or bars
sha11 have a size sufficient to cover
completely the slot after installation.

(d) The above requirement for the norninaL diameter
of hole may be. waived to permit the use of the
following bolt diameters and hole combinations in
bearing:type of slip-resistant connections:

(i) Either 3/4-inch diameter bolt or an M20 bolt in
a 22 mm hole;



(ii)
a24

ls9

Either 7/l-inch diameter bolt or an t422 bolt in
nm hole;

Either l-inch diameter bolt or an t424 bolt in
nrm ho1e.

(iii)
a27

23.3.3

23.3.4

23.4

23.4.r

When assembled, aII joint surfaces including those
adjacent to bolt heads, nuts, and washers sha1l be
free of scaLe (tight mi11 scale excepted)' burrs'
dirt, and foreign material- which would prevent solid
seating of the Parts.

Faying surfaces within slip-resistant joints shal1 'foi the categories given in Table 4, be as follows:

(a) For categories I, 4 and 7, free of oi1, paint'
Iacquerr or other coatings;

(b) For category 2, vinyl wash treatment applied in
accordance witn SSPC Paint 27, Basic Zinc Chromate
Vinyl Butyral Wash Primer, to blast-cleaned
surfaces;

( c ) For category 3 and 5, zinc-rich paints . as
defined in SSpt pS Guide 12.00. Guide for selecting
zinc-Rich Painting systemsr cov€ring zinc-rich
paints with organic and inorganic vehicles applied
to blast-cleaned surfaces i

(d) For category 6, sprayed metal coatings applied
in accogdancJ "itn CSA St.indard Gl89, Sprayed t'1eta1
Coatings for Atmospheric Corrosion Protection;

(e) For category g, hot-dip galvanizLng, provided
that faying surfaces are wire brushed or "brush-off"
blast-cLeaned after galvaniz ing and prior to
assembly.

Faying surfaces within slip-resistant joints alqo
mai Le coated by other materials and methods
pr6nided that these have been sufficiently tested to
LstaOtisn the performance of full-size similarly
coated joints to tne satisfaction of the designer.

Installation

Each bolt shal1 be tightened to provide, when all
bolts in the joint are tight, dt least the minimum
bolt tens ion g i rren in Table 15 f or the s i ze and type
of bolt used

Threaded bolts shall be tightened in accordance with
clause 23.5 or 23.6. If necessar!r tightening may
be done by turning the bolt while holding the nut

23.4.2
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against rotation.
A325t"1 and A325 bolts may be installed without a

hardened washer except as required by Clause
23.3.2(a), (b), or (c) for oversize or slotted
holesr or by clause 23.7.4 (when inspection involves
the use of an inspection wrench). A490M and A490
bolts shall be installed with a hardened washer.
For A3251v1, A4 90M, A325 and A4 90 bolts, the hardened
washer when used shall be under the element (nut or
bolt head) turned in tightening. when A490M or A490
bolts are used with steel having a specified minimum
yield point of less than 280 MPa a hardened washer
lfratl be placed under the bolt head and under the
nut.

BeveIled washers shal1 be used to compensate for
Iack of parallelism where, in the case of A325M and
A325 bolts r dD outer face of bolted parts has more
than a 5 per cent slope with respect to a plane
normal to the bolt axis. In the case of A490M and
A490 bo1ts, bevelled washers shall be used to
compensate for any lack of parallelism due to slope
of outer faces.
rTurn-of-Nut' Tightening

After aligning the holes in a joint, sufficient
bolts shall be placed and brought to a "snug-tight"
condition to ensure that the parts of the joint are
brought into fu11 contact with each other. "Snug-
tight." is the tightness attained by a few impacts of
an impact wrench or the full effort of a man using a
spud wrench.

Following the initial snugging operation, bolts
shal1 be placed in any remaining open holes and
brought to "snug-tightness". Re-snugging may be
necessary in large joints.

When a1l bolts are "snug-tight" each bolt in the
joint then shaIl be tightened additionally by the
applicable amount of nut rotation given in Table 16,
with tightening progressing systematically from the
most rigid part of the joint to its free edges.
During this operation there shal1 be no rotation of
the part not turned by the wrench unless the bolt
and nut are match-marked to enable the amount of
relative rotation to be determined.

Tightening by Use of a Direct Tension Indicator
Tightening by this means is permitted, provided that
it can be demonstrated by an accurate direct
measurement procedure that the bolt has been

23.6
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tightened in accordance with Table 15.

Inspection

The inspector shalI determine that the requirements
of Clauses 23.2, 23.3, 23.4 and 23.5 are met.
Installation of bolts shall be observed to ascertain
that a proper tightening procedure is enployed. The
turneci element of aIl bolts shall be visually
exami ned .f or ev i de nce tha t th ey have been
tightened. For bearing-type connections with no
bolts subject to tensile or combined shear and
tensile tbads this inspection is aI1 that is
requ i red .

Bolts installed by the "turn-of-nut" method may haye
tensions exceeding those given in Tab1e 15 but this
shall not be cause for rejection.

when bolts are installed in accordance with clause
23.6 the verification that the bolt has been
properly tightened is determined by the direct
tension indicator

For bolts in slip-resistant connections and for
bolts subject to tensile or combined shear and
tension tolOs, when there is disagreement concerning
the results of inspection of bolt tension in the
turn-of-nut method, the following arbitration
inspection procedure shall be used unless a

different procedure has been specified:

( a) The inspector shall use an inspection wrench
which shall be a manual or power torque wrench
capable of indicating a selected torque value;

(b) Three bolts of the same grade and diameter as
those under inspection, and representative of the
lengths and condition of those in the structure'
shail be placed individually in a calibration.device
capable or indicating bolt tension. The surface
,rnler the part to be turned in tightening each b91t
shall be ii*ilar to that under the corresponding
part in the structure, i.e., there shall be a washer
under the part turned if washers are so used in the
structure oEr if no washer is used, the material
abutting the part turned shall be of the same
specification as that in the structurei

(c) when the inspection wrench is a manual wrench,
each bolt specified in Item (b) shall be tightened
in the calibration device by any' convenient means
first to an initial tension approximately 15 per
cent of the required fastener tension and then to
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the minimum tension specified for its size in Table
I5. Tightening beyond the initial condition must
not produce greater nut rotation than that permitted
in Table 16. The inspection wrench then shall be
applied to the tightened bolt and the torque
necessary to turn the nut or head 50 in the
tightening direction sha11 be determined. The
average torque measurbd in the tests of three bolts
shall be taken as the job inspection torque to be
used in the manner specified in Item (e). The job
inspection torque shall be established at least once
every working day;

(d) When the inspection wrench is a power wrench it
sha11 first be applied to produce an initial tension
approximately 15 per cent of the required fastener
tension and then adjusted so that it wiIl tighten
each bolt specified in Item (b) to a tension at
least 5 but not more than I0 per cent greater than
the minimum tension specified for its size in Table
15. This setting of wrench shaIl be taken as the
job inspection torque to be used in the manner
specified in Item (e). Tightening beyond the
initial condition must not produce greater nut
rotation than that permitted in Table I5. The job
inspection torque shall be established at least once
each working d.y;

(e) Bolts represented by the sample prescribed in
ftem (b) which have been tightened in the structure
shal1 be inspected by applying, in the tightening
direction, the inspecting wrench and its job
inspecting torque to l0 per cent of the bolts but
not less than two boltsr S€lected at random in each
connection. If no nut or bolt head is turned by
this application of the job inspecting torque, the
connection shall
tightened. If any nuL

be accepted as properly
or bolt head is turned by the

application of the job inspecting torque ' this
torque shall be applied to all bolts in the
connection, and all bolts whose nut or head is
turned by the job inspecting torque shall be
tightened and reinspected. Alternatively' the
fabricator or erector at his option may retighten
all of the bolts in the connection and then resubmit
the connection for the specified inspection.
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Table 15
Bolt Tension

Bolt Diameter ttinimun Bolt Tension' (kN)

Inches lli 1t imeters A325I,l
A325

A490lrl
A490

r/2

'1,
tln

'l'
t

t tla
L r/4
r 3/8

L r/2

27

30

,j

16

20

,,
24

53
85
9l
L25
r42
174
L76
205
227
267
249
3:6
315
378
4'7 5
458

67
107
114
r57
178
2r8
220
257
285
334
356
408
454
538
595
558

* Equal to
given in the
appropriate

7O per cent of specified minimum tensile strength
appioptiate ASTtt specification, soft converted where

and rounded to nearest kilonewton.
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Table 16
Nut Rotationr From Snug-Tight Condition

Disposition of Outer Faces
of Bo1ted Parts

Bolt
Length*

Turn

Up To and
Including 4 I/3
Diameters

Both faces normal to bolt axis Over 4 Diameters
or one face normal to axis and and Not Exceed- I/2
other face sloped 1:20 ( bevel ing 8 Diameters
washer not used ) t or 200 mm

Exceeding 8
Diameters or 2/3
200 nm

Both faces sloped It20
from normal to bolt axis
(bevel washers not used)t

For A11 Lengths
of Bolts 3/4

* Nut rotation is rotation relative to bolt regardless of the
element (nut or bolt) being turned. Tolerance on rotation: 30o
over or under. For coarse thread heavy hex structural bolts of
all sizes and length and heavy hex semi-finished nuts.
t Bevel washers are necessary when A490M or A490 bolts are used.
* Bolt length is measured from underside of head to extreme end
of point.
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Welding

Arc Welding
Arc welding design and
Standa.rd W59, Welded
Welding ) .

practice shall conform to CSA

Steel Construct ion (t'leta1-Arc

Resistance l{elding
Resistance welding practice and design shall conform
to the applicable requirements of csA standard
W55.2, nesiltance Welding Practice. The strength of
resistance welded joints shall be taken as
established in csA standard w55.3, Resistance
welding gualification code for Fabricators of
Structural l'lembers Used in Buildings, and the
related welding practice shall be in conformance
with welciing ltanCarOs approved by the Canadian
Welcling Bureau under the same CSA Standard'

Fabricator and Erector Oualification
Fabricators and erectors eligible to assume fuIl
responsibility for welded construction covered by
thi; Standard shall be those certified by the
canadian welding Bureau to the requirements of csA
Standard vr41.L; Certification of Companies fof
Fusion Welding of Steel structures , for Division I
or Dj.vision i.t or CSA Standard W55 ' 3, Resistance
*elding eualification Code for Fabricators of
structural t4embers used in Bui lding , or both r ds

applicable. For fusion welded structures, part of
t-ha work may be sublet to a Division 3 fabricator or
erector; however, futl responsibility shal1 remain
with the Division I or Division 2.L fabricator or
erector.

Column Bases

Note: Where references are made in this clause to
strength provisions of csA standard cAN3-A23.3 which
are *iitt.n in Iimit states design format the forces
derived from specified loads used in calculation
shalI be muLtipfieO by the load factors giv-en--in
that Standard or conservatively multiplied by 1'67'

Loads
suitable provision shall be made to transfer column
loads and moments to footings and foundations'

Res istance

Compressive Resistance of Concrete
The compressive resistance of concrete shall be

taken .i 0.3f:, except that when the supporting
surface is wid5r on all sides than the loaded area'
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the compressive resistance of the loaded area may be
multiplied bV /A2/AL but not more than 2 where

Al = loaded area

A2 = maximum area of the portion of the supporting- surface that is geometrically similar to and
concentric with the loaded area

When compression exists over the entire base plate
area the bearing pressure on the concrete may be
assumed to be uniform over an area equal to the
width of the base plate multiplied by a depth equal
to d-2e where e is the eccentricity of the column
Ioad.

Resistance to Pull-Out
Anchor bolts subject to tensile forces sha1l be
anchored to the foundation unit in such a manner
that the required tensile force can be developed.
FuIl anchorage is obtained when the pull-out
resistance of the concrete is equal to or larger
than the tensile resistance of the bo1ts. The
requirements of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3 for the
transfer of tensile forces from the anchors to the
concrete shall be met.

Resistance to Transverse Load

Shear resistance may be developed by friction
between the base plate and the foundation unit or by
bearing of the anchor bolts or shear lugs againsL
the concrete. When shear acts towards a free edge 'the requirements of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3 shall be
met.

25.2.2

25.2.3

25.2.3.1

25 .2.3 .2

2s.2.3.3

2s .2. 3 .4

When loads
requirements
met.

when shear is transmitted
bolts on the concrete the
equal to the product of
assumed depth of 5d shall

are transferred by friction, the
of CSA Standard CAN3-A23.3 shal1 be

by bearing of the anchor
bearing stress on the area
the bolt diameter and an
be taken as:

Fb, = 0.50nfi

n = number of anchor bolts in shear

When shear is transmitted by bearing of shear lugs
on the concrete the requirements of CSA Standard
CAN3-A23.3 shall be met.

lloment Resistance25.2.4
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The moment resistance shall be taken as the couple
formed by the allowable tensile stress of the anchor
bolts deterrnined in accordance with Clause 26.2.I or
26.2.3 as applicable, ' and by the concrete
compressive resistance determined in accordance with
Clause 25.2.L .

Finishing
column bases shaIl be finished in accordance with
the following requirements:

( a ) steel-to-stee1 contact bearing surfaces of
rolled steel bearing plates shalI be f inished in
such a manner that the requirements of clauses 27 .8,
27.g.7 and 29.7.3 are satisfied. In general' rolled
steel bearing plates 50 mm or less in thiCkness may
be used without planing provided a satisfactory
contact bearing i; obtained; ro11ed steel bearing
plates over 50 mm but not over 100 nrm in thickness
."y be straightened by pressing or by planing on aII
belring surflces, to obtain a satisfactory contact
bearini; rolled steel bearing plates, over I00 nm in
thickness, shalI be planed on all bearing surfaces
except as noted in Clause 25.2(c);

(b) column bases other than rolled steel bearing
plates shall be planed on all bearing surfaces
except as noted in Clause 25.2(c)i

(c) The bottom surfaces of bearing plates and column
bases which rest on masonry or concrete foundations
and are grouted to ensure fulI bearing need not be

planed.

Anchor Bolts

General
Anchor bolts shall be designed to resist the effect
of uplift forces, bending moments and shears
deteniined in accordance with Clause 7.2. The

anchorage of the anchor bolts in the foundation unit
shalf $ such that the required load capacity can be

developed. Forces present during construction as
well is those present in the finished structure
shall be resisted.

Allowable Stresses on Bolts26.2

26.2 Tension
The allowabIe tensile
area of an anchor bolt

Ft = 0.40Fu

stress on the tensile stress
sha1l be taken as:
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where

An = the tensile stress area of the bolt,

=T (o- o.e7p)2

p = the pitch of the thread in mm

Shear
The allowable shear stress of the anchor bolts shall
be taken as:

Fr, = 0.27nFu

but not greater than the allowable lateral bearing
stress given in Clause 25.2.3.3.

When the bolt threads are intercepted by the shear
plane the allowable shear stress shall be taken as
70 percent of Vr.

Shear and Tension
An anchor bolt required to develop resistance to
both tension and shear sha11 be proportioned so

f2+(#) < 1

v

where f,, is the portion of the total shear per bolt
transmitted by bearing of the anchor bolts on the
concrete. See Clause 25.2.3.3.

Tension and Bending
An anchor bolt required to develop resistance to
both tension and bending shall be proportioned to
meet the requirements of Clause 13.8(a). The
allowable tensile and flexural stresses Ft and Fb,
sha11 be based on the properties of the cross
section at the critical section, Fb shall be taken
as 0.4Fy.

Fabrication

General
Unless otherwise specified, workmanship shalL be in
accordance with prevailing practice and the
provisions of Clause 27 shall apply to both shop and
field fabrication.

Straightness of ltaterial
Prior to layout of fabrication, rolled material

27.2
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shalI be straight within established rolling mill
tolerances. Straightening or flattening sha1l be
done by means that wilI not injure the material and
protective coatings, if present. Sharp kinks and
bends shall be cause for rejection.

Gas Cutting
Gas cutting shal1 be done by machine where
practicable. Gas cut edges shall conform to CSA
Standard w59, welded SteeI Construction (Metal-Arc
Welding ). Re-entrant corners shaII be free from
notches and shall have the largest practical radii,
w i th a m i n imum rad ius of 14 ntm.

Sheared or Gas Cut Edge Finish

Planing or finishing of sheared or gas cut edges of
plates or shapes shall not be reguired unless
lpecifically noted on the drawings or included in a

sLipulated edge preparation for welding.

The use of sheared edges in the tension area shall
be avoided in locations subject to plastic hinge
rotation at factored loading. If used' such edges
shalI be finished smooth by grinding' chipping' or
planing.

Burrs shall be removed as required in clause 23.3.3,
and when required for proper fit-up for welding' and
when burr creates a hazard during or after
construct ion .

The requirements of clause 27.4,2 shall be noted on
design and shop drawings when applicable'

Holes for Bolts or Other llechanical Fasteners

unless otherwise shown on design drawings or as
specified in clause 23.3.2, holes shall be made 2 mm

llrger than the nominal diameter of the fastener.
HoI6s may be punched when the thickness of material
is not greater than the nominal fastener diameter
plus 4 mm. For greater thiCknesses holes shall be
brilled from the solid or either sub-punched or sub-
drilled and reamed. The die for aI1 sub-Punched
holes or the driIl for all sub-drilled holes shaII
be at least 4 nm smaller than the required diameter
of the finished hole. HoLes in csA standard G40.21-
M (Type 700Q) or ASTM Standard A514 steels over 13

nm in thickness shall be drilled.

In locations subject to plastic hinge rotation at
factored loadingr fastener holes in the tension area
shall be sub-punched and reamed or drilled full

27 .5.2
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s ize.

The requirements of Clause 27.5.2 shall be noted on
design and shop drawings where applicable.

Bolted Construction

Drifting necessary during assembly to align holes
shal1 not distort the metal nor enlarge the hoIes.
HoIes in adjacent parts shall match sufficiently
well to permit easy entry of bolts. If necess 3't! r

holes, except oversize or slotted holes r mdY be
enlarged to admit bolts by a moderate amount of
reaming; however, gross mismatch of holes shal1 be
cause for rejection.

Assembly of high-strength bolted joints shall be in
accordance with Clause 23.

I{elded Construction
workmanship and technique in arc-welded fabrication
shall conform to those prescribed by CSA Standard
w59, WeIded Stee I Cons truct i on ( Metal-Arc
welding). The welding practice in resistance welded
fabrication shal1 conform to that required by CSA
Standard w55.3, Resistance Welding Qualification
Code for Fabricators of Structural Members Used in
Buildings, and approved by the Canadian Welding
Bureau.

Finishing of Bearing Su.rfaces
Compression joints which depend on contact bearing
shall have the bearing surfaces prepared to a common
plane by milling' sawing, or other suitable means.
Surface roughness shall have a roughness height
rating not exceeding 500 (12.5 pm) as defined in CSA
Standard B95, Surface Texture (Roughness, Waviness,
and Lay), unless otherwise specified.

Tolerances

Structural rnembers consisting primarily of a single
rolled shape shall be straight within the tolerances
allowed by CSA Standard G40.20-14, General
Requirements for RolIed or Welded Structural Quality
Steel, except as specified in Clause 27.9.4.

Built-up bolted structural members shaII be straight
within the tolerances allowed for rolled wide-flange
shapes by CSA Standard G40 . 20-1"1, General
Requirements for RoIled or We1ded Structural Quality
Steel' except as specified in Clause 27.9.4.

Dimensional tolerances of welded structural members27 .9.3
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shall be those prescribed by CSA Standard W59,
Welded Steel Construction (Metal-Arc Welding ) ,
unless otherwise specified.

Fabricated compression members shall not have a
deviation from straightness more than one-thousandth
of the axial length between points which are to be
laterally supported.

Beams with bow within straightness tolerances shall
be fabricated so that after erection the bow due to
roll.ing or fabrication shall be upward.

A1t completed members shall be free from twists 'bends, ind open joints. Sharp kinks or bends shall
be cause for rejection.

Compression joints which depend upo! contact
bearing, when assembled during fabrication, shal1
have at least 75 per cent of the entire contact area
in fuIl bearing and the separation of any remaining
portion shall not exceed 0.25 nm except adjacent to
toes of flanges where a localized separation not
exceeding 0.60 mm is Permissible.

A variation of I nm is permissible in the overall
length of members with both ends finished for
contact bearing.

Members without ends finished for contact bearing,
which are to be framed to other steel parts of the
structure, may have a variation from the detailed
length not greater than 2 mm for members I0 000 nrm

or ie=s in length and not greater than 4 mm for
members over l0 000 mm in length.

Cleaninq, Surface Preparation and Prininq

General Requirements

AlI steelwork, except, as exempted by clauses 28.1.2,
28 . I . 3 , and 28 .2 or unless otherwise noted on des j.gn

drawings or in the job specifications, shall be
given -one coat of piiner or one-coat paint ( see
61uu". 28.5) applied in the shop. The primer or
one-coat paint shall be applied thoroughly and
evenly to dry clean surfaces by suitable means'

steelwork to be subsequently concealed by interior
building finish need not be givgl a coat of primer
unless otherwise specified (see Clause 5'4'2)'

steelwork to be encased in concrete need not be
given a coat of primer. steelwork designed to act28. r.3
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compositeJ.y with reinforced concrete and depending
on natural nond for interconnection shalI not be
given a coat of primer

steelwork to be shop-primed shalt be cleaned of all
loose mi11 scale, Ioose rust, weld slag, and flux
deposit, dirt, and other foreign matter and
exlessive weld spatter prior to apptication of the
primer. oi1 and grease shall be removed by
solvent. The f abricator .shalI be f ree to use any
satisfactory method to clean the steel and prepare
the surface for painting unless a specific method of
surface preparation is called for.
primer shal1 be dry before loading primed steelwork
for shi.pment.

steelwork not to be shop-primed after fabrication
sha1l be cleaned of oi1 and grease by solvent
cleaners and shalI be cleaned of dirt and other
foreign matter.

Requirements for Special Surfaces

surfaces inaccessible after assembly shall be
cleaned t ot cleaned and primed r ES required by
clause 28.1r prior to assembly. Inside surfaces of
enclosed spaces entirely sealed off from any
external source of oxygen need not be primed.

In compression members, surfaces finished to bear
and aslembled during fabrication shall be cleaned
before assembly but shal1 not be primed unless
otherwise spec i f ied .

surfaces finished to bear and not assembLed during
fabrication shall be protected by a corrosion
inhibiting coating. The coating shall be of a type
that can be readily removed prior to assembly or
shal} be of a type that makes such removal
unnecessary.

Faying surfaces of high-strength bolted slip-
re!istant joints shall nol be primed or otherwise
coated except as permitted by Clause 23.

Joints to be fietd weloed and surfaces to which
shear connections are to be welded shall be kept
free of primer and any other coating which could be
detrimental to achieving a sound weldment ' except
that sheet steel decks may be welded to clean primed
s tee lwork

Surface Preparation28.3
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Unless otherwise specified r or approved, surface
preparation shall be in conformance with one of the
following appticable specifications of the SteeI
Structures Painting Council:

SP2
Hand Tool Cleaning;

SP 3,
Power Tool Cleaning;

SP 4,
Flame Cleaning of New Steel;

sP 5,
White l*'letal Blast Cleaning;

SP 6,
Commercial Blast Cleaning;

SP 7,
Brush-Off Blast Cleaning;

sP I0,
Near-White Blast Cleaning.

Primer
Unless otherwise specifiedr oF approved, shop primer
shall conform to one of the following standards of
the Canadian General Standards Board:

1-GP-14e,
Primer: Red Lead in Oil;

l-cP-40d,
Primer: Structural Steel, Oil AIkyd Type;

1-GP-81e,
Primer, Alkyd, Air Drying and Baking, for Vehicles
and Equipment;

1-cP-140c,
Primer: Red Lead, Iron Oxide, Oil A1kyd Typet

1-cP-I56a, 
'

Primer: Basic Lead Sitico-Chromate, Oil Alkyd Type;

crsc/cPr"rA 2-75,
A Quick-Drying Primer For Use On Structural Steel.

One-Coat Paint
Unless otherwise specified t ot approved, one-coat
paint intended to withstand exposure to essentially
non-corrosive atmosphere for a period of time not

28.5
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exceeding 6 months shall conform to CISC/CPMA
Standard 1-73a, A Quick-Drying One-Coat Paint For
Use On Structural Stee1.

Erection

General
The steel framework shal1 be erected true and plumb
within the specified tolerances. Temporary bracing
shal1 be employed wherever necessary to withstand
all loads to which the structure may be subject
during erection and subsequent construction,
including loads due to wind, equipment and operation
of same. Temporary bracing shall be left in place
undisturbed as long as required for the safety and
integrity of the structure (see also Clause 26).
The erector shall ensure during erection that an
adequate margin of safety exists in the uncompleted
structure and members.

ltarking of l{embers
Erection marks or other
to identify components.
injurious to the materi
exposed to view shall be

suitable means shall be used
Erection marks which are

al or to finished surfaces
avoided.

Handl ing
Adequate care shall be taken to avoid damage during
handling, especially for long slender members.
Injury to protective coatings shall be avoided.

Tenporary Loads
Wherever piles of material, erection equipment' or
other loads are carried during erection, suitable
provision shall be made to ensure that the loads can
be safely sustained during their duration and
without permanent deformation or other damage to any
member of the steel frame and other building
components supported therebY.

Adequacy of Temporary Connections
As erection progresses' the work shall be securely
bolted or welded to take care of all dead load,
wind, and erection loads, and to assist in providing
structural integrity.

Alignment
No permanent welding or bolting shall be done until
as much of the structure as will be stiffened
thereby has been suitably aligned.

Surface Preparation for Field Welding
The portions of surfaces that are to receive welds
shalt be thoroughly cleaned of aIl foreign matter,

29.7
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including paint film

Field Painting
Unless otheiwise specified, the cleaning of
steelwork in preparation for field painting, touch-
up of shop primer, spot-painting of field fasteners'
anO generll field painting, sha1l not be considered
to be a part of the erection work.

Erection Tolerances

unless otherwise specified I members of the steel
framework shalI bs considered plumb, level, and
aligned if the misalignment does not exceed the
following tolerances:

(a) Exterior columns of multi-storey buildings 1

to 1000; but not more than 25 nm towards nor 50 nrm

away from the building line in the first 20 storeys
plui 2 mm for each additional storey up to a maximum
or 50 nm towards or 75 nm away from the building
line over the full height of the building;

(b) columns adjacent to elevator shafts I to 1000;
but not more than 25 nrm in the f irst 20 storeys plus
1 mm for each additional storey up to a maximum of
50 nm over the fu1l height of the elevator shaft;

( c ) SpandreJ. beams I to 1000;

(d) A11 other Pieces 1 to 500.

shelf angles, sash anglesr and Iintels specified to
be provi-ded with adjustable connections shall be

conJidered within tolerances when each piece is
level within a tolerance of I to 1000, when
adjoining ends of these members are aligned
.reitically within 2 mm and when the locations of
these members verticatly and horizontally is within
10 nm of the location estanlished by the dimensions
on the drawings.

column splices and other compression join-t.s which
depend upon contact bearing shall, after alignment,
have at least 65 per cent of the entire contact area
in full bearing ano the separations of any remaining
portions shalI not exceed 0.5 nm except locally at
toes of flanges, where a separation of 0.75 nm is
permissible; -otherwise corrective measures shall be
taken.

The f it-up 'of joints to be f ield welded sha.ll be
within the tolerances shown on t.he field assembly
drawings before welding is begun'

29.9.4
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Inspection

General
Material a.nd workmanship at all' times sha11 be
subject to inspection by qual i f ied inspectors
repiesenting and responsible to the designer. The
inspection shaII cover shop work and field erection
work to ensure compliance with this Standard.

Co-operation
A11 inspection insofar as possible shall be made in
the fabricator's shop and the fabricator shall co-
operate with the inspector, permitting access for
inspection to all places where work is being done.
The inspector shall co-operate in avoiding undue
delay in the fabrication or erection of the
stee lwork

Rejection
Material or workmanship not conforming to the
provisions of this Standard may be rejected at any
time during the progress of work when non-
conformance to these provisions is established.

Inspection of Eigh-Strength Bolted Joints
The inspection of high-strength bolted joints shall
be performed in accordance with the procedures
prescribed in Clause 24.

Inspection of l{elding
The inspection of welding shall be in accordance
with the applicable clause in CSA Standard W59 'Welded Steel Construction (Metal-Arc Welding).

Identification of Steel by t{arking
In the fabricator's plant, steel used for main
components shalI at aIl tines be marked to identify
its specification (and grade, if applicable). This
shaII be done by suitable markings or by recognized
colour coding except that cut pieces identified by
piece mark and contract number need not continue to
carry specification identification marking when it
has been satisfactorily established that such cut
pieces conform to the required material
specifications.

Additional Requirements for Plastic Desiqn

General

In addition to meeting the overall requirements of
this Standard the design of structures or portions
of structures proportioned on the basis of maximum
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strength, shaLl meet the requirements of Clauses
8. 5 , 13. q.z , I3 .5.6 and 13 .5 as well as Clause 31 .

Permissible Types of ltlembers and Frames

Simpler continuous or rigidly framed members in any
structure containing direct acting bracing or shear
walIs may be proportioned in accordance with clause
31, except aJ nbteo in C1ause 8.5. The bracing
system shall meet the requirements of Clauses 20 and
31.10.

one and two-storey rigid frames dependent upon frame
stiffness alone to prevent sidesway may be
proportioned in accordance with Clause 3I, except aS

noted in Clause 8.5.

Load Factors
structures or specified portions of structures
proportioned in aCcordance with Clause 3l sha1l have
iuflicient strength, ds determined by plastic
analysis, to support the specified loads multiplied
by a- toao factor of l.4o for dead load and l.70 for
live loads. The load combination factors given in
clause 7 are applicable unless otherwise specified.

Tension Hembers
Tension members in plastically designed structures
shall be proportioned so that

Pf t o.,ty

where

^

P. = factored axial load
A; = critical net area of member

In addition the rat !o An/Ag shall be greater than
F y/F u.

Compression Mernbers
Compression members in plastically
stri:ctures shall be proportioned so that

Pr < l.67AgFa

where

des igned

Pf

i:
factored axial load
gross area of member
appropriate allowable axial
Clause 13.3, based on the
slenderness ratio.

stress given in
Iargest unbraced
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Beam-Co1unns

Published ' recognized methods of beam-column
analysis acceptable to the Regulatory Authority may
be used to proportion beam-columns in plastically
designed structures. In Iieu of such methods, the
requirements of Clause 3I.6.2 shall be followed.

Beam-columns of I-shaped members sha11 be
proportioned so that the fotlowing conditions are
satisfied.

t4- M-
(a) Mg + # . 1.0

px py

P- 0.85t'1-t tx(o)f--pt:*
v

P.
(c) rj*; .

where

0.50t1-
TIY < t.o

pvpx

P.
MDx(t - #)'ex

oJ M-ry
P.

"orr( 
1 - +)ey

tr) M-tX

Pf
ty

Mp

tt'l f

product of column area and appropriate
allowable axial stress given in Clause 13.3,
based on the largest unbraced slenderness
rat io
factored axial load
product of column area and specified yield
point of the steel
plastic moment of cross section (x-axis or y-
axis as noted)
moment from factored loads at the point under
consideration; the maximum moment when used in
conjunction with CIause 31.5 .2(c ) ( x-axis or
y-axis as noted)
I 950 000A (x-axis or y-axis as noted)

(t/r )2
Coefficient used to determine equivalent
uniform bending moment. (See Clause 18 for
values of o )

Shear
Within the boundaries of two or more members whose
webs meet in a conmon plane, the provision in'Clause
L3.4.2 is satisfied (no web reinforcement required)
when:

- 7 0lOtlw ) -TF-
v

where

P"

0)
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gross planar area of the connection web (beam
depth x column dePth )

algebraic sum of clockwise and counter-
clockwise moments applied on opposite sides of
the web boundarY

Fv = specified minimum yield point of steel in the
' web

w = web thickness

A

M

31.8

31.9

31. l0

3r.10.1

31.10.2

3r.10.3

3r.10.4

Web Crippling
Web stiffeners are required on
of load application where a
form. When beams are rigidlY
of an H-type column, stiffeners
accordance with Clause 2I.3.

a member at a Point
plastic hinge would
framed to the flange
shall be provided in

Width-Thickness Ratios
The width-thickness ratios of
subject to compression shall
of plastic design sections as

members that would be
meet the requirements
given in Clause 11.2.

Connections

Alt connections which are essential to the
continuity assumed as the basis of the design
analysis shall be capable of resisting the moments'
shea-rs, and axial loads to which they would be

subjected by factored loading. _ -Both full loading
and partial Ioading cases shall be examined to
determine maximum effects.

corner connections (haunches), tapered or curved for
architectural reasons sha1l be so proportioned that
the futl plastic bending strength of the section
adjacent to the connection can be developed'

Stiffeners sha11 be usedr 3S required, to preserve
the flange continuity of interrupted members at
their junction with other members in a continuous
frame. such stiffeners shall be placed in pairs on
opposite sides of the web of the member which
exlenOs continuously through the joint'

High-strength bolts and A307 bolts shall be
pr6portioneO to resist the forces produced by
iactored load using allowable stresses equal to 1.70
times those given in Clauses I3 and 24, except as
noted in Clause 31.10.6. Welds shal1 be
proportioned to resist the forces produced by
taclored load, using allowable stresses equal to
1.70 times those given ' in CSA Standard W59

specification for welding of steel structures
(Metal-Arc welding).
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3r. 10.5

31.10.6

In general, groove welds are preferable to fillet
weldi, but t-heir use is not mandatory when the
strength of the latter at 1.70 times the allowable
stresies given in cSA Standard W59 Specification for
Welding of Steel Structures (Metal-Arc Welding) is
sufficient to resist the factored load imposed upon
the joint

High-strength bolts sha1l be proportionedr oD the
naiis of no *ore than 7O per cent of their specified
tensile strength, to resist the tension produced by
factored load. High-strength bolts required to
resist shear may be used in joints having painted
faying surfaces when these joints are -of such size
tnlt lfre slip required to produce bearing would not
interf ere w:.tn the f ormat ion , under f actored load 'of the plastic hinges assumed in the design'
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as a decimal

(b) creep: increase elastic deflections due to dead
Ioads and long term live loadsr''Ets computed in
(a), by I5t.

(c) shrinkage of concrete: calculate deflections
using a selected free shrinkage strain assuming
the beam is bent in single curvature by a

constant moment. The shrinkage strain is
affected by such factors as age of concrete,
ratio of slab volume to surface area, and
concrete properties (water/cement ratior peFC€nt
fines, entrained air, and cement content), and
the restraint provided by steel beam and deck.
See Appendix K for methods of computing
deflections due to shrinkage strains.

The web area of steel sections or web system of
steel trusses and joists shall be proportioned to
carry the total vertical shear Vg.

End connections of steel sections, trusses and
joists shalt be proportioned to transmit the total
end reaction of the composite beam.

Design Effective gridth of Concrete

Slabs or cover slabs extending on both sides of the
steel section or joist sha1l be deemed to have a
design ef f ective wiclth, b, equal to the least of :

(a) 0.25 times the composite beam spant

(b) I6 times the overall slab thickness (thickness
of cover slab plus steel deck depth), plus the width
of the top flange of the steel section or top chord
of the steel truss or joist;

(c) The average distance from the centre of the
steel section, truss or joist to the centres of
adjacent parallel supports

SIabs or cover slabs extending on one side only of
the supporting section or joist shall be deemed to
have a design effective width, b, not greater than
the width gf top flange of the steel section, or top
chord of the steel joist, plus the least of:

(a) 0.1 times the composite beam spant

(b) 6 times the overall slab thickness or (thickness
of cover slab plus steel deck depth);
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(c) 0.5 times the clear distance betw€en the steel
section or joist and the adjacent.parallel support.

Slab Reinforcenent
SIabs shalt be adequately reinforced to support aIl
specified loa<1s and to control cracking both
parallel and transverse to the composite beam
lpan. Reinforcement parallel to the span of- tlt'
beam in regions of negative bending moment of the
composite bean shaII be anchored by embedment in
concrete which is in compression. The reinforcement
of slabs which are to be continuous over the end
support of steel sections or joists fitted with
fleiible end connections shaIl be given special
attent ion .

The possibility of longitudinal cracking due to
compolite action, directly over the steel section or
joist, shall be controlled by the provision of
iOOi.tional transverse reinforcement or other
effective means unless it is known from experience
that cracking due to composite action is unIikely.
such additional reinforcement shall be placed in the
lower part of the slab and anchored so as to develop
the yield strength of the reinforcement. The area
of such reinforcement shall be not less than 0.005
times the concrete area in the longitudinal
direction of the beam and shall be uniformly spaced
along the composite beam span.

Composite Action lfith Steel Deck
cover slabs intended to act compositely with steel
deck shall have reinforcement transverse to the span
of the composite beam as required. Reinforcement
shalt be not Iess than that required by the
specified fire resistance design of the assembly.

Intercohnection

Except as permitted by Clauses 18.3 .5.2 and 18 .3.5.4
interconneition between Steel sections' truSses or
joists and slabs or cellular steel deck with cover
staOs shall be attained by the use of shear
connectors as prescribed in Clause I8.3.5.

trusses or joists
encased in concrete do

by means of shear

Unpainted steel sections 'supporting slabs and totallY
not require interconnection
connectors provided that:
( a) A minimum of 50 nm of concrete covers al1
portions of Lhe steel section or joist, except as
noted in Item (c);
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(b) The cover in Item (a)
spalling; and

is reinforced to prevent

(c) The top of the steel section or joist is at
least 40 nrm below the top and 50 mm above the bottom
of the s1ab.

Studs may be welded through a maximum of two steel
sheets in contact, each not more than 1.7I nm in
overall thickness including coatings (1.52 nrm in
nominal base steet thicknesq plus zinc coating not
greater than nominal 275 g/mt ) . otherwise holes for
placing studs shall be made through the sheets as
necessary. welded studs shalL meet the requirements
of CSA Standard w59 ' Welded Steel Construction
(Metal-Arc Welding).

Other methods of interconnection which have been
adequately demonstrated by test and verified by
analysis may be used to effect the transfer of
forces between the steel section, truss or joist and
the slab or steel deck with cover slab. In such
cases the design of the composite member shaII
conform to the design of a similar member employing
shear connectors, insofar as practicable.

The diameter of a welded stud shall not exceed 2.5
times the thickness of the part to which it is
welded, unless test data satisfactory to the
designer is provided to establish the capacity of
the stud as a shear connector.

Shear Connectors
The capacity, e, of a shear connector shall be
established by tests acceptable to the designer,
except that the following values shall be acceptable
without further verification:
(a) End selded studs' headed or

o = o.5A /fr < F*gu --- sc c c u sc
*Fu for commonly available studs is 415 MPa.

This value is limited to designs incorporating a
solid concrete slabi or designs incorporating a
ribbed slab rorrned by casting a concrete cover slab
on a fluted steel deck in which the rib average
$ridth is at least twice the height of the formed
concrete rib and the projection of the stud, based
on its length prior to welding, is at least two stud
diameters above the top surface of the steel deck;

(b) End welded studs, headed, in selected cases

hooked with h/d > 4

( newtons )
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Table 13 gives values of qr for selected cases of
composite beams incorporatin! steel deck not covered
by Item (a). Cover slabs,shall consist of normal
d-ensity concrete (2300 kg/mr ) with f: , 20 llPa.

(c) Channel connectors

q = 36.5 (tr + o.5tw) 
"./4, 

( newtons )

This formula is Iimited to design incorporating a

soli{ concrete slab of normal density concrete (2300
kg/m' ) witn fl > 20 l'lPa.

Table 13
Sfpar Calncities of Stud^s for Selected Cases

Eeight of
Cellular

Steel Eck
(tmrl

A\rerage
Rib

widttr,'
llinirnrn

(m)

Eltttt of
Coner
Stab
(mn)

Stud Size
dxh

(m x mt)

No. of
Studs

pr RJb

Shear
CaSncity*

q (rewtons)

38/43
38/43

38/43

50
50

50

65
65

I4
20

x75
x75

20 x 100

1

I
2
1
2

24
50

75 000
79

r13 000

000
000

per pair
000
per pair

90

* Shear capacities given
influence of rib gecnetry

18.3.7

18.4

18.4.1

Table 13 are derived frqn test and reflect the
stiffness on the useful capacity of the studs.

in
and

Ties
Mechanical ties shall be provided between the steel
section, truss or joist and the slab or steel deck
to prevent separation. Shear connectors may serve
as mechanical ties if suitably proportioned. The
maximum spacing of ties shall not exceed 1000 mm and
the average spacing in a span should not exceed 600
mm nor be greater than that required to achieve any
specified fire resistance rating of the composite
assembly.

Design of Composite Beans With Shear Connectors

The composite beam shall consist of steel section,
truss or joist, shear connectors, ties, and slab or
steel deck with cover slab.

The properties of the composite section shal1 be18.4 .2
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18.4.3

18.4.4

18.4.5

18.4.6

18.4.7

computed according to elastic theory neglecting any
concrete area in tension within the maximum
effective area equal to effective width times
effective thickness. If a steel truss or joist is
used the area of its top chord shall be neglected in
determining the properties of composite section.
The effective area of concrete in compression shall
be considered as an equivalent area of steel by
dividing it by the appropriate modular ratio.

The composite section shall be proportioned to
resist the total specified load without exceeding
the allowable stresses for steel and concrete
respectively.

If fewer than the number of shear connectors
required for ful1 composite action are to be
provided (see clause 18.4.6) the effective area of
ioncrete in compression to be assumed in design
shall be reduced from that given in clause 18.2 and
18.3 in proportion to the ratio n'/n.

where

nt = number of shear connectors provided
n =number of shear connectors required for fuIl

composite action according to Clause I8'4'5'

No composite action shall be assumed
flexural strength when n' ( 0.5n.

in computing

No composi.te action shall be assumed in computing
deflections when n' < 0.25n.

For fu11 shear connection, the total horizontal
shear, Vr, dt the junction of the steel section or
joist'and the conCrete slab or steel deck, to be
iesisted by shear connectors distributed between the
point of maximum bending moment and each adjacent
point of zero moment, shall be the lesser of

Vh = O=ay

vh = o'Bsbtf:

composite bearns employing steel sections and
conlrete slabs may be designed as continuous
members. The moment capacity of the composite
section with the concrete slab in the tension area
of the composite section shall be the moment
resistance of the steel section alone except that
when sufficient shear connectors ar9 placed in the
negative moment regionr suitably anchored concrete
sflU reinforcement parallel to the steel sections
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18.4.8

18.5

18.5.1

18.5.2

18.5.3

M

M5̂
M^u*

and within the design effective width of the
concrete slab may be- included in computing th9
properties of th; composite section' The total-norizohtal shear, Vx, to be resisted by shear
connectors between ifre point of maximum negative
bending moment and the adjacent point of zero moment
shall be taken as:

vh = ortyt

The number of shear connectors to be l0cated each
side of the point of maximum bending moment
(positive or negative, as applicable) and
distributed between that point and the adjacent
point of zero moment shall be not less than:

vh
n=- q

shear connectors may be spaced uniformly except that
in a region of positive bending, the number of shear
connectors required between any concentrated load
applied in that region and the nearest point of zero
mornent shal l be not less than n"

MM-
rr rr \Ii---T-/max s
where

= positive bending moment at concentrated load
po int

= itoment capac i ty of the stee I sect ion alone
= maximum positive bending moment

Design of composite Beams ttithout shear connectors

Unpainted steel sections or joists supporting
coircrete slabs and encased in concrete in accordance
with clause 18.3.5.2 may be proportioned on the
basis that the composite section supports the total
load.

In iomputing the moment of inertia of the composite
section ant concrete area in tension shall be
neglected.

The maximum bending stress in the steel section or
joist shall not exceed the allowable bending
!tr"=""= given in Clause 13.5 .for the class of
section used and the maximum compressive bending
stress in the concrete sh.a I1 not exceed 0 ' 4 5 f ; '

Unshored Beams
For compodite beams unshored during construction'
the stresses in the tension flange of the steel

18.6
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t8 .7

18.8

18.8 .1

18.8.2

18.8.3

section or joist due to the loads applied before the
concrete strength reaches 0.75f1 plus the stresses
at the same location, due to the"remaining specified
loads considered to act on the composite section
shaII not exceed 0.90Fy.

Beams During Construction
The steel section or joist alone sha1l be
proportioned to support all loads applied prior to
irarbening of the concrete without exceeding it?
calcutateo capacity under the conditions of Iateral
support and snorin-g, as applicable, to be f urnished
during construction.

Design of composite columns (concrete-Filled HoIlow
Structural Sections)

Hollow structural sections designated as class 1, 2

or 3 sections which are completely fiIled with
concrete may be assumed to carry comp-ressive load as
composite -columns. class 4 hollow structural
seclions completely filled with concrete may aLso be
designed ai composite columns providing the
widt[-thickness raiios of the walls of rectangular
sections do not exceed L35O//{, and the outside
diameter to thickness ratio of tircular sections do
not exceed 28 000/Fy.

The proportion of the axial load assumed to be

carrild -by the concrete shall be applied by direct
bearing on the concrete.r or, a1-ternatively, other
method! of load application to the concrete may be

employed if their -idequacy has been demonstrated by
test.

The aIlowable axial compressive load of a composite
column shall be taken as:

Pu="P=+"tP"
where-

steel section alone

Clause I3.3

concrete area A"

D's = aIlowable axial load

= A=F" with Fa defined

= allowable axial load

= o.3s rla^r-2[cc

which ^. = t

on

on

1n

D^c

Pc

1n

-t-o.5Lc -)
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radius of gyration of the concrete area, Ac'

initial elastic modulus for concrete in l'lPa,
considering the effects of long term
loading. For normaL weight concrete, with fl
expressed in MPa, this may be taken as:

( 1 + s/rl 25oo /1
where S is the short term load and T is the
total load on the column.

",,=1+ 1ffi1 (-h)
p = 0 .02 (25 L/D')

18.8.4

19.

l9.l

19. t.l

Fc

Ec

and

where

(a)

(b)

< r.0
trP c

For all rectangular hollow structural sections, and
for circular hol1ow structural sections with height
to diameter ratio of 25 or greater, t = "c' = 1.0

Otherwise

+

M

Tm-
a

P

Where bending as well as axial compression is to be
resisted, the bending shall be assumed to be
resisted by the steel section aIone. The steel
section shaIl be proportioned as a beam-ccjlumn to
carry the total bending, plus axial compression
equal to the difference between the total axial
compression and that portion which can be sustained
by the concrete so that:

trtM < 1.0
rP

5̂

when P

rM I rs'

t rP
c

,P - "tPa.,..,l-l I\ P ))
e

General Requirernents for Built-Up llembers

General Requirenents for Conpression ltembers

AII components of built-up compression members and
the transverse spacing of their lines of connecting
bolts or welds shall meet the requirements of Clause
10 and 11.
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AIl component parts in contact with one another at
the ends of built-up compression members shall be
connected by bolts spaced longitudinally not more
than four diameters apart for a distance equal to
1.5 times the width of the memberr or by continuous
welds having a length not less than the width of the
member.

Unless closer spacing is required for transfer of
load r oE for sealing inaccessible surfaces, the
longitudinal spacing, in 1ine, between intermediate
bolts or clear longitudinal spacing between
intermittent welds in built-up compression members
shaIl not exceed the following, as applicable:

(a) For compreSsion members composed of two or more
rol1ed shapes in contact or separated from one
another by intermittent fillers, the slenderness
ratio of any shape between points of interconnection
shall not exceed the slenderness ratio of the built-
up member. The least radius of gyration of each
component part shal t be used in comput i.ng th9
sle-nderness- rat io of that part between points of
interconnection with other component partst

(b) 33OL//{ but not more than 300 nm for the
outside comflonent of the section consisting of a

plate when the bolts on all gauge lines or
intermittent welds along the component edges are not
staggered, where t = thickness of outside plate;

( c ) 525t //F-- but not more than 450 mm for the
outside comfone.tt of the section consisting of a

plate when the bolts or intermittent welds are
itaggered on adjacent Iines, where t = thickness of
outside pIate.

The spacing requirements of Clauses 19.1.3, L9 .2.3
and Ig.Z.I wiIl not always provide a continuous
tight fit between components in contact. When the
environment is such that corrosion could be a

serious problem, the spacing of bolts or welds may
need to be less than the specified maximum.

open sides of compression members built up from
piates or shapes shall be connected to each other by
lacing, batten platesr oF perforated cover plates.

Lacing shalI provide a complete triangulated shear
system and may consist of bars, rods or shapes. The
spacing of connections of lacing to a main component
s-hat r -be such that the slenderness rat io of a ma in
component between these points of connection does

19.1.6
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not exceed the governing slenderness ratio of the
member as a whole. Lacing shall be proportioned to
resist a shear, norrnal to the longitudinal axis of
the member, of not less than 2.5 per cent of the
total axial load on the member plus the shear from
transverse loads, if any.

The slenderness ratio of lacing members shall not
exceed 140. The effective length for single lacing
shall be the distance between connections t'o the
main components; for double lacing connected at the
intersections, the effective length shaIl be 70 per
cent of that distance

Lacing members shall preferably be inclined to the
longitudinal axis of the buitt-up member at an angle
of not less than 45o.

Lacing systems shal1 have diaphragms in the plane of
the lacing and as near the ends as practicable and
at intermediate points where lacing is
interrupted. Such diaphragms may be plates ( tie
plates ) or shapes

End tie plates used as diaphragms shall have a
Iength not less than the distance between the lines
of bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components of the member. Intermediate tie plates
shaII have a length not less than one-half that
prescribed for end tie plates. The thickness of tie
plates shatl be at least I/60 of the width between
lines of bolts or welds connecting them to the main
cornponents, and the long itudinal spacing of the
botts or clear longitudinal spacing between welds
shall not exceed 150 ITUII. At least three bolts shaIl
connect the tie plate to each main component, or r

alternatively, a total length of weld not less than
one-third the length of tie plate shall be used.

Shapes used as diaphragms sha1l be proportioned and
connected to transmit from one main component to the
other a longitudinal shear equal to 5 per cent of
the axial compression in the member.

Perforated cover plates may be used in lieu of
lacing and tie plates on open sides of built-up
compression members. The net width of such plates
at access holes shall be assumed available to resist
axial load provided that:
(a) The width-thickness ratio conforms to Clause ll;
(b) The length of the access hole does not exceed
twice its width;
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(c) The clear distance between access holes in the
direction of load is not less than the transverse
distance between lines of bolts or welds connecfing
the perforated plate to the main components of the
built-up member;

(d) The periphery of the access hole at aII points
has a minimum radius of 40 mm.

Battens consisting of plates or shapes may be uged
on open sides of tuiltlup compression. members which
do nbt carry primary benOing in addition to axial
load. Battens shall be provided at the ends of the
member, dt locations where the member is laterally
supported along its length and elsewhere as
Oeiermined by the following spacing requirements:

( a ) when the slenderness ratio of the built-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is eqtr.i to or less than 80 Per cent of the
slenderness ratio with respect to the axis parallel
to tho battens, the spacing between battens shall be

such that the slenderness ratio of a main component
between ends of adjacent batten plates shall not
exceed 50, nor shaII it exceed 70 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of the built-up member with
respect to the axis parallel to the battens;

( b ) When the slenderness ratio of the built-up
member with respect to the axis perpendicular to the
battens is more than 80 per cent of the slenderness
ratio with respect to the axis parallel to the
battens, the spicing between battens shall be such
that the s len-derness rat io of a ma in component
between ends of adjacent batten plates shalI not
exceed 40, nor sha11 it exceed 60 per cent of the
slenderness ratio of the built-up member with
respect to the axis perpendicular to the battens'

Battens shall have a length not less than the
distance between lines of Ootts or welds connecting
them to the main components of the member and a

thickness not less tnan I/60 of this distance if the
batten consists of a flat plate. Battens and their
connections shalI be proportioned to resist
simultaneously a longitudinal shear force' V' and a

momentr M.

where
0.025Pd\/='na

M _ 0.025Pd
zn
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( Newtons )

(N.mm)
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d = longitudinal distance centre-to-centre of
battens (mm)

a = distance between lines of bolts or welds
connecting the batten to each main component
(mm)

n = number of parallel planes of battens

General Requirements for Tension }lembers

Tension members composed of two or more shapes,
plates or bars separated from one another by
intermittent fillers shall have the components
interconnected at fillers spaced so that the
slenderness ratio of any component between points of
interconnection shall not exceed 300.

Tension members composed of two plate components in
contact or a shape and a plate component in contact
sha1l have the components interconnected so that the
spacing between connecting bolts or clear spacing
between welds does not exceed 36 times the thickness
of the thinner plate nor 450 nm (see Clause 19.1.3).

Tension members composed of two or more shapes in
contact shaIl have the components interconnected so
that the spacing between connecting bolts or the
clear spacing between welds does not exceed 500 ruTl r

except where it can be determined that greater
spacing would not affect the satisfactory
performance of the member ( see Clause 19. I .3 ) .

Tension members composed of two separated main
components may have either perforated cover plates
or tie plates on the open sides of the built-up
member. Tie plates, including end tie plates' shall
have a length not less than two-thirds of the
transverse distance between bolts or welds
connecting them to the main components of the
member, and sha1l be spaced so that the slenderness
ratio of any component between the tie plates does
not exceed 300. The thickness of tie plates shaIl
be at least L/60 of the transverse disLance between
the bolts or welds connecting them to the main
components and the longitudinal spacing of the bolts
or welds shall not exceed I50 nm. Perforated cover
plates shall comply with t.he requirements of Clause
l9.I.t2(b), (c), and (d).

General Requireurents for Open Box-Type Beams and
Grillages
Where two or more rolled beams or channels are used
side-by-side to form a flexural member, they shall
be connected together at intervals of not more than

19.3
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1500 mm. Through bolts and separators may be used 'provided that in bearns having a depth of 300 mm or
morer ho fewer than two bolts shall be used at each
separator location. When concentrated loads are
carried from one beam to the otherr of distributed
between the beams, diaphragms having sufficient
stiffness to distribute the Ioad shall be bolted or
welded between the beams. The design of members
shall provide for torsion resulting from any unequal
distribution of 1oads. Where beams are exposed,
they shal1 be sealed against corrosion of interior
surfaces t oT spaced sufficiently far apart to permit
cleaning and painting.

Stabilitv of Structures and Individual ilembers

General

In the design of a steel structure care shall be

taken to ensure that the structural system is
adequate to resist the forces caused by the lateral
and vertical loads and to ensure that a complete
structural sys+.em is provided to transfer the loads
to the foundations, -particularly when there is a

dependence on walls r floors t ot roofs acting as
shear resisting elements or diaphragms. (see also
Clause 8.5. )

Note: The structure should also be checked to
ensure that adequate resistance to torsional
deformations has been Provided.

Design drawings shall- indicate aIl load resisting
elements essenlial to the integrity of the completed
structure and shall show details necessary to ensure
the effectiveness of the load resisting system.
Design drawings shaIl also indicate the requirements
for roofs and floors used as diaphragms'

Erection diagrams shalI indicate all load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the completed
structure. Permanent and temporary load resisting
elements essential to the integrity of the partially
completed structure shall be clearly specified on
the erection diagrams.

consideration does nbt Provide
to lateral forces, Provision
transferring the forces to ad
resisting elements.

adequate resistance
shall be made for

jacent lateral load

Stability of Colunns
Beam-to-column connections

20.2
shall have adequate
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20.3

20.3.1

20 .3.2

20.3.3

20.3.4

2t.
2L.T

strength to transfer the lateral forces produced by
possi.ure out-of-plumbness as specified in clause
29.g.L. These torces shaII be computed for the
Ioading cases of clause 7.2.3 using the appropriate
Ioad Lombination factors. The lateral forces
produced by out-of-plumbness shaII be computed using
1.1 times the axial force in, the column produced by
the specified loads.

Stability of Beams, Girders and Trusses

Bracing members assumed to provide Iat,eral support
to the compression flange of beams and girders, or
to the compression chord of trusses I drrd the
connections of such bracing members, shall be

proportioned to resist a force equal to I per cent
6t ine force in the compression flange or chord at
the point of supPort.

when bracing of the compression flange or chord is
effected by a slab or deck, the slab or deck and the
means by which the computed bracing forces are
transmitted between the flange or chord and the slab
or deck shal1 be adequate to resist a force in the
plane of the slab or deck. This force shall be

Lonsidered to be uniformly distributed along the
length of the compression flange or chord, and shall
be taken as at least 5 per cent of the maximum force
in the flange or chord, unless a Iesser amount can
be justified bY anaIYsis.

consideration shaII be given to the probable
aCcumulation of forces when a bracing member must
transfer forces from one braced member to another.

Members restraining beams and girders designed to
resist loads causing torsion shalI be proportioned
according to the requirements of clause L5.1t.
Special consideration shall be given to the
cO.rnections of asymmetric section such as channels'
angles and zees.

Connections

Alignment of llembers
axiafly loaded members meeting at a joint shall have
their gravity axes intersect at a common point if
practic_anle; otherwise the results of bending due to-tn" joint eccentricity shall be provided for '

Unrestrained llembers
Except as otherwise indicated on the design
drawingS, all connections of beams , girders ' - 

a!d
trusses shall be designed and detailed as flexible

2L.2
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and ordinarily may be proportioned for the reaction
shears only. Flexible beam connections shall
accommodate end rotations of unrestrained (simple)
beams. To accomplish this, inelastic action at the
specified load levels in the connection is
permitted.

Restrained llembers
When beams , gLrders r or trusses are subject to both
reaction shear and end moment due to full or partial
end restraint or to continuous or cantilever
construction, their connections sha11 be designed
for the combined effect of shear, bendj.ng' and axial
Ioad. When beams are rigidly framed to the flange
of an H-type column, Stiffeners shall be provided on
the column web as follows:
(a) opposite the compression flange of beam when

*" ( rb * 5k) rr" . Fyb At

except that for members with Class
specified load taken by the weld
not be considered to exceed

380 000_ w (t, + 5k)
f n /w lz c ' D

UL

wc
rb
k

3
in

or 4 webs' the
bearing shaII

(b) opposite the tension flange of beam when

7L2F < F A-cycyDE
where

= thickness of column web
= thickness of beam flange
= distance from outer face of column flange to

web toe of fillet r oF to web toe of
f lange-to-web weld in a \.relded column

F.,r. = specified yietd point of beam flange
E:,"^ = specif ied yield point of column
h'^- = cLear depth of column web
t; = thickness of column flange

The area of a stiffener or pair of stiffeners (Ast)
opposite either beam flange shall be such that:

A > fe 5t) F

sr (oyi w"(to + sk)l 
#

except that for members with class 3 or 4 webs
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Asr ' [Ar ffi **frh *" 
(to + sk)] tsys

where Fy= = specified yield point of a stiffener

Stiffeners shall also be provided on the web of
columns, beams or girders if Vr computed from Clause
L4.4.2 is exceeded, in which case the stiffener or
stiffeners.must transfer a shear force equal to:

V-- = V. 0.33wdF.,st f Y

In all cases the stiffeners shall be connected so
that the force in the stiffener is transferred
through the stiffener connection. When beams frame
to one face of the column only, the stiffeners need
not be longer than one-half the depth of the column.

Connections of Tension or Cmpression l{embers
The connections at ends of tension members or
compression members not finished to bear shaIl
develop the force due to the loads. However the
connection shall be designed for not less than 50
per cent of the capacity of the member based on the
condition (tension or compression) that governs the
selection of the member.

Bearing Joints in Compression llembers

2r.4

2L.5

21.5.1

2r.5.2

2L.6

Where columns bear
finished to bear
sufficient fasteners
securely in place.

on bearing Plates r or are
at splices, there shaII be

or welds to hold all Parts

Where other compression members are finished to
bear, the splice material and connecting fasteners
or welds shaII be arranged to hold aIl parts in
place and shaIl be proportioned for 50 per cent of
the computed load.

Larqellar Tearing
Corner or 'Trr -joint details of rolled structural
membersr oE plates involving transfer of tensile
forces in the through-thickness direction resulting
from shrinkage due to welding executed under
conditions of restraint, shalI be avoided where
possible. If this type of connection cannot be
lvoided r ITr€dsUE€s shalI be taken to minimize the
possibility of lameIlar tearing.

Placenent of Fasteners and Welds2L.7
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Appendix A

Standard Practice for Structural Steel for Buildings
Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Matters concerning standard practice not covered by
the Standard but pertinent to the fabrication and
erection of structural steel, such as a definition
of structural steel items, the computation of
weights, etc,, should be clearly specified in the
plans and specifications issued to the biddersr oF
in accordance with a specification like the',Code of
.Standard Practice for Structural Stee1" published by
the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction.
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Appendix B

Effective tengths of

Note: This Appendix
Standard.

Compression l,Iembers in Franes

is not a mandatory part of this

The slenderness ratio of a compression member is
defined as the ratio of the effective length to the
applicable radius of gyration. The effective length
KL may be thought of as the actual unbraced length L
multiplied by a factor K such that the product KL is
equal to the length of a pin-ended compression
member of equal capacity to the actual member. The
effective length factor K of a column of finite
unbraced Iength is therefore dep€ndent upon the
conditions of restraint afforded to the column at
its braced locations and theoreticatly may vary from
0.5 to infinity. In practical building applica-
tions, K would be sornewhat greater than 0.5 in the
most favourable situation and in aIl probability
would not exceed 5 in the most unfavourable
s i tuat ion .

A variation in K between 0.55 and 2.0 would apply to
the majority of cases likely to be encountered in
actual structures.

When proportioning columns on the basis of effective
lengths the designer is presented with two basic
situations which have a pronounced effect upon the
strength of axially loaded columns.

(a) For structures in which the svray effects have
been included in the analysis to determine the
design moments and forces, the effective length
factor is determined from the degree of rotational
restraint afforded at the ends of the unbraced
length and K will be equal to or less than 1.0. In
Appendix C this case is identified as the side-svray
prevented case;

(b) For structures in which the svray effects have
not been .included in the analysis to determine the
design moments and forces, the effective length
factor is determined from the degree of rotational
and translational restraint afforded at the ends of
the unbraced length and K will be equal to orgreater than I .0. In Appendix C this case is
identified as the side-sway permitted case.

Figure 81 illustrates six idealized cases in whichjoint rotation and translation are either fully
realized or non-existent.

84.
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For a frame vrith columns pinned at their bases,
Figure 82 shows diagrammatically the difference in
effective column length when the sway effect is and
is not included in the analysis to determine the
design moments and forces. In the former case, the
effect of the loads acting at the displacement A -has been included in the analysis and the effectiv8
length, KrL is based on the sway prevented condition
( f rf- < L) -which accounts only f or the ef f ect of the
displacement A^ on column stability. In the latter
case, the effettive length KOL is based on the sway
permitted condition ( KnL > L) in an attempt to
include the influence - of the displacement A b o.
column stability
The use of the svray permitted case is approximate
only as the moments and forces due to the sway
effects are not taken into account in the design of
the girders. In frames that depend on means other
than frame action to achieve stability, such as
bracing, the bracing shall be designed to resist the
combined effects of the superimposed loads plus the
loads due to the sway effects.

In Figure 82 the column bases are shown to be pinned
and Gr would theoretically be infinity. In
practic"al situations, however, the restraining
effect of the normal flat-ended column base detail
exerts a beneficial influence on the true effective
length of the column, even where the footing is
designed only for vertical load. Thus in most cases
Gr can be taken as I0 (or less where justified) in
tfi'e computat ion of K.
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Appendix C

Criteria for Estimating Effective Colunn tengths in
Continuous Frarnes

Note: This Appendix
Standard.

is not a mandatory part of this

+2 =1

cl.

c2.

c3.

c4.

fwo cases influencing the design of
continuous frames are considered:

columns in

(a) Sway effects included
sway prevented;

in the analysis side-

(b) Sway effects not included in the analysis
side-sway permitted.

Figure Cl is a nomograph applicable to cases in
which the equivalent I/L of adjacent girders which
are rigidly attached to the columns are known, and
is based on the assumption that all columns in the
portion of the framework considered reach their
individual critical loads simultaneously.

The equations upon which these nomographs are based
are:

In the usual bui
Ioaded so as to
loads, and thus
the interest of

ol cu c"J

Iding frame not
simultaneously
some conservat

simplification.

aII columns would be
reach their buckling
ism is introduced in

( a ) Side-sway prevented :

+ ft/K)2.t#l (r

(b) Side-sway permitted:

GuG r(r /K')2 35

tan
it/K \
ffi) Tt /K

Lan n /2K--1TT

n/K- tan lilm

Subscripts U and L refer to the joints at the two
ends of the column section being considered. G is
defined as

' 
I /L

A\-u\' - fi-rgg

in which x indicates a summation for all members
rigidly connected to that joint and Iying in the
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plane in which buckling of the column is being
considered, rc is the moment of inertia and Lc the
unsupported length of a column section, and I.r is
the moment of inertia and Lo the unsupported reongth
of a girder or other restraYning memOei. Ic and I.rare taken about axes perpendicu-lar to the ilane ol
buckling being considered.

c5- For column ends supported by, but not rigidly
connected to, a footing or foundation, 'G. may be
taken as l0 for practical designs. rf the column
9nd . is rigidly attached to a properly designed
f ooting, rrG'|t may be taken as I .0 . smarler varues
may be used if justified by analysis.

€6.

c7.

e8.

Refinements in girder I^/L^
conditions at the far endY6ft
are known definitely or when a
can be made. For the case
multiply girder stiffnesses
factors :

may be made when
any particular girder
conservative estimate

with no side-Swd! r
by the following

1.5 for far end of girder hinged;
2.0 for far end of girder fixed against rotation;(i.e., rigidly attached to a support which is itselfrelatively rigid ) .

For the case with side-sr.ray permitted, mult iplygirder stif f nesses by 0.5 fbr - f ar end of girbei
hi nged.

Having determined G' and Gr for athe effective IengEh factdr K isconstructing a straight line betweenpoints on the scales for GU and G1.

column sect i.on,
determined by

the appropriate
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Pigure CI

Aligrunent Chart for Effective Length
of Columns in Continuous Frarnes
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Appendix D

Graph Showing Allowable Stress Versus Slenderness
Rat io

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

(a) 0 < I ( 0.15,

(b) 0.15 < r < 1.0,

(c) 1.0 < I < 2.0,

(d)2.0<r(3.6,
(e) 3.5 < r

wtpre

F
a

F
a

F
a

F
a

F
a

= 0.50F
v

= o.5oFy(l.o3s - o.2oa - 0.22A4

= o.60Fy(-0.tll + 0.G3fl-I + o.oB7I-1

- o.6oFy(o.oo9 + 0.877.-1

= 0.60F L-2
v

, -KL n" - -{;4
For Fy = 3OO

(a) 0<KL<r

lPa, €guations (a) to (d)

L2.2, F = 0.50F

(b)

(c)

og3!
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d
r/l
|^
q,

(/)
20

.9x

(l,
.o
o
3o
aro

L2.2 < x! < et.l, Fa

81.1 < &< 162, F"

162 < +!< 200, r" = 0.6Fr(0.009 + 
,ffi)

v

= 0.6F ( i.o:s - o.oozqsL! - 0.0000337I!')Y' r ---'r' '

= o.GFy(-0.222 - dbh . iH

1or Fy ( MPa )

1) 230
2) 260
3 ) 300
4) 350
5) 380
6) 400
7) 480
8) 700

50 100 l5r

Slenderness Rqtio (KL/r)

Note: For the
F,, = 700v

Figure Dl

curves plotted, equation
Mpa wirh KL/r > 19L.2.

(e) applies only to
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Appendix E

Asstrned Factors of Safety

Note: This appenOix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard

El" The various provisions of the Standard relating to
alrowabl,e stress design are based on a',factor of
safety" applied to a predicable limit of structural
usefulness. Such a limit may be the yield strength,
the plastic strength, the tensile strength, the
shear strength or the buckling strength. Buckling
may occur in either the elastic or inelastic range
and may be such as to affect the entire member or
framer or may be localized such as to affect only a
part of a member.

In plastic design, there are similar limtis of
structural usefulness but in this case the margin of
safety is provided by the use of a "load factor" by
which the specified loads are multiplied. The
factored loads must then be capable of being carried
by a member or frame which has not exceeded a
predictable limit of structural usefulness.

Factors of safety have been established targely by
experience. Those incorporated into this Standard
are considered to be adequate for the usual nature
and magnitude of the loads to which buildings are
subj ect . Notwithstanding the long rcord of
experience justifying the use of a basic factor of
safety equal to L.67, users of this Standard are
reminded that in terms of real overload capacity the
use of a single-value factor of safety for both dead
Ioads and Iive loads rnust always lead' to some
inconsistency as dead loads are inherently subject
to less variation. However, in working stress
design there is no simple, rational means of
incorporating different factors of safety for dead
and live Ioads.E4' 
ii:.';:s",';"Tirr';:1.=:." j#ri"1or.'!:"lii.5li lifi
E.hose provided in Steel Structures for Buildings
f,imit States Design when the performance factor used
i'r that Standard to account for the variability of' the member resistance is transposed by ,cross
multiplying and incorporated in the load factors of
Ehat Standard.

In the derivation of the various design provisions
of this Standard the assumed factors of safety are
noted below. WhiIe these may appear to vary

A

85.
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somewhat from 'the basic value of 1.67, in actual
construction the variation may be less than
indicated because of slight deviations from the
idealized situation. For example for lateral-
torsional buckling of beams the assumed factor of
safety is equal to I.92. But the maximum allowable
out-of-straightness may reduce the apparent factor
of safety. The equations for allowable axial
compression novr reflect the strength reduction due
to out-of-straightness and compressive residual
stresses and therefore a uniform factor of safety is
employed for all slenderness ratios. Bolts and
other fasteners are traditionally assigned a
slightly higher factor of safety in the belief thatthey should not be the "weakest Iink" in the frame
or structure.
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liable El
Assued Factors o'f Safety

A,

^

ry/pe of Stress Clause Assned Factor of Safety

Axial tension, msnber and
parts.

Axial tension, bolts.

L3.2

13 .10 .2

1.57 on specified yield stress
at rpt section.
2.0 on specified tensile strength
at net section.
Gr.oss section to be capable of
attainirg specified yield stress
before net section attains
specif ied tensile strength.

2.50 minimtm on specified tensile
strength.

Axia1 ccmpression, nembers
ard parts.

13.3 1.57 on predicted maximr-rn at
gross section.

Bending:

Braced non-ccq)act sections

Braced ccftpact sections

Unbraced sections.

1.57 on yield rrcrnent
My = FYs'

1.67 on plastic rncrnent
Mp = Fyz'

L.92 on predicted lateral-
torsional b.rckling strength.

13.s

Shear:

Unstiffened rcbs of beans

Stiffened roebs of beans

BoIts.

13 .4

13 .10 .1

1.44 on yield shear stress taken
as 0.577Fy.

L.67 an predicted shear strength
ccrnbined with tension .fieId.
2.25 minimr-m on predicted shear
strength.
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Appendix F

Guide for Floor Vibrations

Note: This Appendix j.s not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

Recent developments of floors of I ighter
construction, longer spans and less inherent damping
have sometimes resulted in problems of objectionable
floor vibrations during normal human activity.
Fatique or overloading of floor structures due to
vibration is not covered in the Appendix; some
guidance on this is given in Reference I for
assembly occupancies.

Two types of vibration problems arise in floor
construction. Continuous vibrations arise due to
the periodic forces of machinery, vehicles or
certain human activities such as dancing. These
vibrations can be considerably amplified when theperiodic forces are synchronized with a floor
frequency a condition called resonance. Transientvibrations, which decay as shown in Fig. FI, arise
due to footsteps or other impact.

f!: most important floor characteristics affectingvibration problems are the natural frequency i;hertz ( cycles per second ) - usually that
corresponding to the lowest mode of vibration anddamping. The relation between damping expressed' inper cent of critical damp ing'2, a;d bec"y of f reevibration is shown in Figure F2. Othercharacteristics affecting transient vibration
problems are mass, especially for heavy long spanfIoors, and stiffness under point Load, espeiially
for light short span fLoors.

Thresholds of Annovance

Generally people ito not like floors to vibrate. Forcontinuous sinusoidaL vibration lasting more thanabout ten cycles an average threshol-d of definiteperception is shown in Figure F3 in terms of peakacceleration; the threshold Levels for differentpeople range from about one-half to twice the levelshown. In the frequency range 2-g Hz, where peopleare most sensitive to vibration, the threshord
corresponds to 0.5 per cent g approximately, where gis the acceleration due to gravity. The threshot6of definite perception shown in figure F3 can be
used to approximatL a design threshold of annoyancefor residential, school and office occupancies; the
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design leve1 will be lower for sensitive occupancies
(e.9. operating rooms, special laboratories ) and
greater for industrial occupancies.

For transient vibrations, the design threshold in
terms of initial peak acceleration of a decaying
vibrationr ES shown in Figure F1, increases with an
increase in damping. This is because people find
continuous vibration much more annoying than
vibration which quickly dies out.

Design thresholds equivalent to that for continuous
vibration Are shown in Figure F3 for transient
vibrations due to footsteps (walking vibrations) for
different levels of damping.3

Continuous Vibrations - Resonance

Continuous vibrations caused by machines can be
reduced by special design proiisions2 '4 such as
vibration isolation. Care should be taken at the
planning stage to locate such machinery av/ay from
sensitive occupancies such as offices.

Floor vibrations can al.so rise from heavy street
traffic on bumpy pavernent over soft subgrade. The
annoyance increases considerably when repetitive
vehicles such as buses create ground vibrations
which synchronize with the floor frequency.

Continuous vibrations caused by human activities may
be a problem for Iight residential floorsr oE for
Iong Jpan fLoors used for special purposes such as
daniing, con.certs or gymnastics. People alone or in
union can create periodic forces in the frequency
range 1-4 Hz approximately I and therefore for such
occupancies, nliural frequencies less than 5 Hz

should be avoided. To avoid very noticeable
vibration for very repetitive activities such as
dancing, it is recommended that the frequency of
such f100rs be 8 Hz or more. see Reference I for
more specific guidance on vibrations due to rhythmic
human activities.

Transient Vibrations

objectionable vibration due to footstep lmpact can
ociut in floor systems with light damping in
residential, school, office and similar occupancies.
Because this is the most common source of annoyance,
the remainder of this guide will be concerned with
this problern. Types of construction which may give
transient vibration problems include open web steeL
joists or steel beams with concrete deck and light

A,

A
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wood deck floors using steel joists.

Performance Test for Floor Vibration

The vibration acceptability of a floor system to
human activity can be evaLuated by a performance
test. Partitions, FU9 and furnishiDgs, finishes,
etc., contribute to reduce vibration annoyance and
should therefore be considered in setting up the
test floor. A measuring devicer. which filters out
frequencies greater than approximately 1.5 times the
fundamental frequency, should be located near mid-
span. A person who wiIl give a subjective
evaluation of the floor should also be sitting close
to the measuring device.

One test is for a person of average weight with
softsoled shoes to rise up on his toes and drop on
his heels near the location of measurement.
Fundamental frequencyr damping from the decay record
( see Figure E2) and peak acceleration are obtained
form the measurement and the peak acceleration is
plotted on Figure F3 to see how it compares with the
threshold of annoyance. Another test is to check
floor comfort when different persons walk down the
floor; the. average peak acceleration can then be
compared with the annoyance threshold for steady
motion given in Figure F3.

long Span Steel Floors With Concrete Deck

Transient vibrations may be a problem for open websteel joists or steel beams with concrete deck,
composite or non-compositer generally of spans 7000-
20 000 rTrrn and frequencies in the range 4-la Hz. Forsuch floorsr partitions, if properly located,provide more than enough damping to avoid excessive
vibrations. on the other hand walking vibrations
may be serious for bare floors with very low
inherent dampingr ds is the case for fully composite
construction. Figure F3 shows that the threshold of
annoyance is roughly l0 times greater for L2 per
cent damping than for 3 per cent damping.

To assess vibration acceptability requires aknowledge of frequency r damping and peak
acceleration from heel impact. If design byperformance testing is not feasible, theseparameters should be estimated by calculation asfol lows :

Frequency can be estimated by assuming fullcomposite action, even for non-composite
construction. For a simply-supported one-way

(a)
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system, the f requency f 1 is g iven 'by:

ft = 156 /%-
{F (r)

(2)

where E is the modulus of elasticity of steel (200
000 lulpa ) , IT the moment of inert ii (run4 ) of the
transformed -T section (concrete transformed to
steel) assuming a concrete flange of width equal to
the spacing of steel joists or beams, L the span in
millirnetres and w the dead load of the T-section in
N,/mm of span. Of ten one-rray systems are supported
on steel girders, and this can reduce the frequency
calculated for a one-way system.

In this case the frequency can be approximated by:

111?=T-e
where f2 is the frequ,ency of. floor s_uppor.ted on
steel gi-roer perpendic-u1ar - to joists. A continuous
beam oi equal spans on flexible supports should be
treated as simply-supported since adjacent spans
vibrate in oppos ite directions. For other
conditions of span and restraint the dynamically
equivalent simply-supported span is Iess than the
fuff span and tan be Lstimated from the fundamental

. mode shaPe.

(b) Danping is generally more difficult to estimate than
frequency. A bare steel and concrete deck floor has
a Oimpinq of approximately 3-4 pef cent critical for
non-c6rposite ionstruction, and about 2 pet cent for
fully tomposite construction. The addition of
components such as floor finishingr ru9 and
furnishings, ceiling, fireproofing and ducts
increases the damping by about 3 per cent or more.
Partitions, €ither above or below the floor, provide
the most effective darnping especially when they are

l;::;" .:'' ?:T '.'.i??l'"'i; 1J""" "t""nli"nn"Ti:J:::considerable damping. Partitions along with
supports, or' parllleI to the floor joists and
f urlner apart tnan approximately 6000 -rllnr however,

T ? 
t"' J"r:. 

6? 

" 
;t t 

i,iot'J 
; 

. *' "Ji'Ti . : : ; 
= 

.' " 
o 

; i. "lt 1".", 
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3 5

also provide damping but this is less effective for
heavy long span -floors than for Iighter short span
floors. - The following values are suggested for
Clesign calculation:
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Damping in Per Cent
Crltical

Bare fl-oor
Finished floor ceiling,

ducts, flooring, furniture
Finished fLoor with partitions

(c) Peak acceleration from heel clrop for floors greater
than 7000 mm span and frequencies less than about 10
Hz, can be estinated by assuming an impulse of 70
N.s suddenly applied to a simple spring and mass
system, whose mass gives the same response as that
of the fLoor system represented as a simply-
supported beam vibrating in the fundamental mode.
The pe.ak accelgration, d6
approxlmated by::

in per cent g, can be

a = (0.9).2rf x impulse - 60f- o equivalent mass wBL
(3)

where f is the frequency in hertz, lr the weight ofthe floor plus contents in kPa, L the span and B the
width of the equivalent beam, both in metres.

Fof-steel joist or beam and concrete deck systems onstiff supports, L is the joist span and b can be
approximated as 40 tc, where t6. is the thickness of
concrete deck determfned from Ene average weight ofconcrete, including ribs. For joists or beams and
concrete deck supported on flexible girders, wherethe girder frequency is much Iess than joist
frequency and therefore girder vibration pre-
dominates I L j.s the girder span and B can be
approximated as the width of floor supported by thegirder. For cases where both frequencies aresimil-ar, Eqn. (2) can be used to determine frequency
and BL can be estimated as follows:

82.2
BL = ,q, Br Lr = ,U, Bz Lz (4)

where the subscript I refers to the joist or beam
system on rigid supports and the subscript Z refersto the girder system.

For f roor spans less than 7000 rlm, the def lectionlimitations given in clause 6.2.r.2 in this standardare recommended, where , for non-composiLe
construction, stiffness should be based on non-
composite action. rn any case, care shourd be takento avoid low Ctamping.

3
6

L2

F8 .3
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Light Wood Deck Floors Using Steel Joists
Transient vibrations may be objectionabl-e for fight
wood deck floors using steel joists with smaII
rolled or cold formed sectionsr e€n€Fally with
freguencies in the range 10-25 Hz. Although the
same principles applying to Iong span floors can be
used for lighter floors with higher frequencies, the
motion can no longer be represented by a simple
impulse appl ied to the floor system. This is
because the persons involved the one causing and
the one receiving the motion interact with the floor
to damp out the motion of the floor.

Research carried out so far on steel joist floors
with wood deck indicates that, in general, their
characteristics for vibrat ion acceptabi I ity are
similar to those for wood joist floors. Evaluation
tests of wood floors indicate that stiffness under
point loading (approximately I mm maximum deflection
under I kN ) is the most important parameter
affecting vibration comfort6. Such a stiffness
requirement also helps to prevent cabinet swaying'
china rattting ' etc. Until research under way
provides a more suitable criterion, a joist
beflection timitation of L/360 under 2 kPa l-oading
is recommended. This criterion applies only when
sufficient lateral stiffness is provided either in
the deck or by cross-bridging.

Floor damping is less important for light floors
than for rong span floors since the main source of
damping is pro.riOeO by the persons on the floor'
elso abOing mass does not improve vibration comfort
since an increase in maSS cOrresponds to a decrease
in effective damping. spans continuous over a

support which i.s t party wall between housing units
snouro be avoided, since people are more annoyed by
vibrations originating outside their units than from
within. For cold formed c joistsr c€iling boards or
straps should be attached to the bottom flange to
prevent annoying high frequency torsional vibrations
in the joists.

Corrective lrleasures for Unacceptable Floors

Measures for correcting floors with annoying
vibrations wiII depend on whether the vibrations' are
continuous or transient.

For transient vibrations usually the most effective
measure is to increase the damping. This can be

done by adding partitions or damper posts in the
f loor -below. - If these methods are not suitable,

FIO .2
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special devices such
damping materials can be
sys-tem7 ,8 . For I ight t
reducing walking impact
sway of china cabinets.

as vibration absorbers or
incorporated into the floor

l-oors a rug is effective in
as well as in cushioning the

Flo-3

Fl1.

Corrective measures for continuous vibrations
include vibration isolation, smoothing of road
surface and a.Lteration of floor frequency to reduce
resonance.
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Appendix c

Wind $ray Vibrations

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.

GI. Wind motion of tall buildings or other flexible
structures may create annoyance for human occupants,
unless measures are taken at the design stage. The
main source of annoyance is lateral acceleration,
although noise (grinding and wind howl) and visual
effects can also cause concern.

G2. For a given wind speed and direction, the motion of
a building, which includes vibration paralIeI and
perpendicular to the wind direction and twist, is
best predicted by a wind tunnel test, Approximate
calculation rules are, however, given in References
I and 4 of Clause G4.

G3. In cases where wind motion is signi
the following should be considered:

(a) Education of occupants that al
may occasionally cause motion, the

ficant in design,

(b) Minimization of noises detailing of building
joints to avoid grinding, design of elevator guides
to avoid scraping due to shtayi

though high winds
building is safe;

G4.

(c) Minimization of twist by symmetry of layout'
bracing or outer walls ( tube concept ) . Twist
vibration also creates a magnified visual effect of
relative motion of adjacent buildings;

(d) Possible introduction of mechanical damping to
reduce wind vibration.
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Appendix E

Reconmended lrlaxinnm Values for Deflections

Note: This Appendix is not a mandatory part of this
Standard.
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* Although t.llis Appendix refers specificalty to gecified Design Wind and Live
Ioads when settirg forth deflection criteria, the designer should consider the
inclusion of Specified Dead toads in scme instances. For example, ncrF
permanent partitions, which are classified by the National B:ildirg Code as
dead load, should be part of tJ:e loading considered under Appendix H if they
are likely to be applied to the structur€ after the corpletion of finishes
susceptible to cracking. Because ssne building materials augxnent thre rigidity
provided by the steelhork, the wird lod assr-rned carried by the steelr*ork, for
calculating deflections can be scmewhat reduced frcm tlre design wind used in
strergth ard stability calculations. The more cqmrcn stnrctural elgnents
contributirg to ttre stiffness of a h.rilding are masonry ralls, certain tlpes
of curtain walls, masonry partitions and concrete around steel nprnbers. The
maxinrn sr.rggested anount of this reduction is 15 per cenC. Ir taII and
slender stnrctures (height greater than 4 tires the width) it is reccmnended
that the wird effects be determined by mears of dynamic analysis, or wird
tunnel tests.

t Fermissible svay of industrial buildings varies considerably depending on
factor^s such as wall construction, buildirg height, effect of deflection on
the cperation of crane, etc. l*rere tJ:e cperation of the crane is sensitive to
the lateral deflections, a permissible lateral deflection less than L/40O of.
the height may be required.
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Appendix I

Guide to Calculation

Note: This APPendix
Standard.

A i.2

vir

ai-r I P,.r

StabilitY Effects

not a mandatorY Part of t'his
of

1S

rl.
rl .1

General

This Appendix gives- ole approach to--t-ht calculation
of the additl,tnaf bendi-ng moments and f orces
generated uV 

- lft. vertical lLads acting through the

deflected shape of the struclure' ey tnis approach

the above torient" unA torceg are inlorporated. in!?
the results of the analvsis of the structure;
alternatively a second 

-'oio"t analysis-' yhi:h
formulates equiliUtiuln on the deformed structure '
;;; ;" used ti- G"lude the stabilitv ef fects'

H'i.l

IP;
V'i 'Ji- (A ;.t -

Hi = vi -v'i-r

Pigure II

Due to Vertical

Ai)

Sway Forces Loads
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T2.T

13.

13.1

where

vi

r-2

Combined Loading Case

Step 1 - Apply the vertical and lateral loads
(multiplied by the appropriate load
combination factor) to the structure ( see
Clause 7.2.2\.

Step 2 - Compute the lateral deflections at each
floor level (4, ) by first order elastic
analysis 1

Step 3 - Compute the artificial storey shears Vi due
to the srrray f orces.

tP.
= f.z --: fl.n- \ 1

1

= artificial
.sway forces

-A'\+ I 'il
shear in storey i due to the

XP, = sum of the column axial loads in storey iI

hi = height of storey i
A.,, A, = displacements of level i + 1 and i,1*1 r I- respectively
Step 4 - Compute the artifical lateral loads Hi

Hr. = V: V:I 1-I I

Step 5 - Repeat Step I applying the artificial
Iateral loads Hi in addition to the applied
loads

Step 6 - Repeat Steps 2 through 5 until satisfactory
convergence is achieved. Lack of
convergence within 5 cycles may indicate an
excessively flexible structure.

Vertical toads Onlv

Because vertical loads do not normally produce
significant srrray deflections of the structure the
initial svray forces are computed on the basis of the
svray displacements in each storey equal to the
erection tolerance permitted by Clause 28.1 .I.
Using these deflections the calculations are
commenced at Step 3 of the procedure described in
Clause 12.I.
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Appendix J

Fatigue

Note: This Appendix is not a
Standard.

Figure JI is a plot of the
allowable stress range for
Tab1es 1l(a) and (b).

Figure J2 gives illustrative
fatigue categories described

mandatory part of ths

design curves for the
categoriesAtoFof

examples of the various
in Table ff(b).
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Figure
fllustrative Examples

Represent,ing Stress
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of Various Details
Range Categories
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Appendix K

Deflections
Strain

of Conposite Bearns Due to Shrinkage

Kl.1

Note: This Appendix is not a rnandatory part of this
Standard.

During the curing of the concrete cover slab' the
volumetric reduction ( shrinkage strain) of the
concrete induces additional flexural deflections in
the composite member when the concrete slab
contracts but the steel shape does not.

Two models have been suggestedlr2 to estimate the
deflection due to shrinkage.. Basically, these

KI.2

models assume a value of shrinkage strain acting on
the effective area of the concrete sIab. It is
assumed that the shrinkage strain is equivalent to a
constant moment acting on the composite beam by
selecting an appropriate rnodulus of elasticity for
concrete and a lever arm of the force taken from the
centre of the slab to the elastic neutral axis of
the composite beam (Figure K.1).

K2. The resulting shrinkage deflection is:

e .E A L2
ash = #' Y.

where

E c,h
eI" = modulus of elasticity of concrete
A: = effective area of concrete slab
L' = span length of beam
E = modulus of elasticity of steel beam
f = moment of inertia of composite beam as given

in K3 or K4

= distance from elastic neutral axis to assumed
line of action of the shrinkage face.

tr3. The first methodl uses the restrained shrinkage
value for E ^u, which is lower than the free
shr.inkage strilln, the normal modulus of elasticity,
8", and the transformed moment of inertia' It.

The second method2 t"k"= the shrinkage strain as the
strain appropriate to free shrinkage and reflects
the influente on the free shrinkage of the
following: the time over which shrinkage occurs,
relative hurnidity, volume-to-surface ratio, slump,
fires, air coniact and cement contact of the
concrete mix. An age-adjusted modulus, similar to

R4.

yc



K5.

K5.

K-2

that used in calculations of concrete creep, is used
for Ec and the effective moment of inertia Ie.

For both methods, care should be taken in selecting
values for the quantities in equation K.1 so as to
neither over or under estimate deflections
especially when used to determine the serviceability
reguirements. Many of the quantities in equation
K.1 will be influenced by site conditions.

References:

(1) Chien, E.Y.L.,
published by
Construction).

"Composite Floor Systems" ( to be
Canadian Institute of Steel

l2l Montgomery, C.J., Ku1ak, G.L., and Shwartsburd
G., "Deflection of a Composite Fl"oor System"
Can. J. C iv. Eng . , Vol. 10 , No. 2 , June, 1993 .
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING

LENGTH

feet (ft) x 0.f048*
Inches (in) x O.oz54+
Miles (mi) x L6O9.34
Miles (mi) x L.6O9t4
Nautical Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144+

AREA

Feet2 (rt2) x o.o9z9o3o
Acresrx 40+6.86
Miles' (mi') x 2.58999

VOLUME

Feet] (ntll x o.o2glt6g5
Feet/,(rt'1 x ZB.31683
Yards' (yo') x o.764i5i
Acre feet x L233.48
Gallons (gaf) x 0.00454509
GaIIons (gal) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.1048*
l'liles per hour (milhr) x 0.44704*
l'files per hour (milhr) x L.6O9j4
Knots x O.514444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

Feetf per secono (rtlls)
Millions of gallons per

IMPERIAL UNITS TO 5I UNITS

Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Kilometers (km)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)

2,2,meters^ tm^,
t"tetersz (mj) n
Kilometers' (km')

Metersl (ml)
Liters** -
Meters- (m')
t'letersi (mi)
l.leters'(m/)
Liters**

x O.O526167' Acre-feet per day x
Gqllons per minute

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (tm/hr)
Meters pep second (m/s)
Kilometers per hour (km/hr)

Metersl per secono (ml/s)

ueters] per secono (m]/s)
Metersr per seconO (m)/s)

MetersJ per secono (mJ/s)

Kilogyrams force (kqf)
Grams (g)
Newtons** (N)
Meteic tons**

x 0 .02Bll-685
day (mqd)

0.oL42764
(qallmin)

Pounds (fb) x 0.455592
Pounds (fU) x 455.592
Pounds (lb) x 4.44822
Tons x 0.907185



PRESSURE

Pounds per foorl Ootrtll
Pounds per Foot' (Lb/ft')

Pounds per incnl |irb/i,n|)
Pounds per inch' (lb/in')

0.00689475 x L0

Pounds per inch2 (rblin2)

Millibars (mb) x 100.0*

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per footl Qb/ft1)
Pounds per foot' (Lb/fE )

Pounds per footf (rblftl)

Newtons per metenz {n/^2),
Kilogrgms Force per meter'
(usr /n')
Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

= Newtops per millimetu12
( N,/mm" )

= Megapascal (t,tPa)

= Killog4ams florce per meter
(uqr /n')

= Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

Newtons per meterl {ru/rl).
Kilogrqms fonce per meter-
(usr /n')
Grams per centimeterJ (g/" 3)

Kilograms (kg)
Kiloframs pei metert (un/^t)

Newtorys seconds per meterz
(N"/r';**
Metersz pep secona G2/s)

x
X

47 .8801
4.BB24t

6894.76

x 701.070

L57.O976
16.0185

0.0150185

x
X

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x 14.5931
Slugs pec footr x 5L5.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-s/rt2) or
slugs per foot second x 47.BB0l

Feet? per secona (r*/{ x o.o9z9o7

* Exaet valuesIt* Liters x 1000.0 = cemtiqeters
Litersx0.00I=meters-
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 100,000.0 = dypes
Newton seconds per meterL x O.f = poises



SI PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

P refix
( abbreviation)

Mega- (N)
xilo- (k)
Hecto- (h)
Deka- (da)
oeci- (d)
Centi- (c)
Mirri- (m)
Miero- fi)

Meaning

I,000,000.
I,000.

100.
10.
0.1
0.0r
0'.001
0.00000r
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FOREWORD

This Section is divided into three parts:

Section 7A - Limit States Design
Section 78 - Working Stress Design
Section 7C - Commentary

The work on this Section was carried out by Messrs. Adams,
Kennedy and Kulak of the Department of Civil Engineering, university
of Alberta, under a contract with the Caribbean Community. It is
suggested that comments on the alternative design methods, or on any
of.the design details recommended, be sent to the authors.



NUMBERING sYsTEM

For this part of the Code, the numbering system is as Follows:

Each of the Sections 74, Limit States Design; 78, Working Stress
Design; and 7C, Commentary have been numbered individually so as to
provide continuity between sections. The number and digit corres-
ponding to the Part and Section in the Part (2.7) have been omitted.
The numbers that remain correspond to the sub-sections and articles.



ARRANGEHENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

PART I ADMINISTRATION OF THE CODE

PART 2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Section I Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section f Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (not included)
Section 6 Reinforced and Pre-stressed Concrete
Section 7 5tructural Steel
Section I Structural Timber

PART 
' 

OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

Section I 0ccupancy and Construction Classifieation
Section 2 General Building Limitations
Section ) Special Use and Occupancy Requirements
Section 4 Light, Ventilation and Sound Transmission

Controls
Section 5 Means of Egress
Section 6 Fire-resistive Construction Requirements
Section 7 Fire Protection Systems
Section I Safety Requirements During Building

Construction and Signs

PART 4 SERVICES, EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS (not included)

Section 1 Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes
Section 2 ELectrical Wiring and Equipment
Section I Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and

Conveyop Equipment (Installation and
Maintenance)

Section 4 Plumbing and Drainage Systems
Section 5 Energy Conservation

PARI 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE-FABRICATED C0NSTRUCTION (not
included)

Section I Small Buildings (Single and 2 storey)'
Section 2 Pre-Fabricated Construction
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENT5

SECTION 7C

STRUCTURAL STEEL

COMMENTARY
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:

:

:

: 
Disclaimer

a The authors of this publication, Messrs. Adams, Kennedy and

a Kulak, do not warrant the contents and the suitability of this

: material for general or particular use, nor is there any

a implicatior that there is freedom from inf.ringement of patents.

The design of structures is within the scope of expertise of a

a competent licensed professional. Such user of this Standard
a assumes all liability arising from its use. Although every

effort has been made in writing and proofreading this Standard to

: ensure t,hat all information is accurate and that all numerical

varues are correct some errors may have been overlooked. Users

: are requested to bring any such errors found to the attention of
the authors.
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Preface

This commentary has been prepared to clarify the intent of
various provisions of Caribbean Uniform Buitding Code Project

"structural st,eel for Buildings', part 2 "'IA - Linit states Design

and Part 2.78 Working Stress Design. The publications listed
as references provide an extensive background to the development

of the Standard and its technical requirements.

Although every effort has been made in writing and

proofreading this Standard to ensure that all information is
accurate and that al-l numerical values are correct some errors
may have been overlooked. Users are requested to bring any such

errors found to the attention of the authors.
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Introduction

Lfunit States Design

2.7A Linit States Design of Steel Structures for
Buildings is based on the design philosophy whereby the designer

proportions the structure such that various lirnit states are not

exceeded. Limit states are those limiting states or conditions
of a structure at 

. 
which it ceases to fulfi1 its intended

function. The conditions associated with collapse of all or part
of the structure and including rupture, crushing, buckling, local
buckling t critical moment, yield moment, plastic moment,

mechanism formationr oV€rturning, sliding and foundation failure
are called ultimate limit states. The conditions associated with
providing proper acceptable service conditions such as

deflections, vibrationsr crdckingr cFdck growthr p€rrn"n"nt

deformations and settlement are called serviceability limit
states.

rn limit states design, the capacity or performance of the

structure or its components is checked against the various Iimit
states at certain load levels. For the ultimate Iimit states of
strength and stability, the structure must retain its load

carrying capacity at the factored load leveIs. For the

serviceability limit states, the performance of the structure at
specified load levels must be satisfactory. The specified loads

are those prescribed by the Regulatory Authority and a factored
load is the product of a specified road and its load factor.
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The limit states design standard uses partiar factors, a

load factor and a resistance factor, derived statistically.
A load factor (a ) is applied to a specified load to take

into account the fact that loads higher than those anticipated
may exist and also to take into account approximations in the

analysis of the effects of the load. A resistance factor (0 ) is

applied to the nominal member strengths, or resistances (R), to

take into account that the resistance of the member, due to

variability of t.he material properties, dimensions and

workmanship' may differ from that anticipated and also to take

into account the type, of failure and uncertalnty in the

prediction. An advantage, therefore, of Iimi.t states design is
that the factors assigned to loads arising from different source's

can be related to their uncertainty of prediction of the

resistancer and the factors assigned to different members can be

related to their reliability and to the different types of

failure. Thus, a greater degree of consistency against failure
can be obtainedl ,2,3.

For failure of structural steel members by yielding, the

resistance factor is taken to be 0.90112. To maintain simplicity
in design, the resistance formulas for buckling or other types of

member failure have been adjusted so that a uniform resistance

factor, 4 = 0.90, can be used and yet provide the necessary

safety. For example, the resistance formula for tension, LSD

crause 13.z(a)(i), provides a higher safety factor for members

which fracture across the net section before the member can yield
in the gross section. The only exceptions to a vblue of 0.90 for
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the resistance factor ares

(1) Bolts in bearing type connections and weldsr where O =
0.67, to ensure that the bolts and welds will be

stronger than the members being joined;

(2) Crushing resistance of concrete ( for composite

construction), where Oc = 0.60 to take into account

the greater strength variabifity and type of failure
associated with concrete.

( 3 ) Shear connecLors ( for composite construction) ,

0 sc = 0.80" .

Probabilistic studies2 show that consistent probabilities of.

failure are determined for alI dead-to-live ratios when a dead

load factor of r.25 and a live road factor of l.5o are used. The

live load factor of 1.50 when divided by the performance factor
of 0.90r gives a factor of L.67 which is the nominal factor of
safety in 2.78 - Working Stress Design.

tNorking Stress llesign

2.78 lVorking Stress Design of Stee1 Structures for
Buirdings, is based on working stress and, with the exception of
the clauses on plastic design, requires the carculation of
stresses at various points in the structure and a comparison of



these stresses with allowable stresses. The aIlowabIe stresses

are usually established as some portion of the yield point of the

material. Elements or members subjected to compression are

examined for stabitity, usually expressed as an allowable
compressive stress. The working stress equations are generally

similiar to the equations expressing member resistances in part I
Limit States Design and provide a nominal value of the factor

of safety against ultimate capacity, whether determined by

yielding of the cross section or by instability, of L.6i. The

factor of 1.57 is equar to the live road factor of 1.50 in the

Limit States Design part divided by the resistance factor of
0.90.

Cmparison of the !\lo lbsign lrbthods

Figure 1 compares ISD with WDS for beams. The safety index,

9, which is a measure of the probabil.ity of failure is plotted in

the upper part of the figure. It is seen that the LSD gives more

uniform safety, 2.9 < P ( 3.3, than does wDS, 3.3 < F < 3.7. The

ratio of the resistances required by the two standards is plotted

in the lower part of the figure. The open circle identifies the

case when both sta.ndards give the same required resistance.

Figure 2 shows the variation in the safety index, g , for WSD

and LSD rnembers in axial compression for the two loading cases

ind icated. For LSD the safety index ranges from 3.0 to 3.5

while for WSD it ranges from 3.2 to 3.9. Note that the column

formula produces a consistent safety level for short and
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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greater economy. Overall a material saving of roughly 7 per cent

is expected.

The saving in material is essentially due to a reduction in

the load factor for dead load compared to previous standards.

The justification for this is that dead loads can be predicted

more closely both in magnitude and distribution and can be

controlled more closely than the variable loads.

References 1 and 2 provide considerably more information on

the type of probabilistic, calibration and design studies that

vtere performed while developing the I imit states standard.

Reference 4 contains a more extensive discussion on limit states

design in the National Building Code of Canada. Reference LI2

provides information on the statistical determination of the

resistance factor (0 ).
In the Commena."ry clauses that follow, the numbers and

headings used refer to t.he relevant clause numbers and headings

of both Parts, 2.'7A Limit States Design and 2.78 Working

stress Des ign. For s impl ic ity 2.7A l, imit states Des ign wirl
be referred to as LsD and 2.78 working stress Design will be

referred to as WSD. For many of the clauses the conrmentary is
common to both the LSD and WSD parts. Where necessary comments

on the two separate parts are given

1. scoPE

When structures are designed using 2.7A Limit States

Designr Do use shall be made of 2.78 working stress Design or

vice versa. rn 2.78 working stress Design onry specified
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loads are used for determining the strength of members, while in

2.7A Limit States Design, both specified and factored loads

are used. Thus, by staying within one standard the possibility
of confusion as to which loads are being considered is reduced.

2. APPLTCATION

Clause 2.3 of this section notes that the designer has the

freedom (subject to approval from the Regulatory Authority) to

use methods of design or analyses in lieu of the formulae given

in the Standards. It is required , of course, that the same

margins of safety implicit in the Standards be provided by the

alternate methods.

5. IITATERIALS: STANDARDS AND IDENTIFICATION

The design requirements contained in 2.7A and 2.78 have been

developed on the assumption that the maLerials and products which

will be used are those listed in Clause 5. These materials and

products are all covered by standards prepared by the Canadian

Standards Association (CSA) or the American Society for Testing

and Materials (ASTM).

The standards Iisted provide controls over manufacture and

delivery of the materials and products which are necessary to

ensure that the materials and products will have the

characteristics assun,ed when the design provisions were prepared.

The use of materials and products other than those Iisted is
permitted, but the designer should assure himself, when this
option is used, that the materials and products have the
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characteristics required to perform

structure. In particular, ductility is

strength of the material. weldability

required in manY structures.

satisfactorilY in the

often as important as the

and toughness may also be

( deflections,
6. DESIGN REOUIREUENTS

l"lany of the serviceability requirements

vibrations, etc.) are stipulated qualitatively and guidance, in

quantitative form is provided in Appendices. Thus, the designer

is permitted to use the best information available to him in

order to satisfy the serviceability reguirements, but is also

provided with information that is considered to be generally

suitable, when used with competent engineering judgement.

G.2.2 (LSD), 6.2.I (WSD) The basic requirement of this clause is

that deflection of both members and frames under the influence of

design loads must be kept within acceptable limits for the nature

of the supported materials and the intended use and occupancy.

6.2.3 (LSD), 6.2.2 (WSD) If a f Iat roof is too f lexible,

rainwater wilI not accumulate evenly over the roof but will flow

to form ponds in a few local areas. This may lead to an

instability condition similar to buckling which can result in

failure of the roof due to local overloading.

It is considered good practice to take into account, when

determining the location of roof drains, not only the roof slope

but also deflection of the roof due to creep and rain. Drains
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should be provided with suitable devices to prevent clogging by

Ieaves oF r when appropriate r SUitable overflows should be

provided through parapet waIIs.

6.2.4 (LSD), 6.2.3 (ffSD) Camber is usually provided to offset

dead-load deflections so that the finished, but otherwise

unloaded, floor or roof is theoretically flat. In Some cases an

arching action occurs and the camber does not reduce in the

amount anticipated. Where this upward curvature cannot be

tolerated the designer should be cautious in specifying camber

requirements and be guided by experience with previous similar

construct ion.

In Part I - Limit States Design Clause 6 clearly

distinguishes between those requirements which must be checked

using specified loads ( serviceability Iimit states ) and those

which must be checked using factored loads ( ultimate limit

states ) .

G.3.3 The philosophy of designing buildings against earthquakes

is that they should suffer no significant damage when subject to

moderate earthquakes and that they should not collapse when

subject to major earthquakesl2. If collapse is prevented the

occupants can exit from the building. As ground disturbances due

to active faulting, slides or subsidence cannot be predicted the

provisions of this Standard do not guard against them.

The designer should consider special design criteria for

unusual, irregular or special purpose structures.
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Steel structures, to satisfy the above philosophy, must have

sufficient ductility to allow the development of plastic hinges

and the redistribution of bending moments from one part of the

structure to another (see References L22 and 123). Therefore'

the structure must meet the requirements for structures analyzed

plasticaIIy. To timit the PA effects, that is the disturbing

effect of the vertical loads acting on the structure which has

swayed sideways due to the earthquake, a limit of 0.03 of the

storey height is placed on the storey driftl24.

In some design situations under major earthquake loading

beam webs wilI be required to yield cyclically. It is suggested

that the requirements for h/w timits given in Reference I25,

which may be more severe than those for class I sections be met

to ensure that local buckling does not occur.

7. LOADS AT{D SAFETY CRITERION

Lirnit States Design

This clause sets forth the fundamental safety criterion that

must be met' namely:

Factored Resistance > Effect of Factored Loads

The expression for the effect of factored loads is:

aOD+111 (oll+cOQ+crT)

The Factored Resistance is given by the product 0 R, where 0
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is the resistance factor discussed in the introduction to this

commentary and R is the nominal member strengtht oy resistance.

The factored resistances of various types of members are given in

Clauses 13, 16 ' L7 , t8 and 2L.

Working Stress Design

This clause sets forth the fundamental safety criterion that

must be met:

Allowable Stress ) Stress due to the Specified Loads

The expression for the Effect of Specified Loads is:

q, tO - y (L + Q + T)l

The allowable stresses do not depend on the load cornbination

and the loads, other than dead loadr dF€ multiplied by a load

combination factor that depends on the number of loads being

cons idered .

8. ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURE

Clause 8 permits the use of two basic types of construction-

"continuous" and "simpIe" that are defined there. In recognition

Of previous successful practice' a special form of "simpIe"

construction is permitted. In this form of construction' a

building frame may be designed to support gravity loads on the

basis of "simple" construction and to support lateral loads due

to wind or earthquake through the provision of moment-resisting
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joints. A number of limitations are imposed in Clause 8.3.2 if
this method is used.

The limitations are intended to ensure that the moment:

resisting joints designed nominarry for wind or earthquake

moments alone have both the strength and ductility necessary to
accommodate the "overload" which will result if factored ( LSD) or

ful1 (wso) gravity and lateral loads act concurrently. rt is
assumed that, if the connection has adequate capacity for
inelastic rotation when subjected to the first application of
factored (LsD) or fu1l (wSD) gravity and lateral loading, under

subsequent loading cycles the connection will behave elastically
although it wilt have a permanent inelastic deformati6n9,10.

such an assumption is valid except in joints where road

fluctuation would create altdrnating plasticity in the

connectionll.

crause 8 also permits the use of two general methods of
analysis-elastic and plastic. Methods of elastic analysis are

familiar to most designers. A brief explanation of the plastic
analysis requirements of Clause g.5 follows.

8.5 Plastic Analysis

The use of plastic analysis at the factored load levels to
determine the forces and moments throughout a structure implies
that the structure achieves its limit of usefulness when

sufficient plastic hinges havb been developed to transform the
f rame into a mechan'ism. During the hinging process, the
structure develops an increased load-carrying capacity above that
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corresponding to the formation of the initial plastic hinge. on

the other hand, the members in which the early-forming hinges

occur must be sufficiently stocky and welI braced so that
inelastic deformations can occur without loss of moment capacity.

Deflections at the specified load level are limited in
accordance with Clause 6.2.L. This is based on the premise that
where deflections are important the same limitations should apply

regardless of the method of analysis. Plastically designed

structures are usually "elastic" at specified load leveIs so the

deflections wourd be computed on the basis of an elastic
analysis.

8.5(a) ltaterial. The plastic method relies on certain basic

assumptions for its validityl2 and this Standard imposes the

necessary restrictions in order to preserve the applicability of

the plastic theory. The basic restriction pertains to the steel
itself and is contained in CIause 8.5(a) which states, in effect,
that the steel specified shalI be characterized by a plateau in

the stress-strain curve at the yield stress level and sha11

exhibit strain-hardening when the average strain exceeds the

plastic strain. The use of steels exhibiting significant amounts

of strain-hardening is a first step toward ensuring that
satisfactory moment re-distribution will occur13. This behaviour

should be evidenced at the temperatures to which the structure

will be subjected in service. A1so, although not explicitly
stated, plastically designed structures usually entail welded

fabrication, and therefore the steel specified should also be
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weldable. At normal temperatures all the steels referred to in
clause 5.1.2 shourd be satisfactory except for csA G40.2L-t4,

7009r steels (Fy > O.80ru).

8.5(b) width-Thickness Ratios. In order to preclude loca1

buckling and thus ensure adequate hinge rotation, compression

elements in regions of plastic moment must have width-thickness
ratios no greater than those specified for class 1 (plastic
design) sections in clause 1r.3. class 1 sections are more

restricted in width-thickness ratio requirements than Class 2

sections. Although both are expected to meet the same strength
reguirement (attainment of the plastic moment ) , only plastic
design sections need the rotation capacity necessary for
redistribution of moments.

8-5(c) Lateral Bracing. The lateral bracing requirements are

more severe than those for structures designed on the basis of an

elastic moment distribution to ensure that adequaLe rotation
capacity of the member is attained. Two values of L., are
specified r oh€ for the case where the moment gradient is
pronounced, the other (more stringent) for the case of uniform,
or near uniform moment. The dividing point has been selected as

u/Mp = 0.5 as this best agrees with available test resultsl4.
Both criteria should be applied and the lnore severe reguirement
shall govern the determination of L"r.

As the final hinge in the failure mechanism does not require
rotation capacity the bracing spacing limitations of this clause
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do not apply in this case and the requirements of Clause L3.5.2
may be used.

Lateral bracing is required to prevent both lateral movement

and twisting at a braced point. Lateral bracing is usually
provided by floor beams or purlins which frame into the beam to
be braced. These bracing members must have adequate axial
strength and axial stiffness to resist the tendency to Iateral
deflection. These requirements are indicated in Clause 20.3 and

further information on the design of bracing members is available
in Reference 15. When the bracing member is attached to the

braced member only at the compression flange, it is desirable
that the Iateral brace possess some bending stiffness about its
major axisi however, there are insufficient experimental results
to indicate the magnitude required

A concrete srab into which the compression flange is

embedded or to which the compression flange is mechanically

connected, as in composite construction, or metal decks welded to

the top f).ange of the beam in the positive moment region, would

provide sufficient restraint to lateral and torsional
d isplacements. Reference 107 suggests that the point of
contraflexure of the plastic moment diagram may be considered a

braced point. If the lateral brace is connected to the tension
flanger proVision must be made for maintaining the shape of the

cross-section and for preventing lateral movement of the

compression flange.
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8.5(d) Web Crippling, Web stiffeners are required on a member

at a point of load application where a plastic hinge wourd

form. Stiffeners are also required at beam-to-column connections

where the loads delivered by beam flanges would either cripple
the column web orr in the case of tension loads, curl the column

flange. The rules for stiffener design are given in Clause 2L.3.

rn lieu of pairs of stiffener prates pararrel to and

approximately in line with the flanges of the member delivering
the load, plates paraIleI to the column web and attached to the

toes of the column flanges may be used. Reference should be made

to the technical Iiteratut.L2 for further details of stiffeners
and for special requirements pertaining to tapered and curved

haunches I 6.

When the shear force is excessive, additional stiffening may

be reguired to limit shear deformations. The capacity of an

unreinforced web to resist shear is assumed to be that related to
an .average shear yierd stress equar to Fy//i, The effective
depth of the web of a rolled shape is taken as 95 per cent of the
section depth. This leads to the expression, in Clause 13.4.2

V, = 0.95 O d w Frfl3 = 0.55 0 wd t,

At beam-to-column connections, if the shear force exceeds

that permitted by Clause 13.4.2, the deficiency may be overcome

by providing doubler plates to increase the web thickness or by
providing diagonal stiffeners (Figure 3). The force in the beam

flange that is transferred into the web as a shear is
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If the actual web thickness is less than wc, the required

area of diagonal stiffeners may be obtained by considering the

equilibrium of forces at the point where the top flange of the

beam frames to the column. The total force to be transmitted

(V = U/dO) is assumed to be taken by the web and the horizontal

component of the force in the diagonal stiffener:

V = l4/d- = 0.55 O w d F + O F A cos 0Dccyys

where

As = cross sectional area of diagonal stiffeners, and

= tan-l ( d5,/dq )

The required stiffener area is therefore

A = 1 = t .l- - 0.55 *c d"]S Q cos0, O D

8-5(e) Splices. The bending moment diagram corresponding to the

failure mechanism reflects the changes in stiffness that occur

during the plastic hinging process. For example, points of
inflection in the final bending moment distribution may be

required to resist significant moments to enable the structure to
reach its predicted load-carrying capacitylT. To ensure that
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splices have sufficient capacity to enable the structure to act

as if continuous up to th.e ultimate load, a minimum connection

requirement of 0.25 Mp is specified in Clause 8.5(e). At any

splice location, the computed moments corresponding to various

factored loading conditions must be increased by 10 percentr the

splice is then designed either for these increased moments or for

the minimum reguirement of 0.25 Mp.

8.5(f) Impact and Patigue. The use of moment redistribution to

develop the strength of the structure corresponding to a failure
mechanism implies a ductile type of behaviour. Mernbers which may

be repeatedly subjected to heavy impact and members which may be

subject to fatigue should not be designed on the basis of a

plastic analysis since ductile behaviour cannot be anticipated

under these conditions. Such members, at least for the present,

are best proportioned on the basis of an elastic bending moment

distribution.

8.5(g) Inelastic Deformations. For continuous beams and certain

types of relatively stiff, regular frames, the additional moments

produced by the vertical loads acting through the lateral
displacernents of the structure may be negligible. For other

types of structures, in particular multi-storey frames, these

secondary effects may have a significant influence on the

strength of the structur"L2.

For example, in the structure shown in the inset of

Figure 4 | the secondary effects have reduced the ultimate
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strength for lateral loads by approximately 25 per ssng2'18. fn

this structure the first plastic hinge formed at stage A while

the ultimate strength (considering moment redistribution) was not

attained until stage C. The inelastic deformations between these

two stages have a serious influence on the strength of the

structure. Clause 8.5.1 requires that the sway effects produced

by the vertical loads be accounted for in design. The specific
purpose of Clause 8.5(g) is to ensure that, in a structure

analyzed on the basis of a plastic moment distribution, the

additional effects produced by inelastic slray deformations are

accommodated. In most cases the actual strength of the structure
can only be predicted by tracing the complete load-deflection

rerationship for the structure or for selected portionsl9.
It€thods arg avaitable to perform this type of design. For braced

murti-storey frames, however, simpler techniques have also been

deve1ope620.

8.6 Stability Effects

8.6.1. The basic thrust of Clause 8.5.1 is the recognition that
all structures are subjected to sway deformations. The vertical
loads acting through the deformed shape of the structure produce

secondary bending moments in the case of a moment resisting frame

. or additional forces in a vertical truss system. These

additional moments or forces (ttre stability effects) reduce the

strength of the structurer €rs shown for a moment-resistant frame

in Figure 4. In addition, bending moments and deflections which
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Figure 4

exceed those predicted by a first order analysis are produced at

all stages of loadingl8. Similar effects are produced in

structures containing a vertical bracing systemr dS shown in

Figure 5 where the steel frame is linked to a reinforced concrete

shear wall18.'

To account for these stabil ity effects, two different

approaches are possible. The approach recommended is to perform

analyses which include the stability ef f ects. This type of

analysis is termed a second-order analysis, since equilibrium is

formulated on the def ormed structure. fn this vtay the addi tional

moments or forces generated by the vertical loads are
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Figure 5

accommodated directly. An alternative approach is provided

through the use of Clause 8.6.3.
In some cases these secondary effects are small and may be

ignored by the designer. presumably this will be the. case for
relatively st iff structures subjected to relatively small
vertical loads and having a reasonably uniform distribution of
Iateral load resisting elements. Although stud ies are in
progress to determine the type of structures that would fall into
this category . the results are not yet available. The onus is
clearly on the designer to assure himsetf that the seconclary
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effects are negligible

design process.

if they are not to be included in the

8.6.2 To determine the magnitude of the stability effects two

approaches are suggested. Computer programs are available, based

on equiribrium of the deformed structure2L,22. The use of this
type of program ensures that the additional moments or forces

generated by the vertical loads acting through the displaced

structural shape (the so-called PA effect) will be taken into
account. In addition, most second-order programs also account

for the reduction in column stiffnesses, caused by their axial
loads 2 2 .

The second approach, outlined in Appendix I is simply to

rnodify the results of first-order analysis to include the PA

effects. It is implied in this approach that the reduction in

indiv'idual member stiffnesses will be negligible, dlthough a

simple check may be used to ensure that this assumption is
justifiedlS.

In Appendix I a technique is outlined whereby the

deflections computed by a first-order analysis may be used to

compute artificial sway forceslS. These forces are then added to

the original forcing system and the s'tructure is reanalyzed. The

final moments or forces then include an allowance for the PA

effects.

Appendix I calls for an iterative process to be used to

ensure that the P effects are not underest imated. As an

alternative, estimated deflections may be used to calculate
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initiat sway forces92. The structure is then analyzed under the

Iateral load caused by rind or earthquake plus the sbtay forces.

If the resulting deflections are Iess than those assumed for the

initiat estimate of the PA effects then these effects have been

over-estimated and ( if the designer is satisfied that the

situation is acceptable) the iterative process is not required.

Figure 6
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fn this direct procedure a check on the flexibility of the

structure ( as required by step 6 of Appendix I) is not

achieved. rt has been observed25, however, that most regular

structures meeting reasonable deflection Iimits under the

specified loads witl be adequately designed using the p

approach.

Those structures for which the P effects have been included

in the analysis, or for which these effects are negligible, may

be designed on the basis of the svray-prevented condition. The

basis for this is shown in Figure 5 where the ultimate strengths

are plotted for the frame shown in the inset. The results
plotted as the solid curves relate the maximum value of the

column top moment, M", to the axial load ratio , p/py. The

primary bending moment ( 
"" 

= Sr) is shown as the lower solid

curve while the total bending moment ( Mc = 4 + PA) is shown as

the upper solid curve. The difference in moments between the two

curves is then a measure of the PA effect.

The LSD stability interaction equation, 13.7.2(cl, based on

sway-prevented conditions and the LSD strength interaction,

13.7.2(b), are again plotted as the upper dashed Iine and the

broken line in Figure 6. The envelope provided by these two

relationships predicts the fu11 moment capacity of the member.

In this case, however, the prediction is slightly unconservative.

Clause 8.6.2 requires that the calculated PA effects be

based on the deflections produced by the applied loads (Clause

8.6.2(a)) magnified by the flexibility of the frame. In some

cases, particularly for combinations of vertical loads only,

significant Iateral deflections will not be developed.
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Figure 7
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For these cases, however, the pA effects are still
important, as shown in Figure 7 . The frame, shown in the inset
to the figure, is subjected to vertical load only. As the loads
are increased, the PA effects produced by the vertical loads

acting through the lateral displacements caused by fabrication
lead to fa i lure through instabi I i ty, much the same as the

combined loading cases shown in Figures 4 and 5.

To simulate this conditi.on, Clause 8.G.2(b) reguires that
the PA effects be based on the initial out-of-plumbness produced
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during the erection process. The corresponding tolerances are

specified in Clause 29 .7 .L and References 18, 23 and 92

illustrate the calculation of the PA effects.
Note that the more severe of the requirements of Clause

8 .6.2(a) or 8.6.2 ( b) will govern the design. It is not

considered necessary to add the two effects togetherl8.

Clause 8.6.2(c) emphasizes the fact that out-of-plumbness

which are different in sense in adjacent storeys may lead to the

more severe requirements for the design of beam-to-column

connections, etc.

In dealing with the forces produced by out-of-plumbness, the

conservative position was taken, namely that all columns in a

given story will be deflected into this position causing the most

severe effect. Information on actual, statistical out-of-plumb-

ness is avaiIable109.

8.6.3. As an alternative to the above approach, the analysis

used by the designer may be a first-order analysis, in other

words the rnoments produced by the PA effect are not computed"

The stability interaction equation, LSD Equation 13.7.2(c), based

on sway-permitted conditions, is plotted as the lower dashed line

in Figure 6. It is apparent that the stability interaction

equation used in this fashion does not predict the full capacity

of the member. Rather, the equation timits the capacity

available to the designer to only that portion used by the

primary bending moment. The remaining member capacity is then

available to resist the PA effect (which is presumably not

computed nor included in the analysis).
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In 2.'78 Working Stress Design, it is assumed that if the

structure contains a stiff vertical truss or shear wall
translation is effectively prevented and the columns can be

designed as sway-prevented members. In the absence of this stiff
vertical element, the columns are to be designed as if svray is
permitted. The real distinction between the sway-perrnitted case

and the shray-prevented case, however, is that in the Iatter the
interaction equations permit the designer to utilize the full
moment capacity of the column while, if the column is designed as

sway-permitted, the designer is able to use only a part of the

full capacity.

2.7A Limit States Design requires the use of the
interaction equations based on sway-permitted conditions if the
PA effects have not been included in the analysis. It should be

noted that this approach is not recommended for structures having
columns of significantly differing stiffnesses and is not
permitted for structures resisting Iateral loads by vertical
truss or shear wall systerns24.

9. DESfGN LENGTH OF HEHBERS

9.1 For design purposes it is usually convenient to consider the
length of a member as equal to the distance between centres of
gravity of supporting members. In most instances the difference
resulting from considering a member to be that'length rather than
its actual length centre-to-centre of end connections is sma11.

In some cases, however, there is sufficient difference to merit
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computing the actual length. Regardless of the length used for

design, the actual connection detail may cause an eccentric load,

or moment, to act on the supporting member and this effect must

be taken into account.

9.3 Compression members are designed on the basis of an

effective length (KL) which is the product of the actual unbraced

Iength and the appropriate effective length factor. Both the

unbraced length and the effective length factor may vary with

respect to the cross-sectional axis of the member under

consideration.

The concept of effective length (KL) is used in computing

the slenderness ratio of compression members, and hence, in

determining the resistance of compression members. Much

information about effective lengths is contained in the technical

Iiteratuys?S '26 and some guidance for the designer is provided in

Appendices B and C of the Standard. The CISC-CSCC Column

Selection Program 3 (a computer program available to designers)27

contains routines for computing effective lengths, based on the

principles outlined in Appendix C.

The major difference between 2.78 Working Stress Design

and the requirement of Clause 9.3 of Part I - Limit States Design

is the distinction made between the conditions for which the

effective length factor should be computed on the basis of a

sway-prevented model and those for which the sway-permitted model

is appropriate. The commentary on Clause 8.6 provides guidance

on this question.
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10. SLENDERNESS RATTOS

The maximum slenderness ratio of 200 for compression

members, stipulated in crause 1o .2.1, has been incruded for
practical reasons. As illustrated in Appendix D the strength, or
resistance, of a compression member becomes quite small as the

slenderness ratio increases beyond about 150, and the member

becomes relatively inefficient. Accordingly I d Iimiting
permissible slenderness ratio of 200 hras estabrished.

rn theory, from considerations of strength, no rimiting
slenderness ratio is required for a tension member. Again,
however, considerations of serviceability resulted in the

imposition of a slenderness ratio limit of 3OO, with permission

to waive this linit under specified conditions.

ll. t{rDfH-THrcKNEss RATros: co}tpREssroN ELEHENTS

CIause l1.l identifies four categories of cross-sections,
Class I through Class 4, based upon the width-to-thickness ratios
of the elements of the cross-sections in compression. The ratios
given in Table I of crause lr for classes l, 2, or 3 ensure that
the respective ultimate Iimit states wilI be attained prior to
local buckl ing of the plate elements. These ultimate Iimit
states are: Class I - attainment of the plastic moment capacity
(beams) or the plastic moment capacity reduced for the presence

of axial load (beam-columns) along with rotation capacity
sufficient to furfill the assumption of plastic anarysis;
Class 2 - attainment of the plastic moment capacity as above for
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beams and beam-columns but with no requirement for rotation

capacity; CIass 3 - attainment of the yield moment for beams or

the yield moment reduced for the presence of axial load for

beam-columns.

For axially loaded members such as columns or struts, the

distinction based on moment capacity does not exist. Tab1e I

simply shows the same timit for each of Classes 1,2, and 3 for

webs in axial compression. The flange limit for columns should

be taken as that for Class 3 beam flanges, that is, 200//T.

Figure 8 illustrates the requirements for Classes 2 and 3

which sections will be those most used in practice.

The basis of the requirements, particularly those for

W-shapes, come from a background of both experimental and

theoretical studies. For example, the restrictions on flanges

have both a theoretical basis (see, for instance, ch' 5 of Ref'

29 or Art. 6.2 of Ref. 12 or Ch. 4 of Ref. 25) and an extensive

experimental background30,3L,32. The restrictions for webs in

flexural compression come from both theory and tests for

Class I3O but nostly from test results for Classes 2 and 333 ' 
34.

Figure 9 shows the requirements for the case of webs under

both axial cornpression and compression due to bending. Since the

amount of web under cornpression varies from complete (columns) to

one-half (beams)," the depth-to-thickness limits will vary as a

function of the amount of axiai 10ad. The basi.s f or class I

beam-columns is derived from early work on plastic design30 while

the limits for Classes 2 and 3 come mostly from experimental

studi."35 ,35 .

/
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Figure
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Figure 9

WEB SLENDERNESS LIMITS
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Recent studies at the University of Alberta"attempting to

unify this work in respect of W-shapes indicate that a slight

upward revision or no change in most categories is in order'140

Sect ions used for columns, beams, or beam-columnS may be

composed of elements whose width-to-thickness ratios exceed those

prescribed for CIass 3 provided that the resistance equations are

ad justect according Iy. These sect ions, cdlIec! Class 4, should be

evaluatecl according Lo the rules given in clause 13.

The requirement for Class 3 circular hollow sections,

D/L < 23,000/Fy is based on tests9T which indicaLes !hat tubes

that satisfy t.his requirement can reach the yietd stress without
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l.ocal buck I ing . The more conservat ive regu i rements f or C tass 1

and Class 2 sections are based on research referred to in

Reference 28.

12. GROSS AI.ID NET AREAS

12.3 Net Area

When bolt holes are punched the net area shal1 be determined

on the assumption that the hole diameter is 2 mm greater than

that specified by the designer to provide an allowance for the

distortion that occurs in the metal around a punched hole. As

holes for fasteners are customarily required to be 2 mm greater
than the fastener diameter, clause 23.3.2, the net area is
determined on the basis that punched holes are 4 mm greater in
diameter than the fasteners that will be used.

The location of the least 'rridth of a part may be obvious

from inspection. When it is not clear which of several potential
tear paths might be critical, the various possibilities must be

examined, and the net width established using the,,s2/4g', rule
(Clause 12.3.3 ) .

Both tests and theory show that once any hole or pattern of

holes has been introduced into a part, there is an upper limit to
the amount of material that will be effective in resisting
tensire loads. This limit is principally governed by the ratio
of the yield point of the steel to its ultirnate strength. For

the types of steels most commonly used at present in structural
work (e.9. , G40 .2L-t4 300w) , the maximum net area that can be

considered effective is limited to 85t of the gross
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cross-sectional area (clause L2.3.4a). other limits, higher than

this vaIue, are specified for higher strength steels.

12.4 Pin-Connected Tension llembers

In pin-connected tension members the non-uniform

distribution of stress makes it desirable that the net area

across the pin hole be at least one third greater than the area

of the body of the member38. To avoid end splitting, the area

beyond the pin hole within a 45 degree arc each side of the

longitudinal axis of the member must be at least 90 percent of

the area of the body of the member.

13. HE}iBER AIID CONNECTION RESISTANCE FOR LII,IIT STATES DESIGN

OR ALIOWABLE STRESSES POR TDRKING STRESS DESIGN

L3.2 Axial Tens.ion

The resistance (LSD) or allowable stress

member is to be established as the lesser of

on yield strength (Clause 13.2(a)(i)) and the

ultimate strength (Clause L3.2 (a ) ( ii ) ).

(wSD) of a tensile

the capacity based

capacity based on

The yield load capacity is further distinguished as to the

amount of ductility that might be expected to occur in members

that use mechanical fasteners rather than welds. In such cases,

if the ratio of net area to gross area (An/Ag) is greater than

the ratio of the yield point of the material to its ultimate

strength (fr,Zf,r) ' then the member cross-section wilI yield on the

gross cross-section prior to the time that the ultimate strength

is reached at the net cross-section (that is, AnFu>AgFy). Such a
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member would have considerable reserve ductility if failure \rere

to occur. Load could possibly be redistributed to other parts of

the structure but, in any event, failure would be preceded by

ample warning as the result of large deformations.

If the criterion stated above is not met, failure would

potentially occur by tearing through the net cross-section before

any significant amount of yielding was present ( that is,
AnFu<AgFy). When fracture might precede yielding, a lower

tensile resistance (LSD) or aIlowable tensile stress (WSD) is
specified. It varies with the amount of ductility that might be

expected, that is, with the ratio An/Ag.

Clause L3.2(a)(ii) places a limit on the tensile capacity

based on uIt'imate strength. The I init here is somewhat more

stringent than that.placed on yield strength because failure at

ultimate is absolute. The multiplier 0.85 in the LSD equation is
introduced to take this into account and parallels WSD where the

nominal factor of safety against failure by yielding is L.67, and

against ultimate tensile capacity is 2.0 (0.85 is approximately

equal to the ratio of I.67 to 2.00).

The resistance in LSD provided by a pin-connected member is

to be taken as 0.75 times that for a member connected by the

usual structural fastener. fD WSD the allowable axial tensile

stress on the net area across the pin holes is linited to 0.45FUr

that is, 0.75 times the basic allowabIe tensile stress of

0.60F.,,. This reduction recognizes the greater non-uniformity ofx

stress that occurs around a hole that is relatively large.
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The allowable axial tensile stress (WSD) on .the unthreaded

body area of threaded parts is limited to 0.40Fy. This assures

that the stress on the net section through the threads does not

exceed 0.60Fy. rf bars, etc.l have upset threads, Fg is not to

exceed 0.50Fy on the critical net area which may be through the

threads or in the body.

13.3 Axial Cmpression

Steel columns are conveniently classified as short,

intermediater oF long membersr dnd each category has an

associated characteristic type of behaviour. Loosely speaking, a

short column is one which can resist a load equal to the yield

load (Cy = AFy) or can sustain stresses at least egual to the

yield stress level. Thus t,he strength is governed only by the

yield stress of the steel. The failure of long columns is

accompanied by a rapid increase in lateral deflection and the

member is slender enough so that the load at which this rapid

deflection takes place does not produce significant yielding of

the cross-section. The maximum load is not a function of the

naterial strength but depends on the bending stiffness ( EI) and

length of the member.

Columns in the intermediate range are the most common group

in steel buildings and are the most difficult to analyze.

Failure is again characterized by a rapid increase in deflection

but this takes place at a load when some portions of the

cross-section have yielded. The amount of yielding that takes

place is greatly influenced by the residual stresses that are
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present and the strength of the column is influenced both by this

and by the magnitude of the initial imperfections.

Both the effect.s of residual stress and initial out-of-

straightness are considered in formulating the relationship for

the column strength. In the place of the relatively simple

tangent modulus theory used to predict the ultimate strength of

the perfectly straight column29, the member must be treated as a

beam-column acted upon by an axial force and by bending moments

that vary along the length of the member40.

Figure l0

A SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE

VARIOUS INELASTIC COLUMN STRENGTH CONCEPTS
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The behaviour of a column predicted by the two different
approaches is shown qualitatively in Figure lo where the load, p,

is plotted against the mid-height Iateral deflection 6. For

columns having relatively smal1 initial out-of-straightness, the

maximum strengths may be approximately the same as the tangent

modulus buckl ing loads. As the initial out-of-straightness

increases however, the maximum strength of the member drops

significantly below the tangent modulus buckling load.

This strength reduction may be particularly severe for

columns in the "intermediate" range of slenderness ratios. Fcr

tl.ose members, inelastic action, where some of the stresses due

to the axiaL load plus berrding moment added to the compressive

residual- stresses reach the yield stress, occurs well before the

maximum strength is attained. Thus, the magnitude of the

r.:sidual stresses as well as t.he magnitude and shape of the

out-of-straightness significantly .influence the results. Figure

ll gives some indication of the scatter obtained from analyses of

columns having the same out-of-straightness but differing

residual stress distributions.

fn order to reflect the various factors affecting the

maximum strength of columns having various slenderness ratios,

column curves proposed by the Structural Stability Research

Counci125, have been adopted. The Council's Column Curve 2 is

used as the basis for the description of resistance of W-shapes

and for cold-formed non-stress relieved hollow structural

sections (Clause 13.3.1)114.
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Figure 11
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The footnote to Clause 13.3.1 should be reviewed carefully
by designers. The corumn curve given shourd be used only for
W-shapes up to 610 mm deep or for other doubly-slmmetric Class I,
2, or 3 sections except that solid round non-stress relieved cold

straightened bars are specifically excluded. The curve should be

used for welded H-shapes only when the flange edges have been

flame cut. (fhe treatment of other welded H-shapes is discussed

below.) Because the expressions for column resistance (LSD) or

allowable compressive stress (WSD) are for x-axis or y-axis

buckling only, singly slryrunetric, aslanmetricr oE cruciform

sections should also be checked for lateral-torsional buckling.

Because cf a more favorable residual stress pattern, the

resistance (LSD) or allowable stress (WSD) of hot formed or cold

formed stress relieved hollow structural shapes (Class H) is

determined from Column Curve I of the Structural Stability

Research Council. (Clause 13.3 .27LL2 .

Many H-shaped columns, usually called WWF shapes, are made

by welding together three plate components. The flange to web

welds induce Iarge residual stresses which are tensile in the

vicinity of the weld and compressive near the flange tips.

Unless offsetting tensile residual stresses exist in the plate

which comprises the flange tips', before the section is welded,

the compressive stresses can be higher than normally occur in

rolled shapes, resulting in a section with reduced inelastic

buckling strength. Studies show thatr w€Ided H-shapes to be used

as columns, should be designed in accordance with the formulas in

Clause 13.3.1 only if the flange edges are flame cut. The wwF

sections produced in Canada are made from flane cut plate.
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For many heavy sections and welded sections fabricated from

universal mill p1ate, the Council's Column Curve 3 could be used,

permitting a capacity reduced below that corresponding to Colurnn

curve 225.

Because the column curves are based, in partr on the

magnitude and distribution of residual stresses care shoul.d be

exercised in their application, for example, in determining the

capacity of an existing column which is being reinforced in such

a manner that there is an increase in compressive residual

stresses in the fibres most remote from the centroid. In such a

situation a common solution would be to add material so as to
greatly reduce the slenderness ratio.

13.4 Shear

13.4.1 Elastic Analys:is

Although bending can be present unaccompanied by shear, a

transversely loaded beam wilI always have shear combined with

moment. However, in regions where shear predominates, it can be

considered to act alone and clause 13.4.1 sets out the

appropriate equations. (The interaction of shear and moment is
treated in Clause 13.4.5) The shear strength equations are set

out for a stiffened p.Late girder: unstiffened plate girders or

stocky rolled beams be,:ome special cases of this.
Extensive theoretical and experimental studies of plate

girders42. have indicatr:d the following:
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the proportional limit ( taken as 80t of
stress), buckling is elastic (guler

1.

2.

At stresses below
the shear yield
buckling).

At stresses above
inelastic.

the proportional limit, buckling is

3. A transition is required in the strength descriptions
between the region where elastic buckling governs and the
region where inelastic buckl ing controls. This is
necessary principally because of the presence of residual
stresses.

4. Considerable post-buckl ing strength is available in
stiffened webs through the development of a tension field
along the diagonal of a buckled panel.

5. Additional strength due to strain-hardening is attained
in stocky webs.

The four ranges of resistance prescribed in Clause 13.4.1

correspond to the following modes of behaviour and are

illustrated in Figure L2 for LSD and 13 for WSD.

l. Strain-hardening.

!
l.t

<43eF

2. Transition curve between strain hardening and inelastic

buckling. At

!=
1{

kv
F_'

v
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Figure 12

ULTIMATE SHEAR STRESS - WEBS OF FLEXURAL MEMBERS
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Pigure 13
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The upper limit in LSD on the shear stress of 0.66 ty for
the load carrying capacity of webs with low slenderness ratios is
established by taking into account the beneficial effect of

strain-hardening in the web. This limit corresponds to excessive

deformation rather than to catastrophic failure and is higher

than that derived from rational analysis, 0.55 Fy, as used in

Clause L3.4.2 for plastic analysis. The value of F= = 0.66 Fy

corresponds to the allowable stress of 0.40 Fy used in Part 2 -
Working Stress Design.

In unstiffened websr no tension field can develop, and the

second and third formulae become identical. In that case, the

1n4.
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stiffener spacing rra'r is taken as infinity and the significant
parameters take the following values: r = 1, I = 0, k., = 5.34.

In computing the shear resistance ( LSD) or allowable shear

stress (wSD) it is assumed that the shear stress is distributed
uniformly over the depth of the web. The web area Aw is the

product of web thickness (w) and web depth (h) except for rolled
shapes where it is customary to use the overall beam depth (d) in
place of (h).

L3.4.2 Plastic Analysis

The shear resistance of unreinforced webs of flexural
members designed on the basis of a plastic analysis is derived

from a rational analysis assuming that the shear capacity is

attained when the web is stressed uniformly at the level of

Fy/3 = 0.577Fy (von l'lises-Hencky yield criterion) .

Only 95t of the depth of the web is assurned to be effective,
but since it is convenient to work with the nominal web area

(dw) ' this factor is introduced directly into the numerical

coeff ic ient.

As pointed out in the preceding section, this value is lower

than that used for elastic analysis; this is related to the

strong probability that high shear and high moment will occur

simultaneously at a hinge location, competing for the yield

resistance of the web. There is enough interaction between the

two to warrant retaining this Iimit until ne'rr evidence indicates

that it may safely be increased..
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13.4.3 llaximum Slenderness

To prevent the web from buckling under the action of the

small vertical components of the flange force which arise as the

girder is bent in flexure, the web slenderness, h/w, is limited
L^ g3,oooto :ff. This limit is derived from the theoretical limit

v

0.48 Eequal to , assuming Fr", the residual stress in
/F-.-1T_+F--Iyyrc

compression flange, to be approximately L/3 ,r,n.

13.4.5 Conbined Shear and tioment in Girders

When high shear and high ii'lorn€rt occur simultaneously in the

web of a transversely stiffened girder, the available resistance

to shear and moment ( LSD) or the allowable combined stresses due

to shear and moment (WSD) must be reduced according to the

formula given in clause 13.4.6. The intent is to prevent

exceeding the yielding capacity of the web in the vicinity of the

f1ange44.

Girders are assumed to depend on tension field development

onry if the web srenderness ratio h/w r tV+ as defined in
Clause 13.4. I . Figure 14 illustrates the interaction formula

provided in Clause 13 .4.5.

13.5 Bending laterally Supported Dtembers

The moment resistance ( LSD) or the allowable bending stress
of a laterally supported member subjected to bending is dependent

on the width-to-thickness ratios of the prates composing the

cross-sections. Excessively slender plates will decrease the
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Figure 14

resistance of the plate element to buckling and will therefore

reduce the moment capacity below the desired capacity, tp, or 1"1y.

In a beam, Iocal buckling of the compression flange is of

primary concern although in built-up plate girders web buckling

is also of importance.

In Figure I5 the moment resistance (detennined by LSD

equations and divided by O) is plotted against a characteristic

deflection for beams having various plate width-to-thickness

COMBTNED SHEAR AND MOMENT IN WEBS OF

TRANSVERSELY STIFFENED THIN WEB PLATE GIRDERS
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Pigure 15

MOMENT DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIPS - BEAMS

Mp

My

Mr

+

ratios. The curve shown as characteristic of CIass I sections

represents ideal behaviour for a beam. The moment resistance

(LSD) reaches Mp and increases slightly as the beam continues to

Eventually after a significant amount of inelasticdeflect.

deflection has occurred, local buckling of either the flange or

web may occur, leading to a drop-off in moment capacity. The

limitations on width-to-thickness ratios for Class I sections are

given in LSD and WSD Clauses 1I.3 for those sections meeting the

requirements of Clause I1.1.3. The moment resistance ( LSD) or

Ehe allowable bending stress (wSD) is based on the specified
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modulus. For rounds and rectangles, therefore aIlowabIe stresses

of 0.90Fy and 0.75F, are given.

Sections having plate components that are too slender to

meet the requirements for Class 3 Sections are classified as

Class 4 Sections. As shown in Figure 15 these sections buckle

locally at moments less than My and their moment resistance must

be expressed as a function of the width-to-thickness ratios of

the plates composing the section.

Clause 13 . 5. I ( c ) divides Class 4 Sections into three

categories. The first category contains those sections having

both flange and web plates falling within Class 4. LSD and WSD

Clauses 13.5.f(c) (i) requires that this type of section be

designed to the requirements of Clause L4 using the material

properties appropriate to the structural steel specified.
The second category contains those sections having flanges

meeting the requirements of Class 3 but having webs sufficiently

slender to place the section in Class 4. LSD and WSD Clauses

13.5.I(c) ( ii) requires that this type of section be designed

according to the requirements of Clause 16 which bases the moment

resistance ( LSD) or allowable bending stress (wSO) on a

consideration of the redistribution of load carrying capacity

between the portion of the slender web in compression, and the

compression flange. These sections are generally referred to as

plate girders.

CIause 13.5.1(c)(iii) treats those CIass 4 Sections having

web plates meeting the Class 3 requirements but slender

compression flanges, falling within Class 4 limits. In this

case, the moment resistance ( LSD) or allowable bending stress
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(wsD) is governed by local buckling of the compression elements.

As an alternate to using C1ause 14 to determine the critical

stress for local buckling the designer may use an effective
section modulus. The effective section modulus in turn is

derived from a conservative interpretation of the effective
widths given in Clause 14.

The value in LSD of Q = 0.90 chosen for beams has been

determined by a statistical analysis based on three series of

tests where beams under a range of loading and restraint
conditions were examined45,IL2.

L3.5.2 Bending Laterally Unsupported !,lembers

The strengLh of a laterally unsupported beam may be governed

by lateral buckling of the member before the nominal bending

capacity of the cross-section can be attained.
The resistance to lateral buckling depends upon the lateral

bending stiffness of the cross-section ( efr) as well as the

resistance developed in pure (st. Venant) and warping torsion.
The st. Venant torsional component is developed by the shear

stresses in the individual plates making up the cross-section.
The St. Venant stiffness is the product GJ where G represents the

shear modulus of the material and J is the St. Venant torsional
constant.

The warping resistance is generated by cross-bending of the

flanges. As the beam twists the cross-section rotates about its
centroidal axis and this moLion induces Iateral bending strains
in the flanges. These strains result in the development of
flange bending moments and accompanying shear forces. The couple
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produced by t.he shear forces makes up the warping torsional
resistance and is a function of ,ty/rr, where cro is the warping

torsional constant.

For a beam having simply-supported boundary conditions and

prevented from twisting about its centroidal axis, the moment at

which lateral buckling will occur is given by the equation in LSD

Clause 13.5.2(a ) ( ii) and in wSD Clause 13.5.1(b) ( ii). This

expression assumes that the member is completely elastic at the

moment corresponding to lateral buckling.

Linit States Design

If the bending moment corresponding to Iateral buckling is

greater than about 2/3 of the moment resiitance for a laterally

supported member, then the assumptions made in deriving the

elastic buckling expressions are no longer valid as the

compression flange has been considerably softened by yielding at

the flange tips. This yielding is caused by the residual strains

acting together with those due to the applied load. The moment

resistance is therefore reduced according to an empirical

equation if the value of Mu is above 2/3 Mp for Class Iand2

3and4sections (f.so Clause 13.5.2(a)(i)) or 2/3 My for Class

sections (tSo Clause 13.5.2(b)(i)).

Regardless of the results of the lateral buckling

calculations, in no case may the moment resistance exceed that

based on the local buckling strength.

I and 2 sections and 
", 

. t ", 
or 0

sections respectively.

ThusrMr(0"p
SF for Classcr

for Class

3and4
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The value in LSD of Q = 0.90 chosen for laterally

unsupported beams has been shor.rn, by statistical analysis, to be

generally conservative except for elastic buckling of rolled W

shapes where g = 0.84 (t percent less) was determins6ll2. Since

the actual end conditions of a beam in a structure will provide

some degree of increased. restraint over the laboratory situation,

and to avoid the complexities associated with a variable 0 value,

the constant value in LSD of O = 0.90 is used for this type of

member.

The requirements of this clause may weII be conservative due

to the assumptions regarding boundary conditions. Although the

requirements specify that L is the Iength of the beam between

Iateral supports, it is logical in some cases to take L as the

distance between points of contraflexure on the laterally buckled

shape of the compression flange. In other cases, however, when

yielding of adjacent spans may have reduced the restraint, this
procedure is not recommended. fn view of the difficulty in

assessing the various situations, this Standard does not specify

any adjustment for end restraint.
The LSD Standard does perrnit the use of an equivalent moment

factor t 6) t for ,use when the bending moment is not uniform over

the length of the member. The value of o used is the same as

that for beam-columns. The varue of o determined by clause

13.8.2(a)(i) is applicable only when the moment gradient for the

applied loads is linear between the points of lateral support for
which the values of 

"a, and ,tZ are appropriate. Thus, for the

conmon case of a beam supporting a uniformly distributed load, ur

always has the value of 1.0. Figure.IT illustrates selected
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Figure 17

cases of o for various loading and support conditions. Reference

25 recommends values of o for unusual loading and support

conditions.

For I-shaped nembers the various cross-sectional Properties

may be approximated (by neglecting the contribution of the web)

and M, can be expressed in terms of parameters o 1 and o 222 .
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Channels prevented from twisting are treated in a manner

similar to I-sections except that the lateral flange bending

component o2 is assumed to be zeto.

Itorking Stress Design

For I-type sections the elastic Iateral buckling stress Fl

is the square root of the sum of the squares of two components

F2, the St. Venant torsional component and F3, the lateral flange

bending component. E2 and F3 have been divided by factors of

safety of r .57 and L.92 respectivery. rf Ft thus computed

is < 2/3 Fbt, the allowable tensile bending stress, it is a valid
approximation of the true buckling stress with a margin of safety

of at least I.67. However, if F1 is > 2/3 Fbt it is no longer a

valid approximation due to inelastic effects and must be reduced

in a manner similar to that recommended by the Column Research

Council. fn no case should the allowable compressive bending

stress Fbc exceed the allowable tensile bending stress TUa. For

closely or continuously braced beamsr rro reduction in strength

occurs and Fbc = Fbt. The same formulas apply to both compact

and non-compact sections since in the elastic range the degree of

compactness is not a determining factor while in the inelastic
range the introduction of Fbt into the formula affords the

required differentiation since Fbt is higher for compact than for
non-compact sections.

Channels prevented from twisting are treated in a manner

sinilar to non-compact I-sections except that the Iateral flange
bending component F3 is assumed to be zeto.
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In WSD Clause 13.5.2 for hollow structural sections, Fbc is
not reduced from the basic value Fp provided that the unsupported

length does not exceed L7230/Fy times the width of the section"

Tee sections having an axis of symmetry in the plane of

bending are permitted to be proportioned for the basic bending

stress Fb provided lateral support is provided at intervals not

exceeding 630 rr//Y. Since this limit is based on the local
buckling strength the orientation of the tee is not a factor.

13.5.5 (I{SD) Clause 13.5.5 in WSD permits continuous and rigidty
framed beams supporting gravity loads to be designed on a special

basis provided that they meet the requirements for plastic design

sections as specified in Clause 31. In fact CIause 13.5.5 is

basically a plastic design clause written on an allowable stress

basis and for this reason the width-thickness limits must be more

stringent in order to provide the necessary rotational capacity.

Figure 18 illustrates the design method for three different
beams and provides the plastic design solutions in accordance

with Clause 31 using a load factor of I.7. In general it is

preferable to design continuous beams according to the

requirements of Clause 3I if plastic design sections are used.

On the other hand, some designers prefer to compute bending

moments by elastic theory and only for specified loads. Clause

15.5.5 (WSD) permits them to do so and take advantage of most of

the extra load carrying capacity offered by continuous beams with

sturdy width-thickness ratios.
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Pigure 18
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13.6 tateral Bracing for llenbers in Structures Analysed

. Plastically

See the Commentary on Clause 8.5(c).

13.7 Axial Conpression and Bending

There are three requirements which must be met to ensure the

adequacy of any beam-co1umn. As prescribed by Clause 11.3 of the

Standard, the compression elements of the cross-section must be

proportioned such that local buckling does not occur prior to

attainment of the cross-section strength. In Clause L3.7 ,

requirements relating to a strength check of the cross-section

and requirements relating to a stability check of the entire

member are set forth.

13.7.1 Clause 13.7.1(a) is a statement of the principle involved

in the strength check. It may be applied sinply as follows.

Using LSD consider a W-shape subject to moment, Mf, and thrust'

Cf (Figure 19). If part of the web, taken at yield stress, will

just sustain the thrust, Cfr the remainder of the cross-section

(flanges plus adjoining web) is available to resist the moment,,

ldf, .at yield stress. Such a principle is relatively easy to

apply for uniaxial bending. For W shapes, References L2 ang 46

give explicit expressions for the plastic moment capacity '
reduced for the presence of axial load. In working stress design

the maximum stress is linited to a fraction of the yield

strength. This approach is not as satisfactory as the LSD

approach.
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Pigure l9

For biaxiar bending, no simple methods exist for an exact

strength check, since both the location and angular disposition
of t,he neutral axis have co be determined. For this reason,

interaction expressions have been introduced to predict member

strength. Their accuracy tends to be dependent on the complexity

of the expression and the shape of the cross-section.

Clause I3.7.1(b) is the general form of the stability
interaction expression, applicable to any compact shape. semi-

empirical in origin, it is formura g.2g from Reference 25.

The equivalent moments used in the numerator terms are
'discussed under Clauses 13.7.4 (a), (b) and (c). Amptif ication
factors (L-Cf/Ce) are included in the denominator bending terms

to aIlow fof the additional bending caused by the axial load
acting in Ehe deformed column. The major axis resisting moment

IDEALIZED STRESSES IN PLASTIFIED SECTION OF BEAM.COLU[\4N

I T:to-^r,q
=.'l_

J
Lo__l t_-l

(a)

Total stress
ciisrr iburion

(b)

Stress due
to C1

(c)

Stress due
to M1

r1
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or bending stress reflects the propensity

through lateral-torsional buckling.

L3.7 .2 ( r-SD) Clauses 13.7 .2(a ) and (b)

checks for I and W C1ass I or 2

controls when bending is dominant.

shapes.

following expressions for the plastic

reduced for the presence of axial loads

20.

of the member to fail

LSD are strength

Clause 13 .7 .2(a)

Reference L2 gives the

moment of resistance '
and are shown in Figure

1n

M = 1.18 M (L-C-/C ) < t{rcxrxtyrx

rcy = 1.19 "r, t1-(c r/crlzl . 
"r,

The following linear expression has been suggested as a good

approximation to the second-order for ur"y47 i

M

0.6 # < 1.0
ry

M

(These expressions are used in Appendix L 2.7A Limit States

Design in which more refined approaches to biaxial bending are

developed).

For bending about the X-X axis, the expression may be

transposed as follows:

0.85 < 1.0
cf
-+c v

cf
-4
c

v

LSD Clause I3.7.2(b) results by combining these expressions.
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stressed corner of the cross-section, to the nominal yield

stress. fn fact, because of residual stresses, some yielding may

occur at such a fibre if this expression is just satisfied. For

C1ass 4 sections, the stress limit may be less than nominal yield

depending on the critical stresses for the particular section.

Again, Clause 13.7.3(b) is an empirical linear interaction
expression relating the critical axial load ratio and the ratios
of applied moment to Iimiting momenE capacity about the two

orthogonal axes.

13.7 .1 (tsD) and L3.7 .2 (I{sD) This crause rists values of o a

coefficient used to compute a uniform bending effect in beam-

columns which is intended to be equivalent to the effect of a

non-uniform moment on the stability of the member. This coeffi-
cient is explained in more detail in Reference 25 where it is
called c*" Figures 2I and 22 offer guidance in the LSD design of
beam-columns subjected to various bending moment e.ffects.
Figures 23 and 24 provide the same information for the WSD design

of beam columns. Reference 48 contains more guidance on the

design of beam-columns subject to concentrated load (or moment)

between supports.

13.8 A:rial Tension and Bending

A simple r g€h€ra1ly conservative, interaction formula

given in LSD and wsD crauses r3,8(a) to check the adequacy

members subjected to combined bending and axial tension.
The equation given in LSD and wsD clauses l3.g(b) is to

guard against the case when the tensile force is relatively small

1S

of
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Pigure 2l
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Figure 22

GUIDE TO DESIGN OF BEAM.COLUMNS
PRISMATIC MEMBERS - TRANSVERSE LOADS
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Pigure 23
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Figure 24
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with the result that the compression flange remains in

compression and therefore the capacity of the section is still
controlled by the capacity of the compression flange.

13.9 Load Bearing

The bearing resistance (LSD) or allowable bearing stress

( WSD) g iven f or machined, accurately sa\.rn or f i tted part in

contact (Clause I3.9(b) ) reflects the fact that a triaxial

compressive stress state generally exists which restricts

yielding of the parts in contact.

For a cylindrical roller or rocker in contact with a flat

surface, the maximum shearing stress developed due to a line load

of q kNr/mm is

0.2728

setting t^"* = *, and t, = 

= 

reads to

Br 
- nDL(l-u2) 4o-ffi3

where v is Poisson's ratio49.
( LSD) is then

The "Hertz" solution,

allowable load as

x = o.27 oE 
=max )nD(l-v-)

( 2.7F t2
2.86DL EJ- = g.gOOIODLF z

v

Frorn this the bearing rdsistance

DL( 1-u 2) ("*.*) 2

Er

* 'Y = O.OO013DLF2/3v

Br
UL0'

as reported in Reference 50 gives the
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and indicates that the value of 0.00013 obtained by calibration
with the earlier WSD Standards for a yield stress of about 400

MPa is somewhat conservative.

In the wSD Standard for the allowable compressive bearing

stress Fp = O.0O08 rr', the coefficient 0.00008 reflects the

application of a nominal factor of safety of 5/3.

For bearing-type connections, LSD and wSD Clauses 13.9(c),
tests have shownSr'52153.,54 that the ratio of the bearing stress
(Br/dt in LSD or Fp in wSD) to the ultimate tensile strength of
the plate (Fu) is in the same ratio as the end distance of the

bolt (e) to its diameter (d). Thus,

Br

-=
drF

u

oEr for n fasteners, Br = tneF,_,

As the test results do not provide data for e/d greater than

3, an upper limit of e = 3d is imposed, that is

B < 3tdnFru

As for connections in general, the value of 0 in the LsD

crause 13.9(c) is to be taken as 0.67. This value has been

reduced from O.9O as a result of a pilot series of tests which

ind icated that lower f a ilure loads could occur in th.in webs of
coped beams with compact connecglqnsll5. ( See also the

Commentary to Clause 13.10. )

e
a
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13.10 Bolts in Bearing-T1pe Connections

13.10.1 It is the initial premise to the resistances developed

in this clause that the strength of the structure should be

governed by member capacity rather than by that of the

connector. Hence r the value. of O to be used in LSD is

established at a lower value (0.57) than that prescribed for

members (0.90). This is applicable to all parts of C1ause

13.10. Similarly, the factor of safety used in wSD is

established at a higher value 12.5 ) as compared to that for

members (I.57).

13.10.2 The strength of a bolted connection can be governed by

the bearing capacity of the material abutting the fastener

(Clause 13.9(c) ), by the net section capacity if in tension

(Clause 13.2(a)), or by the shear strength of the fasteners. The

Iatter is the subject of Clause 13.10.2.

Based on extensive testing, it has been established that the

shear strength of high-strength bolts is approximately 0.50 times

the tensile strength of the bolt material. Hence, to obtain the

shear resistance in.t:O of a group of bolts, this quantity is

multiplied by the cross-sectional area of one boltr the number of

shear planes in the joint r dDd the total number of bolts

resisting the load (V,. = 0.50 0 n m Ap Fu).

Two nodifications are necessary in special circumstances.

If the bolt thread is intercepted by a shear plane, there is less

shear area available than that given above. The ratio of the

area through the thread root of a bolt to its shank area is about
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0.70 for the usual structural sizes. (In unusual cases, such as

thin parts and smaII bolt diameters, the threaded part of the

shank may be intercepted by two shear planes. The designer

should further modify the shear strength equation accordingly.)
The second possible modification concerns joint length. It

has been well established that, except for the case of two bolts
in line, joint strength is not linearly proportionar with joint
Iength. The average resistance per fastener decreases with joint
length. In the interest of sinplicity, the Standards break down

joint strength into two cases. Joints ress than 1300 mm long

require no reduction when calculating the t.otal shear resistance
( f.So) or allowable shear stress (wSD) of the bolts while those

greater than 1300 nm long are to be taken as 809 of the basic

value. This "step" evaluation provides a reasonable

approximation to the true case.

13.10.3 It is intended that the designer include an estimate of

the force (LSD) or stress (WSD) that may be present due to prying

action when calculating the tensile force ( LSD) or tensile stress
(wso) present in a member. The "Guide to Design criteria for
Bolted and Riveted Joints"55 gives several recommendations as to
how to obtain this. If the connection is subjected to repeated

loading, prying action must be avoided.

In the LSD Standard the ultimate resistance of a single
high-strength bolt loaded in tension by the connected parts is
equal to the product of its stress area (a value tying between

the gross bolt area and the area taken through the thread roots )

and the urtimate tensile strength of the bolt material. For
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simplicity, the equation given in the LSD Clause 13.10.2 uses the

nominal area of the bolt (Ab) and the multiplier 0.75 to provide

an approximate conversion to the stress area.

13.f0.4 The expression given in this c'lause is an elliptical
interaction equation developed directly from test results. In

LSD the value 0.55 is the square of 0.75, the necessary

conversion from nominal bolt area to stress area and the

empirical parameter, F, is dependent upon bolt type and location

of the shear plane with respect to the threads.

13.lI.2 Bolts in Slip-Resistant (Friction-Type) Connections

fn the design .of a slip-resistant joint, the first concern

is the probability of slip under specified loads. The load

transfer is by friction developed between the faying surfaces of

the joint.. This frictional force is developed as a consequence

of the high clamping force resulting from the tightening of the

bolts. Howe.ver, the ultimate strength of the bolted joint, after

slip into bearing has occurred, is sti1l dependent upon the

bearing and shear resistances as a bearing-type joint.

The slip resistance of a bolted joint depends upon the

number of faying surfaces, the coefficient of friction between

the parts being joined, and the total clamping force provided by

the bolts. In addition to these quantities, it is recognized

that the ideal situation of zero percent probabifity of slip is

not attainable. The designer must choose the slip probability

level that he thinks appropriate to the structure being

cons idered.
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Both the slip coefficient and the initial clamping force

have considerable variation about their mean values. The

necessary frequency distributions for these effects are known for

a large number of practical cases and they have been used to

evaluate the slip probability levels for various situations.

The values of p to be used in the equations of Clauses

13.I1.2 to give the slip resistance Vs in LSD and the allowable

stress, Fv in WSD are given in Tables 4 of the Standards. These

values presented in Tables 4 combine the effects of the probable

clamping force and the type and condition of the faying surfaces

and have been chosen for the 58 probabil i t.y level , that is, there

is a 5E chance that the joint will slip into bearing under the

specified loads. For connections which are desired to be slip

resistant but for which a larger probability of slip is

tolerable, a table of p-values for the 10t level for use with

LSD, is available in Reference 55.

The numerical modifier in the equation given in LSD Clause

13. I1 .2 ( that is. 0 .26 ) includes the necessary relationship

between tensile area and nominal bolt area and the relationship

between bolt tensile strength and required proof load. ft also

contains a component that enables the use of the equation as

given along with published values of p in Reference 55. In this

reference, they are used in conjunction with shear stress

values. 2.7A Linit States Design avoids this since bolts in

a friction-type connection are, by definition, never acting in

shear at specified load levels.

Designers are reminded that the use of high-strength bolts

in a friction-type connection should be the exception rather than
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the rule. They are the preferred solution where cyclic loads or

load reversals are present or where the use of the building is
such that the small sl ips t,hat might otherwise occur cannot be

tolerated.

13.Il.3 Connections in Cqnbined Shear and Tension This clause

considers the case of a friction-type shear connection which also

has a component of load parallel to the axes of the bolts.
Starting with the case where there is no component of load

parallel to the axis of the bolts the resistance to slip will be

equal to the full value. As tensile Ioad is applied the

resistance to slip wiII be reduced and will equal zero when the

parts are on the verge of separation. Assuning that the clanping

force reduces in proportion to the appl ied tension the

interaction relationship wiIl be I inear. ( See also Clause

23.r.s.)
In the LSD equation Iet the appl ied tension be T, the

applied shear be V and the initial tension be Ti. The shear that
can be carried when the tension Ti is zero is:

Vs = KsTi

where Ks is the coefficient of friction.
Therefore, the shear , Y, that can be carried when the

clamping force is reduced because of the tension T is:
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: \,2 = Ks (Ti. T)

: 
v = K"Ti K=r

^=Vs-KsT

V-=', -*=t_ %-'-fG
v *""
%*E\=r'

nA' F

^ but Ti = 0.?0 x 0.75 A5F,.,n = _i}]

v 1.90 T

-!

'V'nA.Frsou

Because the ultimate tensile strength is about 2.05 times

the aIlowabIe tensile stress when both are determined on the

^ stress area of the fastener the above expression becomes:

FF
;J * 0.93 +. 1.0 which can conservatively be taken asrtvt

ffv+t<rn
F F 

: I.V

^vt

: t3.L2 welds

The major area of consideration is that of the shear

resistance ( LSD) or stress (WSO) of complete or partial

: penetration groove welds, plug and slot welds, and of fillet
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welds. The resistances ( LSD) or allowable stresses (WSO) of

welds in other categories (tension or compression parallel to

axis of complete or partial penetration groove welds and or

fillet welds, tension or compression normal to the throat of

complete groove weIds, and compression normal to the throat of

partial penetration groove welds) are taken as the same as those

for the base meta1. Tension other than paraIlel to the axis of

partial penetration groove welds is considered to be the same as

shear.

The Standard explicitly recognizes that the shear resistance

( LSD) or allowable shear stress (WSD) of a weld must be evaluated

on the basis of both the resistance of the weld itself and of the

base metal adjacent to the we1d.

The resistance of the base metal in LSD is given as

V-_ = 0.56 0 A_ F-- ( 0.40 F-- in WSD) . This expression isrmYy
consistent with that given in the LSD Clause 13.4.1(a) for the

shear resistance of a flexural member with a stocky web. The

area of metal (Am) to be used here is the area of the fusion

face. The shear yield of steel is customarily taken to be

Fy/3 that is, 0.58 Fy. The increase between this value and

that given in the equation above (0.66 ty) is attributable to the

beneficial effects of strain-hardening. The value of O to be

used in evaluating the shear resistance of the base metal will
normally be taken as 0.90.

The strength of the weld metal in LSD is given as

V, = 0.67 0r" A, X,., (0.30 X, in WSD). The .term Av, is the

effective throat area of the weld and X, is the ultimate tensile
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strength of the electrode

classif ication number) .

( as g iven by the electrode

As has already been stated, both the fastening element (tne

weld) and the connected material are considered in this clause.

As was noted for high-strength bolts, it is desirable to ensure

that the fasteners will not fail before the members. fn that

case,0 is taken as 0.67 and is also used in the equation for
fastener resistance given in this section. For a load factor of
I.5, the results obtained here will be comparable to those in

WSD.

14. Cold Fomed Steel Structural llenbers

14.1 Scope

C lause l4 applies first and foremost to the design of cold

formed steel structural members. Such members are roIl or brake

formed from carbon or low alloy.flat rolled steel products. CoId

formed members find application where hot rolled shapes would be

uneconomical, where cross sections are required which are not

feasible by hot rolling or by other methods of fabrication, and

in particular where large useful surfaces as in deck ancl cladding

are needed. Cold forrned steel structural members may be broadly

divided into two categories (a) individual structural sections,
for example channels, zees, hats; and (b) large-surface elements,

for example deck, cladding, panels.

Cotd formed components may also be combined with hot rolled
components in a single entity such as an open web steel joist
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Pigure 20
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having cold formed chords and hot roIled web members. fn such

cases the general design requirements for the basic product may

be covered by other clauses and Clause 14 would be used in
conjunction with the general design requirements to effect a

proper design of the cold formed elements.

Clause 14 also applies to the design of steel structural
members covered by other clauses in cases where the width-

thickness ratio of any component of a member, whether or not cold

formed, exceeds that normally allowed. fn this application,
Clause l4 is supplementing, not supplanting the basic design

standard.

The bulk of experimental evidence supporting the provisions

of Clause 14 has been obtained on specimens with material
thickness between 0.38 and 5.35 nun with some recent work on

material up to 25 mm in thickness.l42 No significant influence

of thickness has been observed and the requirements of this
clause may be deemed to apply to members of any thickness capable

of being cold formed, except in the case of connections (see

Clause 14.6) where certain requirements such as shear resistance
(LSD) or allowable shear stresses (WSD) in welds, and bearing

resistance ,(LSD) or allowable bearing stresses (WSD) exerted by

mechanical fasteners are noted to appry only to a specific range

of thickness. Where the requirements of Clause 14 are being

applied in conjunction with and supplementary to the requirements

of another clause any upper limitation on thickness would be

based on the requirements of the clause would normally govern.
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Clause 14 differs from other clauses, in part, in that the

process of cold forming induces selective strain hardening at

corners which affects response to load in a manner quite

diff.erent from the response of hot rolled members; and Clause 14

allows this to be taken into account. But equally important, in
contrast to individual structural sections whose prime function

is to carry load, the structural strength of many cold formed

members such as deck, cladding, and various members of pre-

engineered steel building systems is only one of several desired

functions. The optimum shape or profile is therefore not

necessarily the one which would be chosen from structural
considerations aIone. In particular the rrridth thickness ratio of

flat elements may be well in excess of that which would be

structurally economical. In order to utilize the full strength

.of such elements it is necessary to take into account post-

buckling strength. Designers of hot roIled steel construction,
by contrast, are rarely concerned with post-buckling strength

because the design standards impose width thickness limits which

are intended to preclude element buckling prior to overall member

buckling.

14.3 llaterial Standards

Two general types of tensile stress-strain curves exist for
carbon and 1ow alloy steel products. The sharp-yielding type

shown in Figure 25 occurs for hot rolled steels and for some cold

formed steels subject to strain-aging after strain-hardening.
The slope of the stress-strain curve is essentially equal to the
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Figure 25
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The gradual-yielding curve of Figure 26 is typical of most

cold formed steels. The proportional limit is lower than the

yield strength. Yield strength is usually defined by a 0.2 per

cent offset strain or by a total elongation under load of 0.5 per

cent as shown in the Figure. These two criteria normally produce

sirnilar results. Above the proportional linit, the tangent

modulus is variable and less than the modulus of elasticity.

Hill Tests. Standard mill tests to determine certified
mechanical properties including yield strength are based on

tensile coupons since compression tests on coupons are very

expensive for quality control purposes. It is also difficult to

obtain accurate results from compression coupon tests. CarefulIy

conducted compression coupon tests have shown that the

compressive yield strength for a coupon is comparable to the

tensile yield strength. Therefore, the yield strength (Fy) used

in this clause is the tensile coupon yield strength.

Design in Tension. For the various parts of Clause L4 which

depend on tensile properties, the acceptance of tensile coupon

tests is readily explained. As shown in Figure 25, the

proportional linit for gradual-yielding cold formed steels is
generally below the yield strength. This assumes that the

proportional I imi t is 70 per cent or more of a.h" yield
strength. Most cold formed steels meet this criterion.

The basic design stress (WSD) in the Standard is I/I.60 or

62.5 per cent of the yield strength. Thus, if the proportional
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linit is 70 per.cent of the yield or greater, a safety margin

against permanent deformation under the basic design stress is

assured. Local residual stresses, if present within a tension

member, will cause some portions of the cross section to reach

yield strength before other portions. However as loading is

increased, the stress on the yielded portions is maintained at

the yield strength level.

The stress on the remaining portions eventually equals the

yield strength. Thus residual stresses do not cause a reduction

in load carrying capacity in a tension member.

Design in C@pression. In Figure 27 , the test resul ts f rom a

tensile or compressive coupon test are compared to a full section
(or stub column) compressive test. It can be seen that the

proportional Iimit of the stub column can lie considerably below

the proportional limit obtained from a coupon test. ?his

difference is largely due to the presence of residual stresses.

In hot rolled steel, residual stresses are caused by uneven

cooling, while in cold formed steel they are almost entirely due

to the cold working of the steel during the forming process. A

representative longitudinal residual stress pattern for an as-

rolled cold formed hollow structural section is shown in Figure

28. The stresses are both tensile and compressive, but the new

longitudinal residual stress on the section is zero since it is
in equilibrium. When the full section is tested (as in a stub

column test), the stress-strain curve is Iinear until parts of

the cross section begin to yield in areas of the section which
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have the maximum cbmpressive residual stress. The rnaximum

cornpressive residual stress leveI is, therefore, approximately

the difference between the yield stress in tension and the

proportional limit.

Pigure 27
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For members which fail by buckling, the load carrying

capacity is dependent upon the slope of the stress-strain curve

at the appropriate stress level. As shown in Figure 21, the

slope (Et) of the stress-strain curve above the proportional

Iimit for a fuIl section becomes considerably smaIler. than the

elastic modulus (E ) . This reduced modulus rirust be taken into

account in order to obtain the proper failure load. Clause 14

Figure 28
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does so by assuming that the steel sections have a stub column

proportional limit equal to 50 per cent or greater of the tensile
coupon yield strength. This approach is in keeping with the

reconmendations of the Structural Stability Research Counci125.

Tests on full size columnsr ds well as practical experience

.gained over the years, indicate that the 50 per cent of tensile
yield strength provision is aclequate for the majority of design

casesr it provides for the weakening effects of residual stress

as well as other factors such as initial out-of-straightness and

unintentional end eccentricity. In isolated instances, such as

cold formed non-stress relieved ho1low structural sections, the

residual stresses can be greater than 50 per cent of the tensile
yield strength.

14.4 General Design Considerations

14.4.1 Cold Work of Forming

The increase in yield strength due to cold forming steel
depends largely on the degree of cold work and the difference

between ultimate strength and yield strength of the virgin
material. A great deal of work on identifying and quantifying
these effects has been done at Cornell University.l43,L44,145'146

In cold formed sections, the material in the corners is normally

work-hardened to a much greater degree than in the flats. The

corner effects can also be measured and predicted much more

reliably than those in the flats and the latter have been

essentially neglected for design purposes.
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The development of an analysis to predict the increase in

corner yield strength due to cold working is given in Reference

L44. Its accuracy $ras confirmed by more than 100 tests conducted

on corner samples.

This increase in corner yield strength vras a function of two

primary factors, the Pu/Fy ratio and the r/t ratio. The former

is a measure of the potential of virgin steel for strain

hardening, and the latter a measure of the degree of cold work in

a corner the smaller the r/t ratio, the greater the level of

cold work and consequent increase in corner yield strength. The

formula is

FBvccF' = T-nr m

y'

where B" = 3'590( o . 81e(
Frr., 2

F)
Y

Fu.,,

T)
v

r.790

m

F'yc
Fy

r

t

Utilizing a weighted

average fu11 section yield

o.rerf,9 - o.068
vcorner yield strength

virgin ultimate strength

inside bend radius

sheet thickness

+ l.tyc

average calculation to determine the

of applicable members gives:
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More recent rsss6r's6147 used an elementary analysis assuming

linear rather than power-Iaw strain hardening and developed a

simpler formula based on the hardening margin ( Fu tJ and a

hardening constant determined trT test results.
The neb, theory simply repraces the virgin yietd strength by

the virgin ultimate strength over a length of 5t in each 90-

degree corner.

rf, in the equation for ty", Fy" is repraced by Fi, and Fyt

is taken as Fy then:

A^Fi = ry +;: (rr" rr)

It is also assumed that in each 9O-degree corner the yield
strength equals Fu over a length 5t thus the apparent increase in
yield strength in that length. equals (Fu - tr). Therefore,

Fi=Fy*#(ru rr)

where D =number of 90 degree corners. If other angles are

used, D is the sum of the bend angles divided by 90

degrees

W* = ratio of the length of the centerl.ine of the full
flange of flexural members r ot of the. entire
section of tension or compression members, to the

th ickness
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The ratio of bend radius to 'thickness, r/t, might be

expected to be a significant parameter. However, when r/L is

small the volume undergoing strain hardening is also small bnd

although the increase in strain, and therefore the yield strength

is large. The converse is also true resulting in a net effect
which is essentially independent of r/t. The increase in yield

strength is also proportional to the bend angIe. The test
results show that the total increase in yield strength is

proportional to the stress marg in ( F,., Fy) acting over a length

of approximately 5t of the plate at the corner.

The Fi formula is much simpler to use than Fyu and for full

section properties provides good agreement with the theory

developed in Reference I47. The Fi formula, although increasing

yield strength over an empirically determined area of 5:'2 for a

90-degree corner regardless of radius, has a similar net effect
as ty" since in practice a tighter radius represents a greater

increase in yield strength.

14.4.2 llaximun Allorable Flat Width

Elements

Ratios for Conpression

This clause contains limitations on permissible flat-width
ratios of compression flanges and of webs of beams. As for all
limitations, the exact values indicated in these sections are to

some extent arbitrary. They do, howeverr r€flect a body of
experience and are intended to limit practical ranges.

The use of simple Iips as edge stiffeners is restricted to

elements with w/L not exceeding 50.
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For vt/E = 60 the minimum required 'd1-/E is I0.9 by Clause

14.4.5.2. For customary corner radii, this results in a w/t of

the Iip of about 8 or 9. Hence if compression elements with w/t

significantly exceeding 60 vrere stiffened by simple lips, the w/E

for the tip would exceed I65ftFl necessitating a reduction in the
v

allowable compressive stress.

The limitation to vt/E = 90 for flanges with edge stiffeners
other than lips reflects the fact that thinner flanges are liab1e

to be damaged in transport, handling and erection.

Much the same can be said for the limitation to w/E = 500 of

web-stiffened compression elements. The Note specifically states

that wider flanges are not unsafe but that stiffened flanges

exceeding w/t = 250 and unstiffened flanges exceeding vt/L = 30

are likely to develop nbticeable, though structurally harmless,

distortions at design loads. In both cases the upper limit' is
set at twice that ratio at which first noticeable deformations

are likely to appear, based on observation of such members under

test.

It should be noted that for unstiffened elements the

aIlowable stress decreases very rapidly with increasing w/t
ratios beyond w/t = L65/ r-r. Consequently, in designing shapes

for load carrying purposes, the use of unstiffened elements with

w/t substantially exceeding 165/ /{r, will usually be found

entirely uneconomical. Design stresses for w/L ratios up to 60

are provided in Clause 14 as cold formed shapes are often

dictated by other than structural considerations
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14.4.3 l{aximun Allorable libb [bpths

The liniE h/t < 200 applies to webs typical in cold formed

construc tion . Such webs are generally unstiffened and are

connected to the flanges through rounded corners; causing loads

to be introduced into the web with some eccentricity.

For those situations where adequate stiffeners or

appropriate framing details transmit concentrated loads or

reactions into the web, the maximum h/t when bearing stiffeners
only are used has been extended to 260 and when both bearing and

intermediate stiffeners are used to 300. Stiffeners oFr in the

case of reactions, appropriate framing details must be provided

for transmission of reaction without causing web distortion.

14.4.4 Properties of Sections

14.4.I.1 General

In order to take into consideration the post,-buckl ing

strength, the full section properties of a member (i.e. area,

moment of inertia, section modulus, excepting radius of gyration)

are transformed into effective properties. Depending on the edge

conditions, the elements composing the cross section of the

member are classified into stiffened and unstiffened elements as

defined in Clause 14.2.

For compression elements, effective widths determined in

accordance with Clause L4.4.4.2 are used in the calculation of

the effective properties.
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14.4 .4.2 Effective Width

The effective width design concept for a stiffened
compression element in which the two edges paraIIeI to the

compression force are supported can best be explained by the grid
model developed in Reference 148. As shown in Figure 29 the

plate element is assumed to be composed of a series of columns

connected by ties in the transverse direction. As the buckting

strength of the plate is reached, the lateral deflection of the

columns in the middle of the plate induces membrane stresses

which are represented by the tension developed in the transverse

ties. These ties restrain the increase in deflection and thus

prevent this column from buckling. With further increase in

load, this column remains stable but it is unable to carry an

increased load. However, the neighbouring columns can handle the

increase. Therefore, the stress in the plate is redistributed to

allow the compression to be concentrated near the edges where

restraint is most effective. Thus the ultimate load of the

stiffened plate is governed not by the initial buckling but by

the yielding of the edges. The maximum compressive resistance

developed by such a plate is considered to be equivalent to that

of a flat plate with an effective width b over which the stress

is uniform and equal to the actual stresses at the edge of the

plate.
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Figure 29

l{.4.4.2.1 Copression Blements and Sub-elements of llrltiple-
Stiffened Elenents

An effective width concept for the design of thin plates in

compression uas introduced in Lg32,149 The theory equated the

critical stress on the total $ridth to the yield stress on the

effective width'resulting in:
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above equation was modified
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where frnax = stress at edges of stiffened compression element

C = constant

The constanL C was originally taken to be 0.475 but based on

a re-study of the original tests and on additional test results,
the somewhat less conservative value of Q = 0.4I5 was introduced.

By substituting E = 203 000, frn"* = f, the actual stress in

the compression element and introducing [ = 4.0 for stiffened
compression element the effective width thickness ratio becomes

IEI-ar' max
? = l.e ./F r'' max

i rr -*r- J*r

By introducing the plate buckling coefficient, k, this
expression can be applied to other edge conditions. For example

for an unstiffened compression element a value of k = 0.5 is used

in this clause.
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The forrnula in CIause 14.4.4.2.1 aIso. calls for a f urther
reduction in t,he effective width ratio b/t by a factor R when w/t

> 50 for a sub-element of a multiple-stiffened compression

element and when w/L > 760 for a stiffened compression element

without intermediate stiffeners and with only one edge connected

to a web. The need for reduction in the effective width ratio in

these cases is attributed to "Shear Lag" in the flange of a

flexural member and to the change in geometry due to the tendency

of that portion of flange remote from the webs to deflect towards

the neutral axis. The resuLting stress distribution in the

flange is shown in Figure 30. It should be noted that this

reduction in efficiency does not substantially detract from the

very considerable gain in structural economy obtained by

intermediate stif feners

Pigure 30
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14.4.4.2.2. Effective Area of Stif feners

It is necessary to reduce areas of edge stiffeners and

intermediate stiffeners for section property determination of

stiffened compression elements for which w/t exceeds 60 because

of the effect of "shear lag".

L4.4.4.2.3 Unusually Short Spans Supporting Concentrated toads

In beams with unusually wide flanges ( relative to their
Iength), the distribution of stress across the lridth of the

flange is non-uniform. This is due to the phenomenon known as

"Shear Lag". The effect is similar to that in the stiffened
compression elements though for entirely different reasons. As

before, the simplest way of accounting for this stress variation
in design is to replace the non-uniformry stressed flange of
actual !ridth $r' by one of reduced, effective width subject to
uniform stress. The provisions in this clause are based on the
analysis and supporting experimental evidence in Reference 154.
rt shourd be noted that the use of a reduced width for stable
wide flanges is required only for concentrated load. For uniform
load, the width reduction due to shear rag for any but
unrealistically large width-span ratios is so smarr as to be
practically negl ig ib1e.

The phenomenon of shear rag is of considerabre consequence
rn naval architecture and aircraft design. fn cold-formed
mernbers it is infrequent that the franges are so wide as to
require significant reduction according to the provisions of this
clause.
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L4.4.5 Stiffeners for Compression Elements

14.4.5.1 General

As seen in Figure 29, the post-buckling strength of a

compression element is enhanced when its edges are supported or
stiffened in such a manner that out-of-p1ane distortion is
prevented. Usually this is achieved by connecting webs to
flanges as in hat or box sections. In other cases, only one
longitudinal edge is stiffened by a web while support of the
other is provided by an edge stiffener which may take Lhe form of
a simple 1ip, such as in lipped channels. Sometimes compressive
elements with large flat-width ratios are required for reasons

other than stru --tural considerations. In such cases, the
addition of "intermediate" stiffeners between webs or between a

web and an edge stiffener can improve the structural efficiency.
clauses 14.4.5.2 and r4.4.5.3 provide the minimum rigidity

re'quirements for edge stiffeners and intermediate stiffeners.

14.4.5.2 Edge Stiffeners

Originally the formulas for edge stiffeners were established

by an elastic buckling analysis to give a simple but a close fit

to make the buckling stress of an edge-stiffened flange equal to

that of an identical flange stiffened by webs along both edges.

The analysis was restricted to the elastic range ' and no attempt

was made to include the post buckling strength which is difficult

to analyse. Although the formula is an approximation' it has

been found in practice to provide adequate stiffness. The

equation includes a term that reflects a theoretical dependence

on the yield strength of the material. This dependence is slight
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and it rarely exceeds the effect of manufacturing tolerance. In

view of the approximations involved, this dependence of the yield

strength is without significance and has been eliminated'

' To support adequately the edge of a stiffened compression

element the stiffener must provide an adequate moment of inertia

about its centroidal axis. when w/t < 2go aA " stiffened

compression element can buckle at the yield stress therefore the

momentofinertiathatisrequiredisat1east9t4.When\]/L>
290{f the moment of inertia required increases with increasing

w/t. ratios of the stiffened compression element resulting in a

more rigid stiffener. By setting gL4 equar to (o*)3tli2 and

solving for df the minimum depth for simple lips is obtained'

14.4.5.3 Intermediate stiffeners for ilultiple-Stiffened Elements

FoIlowing the reasoning presented in the commentary on

clause L4.4.5.2 it would be reasonable to assume that the minimum

rigidity of an intermediate stiffener is twice that of an edge

stiffener because each intermediate stiffener must support two

adjacent sub-elements.

clause 14.4.5.3(a) and (b) reflect the effect of shear lag

on multiple-stiffenerl flanges having compression sub-elements

with an effective width-thickness ratio less than the flat-width

ratio. The only intermediate stiffeners that are considered

effective are those adjacent to full webs as additional

stiffeners would have two or more sub-elements between themselves

and the nearest shear-transmitting element'

when intermediate stiffeners are spaced sufficiently close

the compression sub-elements have no tendency to buckle
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individually. The entire assembly of sub-elements and

intermediate stiffeners between webs behaves like a single

compression el-ementr therefore, the entire element is assumed to

have an equivalent thickness t. r 3S given in Clause

I4.4.5.3(c). Naturally, the real thickness, t, must be used to

calculate the properties of the cross-section of which this

element is a part.

14.5 lr{ember Resistance

14.5.1 General

This clause outlines the resistance factors ( LSD) and

factors of safety (wSD) to be used in CIause I4 only. Where

buckling is a consideration, as for columns and lateralIy

unsupported beams, the resistance factor is actually 0.75. In

the expressions for resistance this value is obtained as 0.8330 =

0.833(0.90) = 0.75.

14.5.2 AxiaI Tension

See commentary on Clause 13.2.

14.5.3 Flexural

14.5.3.2 - Single-Web ilernbers (I, Z, or Channel Shaped ltenbers)

The equations given in this clause include the contribution

of the St. Venant torsion stiffness to lateral buckling of beams

which may sometimes increase the buckling stress by 15 to 18 per

cent, for example in channel.sections.

The buckling stress of I-beams, Fcr, is given ny;148
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The equation for F., is only valid when f", is below the

proportional limit. The allowable buckling stress in the

inelastic range is approximated by a p.taboIaI55 between the

basic design stress ty (at zero unbraced length) and the curve

given by F" = Fb" + Ft.

Figure 31 depicts the requirements of Clause 14.5.3.2.

14.5.3.3 Closed Box Flexural llembers

WhiIe the closed box section has superior torsional

stiffnessr the possibility of lateral buckling of such members is

not ruled out completely. Neglecting the warping stiffness, the

elastic buckling stress ( in the pure bending case ) is given

by: I 5s
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Substituting for G/E

stress is computed as:

0.5 Fr F.'De

F^t

0.sFbe
0.5Ft

= 78 OOO/203 000, the allowable buckling
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This stress may be applicable to long beams. For shorter beams

the stress is governed by yielding.

14 . 5 .3 .4 - Bend ing in t{ebs

It is well known that web elements in pure bending do not

fail at the theoretical buckling stress but develop post-buckling

strength. Recent research into the action of beam webs in

bendingl56 ,157 ,158 ' 
159,160 has shown that the post-buckling

strength of webs varies with the depth to thickness ratio, the

bending stress ratio, the type of compression flange and the

yield point of the material. Based on this research a number of

different design methods have been developed. The design

technique used in Clause l4 is the post-buckling msg5s6156 which

provides the most straight forward synthesis of the factors

involved.

The post-buckling equation includes a post-buckling factor
O, which modifies the basic Iimiting stress to account for the

post-buckling behaviour of the web. This method also recognizes

the effect of the flange/web interaction on the web bending

capacity. For very wide flanges early buckling may occur under

Ioad and then. propagate into a premature buckling of the web.l55

The definitions for "hreb" and "fIange" of sections in bending

clearly define the point at which the web ends and the flange

begins. The limiting value of bending stress for the web, Fb*
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occurs at this point Iabelled 'rA'r in Figure 32. It is not

permissible to use the effect of cold work when applying Clause

14.5.3.4. Therefore, Fbw in the web cannot exceed Fy in the

flarige which causes a discontinuity of stress at A. The

compressive stress, Fbw in the web, is then the lesser of Fy or

Fi in the flange and Fb* in the web.

Webs in bending do not fail at the theoretical buckling

stress, but develop sizeable post-buckling strength.l6l For this

reason only a small factor of safety, I.23 is used against

buckling. The curve describing the allowable bending stress is

illustrated in Figure 33.

14.5.3.5 Shear in libbs

Shear stress expressions are provided for webs with and

without stiffeners. These provisions are based on the results of

a study of beam webs loaded primarily by shear stress.162

The shear capacity of webs is dependent on the depth to

thickness ratio, the support conditions along the edges' the

aspect ratio of the web element and the material properties. The

shear strength is governed by yielding when h/t is smaII, by

elastic buckling when h/t is large and by inelastic buckling when

h/t is in the interrnediate range. The elastic critical shear

stress is given by:

t\

k n2ev

r2( r - L' 2)(ntq2cr
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Pigure 32
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where h/t is the intermediate range, the shear capacity of the

web element is governed by inelastic buckling.l63

Clause 14 allows the designer to use a larger shear capacity
for beam webs with adequate transverse stiffeners.

rn wsD clause 14.5.3.5 a safety factor of r.44 is used to
prevent shear yi.elding. The reduced factor of safety for
yielding is justified by the minor conseguences of such yielding
as compared to flange yielding. For inelastic and elastic
bucklingr the safety factors are 1.67 and l.7I respectively.
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Figure 33

14.5.3.5 Combined Bending and Shear in r$ebs

This clause provides for the interaction between bending and

shear in webs and the i r ef f ect on the capa.c i ty of the web

element. There are two interaction equations one for

unreinforced flat webs and one for beam webs with adequate

trans\rerse st i f f eners. These tlro express ions are shown

graphically in Figure 34.154

14 .5 . 3 .7 - I{eb Crippl ing

When concentrated loads or reactions are applied to cold

formed steel members with unreinforced webs, crippling of the web

may result.

c/l
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Figure 34
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This clause provides equations to calculate the web

crippling resistance of f-Beams, shapes having single webs and

hat and deck sections. Equations are presented for both single

and opposite flange loading for both end and interior locations

( Figure 35). These equations are based exclusively on

experimental evidence155,165 as a theoretical analysis is

extremely complex.
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unreinforced webs
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Pigure 35
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Research conducted in the nid to late 1970 ' =165 'L66 has

indicatedthatthewebcripplingcapacityvarieswiththeloading

conditions and section tYPe'

TheequationsinTablesTandSof|h"Standardarebasedon

research done at the university of I,lissouri-Roltal65 with the

following modification. The bearing length term in the equation

forinterioroppositeflangeloadingforshapeshavingsingle

webswaschangedfrom(r.0+0.0013N)to(1.0+0.0lN)whichis

moreinlinewiththefactorsusedintheotherequationsfor

shapes having single webs as weIl as the results of other

,.=ea..h166. The equations presented are only applicable to

sections with vertical webs

14.5.3.SCombinedWebCripptingandBending

several research"r=165 r 165 , I 57. 'L68 have investigated cold

formedsectionssubjectedtowebcripplingandbendingandhave

allfoundthatthereisaninteractionbetweenthetwoloading

conditions.Theindividuatresearchersallrecommendsimilarbut
slightlydifferentinteractionequationsandtheequationgiven

inClause14isbasedonaconsensusoftheresearchfindings.

14.5.4 Transverse Stiffeners for Beam rfebs

14.5 .4.2 Intermediate Stif feners

The requirements for intermediate stiffeners "rere 
adopted
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from Reference 170. The equations for determining the minimum

required moment of inertia and the minimum required gross area of

attached intermediate stiffeners are based on the' studies

sunmarized in Reference I7I. In this reference, tesb data show

that even though the shear resistance formulas of section

14.5,3.5 are based on the buckling strength of web elements'

rather than on tension field action, it is sti11 necessary to

provide the required moment of inertia and gross area of

intermediate stiffeners. This is because the flanges of cold-

formed steel beams often are quite flexible, ds compared with the

flanges of hot-rolled shapes and plate girders. The minimum

value cf (b/50) was selected from Reference 155.

No tests on the rolled-in transverse stiffeners have been

made in the experimental program reported in 171. Therefore'

lacking reliable information it is required that the dimensions

and load resistance of rolled-in stiffeners be determined by

tests.

14.5.5 Axially loaded Compression llenbers

The failure of an axially loaded compression member may be

due to yielding, local buckling, flexural buckling (elastic or

inelastic ) , torsional buckling or torsional-flexural buckling '
for members whose shear centre and centroid do not coincide

( singly-symmetric sections ) . This is dePicted in Figure 35.
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Figure 35
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Very short columns fail by yielding if local buckling is

precluded by combined yielding and local buckling.

Theoretically, longer members with point symmetry may fail
by pure torsional buckling, if the torsional stiffness is

sufficiently sma I1 in comparison with the flexural st i ffness
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(e.9., cruciform cross sections). This mode of failure is,
however, not usual for the shapes occurring in cold formed

structural practice, and Clause 14 contains no provisions against

pure torsional buckling.

Very slender coLumns buckle elastica1ly, either in pure

flexure or in torsion combined with flexure. Torsional-flexural
buckling is precluded either:

(a) if the cross section has point symmetr!r because shear

centre and centroid coincide; or

(b) if the torsional stiffness is large as in closed cross

sect ions.

Short and intermediate columns fail by inelastic buckling,

either in flexure or torsion combined with flexure. This occurs

for columns for which the calculated value of ap is greater than

0.5Fy, approximately, as represented by curve segments AB or AC

in Figure 36. These curves are Johnson parabolas, effecting a

gradual transition between A, and B or c where they are tangent

bo the elastic buckling curves. Since the torsional-fIexural
stress does not depend solely on the effective slenderness ratio,
the curve ABF in Figure 35 is only schematic. The location of

point B and intersection point H will depend on the cross

sect ion.

For al1 corumns the stress F" is thus expressed as a

function only of two indices Fy and Fp.
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For sections that may be subject to torsional-flexuraI

buckling, it may be cumbersome to compute the warping constant,

Cw of the cross section. The following procedure may sometimes

avoid the computation of Cw.

As a first trial, one can neglect the warping contribution

to torsional resistance and calculate

0.833CJ
r!--._---:-_tAaz

o

Now irun = h [F= + Ft JG"*1tt 4FFsFr ] , rp

given by Clause I4.5.5.2, flexural buckling is critical and

further computations are necessary. On the other hand ' if th

isn't the caser oD€ may still neglect the warping contribution

torsional resistance, which yields a conservative stress Fa.

AS

no

is

to

14.5.5.6 Built-up llembers

A built-up member subjected to lateral forces deforms by a

combination of overall bending, related to the rigidity EI' and

loca1 inter-fastener deformations, related to the shear rigidity.

The resistance of a member to torsion is derived from the

St. Venant torsional "aiffness,
rigidity' E( h,/t ).

GJ, and, from the warping
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AlI of the above four properties of a member may need to be

considered, either separately or in combination, when determining

the critical force for an axially loaded compression member.

Built-up members.may fail by flexural or torsional buckling'

or a combination of both. Local buckling wilt rarely occur.

mode

buck

The critical stress for the flexural or torsional buckling

represents the maximum possible capacity. There is no post-

the

ling reserve.

Ideally the stress to cause overall flexural buckling under

action of an axial compressive force is given by

2^ItEEr=-'e rKLtZt-l\r )

Where two or more angles are connected together, the inter-

fastener deformations wi 11 reduce the critical load. This

influence is related to the slenderness:

rL r Ef 
-l 

= 
-'rzz

in which

= distance between fasteners

= appropriate radius of gyration of the single

element about an axis parallet to the composite

axis

a

Ez
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The critical stress is then given by:

n2EF=

14.5.6.1 Axial Compression and Bending

See Commentary on Clause 13.7.

14.5.7 Single Angles Loaded Through One Leg

If an equal leg angle is connected to a supporting member by

_ a fastener at the centre of one leg, the member is subjected to

axial load combined with a moment about the axis perpendicular to

the Z-axis.

^ Because there is no warping rigidity the critical stress for

: elastic torsional buckling is:

Ft = GJ/I,

_ 
where

: 
rp = 

;:";."r*r", ;il "nJo""t 
the shear center (at

: This stress can be related to the buckling formula for
a columns by equating it to the Euler stress. This yields an

: 
equivalent sLenderness.

:

cr (xr7)2 * (^yt)2
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(L/t) = n
ET-p
GJ

For equal leg angles this becomes

(t/r\ = sb/L

where b = leg width measured from the intersection

median lines of the legs

th i cknessl=

t-s used, giving

at a stress gtven

F=

of the

For unequal angles the longer leg

conservative predictions.

Failure is by lateral torsional buckling

closely by

n2E

rllt '+ t3l '
14.5.8 WaIl Studs

Cold formed steel studs, used in load bearing walls or

partitions, are faced on both sides with a variety of wal1

materials such as gypsum board, fiberboard, etc. Although the

main function of this wall sheathing is to form the outer and

inner wa11 surfaces, they also provide bracing for the wall

studs.
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The sheathing material provides shear rigidity which Iimits

the lateral deflections and flexural rigidit.y which Iimits the

rotations. The stud to wallboard connections also provide

rotational restraint.

General procedures for determining the strength of studs

braced on one or two flanges are given in References I72 and

173. A computer program has also been developed.I74

The strength provisions of Clauses 14. 5.8. 1.1 and 1.4.5. B. 1 . 4

consider the cases where identical and dissimilar sheathings are

applied to the flanges of the studs. In Clause 14.5.8.1 only the

restraint due to the shear rigidity of the sheathing is

cons i de red .

The provisions in the specification are conservative to

account for the situation where the ends of the wall studs are

not free to rotate about both axes perpendicular to the stud

axis.

14.5.8.1 Studs in Cornpression

The provisions of this clause insure that ( a ) column

buckling in the plane of the wa11 between fasteners, including

when one fastener is missing or ineffective, is prevented (b)

overall column buckling is prevented and (c) the shear rigidity

provided by the wallboard has sufficient distortion capacity to

prevent excessive lateral bending. The shear rigidity equation

and the sheathing parameters given in Table 10 are based on small
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scale testsl'72 'L73 . The values {o and I were determined at 0.8

times the ultimate shear load of the test assembly described in

this reference. To determine the parameters for other types of

materials consult References L72 and 173 for the necessary

procedures.

In provision (c) the formulas are complex therefore a value

of the limit stress is assumed, the shear strain using the limit

stress is calculated and then this value is checked against the

tinit shear strain of the sheathing material. Although this

procedure is one of successive approximations if the Ieast Fo

value from (a) or (b) is tried and is satisfactory no iteration

is necessary.

14.5.8.1.4 When situations exist that do not meet the

requirements of Clause 14.5.8. I . I accepted published analytical

methodsll2 '113 may be appl ied. For the. case of dissirnilar

sheathing on each side of the stud this clause allows the use of

14.5.8.I.1 if the least shear rigidity and the least limit shear

strain values are used for both wallboards.

14.5.8.2 - Combined Axial and Bending in Studs

This section gives provisions formulated on the basis of

precedent for other types of members and engineering judgement'
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and believed to be sufficiently accurate.

14.6 - Connections

14.6.1 - Fastening Devices

A considerable variety of means of connection finds

application in cold formed construction. This is particularly

true for the thinner elements. grlithout any claim f or

completeness, these may be listed as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Welds, which may be sub-divided into resistance welds'

and arc welds;

Bolts;

Rivets, while hot rivets have tittle application in cold

formed construction, cold rivets find considerable use'

particularly in special formsr such as blind rivets (for

application from one side only) ' tubular rivets ( to

increase bearing area), high shear rivets, explosive

rivets, and others. Most of these are proprietary

products;

(d) Screws, mostly self-tapping screws of a considerable

variety of types;

(e) Special devices' among which may be mentioned:

( i) MetaI stitching, achieved by tools which are

special developments of the common office stapler;
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and

( ii ) Connecting by upsetting, by means of special

clinching tools which draw the sheets into

interlocking projections.

The Standard contains design data only for welded and for

bolted connections. Classes (c), (d), and (e) ' abovel mostly

refer to a variety of proprietary devices in regard to which

information on strength of connections must be obtained from

manufacturers or from tests carried out by or for the prospective

user.

14.6.2 We1ded Connections

L4.6.2.L Arc Welds

Fusion welding is used for connecting cold formed steel

members to each other as well as connecting such members to

heavy, hot rolled, steel frarning (such as floor beamsr oE girders

of the steel frame). It is used in fillet welds' butt welds

(rarely), and plug welds.

The provisions of this clause for a thickness greater than

3.5 nm are based on an experimental test program at Cornell

University.lT5 D"tu were collected on tests of connections made

in steel fabricating shops, made under field conditions, and

fabricated in the Cornell Laboratory under simulated field

conditions.

Rupture rather than yielding provided a

criterion of failure.

more reliable
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Theprovisionsforathicknesslessthan3.5nmt,'er.e

estab].ishedfromtestsonsectionswithsingleanddoublecover
p lates .

14.6 .2.2.3 Arc-Spot Welds (Puddle Welds)

Arc spot welds tested at cornell universitylz5 failed by:

(a) sirnple shear failure of the weld metal in the plane of

the faYing surface

(b) tearing of the loaded side of the sheet (starting by

tearing along the weld contour and then continuing by

Progressing across the sheet)

(c) tearing along the contour of the weld

side and then plowing of the weld into

as that material buckles and shears

(d) a combination of (b) and (c) '

on the tension

the end material

The provisions of CIause I4 ' 6 '2 '2 '3 protect against the

above mentioned failure modes'

Inelasticout-of-planedeformationoftenprecedes

accompaniesfailureoftheplatetearingtype,therefore,

closely spacing the welds this behaviour is prevented'

or

by
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14.5 .2.2.4 FiIlet Welds

The provisions of this clause are based on failure by

tearing caused by applied shearing or tensile forces

(Iongitudinal or transverse loading, respectively) . Shear

failure of the weld is prevented because the weld material has a
I

higher strength than the base metal. Sections greater than

3.8 mm may have a throat less than the thickness of the cover

ptate and thus failure may be from a tear in the weld rather than

in the plate material. The last provision accounts for this'

14.5 .2.2.5 Flare Groove l{elds

FIare-groove welded cold-formed channels, loaded either

transversely or longitudinally fail by tearing along the contour

of the wetd, therefore the provisions of this clause are to

prevent failure by Sheet tearing. For channel sections with a

thickness greater than the effective throat of the weld, weld

failure may be critical. The last provision accounts for this'

14.6 .2.3 Resistance l{elds

spot welding in its normal form as welI as by projection

welding is probably the most important means of shop connecting

thinner sheets in cold formed steel fabrication' The equation

gives the shear resistance (LSD) or allowable shear stress (WSD)

per spot weId, depending exclusively on the thickness of the

thinnest outside connected sheet. Although the equation is for

uncoated sheets, in practice it is also used for galvanized

sheet.
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14.6.3 Connections llade by Bolts, Rivets and screws

14.6.3.2 Bearing Resistance of Bolted Connections

The bearing resistance (LSD) or the bearing stress (WSD) is

based on the tensile strength. Available test data have shown

that the bearing strength of bolted connections depends on the

t,hickness of the connected parts, whether the joint is in single

or double shear, the Fu/Fy ratio, and the use of washers .176 'I77

The bearing resistances (LSD) or bearing stresses (WSD) are given

for a number of different cases in the Standard. Some

thicknesses of material are not covered in Clause 14.6 .3 .2 ,

therefore, the bearing stress must be determined by tests in

accordance with Clause 14.8.

14.6.3.4 Tension Resistance of Net Section

Clause 14.6.3.4 is appticable when the thinnest connected

part is less than 4.76 mm thick. For thicker materials Clause

13.10 shall apply. The allowable tension resistance (LSD) or

allowable tensile stress (wSD) given for the net section of a

connected member is determined by the tensile strength of the

connected part, based on the type of jointl8l'183 and whether

washers are used
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Connections in Built-up l{embers

t

) tne principal two-flanged shapes which are cold formed

from a single sheet without welding are channels and

zees, with or vtithout Iips. Except for liqht loads, I-

shaped sections are often preferable for compression

members. In cold formed construction these can be

produced by connecting two channels back to back.

For two channels connected to function as a single

compression member, it is necessary to make the

Iongitudinal spacing between connections (e.9., spot

welds) small enough to prevent the cemponent channels

from buckling individually about their own axis parallel-

to the web at a 10ad smaller than that at which the

entire compression member would buckle.

A concentrated load applied to a double channel

beam tends to Separate the flanges. See Commentary on

CIause l4 .7 .3.

compression members can also be made by connecting

tlro channels tip-to-tip to form a box shape. Lipped

channels facilitate fabrication of such shapes by

welding.
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14.5.5 Spacing of Connections in Cmpression Elernents

If compression el-ements. are joined to other parts of the

cross section by intermittent connections' such as spot vtelds'

these connections must be sufficiently closely spaced to develop

the required strength of the connected element. For instance, if

a hat section is converted into a box shape by spot-welding a

flat plate to it, and if this member is used as a beam with the

flat plate up, i.e., in compression as in Figure 37, then the

welds along both lips of the hat must be spaced so as to make the

flat plate act monolithically with the hat. If welds are

appropriately placed, this flat plate will act as a stiffened

compression element with a width tit equal to the distance between

rows of welds, and the section properties can be calculated

accordingly. The spacing, s' must not exceed the lesser of the

values determined in Clause 14.6.5(a) ' (b) and (c).

Figure 37

Spacin0
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Clause14.5.5(a)requiresthatthenecessaryshearstrengthbe
provided by the same standard structural design procedure as is

used in calculating flange connections in riveted or welded plate

girders or sinilar structures.

Clause 14.5.5 ( b) ensures that a part of the sheet between

adjacent connections will not buckle as an Euler colurnn at a

load less than that corresponding to the overall buckling load of

the member. This provision is based on a conservative effectj-ve

length of 0.5s, instead of a theoretical value of 0'5s, where s

is the spacing taken as the center-to-center distance between

connections. on this basis by substituting 6e = L.57f, K = 0.6'

! = 5 and r = L//-L2 into the Euler column equation'
n2Ed = 

--, 
the formula in Clause 14 .6 .5 ( b) is obtained.e (xryr)z'

Clause 14.5.5(c) ensures satisfactory close spacing to make a rovt

of connections act as a continuous Iine of stiffening for the

ftat sheet under most conditions" A possibte excePtion is a

relatively narrovt unstiffened flat sheet with w/t up to about 20'

The allowable stresses for unstiffened elements are based on

a buckling stress computed from a buckling coefficient of k =

0.5. If an outstanding flange \dere ideally simply supported
t(hinged) at the web, it would have a buckling coefficient of

o.425 and would buckle in half-wave equal to its fulI length.

The chosen coefficient of 0.5, therefore, corresponds to a slight

rotational restraint of the unstiffened element along its

supported edge and to a correspondingly smaller half-wave
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length. Without detailed investigation the accuracy of which

would be somewhat fictitious, this length can be assumed as being

not less than 6w. In order for an intermittently connected line

to act as one continuous stiffening, at least two connections

should be located within one half-wave.

It is this consideration which has led to the provision of

Clause I4.6.5.(c) which stipulates that for unstiffened elements

connections should be made at distances not exceeding 3w. For

Iarge w/L ratios, Clause 14.6.5(b) wiIl automatically take care

of this. Hence CIause 14.5.5(c) governs only for relatively

narrow unstiffened elements.

The limiting flat width below which failure occurs by

yielding and above which it occurs by local buckling is w =

I65t// \. Corresponding to this condition Clause 14.6.5 ( c ) ( i )'v
stipulates a maximum permissible spacing equal to three times

this amount, i.e.

s = |OOL//F,

but s need not be less than 3w.
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L4.7 Bracing

14.7.3 Channels and Z-Sections Used as Beans

If channels and Z-sections are used singly as beams they

must be braced at intervals to prevent twisting and lateral

def Iect ion .

Because sheathing, .attached to channels and zees in roofs

and wallsr provides some restraint against lateral displacement

of the connected flange and torsional displacement of the beam,

forces are generated in the sheathing from the tendency to

Iateral andlor torsional displacement. The transfer of these

forces into a sufficiently stiff member of the framing may be

accomplished by:

1. A sufficiently rigid diaphragrn with a mechanism to

transfer the forces to the supporting structure;

2. Arranging equally loaded pairs of members to face each

other, hence the opposing lateral forces generated by each member

are cancelled;

3. Balancing opposing forces in the sheathing materials at a

ridge;

4. A system of sag members ( rods, angles or channels ) .

Designers may select other $rays to resist these forces and

to accomplish the required results.

The fastening system used to attach the sheathing material

to the beams must be capable of transferring the lateral forces'

and if included in the design, the torsional forces.
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L4.7 .3.2 Bracing l{tren Both Flanges

Sheathing llaterial

are Braced by Deck or

When both flanges are connected to deck or sheathing

material so as to effectively restrain lateral deflection of each

connected flange no other bracing is required.

L4.7.3.3 Bracing tthen One Flange is Braced By Deck or Sheathing

llaterial

Application of certain loading arrangements, like uplift

wind loads and beams continuous over the Support r oD the

unattached flange may induce compression forces. The compression

resistance may be increased, over that calculated by assuming the

compression flange is a column with pinned ends at points of

lateral bracing, by considering the contribution of the web which

provides elastic lateral support.l-Tg'180 Research has shown the

rotational flexibitity of the joint between the beam and the deck

or sheathing material to effect the compression resistance.

14.7.3.4 Bracing When

Sheathing llaterial

Neither Flange is Braced by Deck or

Special discrete bracing must be provided at specific

intervals when neither flange is braced by deck or sheathing

material. If atI loads and reactions on a beam are transmitted

through members framing into the section such that member

rotation and Iateral displacement are restrainedr ds frequently

occurs in end waIl rafter framing of metal buildingsr oo braces

are required.
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To prevent channel beams from rotating about the shear

center special braces must be Provided at certain intervals such

that additional forces due to the rotation tendency are small

enough so the load carrying capacity of the channel is not

significantly reduced, and Ehe rotations are kept small' in the

order of I to 2 degrees. By placing at least three equidistant

braces between end supports these requirements are netlSI '

However, when a large portion of the total load of the beam is

concentrated over a short portion of the Span an additional brace

must be placed at the }oad location. The brace must have the

strength to prevent the channel from rotat.ing. In Figure 38 the

IoadQ,appliedthroughtheplaneofthewebandnotthroughthe

shear center, produces a torque. Bracing to resist this torque

can be designed for a force P = am/d. The reactions the brace is

required to resist at each f lange are given in clause L4'7 '3'4'2'

Figure 38
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Since Z-sections are point-symmetrical, the centroid and

shear center coincide at the rnid-point of the web. A load

applied in the plane of the web has no lever arm about the shear

center, therefore the same type of rotation that occurs in a

channel is not produced. In Z-sections the principal axes are

oblique to the web (see Figure 39). A load applied in the plane

of the web, resolved in the direction of the two axes, produces

both horizontal and vertical deflections. If the horizontal

deflection, Ax, is permitted to occur, then load P moves sideways

and will no longer be in the same plane as the end reactions,

thus pr:oducing a twisting moment A *P ( see Figure 39 ) . From a

series of tests carried out on three different Z-shapes

intermittently 5r""s6182 it can be shown that it is only

necessary to apply a fictitious horizontal load p = p(Ixy/Ty).

Figure 39
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L4.7.4 laterally Unbraced Box Beams

Box beams are laterally more stable than single-web sections

having the same depthr/width ratio. Reference I79 indicates that

Iateral buckling has no effect on box beams with a steel yield

strength of 227 tlPa, for a ratio of laterally unsupported length

to the distance between webs of the section (L/b) as high as

100. Based on this, the lateraIly unsupported length shall not

exceed 75b for a steer with ty = 227 MPa' Therefore' in crause

I4.7.3 the box section can be used without taking into account

lateral buckling as long as the length does not exceed

L1 OoOFy.183

When the closed side of a hat section is in compression it

is more stable against lateral buckling. Although no specific

provisions for the design of unbraced hat sections are given the

following have been used in design.l79

Taking the y-axis as the axis of syrnmetry and applying the

bending moment about the x-axis of the hat section then:

( a ) when Iy ) I)( r ho reduction in resistance ( LSD) or

aIlowabIe stress (wSD) is required for Iateral buckling'

(b) when ty ( I*, the bending resistance (LSD) or allowable

bending stress (WSD) can be conservatively determined using the

equation for slender columns.

In the above L is the unsupported length and ty is the

radius of gyration of the compression portion of the hat section

about the y-axis.
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14.8 - Testing

This Clause outlines the tests and procedures for

establishing the mechanical properties, which are required by the

designer using CIause 14. These properties must be established

by test and certified by a professional engineer.

CIause 14 .8 .2.2 makes provision for proof of structural

adequacy by load testing. It must be emphasized that this clause

is only intended to apply for members and/or assemblies which,

because of shape or type, load capacity and deflection' cannot be

calculated within the provisions of Clause 14.

15. FATIGUE

For the few cases where members and connections of building

structures are subject to the types of repeated loading which

gives rise to fatigue conditions, Clause 15 pro:ides the

requirements to design these members and connections for the

appropriate fatigue life. The Standards define fatigue as an

ultimate limit state but one for which the requirements are

checked at specified load levels. However, Clause 15.1 .1

requires that factored resistances be sufficient for the factored

static loads in addition to the fatigue requirements of CIause

15.

The "stress range" concept reflects the results of a

comprehensive research project, 67 '68 '59 which states that the

difference between the maxirnum applied stress and the minimum

applied stress (the stress range) accounts for nearly aIl the

variation in fatigue Iife for a given steel member or detail.
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Pigure 40

Clause I5.3 accommodates the extra flange load by reducing

the moment resistance of the girder, in LSD or the allowable

bending" stress in wSD. Ih both cases, an elastic linear stress

distribution is assumed. In most cases the applicable reduction

is small. Figure 41 ( f.SO) and Figure 42 (WSD) illustrate the

amount of reduction according to t,he formula given in the clause.

The limit of L}L}//T on the slenderness of a Class 3 web
v

this clause by Lsro/l\resT in LSD and

^.
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is replaced in

LsL}/ /5- in wsD ity that Mr. in LSD

in Clause 13.5 oror Fb" in wSD may already have been reduced

13.5 by consideration of flange instability ( Iateral flange

buckling). The effect of the substitution is to increase the

slenderness at which the reduction will be imposed; thi.s is

justified by the lower compressive bending stresses present in

to account for the possibil
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Pigure 4l

Figure 42
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the web and the consequently decreased possibility of web

buckling sideways.

No data are available to indicate.that a partial plastic

hinge can develop in a girder with a Class 4 web and therefore in

LsD the moment is limited to 0 "y 
and in wsD the allowable stress

is limited to 0.50 Fy.

16.4 Flanges

Clause 16.4.4 requires partial length cover plates to extend

sufficiently beyond the theoretical cut-off point such that the

horizontal shear force at the theoretical cut-off point can be

developed by the fascener or welds and transmitted to the cover

plate. In the case of welded cover plates, theoretical and

experimental studies5S have shown that the horizontal shear force
AM, y AM^y

(+ in LSD or 
-- 

in wSD) is developed within a specific
gg

length ( a' ) from the actual end of the cover plate. Because the

maximum weld size is limited by the cover plate thickness, it may

not be possible to develop the shear force, P, at the theoretical

cut-off point. Then the cover plate length must be increased

such that the smaller shear force a length a' away from the end

of the cover plate can be developed by the terminal welds.

Figure 43 illustrates this requirement.

15.6 Intermediate Transverse Stiffeners

Spacing the intermediate transverse stiffeners to suit the

shear resistance of Clause 13.4 permits the proper tension fields

to occur in the web panels under load. However, since a panel
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Figure 43

with a large opening cannot develop a tension fie1d, itr 3S well

as the end panels which serve to anchor the truss-like action,

must remain elastic. Thus, the smaller panel dimension, a or h,

is timited to 1ts0 w/T7-fir' in LsD or 890 "//\, in wSD. This

expression is derived directly from Clause 13.4.I(d) for t = 1.0,

n = 0 and k*, = 7.3442. Figure 44 illustrates the action of a

thin web girder under load.

When interrnediate transverse stiffeners are required' Clause

L6.6.2 puts limits on the maximum spacing. Thus, the maximum

spacing may be limited by this clause or by shear resistance of

the web. Insofar as Clause L6.6.2 is concerned, when

h/w < 150 the ratio a/h cannot exceed 3. When h/w > 150' the
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Figure 44

ratio a/h cannot exceed F igure

relationship graphically. When a/h exceeds 3

stiffener is very minor, whereas when h/w

stiffener spacing is reduced for ease in

45 shows the

the value of the

I50 the maximum

fabrication and

handling.

Clause 16.6.3 requires that intermediate transverse

stiffeners have both a minimum moment of inertia and a minimum

area. The former provides the required stiffness when web panels

are behaving in an elastic manner; the latter ensures that the

stiffener can sustain the compression to which it is subjected

when the web panel develops a tension field. Since stiffeners
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Figure 45

MAXIMUM STl F FEN ER EPACING

MAX. INTERMEDIATE TRANSVERSE STI F FENER
SPACING-'s'lN TERMS OF WEB DEPTH-'h'

Stiff ener spacing 'a' ma\
need to be less than rhe
max. permissible value
if ultimate web shea'
stross is high, also at
end panels and paneis
containing large web
open i ngs,

WEB SLENDERNESS RATIO - h/n,

subject to compression act as columns, stiffeners placed only on

one side of the web are loaded eccentrically and are less

efficient. The stiffener factor (D) is included in the formula

for stiffener area to account for the lowered efficiency of

stiffeners furnished singly rather than in pairs.

Clause 16.6.4 requires that a minimum shear be transferred

between the stiffener and the neb.42 Intermediate stiffeners

furnished singly (rather than in pairs) must be attached to the

cornpression flange so.as to assist in preventing the flange from

tipping under loads.
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15.8 Web Crippling

The equations given in this LSD clause provide a safe

estimate of the factored compressive resistance of webs of

rolled beams and welded plate girders. They are derived from the

equations given in the WSD Standard by multiplying those

equations by the nominal factor of safety of that Standard,

5/3. Experience has shown that the working stress equation has

provided a satisfactory margin of safetyS9. In fact Reference 60

recommends that the compressive resistance be computed as the

yield stress acting on the web over a length equal to the length

of bearing plus 5k. For long bearing lengths ( I5k) tne

difference in compressive resistance for interior loads computed

by Reference 60 and that by Clause 15.8 is negligible.

16.9 Stability of Thin Webs

In Reference 51 it is suggested that the critical buckling

loads for webs, based on elastic analysis of the buckling of

plates r cdD be computed bY

n2EB=cr

B=cr

12(r-u2)(h/w)z

n2E

r2 (1-v 2 
) (h/w)z

( s.s + ---1- ) e
( a/hl'

(z * 4-r)e
( a/h)'

for the two cases when the flange is or is not restrained against

rotation, respectively. Flange restraint would be provided, for

example, when a concrete slab is cast on top of the beam.
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For steel, the quantity t2"/t2(r-v2) is equal to r8o 760 and

the value of I15 000 in equations of LSD Clause 15.9 provides an

additional margin of about I.5 to take into account the

vulnerability of light webs to instability. This also provides

for the possibility of overloading of a small floor.area which'

over the whole area, is loaded only to the specified value.

Figure 46 illustrates the application of these LSD formulas.

The WSD Clause 15.9 for critical buckling stress has a

coefficient of 69 000 which reflects the application of the

nominal factor of safety of 5/3 used in this WSD Standard.

Figure 47 illustrates the application of the WSD formulas.

16.10 Openings

In general, if the factored moments or shears of LSD or the

computed bending or shear stresses of WSD at the net section

exceed the capacity of the member at that pointr E€inforcement is

required. However, research62 h.= indicated that unreinforced

circular openings may be used in prismatic compact beams or

girders without a reduction in their resistance under the

conditions listed in Clause 15.10.2 Figure 48 illustrates the

geometrical conditions of Clause 15.10.2.

The analysis to account for the effect of the opening on a

member may be either elast i.63 '54 or plastic53 '65 '66 , rn the

case of plastic analysi.s the flanges may meet CIass 2

requirements but the web must meet the requirements of .Class I

sect ions .
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Pigure 46

Pigure 47
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Figure 48

UNREINFORCED CIRCULAR WEB OPENINGS IN BEAMS

Unrcinforccd circular hol6 may b. plsced anywherc within the hatched
zone without aff:cting thc atrength ol the beam for dcsign purposes,
providcd:

1. Bcam ruppons uniformly distribut.d load only.

2. Bram rlstion has an axis of rymmetry in plsnr ol bending.

3. Spacing of holes meets the requirements shown below.

lrACrr{c or raot lt

Sgacing murt be > 2% lilr,r,ca diamct:r of thc larg€r oprning of tny two
adilccnt opcnings.

Grxrrl rrxt
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16.ll Torsion

In many cases beams are not subject to torsion because of

the restraint provided by slabs, bracing or other framing

members. However, when the forces and moments due to torsion

must be resisted by the members, it is in addition to any other

moments and forces to which the member is subjected. For

guidance, R€ferences 70 and 1I should be consutted.

L7. OPEN-WEB STEEL JOISTS

17.1. Open-web steel joists (OWSJ) are generally proprietary

products whose design, manufacture, tranSport and erection are

covered by the reguirements of Clause L7. The Standard clarifies

the information to be provided by the building designer

joist manu facturer ( joistthe( user-purchaser) and

designer-fabricator ) .

L7.2 Definitions

There are many variations of the simply supported joist

which has given rise to the definition for special open-web

joists or special joists. These joists are those subjected to

specific loading conditionsl, cantilever joi.sts, continuous

joists and joists having special support conditions. Span is the

distance centre-to-centre of joist bearings and may be any

length.
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L7.3 Flaterials

The use of yield strength leveIs reported on milI test

certificates for the purposes of design is prohibited as this

practice may significantly lower the margin of safety by not

properly accounting for the statistical distribution of yield

levels. Historicatly all design rules have been, and stil1 are'

based on the use of the specified minimum yield point or yield

s trength.

17.4.1 Building Design Drawings

The Standard recognizes that the building designer may not

be the joist designer; theref ore, building desi.gn drawings are

required to provide specific information for the design of the

joists. Loads such as unbalanced, non-uniform, concentrated, and

net up'Ii f t , are to be shown by the bu i ld i ng des igner . Opt ions '

such as attachments for deck when used as a diaphragm, special

camber and any other special requirements should also be

provided. Although steel joist manufacturers may inrJicate the

maximum clear openings for ducts, etc. which can be accommodated

through the webs of each depth of their OWSJ, building designers

should, in general, show on 'the building design drawings the

size, Iocation and elevation of openings required through OWSJ.

Large ducts may be accommodated by special design. Ducts which

require open panels arrd corresponding reinforcement of the joist'

should where possible, be located within the middle half of the

joist. This information is required prior to the time of

tendering to permit proper costing.
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I'7.4.2 Joist Design Drawings

A joist manufacturer's design information may come in

varying forms inctuOing, design sheets, computer printout,

tables, etc. Not all joist manufacturers make "traditional"

detail drawings.

17.5 Design

17.5.1 and I7.5.2 Loading

Both OWSJ's and special OWSJTS are to

separate loadi.ng conditions:

withstand three

the most

(1) uniformly distributed Ioad;

(2) the unbalanced load which would produce

critical effect on any componenti and

(3) an appropriate concentrated load.

For special OWSJ's, Table I gives concentrated loads that

may be used.

To accommodate load tables in OWSJ catalogues for such

purposes as estimating, the Standard provides for specif ic

unbalanced and concentrated loading conditions'

Since the building designer specifies the loading

conditions, the design loading for joists should be shown clearly

on the drawings. A joist schedule (Figure 49) can be used to

record all loads on joists.

On a joist schedule specific joist designations from a

manufacturer I s catalogue or from the AISC and Steel Joist

Institute in the U.S.A. are not appropriate and should not be
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Table I

Ioading Requirements for Special OWSJs

Area of Floor or Roof llininum Specified
Concentrated Load,

KN

Roof surfaces
FLoors of classrooms
Floors of offices, manufacturing

buildings, hospital wards and stages
Floors and areas used by passenger cars
Floors and areas used by vehicles not

exceeding 3'600 kg gross mass
Floors and areas used by vehicles

exceeding 3,500 kg but not exceeding
91000 kg gross mass

Floors and areas used by vehicles
exceeding 9,000 kg gross mass'

Driveways and sidewalks over areaways
and basements*

1.3
4.5

9.0
11

18

36

54

54

Special study
the design of
9,000 kg gross
and basements.

is required to determine
floors and areas used

mass and driveways and

concentrated loads for
by vehicles exceeding

sidewalks over areaways

specified. A11 heavy concentrated loads such

from partitions, large pipes, mechanical and

be supported by OWSJ, should be shown

drawings. Sma11 concentrated loads may be

as those resulting

other equipment to

on the structural

allowed for in the

indicate in the remarks column

When the importance factor, .1 ,

be specified by the building

uniform dead load.

Because the depth of the joist supplied by different joist

manufacturersr mdy vary slightty

when specified depth is critical.

is not equal to 1.0 it should

designer. It is recommended that the building designer insert a

suggested moment of inertia, Ix, in the remarks column where

vibration of a floor system is a consideration.
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the deck tends tb effect "panel point" loading of the joist 
'

thus, offsetting the theoretical reduction in chord capacity.

When the panel length exceeds 510 Inm' a simplified forrn of the

beam-column interactionT3 formula is used. When calculat ing

ben<iing moments in the end pane1, it is customary to assume the

end of the chord to be pinned even though the joist bearing is

welded to its support. AIso, when determining the appropriate

width-thickness ratio of the compression top chord, the

stiffening effect of supported deck or the web is to be neglected

( Clause 17 .5.5.1 ) .

L7 .5.9 Webs

The length of web members for design purPoses are shown in

Figure 50. With the exception of web members made of individual

mernbers, the effective length factor is always taken as 1.0. For

individual members this factor is 0.9 for buckling.in the plane

of the web, but is 1.0 for buckling perpendicular to the plane of

the web.

Web members in tension are not required to meet a Iimiting

slenderness ratio, which is significant when flats are used as

tension members. However' attention should be paid to th6se

loading cases where the possibilit.y of shear reversal must be

consiciered. It is likely that tension diagonals (except for end

diagonals ) may have to res ist compression forces due to

requirements for concentrated loads.

The Standard requires the joist to be checked for a critical

unbalanced loading condition

A

tA

A

AI

A

A
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Figure 50

17.5.I0 Spacers and Battens

Spacers and battens can only be omitted when the least

radius of gyration of each section is equal to or more than the

least radius of gyration of the built-up member. "Integral part"

means that an additional element attached to the joist during

construction, such aS the steel deck, IEY not serve as a Spacer

or batLen. ICIause 17 .5.8 . ( c ) ]

17.5.lI Connections and Splices

splices are permitted at any point in chord or web

members . In LSD the spl i.ces must have a f actored res i stance

JOISTS. LENGTH OF A WEB MEMBER

:ddid&*6*q
Eh!{fttnolrtsd,
tuFhts.o-ll Lqi

\ln:
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greater than the factored load effect and in WDS the stresses due

to design loads must be less than the proper allowable

stresses. As a general ru1e, it is preferable to have the

gravity axes of members meet at a common point within a joint.

However, when this is not practical, eccentricities may be

neglected if they do not exceed those described in Clause

17.5.1I.4 (Figure 51). A research project at the University of

Alberta has shown that the effect of small eccentricities which

are present in joists to be of a minor consequence except for

eccentricities, at the end bearing and the intersection of the

end diagonal and bottom chord119. (See also Clause 17.5.12.4.\

l7 .5.L2 Bearings

special attention is drawn to the possibility of

eccentricity between the centre of bearing and the intersection

of the axes of the chord and th: end diagonal. 'Since the

Iocation of the centre of bearing is dependent on the field

support conditions, and construction tolerances, it may be wise

to assume a maximum probable distance centre-to-centre of bearing

when designing the bearing detail. Lacking specific information

a reasonable assumption might be the overall length of the joist

less 55 mm (since the minimum bearing on a steel support is

55 mm). Therefore, the location of the centre of bearing would

be 32 mm from the end of the joist (Figure 52t. When detailing

the joistsr cdF€ must be taken to provide sufficient clearance

between the end diagonal and the supporting member or wall
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Figure 51

JOISTS - ECCENTRICITY LIMITS

eccenlricily e can be

Non.Conlinuous Web Member
lull eccenlriclly e
must be considered

e

_t

Eccentriclly Llmil

Dlslance equal lo yr or y
whichever is greater
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." / -.-----'.,',","\
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Eccenlricily Limil neglecledwhene =e
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Figure 52

JOISTS - BEARING ECCENTRICITY

Inlcrseclion ol axes ol
chord and end diagonal

r;.N
\

\ii

Figure 53

See Clause 17.5.12.3 when bearing is less lhan 55 mm
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Pigure 54

JOISTS - BEARING ON STEEL PLATES ANCHORED TO CONCRETE AND MASONRY

Depth of T-
bearing shoe I

varies - t

check wilh
manuf aclurer

I
t--

Steel plate wilh anchor

(maximum 25 mm). One solution, to obtaining proper bearing, is
to increase the depth of the bearing shoe.

If the support is found to be improperly located, such that
the span of the joist is increased, the resulting eccentricity
may be greater than that assumed. rncreasing the length the

bearing shoe to obtain proper bearing may create the more serious
problem of increasing the amount of eccentricity. The Standard

requires thaE the bearing detail and the end of the joist be

proportioned to include the effect of such eccentricity. Minimum

bearing area on concrete and masonry should be based on the

bearing resistance or capacity of those materials. The minimum
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rength of bearing on concrete or masonry is g0 nm to avoid

interference between the ends of the joists and the outside
course of brick or a 200 mm wa1l. On steel 55 mm is desirable
but not mandatory; however, there has to be enough bearing to get

minimum anchorage.

17 .5.13.2 Tie Joists
The function of tie joists

plumbing of the steel frame.

is to assist in the erection and

Plumbing cabl.es should be so

installed that excessive compressive forces are not introduced

into the joists. Top and bottom chords are both attached at the

corumn line. This may be done by bolting either the top or

bottom chord; after plumbing the columns, the other chord is then

usually welded (Figure 55).

Since the joists, by definition, are only to aid in the

erection, spacing and plumbing of columns, the ends of at least
one chord of these joists must be detailed for connection by

mechanical fasteners. Either Lhe top or the bottom chord may be

used for this purpose. rn most buildings, tie joists remain as

installed with both top and bottom chords connectedi however,

current practices vary with, in some cases, the bottom chord

connections to the columns being made with slotted ho1es. A

research project at McGilI University studied the behaviour of

tie joist connections and concluded that tie connection may be

insufficient to carry lateral loadsI20.

For spandrel beams and other beams on which joists frame

from one side onIy, the centre of bearing shoe should be located
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Pigure 55

TIE JOISTS

within the middle t.hird of the f lange of the supporting beam. By

using a deeper than normal shoe, interference between the support

and the end diagonal may be avoided.

17.5.13.3 Frame Action

Where frame action involving joists is desired, the

appropriate moments ang forces are to be shown on the building

design drawings to enable the joist and the joist-to-column

Connections to be designed by the joist manufacturer.

If joists are to be used to brace columns or to resist
lateral forces on the finished building, the appropriate axial
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forces, moments and shears should be noted on the structural

drawings to facilitate the proper design of these special joists'

17.5.4 Deflections

Deflections are to be computed under specified load

leveIs. The method of computing deflections given in clause

f7.5 .14.2 has been verified by testsT3'

17.5.I5 Carnber

Nominal camber can be in accordance with the values

tabulated in Table 2 accorrling to the expression in clause

I7 5.15 rounded to the nearest millimetrer oE as specified by the

building designer. Specific nanufacturing tolerances (both plus

and minus) are covered in Clause I7'10'9 and are applicable to

either nominal or specif ied camber ' For joists sPanning

17,000 mm or greater, the maximum difference in camber has been

Set at 20 nrm to I im it the d i f f erence in camber between two

adjacent joists.

17.5.16 Vibration

Appendix F is

recommendations for

floor thickness

efficientlY than bY

joists.

aGuideforFloorVibrationsandcontains

floors using steel joists. By increasing the

(mass ) , damping will be increased more

increasing the moment of inertia (Ix) of the
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Table 2

CAIIBER (mn)

Span Nominal
Camber

Ittinimum
Camber

Haximum
Camber

Up to 5 000
7 000
8 000
9 000

10 00t)
11 000
12 000
13 000
14 000
t5 000
15 000

3
4
6
7
B

l0
T2
14
16
1B

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3

4
5

8

10
1L
12
14
16
I1
19
2I
23
26
28

L7.5.L7.3 Fabricator and Erector Qualification
A fabricator or erector certified in Division 3 may meet the

requirement of this Standard by having the work done under the

supervision of a fabricator certified in Division 1 or 2.I.

l7 .5.17 Welding

Flux and slag are removed from a1l welds to assist in the

inspection of the welds as well as to increase the life of the

protective coatings appli.ed to the joists.

L7.6 Stability During Construction

A distinction is made between bridging, put in to meet the

slenderness ratio requirements for top and bottom chords, and the

temporary support required by Clause I7.6 to hold joists against

movement during construction. Permanent bridging, of courser cdh

be used for both purposes.



17.7 Bridging

Figures 55 to

details of bridging

r67

58 provide illustrations

connect ions "

of bridging and

Figure 56

JOISTS - DIAGONAL BRIDGING

Pigure 57

JOTSTS - HORIZONTAL BRTDGING CONNECTIONS TO THE TOP CHORD

Angle or rod bridging
welded lo chord Brldging welded lo chord

17.7.7 Anchorage of Bridging

Ends of bridging lines can be

frame or adjacent concrete or

Figure 59.

anchored to the

masonry walls

adjacent steel

as shown in
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Figure 58

JOISTS - HORIZONTAL ERIDGING CONNECTIONS TO THE BOTTOM CHORD

Bridging welded
lo diagonals

L"^ A.A

Overhead weld is preferred.
Toe lo loe weld of chord angle to
bridging angle or rod is nol re-
commended.
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Figure 59

JOISTS - ANCHORAGE OF BRIDGING

ftl
Anchorage of bridging to steel

(b)

Anchorage ol bridging to steel

(c)

Anchorage ol bridging to walls

(dt

Anchorage of brldging to
lop of masonry wall



Where attachment to the adjacent steel frame or walls is not

practicable, diagonal and horizontal bridging shal1 be provided

in combination between adjacent joists near the ends of bridging

lines as shown in Figure 60.

Extra Iines of bottom chord bridging may be required, and

joists should be checked for stress reversals resulting from the

cantilevered end.

170

It is generally considered

of bridging at the first bottom

Figure 51.

good practice to install a line

chord panel point as shown in

L7 .7 .9 Spacing of Bridging

Either horizontal or diagonal bridging is acceptable,

although, horizontal bridging is generally recommended for

shorter spans up to about 15 000 mm and is usually attached by

welding. Diagonal bridging is recommended for longer spans and

is usually attached by bolting. Bridging need not be attached at

panel points and may be fastened at any point along the length of

the joists. When horizontal bridging is used, bridging l-ines

will not necessarily appear in pairs as the requirements for

support of tension chords are not the same as those for

compression chords. Since the ends of joists are anchored, the

supports may be assumed to be equivalent to bridging 1ines.

Joists bearing on the bottom chord will require bridging at the

ends of the top chord.
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Figure 60

Figure 61

JO]STS - BRACING OF BRIDGING

dlagonrl bridging wlth horhontrl bridging

horlzonlrl bridging wllh
dlagonel brldgln5

JOISTS - BRIDGING OF CANTTLEVER JO]STS
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17.8 Decking

Decking is assumed to be sufficiently rigid to provide

lateral support to the compression chord of the joist. In these

special cases where decking is not capable of furnishing the

required lateral supportr the compression chord is to be braced

Iateralty in accordance with the rules for providing stability to

beams, girders and trusses; that is, be proportioned to resist a

force equal to I percent of the force in the compression chord at

the point of support or a total uniformly distributed load equal

to 5 percent of the force in the compression chord.

Where the decking complies with Clause 17. B and is

sufficiently rigid to provide lateral support to the top

( compression) chord, the top chord bridging is no longer

required. Bottom ( tension ) chord bridging is perm.anently

required such that the unsupported length of the chord does not

exceed 240 r as defined in C1ause I7 .7 .9.

Clause 17.8.3, requires the building designer to show the

special attachment requirements on the building design drawings

when decking is used in combination with joists to form a

diaphragm for the purpose of transferring lateral applied loads

to vertical bracing systems.

l'1 .9 Shop Painting

Interiors of buildings conditioned for human comfort. are

generally assumed to be of a non-corrosive environment and

therefore do not require corrosion protection.
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OWSJ's normally receive one coat of paint suitable for a

production line application. This paint is adequate for three

months of exposure, which should be ample time to enclose the

OWSJ's in the finished structure and/or finish painting the

joists.

Special coatings and paints with special preparations are

expensive because they have to be applied individually to each

joist by spraying or other means.

17.10 Manufacturing Tolerances

Figure 62 illustrates many of the manufacturing tolerances.

17 .11.3 Orrality Control

When testing forms part of the manufacturers normal quatity

control program, the test sha11 fo11ow steps 1 to 4 of the

loading procedure given in Part 5 of Reference 113.

17 "L2.L Erection Tolerances

Figure 63 illustrates many of

requ i rements .

the erection tolerance
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Pigure 62

JOISTS - MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES

t13mm
(cl. l?.10.2)

Hole Locrtlon:
2 mm whcn lcnglh ( 10 m
f,mm whcn llngth > 10 m
(ct. 17.10.8)

Specllicd or nomlnal Camber

(cI.17.t0.9)

NOTE: End Diroonrl
Show rcturl occ.nlrlcltlrs

when grrvlty rrel of mcm
\ Oo nol m.cl lt-l Polnl

(.C1. l? .10.2 end
cr. 17.5.r1.{t

:7 mm
(cl. tr. ro. t I

t3mm
(cl.17.10
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Figure 63

JOISTS - ERECTION TOLERANCES

t,/500 Lsmax. Plan View
ol Joists

Length = I

Sweep
( Clauses 17 . 10 .5, 17 .I2 .2.I & 29')

-f f- l'|so d

I
L

( Clause

T
Lr

1/500 L max.

17 .12.2.41
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18. COHPOSITE BEA}IS AND COLUITNS

^

^ Clause 18 provides specific requirements for the design of:

^ 
(a) Composite beams consisting of steel sections, trusses

or joists interconnected by means of shear connectors

with either a reinforced concrete slab or a steel deck

and concrete cover slab;

^ 
(b) Composite beams consisting of steel sections or joists

fully encased in concrete interacting with a concrete

slab;

^ 
(c) Composite columns consisting of hollow structural steel

sections filled with concrete

^ 
18 .2 ltef initions

Figure 64 illustrates various cases of effective slab and

cover slab thickness.
:

18.3 Composite Beans

^ 
18.3. I General

The arbitrary increases to the elastically computed

deflections for the effects of creep of concrete, partial shear

^ connections and from slip of the steel-concrete interface affords

: 
a convenient means to check deflection against any prescribed
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Pigure 64

EFFECTIVE SLAB THICKNESS (t} FOR COMPOSITE BEAMS

I
h>0.

(ol

h=0.4xmax
but > 40 mm

(b)

For coree (al (bl (c), effective clab thickn..s t - x tmin-65mm

<65mm

(d)
Cellular Sreel Deck

(e)

All other cases

Effectivc rbb thickness t. x - h

tmin-65mm

125 ril min (c )

d/5 max but > 0.25x

deflection 1imit.126,L21,I28,I29,L4I The defLection due to

concrete creep is of concern for "permanent" loads (e.g. dead

loads and live loads of long duration). The equation given in
the Standard for the effective moment of inertia when increased

flexibitity results due to partial shear connection is based on a

^
A.
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re-evaluation of the data given in 126. These data also show

that the slip at the concrete-steel interfdc€ r even with 100 per

cent shear connect ion, causes a l5 per cent increase in

deflect ions.

Member deflection resulting from shrinkage of the concrete

depends of course on alI those factors affecting the concrete

shrinkage such as the age of concrete when loaded, ratio of slab

volume to surface area and concrete properties (sIump, I fines'

entrained air and cement content ) . Careful construction

practices such as the provision of proper moist curing conditions

will minimize shrinkage strains. For structures of usual

proportions and with usual construction practices deflections of

a simply supported composite beam due to shrinkage strains have

been shown by calculation to be about equal to that of the dead

load.

Because the concrete is not assumed to carry any vertical

shear the steel member must carry the total vertical shear.

Similarly, the end connections must carry the total end reaction

of the composite beam.

18.3.2 Design Effective Width of Concrete

The width of slab or cover slab deemed to be effective, when

computing the concrete force, is the Least of the three values

given in the clause. These rules were formulated on the basis of

elastic conditions (see, for example, Ref. 75). Reference 111

suggests that conditions at ultimate load are somewhat
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different. However analyses show that changes in moment capacity

due to differences in design effective widths are negligible.

18.3.3 Slab Reinforcement

The Iongitudinal shear forces generated by interconnecting

concrete slabs to steel sections or joists by means of shear

connectors somet imes cause long itud inal crack ing of the slab

directly over the steel. This is independent of any flexural

cracking which may occur due to the slab spanning continuously

over Supports, although the two effects may combine.

Longitudinal shear cracking is more apt to start from the

underside of the slab whereas flexural cracking is more apt to

start at the top surface of the slab. Some investigation has

been carried out76,77 but a fu11 explanation and corresponding

design procedure is, to date, not available.

This phenomenon has not been observed in cover slabs over

steel deckr possibJ.y because the steel deck provides a measure of

reinforcement. Reinforcement of the cover slab for other

reasonsr ds may be indicated by consideration of flexure, fire

resistance, Shrinkage or temperature effects md!r however, be

necessary.

18.3.5 Interconnection

Except in the case of unpainted sections or joists

supporting s1abs, and totally encased in concrete to a depth of

5O nm on sides and soffit, shear connectors are required to

effect the interconnection of steel and concrete. While studs

^
r-

A

^
^
^
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are assumed to be the usual method of interconnection and are the

subject of most of the specific requirements in subsequent

clauses, other means of interconnection which have been shown to

be satisfactory may be used instead. Where end-welded steel

studs are welded through steel deck both the total sheet.

thickness and the total amount of zinc coating are limited in

accordance with successful field experience to date.

Tests have shown that a shear connector is not fu11y

effect ive if welded to a support which is too thin or

flexinleB5. For this reason the stud diameter is limited to 2.5

times the thickness of the part to which it is welded unless a

Iesser thickness can be justified.

18.3.5 Shear Connectors

The general intent of this clause is to require the use of

shear connector resistances, which have been satisfactorily

established by test. Certain types of shear connectors (studs,

channels) have been extensively tested in the past and therefore

permissible values are given which are considered acceptable

without further verification.

In 2.7A Limit States Des ign a res istance factor

0"" = 0.80 is applied to shear connector resistances to modify

the nominaL member or connector resistances to account for

possible variations in material strength, dimensions of the part,

and so on.

The values given in Clause I8.3.5 ( a ) are based on an

extensive research ptogtu*78 involving both normal and
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lightweight concrete sIabs. The limiting value of 0=" F, A3c in

LSD or Fu A=" in WSD represents the tensile strength of the stud

times its cross-sectional area (A"") forr ds the concrete pushes

against the stud, the stud eventually begins to bend over and

develop a tensile resiStance. The same values may be used in

designs incorporating studs passing through the flutes of steel

deck into the concrete cover slab above provided that the flute

average width is at Ieast twice its height and the stud extends

into the cover slab at least 2 diametersT9.

Based on work presented in Reference 15, numerical values

are given in Table 8 for studs useci in conjunction with steel

deck in which the flute average width is less than twice its

height. It \^tas also f ound that the value of a pa ir of studs in a

flute was less than twice the value of a single stud and the

values given reflect these findings. A similar reduction does

not appear to be needed for pairs of studs in solid slabst in

this case the value of a pair is simply assumed to be twice the

value of a single stud. It is recommended, however' that where

studs are used in pairs the lateral spacing between them be not

less than 4 stud diameters measured centre to centre of studs in

order to minimize excessive localized stress in the surrounding

concrete.

The value assigned to channel connectorsS0 in LSD is the

same as used in WSD except tbat it is in a different format as in

both cases the connectors are designed for the ultimate shear on

the interface.



18.4 Design of Composite Beams with Shear Connections

Linit States Design

The factored moment resistance of a composite beam is

computed based on the ultimate capacity of the

cross-section2 6 '29 '75 '8I '82 ' 83 ' 
84 where the following assumptions

are made:

(1) Concrete in tension is neglected.

182

(2) If a steel joist is used,

considered effective when

res istance.

(3) Tension and compress

the plastic neutral

only the lower chord is

computing the moment

ion forces are in equilibrium about

axis.

( 4 ) Forces are obtained as the product of a limit states

stress (Of, for steel and 0.85 0"fl for concrete) times

the appropriate area.

(5) The resistance factor for concrete (0c) is set at a

Iower value (0.50) than that used for steel members

(0.90) to take into account the greater variability in

the strength and dimensions of concrete elements.

Three design cases, I,2 and 3, are considered where:
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( 1 ) Case 1 represents full shear connection and the plastic

neutral axis in the sIab.

(2) Case 2 represents fu11 shear connection and the plastic

neutral axis in the steel section.

( 3 ) Case 3 represents partial shear connection for which

the plast ic neutral axis is always in the steel

section.

When joists are used, only Case 1 is permitted since this

provides for an efficient design and a predictable mode of

failure. For Case 3, the position of the compressive resistance

of the concrete is determined by the expression for rralr as

suggested in Reference 84.

18.4.4 (LSD) Where partial shear connection is used, a lower

limit of 50 percent of the lesser of 0.85 0"fibt and 0AsFy is

imposed for flexural strength considerations. The limit is

reduced to 25 percent for deflection considerations. The.lower

limit for strength evaluation is based on studies which indicate

that, dt some value below one half the number of shear connectors

required for fuIl shear connection, the "flexibility" at the

plane of interconnection has increased to the point where the

basic assumptions as to an integral composite section may not

A,

apply over the whole Ioading range. The lower limit for
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deflection design is less stringent because deflection is

normally of concern up to the level of specified load rather than

the higher level of factored load on which strength design is

based.

18.4.5 (LSD) ff the factored resistance provided by the shear

connectors is at least equal to the factored horizontal shear

force 0AsFy, then full shear connection has been provided for

Case I ( plastic neutral axi's in the slab ) . For fu11 shear

connection for Case 2 (plastic neutral axis in the steel), the

factored resistance provided by the shear connectors must be at

least equal to 0.85 Ocbtf'c. These values are obtained by

considering the forces above or below the plane on which the

horizontal force acts, that is, the interface between the steeL

and the concrete. Since conditions at the location M = M*"* are

implicitly being considered, this total horizontal shear force is

the summation of connector resistances between that location and

any adjacent point of M = O.

18.4.8 (LSD) Shear connectors may be spaced uniformly in most

caseS. An exception is the case where, in a region of positive

bending, a concentrated load or loads occurs between the point of

zero moment and the point of maximum positive moment. This

clause ensures that the moment capacity of the composite section

at the point of concentrated load is achieved. If n represents

the total number of shear connectors to develop the maximum

moment, Mf r EDd 11' , the number to develop the moment 
"tr. 

at the
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point of concentrated loads, then it might be assumed that

n, /n = Mf L/14t. 
However the Steel section alone has a moment

capacity, Mr, which is not OepenOent on the presence or absence

of shear connectors. This capacity is subtracted f rom both l"lf

and !1.c to obtain the equation given in Clause 17.4.8.tl

18.4 Design of Composite Beams with Shear Connectors

- Working Stess Design

18.4.5 (WSD) The determination of the required number of shear

connectors for complete compos ite action with concrete in

flexural compression is based on the assumption that at ultimate

load the entire horizontal shear acting at the junction of the

steel beam and the concrete slab is transferrecl by shear

connectors alone. This horizontal shear (Vh) cannot be greater

than either O"ty or 0 .85 f'"A" so that the lesser value

represents the horizontal shear force at the limit of flexural

usefulness of the composite beam. Ac is the area of concrete

equal to effective flange width times effective slab thickness.

From Vh thus determined the number of shear connectors Nu

required between a point of maximum positive moment and an

adjacent point of zero moment is n = Vh/q where q is the load per

connector given in Tab1e 13 of the Standard.

':8.4.7 
(WSD) In the negative moment regions of continuous

composite beams advantage may be t.aken of suitably anchored

longitudinal reinforcement in the slab when computing section

^.

^
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properties. In this case the reinforcement must be anchored into

concrete which is in compression and sufficient shear connectors

must be provided between the point of maximum negative moment and

an adjacent point of zero moment to resist a horizontal shear

Vh = A"rFyr. Research to date is not entirely definitive as to

the value of shear connectors in regions of negative bending but

reported results indicate that the reinforcement can be

considered effective if properly anchored and the number of shear

connectors as indicated above is provided.

18.4.8 (I{SD) Shear connectors may be spaced uniformly in most

cases. An exception is the case where, in a region of positive

bending, a concentrated load or loads occurs between the point of

zero moment and the point of maximum positive moment. This

clause ensures that the moment capacity of the composite section

at the point of concentrated load is achieved. If n represents

the total number of shear connectors to develop the ful1, Mmax,

and n'the number to develop the moment, F7, at the concentrated

load, then it might be assumed that n'/n = M/Mmax' However, the

steel section alone has a moment capacity, Msteel, which is not

dependent on the presence or absence of shear connectors. This

capacity is substracted from both M and. M*u* to obtain the

equation given in Clause 17.4.8.

18.5 Design of Composite Beams Without Shear Connectors

As a conservative simplification Clause 18.5.3 permits the

design of encased simple span steel- sections or joists as if the
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steel section or joist alone supported 90 percent of the total

load. This is a tacit assumption that the composite section

containing the encased steel section or joist will have a moment

resistance at least 11 percent greater than the bare steel

member. Typically, the moment resistance computed according to

CIause 18.5.2 would show a Iarger increase over the bare steel

member.

18.6 Unshored Beams

To keep strains resulting from the application of specified

Ioad within the elastic range it is required to Iimit the stress

(as a measure of strain) in the tension flange of the steel

section or joist to 0.90 ty under specified load. The state of

stress or strain of the bottom fibre of steel at specified loads

has no effect whatsoever on the ability of the composite beam to

reach its ultimate moment. This clause serves to guard against

perrnanent deformations under specified 1oads.

18.8 Design of Composite Columns

Where hollow structural sections (HSS) used as columns are

completely filled with concrete, advantage may be taken of the

increased load capacity, which will be highest for stocky members

and minimal for slender members. t'lany research programmes have

demonstrated that composite columns of this type have improved

load-carrying ability within a

parametet=87 ' 130 ' 131 ' 132 'I33

certain range of
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Generally the axial . Ioad to be carried by the concrete

should be applied by direct bearing on the concrete although

recent experimentsl34 show for relatively long columns,

especially when loaded eccentrically, that bond and interlocking

due to the curvature developed nay suffice. For axially loaded

columns the method of superposition proposed in Reference 132,

where the total load is taken as that carried by the steel plus

that carried by the concrete is used. Each contribution is a

function of the slenderness ratio of that part. For the

concrete, the creep of the concrete due to long term loading is

taken into account as is the increase in axial load capacity of

the concrete due to the confining pressure exerted by circular

hollow sections.

For combined axial compression and bending it is assumed

conservatively that aII bending moments are resisted by the steel

which also is assumed to carry a net axial load equal to the

total axial load less that sustained by the concrete.

19. GENERAL REOUIREI{ENTS FOR BUILT-UP }IE!iBERS

The term built-up member refers to any structural member

assembled from two or more components. Such members may be used

to resist compression, tension or bending and the requirements

for fastening together the various components vary accordingly.

In compression members it is necessary to prevent local

buckling of components at loads less than those which wouLd cause

the member to buckle as a whole. In tension members' buckling is

not a consideration but it is generally desirable that components
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be st itched together suff iciently to work in unison and to

minimize vibration. with exposed members it is aLso important

that components in contact be fitted together tightly enough to

minimize possible corrosion problems. The sketches comprising

Figure 55 illustrate the main provisions of Clause 19.

20. STABILILTY OF STRUCTURES AND INDTVIDUAL I{EUBERS

20.l General

There is an emphasis in this Standard on the designer's

responsibility to ensure stability of the structure and the

individual members (see also Commentary on Clause 8.5); on the

interconnection of various load resisting elements, for example,

use of floors or roofs as diaphragms; on proper load transfer'

for example, use of one bent to provide resistance to lateral

load for several, more flexible, ddjacent bents or the use of end

walls for lateral load resistance for the central structure, and

on the necessity to show information on design and erection

drawings.

20.2 Stability of Columns

The clause relates to a local requirement and reminds the

designer that the beam-to-column connection may have to be

capable of resisting a tensile or compressive component as well

as the usual shear or moment. By basing the force requirements
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on the anticipated out-of-plumb coupled with the flexibility of

anticipated. (See also the conmentary on Clause 8.6)

20.3 Stability of Beams, Girders and Trusses

The requirement of Clause 19.3.1 is based on the work

reported in References 89 and 90. For members in plastically
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When an element in a structure must resist the "bracing

forces" from more than one member it is not possible to state

explicitly how these forces should be combined, since the

out-of-straightness giving rise to the bracing forces may vary

both in magnitude and sense. The conservative assumption would

be that all forces act in the same sense at the maximum

magn itude.

cases.

Reference 109 provides more guidance in selected

Because the shear centre of an asymmetric section does not

coincide with the centroid, this section may be unintentionalJ-y

loaded so as to produce torsion and biaxial bending. Both the

connections and the mernbers providing reactions should be

checked.

2L. CONNECTIONS

2L.3 Restrained Hembers

When the compressive or tensile force, transmitted by a beam

flange to a column ( for LSD approximately equal to the factored

moment divided by the depth of the beam and for WSD equal to the

specified yield point of the beam flange r.rrultiplied by the area

of the flange) exceeds the bearing or tensile resistance of the

web of the column, Stiffeners are required to develop the load in

excess of the bearing or tensile resistance.

Reference 60 recommends that the length of the column web

risisting the compressive force be taken as the thickness of the

beam flange plus 5k. This length multiplied by the thickness of

the column web and the specified minimum yield point of the
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column gives the bearing resistance for the column web for Class

I and 2 webs.

The same reference, using conservative assumptions as to the

relative dimensions of beams and columns, computes the column

flange bending resistance when subjected to tensile load from the

beam flange, to be 7 t.2 ay". Tests have shown that connections

proportioned in accordance with this equation have carried the

plastic moment of the beam satisfactorily.
For members with Class 3 and 4 websr the bearing resistance

of the web is Iimited by its buckling strength. The expression

for bearing resistance is conservatively based on the critical

buckling stress for a plate with both edges simply supported.

n2Eo"r=m , 723 000k = '-- """-, when k
(h /w \z' c' c'

= k = 4mln

The coefficient 540 000 given in the LSD Clause 21.3(a) for

the factored bearing resistance reflects a further reduction of

about 10 percent to account for uncertainty in the prediction of

the member strength and thereby to maintain a more uniform level

of probability against fail-ure . The coefficient 380 000 given

in WSD Clause 21.3(a) for the bearing resi'stance reflects the

same reduction of about t0 percent but also includes a factor of

safety of 1.67.
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2L.4 Connections of Tension or Compression Members

The 50. percent rule provides for a reasonably s ized

connection, especially when a member has been des igned for

stiffness rather than strength.

2L.5 Lamellar Tearing

This clause has been included in recognit ion of the

widespreacl use of welded joints in steel structures for

buildings. In cases where shrinkage results as a consequence of

welding under highly restrained conditions' very large tensile

strains may be set up. If these are transferred across the

through thickness direction of roIled structural members or

plates, IamelIar tearing may result. If this type of joint

cannot be avoided, steps may be taken to minimize the possibility

of lamelrar tearing93 '94 .

2L.5 Placement of Fasteners and Welds

Reference 95 has shown that, except for caSes of repeated

loads, end welds on tension angles and other sirnilar members need

not be placed so as to balance the forces about the neutral axis

of the member.

2L.8 FiIlers

In bearing-type shear connections development of the filler

before the splice material diminishes bending of the bolt. In

slip-resistant joints, tests with fillers up to I inch in

thickness and with surface conditions comparable to other joint

cornponents show that the fillers become an integral part of the
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be developed before the splicejoint and they need not

material55.

22. BOLTING DETAILS

WhiIe Clause 13.9(c) specifies the bearing capacity of the

plate material as a function of end distance Clause 22.8

specifies the minimum edge distances permitted for connections of

tension members with one, two or more bolts for various bolt

diameters. Reference 55 contains a comprehensive summary of

bearing strengths as a function of end distance and the types of

failures that are guarded against.

23. STRUCTURAL JOINTS USING ASTI,I A325 OR A 490 BOTTS

23.L General

A325M137 A490M138 A3259'7 and A49098 bolts are produced by

quenching and tempering. A325 bolts are somewhat lower in

tensile strength than A490 bolts but have greater ductility.

These types of boLts are intended to be initially tensioned to at

least 70 percent of their specified minimurn tensile strengths

and, therefore, exert a high clamping force on the parts which

they join. When joints are required to resist shear between

connected parts, it is required that the design and shop drawings

specify the joints as either slip-resistant or bearing-type. As

explained in the Commentary on Clause 13.11, the shear transfer
in slip-resistant joints results from the action of the clamping

forces in the bolts upon the faying surfaces. This shear

transfer is to be examined at specified road levels, and it is
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expected that this type of connection will be used primarily in

connections subjected to load reversal or where slip into bearing

would result in unacceptable geometry changes in the structure.

Although the load transfer in bearing-type connections will

also be by friction at low load leveIs, slip into bearing will-

occur well before factored load level-s (LSD) or specified load

1evels (WSD) are reached. Thus the controlling strength elements

are shear of the bolt across the shank of the bolt (Clause 13.10)

and the bearing capacity of the plate adjacent to the bolts

(Clause 13.9(c)). Since there are few joints in building

construction that are subject to load reversal nor are there many

situations where a one-time slip into bearing cannot be

tolerated, bearing-type joints would be the usual choice.

As a result of normal fabrication practice, minor

misalignment of bolt holes may occur in connections with two or

more bolts except when all parts of the connection are match

punched or drilled. Such misalignment, if anything, has a

beneficiat effect55 in offering a stiffer joint, improved slip

resistance and decreased rigid body motion.

23.1.5 Applied Tension

Figure 66 illustrates that, when an external tensile force

is applied to the connected parts, the applied external force and

the internal clamping force in the bolt are not additive. The

bolt needs to be proportioned only for the tensile 1oad. The

illustration ( Fig. 65 ) assumes 'stiff' connected material

relative to the bolt. Measurement of actual bolt forces in

connections of practical sizes has shown that there is an



increase in bolt force over

usually about 5-10 percent.

L91

Pigure 66

that assumed but it is modest,

The effect of prying action on bolt tension, illustrated in

Figure 6'7, is an important design consideration. page 27g of the

"Guide to Design criteria for Bolted and Riveted Joints"
summarizes the criteria for the design of tension connections

when prying action is present. For load reversal or repeated

Ioad situations t,hese connections must be proportioned so that
prying is avoided

The Research Council on StrucEural Connections is current'ly
(1980) considering specific limitations on the allowable tension

EFFECT OF APPLIED TENSION ON
TIGHTENED HIGH.STRENGTH BOLTS
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Figure 67

for different ranges of stress cycles provided the prying forces

are less than 60 percent of the external load. These limits are

based on an evaluation of available test data. Until more

guidance is available designers should consider a conservative

design approach to these connections.

23.2 Bolts, Nuts and Washers

The "standard" A325M, A490M, A325 or A490 bolt has a heavy

hex head, restricted thread length, coarse threads and is

equipped with a heavy hex nut. Proprietary versions are

available which di ffer from the "standard" type in various

aspects, and in some cases may offer one or more advantages.

OF PRYING ACTI
BOLT TENSION

CONNECTED MATERIAI "STIFF"

RELATIVE TO FASTENERS

CONNECTED

RELATIVE

MATERIAL "FLEXIBLE,'

TO FASTENERS

f'

{n
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Their use is permissible under the conditions set forth in Clause

23.2.4.

Galvan i zed A3 2 5tl and

23.2,3; however galvanized

they are especially suscePt

stress crack ing .55

23.3 Bolted Parts

As permitted by Clause 23.3.4, the faying surfaces of

slip-resistant joints may be hot-dip galvanized or coated with

sprayed metal coatings , Zinc-rich paints, or a vinyl surface

treatment. Other materials and methods may also be used when

approved.

23.4 Installation

Even though the Standard divides the design of shear joints

into bearing-tyPe and slip-resistant connections, the

installation procedure is the same for aIl bolts. As has already

been described, the high initial bolt tension is necessary for

slip-resistant joints. Although the ultimate shear strength of a

high strength bolt is independent of the initial clamping

force55, the presence of such a force provides a better stress

pattern and security against nut loosening for either type of

connection. In addition, the use of a consistent procedure for

aIl bolted joints minimizes the potential for errors.

Except when galvanized, A325M and A325 bolts may be reused

once or twice, providing that proper control on the number of

reuses can be established55,95. A490 bolts should not be reused'

A325 boLts are permitted by C1ause

A490 bolts are not permitted since

ible to stress corrosion and hy<lrogen
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23.5 "Turn-of-Nut' Tightening

Any instalLation procedure used for high strength bolts

involves elongating the bolt so as to produce the desired tensile

force. Although part of the bolt probably remains elastic (tne

shank), the threaded portion behaves plastically. It is because

the bolt as a whole is tightened into the inelastic range (out

onto the flat portion of its load vs. deformation response

curve ) , that the exact location of "snug-tight" is not

critical. For the same reason, aPPlication of the specified

amount of nut rotation will result in preloads which are above

those prescribed in Table 15 and which are not greatly

variable. There is a reasonable margin against twist-off but the

tolerance on nut rotation prescribed in the footnote to Tab1e I6

is good practice, particularly when galvanized A325 bolts or

black A490 bolts are used.

23.6 Tightening by Use of a Direct Tension Indicator

The Standard permits use of direct tension indicator bolting

systems. AI1 of these are proprietary in nature but all rely on

some physical change in some part of the bolt system to indicate

when the minimum bolt tension has been achieved. For example,

one such system relies on. a physical gap being closed down to a

specified dimension which can be measured with the appropriate

tooI.

23.7 fnspection

Bo1ts, nuts and washers are

residual coating of oi1. This

normally received with a light

coating is not detrimental, in
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face it is desirable, and should not be removed. Galvanized

bolts and/or nuts may be coated with a special lubricant to

facilitate tightening. Obviously, this should not be removed.

Bolts tightened by the turn-of-nut method may have the outer

face of the nut match-marked with the bolt point before final

tightening, thus affording the inspector visual means of noting

nut rotation. Such marks can be macie with crayon or paint by the

wrench operator after the bolts have been snugged.

The sides of nuts or bolt heads tightened with an impact

wrench appear slightly peened and thus indicate that the wrench

has been appl ied. For bolts in a bearing-type connection

subjected only to shear, this evidence that the nuts have been

tightened is sufficient inspection since the ultimate shear

strength of the bolt is independent of the amount of preload.

When a torque wrench is used in inspection to verify bolt

tension, the procedures to be followed are described in detail in

Clause 23.7.4. A washer under the turned element is necessary to

minimize erratic torque-tension relationships.

25. COLUI{N BASES

In general the use of base plates bearing directly on grout

is preferred to the use of Ievelling plates interposed between

the base pJ.ate and the grout. The Iatter condition may lead to

uneven bearing.

when the supporting surface is wider on all sides than the

loaded area the compressive resistance of the concrete is

increased because of triaxial effects. When compression exists

over the entire base plate area rather than using a linearly
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varying pressure it is reasonable to use a uniform pressure on a

depth equal to d-2e because it is the average pressure which

would result in failure of the concrete rather than the maximum

value at the edge of the base plate.183

Resistances of the concrete to pull-out and transverse loads

are in accordance with CAN3-A23.3, Design of Concrete Structures

for Building=184. Tests have shorn135, that when shear is

transmitted by bearing of the anchor bolts on the concrete' the

bearing area can be taken as the product of the bolt diameter and

an assumed depth of 5 times the bolt diameter.

26. ANCTTOR BOLTS

Anchor bolts may be required to resist the effects of uplift

forces, bending moments and shears applied to the anchorage. The

tensile resistance is determined on the basis of the ultimate

tensile strength using the tensile stress area of the bolt as the

net area. This area when National Coarse threads are used ie139'

An =T (o 0.97p)2

The shear resistance of bolts is based on the expression

given in CIause 13.10.2. For combined shear and tension an

ell ipt ical interact ion 'equat ion is used as given in Clause

13.10.4. Tests have shor.,I85, when anchor bolts are subjected to

combined shear and tension, that the grout breaks away and does

not support the anchor bolt. The bolts are therefore subjected

to bending and depending on the fixity or lack of it at the base

plate, rndy be bent in single or double curvature. The bolts must
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be designed against combined tension and bending. The bending

strength is based on the elastic section modulus rather than the

plastic section modulus because some steels used for anchor bolts

have limited ductility

3I. PLASTIC DESIGN - WSD

31.1 (WSD) General. Plastic design, based on the plastic theory

is a method of proportioning steel structures on the basis of

maximum useable strength rather than on allowable stress. In

general, it is assumed that a plastically designed frame achieves

its limit of usefulness when sufficient plastic hinges have

developed to tranform the frame into a mechanism. The plastic

method relies on certain basic assumptions for its validityl2 ancl

this WSD Standard imposes the necessary restrictions in order to

preserve the applicability of the plastic theory. The basic

restriction pertains to the steel itself and is contained in

Clause 8.5(a) which in effect states that the steel specified

shall be characterized by a plateau in the stress-strain curve at

the yield stress Ievel and exhibit strain-hardening when the

average strain exceeds the plastic strain. This behaviour should

be evidenced at the temperatures to which the structure will be

subjected in service. Also, dlthough not stated, plastically

designed structures usually entai.I welded fabrication, so the

steel specified should also be weldable.
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3L.2 (WSD) permissible Types of Flernbers and Frames. Plast ic

design has been extended to all members in structures prevented

from sidesway by bracing, shear walls or other effective

means19 t20 . Thus braced multi-storey buildings of any height may

now be proportioned in accordance with Clause 31. In addition

unbraced rigid frames not exceeding two storeys in height also

may be proportioned in accordance with Clause 3I.

3L.2 (WSD) Load Factor. In general, the factored load P is

taken as:

P=oDD+0\oL(L+O+T)

where q, = load combination factor given in C1ause 7

dD = load factor of 1.4

o L = Ioad factor of L.7

Y = importance factor

31.4 (WSD) Tension llembers. In order to base the des ign of

tension members on the same criteria as used in allowable stress

design the tensile load is limited to 1.57AnFt. In general Ft =

0.6 F, but in certain casesr.ES per Clause 13.2, Ft < 0.6 Fy. In

addition, in order to ensure that yielding precedes fracture, it

is specified that the ratio An/Ag shall be greater than Fy/Fu.

31 .5 (wSD) Conpression l,tembers.

to I.57 ogt. ( i . e. , I.67 times

The compressive load is limited

the compressive load permitted by

allowable stress des ign ) .
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31.6 (wSD) Beam-Columns. Interaction equations of the same type

as given in Clause 13.7, except in terms of load and moment'

rather than stress, are used to proportion beam-columns.

However, other published and recognized methods of beam-column

analysis may be used if acceptable to the Regulatory Authority.

Because the given interaction equations of necessity are

generalized, other means of analysis may be appropri.ate within a

more Iimited range of parameters.

3L.7 (WSD) Web Crippling. Web stiffeners are required on a

member at a point of load application where a plastic hinge would

form. Stiffeners are also required at beam-to-column connections

where the loads delivered by beam flanges would either cripple

the column web orr in the case of tension loads, curL the column

flange. The rules for stiffeners are essentially the same as

those given in Clause 21.3.

In lieu of pairs of stiffener plates paraIlel to and

approxirnately in line with the flanges of the member delivering

the load, plates para11e1 to the column web and attached to the

toes of the column flanges may be used. Reference should be made

to the technical literatu."l2 for further details of stiffeners

and for special requirements pertaining

haunchesr 6.

t.o tapered and curved

31.8 (WSD) Width-Thickness Ratios. In order to preclude local

buckling and to ensure adequate hinge rotat ion, compress ion

elements in regions of plastic moment must have width-thickness

ratios no greater than those specified for Class I sections in
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Clause 11.3. Sections which meet such requirements are termed

,,pIastic design sections" to differentiate them from the Class 2

ancl Class 3 sections called for in allowable stress design.

plastic design sections are more restricted in width-thickness

ratios than are Class 2 sections. The former must be able to

withstand substantial rotation at a plastic hinge locations

whereas the latter need have only limited rotation capacity.

31.9 (rfSD) Connections. This requirement is to ensure that

splices located at inflection points have sufficient capacity to

enable the structure to act as if continuous up to the ultimate

load.
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APPENDIX L - COLUI{NS SUBJECT TO BIAXIAL BENDING (LSD)

These refined expressions were introduced in an Appendix in

order not to further complicate the limit states Standard by the

mandatory use of new concepts in beam-column design.

In the Commentary to Clause 13.7, the Iinearity of

interaction expressions presented in that clause was discussed"

In fact the interaction curve relating axial load and the two

orthogonal moments is not Iinear' for either strength or

stability.

The simplest demonstration of non-linearity is that used in

Reference 99 on work on HSS. Consider a circular tube subject to

eccentric loading about the x and y axes. Because the section

properties are uniform about the polar axis r the interaction

expressions of Clause 13.7 would sum the moment effects as if a

moment of P(e* +.y) vrere applied, whereas the actual moment is

Ir^
p (.*2 + .r')'t

Thus, the interaction curve for a circular tube, is a quadrant of

a circle. Finding a similar effect applied to square HSS' it l^'as

determined that the available test data fitted the expression in

Clause L3(c) if the sum of the moment terms was modified by the

express lon

e 2 + e 2

t={-*"!
xy

The value of Y is equivalent to v in C1ause r2(c\.
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Research at Lehigh100 ' 101 ' 102 ' 103 shows that a sinilar

non-Iinear effect applies to W-shapes. The expressions in Clause

L1(a) and (b) are for strength and stability respectively. The

exponents 6 and rl were evaluated from rigorously calculated

interaction curves.

The expressions for Mo* and roy have been determined from

Clause 13.7.1, transposed and applied for uniaxial bending only.

Essentiallyr the interaction expressions (a) and (b) in

Clause LI define an interaction surface relating the boundary

conditions on the three perpendicular axes (i.e. axial resistance

and moment resistance about each axis). Therefore, the better
these values are determined, the better will be the interaction
surface.

Unlike W-shapes, significant biaxial bending is imposed on

HSS whenever beams frame into the column about two perpendicular

axes. The design expressions given in Cl-ause L2 for square HSS

secti.ons, for both strength and stabililty are developed in
References 104, 105 and 116. since the form of the expressions

is completely different to those for w-shapes research is
underway to develop exponents for the curvilinear interaction
expressions for both sguare and rectangular HSS.

Linitations

Significant economy may result in designs according to

Appendix 'L', but before adopting theser sorTr€ general t.hought

should be given to the extent to which yielding under service
load is like1y and, in view of this, whether further restrictions
on the design are necessary. (See the Note to Appendix L.)
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The Standard recommends a value of 0.85 for o for

compression members in frames subject to joint translation

(sidesway). This approach should not be used in combination with

the method recommended here, the development of which is based on

constant end eccentricities up to maximum load. To use the

recommended method in sway frames, the end moments should be

determined by a second-order analysis, i.e. the PA effects at

ultimate load should be included. Additional precautions have

been proposed in Reference 105.
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO SI UNITS

LENGTH

Feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254*
Miles (mi) x L6O9.74
Miles (mi) x L.60954
Nautieal Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

Feelz (rt2) x o.o929olo
Acresrx 40+6.86
Miles' (mi') x 2.58999

VOLUME

reet] (Fr:) x o.o2glr5g5
Feet),(rt'1 x zB.iL6B5
Yards' (yo') x o.764555
Acre Feet x L253.48
Gallons (qaf) x 0.00454509
Gallons (gal) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.1048*
Miles per hour (milhr) x O.447O4*
Miles per hour (milnr) x L.6o934
Knots x O.514444
Knots x I.852*

DISCHARGE

1"
FeeE' per seconO (f (/{ x 0.02811685
Millions of gallons per day (mgd)

x 0.0526L67
Acre-feet per day x O.OL4Z764
Gallons per minute (gal,/min)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Pounds (fO) x O.45t592
Pounds (fU) x 45r.r9T
Pounds (fO) x 4.4482?
Tons x 0.907185

Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Meters (m)
Kilometers (t<m)

Meters (m)

Meters (m)

netersl (m])
Meters'(mi)
Kilometer"t (kr')

Metersl (r')
Liters** 

"Meters- (m')
Metersl (ril
l,leters'(m')
Liters**

Meters per
Meters per
Kilometers
Meters per
Kilometers

Metersl per

t',tetersl per
MetersJ per

Meters' per

second (m/s)
second (m/s)
per hour (t<m/nr)
second (m/s)
per hour (t<m/nr)

second (^3 /t)

second (r1l")
second (r',/s)

second (r3 /=)

Kilogyrams force (kqf)
Grams (g)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**



PRESSURE

Pounds per root] .ratrtll
Pounds per foot' Qb/fL')

Pounds per inchJ Qb/Ln:)
Pounds per inch' (Ib,/in')

0.00689475 x I0

Pounds per inch2 (fblin2)

Millibars (mb) ; I00.0*

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per foot] (Iblft:)
Pounds per foot' Qb/ft')
Pounds per Foot' (rulrtl)

= Newtons per meterz ln/^z)"
= Kiloqrgms Force per meter-

(usr /n')
= Newtons per meter? (N/^2)

= Newtops per millirete12
(tt,/mm")

= Megapascal (Npa) .)

= KillogSams Force per meter-
(ugr /n')

= Newtons per meterz (N/^2)

Newtons per meter' {ru/rl).
Kilogrqms force per meter-
(usr /n')
Grams per centimeterJ (g/.^5)

x
X

47 . BB0l
4.88245

6894,76

x 7O3.A7O

L57.O876
16.0r85

0.0150185

X

X

MAS5 AND DENSITY

Slugs x 14.5911
Slugs per Foot/ x 515.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-s/rt2) or
slugs per foot second x 47.BB0l

Feet2 per secona (r&/i x o.o9z9oJ

Kilograms (kg)
Kilolrams pei meterS (ug/^3)

Newtogs seconds p"r ret"rz
( N"/r';**
Metersz per secona (n2/s)

*
**

Exact values
Liters x 1000.0 = cemtineters
Litersx0.00I=meters)
Metric tons x 1000.0 = kilograms Force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 1001000.0 = dypes
Newton seconds per meterz x O.l = poises



SI PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

P refix
( abbreviation) Meaning

r r000 r000.
I,000.

r00.
10.
0.1
0.01
0.001
0.000001

Mega-
Kilo-
Hecto-
Deka-
Deci-
Centi-
MilIi-
Micro-

(u)
(r<)
(h)

(da)
(d)
(c)
(m)
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FOREWORD

The species and quality of timber used in the Commonwealth Caribbean
territories vary widely.

Some territories (u.g. Guyana) have large stocks of locarry grown
timber for structural purposes. 0ther countries import virtually
alr their structurar timber, while stilr others have a growing local
timber industry which contributes a portion of the total amount of
timber used annually.

Timber strengths vary even within species, depending on the
conditions and Iocality of growth.

Recommended permissible stresses must therefore be based on standard
grading rules developed from correlation between visuaL inspection
and strength tests. Permissible stresses put forward in this
document are based on North American grading rules, ASTM in
particular. Stresses for structural softwood are given for Southern
Yellow Pine which is fairly typical fon softwoods ol the pitch pine
variety.

It is suggested in the document that reference be made to the local
Bureau of Standards or Forest Products Laboratory in each territory
for confirmation and guidance on basic stresses for timber produced
in that territory.

Most of the published and unpublished data available on strengths of
caribbean timbers requires further verification, statisticar
analysis and collation to conform with the format presented in
sub-sections 2.808 through 2.822,

I,.lhire awaiting such further work, it was considered useful to
pubrish such data as shown in Appendix D for approximate guidance
and comparison. Onry densities have been included at this stage.

The document is based on two design approaches:

(1) A rational design procedure using working stress design
methods.

This is based on National Design Specifi_cation for Wood
Construction by the National Forest Produces Association,
USA.

Q) A simplified design procedure based on the use of load
tables and the selection of minimum fecommended sizes for
various applications.

This is based on the work by the Guyana Association of
Professional Engineers as a contribution to earlier
efforts at a Caribbean Uniform Building Code.
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For a rational design procedure for special cases such as trusses,
built-up sections, and glued laminated members, reference is made
direct of the National Design Specification.

Safe loads and design values have been omitted for the wide range of
connector systems available. These values are generally empirical
based on actual tests on various species of timber. Inclusion of
such data wiII be considered later after review, when the IikeIy
range of timbers will be more clearly defined.

Acknowledgement is hereby made of the many standards and other
references which provided material for the preparation of this
Section. Appendix B provides a partial list.
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NUMBERING SYSTEM

- For this parL of the Code, the numbering system is as follows:

: Ihe first number indicates the Part ofl the Code, the first digit in the
^ second number indicates the Section in the Part, the second and third
^ digits in t,he second number indicate the sub-section in the Section, and

- the third number indicates the Article in the sub-section. These are
illustrated as follows:

2 Part 2
2.500 Part 2, Section 5
2.506 Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6
2.506.t. Part 2, Section 5, sub-section 6, Artiele l
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PART 2
5ECTION 8

STRUCTURAL TIMBER - GENERAL

Scope

PRACTICE DEFINED This specification defines the
practice to be followed in structural design with

- visually graded lumber
- structural glued laminated timber

Rational stress design procedures aDe set out in section
BA sub-sections 2.808 through 2.822.

5imple design procedures for flexural members using load
tables are set out in Section 88.

In this Specifcation the word "shalltr is mandatory and
the word 'rshould'r is advisory.

This Specification is based on the best data and
engineering judgement available. However, it is not
intended to preclude use of materials, assemblies,
structures, or designs, not meeting the criteria herein,
where it can be demonstrated by analysis based ongenerally recognized theory, full-scale or prototype
loading tests, studies of model analogues, or extensive
experience in use, that the material, assembly, structure
or design can perform satisfactoriry in its intended end
USE.

2.801.5 C0MPITENT SUPERVISI0N - The design values For wood

2.802

products and lastenings and requirements for structural
design of wood construction given in this specification
are for designs made and carried out under competent
supervision.

Definitions

The folrowing words and terms sharl for the pu'pose of
this Code, have the meanings set forth in this Section.

Grued Built-up Members - structural members, the sectionsof which are composed of built-up sawn lumber alone,
plywood alone, or plywood in combination with sawn or
glued-laminated lumber; alI parts bonded together with
adhesives.
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GIued-Iaminated Lumber - Lumber composed of an assembly
of wood laminations bonded with adhesives, in which the
lamninations are too thick to be classed as veneePs.
(See definition of Structural Glued-laminated Lumber).

Grade The classification of lumber in regard to
strength and utility in accordance with the standards in
the appendices.

Grade (Stress) A lumber grade defined in such terms
that a definite working stress may be assigned to it as
set forth in the standards in the dppendices.

Joist - 0ne of a series of horizontal members, with
narlow face upr to which floor boards or roof sheathing
are fastened.

Nominal Size - The commercial size designation of width,
and depth, in standard sawn lumber and glued-laminated
grades somewhat larger than the standard net size oF

dressed lumber, in accordance with the standards in the
appendices.

Plywood Construction A built-up panel of laminated
veneers conforming to the standards given in the
appendices.

Scantling - A term applied to a piece of Iumber 100 to
200 millimetres thick by 100 to 210 millimetres wide.

Siding - The external wall material covering the frame oF

a building. This is also referred to as cladding.

Sill - A horizontal length of timber on which the studs
rest, fixed to the floor. The width of the sill is the
same as that of the studs.

Spar - A common roof rafter.

Structural Glued-laminated Lumber - Any member comprising
an assembly of laminations of lumber in which the grain
of all laminations is approximately parallel longitud-
inaIIy and in which the Iaminations are bonded with
adhesives; and which is fabricated in accordance with the
standards given in the appendices.

Stud - One of a series of slender wood structural members
placed vertically as supporting members in a wal1,
partition, or similar structural unit.
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Except where otheruise nobed, the symbols used in this
Specification have the following meanings:

A = area of cross section.
Al = in fasLener group analysis, cposs-sectional

area of main wood member(s) before boring or
grooving.

AZ = in fastep group analysis, sum of cross-
seetional areas of wood or metal side member(s)

before boring or drilling.
b = breadth (width) of rectangular member.

C" = curvature factor.
CF = size factor'
Cr = form factor'
Ct = for bending members, largest value of

slenderness factor C" at which intermediate
beam formula applies when determining design
value for extreme fiber in bending, defined as

Ck = .BttVE/Fb

C" = slenderness factor for bending member.

Ct = buckling stiffness factor.
Cx = spaced column fixity factor.
c : distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber.
D = diameter.
d = depth of rectangular member, or least dimension

of rectangular compression member, inches, or
pennyweight of nail or spike.

dt = depth of member remaining at a notch.
d" = effective depth of member at a joint detail, as

def ined in clause Z.BIt.d(e).
d1 = cposs-sectional dimension of rectangular

compression member in first plane oF Iateral
support, or least dimension of cross-section of
individdal member of a spaced column.
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dz cross-sectional dimension of rectangular

compression member in seeond plane of lateral
support, or cross-sectional dimension of wide

face of individual member of a spaced column.

Modulus of elasticity.
eccentricity.
design value for extreme fiber in bending.

design value for extreme fiber in bending,

adjusted by slenderness factor.
actual unit stress at extreme fiber in bending.

design value in compression parallel to grain.
design value in compression parallel to grain,
adjusted for l"/d ratio.
actual unit stress in compression parallel to
grain induced by axial load.

design value in compression perpendicuLar to
grain.
aetual unit stress in compression perpendicular

to grain.
design value for end grain in bearing parallel
to grain.
actual unit stress in end grain in bearing
parallel to grain.
design value in compression at an angle to
grain.
design value in radial stress.
actual radial stress across the grain.
design value in radial compression across the

grain.
actual unit stress in radial compression across

the grain.
desiqn value in radial tension acrobs the

grarn.

actual unit stress i.n radial tension across the

grai n.

design value in tension parallel to grain.

E

e

Fu

Fb'

fb
F

e

F"t

f"

F"

f
c

FI

fI

F
n

F r
f"
F fc

f rc

Frt

c

'rt

Ft
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f. = actual unit stress in tension parallel tot
grain.

F = desiqn value in horizontal- shear.

f = actual unit stress in horizontal shear.
G = speeific Aravity.
g = gauge of screw.

I = moment of inertia.
J = unitless convenience factor defined as

(l-ld) - rI
-l-
J-

1( -11

K = for columns the smallest slenderness ratio lu/d
at which the long column formula applies for
determining design value in compression

parallel to grain and, For Fastenings,
modification factor for design value for row of
connector units, bolts or lag screws loaded in
shear.

K^ = effective buckling length factor for columns.e

K" = radial stress factor.
L = span length oF bending member, or distance

between points of lateral support of column.
I = span length of bending member, or distance

between points of lateral support of column, or
Iength oF bolt in main member.

I^/d = slenderness ratio oF compression member.e
IU = Iength oF bearing in compression perpendicrrlar

to grain.
I" = eflfective span length of bending member, or

effective length oF compression member.

1 . = laterally unsupported span length of bending
U

member.

II.IZ = distances between points of laberal support of
compression member in planes 1 and 2.

^,
^

-
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in spaced column, distance from center of
connectors in an end block to center of spacer

block.
bending or resisting moment.

load on a fastener or fastener group at an

angle to grain between 0o and 90o, from

Hankinson Formula.

total concentrated load, or total axial load,

or load parallel to grain on a fastener or
fastener group.

design value For a row of Fastenings.

summation of design values for individual
fasteners in a row.

axial load per unit of cross-sectional area.

pounds per square ineh.

statical moment of an area about the neutral
axisr op Ioad perpendicular to grain on a

fastener or fastener group.

radius of curvature.
for a curved glued laminated bending member

having a varying rectangle cross-section,
radius of curvature at mid-depth aL apex.

least radius of gyration of section.
section modulus, or spacing of beams.

thickness.
shear force.
total uniform load.
uniform load per unit of length or surface
area.

distance From beam support to load.

an angle of slope of upper Face of curved glued

Iaminated bending member having a varying
rectangular cross-section, degrees.

angle between direction of load and directi.on
of grain, degrees.

pi

^
^

.TT
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oF 
= temperature in degrees Fahrenheit.

= parallel.

= perpendicular

= greater than

: greater than or equal to

= less than

= Iess than or equal to

-
-
A

- 2.804 Species
A

a 2.804.1 This Code is based on timbers likely to be available in
the Caribbean. However, since both local and imported

: :il?il"ri":"'::i:ii"il ;" ,"""Ji,'.'""1"0'J"n'LlSifi;ti,:i:
Table DI, Appendix D is a partial list.

A 2.8A4.2 For the use of timbers, not listed, reference should be

: Hf:"'""""il:?:"5";"""";Jn":XH:Xrii:::""n 
Laboratories or

1 
2 Bo4 ' 

i#h:$'"T#;:*?,f##"iT1?:"'i,Sffik*"',':':r'i:i
^ TABLE 2.904.1

NAMES AND DENSITIEs OF SOME STRUCTURAL TIMBER5 AVAILABLE(loct 0R TMpoRTED IN THE coMMoNwEALTH cARIBBEAN*)

Approximate
D'ensity at a

Standard Botannical 0ther Common Moisture
Name Species Names Content of 18%

A Softwoods Ugf/nt
al

-, Douglas Fir Pseudotsuya B.C. pine 59O
taxi fol i a

-
A

^
-
^
^
^

Pitch Pine Pinus Long leaf pitch 7ZO
palustris pine, southern
Pinus yellow pine,
ellioti Nicaraguan pitch
Pinus pine, Honduras
Caribea pitch pine

Redwood Pinus Redwood 544
sylvestris

z
I



Whitewood

Hardwoods

African
Mahogany

Greenheart

J arrah

Sapele

2.805

2.805.1

2.8O5.2

B

TABLE 2.804.1 (continued)

Picea Baltic
abies whitewood
Abies European
alba whitewood

Khaya spp. Khaya

0cotea
rodiaei

Eucalyptus
marginata

Entandrophragma
cylindricum

512

448

590

I,010

9L2

6BB

^
 

NOTE: An extended list of unverified data on Caribbean
timbers is included in Table Dl Appendix D for
preliminary comparisons only. Users of the Code
should refer to their local Forest Products
Laboratory or Bureau of Standards for accurate
Iocal data.

Grading

LUMBER - The design values for visually graded lumber are
based on the provisions of ASTM Designation D245,
"Methods lor Establishing Structural Grades and Related
Allowable Properties for Visually Graded Lumber." These
methods involve adjusting the strength properties oF
small elear specimens of wood as given in ASTM

Designation D2555, "Methods for Establishing Clear Wood

Slrength Values", for the efflects of knots, slope of
grain, splits, checks, size, duration of load, moisture
content and other influencing factors to obtain design
values applicable to normal conditions of service.

The appropriateness of lumber design values is regularly
evaluated on the basis of experience and experimental
data developed on the properties and performance of clear
wood specimens or full size lumber pieces.
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2.805.5

2.8O5 .4

2.8O5 .5

2.805.6

2.806

2.806.1

2.806 .2

2.806 .3

2.806.4
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In the Caribbean there is a wide range of species of
lumber, particularly hardwoods, many of which would not
be ineluded in the experimental programmes of the ASTM.
For such cases reference should be made to local Forestry
Departments.

0ther authoritative reference sources are ItThe Guyana
Grading rules for Hardwood Timber: published by the.
Forestry Department, Georgetown, Guyana and "Strength
Properties of Trinidadian Timber" published by the
University of the West Indies.

Design values for machine stress reaLed (USn) lumber are
based on non-destructive stiffness testing of individual
pieces. Certain visual grade requirements also apply to
such lumber. The stress-rating system used for MSR
Iumber should be regularly checked by the responsible
grading agency for conformance to established certifi-
cation and quality control procedures. An example of
such a responsible agency in the region is the applicable
Bureau of Standards.

GLUED LAMINATED TIMBER Design values for Glued
Laminated Timber shall be accordance with those published
by the American Institute oF Timber Construction (nttC).

Moisture Content of Timber

The timber should be seasoned as far as practicable to a
moisture content appropriate to the position in which it
is to be used. "Dryt' basic stresses given in this
document assume a moisture content not exceeding 19% when
full design loads are applied. This is considered to be
a normal service condition for most covered structures.

For lumber of 50 mm and 100 mm minimum dimensions 15%
moisture content is considered a more normal dry service
condition and where such lumber is manufactured at 15%
moisture content higher stresses are generally allowed.

For glued laminated timber, the corresponding dry service
moisture contents are reduced further to a maximum of
Iess than l5%.

In some countries of the Caribbean varying conditions of
humidity etc. will cause some variation in normal
service. Where local vlaues vary more than 5% From the
values stated here, the recommendations of the IocaI
Forest Products Laboratory or Bureau of Standards shall
be sought.

A rough adjustment would be to reduce the wet service
condition (19% moisture content) allowable stresses by 2
I/2% for each 1% increase in moisture content.

2.806.5
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Sizes

Wood members shalI be of sufficient size to carry the
dead, Iive, wind and earthquake loads, without exceeding
the allowable deflections or working stresses specified
in this Code.

Sizes of wood members referred to by the Code ate
nominal. Nominal sizes may be shown on the plans. the
minimum acceptable net sizes conforming to nominal sizes
shall be within 2% oF the minimum net sizes contained in
Appendix A at 19% moisture content.

Minimum sizes shall be checked on site.

Appendix A shows standard nominal and corresponding
dressed sizes for structural lumber.

A

^



PART 2
STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

SECTION 8A
STRESS DESIGN PROCEDURES
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2.808

2.809

2.809 .1

2.8O9 .2

2.810

2 .810.1

2.BLO.2

2.810.1

2.8II

2.Bl1.l

2.BLT.2

2.BTI.3

2.BLT.4
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SECTION 8A

STREsS DESIGN PROCEDURE5 FOR SAI{N TIMBER

Alternative to use of Load Tables

Wood joists and rafters may be of the sizes set florth in
the load table, Table 2.825.I Section 88 without
additional structural design.

Alternatively they may be designed using the allowable
stresses set out in this Section BA.

Effective Cross-section

The net section, obtained by deducting from the dressed
section, the projected area of all material removed by
boring, grooving, dapping, notching or other means shall
be used in calculating the load carrying capacity of a
member.

The effects oF any eccentricity of loads applied to the
member at that section should be taken into account.

Computations to determine the required sizes of members
shall be based on net sizes contained in Appendix A.

Basic Stresses

Basic stresses or design values for a selection oF
species are given in the following Table No. 2.811.I

These are based on National Design Specification by US
National Forest Products Association. The list is by no
means exhaustive and is intended to include those species
known to be used in fair quantities in the region and
those For which such stress information is available.
The list is extended to Appendix D for Caribbean lumbers
for which only limited information is currently
avai lab le.

Local Forest Products Association should be consulted to
obtain information on other species.

The values in Table 2.Bll.I relate to end grain bearing
values for end grain bearing parallel to grain on b rigid
surface.

For stress consideration, such as extreme fiber in
bending, tension parallel to grain, horizontal shear,
compression perpendicular to grain and design values will
depend on the grade of timber within a particular
species. These values are shown in Table 2.8L2.I.

2.811.5
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TABLE 2.8II.1
DESIGN vALUES (rno cRnrH rn arnnrNc) N/rr2

Dry service conditionsl

Sawn lumber2

Species

More than
Wet service l00mm
condition"t ' thi"k

Not More Glued
than 100mm laminated
thick timber

California Redwood
Open grain

Douglas Fir
South

Southern Pine

B

8.5

9

8.7

9.2

10

ll.5

L2.5

Il.5

D.t

14.6

r5.B

-,
A

I. Wet and dry service conditions are defined in sub-sections 2.811
and 2.812 for sawn lumber and Ref. No. I for glued laminated
timber.

2. Applies to sawn lumber members which are at a moisture content
of L9 percent or less when full design load is applied,
regardless oF moisture content at time of manufacture.

t. When 100 mm or thinner sawn lumber is surfaced at a moistrue
content of 15 percent or less and is used under dry service
conditions, the values listed for glued laminated timber may be
appl ied.

4. Appendix D gives approximate values for some Caribbean Timbers
for comparison.

2.8r2 Permissible Stress and Modification Factors

2.BLz.L PERMISSIBLE 5TRE55ES - Permissible stresses in timber oF
any particular species are governed by the particular
conditions of moisture, temperature, preservative and
Fire retardant treatment and duration.

2.8L2.2 Table Z.8I2.I shows recommended permissible stresses for
the group of softwoods which include Douglas Fir,
Pitch-pine (including Southern Yellow Pine).

2.BI2.t For other types of soFtwood reference can be made to U.5.
National Design Speeifications for recommended
permissible stress. Appendix D shows some limited
information on some Caribbean timbers.
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A 2.8L2.4 Modifications are required for the various conditions

described above and these are set out in clause 2.8L2.5.

TABLE 2.8L2.I
PERMISSIBLE STRESSES FOR VISUALLY GRADED

LUMBER UNDER NoRMAL CoTDITI0N5 0F LoADING
N/mm'

50 mm to 100 mm thick
50 mm to I00 mm wide I27 mm and wider

-
^
A

al

A

A

a Species and

: 
Commercial Grade Southern Pine No. 2 Southern Pine No. 2

- Size Classifi-
- 

cation

- fxtreme fiber
- in bending, FU

^
Single member

^ uses

^ 
Repetitive

member uses 12.0

: Tension paralrer
-' Lo grain, Ft 6.20 4.65
-,
a Horizontal Shear,

F 0.65 0.65
^v
-' Compression per-
- pendicular to
^ grain, F" t.9O i.9O
-,
- Compression paral-

^ Iel to grain, F" 7 .9 8.10

-' Flodulus ofa Elasticity, E 1I,000 111000

A

A Grading rules agency: Southern pine Bureau
^al' It is assumed Lhat this lumber is surFaced at 15% maximum moisture-' content, K.D.-15. Used at ]5% M.C.

â Appendix D gives some values in varying formats available for
-, Caribbean Timber.

-
A

-
^
A

-
-

:
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2.8L2.5 MODIFICATION FACTORS

(a) l4oisture Service Conditions:

The modification of tablulated or defined design values
to account for different wood strength at different
moisture service conditions is specified for sawn lumber,
glued laminated timber, along with the tables of
permissible stresses in this section or from Reference
No. l.
(b) Temperature:

The permissible stress presented herein are applicable to
members used under ordinary ranges of temperature -andoccasionally heated in use to temperatures up to 1500 F.
Wood increases in strength when cooled below normal
temperatures and decreases in strength when heated.
Members heated in use to temperatur"" Lp to 1500 F will
return essentially to original. strength when cooled.
Prolonged temperatures above l50u may result in permanent
loss of strength. Some reduction in design values may be
neeessary in specific applications to account for the
temporary decrease in strength occurring when members are
heated to elevated temperatures up to I50u F for extended
periods of time. Information on the approximate
immediate effect of temperature on mechanieal properties
is given in Reference No. 1.

(c) Preservative Treatment:

The permissible stress values provided herein apply to
wood products pressure-impregnated by an approved process
and preservative.

(a) Fire-retardent-treated Wood:

(i) For lumber pressure-impregnated with fire-
retardant chemicals, the design values otherwise
permitted herein shall be reduced l0 percent.

(ii) The design values for structural glued laminated
timber pressure-impregnated with fire-retardanL
chemicals belore or after gluing ate dependent
upon the species and treatment combinations
involved. The efFect on strength must be deter-
mined for each treatment. The manufacttlrer of
the treatment should be contacted For specific
information on fire-retardant adjustments for
alI recommended design values. The resulting
values are subject to duration of load adjust-
ments as set forth in Reference No. l.

A.

A

I4
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(e) Duration of Load:

(i) Wood has the property of earrying substantially
greater maximum loads for short durations than
for Iong durations of loading. Recommended
design values provided herein apply to normal
duration of loading. Normal load duration
contemplates a load that fully stresses a member
to its allowable design value by the applica-
tion of the fuII design load for a duration of
approximately ten (fO) yeafs, either continu-
ously or cumulatively. For other than normal
duration of loading, design values for wood
members, and design values for fastenings when
fastening load capacity is determined by the
strength of the wood rather than the strength of
the metal, shall be adjustd in accordance with
sub-clause e(ii) to e(vii) to take into account
the change in strength of wood with changes in
duration of loading.

(ii) When a wood member will be fully stressed to the
maximum design stress or a joint will be fully
loaded to the maximum design load for a total of
mope than ten years, either continuously or for
cumulative periods of maximum design stress or
load, 90 pecent of the normal design values
otherwise permitted herein shall appty. (See
sub-clause e(vi) and e(vii)).

(iii) When the duration of the full maximum load does
not exceed the period indicated, the normal
design values for wood members and fastenings
shall be multiplied by the following modifi-
cation factors (see sub-clauses e(iv), e(vi) and
e(xii).

L.25 for 7 days duration of load;
l.ll for wind or earthquake;
2.00 for impact.

(iv) For members pressure-impregnated with preser-
vative salts to the heavy retentions required
f or ttmarinert exposure, and for lumber pressure-
impregnated with fire-retardant chemicals, the
impact load duration factor in sub-clause e(iii)
shall not appIy. For impact normal 'design
values shall be used.

(v) The modificati-on factors in sub-clauses e(ii)
and e(iii) are not cumulative. The resultinq
sizes of structural members or load carrying
capacities of joints shall not be smaller than
required for a lesser design load acting for a
Ionger duration.
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(vi) The provisions oF sub-clauses e(i) to e(v) appty
to mechanical fastenings when fastening load
capacity is determined by the sbrength of the
wood rather than the strength oF the metaI,
unless otherwise provided.

(vii) Tne provisions of sub-clauses e(i) to e(vi) do
not apply to modulus of elasticity.

(viii)The provisions oF sub-clauses e(i) to e(v) do
not apply to ttcompression perpendicular to
grainI design values based on a deformation
limi t.

(r) Flexure:

Modification of permissible stresses for slender-
ness, size factors, orientation is set out in
sub-secLion 2.81J on member design.

BEARING 0N END GRAIN - Basic stresses set out in Table
2.Bl1.I may be taken as permissible stresses for bearing
on end grain.

When end grain bearing stresses exceed 75va of these basic
stresses, the bearing shall be on a metal plate or on
other durable, rigid, homogeneous material of adequate
streng!h. For end to end bearing, adequate lateral
support must be provided and where required the rigid
inserts shall be oF not Iess than 20 gauge metal plate or
equivalent, with a snug fit between abutting ends.

BEARING AT AN ANGLE T0 GRAIN - When the load at bearing
is at an angle to grain, the maximum bearing value shall
be determined by Hankinson's Formula in accordance with
sub-section 2.BlB, Stresses and Loads at an AngIe to
G rain.

Member Design

When the design values speeified herein are used, the
Iumber shall be identified by the grade mark of, or
certificate of inspection issued by a lumber grain or
inspection bureau or agency, recognised as being
competent.

The design values are specified for lumber that \iill be
used under dry conditions of service such as in most
covered structures.

Provision is made for two conditions oF dry service as
follows:

2.BLt.t
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(a) Where the moisture content in use will be a maximum
of 19 percent, regardless of the moisture content at
the time of manufacture, and,

(b) IJhere the moisture content in use will be a maximum
of 15 percent, applicable to 50 mm - 100 mm thick
lumber that was manuFactured at a maximum moisture
content of 15 percent.

Lumber sizes referred to are nominal sizes. Computations
shall be based on minimum dressed sizes (Appendix A).
For the dressed sizes, dimensions set out in Appendix A

may be used. Minimum sizes shall also be verified during
construction.

FLEXURAL MTMBERS - BENDING

(a) Beam Span:

For simple beams, the span shall be taken as the distance
from face to face of supports, plus one-halF the required
length of bearing at each end; for continuous beams, the
span shall be measured to the centres of bearings on
supports over which the beam is continuous.

(b) Notches:

Notches in sawn lumber bending membens shall not exceed
one-sixth the depth of the member and shall not be
located in the middle third of the span. Where members
are notched at the ends, the notch depth shall not exceed
one-fourth the beam depth. The tension side of sawn
lumber bending members of 100 mm or greater nominal depth
shall not be notched, except at ends of members.

(c) Flexural Design Formulae:

The stress at extreme fibre in bending, induced by
bending moment M is calculated by the formula:

fb=

where 5 = Section Modulus

For a rectangular bending member of width b and depth

5M^
bdt

fb
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(d) Lateral Support of Bending Members:

Where full allowable bending stress Fh is to be used,
rectangular sawn lumber beams, rafters"and joists shall
be laterally supported as follows:

For rectangular lumber beams, raFters, joists or other
bending memebers, the designer should apply the following
approximate rules in providing restraint to prevent
rotation or lateral displacement. If the ratio of depth
to thickness, based on nominal dimensions, is:
(i) 2 to 1; not lateral support is required.

(ii) I to I to 4 to I; the ends shall be held in
position, as by full depth solid blockng,
bridging, hangers, nailing or bolting to to other
framing members, or by other acceptable means.

(iii) 5 to I; the compression edge shall be held in
line for its entire length and ends held in
posi ti on.

(iv) 5 to l; bridging, full depth solid blocking or.
cross bracing shall be installed at intervals not
exceeding 2.5 m unless both edges ape held in
line or unless the compression edge of the member
is supported throughout its length to prevent
lateral displaeement, as by adequate sheathing or
sub-flooring, and the ends at points of bearing
have lateral support to prevent rotation.

(v) 7 to 1; both edges shall be held in Iine for
their entire length.

I f a bending member is subject to both flexure and
compression parallel to grain, the depth to breadLh ratio
may be as much as 5 to 1 if one edge is held firmly in
line. If under aIl eombinations of load, the unbraced
edge of the member is in tension, the ratio may be 5 to
t.

Slenderness Factor and Flexural Stress:

When the depth oF a binding member does not
exceed its breadthr Do lateral support is
required and the design value otherwise pefmitted
at extreme Fibre in bending may be used.

A

(e)

(t)
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When the depth of a bending member exceeds its
breadth, lateral support shall be provided at
points of bearing to prevent rotation and/or
lateral displacement at those points, and the
design value at extreme fibre in bending shall be
modified as required by use of the slenderness
factor C .

s

When the compression edge of a bending member is
supported throughout its length to pnevent its
Iateral displacement, and the ends at points of
bearing have lateral support to prevent rotation,
the unsupported length, Iu, may be taken as zero.

When lateral support is" provided to prevent
rotation at the poinLs of end bearing, but no
other lateral support is provided throughout the
length ol the bending member, the unsupported
length, I,,, is the distance between such points
of end bea"ring, or the length of a cantilever.

When a bending member is provided with lateral
support to prevent rotational and/or lateral
displacement at intermediate points as well as at
the ends, the unsupported lengthr l,,r is the
distance between such points of inEermediate
lateral support.

The slenderness factor for a bending member shall
be calculated by the following formula:

1d
e

D^ ./-
b

where I elfective length

breadth

For single span beam with
center,

1=I.51 teu
For single span beam with
load,

I = 1.92 LEU

concentrated load at

uniformly distributed

For single span beam with equal end moments,

le = 1.84 lu
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For cantilever beam with concentrated load at
unsupported end,

1 = 1.59 I

For cantilever
load,

I = 1.05 l-

beam with uniformly distributed

A

"['+e]

(v)

For single span or cantilever beam with any load,
conservative value for 1" = I.92 Lu

The effective lengths, fo, above are based on an
L ./d ratio of 17. For Stner t ,/d ratios. these
eFfective lengths may be multifftied by a factor
equal to 0 . 85 + ?.55/ (I../ d) except that this
factor shall not apply to a" single span beam with
equal end moments (1- = 1.84 f,,) or to a single
span or cantilever"beam with" any load (f 

=r.92r ). ' e
U

The slenderness factor, Cs, shall not exceed 50.

(vi) The design values for extreme fibre in bending,
F^, and modulus of elasticity, E, used in the
fbrmulas in sub-clause e(viii), e(ix) and (x)
shall be modified in accordance with the provi-
sions in sub-section 2.8L2 except that the
modification for size lactor shall not apply to
FO in (11) and (x).

(vii) Design values for extreme fibre irr bending
adjusted for slenderness Factcr F.' , obtained
from (viii) to (x) are not subjecH to further
modifications For moisture service condition,
duration of loading, temperature, type of
tneatment or size.

(viii) Short Beams. When the slenderness Factor, C^,
does not exceed 10, the fr_rIl design value fBr
extreme fibre in bending, tO' = FO may be used.

(lx) Intermediate Beams - l/hen the slenderness factor,
Co, is greater than I0, but does not exceed C,_,
tHe design val-ue For extneme fibre in bendin[,
lU, shall be determined from the following
lormula:

_l

'b =

E/F b
in which CU = .BI1
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Long Beams - llhen the slenderness factor, C^, is
greater than C,,, but less than or equal too 50,
lne design valub for extreme fibre in bending, FU

shall be determined by the following formula:
I

F, = 0.4lBE
,(c )'s

The design value for extreme fibre in bending, fh
determined in accordance with (ix) and (x) shall
not exceed the fuII design value for extreme
fibre in bending, Fu. modified in accordance with
sub-section 2.812 (fncludinq the modification for
size factor).

Form Factor:

Formula for bending members with a circular
cross-section, or square cross-section loaded in
the plane of the diagonal, the resisting moment

shall be modifigd by a Form factor C;r as in the
following formula:

M = CfFul

(xi)

\ IlJ

c

Rounded Beams - the form factor, C", of a bending
member with a circular cross-seCtion is 1.IB;
such a member thus has the same moment capacity
as a square bending member having the same
cross-sectional area. If a circular member is
tapered, it shall be considered a beam of
variable cross-section.

Diamond Section Beam - the form factor, C., of a
square bending member that is loaded in th'e plane
of a diagonal is 1.414; such a member thus has
the same moment capacity whether oriented with a
side or a diagonal parallel to the load
di rection.

The form factor shall be cumulative with the size
factor.

(rr1/

FLEXURAL - SHEAR

(a) Design Formulas for Shear Strength Along-the-Grain:

The along-the-grain (horizontal) shear stress induced in
a sawn lumber, glued laminated timber or timber bending
member shall be calculated by means ofl the Formula:
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For a rectangular bending member of width b and depth d,
this becomes:

=3Yu 
2bd

(b) Design Stresses:

Except as provided in sub-clauses (c), (e) and (O) the
unit horizontal shear stress f.. at any cross-section of
the bending member shall not ex'ceed the design value for
the product, species and grade, in Table 2.8tl.I and
modified in accordance with sub-section 2.8I2 and such
other sections as may apply.

(c) Horizontal Shear in Notched Beams:

For notched bending members, the shearing strength ol a
short relatively deep member notched on the lower face at
the end is decreased by an amount depending on the
relation of the depth of the notch to the depth of the
member. For limits to notch depths see clause Z.BIi.5.

the desired bending load shall be checked against the
Ioad obtained by the formula:

V = (2ruuo') (d')

dr is depth of member remaining at the notch.

A gradual change in cross-section compared with a square
notch increases the shearing strength nearly to that
computed for the actual depth above the notch.

(O) Design Values for Shear in Joints:

Design values for shear in joint details, as shown in
2.8L3.1 may be 50 pereent greater than the design values
in shear otherwise permitted, provided the joinL is at
least 5 times the depth of the member from its end.

(e) Design of Joints in Shear:

(i) Joints in shear, fastened with connectors (split
rings, shear plates), bolts or lag 'screws
( including beams supported by such fasleners oF
other cases as shown in Fiq. 2.181.1) shall be
designed so that f,,, in the FoIIowing formulae
does not exceed th6 desiqn value in horizontal
shear.

A

A

A,
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FICURE 2.8IJ.I
FOR MEMBER l{ITH VARIOUS FASTENINGS

Edge

. lo,
I

+
Bolted Joint

depth
shear

When the joint is at
of the member from
stress is calculated

f =JV" 2bd
e

least five times the
its end, the induced
as:

and the design values may include the 50 percent
increase for shear in joint details permitted in
2.Brt.6 (d)

When the joint is less than five times the depth
of the member from its end, the induced shear
stress is calculated as:

f =3Y" 2bd
e

and the 50 percent increase in design values for
shear in joint details does not apply.

The svmbol d means:

(with connectors) = the depth of the member, less
the distance from the unloaded edge of the member
to the nearest edge of the nearest connector.

(with bolts or lag screws only) = the depth ofl
the member, less the distance from the uhloaded
edge of the member to the center of the nearest
bolt or lag screw.

For joint details involving mechanical fastenings
as shown in Figure 2.Bll.l total shear at the
joint shall be limited such that the induced unit
stressr f.,r determined on the basis of the full
cross-secCion, does not exceed the design value
in shear without the 50 percent stress increase.

P

+
P

t

Unloaded

( ii)
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When concealed hangers are used, the formula, in
2.9It.6 (c) shall apply and the 60 percent
increase in design values for shear in joint
details does not apply.

FLEXURAL MEMBERS - DEFLECTION

(a) Deflection Calculations:

Deflections shall be calculated by standard methods of
engineering mechanics, using the design values for
modulus of elasticity from this Specification.

(b) Permanent Loading:

Under long-term loading, a seasoned wood bending member
may acquire a permanent set about equal to halF the
initial deflection due to the long-term load. For
unseasoned lumber, this set may be about equal to the
initial deflection due to the long-term load. Where
totar deflection under permanent loading must be rimited,
extra stiffness can be provided by increasing member size
to allow for this inelastic deFormation. Total long-term
deflection may be calculated as the immediate deflJction
due to the long-term or permanent component of the designIoad, times an appropriate factor to account forinelastic deformation, plus the deflection due to the
short-term or normal component of the design load. Thefactor to account for inerastic deformation under
rong-term or permanent loading may be taken aas 1 r/z forglued laminated timber op seasoned lumber, or 2 for
unseasoned lumber.

COMPRESSION MIMBERS . GENERAL

(a) Terminology:

For purposes of this Specification, the term ilcolumn?r
refers to all types of compression members, including
members forming part of trusses or other structural
components.

(u) Net Section:

In the design of intermediate or long columns, the design
varue in compression paraller to grain adjusted For
slenderness ratio, F^', sharl appry to the iult'corumnsection, except that" it shall apply to the net eolumnsection when the redueed section occurs in the cribicalpart of the column length that is most subject topotential buckring. In addition, the unit stress inducedin any column, based on the net column section, shall not
exceed the design varue in compression paralrel to grain
for a short column, F"' at any point in the column
length.

A

A
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(c) Compression Members Bearing End to End:

For end-grain bearing of wood on wood, and on metal
plates or strips, see clause 2.812.5 to 2.8L2.8.

(d) Eccentric Loading or Combined Stresses:

For columns subjecL t.o eccentric loading or combined
flexural and axial loading, see sub-section 2.817.

(e)

(i)
Modification of Column Design Values:

The design values in compression parallel to
grain F^r and modulus of elasticityr Er used in
the column formulas sub-section 2.8L6 shall
incorporate the appropriate modifications
applicable to the conditions under which the wood
is used, as given in clause 2.8L2.5.

Design values in compression parallel to grain
adjusted for slenderness ratio, F,.r obtained from
the column formulas in sub-sectio"n 2.8L5 are not
subject to further modifications for moisture
service condition, duration of loading,
temperatupe or types of treatment.

Design values in compressi.on parallel to grain
F^, for use in column formulae in sub-section
2lBI5 shall be subject to the duration of load
modifications in clause 2.8L2.5.

2.814

2.814.I

( ii)

I.IIT/

(iv) Design values for modulus of elasticity, E, for
use in column formulae sub-section 2.815 are not
subject to rrduration of load modifications".

(f) Column Braeing:

Column bracing shall be installed where necessary to
resist wind or other lateral forces.

Design of Simple Solid Columns

EFFECTiVE COLUMN LTNGTH

(a) The effective column lengthr lo, shall be determined
in accordance with good e'ngineering practice.
ActuaI column lengths, 1, may be multiplied'by the
factors given in TabIe 2.814.1 to determine
effective column Iength i.e.

l" = K"l

(u) The efFective column length, for shall be used in
the design formula given in this"section.
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TABLE 2.814.I
EFFECTIVE COLUMN LENGTH

LIMTTATI0NS 0N 1eld RATI05

(a) For simple solid columns, the slenderness ratio,
I -/ d, shall be taken ss the large of the ratios
Li/d., and lr/d, where each ratio has been adjusted
bf th^e applitable factors in Table 2.814.1.

(b) For simple solid columns, Ie/d shall not exceed 50.

FIGURE 2.814.1
SIMPLE SOLID COLUMN T/d RATIOS

I, and I, =

Distance between points
of lateral support of
column in planes 1 and 2

d, and d,

Dimensions of column in
planes of lateral
support
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F

F"'= o"[r:t (*-)]L'
Long Columns: For solid
ratio of K or greater
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DESIGN VALUES FOR SIMPLE SOLID COLUMNS

(a) Maximum design values, F^r in pounds per square inch
of cross-sectional area" of squale of rectangular
simple solid columns shall be determined in
accordance with the Following lormulae. (See
sub-sections 2.8I2 and 2.8L3 for modifications
applicable to F", E and F"').

Calculations done in imperial units convert to N/mm2
by dividing by 145.

(i) Short Columns: For short columns havinq and 1-/d
ratio of II or less ' e

Ffc -tr-t

Intermediate Columns:
Le/d ratio greater than

For solid columns having
tl but less than K, where

\1r1/ columns having an I./d

F"t = 0.10E

Q /ilz
e

( iv) For especially severe service conditions and/or
extraordinary hazard, use of lower design values
may be necessary.

ROUND COLUMNS

The design load for a column ofl round cross-section shall
not exceed that for a square column of the same
cross-sectional area.

Tension Members

TENSI0N PARALLEL T0 GRAIN - The unit stress iri axial
tension parallel to grain of wood, f' shall be
determined on the basis of net area and shall not exceed
the design values in tension parallel to qrain, F*,
specified herein for sawn lumber or glued laminatEd
timber.

TENSI0N PERPTNDICULAR T0 GRAIN - Because wood is
relatively weaker and more variable in tension

2.8L5 .2
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perpendicular to grain than in other properties and
because this property has not been extensively evaluated,
designs that induce tension perpendicular to grain
sttesses should be used with caution. When tension
stresses perpendicular to grain cannot be avoided
mechancial reinForcement suFficient to resist all such
forces should be considered.

An example of a design that induces critical tension
perpendicular to grain stresses is the practice of
hanging loads below the neutral axis of a beam. This
design should be avoided when heavy or medium loads ape
suspended from the member.

Flexural and Axial Loading Combined

FLEXURAL AND AXIAL TENSI0N - Members subjected to both
flexure and axial tension shall be so proportioned that

^
A

A

_L
Ft

and

+ 
_b_
Fu

fU - ft does not exceed ONE.

Fb'

does not exceed ONE

does not exceed ONE

as defined in

cases may be
Reference No.

2 .8I5 .2 F o r modi f icat ion of F, f or
2.8L2. The values of P, and
load and other applicable
2.8L2.

size factor, see sub-section
F^ shall include duration of

moilifications in sub-section

2.8T6.3 FLEXURAL AND AXIAL COMPRESSION

(a) Members subjected to both flexure and axial
compression shall be so proportioned that

f"*
Ft

c

fb
Fb'

Provided that l_/d does not exceed 11.
e

For long columns, defined
greater than K, members must

columns with I^/d
proportioned that"

AS
be

f"*fu-
FrF,'-f-fCDC

F"t and K are

I ntermediate
tively. (See

clause 2.8L4.3

interpolated alterna-
r).
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Design for Bearing

BEARING 0N END GRAIN The induced unit stres in end
grain bearing parallel to grain, f., shall be determined
on the basis of net area and shall: not exceed the design
values given as basic stresses in Table 2.811.1

BEARING PERPENDICULAR TO GRAIN

(a) The induced unit stress in bearing perpendicular to
grain, F^, shall be determined on the basis of net
area an"d shall not exceed the compression
perpendicular design values given to this
Specification.

(u) The design values for compression perpendicular to
grain, specified herein, apply to bearings of any
length at the ends of a member, and to all bearings
of 150 mm or mope in length at any other location.
When calculating the bearing area at the ends of
members, no allowance shall be made for the fact
that, as the member bends, the pressure upon the
inner edge of the bearing is greater than at the end
of the member.

(e) For bearings less than 150 mm in }ength and not
nearer than 75 mm to the end of a member, the
maximum Ioad per squafe inch is obtained by
multiplying the design values in compression
perpendicular to grain by the following factor:

lb + O.375 (Calculations done in imperial units
1 mm = 0.0394 inch)1b

in which l^ is length ofl bearing in inches measured
along the i'rain of the wood. This formula gives bhe
following multiplying Factors for indicated lengths
of bearing on such small areas as plates and
washe rs.

Length of Bearing
in inches L/2 I I/2 6or

more

Factor L.75

Stresses and Loads

t.lB L.25 r.19 1,11 l.l0 .1.00

at Angle to Grain2 . B.l.B

2.B1B.I C0MPRESSi0N AT ANGLE T0 GRAIN - Desiqn values in
compression on surfaces inclined to the grainr 8s
illustrated in Figure 2.B1B.I shall be determined by the
Hankinson f,ormula as provided in clause 2.BIB.l.
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FASTENER L0ADS AT ANGLE T0 GRAIN - Design values for
connectors, bo$s and Jag scpews Ioaded at an angle to
grain between 0' and 90' as illustrated in Figure 2.BIB.2
shall be determined by the Hankinson Formula as provided
in 2.BlB .l .

HANKINSON FORMULA

(a) The Hankinson Formula applies to design values in
compression at an angle to grain, as follows:

FFccr

F sin2g + F "o"2 
Iccr

(b) The Hankinson Formula applies to design values for
connectors, bolts and lag screws loaded at an angle
to grain, as follows:

N= PQ

Psin28 +Qcos28

Built-up Members

For the design of built-up
trusses, reference can be
Appendix B.

members e.g. box sections,
made to Reference No. I

Where metal is used for connecting wood members such
metal should not be less than 0.9 mm thick and shall be
galvanized w.ith a zinc coating conforming to the
Standards given in the Appendices.

Glued Laminated Members

For the design of glued laminated members reference can
be made to Reference No. .L Appendix B.

P lywood

Plywood Iumber structural assemblies shall not exceed the
working stresses set forth in the Standards in Appendix
B.

Working stresses of plywood other Lhan those in the
Standards shall be determined according to the species.

Plywood sheathed shear panels may be used to resist shear
due to wind and earthquake forces. For plywood B mm

thick minimum and with continuous panel members of 50 mm

minimum width and 500 mm spacing nailed with Bd nails
with minimum penetration of 38 mm an allowable shear of
2.J kN/n may be used For design.
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Joints

Safe loads for joints in timber are largely based on
empirical data derived from aetual tests.

The Safe loads vary with bolt size, timber species and
grade, member thickness, edge distances, among other
considerations.

-
r-

/^

2.822.3 Users of this Code are referred to the US National Design
Specifications for values of safe load . for various types
of fastener.

2.822.4 For nailed joints in right framed construction
sub-section 2.834 sets out recommended nailing.
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PART 2
SECTION 8B

UsE OF LOAD TABLES AND MINIMUM CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
FRAMED TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

Scope

Sub-sections 2.823 to 2.8t4 in this Section 8B are
intended to provide simplified procedures for selection
of members for Iight-framed construction. 0ne or two
storey buildings designed in accordance with this Section
8B will be deemed to satisfy atl the requirements of
Section BA.

Load Tables for Joists and Rafters of Structural Softwood

Wood joists and rafters of structural softwood may be of
the sizes set forth in the Table 2.825.I without
additional structural design or alternatively shall be
designed based on the allowable unit stresses set lorth
in Section BA.

The span of roof rafters shall be measured horizontally
from centre to centre of bearing, and the horizontal
distance from plate to ridge or other support shall be
the span.

Where there is an accessible space above the ceiling
having a clear vertical height of 750 mm or more,
ceiling joists shall be designed as having usable attic
sp8ce.
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TABLE 2.825.L
ALLOWABLE SPANS - FLOOR JOISTS

ROOF AND CEILING JOISTS

(Based on B.2B N,/rr2 (LZO0 psi) fibre stress and L/j6O deflections)

Size ofl
Joists or
Rafters Spacing
mm (ins) mm (ins)

Maximum Allowable Span for Uniform Loading
metres (feet - inches)

i.zuu/nz z.7kn/n2 z.zkN/n2 1.4rru/*2 t.rtN/m2
(67 psf) (57 psf) (+7 psf) (lz psf) Q2 psf)

50 x I00
(zxt+)

t00 (r2)
400 (16)
500 Q4)

2.tQ-6) 2.7 (e-o)
2.0(6-e) 2.4(B-0)
2.0(5-6) 2.0(6-6)

50 x 150
(2x6)

100
400
500

(r.2) r.0(10-2)
(15) 2.7(B-10)
Q4) 2.2Q-2)

].1(u-0) 1.4(1r-l)
2.e(e-6) 1.1(r0-2)
2.4(7-e) 2.6(8-8)

t .7 (L2-4) 5 .3(17-7)
l .4 ( 11-l ) t+.s ( r5-2)
2.e(e-B) t .B(r2-5)

50 x 200
(zxs)

t00
400
600

(rz) 4.r (rl-d)
(ro) 1.5(rr-B)
(zt+) z.e(e-6)

4.4(14-7) 4.5(r5-0)
l.B(12-B) 4.1(rl-B)
l.r(r0-4) r.5(11-5)

5.0(16-6) 7 .rQ3-6)
4.5(r5-0) 6.2(20-6)
t.e(r2-ro) s.o(16-8)

5O x 25O
(zxe)

100 (12) 5.2{I7-r) 5.6(18-5)
400 (15) 4.5(14-10) t+.9(15-r)
600 (24) t.7(r2-r) 4.0(rl-1)

6.4(2L-r) 8.8(28-t 0)
5.8 ( re-o) 7 .7 (25-4)
4.e(L6-3) e.4(21-0)

5.8(re-0)
5.t(17-4)
4.4(14.5)

50 x 100
(2xI2)

100 (rz) 6.t(20-B)
400 (15) 5.5(18-0)
500 Q4) 4.4(L4-7)

6.8(?2-4) 7 .O(25-O) 7 .7(25-4)
5.e(re-6) 6/5(zo-ro) 7 .o(23-o) g.s(tt -t)
4.8(15-10) >.t (17-5) 6.0(re-B) t .B(25-6)

75 x L5O
(lx5)

(rz) t.7(rz-t)(r6) 1.4(rt-r)
(24) 2.7 (e-r)

4.0(Ll-2)
3.6(12-0)
1.0(e-r0)

]00
400
600

4.0(rl-2) 4.4(14-5) 5.4(20-11)
1.6(r2-0) 4.0(11-2) 5.8(1e-0)
l .l ( 10-10) t .s ( rr-e ) 4 .8 ( 15-0 )

75 x 2OO
(rxa)

(rz) 5.0(16-4)
(15) 4.5(14-8)
Qt+) t .7 (rz-r)

100
400
500

5.3(L7-7) 5.3(17-7) 5.1(1e-5) 8.4(28-0)
4.8(15-11) 4.A(tS-rr) 5.t(r7-7) 7.7(25-3)
4.0(11-1) 4.2Q4-0) t+.t(15-5) 6.5(2r-3)
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Table 2.825.1 (continued)

,00 (12) 6.3(20-e) 6.8(22-r) 6.8(22-t) 7.5Q4-6)
75 x 250 400 (16) 5.7(rS-e) 6.zQO-t) 5.2(20-3) 6.8(22-t)(rxro) 600 (24) 4.7(r5-4) 5.0(16-8) 5.4(r7-B) S.g(rg-e) A.z(26-10)

100 (12) 4.1(rl-8) 4.5(14-B) 4.5(r4-S) t+.9(.16-2) 7.r(23-4)
100 x 150 400 (16) t,7(L2-4) 4.1(11-4) 4.1(1t-4) 4.5(14-8) e.4(2r-2)(ax6) 600 (24) 1.2(r0-B) 1.5(r1-7) 1.5(1r-8) t.e(.rz-ro) s.a(ra-z)

100 (L2) 5.5(18-l) 5.e(re-7) 5.e(Le-7) 6.6(2L-B)
100 x 200 400 (16) 5.0(16-7) 5.4(r7-r0) 5.4(r7-r0 5.e(re-7) 8.6(28-2)(+xs) 600 (24) 4.t(r$-t) 4.7(L5-6) 4.7(15-7) 5.t07-7) 7 .5e4-7)

r00 ( 12 ) 7 .r(23-5) 7 .5 (24-e) 7 .5 (?4-e) B .t (27 -t)
r00 x 250 400 (r5) 6.5(2r-t) 7.O(22-rD 7.0(22-LD 7.5(24-8)(+xro) 600 (24) 5.5(r7-rr) s.g(1e-5) 5.1(20-0) 6.7(22-o)

Loadings given in the Table in pounds per square foot
correspond to these combinations of design or working
loadings:

i.z xu/n2 (57 psr)

Floor joists with., plaster below: 2.4 kN/nZ (50 psF) live
Ioad and 0.8 kN/m' (t7 psf).

2.7 uN/n? (57 psf)

Floor joists withplaster below: I.9 UN/nZ (40 psf) live
load and 0.8 kN/m'(fZ psf) dead load; or roqF rafters
with a slope greater t[an 2 I/Z to 12: ].4 kN/n' (]0 psn)
Iive load and I .3 *N/nz (27 psf) dead load.

t.a tru/m2 ()7 psr)

Ceiling. $oists over living rooms and usable attic space:
L.2 kN/n'(25 psf) Iive load and 0.6 kN/nt (I2 psf) dead
Ioad; or Roof joists without plaster under: 1.4 kN/nL
(30 psf) live load and 0.4 kN/nz (7 psf) dead load.

1.1 kN/m2 (22 psf)

Ceiling joists without usablg attic space: 0.5 kl,t,/m2 (LO
psf) live load, and 0.5 kN/ma (I2 psf) dead load.

The deflection of wood members shall not exceed L/36O.
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Minimum Construction Details Light-framed Construction

Columns or Posts

AtI wood columns and posts shall be framed to true-end
bearings and shall be securely anchored against lateral
or vertical forces.

AII wood columns and posts shall be raised on plinths at
least 2OO mm above the ground or shall have the bottom
protected by an effective moisture barrier.

Splicing of columns shall be done only in regions where
lateral supporL is adequately provided about both axes.

No notching or cutting shall reduce the design dimensions
of the column.

Studs

SIZE - Studs shall be not less than 50 mm x 100 mm

nominal and where supporting more than one floor and a
roof, shall be not less than 50 mm x 150 mm or 75 mm x
100 mm.

HEIGHT Maximum allowable height of 50 mm x I00 mm and
75 mm x 100 mm stud framing shall be 4.25 mm and of 50 mm

x l-50 mm stud framing shall be 6 m unless the wall is
othenvise laterally supported. Solid wood bridging shall
be placed at intervals ol not over 2.4 m. No studding
shaII be spaced more than 500 mm on centres unless
vertical supporting members in the walls are designed as
columns.

PLACING - Studs in exterior and bearing walls shall be
placed with longest dimension perpendicular to the wall.
Stud-bearing walls shall, so Far as is practicable, be
carried directly to the foundation or sills or beams at
grade.

PLATES - The top plate of stud-bearing walls shall be
doubled or lapped at each intersection with walls and
partitions. Joints in the upper or lower members oF the
top plate shall be lapped not less than 1.2 m. Double
plates shall be used around entire exterior walls.

BASE PLATES - Stud walls resting on masonry shall have
base plates op sills of wood treated with an approved
preservative. SilIs of interior bearing walls, restinq
on masonry foundations walls where wood floor joists are
to be used, and sills of exterior stud walls shall be of
not less than 75 mm x I50 mm dimension, bolted to the
masonry at the corners and at no mqre than I.2 m
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intervals LZ mm bolts embedded L75 mm into the masonry
orr in lieu thereof a 50 mm x 100 mm base plaLe, and each
stud anchored past the base plate to the masonry with t
mm x 25 mm steel strap or equivalent. Base plates of
interior stud bearing walls resting on concrete slab
floors shall be effectively fastened thereto, and such
plates shall not be embedded in the concrete.

C0RNERS AND BRACING - Corners of stud walls shall be
framed solid by doubling the studs.

Bracing shall be provided of nominal 100 mm x 100 mm

eontinous diagonal strips set into the face of thestuds
and top and bottom plates at each cornep of the building.
Alternatively sheathing shall be of the standard
described in clauses 2.832.9 to 2.832.L2.

SPLICING - Bearings studs shall be spliced only at points
where lateral support is provided

N0TCHING No notching or cutting whatsoever shall be
permitted in studs which carry loads in exeess of 75% of
their capacity.

PIPES IN WALLS - Stud partitions containing plumbing or
other pipes shall be so framed and the joists underneath
so spaced as to give proper clearance for piping. Where
a partition containing such piping runs parallel to the
floor joists, the joists shall be doubled and spaced to
permit the passage of such pipes and shall be bridged.
Where plumbing or other pipes are placed in or partly in
a partition necessitating the cutting of the plates, a
metal tie not less than f mm thiek and 40 mm wide shall
be fastened to each side of the plate across the opening
with 4-I5d nails at each end of the each strap.

HEADERS - A1I openings in bearing walls 1.2 m or less in
width shall be provided with headers oF not less than 50
mm nominal thickness, placed on edge, and all openings
more than L,2 m wide shall be trussed or provided with
headers or lintels. Such headers or tusses shall have
not less than 50 mm nominal solid bearing at each end to
the floor or bottom plate, unless other approved framing
methods or joint devices are used.

STUD J0INING MASONRY - Where stud wall or partitions join
masonpy walls such studs shalr be secured against l-ateral
movement by nailing or bolting to the masonry.

I NTERI0R PARTITONS - Interior partitions shall be
constructed, framed and fire-stopped as specified for
interior bearing walls, except that partitions may have a
single top plate. In any occupancy, interior partitions

2..828 .I2
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Fire-resistance provisions shall be in accordance with
Part I of this Code but in any case the following minimum
provisions shall be made.

Fire-stopping shall be provided to eut off all concealed
draft spaces both vertical and horizontal. Fire-stops
shall form effectie fire barriens between storeys and
between a storey and roofl space. Fire-stops shall be
provided in specific locations, as follows:

(a) Interior or exterior stud walls, at ceiling or floor
leveI s.

(U) In all stud walls and partitions, so placed that the
maximum dimensions of any concealed space is not
over 2.4 m.

(c) BeLween stair stringers at intervals not exceeding
2.1 m of vertical height and at top and bottom.

(d) Around sliding door pockets.

(e) 0ther locations not specifically mentioned such as
holes for pipes, shafting, behind furring strips and
similar places which could afford a passage for
flames.

'B
not more than 1.2 m from a bearing waII
2.75 n in height may be of studs spaced
and placed flat on the wall.

Firestops

(f) Fire-stops when of wood,
thickness in direction of

(g) Horizont,al fire-stops of
shall be provided.

Joists and Rafters

and not exceeding
700 mm on centres

shall be of 50 mm nominal
protection.

attic and ceilinq plenums

SIZE - The minimum of joists and rafters shall be as
specified in sub-section 2.8?5 of this Section and shalI
be not less than 50 mm nominal size.

SPACING - Maximum spacing of joists and raFters, where
a plaster ceiling is directly supported on the bottom of
such members shall be 400 mm on centres, for other types
of ceiling the maximum spacing will be 1.2 m.

BEARING - Joists and rafters shall bear on wood plates
and shall not be directly in contact with masonpyl except
that joists and raFters, when more than 1.8 m above grade

2.830 .i
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and bearing on eoncrete beams cast in masonry walls which
extend above the wood joists and raftes, may bear on such
concrete beams provided the ends shall be lire cut and
anchored as specified in 2,83O.4.

Joists and rafters shall not have less than I00 mm of
bearing, except as follows:

(i) Ceiling joists may butt into the web of a steel beam
and be neatly fitted to bear on not Iess than 75 mm

wide bottom flange of such beam. Joists and rafters
bearing on top oF concrete beam and where not
parapet is to be erected shall bear on a wood plate,
secured to the concrete with 15 mm diameter bolts,
250 mm long. Where J mm x 25 mm anchors embedded in
the concrete beam seeure directly to the rafters or
roof joists, sueh plate shall be not less than a 50
mm x 100 mm with bolts to the masonry not more than
I.2 m apart; and where anchorage is provided only
from the plate to the rafter or roof joist such
plate shall not be less than 75 mm x 100 mm with
bolts to the masonry not more than 1.2 m apart.

(ii) ftoor joists may butt into a header ifl effectively
toe-nailed and il an approved saddle providing not
less than 75 mm of bearing transmits the vertical
Ioad to the top of the header,

ANCHORAGE - Joists fire cut into a masonpy wall shall be
anchored to the concrete beam on which they bear. Such
anchors shall be spaced not more than I.Z m apart and
shall be placed at opposite ends across the building on
t.he same run of joists.

All joists shall be nailed to the bearing plates, to each
other where they lap, and to the studs where such studs
are adjacent; and ceiring joists shall be nailed to roof
raflters, if practicable.

fvery roof rafter and,/or roof joist shall be anchored to
the beam or studs on which they bear, and roof rafters
opposing at a ridge shall be anchored across the ridge.

Anchors securing wood to concrete shalr be of not less
than I mm x 25 mm strap iron embedded in the concrete and
nailed to the stud or joist or raFter with not ress than
3/r6d galvanised nails or sharl be a commereial'anchor
approved by the relevant authority, anchorinq each member
to a plate provided such plate is not less than 50 mm x
100 mm and anchored to the concrete by bolts spaced not
more than 1.2 m apart.
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Anchors securing wood to wood shall be of i mm x 25 mm

strap, nailed to each member with 3/L6d galvanised nails,
or shall be a commercial anchor approved by the relevant
authority, anchoring each member.

Any anchoring systems shall be continuous from the
foundations to the roof and shall satisfy the uplift
requirements of Part 2, Section 2 - Wind Loads.

SPLICING - No horizontal members shall be spliced between
points of support, except that the relevant authoriLy in
special cases may approve properly designed and bolted
splices.

FL00R JOISTS - Floor joists under all walls parallel to
any joists shall be doubled. Such doubled joists may be
separated not more than 125 mm by solid blocking spaced
I.2 m intervals.

CEILING JOI5TS - In buildings without parapet walls, the
ceiling joists, where practicable, shall be nailed to the
rafters to act as a collar tie.

Ceiling joists shall not be used to support rafter loads.

R00F J0I5TS Roof joists may cantilever over exterior
walls as limited by the allowable stress, but the length
of such cantilever shall not exceed the length ofl that
portion of such joist inside the building.

R00F RAFTERS Hip rafters, valley rafters and ridges
shall be tequired and shall be not less in size than the
Iargest rafter framing thereto nor Iess than required to
support the loads.

BRIDGING Bridging of floor and rooF joists shall be
provided where necessary.

Suspended or Furred Ceilings

J0ISTS 0R FURRING - Joists or furring supporting a

plaster ceiling shall be spaced not more than 400 mm on
centres.

Joists of a suspended ceiling shall not be less than 50
mm x 100 mm members, and wood hangers shall provide
nailing and be less than the equivalenL of 25 mm x 100
mm.

Furring of a ceiling in contacL with supporting joists
shall not be less than 25 mm x 75 mm or 50 mm x 50 mm for
spans of I m and for longer spans should be designed as
joists.

^
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Sheathing

FL00R SHEATHING - Floor sheathing where part of a
required fire-resistance assembly shall comply with the
chapter on Fire-resistive Standards.

The linished floor shall be tongued and grooved not less
than nominal 25 mm lumber laid perpendicular to thejoists
with end joints on the joists, op a sub-floor shall be
provided as set forth in the following sub-section.

Lumber sub-flooring shaII be Iaid diagonally, shall be
not less than 25 mm nominal wood, end joints shall be on
joists, joints shall be staggered and parallel to the
joists and ends at walls and similar plaees shall be
supported by a ribbon or by blocking.

Flooring shall- be nailed with 8d common nails not less
than two in each board at each support.

Floors of miJ-I-type buildings shall be sheathed as
specified for mill floors.

Flooring shall not extend closer than 12 mm from masonry
walls.

R00F SHEATHING - l^lood roof sheathing shall be tongued-
and-grooved or shall be plywood except as may be
otherwise approved by the relevant authority.

Tongued-and-grooved roof sheathing shall have thickness
of not less than 20 mm without tolerance and sheathing of
such thickness shall span not more than 700 mm between
rafters or joists, shall have staggered joints and shall
be hailed with Bd common nails not less than 50 mm each
150 mm board nor 75 mm each 200 mm board at each support.

5T0Rl,l SHEATHING Exterior stud walls shall be wind
braced with storm sheathing for aDeas where expected wind
speed is in excess of II2 kilometres per hour or in
earthquake prone area.

Such storm shealhing shall be tightly fitLed, diagonally
placed, tongued-and-grooved sheathing, not less than ZO
mm thickness without torerance, naired with two Bd common
nails for 150 mm wide boards, and three Bd common nails
for 200 mm wide boards to each support; or shall'be the
maximum practicable size plywood panel, not less than B
mm in thickness, nailed with 6d common nails for B mm ,10 mm and I2 mm thickness and Bd common nails 15 mm
thickness and alr such nails shalr be r50 mm on centres
at edges of panel and 100 mm on centres to interior panel
supports, for walls other than single Iined exterior
cladding.
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An effective water barrier shall be provided under all
wood exterior cladding between the cladding and the
supporting studs, and all openings shall be flashed.

Where plywood less than I0 mm in thickness is used for
stom sheathing, cladding suitable to resist the
horizontal wind forces shall be applied over the storm
sheathing.

AII plywood permanently exposed in outdoor locations
shal} be of exterior type, and where used for roof or
exterior wall sheathing shall meet the standards for
exterior type plywood in Appendix B unless otherwise
approved by the relevant authority.

AII plywood used structurally shall bear the identifi-
cation of the manufacturer as to type and grade, species
of veneer used and appropriate commercial standard.

Furring

Where the interior of masonry walls afe furred, such
furring shall be treated in fire-stopped as herein
required and shall be securely fastened to the masonry
with not less than one out nail in alternate courses of
block.

Connectors

The allowable loads on all types of connectors shell be
as set lorth in the standards listed in the appendices.

Number of nails required for connecting wood members is
given in Table 2.8t4.L
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TABLE 2.8J4.1
NAILING REQUIREMENTS

Connection Common Wire Nails

Joist to SilI or Girder-Toe
Bridging to Joist-Toe Nail
25 mm x 150 mm Sub-floor to
50 mm Sub-floor to Joist or
Plate to Joist or Blocking

Stud to Plate-End NaiI
Stud to Plate-Toe-NaiI
Top Plates-Spike Together

Laps and Intersections
Ceiling Joists-Toe Plate-Toe NaiI

Laps over Partitions
to parallel rafters

Rafter to Plate
Continuous 25 mm Brace to Stud
25 nn Sheathing to Bearing
Corner Studs and Angles

Plywood

Anehors to Rafters or Roof Joists

N'aiI

Joist-Face Nail
G irder

2-L6d
2-Bd
2-Bd
2-16d
16d-400 mm on

centres
?-I6d
t-L6d or 4 Bd
16d-600 mm on

centres
2-16d
2-16d
t-L6d
t-16d
,-r6d
2-Bd
2-Bd
L6d-75O mm on

centres
8d-150 mm on
centres edges

f00 mm on
centres inLerior
3-L6d

2.834.3

2.834.4

2.834.5

2.834.5

Nails, bolts and other metal connectors which are used in
locations exposed to the weather shalr be garvanised or
otherwise protected against corrosion.

In general, nairs sharl penetrate the second member adistance equal to thickness of the membe being nailedthereto. There shalr be not less than two nairs in any
connecti,on.

Except For prywood and other laminated members manufac-tured under technical control and rigid inspection,
gluing shalr not be considered an acceptaure eonnector inIieu of the connectors herein specified

Safe loads and design practice for types ofl connectors
not mentioned fully covered herein sharl be determined by
the relevant authority before approval.
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Wood Supporting Masonry

No wood shall support masonry or concrete except as
follows:

(a) Wood foundation piles may be used to support
concrete or masonry.

(u) Wood joists may be used to support concrete and
cement base tiles op terrazzo floor surfaces for
bathrooms of less than 9.1 sq. m in area, eoncrete
block walls and clay tile walls having slabs not
more than two and one-half inches in thiekness.

(c) Wood rafteps may support concrete roof tile.

Construetion Details for Heavy Timber Construction

General

Heavy timber construction is that type in which fire-
resistance is attained by placing limitations on the
minimum size, thickness or composition of all load-
carrying wood membersl by avoiding eoncealed spaces under
floor or roofs; by using approved fastenings, construc-
tion details, and adhesives; and by providing the
required degree of fire-resistance in exterior and
interior walls.

The following provisions represent the additional
requirements over and above those requird for liqht
framed construction set out in sub-sections 2.826 to
2.8t4.

Heavy Timber Framing

C0LUMNS - Wood columns may be sawn or glue-Iaminated and
shall be not less than 2OO mm nominal in depth when
supporting roof loads.

Columns shall be continuous or directly superimpsed one
above the other with no girders or bolsters between
columns, throughout all storeys by means of reinForced
concrete or metal caps with brackets, or shall be
connected by properly designed steel or iron caps, with
pintles and base plates, or by timber splice plates
affixed to the columns by means ol metal conn'ectors
housed within the contact faces of other approved
methods.

FL00R FRAMING - Beams, girders and joists may be sawn or
glued-Iaminated and shall be not less than 100 mm nominal
in depth.

-
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Framed or glued-Iaminated arches which spring from grade
or the floor line and support floor loads shall not be
less than 200 mm nominal, in any dimension.

Framed timber trusses supporting floor loads shaII
have members of not less than 50 mm nominal dimension.

R00F FRAMING - Beamsr girders and joists may be sawn or
glued-Iaminated and shall be not less than 50 mm nominal,
in least dimension. Framed members or glued-laminated
arehes which spring from the floor line and do not
support floor loads shall have members not less than 50
mm nominal in width and I50 mm nominal in depth for the
lower half of height and not less than 50 mm nominal, in
any dimension for the upper half of the height. Framed
members or glued-laminated arches which spring from the
top of the walls or wall abutments, framed timber trusses
and other roof framing which does not support floor loads
shall have members not less than 100 mm nominal in width
and 150 mm nominal in depth.

C0NSTRUCTI0N DETAILS - WalI plate boxes of self-releasing
type or approved hangers shall be provided where beams
and girders enten masonry. An air space of 25 mmm shall
be provided at top, end, and sides of members unless
approved durable or treated wood is used. Girders and
beams sharl be cross-tied by caps to transfer horizonbal
load across the joint. Wood bolsters may be placed on
top of columns, which support roof loads only.
Intermediate beams used to support floors shall rest on
top of girders, or be supported on apploved metal hangers
which transmit the vertical load to the top of thegirder. Columns, beams, girders, arches and trusses ofl
material other than wood shall have a fire-resistive
rating of not less than one hour. wood beams and girders
supported by masonry walls shall have not less than 100
mm of solid masonry between their ends and the outside
face ol the walls. Roof anchors shall be proved as setforth in this chapter but nob less than required toresist the uplift loads sel forth in part 2 Section I on
Live and Dead Loads.

C0NCEALED SPACES - Floors and roof decks sharl be without
concealed spaces, except that building service equipment
may be enclosed provided the spaces between the equipment
and enclosures are fire-stopped or protected by other
acceptable means.

HEAVY TIMBER FLOORS - Floors may be oF sawn or
gJ-ued-laminated plank, splined or tongued-and-grooved ofnot less than 50 mm nominal thickness, or square erJged
plank not less than 75 mm nominal thickness, well spi.[ed
together. Planks shall be laid so that a continuous rine

2.838.9
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of joints will not occup except at points of support.
Planks shall be covered with 25 mm nominal tongued-and-
grooved flooring laid crosswise or diagonally. Planks
and floor shall not extend closer than 12 mm to the wall
to provide an expansion joint and such expansion joint
shall be covered at top and bottom.

HEAVY TIMBER R00F DECKS - Roof decks shall be sawn or
glued-laminated, splined or tongued-and-grooved plank,
not less than 50 mm nominal, thickness well spiked
together or a double thickness of 25 mm nominal,
tongued-and-grooved boards with staggered joints. 0ther
types oF decking may be used if non-combustible when
approved by the relevant authority as being equal,

CAMBERING - Trusses and span girders shall be designed
with sufficient camber, or obher provision shall be made
to counteract any possible deflection.

Protection of Wood

Preservative Treated or Durable Species Wood

AII wood in areas where deterioriation would affect
structural safety shall be treated in an approved method
with an approved preservative oF shall be of durable
species as approved by the relevant authority.

All wood in contact with, or less than 450 mm from, the
ground shall be treated in an approved method with an
approved preservative or shall be of a durable species as
approved by the authority.

All wood in contact with concrete or masonry including
sills, sleepers, plates, posts, eolumns, beams, girders
and furring shall be treated in an approved method with
an approved preservative or shall be of durable species
as approved by the relevant authority, except that the
ends of joists not less than 2.4 m above grade when in
contact with concrete or masonry, may be treated by
dipping the ends in an approved preservative for a period
of not less than five minutes.

Approval of the method and materials of treatment with a
preservative shall be in accordance with the Standards
set forLh in Appendices.

Ventilation

Attic spaee between ceiling joists and roof rafters shall
be effectively ventilated. 0penings shaII be locaLed to
provide effective cross ventilation, and such openings
shall be covered with a corrosion-resistant mesh with
openings not greater than 1.5 mm.

^
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Light and Ventilation

The space between the bottom of wood floor joists and the
ground of any building, except such space as occupied by
a basement or cellar, shall have ventilating openings
through foundation walls and such openings shaII be
covered with a corrosion-resistant wire mesh with
openings not greater than L., mm. Where ppacticable
ventilating openings shall be arranged on three sides.
The minimum total area of ventilating openings shall be
O.2 squaDe metre for each 4.5 metres of exterior wall.
Such openings need not be placed in the front of the
building.

Where wood floor joists are used, there shall be not less
than 460 mm distance between the bottom of such floor
joists and the grade beneath.

Access shall be provided for all erawl spaces.
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APPENDIX A - SIZES OF STRUCTURAL LUMBER

Standard Sizes of Yard Lumber and Timbers

Detairs regarding the dressed sizes of various species of lumber
are provided in the grading rules of the agencies which
formulate the maintain such rules. The dressed sizes set Forth
in the American Softwood Lumber Standard, Voluntary Product
Standard PS20-70. while these sizes are generarly avairable on
a eommerciar basis, it is good practice to consult the local
lumber dearer to determine what sizes are on hand or can be
readily secured.

TABLE A-I
NOMINAL AND MINI},IIJM - DRESSED SIZES
0F BoARDS, DIMENSI0N, AND TIMBERS

(tfre tfricknesses apply to all widths and all widths to all
thicknesses )

Thicknesses Face Widths

Minimum Dressed Minimum Dressed

I tems Nominal Dry Green Nominal Dry G reen

Boards 25

'Lt7

20
26
t2

19
25
3T

50
75
100
r25
150
175
200
225
250
275
100
350

37
62
B7
IL2
r37
I62
lBI
206
2tr
256
28T
3tI
lBl

t9
64
B9
116
14I
r66
187
212
237
262
287
337
387

Dimension 50
62
75
B7
100
1t2

37
50
62
75
B7
100

39
52
64
77
B9
LOz

4
50
75
100
r25
150
200
250
100
350
400

t7
62
B7
ILz
rt7
181
2JI
28L
33I
lB1

39
64
B9
I15
141
lB7
237
287
3t7
tB7

Timbers
oflF

L25
and thicker

I2
oFf

I25
and wider
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APPENDIX B - LI5T OF REFERENCES

1. National Design Specifications for Wood Construction - National
Forest Products Association, Washington, D.C. I9BZ.

2.

t.
The Bahamas Building Code - Nassau, Bahamas.

Draft Seismic Regulations for Buildings
Council, U.5.A.

Applied Technology

4.

5.

Structurar use of Timber - ccE0 Draft Recommendations for cuBic
by Guyana Association of Professional Engineers.

American Lumber Standards for goftwood Lumber - NBS RL6-5t
U.S.A.

6. Structural Glued-Laminated Timber - commercial standard
cs-253-63, NBS U.S.A.

7. Standard Speeifications for Glued-Laminated Timber AmericanInstitute of Timber Construction AITC ll7 and 119.

B. Plywood Lumber Structural Assemblies Handbook, American plywood
Association U.S.A.

9. southern Builing code - southern Buitding code congress, u.s.A.

r0. rrTimberrr Guyana Timben Export Board - Georgetown, Guyana.
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APPENDIX C - FIRE-RESISTANCE OF SOME CARIBBEAN TIMBERS*

Flame Penentration Test

Each sample of timber measured 400 mm x 200 mm x 25 mm with the
grain parallel t.o the Iongest side. The 200 mm ends were
cleated to prevent cracking as far as possible. The sample was
placed vertically on its longest side, and the flame from a
horizontally placed bunsen burner (using petrol gas) was so
placed that the tip of the blue inner cone touched the surFace
of the wood. The gas pressure was kept as constant as possible,
and the length of the blue cone dept at f0 mm. The temperature
of the flame at the tip of the blue cone was approximately
12500C.

The time was taken from the moment of contact of frame and
timber, to the moment when the opposite surface caught fire, the
fllame having burnt a hole through the wood.

VERY HIGH FIRE-RESISTANCE

Pakuri
Purple Heart
Wallaba

HIGH FIRE-RESISTANCE

Mora
Iron Wood
Pukardi
Kakaralli

MEDIUM FIRE-RESISTANCE

Hububalli
DeLerma
Bullet Wood
Green Heart
Cabbage PaIm
Kurahara

LOh TIRE-RESISTANCE

Gale Silverballi
l^lashiba
Brown Silverballi
T rysil
Dauama

Time of Penetration
(minutes)

420
4ZO
t60

292
270
270
?ro

2LB
204
203
192
185
r80

I50
r45
t45
139
135

fxtract from
November I976
Engineers.

Draft "Use oF 5tructural Timber in Buildings"
for CCEO by Guyana Association of professional



Kokotara
Tabanero
Crabwood
Dokooria
Keriti Silverball-i

VERY LO|,l FIRE-RESISTANCE

Tauroniro
Morabukea
Tonka Bean
Douglas Fir
Crook
Baromalli
Pitch Pine

tl1
L25
115
rt2
LOz

92
B5
BO

77
75
5B
40

^.
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APPENDIX D - TENTATIVE DATA ON CARIBBEAN TIMBERS

The following tables provide merely a guide to some of the
species of timber used in the Caribbean, with strength data
indicating values encountered in the past.

For design puDposes, Local Forest Products Laboratories should
be consulted for authoritative recommendations.

These tables wiII be improved as more research is done or
information obtained in this area.

TABLE D.I
NAMES AND DENSITIES OF SOME CARIBBEAN TIMBERS

Standard
Name

Botanical
Species

0 ther
Common
Names

Approximate
Density
( S easgned )
kgf /n'

r-

Caribbean Pine

Trinidad Teak

G reenhea rt
Purpleheart

Kabukalli

Manni

Mora

Shibidan

Kurokai

Armomata

Tatabu

Crabwood

Simarupa

Tauroniro

Wamara

Determa

Hububal li

Pinus Caribbea

Tectona Grandis

0cotea rodiaei
Peltogyne Pubescens

Goupia giabra

Symphonia Globulifera
Mora exeelsa

Aspidosperma Album

Protium Decandnum

C lathrotropis
Brachypetala

Diplotropis Purpurea

Caropa guianensis

Simaruba amara

Humina Halsamilea

Swartzia Leiocalycina
Ocotea nubra

Loxopterygium

Pine

Sipiroe
Amaranth

Cupiuba

Matakki

Nato

Red Peroba

Gommier

Rouge

Acapu do

Jgapo

5ucupira

Andirdoa

Acei tuno

Bulletwood

Montouchi

Wana

K oika

508

530

977

865

832

689

r ,000
850

64L

1,000

I ,000

510

430

900

1 ,100

620

800



Red Cedar

Silverballi
( Group)

Wallaba

Yellow Wood

Banak

Cabbage Bark

Cramantee

Mahogany

Mayflower

Nargusta

Santa Maria

Timbersweet

Waika Chewstick

Redwood

Yemeri

Cedielaodocala

Lauraceae

Cedar

P isie
480

270-1,000

Eperua Falcata Bois 95O

Podoearous Guatemalensis

Virola Koschnivi

Tonchocarpus Castilloi
Gurea Excelsa

Swientenia Macrophylla

Tabeuia Pentaphylla

Termimalia Amazonia

Calophylum Brazili eneze

Var

Nectrandra

Symphonia Globulifera
Tapirira Guianesis

Vochvsia Hondurensis

NOTE: I. References for the

(a) "Timberrr - Guyana
(u) "Design Strengths

of Works, Belize.

above values are:

Timber Export Board
of Belizean Woods" - Ministny

A.
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO 5I UNITS

LENGTH

Feet (ft) x 0.1048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254*
l"liles (mi) x L5O9.J4
Miles (mi) x I.50914
Nautical l4iles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

AREA

Feetz (rt2) x o.o929olo
Acres^x 4046.86
Milesz lmiz) x 2.58999

VOLUME

reetl (rtl) x o.o2alr5g5
Feet',(rtr1 x 28.31685
Yards/ (yo') x o.764555
Acre feet x 1231.48
Gallons (qaf) x 0.00454509
Gallons (gal) x 4.546O9

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/s) x 0.1048*
Miles per hour (mi/hr) x 0.447O4x
Miles per hour (milhr) x L,609i4
Knots x O.514444
Knots x 1.852*

DISCHARGE

jj
Feet- pep secona (f{/s) x 0.02811585
Millions oF gallons per day (mgd)

x O.O526167
Acre-feet per day x 0.OL42764
Gallons per minute (qal,/min)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Pounds (Ib) x O.45J592
Pounds (tU) x 453.592
Pounds (tb) x 4.44822
Tons x 0.907185

= Meters per second (m/s)
= Meters per second (m/s)

= Kilometers per hour (t<m/nr)

= Meters per second (m/s)

= Kilometers per hour (tm/nr)

= Metersl per secona (ml/s)

= Meters (m)

= Meters (m)

= Meters (m)
: Kilometers (km)

= Meters (m)

= Meters (m)

= t',teters] tr'11
= Meters'(mf)
= xiro*.t"""2'(km2)

(rl)
J.

?,'ir
(m')

= Metersl
= Liters**
= Meters, (

= Metersi
= l.'leters)
= Liters**

= t',teters] per secono (m]/s)
: Metens' per second (m'/s)

= Metersl per secono (rJ/s)

Kilogyrams force (tgf)
Grams (q)
Newtons** (N)
Mebric tons**



PRESSURE

Pounds per Foot] (Lb/fL:)
Pounds per foot' Qb/rL')

Pounds per incn] (w/in?,)
Pounds per inch' (tu/in')

0.00589476 x l0

Pounds per inch2 (Lb/i^2)

MiIIibars (mb) x I00.0*

Newtons per meterz {x/^2),
Kiloqrgms force per meter-
(uqr /n')
Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

Newtops per millimeter2
( r,t,/mmt )
Megapascar (MPa) ,
Killog.qams force per meter-
(usr /n')
Newtons per meterz (n/^2)

Newtons per meterl { nt/rl ).
Kilogrqms force per meter-
(usr /n')
Grams per centiret""J (g/"*3)

X

X

47 . BB0l
4.BB24t

6894 ,7 6

x 7O3.O7O

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per Foot]
Pounds per footr

Pounds per Footf

X

X

L57.O876
15.0185

0.0160185

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x 14.5931
Slugs per Foot'/ x 515.379

VISCOSITY

Pound-seconds per foot2 (tu-"/rt2) o"
slugs pec Foot second x 47.BB0l

Feetz per secono (rtzls) x o.o9z9aj

Kilograms (kg)
Kilograms per metert Qg/^3)

Newtogs seconds p"" t"bu"z
( N"/,n'1**
M;;;;"2 pe' secona (n2/s)

r..otrrlt
0b/ f t')
( rulrtl )

* Exact valuest(* Liters x 1000.0 = cemtiqetersl
Litersx0.00I=meters/
Metrie tons x 1000.0 = kilograms Force
Kilograms force x 9.8O665 = newtons
Newtons x 1001000.0 : dy4es
Newton seconds per meterz x 0.f = poises



5I PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

P refix
( abbreviation )

Mega- (u)
Kilo- (t<)

Hecto- (n)
Deka- (da)
Deci- (d)
Centi- (c)
Milli- (m)

Micro- f.l)

Meaning

1 r 000 ,000 .

I,000 .
100.
10.
0.1
0.01
0.00I
0.00000r
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FOREWORD

The Caribbean Uniform Building Code is basically a set of minimum
requirements respecting the safety of buildings on the aspects of
public health, fire protection and structural sufficiency. The primary
purpose is the promotion of public safety through the application of
appropriate uniform building standards throughout the Commonwealth
Caribbean.

This. part of the Code, Occupancy, Fire Safety and Public Health
Requirments, contains the requirements with respect to health and fire
safety which depend on the type of occupancy of a building and the use
to which it is put. The first section contains interpretive material
relating to occupancy classification and the more general features of
fire protection. Sections which follow contain specific requirements
relating to building size and occupancy and fire safety within floor
areas, exit requirements, requirements for service spaces, health
requirements, fire protection systems, requirements during construction
and signs.

Standard tests specified by the National Fire Prevention
Association of the U.S., British Standards Institution, the American
Society for Testing and Materials, and the New Zealand Codes of
Practice are referred to as the standard for this Code for specific
items such as sound transmission, definition of non—combustibility, and
surface and rate of spread of flame. For items such as storage of
volatile flammable liquids, smoke and heat vents, sprinkler systems,projection rooms with cellulose nitrate film, and installation of
mechanical systems the requirements are specified o be in accordance
with the relevant codes of the aforementioned agencies.
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NUMBERING SYSTEM

For this part of the Code the numbering system is as follows:

The first number indicates the part of the Code, the first digitin the second number indicates the Section in the Part, the second endthird digits in the second number indicate the Subsection in theSection, and the third number indicates the article in the subsection.These are illustrated as follows:

2 Part2
2.500 Part 2, Section 5
2.506 Part 2, Section 5, Subsection 62.506,3 Pert 2, Section 5, Subsection 6, Article 3
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ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS

CARIBBEAN UNIFORM BUILDING CODE

PART 1 ADMINISTRATION OF THE CODE

PART 2 STRUCTURAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Section 1 Dead Load and Gravity Live Load
Section 2 Wind Load
Section 3 Earthquake Load
Section 4 Block Masonry
Section 5 Foundations (not included)
Section 6 Reinforced and Pre—stressed Concrete
Section 7 Structural Steel
Section 8 Structural limber

PART 3 OCCUPANCY, FIRE SAFETY AND PUBLIC HEALTH REQUIREMENTS

Section 1 Occupancy and Construction Classification
Section 2 General Building Limitations
Section 3 Special Use and Occupancy Requirements
Section 4 Light, Ventilation and SoundTransmission

Controls
Section 5 Means of Egress
Section 6 Fire—resistive Construction Requirements
Section 7 Fire Protection Systems
Section 8 Safety Requirements During Building

Construction and Signs

PART 6 SERVICES, EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS (not included)

Section 1 Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes
Section 2 Electrical Wiring and Equipment
Section 3 Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters and

Conveyor Equipment (Installation and
Maintenance)

Section 4 Plumbing and Drainage Systems
Section 5 Energy Conservation

PART 5 SMALL BUILDINGS AND PRE—FABRICATED CONSTRUCTION (not
included)

Section 1 Small Buildings (Single and 2 storey)
Section 2 Pre—fabricated Construction
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DEFINITIONS

Definitions of words and phrases used in those requirements that
are not included in the list of definitions in this Part shall have the
meanings which are commonly assigned to them in the context in which
they are used in these requirements, taking into account the special—
ised use of terms with the various trades and professions to which the
terminology applies. The following words and terms in these require
ments have the following meanings:

Alteration means a change or extension to any matter or
thing or to any occupancy regulated by this
Code.

Appliance means a device to convert fuel into energy and
includes all components, controls, wiring and
piping required to be part of the device by
the applicable standard referred to in this
Code.

Attic or roof space means the space between the roof and th ceil
ing of the top storey or betwee a dwarf wall
and a sloping roof.

Building means any structure used or intended fr sup
porting or sheltering any use or occupaicy.

Building area means the greatest horizontal area of a build
ing above grade within the outside surface of
exterior walls or within the outside 3urface
of exterior walls and the centre line oF fire—
walls.

Building height means the number of storeys contilned between
fin storeys) the roof and the floor of the fi”st storey.

Closure means a device or assembly for closing an
opening through a fire separation, such as a
door, a shutter, wired glass or glass block,
and includes all components such as hardware,
closing devices, frames and anchors.

Exhaust duct means a duct through which air is conveyed
from a room or space to the outdoors.

Exit means that part of a means of egress that
leads from the floor area it serves, inDluding
any doorway leading directly from a floor
area, to a public thoroughfare or to an accep
table open space.

Exit, access to means that part of a means of ecress within a
floor area that provides access to an exit
serving the floor area.
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Exit, horizontal means that type of exit connecting 2 floor
areas at substantially the same level by means
of a doorway, vestibule, bridge or balcony,
such floor areas being located either in
different buildings or located in the same
building and fully separated from each other
by a firewall.

Exit level means the lowest level in an enclosed exit
stairway from which an exterior door provides
access to a public thoroughfare or to an
acceptable open space with access to a public
thoroughfare at approximately the same level
either directly or through a vestibule or exit
corridor.

Exit storey means a storey from which an exterior door
provdies -direct access at approximately the
same level to a public thoroughfare or to an
acceptable open space with access to a public
thoroughfare.

Fire compartment means an enclosed space in a building that is
separated from all other parts of the build
ing by enclosing construction providing a fire
separation having a required fire—resistance
rating.

Fire damper means a closure which consists of a normally
held open damper installed in an air distri
bution system or in a wall or floor assembly,
and designed to close automatically in the
event of a fire in order to maintain the
integrity of the fire separation.

Fire—protection rating means the time in hours or fraction thereof
that a closure will withstand the passage of
flame when exposed to fire under specified
conditions of test and performance criteria,
or as otherwise prescribed in this Code.

Fire—resistance means the property of a material or assembly
to withstand fire or give protection from it;
as applied to elements of buildings. It is
characterized by the ability to confine a fire
or to continue to perform a given structural
function, or both.

Fire—resistance rating means the time in hours or fraction thereof
that a material or assembly of materials will
withstand the passage of flame and the trans
mission of heat when exposed to fire under
specified conditions of test and performance

I



criteria, or as determined by extension or
interpretation of information derived there
from as prescribed in this Code.

Fire separation means a construction assembly that acts as a
barrier against the spread of fire and may not
be required to have a fire—resistance rating
or a fire—protection rating.

Fire stop means a draft—tight barrier within or between
construction assemblies that acts to retard
the passage of smoke and flame.

Firewall means a type of fire separation of noncombus—
tible construction which sub—divides a
building or separates adjoining buildings to
resist the spread of fire and which has a
fire—resistance rating as prescribed in this
Code and has structural stability to remain
intact under- fi-re conditions for the required
fire—rated time.

Flame—spread rating means an index or classification indicating
the extent of spread—of—flame on the surface
of a material or an assembly of materials as
determined in a standard fire test as pre
scribed in this Code.

Floor area means the space on any storey of a building
between exterior walls and required firewalls,
including the space occupied by interior walls
and partitions, but not including exits and
vertical service spaces that pierce the
storey.

Flue means an enclosed passageway for conveying
flue gases.

Guard means a protective barrier around openings in
floors or at the open sides of stairs, land
ings, balconies, mezzanines, galleries, raised
walkways or other locations to prevent acci—
dental falls from one level to another. Such
barrier may or may not have openings through
it.

Heat detector means a device for sensing an abnormally high
air temperature or an abnormal rate of heat
rise and automatically initiating a signal
indicating this condition.
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Heavy timber means that type of combustible construction in
construction which a degree of fire safety is attained by

placing limitations on the sizes of wood
structural members an on thickness and compo
sition of wood floors and roofs by the avoid
ance of concealed spaces under floors and
roofs.

Interconnected floor means super—imposed floor areas or parts of
space floor areas in which floor assemblies that are

required to be fire separations are penetrated
by openings that are not provided with
closures.

Limiting distance means the distance from an exposing building
face to a property line, the centre line of a
street, lane, public thoroughfare or an imag
mary line between 2 buildings on the same
property, measured at right angles to the
exposing building face.

Means of egress means a continous path of travel provided by a
doorway, hallway, corridor, exterior passage
way, balcony, lobby, stair, ramp or other
egress facility or combination thereof, for
the escape of persons from any point in a
building, floor area, room or contained open
space to a public thoroughfare or other
acceptable open space. (Means of egress
includes exits and access to exists).

Occupancy means the use or intended use of a building or
part thereof for the shelter or support of
persons, animals or property.

Plenum means a chamber forming part of an air duct
system.

Smoke alarm means a combined smoke detector and audible
alarm device designed to sound an alarm within
the room or suite in which it is located upon
the detection of smoke within that room or
suite.

Smoke detector means a device for sensing the presence of
visible or invisible particles produced by
combustion, and automatically initiating a
signal indicating this condition.

Sprinklered (as applying to a building or part thereof) I
means that the building or part thereof is
equipped with a system of automatic
sprinklers.

I



Storey means that portion of a building which is
situated between the top of any floor and the
top of the floor next above it, and if there
is no floor above it, that portion between the
top of such floor and the ceiling above it.

Suite means a single room or series of rooms of
complementary use, operated under a single
tenancy, and includes dwelling units, indivi
dual guest rooms in motels, hotels, boarding
houses, rooming houses and dormitories as well
as individual stores and individual or comple
mentary rooms for business and personal
service occupancies.

Unsafe condition means any condition that could cause undue
hazard to life, limb or health of any person
authorizeii or expected to be on or about the
premises.





A88REIATIONS OF NAMES OF ASSOCIATIONS

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials

851 British Standards Institution

NFiPA National Fire Protection Association of the U.S.

UL Underwriters’ Laboratories (of Canada)



ABBREVIATIONS OF WORDS AND PHRASES

cm centimetre(s)

cm2 square centimetre(s)

CO2 carbon dioxide

Cp horizontal force factor

degree(s) Celsius

degree(s) Fahrenheit U
G acceleration due to gravity

kg kilogram(s)

kPa kilopascal(s)

kW kilowatt(s)

] litre(s)

lx lux

m metre(s)

square metre(s)

cubic metre(s)

max maximum

mm minimum

mm millimetre(s)

mPa megapascal(s)

O.D. outside diameter

t tonne(s)
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SECTION 1

3.100 OCCUPANCY AND CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATIONS

3.101 Scope

3.1O1.1 This section of the Caribbean Uniform Building Code deals
with the Occupancy Classification of buildings, the
Construction Classification (the fire ratings of various
types of buildings) and Public Health.

3.lO1.2 All new or existing buildings whatever their size, or of
whatever type of construction, must be placed within one of
the categories set out below by the Building Control
Authority. The Category into which the building is placed
shall be determined by its use and throughout this Code,
the category according to use shall be known as itsOccupancy Group. In certain instances, for clarity, the
words ‘use group’ may also orcur; these terms shall be
regarded as synonymous.

3.1O1.3 The section deals with aspects of, and requirements for the
sub—sections as outlined in (a) to (x) below:

(a) General requirements 3.102
(b) Occupancy Classification 3.103
(c) Occupancy Group A (Assembly Buildings) 3.104
Cd) Occupancy Group B (Business Buildings) 3.105
(e) Occupancy Group F (Factory & Industrial

Buildings) 3.106
(f) Occupancy Group H (High Hazard Buildings) 3.107(g) Occupancy Group I (Institutional Buildings) 3.108
(h) Occupancy Group M (Mercantile Buildings) 3.109
Ci) Occupancy Group R (Residential Buildings) 3.110
(j) Occupancy Group S (Storage Buildings) 3.111
Ck) Occupancy Group I (Temporary & Miscellaneous

Uses) 3.112
(1) Mixed occupancies or change in use of occupancy 3.113
(m) Construction classification — fire

gradings/ratings of Bldgs 3.114
(n) Type 1 — Fire—proof Construction 3.115
(o) Type 2 — Non—Combustible construction 3.116(p) Type 3 — Exterior masonry wall construction 3.117(q) Type 4 — Frame Construction 3.118
Cr) Party walls and tenancy separation walls 3.119
Cs) Hazardous utilities 3.120
Ct) Exit facilities 3.121
Cu) Location of property 3.122
(v) Sanitation and toilet facilities 3.123

3.124
(w) Toilet facilities for the physically

handicapped 3.125
Cx) PublicHeslth Requirements 3.126



3.102 General Requirements

3.102.l No building or structure shall be constructed nor shall any
lot or portion of a lot be subdivided or sold n&r any lot
line moved by sale of land or otherwise in such a manner as
to eliminate, nullify or reduce any required spaces for
light and ventilations or for exit purposes or in any way
to create violations or for exit purposes or in any way to
create violations of any of the provisions of this Code.

3.103 Occupancy Classification

3.103.l Every building or portion thereof whether existing or
hereafter erected shall be classified by the Building
Control Authority according to its use or the character of
its occupancy as a building of Group A, B, F, H, I, M, R,
5, and T Occupancy. When minor accessory uses do not
occupy more than 10 peicent of the area of any floor or a
building, (not more than 10 percent of the basic area
permitted by Occupancy), ‘the major use of the Building
shall determine the Occupancy classification.

3.103.2 Short list clarifying broad groupings:

A for Assembly (split up as below)
B for Business Occupancies
F for Factory Occupancies
H for High Hazard Occupancies
I for Institutional Occupancies

(split up as below)
M for Mercantile Occupancies

(split up as below)
R for Residential Occupancies

(split up as below)
S for Storage Occupancies

(split up as below)
T for Temporary and Miscellaneous

Occupancies

(see sub—section 3.104)
(see sub—section 3.105)
(see sub—section 3.106)
(see sub—section 3.107)

(see sub—section 3.108)

(see sub—section 3.109) 1
(see sub—section 3.110)

(see sub—section 3.111) I
(see sub—section 3.112)

I
2

I
U

I
1

I

3.103.3 Any Occupancy not specifically mentioned shall be classi
fied by the buildings Control Authority in the Group it
most nearly resembles.

3.103.4 FIRE GRADINGS OF BUILDINGS — All buildings whatever their
occupancy group, shall be graded in accordance with the
degree of fire hazard of their use in terms of hours and
fractions of an hour and as covered under Section 6, (in
Fire Resistive Construction Requirements).

3.104 Occupancy Group A — Assembly Buildings

3.104.1 GENERAL — All buildings and structures, or parts thereof,
shall be classified in the assembly (A) use group which are
used or designed for places of assembly as defined in this

I
I
I
I
I
I
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code. Assembly type uses with a total occupancy load less
than fifty (50) shall be classified as use group B
(Business).

3.104.2 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—i, THEATRES

3.104.3 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—i—A STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all theatres and other buildings used primarily for
theatrical or operatic performaces and exhibitions,,
arranged with a raised stage, proscenium curtain, fixed for
portable scenery loft, lights, motion picture booth,
mechanical appliances of other theatrical accessories and
equipment, and provided with fixe’d seats.

3.104.4 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—i—B STRUCTURES, — This group shall include
all theatres without a stage and equipped with fixed seats
used for motion picutre performances.

3.104.5 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—2 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all buildings and placed of public assembly, without
theatrical stage accessories, designed for use as dance
halls, night clubs and for similar purposes including all
rooms, lobbies and other spaces connected thereto with a
common means of egress and entrance.

3.104.6 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—3 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all buildings with or without an auditorium in whichpersons assemble for amusement, entertainment or
recreation, and incidental motion pictures, dramatic,theatrical or educational presentations, lectures, or other
similar purposes without theatical stage other than a
raised platform; and principally used without permanent
seating facilities, including art galleries, exhibition
halls, museums, lecture halls, libraries, restaurants other
than night clubs, and recreation centres; and buildings
designed for other similar assembly purposes including
passenger terminals.

3.104.7 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—4 STRUCTURES — This group shall includeall buildings used as churches, schools, colleges and for
similar educational and religious purposes.

3.104.8 OCCUPANCY GROUP A—5 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
grandstands, bleachers, coliseums, stadiums, drive—intheatres, tents and similar structures for outdoor assemblyuse, and shall simply with the provisions of this code for
special uses and occupancies.

3.105 Occupancy Group B, Business Buildings

3.105.i GENERAL — All buildings and stuctures or part thereof shallbe classified in the business (B) Occupancy group which are
used for the transaction of business or the rendering of



U
professional services, or for other services that involve
stocks of goods, wares or merchandise in limited quantities Ufor use incidental to office uses or sample purposes;
including among others offices, banks, civic administration
activities, fire houses, police stations, professional
services, testing and research laboratories, radio
stations, telephone exchanges, and similar establishments.

3.106 Occupancy Group F, Factory and Industrial Buildings 0
3.106.l GENERAL — All buildings and structures, or parts thereof,

in which occupants are engaged in performing work or labour
in fabricating, assembling, or processing of products or
materials, shall be classified in the factory and
industrial (F) occupancy group; including among others,
factories, assembling plants, industrial laboratories and
all other industrial and manufacturing uses, except those
parts involving highly ‘combustible, flammable or explosive
products and materials of the high hazard group (occupancy
group H).

3.106.2 LIST OF FACTORY AND INDUSTRIAL USES — The processes and
manufacturers listed in the following Table 3.106.2 shall
be indicative of, and include, the uses permitted in
occupancy group F buildings.

TABLE 3.106.2

OCCUPANCY GROUP F, FACTORY AND INDUSTRIAL USES

Bakeries
Boiler works
Breweries
Canneries, including food products
Condensed and powdered milk manufacture
Dry cleaning using other than volatile flammable liquids in

cleaning or dyeing operations
Electrical light plants and power houses
Electrolytic reducing works
Glass plants
Ice plants
Leather and tanneries, excluding enameling or japanning
Miliwork and woodworking
Sugar refineries
Tenant factories, excluding ladies’ dresses and other high

hazard uses
Textile mills, including canvas, cotton cloth, bagging,

burlap, carpets and rags
Upholstery and manufacturing shops
Water Pumping plants

I
I
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3.106.3 SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL USES — All buildings and structures
designed to house low hazard industrial processes,
including, among others, the production and distribution of
electrical, gas or steam power and rolling mills and
foundries, requiring large areas and unusal heights to
accommodate craneways or special machinery and equipment,
shall be exempt frdm the height and area limitations (see
under sub—section 3.206 General Area and Height
Limitations).

3.106.4 CONSTRUCTION — Buildings and structures for such special
industrial uses shall comply with the requirements of
sub—section 3.114 except as to height, and when constructed
of non—combustible (Type 2—C) construction may have
balconies and mezzanine floors which do not exceed
two—thirds (2/3) the area of the main floor in any one Ci)
tier.

3,106.5 EXTERIOR WALLS — The exterior walls of buildings of such
low hazard industrial uses’shall be constructed of approved
non—combustible and weather—resisting materials and, when
located with a fire separation of less than ten (10) metres
from interior lot lines of any other building, shall be
protected or constructed to provide a fire—resistance
rating of not less than two (2) hours.

3.106.6 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS — Special use industrial buildings
herein defined shall comply with the requirements of
Section 7 for fire protection systems; except that the
provisions of sub—section 3.703 for automatic fire
suppression systems in unlimited area buildings may be
waived by the building official when such installations
would be detrimental or dangerous to the specific use and
occupancy.

3.107 Occupancy Group H, High Hazard Buildings

3.107.1 GENERAL — All buildings and structures, or parts thereof,
shall be classified in the high hazard (H) occupancy group
which are used for the storage, manufacture or processing
of highly combustible or explosive products or materials,
which are likely to burn with extreme rapidity, or which
may produce poisonous fumes or explosions; for storage or
manufacturing which involves highly corrosive, toxic or
noxious alkalies, acids or other liquids or chemicals
producing flame, fume, poisonous, irritant or corrosive
gases; and for the storage or processing of any materials
producing explosive mixtures or dust, or which result in
the division of matter into fine particles subject to
spontaneous ignition.

3.107.2 LIST OF HIGH HAZARD OCCUPANCIES — The processes, materials
and manufactures listed in the following Table 3.1O7.2 are
indicative of and shall be included among high hazard
group.
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TABLE 3.107.2

OCCUPANCY GROUP H, HIGH HAZARD USES El
1. Acetylene gas and gases under pressure of

fifteen 915) or more and in quantities of
greater than seventy (70) cubic metres
including hydrogen, illuminating, natural
ammonia, chlorine, phosgene, sulphur
dioxide, carbon monoxide, methyl oxide
and all gases subject to explosion, fume
or toxic hazard

2. Ammunition, explosives and fireworks
manufacture

3. Apparel manufacturing
4. Artificial flowers and synthetic leather

manufacture
5. Celluloid and celluloid products
6. Cereal, feed, flour and grist mills
7. Cottom batting and cottom waste processes
8. Dry cleaning establishments using or

storing more than fifteen (15) litres of
gasoline or other hazardous liquids with
a flash point under forty (40) degrees
Celsius, or more than one hundred and
fifty (150) litres of volatile inflam
mable liquids with a flash point between
forty degrees Celsius 40 C) and sixty
degrees Celsius (60°C) in a closed up
tester

9. Fruit ripening processes
10. Grain elevators
11. Hydrogeneration processes
12. Industries employing solids or substances

which ignite or produce flammable gases
on contact with water

13. Kerosene, fuel, lubricating or any oil
storage with a flash point under eighty
degrees Celsius (80°C)

14. Match manufacture or storage
15. Metal enamelling or japanning
16. Nitro—cellulose film exchanges and

laboratories
17. Paint and varnish manufacture or spraying

or dipping
18. Petroleum manufacture
19. Processing of paper or cardboard in loose

form
20. Refrigerating systems using high hazard

refrigerants
21. Shoe polish manufacture
22. Smoke, houses (industrial)

I
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Table 3.107.2 Cont’d

23. Straw goods manufacture or broom corn
storage

24. Sugar and starch pulverizing mills
25. Tar, pitch or resin processing
26. Tanneries with enamelling or japanning
27. Tyre storage warehouses
28. Waste paper sorting. or shredding,

storage or baling

3.108 Occupancy Group I, Institutional Building

3.108.1 GENERAL — All Buildings and structures, or parts thereof,
shall be classified in the institutional (I) occupancy
group in which people suffering from physical limitations
because of health or age are harboured for medical or other
care or treatment, or in which people are detained for
penal or correctional purposes, or in which the liberty of
the inmates is restricted.

3.108.2 OCCUPANCY GROUP I—i — This group shall include allbuildings designed for the detention of people under
restraint, including, among others, jails, prisons,reformatories, psychiatric units and similar uses.

3.108.3 OCCUPANCY GROUP 1—2 — This group shall include allbuildings used for housing people suffering from physical
limitations because of health or age, including, among
others, day nurseries, hospitals, sanitariums, clinics,infirmaries, orphanages, and homes for aged and infirm.

3.109 Occupancy Group M — Mercantile Buildings

3.109.l GENERAL — All buildings and structures or parts thereof,
shall be classified in the mercantile (M) occupancy group,
which are used for display and sales purposes, including
stocks of goods, wares, or merchandise incidental to such
purposes and accessible to the public. These will include,among others, shops, salesrooms and markets, departmentstores, shopping malls or groups of shops. Any of the abovethat contain highly combustible goods, such as merchandisemade from pyroxylin products shall be limited to smallquantities that do not constitute a high hazard; if not so
limited, construction shall comply with the requirements ofthe high hazard occupancy group given in sub—section 3.107.

3.110 Occupancy Group R — Residential Buildings

3.11O.l GENERAL — All buildings and structures or parts thereof,shall be classified in the residential. (R) occupancy group
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in which families or households live, or in which sleeping
accommodations are provided for individuals with or without
dining facilities, excluding those that are classified as
institutional buildings.

3.11O.2 OCCUPANCY GROUP R—1 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all hotel and motel buildings, lodging houses, boarding
houses and dormitory buildings arranged for the shelter and
sleeping accommodation of more than twenty (20)
individuals.

3.l1O.3 OCCUPANCY GROUP R—2 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all multiple—family dwellings having more than two (2)
dwelling units; and shall also include all dormitories,
boarding and lodging houses arranged for shelter and sleep
ing accommodation by more than five (5) and not more than
twenty (20) individuals.

3.llO.4 OCCUPANCY GROUP R—3 STRUCTURES — This group shall include üall buildings arranged for the use of one or two—family
dwelling units including not more than five (5) lodgers or
boarders per family. 0

3.11O.5 OCCUPANCY GROUP R—4 STRUCTURES — This group shall include
all detached one or two—family dwellings not more than
three (3) stories in height, and their accessory structures
as indicated in Part 5, One and Two—Family Dwelling Code.
All such structures may be designed in accordance with the
One and Two—Family Dwelling Code or in accordance with the
requirements for this Code for an Occupancy group R—3
Structure.

3.111 Occupancy Group S — Storage Buildings

3.l1l.l GENERAL — All buildings and structures, or parts thereof, I
shall be classified in the Storage (s) occupancy group
which are used primarily for the storage of goods, wares or
merchandise, except those that involve highly combustible
or explosive products or materials; including among others,
warehouses, storehouses and freight depots.

3.111.2 OCCUPANCY GROUP S—i STRUCTURES — This group shall include fl
buildings used for the storage of moderate hazard contents,
which are likely to burn with moderate rapidity, but which
do not produce other poisonous gases, fumes or explosives,
including, among others, the materials listed in the
following Table 3.1il.2 shall be classified in the S—i
storage occupancy group.

I
I
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TABLE 3.111.2

OCCUPANCY GROUP S—i STORAGE USES, MODERATE HAZARD

1. Bags, cloth burlap and paper
2. Bamboo and rattan baskets
3. Belting, canvas and leather
4. Books and paper in rolls or packs
5. Boots and shoes
6. Buttons, including cloth—covered, pearl

or bone
7. Cardboard and cardboard boxes
8. Clothing, woollen wearing apparel
9. Cordage
10. Fibre board
11. Furniture
12. Furs
13. Glue, mucilage, paste and size
14. Horn end combs, other than celluloid
15. Leather enamelling or japanning
16. Linoleum
17. Livestock shelters
18. Lumber yards
19. Motor vehicle repair shops
20. Petroleum warehouses for storage of

lubricating oils with a flash point of
one hundred and fifty degrees Celsius
(150°C) or higher

21. Photo—engraving
22. Public garages (Group 1) and stables
23. Silk
24. Soap
25. Sugar
26. Tobacco, cigars, cigarettes and snuff
27. Upholstering and mattress manufacturing
28. Wax candles

3.111.3 OCCUPANCY GROUP S—2 STRUCTURES — These buildings are those
used for storage of non—combustible materials, and of low
hazard wares that do not ordinarily burn rapidly. The
following Table 3.l11.3 lists some but not all of the
materials that may be stored in buildings of the S—2
occupancy group.
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TABLE 3.111.3
LOW HAZARD MATERIALS

1. Asbestos
2. Chalk and crayons
3. Food products
4. Glass
5. Metals
6. Motorcar spares (excluding upholstery)
7. Plumbing wares (metallic or ceramic

pipe and fittings)
8. Porcelain and pottery
9. Talc and soapstones

3.112 Occupancy Group T — Temporary and Miscellaneous Uses

3.112.l GENERAL — Structures and buildings of a temporary character
and miscellaneous structures not classified in any other
use or occupancy group, shall be constructed, equipped and
maintained to meet the requirements of this Code commen
surate with the fire and life hazard incidental to their
use. Miscellaneous uses shall include all accessory
buildings and/or structures used as private garages,
builders and other sheds, reviewing stands, fences and
similar purposes. It could also include such temporary
shelters as tents and marquees and air supported
structures.

3.112.2 DOUBTFUL OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATIONS — When a building or
structure is proposed for a use not specifically provided
for under any of the occupancy groups in this Code, or when
an existing building is to be used for some purposes where
there is doubt about its new classification, the Building
Authority or controlling official shall class it in the
occupancy group it most nearly resembles in respect to the
existing or proposed life and fire hazard.

3.113 Mixed Occupancies or Change in Use of Occupancy

3.113.1 IWO OR MORE USES — When a building is occupied for two or
more uses i.e. where two or more occupancy classifications
exist in the same building, this is quite acceptable
provided the Building Control Authority has nominated those
two or more occupancy classifications and that the
divisions between the two or more differing occupancies,
whether they be walls or floors, comply with the relevant
fire code requirements as to the one and one—half or
two hour fire ratings therein. (See under sub—section
3.114).

3.113.2 IWO OR MORE CODES GOVERNING THE IWO OR MORE OCCUPANICIES —

When any such building having two or more occupancy groups
therein has to comply with two or more codes of fire
resistance, then the one that requires the highest Tating
shall be used for both or all occupancies i.e. when the

Li
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code calls for one and one—half (1 1/2) hour fire resis
tance in party walls or floors, and the second or third
occupancy classification calls for a two hour fire—
resistance, then the whole building shall be constructed
with all walls and floor having the longer — the two hour
— rating.

3.113.3 INCIDENTAL USES — Where the higher or highest hazard use or
occupancy classification is supplementary to the main use
or classification of the building i.e. less than 10 per
cent of the total floor area of the building (see clause
3,113.1 above) then provided that such area of use is
constructed and segregated by fire resistance rated
construction as required under the relevant fire code, the
building shall still be classified according to its main
use and classification.

3.113.4 CHANCE IN OCCUPANCY CLA-SSIFICATION — No change shall be
made in the occupancy of any building, existing, under
construction, or new without the approval of the Building
Control Authority.

3.113.5 Buildings in existence at the time of the introduction of
this Code may have the existing use or occupancy continued,
if such use or occupancy is legal at the time of the
passage of this Code, provided such continued use is not
dangerous to life. Nothing shall be construed to prohibit
the Building Control Authority or its authorized
representative from making inspections to see that the
minimum standards of safety are maintained.

3.114 Construction Classification (Table 3.114 Follows sub
section 3.118)

3.114.1 GENERAL — All buildings and structures erected or to be
erected, altered or extended in height or area shall be
classified in any one, or in a combination of the four
construction types herein defined:

(i) Type 1 Fireproof construction (includes also
Types 1—A and 1—B).

(ii) Type 2 Non—Combustible construction including
Types 2—A, 2—B and 2—C).

(iii) Type 3 Exterior masonry wall construction
(includes also Types 3—A, 3—B and 3—C).

(iv) Type 4 Frame construction (and Types 4—A and
4—B).

3.114.2 FALSE DESIGNATION — A building shall not be designated as a
given type of construction unless it conforms to the mini—
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mum requirements for that type; and it shall be unlawful to
post or use or designate or advertise a building as of a
given type of construction unless it complies with the
minimum code requirements for that type.

NOTE — The following sub—sections 3.115, 3.116, 3.117 and
3.118 are given as a guide for fire ratings under
Construction Classification (1, 2, 3 or 4) but that Section
of the Code (Section 6) Tire—resistive Construction
Requirements shall be used when designing all buildings of
whatever occupancy.

3.115 Type 1 — Highly Fire—Resistant Construction

3.115.1 GENERAL — Buildings and structures of fireproof construc
tion are those in which the walls, partitions, structural
elements, floors, ceilings and roofs, and the exitways are
constructed and protected with approved non—combustible
materials to afford the fire—resistance rating specified in
Table 3.114, except as otherwise specifically regulated by
the provisions of Section 6. Tire—proof buildings shall be
further classified as Types 1—A and 1—B. Fire—retardant—
treated woo1 may be used as specified in Table 3.114.

3.116 Type 2 — Non—Combustible Construction

3.116.1 GENERAL — Buildings and structures of non—combustible
construction are those in which the walls, partitions,
structural elements, floors, ceilings, roofs, and the
exitways are constructed of approved non—combustible
materials meeting the fire—resistance rating requirements
specified in Table 3.114, except as modified by the fire
limit restrictions of non—combustible buildings, and shall
be further classified as Types 2—A, 2—B and 2—C. Tire—
retardant—treated wood may be used as specified in Table
3.114 and Section 6.

3.117 Type 3 — Exterior Masonry Wall Construction

3.117.l GENERAL — Buildings and structures of exterior masonry wall
construction are those in which the exterior, fire and
party walls are constructed of masonry or other approved
non—combustible materials, of the required fire—resistance
rating and structural properties; and the floors,roofs, and
interior framing are wholly or partly of wood or of metal
or other approved construction; the fire and party walls
are ground supported; except that girders and their
supports carrying walls of masonry shall be protected to
afford the same degree of fire—resistance rating of the
walls supported thereon; and all structuralelements have
the required fire—resistance rating specified in Table
3.114. I

I
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3.117.2 TYPE 3—A — Buildings and structures of heavy timber
construction are those in which fire—resistance rating is
attained by placing limitations on the minimum sizes of
wood structural members and on minimum thickness and
composition of wood floor and roofs; by the avoidance, or
by the proper protection by fire—stopping or other
acceptable means, of concealed spaces under floors and
roofs; by the use of approved fastenings, construction
details, and adhesives for structural members; and by
providing the required degree of fire—resistance rating in
exterior and interior walls (see Section 6 for construction
information and detail).

3.117.3 COLUMNS — Wood columns may be sawn or glue—laminated and
shall be not less than 200 millimetres, nominal, in any
dimension when supporting floor loads and not less than 150
millimetres, nominal, in width and not less than” 200
millimetres, nominal, in depth when supporting roof and
ceiling loads only.

3.117,4 FLOOR. FRAMING — Beams and girders of wood may be sawn or
glue—laminated and shall be not less than 150 millimetres
nominal, in width and not less than 250 millimetres,
nominal, in depth. Framed or glue—laminated arches which
spring from the floor line and support floor loads shall be
not less than 200 millimetres, nominal, in any dimension.
Framed timber trusses supporting floor loads shall have
members of not less than 200 millimetres, nominal, in any
dimension.

3.117.5 ROOF FRAMING — Framed or glue—laminated arches for roof
construction which spring from the floor line or from
ground level and do not support floor loads shall have
members not less than 150 millimetres, nominal, in width,
and not less than 200 millimetres, nominal, in depth for
the lower half of the height and not less than 150
millimetres, nominal, in depth for the upper half. Framed
or glue—laminated arches for roof construction which spring
from the top of walls or wall abutments, framed timber
trusses, and other roof framing which do not support floor
loads, shall have members not less than 100 millimetres,
nominal, in width and not less than 150 millimetres,
nominal, in depth. Spaced members may be composed of two
(2) or more pieces not less than 75 millimetres, nominal,
in thickness when blocked solidly throughout their inter
vening spaces or when such spaces are tightly closed by a
continuous wood cover plate of not less than 50 milli
metres, nominal in thickness, secured to the underside of
the members. Splice plates shall be not less than 75
millimetres, nominal, in thickness. When protected by
approved automatic sprinklers under the roof deck, framing
members shall be not less than 75 millimetres, nominal, in
width.
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ci
3.117.6 FLOORING — Floors shall be without concealed spaces and

shall be of sawn or glue—laminated plank, splined, or
tongue—and—groove of not less than 75 millimetres, nominal,
in thickness covered with 25 millimetres, nominal,
dimension tongue—and—groove flooring, laid crosswise or
diagonally, or 12 millimetres plywood, or 12 millimetres
particle board; or of planks not less than 100 millimetres,
nominal, in which, set on edge close together and well
spiked, and covered with 25 millimetres, nominal, dimension
flooring, or 12 millimetres plywood, or 12 millimetres
particle board.

3.117.? ROOF DECKING — Roofs shall be without concealed spaces and
roof decks shall be sawn or glue—laminated, splined or
tongue—and—groove plank, not less than 50 millimetres,
nominal, in thickness, 30 millimetres thick interior
plywood (exterior glue), or of planks not less than 75
millimetres, nominal, th width, set on edge close together
and laid as required for floors. Other types of deckings
may be used, if providihg equivalent fire rating and
structural properties.

3.117.8 BEARING WALLS — Bearing portions of exterior and interior
walls shall be of approved non—combustible material and
shall have a fire—resistance rating of not less than two
(2) hours.

3.117.9 NON—BEARING WALLS — Non—bearing portions of exterior walls
shall be of approved non—combustible materials, except as
otherwise noted and where a horizontal separation of less
than six (6) metres is provided, non—bearing exterior walls
shall have a fire—resistance rating of not less than two
(2) hours. Where a horizontal separation of six (6) metres
to nine (9) metres is provided, non—bearing exterior walls
shall have a fire—resistance rating of not less then one
(1) hour. Where a horizontal separation of nine (9) metres
or more is provided, fire—resistance rating is not
required. Where a horizontal separation of six (6) metres
or more is provided, wood columns and arches conforming to
heavy timber sizes may be used externally.

3.117.1O TYPE 3—B — Structures of Type 3—B (ordinary protected)
shall include all exterior masonry wall buildings in which
the interior structural elements are wholly or partly of
fire-protected wood of not less than 50 millimetres nominal
thickness, or of other approved protected combustible
materials, or of metal protected and insulated to afford
the fire—resistance rating specified in Table 3.114.

3.117.l1 TYPE 3-C - Structure of Type 3-C (ordinary unprotected) I
construction shall include all exterior masonry wall
buildings •in which the interior structural members are of

I
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wood of not less than fifty (50) millimetres nominal
thickness or consist of other combustible or non—combust
ible materials with protection of less than one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating.

3.118 Type 4 — Frame Construction

3.118.1 GENERAL — Buildings and structures of frame construction
are those in which the exterior walls, bearing walls,
partitions, floor and roof construction are constructed
wholly or partly of wood stud and joist assemblies with a
minimum nominal dimension of fifty (50) millimetres, or of
other approved combustible materials; with fire—stopping at
all vertical and horizontal draft openings as regulated in
Section 7, and in which the structural elements have the
required fire—resistance ratings specifiedin Table 3.114.
Frame buildings shall be further classified in Types.4—A
and 4—B.

NOTES APPLICABLE TO TABLE >.114

Note “a” For special high hazard occupancies involving a higher
degree of fire severity and higher concentration of
combustible contents, fire rating requirements for
structural elements shall be increased accordingly.

Note “b” The fire separation or fire exposure in metres as herein
limited, applies to the distance from other buildings on
site or a boundary line or from across the street or other
public space, not less than ten metres (10 m) to the
building wall (or building line).

Note “c” Protected exteriors shall be required within the fire
limits in Type 2 construction as follows:

H (high hazard) occupancy, two—hour fire resistance with
separation up to four metres (4 m).

Note “d” See under Section 2 of this Code (General Building
Limitations — Restrictions Outside Fire Limits).

Note “e” See under sub—section 3.113 (Mixed Occupancies or Change in
Use of Occupancy).

Note “f” In all buildings of Types 3 or 4 construction, the
stairways and their enclosures may be constructed of wood,
or other approved materials of similar characteristics and
of adequate strength. Exitways may be enclosed in one hour
fire—resistance rated construction in buildings of three
(3) stories or less in height.

Note “g” In Type 3—A construction, members which are of material
other than heavy timber shall have a fire—resistance rating
of not less than one hour (See also Section 2 General
Building Limitations).
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Note “h” Fire—retardant—treated wood complying with Section 6 of
this code may be used in Type 2 construction.

Note “i” Where the omission of fire protection from roof trusses,
roof framing and decking is permitted, the horizontal or
sloping roofs in Types 1 and 2 buildings immediately above
such members shall be constructed of non—combustible
materials of the required strength without a specified
fire—resistance rating or of mill type construction in
buildings not over five (5) stories in height (or twenty
metres (20 m) in height — whichever is the lesser).

Note “j” Exterior exit corridors serving thirty (30) or fewer occu
pants may have a zero (0) fire—resistance rating (see
Section 5 Means of Egress).

Note “k” Separation of all dwelling units shall have a fire—resis—
tance rating of one hour.

Note “1” Interior bearing walls shall meet the requirements of
Section 6 (Fire—resistive Construction Requirements) if
serving a fire separation requirement.

Note “m” Buildings of H (high hazard), S—i (moderate hazard
storage), or N (Mercantile) Occupancies, when of Type I
construction shall have not less than one hour fire—resis
tance rated roof construction (See also under Section 6
Fire—resistive Construction Requirements).

3.119 Party Walls (And Tenancy Separation Walls)

3.119.1 GENERAL — A party wall is one that is shared between the
owner of two adjoining properties. It can be equally
shared by being half on one property and half on a second
i.e. where the actual boundary is at the centre of the
wall. It can also still be a party wall if legally agreed
(see below under 3.119.2) by both parties that the actual
boundary is at one side or the other, of such a wall.

3.119.2 EXTERIOR WALLS

(A) Subject to the filing of a letter of permission to the
Building Control Authority from the owner(s) of an
existing adjoining building, the exterior walls
thereof may be used as party walls when conforming to
the following requirements:

(1) Where the type or types of construction used
and/or combined floor areas of an existing and a
proposed building are such that a separation into
fire division is required, such walls shall meet
the requirements for fire walls under this Code.
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(B) WheTe two owners of adjoining properties before
buildings are erected on either site arrange legally
that the wall (or walls) between the buildings shall
become party walls, they must file with the relevant
Building Authority a copy of their legal agreement
before permits to build are issued. This agreement
must state:

(1) The occupancy group into which each building is
to be classified

(2) The type of construction (1, 2, 3, or 4) (See
3.114.1) each building will be constructed under;
and

(3) The methods to be used by either owner
—whichever is the first to build — by which,, the

second owner can attach cross walls, beams, roof
framing or other partitions to the legal party
walls being erected ‘by the first owner.

3.119.3 WALLS BETWEEN TENANTS — Walls between tenants whose
occupancy groups are different from each other, including
walls between tenants and exitways common to more than one
tenant, shall have a fire rating of not less than one hour
(Fire—resistive construction).

3.119.4 Where partial height partitions in dormitory or hostel
accommodation (Occupancy R) are permitted under this Code,
all such partitions shall be of non—combustible materials.

3.120 Hazardous Utilities

3.120.1 GENERAL — Individual feeders and shut—offs shall be
provided for every separate fire division in every
building. I

3.120.2 Further requirements about hazardous materials and safety
requirements for their use is covered under:

(a) Sub—section 3.107 Occupancy Group H — High hazard
Buildings; and

(b) Section 6 Fire—Resistive Construction Requirements.

3.120.3 ELECTRICAL — Electrical installations shall comply in every
detail with the requirements of Part 4 Section 2 of this
Code.

3.120.4 GAS — Gas cylinders shall be located on the exterior of I
buildings in a conspicuous and accessible place. All pipe
connections shall be fitted in accordance with the Plumbing
Code. I

I
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3.120.5 OTHER — Other utilities which may constitute hazards shall,
in general, be governed by the provisions of this Section
and shall be subject to such additional requirements as
specified by the appropriate authority.

3.121 Exit Facilities

3.121.l GENERAL — All buildings of whatever occupancy group must
comply with the Means of Egress section (Section 5).

3.121.2 Where two or more occupancies having exit widths based on
different numbers of occupants, occur on the same floor and
have common exits, the number of units required for each
such occupancy shall be calculated separately, and the
units of width combined and proportioned to two or more
exits as required by travel distance limitations of the
most restricted occupancy.

3.122 Location of Property

3.122.1 GENERAL — The type of construction classification (sub
section 3.114) under which any building of whatever
occupancy classification is erected (or to be erected) will
govern its location on the site. E.g. in Table 3.114,
which gives the fire—resistive ratings in hours of the
various types of buildings, it will be noted that
separation distance between buildings is a major factor in
increasing the fire—resistance rating.

3.122.2 The location of all buildings and/or structures shall
conform to the requirements of the Planning Authority and
to the protection of certain opening requirements of the
Group of Occupancy in which such building is classified in
this Code, according to the use or the character of the
occupancy, whichever is the more restrictive.

3.123 Sanitation

3.123,1 GENERAL — It should be noted that all plans and specifica
tions for new, altered, or added—to buildings must be
submitted to the Health Authorities for approval and should
any special requirements be requested by them, these
special requirements shall take precedence over and/or
become additional to the requirements called for in this
Code. E.g. the requirements for toilets fOr a fever
hospital, or a quarantine section of a hospital could well
be more stringent than this Code calls for.

3.123.2 Toilet facilities consisting of water closets and wash
basins (or wash troughs) with running water, shall be
installed in all buildings of all types of occupancy
hereinafter erected, altered or added to. (The following
clauses 3.123.4 to 3.l23.20 cover general requirements and
Table 3.123.3 gives specific requirements).
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3.123.3 Table 3.123.3 gives numbers of water closets, urinal stalls
and wash basins required for various occupancies and shall
be used as a guide by controlling authorities. As for wash 0hand basins, the Health Authority has the power to increase
or amend the number of units given in this Table for
certain occupancies (see clause 3.123.11).

3.123.4 WATER CLOSETS — Water closets for public and/or staff use
shall be of an elongated type, shall be equipped with open
front seats and shall be separated from the rest of the
room or space and from each other by stalls of impervious
materials. Such stalls shall be equipped with self—closing
doors with indicator, or other approved type, bolts on
inside only; doors shall have not less than a 150 milli
metre space at both top and bottom for ventilation and
cleaning purposes.

3.123.5 WALLS AND FLOORS — Walls, up to height of not less than
1250 millimetres, and floors of all public toilet rooms
shall be surfaced with eitfter tiles or other approved
impervious material, and the angle between walls and floors
shall be covered or have other approved waterproof but
cleanable angle fillet of same or similar material.

3.123.6 VENTILATED SPACES — Toilet rooms connected to or adjacent
to rooms where food is prepared, stored, or served to the
public shall be separated therefrom by an intervening
ventilated space with close—fitting doors. Such inter
vening ventilated space shall not be common to toilet rooms
of both sexes. fl

3.123.7 Toilet rooms connected to public rooms or passage—ways
shall have an intervening ventilated space and shall be
arranged or screened to insure decency and privacy.

3.123.8 Public toilets shall bear signs plainly indicating for
which sex such room or rooms are intended.

3.123.9 Required facilities in public buildings shall be available
to employees and the public without charge. I

3.123.1O WASH BASINS OR TROUCHS — For every water closet in any
building there shall be one wash basin with running water
or one Itplace with tap at a washing trough. Washing
troughs, if used, shall be of stainless steel or they shall
be tiled or lined with an approved impervious material with
proper falls to trap waste(s). I

3.123.11 NOTE — The above requirement of one wash basin to one
water closet shall be used as a general rule, but
as set out in Table 3.123.3, this proportion may
be varied for certain types of occupancy, and
whether the toilets are for public use, staff

I
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use, or private use. It may also be overidden by
Health Department rulings for certain occupancies
e.g. I (Institutional) and F (Factory and
Industrial).

3.123.12 URINALS — It should be noted from Table 3.123.3, that when
urinals are used in men’s toilet areas the number of water
closets may be reduced. All urinals shall be of acid—
resistant impervious materials and whether they be single
earthenware stalls, or multiple wall stalls, shall have
approved gratings and trapped wastes to discharge direct
into lower drains. Stainless steel banks or urinals shall
have a non—slip stop and base channel all in one piece, and
tiles or other impervious materials used in construction of
urinals shall have channels and non—slip treads of the same
or similar materials.

3.123.13 SHOWERS — Showers for the use of staff in certain dirty
industries shall have either a hot or cold water supply
serving them as required by health authorities. The
requirements for, and the number required for any one
industry (or occupancy) shall be given by the Health
Authorities when plans are being submitted to them and a
ruling must be obtained and provisions made in plans for
these showers, before a permit to proceed is issued.

3.123.14 The position whether in the building or in a separate staff
block adjacent to the buildings or factory will also be the
subject of a Health Authority ruling. E.g. in certain
dangerous chemical industries, it is often necessary to
have showers available in close proximity to where
employees are working, while in other industries such as
perhaps steel. mills or carbon processing for tyre
retreading, showers in a separate building are quite
acceptable.

3.123.15 HAND DRYING FACILITIES — Where wash basins or troughs are
installed it is prudent, and more hygienic to install some
form of hand drying facilities. These shall be roller
towels, towel packs (either paper or fabric) or blower!
dryers for, which the air is heated by electricity or by gas
flame. The installation of hand drying facilities is not a
definite requirement of this Code for all occupancies, but
is.a recommendation that they be considered for occupancies
such as certain sections of groups A, B, F, I and R. Again
the Health Authority has power to direct in this regard.

3.123.16 LADIES’ REST ROOMS — In certain occupancies (or Industries)
where female labour is employed, this Code requires that
rooms be set aside as ladies’ rest rooms. It is preferable
that these areas or rooms be attached to, or adjacent to
toilets, but when this is not possible, then rest rooms
shall have at least one water closet and one wash basin in
close proximity.
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TABLE 3.123.3

I
U

NO. OF OCCUPANTS

Up to 4 persons (male)
Up to 4 persons (female)
Up to 10 (mixed)
Up to 12 (male)
Up to 12 (female)
Up to 20 (male)
Up to 20 (female)
Up to 25 (male)
Up to 25 (female)
Up to 50 (male)
Up to 50 (female)
50 — 100 (male)
50 — 100 (female)
Over 100 (male)

persons
persons
persons
persons
persons
persons
persons
persons
persona
persons
persons
persons

Over 100 persons (femal..e)

Over 100 persons (male)

Over 100 persons (female)

Over 100 persons (male)

SANITATION FACILITIES
A GUIDE FOR CONTROLLING AUTHORITIES

WATER WASH REST
CLOSETS URINALS BASINS ROOMS

1 1
1
1

1 1
1

1 1
1

1 1
2

2 3
3

4 5
5

1/25 1/20
persons persons

1/20
persons
1/35
persons.
1/35

persons persons

persons persons

U
TYPES OF DOCCUPANCIES

All
R3,R34 Some Ri
H,Il*,12*,R2
H,Il*,12*, R2
F, K
F, H
F, H, M
F, H, M
‘F, M
F, M
B, M
B, M

B, H, Some I

*1 Occupancies shall be regarded as special cases and
direct number of units.

Health Authority will
U

I
I
I
I
I

‘I

1 All
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
3
4
5

1/25
persons
1/20
persons
1/40
persons
1/35

1

1

1

1

1

S

U

U
1/40
persons

Over 100 persons (female).1/5O.

1/80
persons

1/80
persons

1+ B, H, Some T

A3, A4 5
1+ A3, A4

A1,AlB,A2,A5

1+ Al,A1B,A2,A5

1/50
persons
1/50
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3.123.17 SIZE: Although this Code does not state a sue for each
case, it is recommended that for a female staff of eight
(8) persons or more, a room or space large enough for one
couch and one chair be provided. For forty (40) female
staff or more, the space should be large enough for two
(2) couches and two (2) chairs separated by a draw
curtain or screen. For larger numbers e.g. a clothing
factory with 100 or more female workers, it is recom
mended that a proper sick bay with a nurse or attendant
be provided and preferably in conjunction with a first
aid room (see 3.123.20).

3.123.18 FIRST AID PROVISIONS

3.123.19 FIRST AID KITS OR BOXES — In all cases where people
gather, in buildings of whatever occupancy group there is
a code requirement that some responsible nominated person
have charge of a first aid kit or red cross cabinet or
box for use in minor emergencies

3.123.20 FIRST AID ROOMS OR SICK—BAY — In buildings of any
occupancy group, where the number of employees or work
people regularly employed exceed 100, this code requires
that a sick—bay or first aid room be provided. Where the
greater proportion of workers or staff are women, a part
or full time attendant is also required. The sick—bay or
first aid room, shall have at least one couch, one chair,
and one washbasin and be adjacent to or attached to a
toilet, (See under Ladies’ Rest Rooms — 3.123.1O —

3.123.l7 above, for how a sick—bay for women staff or
employees can be combined with a ladies’ rest room).

3.124 Location of Toilets and/or Toilet Rooms

3.124.1 BUILDINGS OF TWO STORIES:

(a) Buildings of not more than two stories in height are
required to have toilets for both sexes on each floor
when there is more than one tenancy involved, or when
toilets are likely to be used by the public.

(b) If both floors are occupied by the same tenant and the
toilets are not for public use, but are for the use of
tenants and staff only, it is permissible under this
code to have men’s toilets on one floor and ladies
toilets on the other.

(c) For multi—storey buildings, e.g. ofTice blocks, this
code will allow Cor alternate toilet blocks (for men
and women) on half—way landings of stairs, i.e. mez
zanines. It is imperative that there be not more than
a half—flight of stairs up or down to either men’s or
women’s toilet rooms from any floor of the building.
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(d) Toilets for public use in occupancies such as A—i —

A—5 and some in M, must have toilets for each sex on
each floor. E:.g. bars, restaurants, transportation
terminals and similar.

3.125 Toilet Facilities For Physically Handicapped Persons

3.125.1 GENERAL

Any public buildings of whatever occupancy group to be or Ubeing erected, orany buildings that are altered to become
a purely public building — e.g. post offices, pension
offices, some bank buildings and public passenger terminals

— shall have provisions incorporated for the physically
handicapped and more especially for wheelchairs. (See also
under Section 5 for access to the above type of buildings).

3.125.2 SIGNS

(a) All buildings erected which are required to (and do)
comply fully with this Code shall have a plaque of not
less than 150 millimetres square affixed in a promin
ent position at the main entrance bearing the inter
national sign for the physically handicapped — (a
stylized person in wheelchair — reproduced below).

(b) All toilet compartments, •in any building so erected
that comply with this Code, shall also bear on the
door to that compartment a similar sign but the size
of sign shall be not less than 50 millimetres square.

3.125.3 REQUIREMENTS

For the detailed requirements for the access for the
disabled to buildings which include access to toilets and
other rooms, recommendations on heights of handrails,
grabrails, toilet and other fixtures, widths of passages
and doors and other necessary information, designers and
builders should use British Standard CP 96; New Zealand
Code of Practice No. 4121; or Supplement No. 5 to the
National Building Code of Canada.

3.126 Public Health Requirements

3.126.1 GENERAL

This section deals wih health standards that must be
considered as necessary in all buildings, public or
private, and of whatever occupancy in which they may be
classified. It does not cover all aspects of public health
as these are specifically set out in the Health Regulations
which in turn are made enforcible by various Public Health
Acts, but are meant as a guide to designers, builders and
Building Authorities.

.1
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3.126.2 FOOD SCREENING

All areas where food is stored, packed or repacked, or
prepared for human consumption, shall have all outside
openings screened and all access doors equipped with second
screened doors with self—closing devices attached.
Screening shall be carried out to the approval of the
Building and Health Control officers and shall be
constructed of insect—proof wire mesh, preferably of some
non-ferrous metal.

3.126.3 NOTE: “Food” in 3,126.2 above does not necessarily include
prepacked foods in water and/or airtight containers or
vegetables, but should include most fruits either fresh or
dried. Storage of meat, fresh or frozen, and all meat
products, are specifically ‘covered in the Health
Regulations and these regulations must be meticulously
adhered to in all respects.

3.126.4 VERMIN PROOFING

Where food, fruit or vegetables are stored (other than in
transit when it is only likely to be left in the one area
for short periods) and these items are not stored in
properly constructed freezers or cool rooms, the storage
areas must be vermin—proof. Preferably storage areas
should be constructed in brick, stone, concrete or concrete
block on concrete floors, but if other methods of construc
tion are used, then floors and wall linings shall be of an
approved rodent—proof material. A water supply with
standpipe(s) and tap(s) with hose connections shall be
available either inside or within two metres of the access
door to enable hosing/scrubbing/washing out of stores, and
floors shall have either floor wastes built in, or floor
sloped to a drain outlet which must be equipped with a
rodent—proof non—ferrous grille.

3.126.5 CEILING HEIGHTS

The minimum ceiling height for all areas of human occupancy
in buildings shall be 2.4 metres, i.e. the clear vertical
distance between floor surface and underside of ceiling.

3.126.6 EXCEPTIONS

Although this is a general health requirement for buildings
in all occupancy groups, there could be cxceptiohs such as
(a) a small room in a fully air—conditioned office building
that is only occupied part time, or (b) a living room in a
private residence with a sloping ceiling (provided the
lowest point is not below 2.1 metres and the area with 2.4
metres or more in height is at least two thirds of the room
area).
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PART 3

SECTION 2

32O0 GENERAL BUILDING LIMITATIONS

3.201 Scope

3.201.1 This section of the Caribbean Uniform Building Code is tà
define limitations of height and areas of buildings
hereinafter erected, added to or altered, in certain fire
limits or zones throughout the Caribbean as affected by
the fire and life hazard incident to type of construction,
occupancy groups, density of development, exterior expo
sure and accessibility of buildings to fire—fighting
facilities and equipment.

3.201.2 This section deals with aspects of and requirements for
the following sub—sections as outlined in (a) to (o)
below:

(a) Fire limits/zones 3.202
(b) Restrictions within fire limits/zones 3.203
(c) Restrictions outside fire limits 3.204
Cd) Existing buildings 3.205
Ce) General Area and Height limitations 3.206
(f) Area exceptions 3.207
(g) Unlimited Areas 3.208
(h) Height exceptions 3.209
Ci) Street encroachments 3.210
(j) Permissible street projections 3.211
(k) Permissible yard encroachments 3.212
(1) Verandahs, awnings, and canopies 3.213
Cm) Temporary structures 3.214
(n) Physically handicapped and aged 3.215
(o) Special historic buildings 3.216

3.202 Fire Limits/Zones

3.202.l GENERAL — For the purpose of control of use and construe—
tion of buildings to prevent conflagration from fire, the
Local Building Authority establishes limiting districts
Designated “fire limits” and “outside fire limits”, under
the legal procedure of the jurisdiction for creating and
establishing fire limits.

3.202.2 FIRE LIMITS — The fire limits or zones shall comprise the
areas containing congested business, commercial manufac
turing and industrial uses or in which such uses are
developing.

3.202.3 OUTSIDE FIRE LIMITS — All other areas not included in the
fire limits shall be designated as outside fire limits.
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3.202.4 LOCAL AUTHORITY BY—LAWS — Each Local Authority in the
Caribbean Countries adopting this Caribbean Uniform
Building Code shall, if necessary add to their existing,
or adopt a new by—law, preferably in conjunction with any
existing building regulations, setting out the various
fire zones or fire limits in their jurisdiction. From
this by—law it will then be possible for designers,
engineers, architects and others to submit detailed plans
and specifications for the type of buildings allowed to be
erected in such zones, all as required under this section
of the Caribbean Uniform Building Code.

3.203 Restrictions Within The Fire Zones/Limits B
3.203.1 GENERAL — All buildings, and additions to buildings

hereinafter erected within th boundaries of the fire
limits or zones shall be of fireproof (type 1); protected
non—combustible, (types 2A and 23); heavy timber (type 3A)
or ordinary protected (type 3B), construction as defined
in Part 3 Section 1 of this Code — see also Table 3.114 in
that section for classification of the various fire—
resistance ratings.

3.203.2 Buildings shall also be constructed within the height and
area limitations set out in sub—section 3.206 below. Open
Parking Buildings are covered separately in Part 3 Section
3 of this Code (3.331 and Table 3.331).

3.203.3 CERTAIN CONSTRUCTION TYPES PERMITTED — New buildings and
additions to existing buildings hereafter erected within
the fire limits or zones may be:

(a) Of unprotected non—combustible (Type 2C)

(b) Ordinary unprotected (Type 3C) or

Cc) Protected frame (Type 4A) construction as defined in
Part 3 Section 1 of this code and also as set out in
Table 3.114 when constructed end located in
accordance with the requirements of Table 3.203 on
the next page.

I
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TABLE 3.203

EXTERIOR WALL FIRE—RESISTANCE RATINGS REQUIREMENTS

Width of fire
separation adja— Fire—resistance Fire—Resistance
cent to exterior rating of exterior rating of exterior Classification
wall wall* or barrier opening protectives of roof covering

On boundaries
or less than 1 m
therefrom any other
building 4 hour not permitted B

More than 1 m
but less than 2 m 3 hour 3 hour B

2 metres but less
than 3.5 metres 2 hour 1 1/2 hour B

3.5 m or more but 1 hour 3/4 hour B
less than 9 m

9 m or more 0 hours 0 hours C

* Not less than required by Table 3.114 in Part 3 Section 1 of Code.

NOTE 1 — The exterior wall or barrier shall extend to the full
height of the building and be so constructed that it
will remain structurally in place for the duration of
the time indicated by the required fire—resistance
rating.

NOTE 2 — When the exterior wall or barrier is adjacent to a
flat roof, it shall be constructed with parapet.

3.2O3.4 STORM ENCLOSURES — PROTECTIVE PORCHES — Such enclosures
may be erected of frame (Type 4) construction not more
than 3 metres in height and not more than one metre wider
than the entrance doors which they serve, provided they do
not project more than 2 metres beyond the building line.
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3.203,5 BUILDERS’ SHEDS, TOOL STORES OR REVIEWING STANDS —

Temporary builders’ sheds erected in connection with
approved building operations, platforms, reviewing stands,
and other similar miscellaneous structures may be erected
of frame (Type 4) construction for a limited period of
time as approved by the Local Building Authority (See also
3.214 below. — Temporary Structures).

3.203.6 BINS, TANKS, TOWERS, ROOF STRUCTURES AND RACKS: U
3.203.7 TIMBER CONSTRUCTION — Coal and other storage bins, water

towers, tankstand or trestles may be erected of mill type
heavy timber construction, with dimensions not less than
required for Type 3—A construction, provided they are not
over 11 metres in height and located not closer to the lot
boundary or any other building’ than 9 metres. When such
structure is located on boundary lines along a waterfront
or railway right of Way, the above requirement is not
applicable.

.

. U
3.203.8 STRUCTURES AND ERECTIONS ON ROOFS OF BUILDINGS — Aerial

supports not more than 4 metres in height, water tanks,
and stands for same, stands for cooling systems (air
conditioning) and flag poles may be erected of wood on
buildings — not more than three (3) stories nor more than
12 metres in height, and drip bars in cooling towers may
be constructed of wood.

3.203.9 MOTOR FUEL SERVICE STATIONS — Gasoline stations, and Istructures of similar business uses, not including high
hazard (H) uses, may be erected of unprotected
non—combustible (Type 2—C) construction within the height
and area limits of occupation group B, provided they are
located not less than 3.5 metres from the boUndary line or
from any other building. (See under 3.206 below, Table
3.207).

3.203.1O BUS AND PASSENGER TERMINALS — Roofs over parking lots and
bus and passenger terminals may be erectd one (1) storey
and not over 6 metres in height and not more than one
thousand (1,000) square metres in area of non—combustible
(Type 2—C) construction or of heavy timber mill (Type 3—A)
construction.

3.203.11 SHOP OR STORE FRONTS — Wood veneers of 25 mm nominal
thickness or exterior grade plywood not less than ten
millimetres thick may be used on store fronts when facing
public streets; provided the veneer does not exceed one
(1) storey in height and is applied to non—combustible
backing or is furred not to exceed 40 millimetres and fire
stopped. (See also Part 3 Section 6, Fire—resistive
Construction Requirements). Where all wood veneers comply
with the relevant standard for exterior use, the height
may be increased to two (2) stories.

I
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3.204 Restrictions Outside Fire Limits

3.204.1 GENERAL — Outside the fire limits, all types of
construction except as herein specifically prohibited, or
for which special approval is required in connection with
high hazard uses and occupancies in Part 3 Section 1,
shall be permitted within the height and area limitations
of Table 3.206 below.

3.204.2 BOUNDARY LINE BUILDING LINE DISTANCE — In frame
construction an exterior wall erected less than 2 metres
(2 m) from its adjacent boundary shall be on one hour
fire—resistance rated construction, except store fronts,
and window and door openings in one and two—family
dwellings. Exterior walls of Type 4 frame construction
shall not be closer than one metre from any interior
boundary lines.

3.204.3 ROOF COVERINGS — Roof coverings shall conform to the
fire—resistive requirements of Class A, B, C or non—rated
roof ings complying with the provisions of Part 3 Section 6
(Fire—resistance Tests and Roof Coverings).

3.205 Existing Buildings

3.205.l ALTERATIONS

3.205.2 LIMITATIONS — These provisions shall not be deemed to
prohibit alterations within the limitations of Part 1
Section 1 of this Code (existing structures) provided no
unlawful change of use/occupancy is involved.

3.205.3 MINOR CHANGES — Changes, alterations or repairs to the
interior of a building and to the front facing a street or
other public space may be permitted provided such changes,
in the opinion of the Local Authority, do not increase the
size or the fire hazard of the building, or endanger the
public safety, and are not specifically prohibited by this
Code.

3.205.4 EXISTING PROJECTIONS — A change or enlargement shall not
be made to an existing part oP a building now projecting
beyond the street—boundary line or building line where
such is established by law, except in conformity to the
provisions of sub—section 3.211 governing new construc
tion.

3.205.5 INCREASE IN HEIGHT AND AREA — It shall be unlawful to
increase the height or area oP an existing building or
structure, unless it is of a type of construction
permitted for new buildings of the increased height and
area, and of occupancy or use group within the fire limit
in which it is located and as regulated by Table 3.206
below.
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3.206 General Area and Height Limitations

3.206.l GENERAL — The areas and heights of all buildings and
structures between exterior walls, or between exterior
walls and fire walls, shall be governed by the type of
construction and the occupancy group classification as
defined in Part 3 Section 1 and shall not exceed the
limits fixed in Table 3.206 below except as these may be
specifically modified by other provisions of this Code.

3.206.2 AREA LIMIT — The area limitations specified in Table 3.206
below shall apply to all buildings fronting on a street,
or public space not less than ten metres in width
accessible to a public street.

3.206.3 HEIGHT LIMIT — The height in metres, and number of stories
specified in Table 3.206 below shall apply to all
buildings, and to all separate parts of a building
enclosed within lawful fire walls complying with the
provisions of Part 5 Section 6 (Fire—resistive
Construction Requirements).

3.206,4 MULTI—STOREY BUILDINGS — Buildings two stories in height
may be built to the same area limits provided in Table
3.206 for one—storey buildings. In buildings over two
stories in height, the area limits of Table 3.206 for
one—storey buildings shall be reduced as specified in the
next Table 3.207 (see also next sub—section 3.207).

Notes applicable to Table 3.206 (see next page).

Note a. See the following clauses for general exceptions
to Table 3.206

Clause 3.206.4 Allowable area reduction for multi—storey
buildings and Table 3.207 following.

Clause 3.207.2 Allowable area increase due to automatic
fire suppression system installation. LI

Clause 3.208.1 Unlimited area one—storey buildings.

Clause 3.209..1 Allowable height increase due to automatic
f ire suppression system installation.

NOTE b. Type 1 buildings permitted unlimited heights and
areas are not subject to special requirements
that allow increased heights and areas for other
types of construction. LI

NOTE e. The tabular area of one—storey school buildings
of use group A—4 may be increased two hundred
(200) per cent provided every classroom has at
least one (1) door opening directly to the

I
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exterior of the building. Not less than one—half
(1/2) of the required exitways from any assembly
room included in such buildings shall also open
directly to the exterior of the building.

NOTE d. Church auditoriums of Type 3—A construction may
be erected to 20 metres in height and of Type 4
construction to 14 metres in height.

NOTE e. For exceptions to height and area limitations of
high hazard use buildings, see Part 3 Section 1
governing the specific use. For other special
fire—resistive requirements governing specific
uses, see Section 3.606.

NOTE f. For exceptions to height of multi—family
dwellings of Types 2—B and 3—B construction, see
Part 3 SectiotS 6.

NOTE g. for height and ‘area exceptions covering open
parking structures, see Part 3 Section 3.

NOTE h. For height and area exceptions covering petroleum
bulk—storage buildings, see Part 3 Section 6.

3.207 Area Excepions

3.207.; GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall modify
the area limitations/limits given in Table 3.206. There
could be other special cases for special areas where this
Code is adopted and these may be agreed to by
dispensations from the Local Authority responsible.

3.207.2 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM — When a building of
other than high hazard (occupancy group H) use is equipped
with an approved automatic fire suppression system, the
tabulated areas may be increased by two hundred (200)
percent for one (1) storey buldings and one hundred (100)
percent for buildings more than one storey in height.

3.2O7.3 SCHOOL BUILDINGS — When every classroom of one (1) storey
school building (occupancy group A—4) has at least one (1)
door opening directly to the exterior of the building, the
tabulated area of Table 3.206 may be increased two hundred
(200) percent. Not less than one—half (1/2) of the
required exitways from any assembly room included ih such
buildings shall also open directly to the exterior of the
building.

3.207.4 REDUCTION IN AREAS (MULTI—STOREY BUILDINGS) — As specified
under clause 3.206.4 above, buildings of 2 stories in
height may be built to the same area limits given in Table
3.206 for one—storey buildings, but in buildings over 2
stories in height, the area limits of Table 3.206 for one—
storey buildings shall be reduced as specified in the
following Table 3.207.
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TABLE 3.207
PER CENT REDUCTION OF AREA LIMITS

NO. OF STORIES
TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION

2C 3A 38 3C

3.208 Unlimited Areas

3.208.! ONE—STOREY BUILDINGS — In other than frame construction,the area of all buildings of assembly (occupancy group
A—3)3 business (B), factory and industrial (F), mercantile
(N) and storage (5) occupancy groups not including highhazard uses, which do not exceed one (1) storey or 26metres in height shall not be limited; provided theexitway facilities comply with the provisions of Part 3Section 5 of this code, and an automatic fire suppressionsystem is provided complying the the provisions of Part 3sub—section 3.703 and the building is isolated asspecified in clause 3.208.4, except of Type 2 or Type 3—Aconstruction used exclusively for storage of non—combustible material, not packed or crated in combustiblematerial.

3.208.2 SCHOOL BUILDINGS — One Ci) storey schoo.l buildings of type2, 3—A and 3—B construction may be unlimited in ares whena direct exitway to the outside of the building isprovided from each classroom and the building is equippedwith en approved automatic fire suppression systemthroughout. A fire separation shall be provided on allsides of such buildings as specified in clause 3.208.4(and table 3.20$ below).

3.208,3 INDOOR RECREATION BUILDINGS — Indoor participant sportareas such as tennis courts, skating rinks, swimming pooisand other sports clubs may be unlimited in area and exemptfrom the automatic fire suppression system requirements,providing:

IAäIB 2A 2B 4A 48
1 None None None
2 None None None
3 None 5% 20%
4 None 10% 20%
5 None 15% 30%
6 None 20% 40%
7 None 25% 50%
8 None 30% 60%
9 None 35% 70%
10 None 40% 80%
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(a) direct exitways to the outside are provided for all
the occupants of the recreation area;

(b) the recreation area is conspicuously posted as to use
and occupancy load;

Cc) the building is equipped with a manual fire alarm
system; and

Cd) all other areas are equipped with an automatic fire
suppression system.

3.208.4 SPECIAL INDUSTRIAL USES — All buildings designed to house
low hazard industrial processes, including among others,
the production and distribution of electric, gas, or steam
power and rolling mills and foundries, requiring large
areas and unusual heights to accommodate craneways,’ or
special machinery or equipment, shall be exempt from the
height and area limitations of Table 3.206.

3.208.5 FIRE SEPARATION OF BUILDINGS — The minimum fire separation
on any side on one (1) storey buildings of unlimited area
shall be determined by the type of construction and
fire—resistance rating of the exterior wall adjacent
thereto as specified in the following Table 3.208.

3.2O8.6 ROOF VENTS FOR SMOKE AND HEAT — The roof system of one Ci)
storey buildings of unlimited area when of Type 2 or Type
3 construction shall be provided with smoke and heat vents Ias suggested in Guide for Smoke and Heat Venting given in
NFiPA 204—68.

3.2O8.7 FIRE ACCESS PANELS - Ground level doors or fire access I
panels as required and specified in Part 2 Section 2 Fire
Access Panels, shall be provided and spaced not more than
46 metres apart in exterior walls adjacent to a required
fire system separation of less than 12 metres.

U
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3.208

FIRE SEPARATION FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

Fire—resistance
rating of

Fire—resistance bearing and

rating of Minimum Fire non—bearing Minimum Fire

Type of exterior separation*** portions of separation

construction bearing walls in metres exterior walls in metres

2A 2hr. 9m
2B lhr. 12 m 2 hr.* 9 m

2C Ohr. 15 m 3 hr.ww m

3A 2hr. 12 m 3 hr. 9 m

3B 2hr. 12 m 3 9 m

3C 2hr. 15 m 4 hr. 9 m

* All exterior wall openings shall be protected with one and one—half hour

fire—resistance approved opening protectives.

** All exterior wall openings shall be protected with three hour

fire—resistance rated approved opening protectives.

When the fire separation exceeds the herein specified minimum, the
requirements of Table 3.114 in Part 3 Section 1 of this Code, Row 1

(Exterior walls with fire separation of 10 m or more: bearing) shall apply.

3.209 Height Exceptions (See also under clause 3.208.4 above)

3.209.1 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS — When a building of
other than high hazard (occupancy group H) use is equipped
with an approved automatic fire suppression sytems the
building may be erected one storey or 6 metres higher than
specified in Table 3.206.

3.209.2 AUDITORIA — Auditoriums (occupancy group A—4) of protected
or heavy timber (Type 3—A) construction may be erected to
20 metres in height and of unprotected construction to 13.5
metres.

3.210 Street Encroachments

3.210.1 GENERAL — Except as herein provided, a part of any building

hereafter erected and additions to an existing building
heretofore erected shall not project beyond the boundary
lines or beyond the building line when such line is

established by the zoning law or any other statute
controlling building construction.
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3.210.2 BELOW GROUND LEVEL — Any part of a building hereinaftererected, below the ground level, that is necessary forstructural support of the building shall not project beyond
the boundary lines except that, if so approved by the local
controlling authority, the footings of street walls ortheir supports located at a depth of not less than 2.4
metres below ground level may project not more than 300
millimteres beyond such street boundary line.

3.210.3 ABOVE GROUND LEVEL — All projections hereafter permitted
beyond the street boundary line or the building line aboveground level shall be so constructed as to be readilyremovable without endangering the safety of the building.

3.210.4 PROJECTIONS NECESSARY FOR SAFETY — In any specificapplication, the Building Authority may designate byapproved rules or by a dispensation such architecturalfeatures and/or accessories which are deemed desirable or
necessary for the health or safety of the public and the
extent to which they may project beyond the street boundary
line or the building line where such is established by
statute, subject to all provisions and restrictions that
may be otherwise prescribed by law, ordinance or rule of
the authorities having jurisdiction over streets or public
spaces. (e.g. fire escapes or balconies).

3.21O.5 PERMIT REVOCABLE — Any permit granted or permission
expressed or implied in the provisions of this Code to
construct a building so as to project beyond the street
boundary line or building line shall be revocable by the
jurisdiction at will.

3.21O.6 EXISTING ENCROACHMENTS Parts of existing buildings and
structures which already project beyond the street boundary
line or building line may be maintained as constructed
until their removal is directed by the proper authorities
of the jurisdiction.

3.211 Permissable Street Projections or Encroachments: (With
Local Authority Approval) I

3.211.1 GENERAL — Subject to such provisions as may be otherwise
prescribed by law or ordinance, or by rule of the
muinicipal authorities having jurisdiction over streets,
highways, and public spaces, the following projections, as
described in clauses 3.211.2 through 3.211.11, shall be
permitted beyond the street lot line or the building line,
as the case may be, but as intimated above, the Local
Authority has the right to withhold approval for any or all
of these.

I
I
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3.211.2 CORNICES AND EAVES — Main cornices or roof eaves located at
least three and one—half metres (3.5 m) above the curb
level, shall project not more than one—half of one metre
(0.5 m)

3.211.3 ARCHITECTURAL DECORATIONS — Belt courses, lintels, sills,
architraves, pediments and similar architectural
decorations shall project not more than 100 millimetreswhen less than 3 metres above the curb level, and not more
than 250 millimetres when 3 metres or more above the curb
level.

3.211.4 ORNAMENTAL COLUMNS — Ornamental columns, or pilasters,
including the bases and moldings which emphasize the main
entrance of the building shall project not more than 250millimetres.

3.211.5 ENTRANCE STEPS — EntranOe steps and doors shall project notmore than 300 millimetres and shall be guarded by checkpieces not less than one metre high, or shall be locatedbetween ornamental columns or pilasters.

3.211.6 ORIEL WINDOWS — Oriel windows with the lowest portion atleast 3 metres above the curb level shall project not morethan 0.75 m.

3.211.7 BALCONIES — Balconies located at least 3 metres above thecurb level shall project not mOre than one metre, except
that when the balcony is required in connection with a fireescape or exterior stairway as an element of a means ofegress, the projection may be increased, but in no caseshall it exceed 1.25 metres.

3.211.8 ORNAMENTAL LIGHTS, NEON SIGNS, COATS OF ARMS/INSIGNIAS —Whether incorporated in the original building or whetheradded at some later date any ornamental lights, or neonsigns, any painted signs, or any hanging coats of arms orsimilar may be attached to a building or a verandah/canopyover a footpath (see below under 3.214) provided that thelowest part of such is at least two end one—quarter metres
(2.25 m) above footpath or curb level and that theprojection from face of building is either

(a) on buildings with no verandahs or canopies, one metre
or

(b) on buildings with a verandah or canopy, projection
shall be 250 millimetres less than the width of suchcanopy or verandah.

3.211.9 AWNINGS — Retractable or fixed awnings shall haveclearances above the footpath or curb, and shall beinstalled in accordance with the requirements of
sub—section 3 .214.
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3.211.lO AWNING COVERS OR BOXES — Awning covers or boxes located at
leas 2.4 metres above the curb level shall project not more
than one metre.

3.211.11 VAULTS, ACCESS GRILLES OR DOORS TO SAME, AND BELOW GROUND
ARCHWAYS — In such buildings as hotels, basement
restaurants and banks that have below ground level areas
projecting out under footpaths, these shall not extend out
further than one and one—quarter metres (1.25 m) from the
curb or channel line and the construction and use of such
areas in the basement of any buildings shall be subject to
the terms and conditions laid down by the local controlling
authority. In addition, they shall not project beyond the
building or boundary line of any building more than 1.25
metres and shall be covered over at the footpath level by
an approved grating of metal or other non—combustible
material. Where such underground areas or vaults form
light wells to larger ‘basement areas under any building
often referred to as pavement lights the covers at footpath
level shall be of concrete or metal with prismatic safety
glass insets and the cover shall be set permanently in
place and be completely watertight. I

3.212 Permissable Yard and/or Court Encroachments

3.212.1 GENERAL — No part of any building or structure shall extend Iinto side courts, inner courts or yards required for light
and ventilation of habitable and occupiable rooms by the
provisions of Part 3 Section 4 of this Code, or of the
zoning law or other statutes controlling building
construction, except as. hereinafter provided; but the
encroachment shall not exceed twenty (20) percent of the
legal area of yard or court, required for light and
ventilation purposes.

3.212.2 ROOF EAVES — Roof eaves shall project not more than one Imetre beyond the face of the wall.

3.212.3 STEPS AND ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES — Steps, window sills,
belt courses and similar architectural features,
stormwater/downpipes and chimneys shall project not more
than one—half of one metre (0.5 m) beyond the face of any
wall.

3.212.4 EXTERIOR STAIRWAYS AND TIRE ESCAPES — Outside stairways,
smokeproof tower balconies, fire escapes or other required Ielements of a means of egress shall not project more than
one and one—quarter metres (1.25 m) beyond the face of any
wall. I

3.212.5 SPECIAL OR TEMPORARY PROJECTIONS — The permissable
projection beyond street boundary lines shall apply in
general to building projections into alleyways, except as
may be modified by the Local Authority having jurisdiction
or by special dispensation.
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3.213 Verandahs/Awnings and Canopies

3.213.1 PERMIT — A permit shall be obtained from the Building
Authority for the erection, repair or replacement of any
fixed awning, canopy or hood except as provided in clause
3.213.2, and for any retractable awning located at the
first storey level and extending over public street or over
any portion of a court or yard beside a building serving as
a passage from a required exitway or exitway discharge to a
public street.

3.213.2 SPECIAL PERMITS — When authorized by a special permit,
vestibules and storm doors may be erected for periods of
time not exceeding six (6) months in any one (1) year, and
shall project not more than one metre (1.0 m) nor more thanone—quarter (1/4) the width of the footpath beyond the
street boundary line. Temporary entrance awnings may be
erected with a minimum clearance of two and one—tenthmetres (2.1 m) to the lowest portion of the hood or awning
when supported on removable steel or other approvednon—combustible supports.

3.213.3 EXEMPTION FROM PERMIT — A permit shall not be required for
the erection, repair or replacement of fixed or retractable
awnings installed on one and two—family dwellings, unlessthey project over public property, or for retractableawnings installed above the first storey or where theawning does not project over the public street or over any
court or yard serving as a passage from a required exitwayto a public street.

3.213.4 RETRACTABLE AWNINGS — There shall be a minimum clearance oftwo and two—tenths metres (2.2 m) from the footpath to thelowest part of the framework or any fixed portion of any
retractable awning, except that the bottom of the valanceof canvas may extend down not more than 150 millimetresbelow this. Retractable awnings shall be securely fastened
to the building and shall not extend closer than 300millimetres from the curb line. They shall be equippedwith a mechanism or device for raising and securely holdingthe awning in a retracted or closed position against theface of the building.

3.213.5 FIXED OR PERMANENT AWNINGS — The clearance from thefootpath to the lowest part of any fixed or permanentawning shall be the same as required in clause 3.213.4above for retractable awnings. fixed or permanent awningsinstalled above the first storey shall not project morethan one and one—quarter metres (1.25 m).

3.213.6 canopies or street verandahs — canopies or verandahs on anybuilding extending over any footpath on a public street or
throughf are shall be constructed either of:
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(a) a metal framework with an approved waterproof

covering cantilevered out from the building with or
without metal ties or braces back to a higher level
on the building or

(b) a cantilevered reinforced concrete hood securely tied U
into the building reinforcement and/or steel frame.
such verandahs (or canopies) shall not have any
supporting columns at the outer end down to street or
footpath, nor shall they have any stormwater
downpipes leading from outer edge down to the street
channel; all such pipes for disposal of rainwater
shall be carried down in or on the wall of the
building. The horizontal portion of the framework or
soffit of reinforced concrete canopy shall not be
less than 2.4 metres above the footpath level, the
width of canopies/verandahs shall not exceed two and
one—half metres (2.5 m) but in no case shall they be
wider than 300 millimetres less than the distance
from face of building to the curb or water channel at
edge of footpath.

3.213.? SPECIAL APPLICATIONS OF CANOPY/AWNINGS (CAR PORTS AND fl
SIMILAR) — Rigid awnings or canopies not on a street
frontage may be erected supporting members down to the
gound and used for patios, car ports, summer houses or
other similar uses, but they shall comply with the
requirements of 3.213.8 below for design and structure.

Such structures shall be braced to provide rigidity. I
3.213.8 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION — Fixed awnings, canopies and

similar structures shall be designed and constructed to
withstand wind or other lateral loads and live loads as
required by Part 2 Section 1 of this Code with due
allowance for shape, open construction and similar features
that relieve the pressures or loads. Structural members
shall be protected to prevent deterioration by rust or
other corrosion.

3.213.9 FASCIA WIDTHS — Fascias of all projecting verandahs/ I
canopies out over footpaths or public streets shall as far
as possible, be kept to a uniform width and height above
pavement/footpath level. (See under 3.213.6 (b) above).
The maximum width of fascias shall be 380 millimetres and

the absolute minimum height of bottom edge of fascia above

footpath level shall be 2.4 m. I
3.213.10 RECOMMENDATION FOR LOCAL BODIES ISSUING PERMITS FOR

VERANDAH/HOODS CANOPIES — Where an existing building has a

cantilevered, ground—support—free verandah over a footpath,
nd an application for a permit is being considered for a

similar type of verandah on a new adjoining building, it is

recommended that the new building owner be required to line Iup the new hood and fascia and make it of the same width as

that on the existing building to give uniformity.

I
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3.213.l1 ROOF LIGHTS IN CANOPIES/VERANDAHS — Fixed roof lights or
approved skylights are permissible in roofs of shop/streetverandahs, but they must be glazed in not less than 6
millimetre thick wired glass or an approved non—combustible
clear plastic.

3.214 Temporary Structures

3.214.1 GENERAL — Pursuant to any variance granted by the Board of
Appeals under the provisions of Part 1 Section of this
Code, the Building Authority may issue a permit for
temporary construction as approved by the Board of Appeals.
Such permits shall be limited as to time of service, but
such temporary construction shall not be permitted for
more than one (1) year.

3.214.2 SPECIAL APPROVAL — All temporary construction shall conformto structural strength, fire safety, means of egress,light, ventilation and sanitary requirements of this code
necessary to insure that the health, safety and generalwelfare of the public is protected.

3.214.3 TERMINATION OF APPROVAL — The Building Authority isauthorized to terminate such special approval and to orderthe demolition of any such construction at its discretion,or as directed by any decision of the Board of Appeals.

3.214.4 BUILDERS’ SHEDS/OFFICES/TOOL STORES AND SIMILAR — Refer
also to 3,203.5 of this section of the Code in relation totype of construction allowed. Permits may be grantd by theLocal Building Authority for builders’ sheds and officesand other temporary sheds on a building site or partly or
wholly on or above a footpath of any public street for theerection of temporary buildings for use during a buildingcontract. The period for which the permit is granted neednot be limited to one year as specified under 3.214.1above, but shall be governed by the period slowed for the
building contract plus one month. The permit will beissued as a part of the building permit for the structure
being erected on the site.

3.214.5 Any such permit shall give the Local Authority the power tostate what protective measures should be taken to preventany danger to the public, including safety lighting duringthe hours of darkness; any required handrails, guard—railsor protection walling. All conditions laid down by the
Local Authority must be strictly adhered to by thecontractor or persons taking out such permit.
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3.215 Physically Handicapped or Aged (Refer Also to Part 3
Section 1 Sub—section 3.125)

3.215.l APPLICABILITY — The provisions of this section shall apply
to all levels and areas used by the general public,
employees, persons visiting or on the premises Tar any
reason, and shall apply to all occupancy groups except R—3,
R—4 and I. It is particularly applicable to transport
terminals generally, but especially so where they may be
used by patients in transit.

3.215.2 MODIFICATIONS TO CODE: (SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES) — Where it
can be demonstrated that one (1) or more of the following
provisions is not applicable to the proposed use and
occupancy, modifications may be sought under the provisions
of Part 1 Section 1 of this Code and a dispensation can be
obtained from the Local Authority.

3.215.3 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

3.215.4 RESIDENTIAL (R—1) USE — At least (1) bedroom unit for every
twenty—five (25) bedroom units or fraction thereof in use
group R—i (residential, hotels) buildings shall be made
accessible to physically handicapped persons. The bedroom
units allocated for the physically handicapped shall be
proportionately distributed throughout all types of units.
Access to additional floors without public facilities is
not required.

3.215.5 RESIDENTIAL (R—2) USE — At least one (1) dwelling unit for Ievery twenty—five (25) dwelling units or fraction thereof
in use group R—2 (residential, multi—family) buildings
shall be made accessible to physically handicapped persons.
The dwelling units allocated for the physically handicapped
shall be proportionately distributed throughout all types
of units. Laundry and storage facilities shall be
accessible from the barrier free units. Access to
additional floors without public facilities is not
required.

3.215.6 BUILDING ENTRANCE — At least one (1) primary entrance at
each ground floor level of a building shall be accessible
from the parking lot or the nearest street by means of a
walk uninterrupted by steps or abrupt changes in grade and
shall have a width of not less than 1.5 metres and a
gradient of not more than one in twenty or a ramp meeting
the requirements of Part 3 Section 5 of this Code, except
for enclosure. This entrance shall comply with the
requirements of this section.

3.215.7 PARKING LOIS AND BUILDING APPROACHES - Any parking lot I
servicing an entrance described in clause 3.215.6 shall
have a number of level parking spaces as set forth in the
following Table 3.215 identified by signs as reserved for

I
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physically handicapped persons. Each reserved parking
space shall be not less than three and two—thirds metres
(3.66 m) wide.

TABLE 3.215

ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPACES FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

Total Parking in Lot Required Number of Accessible Spaces

upto50 1
51 — 75 2
76 — 100 3

101 — 200 4
201 — 500 5

above 500 1 percent of total No.

3.215.8 PARKING SPACES — Parking spaces for the physically
handicapped shall be located as close as possible to
elevators, ramps, walkways, and entrances. Parking spaces
should be located so that the physically handicapped
persons are not compelled to wheel or walk behind parked
cars to reach entrances, ramps, walkways and elevators.

3.215.9 CURBS — Where a curb exists between a parking lot surface
and a sidewalk surface, an inclined curb approach or a
curb cut with a ramp of not steeper gradient than 1 in 12
and width of not less that 1.25 metres shall be provided
for wheelchair access.

3.215.l0 INTERIOR ACCESS — Interior means of access to all floor
levels required to be accessible for the physically
handicapped shall be provided by ramps meeting the
requirements of Part 3 Section 5 of this Code or
elevators, and access to all points on each floor level
shall be provided by means of passageways, corridors, and
doorways meeting the requirements of the same section.

3.215.l1 ELECTRICAL SWITCHES, CONTROLS, FIRE ALARMS AND TELEPHONES
— When required by the Local Fire Board or the Local
Authority in buildings likely to be used by physically
handicapped persons the following provisions are required:

(a) light switches, controls, fire alarms, shall not be
located at a greater height above floor level than
1.25 metres —(this is also specified under Section 7
Part 3 clause 3.718.? of this Code for manual fire
alarm switches).

(b) where public or pay telephones are installed, one
telephone shall have the dial coin slot and handset
mounted not more than 1.25 metres above floor level.
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3.215.12 LIFTS/ELEVATORS REQUIREMENTS — When and as required by the
Local Authority in buildings likely to be used by the
physically handicapped, and if interior access in multi—
storey buildings is provided by elevator(s), at least one
(1) elevator shall meet the requirements listed below.

(a) The elevator cab shall have a clear area of not less
than two square metres (2 m2) with a minimum
dimension of 1.4 m.

(b) The elevator door shall have a minimum clear opening
width of 800 millimetres.

Cc) The control buttons shall be located not more than
1.4 metres above the floor in manual controlled lifts
(without an attendant).

(d) Braille plates shall be provided adjacent to all cab
control button and switches.

(e) Braille plates shall be provided for floor designa
tion on each, floor, 1.5 metres above the floor, on
the fixed point at the open side of the elevator
door.

3.215.13 ACCESS TO PLUMBING FIXTURES —

3.21514 TOtLETROOMS — At least one (1) toilet room and one (1)
fixture within such room shall be accessible to and usable
by, physically handicapped persons. A toilet room shall
have a clear space whether access way, lobby or passageway
beyond the room door swing of not less than 1.5 metres by
1.5 metres.

3.215.15 WATER CLOSET STALL — The clear width between the face of a
water closet stall and a wall at entrance shall be not
less than 1.25 metres. A water closet stall shall be not
less than 1.25 metres wide, 1.65 metres to 2.0 metres
deep, and have an out—swinging door at least 800 milli
metres wide or an opening at least 800 millimetres wide.
Handrails of not less than 25 millimetres 0.D. and not
more than 32 mm shall be provided on both sides of the
water closet that are not less than 1070 millimetres long
and mounted 850 millimetres above and parallel to the
floor, with the front end positioned 610 millimetres in
front of the water closet.

3.215.16 WATER CLOSET — A water closet shall have a seat not higher
than 500 mm from the floor, and have a narrow understruc—
ture that recedes sharply from the front. The trap shall
not extend in front of, or be flush with, the lip of the
bowl. Where only one (1) water closet is required in the
facility, a standard height model may be used. I

I
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3.215.17 URINAL — If toilet rooms for men have a wall mounted
urinal the opening of the basin should be 480 millimetres
from the floor, or should have floor—mounted urinals that
are level with the main floor of the toilet room.

3.215.18 MISCELLANEOUS — A shelf disposal unit, or the lower edge
of a mirror shall not be more than 1 metre (1.0 m) above
the floor. A towel or other dispenser, or electrical hand
dryer shall not be more than 1.25 metres above the floor.

3.215.19 RECOMMENDATIONS — Although not firm requirements for this
Code, the following list is for the information of
designers and others and the items have been taken from
British, Canadian, New Zealand and other codes dealing
with the use of buildings, by physically handicapped,
aged, or otherwise disabled persons:

(a) Wheelchair confined males are often accompanied by a
mother, sister, or daughter, and females confined to
wheelchairs are sometimes accompanied by a husband or
son — hence toilet and/or wash rooms for the disabled
should be treated as “unisex” ones and accessible
from passages or lobbies rather than from either male
or female toilet areas.

(b) Doors to wash/toilet areas for the handicapped should
always open OUT and be equipped with self—closing
hinges, rising butts, or door closers. They should
have either horizontal or vertical pull/push bars
rather than handles, and a suitable indicator catch
showing “vacant” or “occupied”.

(c) Vertical grip rails as well as horizontal are also
recommended.

(d) In toilets and washrooms used frequently by
wheelchair patients (i.e. in institutions, rest
homes, hospitals) the entrance doors should have a
bell or buzzer outside, operated from pull cord or
push/button inside for patients to summon aid.

(e) The water closet flushing handle or button as well as
toilet paper holder should be placed where they can
be reached by a person seated on the wheelchair.

(f) Passages and corridors in buildings used by handicapped
should never be less than 1.25 metres wide.

(g) Drinking fountains should not be fully recessed in walls
or alcoves and be set lower for wheelchair confined
persons.
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(h) Floors generally, and especially ramps should have a
non—slip covering; and ramps should have handrails on
one side.

Ci) Handrails should be easy to grip; if circular, a
diameter of not less than 45 millimetres, or more than
51 millimetres is preferred.

(j) Viewing platforms or areas in assembly seating
accommodations at airport terminals, sport complexes,
and the like should have special areas set aside for
wheelchair viewers devoid of any other fixed seating
arrangements and the areas shall be in such a position
as not to interfere with egress ways from seated areas.
Access must be by ramps not steeper than 1 in 12.

3.215.20 TURNSTILES AND CHECKOUT LANES — Buildings which utilize
turnstiles to control traffic shall provide a clearly marked
alternative route for the physically handicapped which is at
least 1 metre wide. Similarly buildings with check—out lanes
shall provide at least one check—out lane which is one metre
in width and clearly marked “for wheelchairs only”.

3.215.2l DWELLING UNITS — In the design of dwelling units for the use
of physically handicapped persons, the requirements of
sub—section 3.214. Clauses 3.214.l to 3.214.19 shall be
generally adhered to. Passageways in dwellings may be 1 metre
wide in lieu of 1.25 m, self closing doors are not required,
and lever handles set no higher than 1.1 metres above floor
may be used in lieu of pull/push bars on doors.

3.215.22 KITCHENS — A clearance of at least 1370 millimetres shall be
provided in front of all cabinets, work surfaces, counter
tops and appliances. Also knee space shall be provided under
the sink to accommodate persons in wheel chairs.

3.215.23 LAUNDRIES — A clearance of at least 1370 millimetres shall be
provided in front of laundry tubs, automatic washers and
driers.

3.215.24 BEDROOM (s) — At least one bedroom shall be specially
designed to allow free movement of a wheel chair within the
bedroom. Clothes closets, wardrobe, floors shall be at the
same level as the floor of the room they serve.

3.215.25 SIGNS — (See also under Part 3 Section 1 of this Code, clause
3.125.2).

3.215.26 All buildings erected or altered which are required to comply
with this Code shall have the international symbol of
accessibility for handicapped persons (a stylized person in
wheelchair, reproduced below) prominently displayed in
positions as follows: I

I
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a) At main entrance to the building. If the access ramp
for wheelchairs is not actually at the main entrance,
then it must have a directing arrow or notice
attached e.g. “access via south door — 50 metres”.

(b) Adjacent to the actual ramp access if this is not at
the main entrance.

Cc) On doors of all toilet areas, water closet cubicles,
or rest rooms designed for the use of handicapped
persons.

(d) Adjacent to lifts/elevators installed for wheelchair
access.

(e) On the signs in parking lots reserved for physically
handicapped persons — see 3.215.7 above.

NOTE: For reproduction of international sign see page
14 of “Building Standards for the Handicapped”
1975 — Supplement No. 5 to the National Building
Code of Canada.

3.216 Special Historic Buildings

3.216.l APPROVALS — The provisions of this Code relating to the
construction, repair, alteration, enlargement, restoration
and moving of’ buildings or structures shall not be
mandatory for existing buildings or structures identified
and classified by the state and/or local government
authority as historic buildings or places of historic
interest.

3.216.2 The above exemptions from code requirements are subject to
the building controlling authority in the district, zone,
or area being satisfied, that, at the time of a building
being declared an Historic one, it is reasonably sound and
safe in regard to public health, safety, and welfare, and
that any repairs, alterations or re—location proposed,
comply with regulations as regards fire zones/areas — (see
also in this Part 3 Section 2 of Code Clauses 3.202.l to
3.202 .2 inclusive).
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PART 3 SECTION 3
(in 2 parts: 3 & 3A)

3.300 SPECIAL USE AND OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS (HIGH HAZARD
OCCUPANCIES)

3.301 Scope

3.301.1 In addition to the general requirements of this Code,
specified mainly in Part 3 Sections 1 and 2 which govern the
location, construction, and equipment of all buildings and
structures, the fire—resistance ratings, the height and area
limitations (in tables), the provisions of this Section (3)
shall control all buildings designed for high hazard uses and
occupancies which involve extreme fire, smoke, toxic gas or
explosion risks, and also places of assembly in which people
congregate in large numbers, and which are susceptible to
panic incidental to crowds.

3.301.2 Chemical plants, packing plants, grain elevators, refineries,
flour mills, and other special structures may be constructed
in accordance with the recognised practices and requirements
of the specific industry.

3.301.3 The Local Building Authority may permit certain such
variations from the requirements of this Code, by special
dispensation, provided it will result in reasonable and
economic construction along with the necessary fire, life, and
property safeguards. In granting such dispensations/varia—
tions, due regard shall be given to the isolation of the
structure and the fire hazard from and to surrounding
properties.

3.301.4 This Section 3 is divided into two halves, 3 and 3A, the first
half being further divided into sub—sections (a) to (r)
dealing with the following aspects.

(a) Explosion Hazards 3.302
(b) Volatile Flammables 3.303
Cc) Fire Prevention (Code) 3.304
(d) Special Permits and Certificates of Fitness 3.305
(e) Existing Buildings 3.306
(f) Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG) 3.307
(g) Pyroxylin Plastics 3.308
(h) Use and Storage of Flammable Film

(including projection room requirements). 3.309
(i) Use and Storage of Combustible Fibres 3.310
(j) Combustible Dusts, Grain Processing

and Storage 3.311
(k) Paint Spraying and Spray Booths 3.312
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(1) Dry Cleaning Establishments 3.313
(m) Private Garages 3.314
(n) Public Garages 3.315
(o) Motor Fuel Service Stations 3.316
(p) Motor Vehicle Repair Shops 3.317
(q) Places of Public Assembly 3.318
(r) Public Assembly Other Than Theatres 3.319

3.301.5 SPECIAL HIGH HAZARDS — When necessary to resist a higher
degree of fire severity than specified herein, for high
concentration of combustible contents and for buildings of
high hazard uses which exceed five (5) stories or twenty
metres (20 m) in height, the Building Authority may require a
higher fire resistance rating than the requirements of Table
3.114 (in Part 3 Section 1) governing fire resistance ratings
of the various types of construction and protection of
structural elements.

3.301.6 OCCUPANCIES INVOLVING EXPLOSION HAZARDS — The following
provisions shall apply to all uses involving the storage,
manufacture, handling or filling of flammable and volatile
solids, liquids, or gases which generate combustible and
explosive air vapour mixtures and toxic gases including
nitro—cellulose film pyroxylin plastics; grain and other
combustible dusts and pulverized fuels; combustible fibres;
pyroxylin lacquer spraying operations; liquefied petroleum
gases; alcohol, ether and gasoline; flammable dusts and
residues resulting from fabrication, grinding and buffing
operations, and all other explosion hazard risks. 0

3.301.7 MEANS OF EGRESS — The means of egress for buildings of
hazardous uses and occupancies shall conform to the require
ments of Part 3 Section 5 of this Code, except as may be
modified by more restrictive provisions of this section for
specific uses.

3.301.8 HEATING AND VENTING — The requirements herein prescribed for
the installation of heating and venting appliances and
equipment for high hazard uses and occupancies shall be
construed as supplemental to the provisions of Part 3 Section
4 and Part 4 Section 1 of this Code (Light, Ventilation and
Sound Transmission, and Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes) — and
also any requirements contained in the Mechanical Code (all of
Part 4).

3.301.9 EQUIPMENT ROOMS — Heating •and ventilating equipment in occu Ipancies involving fire hazards from flammable vapours, dust,
combustible fibres or other highly combustible substances
shall be installed and protected against fire and explosion
hazards in accordance with the Mechanical Code. Rooms con
taining such equipment shall be segregated by construction of
not less than two (2) hour fire—resistance rating except as

I
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may be required for specific uses without openings in the
enclosure walls and with means of direct ingress and egress
from the exterior, or such equipment shall be located in
accessory structures segregated From the main building.

3.301.lO FIRE FIGHTING AND EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT — All buildings
designed for specific hazardous uses shall be protected with
approved automatic fire suppression systems or such other
fire—extinguishing and auxiliary equipment as herein provided
and in accordance with the requirements of Part 3 Section 7 of
this Code (Fire Protection Systems).

3.301.ll RESTRICTED LOCATIONS — Except as otherwise specifically
approved, high hazard uses shall not be located within the
fire limits nor in a building of unprotected frame (Type 4—B)
construction, nor in any case within sixty metres (60 m) of
the nearest wall of a building classified in a public assembly
or institutional occupancy group.

3.302 Explosion Hazards

3.302.l EXPLOSION RELIEF — Every structure, room or space occupied for
uses involving explosion hazards shall be equipped and vented
with explosion relief systems and devices arranged for auto
matic release under predetermined increase in pressure as
herein provided for specific uses or in accordance with
accepted engineering standards and practice.

3.302.2 VENTING DEVICES — Venting devices to relieve the pressure
resulting from explosive air—vapour mixtures shall consist of
windows, skylights, vent flues or releasing root or wall
panels which discharge directly to the open air or to a public
place or other unoccupied space not less than six metres (6 m)
in width on the same lot or section of land. Such releasing
devices shall be so located, that the discharge end shall not
be less than three metres (3.0 m) vertically and six metres
(6.0 m) horizontally from window openings or means of egress
facilities in the same or adjoining buildings. The exhaust
shall always be in the direction of least exposure and never
into the exterior of the building.

3,302.3 AREA OF VENTS — The aggregate clear vent relief area shall be
regulated by the type of construction of the building and
shall be not less than prescribed below:

(1) Heavy einforced concrete frame, one square etre
(1.0 m ) to twenty—five cubic metres (25.0 m ) of
volume.

(2) Light structural steel frame nd/or ordinary construc
tion, oe square metre (1.0 m ) to twenty cubic metres
(20.0 m ) of volume.
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(3) Light 2wood Frame construction, one square metre
(1.0 m ) to sixteen cubic metres (16.0 m3) of volume.

The combined area of open windows, pivoted sashes or wall
panels arranged to open under internal pressure shall not
be less than ten (10) percent of the area of the enclosure
walls, with not less than Fifty (50) percent of the opening
arranged for automatic release.

3.3O2.4 CONSTRUCTION OF RELIEF VENTS — All explosion relief devices
shall be of an approved type, constructed of light weight,
non—combustible and corrosion—resistive materials, and the
discharge end shall be protected with approved screens of
not more than nineteen millimetre (19 mm) mesh, arranged to
blow out under relatively low pressures.

3.303 Volatile Flammables

3.303.l STORAGE (INSIDE FOR PROCESSING) — Unless otherwise approved
by the Fire Authority, insid storage in process rooms
shall be limited to one (1) day’s supply in approved sealed
containers of not more than twenty—five litre (25 1)
capacity or in approved steel barrels or drums of not more
than two hundred and fifty litres (250 1) capacity.

V

3,303.2 HANDLING — Discharge, decanting, or filling operations
shall be by pump through an approved system of securely
attached and continuous piping or hose lines. In processes
requiring the use of open vats or mixing tanks, an approved
mechanical ventilating system shall be provided to remove
the vapours or to produce a vapour mixture of not more than
one (1) percent concentration.

3.303.3 CONSTRUCTION OF ENCLOSURES — Process rooms shall be
separated from other uses and occupancies by walls, floors
and ceilings of not less than two (2) hours fire—resistance
rating with one and one--half (1 1/2) hour fire doors or the
approved labelled equivalent complying with Part 3 Section
6 of this Code. The access doors openings to such
enclosure(s) shall be provided with non—combustible sills
not less than one hundred and fifty millimetres (150 mm)
high and the room shall be vented as required in clause
3.303.2 above. Floors shall be waterproofed and drained.
There shall be at least two remote paths of egress from the
environs of any such enclosure leading to outside of the
building (see also Means of Egress — Part 3 Section 5 of
this Code) and approved “no smoking” signs shall be
exhibited giving a clear space around such enclosure of at
least six metres (6 m).

3.303.4 FIRE PROTECTION — First aid fire appliances and/or
automatic fire—extinguishing systems shall be provided in
accordance with Part 3 Section 7 of this Code. Only
electric incandescent lighting shall be used in, and within V

six metres (6.0 m) of such enclosures and all light
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fittings shall be of approved gas—tight/explosion—proof
type. Provision shall be made to prevent leaking flammable
vapours from being exposed to open flames, fires or sparks.

3.3035 MAIN STORAGE — Main storage systems of volatile flammable
liquids shall be constructed and installed in accordance
with the U.S. National Fire Protection Association (NFiPA)
Codes 30—76, 58—76 and 59—76 or equivalent British
Standards until such time as the Caribbean has adopted an
acceptable equivalent. Such storage may be:

( i) inside underground
C ii) outside underground
(iii) outside above ground or
C iv) in a separate outside storage building

No outside above ground bulk storage tank shall be located
less than ninety metres (90.0 m) from any building of
assembly (occupancy group A) or institutional occupancy
(group I) building.

NOTE: Certain types of school laboratory e.g. Agricultural
or Science laboratories in post—primary or tertiary
schools, or special experimental laboratories may be
exempted from the above regulations provided that both the
Fire Department and the Inspector of Explosives (or his
equivalent) have approved of safety measures to be adopted.

3.303.6 OUTSIDE, UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS — Outside storage tanks
shall be buried underground below the basement level of
adjacent buildings, with the top of the tanks not less than
60 centimetres (0.6 m) below ground level, or with a
reinforced concrete or other approved structural cover not
less than 100 millimetres (100 mm) thick and a 300 milli
metre (300 mm) earth cover. The maximum capacity of such
tanks shall be limited by their location in respect to
adjacent buildings which are not an essential part of the
installation and adjacent boundaries as provided in Table
3.303.

3.303.? When within three metres (3.0 m) of any building not an
essential part of the installation, and the top of the tank
is above the lowest floor of the building, the capacity of
the tank shall be not more than two thousand and five
hundred litres (2,500 1). The capacity of storage of
combustible liquids other than volatile flammable, as
defined herein shall be restricted to five (5) times the
values/volumes specified in Table 3.303 following
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TABLE 3.303

CAPACITY OF OUTSIDE UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANKS U
FOR VOLATILE FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

Quantity of Storage Fire Separation Uin Litres in Metres

13,500 3.0
27,000 6.0
54,000 7.5
90,000 9.0
225,000 12.0
Unlimited 15.0

I
3.303.8 VENTING OF TANKS — All storage tanks whether inside or

outside, above ground or underground, shall be vented to the
open air. Each tank shall haje a vent pipe independent of
all other piping, and of ample size to prevent abnormal
pressure build—up during fillings, but not of less internal
diameter than thirty—two millimetres (32 mm). Vent pips
shall drain back to the tank. They shall not be closer to
any opening in any building than one metre (1.0 m); they
shall terminate in a U—bend facing downwards to prevent rain
penetrating, and shall be fitted with a flame arrestor.

3.3O3.9 ANCHORING DOWN OF STORAGE TANKS — In any areas where the
ground water level is likely to be above the bottom of the
tank at any time of the year, storage tanks are to be
securely anchored down in a manner approved by the Local
Authority, the Inspector of Explosives, and/or the Local
Fire Board. It is preferable that in such areas of high
water tables that underground tanks, as well as above ground
tanks, be set on saddles, shaped to the contour of the
bottom of the tanks, constructed of concrete or brick.

3.3O3.1O SPECIAL CASES (CENTRAL CITY OR HIGH HAZARD AREAS) — Where
the Local body, Fire Authority or Explosives Inspectorate
consider it warranted; especially in central city fire areas
or other high—hazard areas, underground tanks shall be
placed inside concrete pits, on saddles, anchored down, and
the whole of the space between the concrete walls of tank
pit and the metal tank itself shall be filled to the
underside of top slab with dry sand. Such tank shall be
constructed preferably in situ, of reinforced concrete not
less than one hundred millimetres (100 mm) thick walls and
floor and with the top of removable slabs also of reinforced
concrete and also one hundred millimetres (100 mm) in
thickness.

3.303.11 FILLING OF STORAGE TANKS — All storage tanks, whether above
or below ground level shall be filled only through proper

U
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fill pipes, terminating outside of buildings at a point at
least one metre (1.0 in) from any building opening at the
same or any lower level. All fill terminals shall close
tight when not in use.

NOTE: Gas or bowser or similar filling stations with roofs
supported on steel or concrete columns but with no side
walls are exempt from these requirements for filling points.

3.303.12 OUT OF SERVICE UNDERGROUND TANKS — These shall be treated as
follows:

(a) Tanks out of service for up to three months — no
special precautions, except they must be inspected by
an Explosives Inspector or similar responsible officer
before they are refilled.

(b) Underground tanks out of service for any longer period
than three months but required for use at some later
date shall have both the vents and fill terminals
capped and sealed with concrete. They too shall be
inspected before re—use as required under 3.303.12 (a)
above, and

Cc) Underground tanks permanently abandoned shall either
be completely removed, or be filled with sand. The
responsibility for this shall be with the property
owner.

3.303.13 INSIDE UNDERGROUND STORAGE — Inside U—ground tanks shall be
located not less than six—tenths of one metre (0.6 m) below
the level of the lowest floor of the building in which
located, or any other building within a radius of three
metres (3.0 m) of the tank. Such tanks shall not be located
under the footpath or beyond the building line. It shall
be unlawful to cover any tanks from sight until after
inspection and test and written approval of the Building
Authority/Explosives Inspector. The maximum limit of
individual tank capacity shall be not more than two
thousand five hundred litres (2,500 1) and the entire
system shall be subjecl to special approval of the Building
and Fire Officials.

3.303.14 OUTSIDE ABOVE GROUND STORAGE — Above ground tanks shall be
located only outside the fire limits and the capacity,
location, construction and exposures shall be in accordance
with applicable standards or as approved by the Local
Authority, Explosives Inspector and Local Fire Authority.

3.303.15 OUTSIDE STORAGE HOUSE — All outside storage houses shall be
constructed of non—combustible (Type 2) construction or
better. Openings shall not be permitted in the enclosure
walls within three metres (3.0 m) of adjoining property
lines or with a fire exposure of less than three metres
(3.0 m) from any building or structure not part of the
installation.
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3.303.16 SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS — The Building or Tire Authority may
require greater fire separations or may limit storage
capacities under severe exposure hazard conditions when
necessary for public safety.

3.304 Fire Prevention Code

3.304.! INSPECTIONS — All buildings involving the use and handling
of flammable or explosive materials, places of assembly and
other hazardous uses and occupancies shall be inspected in
accordance with the Tire Prevention Code, the requirements
of which are covered in this Section 3 and also by Part 3
Sections 5, 6 and 7 of this Code. Such inspection shall be
made to insure compliance with the provisions of the Fire
Prevention Code in respect to protection against fire and
panic; maintenance of exitways and operation of fire door
assemblies; fire protection systems; standpipes; hydrant
and fire suppression systems; fire—alarm signalling end
central station alarm systems; conduct of fire drills and
fire brigades; and all special fire—extinguishing
equipment.

3.304.2 HOUSEKEEPING — Periodic inspections of existing uses and
occupancies shall be made to insure maintenance of good
housekeeping conditions including the removal of waste and
rubbish safe arrangement and storage of merchandise and
other contents; proper segregation of hazardous processes;
handling of volatile flammables; avoidance of dangerous
congestion and maintenance of all means of egress clear of
obstructions; and the safe operation of all places of
public assembly in which combustible scenery and hazardous
equipment are in use while open to the public.

3.3O4.3 COORDINATION OF INSPECTIONS — The Building, Tire, and
Health Officials and other administrative agencies of the
jurisdiction to whom the authority is delegated to inspect
buildings and structures in respect to the maintenance of
safe conditions of use and occupancy shall immediately
notify the respective official of any violation of the Uprovisions of this Code or the Tire Prevention and Health
Rules and Regulations.

3.305 Special Permits and Certificate of Fitness

3.305.1 PERMITS — Any hazardous or dangerous industry, trade,
occupation or use which involves the transportation,
storage or handling of explosive, flammable, combustible,
or other substance involving fire or life hazards shall not
be conducted without a permit from the fire authority and
Explosives Inspector prescribing the conditions and
requirements necessary to secure the public safety.

3.305.2 CERTIFICATE OF FITNESS - Before any equipment involving I
fire or life hazard is placed in operation, the supervisor
or operator shall secure a certificate of fitness from the
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administrative official certifying to the qualification of
the person to whom such certificate is issued. Certificates
of fitness shall be required for the operation of boilers
and unfired pressure vessels and for the conduct of all
high hazard uses involving the storage, use or handling of
flammable volatile liquids, materials and mixtures,
liquefied gases and compressed gases under a pressure of
more than one hundred kilopascals (100 k Pa) and all acid
and liquid chemicals of a combustible and explosive.
character. All certificates of fitness may be terminated
for cause at any time, and shall be renewed at intervals of
not more than one (1) year.

3.306 Existing Buildings

3.306.1 SPECIAL PERMIT FOR EXISTING USES — Any existing hazardous
use which was heretofore authorized by a permit issued
under the provisions of law or the regulations of the Fire
Authority may be continued by special permit provided the
continuance of such use or occupancy does not endanger the
public safety.

3.306.2 EXISTING USE PROHIBITED — An existing building of frame
(Type 4) construction which is more than two (2) stories in
heigh or more than four hundred and fifty square metres
(450m ) in area; or of non—fireproof (Type 3) construction
which is more than four (4) stories in height shall not be
continued in use or hereafter occupied for the manufacture
of pyroxylin plastics or similar materials of high fire
hazard and explosive characteristics.

3.306.3 CHANGE OF USE FOR PLACES OF ASSEMBLY (A OCCUPANCIES) — An
existing building or part thereof shall not be altered or
converted into a place of assembly unless it complies with
all provisions of this Code applicable to places of public
assembly hereafter erected and when an existing building
heretofore used as a place of public assembly is altered
and the cost of such alteration is more than fifty (50)
percent of the physical value of the building, such
alterations shall comply as nearly as is practicable with
the provisions of this Code which govern the arrangement
and construction of seats, aisles, passageways, stage and
appurtenant rooms, fire—fighting and extinguishing
equipment and the adequacy of means of egress.

3.306.4 INCREASE IN OCCUPANCY LOAD — Whenever the occupancy load of
an existing place of public assembly is increased beyond
the approved capacity of its exitways, the building or part
thereof shall be made to comply with the requirements for a
new building hereafter erected for such public assembly
use/occupancy.

3306.5 SWIMMING POOLS — CHANGE OF USE — An existing pool used for
swimming or bathing or accessory equipment or part thereof
shall not be altered or converted for any other use unless
it complies with all provisions of this Code applicable to
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the use intended. Existing swimming pools may be continued
without change; provided safety requirements of 3.530.16
and 3.330.17 below are observed as required by the Building
Authority.

3.307 Liquefied Petroleum Cases (LPC) L
3.307.1 GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall apply to

the design, construction, location, installation and
operation of propane, butane and other petroleum gas
facilities, normally stored in liquid state under pressure
for use in all buildings. Refineries, tank farms and
utility gas plants shall be subject to special approvals in
accordance with accepted engineering practice and/or es
covered in any specific standards or codes for the use of.

3.307.2 There are many other types of flammable gases generally
stored and used from pressure bottles, such as liquid
oxygen, acetone/acetylene, hydrogen, methane, CNC
(compressed natural gas) and others with differing “trade
names” of a similar character. All of these gases and the
handling, storage and usage of them shall be governed!
controlled by this sub—section, 3.307.

3.307.3 CLASSIFICATION OF SYSTEMS — Systems for the storage and use
of liquefied petroleum gases shall be classified as:
cylinder or bottled gas systems; above ground tank systems
other than bottled gas; and underground tank systems.

3..307.4 BOTTLED GAS — A container or cylinder of bottled gas for
domestic or commercial use shall not exceed five thousand
litre (5,000 1) equivalent water capacity; and such
container shall be tested and approved by an accredited
testing authority and shall be identified in accordance
with Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations or
equivalent standards or special requirements. The
cylinders shall be installed above ground, with valves,
flexible connectors, piping and safety devices in
accordance with the approved rules; except that such
containers, when approved by the building and fire
authority, may be installed for use inside buildings for
industrial purposes or in connection with construction,
repair, or alteration operations.

3.307.5 ABOVE GROUND TANK SYSTEMS OTHER THAN BOTTLED GAS — All
above ground tank systems other than cylinder or bottled
gas shall be located with respect to boundary/lot lines and
adjacent buildings on the same lot as specified in Table
3.307. The tanks shall be constructed and tested in
accordance with the regulations of the mechanical Code for
unfired pressure vessels; and the installation, valves,
accessories, piping, vapourizers and safety devices shall
be in accordance with accepted engineering practice. Bulk
storage shall not be permitted within the fire limits.

I
I
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3.307.6 SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS — The Building Authority, Explosives
Inspectorate and/or Tire Authority may require greater fire
separations or greater limitations of storage capacity than
is specified in Table 3.309, when necessary for public
safety.

3.307.7 UNDERGROUND TANK SYSTEMS — Underground tank systems shall
be buried at least six—tenths of one metre (0.6 m) below
ground level. When required, such tanks shall be anchored
or weighted to prevent floating as specified under 3.303.9
and 3.303.l0 for volatile liquids storage tanks. All
containers shall be given an approved protective coating of
hot dip galvanizing red lead and asphalt, or other approved
corrosion—resistive protection. The fire separation from
boundary lines and other buildings on the same lot shall
comply with Table 3.307 below.

TABLE 3307

SEPARATION DISTANCES FOR TANK CONTAINER SYSTEMS
FOR LIQUID PETROLEUM (AND OTHER) GASES

HI.’ T !1t
ri ‘ i iiu

____________________________________________________

PER CONTAINER (IN LITRES)
GROUND CONTAINERS

ABOVE BELOW
GROUND GROUND

Less than 550 (note A) 3 none none
(Note B)

550 to 1100 3 3 none
1100 to 2200 3 3 1
2200 to 8800 7.5 7.5 1

(Note C) (Note C)
8800 to 115,000 15 15 2
115,000 to 2,000,000 15 22.5 1/4 of sum of diameters

of adjacent containersabove 2,000,000 15 45

3.307.8 LABELLING — All inlet and outlet connections except safety
relief valves, level and pressure gauges shall be labelled
to designate whether they communicate with vapour or liquid
space and the tanks shall be marked with a securely
attached label and nameplate identifying the system,
working pressure, vapour pressure of the contents and
permissible liquid level in accordance with accepted
engineering practice.
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3.307.9 INSTRUCTIONS — Complete installation, operation and

maintenance procedure instructions shall be supplied by the
manufacturer/supplier for the personnel responsible for the

use of the system/installation.

3.307.lO GROUNDING (EARIHING) — All above ground tanks exceeding

five thousand litres (5,000 1) equivalent water capacity

shall be permanently and effectively grounded (electri
cally).

NOTES APPLICABLE TO TABLE 3.307

Note A: At a consumer site, if the aggregate water

capacity of a multi—container installation comprised of

individual containers having a water capacity of less than

550 litres is 1100 litTeS or more, the minimum distance

shall comply with the appropriate portion of this table

applying the aggregate capacity rather than the capacity

per container. If more than ore such installation is made

each installation shall be separated from any other instal

lation by at least 7.5 metres. Do not apply the MINIMUM

DISTANCES BETWEEN ABOVE GROUND CONTAINERS to such installa

tions.

Note B: The following shall apply to above ground

containers installed alongside of buildings:

1. Portable DOT cylinder specification containers shall
be located and installed so that the discharge from

the container safety relief device is at least one

metre (1.0 m) horizontally away from any building

opening below the level of such discharge, and shall fl
not be beneath any building unless this space is well U
ventilated to the outside and is not enclosed for more

than fifty (50) percent of its perimeter. The

discharge from container safety relief devices shall

be located not less than two metres (2.0 m) in any

direction away from openings into sealed combustion

system appliances or mechanical ventilation air

intakes.

2. ASME specification containers of less than 550 litres

water capacity shall be located and installed so that

the discharge from safety relief devices shall not

terminate in or beneath any building and shall be

located at least two metres (2.0 m) horizontally away
from any building opening below the level of such

discharge, and not less than two metres (2.0 m) in any

direction away from openings into sealed combustion

system appliances or mechanical ventilation air

intakes.

I
I
I
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3. The filling connection and the vent from liquid evel
gauges on either DOT or ASME containers filled a the
point of installation shall be not less than three
metres (3.0 m) in any direction away from air openings
into sealed combustion system appliances CT mechanical
ventilation air intakes.

Note C: This distance may be Teduced to not less than
thTee metres (3.0 m) for a single container of five
thousand litres (5,000 1) water capacity or less pro’ided
such container is at least seven and one half (7.5m) mtres
from any other LP—Gas container of more than five hundred
and fifty litres (550 1) water capacity.

3.308 Pyroxylin Plastics

3.308.l GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall regulate
all building, structures and parts thereof used for the
storage, handling or fabrication of pyroxylin plastic
whether in raw material, process, finished product or
scrap.

3.308.2 EXCEPTIONS — The provisions of this sub—section shall not
apply to the manufacture, use or storage of nitro—cellulose
film or the incidental storage of articles manufactured
from pyroxylin plastics offered for sale in mercantile
buildings (see Part 3 Section 1, 3.109 of this Code).

3.308.3 RESTRICTIONS — A permit for the storage or manufacture of
pyroxylin plastics, except as specified in 3.308.2 above
shall not be issued for a building or structure hereafter
erected, altered or used which is occupied or located as
described in the following clauses 3.308.4 through to and
including 3.308.8.

3.308.4 PLACE OF ASSEMBLY (OCCUPANCY GROUP(S) A) — Within fifteen
metres (15.0 m) of the nearest wall of a school, theatre,
or other place of public assembly.

3.308.5 RESIDENTIAL BUILDING — As a residential building, occupancy
group R—1, R—2 or R—3.

3.3O8.6 HIGH HAZARD USES — In quantities exceeding four hundred and
fifty kilograms (450 kg) in buildings where paints,
varnishes or lacquers are manufactured, stored or kept for
sale, or where matches, resin, oils, hemp, cotton, or any
explosives are stored or kept for sale.

3.3O8.7 OTHER FLAMMABLE MATERIALS — Where dry goods, garments or
other materials of a highly flammable nature are
manufactured in any portion of the building above that used
for nitro—cellulose products.
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3.308.8 FACTORY BUILDING — In quantities exceeding forty—five kilo-.

grams (45 kg) in any tenant factory building (occupancy
group F) in which more than five (5) people are employcd,
or likely to congregate on one floor at any one time.

3.3O8.9 INSIDE STORAGE - All pyroxylin raw material and products
intended for use in further manufacture shall be stored as
herein provided in the following clauses 3.3O8.lO to and
including 3.308.15.

3.308.1O CABINETS — Quantities of more than twelve kilograms (12 kg)
and not more than two hundred and twenty—five kilograms

(225 kg) shall be stored in approved cabinets constructed
of non—combustible materials but the total quantity of
storage shall not be more than four hundred and fifty
kilograms (450 kg) in any workroom or space enclosed in
floor, walls and ceilings of not less than two (2) hours

fire—resistance rating.

3.308.11 VAULTS — Quantities of more than forty—five kilograms

(45 kg) and not more than four thousand five hundred

kilograms (4,500 kg) shall be stored in vaults enclosed in

floors, walls and ceilings of not less than four (4) hours

fire—resistance rating. The interior storage volume f the

vault shall be not more than forty cubic metres (40 m ) and

the vault shall be constructed vapour and gas—tight in

accordance with the approved rules, with one and one—half

(1 1/2) hour vapour—tight fire doors or the approved

labelled fire door assembly equivalent on each side of the

door opening. The vault shall be drained and provided with

scuppers.

3.308.12 TOTE BOXES AND SCRAP CONTAINERS - During manufacture, I
pyroxylin materials and products not stored in finished

stock rooms, cabinets of vaults shall be kept in approved

covered non—combustible tote boxes. Scrap and other refuse

material shall be collected in approved non—combustible

containers in quantities not greater than one hundred and

fifty kilograms (150 kg) and removed at frequent intervals

as directed by the Fire Officials.

3.3O8.13 VENTILATION — Each separate compartment in storage vaults

shall be vented directly to the outer air through flues

complying with the requirements of the applicable

Mechanical Code for low temperature chimneys, or exterior

metal smokestacks, or as otherwise provided in the approved

rules. The vent shall discharge not less than one metre

(1.0 m) above the roof of the building or on a street,

court or other open space not less than fifteen metres

(15 m) distance from any other opening in adjoining walls

which are not in the same plane, nor nearer than seven and

one—half metres (7.5 m) vertically or horizontally to an

exterior stairway, fire escape or exitway discharge. The

area of the vent 2shall be not less than two square

centimetres (2 cm ) for each one kilogram (1.0 kg) of

pyroxylin stored. I
I
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3.308.14 STRUCTURAL STRENGTH — The floors, walls, roof and doors ofall vaults, store—rooms or buildings used for the storageor manufacture of pyroxylin materials and products shall bedesigned to resist an inside pressure load of not less thanfifteen kilopascals (15.0 k Pa).

3.308.15 FIRE PROTECTION — Vaults located within buildings for thestorage of pyroxylin shall be protected with an approvedautomatic sprinkler system (see Part 3 Section 7 of thisCode — sub—section 3.705) capable of discharging 2eightylitres (80 1) per minute per one square metre (1.0 m ) overthe area of the vault.

3.308.16 ISOLATED STORAGE BUILDING — Pyroxylin products inquantities greater than permitted for interior storageshall be housed in isolated storage buildings. Suchbuildings shall not be used for any purpose other thanpacking, receiving, shipping and storage of pyroxylinplastics unless otherwise pproved by the BuildingAuthority/Tire Authority/Explosives Inspectorate.

3.308.17 CAPACITY — The maximum storage in any fire area enclosed inconstruction of four (4) hours fire—resistance rating shallbe not greater than forty five tonnes (45 t). The storagecapacity of the building and its separation from lot linesand other buildings on the same lot shall be limited asprovided in Table 3.308. When equipped with an approvedautomatic sprinkler system complying with the provisions ofPart 3 Section 7 of this Code, and as herein modified, theexposure distances may be decreased fifty (50) percent.Such systems shall be designed in accordance with section2061 of the NFiPA 42 or other applicable standards.

TABLE 3.308
EXPOSURE DISTANCE FOR PYROXYLIN STORAGE BUILDINGS

Tire Separation fromMaximum Storage Boundaries or other(in Kilograms) Buildings (in Metres)

500 12
1,000 15
2,000 20
5,000 30

10,000 35
20,000 50
50,000 70above 50,000 100

3.308.18 TIRE PROTECTION (i) HEATING EQUIPt’IENT — All radiators,heating coils, piping and heating apparatus shall beprotected with approved non—combustible mesh to maintain ACLEARANCE OF ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY MILLIMETRES (iSo mm) of
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all pyroxylin products from such equipment. All piping and
risers within one metre of the floor shall be insulated
with approved non—combustible covering unless protected
with wire guards.

3.308.19 TIRE PROTECTION (ii) ELECTRICAL WIRING AND EQUIPMENT - All 0
electrical wiring and equipment shall conform to the
provisions of Part 4 Section 2 of this Code, and also to
the requirements/provisions of the NFiPA 42 for Pyroxylin
Plastics.

3.308.2O TIRE PROTECTION (iii) SIANDPIPES FOR — First aid standpipes Ishall be prov.ded for each four hundred and fifty square
metres (450 m ) of floor area, equipped with thirty—eight
millimetre (38 mm) hose, complying with Part 3 Section 7 of
this Code.

3.308.21 FIRE PROTECTION (iv) AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS — All
manufacturing and storage spac?s and vaults where required
shall be protected with an approved automatic sprinkler
system as herein specified and with fire pails and portable
fire extinguishers complying with Part 3 Section 7 of this
Code and the approved rules.

3308.22 SPECIAL PROTECTION — Special chemical extinguishers and
other first—aid fire appliances shall be provided around
motors and other electrical equipment in accordance with
the approved rules.

3.309 Use and Storage of Flammable Film (Including Requirements
for Projection Rooms)

3.3O9.1 PERMIT REQUIRED — A permit for handling use, storage or
recovery of flammable film shall not be issued for any
building located as specified in clauses 3.308.3, except
that those restrictions shall not apply to the screening
and projection rooms of theatres and other places of
amusement or instruction. It shall be unlawful to store,
stock or use any nitro—cellulose or other flammable film in
quantities of more than six hundred metres (600 m) in
length or more than five kilograms (5 kg) in weight unless
approved by the fire authority. All installations shall
comply with the applicable standards and this Code.

3.309.2 STORAGE — Other than motion picture projection and rewind
rooms, or as herein specifically exempted all rooms in
which flammable film is stored or handled shall be enclosed
in not less than two (2) hour fire—resistive construction
complying with the provisions of Part 3 Section 6 of this
Code (Tire—Resistive Construction Requirements). All film,
except when in process or use, shall be kept in approved
closed containers.

I
I
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3.309.5 CABINETS — Flammable film in amounts of twelve to five
hundred kilograms (12 to 500 kg) shall be stored in
approved non—combustible cabinets constructed and vented in
accordance with the approved rules. One (1) cabinet shall
not contain more than one hundred and seventy—five (175)kilograms. All cabinets with a capacity of more than
thirty—five (35) kilograms shall be equipped with not less
than one (1) automatic sprinkler head.

3.309.4 VAULTS — Flammable film in amounts greater than five
hundred kilograms shall be kept in vaults constructed as
provided in sub—section 3.308 except that the interior
storage volume shall not exceed twenty cubic metres 20 m

3.309.5 ROOMS — Unexposed film may be stored in the original
approved shipping cases complying with the rules of the
relevant local standard of Department of Transportation
(DOT) in rooms equipped with an approved automatic
sprinkler system complying with the provisions of clauses
under 3.308.15 above.

3.309.6 VENTILATION OF STORAGE ROOMS — Storage rooms shall be
ventilated as specified in clause 3.3O8.13 above, with the
vents arranged to open automatically in the event of fire
in accordance with the approved rules.

3.309.7 HEATING AND/OR COOLING (STORAGE ROOMS) — All heating or
cooling (air—conditioning) equipment and installations
shall conform to the requirements of 3.3O8.19 above. The
duct systems of warm air heating and air—conditioning
systems shall comply with Part 5 Section 2 of this Code,
and shall be protected with automatic fire dampers to cutoff all rooms in which film is handled from all other rooms
and spaces in the building. The heating of film vaults
shall be automatically controlled to a maximum temperature
of twenty—one degrees Celsius (21 degrees C).

3.309.B FIRE PROTECTION OF STORAGE AREAS — Approved automatic
sprinkler systems shall be provided in all buildings and
structures and parts thereof in which flammable film isstored or handled in amounts of more than twenty—four
kilograms (24 kg) and herein specifically required, exceptin projection booths and rewind rooms conforming to the
requirements of clause 3.3O9.9 below. First aid fire—extinguishing and auxiliary fire—fighting equipment shalle provided in accordance with Part 3 Section 7 of thisCode and the approved rules adopted thereunder.

3.309.9 PROJECTION ROOMS REQUIRED (SCOPE) — The provisions of thissection shall apply to rooms in which ribbon—type celluloseacetate or other safety film is used in conjunction with
electric arc, xenon or other light source projection equipment which develops hazardous gases, dust or radiation.
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Where cellulose nitrate film is used, projection rooms

shall comply with NFiPA 40, and/or other applicable stand—

ards. Every motion picture machine projecting film as

mentioned within the scope of this sub—section shall be

enclosed in a projection room. Appurtenant electrical
equipment, such as rheostats, transformers and generators,

may be within the projection room or in an adjacent room of

equivalent construction. There shall be posted on the

outside of each projection room door and within the projec

tion room itself a conspicuous sign with twenty—five

millimetre (25 mm) block letters stating: SAFETY FILM ONLY

PERMITTED IN THIS ROOM. U
3.309.lO CONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTION ROOMS — Every projection room

shall be of permanent construction consistent with the

construction requirements for the type of building in which

the projection room is located. The room shall have a

floor area f not less then seven and one—half square

metres (7.5 m ) for a single machine. Each motion picture

projector, floodlight, spotlight, or similar piece of

equipment shall have a clear working space of not less than

three—quarters of a metre (0.75 m) by three—quarters of a

metre (0.75 m) at each side and at the rear of it, but or1ly

one such space shall be required between two (2) adjacent

projectors (or pieces of equipment). The projection room,

and any rooms appurtenant thereto shall have a ceiling

height of not less than two and one—quarter metres

(2.25 m). The aggregate of openings for projection

equipment shall not exceed twelve and one—half percent (12

1/2%) of the area of the wall between the projection room

and the auditorium. All openings shall be provided with

glass or other approved material, so as to completely close

the opening.

3.309.11 MEANS OF EGRESS FROM PROJECTION ROOMS — The method of

exiting from any projection room shall be as required in

Part 3 Section 5 of this Code (Means of Egress).

3.309.12 VENTILATION OF PROJECTION ROOMS AND EQUIPMENT —Ventilation

shall be provided in accordance with the provisions of this

Section 3.309.13 to 3.309.17.

3.309.13 SUPPLY AIR — Each projection room shall be provided with

two (2) or more separate fresh air inlet ducts with

screened openings terminating within three hundred

millimetres (300 mm) of the floor and located at opposite

ends of the room. Such air inlets shall be of sufficient

size to permit an air change every three (3) minutes. Fresh

air may be supplied from the general building air—

conditioning system; but when this is done, it shall be

arranged that the projection booth will continue to receive

one (1) change of air every three (3) minutes, regardless

of the status of the general air—conditioning system.

1
I
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3.309.14

EXHAUST AIR — Each projection room shall be provided with
one Ci) or more exhaust air outlets which may be manifolded
into a single duct outside the booth. Such outlets shall

be

so located as to insure circulation throughout the room.
Projection room exhaust air systems shall be independent of
any other air systems in the building. Exhaust air ducts
shall terminate at the exterior of the building in such a
location that the exhaust air cannot be readily recircu
lated into the supply air system The exhaust system shall
be mechanically operated and of such a capacity as to
provide a minimum of one (1) change of air every three (3)
minutes. The blower motor shall be outside the duct
system. The projection room ventilation system may also
serve appurtenant rooms, such as the generator room and the
rewind room.

3.309.15 PROJECTION EQUIPMENT VENTILATION — Each projection machine
shall be provided with an exhaust duct which will draw air
from each lamp and exhaust it directly to the outside of
the building in such a fashion that it will not be picked
up by air supply inlets. Such a duct shall be of rigid
materials, except for a continuous flexible connector for
the purpose. The lamp exhaust systems shall not be
interconnected with any other system.

3.309.l6 ELECTRIC ARC PROJECTION EQUIPMENT — The exhst capacity
shall be five and one—half cubic metres (5.5 in ) per minute
for each lamp connected to the lamp exhaust system, or as
recommended by the equipment manufacturer. Auxiliary air
may be introduced into the system through a screened
opening to stabilize the arc.

3.309.17 XENON PROJECTION EQUIPMENT — The lamp exhaust system shall
exhaus not less than eight and one—half cubic metres
(8.5 in ) per minute per lamp, nor less than that exhaust
volume required or recommended by the equipment
manufacturer, whichever is the greater. The external
temperature of the lamp housing shall not exceed fifty
degrees Celsius (50 degrees C) when operating.

3.309.18 LIGHTING CONTROL (FROM PROJECTION ROOMS) — Provision shall
be made for the control of the auditorium lighting, and the
emergency lighting systems of theatres from inside of the
booth, and from at least one other convenient point
elsewhere in the building — all as required under clause
3.318.45 below.

3,309.19 MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT — Each projection room shall be
provided with rewind and film storage facilities. A
maximum of four (4) containers for flammable liquids not
greater than three hundred millilitres (300 ml) capacity
and of a non—breakable type may be permitted in each
projection booth.
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3.309.2O SANITARY FACILITIES — Each projection room shall be

provided with a recess (or small room) containing a
lavatory basin with trapped waste and running water piped
to it. Each projection room serving an assembly occupancy
shall also be provided with a water closet.

3.309.21 SCREENING ROOMS — Screening rooms shall provide a seating
capacity of not more than thirty (30) persons with not less
than two (2) approved means of egress complying with Means
of Egress section of this Code (Part 3 Section 5). Such
rooms shall be enclosed in one (i) hour fire separation
walls with self—closing fire doors or their approved
labelled equivalent at the openings. All seats shall be
permanently fixed in position and the arrangement shall
comply with the requirements of clause 3.315.19 below.

5.309.22 TEMPORARY MOTION PICTURE INSTALLATIONS — Permits for
portable and temporary booth construction for incidental
amusement and educational purposes shall be secured from
the Fire Board/Authority in accordance with the approved
rules.

3.309.23 MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS — CONSTRUCTION — All buildings
designed or used as motion picture studios shall be
protected with an approved two (2) source automatic
sprinkler system complying with the provisions of Part 3
Section 7 of this Code, except that the Building Authority
may exempt rooms designed for housing electrical equipment
from this requirement when constructed for fireproof (Type

1) construction.

3.309.24 SPECIAL ROOMS — Rooms and spaces used as carpenter and
repair shops, dressing rooms, costume and property stage
rooms shall be enclosed in floors, walls and ceilings of
not less than two (2) hour fire—resistance rated
construction.

3.309.25 DECORATIVE HANGINGS FINISH/TRIM — All permanently attached
accoustic, insulating, and light reflective materials, and

any temporary hangings on walls and/or ceilings, shall
comply with the requirements of Part 3 Section 6 of this

Code.

3.309.26 CELLULOSE NITRATE FILM STORAGE — All cellulose nitrate film

shall be stored as required in clause 3.3O9.2 and surplus
film shall not be kept on the studio stage except loaded
magazines in the cameras and sound recording apparatus.
All extra loaded magazines shall be stored in a separate
magazine room enclosed in two (2) hour fl:’e—resistance
rated construction.

3.309.27 FILM LABORATORIES — Film laboratories shall not be located
in other than fireproof (Type 1—A) buildings or structures, I

I
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equipped throughout with an approved automatic sprinkler
system.

3.309.28 FILM EXCHANGES — All film exchanges and depots shall be
housed in buildings and structures of fireproof (Type 1—A)
construction equipped throughout with an approved automatic
sprinkler system. ll flammable film other than that in
process of receipt, delivery or distribution shall be
stored in vaults complying with the requirements of clause
3.308.11.

3.310 Use and Storage of Combustible Fibres

3310.1 GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall apply to
all buildings and structures involving the storage or use
of finely divided combustible vegetable or animal fibres
and thin sheets or flakes of such materials involving flash
fire hazard, including among others: cotton, excelsior
(shredded paper), hemp, sisal,, jute, kapok, and paper and
cloth in the form of scraps and clippings in excess of five
hundred kilograms (500 kg). The provisions of the applic
able standards except as herein specifically provided shall
be deemed to conform to the provisions of this part of the
Code.

3.310.2 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS — All buildings designed for the
storage of combustible fibres as herein described shall be
constructed within the limits of height and area specified
in Table 3.205 in Part 3 Section 2 of this Code for high
hazard use (occupancy group H) except as described in the
following clause 3.3103 through to and including 3.310.8.

3.310.3 SPECIAL LIMITS — A single storage room or space shall nt
be more than four hundred and fifty square metres (450 m )
in ar9 or more than fourteen hundred cubic metres
(1400 m ) in volume unless of protected non—combustible
(Type 2—B) or better construction.

3.310.4 FLOOR LOADS — The floors of all buildings designed for the
storage of combustible fibres shall not be loaded in excess
of one—half (1/2) the safe load capacity of the floor, nor
shall such materials be piled to more than two thirds (2/3)
of the clear storey height.

3.310.5 SALVAGE DOORS — Every exterior wall shall be provided with
a door to each storage compartment arranged for quick
removal of the contents.

3.31O.6 WALL OPENINGS — All openings in outside walls shall be
equipped with approved fire doors and fire windows
complying with requirements of Part 3 Section 6 of this
Code.
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3.310.7 ROOF OPENINGS - All skylights, monitors and other roof
openings shall be protected with galvanized wire or other
approved corrosion—resistive screens with n2t less than six
(6) meshes to the square centimetre (1.0 cm ) or with wired
glass in stationary frames. U

3.31O.8 BOILER ROOMS — All power and heating boilers and furnaces
shall be located in detached boiler houses or in a
segregated boiler room enclosed in three (3) hour
fire—resistance rated construction with direct entrance
from the outside, except that rooms containing gas—fired
heating equipment may have openings into the warehouse
protected with one and one—half (1 1/2) hour fire doors or
their approved labelled equivalent.

3.3lO.9 FIRE PROTECTION — First aid fire protection equipment shall
be provided complying with Part 3 Section 7 of this Code,
consisting of casks, pails, bucket pumps and portable
chemical extinguishers as wel] as standpipes. Where so
required or deemed necessary by the administrative (Local)
authority, a system of outside hydrants on a ring main with
outlets and hoses shall be provided. U

3.3l0.IO HOUSEKEEPING — Ashes, waste, rubbish or sweepings shall not
be kept in wood or other combustible receptacles and shall
be removed from the premises daily. Grass or weeds shall
not be allowed to accumulate at any point on the premises.

3.3lO.l1 OPEN STORAGE - Only temporary open storage or combustible flfibres shall be permitted on the same premises with a fibre
warehouse and shall be kept covered on top and sides with
tarpaulins secured in place. Not more than two hundred
(200) cubic metres of fibre shall be stored in the open;
and fire—extinguishing equipment shall be provided as
directed by the administrative authority.

3.31012 EXEMPTION FROM RESTRICTIONS (BY USE OF SPECIAL TREATMENT) —

When combustible fibres are packed in special non—combus
tible containers or when packed in bales covered with
wrappings to prevent ready ignition, or when treated by
approved chemical dipping or spraying processes to
eliminate the flash fire hazard, the restrictions governing
combustible fibres shall not apply.

3.311 Combustible Dusts, Grain Processing and Storage

3.311.1 GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall apply to
all buildings in which materials producing flammable dusts
and particles which are readily ignitable and subject to
explosion hazards are stored or handled, including, among
others, grain bleachers and elevators, malt houses, flour,
feed or starch mills, wood flour manufacturing and
manufacture and storage of pulverized fuel and similar
uses. The applicable standards except as herein
specifically required shall be deemed to conform to the
requirements of this Code.

I
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3.311.2 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS (BUILDINGS FOR ABOVE USES) — All
such buildings and structures, unless otherwise specifi
cally provided, shall be fireproof (Type 1), non—combus
tible (Type 2), or of laminated planks or timber sizes
qualified for heavy timber mill (Type 3—A) construction,
within the height and area limits of high hazard uses
(occupancy group H) of Table 3.206 except that when erected
of fireproof (Type 1—A) construction, the height and area
of grain elevators and similar structures shall be
unlimited, and when of heavy timber (Type 3—A) construc
tion, the structure may be erected to a height of twenty
metres (20 m); and except further that, in isolated areas,
the height of ly 3—A structures may be increased to
twenty—five mets (25 rn).

3.311.3 GRINDING ROOMS — Every ron or space for grinding or other
operations producing flammable dust shall be enclosed with
floors and walls of not less than two hour fire—resistance
rating when the area is no greater than two hundred and
fifty square metres (250 nr), and of not less than four
hour fire—resistance rating when the are is greater than
two hundred and fifty square metres (250 mi.

3.311.4 CONVEYORS — All conveyors, chutes, piping and similar
equipment passing through the enclosures of such rooms or
spaces shall be constructed dirt and vapour tight, of
approved non—combustible materials complying with Part 4
Section 3 of this Code (elevators, escalators, dumbwaiters,
and conveyor equipment).

3.311.5 EXPLOSION RELIEF — Means of explosion relief shall be
provided as specified in sub—section 3.302 above, or such
spaces shall be equipped with the eqivalent mechanical
ventilation complying with the relevant mechanical Code.

3.3116 GRAIN ELEVATORS — Grain elevators, malt houses and
buildings for similar uses shall not be located within ten
metres (10.0 m) of interior boundary lines or structures on
the same lot.

3.312 Paint Spraying and Spray Booths

3.312.l GENERAL — The provisions of this sub—section shall apply to
the construction, installation and use of buildings and
structures or parts thereof for the spraying of flammable
paints, varnishes and lacquers or other flammable
materials, mixtures or compounds used for painting,
varnishing, staining or similar purpose. All such
construction and equipment shall comply with the approved
rules and the applicable standards.

3.312.2 LOCATION OF SPRAYING PROCESSES — Such processes shall be
conducted in a spraying space, spray booth, spray room or
shall be isolated in a detached building or as otherwise
approved by the Building Authority in accordance with
accepted engineering practice.
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3.312.3 CONSTRUCTION (i) OF SPRAY SPACES — All spray spaces shall
be ventilated with an approved exhaust system to prevent
the accumulation of flammable mist or vapours. When such
spaces are not separately enclosed, non—combustible spray
curtains shall be provided to restrict the spread of fire.

3.31.2.4 CONSTRUCTION (ii) OF SPRAY BOOTHS — Pill spray booths shall
be constructed of approved non—combustible materials
equipped with mechanical ventilating systems.

3.312.5 CONSTRUCTION (iii) OF SPRAY ROOMS — All spray rooms shall
be enclosed in partitions of not less than one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating. Floors shall be water—proofed end
drained in an approved manner. Floor drains to the
building drainage system and the public sewer are
prohibited.

3.312.6 STORAGE ROOMS — Spraying materials in quantities of not
more than seventy—five litres (75 1) may be stored in
approved cabinets ventilated at top and bottom when in
quantities of more than seventy—five litres (75 1) but not
more than four hundred litres (400 1) they may be stored in
approved double—walled non—combustible cabinets vented
directly to the outer air; and all spraying materials in
quantities of more than four hundred litres (400 1) shall
be stored in an enclosure of not less than two (2) hour
fire—resistance rating or in a separate exterior storage
building. Such storage shall not be equipped in quantities
of more than one thousand lit.res (1000 1) except when
stored in isolated storage buildings; and except further
that not more than one hundred litres (100 1) of spraying
material shall be stored in buildings in which pyroxylin
products are manufactured or stored.

3.31.2.7 VENTILATION OF SPRAYING PROCESSES — The ventilation system
shall comply with the provisions of sub—section 3.302
above, and shall be adequate to exhaust all vapours, fumes
and residues of spraying material directly to the outer
air. Fresh air shall be admitted to the spraying spaces in
an amount equal to the capacity of the fan, in such manner
as to avoid short—circuiting the path of air in the working
space and to provide air movement with a velocity of not
less than thirty metres (30 m) per minute at the face of
the spray booth. All ducts and vents shall be constructed
and installed to comply with the relevant mechanical Code.
Unless equipped with approv explosion—proof motors with
non—ferrous fan blade fans, the mechanical exhaust equip
ment shall be located outside of spray spaces.

3.312.8 FIRE PROTECTION (THROUGHOUT SPRAYING AREAS/SPACES) —

Sprinkler heads shall be provided in all spray, dip and
immersing spaces and storage rooms shall be installed in
accordance with accepted engineering practice and relevant

I
I
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standards. When buildings containing spray areas are not
equipped with an approved automatic sprinkler system, the
sprinkler heads in booths and other spray areas and storage
rooms may be supplied from the building water supply when
approved by the Building Authority, to comply with the
provisions of Part 3 Section 7, sub—section 3.706.

3.313 Dry Cleaning Establishments

3.313.l GENERAL — Before any dry cleaning plant is constructed or
an existing plant is remodelled or altered, complete
drawings shall be filed showing to scale the relative
location of the dry cleaning area, the boiler room,
finishing department, solvent storage tanks, pumps,
washers, drying tumblers, extractors, filter traps, stills
piping and all other equipment involving the use of
flammable liquid solvents. All dry cleaning by immersion
and agitation shall be carried on in closed machines,
installed and operated in acjDordance with the approved
rules and the applicable standards.

3.313.2 CLASSIFICATION — For the purpose of this Code, all dry
cleaning and dry dyeing establishments shall be classified
as described in the following clauses 3.313.3 through to
and including 3.313.5.

3.313.3 HIGH HAZARD — All such establishments shall be classified
as high hazard which employ gasoline or other solvents
having a flash point below thirty—eight degrees Celsius
(38°C) in quantities of more than twelve litres (12 1), or
more than two hundred litres (200 1) of flammable solvents
with a flash poin between thirty—eight (38) and sixty
degrees Celsius (60 C).

3.313.4 MODERATE HAZARD — All such establishments employing less
than twelve litres (12 1) of volatile flammables with a
flash point of less than thirty—eight degrees Celsius
(38 degrees C) or less than two hundred litres (200 1) of
solvent with a flash point between thirty—eight (38) and
sixty degrees Celsius (60°C) shall be classified as
moderate hazard.

3.313.5 LOW HAZARD — All such establishments using solvents of
other than volatile flammable liquids or solvents with a
flash point more than sixty degrees Celsius (60°C) in
cleaning and dyeing operations shall be classified as low
hazard.

3.313.6 CONSTRUCTION OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS Ci) HIGH HAZARD — High
hazard dry cleaning plants as herein defined shall be
located in buildings or structures of fireproof (Type 1—A)
construction not more than one (1) storey in height with
solid floors and roofs and without openings other than
required for egress and ventilation purposes. Such
building shall not be used for any other purpose.
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3.313.7 CONSTRUCTION OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS (i) MODERATE HAZARD —

Moderate hazard dry cleaning plants as herein defined may
be located in buildings or structures of any type of
construction other than frame (Type 4) buildings subject to
the fire limit restrictions of Part 3 Section 2 of this
Code and the height and area limitations for high hazard
buildings (occupancy group H) of Table 3.206. The room or
space in which such operations are conducted shall be
enclosed in not less than two (2) hour fire—resistance
rated construction with not less than two (2) means of
egress from each dry cleaning or dry dyeing room or space.

3.313.8 CONSTRUCTION OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS (iii) LOW HAZARD — Low
hazard dry cleaning plants shall not be restricted as to
type of building construction within the height and area
limitations for occupancy group B of Table 3.206; except
that such uses shall not be located in basements nor in a
building used for public assembly (occupancy group A) or
institutional (occupancy group I) purposes.

3.313.9 ROOF CONSTRUCTION OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS — The roof over
high hazard dry cleaning plants shall be flat without attic
or concealed spaces and shall be provided with a pivot type
skylight or other approved vent complying with clauses
under 3.302 (in this section of the Code), arranged to
release outwardly under explosion pressures.

3.3l3.10 FLOOR CONSTRUCTION OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS — The floor
finish in high hazard dry cleaning plants shall be
constructed of water—resistant, non—combustible materials
with non—sparking surface elevated above the adjoining [fl
levels and with door sills not less that two hundred and Jfifty millimetres (250 mm) in height. There shall not be
openings, vaults, or pits below the floor.

3.313.ll EXTERIOR WALLS OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS — Exterior walls of
high hazard dry cleaning plants having a fire separation of
less than ten metres (10.0 m) shall be solid masonry
without openings, but more than two (2) sides of the
building shall not be enclosed in blank walls. Opening
protectives of exterior doors and windows shall have not
less than three— quarter (3/4) hour fire—resistance or the
labelled equivalent construction, and the windows shall be
pressure releasing to comply with clauses under 3.302
above.

3.313.12 BASEMENTS OF DRY CLEANING PLANTS — The basements of all
buildings in which high or moderate hazard dry cleaning
establishments are conducted shall be completely separated
from the superstructure with unpierced floor construction
of not less than two (2) hours fire—resistance rating. The
access to such basements shall be from the exterior only.

I
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5.313.13 BOILER ROOM SEPARATION — Boiler rooms and heating equipment
for high hazard dry cleaning plants shall be separated from
drying rooms, dry cleaning and dry dyeing rooms with
unpierced walls of not less than four (4) hours fire—resis
tance rating and in moderate hazard establishments with
solid walls of not less than two (2) hours fire—resistance
rating; or such boiler rooms shall be located in a separate
building.

3.313.14 VENTILATION — All rooms and spaces in high hazard dry
cleaning plants shall be provided with a mechanical system
of ventilation capable of twenty (20) complete and
continuous changes of air per hour. Mechanical systems of
ventilation in moderate hazard plants shall have sufficient
capacity to insure ten (10) complete and continuous changes
of air per hour. Satisfactory mechanical or natural
ventilation shall be provided in low hazard plants by means
of fans, pipes and ducts to ventilate drying tumblers,
drying cabinets and similar equipment directly to the outer
air.

3.313.15 SOLVENT STORAGE — All volatile flammable solvents with a
flash point below twenty—four degrees Celsisus (24°C) shall
be stored underground in accordance with the provisions of
sub—section 3.303 in this section of the Code. Interior
aboveground storage shall be permitted for solvents with a
flash point above twenty—four degrees Celsius (24°C),
provided the aggregate quantity of such solvent in use in
the system and in storage is not more than two thousand
litres (2000 1), and the capacity of any individual tank is
not more than one thousand litres (1000 1).

3.313.16 FIRE PROTECTION — Every dry cleaning room and dry dyeing
room employing high and moderate hazard solvents shall be
protected with a fire protection system consisting of
approved automatic sprinklers, manually controlled steam—
blankets, carbon dioxide flooding systems or other approved
fire—extinguishing equipment.

3.314 Private Garages

3.314.l ATTACHED GARAGES TO ONE AND TWO—FAMILY DWELLINGS — Private
garages located beneath or attached to sides, back or front
of a one or two—family dwelling shall have walls, parti
tions, floors and ceilings separating the garage space from
the dwelling constructed of not less than one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating. Private garages attached to one and
two—family dwellings shall be completely separated from the

dwelling
and its attic area by moans of one—half (1/2) inch

gypsum board or equivalent applied to the garage side. The
sills of all door openings between the garage and dwelling

shall

be raised not less than one hundred millimetres
(100 mm) above the garage floor. The door opening protec—
tives shall be forty—four millimetres (44 mm) thick solid
core wood doors or approved equivalent.

I
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3.314.2 MOTELS AND MULTI—FAMILY DWELLINGS — Private garages located
beneath motels and multi—family dwellings, and in which
gasoline (petrol) or oil is NOT stored or handled shall be
of protected construction of not less than one and one—half
hour (1 1/2) fire—resistance rating.

3.314.3 SEPARATION BY BREEZEWAY — garage separated from residence
outside the fire limits by a breezeway not less than three
metres (3.0 m) in length may be of unprotected frame (Type
4—B) construction, but the junction of the garage and
breezeway shall be fire—stopped to comply with clauses
under 3.621 in Part 3 Section 6 of this Code.

5.3114.4 OTHER CONDITIONS — All private garages not falling within
the scope of 3.314.1 to 3.3114.3 above attached to, or
located beneath a building, shall comply with the
requirements of clauses 3.3l5.5 below for public garages.

3.3114.5 HEATING EQUIPMENT — Boilers, furnaces, hot water heaters or
any other appliances having an open flame or exposed heated
surfaces shall not be located in a private garage unless
precautions are taken to protect such equipment from impact
by automobiles. This equipment shall have the combustion
chamber, ash pit etc., raised a minimum of one half of one
metre (0.5 m) above the floor to eliminate a possible
source of ignition.

3.314.6 MEANS OF EGRESS — Where living quarters are located above a
private garage, required means of egress facilities shall
be protected from the garage area with one (1) hour
fire—resistance rated construction.

3.315 Public Garages

3.315.l GENERAL — Public garages shall comply with the applicable
requirements of this section. The portions of such
buildings and structures in which gasoline, oil and similar
products are dispensed shall comply with the requirements
of clauses under 3.316 below; the portions in which motor
vehicles are repaired shall comply with clauses under
3.317; and the portions in which paint spraying is done
shall comply with the requirements of clauses under 3.313
above.

3.315.2 CONSTRUCTION — All Group I public garages hereafter erected
shall be classified as storage buildings, moderate hazard
(occupancy group S—i) and all Group 2 public garages shall
be classified as storage buildings, low hazard (occupancy
group 5—2) and shall conform to the height and area
limitations of Table 3.206 (Part 3 Section 2 of this Code)
except as herein specifically provided. The areas used for
dispensing gasoline in such buildings shall be located on
the ground floor and shall comply with the requirements of
clauses under 3.316 below.

I
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3.315.3 SPECIAL HEIGHT LIMITATIONS — Public garage buildings shall
comply with the height and area limitations of Table 3.206
(Part 3 Section 2) for the classification of the use as
specified in clause 3.315.2 above. Such heights may be
increased one (1) additional storey when the building is
equipped with an approved automatic fire suppression
system.

3.315.4 BASEMENTS — The ground floor construction of public garages
of all classifications (and public hangars) with basements
shall be constructed of not less than two (2) hour
fire—resistance rating and shall be water and vapour—proof.
Where openings are provided in the floor they shall be
protected by a curb or ramp not less than one hundred and
fifty millimetres (150 mm) high above the floor to avoid
the accumulation of explosive liquids or vapours and
prevent them from spilling to the lower floor. There shall
be not less than two (2) means of egress from such areas,
one (1) of which shall be. directly to the outside
independent of the exitways serving other areas of the
building.

315.5 MIXED OCCUPANCY — A public garage shall not be located
within or attached to a building occupied for any other
use, unless separated from such other use by walls or
floors complying with Table 3.604 (in Part 3 Section 6 of
this Code) for fire—resistance rating. Such fire
separation walls shall be continuous and unpierced by
openings; except that door openings equipped with
self—closing fire doors all complying with the requirements
under Part 3 Section 6 of this Code shall be permitted. In
buildings of single occupancy not excluding the area
limitations of Table 3.206, doors without a fire—resistance
rating shall be permitted between the garage area and
salesroom or offices that are operated in connection with
the garage.

3.315.6 ROOF PARKING OR STORAGE OF MOTOR VEHICLES (AND AIRPLANES OR
HELICOPTERS) — The roof of a public garage shall not be
used for the parking or storage of motor vehicles unless
the building is of fireproof construction (Type 1—A or
1—B). When the roof of a building is used for parking or
storage of motor vehicles it shall be provided with a
parapet wall or guard rail not less than one metre (1.0 m)
in height and a wheel guard not less than one hundred and
fifty millimetres in height, located so as to prevent any
vehicle from striking the parapet wall or guard rail. The
use of roofs for airplane/helicopter storage and landing
shall be subject to the approval of the local aviation
administration if required.

3.315.7 FLOOR CONSTRUCTION AND DRAINAGE — Floors of public garages
and airplane hangars shall be graded to drain through oil
separators or traps to avoid accumulation of explosive
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vapours in building drains or sewers as provided in the
Plumbing Code. The floor finish shall be of concrete or

other approved non—absorbent, non—combustible material.

3.315.8 VENTILATION — ll public garages and airplane hangars shall

be provided with mechanical or natural ventilation adequate

to prevent the accumulation of carbon monoxide or exhaust
fumes in excess of one (1) part in ten thousand (10,000) or
one—tenth of one percent (.01%) or the concentration of

gasoline vapours in excess of twenty (20) percent bf the

lower explosive limit. The Building Authority may require

a test by a qualified testing laboratory to determine the

adequacy. The cost of test shall be borne by the owner.

5.315.9 BELOW GROUND GARAGES — Enclosed, partly below ground, or

basement public garages shall be equipped with mechanical

ventilation adequate to provide six (6) air changes per

hour. The ventilation system shall be operated at all

times the garage areas are occupied (by people).

5.315.1O REPAIR SHOPS OR ROOMS — When motor vehicles are to be

operated, or engines are run for test purposes, or minor

adjustments, provisions shall be made to collect the

exhaust fumes from each vehicle individually and to

discharge such fumes to the outer air by means of positive

induced draft. The discharge from such a system shall be

located so as not to create a hazard to adjoining proper

ties, but not less than two and one—half metres (2.5 m)
above the adjacent ground level on the exterior of the

building and shall discharge into a yard or court. When

necessary to discharge across a walkway or private

thoroughfare, the discharge opening shall be carried to a

height of not less than seven and one—half metres (7.5 m)

above the ground level or to a distance of one hundred

millimetres (100 mm) above the highest point of the wall of

the building or structure on which it is located.

3.315.l1 PITS — Pits shall not be installed in floors below ground

floors, and pits in ground and any upper stories shall be

provided with mechanical ventilation adequate to provide

the ventilation required under clause 3.315.$ above. The

ventilation system shall be operated at all times the pits

are occupied by workmen or other personnel.

3.3l5.l2 SPECIAL HAZARDS — Any process conducted in conjunction with

public garages involving volatile flammable solvents or

battery charging or similar shall be segregated or located

in a detached building or structure, except as provided in

clauses under 3.303 above for the storage and handling of

gasoline and other volatile flammables. The quantity of

flammable liquids stored or handled in public garages other

than in underground storage and in the tanks of motor

vehicles shall be not more than twenty litres (20 1) in

approved safety cans.

I
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5.315.13 BOILER ROOMS OF PUBLIC GARAGES — All heat generating plants
other then approved direct fired heaters shall be located
in separate buildings or shall be separately enclosed
within the structure with solid, water and vapour—tight
masonry. All rooms housing boilers or stoves or other
heating apparatus shall be cut off from all other parts of
the building with four (4) hour fire—resistance rated
construction with entrance from outside only, and there
shall not be openings through the fire separation wall
other than those necessary for pipes and ducts.

3.316 Motor Fuel Service Stations

3.316.l CONSTRUCTION — Buildings and structures used for the
storage and sale of motor fuel oils may be all types of
construction within the height and area limitations of
Table 3.206 for business (occupancy group B) buildings and
as modified by Part 3 Section 2 sub—section 3.204. The
canopies and supports over pumps and service equipment when
located less than six metres (6.0 m) from interior boundary
lines shall be constructed of approved non—combustible
materials, Type 3—A (heavy timber) construction, or one (1)hour fire—resistance rated construction.

3.3l6.2 EXCEPTIONS — Approved plastics (see also under Part 4
Section 5 of this Code) may be used as canopies over pumps
when conforming to the following requirements:

(i) The canopies are located at least three metres
(3.0 m) from any building on the same property and
face yards or streets not less than twelve metres
(12 m) wide on the other sides, or

(ii) The aggregate area of plastic in eac canopy shall
not exceed twenty square metres (20 m ) in the fire
limits, (i.e. in cerral city areas) or one hundred
square metres (100 m ) outside the fire limits and

(iii) The maximum area o each panel shall not exceed nine
square metres (9 m ).

3.316.3 OPENING PROTECTIVES — All permissible openings in walls
with a fire separation of less than six metres (6.0 m)shall be protected with approved fire windows or fire doors
complying with Part 3 Section 6 of this Code except for
doors in such walls giving access to rest rooms.

3.316.4 BASEMENTS — Motor fuel service stations shall not have
cellars or basements and when pits are provided they shall
be vented as required in clause 3.315.11 above.

3.316.5 GASOLINE STORAGE — All volatile flammable liquid storage
tanks shall be installed below ground and vented as
specified in clauses under 3.303 above. Gasoline may be
stored or handled above ground in approved safety cans of
not more than twenty litres (20 1) each.
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3.316.6 LOCATION OF PUMPS — Gasoline pumps or other mechanical

equipment shall not be installed so as to permit servicing
of motor vehicles standing on a public street or highway

except when necessitated by the widening of streets or

highways; the use of the outer driveway of existing service

stations may be continued for servicing of vehicles when

approved by the authority having jurisdiction.

3.317 Motor Vehicle Repair Shops

3.317.1 GENERAL — All buildings or shelters designed and used for

the repair and servicing of motor vehicles, motor boats,

tractors, airplanes or other automotive machinery or means

of transportation shall be subject to the limitations of

Table 3.206 (Part 3 Section 2 of this Code) and for

moderate hazard storage (occupancy group S—i). Such
buildings shall be used solely for that purpose.

3317.2 ENCLOSURE WALLS — Exterior wal,ls, when located within two

metres (2.0 m) of interior boundary lines or other

buildings shall not have openings therein.

3.317.3 HANDLING OF VOLATILE FLAMMABLES — All volatile flammables

shall be stored and handled as provided in clause 3.316.5
above.

3.317.4 VENTILATION — All rooms and spaces used for motor vehicle

repair shop purposes shall be provided with mechanical or

natural ventilation adequate to prevent the accumulation of

carbon monoxide or exhaust fumes or other injurious gases

in excess of one part in ten thousand (1 in 10,000) or one—

tenth of one percent 0.01% or the concentration of gasoline

vapours in excess of twenty percent (20%) of the lower

explosive limit — see also clause 3.315.8 above re

percentages and tests.

3.317.5 FIRE PREVENTION — Open gas flames (except heating devices

complying with clause 3.315.13) torches, welding apparatus,

or other equipment likely to create an open flame or spark

shall not be located in a room or space in which flammable

liquids or highly combustible materials are used or stored.

3.318 Places of Public Assembly

3.318.l APPLICABILITY — The provisions of this sub—section shall

apply to all places of public assembly and all parts of

buildings and structures classified in the occupancy group

A—i, theatres and in other places of public assembly,

occupancy groups A—2, A—3, and A—4, except as specifically

exempted in 3.319 below.

I
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3.318.2 RESTRICTIONS — The following restrictions as outlined in
3.318.3 to and including 3.318.9 shall apply to places of
public assembly.

3.318.3 HIGH HAZARD USES — A place of public assembly shall not be
permitted in a building classified in the high hazard
group, (occupancy group H).

3.318.4 SUPERIMPOSED THEATRES — An addition or extension shall not.
be erected over the stage section of a theatre, nor shall a
second theatre be erected above another. The Building
Authority may waive the prohibition against super—imposed
theatres and construction above the stage when adequate
access is provided for fire—fighting with direct means of
ventilation to the outer air from the stage portion.

3.318.5 FRAME CONSTRUCTION — A theatre with stage, fly gallery and
rigging loft shall not be permitted in a building of
unprotected frame (Type 4—B) cQnstruction.

3.318.6 LOCATION — All buildings used for assembly purposes shall
front on at least one (1) street in which the main entrance
and exitway discharge shall be located. The total capacity
of such main exitway shall be not less than one—third (1/3)
of the total required width of building exitways.

3.318.7 TRIM, FINISH AND DECORATIVE HANGINGS — All permanent
accoustic insulating and similar materials and temporary
hangings shall comply with the flame—resistance require
ments of Part 3 Section 6 of this Code. Moldings and
decorations around the proscenium openings shall be
constructed entirely of non-combustible material.

3.318.8 EXISTING BUILDINGS — Nothing herein contained shall
prohibit the alteration of a building heretofore occupied
as a place of public asserably for such continued use
provided the occupancy load is not increased and seats,
aisles, passageways, balconies, stages, appurtenant rooms
and all special permanent equipment comply with the
requirements of this article.

3.318.9 NEW BUILDINGS — A building not previously occupied as a
place of public assembly, shall not hereafter be altered to
be so occupied unless it is made to comply with all the
provisions of this sub—section.

3.318.1O THEATRE MEANS OF EGRESS REQUIREMENTS — Although Part 3
Section 5 of this Code covers Means of Egress from all
types of buildings and occupancies, this clause 3.3lB.lO up
to and including 3.318.l8 deals exclusively with theatres;
it must be read in conjunction with Part 3 Section 5, and
should there be any apparent conflict in requirements, the
more stringent of the two shall be accotL
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3.318.Il TYPES OF EXITWAYS — The required exitweys From every tier

or Floor of a theatre shall consist of ground level exitway
discharge doors, interior or exterior stairways or horizon
tal exits which provide direct access to a street, an
exitway discharge court, or unobstructed passageway,
hallway or lobby leading to a street or open public space.
The number, location and construction of all means of
egress facilities shall comply with the requirements of
Part 3 Section 5 of this Code and other applicable
standards, except as herein specifically provided.

3.3l8.12 NUMBER OF STAIRWAYS IN AUDITORIUM — Each tier above the
main floor of a theatre or other auditorium shall be
provided with at least two (2) interior enclosed stairways
which shall be located on opposite sides of the structure;
except that enclosures shall not be required for stairs
serving the first balcony only, or mezzanine thereunder.
Such stairways shall discharge to a lobby on the main
floor.

3.318.13 EMERGENCY MEANS OF EGRESS FROM MAIN FLOOR AUDITORIUM — In
addition to the main floor entrance and exitway, emergency
exitway discharge doors shall be provided on both sides of
the auditorium which lead directly to a street, or through
a passageway to the street independent of other exitways,
or to an exitway discharge court as defined in this Code.

3.318.14 EMERGENCY MEANS OF EGRESS FROM BALCONIES AND GALLERIES —

Emergency exitways shall be provided from both sides of
each balcony and gallery with direct egress to the street,
or to an independent passage—way, or to an exitway
discharge court. There shall not be communication from any
portion of the building to the emergency exitway stairways
except from the tier for which such exitway is exclusively
intended.

3.318.15 EXITWAY DISCHARGE COURTS — All exitway discharge courts
shall be not less than two metres (2.0 m) wide for the
first six hundred (600) persons to be accommodated or
fraction thereof, and shall be increased three hundred
millimetres (300 mm 0.3 m) width for each additional two
hundred and fifty (250) •persons. Such courts shall extend fl
sufficiently in length to include the side and rear U
emergency exitways from the auditorium.

3.318.16 WIDTH OF EXITWAY DOORS - The maximum width of single I
exitway doors shall be one and one—tenth metres (1.1 m) and
the minimum width of double doorways shall be one and
eighty-five hundredths of one metre (1.85 m).

I
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Note: It should be noted that although the maximum width
allowable for single exit doors given in clause 3.514.4
(Part 3 Section 5 of this Code) is one and one—fifth metres
(1.2 m) the maximum width for a single exit door from a
theatre main floor auditorium is slightly less (one and
one—tenth metres) and this must be strictly adhered to.

3.318.17

HARDWARE — Latches or bolts on all means of egress doorways
shall be of an approved self—releasing, panic—proof type
complying with clause 3.514.8 (in Part 3 Section 5 of this
Code).

3.318.18 “EXIT” LIGHTS — All exitway doors shall be marked with
illuminated “Exit” signs complying with clauses 3.523.l and
3.523.2 (in Part 3 Section 5 of this Code).

3.318.19 THEATRE SEATING — The various clauses of this sub—section
also apply to smaller “screening rooms” — see above under
3.309.21.

3.318.20 FIXED SEATS — In all theatres and similar places of
assembly except churches, stadiums and reviewing stands,
individual fixed seats shall be provided with an average
width of not less than five hundred and ten millimetres
(510 mm) and seats shall not be less than four hundred and
eighty—five millimetres (485 mm) wide. All seats shall be
provided with separating arms and arranged in rows not less
than eight hundred and fifteen millmetres (815 mm) apart,
back to back, measured horizontally.

3.3l8.21 NUMBER OF SEATS — Aisles shall be provided so that not more
than six (6) seats intervene between any seat and the aisle
or aisles, except that the number of seats in a row shall
not be limited when self—raising seats are provided which
leave an unobstructed passage between rows of seats of not
less than four hundred and fifty millimetres (450 mm) in
width leading to side aisles in which exitway doorways are
located at not more than seven and one—half metres (7.5 m)
intervals to the exitvtay corridor or exitway discharge
court.

3.318.22

BOX SEATS — In boxes or “loges” with level floors, the
seats need not be fastened do:n when not more than fourteen
(14) in number.

3.318.23 THEATRE AISLES — LONGITUDINAL — The width of longitudinal
aisles at right angles to ro’’s of seats and with seats on
both sides of the aisle shall be not less than one metre
(1.0 m), increasing two centimetres in width (2cm) for
every one metre (1.0 m) of length of aisle from its
beginning to an exitway door, or to a cross aisle or
between cross aisles. ihe width of the longitudinal aisles
with banks of seats on one side only shall be not less than
seven hundred and sixty millimetres (760 mm or .76 m),
increasing as above by two centimetres for every metre
(1.0 m) of length.
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3.318.24 THEATRE AISLES — ACROSS — When there are twenty seven (27)or more Tows of seats on the main floor of theatres, cross
aisles shall be provided so that a block of seats shall not
have more than twenty—two (22) rows. The width of cross
aisles shall be not less than the widest aisle with which
they connect or the width of exitway which they serve; but
a cross aisle shall not be less than one and one—tenth
metres (1.1 m) wide, or when bordering on means of entrance
not less than one and one—fifth metres (1.2 m) wide. In
balconies and galleries of theatres, one (1) or more cross
aisles shall be provided when there are more than ten (10)rows of seats.

3.318.25 GRADIENT — Aisles shall not exceed a gradient of one in
seven (1 in 7) ie. one metre fall (or rise) in seven
metres (7.0 m) of length of aisle.

3.318.26 BALCONY STEPS — Steps may be provided in balconies and
galleries only, and such stepsshall extend the full width
of the aisle with treads and risers complying with Part 3,
Section 5 of this Code which shall be illuminated by lights
on both sides or by a step light or otherwise to insure an
intensity of not less than one—tenth of one lux (0.1 lx).

3.318.27 RAILINGS — Metal or other approved non—combustible railings
shall be provided on balconies and galleries as prescribed
below.

(i) At the fascia of boxes, balconies and galleries not
less than seven hundred and fifty millimetres
(750 mm) in height; and not less than nine hundred
and ten millimetres (910 mm) in height at the foot
of steps;

(ii) along cross aislcs not less than five hundred and
twenty millimetres (520 mm) in height except where
the backs of the seats along the front of the aisle
project five hundred and twenty millimetres
(520 mm); and I

(iii) where seatings are arranged in successive tiers, and
the height of rise between platforms exceeds four
hundred and fifty millimetres (450 mm) not less than
five hundred and twenty millimetres (520 mm) in
height along the entire row of seats at the edge of
the platform.

3.318.28 THEATRE FOYERS — CAPACITY OF — In every theatre or similar
place of public assembly, (excluding churches) for Itheatrical use with stage and scenery loft, a foyer or
lobby shall be provided with a not floor area, exclusive of
stairs or landings, f not less than one—seventh of one
square metre (0.14 m’) for each occupant having access
thereto. The use of foyers and lobbies and other available

I
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spaces for harboring occupants until seats become available
shall not encroach upon the clear floor area herein
prescribed or upon the required clear width of front
exitways.

3.318.29 THEATRE FOYERS — EGRESS FROM — When the foyer is not
directly connected to the public street through the main
lobby, an unobstructed corridor or passage shall be
provided which leads to and equals the required minimum
width of main entrances and exitways. A mirror shall not
be placed so as to give an appearance as a doorway, exit or
passageway.

3.318.3O FOYER LEVEL AND EGRESS GRADIENT — The rear foyer shall be
at the same level as the back of the auditorium and the
means of egress leading therefrom shall not have a steeper
gradient than one in eight (i.e. one hundred and twenty—
five millimetres (125 mm) rise or fall in one metre (1.0 m)
of length).

3.318.31 CONSTRUCTION OF FOYER WALLS — The partitions separating the
foyer from the auditorium and other adjoining rooms and
spaces of theatres shall be constructed of not less than
two (2) hour fire—resistance rating; except that opening
protectives may be constructed of non—combustible materials
without fire—resistance rating.

3.318.32 WAITING SPACES — Waiting spaces for harbouring occupants
shall be located only on the ground or auditorium floor.
Separate exitways in addition to the required theatre
exitways shall be provided from the waiting space based on
an ocupancy of three (3) persons for each square metre
(1.0 m ) of waiting area.

3.318.33 THEATRE STAGE CONSTRUCTION (i) WALLS — Every stage
hereafter erected or altered for theatrical performances
which is equipped with portable or fixed scenery, lights
and mechanical appliances shall be enclosed on all sides
with solid walls of not less than four (4) hour fire—
resistance rating, extending continuously from the founda
tion to at least one and one—fifth metres (1.2 m) above the.
roof. There shall not be window openings in such walls
within two metres (2.0 m) of an interior boundary/lot line;
and all permissible window openings shall be protected with
three—quarter (3/4) hour fire windows complying with Part 3
Section 6 of this Code.

3.318.34 STAGE: FLOOR CONSTRUCTION (ii) — The entire stage, except
that portion used for the working of scenery, traps, and
other mechanical apparatus for the presentation of a scene,
and the roof over the stage shall be not less than three
(3) hour fire—resistance rated construction. All openings
through the stage floor shall be equipped with tight
fitting, solid wood trap doors not less than seventy—five
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millimetres (75 mm) in thickness or other materials of
equal physical and fire—resistance rated properties.

3.318.35 STAGE — RIGGING LOFT (iii) — The rigging loft, fly
galleries and pin rails shall be constructed of approved
non—combustible materials.

3.318.36 STAGE FOOTLIGHTS AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (iv) — Footlights
and border lights shall be installed in troughs constructed
of non—combustible materials. The switchboard shall be so
located as to be readily accessible at all times and the
storage or placing of stage equipment against it shall be
prohibited.

3.318.37 EXTERIOR DOORS OFF STAGE — All required exitway discharge
door openings to the outer air shall be protected with
approved self—closing fire doors, complying with Part 3
Section 6 of this Code. All exterior openings which are
located on the stage for mean.s of egress or loading and
unloading purposes which are likely to open during
occupancy of the theatre, shall be constructed with
vestibules to prevent air draughts into the auditorium.

3.318.38 PROSCENIUM WALL — There shall not be other openings in the
wall separating the stage from the auditorium except the
main proscenium opening; two (2) doorways at the stage
level, one (1) on each side thereof; and, where necessary,
not more than two (2) doorways to the musicians’ pit from
the space below the stage floor. ach such doorway shall
not exceed two square metres (2 m ) in area and shall be
protected with approved automatic and self—closing fire
door assemblies complying with Part 3 Section 6 of this
Code with a combined fire—resistance rating of three (3)
hours or the approved labelled equivalent. The distance
between the top of the proscenium opening and the ceiling
of the stage shall be not less than one and one—half metres
(1.5 rn).

3.318.39 PROSCENIUM CURTAIN — The proscenium opening shall be Iprotected with an automatic fire—resistive and smoke-tight
curtain designed to resist an air pressure of not less than
nine and nine—tenths megapascals (9.9 M Pa) normal to its Isurface, both inward and outward. The curtain shall
withstand a one—half (1/2) hour fire test at a temperature
of not less than nine hundred and twenty—five degrees
Celsius (925°C) without the passage of fl3me. The curtain
shall be operated by an automatic heat activated device to
descend instantly and safely and to completely close the
proscenium opening at a rate of temperature rise of between
eight (8) and eleven (ii) degrees Celsius per minute and by
an auxiliary operating device to permit prompt and immedi
ate manual closing of the proscenium opening. I

I
I
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3.318.40 SCENERY — All combustible materials used in sets and
scenery shall be rendered flame—resistant to comply with
Part 3 Section 6 of this Code.

3.318.41 STAGE VENTILATION — Metal or approved non—combustible
ventilators, equipped with movable shutters or sash shall
be provided over the stage, constructed to open automati
cally and instantly by approved heat activated devices,
with an aggregate clear area of opening not less than
one—eighth (i/a) the area of the stage, except as otherwise
provided in clause 3.318.4 above. Supplemental means shall
be provided for manual operation of the ventilator.

3.318.42 DRESSING AND APPURTENANT ROOMS — CONSTRUCTION OF — Dressing
rooms, scene docks, property rooms, work shops and store
rooms and all compartments appurtenant to the stage shall
be of fire—proof (Type 1) construction and shall be
separated from the stage and all other parts of the
building by walls of not less than three (3) hour
fire—resistance rating. Such rooms shall not be placed
immediately over or under the operating stage area.

3.318.43 OPENING PROTECTIVES — Openings other than to trunk rooms
and the necessary doorways at stage level shall not connect
such rooms with the stage, and such openings shall be
protected with one and one—half (1 1/2) hour self—closing
fire doors or the approved labelled equivalent complying
with Part 3 Section 6.

3.318.44 DRESSING ROOM AND STAGE EXITWAYS — Each tier of dressing
rooms shall be provided with at least two means of egress;
one of which shall lead directly to an exitway corridor,
exitway discharge court or a street. Exitway stairways
from dressing and storage rooms may be unenclosed in the
stage area behind the proscenium wall. At least one
approved exitway shall be provided from each side of the
stage and from each side of the space under the stage, and
from each fly—gallery to a street, exitway discharge court
of passageway to a street. An iron ladder shall be
provided from the gridiron to a scuttle in the stage roof.

3.318.45 LIGHTING (i) EXITWAYS — During occupancy all exitways in
places of assembly shall be lighted to comply with the
requirements of Part 3 Section 5 of this Code (sub—section
3.524).

3.3l8.46 LIGHTING (ii) AUDITORIUMS — Aisles in auditoriums shall be
provided with general illumination of not less than one—
fifth of one lux (0.2 lx) at the front row of seats and
also at the last row of seats and illumination shall be
maintained throughout the performance, but during the
showing of motion pictures or other projections this can be
reduced to one—fiftieth of one lux (0.02 lx) see clause
3.524.2) (in Part 3 Section 5 of this Code) provided that
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the level of illuminance is immediately and automatically
increased to one—fifth of one lux (0.2 lx) in the event of
a fire or any other emergency.

3.318.47 LIGHTING (iii) OTHER PLACES OF PUBLIC ASSEMBLY - All areas
and portions of buildings used as places of public assembly
other than theatres shall be lighted by electric light to
provide a general illumination of not less than one—fifth
of one lux (0.2 lx).

3.318.48 CONTROL — The lighting of exitways, aisles and auditoriums
shall be controlled from a location inaccessible to
unauthorized persons. Supplementary control shall be
provided as specified in clause 3.3O9.18 above in the
motion picture projection room.

3.318.49 FIRE PROTECTION AND FIRE—FIGHTING EQUIPMENT — Every theatre
classified in the use Group A—i shall be equipped with a
fire—protection system complying with the requirements of
Part 3, Section 7 of this Codeand as herein specified.

3.318.5O FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM — Approved automatic fire suppres
sion systems complying with the provisions of sub—section
3.703 and onwards in Part 3 Section 7 of this Code shall be
provided to protect all parts of the building except the
auditorium, foyers and lobbies or in the immediate vicinity
of automatic equipment or over dynamos and electric
equipment. Such protection shall be provided over the
stage, under the gridiron, under all fly—galleries in
dressing rooms, over the proscenium openings on the stage
side, under the stage, in all basements, cellars, work
rooms, store rooms, property rooms and in toilet, lounge
and smoking rooms.

3.318.51 STANDPIPES — Standpipe fire—fighting mains complying with
the provisions of sub—section 3.712 (Part 3 Section 7)
shall be provided with outlets and hose attachments, one
(1) on each side of the auditorium in each tier, one (1) in
each mezzanine, one (1) in each tier of dressing rooms; and
protecting each property, store and work room.

3.318.52 FIRST AID STANDPIPES — First aid standpipes complying with Ithe provisions of sub—section 3.712 (as above) shall be
provided on each side of the stage. Such standpipes shall
not be less than sixty—five millimetres (65 mm) in
diameter, and equipped with thirty—eight millimetre (38 mm)
hose and ten millimetre (10 mm) nozzles.

3.318.53 FIRST AID HAND EQUIPMENT - Approved portable ten litre (10
1) fire extinguishers shall be provided and located as
follows: two (2) on each tier or floor of the stage; one
(1) in each dressing room; and one (1) in each work,
utility and storage room. Fire axes and fire hooks shall
also be provided as directed by the fire authority; and all
fire extinguishers and fire tools shall be securely mounted
on walls in plain view and readily accessible.

I
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3.319 Public Assembly Other than Theatres

3.319.l GENERAL — Other places of public assembly, including
auditoriums, armories, bowling alleys, broadcasting
studios, chapels, churches, community houses, dance halls,
gymnasiums, lecture halls, museums, exhibition halls, night
clubs, rinks, roof gardens and similar occupancies and uses
shall comply with the general exitway requirements of Part
3 Section 5 of this Code and the applicable requirements of
clauses under 3.318 above, except the provisions of clauses
3.318.27 and 3.318.32 or as herein specifically exempted.
Places of public assembly which are equipped with a stage,
movable scenery, scenery loft and dressing rooms shall
comply with all the requirements of clauses under 3.318
except occupancy group A-l, theatres.

3.319.2 NUMBER OF EXITWAYS — Every tier, floor level and storey of
places of public assembly other than theatres, shall be
provided with the number of required exitways as specified
in Table 3.319 and clauses 3.511.2 (in Part 3 Section 5)
and of not less than the required width complying with
clauses under 3.510 (Part 3 Section 5) for the occupancy
load. The required exitways shall be remote and indepen
dent of each other and located on opposii.e sides of the
area served thereby.

TABLE 3.319

MINIMUM NUMBER OF EXITWAYS FOR OCCUPANCY LOADS

Occupancy Load per Floor Minimum Number of Exitways

Not more than 500” 2
501 to 900 3

901 to 1800 4
over 1800 5

3.319.3 AISLES WITH FIXED SEATS — All rows of seats shall be
individually fixed or fixed in rigid units between
longitudinal aisles complying with clauses 3.318.20 and
3.318.23 above except as provided for chapels and churches
in clause 3.512.5 (Part 3 Section 5 of this Code). Where
permitted, continuous fixed benches shall comply with
subsection 3.322 below, in Section 3A.

3.319.4 AISLES WIT;OUT FIXED SEATS — Tables and chairs in all rooms
and spaces for public assembly shall provide convenient
access by unobstructed aisles not less than one metre
(1.0 m) wide which lead to required exitways complying with
(Part 3 Section 5 of this Code).
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PART 3

Section 3A (following on from Section 3)

3.300A SPECIAL USE AND OCCUPANCY REQUIREMENTS FOR HIGH HAZARD
“OPEN AIR” TYPE OCCUPANCIES

3.320 Scope

3.320.1 As this section is a continuation of Section 3, scope is
the same as covered in clause 3,301.1 above.

3.320.2 This section (3A), although really a continuation of 3 is
further sub—divided into smaller sub—sections (a) to (n)
as follows:

(a) Amusement Parks 3.321
(b) Grandstands and stadiums 3.322
(c) Drive—in motion picture theatres 3.323
(d) Tents, Air—supported strUctures and

other temporary structures 3.324
(e) Parking lots/car parks 3.325
(f) Mobile units 3.326
(g) Motels 3.327
(h) Radio and Television Towers 3.328
(i) Radio and T.V. Antennae 3.329
(j) Swimming Pools 3.330
(k) Open Parking Buildings (car) 3.331
(1) Fallout shelters 3.332
(m) High rise buildings 3.333
(n) Covered malls 3,334

3.321 Amusement Parks

3.321.1 CONSTRUCTION — All accessory buildings and enclosed
structures shall be constructed to conform to the
requirements of this Code governing use and occupancy as
regulated by Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1 of this Code)
•and in compliance with the fire limit restrictions of Part
3 Section 2 of this Code, except as may be specifically
required in the following clauses 3.321.2 to and including
3.321.4.

3.321.2 AMUSEMENT DEVICES — The maximum height of any amusement
device in which passengers are transported shall not
exceed twelve metres (12 m) in frame (Type 4) construc
tion; thirty metres (30 m) in unprotected non—cumbustible
(Type 2C) and heavy timber mill (Type 3—A) construction;
and shall not be limited in fire—proof (Type 1)
construction.
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3.321.3 AMUSEMENT PARK BUILDINGS — All enclosed amusement park
buildings over one (1) storey in height shall be
constructed or protected to furnish not less than one (1)
hour fire—reistance rating except where roof framing and
decking are specifically permitted to be of non—combus
tible or mill type construction under the provisions of
this Code.

3.321.4 PROXIMITY TO BOUNDARIES (LOT LINES) OR OTHER BUILDINGS —

All structures located within six metres (6 m) of
boundaries of parks or amusement areas or other buildings
on the same section or lot shall be protected non—
combustible (Type 2—B) or protected masonry enclosed (Type
3—A or 3—B) construction or better.

3.321.5 WALKWAYS AND RAMPS — Walkways. and ramps shall be erected
with a slope not greater than one (1) in ten (10), except
that when approved non—slip surfaces are provided, the
grade may be increased to a maximum of one (1) in eight
(8).

3.321.6 ELEVATING AND CONVEYING EQUIPMENT — The equipment and
operation of all devices and mechanisms for transporting
persons shall comply with the requirements of Part 4
Section 3 of this Code.

3.321.7 TESTS — All amusement devices used by the public which
involve hazardous features shall be installed and operated
as directed by the building authority and shall not be
placed in service until acceptance tests have been made
and the installation has been approved by the relevant
inspector for that body.

3.321.8 TIRE PROTECTION — In addition to the fire extinguisher and
fire—fighting equipment required by the use and occupancy
of each building and structure under the provisions of
this Code, every amusement and exhibition park, when
required by the building authority shall be provided with
a system of fire hydrants and fire lines with the required
water supply, complying with Part 3 Section 7 of this Code
and other relevant standards.

3.322 Stadiums and Grandstands

3322.1 GENERAL — Stadiums and grandstands shall be constructed as
required by this Code and in accordance with the approved
rules and the Standard for Tents, Grandstands and Air—
Supported Structures used for Places of Assembly (NFiPA
102) and/or other relevant standards.

3.322.2 HANDRAILS — Means of egress stairways shall be provided
with a handrail on at least one (1) side. The handrail Imay be broken as necessary to provide for entrance to the
seating platforms.

I
I
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3.322.3 SPACES UNDERNEATH SEATS — Spaces underneath grandstand

seats shall be kept free of all combustible and flammable

materials and shall not be occupied or used t:or other than

exitways; except that when enclosed in not less than one

(1) hour fire—resistance rated construction, the Building

Authority may approve the use of such spaces for other
purposes that do not endanger the safety to public.

3.323 Drive—In Motion Picture Theatres

3.323.l LOCATION — The location of drive—in motion picture

theatres shall be approved by the Local or State Authority
having jurisdiction over highways and streets.

3.325.2 ARRANGEMENT OF LANES — Separate entrance and exit lanes

shall be provided not less than three and three quarter
metres (3.75 m) in width, with not less than twelve metres

(12 m) intervals between accss lanes. The parking space
fcrr each car shall not be less than three metres (3.0 m)
by six metres (6.0 m) in area, and so arranged to provide
continuous lanes of travel.

3.323.3 PROJECTION BOOTH — The projection booth shall comply with
clauses under 33O9.9 above and shall be supported on a
structure of Type 2—C or other approved non—combustible
construction. A motor vehicle shall ‘not be permitted to
park within six metres (6 m) of the projection booth or
room.

3.323.4 TOILET FACILITIES — Separate toilet facilities shall be
provided for each sex as required in the plumbing Code for

places of public assembly.

3.323.5 FIRE PROTECTION — Sufficient approved portable fire
extinguishers shall be prcvided in readily accessible
locations, plainly and visibly identified by signs, at
distances of not more than forty—five metres (45 m) so as
to be available to every motor vehicle as directed by the
Fire Authority. The fire extinguishers shall be mounted
on posts or platforms protected from mechanical injury
with substantial guards as approved by the Building
Authority.

3.324 Tents, Air—Supported Structures, and Other Temporary
Structures

3.324.I CONSTRUCTION — Tents and air supported structures shall be
constructed as required by this Code and the approved
rules.

3.324.2 PERMITS — A special temporar’ permit shall be secured from
the Building Authority for a 1 such installations. Tents,
air—supported structures and other temporary structures
may be erected for a period not exceeding ninety (90) days
for religious, educational, recreational, or similar
purposes.
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3.324.3 LOCATION — Tents and air—supported structures shall be
located outside the fire limits unless an accessible
unoccupied open space is provided around the perimeter
with a minimum width of fifteen metres (15 m).

3.324.4 APPROVED TYPE — Tents, air—supported structures and other
temporary structures shall be of an approved type. The
applicant for a special temporary permit hereunder shall
submit evidence of the adequacy of the temporary structure
in accordance with the requirements of Part 1 Section 1 of
this Code.

3.324.5 FIRE PREVENTION — REMOVAL OF RUBBISH — Combustible
materials shall not be permitted under stand or seats at
any time.

3324.6 FLAMMABLE RUBBISH — (COMBUSTIBLE TRASH) — The area within
and adjacent to tents, air—supported structures or other
temporary structures shall be maintained clear of all
grass or underbrush creating a fire hazard within a radius
of fifteen metres (is m) and all combustible trash shall
be removed from the structure after each performance.

3.325 Car Parks — Parking Lots

3,325.1 CURBCUIS — All car parks shall be aTranged to afford ready
means of entrance and exit at sidewalk (footpath) level;
and special permits shall be secured for curbcuts or
vehicle crossings from the administrative authorities.

3.325.2 LANES AND PARKING SPACES — Access lanes not less than
three and three—quarter metres (3.75 m) in width shall be
provided for each row of cars; and the parking space shall
be not less than two and one—half metres (2.5 m) by five
and one—half metres (5.5 m) in area for each motor
vehicle.

3.325.3 CAR PARK OFFICES — The construction of car park offices
shall comply with the fire limit restrictions of Part 3
Section 2 (clauses under 3.203).

3.325.4 PROTECTION OF ADDOINING PROPERTY — A substantial bumper of
masonry, steel or heavy timber shall be placed near all
interior lot lines to protect structures and property
abutting the parking lot,

3.325.5 SURFACE AND DRAINAGE — All car parking areas shall be tar
or bitumen sealed and/or graded with rolled or compacted
cinders, gravel or other approved non—absorbent materials
to prevent raising of dust and shall be maintained to
prevent drainage onto adjoining properties or any
footpaths adjoining the park.



3.325.6 ELECTRIC LIGHTING OF CAR PARKS — Wiring shall be provided
either underground or on approved standards with shielded
or semi—protected lighting units to furnish adequate
illumination of driveways and lanes required by the Local
Authority having jurisdiction for street lighting, but
such illumination shall not be less than two and
three—quarters lux (2.75 lx) over the whole of the parking
area.

3.326 Mobile Units

3.326.l DEFINITION OF — A structure of vehicular, portable design
built on a chassis and designed to be moved from one site
to another, and to be used with or without a permanent
foundation, usually for residential, office, or similar
uses.

NOTE: Before issuing a permit for a mobile unit, often
referred to as “Mobile Homes” in some countries, Local
Authority officers will have to satisfy themselves that
the unit is not, in fact, going to be used for a long
period in one location. If such is the case, then that
section of the Code dealing with pre—fabricated buildings
(Part 5 Section 2 of this Code) must be complied with.

3.326.2 GENERAL — Mobile units as defined above shall be designed,
constructed and maintained to be transported from one
location to another and not mounted on a permanent
foundation. A mobile unit placed on a permanent
foundation or on foundation piers shall be designed and
constructed to comply with all of the requirements of this
Code for in situ and pre—fabricated construction. Most
Local Authorities have by—laws covering the periods for
which mobile units/mobile homes are permitted to remain on
one site or section and these by—laws must be strictly
adhered to.

3.326.3 CONSTRUCTION — Residential mobile units shall be of an
approved design and construction in accordance with the
applicable ordinances and statutes. All other mobile
units shall be designed and constructed in accordance with
the requirements of this Code. All mobile units on a
permanent foundation shall be evaluated, inspected and
labelled in accordance with Part 5 Section 2 of this Code.

3.326.4 LOCATION — Mobile units shall be located in spaces
approved for such use. The provision of this Code shall
not be construed to repeal, modify or constitute an
alternative to any lawful zoning regulations. In case of
conflict between this Code or any other ordinance or
statute, the most rigid requirements shall apply.

3.326.5 ANCHORING/TIEING DOWN OF UNITS — Every parking space for
mobile units shall be provided with devices for anchoring
the unit to prevent overturning or uplift. The owner of
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the parking space shall anchr or cause to be anchored all
mobile units located on the parking space. Where concrete
platforms are provided for the parking of’ the units
anchorage may be by eyelets imbedded in the concrete with
adequate anchor plates or hooks; or other suitable means.
The anchorage shall be adequate to withstand wind forces
and uplift as required in Part 2 of this Code, the section
dealing with Structural and Foundation Loads and Stresses
for buildings and structures, based upon the size and
weight of the units.

3.327 Motels

3.327.l GENERAL — All buildings and accessory structures erected
for or used as motels shall comply with the requirements fland limitations of this Code for the occupancy and use for
which they are designed and as herein specifically
required. U

3.327.2 GARAGES — Garages when attached to motel residential
buildings shall have the interior faces of all walls, when
not of approved masonry construction, and the ceiling
protected to afford one Ci) hour fire—resistance rating
and all connecting openings shall be protected with
approved three—quarter (3/4) hour fire doors or their flequivalent complying with Part 3 Section 6 of this Code or
with forty—five millimetres (45 mm) solid core wood doors.
Roofed—over passageways may be used to connect garages to
dwellings if protected with one (1) hour fire—resistance
rated construction.

3.327.3 REQUIRED EXITWAYS — All exitways in buildings more than Ione (1) storey in height shall be constructed of one (1)
hour fire—resistance rating and all stories above the
ground floor shall have at least two (2) means of egress
complying with Section 3 Part 5 of this Code. All exit—
ways from residential quarters shall lead to open spaces
not less than six metres (6.0 m) in width which provide
direct access to public streets or highways.

3327.4 DRIVEWAYS, ACCESS WAYS AND PARKING SPACES — The arrange
ment and capacity of driveways, lanes and parking spaces
shall comply with the requirements specified for parking
lots in clauses under 3.325 above.

3.327.5 WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY FACILITIES — Fresh water supply
for drinking and domestic purposes and all sanitary facil
ities shall comply with the provisions of the Plumbing
Code, in Part 4 Section 4 below.

I
I
I
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3.328 Radio and Televiion Towers

3.328.l GENERAL — Subject to the structural provisions of Part 2
Section 2 for wind loads and the requirements of Part 3
Section 6 (3.625) governing the fire—resistance ratings of
buildings for the support of roof structures, all radio
and television towers shall be designed and constructed as
herein provided.

3.328.2 LOCATION AND ACCESS — The towers shall be so located and
equipped with step bolts and ladders to be readily acces
sible for inspection purposes. Guy wires or other acces
sories shall not cross or encroach upon any street or
other public spaces, or over any electric power lines, or
encroach upon any other privately owned property without
written consent of the owner.

3.328.3 CONSTRUCTION — All towers shall be constructed or approved
corrosion—resistive non—combustible materials. Within the
limitations of Part 3 Sectidn 2 (3.203) for fire limits,
isolated radio towers may be constructed of timber sizes
qualifying for mill type construction when not more than
thirty metres (30.0 m) in height.

3.328.4 LOADS — The structures shall be securely braced and
anchored to resist a wind of not less than one undred and
fifty kilograms (150kg) per square metre (1.0 m ) i.e. one
and one—half kilopascals (1.5 kPa) on the net area of both
sides of latticed construction and on the projected area
of the antennae. Where subject to winds of unusual
velocity, the loads shall be increased accordingly. Due
allowance shall be made for effect of shape or individual
elements and contour of the tower as provided in Part 2
Section 2 of this Code.

3.328.5 DEAD LOAD — Antennae and towers shall be designed for the
full dead load as per Part 2 Section 1 of this Code.

3.328.6 UPLIFT — Adequate foundations and anchorage shall be
provided to resist twice (2 times) the calculated wind
uplift.

3.328.7 GROUND/EARTHING — All towers shall be permanently and
effectively earthed/grounded in an approved and acceptable
manner (see also Part 4 Section 2 of this Code).

3.329 Radio and Television Antennae:

3.329.1 WHEN PERMITS NOT REQUIRED — Antennae structures for
private radio or television reception not more than five
metres (5.0 m) in height may be erected and maintained on
the roof of any building without a building permit. Such
a structure, however, shall not be erected so as to injure
the roof covering and when removed from the roof, the roof
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covering shall be repaired to maintain weather and water
tightness. The installation shall not be erected nearer Uto the boundary line than the total height of the antennae
structure, nor shall such structure be installed near
electric power lines or encroach upon any street or other
public space.

3.329.2 WHEN PERMITS ARE REQUIRED — The approval of the building
authority shall be secured for all antennae structures
more than five metres (5.0 m) in height. The application
shall be accompanied by detailed drawings of the structure
and methods of anchorage. All connections to the roof
structure must be properly flashed to maintain water
tightness. The design and materials of construction shall
comply with the requirements of clause 3.328 above for
character, quality, and minimum dimensions.

3.330 Swimming Pools

3.330.l GENERAL — Pools used for swfmming or bathing shall be in
conformity with the requirements of this sub—section,
provided, however, these regulations shall not be
applicable tc any such pool less than twenty—four square
metres (24 m ), except when such pools are permanently
equipped with a water—recirculated system or involve
structural materials. For purposes of this Code, pools
are classified as private swimming poois or public and
semi—public swimming pools, as defined in clause 3.331.2
below. Materials and construction used in swimming pools
shall comply with the applicable requirements of this
Code. Pools used for swimming or bathing and their equip
ment or accessories which are constructed, installed and
maintained in accordance with the applicable standards
shall be deemed to conform to the requirements of this
Code, provided the requirements of clauses under 3.330
below are included in the installation.

3.330.2 CLASSIFICATION OF POOLS — Any constructed pooi which is
used or intended to be used, as a swimming pooi in connec
tion with a single—family residence and available only to
the family of the householder and his private guests shall
be classified as a private swimming pool. Any swimming
pooi other than a private swimming pool shall be classi
fied as a public or semi—public swimming pool.

3.330.3 APPROVALS (i) PERMIT - A swimming pool or appurtenances I
thereto shall not be constructed, installed, enlarged or
altered until a permit has been obtained from the Building
Authority. The approval of all city, and/or country or
other authorities having jurisdiction over swimming pools
shall be obtained before applying to the building author
ity for a permit. Certified copies of these approvals
shall be filed as part of the supporting data for the
application for the permit.

1
I
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3,330.4 APPROVALS (ii) PLANS — Plans shall accurately show dimen
sions and construction of pooi and appurtenances and
properly established distances to boundary line, build
ings, walks and fences; details of water—supply system,
drainage and water—disposal systems, and all appurtenances
pertaining to the swimming pooi. Detail plans of struc
tures, vertical elevations, and sections through the pool
showing depths shall be included.

3.33O.5 LOCATIONS — Private swimming poois shall not encroach on
any front or side yard required by this Code, or the
governing zoning law, except by specific rules of the
jurisdiction in which it may be located. A wall of a
swimming pool shall not be located less than two metres
from rear or side property line, except by specific rules
of the jurisdiction in which it may be located or by a
special dispensation from such jurisdiction or Local
Controlling Authority.

3.33O.6 STRUCTURAL DESIGN — The pool structure shall be engineered
and designed to withstand the expected forces to which it
will be subjected.

3.330,7 WALL SLOPES — To a depth up to one and one—half metres
(1.5 m) from the top, the wall slope shall not be more
than sixty centimetres (0.6 m) horizontal in one and
one—half metres (1.5 m) vertical.

3.33O.8 FLOOR SLOPES — The slope of the floor on the shallow side
of transition point shall not exceed one (1) vertical to
seven (7) horizontal. The transition point between
shallow and deep water shall not be more than one and one—
half metres (1.5 m) deep.

3.330,9 SURFACE CLEANING — All swimming pools shall be provided
with a recirculating skimming device or overflow gutters
to remove scum and foreign matter from the surface of the
water. Where skimmers are used there shall be at least one
(1) SKIMMING DEVICE FOR EACH one hundred square metres of
surface area or fraction thereof, Where overflow gutters
are used they shall be not less than seventy—five milli
metres (75 mm) deep with falls of not less than one in
fifty (1 in 50) to drains, and constructed so they are
safe, cleanable and that matter entering the gutters will
not be washed out by a sudden surge of entering water.

3.33O.1O WALKWAYS — All public or semi—public swimming pools shall
have walkways not less than one and one—quarter metres
(1.25 m) in width extending entirely around the pool.
Where curbs or sidewalks are used around any swimming pooi
they shall have a non—slip surface for a width of not less
than three hundred millimetres (300 mm) at the edge of the
pooi and shall be so arranged to prevent return of surface
water to the pooi.
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3.330.11 STEPS AND LADDERS — One (1) or more means of egress shall
be provided from the pooi. Treads of steps or ladders
shall have non—slip surfaces and handrails on both sides,
except that handrails may be omitted when there are not
more than four (4) steps or when they extend the full
width of the side or end of the pooi.

3.33O.12 WATER SUPPLY AND TREATMENT — All swimming pools shall be
provided with a potable water supply, free of cross—
connections with the pool or its equipment. All public
and semi—public swimming pools shall have equipment
designed and installed so that there is a pooi water
turnover at least once every eight (8) hours. Filters
shall not filter water at a rate in excess of one hundred
an1 twenty—five litres (125 1) per minute per square metre
(m ) of surface area. The treatment system shall be so
designed and installed to provide in the water, at all
times when the pooi is in use, excess chlorine of not less
than four—tenths of one part per million (0.4 ppm) or more
than six—tenths (0.6 ppm) or excess chioramine between
seven—tenths (0.7) and one part per million (1.0 ppm), or
disinfectant may be provided by other approved means.
Acidity/Alkalinity of the pooi water shall not be below
seven (7.0) or more than seven and one—half (7.5). All
recirculation systems shall be provided with an approved
hair and lint strainer installed in the system ahead of
the pump. Private swimming pools shall be designed and
installed so that there is a pool water turnover at least
once every eighteen (18) hours. Filters shall not filter
water at a rate in excess of two Iundred litres per minute
(200 1) per square metre (1.0 m ) of surface area. The
pool owner shall be instructed in proper care and
maintenance of the pool, by the supplier or builder,
including the use of high test calcium hypochiorite (dry
chlorine) or sodium hypochlorite (liquid chlorine) or
equally effective germicide and algaecide and the
importance of proper pH (alkalinity and acidity) control.

3.330.13 DRAINAGE SYSTEMS — The swimming pool and all of its
pumping and filtering equipment shall be so designed and
installed so that it can be completely emptied of water
and the discharged water shall he disposed of in an
approved manner that will not create a nuisance to
adjoining property, or streets adjacent.

3.330.14 SWIMMING POOL APPURTENANT STRUCTURES — All appurtenant
structures, installations, and equipment, such as showers,
dressing rooms, equipment houses or other buildings and
structures, including plumbing, heating, and air condi
tioning, amongst others appurtenant to a swimming poo1,
shall comply with all applicable requirements of this Code
and the zoning laws of the local controlling authorities.

3.33O.15 ACCESSORIES — All swimming pool accessories shall be
designed, constructed, and installed so as not to be a I

1
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safety hazard. Installations or structures for diving
purposes shall be properly anchored to insure stability,
and properly designed and located for maximum safety.

3.330.16 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS (i) EQUIPMENT INSTALLATIONS — Pumps,
filters, and other mechanical and electrical equipment for
public and semi—public swimming poois shall be enclosed in
such a manner so as to be accessible only to authorized
persons and not to bathers. Construction and drainage
shall be such as to avoid the entrance and accumulation of
water in the vicinity of electrical equipment.

3.330.17 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS (ii) SWIMt1INC POOL — Every person
owning land on which there is situated a swimming poo1,
which contains six—tenths of one metre (0.6 m) or more of
water in depth at any point, shall erect and maintain
thereon an adequate enclosure either surrounding the
property or pooi area; sufficient to make such body of
water inaccessible to small children. Such enclosure,
including gates therein, mut be not less than one and
one—quarter metres (1.25 m) above the surrounding ground;
all gates must be self—latching with latches placed one
and one—quarter metres (1.25 m) above the ground or
otherwise made inaccessible from the outside to small
children. A natural barrier, hedge, pooi cover or other
protective device approved by the governing body may be
used so long as the degree of protection afforded by the
substituted devices or structures is not less than the
protection afforded by the enclosure, gate and latch
described herein.

3.331 Open Parking Buildings (for Cars)

3.331.l GENERAL — Open passenger vehicle parking structures are
those structures used for the parking and/or storage of
passenger motor vehicles designed to carry not more than
nine (9) persons, and include the following two (2)
general types.

(i) Ramp—type parking structures are those employing a
series of continuously rising floors or a series of
interconnecting ramps between floors permitting the
movement of passenger automobiles under their own
power to and from the street level; and

(ii) Mechanical—type parking structures are those
employing specially designed parking machines,
elevators, lifts, conveyors, moving cranes, dollies
or other devices for moving passenger automobiles to
and from the street level.

For exitway requirements see Means of Egress Part 3
Section 5 of this Code, clause 3.511.7.
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3,331.2 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS — Passenger vehicle

structures shall be constructed of non—combustjble
materials throughout, including structural framing,
floors, roofs and walls. Any enclosed rooms or spaces on
the premises shall comply with the applicable requirements
of this Code.

3.331.3 SEPARATIONS — Parking structures may be erected without
exterior walls except that an enclosure wall with not less
than two (2) hours fire—resistance rating, without
openings therein, shall be provided when located within
two metres (2.0 m) of interior boundaries unless such
boundaries are adjacent to permanent open spaces (parks)
right—of—way, or similar.

3.331.4 BASEMENTS — Basements, if used for parking of vehicles,
shall be sprinklered in accordance with the provision of
Part 3 Section 7 of this Code (3.703). fl
NOTE: (i) This clause, 3.331.4, refers specifically

to this sub—section Open Parking Buildings
(for cars) only, and does not necessarily
embrace office or other buildings with
basement car parks for its tenants.

(ii) Also there can be exceptions to this
clause, 3.331.4, in certain cases: e.g. if
the “open parking building” is only open on
one side, usually a street side, and the
basement is completely enclosed on all four
sides with no openings to upper floors and
the only openings are for access or egress
of vehicles and these are not below the
open side of upper floors, it is not
required that such basement be sprinklered.
The ruling of both the Local Authority and
the Fire Authority must be sought on any
such dispensations and their unanimous
decison shall be strictly adhered to.

5.331.5 PETROL/GAS DISPENSING — Areas used for dispensing of any
motor fuels in parking buildings shall be located on the
ground floors only, and they shall comply with the
provisions of Part 3 Section 3, clauses under 3.316 above.

3.331.6 HEIGHTS AND AREAS FOR OPEN PARKING STRUCTURES —The heights
and areas of open parking buildings shall not exceed th
limits specified in the following Table 3.331.

3.331.? PROTECTIVE GUARD RAILS — All wells, shafts and other open,
exposed spaces throughout, except on ground floors where
there are no basements or other floor openings, shall be
enclosed and protected with continuous walls or protective
guard rails at least one metre (1.0 m) in height, except
that in those structures wherein vehicles are hoisted to
the desired level and placed in the parking space entirely
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by approved mechanical means, the one metre (1.Om) high
continuous wall or protective guard rail may be omitted on
the side of the parking levels adjacent to the space
occupied by the hoisting and placing equipment.

TABLE 3.331
HEIGHT AND AREA LIMITATION FOR OPEN PARKING STRUCTURES

Type of Construction Height—Stories/Metres Area in Sq. Metre

1—A and 1—B Unlimited Unlimited
2—A 12 stories — 35 m Un1imite
2—B 10 stories — 30 m 15,000
2—C 8 stories — 25 m 9,000 m

2—B and 2—C (Note 1) 2 stories — 7.5 m Unlimited

NOTE: 1:

(a) Type 2—B and 2—C construction may be up to six (6)
stories in height and unlimited in area when at least
50 percent (50%) open on all sides and when the
horizontal distance from any point on any level to an
exterior wall opening on a street, alley court yard
or any other open space exceeds thirty metres
(30.0 m).

(b) Type 2—B and 2—C construction when fully sprinklered
may be of unlimited area.

(c) All above limits of height permit car parking on the
roof.

3.331.8 WHEEL GUARDS — Wheel guards made of non—dombustible
material shall be placed wherever required.

3.332 Fall—Out Shelters

3.332.1 GENERAL — This section of the Code shall establish the
minimum criteria which must be met before a building or
building space can be constructed, occupied, used, or
designated as a fall—out shelter, and such shelters must
be constructed in accordance with applicable standards
such as Concrete Construction, Fire Protection, and Safety
Practices, also up—to—date information may be obtained
through the U.S. Department of Defence publications
obtainable from the Office of the Secretary of the Army,
Washington, D.C. 20390, USA or British Defence Manual,
Ministry of Defence, London, England.
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3.333 High Rise Buildings

3.333.l APPLICABILITY — The provisions of this section shall apply
to all buildings of the following occupancy groups when
such buildings have floors used for human occupancy
located more than seven (7) stories or twenty—five metres
(25 m) above the lowest level of fire department vehicle
access:

(i) Occupancy group B (Business)
(ii) Occupancy group R—l (residential hotel) and
(iii) Occupancy group R—2 (residential multi—family)

3.333.2 MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION — All fire protection systems
shall be maintained in an operative condition at all times
and shall be periodically inspected and tested in
accordance with the Fire Prevention Code. Maintenance
inspections shall be made quarterly and logged in a
journal kept available for inspection.

3.333.3 OPTIONS — All buildings shall be provided with either an
approved automatic fire suppression system or safe areas
of refuge (compartmentation) in accordance with the
following.

3.333.4 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM — When pTovided as
required herein, the automatic fire suppression system
shall be installed throughout the building. The system
shall be designed using the parameters set forth in Part 3
Section Tot’ this Code and the following:

(i) Shut-off valves, and a water flow device shall be
provided for each floor of the building.

(ii) In the two higher seismic zones (u.s. 2 and 3 —

other 1 and 2) each system shall be supplied by
two or more risers (rising mains). An approved
check valve shall be provided and installed at
each point of connection of the sprinkler system
to the riser in such a manner that one of the
interconnected risers can remain operational
should a break occur in the other riser/main.

(iii) In addition to the main water supply in the two
higher seismic zones, a secondary on—site supply
of water equal to the hydraulically calculated
sprinkler design demand plus three hundred and
fifty litres (350 1) per minute additional for the
total standpipe system shall be provided. This
supply shall be automatically available if the
principal supply fails and shall have a duration
of thirty (30) minutes. I

I
I
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3 .333.5 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM ALTERNATIVES — When a
fire suppression system is installed modifications to this
Code are permitted as described in the following.

(i) The type of construction required by this Code may
be modified as follows:

Type of Construction
set out in Table 3.114 Modified Type of Construction
(Part 3 Section 1) Permitted Hereunder

1—A 1—B
1—B 2—A
2—A 2—B

NOTE: For construction classification of buildings, refer to
Part 3, Section 1 of this Code, Table 3.114.

(ii) The fire—resistance rating of exitway access corridors and
vertical separation to tenant spaces shall not be required
in occupancy group B (business) buildings; there shall be
a minimum of one—half (1/2) hour in occupancy group R—l
(residential, hotel) and R—2 (residential, multi—family)
buildings; and the wall or partitions may be terminated at
the lowest portion of the fire—resistance rated assembly
above.

(iii) Vertical shafts other than stairway enclosures and
elevator hoistway enclosures may be reduced to one (1)
hour when sprinklers are installed within the shafts at
alternative floors.

(iv) The exitway access and common corridor doors need not meet
the requirements of Part 3 Section 5 clauses 3.512.6 to
3.512.8 except they shall be self—closing and tight
fitting.

(v) The exitway access travel distance set out in Table 3.509
(Part 3 •Section 5, sub—section 3.509 onwards and Table
3.509 therein) may be increased to ninety metres (90 m).

(vi) Smoke—proof enclosures as set forth in section 3.519 (Part
3 Section 5 of this Code) may be omitted, but required
stairways shall be pressurized to not less than thirty—
five pascals (35 Pa) in the manner described in clause
3.519.1O (in Part 3 Section 5 of Code).

(vii) Spandrel walls, eyebrows and compartmentation are not
required; however, the fire—resistance rating of the
floors and junctures of exterior walls with each floor
must be maintained.
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(viii) Fire dampers, other than those needed to maintain the

fire—resistance rating of the floor—ceiling assembly, are
not required. Where fire dampers will interfere with the
operation of the smoke control system approved alternative
protective devices shall be utilized.

(ix) Openable windows required by clauses 3.511.4 (Part 3
Section 5 of this Code) for emergency egress or rescue may
be omitted.

3.533.6 AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION ALTERNATIVES (B) — AREAS OF
REFUGE — As an alternative to automatic fire suppression
systems, areas of refuge conforming to the following may
be provided:

(i) Every story shall be divided into two (2) or more
areas of approximately the same size with no
single area exceeding fourteen hundred square
metres (1400 m ). The wall and doors between the
areas of refuge shall be constructed as required
for a horizontal exit in sub—section 3.515 and
onwards (Part 3 Section 5 of this Code).

(ii) Each area of refuge (compartment) shall contain a
minimum of one (1) enclosed exitway stairway and
each compartment shall have access to an elevator
which may serve additional compartments. When
elevators are directly accessible to more than one U(1) compartment, the elevator lobby shall be
separated from the compartments by not less than
two (2) hour fire—resistance rated construction
with tight—fitting opening protectives having
fire—resistance ratings of not less than one and
one—half (1/2) hour. (Elevators are not to be
used as a means of egress). I

(iii) Openings in exterior walls, where such openings
are within one and one—half metres (1.5 m) of each
other horizontally on adjacent floors or located
vertically above one another, shall be protected
by approved flame barriers either extending three—
quarters of one metre (0.75 m) beyond the exterior
wall in the plane of the floor or by approved
vertical panels complying with clause 3.608,3
(Part 3 Section 6 of this Code).

(iv) Walls used for compartmenting a building shall
have a fire—resistance rating of not less than two
(2) hours. Duct penetrations of this wall shall
not be permitted. Ferrous or copper piping and
conduit may penetrate or pass through the wall
only if the openings around such piping and
conduit are sealed with impervious non—combustible

I
I
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materials sufficiently tight to prevent the
transfer of smoke or combustion gases from one (1)
side of the wall to the other and are so main
tained. The fire door serving as the horizontal
exit between compartments shall be so installed,
fitted and gasketed that it will provide a
substantial barrier to the passage of smoke and
shall comply with clause 3.515.3 (Part 5 Section 5
of this Code).

(v) The fire—resistive floor or the floor/ceiling
construction shall extend to and be tight against
the exterior wall so that the fire—resistive
integrity between stories is maintained. No
penetrations or other installations which will
impair the fire—resistive integrity of the floor
or floor/ceiling assembly shall be permitted (see
clause 3.605.1 (Part S Section 6) of this Code).

(vi) A manual fire alarm system (pull boxes) shall be
provided.

5.333.7 SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEMS — An approved smoke detector
suitable for the intended use shall be installed in the
following:

(i) Every mechanical equipment room, electrical,
transformer, and telephone equipment room,
elevator machine room, or any similar rooms unless
such rooms are protected with an automatic fire
suppression system, and

(ii) Each connection to a vertical duct or riser
serving two (2) or more stories from return air
ducts or plenums of heating, ventilating and/or
air—conditioning systems, except that in occupancy
group R (residential) occupancies, an approved
smoke detector may be used in each return air
riser carrying not mre than one hundred and fifty
cubic metres (150 m ) per minute and serving not
more than ten (10) air inlet openings.

The actuation of any detector required by this section
shall operate the alarm system and shall place into
operation all equipment necessary to prevent the
recirculation of smoke.

3.333.8 ALARM AND COMMUNICATING SYSTEMS — Alarm and communications
systems shall be provided. These systems shall be so
designed and installed that damage to any terminal unit
will not render more than one section or zone of the whole
system inoperative. A single communication system may be
designed to serve a voice alarm, a public address system,
and fire department communication system.

1
I
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3.333.9 SEISMIC REQUIREMENTS — (referred to also under 3.333.4

(ii) above). In the numerous “earthquake prone” countries
of the world there are three methods of determining heavy,
medium, and light seismic zones thus:

Heavy* Medium* Light

(i) 3 2 1 USA
(ii) A B C Japan/New Zealand
(iii) 1 2 3 other

* For purposes of clarification in this Code, reference is
made to these as “Heavy Zone”, and medium zones rather
than referring to seismic zones 1 and 2 or zones 2 and 3
or A and B.

In all high rise buildings erected in areas designated as
heavy and medium seismic/earthquake zones the anchorage of
the following mechanical and electrical equipment shall be
designed in accordance with Part 2 Section 3 of this Code
for a lateral force based on Cp and/or C as required by
that section unless data approved by the building
authority substantiating a lesser value is furnished:

(i) elevator drive and suspension systems;
(ii) emergency power and lighting facilities,
(iii) fire pumps and all other fire protection equipment

and systems.

3.334 Covered Malls

3.334.1 SCOPE — All covered mall buildings are subject to the
special requirements of this sub—section and can be
divided into two types, A and B. Type A covered mall
buildings are subject to the general provisions of this
Code, while type B covered mall buildings may be designed
and constructed in accordance with the special provisions
as noted herein. All other applicable provisions not
specifically specified herein shall be complied with.

3.334.2 REQUIREMENTS — For type B covered mall buildings, the
following requirements as set out in 3.334.4 to and
including 3.334.24 shall apply.

3.334.3 LEASE PLAN — The permit holder shall provide both the
Building and Fire Departments with a lease plan showing
the locations of each occupancy and its means of egress
after the certificate of occupancy has been issued. Such
plans shall be kept current. No modifications or changes
in occupancy or use shall be made from that shown on the
lease plan without prior approval of the Building
Authority.

I
I
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i
3.334.4 TENANT SEPARATIONS — Each tenant shall be separated from

adjoining tenants by a wall having a minimum one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating which shall extend from the floor
to the underside of the ceiling. No separation is
required between a tenant space and mall.

3.334.5 EXITWAYS — Exitways shall be provided in accordance with
the following: 3.334.6 to and including 3.334.14.

3.334.6 The maximum length of exitway access travel from any point I
within the mall to an approved exitway along the natural
and unobstructed path of travel shall not exceed fifty
metres (50.0 m). I

3.334.7 Each individual occupancy within the covered mall building
shall be provided with a means of egress in accordance
with other provisions of this Code, Measurements may be
made to the entrance of the mall.

3.334,8 When the length of travel from the most remote point I
within a tenant space exceeds thirty metres (30 m) to the
mall, a second means of egress shall be provided. When
two (2) or more means of egress are required, the
secondary exits may open into the mall, an exit corridor,
an exit enclosure, or to the exterior. When a corridor
provides the second means of egress, it shall be of one
(1) hour fire—resistance rated construction and doors to
the corridors shall be of one (1) hour opening protec—
tives. Such doors shall be self—closing, and be so
maintained, or shall be automatic closing when actuated by
smoke detectors.

3.334,9 Large retail stores and supermarkets within the mall
general area shall provide the required number of exitways
and units of exit width directly to the exterior/open air.
The occupant load of such stores (sometimes called “anchor
stores”) opening into the mall shall not be included in
determining exitway requirements for the mall.

3.334.1O The dead end of any mall shall not exceed twice its width. I
3.334.ll In determining required exitway facilities of the mall,

the number of occupants for whom exitway facilities are to
be provided, shall be based on the gross leasable area of
the covered mall building (including the large (anchor)
stores) and shall be based on the following:

Square Metres per person Cross leasable area in m2

2.75 under 27,500 I3.75 27,500 to 65,000
4.5 over 65,000

I
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3.334.12 The minimum width of exitway access passageways and
corridors From a mall shall be one and one—half metres
(1.5 m). I

3.334.13 The required units of exit width and exitways shall be
distributed equally through the mall.

3.334.14 Storage is prohibited in exitway corridors which are also
used for service to the tenants. Such corridors shall be
posted with conspicuous signs so stating. I

3.334.15 MALL WIDTH — The minimum width of the mall shall be six
metres (6.0 m) and there shall be a minimum of three
metres (3.0 m) clear exitway width to a height of two and
four—tenths metres (2.4 m) between any projection of a
tenant space bordering the mall and the nearest kiosk,
vending machine, bench, display opening, or other
obstruction to egress travel.

The mall width shall be sufficient to accommodate the
occupancy load emptying into the immediately adjacent mall
as determined by clauses 3.334.5 to 3.334.14 above for all
occupancies except assembly which shall be determined by
sub—section 3.508 (Part 3 Section 5 of this Code).

3.334.l6 TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION —

Ci) The structural elements of the covered mall building
shall be non—combustible (Type 1 and 2) or heavy
timber (Type 3—A) construction. U

(ii) Floor/ceiling assemblies and their supporting
columns and beams within multi—level covered malls
shall be of one (1) hour fire—resistance rated
non—combustible construction.

(iii) Separation between tenant spaces and the mall is not Urequired. When walls are provided, they shall
comply with the provisions of Table 3.114 (Part 3
Section 1 of this Code) for other non—bearing Ipartitions.

3.334.17 ROOF COVERINGS — Roofing for covered mall buildings shall
be class A, B, or C as required by sub—section 3.626 (Part
3 Section 6 of this Code.)

3.334.18 MIXED OCCUPANCY — (i) Occupancy groups assembly (A), Ibusiness (B), mercantile CM), and residential (R) may be
accessory to the covered mall building. Accessory
occupancies may be three (3) times the area permitted by
Table 3.206 in Part 3 Section 2 of this Code.

I
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Exception: Assembly (A) occupancies shall be so located
in the covered mall building, that their main entrance is
immediately adjacent to a principal entrance to the mall.

5.334.19 MIXED OCCUPANCY CLARIFICATION — (ii) It should be noted
that the sprinkler system required in covered mall
buildings (see 3.334.2O below) shall not be substituted
for the required one hour fire—resistance rated construc
tion. Assembly (A) occupancies other than restaurants
shall have not less than one—half (1/2) of their required
exitways opening directly to the exterior of the covered
mall building.

5.334.20 FIRE PROTECTION — Every covered mall building shall be
provided with fire protection equipment as follows:

(i) The covered mall and all buildings connected
thereto shall be provided throughout with an
approved fire suppression system. The suppression
system in the covered mall shall be independent of
the suppression systems in the buildings connected
to the covered mall.

(ii) All sprinkler control valves shall be electrically
supervised and connected to either the fire
department or to an approved supervisory service. I

(iii) Fire department standpipe outlets shall be provided
within the mall at each entrance to an exit
passageway, corridor or enclosed stairway and at
exterior exits.

(iv) First—aid fire extinguishers shall be provided as Irequired by the fire prevention Code.

3.334.21 FIRE EMERGENCY VENTILATING SYSTEM — The covered mall and
exitway corridors serving the mall shall be equipped with
an approved automatic exhaust system capable of producing
six (6) air changes per hour computed on volume measured
to a height of three and one—half metres (3.5 m) above
each pedestrian area. Necessary outside air to accomplish
the six (6) air changes per hour shall be provided. The
exhaust system shall be activated by smoke detectors corn—
plying with the applicable standards, by operation of the
sprinkler system, and manually. The activation system
shall be installed in an approved manner. Exhaust shall
be taken uniformly from the entire mall area and exitways
serving the mall through an approved duct system with
vents spaced not more than fifteen metres (15m) or through
a ceiling plenum with uniformly distributed openings.
Where tenant spaces are open to the mall area, exhaust may

I
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be taken through the tenant spaces. The approved automa
tic exhaust system may be a separate system or may be
integrated with an approved air—conditioning system. Where
a separate system is provided, operation of the Fire
emergency ventilating system shall automatically shut down
the air—conditioning system or any other devices which
interfere with the effective operation of the Fire
emergency ventilating system.

Exception:

(i) When mall buildings are of (generally) single
storey construction; and

(ii) When the roof of the actual mall/public area is not
less than one and one—halF metres (1.5 m) above the
roof(s) of shops opening off mall; and

(iii) Provided that the area of wall above shop roofs and
below actual mall roof has opening windows, louvres
of other approved vents in it of not less than
fifty percent (50%) of its area, then the above
clause 3.324.2l may, with the approval of the Local
Authority, be disregarded.

3.334.22 FIRE DEPARTMENT ACCESS TO EQUIPMENT — Controls for air—
conditioning systems, sprinkler risers and valves, or
other fire detection, suppression or control elements
shall be accessible to and properly identified with
approved signs for use by the Fire Department.

3.334.23 PLASTIC PANELS AND PLASTIC SIGNS — Within every storey or
level and from side wall to side wall of each tenant,
approved plastic panels and signs shall be limited as
follows:

(i) They shall not exceed twenty (20) percent of the
wall area facing the mall.

(ii) They shall not exceed a height of one metre (1.0 1m) , except if the sign is vertical, the height
shall not exceed two and one—half metres (2.5 m)
and the width shall not exceed one metre (1.0 m).

(iii) They shall be located a minimum distance of one—
half of one metre (0.5 m) from adjacent tenants.

(iv) All edges and the backs shall be fully encased in
metal.

i
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i
3.334,24 KIOSKS — Kiosks and similar structures (temporary or

permanent) shall meet the following requiTements:

(i) Combustible kiosks or other structures shall not be
located within the covered mall unless constructed
of fire—retardant—treated wood throughout, conform
ing to the relevant standards.

(ii) Kiosks or similar structures located within the
covered mall shall be provided with approved fire—
suppression and detection devices.

(iii) The minimum horizontal separation between kiosks Iand other structures within the covered mall shall
be six metres (6.0 in).

(iv) Kiosks or similar structures sha9 have a maximum
area of thirty square metres (30 m

Exce1tions:

(i) Kiosks that do not exDeed ten square metres (10 m2)
in area and are permanently and solely for the sale
of non—combustibles such as crockery, pottery,
hardware and the like in malls that are Fully pro
tected, with a fire suppression system, need not,
with the prior approval of the Local Authority,
comply with 3.334.24 (ii), but must comply with all
other requirements.

(ii) Temporary kiosks or “stands” erected for special
uses such as sale of theatre or lottery tickets, or
for some special fete advertising or similar uses
and provided they are temporary and will be
demolished within thirty days (30 days), with the
prior approval of the Local Authority, need not
comply with 3.334.24.

I
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PART 3

SECTION 4

3.400 LIGHT, VENTILATION AND SOUND TRANSMISSION CONTROL

3.401 Scope

The provision of this section shall govern the means of
light and ventilation required in all habitable and
occupiable spaces and rooms. Every building and structure
hereafter erected and every building room or space which
is changed in use shall be constructed, arranged and
equipped to conform to the requirements of this section
and applicable to other relevant standards.

3.401.1 CONFLICTING LAWS OR REGULATIONS — The provisions covered
in this section of the Code shall not be construed to
nullify the provisions of any other law, ordinance,
regulation, or by—law regulating yards, courts, light
areas or other spaces required for light, ventilation or
fire egress; but the greater requirements shall control
the construction, and the decision of the local body shall
be regarded as final and binding.

3.401.2 BUILDINGS ON SAME SITE/LOT/BUILDING SECTION — If more than
one building is hereafter allowed to be placed on a single
building site, or if a building is placed on the same lot
with existing buildings, the several buildings may be
treated as a single structure for the purpose of this
article, provided equivalent uncovered lot area or other
adequate sources of light and ventilation are furnished
for all habitable and occupiable spaces and rooms.

3.402 Plans and Specifications

3.402.l GENERAL — Plans for all buildings other than one and two—
family and multi—family dwellings, which are designed for
human occupancy, shall designate the number of occupants
to be accommodated in various rooms and spaces, and when
means of artificial lighting, air—conditioning, and/or
ventilation are required, the application shall include
sufficient details and description of the mechanical
system to be installed as herein required or as specified
in applicable British, American, or Canadian Standards,
and also as required by other sections and parts of this
Code, e.g. Part 3 Section 3 (General Building Limitations)
and Part 4 (Services, Equipment and Systems).
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3.403 Standards of Natural Light

3.403.1 GENERAL — In the application of the provisions of this
section, the standard of natural light for all habitable.
and occupiable rooms, unless otherwise specifically
required by the provisions of Part 3 Section 3 of this
Code for special occupancies, shall be based on seventeen
lux (17 lx) of illumination on the vertical plane adjacent
to the exterior of the light—transmitting device in the
enclosure wall and shall be adequate to provide an average
illumination of four—tenths of one lux (0.4 lx) over the
area of the room at a height of seven hundred and fifty
millimetres (750 mm) above the floor level.

3.404 Standards for Natural Ventilation

3.4041 GENERAL — In the application of the provisions of this
section the standard of natural ventilation for all
habitable and occupiable rooms shall be based on a volume
of eleven and one—half cubic..metres (ll.5m3) of air per
occupant with ventilating skylights, monitors, louvres,
windows, transoms, doors, or other alternative ventilating
devices located in the exterior walls or on the roof of
the building as provided in sub—sections 3.407 to 3.415
inclusive.

3.405 Artificial Light and Ventilation

3.405.l WHEN REQUIRED — When natural light and ventilation do not
meet the minimum requirements of this Code, or when rooms,
which by use or occupancy, involve the presence of dust,
fumes, gases, vapours or other noxious or deleterious
impurities that create a fire or health hazard, or when
required by the provisions of Part 3 Section 3 of this
Code for special uses, the building shall be equipped with
artificial light and mechanical means of ventilation under
the conditions and of the minimum capacity prescribed
herein and/or in the Mechanical Code Part 4 (Services
Equipment and Systems).

3.405.2 OPERATION OF VENTILATING SYSTEMS — Where mechanical
ventilation is accepted as an alternate for natural means
of ventilation, or is required under the conditions herein
prescribed, the system, equipment and distributing ducts
shall be installed in accordance with the provisions of
Part 4 Section 1 of this Code (Chimneys, flues, and vent
pipes) and/or to comply with other relevint mechanical
codes such as BSI, ASTM or Canadian. Ventilating systems
shall be kept in operation at all times during normal
occupancy of the building or space so used.

3405.3 HABITABLE ROOMS — The glazed areas of windows and exterior
doors in habitable rooms and spaces need not be openable

I
I
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where an approved mechanical ventilation system is
provided capable of producing two changes of air per hour.
Recirculation of not more than seventy—five percent of the
air supplied may be permitted in habitable rooms except
kitchens, provided the air recirculated does not come from
a plenum or system fed with air returned from habitable
rooms occupied by other families or from stairways or
common hallways; except that recirculation of one hundred
percent of the air supplied may be permitted if the system
supplied only a single dwelling unit.

3.406 Existing Buildings

3.406.1 UNSAFE CONDITIONS — In all existing rooms or spaces in
which the provisions for light and ventilation do not meet
the requirements of this Section and which in the opinion
of the Local Building Authority, are dangerous to the
health and safety of the occupants, they shall order the
required repairs or installations to render the building
or structure livable for the posted use and occupancy
load.

3.4O6.2 ALTERATIONS — A building shal not hereafter be altered or
re—arranged so as to reduce rither the size of a room, or
the fresh air supply, or the amount of available natural
light to less than that required for buildings hereafter
erected; or to create an additional room unless made to
conform to the requirements of sub—section 3.407. The
Building Authority may permit new rooms to be of the same
height as existing rooms in the same storey unless in its
opinion greater provision of artificial light and ventila
tion is deemed necessary to insure healthful living
conditions.

3.4O6.3 (UNCOVERED) YARDS AND COURTS — No buildings shall
hereinafter be enlarged, nor shall the size of the
section/lot on which it is located be reduced or
diminished, so as to decrease the areas and/or dimensions
of required courts or yards to less than that prescribed
in this section, for the lighting and ventilation of new
buildings.

3.4O6.4 EXCEPTIONS — The Local Authority may grant a dispensation
in regards to 3.4O6.3 above w1ere:

(i) an adjoining building has been demolished or reduced
in height since the building under consideration for
alterations was erected; or

(ii) when an adjoining site or lot has been converted to
a street, road, park or right of way since the
building under consideration for alterations was
erected.
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3.407 Natural Lighting and Ventilation of Rooms

3.4O7.1 WINDOWS AND SKYLIGHTS — All habitable and occupiable rooms
or spaces shall contain windows, skylights, monitors,
glazed doors, transoms, glass block panels, or other
light—transmitting media opening to the sky or on a public
street, yard or court complying with the provisions of
this Section. The light—transmitting properties and the
area of the devices used shall be adequate to meet the
minimum daylighting and ventilating requirements specified
herein and in the approved rules as covered below.

3.407.2 WINDOW AND DOOR SIZES — Windows and exterior doors may be
used as a natural means of light and ventilation, and when
so used their aggregate glass areas shall amount to not
less than ten percent of the floor area served, and with
not less than one—half of this required area available for
unobstructed ventilation, that is, opening area of windows
(or doors).

3.4O7.3 CROSS VENTILATION — Although not a definite requirement of
this Code, it is very strongly recommended that when
architects, planners and designers are complying with this
Code, and in particular, these clauses 3.4O7.1 to 3.407,8
they endeavour to obtain cross ventilation wherever pos
sible. Opening doors and/or windows in opposite walls are
the best form of cross ventilation, while opening doors/
windows in adjoining walls are still better than all the
ventilation being in one wall only.

3.407.4 OPENINGS ON YARDS AND COURTS — In order to be credited as
a source of natural light or ventilation under the
provisions of this Section, a window or any other approved
device shall open directly onto a public street, alley or
other open public space, or on a yard or court located on
the same lot or plot complying with the requirements of
sub—sections 3.417, 3.418 and 3.419.

3.407.5 ROOM DIMENSIONS (AND AREAS) — These areas and/or
dimensions are in all cases to be taken as an absolute
minimum, and when any doubt exists, or where they may
appear to be ambiguous, the ruling of the local body
(Inspectors) shall be sought, and their decision shall be
final.

3.4O7.6 CEILINC HEIGHTS — Habitable (space) rooms, other than
kitchens, storage rooms and laundry rooms shall have a
ceiling height of not less than two and four—tenths metres
(2.4 m). Hallways, corridors, bathrooms, water closet
rooms, and kitchens shall have a ceiling height of not
less than two and two—tenths metres (2.2 m) measured to
the lowest projection from the ceiling. If any room in a
building has a sloping ceiling, the prescribed ceiling

I
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height for that room is required over two—thirds of the

area thereof, and the lowest point of the finished ceiling

above finished floor shall not be less than one and eight—

tenths of one metre (1.8 m). No portion of such room e.g.

alcoves, bay or oriel windows, or storage areas, with a

ceiling height of less than 1.8 metres shall be included

in any computation of the minimum area thereof.

3.407.7 FLOOR AREAS — Every dwelling unit shall have at least one

room iich shall have not less than fourteen square metres

(14 m ) of floor area. Other habitable rooms except
kitchens shall have an aea of not less than six and one—

half square metres (6.5 m ).

3.4O7.8 WIDTHS — No habitable room other than a kitchen shall be

less than two and two—tenths metres (2.2 rn) in any

dimension.

3.408 Lighting and Venting of Special Spaces

3.4O8.l ALCOVE ROOMS — When alcove rooms open without obstruction

into adjoining rooms, the required window openings to the

outer air shall be based on the combined floor area of
room and alcove. An alco,ye space shall not be more than

six square metres (6.0 mL) in area and the opening to the

adjoining room shall be not less than eighty percent of

the superficial area of the dividing wall, unless provided

with separate means of light and ventilation.

3.4O8.2 ATTIC SPACES — All attic spaces and spaces between roofs

and top floor ceilings shall be ventilated by not less

than two opposite windows, louvres, or vents with a total

clear area of opening not less than one percent of the

horizontally projected roof area (in gabled roofs). In

hipped roof, lean—to, or flat roofs provisions must also
be made for ventilation of the roof spaces through vented

soffit linings, roof or ridge vents or any other method

approved by the Local Authority.

3.408.3 CRAWL SPACES (UNDER FLOOR AREAS) — In all buildings
constructed without basements in which the ground floor is
suspended and does not bear directly on to the ground (in
wooden floors supported on bearing walls and/or piles, or
suspended reinforced concrete floors) a space shall be
provided under the ground floor of not less than one—half
of one metre (0.5 m) in depth; such space shall be vented
with screened openings (doors or vents) having a clear
area of not less than one—half of one percent (0.5%) of
the enclosed building area. When hollow floating mat
foundations in concrete are provided, the requirement for
ventilation shall not apply.
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3.409 Basements and Cellars

3.409.1 GENERAL — Except as may be otherwise specified for
habitable or occupiable rooms or specifically provided in
Section 3 Part 3 of this Code for special uses, the glass
window area in basements and cellars, except crawl spaces
as provided in sub—section 3.4O8.3 shall be not less than
one—fiftieth of the floor area served, and provisions
shall be made for fresh air supply prescribed for specific
uses in sub—section 3.415 and the Mechanical Section of
this Code (Part 4).

3.410 Business and Work Rooms

3.410.l GENERAL — Offices, stores, mercantile and salesrooms,
restaurants, markets, bakeries, hotel and restaurant
kitchens, factories, workshops, machinery and boiler rooms
shall be provided withthe required windows specified in
sub—section 3.407 for habitable and occupiable rooms,
opening directly on a street or required yard or court; or Isuch rooms shall be equipped with an approved system of
mechanical ventilation complying with sub—section 3.405
and the Mechanical Section of this Code.

3.411 Assembly Rooms (A Group Occupancies)

3.411.l GENERAL - In addition to the requirements of Part 3
Section 3 of this Code for special uses, the required
windows or other approved devices for natural ventilation
shall be distributed as equally as practicable on at least
two sides of the room; and artificial lighting shall
comply with the requirements of this article and Part 4
Section 2 of this Code.

3.412 Rooms of or in Institutional Buildings (I Group
Occupancies)

3.412.1 GENERAL — In buildings of the institutional occupancy
group, every habitable and occupiable room shall be
provided with light and ventilation as herein provided,
except that in buildings used for enforced detention of
people (use group I—I) indirect openings to the street or
court may be permitted through intermediate corridors or
by other approved means of light and ventilation.

3.413 Bath and Toilet Rooms

3.413.1 GENERAL — Every bath and toilet room shall be lighted and
ventilated by one of the methods prescribed in clauses
3.413.2 through to and including 3.413.6. 13.413.2 EXTERIOR WINDOWS — Windows opening to the outer air as
provided in subsection 3.407 btt not less than three—
tenths of one square metre (0.3 m ).

I
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3.413.3 VENT SHAFT WINDOWS — Windows as provided in subsection

3.407

not less than three—tenths of one square metre

(0.3 m ) in area, opening on a vent shaft with a

cros-sectional area of three—tenths of one square metre

(0.3m ) for every one metre (1.0 m) in height ,ut not less

than

eight—tenths of one square metre (0.8 m’) in area,

open to the outer air at top or constructed with

equivalent side louvre openings.

3.413.4
VENTS AND DUCTS — Individual vents or ducts, may be used

provided they are constructed of approved non—combustible

materials complying with Part 4 Section 1 of this Code and

have
a minimum cros—sectional aea of five hundred square

centimetres (500 cm ) or (0.05 m ) wi2th an additional five

hundred square centimetres (500 cm ) in area for each

additional

water closet or urinal stall above two in

number. Such ducts shall be of adequate height and so

located as to ensur a minimum supply of six—tenths of one

cubic etre (0.6 m ) of fresh air per one square metre

(1.0
m ) of room area.

3.413.5 SKYLIGHTS — A skylight of approved non—combustible

construction complying with Part 3 Section 6 clauses

3.625.3, 3.625,4 and 3.625.5 of this Code an not less

than three—tenths of one square metre (0.3 m ) in area

with ventilating opening.

3.413.6 MECHANICAL VENTILATING SYSTEMS — Any system of mechanical

or gravity ventilation capable of producing a change of

air every twelve minutes in private bathrooms. Public

bathroom mechanical ventilation systems shall comply with

the Mechanical Code — Part 4.

3.413.7 RECIRCULATION — Recirculation of air supplied to toilet

rooms, bathrooms and rest rooms shall not be permitted.

3.413.8 ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING - Illumination shall be provided in

all toilet rooms to afford an average intensity of one—

fifth of one lux (0.2 lx) measured at a level of seven

U hundred and fifty millimetres (750 mm) above the floor.

3.414 Stairways and Exitways in Residential and Institutional

Buildings

3.414.l WINDOWS — In all multi—family dwellings (occupancy group

R—2)

and in Institutional buildings for the care or

treatment of people (occupancy group 1—2) required

interior stairways shall be provided with windows to the

outer air aving a glass area of not less than one square

O metre (1 m ) which opens on to a street, alley, yard, or

court, or with the equivalent source of light for each

storey through which the stairway passes; and such

additional artificial lighting to provide the equivalent

I
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illumination at all times that the building is occupied —as specified in sub—section 3.524 (Part 3 Section 5 ofthis Code).

3.414.2 SKYLIGHTS — When the building is not more than three (3)stories in height, a ventilating skylight of the requiredarea may be used in lieu of windows.

3.414.3 HALLWAYS — Hallways should have at least one windowopening directly on to a street or on to a required yardor court in each storey, located so that light penetratesthe full length of the hallway, with additional windowsfor each change of direction of the hallway; or theequivalent artificial lighting shall be provided. Everyrecess or return with a depth or length which exceedstwice the width of the hail, and every corridor separatelyshut off by a door shall be treated as a separate hail, inapplying the provisions of this Section of the Code.

3.414.4 MECHANICAL VENTILATING SYSTEMS — All exitways and commoncorridors in multi—family dwellings (occupancy group R—2)and in institutional (occupancy group I) buildings shallbe provided with not lss than fcrty—five hundredths ofone cubic metre O.45 m ) per minute of fresh air per onesquare metre (1 m ) of floor area. Not more than seventy—five percent of the air supplied shall be recirculated.

3.414.5 BUSINESS AND ASSEMBLY BUILDINGS — All stairway enclosuresshall conform to the requirements of Part 3 Sections 5 and6 of this Code for construction, and shall have the meansof artificial illumination to meet the requirements ofthis Section 4.

3.414.6 INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION — In all required exitways,except in one and two—family dwellings, and wherevernatural lighting is not available, artificial lightingshall be provided to furnish not less than one—fifth ofone lux (0.2 lx) at the floor level of all requiredexitways.

3.415 Required Fresh Air Supply

3.415.1 GENERAL — Mechanical or gravity systems of ventilationshall provide the minimum air changes per hour specifiedin this Code (and the Mechanical Code). Recirculation ofair supplied to kitchens, lavatories, toilet rooms,bathrooms, rest rooms, laboratories and garages shall notbe permitted.

3.416 Ventilation of Shafts — Other than Elevators or DumbwaiterHoistways

3.416.l GENERAL — All enclosed vertical shafts extending throughmore than two stories of every building, except elevator I
I
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or dumbwaiter hoistways, shall be automatically vented to
the outer air as herein required or as specified in Part
3 Section 6 sub—section 3.612 of this Code.

3.416.2 EXTENDING TO ROOT — Shaft enclosures extending to the roof
shall be provided with a metal skylight constructed to
comply with Part 3 Section 6 clause 3.625.3 of this Code
or with windows of equivalent area or with other approved
automatic means of removing hot air and gases.

3.416.3 THERMOSTATIC CONTROL — The automatic operation of fire
shutters, skylights and other vent relief devices may be
controlled by suitable links designed to operate at a
fixed temperature of not more than seventy degrees Celsius
or by electric or pneumatic operation under a rajid rise
in temperature of eight to eleven degrees (8 — 110)
Celsius per minute or by other approved methods.

3.416.4 NOT EXTENDING TO ROOF — Shaft enclosures NOT extending to
the roof shall be provided with gas and smoke relief vents
or adequate mechanical means of ventilation in conformity
to the provisons of Part 3 Section 6 sub—section 3.612.

3.417 Courts — Light Areas

3.417.l GENERAL — All courts and/or light areas required to serve
rooms for light and ventilation purposes shall comply with
the requirements of this section.

3.417.2 MINIMUM WIDTHS — Every such court or area shall have a
minimum width of one—quarter of one metre (0.25 m) for
each one metre (1.0 m) of height or fraction thereof, but
not less than one and one—half metres (1.5 m) for outer
courts and twice these values for inner courts.

3.417.3 IRREGULAR COURT WIDTH — In the case of irregular or
gore—shaped courts, the required minimum width of a court
may be deemed to be the average width; nor shall the
length of any court be more than twice its width.

3.417.4 AREA OF COURT/LIGHT AREA — The cross—sectional area of a
required court shall be not less than one and one—half
times the square of its width; nor shall the length of any
court be more than twice its width.

3.417.5 ACCESS TO COURTS/LIGHT AREAS — A door or other means of
access shall be provided at the bottom of every court that
is not otherwise conveniently accessible for purposes of
cleaning.

3.’i17.6 AIR INTAKES TO COURT LIGHT AREAS — Every court serving one
or more habitable rooms that does not open for its full
height on one or more sides to a street or legal yard
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shall be connected at or near the bottom with a street or
yard by a horizontal intake or passage of fire—resistive
construction. Such intake or passage shall have a cross—
sctional area of not less than two square metres (2.0
m ), and shall remain fully open at both ends and
unobstructed for its full size and length, except that
grilles of non—combustible construction complying with the
approved rules may be permitted at the ends of the intake.

3.417.7 FIRE—RESISTANCE — The walls, floors and ceilings of such
intakes or passages shall have a fire—resistance rating of
not less than two hours in buildings of Types 1, 2 or 3
construction and not less than one hour in Type 4
construction.

3.417.8 COURT WALLS — When in the opinion of the Building
Authority, windows facing on courts do not receive
adequate direct light by reason of peculiar arrangement or
orientation, they may require the walls to be constructed
of light coloured masonry, orto be painted and maintained
in a light colour to furnish additional reflected light.

3.417.9 DRAINAGE TO COURT!5/LIGHI AREAS — The bottom of every court
shall be properly graded and drained (with a ground waste,
grating, and sump) and connected to a public sewer or
stormwater drain or to other approved disposal system
complying with the Plumbing and Drainage Section of this
Code — Part 4 Section 4, and it shall be paved with
concrete or other non—absorbent material when required by
the Building Authority.

3.418 Rear Yards

3.418.1 RESIDENTIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS — At the rear of
every building hereafter erected to be occupied as a one
and two—family or multi—family dwellings (occupancy groups
R—2 and R—3) or Institutional buildings (occupancy group

I) , there shall be maintained a yard of the minimum
dimensions herein prescribed. When such yard serves as a
required light and ventilation court, its minimum
dimensions shall be those required for a court in this
article.

3.418.2 DEPTH OF YARDS — The depth of a required yard between the
extreme rear of the building and the rear lot line shall
be not less than four and one—half metres (4.5 m) at any
point for a height of ten metres (10.0 m), and shall
increase one metre in depth for each additional three
metres (3.0 m) of height above that limit; except that for
a corner lot the minimum depth shall be not less than
three metres (3.0 m). When the lot is less than twenty
metres (20.0 m) in depth, the required yard may be
diminished one metre (1.0 m) in depth for each two metres
less than twenty metres (20.0 m). I

I
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3.418.3 OTHER OCCUPANCY GROUPS — In buildings of other occupancy
groups, rear yards shall be provided to serve all
habitable and occupiable rooms requiring light and
ventilation from such source. The lowest level of such
yards shall begin at the sill level of the first floor
windows, with a depth of nDt less than three metres (3.0
m) for a height of ten metres (10.0 m) and shall increase
one metre (1 m) for each additional four metres (4.0 m) of
height above that level.

3.419 Obstruction of Courts and Yards

3.419.l PERMISSIBLE PROJECTIONS — Every required court and yard
shall remain unobstructed for its required area and full
height, except for the projections permitted in Part 3
Section 2 of this Code. In residential and institutional
buildings, clothes poles, arbors, garden trellises and
other such accessories shall not be prohibited in the open
spaces at ground level.

3.419.2 MOTOR VEHICLE PARKING — When approved by the Building
Authority required court and yard areas may be used for
automobile oarking spaces or private garages not exceeding
one storey in height when accessory to and only for the
use of occupants of a residential building, provided
required windows for light and ventilation are not
obstructed thereby.

3.420 Fire Emergency Ventilating System(s)

3.42O.1 COMMON CORRIDORS — In all buildings herein required to
have fire emergency ventilating systems, the common
corridors shall be constructed with:

(i) vertical fire—vent stacks and lateral fire—vent
ducts as herein provided; or

(ii) windows to the outer air; or

(iii) mechanical ventilating or exhaust systems; or

(iv) other equivalent approved means for dissipating
smoke, heated air and toxic gases directly to the
outer air in the event of. fire.

3.42O.2 WHERE REQUIRED — fire emergency ventilating systems shall
be provided as decribed below:

1. In buildings used for 1—1 and 1—2 (institutional)
occupancy groups which:

(a) exceed three (3) stories or twelve metres (12.0
m) in height; and
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(b) exceed2 nine hundred and fifty square metres
(950 m )in floor area; and

(c) are occupied by more than fifty persons above
the ground floor, or have more than twenty—five
sleeping rooms above the ground floor.

2. In buildings used for R—1 and R—2 (hotel and apart
ment house) occupancy groups which:

(a) same as 1 (a) above;

(b) same as 1 (b) above;

(c) same as 1 (c) above.

3. In all fully enclosed industrial buildings without
provision of e.terior openings for ventilation
purposes.

3.420.3 FIRE VENT DUCTS — When the common corridors and exitways
are not ventilated by windows opening directly to the
outer air as required in sub—section 3.414, a system of
collecting fire ducts shall be provided in each storey of
aggregate size to remove the smoke, hot air, and noxious
fumes or gases in event of fire. Each duct shll be not
less than one—tenth of one square metre (0.1 m ) in area
located in the common hallways with screened openings
complying with the approved rules, constructed as provided
for hot air ducts in Part 4, Section 1 of this Code.
(Chimneys, Flues and Vent Pipes).

3.420.4 THERMOSTATIC OPERATION — When not connected to a vent
stack, the inlet openings on each storey shall be
controlled by automatic heat—operated devices as required
in clause 3,416.3 above and in accordance with the
approved rules.

3.42O.5 FIRE VENT STACKS — When the fire ducts do not discharge
directly to the outer air in each storey, one or more
fire vent stacks of adequate capacity shall be installed
to accommodate the discharge from the fire duct system in
any one floor or enclosed fire area, but an individual
stack shall2not be less than four—tenths of one square
metre (0.4 m ) in area, and all stacks shall terminate in
an approved automatic cowl or ventilator outlet above the
roof.

3.42O.6 LOCATION OF STACKS — The vent stack shall be located in as
central a position as practicable with respect to the
floor area vented thereby, preferably in the vicinity of
vertical shafts and shall extend continuously to the roof.

I
I
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3.420.7 VENT CONTROL OF 5TACKS — The vent control of the vertical
stacks shall consist of approved non—combustible dampers,
shutters, or a glazed metal sash designed to open out
wardly, located not less than six metres (6.0 m) distant
from window openings or exitway doors in adjoining walls
and shall be equipped with a thermostatic unit arranged to
open at a predetermined rate of temperature rise in
accordance with the approved rules. Auxiliary mechanical
means for manual operation of all vent controls shall be
provided in an accessible location designated by the
Building Authority.

3.420.8 STACK CONSTRUCTION — The stack enclosure shall be
constructed to be vapour and smoke—tight with walls of not
less than two (2) hour fire—resistance rating, and without
openings other than the fire duct outlets and the top
automatic ventilator outlet.

3.42O.9 MECHANICAL EXHAUST SYSTEMS — When mechanical exhaust is
required to operate the emergency ventilating system
either in horizontal ducts or vertical vent stacks, the
installation shall be thermostatically controlled and
installed in accordance with the provisions of the
Mechanical Code, and the approved rules.

3.421 Fire Ventilation of Open Wells

3.421.1 CENERAL — Open wells including unenclosed supplemental
stairways and well openings for moving stairways not
accepted as a required element of an exitway shall be
permitted in buildings of other than occupancy groups A—4,
and I (assembly, schools and institutional) when equipped
with an approved automatic fire suppression system and
protected on every floor pierced by the opening with an
approved automatic exhaust system or by other approved
method as herein required to prevent the passage of fire,
smoke and gases to the storey above.

3.421.2 EXHAUST SYSTEM — The approved automatic exhaust system may
be a separate unit or integrated with an approved air—
conditioning system and shall be thermostatically con
trolled to operate simultaneously with the detection of
fire.

3.421.3 CAPACITY OF EXHAUST SYSTEM — The exhaust system shall be
of adequate capacity to create a down draft in the open
well with sufficient velocity of flow over the entire area
of the well opening under normal conditions of window and
door openings in the building. In air—conditioned
buildings, the system shall operate in a manner
satisfactory to the Building Official with the normal air—
conditioning fans shut off.
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3.421.4 DRAFT STOP — An approved draft stop shall be installed at
each storey of the open well. The draft stop shall
enclose the perimeter of the unenclosed opening and shall
extend from the ceiling downward at least one—half of one
metre (0.5 m) on all sides. Automatic sprinklers shall be
provided around the perimeter of the opening and within
six—tenths of one metre (0.6 m) of the draft stop. The
distance between the sprinkers shall not exceed two metres
(2.0 m) centre to centre.

3,421.5 ELECTRICAL POWER — The electrical power for all parts of
the exhaust system and fresh air intake shall be supplied
from an emergency electrical system.

3.421.6 ALTERNATE PROTECTION — Unenclosed stairwells, when not
protected as herein specified, shall be equipped with an
approved automatic pow—controlled fire shutter (metal
roller door).

3.421.7 AIR—CONDITIONED BUILDINGS — The exhaust system herein
required, when installed in an air—conditioned building,
shall be so arranged as to automatically stop the
operation of the mechanical air—conditioning and
ventilating systems and close the dampers of the return
air duct connection in the event of fire.

3.422 Window Cleaning Safeguards

3,422.1 GENERAL — All buildings over four stories in height or
fifteen metres, whichever is the lesser, and in which the fl
windows are cleaned from the outside shall be prGvided L

with anchors or safety rails or other approved safety
devices approved by the Local Authority. Such anchors,
safety belt terminals, or other devices shall be of an
approved design, and constructed of non—corrosive
materials securely anchored to the window frames or to
walls of the building. Cast iron or bronze anchors shall
be prohibited.

3.423 Sound Transmission Control (In Residential Buildings) d
3.423.1 SCOPE — This section shall apply to all common interior

walls, partitions and floor—ceiling construction between
adjacent tenant units or between a tenant unit and
adjacent public areas such as halls, corridors, stairs, or
service areas in all residential occupancies.

3.423.2 AIRBORNE NOISE — Walls, partitions and floor—ceiling
construction separating tenant units from each other or
from public areas shall have a sound transmission class
(SIC) of not less than forty—five for airborne noise.
This requirement shall not apply to dwelling unit entrance
doors. However, such doors shall be tight fitting to the
frame and sill. I

I
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3.1423.3 TESTED ASSEMBLIES — All walls, partitions and floor—
ceiling constructions tested in accordance with the
applicable standard ASTM E90 (or equivalent British
Standard) and which meet the requirements for a forty—five
SIC rating shall be considered as meeting the requirements
of this Section.

3.423.4 STRUCTURE—BORNE SOUND — Floor—ceiling construction between
tenant units and between a tenant unit and public service
area within the structure shall have an impact insulation
class (IIC) rating of not less than forty—five.

3.423.5 TESTED ASSEMBLIES — All floor—ceiling constructions tested
in accordance with the applicable standard ASIM E492 (or
equivalent British Standard) and which meet the require
ments for a forty—five IIC rating shall be considered as
meeting the requirements of this Section.
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PART 3

SECTION 5

3.500 MEANS OF EGRESS

3.501 Scope

3.501.l The purpose of this section of the Caribbean Uniform
Building Code is to define minimum standards of
exit/egress facilities for occupants of buildings.

3.502 General Requirements

3.502.1 All new buildings hereinafter erected and any existing
buildings being altered or added to, or any existing
buildings where the occupancy classification is being
changed either with or without major alterations to the
building, shall comply with this Code to provide a safe
means of egress for the occupants in case of fire or other
disaster.

3.502.2 When strict compliance with the provisions of this Code is
not possible or practical, the Local Authority may accept
alternate means of egress which will accomplish the same
purpose.

3.502.3 No building under construction shall be occupied in whole
or in part until all exit facilities required for the part
to be occupied are completed and available for use.

3.503 Plans and Specifications

3.503.1 ARRANGEMENT OF EXITWAYS — The plans shall show in
sufficient detail the location, construction, size and
character of all exitways together with the arrangement of
aisles, corridors, passageways and hallways leading
thereto in compliance with the provisions of this Code.

3,503.2 NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS — In other than one and two—family and
multi—family dwellings, the plans and the application for
permit shall designate the number of occupants to be
accommodated on every floor, and in all rooms and spaces
as required by the building official. When not otherwise
specified, the minimum number of occupants to be
accommodated by the exitways shall be determined by the
occupancy load prescribed in Part 3 Section 1 of this
Code. The posted occupancy load of the building shall be
limited to that number.
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3.504 Use and Occupancy Requirements

3.504.1 NEW BUILDINGS — Every building and structure and part
thereof hereafter erected shall have the prescribed number
of exitways of one (1) or more of the approved types
defined in this article. Exitways, in combination with the
exitway access and exitway discharge, shall provide safe
and continuous means of egress to a street or to an open
space with direct access to a street.

3.504.2 MIXED USE GROUPS — In buildings classified in more than
one (1) use group, each fire area shall be considered
separately in determining the required number, capacity,
size and construction of all exitways.

3.504.3 MULTIPLE TENANTS — When more t.han one (1) tenant occupies
any one (1) floor of a building or structure, each tenant
shall be provided with direct access to approved exitways.

3.504.4 The number of occupants of any building, or portion of any
building shall not exceed the permitted or posted capacity
based on occupancy loading.

3.504.5 When assessing occupancy loading of any building Part 3 ISection 1 of this Code shall be read in conjunction with
this section (5).

3.505 Air—Conditioned Buildings

3.505.l LOCATION OF STAIRWAYS — In all buildings, without exterior
window openings in all stories, that are artificially
ventilated and air—conditioned as provided in Part 3
Section 4, the stairways element of required exitways
shall be located so as to be accessible to the Fire
Department either through the access openings specified in
Part 3 Section 2 or as otherwise approved in at least
alternate stories of the building.

5.505.2 EXHAUST DUCTS — Exhaust ducts or vents of air—conditioning
systems shall not discharge into stairway or elevator
enclosures, nor shall corridors serving as exitway egress
be used as the return exhaust from air—conditoned spaces
through louvres or other devices in the doors or
partitions enclosing such air—conditioned spaces; unless
such passageways are equipped with approved smoke
detectors to automatically 3top the supply and exhaust
fans and close the louvre3, and unless such use is
approved by the Building Aut[ority.

I
I
I
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3.506 Existing Buildings

3.506.l OWNER RESPONSIBILITY — The owner or lessee of every
existing building shall be responsible for the safety of
all persons in, or occupying, such premises with respect
to the adequacy of means of egress therefrom.

3.506.2 UNSAFE OR INADEfUATE MEANS OF tORESS — In any existing
building, not provided with exitway facilities as herein
prescribed for new buildings and in which the exitways are
deemed inadequate for safety by the building official or
safety inspector, such additional provision shall be made
for safe means of egress as he shall direct.

3.506.) APPEAL ACAINST ORDER TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL EXITS —Within
fourteen (14) days of an order to update the means of
egress from any building, an owner or lessee may lodge an
appeal with the Local Authority against complying fully
with that order. The Local Authority shall then appoint an
Arbitrator, who along with tepresentatives of the Fire
Board and others will again look into ways and means of
bringing such building up to a reasonable safety standard.
The Arbitrator’s decision will be final and binding on all
parties.

3.507 Maintenance of Exitways

).5O7.1 It shall be unlawful to obstruct; or reduce in any manner,
the clear widths of any doorway, hallway, passageway,
stairway or any other exitway required by the provisions
of this Code.

3.507.2 All exterior stairways and fire escapes shall be properly
painted before and after erection; and shall be scraped
and painted as often as necessary to maintain them in safe
condition. Particular care must be taken to ensure treads
of stairs and decking of walkways shall not be allowed to
become smooth and slippery during wet weather.

3.508 Occupancy Load

3.508.l DESION OCCUPANCY LOAD — In determining required exitway
facilities the number of occupants for whom exitways
facilities shall be provided will be in accordance with
the following:

a. the actual number of occupants for whom each occupied
space, floor, or building, as the case may be, is
designed; or

b. the number of occupants computed at the rate of one
(1) occupant per unit of’ area as prescribed in Table
3.508 or
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c. the number of occupants of any space as computed in a
or b above, plus the number of occupants similarly
computed for all spaces that discharge through the
space in order to gain access to an exitway.

3,508.2 ASSEMBLY OCCUPANCY — The occupancy load for places of

assembly may be determined as provided in 3.5O8.l above if
the necessary aisles and means of egress are provided as
approved by the building authority. An aisle, egress and

seating diagram may be required by the Building Authority
to substantiate the occupancy load.

3.508.3 MEZZANINE LEVELS — The occupancy load of a mezzanine floor

discharging through a floor below shall be added to that

floor occupancy, and the capacity of the exitways shall be

designed for the total occupancy load thus established.

3.508.4 ROOFS — Roof areas occupied as roof gardens or for

assembly, storage or other purposes shall be provided with

exitway facilities to accommodate the required occupancy

load, but there shall not be less than two (2) approved

means of egress for assembly uses from such roof areas.

3.5O8.5 SPECIAL OR UNLISTED OCCUPANCIES - Where data regarding the

area per person for an occupancy is not listed in Table

3.508, the occupant load shall be established by the

architect or engineer, subject to the approval of the

Building Authority.

3.508.6 CONFLICTS — When there are special requirements for

specific occupancies or uses which differ from general

requirements herein prescribed, such special provisions

shall take precedence.

3.508.7 NON—SIMULTANEOUS OCCUPANCY — The occupancy load of

toilets, locker rooms, meeting rooms, storage rooms,

employee cafeterias, and similar rooms or spaces that are

not occupied at the same time as other rooms or spaces on

the same floor of a building, may be omitted from the

occupant load calculation of the floor on which they are

located, to the extent that such spaces only serve

occupied rooms on the same floor.

3.508.8 MODIFICATIONS - The following modificaton, alterations,

dispensations, may be made to the occupancy load of any

building by the Building Authority.

(a) When the actual occupancy load of any space will be

significantly different from that determined by Table

3.508 the Building Authority may establish an alter

nate basis for the determination of the occupant load.

The space occupied by permanent fixtures or displays

could serve to reduce the occupant load — for example

I
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(b) When a building is altered or changed in occupancy so
as to require enlarged exitway facilities, the
building authority may authorize the alteration or
change in occupancy, without an enlargement of exitway
facilities, provided the occupancy load is limited to
that accommodated by the existing exitway facilities
as determined by the provisions of this Code.

3.509 Types and Locations of Exitways

3.509.]. GENERAL — All approved exitways, including doorways,
passageways, corridors, interior stairways, exterior
stairways, moving stairways, smokeproof enclosures, ramps,
horizontal exits, bridges, balconies, fire escapes and
combinations thereof shall be arranged and constructed as
provided in this Code.

3.509.2 ARRANGEMENT — All required exitways shall be located as to
be discernable and accessible with unobstructed access
thereto and so arranged as to’ lead diTectly to the street
or to an area of refuge with supplemental means of egress
that will not be obstructed or impaired by fire, smoke or
other cause.

3.509.3 EXITWAY DISCHARGE — All exitways shall discharge directly
on to a public way or at a yard, court or open space of
the required width and size to provide all occupants with
a safe access to a public way.

3.5O9.4 REMOTE LOCATION — Whenever more than one Ci) exitway is
required from any room, space or floor of a building, they
shall be placed as remote from each other as practicable,
and shall be arranged to provide direct access in separate
directions from any point in the area served.

3.509.5 LENGTH OF TRAVEL — Except as modified by provisions of
3.511.3 of this Code for buildings with one (1) exitway,
all exitways shall be so located that the maximum length
of exitway access travel, measured from the most remote
point to an approved exitway along the natural and
unobstructed line of travel shall not exceed the distance
given in Table 3.509; except where the area is subdivided
into rooms or compartments, and the egress travel in the
room or compartment is not greater than 16 metres (16 m)
in use groups equipped with an automatic fire suppression
system, the distance shall be measured from the exit way
access entrance to the nearest exitway.
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TABLE 3.508

MAXIMUM FLOOR AREA ALLOWANCES PER OCCUPANT
IN SQUARE METRES

OCCUPANCY GROUP USE AREA PER OCCUPANT

ASSEMBLY: (A) concentrated-chairs only, O.65m2 net

not fixed unconcentrated—
tables and chairs 1.4 net

standing spaces(s) 0.28 net

area with fixed seats no. of fixed seats

school/college classrooms 2.0 net

library reading rooms 4.6 net

library stack areas 9.0 gross

BUSINESS: (B) General business areas 9.0 gross

court rooms 3.75 net

FACTORY AND
INDUSTRIAL: (F) industrial areas generally 18.0 gross

INSTITUTIONAL: i) sleeping areas 7.5 gross

in—patient treatment areas 22.5 gross

out—patient areas 9.0 gross

MERCATILE: (M) shops & other vocational room
areas 4.6 net

salesrooms — shopping malls 4.6 net

mercantile basement &
ground floors 2.8 gross

mercantile upper floors 5.6 gross

storage, packing &
shipping areas 9.0 gross

RESIDENTIAL: (R) houses, flats, condominiums

(R—3+4) 18.0 gross

motels, boarding houses,
hostels, dormitories (R—2) 9.0 gross

STORAGE: (s) storage areas generally,
also mechanical equi ment
rooms 27.0 gross
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TABLE 3.509

LENGTH OF EXITWAY ACCESS TRAVEL IN METRES

WITHOUT FIRE WITH A FIRE
OCCUPANCY GROUP SUPPRESSION SYSTEM SUPPRESSION SYSTEM

ASSEMBLY (A) 45 60
BUSINESS (B) 60 90
FACTORY AND INDUSTRIAL (F) 60 90
HIGH HAZARD (H) 22
INSTITUTIONAL (I) 30 60
MERCANTILE (M) 30 45
RESIDENTIAL (R) 30 45
STORAGE, LOW HAZARD (5.1) 90 120
STORAGE, HIGH HAZARD (5.2) 60 90

NOTE: The maximum length of exitway access travel in unlimited area
buildings shall be 120 metres.

3.510 Capacity of Exits

3.510.1 UNIT OF EGRESS WIDTH — The unit of egress width for all
approved types of means of egress parts and facilities
shall be 560 mm (22 inches) with a credit of one—half
(1/2) unit for each 300 mm (12 inches) width in addition
to one (1) or more 560 mm units. Fractions of a unit of
width less than 300 mm shall not be credited.

3.510.2 DESIGN ALLOWANCE FOR USE GROUPS — Except as may be
specifically modified in Part 3 Section 3, the design
capacity per unit of egress width shall be computed in
accordance with Table 3.510 for the specified use or
occupation group.
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TABLE 3.510

CAPACITY PER UNIT EGRESS WIDTH

OCCUPANCY Without fire suppression system With fire suppression system

GROUP Number of Occupants Number of Occupants

Doors, Ramps and Doors, Ramps and

Stai rways Corridors Stairways Corridors

Assembly (A) 75 100 113 150

Business (B) 60 100 90 150

Factory and
Industrial (F) 60 100 90 150

High Hazard (H) — — 60 100

Institutional (I) 22 30 33 45

Mercantile CM) 60 ,IOO 90 150

Residential (R) 75 100 113 150

Storage (5) 60 100 90 150

3.511 Number of Exitways

3.511.1 GENERAL — The following general requirements appiy to

buildings of all use groups. More restrictive

requirements that may be provided in Part 3 Section 3 for

special uses and occupancies shall take precedence over

the general provisions of this section.

3.511.2 MINIMUM NUMBER — There shall be not less than two (2) I
approved independent exitways serving every storey except

in one and two—family dwellings and as modified in 3.5l1.3

below. I
3.511.3 BUILDINGS WITH ONE EXITWAY — Only one (1) exitway shall be

required in buildings of the use group and characteristics

specified in the following Table 3.511 and in the first

storey of buildings 190 square metres or less in area with

an occupancy load not exceeding fifty (50) persons on the

first storey. I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3.511

BUILDINGS WITH ONE EXIT

Characteristics Of The Building

Mm. Fire— Mm. Fire—
Max. exit— resistance resistance

Max. height way access rating rating
Occupancy above ground travel of exitway of opening
Group Level Size distance enclosure protection

R—2 2 stories 4 dwelling 15 metres 1 hour 1 hour
(residential units per
multi—family) floor

B 2 stories 280 m2 22 metres 1 hour 1 hour
(Business) per floor

Note 1: Areas complying with definition for basements shall not be counted as
a storey.
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3.511.4 EMERGENCY ESCAPES — Every sleeping room below the fourth
storey shall have at least one openable window or exterior
door approved for emergency egress or rescue. These
emergency exits must be operable from the inside without
the use of separate tools. Where windows are approved as
a means of egress or rescue, they shall have a sill height
of not more than 1.2 metres above the floor.

3.511.5 All egress or rescue windows from sleeping rooms must have
a minimum net2 clear opening of six—tenths of one square
metre (0.6 m ). The minimum net clear opening height
shall be 610 millimetres and the minimum net clear opening
width dimension shall be 510 millimetres.

3.511.6 EXCEPTION — Ground floor windows may have a minirjm net
clear opening of one—half of one square metre (.5 m ).

3.511.7 OPEN PARKING STRUCTURES — Parking structures shall have
not less than two (2) exitways from each parking tier,
except that where vehicles ai’e mechanically parked, only
one (1) exitway need be provided. The maximum distance
from any point on a parking tier to an exitway at that
tier shall not exceed thirty metres (30 m). Unenclosed
vehicle ramps may be consideed as required exitways if
pedestrian facilities are povided. Interior exitway
stairways need not be enclosec.

3.512 Passages and Corridors as Exitway Accesses

3.512.1 ACCESS PASSAGEWAYS — Direct exitways access shall be
provided to required exitways through continuous
passageways, aisles or corridors, conveniently accessible
to all occupants and maintained free of obstruction.

3.512.2 TURNSTILES AND GATES — Access through turnstiles, gates,
rails or similar devices shall not be permitted.

3.512.3 RESTRICTIONS — The required width of passageways, aisles
or corridors shall be maintained free of projections and
restrictions except doors opening into such spaces may
reduce the clear width to not less than one—half (1/2) the
required width. When fully open the door may project not
more than 150 mm into the requ red width.

3.5l2.4 DEAD ENDS — Exitways access passageways and corridors in
all stories which serve more than one (1) exitway shall
provide direct connection to such exitways in opposite
directions from any point in he passageway or corridor,
insofar as practicable. The lnngth of a dead end corridor
shall not be more than six met’es (6.0 m).

I
I
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3.512.5 WIDTH — The unit of egress width and occupancy allowances
of aisles and corridors, unless otherwise provided for
special uses and occupancies in Part 3 Section 3, shall
comply with Table 3.510 with a minimum total width of 1.1
metres except in institutional (I) buildings used for the
movement of beds which shall be 2.4 m; in schools with
more than one hundred (100) occupants which shall be
1.85 m; in one and two—family dwellings which shall be one
metre (1.0 m); and in churches and chapels, side aisles
shall be not less than eight—tenths of one metre (0.8 m)
clear.

3.512.6 ENCLOSURES — All corridors serving as exitways access
shall be enclosed in fire separation walls having a
fire—resistance rating of at least one (1) hour when
serving an occupancy load greater than thirty (30).

3.512.7 OPENING PROTECTIVES — All door assemblies from rooms
opening onto a corridor required to be of one (1) hour
fire—resistance rated construbtion shall be self—closing
(or automatic closing by smoke detection) with a thirty
(30) minute (1/2 hour) fire protection rating without the
hose stream, and labelled and listed by an independent,
approved agency.

3.512.8 All doors or door assemblies from rooms opening on •to a
corridor, required by Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1) to be
of two hour fire—resistance rated construction, shall be
one and one—half (1 1/2 hr) hour fire doors.

3.513 Ground Floor Passageway and Lobbies Used as Exitways

3.513.l PASSACEWAYS — Every required interior and/or exterior
exitway element which does not adjoin a public way
(street, footpath, right—of—way or lane) shall be directly
connected to a public way or to an open court leading to a
public way by an enclosed and protected passageway.

3.513.2 VESTIBULE — An exitway may discharge into an interior
vestibule used for ingress and egress only and which
complies with the following:

(a) the vestibule depth from the exterior of the building
is not greater than 3 metres and the width is not
greater than six metres (6.0 m) and

(b) the vestibule is separated from the remainder of the
level of discharge by self—closing doors and the
equivalent of six and one—half millimetres (6.5 mm)
thick wired glass in steel or aluminium frames.

3.5l3.3 LOBBY — An exitway may discharge into an interior lobby
which shall be provided with an automatic fire suppression
system and any other portion of the floor with access to
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the lobby shall be provided with an automatic fire
suppression system or shall be separated therefrom in
accordance with the requirements for the enclosure of
exitways.

5 .513.4 WIDTHS AND HEIGHTS — The effective width of the passageway
shall be not less than three—quarters (3/4) of the
aggregate width of all required exitway stairways leading
thereto and all required exitway doorways opening into the
passageway. Such passageway shall have a minimum width of
1.1 metres and a minimum clear ceiling height of 2.4
metres.

3.513.5 MAXIMUM STAIRWAY LIMITATIONS - Not more than fifty (50) U
percent of the required stairways shall discharge through
the same passageway.

3.514 Means of Egress Doorways

3.514.1 GENERAL — The requirements ofthis section shall apply to Uall doorways serving as a component or element of a means
of egress; except that this section shall not apply to
doorways leading to or from required stairways (see
clauses 3.517.17, 3.519.4 and 3.520.40).

3.514.2 NUMBER OF DOORWAYS — Every room or tenant space with an
occupancy load of more than fify (50) or which exceeds
two hundred square metres (200 m ) in area shall have at
least two (2) egress doorways leading from the room or
tenant space to an exitway or corridor. All doors shall
swing in the direction of egress travel when serving an
occupancy load of twenty—five (25) or more or a high
hazard occupancy.
Exception: One and two—family dwellings.

3.514.3 ENTRANCE AND EGRESS DOORWAYS — Where separate doors are
provided for entrance and egress use, the entrance door
shall be clearly marked “Entrance only” in letters not
less than 150 mm in height and be legible from both inside
and outside. I

5.514.4 SIZE OF DOORS — The minimum width of single door openings
shall provide a clear width of not less than eight hundred
and ten millimetres except in one and two—family dwellings
(use groups R—3 and R—4) the clear width shall be not less
than seven hundred and ten millimetres (710 mm). The
maximum width shall be 1.2 m nominal. Means of egress
doors in institutional buildings (use group 1) used for
the movement of beds shall be at least 1.1 m wide. When
the doorway is subdivided into two (2) or more separate
openings, the minimum clear width of one (1) opening shall
be not less than 810 mm, and each opening shall be

I
I
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computed separately in determining the number of required
units of egress width. The height of doors shall not be
less than two metres (2.0).

3.514.5 LOCATION OF DOORS — The required doors opening from a room
or space within a building and leading to an exitway
access shall be located as far as practicable from each
other. The distance of exitway access travel from any
point in a room or space to a required exitway door shall
not exceed the limitations of clause 3.509.5 of this Code
(see Table 3.509).

3.514.6 DOOR HARDWARE — All egress doors shall be readily openable
from the side from which egress is to be made without the
use of a key or special knowledge or effort except for
special institutional uses as indicated in 3.514.9.
Except for dwelling units, draw bolts, hooks and other
similar devices shall be prohibited on all egress doors,
unless there is a readily visible, durable sign on the
door stating “This door to remain unlocked during
occupancy”. The sign shall be in letters not less than 25
mm high on a contrasting background. The locking device
must be of a type that wilt be readily distinguishable as
locked. The use of manually operated flush bolts or
surface bolts is prohibited.

3.514.7 Double cylinder dead locks (or bolts) requiring a key
operation on both sides are prohibited on required means
of egress in all occupancies.

3.5148 PANIC BOLTS/DEVICES — All doors equipped with latching
devices, in buildings of occupancy group A (assembly) with
an occupant load greater than forty—nine (49) shall be
equipped with approved panic hardware. Acceptable panic
hardware will be a device which causes the door latch to
release when a force of 7 kilograms is applied in the
direction of egress to a bar or panel extending not less
than one—half (1/2) of the width of the door and at a
height greater than 0.75 metres but less than 1.1 metres
above the floor.

3.514.9 REMOTE CONTROL — In rooms of use group 1—1 (institutional,
restrained) occupied as places of detention, approved
releasing devices with remote control shall be provided
for emergency use.

3.514.10 MECHANICAL OPERATIONS — All doors which open into enclosed
exitway stairs, exitway passageways or those which are
installed to provide fire or smoke barriers across
corridors shall be self—closing and be so maintained, or
shall be automatic doors which will close upon activation
of an approved smoke deteótor. Where egress doors are
arranged to be opened by non—power—operated mechanical
devices of any kind, they shall be so constructed that the
door may be opened manually and will release under a total
pressure of not more than 7 kilograms applied in the
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direction of egress travel. Power—operated exitway doors
shall be capable of being opened with not more than 22.5
kilograms pressure applied at the normal door knob
location when power is lost.

3.514.11 DOOR CONSTRUCTION — All required egress doors that serve
as an element of an exitway shall be self—closing or
automatic except for ground—floor exitway discharge doors
and revolving exitway doors.

3.514.12 GROUND—LEVEL EXITWAY DISCHARGE DOORS — Doors on ground
floors may be glazed with plate glass not less than 6.5
millimetres plate glass thick, or with any other approved
glazing materials. Approved doors having one (1) or more
unframed edges may be used, provided they are constructed
of safety glazing not less than 12.5 mm thick.

3.514.13 DOORWAY EXIT RAMPS: FOR THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED — From
each ground—floor exitway required by Part 3 Section 2 for
the physically handicapped and aged, there shall be pro
vided, after exiting the structure, a hard surfaced area a
minimum of 1.2 metres in width centered at the required
opening and extending to a property line adjoining a
public street or alley or a point which is a minimum of 3
metres clear from any part of the structure. At the exit
door, the level of the exterior surface shall not be
elevated from the floor inside the door, nor shall it be
more than 50 millimetres below the floor inside the door.
A ground—floor exitway shall not have a threshold greater
than 12 millimetres high, with bevelled edges. The floor
and exterior surface shall not have a grade of more than
two (2) percent for a distance of 1.8 metres either side
of the door. The remainder of the required exterior hard
surfaced area shall have an elevating gradient not greater
than five (5) percent. Such walks shall be of a continuing
common surface not interrupted by steps or abrupt changes
in grade.
Exception: One and two—family dwellings (occ. groups R—3
and R—4) and 0cc. group T.

3.514.14 EXIT DOOR ARRANGEMENT — Hinged outward opening doors in
series shall not be regarded as approved exit doors unless
they have at least 2 metres space between them when
measured in their closed position.
Exception: (a) Power—operated doors

(b) One and two—family dwellings (occupancy
groups R—3 and R—4)

(c) Buildings of occupancy group I (Temporary
Structures).

3.514.15 REVOLVING DOORS — Generally, revolving doors, shall not be
used as emergency exit doors, but a special dispensation
may be applied for if the following conditions are met
(see 3.514.16, a and b).

I
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3.514.16 (a) When hinged and outward opening exit doors are placed
on either side of a revolving door and these
additional doors make up at least two—thirds of the
required exitway units, and

(b) When the revolving doors can have two alternate leaves
hinged onto the two remaining leaves and such folded
together leaves automatically lock in a position
ninety degrees (900) from the main line of wall in
which doors are situated, then such revolving doors
may be counted as one exit unit.

3.515 Horizontal Exits

3.515.1 GENERAL — Horizontal exits as herein defined shall be
accepted as an approved element of a required means of
egress when complying with the requirements of this
section of the Code. The connection between the areas of
refuge as herein specified may be accomplished by
protected openings in a fire-resistance rated wall, by a
vestibule, or by an open—air balcony or bridge.

3.515.2 SEPARATION — The separation between fire areas shall be
provided by at least a two (2) hour fire—resistance rated
fire wall or fire separation wall.

3.515.3 OPENING PROTECTIVES — All fire doors in horizontal exits
are to be self—closing or autmatically closing when
activated by an approved smoke detector. All doors shall
swing in the direction of egress travel. When serving as
a dual element of a means of egress, there shall be
adjacent openings with swinging fire doors opening in
opposite directions.

3.515.4 SIZE OF DOORS — Size of openings in fire walls shall
comply with the provisions of Section 6 but the width of
one (1) opening used as a required exit shall not be
greater than two and one—quarter metres (2.25 m) nor shll
the area exceed seven and one—half square metres (7.5 m ).

3.515.5 AREAS OF REFUGE — The discharge area of a horizontal exit
shall be either public areas or spaces occupied by the
same tenant and each such area of refuge shall be adequate
to house the total occupancy load of both connected areas.
The capacity of areas of refuge shall be computed on a net
floor rea allowance of three—tenths of one square metre
(0.3 m ) for each occupant to be accommodated therein
except for non—ambulatory institutional areas which shall
be ten times this amount per occupant, not including areas
of stairs, elevators and other shafts or courts.

3.515.6 UNLOCKED DOORS — Horizontal exit doors shall be kept
unlocked and unobstructed whenever the area on either side
of the horizontal exit is occupied.
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3.515.7 EGRESS FROM AREA OF REFUGE — This shall be by stairway

(s). In multi—storey buildings, there shall be at least
one (1) interior enclosed stairway or smoke—proof
enclosure on each side of the horizontal exit, and any
fire area not having a stairway accessible thereto shall
be considered as part of an adjoining section with such
stairway; but the length of exitway access travel distance
to the horizontal exit or the required exitway shall not
exceed the requirements laid down in 3.509,5 and Table
3.509 of this Code. fl

3.516 EgTess Ramps

3.516.l CAPACITY - The capacity of ramps used as an egress
component shall be computed in accordance with sub—section
3.510 to and including Table 3.510 of this Code.

3,516.2 MINIMUM DIMENSIONS — The minimum dimensions of all egress
ramps shall be as required in 3.517.3 and 3.517.5
inclusive. I

3.516.3 WIDTH — The minimum width of an egress ramp shall be not
less than that required for passageways/cor’idors in
clause 3.513.4.

3.516.4 HEADROOM — The minimum headroom in all parts of the egress
ramp shall be not less than two metres (2.0 m).

3.516.5 RESTRICTIONS — Egress ramps shall not reduce in width in
the direction of egress travel. Projections into the
required ramp and landing width are prohibited except for
handrails and stringers. Doors opening onto a landing
shall not reduce the clear width to less than one and one—
tenth metres (1.1 m).

3.516.6 LANDINGS — Landings shall be provided at all points of
turning, entrance, exiting and doors. Ramp slopes greater
than one (1) in fifteen (15) shall have landings at the
top, bottom and each 1.2 metres (5 feet) of vertical rise.
Each landing shall have a minimum length of 1.8 metres
except the bottom landing which shall have a length of two
metres (2.Om).

3.516.7 MAXIMUM SLOPE — A ramp used for egress for the physically
handicapped shall have a maximum slope of one (1) in
twelve (12). All other egress ramps shall have a maximum
slope of one (1) in eight (8). I

3.516.8 SURFACE — For all slopes exceeding one (1) in twelve (12),
and wherever the use is such as to involve danger of
slipping, the ramp shall be surfaced with approved non—
slip materials.

I
I
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3.516.9 HANDRAILS — Handrails shall be provided on at least one
(1) side of every ramp having a slope greater than one (1)
in fifteen (15), and they shall be not less than 760
millimetres nor more than 900 millimetres in height,
measured from the surface of the ramp. Handrails shall
be smooth and shall extend 300 millimetres beyond the top
and bottom of the ramp and return to walls or posts at the
ends.

3.516.1O RAMP CONSTRUCTION — Ramps used as an exitway shall conform
to the applicable requirements of clauses 3,517.23 and
3.517.24 as to materials of construction and enclosure.

3.517 Interior Exitway Stairways

3.517.1 CAPACITY — The capacity of stairways and doors per unit of
exit width shall be computed in accordance with sub
section 3.510.

3.517.2 MINIMUM DIMENSIONS — These hall be as required below
under 3.517.3 to 3.517.5 inclusive.

3.517.3 WIDTH — All interior exitway stairways shall be not less
than 1.1 metres in width, except that such width may be
reduced to one metre (1.0 m) when serving an occupancy
load of fifty (50) or less.

3.517.4 HEADROOM — The minimum headroom in all parts of the stair
enclosure shall be not less than two metres (2.0 m)
vertically from the tread nosing or from the floor surface
of the landing or platform.

3.517.5 RESTRICTIONS — Stairways shall not reduce in width in the
direction of exit travel. Projections into a stairway are
prohibited except for handrails and for stairway stringers
which may project not more than forty millimetres.

3.517.6 LANDINGS AND PLATFORMS — The least dimension of landings
and/or platforms shall not be less than the required width
of the stairway.

3.517.7 VERTICAL RISE — In no building shall a stairway have a
height of vertical rise greater than three and one—half
metres (3.5 m).

3.517.8 TREADS AND RISERS — The minimum widths of treads and the
maximum heights of risers shall be as indicated in the
following Table 3.517.
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TABLE 3.517
TREAD AND RISER SIZES/DIMENSIONS

Occupancy Group Maximum for Risers Minimum for Treads*

Assembly (A) 190 mm 7 1/2 inches 250 mm 10 inches
Institutional (I) 190 mm 7 1/2 inches 250 mm 10 inches
One & Two—family
Dwellings (R—3 & R—4) 210 mm 8 1/4 inches 230 mm 9 inches

All others 203 mm 8 inches 230 mm 9 inches

* Excluding nosings

3.517.9 WINDERS — Winders shall not be permitted in required
exitway stairways except in one and two—family dwellings
and stairways serving a single dwelling unit. Such
winders shall have a tread width of not less than 230 mm
at a point one—third of the width of the stair in from the
narrower end of the winder. Also the narrowest of tread
allowable is 127 mm. fl

3517.10 STAIRWAY GUARDS AND HANDRAILS — Stairways shall have
continuous guards and handrails on both sides, and in
addition thereto, stairways more than two and three—tenths
metres (2.3 m) in required width shall have intermediate
handrails dividing the stairway into two or more lanes
(each with handrails). Stairways in one and two—family
dwellings may have one (1) handrail.

3.517.l1 HANDRAIL REQUIREMENTS — These are as follows: 1
(a) Handrails may project not more than ninety millimetres

(90 mm) into the required stair width.

(b) Handrails shall be not less than 760 millimetres nor
more than nine hundred millimetres (900 mm) measured
vertically, above the nosing of the treads. U

(c) Handrails shall extend one—half of one metre (0.5 m)
beyond the top and bottom step if a guard or wall
exists and shall be returned to walls or posts at the
ends of the stairways.

(d) Handrails shall be designed to withstand an applied Iload of one hundred (100 kilos) in any direction at
any point.

3.517.12 STAIR GUARDS — These are often referred to as dwarf walls,
or protective walls to which a handrail can be attached
where a stairway or flight of stairs is not adjacent or
attached to a wall of the building. A stairguard is not
required on both sides of a free standing stair, provided
that the handrail has an infill of balusters, steel mesh,
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protective wood, or metal rails parallel to and below the
handrail.

3.517.13 Guards shall not be less than 1.1 metres in height
measured vertically above the nosing of the stair
tread(s). (See 3.517.14 for exceptions to this).

3.517.14 Stair guards may be 760 millimetres or more in height
provided any one of the following requirements apply:

(a) The stairway does not exceed six metres in height.

(b) The stairway reverses direction at each landing and
that the distance between the strings of up flight and
down flight of stairs does not exceed 130 mm.

(c) The stairway (s) are in R—3 or R—4 occupancies where
guards of 900 mm are permitted.

3.517.15 CONSTRUCTION OF STAIR GUARDS — Guards need not necessarily
be of solid walling, but they must not have any openings
higher or wider than 150 millimetres; they may therefore
be constructed of firm framing with infill of pierced
(ornamental) concrete or clay blocks, panels of heavy wire
mesh/or expanded metal, or ornamental metal grilles, or
other protective equivalent or other protection required
under 3.517.12 for handrails.

3.517.16 Guards are required full height along open sided floor
areas, mezzanine floors, and/or landings except in the
case of R—3 or R—4 occupancies where the reduced height of
900 mm is permitted.

3.517.17 STAIR EXITWAY DOORS

3.517.18 WIDTH — The width of every exitway door to or from a
stairway shall be not less than the number of units of
exit width required for the capacity of the stairway which
services the floor or area from which the exitway door
leads; but such a door shall not be less than seven
hundred and ten millimetres (710 mm) in clear width in use
group R—3 buildings (one and two—family dwellings) nor
less than 810 millimetres in clear width in all other use
groups.

3.517.19 DIRECTION OF SWING — All doors shall swing on a landing in
the direction of exit travel. When opening, stair exitway
doors shall not reduce the width of landings to less than
one—half (1/2) the minimum required for its capacity.
When fully open, the exitway door shall not project more
than 150 mm onto the landing.
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3.517.20 DOOR CONSTRUCTION/TIRE RATING — All doors including
frames, architraves or other door protectives shall have a
one hour fire rating, shall be approved self—closing,
swing fire doors, except for occupancies R—3 and R—4 where
normal thickness solid CORE doors with a half—hour rating
are permitted, provided they open outwards.

3.517.21 CIRCULAR AND/OR SPIRAL STAIRWAYS — Both circular and
spiral stairways are permitted as approved means of egress
provided that:

(a) they are constructed of non—combustible materials,

(b) are only used in R—3 and R—4 occupancies or in other
occupancies that are not more than 2 stories in
height,

(c) or are only serving a mezzanine floor of not greater
area than twenty—five sq. metres with an occupancy
loading of ten or less,

(d) the minimum width of such stairway is not less than
700 millimetres.

3.517.22 TREADS — The tread widths of spiral stairways shall be not
less than two hundred millimetres at a point three hundred
millimetres in from narrow end; and in the case of circu
lar stairways the minimum width of tread at the narrow end
shall be 230 millimetres.

3.517.23 STAIRWAY CONSTRUCTION — Except in the cases of:

(a) R—3 and R—4 occupancy (Residential) or

(b) not more than two storey construction in low hazard
occupancies (such as 5—2), or where both floors are
relatively open such as larger shops or mezzanine
floors in shopping or business areas; where stairways
of timber are permitted,

all stairways shall be constructed of non—combustible
materials with solid risers, treads, landings, and
platforms and with non—slip, non—combustible floor
coverings. These stairs, however, may have wooden
handrails.

3.517.24 STRENGTH — All stairways, platforms, landing and exitways
in other than one and two—family dwellings (R—3 and R—4
occupances) shall be adequate to support a live load of
488 kg/rn and a concentrated point load of 150 kilograms. I

3.517.25 ENCLOSURES — Required interior exitway stairways shall be
enclosed in fire separation construction with the fire—

I
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resistance ratings as required in Occupancy and
Construction Classification, Part 3 Section 1 of this Code
and as given in Table 3.114. No doors shall open into
such stairway enclosure except required exitway doors.

3.517.26 COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION — In all buildings of types 3 and
4 construction (see under occupancy and construction
classification Part 3 Section 1 of this Code, and Table
3.114), the stairways and their enclosures may be
constructed of timber or other approved materials of
similar characteristics and of adequate strength.

3.517.27 COMMUNICATION FLOORS — In any building, other than
occupational groups A—4 (assembly; schools) or I
(institutional), with low hazard occupancy (use group
5—2), or with ordinary hazard occupancy (groups B, M, R—1
and R—2) with automatic sprinkler protection and where
necessary to the effective utilization of a building site
with sloping groundline or otherwise essential to the
functional design of the building, not more than three (3)
communicating floor levels may be permitted without
enclosure or protection between such areas, only provided
all the conditions described below are met.

(a) the lowest, or next to the lowest, level is a street
level floor;

(b) the entire area, including all communicating floor
levels, is sufficiently open and unobstructed to be
assumed that a fire or other dangerous condition in
any part will be immediately obvious to the occupants
of all communicating levels and areas;

(c) egress capacity is simultaneously sufficient for all
the occupants of all communicating levels and areas,
all communicating levels in the same fire area being
considered as a single floor area for purposes of
determination of required egress capacity; and

(U) each floor level, considered separately, has at least
one—half (1/2) of its individual required egress
capacity provided by an exitway or exitways leading
directly out of that area without traversing another
communicating floor level or being exposed to the
spread of fire or smoke thereafter.

3.517.28 DISCHARGE IDENTIFICATION — Stairways which continue beyond
the floor of discharge shall be interrupted at the floor
of discharge by partitions, doors or other effective means
of preventing persons from continuing past the floor of
discharge while egressing. A sign shall be provided at
each landing in all interior stairways more than three (3)
stories in height designating the floor level above the
floor of discharge.
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3.518 Access to Roofs

3.518.1 BY STAIRWAY OR LADDER — In buildings more than three (3)
stories in height except those with a roof slope greater
than one (1) in three (3), access to the roof shall be
provided by means of a stairay or a ladder and trap door;
the ladder shall not be on the exterior of the building.
Where the roof is used as a roof garden or for other
habitable purposes, sufficient stairways shall extend to
it to provide the necessary exitway facilities from the
roof as required for such occupancy.

3.518.2 OPTIONAL STAIRWAY OR LADDER — Buildings not required to
have a stairway or ladder to the roof as described above,
may include such a stairway or ladder at the discretion of
the designer of the building. The stairway or ladder
shall conform to the provisions of this section, except
that ladders may be ‘placed on the exterior of the
building. The side members of exterior ladders shall be
carried over the coping or prapet to afford hand hold;
the ladder shall be metal, other design details of such
exterior ladders are subject to the approval of the
building official. D

3.518.3 ROOF ENCLOSURES — Stairways extending through roofs shall
be enclosed in roof structures of fire—resistance rated
construction meeting the requirements of this Code.

3.519 Smoke—Proof Enclosures — (Smoke—Proof Tower Escapes)

3.519.1 CENtRAL — A smoke—proof enclosure shall consist of a
continuous stairway, enclosed from the highest point to
the lowest point, meeting the requirements of this
section.

3519.2 WHERE REQUIRED — At least one (1) of the required exitways
shall be a smoke—proof enclosure in buildings over six (6)
stories or twenty—four metres in height when of one (1) of
the following occupancy groups:

(a) groups A—2, A—3, A—4, A—5 (assembly other than
theatres)

(b) group B (Business)

(c) group F (Factory and industrial)

(d) group I (Institutional)

(e) group M (mercantile); and I
(f) group Ri (residential, hotel).

I
I
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3.519.3 ACCESS — Exitway access to the stairway at each story
shall be through a vestibule or balcony with an
unobstructed width not less than the required stairway
width and a minimum dimension of two metres (2.0 m) in the
direction of travel.

3.519.4 DOORS INTO — Door openings from interior spaces to the
vestibule or balcony and from the vestibule or balcony to
the stairway, shall be as required in clause 3.514.4. The
doors from interior spaces to the vestibule shall have a
fire—resistance rating not less than one and one—half
(1 1/2) hours and shall comply with the requirements of
clause 3.517.17 for stair exitway doors. The door from
the vestibule to the stairway shall be a tight—fitting
door, equal to not less than an exterior type solid wood
door without voids, asembled with exterior glue, thirty—
two millimetres minimum thickness set in a steel frame.
Wired glass, if povIded, shall not exceed 654 sq.
centimetres (.0654 m ) in area and shall be set in a steel
frame. The door shall be provided with a drop sill and be
sealed at all edges to minimize air leakage.

3.519.5 TERMINAL PASSAGEWAY — The smoke—proof enclosure shall
terminate at ground level and shall provide egress to the
street independently of all other exitways. When ground
floor passageways are used, they shall comply with the
requirements of subsection 3.512 except that there shall
not be openings therein other than the smoke—proof
enclosure and street exit doorways. The passageway walls
should be of four (4) hour fire—resistance rated construc
tion, and the floor and roof of three (3) hour fire—resis
tance rated construction.

3.519.6 CONSTRUCTION — The construction of smoke—proof enclosures
shall be of walls with a four (4) hour fire—resistance
rating without openings other than the required doorways.
The vestibule shall be considered to be an element of the
exitway and shall be constructed in accordance with the
fire—resistance rating requirements in Part 3 Section 1
and Table 3.114. The balcony shall be constructed in
accordance with the fire—resistance rating requirements in
Table 3.114 for floor construction. The stairshaft
vestibule or balcony shall be provided with emergency
lighting from an approved independent power source to
assure continued illumination in case of emergency.

3.519.7 VENTILATION OF SMOKE—PROOF ENCLOSURES — Smoke—proof
enclosures/fire escape towers shall be ventilated,
preferably with natural ventilation, but if mechanical
ventilation is used, it shall comply with clause 3.519.9
below.

3.5l9.8 NATURAL VENTILATION — The balcony separating the
smoke—proof enclosure from the interior building spaces
shall have at least one (1) open side adjacent to a
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street, alley, or yard with guard railings across the
open side(1). One (1) open side of the balcony shall have
a minirum open area of one and one half square metres
(1.5 m ). The balcony floor shall be level with or
installed below the building floor but a step shall be
permitted between the balcony and the smoke—proof enclo
sure. The Street, alley, or yard adjacent to one (1) open
side of the balcory shall have a minimum area of twenty
sq. metres, (20 m ) and a minimum dimension of 3 metres.

3.519.9 MECHANICA VENTILATION — If mechanical ventilation is to
be provides, it must comply with the following:

(a) the mechanical ventilation system shall be automati
cally activated on at least every third floor in the
height of the tower;

(b) it must not be dependent on the normal power supply in
the buiLding;

Cc) the system both in the tower and in vestibules on each
floor if they are closed—in and not open—sided as
requited under 5.519.8 above shall have the capacity
to give a complete air change in all areas every
minute

Cd) f or ciosed-in type vestibules, the ceiling shall be at E
least .5 metres above the height of doors to form a
smoke trap, the incoming air shall be within 150
millimetres of the floor and the exhaust registers Uwithin 150 mm of the ceiling. The exhaust pressure
shall be 150 percent of the supply pressure.

3.519.10 STAIRTOWER VENTILATION (MECHANICAL) - Supply air shall be
introduced at the base of the tower adjacent to exitway
discharge) and the supply shall be sufficient to build up
a small pressure above normal atmospheric pressure with
all doors closed. Discharge shall be at the top of the
shaft.

3.519.ll EMERGENCY LIGHTING — All vestibules, whether open—sided or
closed—in and the stair shaft/tower shall be provided
with emergency lighting. The standby generator which is
installed For the vestibule and stairshaft mechanical
ventilation equipment may be used for the standby
emergency lighting power supply, or if tower is ventilated
by natural means then battery operated emergency lighting
shall be installed. As recommended elsewhere in this
Code, a set of batteries in a suitable cupboard with a
trickle—charger from mains electricity is an acceptable
power supply for emergency lighting.

I
I
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3.519.12 TIRE PROTECTION INDICATOR PANEL — A fire protection
indicator panel may be required by the Tire Department
and, if so, shall be located as near as practicable inside
the entrance to the smoke—proof tower stairshaft at ground
level. This panel shall indicate the floor or floors
having caused the alarm. The panel shall have an
overriding manual switch capable of deactivating the
ventilation equipment if installed.

3.519.13 TIRE DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATIONS CONNECTION — The fire
protection indicator panel shall have a direct connection
to the fire department facilities if required by the
Building Authority and/or the Tire Department.

3.519.14 ACCEPTANCE AND TESTING — Before any of the Foregoing
equipment is accepted by the Building Authority, it shall
be tested in the presence of an officer of the Tire
Department to confirm’ that equipment is operating in
compliance with these requirements.

3.519.15 BUILDING OWNER’S RESPONSIBILITY — All equipment referred
to in the above clauses shall be tested at least once
every month by the Tire Authority or by some approved
reputable Firm acceptable both to the owner, the Local
Authority and/or the Tire Board. A log of tests made
shall be maintained and shall be available for inspection
at any time by all interested parties.

3.520 Exterior Exitway Stairways

3.520.l AS REQUIRED EXITWAYS — Exterior stairways conforming to
the requirements of interior stairways in all respects,
except as to enclosures and except as herein specifically
modified, may be accepted as an element of a required
means of egress in buildings not exceeding five (5)
stories or twenty metres (65 feet) in height for other
than occupation group I (institutional) buildings except
as provided in clause 3.520.2 for residential buildings.
Exterior stairways which are accepted as exitway elements
shall be relieved From requirements for fire doors, but
shall be provided with handrails and guards as required
for interior exitway stairs,

3.520.2 LOCATION AND ARRANGEMENT — Exterior stairways may be
utilized where at least one (1) door from each tenant
opens onto a roofed—over open porch or balcony served by
at least two (2) stairways, except that one (1) stairway
may be provided as permitted in Table 3.511, and so
located as to provide a choice of independent, unobstruc
ted means of egress directly to the ground. Such porches
and stairways shall comply with the requirements for
interior exitway stairways as specified in sub—section
3.517. Porches and balconies shall be not less than 1.4
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metres in width. The stairways shall be located far apart
from each other. The maximum travel distance from any
tenant space to the nearest stairway shall be as specified
in Table 3.509. Porches and stairways shall be located at
least three metres (3.0 m) from adjacent property lot
lines and from other buildings on the same lot, unless
openings in such buildings are protected by three—quarter
(3/4) hour fire—resistance rated doors or windows.

3.520.3 GUARDS AND HANDRAILS — Guards and/or handrails shall be as
required in sub—section 3.517.

3.520.4 OPENING PROTECTIVES — Openings below and within three
metres (3.0 m) horizontally of the stairways shall be
protected with approved three—quarter (3/4) hour
fire—resistance rated automatic opening protectives.

3.520.5 ACCESS TO STREET — All required exterior stairways shall
be located so as to lead directly to a street or open
space with direct access to a street or when located on
the rear of the building may lead through a passageway at
ground level complying with Section 3.512.

3.520.6 PROJECTION — Exterior stairways shall not project beyond
the street lot line.

3.520.7 CONSTRUCTION - Exterior stairs, porches and balconies
shall be constructed of materials consistent with the
types of materials permitted in Part 3 Section 1 (Table
3.114) of this Code for the type of construction of the
building to which the stairway is attached.

3.521 Moving Exitway Stairways U
3.521.1 WHEN ACCEPTABLE — Moving stairways of the horizontal non—

slip tread type moving in the direction of egress may be
accepted as an approved exitway element in buildings of
all occupancy groups except assembly (A) and institutional
(I) occupancies, when constructed and approved in
accordance with the requirements of sub—section 3.517 of
this Code.

3.521.2 OTHER REQUIREMENTS

— U
(a) if/when the power supply fails they can be used as a

normal stairway in all respects.

(b) they must be enclosed in fire—resistance rated
partitions as is called for under 3.517.

(c) they must not have a longer run of vertical travel
than two stories in height or more than 8 metres; and

I
I
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(U) they must be completely constructed in non—combustible
materials.

3.522 Fire Escapes

5.522.l WHERE PERMITTED — Fire escapes shall only be permitted as
an element of a required means of egress on existing
buildings or structures when constructed in accordance
with the approved rules and when more adequate exitway
facilities cannot be provided. Fire escapes shall not
provide more than fifty (50) percent of the required exitcapacity.

3.522.2 LOCATION — When located on the front of the building and
projecting beyond the building line, the lowest landing
shall be not less than 2.4 metres or more than 3.6 metres
above ground level, and shall be, equipped with a counter
balanced stairway to ‘the street. In alleyways and
thoroughfares less than 10 metres wide, the clearance
under the lowest landing shall be not less than 3.6metres.

3.5223 CONSTRUCTION — The fire escape shall be designd to
support a live load of 488 kg per square metre (kg/m ) and
shall be constructed of steel or other approved non—
combustible materials with the approval of the Local
Authority/Local Fire Board, imported hardwood that does
not burn, or “Pyrolith”, or other approved fire—proofed
timber may be used for decking of fire escapes and treads
and handrails only of escape stairs provided it is not
less than 50 millimetres thick. Fire escapes may be
constructed of wood not less than 50 millimetres thick on
buildings of Type 4 construction.

3.522.4 DIMENSIONS —

(a) Escape walkways and stairways shall have a minimum
clear width of 560 millimetres.

(b) Stairs shall have risers of not more than, and treads
of not less than 203 millimetres.

Cc) Landings at foot of stairs shall not be less than 1.0
metre wide and 1.0 metre long.

Cd) handrails to walkways and stairways shall be not less
than 760 millimetres not more than 900 millimetres
high.

3.522.5 OPENING PROTECTIVES — All doors, windows, vents, exhaustsand grilles along the line of exiL;ays or stairs that arenot actual exit openings from roois shall have approvedhinged protective shutter/screens of one-half hour fire—resistance rating.
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3.523 Exit Signs (and Lighting for)

3.523.1 LOCATION - In all buildings having an occupancy load of
fifty (50) or more all Tequired means of egress shall be
indicated with approved internally illuminated signs
reading “Exit” visible from the exitway access and, when
necessary, supplemented by directional signs in the access
corridors indicating the direction and wy of egress. All
exit signs shall be located at exitway doors or exitway
access areas, so as to be readily visible.

3.523,2 SIZE AND COLOUR — Exit signs shall have green letters at
least 150 millimetres high and the minimum width of each Listroke shall be twenty millimetres on a white background
or in other approved distinguishable colours. IT an arrow
is proved as part of an exit sign, the construction shall
be such that the arrow direction cannot be readily
changed. The letters “Exit” shall be clearly discernible
when the internally illuminated sign is not energized.
(See also below under 3.524 fdr required lighting).

3.523.3 ILLUMINATION

3.523.4 In all buildings that are occupied only during daylight U
hours such as most schools and office buildings, certain
factories, storage buildings and others where the Local
Authority/Fire Authority consider that there is sufficient
natural light during working hours for occupants to read
the fire exit signs, illumination of such signs is not
mandatory. U

3.523.5 In buildings that are occupied at nights as well as
daytime and in buildings where there is insufficient or no
natural light during daylight hours, all exit signs shall
be illuminated from an approved source. (See under 3.524
for requirements for exitway and escape lighting).

3.524 Means of Egress Lighting

3.524.l ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING — All means of egress in other than Ione and two—family dwellings shall be equipped with
artificial lighting facilities to provide the intensity of
illumination herein prescribed continuously during the
time that conditions of occupancy.of the building require
that the exitways be available. Lighting shall also be
provided to illuminate the exitway discharge. As set out
in 3.523.4 above for lighting of signs the Local
Authority/Fire Authority can waive the necessity for
illumination of both signs and exitways from certain
buildings. I

3.524.2 INTENSITY OF ILLUMINATION — The horizontal illuminance on
the centre line of any escape route should never be less

I
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than 0.2 lux, and this level of emergency lighting shall
be provided immediately, or at most shall be provided
within five seconds of failure of the normal lighting.
This calls for automatic change over to ba.tteries or other
emergency supply in places of assembly and other public
buildings.

3524.3 MOTION PICTURE THEATRES AND OTHER AUDITORIUMS — In places
of assembly for the exhibition of motion pictures or other
projections. by means of directed light, the illumination
where the recommended MAINTAINED level of illuminance of
0.2 lux is likely to effect normal working, it is
acceptable to reduce this level to not less than 0.02 lux,
provided that the system is so arranged that in the event
of the failure of the normal system of lighting within the
auditoriums, the level of escape lighting illuminance
shall be immediately and automatically restored to a
minimum of 0.2 lux.

3.524.4 EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEM — Means of egress lighting shall
be provided from an independent power source or other
approved auxiliary source of power to assure continued
illumination in case of emergency or primary power loss
for a duration of one (1) hour in the following:

(a) Dcc. group A (public assembly)
(b) Dcc. group B (business) containing more than one

thousand (1,000) occupants.
(c) 0cc. group I (institutional)
(U) 0cc. group M (mercantile) when greater than three

hundred (300) square metres in area on any floor or
when having one (1) or more floors above or below
ground floor.

(e) 0cc. group R—1 (hotels) containing more than
twentyfive (25) sleeping rooms;

(f) Dcc. group R—2 (multi—family dwellings) containing
more than fifty (so) occupants; and

(g) in all windowless buildings or portions thereof
regardless of 0cc. group, except R—3.

NOTE: For more detailed requirements, it is recommended
that Code of practice for The Emergency Lighting of
Premises, BS 5266 parts 1 and 2 (1975) be consulted and
used, especially those sections dealing with:

(a) Escape lighting
(b) Standby lighting
Cc) Maintained emergency lighting and
Cd) Non—maintained emergency lighting
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3.525 Hazards to Means of Egress

3.525.l FLOOR OPENINGS — Manholes or floor access panels shall not
be located in the line of egress which reduce the clear
ance to less than 810 millimetres.

3.525.2 PROTRUSIONS — There shall not be low—hanging door closers
that remain within the opening of a doorway when the door
is open or that protrude hazardously into corridors or
line of egress when the door is closed. There shall not
be low—hanging signs, ceiling light or similar fixtures
which protrude into corridors or lines of egress.

3.525.3 IDENTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS EXITS — Doors leading to fl
dangerous areas such as Fire escapes, loading platforms,
switch rooms and mechanical rooms shall be equipped with
knobs, handles or push bars that have been knurled.

3.525.4 FLOOR SURFACES — All floors of corridors and lines of
egress shall have a surface that is non—slip.
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PART 3

SECTION 6

3.600 FIRE—RESISTIVE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

3.601 Scope

3.601.1 The provision of this Section (6) of the Building Code
shall govern the use and design of all materials and
methods of construction in respect to required fire—
resistance rating and flame—resistance as determined by
the potential fire hazard of the use and occupancy of the
building or structure and the location and function of all
integral structural and other fire—protective elements of
the building; and the installation of safeguards against
the spread of fire to and from adjoining structures.

3.602 General Requirements

3.602.! PERFORMANCE STANDARDS — The requirements of this Section
shall constitute the minimum functional performance
standards for fire protection purposes; and shall not be
deemed to decrease or waive any strength provisions or in
any other manner decrease the requirements of this Code in
respect to structural safety.

3.602.2 USE OF COMBUSTIBLES — All materials and forms of
construction that develop the fire—resistance rating
required by this Code shall be acceptable for fireproofing
and structural purposes; except that the use of
combustible component materials in structural units or
structural assemblies shall be limited in types of
construction specified in Part 3 Section 1 (3.114 to
3.l18.1 and including Table 3.114) and in sub—section
3.604 below.

3.602.3 COMBUSTIBLE COMPONENTS — Combustible aggregates may be
incorporated in concrete mixtures approved for
fire—resistance rated construction, for example gypsum
concrete, cinder concrete, and other approved component
material or admixture used in assemblies that meet the
fire—resistance test requirements of this Code; and wood
nailing strips or any other material of similar
combustible characteristics may be embedded in concrete
and masonry construction for securing trim and finish.

3.603 Plans and Specifications

3.603.1 All plans prepared and submitted for approval for all
buildings shall designate the type of construction (types
1, 2, 3, or 4) and the Fire—resistance rating of all
structural elements as required by this code. The plans
and/or specifications, if so required by the Local
Authority shall include documentation or supporting data
substantiating all required fire—resistance rating.
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3.604 Fire Hazard Classification I
3.604.1 It is imperative that these clauses 3.604.1 to 3.604.3 and

accompanying Table 3.604 below, be read in conjunction
with Part 3 Section 1 of this Code, and particularly
clauses 3.114.l to and including 3.l18.l and Table 3.114
therein.

3.604,2 GENERAL The degree of fire hazard of buildings and
structures for each specific occupancy group as defined by
the fire grading in Table 3.604 shall determine the
requirements for fire walls, fire separation walls and the
segregation of mixed uses as prescribed in Section 1,
clauses 3.114.1 to 3.118.1 and all structural members 3supporting such elements unless otherwise provided for in
this Code.

3.604.3 UNCLASSIFIED USES/OCCUPANCIES - The Local Authority shall A
determine the fire hazard classification of a building or
structure design for uses not specifically provided in
Table 3.604 in accordance with the fire characteristics
and potential fire hazard of the occupancy group which it
most nearly resembles; or its designation shall be fixed
by the approved rules. U

3.605 Fire—Resistance Tests

3.605.1 STRUCTURAL BUILDING ASSEMBLIES — Built—up masonry units
and composite assemblies of structural materials including
walls, partitions, columns, girders, beams and slabs,
assemblies of slabs and beams or other combinations of
structural units for use in floor and roof construction
shall be regulated by the fire—resistance ratings of Table
3.114 in Part 3 Section 1 of this Code. The fire—resis
tance ratings of the floor and ceiling assemblies shall
extend to and be tight against the exterior wall.

3.605.2 TESTS WITHOUT LOAD - (COLUMNS, BEAMS AND GIRDERS) -To
evaluate column, beam and girder protection for structural
units when the fireproofing is not a structural part of
the element, in lieu of full size tests of loaded speci
mens, the structural sections encased in the material
proposed for use as insulation and fire protection may be
subjected to the standard test procedure without load. 3

I
I
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TABLE 3.604

FIRE GRADING OF OCCUPANCY GROUPS

Class Occupancy Group Fire Grading In Hours

A—i Assembly theatres 3
A—2 Assembly, night clubs 3
A—3 Assembly, recreation centres,

lecture halls, terminals, restaurants 2
A—4 Asscrnb]y, churches, schools 1 1/2
B Basinowe 2
F Factory and industrial 3
H High hazard 4
I—i Institutional, restrained occupants 3
1—2 Institutional, incapacitated occupants 2
M Mercantile 3
R—i. Residential, hotels
R—2 Residential,’ multi—family dwellings 1 1/2
R—3 Residential, 1 and 2—family dwellings 1
S—i Storage, moderate heard 3
5—2 Storage, low hazard

3.605.3 ALTERNATE PROTECTION — ‘;.‘hen it can be shown to the Local
Building Authority that the structural inteqrity of
structural framing ei.ronts will not be reduced below a
safe level by a fire (within the building or in an
adjacent building) having a severity corresponding to the
fire—resistance rating required for the elements, through
the use of heat shields, separations or other approved
riaens of protection, fire—protective coverings or
insulating enclosing materials need not be provided for
such elements.

3.6O5.4 ROOF COVERING: TEST POCEDURE AND CLASSIFICATIOt! - Roof
covering materials shall be classified in accordance with
the severity of exposure to exterior fire and ability to
cesist the spread of fire from surrounding buildings when
tested in accordance with roof covering standard such as
ASTM ElOB — 175 or equivalent British or Canadian
Standard.

3.605.5 CLASS A ROOFING5 — Are those which are effective against
severe fire exposure. In addition to roof coverings which
have been classified, asbestos cement, metal, portland
cement concrete, slate, concrete masonry and tile are
acceptable where Class A roof coverings are required.

3.605.6 Class B ROOTINGS — Are those which are effective against
moderate fire exposure.
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3.605.7 CLASS C ROOFINGS - Are those which are effective against

light fire exposure.

3,605.8 NON—CLASSIFIED ROOFINGS — Are those not tested. U
3.605.9 OPENING PROTECTION — (See also under Means of Egress Part

3 Section 5 of this Code) — Opening protectives shall
include fire doors, fire windows, or fire dampers, and all
required hardware, anchorage, frames and sills necessary
for such assemblies.

3.605.1O LABELLED (CERTIFIED) FIRE DOORS — Opening protective door
assemblies including the frames, hardware and operation
which comply with a standard such as ASIM or BSI and
accepted practice, including shop inspection, by an
accredited testing or inspection agency shall be deemed to
meet the requirements of this Code for their recommended
and approved locations and use as listed in sub—section
3.617 below (Fire Doors).

3.605.11 LABELLED FIRE WINDOWS AND SHUTTERS — Fire window and
shutter assemblies which comply with clauses under 3.618
(Fire Windows and Shutters) and relevant ASTM/BSI
standards, and accepted practice of an accredited testing Ior inspection agency, shall be deemed to meet the
requirements of this Code and the required locations of
such assemblies. U

3.6O5.12 COMBUSTIBILITY TESTS — Where the behaviour of materials
under exposure to fire tests is specified in this Code,
the characteristics of materials shall be determined by
the following tests and criteria.

3.6O5.13 TESTS — The following tests shall serve as criteria for
acceptance of building materials (when tested in the form
and thickness in which they are used) as set forth in
sub—sections 3.115, 3.116 and 3.117 of the Code, governing
the combustibility of building materials for use in Types
1, 2 and 3 construction.

(a) Materials which pass the test procedure for defining Unon—combustibility of elementary materials set forth
in ASTM E 136 (or equivalent BSI Standard) when
exposed to a furnace temperature of seven hundred and
fifty (750) degrees C for a period of five (5)
minutes, and do not cause a twelve (12) degrees C
above the furnace air temperature at the beginning of
the test and which do not flame after an exposure of
thirty (30) seconds.

(b) Materials having a structural base of non—combustible
material as defined in paragraph (a) above, with a
surfacing not more than three millimetres (3) thick
which has a flame—spread rating not greater than
fifty (50) when tested in accordance with the method

I
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of test for surface burning characteristics of
building materials as set forth in ASTM E 54 or
equivalent standard.

Note: The term “non—combustible” does not apply to the
flame—spread characteristics of interior finish or trim
materials. A material shall not be classed as a
non—combustible building construction material which is
subject to increase in combustible or flame—spread rating
beyond the limits herein established through the effects
of age, moisture, or other atmospheric conditions.

3.605.14 TESTS FOR FIRE—RETARDANT—TREATED TIMBER — Where permitted
for use as a structural element, fire—retardant—treated
wood shall be tested in accordance with the standard
method of test for surface burning characteristics of
building materials (tunnel test) and shall show a flame—
spread rating not greater than twenty—five (25) when
exposed for a spread of not less than thirty (30) minutes,
without evidence of significant progressive combustion.
The material shall bear the identification of an
accredited authoritative testing or inspection agency,
showing the performance rating thereof. As above, all
tests shall be carried out in accordance with the ASTM
and/or B5I relevant standards for surface spread of flame.

3.60515 USE LIMITATIONS — Timber that has been pressure treated
with fire—retardant chemicals in accordance with the
standards for pressure treatment of lumber or plywood in
buildings or treated by other approved means during
manufacture may be used in Types 1 and 2 construction for
partitions, structural elements and roof framing and
sheathing as indicated by Note h in Table 3.114 (Part 2
Section 1 of this Code), provided that the assembly in
which such material is used shall produce the required
fire—resistance rating when tested in accordance with the
standard method of fire test for building construction and
materials. Where the material is to be subjected to
sustained high humidity or exposed to the weather, it
shall be further identified to indicate that there is not
an increase in listed fire hazard classification after
being subjected to the Underwriters’ Laboratories (UL)
Standard Rain Test. Where used as a structural element,
such material shall meet the requirements of clauses
3.605.14 and 3.605.15 above. Where used as interior
finish, such material shall meet the requirements of
sub—section 3.606 below.

3.606 Flame—Resistance Tests

3.606,1 GENERAL — All materials which are required to restrict the
spread of flame or to be flame—resistant under the
provisions of this Code, including, but not limited to,
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interior finish materials, fire—retardant—treated timber,
tents and tarpaulins, and interior hangings and decora
tions, shall meet the requirements for their respective
use and classifications as determined by the applicable
test procedures of ASTM or BSI Standards.

3.606.2 INTERIOR FINISH MATERIALS — All materials used for
interior finish shall be classified in accordance with the
Method of Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of
Building Materials as per relevant standards given above.

3.606.3 INTERIOR HANGINGS OR DECORATIONS — Where required to be
flame—resistant under the provisions of this code all
materials specified or required for artistic enhancement
or use for decorations, draperies, curtains, scenery and
hangings shall comply with this section for non—combusti
ble or fire—retardant materials or if treated to be flame—
resistant shall not generate smoke or gases more dense or
more toxic than those given off by untreated wood or paper
burning under comparable conditions when tested in the
vertical flame test. (Relevant Standards as above).

TABLE 3.606

INTERIOR FINISH CLASSIFICATION

Class of Material Surface burning characteristics test (Tunnel Test)

Oto 25
11 26to 75

111 76 to 200

3.606.4 LIMITATION OF APPROVAL — All approvals of organic
decorative material shall be limited to one (1) year. The
owner or his authorized agent shall file an affidavit with
the Building Authority certifying that the process and
materials used, comply with this Code and stating the date
of treatment and the warranted period of effectiveness of
the process.

3,606.5 FIELD TEST FOR DECORATIVE MATERIALS — An inspector for the
Local Authority (preferably accompanied by an officer of
the Local Fire Authority) shall subject decorative
materials where required to be flame—resistant, to a field
test consisting of the application of the flame from a
standard 19 mm paraffin candle for a period of one (1)
minute.

3.606.6 REPLACEMENT OF DEFECTIVE MATERIALS — All treated hangings,
draperies, canvas and other decorative and tent materials
that fail to meet the field test requirements shall be
re—treated or replaced by an approved installation.

I
I
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3.607 Special Fire—Resistive Requirements

3.607.1 GENERAL — In buildings or parts thereof of the uses and
types of construction herein specified, the general
fire—resistive requirements of Tables 3.114 (Part 3
Section 1 of Code) and the height and area limitations of
Table 3.205 (Part 3 Section 2 of this Code) shall be
subject to the exceptions and modifications described in
the following clauses 3.607.2 to 3.607.5.

3.607.2 PUBLIC GARAGES — All existing buildings and structures
altered or converted for use to a garage, motor vehicle
repair shop or gasoline service station, more than one (1)
storey in height, unless of fireproof (Type1) construc
tion, or heavy timber Type 3—A) construction, shall have
the partitions, columns and girders and all floor and roof
construction protected and insulated with non—combustible
materials or assemblies of component materials having a
fire—resistance rating of not less than one (1) hour;
except that existing roof trusses shall be exempt from all
fireproofing requirements.

3.607.3 PETROLEUM BULK STORAGE BUILDINGS — Warehouses for the
bulk storage of not more than two hundred thousand litres
(200,000 1) of lubricating oils with a flash point of not
less than one hundred and fifty degrees Celsius (150°C) in
approved sealed containers may be erected outside the fire
limits, of masonry wall (Type 3) construction2 not more
than four hundred and fifty square metres (450 m ) in area
and not more than one (1) storey or six metres (6 m) in
height, or to proportionate areas in other types of
construction as regulated by Table 3.205 in Part 3 Section
2 of this Code. Not more than one (1) motor vehicle may
be stored in such buildings unless separately enclosed
with a fire separation wall of two (2) hour fire—resis
tance rating.

3,607.4 PACKING AND SHIPPING ROOMS — Every packing or shipping
room located on or below a floor occupied for occupancy
group M (mercantile) use shall be separated therefrom by
fire separation walls or floor—ceiling assemblies of not
less than the fire—resistance rating of the type of
construction but not less than one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating.

3.6O7.5 TRUCK LOADING AND SHIPPING AREAS — Truck loading and
shipping areas shall be permitted within any occupancy
group B (business) building, provided such areas are
enclosed in construction of not less than the fire—resis
tance rating of the type of construction as set forth in
Table 3.114, Part 3 Section 1 of this Code, but not less
than one (1) hour, and direct access is provided therefrom
to the street.
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3.607.6 OCCUPANCY GROUP R (RESIDENTIAL) BUILDINGS

3.607.? PROTECTED ORDINARY CONSTRUCTION — Multi—family dwellings
(occupancy group R—2) of protected ordinary (Type 3—B)
construction may be increased to six (6) stories or
twenty—three metres (23 m) in height when the first floor
construction above the basement or cellar has a
fire—resistance rating of not less than three (3) hours
and the floor area is subdivided by two (2) hour fire
walls into fire areas of ot more than two hundred and
eighty square metres (280 m

3.607,8 PROTECTED NON—COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION — When of protected
non—combustible (Type 2—B) construction, multi—family Ti
dwellings (occupancy group R—2) may be increased to nine
(9) stories or thirty metres (30 m) in height when separ
ated by not less than fifteen metres from any other build
ing on the lot and from interior lot lines, the exitways
are segregated in a fire area enclosed in a fire wall of
two (2) hour fire—resistance rating and the ground floor
construction has a fire—resistance rating of not less than
one and one—half (1 1/2) hours.

3,607.9 RETAIL BUSINESS USE — The ground floor of buildings of
unprotected non—combustible (Type 2—C), masonry wall (Type
3—C) or frame (Type 4—B) construction may be occupied for
retail store use, provided the floor—ceiling assembly and fl
enclosure walls are protected to afford one (1) hour U
fire—resistance rating and the exitways from the residen
tial floors are separately enclosed in accordance with the
requirements of Part 3 Section 5 (Means of Egress) of this
Code.

3.6O7.1O GROUND FLOOR PROTECTION

3.6O7.11 NON—FIREPROOF CONSTRUCTION — In all buildings other than
one and two—family dwellings (occupancy group R—3) and
other than fireproof (Type 1) construction with habitable
or occupiable stories or basements below ground level, the
floor—ceiling assemblies and supports below the ground
floor shall be protected by one (1) of the following
methods.

(a) fire—resistance rating of not less than 1 hour; or

(b) heavy mill (Type 3—A) construction; or

(c) an automatic fire suppression system.

3.607.12 PROTECTED NON—COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION — In all buildings
of protected non—combustible (Type 2—A) construction, more
than four (4) stories or fifteen metres (15 m) in height,
in other than residential (R) occupancy groups, the
floor—ceiling assembly above the basement of cellar shall
be constructed with a fire—resistance rating of not less
than two (2) hours.

I
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3.607.13 BASEMENT ASSEMBLY USES — Places of public assembly for
amusement, entertainment, instruction, or service of food
or refreshment shall not be located in stories or rooms
below ground unless the floor-ceiling assembly above and
below is of not less than one and one—half (1 1/2) hour
fire—resistance rating.

3.607.l4 NON—COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION EXEMPTIONS — One (1) storey
buildings of Type 2—C construction which2do not exceed two
hundred and eighty square metres (280 m ) in area in all
occupancy groups except high hazard (H), assembly (A) and
institutional (I) shall be exempt from all protected
exterior wall requirements.

3.6O7.15 INTERIOR PARTITIONS — In buildings of other than Institu
tional (I) and Residential (R) occupancy groups of fire
proof (Type 1) and protected non—combustible (Type 2—A and
2—B) constructions, partitions of a single thickness of
wood or approved composite panels, and glass or other
approved materials of similar combustible characteristics,
may be used to subdivide rooms or spaces into offices,
entries, or other similar compartments, provided they do
not establish a corridor serving an occupant load of
thirty (30) or more (in areas occupied by a single tenant)
and not2 exceeding four hundred and sixty square metres
(460 m ) may be subdivided with fire—retardant—treated
wood when complying with clauses 3,605.14 and 3.605.15.

3.6O7.16 EXHAUST AIR, AND AIR DUCTS (FOR AIR—CONDITIONED ROOMS) —

The use of uninhabited basements, cellars, crawl spaces,
cavity walls, areas above ceilings or attic spaces as
supply, make up, exhaust air or return air plenums or
ducts is prohibited.

3.6O7.17 FIRE DAMPERS TO DUCTED AIR — Except when proper fire tests
have shown that fire dampers are not necessary to maintain
the integrity of the fire—resistance rated assembly, fire
dampers complying with the relevant standards shall be
installed in the following locations:

(a) Ducts penetrating a fire wall. (When a fire wall is
of three (3) hour or greater fire endurance, a fire
door is required);

(b) Ducts passing through a fire separation wall.

(c) Ducts penetrating a fire—resistance rated shaft wall.
Sub—ducts extending 600 millimetres vertically upward
may be used in lieu of fire dampers for exhaust
ducts.

(d) Ducts penetrating the ceiling of a fire—resistance
rated floor/roof—ceiling assembly.
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(e) Ducts penetrating fire—resistance rated corridor fl

walls, unless the building is completely sprinklered
or unless the ducts are part of an engineered smoke
removal system.

3.608 Exterior Walls

3.608.l GENERAL — All exterior walls should comply with the
structural provisions of Part 2 (Structural Design
Requirements) of this Code and with the fire—resistance
rating requirements of Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1 of
this Code).

3.608.2 EXCEPTIONS — The provisions of this Code shall not be
deemed to prohibit the omission of exterior walls for all
or part of a storey when required for special uses and
occupancies; except that when so omitted, the open areas
shall be separated from the rest of the area and from the
upper and lower stories of the building by wall and floor
construction of the fire—resistance rating required in
Table 3.114 as above, and except as otherwise specifically
permitted in this Code, the piers, columns and other
structural supports within the open portion shall be
constructed with the fire—resistance rating required for
exterior bearing walls in Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1 of
this Code).

3.608,3 VERTICAL SEPARATION OF WINDOWS - Where required in all
buildings designed for business (B) factory and industrial
(F), high hazard (H), Mercantile (M) or storage (5)
occupancies, exceeding three (3) stories or thirteen
metres (13 m) in height, openings located vertically above
one another in exterior walls which are required to have a
fire—resistance rating of more than one (1) hour shall be
separated by apron or spandrel walls not less than one
metre (1.0 m) in height extending between the top of any
opening and the bottom of the opening next above.

3.608.4 FIRE RESISTANCE RATING — These apron or spandrel walls as
above shall be constructed with the same fire—resistance
rating required for the exterior wall in which it is Ulocated as specified in Table 3.114, except when such
required rating exceeds one (1) hour, approved wire glass
construction in fixed non—combustible sash and frames not
exceeding one—third (1/3) of. the area of such apron or
spandrel may be located therein, and except further that
in exterior non—bearing enclosure walls which are not
required to be more than one (1) hour fire—resistance
rating the provisions of this section in respect to apron
or spandrel walls shall not apply.

3.609 Fire Walls and Party Walls

3.6O9.l GENERAL — Walls shall have sufficient structural stability
under fire conditions to allow collapse of construction on

I
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either side without collapse of the wall and shall be
constructed of any approved non—combustible materials
providing the required strength and fire—resistance rating
specified in Table 3.114 for the type of construction, but
not less than the fire grading of the occupancy group
specified in Table 3.604 in this section of the Code. The
construction shall comply with all the structural
provisions for bearing or non—bearing walls of this Code.

3.609.2 SOLID MASONRY — When constructed of solid masonry, the
wall thickness shall be not less than the requirements of
Part 2 Section 4 of this Code.

3.6O9.3 REINFORCED CONCRETE — When constructed of reinforced
concrete, the wall thickness shall be not less than two
hundred millimetres (200 mm) for the uppermost ten metres
(10 m) or portion thereof measured down from the top of
the wall.

3.6O9.4 CUTTING WALLS — A wall 200 mm or less in thickness, shall
not be cut for chases or socketed for insertion of
structural members subsequent to erection.

3.6O9.5 HOLLOW WALLS — When combustible members frame into hollow
walls or walls of hollow unit, all hollow spaces shall be
solidly filled for the full thickness of the wall and for
a distance not less than 100 mm above, below and between
the structural members, with non—combustible materials
approved for firestopping, (see 3.616 below). The wall
shall be not less than the minimum thickness specified in
the Building Code Requirements for Masonry as indicated in
Part 2 Section 4 of this Code.

3.609.6 COMBUSTIBLE INSULATION — The Building Authority may permit
the application of cork, fibreboard, or other combustible
insulation if laid up without intervening air spaces and
attached directly to the face of the wall, and protected
on the exposed surface as required by this Code.

3,609.7 CONTINUITY OF WALLS — In all buildings, the walls shall be
continuous from foundation to eight hundred millimetres
(800 mm or expressed in metres 0.8 m) above the roof of
the building except for the following:

(a) The wall may terminate at the underside of the roof
deck where the roof is of non—combustible
construction and is properly firestopped at the wall.

(b) The wall may terminate at the underside of the roof
deck in Types 3 and 4 construction if properly
firestopped, and the roof sheathing or deck is
constructed of approved non—combustible materials for
a distance of one and one—quarter metres (1.25 m) on
either side of the wall and combustible material does
not extend through or over the wail.
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3.6O9.8 OFFSET FIRE WALLS - if fire walls are offset at

intermediate floor levels in fire—protected skeleton frame
construction, the offset floor construction and the
intermediate wall supports shall be constructed of
non—combustible materials with a fire—resistance rating
not less than that required for the fire wall.

3.610 Fire Wall Openings

3.610.1 GENERAL — Opening in fire walls shall not exceed the
limits in size and area herein prescribed and the opening
protectives shall conform to the provisions of 3.605 and
3.616 in this section of the Code.

3.610.2 SIZE OF OPENING — Except in sprinklered buildings, an
opening throgh a fire wall shall not exceed eleven square
metres (ii m ) in area and aggregate width of all openings
at any floor level shall not exceed twenty—five (25)
percent of the length of the wall.

3.610.3 EXCEPTION - GROUND FLOOR ONLY - When the entire areas on
both sides of a fire wall are protected with an- approved
automatic fire suppression system complying with the
requirements of Part 3 Section 7 of this Code, openings fl
designed for the passage of trucks may be constructed nt Li

more than twenty—two and one—half square metres (22.5 m )
in area with a minimum distance of one metre (1.0 m)
between adjoining openings. Such openings shall be
protected with approved automatic protectives of three (3)
hour fire—resistance rating and/or provided with an
approved water curtain for such openings in addition to
all other requirements.

3.61O.4 OPENING PROTECIIVES — Every opening in a fire wall shall
be protected (on both sides, if required by the Local
Authority/Fire Board) with an approved automatic
protective assembly as herein required, or the approved
labelled equivalent, except horizontal exit openings.

3.6l0.5 HOLD—OPEN DEVICES — Heat—actuated hold—open devices used
on an automatic fire assembly providing three (3) hour
fire—resistance rating shall be installed, one (1) on each
side of the wall at ceiling height where the ceiling is
more than one metre (1.0 m) above the opening. Fire
assemblies protecting openings required to have one and
one—half (1 1/2), one (1) or three—fourths (3/4) hour
fire—resistance rating, and which are not exitway doors,
may be activated in a similar manner, or by a single
fusible link incorporated in the closing device. Doors
opening in a means of egress route shall be closed by
actuation of a smoke detector.

3.611 Fire Separation Walls

5.6l1.1 MIXED OCCUPANCIES - When a building contains more than one
(1) occupancy, and each part of the building is separately

I
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classified as to use, the mixed occupancies shall be
completely separated with fire separation walls as
specified in Part 3 Section 1, Clauses 3.113.l — 3.113.3
of this Code.

3.611.2 ONE AND TWO—FAMILY DWELLNGS — The requirements for the
construction of fire separation walls in buildings
containing single—family dwellings or two—family dwellings
(occupancy group R—3) are as below 3.611.3 — 3.611.6.

3.611.3 TWO—FAMILY DWELLING — SUPERIMPOSED DWELLING UNITS — When
one (1) dwelling unit of a two—family dwelling is located
wholly or partly above the other dwelling unit, the two
(2) dwelling units shall be completely separated by fire
separation rating walls and floor—ceiling assemblies of
not less than one (1) hour fire—resistance rated
construction.

3.611.4 TWO—FAMILY DWELLING, SIDE—BY—SIDE DWELLING UNITS — When
adjacent dwelling units of a two—family dwelling are
attached by a common wall, this wall shall be a fire
separation wall, having a minimum one (1) hour
fire—resistance rating that shall serve to completely
separate the dwelling units.

3.611.5 MULTIPLE, SINGLE—FAMILY DWELLING — SIDE—BY—SIDE — When
multiple, single—family dwellings (occupancy group R—3)
are attached by a common wall, such wall shall be a fire
separation wall, having a minimum one (1) hour fire—resis
tance rating. Wall shall extend from the foundation to
the underside of the roof sheathing, and to the inside of
the exterior wall sheathing.

3.61.1.6 MULTIPLE, TWO—FAMILY DWELLINGS — SIDE—BY—SIDE — When
multiple, two—family dwellings (occupancy group R—3) are
attached by a common wall, this wall shall be a fire
separation wall, having a minimum one (1) hour fire—resis
tance rating, and the wall shall extend from the
foundation to the underside of the roof sheathing and to
the inside of the exterior wall sheathing.

3.611..7 FIRE EXITWAYS — Fire separation walls required for the
enclosure of exitways, and areas of refuge shall be
constructed of masonry, reinforced concrete or any other
approved non—combustible materials having the minimum
fire—resistance rating prescribed by Table 115 (Part 3
Section 1) except that such walls may be constructed of
combustible materials as regulated under Part 3 Section 5
3.517.23 to 3.5l7.26 and this section clauses 3.6l1.l1 and
3.611.12.

3.6ll.8 OTHER USES/OCCUPANCIES — Fire separation walls used for
subdividing purposes other than exitways and refuge shall
be constructed of the types of materials and have the
minimum fire—resistance rating as prescribed by Table
3.116 for the type of construction.
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3.6l1.9 SIZE OF OPENINGS — Exitway doors located in fire

separation walls shall be limited to a maximum aggregate
width of twenty—five (25) percent of the length of the
wall and the maximum area of any single openng shall not
exceed four and one—half square metres (4.5 m ).

3.611.lO PROTECTIVES — All opening protectives in fire separation
walls shall comply with the provisions of clauses under
3.605 above and shall have the minimum fire—resistance
rating as set forth in 3.617. 1

3.611.ll COMBUSTIBLE STAIR ENCLOSURE CONSTRUCTION — Stair
enclosures constructed of approved combustible assemblies
protected with component materials to afford the required
fire—resistance ratings shall be continuous through
combustible floor construction and shall provide an
unbroken fire barrier in combination with protected
floors, ceilings and fire doors, separating the exitways
from the unprotected areas of the building. Such
enclosures shall be firestopped to comply with 3.621.

3.6l1.12 WINDOWS OR BORROWED LIGHTS — In such stair enclosures,
openings for the purpose of providing light shall be
protected with wire glass with single pes not more than
two thousand square centimetres (0.2 m ) in area and a
total area in one (1) storey o not more than five
thousand square centimetres (0.5 m ). Such light panels
shall comply with the provisions under sub—section 3.619,
and shall be contained in fixed sashes with frames of
steel or other approved non—combustible materials.

3.611.13 CONTINUITY — All fire separation walls shall extend from
the top of the fire—resistance rated floors below to the
ceiling above, unless otherwise provided for this Code, Uand shall be securely attached thereto. Where these walls
enclose required exitways, areas of refuge and shafts, or
where these walls separate mixed uses, they must be
continuous through all concealed spaces such as the space
above a suspended ceiling, and they must be constructed
tight to the underside of the floor slab or roof deck
above. The supporting construction shall be protected to
afford the required fire—resistance rating of the wall
supported. All hollow vertical spaces shall be
firestopped at every floor level as required under
firestopping — 3.621.

3.612 VERTICAL SHAFTS I
3.612.1 GENERAL — The provisions hereunder shall apply to all

vertical shafts/enclosures, except as provided for
stairway enclosures as covered in Part 3 Section 5
sub-sections 3.517 and 3.611 and under Elevator and
Dumbwaiter Hoistways, Part 4 Section 3 of this Code.

I
I
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3.612.2 OPEN SHAFT ENCLOSURES — The enclosing wall of shafts that
are open to the outer air at the top shall be constructed
of materials specified earlier in this Code for exterior
walls of buildings and structures of the required
fire—resistance rating specified in Table 3.114.

3.612.3 COVERED SHAFT ENCLOSURES — The enclosing walls and the top
of interior covered shafts shall be constructed of
approved masonry, reinforced concrete or other approved
construction, with a fire—resistance rating of not less
than two (2) hours, except as provided in 3.612.4 for
residential buildings.

3.612.4 SHAFTS IN RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS — In one and two—family
dwellings of other than fireproof or non—combustible
construction, shafts may be supported on and constructed
of combustible materials or assemblies having a
fire—resistance rating of not less than one (1) hour and
shall extend not less than one metre (l.Om) above the roof
with a ventilating skylight of non—combustible construc
tion as specified in Exterior Trim Restrictions 3.624.

3.612.5 DUCT AND PIPE SHAFTS — In all buildings other than one—
and two—family dwellings, vertical pipes arranged in
groups of two (2) or more which penetrate two (2) or more
floors and occupy ai area of more than one thousand square
centimetres (0.1 m ) and vertical ducts which penetrate
two (2) or more floors, shall be enclosed by construction
of not less than one (1) hour fire—resistance rating to
comply with this section. All combustible pipes and ducts
connecting two (2) or more stories shall be enclosed as
indicated herein.

3.612.6 SHAFTS OR DUCTS NOT EXTENDING TO ROOF — Any shaft or duct
that does not extend into the top storey of any building
shall be enclosed with top construction of the same
strength and fire—resistance rating as the floors of the
building or structure in which it occurs, but not less
than that of the fire—resistance rating of the shaft
enclosure. Such shafts shall be provided with
non—combustible vents for the relief of smoke and gases in
the event of fire, with an area not less than ten (10)
percent of the shaft area.

3.612.? SHAFTS OR DUCTS EXTENDING TO OR ABOVE THE ROOF — In this
case the shaft or duct shall be covered with a
thermostatically controlled skylight or lid of not less
than ten (10) percent of the area of the shaftway or duct,
and constructed in accordance with the requirements of
clauses under 3.625. The automatic operation of such lid
or skylight may be controlled by fusible links designed to
operate at a fixed temperature of not less than sixty
degrees Celsius (60°C).
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3.612.8 ALTERNATE SHAFT/DUCT VENTILATION - The skylight or lid as U
specified in 3.612.7 may be replaced by a window, of

equivalent area, in the side of the shaft above the roof,

provided that the sill of such window is not less than

one—half of one metre (0.5 m) above the adjoining roof;

also provided that such window is equipped with an

automatic vent opening, and that it is not located within

six metres (6.0 m) of an opening in adjacent walls or

closer than three metres (3.0 m) to the boundary or lot

line.

3.612.9 BOTTOM ENCLOSURE — All shafts that do not extend to the

bottom of the building shall be enclosed at the lowest

level with construction of the same strength and

fire—resistance rating less than that of the shaft

enclosures.

3.6l2.1O EXISTING DUCTS OR SHAFIWAYS — In all existing ducts in

buildings of assembly (occupancy group A) and

institutional classifications (occupancy group 1) which

are not already enclosed as herein required, the Building

Authority shall direct such construction as may be deemed

necessary to insure the safety of the occupants.

3.612.l1 SHAFT OPENINGS — Openings other than necessary for the

purpose of the shaftway shall not be constructed in shaft

or duct enclosures, and all openings shall be protected

with approved fire doors, fire windows or fire shutters

complying with the provisions elsewhere in this Section of

the Code.

3.613 Fire Resistance of Structural Members

3.613.l REQUIREMENTS GENERALLY — The fire—resistance rating of

construction assemblies and structural members shall

comply with the requirements of Table 3.114 (Part 3

Section 1 of the Code) and with clauses under Fire

Resistance Tests, 3.605 and onwards.

3.613.2 PROTECTION OF STRUCTURAL MEMBERS — Columns, girders,

trusses, beams, lintels, or other structural members that

are required to have a fire—resistance rating and that

support more thn two (2) floors or one (1) floor and roof,

or support a bearing wall,or a non—bearing wall more than

two (2) stories high, shall be individually protected on

all sides for their length of height with materials having

the required fire—resistance rating. All other structural

members required to have a fire—resistance rating may be

protected by individual encasement, by a membrane or

ceiling protection as specified in 3.614 or by a

combination of both.

3.613.3 EMBEDMENIS AND ENCLOSURES — Pipes, wires, conduits, ducts

or other service facilities shall not be embedded in the

fire—protective covering of a structural member that is

required to be individually encased.

I
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3.613.4 IMPACT PROTECTION — Where the fire protection covering of
a structural member is subject to impact damage from
moving vehicles, the handling of merchandise, or other
activity, the fire protective covering shall be protected
by corner guards or by a substantial jacket of metal or
other non—combustible material, to a height adequate to
provide all protection, but not less than one and one—half
metres (1.5 m) from the finished floor level.

3.613.5 EXTERIOR STRUCTURAL MEMBERS — Structural members located
in exterior walls or along the outer lines of a building
shall be protected as required by Table 3.114 for exterior
bearing walls for the type of construction and shall be
protected against corrosion by an approved method. The
interior faces of exterior structural members shall be
protected and insulated with coverings of the required
fire—resistance rating specified for interior structural
members in Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1 of this Code).

3.613.6 WALL BEAMS — Beams and girders which support walls
required to have a fire—resistance rating shall be
protected to afford not less than the fire—resistance
rating of the wall supported, but the fire—resistance
rating shall not be less than one (1) hour for members
supporting masonry walls.

3.613.? WALL LINTELS — Unless supported or suspended from
construction, wall girders protected with insulating
materials of the required fire—resistance rating, or when
the opening is spanned by a masonry arch of the required
strength, all lintels over openings in masonry walls more
than two and one—half metres (2.5 m) in length shall be
protected as required for structural members supporting
walls for the type of construction.

3.613.8 STONE LINTELS — The use of stone lintels on spans
exceeding one and one—quarter metres (1.25 m) shall not be
permitted unless supplemented by fire—resistance rated
structural members or masonry arches of the required
strength to support the superimposed loads.

3.613.9 FIRST STOREY COLUMNS — In buildings of exterior masonry
wall (Type 3) construction, required fire protection may
be omitted from ground floor columns supporting enclosure
walls located on the street boundary line.

3.614 Fire—resistance Rated Floor/roofceiling Assemblies

3.614.l CEILING FIXTURES — Fire—resistive ceiling which consti
tutes an integral part of a floor or roof assembly to meet
a required fire—resistance rating may have openings to
accommodate non—combustible piping, ducts or electric
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outlets. The aggregate area of such openings in the U
ceiling shall be nt greater than seven hundred squae
centimetres (0.07 m ) in any ten square metres (10.0 m )
of ceiling area. The fixtures and attachments shall be
installed so as not to decrease the fire—resistance rating
of the assembly. All duct openings shall be protected
with approved non—combustible fire dampers.

3.614.2 CEILING PANELS — Where the weight of lay—in ceiling
panels, used as a part of fire—resistive floor—ceiling or
roof—ceiling assemblies, is not adequate to resist an
upwa1d force of five (5) kilograms per square metre (5
kg/rn ) wire ties, or other approved devices, shall be
installed above the panels to prevent vertical displace
ment under such upward force.

3.614.3 FIRESTOPPING OF CEILING SPACES — Floor and roof
construction in which the secondary structural members are
not individually encased in fire—resistance rated
materials or assemblies of component materials, shall be
firestopped in area of not more2 than two hundred and
seventy—five square metres (275 m ) with non—combustible
materials. Such firestopping shall comply with 3.621, or
solid web structural members may be substituted for such
firestops. Where floor and roof construction with
accompanying ceilings is made entirely of non—combustible
or fireproof construction firestopping may be omitted. 0

3.614.4 FIRLSTOPPING OF WOOD JOIST CONSTRUCTION — Where the
ceilings are suspended below wood joist floor construc
tion, the space between the ceiling and the floor above
shall be firestopped in areas of not more than one hundred
square metres (lOOm ) with materials meeting the require
ments of sub—section 3.621.

3.614.5 LOCATION OF FIRESTOPS — Tirestops shall be located
directly over tenant separation walls, if the walls do not
extend to the floor above.

3.614.6 UNUSABLE SPACE — In an assembly required to be of one (1)
hour fire—resistance rating, the ceiling membrane may be
omitted over unusable space or the Flooring may be omitted
where unusable space occurs above.

3.614.7 OPENINGS IN FIRE—RESISTANCE RATED FLOORS — The required
fire—resistance rating of Floor or Floor—ceiling assem
blies shall be maintained where a penetration is made for
electrical, mechanical, plumbing and communication
conduits, pipes and systems.

I
I
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3.615 Roof Construction

3.615.1 GENERAL — All roof constructions shall be protected with
non—combustible materials to afford the fire—resistance
rating required by Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1) and/or
as herein modified.

3.615.2 ROOFS OF 6 METRES OR HIGHER — When every part ofthe
structural framework of roofs in Type 1 or Type 2
buildings is six metres (6 rn) or more above the floor
immediately below, all fire protection of the structural
members may be omitted, including the protection of
trusses, roof framing and decking. Heavy timber members,
in accordance with Part 3 Section 1 (3.117) may be used
for such unprotected members in one (1) storey buildings.

3.615.3 EXCEPTION — Buildings of H (High Hazard), S—i (Moderate
Hazard Storage) or M (Mercantile) occupancies when of Type
1 or 2—A construction shall not have less than one (1)
hour fire—resistance rated roof construction.

3.615.4 ROOF SLABS, ARCHES AND DECKING — Where the omission of
fire protection from roof trusses, roof framing and
decking is permitted the horizontal or sloping roofs in
Type 1 and Type 2 buildings, immediately above such
members, shall be constructed of non—combustible materials
of the required strength without a specified fire—resis
tance rating, or of mill type construction in buildings
not over five (5) stories or twenty metres (20 m) in
height.

3.615.5 FIRESTOPPING — Firestopping of ceiling and attic spaces
shall be provided as required under this Code (see 3.614
and 3.621.)

3.616 Exterior Opening Protectives

3.616.1 WHERE REQUIRED — Where specified herein, the exterior
openings of all buildings and structures other than
churches (Occupancy group A—4), residential buildings
(occupancy groups R—2 and R—3), buildings of unprotected
non—combustible (Type 2—C) construction, and buildings of
frame (Type 4) construction shall have approved opening
protectives meeting the requirements of this Code and the
provisions of Part 3 Section 3 for special uses and
occupancies.

3.616.2 HORIZONTAL EXPOSURE — Approved protectives shall be
provided in every opening where the fire separation is
less than five metres (5 m).

3.616.3 VERTICAL EXPOSURE — Approved protectives shall be provided
in every opening which is less then fifteen metres (15 m)
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vertically above the roof of an adjoining or adjacent U
structure that is within a horizontal distance of nine
metres (9 m) of the wall in which the opening is located,
unless such roof construction affords a fire—resistance
rating of not less than one and one—half (1 1/2) hours.

3.616.4 GROUND FLOOR OPENINGS — The required fire—resistance rated
opening protectives may be omitted in ground floor
openings facing on a street or other public space, lane;
or right—of—way not less than nine metres (9 m) wide, and
when extending no more than eight metres (8 m) above
ground level.

3.616.5 PROTECTED OPENINGS — Required protective assemblies in flexterior openings may be fixed, they may be self—closing,
or they may be provided with automatic self—closing
devices approved by the local Fire Authority. U

3.616.6 UNPROTECTED OPENINGS — Where a fire—resistance rating is
not required by this section for openings in exterior
walls, windows and doors may be of unprotected wood.
Glazing shall conform to the requirements of this Code.

3.617 Fire Doors

3.617.1 FIRE DOOR ASSEMBLIES — Approved fire door assemblies as
defined in this Code shall be constructed of any material
or an assembly of component materials which meets the test
requirements of Part 3 Section 6, 3.605 and 3.606 of this
Code and the fire—resistance ratings herein required,
unless otherwise specifically provided for in this Code.

3617.2 LABELLED OR CERTIFIED PROTECTIVE ASSEMBLIES — Protective
assemblies meeting the requirements of 3.6O5.1O and
3.605.11 and relevant ASIM, or BSI Standards, including
shop inspection shall be approved for use as provided for
in this Code.

3.617.3 MULTIPLE DOORS IN FIRE WALLS — Two (2) doors, each with a
fire—resistance rating of one and one—half (1 1/2) hours,
installed on opposite sides of the same opening, shall be
deemed equivalent in fire—resistance rating to one (1)
three (3) hour fire door.

I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3.617

FIRE DOOR RESISTANCE RATINGS, IN HOURS

Tire—resistance
Location of Tire Door Rating in Hours

Tire Walls and fire separation walls of three (3)
or more hour construction 3

Tire walls, fire separation walls and exitway
enclosures of two (2) hour construction 1 1/2

Shaft enclosures and elevator hoistways of two (2)
hour construction 1 1/2

Shaft enclosures of one (1) hour construction 1

Tire separation walls of one (1) hour construction 3/4

3.617.4 MULTIPLE DOORS IN TIRE SEPARATION WALLS — Two (2) doors,
of three—quarter (3/4) hour fire—resistance rating each,
installed on opposite sides of the same opening shall be
deemed equivalent in fire—resistance rating to a one and
one—half (1 1/2) hour fire door; except when used in a
required exitway.

3.617.5 GLASS PANELS — Wired glass panels shall be permitted in
fire doors within the limitations of sub—section 3.619
below and as herein specifically prescribed.

3.617.6 CLOSING DEVICES — Except as may be otherwise provided for
openings in fire walls and fire separation walls, all fire
doors shall be self—closing and shall be closed during
occupancy of the building or part thereof. The building
official may accept the use of rate of rise heat actuated
devices meeting the requirements of the approved rules on
doors that are normally required to be open for ventila
tion or other specified purposes when the safety of the
occupants is not endangered thereby.

3.618 Fire Windows and Shutters

3.6l8.1 TIRE—RESISTANCE RATING — Approved assemblies of fire
windows and fire shutters shall meet the requirements of
3.605 and 3.606 or they shall be approved certified (or
labelled) assemblies meeting all the requirements of
3.605.11.
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3.618.2 EXCEPTION - Steel, aluminium, or bronze window frame Uassemblies of a gauge giving a solid metal thickness of

not less than three and one—fifth millimetres (3.2 mm) for
both sashes and frames, and made to take glazing of not
less than six millimetres (6 mm) wired glass when securely
installed in the building construction, shall be deemed to
meet the requirements for a three—quarter (3/4) hour fire
window assembly.

3.618.3 (FIRE) WINDOW MULLIONS — All metal window mullions (and
frames) which exceed a nominal height of three and one—
half metres (3.5m) and are of hollow section shall be
protected with insulating materials to afford the same
fire—resistance rating as required for the wall
construction in which the window is located.

3.618.4 SWINGING (HINGED) FIRE SHUTTERS — When fire shutters of
the hinged or swinging type are used in exterior openings,
not less than one (1) row in every three (3) vertical rows
shall be arranged to be readily opened from the outside
and shall be identified by distinguishing marks or letters
not less than 150 mm high.

3.618.5 ROLLING FIRE SHUTTERS — When fire shutters of the rolling fl
type are used, they shall be of approved counterbalance U
construction that can be readily opened from the outside.

3.619 Wired Glass

3.619.l GENERAL — SIZES OF WIRED GLASS GLAZING ALLOWABLE —As a
guide to the use of wired glass in fire doors, in windows,
in borrowed lights, and even in skylights, standards in
many countries have based their regulations on the “old”
quarter—inch rough rolled (plate) or clear plate single
wired glass. This glass now becomes “6 mm wired glass”
a.nd the following table is based on this weight or
thickness wherever the glass is made or from wherever it
is imported. U

3.619.2 There is no restriction in this Code for designers who
wish to use a heavier weight (greater thickness) for
single or double wired glass where other factors, such as
vibration sound insulation by using double glazing, or
where special cases arise for added protection of workmen
or even for larger panes than allowed in the following
Table, provided reasons are submitted for the approvals
given by the Local and/or Fire Authority concerned.

I
I
I
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TABLE 3.619

LIMITING SIZE FOR 6mm SINGLE WIRED (GLAZING) PANELS

Rating Opening Max. Area Max. Height Max. Width

3 hr. Class A door 0 0 0

1 and 1 1/2 hr. Class B doors 645 cm2 210 cm2 65 cm2

3/4 hr. Class C door 8360 cm 350 cm2 350 cm2
(0.836 m )

1 1/2 hr. Class D door 0 0 0

3/4 hr. Class E door 8360 cm 350 cm2 350 cm2
(0.836 m )

2 2 2Fire Windows 8360.cm 350 cm 350 cm
(0.836 m2)

3.619.3 FIRE WALLS — Wired glass in fire doors located in fire
walls is prohibited, except where serving as horizontal
exits, the self—closing swinging doors nay be provided
with a narrow, preferably vertical, vision panel of not
more t[-n six hundred and forty—five square centimetres
(645 cm ) without either dimension exceeding three hundred
millimetres (300 mm).

3.619.4 FIRE SEPARATION WALLS — Wired glass vision panels may be
used in fire doors of one and one—half (1 1/2) hour
fire—resistance rating intended for use in fire separation
walls; but the glass panels shall not be more 2then six
hundred and forty—five square centimetres (645 cm ) as for
fire walls above.

3.619.5 EXITWAY PROTECTIVES — Unless specifically required in Part
3 Section 3 of this Code to be solid in such locations
where unusually hazardous conditions prevail, fire doors
in elevator and stairway shaft enclosures may be equipped
with approved wire glass vision panels which shall be so
located as to furnish clear vision of the passageway or
approach to the elevator or stairway. Such vision panels
shall not exceed the size limitations specified in Class B
doors.

3.619.6 FIRE SEPARATION WALLS — Six millimetre (6 mm) wired glass
panels may be used in fire separation walls used for
subdividing purposes as set forth in 3.611.7, provided the
required fire—resistance rating of the wall does not
exceed one (1) hour. The maximum size of such panels shall
not exceed the liniations for a three—quarter (3/4) hour
Class C door.
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3.620 Fire—Resistive Requirements for Plaster (Rendering) I
3.620.1 THICKNESS OF PLASTER — The required thickness of

fire—resistance rated plaster protection shall be

determined by the prescribed fire tests for specified use

and type of construction and in accordance with the

provisions of interior plastering and for exterior

plastering specified in this Code. The thickness in all

cases shall be measured from the face of the lath when

applied to fibre board, wood, or gypsum lath and from the

back of metal lath.

3.620.2 PLASTER EQUIVALENTS — For fire—resistive purposes, twelve

millimetres (12 mm) of unsanded gypsum plaster shall be

deemed equivalent to 18 millimetres (18 mm) of one (1) to

three (3) sanded gypsum, or 25 millimetres (25 mm)
portland cement sand plaster.

3.620.3 NON—COMBUSTIBLE BACKING — In fireproof (Type 1) end

non—combutible (Type 2) construction, plaster shall be

applied directly on to concrete, masonry or onto approved

non—combustible plastering base and furring.

3.620.4 DOUBLE REINFORCEMENT — Except in solid plaster partitions, I
or when otherwise determined by the prescibed fire tests,

plaster protections more than 25 millimetres in thickness

shall be reinforced with an additional layer of approved

metal Lath imbedded at least 18 millimetres from the outer

surface and fixed securely in place.

3.62O.5 PLASTER ALTERNATES FOR CONCRETE — In reinforced concrete

construction, gypsum or portland cement plaster may be

substituted for 12 mm of the required poured concrete

construction except that a minimum thickness of 100

millimetres of poured concrete shall be provided in all

reinforced concrete floors and 25 millimetres in

reinforced concrete columns, in addition to the plaster

finish and the concrete base shall be prepared in

accordance with that section of this Code dealing with

Walls and Wall Thickness.

3.621 Fires opping

3.621.1 WHERE REQUIRED — Firestopping shall be designed and

constructed close for all concealed draft openings and to

form effectual fire barriers against the spread of

flame fire between stories of every building and in all

open structural spaces therein, including the following

locations: for the subdivision of attic spaces, for

combustible wall, partition and floor framing, for ceiling

space (see 3.614), for open spaces behind accoustical and

other finishes, for floor sleeper space, and for pipe,

duct end flue openings in the mechanical section (see

3.623 in Part 4 of this Code.

I
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3.621.2 FIRESTOPPING MATERIALS — All firestopping shall consist of
approved non—combustible materials securely fastened in
place, firestops of two (2) thicknesses of 25 mm lumber
with broken lap joint or one thickness 9.5 mm or 10 mm
plywood with joints backed by 9.5 mm or 10 mm plywood or
of 50 mm lumber installed with tight joints shall be
permitted in open spaces of wood framing.

3.621.3 REQUIRED INSPECTION — Firestopping shall not be concaled
or covered Prom view until inspected and approved by the
Building Inspector or other Local Authority represen
tative.

3.622 Interior Finish and Trim (and Application of Same)

3.622.l GENERAL — Interior finish and interior trim of buildings
shall conform to the requirements of this Section.
Interior finish shall include all dadoes and panelling or
other finish applied structurally or for accoustical
treatment, insulation, decoration, or similar purposes.
The use of a surface finish of paper, or of material of
not greater fire hazard than paper, shall not be
prohibited provided such finish does not exceed one
millimetre (1.0 mm) in thickness, and is applied directly
to a non—combustible base or substrate meeting the
requirements of 3.605.15. Show windows in the ground
floor of buildings may be of wood or unprotected metal
framing.

3.622.2 EXPOSED CONSTRUCTION — These requirements shall not be
considered as requiring the installation of interior
finish, but where construction or fire protection
materials are exposed in rooms or spaces used for the
occupancies specified, the hazard Prom rate of flame—
spread of such exposed materials shall be not greater than
that of the interior finish permitted for such occupancy
or use. Exposed portions of structural members complying
with the requirements for heavy timber type construction
in sub—section 3.117 onwards in Part 3 Section 1 of the
Code shall not be subject to interior finish regulations.

3.6223 SMOKE OR CLASS — Interior finish materials shall not be
permitted that have a smoke—developed factor greater than
four hundred and fifty (450) when tested in accordance
with the method of test for surface burning characteris
tics of building materials. When restrictions are not
otherwise established in this Code, interior finish is not
controlled, except that pyroxylin or similar finishes
shall not be applied which, as dry films, produce
excessive smoke or toxic fumes when exposed to fire.

3.622.4 MATERIALS — Material may be used for interior finish and
trim only as specifically provided in this Code for the
occupancy or use of the space in which it is installed.
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Use of any material for floor finish, interior finish, fl
and trim in a building of Type 1 or Type 2 construction
within the scope permitted in this section or under 3.623
shall not declassify the building with respect to its type
of construction.

3.622.5 FOAM PLASTICS — Foam plastics shall not be used as
interior finish or as interior trim except as provided
under 3.622.9.

3.622.6 INTERIOR FINISH - Interior finish of wall and ceilings U
shall have a flame—spread rating not greater than that
designated by the class prescribed for the various
occupancy groups listed in Table 3.622 when tested in
accordance with the requirements of 3.606.

3.622.? BASEMENTS — In buildings, other than one and two—family
residences, Class 1 or Class II interior finish shall be
used in all basements or other underground spaces from
which there is no direct access to outside of the
building; provided that the occupancy is for any purpose
other than storage or service facilities.

3.622.8 MAXIMUM FLAME SPREAD — Interior finish materials with
flame—spread classifications in excess of two hundred
(200) shall not be used in any room or space subject to
human occupancy, except to such extent as may be
specifically permitted by the Local Authority on the basis
of a finding that such use does not significantly increase
the life hazard.

3.622.9 INTERIOR TRIM — Baseboards, chair—rails, mouldings, trim
around openings and other interior trim, not in excess of
ten (10) percent of the aggregate wall and ceiling areas
of any room or space, may be of Class I, II or III
materials, except that in trim around fire windows and
fire doors shall comply with the requirements of 3.617 and
3.618.

3.622.l0 APPLICATION/ATTACHMENT OF INTERIOR FINISHES — When
interior finishes are regulated by the requirements of
this Code, interior finish materials shall be applied or
otherwise fastened in such a manner that they will not
readily become detached when subjected to room
temperatures of 95°C or more for thirty (30) minutes, or
otherwise become loose through changes in the setting
medium from the effects of time or conditions of
occupancy.

3.622.11 APPLICATION TO STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS — Interior finish
materials applied to walls, ceilings, or structural Ielements of a building which are required to be
fire—resistance rated or to be constructed of

U
I
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non—cofl1bustible component materials, shall be applied
directly against the exposed surface of such structural
elements, or to furring strips attached to such surfaces
with all concealed spaces created thereb firestopped
where in excess of one square metre (1.0 m ) or two and
one—half metres (2.5 m).

3.622.12 FURRED CONSTRUCTION — Where walls, ceilings or other
structural elements are required to be fire—resistance
rated or to be constructed of non—combustible component
materials and interior finish is set out or dropped
distances greater than one and three—quarter (1 3/4)
inches from the surface of such elements, only material of
which both faces qualify as Class I shall be used, unless
the finish material is protected on both sides by an
automatic fire suppression system (see Note 1 to Table
3.622) or is attached to a non—combustible backing,
complying with 3.622.15 below, or to furring strips
applied directly to such backing as provided in 3.622.11.

3.622,13 HEAVY TIMBER CONSTRUCTION — Interior finish materials may
be applied directly to the wood members and decking of
heavy timber (Type 3—A) construction, where permitted, or
to furring strips applied to such members or wood decking
as provided in 3.622.11.
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TABLE 3.622

INTERIOR FINISH REQUIREMENTS

Required Corridors
Vertical Providing Rooms
Exitways and Exitways Enclosed

Occupancy Groups Passageways (4) Access Spaces (1)

A—i Assembly,
theatres 1 1 11 (2)

A—2 Assembly,
night clubs 1 1 11 (2)

A—3 Assembly,
halls, terminals, Irestaurants 1 1 11 (2)

A—4 Assembly,
churches, schools 1 1 111

B Business 1 11 111

F Factory and industrial 1 11 111

H High Hazard 1 11 111

I—i Institutional
restricted 1 1 1 (3)

1—2 Institutional
incapacitated 1 II 1 (3)

M Mercantile walls,
ceilings 1 11 11 (5)

R—l Residential,
hotels 1 11 111

R—2 Residential, fmulti—family
dwellings 1 11 111

R—3 Residential,
one and two—
family dwellings 111 111 Hi I

S—i Storage,
moderate hazard 1 11 111

5—2 Storage,
low hazard 1 11 lii
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NOTE 1 — Requirements for rooms or enclosed spaces are
based upon spaces enclosed in partitions of the
building or structure, and where fire—resis
tance rating is required for the structural
elements the enclosing partitions shall extend
from the floor to the ceiling. Partitions
which do not comply with this shall be consi
dered as enclosing spaces and the rooms or
spaces on both sides thereof shall be counted
as one. In determining the applicable require
ments for rooms or enclosed spaces, the
specific use or occupancy thereof shall be the
governing factor, regardless of the occupancy
group classification of the building. When an
approved automatic fire suppression system is
provided the interior finish of Class II or III
materials may be used in place of Class I or II
materials respectively, where required in the
Table.

NOTE 2 — Class III interior finish materials may be used
in place of assembly with a capacity of three
hundred (300) persons or less.

NOTE 3 — Class III interior finish materials may be used
in administrative areas, Class II interior
finish materials may be used in individual
rooms of not over four (4) persons capacity.
Provisions in Note 1 allowing a change in
interior finish classes when fire suppression
protection is provided shall not apply.

NOTE 4 — Class III interior finish materials may be used
for dadoes or panelling2 for not more than
ninety square metres (90 m ) of applied surface
area in the grade lobby when applied directly
to a non—combustible base or over furring
strips applied to a non—combustible base and
firestopped as required under 3.622.l0 to
3.622.13.

NOTE 5 — Class III interior finish materials may be used
in mercantile occupancies of2 two hundred and
fifty square metres (250 m ) or less gross
area. Used for sales purposes on the ground
floor only. (Balcony permitted).

3.622.1.4 CLASS II AND III MATERIAL — Interior finish materials,
other than Class 1 material, which are less than six
millimetres (6 mm) in thickness shall be applied directly
against a non—combustible backing or a backing complying
with the requirements of 3.605.15 unless the tests under
which such material has been classed were made with the
materials suspended from the non—combustible backing.
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3.622.15 BACKING MATERIAL (s) - Backing for interior finish U

materials shall be continuous surface with permanently
tight joints, equal in area to the area of the finish, and
extending completely behind such finish in all directions;
and may be of any materials meeting the requirements of
this code for non—combustible classification of material
under clause 3.605.l3 or of fire—retardant—treated wood.
When the backing does not constitute an integral part of
the structural elements or system it shall be attached
directly to the structural elements or to furring strips
as required for the application of finish according to
3.622.ll or may be suspended from the structural members
at any distance provided concealed spaces created thereby
shall be firestopped in accordance with the applicable
requirements of this Code. Where Class III interior
finish is applied to a continuous non—combustible backing
beneath wood joist construction, the allowable area for
firestopping required in 3.614.4 may e increased to two
hundred and fifty square metres (250 m ).

3.623 Combustible Materials Permitted in Floor Construction of U
Types 1 and 2 Buildings

3.623.l GENERAL — Except as provided in Means of Egress, Part 3
Section 5 (Interior Exitways Stairways 3.517) and in
Special Use and Occupancy Requirements, Part 3 Section 3
(Places of Public Assembly) for threatres and similar
places of public assembly (Occupancy Groups A—i and A—2)
the use of combustible materials in or on floors of Type 1
and Type 2 buildings shall be as herein specified.

3.623.2 SLEEPERS, CLEATS, NAILING BLOCKS OR GROUNDS — Floor
sleepers, cleats, nailing, blocks and grounds may be
constructed of combustible materials, provided the space
between the fire—resistance rated floor construction and
the flooring is either solidly filled with non—combustible
materials or firestopped in aras of not more than
ninety—five square metres (95 m’i, provided such open
spaces shall not extend over or through permanent
partitions or walls.

3.623.) FLOORING — Wood finish floorings may be attached directly
to the embedded or firestopped wood sleepers and wood
finish flooring shall be permitted when cemented directly
to the top surface of approved fire—resistance rated
construction or cemented directly to a wood subfloor
attached to sleepers as provided in 3.623.2. Combustible
insulating boards not more than 12 millimetres thick and
covered with approved finished flooring may be used for
deadening or heat insulating when attached directly to a
non—combustible floor assembly or to wood subflooring
attached to sleepers as provided in clause 3.623.2 above.

I
I
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3.624 Decorative Materials and Exterior Trim Restrictions

3.624.1 GENERAL — In places of public assembly, all draperies,
hangings, and other decorative materials suspended from
walls or ceilings shall be non—combustible or flame—
resistant meeting the requirements of 3.606 as herein
specified.

3.624.2 NON—COMBUSTIBLE — The permissible amount of non—
combustible decorative hangings shall not be limited.

3.624.3 FLAME—RESISTANT — The permissible amount of flame—
resistant decorative hangings shall not exceed ten (10)
percent of the total wall and ceiling area.

3.624.4 EXTERIOR TRIM: GUTTERS AND VALLEYS — All gutters end
valleys hereafter placed on, or in roof construction of
buildings other than frame (Type 4) buildings, one and
two—family dwellings, and private garages, and any similar
accessory buildings shall be constructed of non—combus
tible materials.

3.624.5 ARCHITECTURAL TRIM — All architectural trim, such as
cornices and other exterior architectural elements
attached to the exterior walls of buildings of Types 1 and
2 construction shall be constructed of approved
non—combustible materials and shall be secured to the wall
with metal or other approved non—combustible brackets;
except that outside the fire limits, such trim may be of
non—combustible material when the building does not exceed
three (3) stories or twelve metres (12.0 m) in height.
Combustible trim may be used on all buildings of Types 3
and 4 construction.

3.624.6 LOCATION — When combustible architectural trim is located
along the top of exterior walls it jnust be completely
backed up by the exterior wall and shall not extend over
or above the top of exterior walls.

3.624.7 FIRE5TOPPING — Continuous exterior architectural trim
constructed of combustible materials shall be firestopped
as required in subsection 3.621.

3.624.8 COMBUSTIBLE HALF—TIMBERING — In buildings of masonry Type
3 construction that do not exceed three (3) stories or
twelve metres (12.0 m) in height, exterior half—timbering
and similar architectural decorations may be constructed
of wood or other equivalent combustible materials,
provided such trim is backed up solidly with approved
non—combustible materials.

3.624.9 BALCONIES — All balconies attached to or supported by
buildings of Types 1 and 2 construction shall be
constructed of non—combustible materials. Balconies
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attached to or supported by buildings of Types 3 and 4
construction may be of unprotected non—combustible
materials or frame construction. Balconies of frame
construction shall afford the fire—resistance rating
required by Table 3.114 for floor construction and the
aggregate length shall not exceed fifty (50) percent of
the building perimeter on each floor0

3 .624.10 BAY AND ORIEL WINDOWS — All bay and oriel windows attached
to or supported by walls other than frame construction
shall be of non—combustible materials, unless specifically
exempted by Part 3 Section 2 of this Code.

3.624.11 EXISTING COMBUSTIBLE CONSTRUCTION — Any existng cornice or
other exterior architectural element constructed of wood
or similar combustible materials may be repaired with the
same material to the extent of fifty (50) percent of its
area in any one (1) year if the public safety is not
thereby endangered.

3.624.12 WOOD VENEERS — Inside the fire limits wood veneers are
permitted in accordance with Part 3 Section 2.

3.625 Roof Structures 0
3.625.1 GENERAL All construction, other than aerial supports,

clothes dryers and similar structures less than four
metres (4.0 m) high, water tanks and cooling towers as
hereinafter provided and flag poles, erected above the
roof of any part of any building or structure located
within the fire limits or of any building or structure
more than twelve metres (12.0 m) in height outside the
fire limits shall be constructed of non—combustible
materials.

3.625.2 ROOF ACCESS TRAPS OR TRAPDOORS — Trapdoors and other
access ways on to any roof area as required by Part 3
Section 5 (Means of Egress) sub—section 3.518 shall be not
less than one metre (1.0 m) by six—tenths of one metre
(0.6 m) in size and shall be of fire—resistance—rated
construction in fireproof (Types 1—A and l-B) and
non—combustible (Type 2) buildings, and of approved
non—combustible materials. They may however be of wood
covered on top and edges with sheet metal in exterior
masonry (Type 3) and protected frame (Type 4—A) buildngs.

3.625.3 SKYLIGHTS — SASHES AND FRAMES — Sashes and frames of all
skylights on buildings of types 1 and 2 construction shall
be of steel, metal, or other approved non-combustible
materials. In foundries or buildings where acid fumes
deleterious to metal are incidental to the use of the
building, treated wood or other specialist approved
non—corrosive materials shall be permitted.

I
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3,625.4 GLASS, WIRED OR PLAIN — Skylights shall be glazed with
wired glass not less than 6 mm in thickness or shall be
approved glass block construction conforming to this Code,
except the skylights placed over shafts and stair
enclosures and skylights used for emergency heat and smoke
ventings shall be glazed with plain glass not over three
millimetres (3.0 mm) in thickness. A single nel of
wred glass in skylights shall not exceed 4650 cm (0.465
m ) in area or 1.2 m in any dimension. Light—transmitting
plastic may be used if it complies with non—combustibility
tests required by this Code or relevant British or other
approved Standards.

3.625.5 SCREENS — Plain glass skylights shall be protected by
substantial corrosion—resistive metal or other approved
non—combustible screens having a mesh not less than 19 mm
by 19 mm nor larger than 25 mm by 25 mm, constructed of
not lighter than 2.05 mm wires. The screen shall be
erected at a distance of not less than 100 millimetres nor
more than 250 millimetres above all glazed portions of
skylight and shall project on all sides for a distance of
not less than the height of the screen above theglass. A
similar screen shall be placed below the skylight to
afford protection to the occupants of the building. The
provisions for wired glass or screen protection shall not
apply to glass block skylights or to greenhouse
construction.

3.625.6 PENTHOUSES — Penthouses shall be considered as part of the
next lower storey, and the enclosure shall conform to the
requirements for exterior walls of the building type as
regulated by Table 3.114 (Part 3 Section 1 of this Code)
except as modified hereunder.

3.625.7 RECESSED WALLS — When the exterior wall of a penthouse is
recessed or stepped back from the exterior wall of the
next lower storey by one and one—half metres (1.5 m) or
more and the exterior wall of the next lower storey is
required to have a fire—resistance rating of greater than
one and one—half (1 1/2) hours, the penthouse exterior
wall may be constructed with a fire—resistance rating of
not less than one and one—half (1 1/2) hours, covered on
the outside with non—combustible, weatherproof material
and supported on protected steel or reinforced concrete
construction.

3.625.8 DOORS, FRAMES AND SASHES — Doors, frames and window
sashes, except where otherwise specifically required to be
fireproof or fire—resistance rated under this Code, shall
be constructed the same as other similar elements in the
building.

3.625.9 OTHER ENCLOSED ROOF STRUCTURES — Enclosed roof structures,
other than the penthouses as defined herein shall be
considered a storey of the building and the enclosure
shall conform to the requirements for exterior walls of
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the building type as regulated by Table 3.114 in Part 3 0
Section 1, and the provisions described in the following
clauses 3.625.lO and 3.625.11.

3.625.1O NON—COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS — Unless constructed of masonry
or reinforced concrete, roof structures erected on
buildings of fireproof or non—combustible (Types 1 or 2)
constructions shall be enclosed in walls of non—combus
tible materials having a fireresistance rating of not
less than one (1) hour, protected with weather—resistive
roof coverings complying with sub—section 3.626 onwards.

3.625.11 COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS — Roof structures erected on the
roof of exterior masonry buildings (Type 3) and protected
frame buildings (Type 4—A) may be constructed of combusti
ble materials protected to afford a one (1) hour fire—
resistance rating covered on the outside with approved
roofing materials.

3.625.12 MANSARD OR OTHER HIGH PITCHED ROOTS — Every mansard or
other steeply sloping (high pitched) roof having a pitch
of more than sixty (60) degrees to the horizontal here
after erected on any building or structure of other than
Type 4 frame construction more than three (3) stories or
twelve metres (12.0 m) in height shall be constructed of
non—combustible materials with a fire—resistance rating of
not less than one (1) hour; except that when the building
is more than seven (7) stories or twenty—five metres (25.0
m) in height, such roofs shall afford the same fire—resis
tance rating required for the exterior walls of the
building but need not exceed one and one—half (1 1/2) hour
fire—resistance rating.

3.625.13 LOW SLOPE (PITCHED) ROOFS — When the pitch is less than
sixty (60) degrees to the horizontal, the mansard roof or
other sloping roof located on any- building may be
constructed of the same materials as required for the roof
of the building.

3.625.14 DORMERS — The sides and roofs of dormers shall be of the
same type of construction as the main roof construction;
except that where a side of the dormer is merely a
vertical extension of an exterior wall it shall be subject
to the same fire—resistance rating requirements as apply
to the wall of the buildinQ. The roofs of the dormers
shall be protected with approved roof coverings complying
with subsection 3.626 onwards. The sides of dormers shall
be protected with approved roof coverings or ‘iith
materials which would be permitted for covering the
exterior walls of the buildings.

3.625.15 WATER TANKS AND SUPPORT FOR SAME — !ater tanks having a
capacity of more than two thousand, two hundred and fifty

I
I
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litres (2250.0 1) placed in or on a building shall be
supported on masonry, reinforced concrete, steel or other
approved non—combustible framing or on timber conforming
to heavy timber mill construction (Type 3—A); provided
that, when such supports are located in the building above
the lowest floor, they shall be fire—resistance rated as
required for fireproof (Type 1—A) construction.

3.625.16 EMERGENCY DISCHARGE FROM SUCH TANKS — A pipe or otitlet
shall be located in the bottom or in the side close to the
bottom, or the tank shall be fitted with a quick—opening
valve to enable the contents to be discharged in an
emergency to a suitable drain complying with the Plumbing
Code in Part 4 Section 4 of this Code.

3.625.17 LOCATION — A tank shall not be located over or near a
stairway or elevator shaft unless a solid roof or floor
deck is constructed underneath the tank.

3.625.18 TANK COVERS — All enclosed roof tan.ks exposed to the
weather shall have approved covers sloping towards the
outer edges (see also under Plumbing and Drainage, Part 4
Section 4 oF this Code).

3.625.19 METAL STRAP PROTECTION — Where hoop iron or other type of
feTrous metal straps are used in the construction of tank
stands, or for holding down tanks on to stands on any roof
(or other exposed position) they shall be protected with
approved corros on—resistant coatings.

3.625.20 COOLING lOWERS (a) LOCATED WITHIN FIRE LIMITS — Within the
fire limits, cooling towers erected on the roofs of
buildings shall be constructed of non—combustible
materials, except that drip bars may be of wood. Cooling
towers may be constructed entirely of fire.-reLardant—
treated wood, including drip bars.

3.625.21 COOLING TOWERS (b) LOCATED OUTSIDE FIRE LIMITS — Outside
the fire limits, cooling towers may be constructed of wood
or other approved materials of similar combustible
characteristics; except that when the base of the tower is
more than sixteen and one—half metres (16.5 m) above
ground level and the tower is located on a building, the
drip bars only may be fabricated of combustible materials
as herein provided.

3.625.22 MISCELLANEOUS ROOF STRUCTURES — Except as herein specifi
cally provided, all towers, spires, dormers, or cupolas
shall be erected of the type of construction and
fire—resistance rating required for the building to which
they are accessory as regulated by Table 3.114 (Part 3
Section 1) and Part 3 Section 2; except that when the
height of such appurtenant structures exceeds twenty—five
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metres (25.0 m) above ground level or when the area at any
horizontal section of the tower sire dormer or cupola
exceeds twenty square metres (20 m ) or when it is used
for any purpose other than as a belfry or architectural
embellishment, the structure and its supports shall be of
fireproof (Type 1) construction, non—combustible (Type 2)
construction, or fire-retardant—treated wood complying
with 3.605.14 and 3.605.15 of this section of the Code.
Radio and television towers and antennae shall be
constructed to comply with Part 3 Section 3 of this Code
(Radio and Television Towers and Antennae).

3.626 Roof Coverings

3.626.l CLASSIFICATION — All approved roof coverings shall meet
the test requirements and be classified in accordance with
clauses 3.605.5 to 3.605.8 of this Code. U

3.626.2 EXISTING ROOFS — The repair of existing roofs shall comply
with the provisions of Part 1 Section 1 (Administration
and Enforcement) of this Code but more than twenty—five
(25%) percent of the roof covering of any building shall
not be replaced in a period of twelve (12) months unless
the entire roof covering is made to conform to the
requirements for new roofing.

3.626.3 CLASSIFICATION OF USE — (See under 3.605.4 also for
classifications A, B, C and unclassified.

3.626.4 CLASS A ROOF COVERINGS — Class A roof coverings shall be
permitted for use in buildings of all types of
construction.

3.626.5 CLASS B ROOF COVERINGS — Class B roof coverings shall be
permitted as the minimum for use in buildings and
structures or Type 1 construction.

3.626.6 CLASS C ROOF COVERINGS Class C roof coverings shall be U
permitted as the minimum for use in buildings and
structures of Types 2, 3 and 4A construction.

3.626.? NON—CLASSIFIED ROOF COVERINGS — Non—classified roof
coverings shall be permitted on the buildings or
structures as listed below.

(a) Buildings and structures of unprotected frame (Type
4—B) construction when the distance from any other
building is not less than three and one—half metres
(3.5 m).

(b) Private garages, airplane hangers and similar Iaccessory structures, not exceeding one (1) sLorey r
six metres (6 m) in height, and five hundred (0O m )

I
I
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square metres in area, when outside the fire limits,
located in the same lot with a dwelling and with a
fire separation of not less than three and and one—
half metres (3.5 m).

Cc) Moderate and low hazard storage buildings (occupancy
groups S—i and 5—2) not exceeding one (1) storey or
six metres, (p.o m) in height and six hundred square
metres (600 m ) in area with a fire separation of not
less than three and one—half metres (3.5 m). Fire
walls may be used to obtain the required fire
separation.

3.626.8 ROOT INSULATION — The use of cork, fibre or other insula
ting boards, and/or other combustible roof insulation is
permitted provided that it is covered with approved roof
coverings applied directly to such insulation.

3.626.9 EARTHING/GROUNDING OF METAL ROOFS — Whenever, because of
hazard resulting from electrical equipment, or apparatus
located thereon, or because of lighting, or proximity to
power lines, or for any other reason, it is deemed
necessary by the Building Authority, metal roofs shall be
grounded by bonding together each course or strip and the
bonding conductor or conductors shall be extended to and
attached in an approved manner to the grounding electrode
used to ground the electrical system within the building
on which such metal roofing is applied. The conductors
used to bond courses or strips of metal roofing together,
or any conductor extended for grounding earthing to the
grounding electrode, shall not have greater resistance
than the conductor used to ground the electrical system
within the building.

3.626.1O ALTERNATE METHODS OF EARTHING/GROUNDING OF METAL ROOFING —

Alternative methods of grounding roofing may be used,
provided they are at least equal in performance to the
methods described herein, and further provided that such
desired method is first submitted to and approved by the
Building Authority and/or its Electrical Inspectors.

3.626.l1 ASPHALT SHINGLE APPLICATION — Asphalt shingles laid with
double coverage may be installed on slopes below 1 in 3
(10 cm rise to 30 cm rise) to as low as 1 in 6 pitch,
provided the shingles are approved self—sealing shingles
or are hand—sealed and are installed with an underlay
consisting of two layeTs of No. 15 bituninised felt,
applied shingle fashion. (Horizontally along the roof).

3.626.12 RE—ROOFING IN ASPHALT SHINGLES — Not more than two (2)
overlays of asphalt shingles shall be applied over an
existing asphalt shingle roof. Not more then two (2)
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overlays of asphalt shingles applied over wood shingles
shall have an underlay of not less than Type 30
non—perforated bituminous felt.

3.626.13 WOOD SHAKE APPLICATION — Not more than one (1) overlay of
wood shakes shall be applied over an existing asphalt
shingle or wood shingle roof. One (1) layer (or strip) of
45 cm wide Type 30 felt shall be interlaced between each
layer of shakes.

3.626.14 APPLICATION OVER SHAKES — New roof covering shall not be
applied over an existing shake roof.

3.626.15 FLASHING AND EDGINGS — Rusted or damaged flashings, vent fl
caps, and metal edgings shall be replaced with new
materials as necessary when any type of re—roofing is
being carried out.
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PART 3

SECTION 7

3.700 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

3.701 Scope

3.701.1 The provision of this Section shall specify where fire
protection systems are recommended in all buildings or
structures or parts thereof. The occupancy classification
of the building to be protected (see Part 3, Section 1 of
this Code Occupancy and Construction Classifications and
Public Health) has an important bearing on the type of
protection system required for that building.

3.701.2 INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS — The installation methods,
repair operation and/or maintenance of fire protection
systems shall be in accordance with this Code.

3.701.3 MAINTENANCE — The owner, tenant or lessee of every
building or structure shall be responsible for the care
and maintenance of all fira protection systems, including
equipment and devices to insure the safety and welfare of
the occupants. Fire protection sy5tQfiS shall not be
disconnected or otherwise rendered unserviceable without
first notifying the Fire Dcpartrhent.

3.701.4 When installations of required fire protection systems are
interrupted for repairs, or oLher reasons, the owner,
tenant or lessee shall imcdiately inform the Fire
Department and shall diligently prosecute the restoration
of the protection.

3.701.5 MATERIAL AND EQUIPiENT All matcrials and equipment used
in a fire protection systeii shall be approved, consistent
with the requirements of this Code, and other relevant
Standards such as the U.S. National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 73—76.

3.70l.6 THREADS — All couplings provided for Fire Department
connections to sprinkler systems, standpipes, yard
hydrants, or any other fire hose connections shall be
uniform with those used by the local Fire Department.

3.701.7 SIGNS — If tire suppression control valves are located in
a separate room or building, a sign shall be provided on
the entrance door. The lettering for such a sign shall be
of a conspicuous colour, and shall be not less than 100 mm
in height, and shall read “Sprinkler Control Valves”
and/or “Standpipe Control Valve&’ or indicate any other
types of system. (See also Part 5, Section 8 for
additional signs).
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3.70l.8 TESTS Where required by this article, and any standards

listed herein, all flow test connections ahd points of
fluid discharge shall be reasonably accessible and
acceptable to the Administrative Authority.

3.702 Plans and Specifications

3.702.l REQUIRED Plans shall be submitted to indicate confor
mance with this Code and the Mechanical Code of this
jurisdiction, and shall be reviewed by the department
prior to issuance of the permit.

Note: Since the Fire Department is responsible for
inspection for the proper maintenance of all fire
protection systems in buildings, the Administrative
Authority shall cooperate with the Fire Department in the
discharging of its responsibility to enforce this article.

3.702.2 PLANS — The plans and specifications submitted to the
department shall contain sufficient detail to evaluate the
hazard and to evaluate the effectiveness of the system
recommended. The details required on the hazard shall
include materials involved, location and arrangement and
the exposure to the hazard.

3.702.3 CALCULATIONS — Details of the fire protection system shall
include design considerations, calculations and other
information as required by this Code, and the Mechanical
Code (Part 4 of this Code).

3.703 Fire Suppression Systems I
3.703.l TYPES — There are five main types of fire suppression

systems: J
(a) water sprinklers (or flood spraying);

(b) foam extinguishing systems; I
(c) carbon dioxide or halogenated (suppressive gases);

(d) dry chemical extinguishing systems; and

(e) hose reel systems

See 3.704 for selection of the type of system most
suitable for the building and/or occupancy involved.

3.703.2 WHERE REQUIRED — Fire suppression systems shall be
installed and maintained in full operating condition, as
specified in this Code, in the locations indicated in
3.703.3 to 3.703.20 with the exception of one and two—
family dwellings.

I
I
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3.703.3 ASSEMBLY (A—i) USE — In all buildings or portions thereof
of A—i (assembly, theatres) Occupancy group.

EXCEPTION: Auditoriums, foyers, lobbies, toilet
rooms.

3.703.4 ASSEMBLY (A—2) USE — In all buildings or structures or
portions thereof of use group (A—2) (assembly,
nightclubs).

(a) when more than 450 sq. metres in area; or
(b) when more than one storey in height.

3.703.5 ASSEMBLY (A—3) USE — In all buildings or structures or
portions thereof of use group A—3 (assembly) when more
than 1,000 sq. metres in area.

3.703.6 STAGES IN ASSEMBLY (A) USE — Stages of any size in
assembly occupancies (A) in the following locations:

(a) over the stage;

(b) open framework above stage (with no ceiling) and when
side wall sprinklers with 57°C (135°F) rated heads
with baffle plates are installed around the entire
perimeter of the stage at points not more than 750 mm
below the framework nor more than 150 mm below the
baffle plate;

(c) under all fly—galleries;

(d) over the proscenium opening on the stage side

Ce) under the stage, if more than 1.3 metres of headroom
at any point;

(f) in all basements, cellars, workrooms, dressing rooms,
storerooms and property rooms; and

(g) in toilets, lounge and smoking rooms.

3.703.7 HIGH HAZARD USE (H) — In all buildings or structures or
portions thereof of use group H (High Hazard).

3.703.8 INSTITUTIONAL (I) USE — In all buildings or structures or
portions thereof of use group I (Institutional).

EXCEPTIONS

(a) one storey hospitals and nursing homes with patient
rooms having direct egress to Qrade or ground level
at exterior of building.
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(b) in hospitals of Type 1 construction, the automatic

fire suppression system may be omitted from operating

rooms, X—Ray rooms, delivery rooms, intensive care

rooms and patients’ sleeping rooms not exceeding 60

sq. metres in area, when each room is protected by an

automatic fire alarm system connected to central

enunciator panel;

(c) one storey day nurseries housing 100 children or less

with each room having an exit directly to outside.

(U) I—! (Institutional — restrained) occupancies having

an occupancy load of less than six (6); and

(e) In I—i (Institutional — restrained) occupancies, the

fire suppression system shall be of a sprinkler

system which may be either manual or automatic in

operation.

3.703.9 MERCANTILE (M) MODERATE HAZARD STORAGE (s—i), OR FACTORY

AND INDUSTRIAL (F) USES — In all buildings or structures

of use groups M, S1 and F — (Mercantile, Moderate hazard

storage, or Tactory and Industrial:

(a) when more than 1,200 sq. metres in area; or

(b) when more than 2,400 sq. metres in total area on all

floors; or

Cc) when more than three stories in height.

3.703.1O PUBLIC GARAGES In all public garages;

(a) when more than 1,000 sq. metres in area; or

(b) when more than 750 sq. metres in area and more than

one storey in height; or

(c) when more than 500 sq. metres in area and more than

two stories in height; or

(d) when more than three stories in height; or

(e) when located in buildings where the upper storey or

stories are designed for other uses; or

(f) when located in any storey or area that is more than

50% below ground level.

EXCEPTION: Open bus garages.
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3.703,11 BUS GARAGES — In all bus garages

(a) when required by 3.703.lO; or

(b) when used as passenger terminals for five or more
buses; or

(c) when used for storage or loading of five or more
buses.

3.703.12 UNLIMITED AREA BUILDINGS — In Unlimited Area Buildings as
required by Part 3, Section 2, General Building Limitation

— of this Code, (one storey buildings in other than frame
construction, buildings of assembly — use group A—3
Business — B; Factory and Industrial — F; Mercantile — M
and Storage — 5, use groups which do not exceed one storey
or 25 m in height may be of unlimited area, provided that
exitway facilities comply with the relevant code).

EXCEPTIONS: Buildings as above but complying with type
2 or Type 3—A construction, used exclu
sively for storage of non—combustible
material, not packed or crated in combus
tible material, or as specifically
exempted for special industrial uses.

3.703.13 STORAGE AND WORKSHOP AREAS — In all portions of use groups
A (Assembly), B (Business), I (Institutional), or R—1 and
R—2 (Residential, Hotels and multi—family) occupied for
storage, workshop or similar purposes.

EXCEPTIONS: Individual storage or workshop areas
located entirely within a dwelling unit,
or workshop areas not used for commercial
purposes entirely located in the dwelling
unit.

3.7O3.14 CELLAR OR BASEMENT — In every cellar or basement where
there is less than two sq. metres of openings to every 15
metres of exterior wall entirely above ground level and on
two walls of such area or storey. To qualify as part of
the two square metres of area required, all openings shall
have a minimum dimension (height or width) of 550
millimetres. Such openings shall be unobstructed to allow
firefighting end rescue operations from the exterior.

EXCEPTIONS: Irrespective of the above (two sq. metres
per 15 metres of wall), if the area of any
cellar or basement exceeds 250 square
metres, a fire suppression system is
required.
For purposes of this requirement
(3.703.14) an opening in an exterior wall
may be:

(i) doors or access panel(s); or
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(ii) windows, provided they have a

breakable glass area of not less
than 550 millimetres in the least
clear dimension. All such openings
shall be unobstructed to allow fire
fighting and/or rescue operations
from the exterior.

3.703.15 PAINTING ROOMS — In spray painting rooms or in shops where
painting, brushing, dipping or mixing is regularly
conducted using flammable materials.

3.703.16 LAUNDRY ROOMS, RUBBISH STORAGE ROOMS AND CHUTES —In rooms
or areas used for incineration, rubbish/trash, laundry
collection or similar uses. At alternate floor levels and
at the top of all chutes used in conjunction with these
rooms or areas.

3.703.17 BOILER ROOMS — In boiler rooms, furnace rooms, or rooms
having similar uses.

3.703.18 UNENCLOSED VERTICAL OPENINGS — In all unenclosed vertical
openings, between floors in a building eg. stair and light
walls. (See Part 3, Section 4 sub—section 3.403 Light
Ventilation and Sound Transmission).

3.703.19 RANGE HOODS — All large range hoods in hotels, hospitals,
and other institutions where Local Authorities consider
the risk is high and a fire suppression system must be
installed, such fire suppression system shall be either a
carbon dioxide (CO2), or a halogenatea gas, or a dry
chemical system — (not water), and where natural or Liquid
Petroleum gas is used as a fuel, a manual reset safety
valve shall be installed on the gas service line to
prevent fuel from flowing into the burner(s) in the event
of activation of the suppression (extinguishing) system.

3.703.20 ALTERNATE PROTECTION — In special use areas of buildings
an automatic fire alarm system may be installed in lieu of
a fire suppression system when approved by the Fire
Authority, and the authority issuing the permit, and when
such fire suppression system installation would prove
detrimental or dangerous to the specific use of the
occupancy.

3.703.21 TELEPHONE CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT BUILDINGS AND TELEPHONE I
EXCHANGES — Within telephone central office equipment
buildings and telephone exchanges, automatic fire
sprinklers may be omitted in the following rooms or areas
when such rooms or areas are protected with an approved
automatic fire alarm system.

(a) generator and transformer rooms; and

I
I
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(b) communication equipment areas when such areas are
separated from the remainder of the building by a
one—hour fire—resistance rated wall and two—hour
fire—resistance rated floor—ceiling assemblies, and
are used exclusively for such equipment.

3.704 Selection of Suppression System

5.704.l GENERAL — To guide the Administrative Authority with the
proper type of fixed fire protection system and the
extinguishing agent for each type of hazard, fires may be
classified as follows:

CLASS A: Fires involving organic solids producing
glowing ember and ordinary combustible
materials (such as wood, cloth, paper, rubber
and many plastics), requiring the heat—
absorbing (cooling) effects of water, water
solutions, or the coating effects of certain
dry chemicals which retard combustion.

CLASS B: Fires involving flammable or combustible
liquids, flammable gases, greases and similar
materials where extinguishment is most readily
secured by excluding air (oxygen), inhibiting
the release of combustible vapors or
interrupting the combustion chain reaction.

CLASS C: Fires involving energized electrical equipment
where safety to the operator requires the use
of electricity non—conductive extinguishing
agents; and

NOTE: Electrical fires should not be fought with
portable class A or B extinguishers or with
hand—held solid stream nozzle(s). However,
fixed water spray systems may be used to fight
fires in energized electrical systems.

CLASS D: Metals (e.g. Aluminium, Magnesium, etc.)

3.704.2 SPECIAL HAZARDS — In rooms of buildings containing
combustibles, such as aluminium powder, calcium carbide,
calcium phosphide, metallic sodium or potassium,
quicklime, magnesium powder, or sodium peroxide, which are
incompatible with the use of water, as an exitinguishing
agent, other extinguishing agents, shall be used.

3.7O4.3 TESTS — Where a fire suppression system is required in
this Code, Table 3.704 may be used by the Uministrative
Authority to determine the type of suppression system
suitable for the hazard involved, if not otherwise
specified in this Code.
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TABLE 3.704

(Sub—sections 3.705 to 3.711)
GUIDE FOR SUPPRESSION SYSTEM SELECTION

Hazard

Water
Sprinklers
or spray

Carbon
Dioxide or

Foam halogenated
Dry
Chemical

Class A fire potential x x x x
Class B fire potential x x x x
Class C fire potential x x

SPECIAL FIRE HAZARD AREAS*
Aircraft hangers x x x x
Alcohol storage x x x x
Ammunition loading x
Ammunition magazines x

Asphalt impregnating x x
Battery rooms x
Carburettor overhaul shops x x x x
Cleaning plant equipment x x x x

Computer rooms x x
Drying ovens x x x
Engine test cells x x x

Escalator, stair wells x
Explosives: manufacturing,
storage x
Flammable liquid storage x x x
Flammable solids storage x

Fuel oil storage x x
Hanger floors x x
Hydraulic oil, lubricating oil x x
Hydro—turbine generators x x

et engine test cells x x x
Library stacks x
Lignite storage and handling x
Liquefied petroleum gas storage x

Oil quenching bath x x x x
Paints: manufacturing, storage x x x x
Paint spray booths x x x
Petrochemical storage x x x

H
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Table 3.704 (cont’d)

Water Carbon
Sprinklers Dioxide or Dry

Hazard or spray Foam halogenated Chemical

Petroleum Testing laboratories x x x
Printing presses x x
Range Hoods x x x

Record Vaults x x
Rubber mixing and heat treating x
Service station (inside
buildings) x x
Shipboard storage x x

Solvent cleaning tanks x x X
Solvent thinned coatings x x X
Switchgear rooms x
Transformers, circuit breakers
(outdoors) x

Transformers, circuit breakers
(indoors) x x
Turbine lubricating oil x x x x
Vegetable oil, solvent
extraction x x

Within buildings or areas, so classified, as to require a suppression system.
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3.704.4 INSTALLATION Fixed fire suppression systems shall be of

an approved type designed and installed in accordance with
the requirements of this Code.

3.704.5 TESTS — ll tests required by this Code shall be conducted
at the expense of the owner or his representative.

3.705 Water Sprinkler Systems

3.705.1 GENERAL — Water sprinkler extinguishing systems shall be
of an approved type and installed in accordance with the
provision of this Code.

3.705.2 OCCUPANCY SPRINKLER SYSTEMS — Within a building of mixed
occupancies and where an occupancy is required by this
code to be sprinklered with more than 20 sprinklers, the
area shall be enclosed by construction assemblies (fire—
resistant walls, floors and ceilings for a two—hour fire
rating) as required by this Code and equipped with a
complete sprinkler system.

3.705.3 DESIGN — The details on the system supplied with the plans
end specifications shall include all information and the
calculations on the sprinkler spacing and arrangement with
water supply and discharge requirements, size and
equivalent lengths of pipe and fillings and water supply
source. Sufficient information shall be included to
identify the apparatus and devices used.

3.7O5.4 ACTUATION — Water sprinkler extinguishing systems shall be
automatically actuated unless specifically provided in
this code (spray heads actuated by smoke or heat).

3.705.5 SPRINKLER ALARMS — Approved audible or visual alarm
devices shall be connected to every water sprinkler system
and such alarm device shall be located in an approved
location.

EXCEPTION: Alarm and alarm attachments shall not be
required for limited area sprinkler
systems (see sub—section 3.706).

3.705.6 ADDITIONAL ALARMS — At least one additional audible or
visual alarm device shall be installed within the
building.

5.705.7 WATER CONTROL VALVE TAGS — Identification tags shall be
provided in accordance with relevant standards.

3.705.8 SPRINKLER RISER — The sprinkler system riser(s) may also
serve as the wet standpipe riser(s) in buildings required
to have both systems, or in buildings having both systems
(see sub—section 3.712 — Standpipe Systems).

I
I
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3.705.9 TESTS — A completed system shall be tested hydrostatically
for two hours without visible leakage at not less than 1.4
MPa or at 0.35 MPa in excess of the maximum static
pressure when such maximum static pressure is in excess of
1.0 MPa.

3.706 Limited Area Sprinkler Systems

3.706.1 GENERAL — A limited area sprinkler system shall be of an
approved type and installed in accordance with the
provisions of this Code and all relative standards.

3.7O6.2 INSTALLATION — Where the provisions of this Code require a
limited number of sprinklers, a limited area sprinkler
system shall be installed to comply with these
requirements.

3.706.3 DESIGN — The design shall comply with that required by
clause 3.705.3 in all respects.

3.706.4 ACTUATION — A limited area sprinkler extinguishing system
shall be automatically activated (see clause 3.705.4).

3.706.5 SPRINKLER ALARMS — Alarms and alarm attachments are not
required.

3.706,6 WATER SUPPLY — Limited area sprinklers may be supplied
from the domestic water system provided that the system is
designed to adequately support the design flow of the
largest number of sprinklers in any one of the enclosed
areas. When supplied by the domestic water system, the
maximum number of sprinklers in any one enclosed room or
area shall not exceed twenty heads (sprinklers) which must
totally protect the room or area. Minimum capacity of
water shall be 22,500 litres.

3.706.7 TIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTIONS — A Tire Department connection
is not required for limited area systems supplied from the
domestic water system.

3.7O6.8 STANDPIPE CONNECTION — The water supply for the limited
area system shall be from the building standpipe system
(See sub—section 3.712 — Standpipe Systems).

3.7O6.9 CROSS CONNECTION — A limited area sprinkler system shall
be supplied individually from the domestic water system or
from the standpipe system. There shall be no cross
connection between the domestic and the standpipe system.

).7O6.1O USE — Limited area sprinklers shall be used only in rooms
or areas enclosed with construction assemblies (surround—
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ing walls being of fireproof construction and with no
less than a two—hour rating) as required by this Code.

3.707 Water Spray Fixed Systems (Flood Spray Systems)

3.707.1 GENERAL — Water spray extinguishing systems shall be of an
approved type and installed in accordance with the
provisions of this Code and other relevant standards.such
as NFPA 15 USA and Fire Offices Rules 402 20 29th Edition.

3.707.2 NAME — Water spray fixed systems are also known in some
Commonwealth countries as “Flood Spray Systems” and as
opposed to sprinkler systems produce much more cooling,
damping, and flooding effects by virtue of heavier
pipework and “spray” heads needed to produce this greater
volume of water.

3.707.3 DESIGN — The design shall comply in all respects with that Irequired by clause 3.705.3.

3.707.4 ACTUATION — Water spray extinguishing systems shall be of
the automatically actuated types with supplementary
auxiliary manual tripping capability.

3.707.5 TESTS — All new system piping shall be hydrostatically Itested in accordance with the provisions of the standard
requirements specified in clause 3.705.9.

3.708 Foam Extinguishing Systems

3.708.l GENERAL — Foam extinguishing systems shall be of an
approved type and installed in accordance with the
provisions of this Code and/or any relevant codes (such as
NFPA 11, hA and 16).

3.708.2 DESIGN — The detail on the system supplied with the plans
and specifications shall include complete computations
showing pressure drop in all system piping, friction loss
calculations on liquid lines, and a detailed layout of the
entire hazard to be protected. All characteristics of the
foam proportions and foam makers, as determined by tests,
shall be supplied by the manufacturer (through the
designers) to the client or department to permit checking
of the adequacy of the hydraulics of the proposed
protection. I

3.708.3 ACTUATION — A foam extinguishing system shall be
automatically actuated but with supplementary auxiliary
manual tripping capability.

3.708.4 TESTS — 1l piping, except that which handles expanded
Foam, shall be subjected to a two—hour hydrostatic

I
I
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pressure test at 1.4 MPa or 1.0 MPa in excess of the
maximum pressure anticipated, whichever is the greater,
without leakage. The system shall also be subjected to a
flow test to show that the hazard is fully protected in
conformance with the design and to determine flow
pressures, actual discharge capacity, foam quality,
consumption rate of foam—producing materials, manpower
requirements and other operating characteristics.

3.709 Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems

3.709.1 GENERAL — CO2 systems shall be of an approved type and
installed in accordance with this Code and/or other
relevant codes.

3.709.2 DESIGN — The detail on the system supplied with the plans
and specifications shall include information and
calculations on the amount of carbon dioxide; the location
and flow rate of each nozzle (including orifice area) and
the size of, and location of, the CO2 storage facility.
Information shall also be submitted about the location and
function of the detection devices, operating devices,
auxiliary equipment, and any electrical circuits if used.
Any or all special features of the system must be
adequately explained.

3.709.3 ACTUATION — Carbon dioxide extinguishing systems shall be
automatically actuated with supplementary auxiliary manual
tripping capability.

3.709.4 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS — In any proposed use of C02, where
there is any possibility that persons may be trapped in,
or enter into atmospheres made hazardous by gas discharge,
warning signs, discharge alarms, and breathing apparatus
shall be provided to ensure prompt evacuation of, or to
prevent entry to, such atmospheres, or to provide rescue
of any trapped persons.

3.709.5 TESTS — A completed system shall be tested for tightness
up to the selector valve and for continuity of piping with
labelling of devices with proper designations and
instructions checked. Operational tests shall be conducted
on all parts of the system (except cylinder valves in
multi—cylinder high pressure systems).

3.7O9.6 RANGE HOODS — In addition to the above requirements, range
hood CO2 systems shall conform to the following listed
requirements.

(a) where more than one hood (in the same general area)
is to be served, each hood shall have a separate
manual station (actuator) and a separate CO2 supply;
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(b) total Co requirements shall be calculated first from

the manuacturers’ tables/charts;

(c) upon activation of CO2 system, the fan(s) shall cease
to operate and the supply valve shall shut the pilot
and burner(s) off;

(U) duct systems from range hoods shall not be equipped
with fire dampers unless specifically approved for
such use, or are required as part of an approved
extinguishing system or an approved fan by—pass
system.

(e) CO2 bottles shall be located at least five metres
from the range or range hood. The temperature in the
storage area shall not exceed 50 degrees Celsius or
be less than 0 degrees Celsius; and

(f) an electric warning light of not less than 10 watts
shall be provided on the CO2 bottle or system which
will automatically light up when the bottle or system
is depleted. The light shall be of a distinctive
(preferably red) colour and shall be located in a
conspicuous location.

3.710 Halogenated (Gas) Fire Extinguishing Systems

3.7l0.l GENERAL
—

(a) the halogens produce exactly the same effect in
smoking fires (keeping oxygen out) as does carbon
dioxide;

(b) all requiremonts given above in clauses 3.709.1 —

3.709.6 apply to this type of fire protection system;
design; actuation; safety requirements and tests; and

Cc) the reasons halogenated gases are used in lieu of
carbon dioxide are:

(i) that they are more available in some areas or
less expensive to produce; or

(ii) in the rare event that CO would have some
adverse chemical effect on he stored material
where a fire is likely to occur.

3.711 Dry Chemical Extinguishing Systems I
5.711.1 GENERAL — Dry chemical extinguishing systems shall be of

an approved type, and installed in accordance with the
provisions of this Code and/or other relevant codes (such
as the NTPA 17).

I
I
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3.711.2 DESIGN — The details on the system supplied with the plans
and specifications shall include sufficient information
and calculations on the amount of dry chemical; the size,
the length and arrangement of connected piping, or piping
and hose; description end location of nozzles so that the
adequacy of the system can be deterniined. Information
shall be submitted pertaining to the location and
functioning of detection devices, operating devices,
auxiliary equipment and electrical circuitry, if used.
Sufficient information shall be indicated to identify
properly the appaTatus and devices used. Any special
features shall be adequately explained.

3.711.3 ACTUATION — A dry chemical extinguishing system shall be
automatically actuated with supplementary auxiliary manual
tripping capability.

3.711.4 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS — Where there is any possibility that
personnel may be exposed to a dry chemical discharge,
warning signs, discharge alarms and breathing apparatus
shall be provided to ensure prompt evacuation of such
locations and also to provide means for rescue of any
trapped personnel.

3.7115 TESTS — A completed system shall be tested by a discharge
of expellant gas through the piping and nozzles.
Observations for serious gas leakage and for continuity of
piping with free unobstructed flow of expellant gas
through all nozzles. The labelling of devices with proper
designations and instructions should be checked. After
testing, all piping and nozzles are to be blown clean,
using compressed air or nitrogen and the system properly
charged and placed in the normal “set” condition. All
tests are to be conducted as indicated in the above
standard.

3.711.6 RANGE HOODS — In addition to the above requirements, range
hood dry chemical systems shall conform to the following:

(a) dry chemical systems shall bear the label of a
nationally recognized testing or inpsection agency
and shall be installed in accordance with their
recommendations and shall be approved by the Local
Authority and the Fire Department;

(b) the size of the hood(s) and duct(s) covered by a
single system shall not exceed the agency’s
recommendations;

(c) the dry chemical agent used shall be non—toxic;

(d) multiple hoods may be protected by a common system if
in conformance with a report of the nationally
recognized testing or inspection agency;
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(e) each duct system shall constitute an individual

system serving only exhaust heads on one floor;

(F) dry chemical bottles shell be located at least Five
metres from the range or range hood, or as approved
by the Local Authority and the Fire Department; and

(g) an approved fire extinguisher shall be provided and U
located not more than five metres and not less than
three metres from the hazard.

3.712 Standpipe Systems

3.712.i GENERAL — All buildings shall be equipped with 65 mm or
larger standpipes and shall be made to comply with the
requirements of this section.

3.712.2 WHERE REQUIRED - Standpipes shall be installed and 0
maintained in Full operating conditions, as specified in
this article and relevant standards (e.g. NFPA 14 — 76
USA) and in the locations described in Clauses 3.7l2.3 to
3.712.6.

3.712.3 OCCUPANCY GROUPS — A—i, A—2 and A—3 (ASSEMBLY) — In
buildings two or more stories in height, of occupancy
group A—i, A—2 or A—3 (Assembly) with an occupancy load of
more than three hundred persons.

3.712.4 THREE STOREY BUILDINGS — In buildings three stories in
height when:

(a) occupancy groups B (Business), F (Factory and
Industrial), M (Mercantile) or S—i (Moderate Hazard
Storage) more than 300 sq. metres in area per floor;
or

(b) of occupancy groups A (Assembly), I (Institutional),
or R—l (Residential Hotels); or

(c) of any occupancy group more than one thousand square
metres in area per floor. I

3.712.5 FOUR STOREY BUILDINGS — In buildings Four stories or more
in height, regardless of the area per floor.

3.712.6 PUBLIC GARAGES — In all public garages:

(a) when more than one thousand sq. metres in area; or I
(b) when more than seven hundred and Fifty sq. metres in

area and more than one storey in height; or

Cc) when more than five hundred sq. metres in area and
more than two stories in height; or

I
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(U) when more than three stories in height; or

Ce) when located in buildings where the upper stories are
designed for other uses; or

(f) when located in any storey or area that is more than
fifty per cent below ground level.

3.712.7 SIZES — Standpipes (rising mains) shall extend from the
lowest portion of the building to a height of one metre
above the finished floor of the topmost storey and shall
have a minimum diameter as described in Table 3.712.

Table 3.712
BUILDING HEIGHT AND STANDPIPE SIZE

Maximum Building Height Minimum Standpipe Size

3 stories or 12 metres 65 millimetres
4 stories or 15 metres 65 millimetres
5 stories or 20 metres* 100 millimetres
6 stories or 24 metres 100 millimetres
Over 24 metres in height** 150 millimetres

* In all buildings of five stories or more or 20 metres in height
or more, at least one standpipe shall extend through the roof
and terminate in a two—way, 65 mm hose connection.

** A standpipe of 150 mm diameter is satisfactory up to a height of
100 metres; should a rising main or standpipe be required at anygreater height than this, the engineer must produce hydraulic
calculations for the Controlling/Approving Authority.

In sprinklered buildings only, the minimum standpipe diameter
may be based on hydraulic calculations (whibh must be submitted
to Controlling/Approving Authority).

3.712.8 NUMBER OF RISERS — The number of standpipe risers shall be
such that all parts of every floor can be reached by a 10
metre hose stream from a nozzle attached to not more than
thirty metres of hos connected to a riser outlet. In those
buildings equpped with an interior enclosed smoke—proofed
vestibule, at least one standpipe hose connection shall be
located in that vestibule.

5.7l2.9 COMBINATION — The standpipe system riser(s) may also serve
as the water sprinkler system riser(s) in buildings
required to have both systems, or in buildings having both
systems. A control valve shall be installed in each
sprinkler system or standpipe to allow the system to remain
operational.
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3.712.1O OUTLETS

3.712.li HOSE CONNECTIONS — At each floor level and not more than
one and one—half metres (1.5 m) above the floor, there
shall be connected to each standpipe one sixty—five
millimetre hose connection and a twenty millimetre hose
connection. U
NOTE: The smaller hose connection may be 20 mm, 25

mm, or 30 mm, depending on the standard
hose—reel hose diameter used in that
particular area or country. The decision on
actual size shall be made by the local
governing authority in consultation with the
Local Tire Authority. In any case, the size
of connection with valves and threads must
conform to the local Fire Department
standard. Each 20 mm (or 25 mm or 30 mm —

see above) hose connection shall be equipped
with not more than thirty metres of approved
fire hose with an approved variable fog
nozzle and couplings and hung in an approved
turning rack and/or cabinet with reel. Hose
provided for rack and/or cabinet use shall
be of rubber or other approved material and
designed to be pulled out to its full length
for use with the minimum effort. In many
countries these come in standard units known
as “hose—reel&’.

EXCEPTION: In fully sprinklered buildings the smaller
(20, 25, or 30 mm) hose connection end
hose—reel with or without cabinet is not
required.

3.712.12 ROOF HYDRANT — Where standpipes extend through the root of
a building, an approved hydrant or manifold shall be
provided. The main control valve on a roof hydrant or
manifold shall be located in an area as close to the roof
access as practical, and plainly marked.

3.712.13 MATERIAL — All standpipes shall be of galvanized wrought
iron or other pipe fittings, and valves shall be of extra
heavy pattern/construction when the working pressure will
exceed 0.5 MPa.

5.712.14 CAPACITY Each standpipe shall be sized for a minimum flow
of 2250 litres per minute (approximately 500 gallons per
minute). Where only one standpipe is required, its supply
piping shall be sized for this same volume per minute (2250
litres per minute) for the first standpipe plus 1125 litres
per minute for each additional standpipe, the total not to
exceed 11250 litres per minute (or 2,500 gallons per
minute). The supply shall be sufficient to maintain a

I
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residual pressure of 0.45 MPa at the topmost outlet of each
standpipe with 2,250 litres per minute flowing.

3.713 Fire—fighting Provisions for Buildings Under Construction
(or Demolition)

3.7131 GENERAL
(a) standpipes required by this section may be

temporary or permanent in nature, provided,
however, that such standpipes and the water
supply remains in the service until completion of
the works;

(b) all buildings under construction (and when
required by Local and/or Fire Authority, for
buildings in the course of demolition) shall have
a water supply suitable for fighting incipient
fires; the water supply shall be carried on to
the site(s) before any actual building work in
commenced — before offices or builders sheds are
erected or before any combustible materials are
delivered to the site;

(c) for buildings of up to 250 square metres in area
and of one storey, one domestic sized supply pipe
and one standard hose tap connection is
acceptable, but it must remain on site and alive
for the duration of the contract; and

(d) all single storey buildings of greater area than
250 square metres, and all buildings of two or
more stories in height shall comply with the
requirements set out below.

3.713.2 STANDPIPES — Every building under construction — five or
more stories in height above ground level shall be equipped
with one or more standpipes of at least one hundred
millimetres in diameter. A sufficient number of standpipes
with hose(s) shall be provided so that every portion of the
building can be reached with thirty metres of hose and a
ten metre hose stream.

3.713.3 MATERIALS — All standpipes shall be constructed of approved
pressure pipes and all pipe fittings and valves shall be
extra heavy pattern/construction when the working pressure
exceeds one and one—fifth megapascals (1.20 MPa).

3.713.4 HEIGHT — The standpipe systems, whether temporary or
permanent, shall be carried out with each floor and shall
be installed and ready for use as each floor progresses.
Standpipes shall be not less than one floor below the
highest forms or staging.
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EXCEPTION: In multi—storey buildings being constructed
of steel frame or of reinforced concrete
where the forms (boxing) are completely made
of non—combustible materials (such as steel
sheet, asbestos sheets or similar) it is
only necessary to comply with 3.713.1 (b)
and (c) until such time as any combustible
material is being used.

3.713.5 TIRE DEPARTMENT CONNECTIONS — At the street level there
shall be provided for each temporary or permanent standpipe
installation, one or more two—way Fire Department hose
connections. These Tire Department connections shall be
permanently marked and readily and easily accessible at all
times (see sub—section 3.714).

3.713.6 OUTLETS - At each floor level and on each standpipe, there
shall be provided one sixty—five millimetre hose outlet and
one sixty—five millimetre hose valve with cap and chain.
Also at each floor level and on each standpipe there shall
be provided a smaller hose outlet (of 20 mm, 25 mm or 30
mm) depending on the standard size of hose—reels used in
the district or area (see under 3.7l2.l1 ‘Note” above).
The size to be used willbe decided by the Local Tire
Authority. To this smaller hose outlet shall be attached
one thirty metre length of approved hose reel or rack (one
hose—reel). Both outlets shall be located not more than
one and one—half metres (1.5 m) above floor level.

3.713.7 BUILDINGS UNDER DEMOLITION Where a building is being
demolished and a standpipc (or standpipes) exist(s) within
such a building, such standpipe shall be maintained in an
operable condition so as to be available for use by the
Fire Department. Such standpipe shall be demolished with
the building, but the standpipe shall not be more than one
floor below to where demolition has progressed.

3.714 Fire Department Connections

3.714.1 REQUIRED — All water sprinkler and standpipe systems shall
be provided with at least one two—way Fire Department
connection. Each inlet of the Fire Department connection
shall be at least sixty—five millimetres in diameter. The
pipe from the standpipe system to the Fire Department
connection shall not be smaller than one hundred
millimetres. The pipe from the water sprinkler systems to
the Fire Department connectin shall not be smaller than one
hundred millimetres in diameter. Single Fire Department
connections may be installed when approved by that
department.

i
1
I
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EXCEPTIONS: A Fire Department connection shall not be
required for limited area sprinkler system.
(See clauses 3.706.l to 3.706.8).

3.714.2 CONNECTIONS — Fire Department connections shall be arranged
in such a manner, that the use of any one water sprinkler
connection will serve all the sprinklers, and the use of
any one standpipe connection will serve all the standpipes
within the building.

3.714.3 LOCATION — Fire Department connections shall be located and
be visible on a street front or in a location approved by
the appropriate department. Such connections shall be
located so that immediate access can be made by the Fire
Department. Obstructions such as Fences, bushes, trees,
walls or any other similar objects shall not be permitted
for new or existing installations.

3.714.4 HEIGHTS — Fire Department connections shall not be less
than one—half metre (0.5 in) and not more than one metre in
elevation, measured from ground level to the centre line of
the inlets.

3.714.5 PROJECTION — Where the Fire Department connection would
project beyond the property line or into the/a public way,
a flush type fire department connection shall be provided.

3.714.6 HOSE THREADS — Hose threads in the Fire Department
connection shall be uniform with that used by the local
Fire Department.

3.714.7 FITTINGS — Fire Department inlet connections shall be
Fitted with check—valves, or ball—drip valves and caps and
chains.

3.714.8 SIGNS — A metal sign with raised letters at least
twenty—five millimetres in height shall be mounted on all
Fire Department connections serving sprinklers and/or
standpipes. Such signs shall read “Automatic Sprinklers”
and/or “Standpipe”.

3.715 Water Supply

3.715.1 REQUIRED — All Fire suppression and standpipes systems
shall be provided with at least one automatic supply of
water of adequate pressure, capacity and reliability to
perform the function intended.

3.7l5.2 COMBINATION SPRINKLER/STANDPIPE WATER SUPPLY — Where both
sprinklers and standpipes are installed, they may
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have a common fire water service as their combined course
of supply. The connection shall not be made to any water
main of less than one hundred millimetres in diameter. In
sprinklered buildings with combined standpipes, the water
supply shall be adequate for the spinkler system or the
standpipe system, whichever is the greater.

5.715.3 COMBINATION SPRINKLER/DOMESTIC WATER SUPPLY - A spinkler
system may be connected to the domestic water supply system
as allowed by this Code, provided that the supply system is
of adequate pressure, capacity and size for the
simultaneous operation of the water sprinkler system and
the domestic water needs. A check valve shall be installed
in the water sprinkler supply line to prevent contamination
of the domestic water.

3.715.4 SIZE — The water supply for fire suppression systems shall
be sized in an approved manner in accordance with this Code
and all relevant standards.

3.715.5 STANDPIPES — WATER SUPPLY — Standpipes shall be connected
to a street water main with a fire water service at least
equal to the size of the largest standpipe within the
bui.lding, or shall be hydraulically calculated to satisfy
the total demand. The size of the water service at the
base of the standpipe risers, shall be at least the size of
the largest standpipe.

3.715.6 INTERCONNECTION — The required water supply shall be
connected to the base of each standpipe. Where more than
one standpipe is required, all standpipes shall be
interconnected at their base and an approved indicating
valve shall be installed at the base of each standpipe so
as to permit individual risers to be taken out of service,
if damaged or broken, without interrupting the water supply
to other risers.

3.716 Yard Hydrants

5.716.1 FIRE HYDRANTS — Fire hydrants installed on private property
shall be located and installed as directed by the Fire
Department. Hydrants shall conform to the standards of the
Administrative Authority and the Fire Department. Fire
hydrants shall not be installed on a water main of less
than one hundred and fifty millimetres in diameter.

3.717 Automatic Fire Alarm Systems

3.717.1 PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS — Where required by this Code, the
plans and specifications for the automatic fire alarm
systems shall show location and number of all sending
stations and signals, with specifications of the type,
construction and operation of the system including all
automatic detection devices. Installation of all equipment
shall conform to the requirements of this Code and the
applicable standards thereto.

I
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3.717.2 APPROVAL — The automatic fire alarm system shall be
approved for the particular application and shall only be
used for detection and signalling in the event of fire.
The automatic detecting devices shall be approved smoke (or
heat) detectors.

3.717.3 WHERE REQUIRED — An automatic fire alarm system shall be
installed and maintained in full operating condition in the
locations described in clauses 3,717.4 to 3.717.6.

3.717.4 INSTITUTIONAL (I) USE — In all buildings of occupancy group
I (Institutional).

3.717.5 RESIDENTIAL CR) USE — In all buildings of occupancy group
R—l (Residential hotels).

EXCEPTION: Buildings over six stories or twenty—two
metres in height equipped with an
automatic fire suppression system.

3.717.6 RESIDENTIAL USE — In each guest room, suite, or sleeping
area of occupancy groups R—l (Residential, hotel, motel,
lodging house, boarding house and dormitory) or dwelling
unit within buildings of occupancy R—2 (Residential,
multi—family). Each unit shall be provided with a minimum
of one approved smoke or heat detector installed in a
manner or location approved by the governing authority.
When actuated, the detector shall provide an alarm
suitable to warn the occupants within the individual unit
(see sub—section 3.718). In buildings having basements or
cellars an additional detector shall be installed in the
basement or cellar in a location approved by the local
authority having jurisdiction. Smoke or heat detectors
required by this Article shall comply with the relative
standard.

3.717.7 SPRINKLERED BUILDINGS EXCEPTION — Buildings or portions
thereof equipped with an automatic fire suppression system
are not required to be equipped with an automatic fire
alarm system, but are required to be equipped with a
manual fire alarm system conforming to sub—section 3.718.

3.717.8 MANUAL STATIONS — A mènual fire alarm system conforming to
the requirements of sub—section 3.718 shall be installed
in conjunction with an automatic Fire alarm system.

EXCEPTION: Automatic fire alarm systems For occupancy
group R—2 as required by 3.717.6.

3.717.9 DISTANCES — Approved fire—detecting devices shall be
installed not to exceed the lineal allowances or areas
specified based on the generally accepted test standardsunder which they were tested and approved.
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3.717.lO NOT MANDATORY — In special occupancy buildings and
structures or parts thereof, an automatic fire alarm
system may be installed in lieu of an automatic fire
suppression system when approved by the governing body and
the fire department, when such installation would be
detrimental or dangerous to the specific use and occupancy
(see clause 3.703.20).

3.717,11 POWER SUPPLY — The power for the automatic fire alarm
system shall be provided from an emergency electrical
system (usually from batteries with trickle—charger off
mains).

EXCEPTION: Automatic fire alarm systems for occupancy
group R—2 as required by clause 3.717.6.

3.717.12 REQUIREMENTS — All automatic fire alarm systems shall be
f the closed circuit type and shall be electrically

and/or mechanically supervised. In addition, such systems
shall comply with clauses 3.717.13 to 3.717.15.

3.717.13 WIRING — All wiring shall conform to the requirements of
NFPA (National Fire Protection Association of USA) and
relevant local standards.

3.717.14 AUDIBLE ALARMS — Audible alarms of an approved type shall
be provided. The operation of any detection device shall
cause all audible and/or visual alarms to operate. Visual
and audible alarms shall be provided in occupancies
housing the hard of hearing. Alarm sounding devices shall
be approved and shall provide a distinctive tone and shall
not be used for any other purpose than that of a fire
alarm. They shall be located so as to be effectively
heard above all other sounds by all the occupants in every
occcupied space within the building.

3.717.15 ZONES — Each floor shall be zoned separately. If the
floor area exceeds two thousand square metres, additional
zoning shall be provided. The length of any zone shall
not exceed sixty metres in any direction. Zoning
indicator panels and controls shall be located as approved
by the governing body and the Fire Department.
Annunciators shall lock in until the system is reset.

3.717.16 TESTS — Upon completion of a fire alarm system, the Iinstallation shall be subjected to a performance test to
demonstrate its efficiency of operation. Also, all
connections and wiring, with signal devices disconnected,
shall develop an insulation resistance of not less than
one megohm.

I
I
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3.718 Manual Fire Alarm Systems

3.718.l PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS — As required by this Code, plans
and specifications for a manual fire alarm system shall
show the location and number of all sending stations and
signals with specifications of type, construction and
operation of the system. Installation of all equipment
shall conform to the requirements of this Code and any
other applicable standards.

3.718.2 APPROVAL — The manual fire alarm system shall be installed
and maintained in full operating condition in the
locations described on the next page:

(a) in all buildings equipped with an automatic alarm
system (see clause 3.717.8);

(b) in all new and existing buildings in occupancy group
A—4 (Assembly — Educational);

(c) in all buildings in occupancy Group B (Business) when
of three stories or more in height; and

Cd) buildings in Residential (Multi—family) R—2 occupancy
when four or more stories in height.

EXCEPTIONS: for (1) Occupancy group R—2 buildings (hotel,
motel, etc);

for (2) Certain areas in churches and other
religious buildings such as
sanctuaries, etc; and

for (3) Buildings in Occupancy group B that
are equipped with a sprinkler or
other suppression system.

3.718.3 LOCATION — Manual sending stations (alarm boxes) shall be
located in each common corridor of each storey, including
basements. The alarm boxes shall be located not more than
two metres from each exitway and the distance between any
two shall not be more than 50 metres. Where corridors are
not provided, alarm boxes shall be located in such a way
that no point in the building is more than 50 metres from
any alarm box. If the area contains a stage, then the
fire alarm shall be located adjacent to the lighting
control panel, switchboard, or subboard.

3.718.4 POWER SUPPLY — The power for the fire alarm system shall
be provided from an emergency electrical supply; (usually
from batteries with a trickle—charger off mains).
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3.718.5 REQUIREMENTS —

(a) fire alarm systems shall be of a closed circuit type
and shall be electrically or mechanically supervised;
and

(b) all wiring, alarm bells and/or signals, zones and
acceptance tests shall be as required for automatic
alarm systems enumerated in 3.717.l3 to 3.717.15 and
3.717.16.

3.718.6 OX HEIIHTS — The height of manual fire alarm boxes shall
not be more then 125 metres above floor level.

3.718.7 HAND OPERATED EXTINGUISHERS (PORIABLE TYPES)

3.718.8 TYPES — The usual types of portable fire extinguishers
available are:

(a) carbon dioxide (CD2) — for small electrical fires;

(b) dry powder extinguishers — small petrol, oil, or
other combustibles; and

(c) bucket pumps — where no water supply available on
temporary buildings.

3.718.9 WHERE REQUIRED — Although portable fire extinguishers
cannot be regarded as a fire protection system for any
building, they shall be installed where required by the
Fire Authority and/or building owners in buildings of any
occupancy classification that;

(a) are too small for a full alarm or suppression system,
but need some first aid protection; or

(b) in buildings where the early use by staff or tenants
could be vital even if they were equipped with manual
(or other alarm systems); or

Cc) in sections or areas of buildings that do have an
automatic system but have been excluded from using
water sprinklers or other systems such as in
operating theatres or certain storage areas; or

(d) in temporary buildings erected for fairs, carnivals
and other shortterm usage.

3.718.1O TESTS — All portable units shall be regularly tested by
the Fire Department or other authorised testing agencies
approved by the Local Authority/Fire Authority and records
kept on dates tests were carried out. (See also under
sub—section 3.719 — Supervision and Testing.)

I
I
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3.719 Supervision and Testing

3.719.l GENERAL All fire protection systems and all portable
extinguishers must be supervised and tested by the local
Fire Authority or some other agency approved by the
authority to carry out this work and keep records of tests
and dates.

3.7192 FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS — The whole of electrical and
mechanical operating mechanisms of all suppression systems
shall be tested at not more than three—noneh intervals,
and a record kept by the testing authority or agency of
the results of tests: one copy of these results shall be
forwarded or handed to the building owner/occupier who
shall keep it as a record.

3.719.3 DETECTOR HEADS — Smoke and heat detector heads shall also
be tested, sprinkler heads shall not be tested.

NOTE: Although this Code does not require
sprinkler heads to be tested at three
monthly intervals, it is recommended that
over each four—year period, sections of
the sprinkler systems shall be
disconnected and sprinkler heads taken
away and heat and pressure tested, and any
which fails to meet the test requirements
shall be replaced.

3.719.4 WATER SUPPLIES — All water supply valves leads, cut—offs,
connections and other piping shall be checked for leaks
and corrosion. Hose—reels, hydrants, and other open
outlets shall be checked for water pressure and flow.
Checks should also be carried out to ensure that all
valves are working.

3.719.5 OTHER FIRE EXTINGUISHING MEDIA — Carbàn dioxide or other
gas supplies and pressures from supply sources shall be
checked and recorded and dry powder containers checked for
level of contents.

3.719.6 ALARM SYSTEMS — Automatic and manual alarm systems shall
be checked electrically and mechanically. Battery
circuits both within buildings and from building to fire
station, shall be tested and faults investigated promptly
and corrected.

3.719.7 LOCAL FIRE AUTHORITY’S RIGHTS — Representatives of the
Local Fire Authority have the Tight to enter any building
or compound at any time to make tests on water mains,
valves, or hydrants, if they have cause to suspect that
there may be blockages or that the supply has been
interrupted or that valves are leakingor sticking, or for
any other valid reason.
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PART 3

SECTION 8

3.800 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS DURING BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND SIGNS

3.801 Scope

3.801.1 The provisions of this section shall apply to precautions
required in building/construction operations in connection
with the erection, alteration, repair, removal of signs,
whether they be part of the same building contract or
completely independent of each other and in respect of
structural, fire, and safety codes for both workmen and
the general public.

3.801.2 PUBLIC HEALTH — OTHER LAWS — Nothing herein contained
shall be construed to nullify any rules, regulations or
statutes of state agencies governing the protection of the
public or workmen from health or other hazards involved in
manufacturing, mining and other processes and operations
which generate toxic gases, dust or other elements
dangerous to the respiratory system, eyesight or health.

3.801.3 ZONING LAW — Where more restrictive in respect to
location, use, size or height of signs, the limitations of
the zoning laws affecting required light and ventilation
requirements (see Part 3 Section 4 of this Code) and use
of land shall take precedence over the regulations of this
Code.

3.801.4 APPROVED RULES — In the absence of approved rules or a
relevant code or standard governing details of
construction, the provision of applicable standards such
as BSI or other approved shall be deemed to conform to the
requirements of this Code.

3.802 Plans, Specifications and Permits

3.802.l TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION — Before any construction operation
is started, plans and specifications shall be filed with
the building authority showing the design and construction
of all sidewalk sheds, truck runways, trestles, foot
bridges, guard fences, signs and other similar devices
required in the operation; and the approval of the
Building Authority shall be secured before the
commencement of any work.

3.802.2 PERMITS — All special licenses and permits for the storage
of materials on sidewalks and highways for the use of
water or other public facilities and for the storage and
handling of explosives shall be secured from the Local
Authorities having jurisdiction in the area.
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3$O%.3 L[iPUtARV NLROACHNiS Subject to the approval of the

Building Authority, sidev:alk shtds, underpinning and other
temporary protective guards and devices may project beyond
the interior and street lot lines as may be required to
insure the safety of the adjoining property and the
public. When necessary, the consent of the adjoining
property owner shall be obtained.

33O2.4 OWNER’S CONSENT — Before any permit is granted for the
erection of a sign; plans and specifications shall be
filed with the Building Authority showing the dimensions,
materials and required details of construction, including
loads, stresses and anchorage. The applications shall be
accoipanied by the written- consent of the owner or lessee
of the premises upon hich the sign is erected, if not on
the applicant’s om property.

3.802.5 NEW SIGNS — A new sign shall not hereafter be erected,
constructed, altered or maintained except as herein
provided and until after a permit has been issued by the
Building Authority and the required bond (if required)
shall have been filed in accordance with subsection 38l6
below.

-

3.802.6 ALTERATIONS A sign shall not be enlarged or relocated flexcept in conformity to the provisions of this section for j
new signs, nor until a proper permit has been secured.
The repainting or reposting of display matter, shall not
be deemed an alteration; provided the conditions of the
original approval and the requirements of this section are
not violated.

38O2.7 IDENTIFICATION — Every sign for which a permit has been
issued and hereinafter erected, constructed or maintained
shall be plainly marked with the name of the person, firm
or corporation owning, erecting, maintaining or operating
such sign. The method and location of this identification
shall appear on the plans and within the specification
filed with the Building Authority.

3.803 Tests and Inspection

3.803.1 LOADING It shall be unlawful to load any structure,
temporary support, scaffolding, sidewalk bridge or
sidewalk shed or any other device or construction
equipment during the construction or demolition of any
building or structure in excess of its safe working
capacity as provided in Part 2 Section 1 of this Code for
allowable loads and working stresses. I

3.803.2 UNSAFE EQUIPMENT — Whenever any doubt arises as to the
structural quality or strength of scaffolding plank or
other construction equipment, such material shall be

I
I
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replaced; provided, however, the Building Authority
Inspectors may accept a strength test to two and one—half
(2 1/2) times the superimposed live load to which the
material or structural member is to be subjected. The
member shall sustain the test load without failure.

3.803.3 REMOVAL — The Building Official may order the removal of
any sign that is not maintained in accordance with the
provisions of this section of the Code.

3.803.4 UNSAFE CONDITIONS — When inspection of any construction
operation reveals that any unsafe or illegal conditions
exist, the Building Inspector/Authority shall notify the
owner and direct him to take the necessary remedial
measures to remove the hazard or violation.

38O3.5 NOTICE OF UNSAFE SIGNS — When any sign becomes insecure,
in danger of falling, or otherwise unsafe, or if any sign
shall be unlawfully installed, erected or maintained in
violation of any of the provisions of this Code, the owner
thereof or the person or firm maintaining same, shall upon
written notice of the Building Authority, forthwith in the
case of immediate danger and in any case within not more
than ten (10) days, make such sign conform to the
provisions of this article or shall remove it. If within
ten (10) days the order is not complied with, the Building
Authority may remove such sign at the expense of the owner
or lessee as provided in Part 1 Section 1 (administration
and enforcement) of this Code.

38O3.6 FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ORDERS OF UNSAFE CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS — Unless the owners so notified (3.803.4 and
3.803.5) proceeds to comply with the orders of the
building official within twenty—four (24) hours, the
Building Authority shall have full power to correct the
unsafe conditions as provided in Parti Section 1. All
expenses incurred in the correction of such unsafe
conditions shall become a lien on the property.

3.803.? UNSAFE CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT — When the strength and
adequacy of any scaffold or other device or construction
equipment is in doubt, or when any complaint is made, the
Building Inspector/Authority shall inspect such equipment
and shall prohibit its use until tested as required under
3.8O3.2 above or until all danger is removed.

3.8O3.8 MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT — All construction equipment and
safeguards shall be constructed, installed and maintained
in a substantial manner and shall be so operated as to
ensure protection to the workmen engaged thereon and to
the general public. It shall be unlawful to remove or
render inoperative any structural, fire—protective or
sanitary safeguard or device herein required except when
necessary for the actual installation and prosecution of
the work.
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3.O4 Eiing Buildin

3.804.l PROTECTION — All existing and adjoining public or private
property shall be protected from damage incidental to
construction operations. E

3.804.2 CHIMNEY, SOIL AND VENT STACKS Whenever a new building is
erected to greater or less heights than an adjoining
building, the construction and extension of new or
existing chimneys shall conform to the provisions of Part
4 Section 2 of this code (Chimneys, Flues, and Vent
Pipes).

3.804.3 ADJOINING WALLS The owner of the new or altered
structure shall preserve all adjoininçj independent and
party walls from damage as provided herein, He shall
underpin where necessary and support the adjoining
building or structure by proper foundations to comply with
3.806 (Excavations).

3.8O4.4 MAINTENANCE — In case an existing party wall is intended
to be used by the person who causes an excavation to be
made, and such party wall is in good condition and
sufficient for the use of both the existing and proposed
building, such person shall preserve the party wall from
injury and support it by proper foundations at his own
expense, so that it shall be and shall remain safe and
useful as it was before the excavation was commenced.
During the demolition, the party wall shall be maintained
weatherproof and structurally safe by adequate bracing
until such time as the permanent structural supports shall
have been provided.

3.804.5 BEAM HOLES — When a structure involving a party wall is
being demolished, the owner of the demolished structure
shall, at his own expense, bend over all wall anchors at
the beam ends of the standing wall and shall brick up all
open beam holes and otherwise maintain the safety and
usefulness of the wall.

3.8O4.6 PARTY WALL FIRE EXITWAYS (OR ESCAPES) A party wall
balcony or horizontal exit shall not be destroyed during
demolition of an adjoining building until a substitute
means of egress has been provided and approved by the
Local Authority.

3.804.7 ADJOINING ROOFS — When a new building or demolition of an
existing building is being prosecuted at a greater height,
the roof, roof outlets and roof structures of adjoining
buildings shall be protected against damage with adequate
safeguards by the person during the work.

3.805 Protection of the Public and Workmen

3.805,1 GENERAL — Whenever a building or structure is erected,
altered, repaired, removed or demolished, the operation

I
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shall be conducted in a safe and workmanlike manner and
suitable protection for the general public and workmen
employed thereon shall be provided.

3.805.2 FENCES — Every construction operation located one and one—
half metres (1.5 in) or less from the street boundary line
shall be enclosed with a fence not less than 2.4 metres
high to prevent entry of unauthorized persons. When
located more than 1.5 metres from the street lot line, a
fence or other barrier shall be erected if required by the
Building Authority. All fences shall be of adequate
strength to resist the wind pressure as specified in Part
2 Section 1 of this Code.

3.805.3 SIDEWALK BRIDGE — Whenever the ground is excavated under
the footpath, a bridge shall be constucted at least 1.2
metres wide, or a protected walkway of equal width shall
be erected in the street, provided the required permit for
such walkway is obtained from the Administrative
Authority.

3.805.4 FULL PEDESTRIAN PROTECTION — When any building or part
thereof is to be erected either on the street boundary
line or within three metres (3.0 m) of such boundary, and
the building is to be erected to a height of 12 metres or
more, then a fully protected footpath “shed” or covered
wall shall be provided for the full length of the proposed
building; should such building be on a street corner, the
protection shall be continued around the corner and for
the full depth of the building also.

3.805.5 Similarly, when a building of greater height than 12
metres on or within 3 metres of the street boundary is to
be demolished, full protection on all/both street
frontages shall be provided. This pedestrian protection
structure shall remain in place for the entire time work
is being performed on the exterior of the building.

3.805.6 WITHIN 6 METRES OF STREET BOUNDARY LINE — When the
building being demolished or erected is located within six
metres of the street boundary line and is more than 12
metres in height, exterior flare fans or catch platforms
shall be erected at vertical intervals of not more than
two (2) stories.

3.8O5.7 BUILDINGS HIGHER THAN SIX STORIES — When the building
being demolished or erected is more than six (6) stories
or 23 metres in height, unless set back from the street
boundary a distance more than one—half (1/2) its height, a
sidewalk “shed” shall be provided.

3.805.8 WALKWAY — An adequately lighted walkway at least 1.2
metres wide and 2.4 metres high in the clear shall be
maintained under all sidewalk “sheds” for pedestrians.
Where ramps are required, they shall conform to the
provisions of Part 3 Section 5 of this Code.
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3.8O.9 THRUSTOUT PLATFORMS -- The Building Authority may approve
thrust—out platCors (soetities knorn as catch platforms)
or other substitute protections in lieu of sidewalk sheds
when deered adequate to ensure the public safety. Thrust-
out platforms shall not be used for the storage of
materials.

3.805dB WATCHMAN — Whenever a building is being deiolished,
erected, or altered, a watchman shall be employed to warn
the general public when intermittent hazardous operations
are conducted across the footpath or walkway.

3.806 Excavations

3.806.l TEMPORAR.’ STRUCTURE — Until prmanent support has been
provided, all excavations shall be safeguarded and
protected by the contractor or persons carrying out the
eXC8VatiGfl wor!s, to avoid all dangeL to life or limb.
Where necessary or where directed by the Local Authority
Engineer or Inspector such excavations shall be retained
by temporary retaining walls, sheet—piling end bi’acing or
other approved method to support the adjoining earth.

3.806.2 EXAMINATION OF ADJOINING PROPERTY — Before any excavation
or demolition is undertaken, license to enter upon
adjoining property for the purpose of physical examination
shall be afforded by the owner and tenants of such
adjoining property, both to the person undertaking such
excavation or demolition and/or the Local Authority
Inspector(s) or Enginoer(s) prior to commencement and at
reasonable periods during the progress of the work.

3.8O6.3 NOTICE TO LOCAL AUTHORITY — If the demolition or U
excavation contractor has any reason to believe that an
adjoining building or other structure is unsafe, he shall
forthwith report this in writing to the Local Authority.
The Local Authority Engineer(s) or Building Inspector(s)
shall inspect such premises, and if the building is found
to be unsafe, shall order it rcpaired (or demolished) as
provided for in Part 1 Section 1 of this Code (Adiuinis
tration and Enforcement).

3.806.4 RESPONSIBILITY OF ADJOINING OWNER — The contractor or
person making or causing an excavation to be made shall,
before starting the work, give at least one (1) week’s
notice in writing to the owner of such neighbouring
building or structure, the safety of which may be
affected. Having received consent to enter a building or
premises, he shall make the necescary provisions to
protect it structurally and to insure it against damage by
the elements which may ensue Prom such excavation or
demolition. If license to enter is not afforded, then th I

I
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adjoining oiner shall have the entire responsibility of
providing both temporary and permanent support of his
premises at his own expense; and for that purpose, he
shall be afforded the license when necessary to enter the
property where the excavation is to be made.

3.CO .5 EXCAVATIONS FOR OTHER THAN CONSTRUCTION PURPOSES —

Excavations made for the purpose of removing soil, earth,
sand, gravel, rock or other materials shall be performed
in such a manner as will prevent injury to neighbouring
properties or to the street which adjoins the property
where such materials are excavated, and to safeguard the
general public health and welfare.

3.80e.6 LOCAL BODY/LOCAL GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS — Nothing in this
code shell be deemed to override/overrule any local body
building regulations or by—laws in any way whatsoever.

38Oe.7 MINIMUM/MAXIMUM DEPTHS OF EXCAVATIONS The requirement of
this code is that no excavation on any property shell be
carried to a greater depth than one—half of one metre (0.5
in) ABOVE the depth of the existing foundation or footing
of any adjoining building or structure, without a special
dispensation having been granted, in writing, from the
Local Building Authority.

5.80e.8 Where such Local Authority has a regulation or bylaw
giving either a maximum or a minimum allowable excavation
depth in ony locality in its jurisdiction, this shall take
precedence over clause 3.8O6.7 above unless as stated
under 3.806.7, a special written dispensation has been
granted.

3.8O.9 TEST HOLES/TEST BORES — When the owner of a property, or
an excavation contiactor on his behalf, applies to the
Local Authority for a special permit (or dispensation) to
excavate to a greater depth then normally allowed, he
shall arrange for, and meet the costs of, any test holes
or test bores required by the Local Authority. He shall
employ or use a qualified and registered engineer to
assess the results of such test holes or bores, and shall
submit calculations, graphs and test samples of soils if
required to the Local Authority along with his application
to excavate.

3.8O.lO RESPONSIBILITY — In the event of any subsidence of
adjoining buildings or structures, or of any slips or
landslides, or of any damage to drains or other
underground services to adjoining properties, no blame
shall be attached to any other person, whether adjoining
owners, or Local Authority — the liability rests with the
owner/and or his contractor who is carrying out the
excavation work.
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3.806.11 RETAINING WALLS — Thcn the ground level on any property,
after a demolition or excavation on such property has been
carried out is more than one end one—half metres (1.5 m)
either above or below the general ground level of any
adjoining property, the owner of the property on which
work has been, or is being carried out shall, at his own
expense, erect a properly designed and built retaining
wall. Such wall shall be o1 a height and strength to
retain either his own or the earth on the adjoining
property in a stable condition. The wall shall be
entirely on his own propcrty, end shall be provided with a
guard rail or fence not less than 1.2 metres in height all
to the requirements of the local authority.

3.806.12 LEVELLING Of SITE Then a building has been demolished
and immediate building operations have not been projected
or approved, the vacant lot shall be filled if necessary,
graded and maintained in conformity to any established
street grades or levels. The lot shall be maintained free
from the accumulation of rubbish and all other unsafe or
hazardous conditions which endanger the life or health of
the public; and provisions shall be made to prevent the
accumulation of water or de:age to any foundations on the
premises or the adjoininQ property

3,806.13 UTILITY CONNECTIONS All service utility connections
shall be discontinued and capped or sealed in accordance
with the approved rules and the requirements of the local
agency having jurisdiction in the area.

3.806.14 WASTE MATERIAL — Rubbish, spoil, or other waste material
shall not be dropped or thrown outside the exterior walls flof a building during demolition or erection, Wood or
metal chutes shall be provided for this purpose and any
material which in its removal will cause an excessive
amount of dust shall be wet down to prevent the creation
of a nuisance.

-

3.806.15 This possible dust nuisance shall also be taken into
account during excavation and if so required by the
local authority, steps shull be taken to wet down the
materials, to carry out the works after hours or at night
time or alleviate the nuisance in any way the Local
Authority Inspectors shell require.

3.807 Storage of Material

3.807.l GENERAL — All materials and equipment required in
construction operations shall be stored and placed so as
not to endanger the public, the workman or adjoining
property.

3.8O7.2 DESIGN CAPACITY — Materials or equipment stored within the
building or on sidewalks, sheds or scaffolds shall be
placed so as not to overload any part of the construction
beyond its design capacity, nor interfere with the safe
prosecution of the work.

I
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3,807.3 SPECIAL LOADING — Unless the construction is designed for
special loading, materials stored on sidewalk or other
sheds and scaffolds shall not exceed one (1) day’s supply.
All materials shall be piled or stacked in an orderly
manner and height, to permit removal of individual pieces
without endangering the stability of the pile.

3.807.4 PEDESTRIAN WALKWAYS — Materials or equipment shall not be
stored on the street without a permit issued by the Local
Authority. When so stored they shall not unduly interfere
with vehicular traffic, or the orderly travel of
pedestrians on the highways and streets. The piles shall
be arranged to maintain a safe walkway not less than 1.2
metres wide, unobstructed for its full length, and
adequately lighted at night and at all necessary times for
the use of the public.

3.807.5 OBSTRUCTIONS — Material and equipment shall not be placed
or stored so as to obstruct access to fire hydrants,
standpipes, fire or police alarm boxes, utility boxes, or
manholes, nor shall they be located within six metres (6.0
m) of a street intersection, or so placed as to obstruct
normal observations of traffic signals or to hinder the
use of street car loading platforms.

3.808 Protection — Floors and Openings

3.8O3.l NON—COMBUSTIBLE FLOOR CONSTRUCTION — The arches, slabs or
structural floor fillings of buildings of fireproof
construction (Type 1) and non—combustible construction
(Type 2) shall be installed as the building progresses.

3.808.2 COMBUSTIBLE FLOOR CONSTRUCTION — In wood joist floor
construction (Types 3 and 4) when double flooring is used,
the underfloor shall be laid on each storey as the
building progresses; and when double floors are not used,
the floors shall be planked over two (2) stories below the
level where work is being performed.

3.803.3 STEEL STRUCTURAL FRA1LS — In steel construction, the
entire tier of iron or steel beams upon which the
structural work is in progress shall be planked over with
the exception of necessary hoistways and permanent
openings; and the steel work shall not advance more than
six (6) floors ahead of the permanent floor construction.

3.808.4 GUARD RAILS — All floor and wall openings shall be
protected with substantial guard rails and toe boards in
accordance with accepted engineering practice.
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3.8O.5 ADJOINING PROPERTY — Adjoining property shall be
completely protected from any damage incidental to the
building operation when the owner of the adjoining
property permits free access to the building. It is
encumbent on the contractor at all times to provide the
necessary safeguards in accordance with clauses under
3.806 above.

3.809 Scaffolding

3.809.1 LOAD CAPACITY — Scaffolds and their components shall be
capable of supporting without failure at least four (4)
times the maximum intended load. All platforms and
supporting elements of scaffolds shall be designed and
constructed to support uniform minimum live loads in
kilograms per square metre (kg/rn2) of the platform area in
accordance with the classifications described in the
following Table 3.809.

TABLE 3.809
SCAFFOLD LOAD CAPACITY

Classification Service Typç Load in kg/rn

Light duty Carpenters* 120 iiBlock layers* 120
Miscellaneous* 120

Medium duty Bricklayers 250
Lath and plaster 250
Stucco 250
Tilers 250

Heavy duty Stonemasons 375
Blocklayers 375 0

* No blocks, bricks, stone or other materials on scaffold.
V

3.809.2 ERECTION — Built—up, swinging, and suspended scaffolds
shall be erected by competent workmen only.

3.809.3 BUILDINGS OF FIRE—RESISTANT CONSTRUCTION — All scaffold
ing exceeding 25 metres or seven (7) stories in height
used in construction operations involving the erection,
alteration or maintenance of buildings, shall be construc
ted of non—combustible or fire—retardant materials
complying with the provisions of Part 3 Section 6 of this
Code.

3.8O9.4 INSTITUTIONAL BUILDINGS — All scaffolding used in
construction operations involving the repair or partial
demolition of institutional buildings (occupancy groups I—

I
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1 and I-2), during occupancy of the building shall be
constructed of non—combustible or fire—retardant materials
complying with the provisions of Part 3 Section 6 of this
Code.

3.810 Hoists (and Cranes)

3.81C.1 HOIST PROTECTION — All materials hoists shall be adequate—
ly protected; and when erected on the outside of a
building over twontyfive metros (25.0 m) or seven (7)
stories in height, the stT!cture shall be built of
non—combustible or approved fireretardant materials with
the exception of the loading platform(s).

3.810.2 PASSENGERS PROHIBITED — Persons shall not be permitted to
ride a material hoist. Temporary elevators shall be
installed :hen necessary, to tronsport workmen as provided
in Part 4 Section 4 of this Code.

3.81O.3 GUARDING OF CABLES — All hoisting cables and signal cords
shall be guarded wherever they pass through or cross
working spaces to prevent injury to persons.

3,810.4 RIGGER’S LICENSE — All persons engaged in the erection of
derricks, cranes, hoists and other hoisting apparatus
shall secure a license or certificate of fitness for the
performance of such work from the Authorized Administra
tive Authority.

3.810.5 CRANES — All cranes used on a new building site, or where
an existing building is being added to shall (a) be
subject of an appruval or permit from the Local Authority,
(b) shall be ec’ected either on their own bases, on rails,
or on a portion of the building in course of erection by
qualified, tested and licensed workmen (see also 3.8l0.4
above) (c) shall be tested before use by the Local Testing
Authority (Machinery Inspectors, Safet> Inspectors, Labour
Department or Marine Department Inspectors) and given a
certificate of fitness and warrant to operate/license to
operate, a copy of which shall be lodged with the Local
Building Authority and the original certificate shall be
displayed in the cab or operating section of the crane (d)
the certificate/license shall be for a specific period
(usually 6 months and renewable) the expiry date shall be
clearly marked on the certificate. It is an offence to
operate a non—certificated crane. The operator should
also be a certificated crane operator.

3.810.6 If the crane is of the “hammerhead’ type whore the load is
lifted from a moving trolley on the head member, a metal
plate welded or riveLted to the unit must show the maximum
loads in kilograms that may be lifted from the various
distances out from the fulcrum.
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3.810.7 If a (raising and lowering) single boom or jib crane is

employed it too must have a rivetted or welded—on metal
plate with the safe loads allowable from the truck of the
boom at the various angles (given in degrees from the
horizontal) that the crane is permitted to lift. 0

3.811 Stairways and Ladders

3.81i.1 TEMPORARY STAIRWAYS - When a building has been Uconstructed to a greater height than 15 metres or four (4)
stories, or when an existing building which exceeds 15
metres in height is altered, at least one (1) temporary
lighted stairway shall be provided unless one (i) or more
of the permanent stairways are erected as the construction
progresses. 9

3.811.2 LADDERS — Temporary ladders, when permitted for access to
floors before stairways are installed, or which are
designed for other working purposes, shall extend at least
one metre (1.0 m) above the floor level which they serve.

3.8fl.3 LIGHTING (PROTECTION) — All stairways, ladders and any
other parts of buildings under demolition, erection or
repair shall be adequately lighted while persons are
engaged at work. (See also Means of Egress Lighting in
Part 3 Section 5 of this Code).

3.812 Fire Hazards

3.812.1 GENERAL — The provisions of this code and of the fire
prevention re9ulations shall be strictly observed to
safeguard against all fire hazards attendant upon
construction operations.

3.812.2 STEAM BOILERS — All temporary or permanent high pressure
steam boilers shall be operated only by licensed operating
engineers in accordance with the provisions of the
mechanical section of this Code (Part 4 Section 1). When
located within a building or within 3 metres thereof, all
such boilers shall be enclosed with approved
non—combustible construction.

3.812.3 STORAGE OF FLAMMABLES — Storage of gasoline for hoists,
oils, paints arid other highly flammable materials shall be
permitted only as specified in Part 3 Section 3 of this
Code and when stored in approved safety containers. The
storage of larger quantities may be approved by the local
Fire and/or explosives authority when stored in separate
compartments or enclosures of approved non—combustible
construction.

3.812.4 FLAME CUTTING AND WELDING — The use of oxyacetylene
torches for cutting or welding shall be permitted only in
accordance with the applicable standards for air and gas
welding in building construction.

I
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3.812.5 CONCRETE FORMS — Combustible materials shall not be stored
on any floor of a building under construction until all
combustible concrete forms are removed from the tier
immediately above.

3.812.6 FIRE—EXTINGUISHING EQUIPMENT — Required fire extingui
shers, water buckets, auxiliary fire—fighting tools or
other portable extinguishing equipment shall be installed
and maintained on all floors of a construction operation
in accessible locations as required in Part 3 Section 7 of
this Code (clauses 3.713.l to 3.713.7) and the Fire
Prevention Regulations.

3.812.7 5TANDPIPES AND FIRE LINES — Where standpipes are provided
as a permanent part of the building, they shall be
installed and made ready for instant use of the fire
department as the structure progresses in accordance with
the provisions of Part 3 Section 7 of this Code. Free
access from the street to such standpipes shall be
maintained at all times; and materials shall not be stored
within one and one—half (1.5 m) metres of any fire hydrant
or in the roadway between such hydrant and the centre line
of the street.

3.81.8 HOUSEKEEPING — Rubbish and trash shall not be allowed to
accumulate on the site and shall be removed as fast as
conditions warrant; combustible rubbish shall be removed
daily, and shall not be disposed of by burning on the
premises or in the immediate vicinity, and the entire
premises and area adjoining and around the operation shall
be kept in a safe and sanitary condition and free of
accumulations of trash, rubbish, nuts, bolts, small tools
and other equipment.

3.813 Health Hazards

3.813.l GENERAL — Every construction or maintenance operation
which results in the diffusion of dust, stone and small
particles, toxic gases or other harmful substances in
quantities hazardous to health shall be safeguarded by
means of local ventilation or other protective devices to
insure the safety of the public as required by the
regulations of the Local Authority and/or the Health
Department.

3.813.2 REMOVAL OF DUST — Dust, sand blasts or other harmful
agents, when employed or occuring in construction
operations, shall be disposed of at or near the point of
origin to prevent their diffusion over adjoining premises
or streets.

3.81.3.3 PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT — Facilities shall be provided for
housing the necessary vision, respiratory and protective
equipment required in welding or other operations, in
approved close containers and in accordance with the
regulations of the Local Authority or Health Department.
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3.813.4 SANITATION — Every building in the course of demolition,

erection, or repair shall be provided with toilet and
drinking water facilities which shall be constructed and
installed in accordance with the Plumbing Code, Part 4
Section 5 of this Code.

3.814 Welding Safety Precautions

3.814J WELDING ENCLOSURES All welding and flame—cutting
operations shall be performed in protected areas with full
consideration to safety and fire hazards. Such closed
spaces shall be properly ventilated while welding or
cutting is being done. Suitable protection against the
rays of the electric arc shall be maintained by the
contractor where arc—welding operations might be viewed
within harmful range by persons other than the welding
operators and inspectors.

3.814.2 FLAMMABLE MATERIALS — Proper precautions shall be taken to
avoid all risk of fire or explosion, and flammable or
explosive materials shall not be stored in the vicinity of
welding or cutting operations. U

3.814.3 QUALIFICATION OF WELDERS — Gas welding or cutting and arc
welding in all building operations shall be carried out by
experienced, qualified and “ticketed” welders.

3.814.4 SAFETY METHODS — CENERAL — Before steel beams or other
structural shapes or members are cut by means of gas flame
(or other means) they shall be secured by chains or cables
to prevent parts falling or swinging.

3.814,5 Unless absolutely unavoidable gas or arc welding or
cutting shall not be carried out above other workers on
the construction site. When unavoidable a non—combustible
shield shall be provided between the work and the workers
below.

3.814.6 Tanks of fuel gas for welding shall not be moved or
allowed to stand for any extended period when not in use
without having safety caps. Suitable cradles shall be
used for lifting or lowering pressure cylinders or fuel
gas containers and hemp rope slings shall not be allowed
for this purpose.

3.814.7 Tanks or “bottles” supplying gases for welding or cutting
shall be located at no greater distance from the work than
necessary, and they shall be securely fastened in place,
in an upright position, and not exposed to the direct rays
of the sun.

I
I
I
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3.815 Signs 1 — Exemptions from Permit Obligations

3.815.1 EXEMPTIONS FROM PERMIT OBLIGATIONS — A permit shall not be
required for any signs covered by clauses 3.815.2 to
3.815.6 below.

3.815.2 WALL SIGNS — A sign painted on the surface of a fence or
approved building wall; or any non—illuminated wall sign
on a building or2 structure which is not more than one
square metre (1 m ) in area.

3.815.3 SALE OR RENT — Signs erected to announce the sale or rent
of the property so designated, povided such signs are not
more than two square metres (2 in ) in area.

3.815.4 TRANSIT DIRECTIONS — The erection or maintenance of a sign
designating the location of a transit line, a railroad
station or other public carrier when 2ot more than one—
half of one square metre in area (0.5 m ).

3.815.5 STREET SIGNS — Signs erected by a jurisdiction for street
direction.

3.815.6 PROJECTING SIGNS — A projecting ign not exceeding one
quarter of one square metre (0.25 in ) of display surface.

3.815.7 EGRESS OBSTRUCTIONS — A sign shall not be erected,
constructed or maintained so as to obstruct any fire
escape, required exitway, window or door opening used as
an element of a means of egress, nor shall it prevent free
passage from one part of a roof to another part or access
thereto as required by the provisions of Part 3 Section 5
of this Code.

3.815.8 OBSTRUCTION TO VENTILATION — A sign shall not be attached
in any form, shape or manner which will interfere with any
opening required for ventilation by Part 3 Section 4,
except that such signs may be erected in front of and may
cover transom windows when not in violation of the
provisions of this code.

3.815.9 PROJECTING SIGNS — A projecting sign erected at other than
right angles to the walls of a building or structure
outside of the building line which extends above the roof
cornice or parapet wall and which obstructs access to the
roof is hereby deemed unlawful. Such signs shall be
reconstructed or removed as herein required.

3.815.1O REMOVING OR RECONSTRUCTING SIGNS — A sign heretofore
approved and erected shall not be repaired, altered or
moved, nor shall any sign, or any substantial part
thereof, which is blown down, destroyed or removed be re—
erected, reconstructed, rebuilt or relocated unless it is
made to comply with all applicable requirements of this
section of th Code.
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3.815.l1 REPAIR OF UNSAFE SIGNS — This section shall not be

construed to prevent the repair or restoration to a safe
condition as directed by the Local Authority of any part
of an existing sign when damaged by storm or other
accidental emergency.

3.815.12 RELOCATING SIGNS Any sign that is moved to another
location either on the same or to other premises shall be
considered a new sign and a permit shall be secured for
any work performed in connection therewith.

3.815.13 MAINTENANCE — All signs for which permit is required,
together with all their supports, braces, guys, and
anchors shall be kept in repair in accordance with the
provisions of this article and when not galvanized or
constructed of approved corrosion—resistive non—
combustible materials shall be painted when necessary to
prevent corrosion. I

3.815.14 It shall be the duty and responsibility of the owner or
lessee of every sign to maintain the ground and/or
immediate premises occupied by the sign in a tidy, clean,
sanitary, and healthful condition.

3.815.15 Every sign shall be subject to the inspection and
approval, from time to time by inspectors of the Local
Controlling Authority.

3.815.16 CONSTRUCTION — ALL SIGNS — All signs shall be designed and
constructed in conformity to the provisions for materials,
loads and stresses covered in Part 2 of this code
(Structural and Foundation Loads and Stresses, and also
Materials).

3.815.17 DESIGN LOADS — All signs shall be designed and constructed
to withstand wind pressures as provided in Part 2 Section
2 and the Table of Effective Velocity (wind) Pressures in
that section.

3.815.18 EARTHQUAKE LOADS — Signs adequately designed to withstand
wind pressures as above, shall generally be considered
capable of withstanding earthquake shocks.

3.815.19 ILLUMINATION — A sign shall not be illuminated by other
than electrical means. All electrical devices and wiring
shall be installed in accordance with the requirements of
the relevant local standard for electrical wiring and
equipment. No open spark or flame shall be used for
display purposes unless specifically approved by the V

Building Authority for locations outside of the fire
limits.

i
I
I
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3.815.20 USE OF COMBUSTIBLES — The following clauses 3.815.21 and
3.815.22 shall apply to combustible materials for signs.

3.815.21 ORNAMENTAL FEATURES lood or approved plastic or other
materials of combustible characteristics similar to wood
may be used for moldings, ceppings, nailing blocks,
letters and latticing when permitted in sub-section 3.817
below, 8nd for other purely ornemental features of signs
in accordance with the approved rules.

3.815.22 SIGN FACING - Sign facing may be made of approved
combustible plastic providing the area of such T’acing
section is not more than 10 square metres (10 m2) and the
wiring for electric lighting is entirely enclosed in the
sign cabineL with a clearance of not less than 50
millimetres from the facing material.

3.815.23 SERVICING DEVICES — Ladc!ers, platforms, hocks, rings and
all other devices for Lhe use of servicing personnel shall
have safety devices and design loading in accordance with
safety requirements of the Local inspectorate for Safety.

3.8l .24 ANIMATED DEVICES — Signs which contain moving sections or
ornaments shell have fail—safe provisions to prevent the
section or ornament from releasing and falling or shifting
its centre of gravity more than 350 millimetres. The
fail—safe device shall be in addition to the mechanism and
its housing which operate the movable section or ornament.
The fail—safe device shall be capable of supporting the
full dead weight of the section or ornament when the
moving mechanism releases.

3.8k Signs 2: Liabtli.ty, insurance and Bonds

3.816.I FILING — The Local Authority, before issuing a permit for
any sign to be eTected will assess (taking into account
the size, height locality, and position of proposed sign)
whether there may be any danger to the public if such sign
were to fall, be blown down, or be dislodged from its
position by any other accidental means. If so required by
the Local Authority after due consideration of above
possibilities, the owner/applicant shall file for a
suitable life and/or accident insurance policy, or he
shall pay over a bond in the amount agreed between the
Local Authority and Insurance Company.

3.816.2 CONDITIONS — Such bond, or insurance policy shall protect
the Local Authority/jurisdiction from any and all claims,
or demands for damages, by reason of any negligence of the
sign maker/hanger or his agenLs, or by reason of defects
in construction, or damages resulting from collapse,
failure or combustion of the sign or any parts thereof.

3.816.3 NOTICE OF CANCELLATION — The obligation herein specified
shall remain in force and effect during the life of every
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sign and shall not be cancelled by the principal or surety
until after thirty (30) days notice to the Building UAuthority and then only on written assurance that the sign
has been demolished or removed.

3.817 Signs 3: Illuminated, Projecting, Wall and Roof Mounted

3.817.l ILLUMINATED SIGNS: CERTIFICATES All electrically pilluminated signs shall be certified as to electric wiring uand devices by the authoritative agency having
jurisdiction, and all wiring and accessory electrical
equipment shall conform to the requirements of the
relevant local standards.

3.817.2 ADDITIONAL PERMITS — Electrical permits shall be issued fl
for the erection or maintenance of illuminated signs, as U
well as a permit from the Local Authority.

3.817.3 RE—LETTERING SIGNS — The requirements of this section flshall not apply to the re—lettering of illuminating signs,
except where such re—lettering requires a change of wiring
of the sign.

3.817.4 PROJECTING SIGNS: MATERIALS — Projecting signs shall be
constructed entirely of metal or other approved
non—combustible materials except as provided in the
general requirements for all signs, sub—section 3.815
above.

3.817.5 MAXIMUM PROJECTION — A projecting sign shall not extend
beyond a vertical plane one half of one metre (0.5 m)
inside the line of curb.

3.817.6 CLEARANCES — A clear space of not less than three metres
(3.0 in) shall be provided below all such parts of
electrical signs unless a special dispensation has been
given by the Local Authority.

3.817.7 WALL SIGNS — MATERIALS — Wall signs which have an area fl
exceeding ten square metres (10.0 in2) shall be constructed
of metal or other approved non—combustible materials,
except for nailing rails and as provided in sub—section
3.815 above.

3.817.8 EXTENSION — Wall signs shall not be erected to extend
above the top of the wall, nor extend byond the ends of
the wall to which they are attached, unless meeting all
the requirements for roof signs, projecting signs or
ground signs as the case may be.

3.817.9 ROOF SIGNS — MATERIALS — All roof signs shall be
constructed entirely of metal or other approved
non—combustible materials except as provided in

I
I
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sub—section 3.815. Provisions shall be made for electric
grounding of all metallic parts; and where combustible
materials are permitted in letters or other ornamental
features, all wiring and conduit shall be kept free and
insulated therefrom.

3.817.1O BOTTOM CLEARANCE — There shall be a clear space of not
less than one and one—half metres (1.5 m) between the
lowest part of the sign and the roof level, except for
necessary structural supports.

3.817.11 CLOSED SIGNS — A closed roof sign shall not be erected to
a height greater than fifteen metres (15.0 m) above the
roof of Types 1 and 2 constructed buildings nor more than
ten metres (10 m) of buildings of Type 3 and 4
construction.

3.81712 OPEN SIGNS — An open roof sign shall not exceed a height
of thirty metres (30.0 m) above the roof of buildings of
Types 1 and 2 construction; and not more than 20 metres
above the roof of buildings of Type 3 and 4 construction.

3.817.13 COMBUSTIBLE SUPPORTS — Within the fire limits, a roof sign
which exceeds twelve metres (12.0 m) in height shall not
be supported on or braced to wooden beams or other
combustible construction of a building or structure unless
otherwise approved by the Building Authority.

3.817.14 GROUND SIGNS (REFER ALSO 3.815.21 ABOVE) BOTTOM CLEARANCE
— The boLtom capping of all ground signs shall be at least
three—quarters of one metre (0.75 m) (750 mm) above the
ground but the intervening space may be filled with open
lattice work or platform decorative trim.

3.817.15 FIRE LIMITS — In the fire limits, a gTound sign shall not
be constructed of combustible materials, except as
provided in clause 3.8l5.21 above.

3.817.16 OUTSIDE FIRE LIMITS — Outside the fire limits, the
structural frame of ground signs shall not be erected of
combustible materials to a height of more than ten metres
(10 m) above the ground.

3.817.17 MAXIMUM SIZE — In all locations, when constructed entirely
of non—combustible material, ground signs may be erected
to a height of thirty metres (30.0 m) above the ground;
and to greater heights when approved by the building
official and located so as not to create hazard or danger
to the public.

5.817.18 ADDITIONAL LOADS — Projection sign structures or ground or
roof signs which could be used to support an individual on
a ladder or other servicing device whether or not
specifically designed for the servicing device shall be
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capable of supporting the anticipated additional load but
in no case less than Fifty kilograms (50 kg) concentrated
horizontal load and one hundred and forty kilograms (140
kg) vertical concentrated load applied at the point of
assumed loading or point of most eccentric loading. The
building component to which the projecting sign is
attached shall also be designed to support the additional
loads.

3.817.19 PORTABLE SIGNS — Portable signs shall conform to all
requirements for ground, roof, projecting flat and
temporary signs when they are used in a similar capacity.
The stipulations in this section shall not be construed as
to require portable signs to have connections to surfaces,
tiedowns or Foundations when provisions are made by
temporary means or configuration of the structure or the
ground to provide stability for the expected duration of
the installation.

3.817.20 ELECTRICAL — Portable signs which require electrical
service shall have a positive connecting device on the
sign. Electrical service lines to the sign shall be
protected from damage from all anticipated traffIc.

3.8r’.21 MISCELLANEOUS AND TEMPORARY SIGNS — Temporary signs and
banners attached to or suspended from a building or poles,
trees, or other anchor points and constructed of cloth or
other combustible material shall be strongly constructed
and shall be securely attached to their supports. They
shall be removed as soon as torn or damaged, and not later
than sixty (60) days after erection except that permits
for temporary signs suspended from or attached to a canopy
or marquee shall be limited to a period of ten days.

3.8l7.22 MAXIMUM SIZE — Temporary signs of combustible construction
shall be not more than three metres (3.0 ru) in one (1)
dimension nor more than forty-five square metres (45 in2)
in area.

3.8l7.23 SUPPORTS — When more than ten square metres (10 in ) in
area, temporary signs and banners shall be constructed and
fastened to supports capable of withstanding the design
loads listed in Part 2 Section 1 oF this Code.

3.8l7.24 SPECIAL PERMITS - Temporary signs used for holiday, public
demonstrations or promotion of civil welfare or charitable
purposes which extend across streets or other public
spaces, shall be subject to special approval of the
authority having jurisdiction.
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FACTORS FOR CONVERTING IMPERIAL UNITS TO SI UNITS

LENGTH

AREA

Feet (ft) x 0.3048*
Inches (in) x 0.0254*
Miles Cmi) x 1609.34
Miles Cmi) x 1.60934
Nautical Miles x 1852.0*
Yards (yd) x 0.9144*

Feet2 (ft2) x 0.0929030
Acres2x 4O6.86
Miles (mi ) x 2,58999

VOLUME

Feet tft) x 0.02831685
Feet 3(ft x 28.31685
Yards (yd ) x 0.764555
Acre feet x 1233.48
Callins (gal) x 0.00454609
Gallins (gal) x 4.54609

VELOCITY

Feet per second (ft/a) x 0.3048*
Miles per hour (mi/hr) x 0.44704*
Miles per hour Cmi/hr) x 1.60934
Knots x 0.514444
Knots x 1.852*

Meters (m)
MeteTs Cm)
Meters Cm)
Kilometers (km)
Meters (m)

= Meters (m)

Meters2 n2
Meters Cm2) 2Kilometers (km )

Meters Cm
Liters
Meters(m )
Meters’ (rn’)
Meters Cm
Liters”

Meters per second (m/s)
Meters per second (rn/a)

= Kilometers per hour (km/hr)
Meters per second Cm/s)
Kilometers per hour (km/hz’)

DISCHARGE

Feet3 per second (ft3/s) x 0.02831685
Millions of gallons per day Crngd)

x 0.0526167
Acre—feet per day x 0.0142764
Gallons per minute (gal/mm)

x 0.0000757680

FORCE

Pounds (lb) x 0.453592
Pounds (lb) x 453.592
Pounds (ib) x 4.44822

= Meters3 per second (m3/s)

Meters per second (m/s)
= Meters per second Cm Is)

Meters3 per second (m3/s)

Kilogyrams force (kgf)
Grams Cg)
Newtons** (N)
Metric tons**Tons x 0.907185
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PRESSURE

Pounds per foot2 (lb/f t) x 47.8803 Newtons per meter2 (N/rn2)2
Pounds per foot2 (lb/Ct ) x 4.88243 Kilogrms force per meter

2 2
kgf/m)

2Pounds per inch2 (lb/in2) x 6894.76 = Newtons per meter (N/m9
Pounds per inch (lb/in 2 j

0.00689476 x 10 Newtos per millimeter
(N/mm )

2 2
Megapascal (MPa) 2

Pounds per inch (lb/in ) x 703.070 Killog1ams force per meter
(kgf/m

2 2Millibars (mb) x 100.0* Newtons per meter (N/rn )

UNIT WEIGHT

Pounds per foo% (lb/ft) x 157.0876 Newtons per meter3 (N/rn3)3
Pounds per toot (lb/ft ) x 16.0185 = Kilogrms force per meter

(kgf/m )
Pounds per foot3 (lb/f t3) x 0.0160185 = Grams per centimeter3 (g/cm3) b

MASS AND DENSITY

Slugs x 14.5933 = Kilograms (kg)
3

Slugs per foot x 515.379 Kilograms per meter (kg/rn ) U
VISCOSITY

Pound—seconds per foot (lb—s/ft ) or 2
slugs per foot second x 47.8803 Newto2s seconds per meter

(Ns/m )**

Feet2 per second (C t2/s) x 0.092903 Meters2 per second (m2/s)

* Exact values 3
** Liters x 1000.0 = cemtieters

Liters x 0.001 meters
Metric tons x 1000.0 kilograms force
Kilograms force x 9.80665 = newtons
Newtons x 100,000.0 = dyes
Newton seconds per meter x 0.1 = poises

Li
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SI PREFIXES AND MEANINGS

Prefix
(abbreviation) Meaning

Mega— CM) 1,000,000.
Kilo— (k) 1,000.
Hecto— (h) 100.
Deka— (da) 10.
Deci— Cd) 0.1
Centi— Cc) 0.01
Mull— Cm) 0.001
Micro— t4L) 0.000001
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